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New England Mutual Life Insurance Co.,

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS.

Established, 1843.

Branch Office in Metropolitan Bank Building, 110 Broadway,

NEW YORK CITY.

CAPITAL AND ACCUMULATION OF PREMIUMS TO MEET LOSSES, OVER

$ 9 1 0,0 0 0,

after paying, among all holding policies, in casta, (not in scrip,) dividends amounting to

$18 1,000.

The surplus is divided among all the members fit cash, thus avoiding the unneces

sary and uncertain tendency of large accumulations of unpaid dividends, erroneously

called capital, and also affording a certain and good rate of interest upon the out

lay of premiums. One-balf of the first five annual premiums on life policies loaned

to insurers if desired ; the remaining half may be paid quarterly. The premiums

are as low as those of any reliable company. This is the oldest American Mutual

Life Insurance Company, and one of the most successful. Insurance may be effected

for the benefit of Married Women, beyond the reach of their husband's creditors.

Creditors may insure the lives of Debtors. Blank form of application for Insurance, or

the company's pamphlet, containing the Charter, Rules, and Regulations, also the

Annual Reports showing the condition of the company, will be furnished gratis.

B. F. STEVENS, Secretary. WILLABD PHILLIPS, President.

Directors :

Charles P. Curtis, Thomas A. Dexter, Sewell Tappan, A. W. Thaxter, Jr., Charles

Hubbard, Marshall P. Wilder, William B. Reynolds, Geo. H. Folger.

References In New Vorlc.

Rev. S. H. Tyng, D. D. ; Hon. A. Oakey Hall, District Attorney of New York City ;

R. Warren Weston, (Goodhue <fc Co.,) W. W. StoLe, (Lawrence, Stone & Co.;) Wm. G.

Lambert, (A. A A. Lawrence <fc Co.,) B. J. Howland, Rev. G. L. Prentiss, Henry L.

Pierson ; D. Randolph Martin, President Ocean Bank ; Wm. L. King, (Naylor it Co. ;}

Rev. S. S. Cutting ; Ellery & Gibbons ; Freeman Hunt, (Hunt's Magazine ;) Samuel

R. Ruggles, and Rev. R. S. Storrs, D. D, of Brooklyn.

JOHN HOPPER, Agent and Attorney for the Company,

110 Broadway, Neve York.

Atlantic Mutual Insurance Company.

Nbw York, January 28, 1856. Office 61 Wall Street, Corner ok William.

MARINE AND INLAND NAVIGATION INSURANCE.

The profits of the company revert to the assured and are divided annually upon the premiums ter

minated during tbe year, for which certificates are issued bearing aucb interest, not exceeding six

per cent, as the Income from invested funds will enable tbe company to pay. The excess of certifi

cates over a million dollars, have heretofore been redeemed by payments or cash in the order or their

issue. The Dividend declared for 1855 was Thirty per cent. The outstanding certificates or the tune

of 1853, and 60 per cent of the Issue of 1854, are to be redeemed and paid on and after tbe 5th Feb.

The assets of the company in New York bank stock, bonds and mortgage,
real estate, and loans on stocks 11,700,145 OS

Other assets 2,037,587 93

Total 3,737,692 98

TRUSTEES,—J. D. Jones, T. Tileston, H Corr, W. C. Pickersgill, A. Averill,

L. Curtis, W. S. Wetmore, C. H Russell, L. Holbrook, Robert 0. Goodhue, P. A.

Haroous, M. Gans, E. H. Qillilan, R. Crooks, C. Barstow, A P. Pillot, L. S. Soaree,

L. M Wiutr, D. S. Miller, S. T. Niooll, J. J. Henry, T. W. Riley, D. Lane, J. Bride,

W. Stubois, Jr, H K. Booert, A. A. Low, C. Dennis, D. Perkins, J. Gaillard, Jr..

W. E. Dodge, M Livingston, W. Wood, J. H. Burgy, C. Geinnell, H 0. Brewer,

W. Sherman, E. R Bell, E. E. Morgan, B. J. Howland, B. Babcocc, F. Westrat.

John D. Jones, President

W. Towjisexd Jones, Secretary. Charles Dennis, Vice-President

W. H. H Moore, id Vice-President.
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Arl. I.—PUBLIC BENEFACTIONS.

" Mercy la twice blessed :

It blesses bim that gives, and him that takes."

TBE POLICY OP STATE ENDOWMENTS OF lllflll LITERARY INSTITUTIONS—VIEWS OP ROWLAND Q.

HAZARD—TBI STATE AND COMMON SCHOOLS—EXAMINATIONS TOR PNOPESSORSHIFB IN EUROPE—

WURE1NOS OP AMERICAN FREE SCHOOL SYSTKMS-THOSE WHO FROM POVERTY BECOME RICH BY

TRADE DO NOT GENERALLY APPRBCIATR EDUCATION OP THE IIIOIIKR KIND—BOARDS OF EDUCATION

—OIRARD COLLEGE, AND TOR MISAPPLICATION OF FUNDS IN 1TB ESTABLISHMENT— MATERIAL BID!

OP LIFB NOT TO BE UNDERVALUED—THE PRIME CAUSE OP POVERTY—THE WORKINGS OF REPUBLI

CAN OOVERNMENT VINDICATE THE DIOMTY OF LABOR, AND DtYALOP THE INNATE NOBILITY OF MAR

—OF TBE INSTITUTION FOUNDED BY PATER COOPER IN NEW TORE, AND ITS PLAN—OIFTOF DR. NOTT

TO UNION COLLEGE—MR. OIRARD AND HIS COLLEGE— MILLIONAIRE MERCHANTS SHOULD CARRY

OUT THEIR PUBLIC BENEFACTIONS DURING THEIR LIVES—EVIL EFFECT OP GREAT ENDOWMENTS

FOR SECTARIAN PURPOSES—INSTITUTIONS THAT SHOULD BE FOUNDED—TBB SMITHSONIAN INSTI

TUTION—GIFTS OF MOSES SHEPHERD AND OBOROE PBADODY—ENDOWMENT OP A PROFESSORSHIP

IN THE BOSTON MERCANTILE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION.

Mr. Rowland G. Hazard, in one of the articles in his lately-published

volume, called " Language, and other Papers,"* has spoken very strongly

against State endowments of the higher kinds of literary societies and

scientific institutions, on the ground that—

" Governments should interfere as little as possible with the sphere of individ

ual duty. Every encroachment upon this," he says, " takes from the citizen op

portunities for cultivating their virtue by practical exercise. Let all the charities

of life be dispensed, and all noblo enterprises be prosecuted by the State, and you

destroy private benevolence and public spirit. The individual, dwarfed and shriv

eled, from want of that practical exercise of virtue which strengthens and liber

alizes h s nature, grudgingly pays what the law exacts of him, without thought

of its application. He neither knows nor cares whether it is used to found a

college or erect a gallows."

* Published by Phillips, Sampson & Co., of Boston.
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That Mr. Hazard does not, however, mean that common school educa

tion should be left unprovided for by the public, appears from his Address

on Public Schools, (another paper in the same volume,) where he says :—

"It is an idea of our own times to increase the gcueral happiness, and secure

the freedom of man, by a system of general education, which shall impart useful

knowledge, intellectual power, and moral character."

And he adds :—

"Let a State provide the money essential to the existence of the public

schools, &c." *

All this is consistent. Mr. Hazard is perfectly right in placing a guard

against the tendency of State government to paralyze, by forestalling,

that generous public spirit of individuals, which it is one of the highest

ends of society to foster, if society is " made for man."

But there are other reasons why it is desirable that the higher institu

tions of education should not be, to any great extent, State institutions.

One reason is, that " those who pay, rule," and the mass of the voters,

for a long time yet, must be the uneducated class, and are, therefore, not

competent to choose the persons who shall fill the offices of these institu

tions. " Concurrence, as they call it in Europe, should determine who is

to have a professorship. The rule there is, that candidates for such offices

should come before a Board of Examiners, eminent in the particular de

partment of the professorship ; and certain questions, taxing their utmost

ability, should be given out at once, and the candidates be allowed to re

tire into rooms, where they are without books, and answer the questions

from their own resources. Then the best fellow gets the appointment,

surely. Even the action of despotic governments interferes very little

with these time-honored customs of the European universities. The gov

ernment at Vienna was not very fond of having Hungarians in the uni

versity there. But on one occasion of a "concurrence" for the selection

of a mathematical professor, there were several candidates, and among

the rest a Hungarian peasant. The problems were given out on a black

board, and some hours allowed for their retirement to work out answers.

The peasant remarked that he needed no time ; he could answer the

questions at once. He was told to do it ; and having done it on the spot,

all the other candidates threw up their pretensions at once. It is needless

to remark that the officers of the State and city governments are quite

unable to preside over examinations like these. It is notorious, that in

some of our large cities, the School Boards and Committees are composed

of persons whose own educations are of the most limited kind, not ex

cluding persons of no education at all, and of feeble minds. In the city

of New York, one of the most intelligent teachers in the public schools

told the writer of this paper, incidentally, that on occasion of wishing to

recommend the use of a books, he was obliged " to wait several weeks, in

order to catch one of the trustees of her ward sober ;" and " at any rate,"

she added, " he was not competent to judge on the subject of the book,

though he was the jaost intelligent and active member of the Book Com

mittee." Nevertheless, it would produce a greater evil than it would

remedy, even if it could bo done, which it cannot, to take the common

school elections away from the people. To have a public duty to perform,

gradually educates those who undertake to discharge it, and the evil will
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effectually be remedied, by awakening the conscience of voters to the duty

of choosing the school officers and teachers of the city or town, with refer

ence to their qualifications for the special duty required of them, and not

mainly and merely according to the political party to which they belong.

Another evil of having the higher literary institutions immediately

under the influence of the popular vote is, that those who have been for

tunate in trade, who are rarely highly competent in educational matters,

do not value education of the higher kind, inasmuch as they see that mo

ney has been made without it; and that those who have education, are

not unlikely to abandon more lucrative pursuits for intellectual ones, which

seem to them unmanly. The richest men frequently encourage all their

sons to go into mercantile life, however their tastes may point the other

way, and although it is they who would, with least hinderance from un

toward circumstances, pursue the fine arts, or open new fields of science

and learning. Success is a term that has nearly become sequestered to

money-making and the attainment of political power. The latter is cer

tainly a noble object, when sought in a public spirit, and without making

degrading sacrifices of manly honor and true principle to attain it. But

the pursuit is too often one and the same thing with that of riches. It

cannot but be seen, on a moment's reflection, that where the love of mo

ney-making is the spirit of society, the great instrumentality of education

will be looked on and treated in a sordid spirit also. Many Boards of

Education seem to act, and to be chosen to act, as if the saving—not the

spending—of money, on means of education, were the great thing. A

case in point is Girard College, which is trusteed with the municipality of

Philadelphia. The first outlay, for the building, was an absurd and un

principled extravagance—unprincipled, because it was not carrying out

the idea of Girard, who, in ordering a high wall around his institution,

sufficiently indicated that ho did not intend to make an architectural en

tertainment for the city. The friends of architecture would, in the end,

have done vastly more, even for that very art, had they made one depart

ment of the institution a school of architecture, with all the aids the world

could afford, in order to make such of the pupils as had ability, accom

plished architects ; and this could have been done with one- quarter of the

expense laid out upon columns, which only a few persons can ever see,

and whose effects on the minds of those few who do see them is counter

acted by the sight of the ugly wall, which no spectator can avoid.

The mention of Girard College may seem to militate against the object

of our article, which is, to give arguments for appropriations by individ

uals to higher institutions of education. But Girard College fails because

it is not a higher kind of institution. It is a common remark that, for

education, a boy of Philadelphia would have a much better chanco out

side the walls of Girard College than within ; the High School of that

city being on a scale of far greater liberality, and opening a far greater

range of acquirement to its pupils than Girard College does. And this

failure of Girard's benefaction can be shown to be owing to its being

under the care of a narrow municipality, which is always a political party

that the immense funds stimulate cormorants to please, for the sake of

keeping possession of the lucrative offices in its gift. The capital mis

take in Girard's case was, that he delayed the founding of the institution

till after his death. There was a special absurdity in doing so in his case,

since his property was immense, and he could have fully established it,
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without disturbing the capital on which he might Still wish to trade; and

there was special danger in his delay, as the bequest was so large as to

become an overwhelming temptation to misapplication and personal cu

pidity.

The venerable Dr. Nott, of Schenectady, New York, with one-tenth of

the fund of Girard to bestow, has done an infinitely greater good, by

superintending the whole disposition of his benefaction personally. It

may be said that Dr. Nott is a man of education, while Girard probably

felt himself personally incompetent to do what he wanted to be done.

But Girard could have taken counselors; and, at all events, ho would have

prevented the action of bad faith in the first officers of the institution,

who would give the first stamp to its character. We speak advisedly.

There is no person but will admit, that, if Girard could have looked

forward to the institution, as it is at present conducted, he would have re

pudiated it. Not that it has not some merits. It is a good safe orphan

asylum, and doubtless gives to the apprentices it turns out nearly as good

an education for their callings as they could get at the public schools.

Its working teachers are a very estimable and faithful set of persons, who

do all that is required of them by their employers excellently, and make

a more genial and pleasant home for the young people than could have

been expected under the circumstances. But a foundation of one million

of dollars would have been ample to make their school all that it is.

Girard left ten millions, which might have. made, within those walls a real

university, including schools of every branch of human learning, and

every kind of art; endowed with the best professors the world could offer,

and every kind of apparatus for practical experiment. Then, even if no

orphan out of the city of Philadelphia itself had been admitted, (iirard

College could not have failed to raise the standard of education all over

the country, and thus would have accrued "the greatest benefit to the

greatest number," (which is, we understand, the motto professed by its

chief officer ;) for the millionaires of other cities would have taken care,

if not the municipalities themselves, instructed by the instance, that their

citizens should not be outbidden in all the prizes of life by the Girard or

phans. But this great opportunity has been made abortive, by intrusting

this fund to managers who can never be elected, since they are a munici

pality, with reference to their fitness forsuch a trust, and who have always

hitherto shown themselves of a narrow, timid spirit, overestimating the

material side of life.*

The material side of life is not to be undervalued. It is unquestionable,

that men, being what they are, in close relation to the material world,

will work upon it with energy, and endeavor to obtain its treasure ; espe

cially in our republic, which throws open to every man the whole world

as his quarry. This is legitimate. The earth is a storehouse of treasures,

and within its bosom there is wherewithal to clothe, feed, ornament, and

put at ease every individual who shall be born on its surface, provided it

is scientifically understood and artistically worked. And, in the operation

of this understanding and work, the instrument man shall become quick

ened in every power, and accomplished in every mode of activity. It is

true, one man may not know and do everything, but there is some rela-

• Why U this tho chamet«ri«Uo of the Philadelphia municipality? One would have hardly ex

pacted It beforehand In tho Quaker city.
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tion to nature, or his fellows, for every man ; and it is desirable that the

adult generation coming on, should, with intelligence, benevolence, and

genial wisdom, make such relation of the workers to the work to be done,

as shall ensure the adaptation.

The prime cause of poverty is farther back than is usually supposed.

It lies in the fact, that the riches of the earth have not been developed in

a fair ratio to the increase of population ; and this in turn arises from the

fact, that the culture of man has not been seen to be the first thing in the

interest of States.* What men may possess of things, and of political

place over each other, has been thought of more importance than what

men themselves are. lint man is an incumbrance to the earth, wherever

he has not, through intellect and intellectually-directed energy, power

over it. A witty statesman, of the first generation of our republic, said

that " the place which would grow men would grow nothing else," and

the success of New Englanders, in comparison with the inhabitants of

climates more favored in luxurious and spontaneous products of the soil,

was cited in proof of the acuteness of the remark. There is nothing in

nature which is not destined to give up its secret to the intellect of man,

in the course of the ages; and were all the j.iower of insight and action,

that exists among the men who are on the earth at the present moment,

brought to bear upon nature, there would hardly be a physical want un

satisfied, perhaps not one taste for intellectual enjoyment ungratified. God

has adapted the earth to man, and man to the earth. Men shamefully

and stupidly neglect to tune the " harp of a thousand strings" that they

are, and so miss the music, of their relations to nature, and with it the

joyous impulses which would spontaneously arise to act upon it. With

out pausing to speak of the moral causes of this, we simply state the fact

for the meditation of the practical.

Republican government, by securing political equality to all, leaves it

possible for the fitting of the worker to the work to be gradually made

nearly exact. So much has been done already, notwithstanding the hin

dering influences of inherited and imported European conventionalities,

that labor, in almost any calling, if illustrated by genius and virtue, per

mits the full consciousness and honor of manhood to the laborer. The

successful glue maker, and who has always, in a measure, " stuck to his

glue," not merely sits in his palace, but (if an acute, sound, far reaching

intellect and a delicate, honorable, generous heart has directed his skillful

and industrious hand to accumulate millions, for the benevolent purpose

of gifting the city of his adoption with an institute that shall one day

rival the most magnificent university in Europe,) becomes an intellectual

noble also.

It is an interesting fact, that the first idea of Tetor Cooper's Institute

arose in his mind when he was young and thirsting for knowledge, which

at that time ho could not buy in New York, even with the money he

earned at his trade. One day, a friend told him of a visit he had lately

made to Paris, where ho had been able to learn whatever he wished, with

out money and without price, at the university endowed by the first Na

poleon. Peter Cooper, with all the ardor of his aspiring mind, wished

that there was such an opportunity in America, and the writer of these

• It is still the old saw of political economy, that the learned classes are tho unproductive classes

of society! Sco a little manual of political economy, by K. Peshine Smith, pmtm, for a refutation

of this lottm.
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pages heard him say that the idea never left him afterwards. When he

began to be very successful, it began to take shape—till at last it has built

the Cooper Institute ; and there is every reason to believe that the brick

and mortar of that stately pile will be quite lost sight of, when the whole

plan of its founder is unfolded.

For readers at a distance, it may be necessary to explain our reference.

Mr. Peter Cooper, of New York, whose mind was stimulated, as has been

intimated, by his own needs in early life, has appropriated $600,000 to

the erection of a building in Astor Place, whose five or six upper stories

are to be appropriated as lecture-rooms and cabinets of arts and sciences ;

and the income of the stores in the basement, (which must be very large,

as they are admirably situated for business,) is to be appropriated forever

to the payment of lecturers, and the public are to be admitted free.

Also lecturers who may desire to call together audiences by tickets, which

shall secure their remuneration, are to be accommodated with rooms to

lecture in, free of expense to themselves. Already, we are told, that nine

rooms for a school of design, which, if not exclusively for women, will

admit them to all its privileges, have been promised ; and it is to be hoped

that he will permit the Gallery of Christian Art to be removed into the

building, and become the nucleus of a gallery of art that shall gradually

be made worthy of the country, not only by displaying the works of na

tive genius, but by receiving whatever can be rescued from the decaying

nations of Europe, which, in their times of convulsion, cast their artistic

treasures upon the waters, to be borne to other lands, and civilize rising

peoples.

Mr. Cooper has a grand idea of the ministry of art to the moral nature,

and intends that the hall where the lectures on moral science are to be

given, shall contain the masterpieces of the genius of all times, in the line

of historical and symbolical paintings—either in their originals, or by

copies. It is to be so managed that any picture, suited to the subject of

the lecture, may be brought out to act on the senses of the audience in

aid of the lecturer's moral object.

He proposes, also, to use painting in a humbler form, to aid lecturers

on the natural sciences and mechanical arts. The kingdoms of nature,

painted out on canvass, may be put at the command of lecturers by taking

advantage of the principle of the diorama. And in the mechanical arts,

also, (as, for instance, in teaching the art of ship-building,) each stage of

the work can be exhibited to the eye.

"Whoever has had the privilege of hearing Mr. Cooper converse upon

his plans—which he does with a modest unafiectedness that is a moral

grace and beneficence of itself—cannot but be impressed with the blessing

that the personal execution of his noble benefaction confers on the mind

and heart of "him that gives." No one man could ever fill one such a

programme as he has sketched ; but his generous confidence that other

benefactors will arise, in the future generations, to fill up the measure, is

a blessing to the country "that receives."

A similar observation may be made upon the venerable Dr. Nott It

is not universally known that the large fortune he has bestowed by trust-

deed on Union College, (probably worth a million of dollars, although he

has estimated the investment at only six hundred thousand,) was, in the

first place, the fruit of bis own scientific labor, which he has made his

recreation in his small intervals of leisure from his various cares, as Presi
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dent and Treasurer of Union College. The duties of neither of these offices

has he ever neglected. Thousands of alumni throughout the land, who

have experienced, during the last fifty years, his fatherly care, (for he takes

cognizance of every individual's moral training personally, and himself

teaches the senior class intellectual philosophy every day,) will testify that

the presidency is no sinecure in his case ; while, on the other hand, the

ample treasury of Union College, independent of his bequest, shows the

indefatigable labor and skill with which he hae managed its funds. The

College was insolvent when he went into the presidency, but it had just

received a continuous grant from the Legislature, of which he took the

business management, conducting it with a disinterested devotion rarely

equaled—for, on one occasion, he pledged his private property to the

amount of $250,000 advance, in order to prevent the failure of a firm which

held college property. This transaction was never known to the public,

until brought out, many years after, in answer to a charge of embezzle

ment—brought against him by malevolent and mean suspicion. Mr. John

C. Spencer spent the last year of his life in making straight the tangled

web, woven by envy and malice, and made it the condition of his labor

that Dr. Nott should permit the publication of the trust-deed, which other

wise would never have seen the light, from which his modesty would have

hidden it while he should live.

That pitiful charge and web shows another side of our human nature :—

Unless above himself,

Ho shall erect himself—how mean a thing is man !

It could not be generously believed, that over and above all the labors

imposed by his public duties, Dr. Nott's inventions in machinery had

.brought him, within a period of twenty years, a million of dollars ! Yet

such was the fact. From the day he was nine years old, this son of a

widowed mother had supported himself. Industrious, intelligent, frugal,

and unostentatious—but kind and helpful to whoever needed of him ma

terial, intellectual, or spiritual benefit—his accumulation of wealth went

on, enlarging the sphere of his benevolence, till he became a power of

wisdom and goodness, so completely outgoing the sordid imagination of

the common nerd, that invention has nearly gone mad with its theories

of his character and action. But has not Dr. Nott himself been the first,

as well as the last, blessed, after all ?—not only by the development of the

gentle and long-suffering temper, which his disinterested action has made

a second nature, but in the activity of his mind, applied in such a variety

of ways—as in the business of investments, which requires knowledge so

extensive of all the political and social economy of the country, and in

the study of natural science and mechanics, his passion for which led him

to examine every machine invented, and set him to musing upon the means

by which it might be improved—most of his patents being for improve

ments. These two great fields for intellectual activity, added to those

given by his duties as President and Professor of Intellectual and Moral

Philosophy in Union College, have produced a universality of wisdom,

which is happily imaged in his " fair large front and eye sublime," re

calling the idea of the original man, placed in the garden of the world to

have dominion. Three score years and ten of unsurpassed activity of

body and mind, did not write a wrinkle on his brow, or bend his stalwart

form ; and neither would fifteen years ho has since added to the common
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age of man, have done so, but for an accident causing an infirmity in his

walk, not perceived, however, when he stands, exhibiting all the finest

proportions of a man.

Impressed with admiration of the destination which Girard gave to his

immense estate, Horace Mann has attempted to exonerate him from all

blame which belongs to a miserly form of life. But nature did not give

him the immunity his generous admirer would fain do. Girard did well

with his money in his wiH, and was personally humane to the sick in his

lifetime. Let him have honor for these thing* ; but because he did not

found his Institute while he lived, he missed the blessing of such personal

development and inward glorification as such work would have produced.

Had he begun to have made his appropriations twenty-five years before

he died, he would have drawn around him the best counsel of his cotem-

poraries, and by the exercise of mind, inevitable in order to carry out his

purposes, would unquestionably have unfolded his nature into a fair flower,

and made humanity lovely and venerable in his own person. There is no

greater boon to the world than that the wisdom of love should take flesh,

and we behold the glory of it.

ere are, doubtless, at this moment many others in the land who are

abounding in wealth, and mean to leave it, in some way, to benefit their

country at their death. Let them take warning, then, by Girard, and not

miss the chance of doing their great deeds themselves, or risk leaving their

millions to tempt cunning and self-indulgence, and perhaps, by tempting,

to create these disgraces of humanity in those by whom their treasures

must at last be distributed, paying large toll on the way.

The " manifest destiny" of Americans is to bo rich. Our republican

government was established at the very moment when the science of the

Old World applied, with unprecedented energy, to the arts, and immedi

ately transferred to the New World by means of a common language,

gave to Young America a rare advantage—the result of mature thought

and life, united with the enterprise and energies of a hardy, national youth.

But with the power to obtain riches, so largely derived from Europe,

we are liable to import habits of feeling and thought, and delusions of the

imagination, which produced their organized evils ; and we are quite sure

to reproduce them here, organizations and all, unless we shall avoid the

primal mistake of postponing men to the work of their hands. The tree

whose fruit is pleasant to the eye and good for food, is doubtless to be

plucked in due time; but let it not bo done until feeding on the tree of

life has opened the eye to discern the relative place in creation of the

serpent and the man ; and the relative place in man of the susceptibility

of outward good and beauty, to the intellectual, moral and spiritual power

which should govern every man and woman. For the old parable is ever

lasting philosophy and ever-renewed fact, both as to the sin and curse,

and as to the promises of redemption therefrom, and can be applied on

every plane of man's existence.

The first principle of public benefactions being that they are to bless, by

making noble citizens of the benefactors, it becomes an interesting inquiry

what public interests are more especially to depend on the generosity of

individuals.

Everybody knows that well-intended gifts may injure. In public bene

factions, as in private, the object is not to make passive receivers, but

active cooperatore in the use of means to desirable ends. There is no real
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well-doing but the quickening of life. We see in England instances of

great treasures so bestowed and tied up as to be useless to the intellectual

growth of the nation—feeding fat incumbents, who are curses to them

selves and others by their overgrown fortunes, which are altogether out

of proportion to their moral power to wield.

Throughout Christendom we see the great disadvantage arising from

great endowments for sectarian purposes. It corrupts and paralyses the

spiritual power of a religious body to become the irresponsible trustee of

great funds; and it is especially bad for one generation to inherit the

trusteed property of generations that went before for the support of re

ligion. That spiritual essence can only be perpetually regenerated, in its

purity and beneficent power, by "forgetting the things that are behind."

It is wine forever new, bursting old bottles, and can only be had " without

money and without price."

The founder of the Burnet prizes had, however, a good idea. He left a

sum of money to accumulate, whose interest, each successive generation,

should become sufficient to make two prizes, both of them large enough

to call forth the best thought of the day upon the great themes of God's

existence and providence, and the reasonable deductions therefrom of

human duty ; and he hampered his questions with no restrictions, and

made as good a plan as was possible to ensure a fair judgment of the

essays offered. Thus h« called on the future instead of the past to state

religion for the successive generations that were to succeed him. It proved

a great faith in " the spirit that maketh all things now."

In general, it may be said that there is a great deal of endowment not

merely wasted on attempts to perpetuate special forms of the Christian

church, but which hang as a dead-weight upon that greatest interest of

man and society.

But if religion is left to God's living word to every man, and if the

peopled government will attend to that average culture which is necessary

to obtain the means of living, by establishing common school education,

there is yet a vast field left.

Benefactors should ask themselves what is that which the municipalities

and the State governments cannot be expected to see should be done ?

What is that which, indeed, it would be politically dangerous for a repub

lican people to confide to a government which must always, for the time

being, represent a one-sided political party, and therefore, in its best

estate, be changing every few years? What is that which it will enoble

individuals to do spontaneously, while it would endanger the morals of

official persons to do it ? What is that which is never well done by clerks

of governments, but must be the prido of an individual or a family, in

order that it should make progress with society, ever going before, instead

of toiling after, its demands?

It is founding great institutions of benevolence ; also institutions for the

culture of the fine arts ; and, above all, institutions for the study of the

sciences of history, legislation, political economy, and government, under

the instruction of lecturers who shall be competent, and by personal char

acter, superiority of genius, and circumstances of position, independent of

the influence of party politics, and thus have a fair chance to be adequate

instructors of rulers, and of those who elect rulers.

The desirableness of having the science of society, as such, the doctrines

of justice, and the general principles of a true republican government dis
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cussed and studied in a general point of view, uninfluenced by the personal

and party interests which must necessarily bias the discussions in the halls

of practical legislation, has not wholly escaped attention. A venerable

citizen of Boston was for many years writing on the subject, in the news

papers of that city and of Washington, with reference to the disposition

of the Smithsonian fund. He believed that Smithson, in making the Con

gress of the United States the trustee of a fund for diffusing knowledge

among men, had an institution for the science of government in view.

He argued that there was a special propriety in founding such an insti

tution in America, whose government alone, in all the world, could afford

to allow this science a free development, according to the idea—inasmuch

as it professes to be organized on purpose to carry out, in practice, the

sublime generalities of the Declaration of Independence ; and as its organi

zation, at any particular period, could not do complete justice to them,

provides, by the principle of self-amendment, for a perpetual growth and

renewal of form, according to the discoveries and progress of ages.

It is an interesting fact, that both John Quincy Adams and Daniel

Webster expressed, to the gentleman above referred to, that they agreed

with him in his interpretation of Smilhson's intentions, and that John

Quincy Adams meant to bring the view before Congress that very winter,

when death cut short his career of usefulness.

The Smithsonian fund has been otherwise appropriated, and in the way

the government will always appropriate funds for education, to the ad

vance of those sciences having an obvious relation to material interests.

It is better so, perhaps. The choice, by Congress, of professors of history,

political economy, and ideal law, would never have satisfied more than

one-half the country. A half a million of dollars is no unparalleled gift,

as we see in the cases of Dr. Nott, Mr. Cooper, and Astor, to say nothing

of Girard and his ten millions. Since we commenced writing ihis article,

Moses Shepherd, of Baltimore, has given half a million for an Insane

Asylum ; and Mr. George Peabody* promised another, to found a Musical

Conservatory and Gallery of Paintings, which will go far to make Balti

more the emporium of the fine arts in America,

Our friend of the Institution for the Science of Government, is unhap

pily not a millionaire himself, but he has done with a "mite" what may

prove the seed of a true People's University, nevertheless. He has pro

posed to give some landed property to found a Professorship of History

in Boston, with a really adequate lecturer in the chair. The Mercantile

Library Association of the city, which is the most enterprising and lively

corporate body in it—whose members, according to the testimony of the

importing booksellers, buy all the best books—is to be endowed with this

professorship, on condition of providing its lecture-room for free lec

tures, so soon as some other citizen, or citizens, with cash in hand, will

advance the money in exchange for the land. As this will require but a

twentieth part of a half million dollars, and will open an American Free

School of History that shall give new significance to the name of " literary

emporium," already appropriated to Boston, we may rest assured that the

year will not close before the whole thing be complete. But of this pro

ject, and its bearings, we must speak in another article.

• The Merchant*' Magnzi*' of April, 1857, (rol. xxxvl, pp. 449, 5ST,) contains » biography of Mr.

George Peabody, a note to which, on p. 4S4, more folly explains the plan of the Institute, founded
by that eminent millionaire-banker in Baltimore.
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Irt. II.—POLITICAL ECONOMY.

oiiaptei in.

MONET.

No person produces everything he wishes to consume. Even in savage

life, one man can procure fish, another venison most advantageously, and

they will accordingly wish to exchange products. This is called barter,

and is the first and simplest form of exchange.

As the civilized state appears, the necessity for an interchange of com

modities is vastly increased. The hatter, tailor, shoemaker, farmer, and

fisherman, all must exchange with each other, and traffic becomes, as we

have before shown, one of the greatest departments of industry. But

barter, under these circumstances, is a very inconvenient and clumsy mode

of effecting the desired object. For example, the farmer proposes to ex

change wheat for a hat; but the hatter, having already obtained all the

wheat he wants, tells the farmer, however, that if he will procure him a

table, he will give him a hat in exchange for it. The fanner now goes to

the cabinet-maker and offers to exchange wheat for a table ; but the cabi

net-maker, already supplied with wheat, tells the farmer if he will procure

for him a pair of boots, he will let him have a table. The farmer now

goes to the bootmaker, who, we will suppose, is willing to take wheat, and

the farmer gets the boots. With these he procures a table, with which,

in turn, he gets the object he desired—viz., a hat.

Now this was the only way, in such a state of things, for the farmer to

procure a hat—inconvenient and circuitous as it was. We might have

supposed, without extravagance, a much more difficult case. This, how

ever, is sufficient to show the practical inconvenience of exchange in kind.

But there was still another difficulty of scarcely less magnitude. When

articles to be exchanged became numerous, it was found a very intricate

matter to establish satisfactorily the relative prices of each. For example,

how many sheep should be given for a cow ?—how many cows for a

horse?—how much corn for a bushel of wheat?—how much butter for a

gallon of molasses?—how many eggs for a pound of sugar, tea, or coffee?

—how many of any or all of these for a cart, plow, spade, chair, table,

&c, through an interminable series of exchanges.

Under these complicated difficulties, what was wanted ? Evidently some

article which all persons, either by common consent or the force of law,

should accept for whatever they had to sell, and by which they would

measure the value of everything sold. Suppose, then, that it was settled

that wheat should be that article. By this arrangement every one would

receive wheat for whatever he wished to part with, and estimate the value

of his article at a given quantity of wheat. If it should be considered

that a bushel of wheat cost one day's work, and a plow ten, then a

plow would exchange for ten bushels of wheat. The prices of all com

modities would conform themselves to this general standard, and this

would take place, not by legal enactment, but by the laws of trade—for,

if the plow-maker asked ten bushels of wheat for his plow, when in

fact it was worth only eight, competition would soon bring down the

Par chapter I., tee Merchants' Magazine tor March, 1857, and for chapter 1L, see some fur Mar,

1857, (vol. xxivi., pp. 275-2S2 and 547-552.)
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article to its fair value, as compared with wheat. In this manner the

prices of everything vendible would be established. With freedom of

industry, all would find a common level.

Wheat, then, in the case supposed, would perform two important func

tions—viz., it would be an instrument of exchange and a standard value ;

in other words, it would be money.

We learn the true nature of money, then, from its origin, and its defi

nition from the offices it perforins. These offices, or functions, we must

examine in detail.

1st. As an instrument of exchange. This may be wholly conventional.

Anything which, by general consent, or in obedience to law, all receive

in exchange, will answer the purpose. So far as this function is concerned,

it is no matter of consequence whether the article has value or not—safety

and convenience in the use of it are the only considerations of importance;

hence many things will answer the purpose almost equally well. Money

is, in this respect, simply a tool or instrument, like an ax or spade, per

forming a certain operation—viz., that of transferring value from one person

to another. It is a mere counter, token, or universal equivalent. This

distinct function of money should be well understood and strongly fixed

in the mind of every one who would have a clear and consistent view of

the whole subject.

2d. As a standard of value. Value is not conventional, but absolute.

It is the amount of labor contained in any desired object. Therefore, if

we wish to fix a standard of value, with which to measure all objects

having value, we must take some article which has a fixed amount of

value or labor in it. The measure must possess the same quality as the

thing to be measured—weight to measure weight, length to measure

length, volume to measure volume, and value to measure value. And this

measure must be as accurate and unvarying as is possible in the nature of

things. It would not be wise or just to have an elastic yard-stick—at one

time twenty inches in length, at another fifty. As it purports to be thirty-

six inches in length, (as that is the legal standard,) it should at all times

be precisely that length, otherwise we see what results might happen. A

contracts with B for sixty yards of broadcloth, when the yard-stick was

thirty-six inches in length ; but by the time he delivers it, the yard stick

has extended to forty-eight inches. The consequence is, that b is obliged

to deliver to A one-third more cloth than he really engaged to do. The

excess has been transferred from A to 13 without an equivalent. Keverse

the supposition, and A will be wronged in an equal degree.

If value is absolute, and it is clear ihat, to measure value, the instrument

used must possess value, it will follow that the conventional standard of

value should conform to this principle, and, if possible, be as definite and

invariable as a pound weight, or a gallon measure—otherwise injustice,

greater or less, according to the imperfection of the measure, will bo suf

fered by those who make exchanges of value.

The nature of this function of money cannot be too clearly understood,

or too highly appreciated. It is the main point, the pivot, on which the

whole question turns; and until it is settled, no further advances can be

made in the right direction. It is the want of just views in relation to

money, as a standard of value, which makes the whole subject a chaos of

confusion and mystery to a great part of mankind. We now proceed to

speak of
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CURRENCY.

Money and currency are not synonymous terms, although often so used

in popular language. There is a specific difference between them. Money

has in itself an absolute quality—viz., value. Currency may, or may not,

have that quality, in whole or in part. One has a universal, the other

only a local, power. One is accepted as a medium of exchange and stand

ard of value throughout the world, the other only in the particular country

in which it is established.

The only thing that can be predicated of currency, is that it " flows," or

passes current from hand to hand, in a certain place and at a certain time ;

while of money, we may affirm, that it is the same at all times and every

where. Currency may be, and often is, the sign of value, or a substitute

for it; money is never a sign or representative of value, it is a commodity

having value in itself.

Without any further definition or analysis of money or currency, or the

difference between them, we propose, at some length, to give an illustration

which shall exhibit the nature and functions of both. For the purpose of

removing the sulject under consideration as far as possible from all its

usual environments, and from the associations and prepossessions usually

connected with it, we will suppose a community situated on a distant

island, cut off from all knowledge of, or intercourse with, the rest of man

kind ; that the people are industrious and thrifty, and produce in great

abundance all the necessaries of life. There will, of course, be great occa

sion for making exchanges, and, for the want of a better article, they adopt

wheat as money, and use it for the transfer of all kinds of property.

A-* a standard of value this would answer tolerably well, but as trade

became extensive, it would be found very inconvenient as an instrument of

exchange. It is very bulky, the transportation of it from place to place

required much labor, and the storage of it much room. It is not surpris-

. ing, therefore, that after a few years' experience, an ingenious, but very

simple contrivance, should be hit upon, by which these evils were obviated.

It was the following :—A depot was established, by legal authority, to

which each man might bring so much of his wheat as he pleased, in bags

of one bushel each, and leave it on storage, each bag being marked with

the owner's name. For this deposit he received certificates, signed by

officers appointed for the purpose, of such size or denomination as he

might choose. These certificates or receipts the owner could pass in ex

change for any kind of property he might wish—for, though not made a

lawful tender, yet, as any person who held them might at any time go to

the depository and obtain the wheat for them, they were equally current

as if made a tender by law.

Tills ariangembnt, as may be supposed, gave the highest satisfaction.

The depository was found to be a great labor saving machine, and with

this currency the business of the island went on for a long time very pros

perously. At length, however, it is suggested, by those having the charge

of the depository, that a larger amount of certificates might be issued than

there was of bushels of wheat in store—since all the receipts or certificates,

circulating as they did over the whole island, would never be returned at

one time for redeinjiti >n. The idea was plausible, the project of having

more nvmey very p easing, and the suggestion was adopted. Every man

was au horized to leave his wheat as before, and receive certificates for just

double the amount he left in the depository ; but, in order to make all
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secure, the over-issue was made a lien upon his real estate until he had

redeemed it.

By this arrangement the final payment of the certificates was made sure

to the holders, and the depositor had twice as much money as under the

old system. This change in the currency produced very great effects.

Every man, having double his usual quantity of money, had double his

usual means of purchasing ; trade became very brisk, and very profitable

too—for every one sold on a rising market. New and spacious dwellings

were erected—horses and carriages were eagerly sought for—furniture

and clothing, especially the more costly kinds, were in great demand,

since many who once purchased articles of only ordinary quality, now

desired those having greater beauty and finish—mechanics and manufac

turers received larger orders than they could possibly supply, and every

kind of property advanced to an unprecedented extent

These things, as may be easily imagined, gave a great impetus to trade.

All was bustle and excitement—men had new and larger ideas of wealth

and business operations—their very movements, as they rode or walked,

seemed influenced by the stimulating efforts of the new currency.

Notwithstanding these appearances, however, a careful observer might

have noticed that there was less actual labor performed now than for

merly—that many could, at least temporarily, indulge themselves in un

wonted leisure and luxury—that, as a continual rise in prices was going

on, every man who purchased any kind of property was sure to get an

advance upon it, and, as a consequence, that no small part of the inhabi

tants were engaged in speculation. Many new schemes sprang up. Lands,

before used only for cultivation, were now laid out into town lots, and

fortunes were speedily made in this manner.

It might also have been observed, that, although there was great activity

in most kinds of business, yet that the agriculture of the country was not

increased at all in proportion to manufactures—in fact, many of the young

farmers were, of necessity, drawn into the workshops, to supply the in

creased demand for manufactured products. There was, in truth, more

change of occupation than increase of industry.

Another thing might be noticed—viz., that men now ran into debt much

more freely than ever before ; for, notwithstanding the amount of money

was so largely increased, credits in every shape were extended in far

greater proportion. Everybody had confidence, and was ready to buy or

sell on time. Thus matters went on, and the new currency was regarded

as a great improvement upon the old.

There were, however, certain classes of persons who, for reasons no one

seemed to suspect, did not participate in the general prosperity. Mechanics

and laboring-men, for example, although they got higher wages, found

themselves more straightened in their circumstances. All the articles

they had occasion to buy were so much dearer, that it was difficult for

them to make the two ends of the year meet. If wages had risen twenty-

five per cent, all the necessaries of life had advanced fifty or a hundred.

If it be asked why wages did not rise as much as commodities, we an

swer, for labor there is never but one demand—viz., the actual or imme

diate demand ; while for all commodities there may be—and when the

spirit of speculation has, for any cause, been engendered—both an actual

and a speculative demand. Wages cannot, like flour, be bought up in

large quantities, and kept for a rise of prices.
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All persons of fixed salaries, established prior to the new state of things,

found their incomes did not bear the same proportion to their expenses as

formerly. Tiiey received, indeed, as much money for their services, but

the money would not purchase as many commodities. Why this should

be so they could not even imagine, and the only reason ever given for it

was, that " everything had risen."

With the exception of these classes there was a general feeling of pros

perity and satisfaction, and this state of things would probably have con

tinued, had not an unlooked-for scarcity of money taken place. Why

this should occur was a marvel, for there was certainly twice the usual

amount of money in circulation. Nevertheless, everybody was pressed

for the means of making payments ; the rate of interest was doubled ;

property began to fall, and be sold at a great sacrifice.

All this might well look mysterious to those who did not observe closely

enough to discover that prices having doubled in consequence of the in

flation of their currency, it required twice as much money to do the game

biisintss ; and what was more important, that credits had been extended

in a still greater proportion, so that a vastly larger amount of currency

than formerly was required to meet the heavy payments that must be

made.

The pressure was augmented by the discovery that, owing to the fact

that so many hands had been taken from agriculture to manufacture the

extra carriages, furniture, clothing, <fec, which the inflation had caused a

demand for, that there was a short supply of wheat. This caused many

certificates to be returned to the depository, and, of necessity, the cur

rency was thus rapidly diminished ; for it must be here observed, that for

every b'ishel returned two were withdrawn from circulation; otherwise

the institution would at once have failed, as it had given out certificates

for twice the number of bushels it had in its vaults. This drain continued,

until the currency was at length reduced to that point when there was

even less money in circulation than prior to the adoption of the new

system.

The pressure became excessive, especially on business men, who had

twice or thrice as many notes to pay as formerly, and only half as much

currency to pay with as there was in circulation when they gave their

obligations. Many were driven into bankruptcy, and extensive transfers

of property took place, from the hands of the poorer to those of the more

wealthy class. Those who had the actual wheat to operate with could

get most exorbitant rates of interest, or purchase any kind of property

'"at great advantage."

At length prices had so far declined, and business had been so much

paralyzed, that there was little demand for money from that source, and

existing debts having been discharged by payment, or wiped out by

bankruptcy, a general lull seemed to take place; and although there were

now no more certificates in circulation than wheat in the depository, yet

money was sufficiently plenty, and the rate of interest at the lowest point.

Specu'ation being at an end, great numbers were compelled to return to

the cultivation of the soil.

From this point the business of tho country seemed to start off on a

new career of prosperity. Iudustry began to be legitimately developed;

and directly certain kinds of manufactured articles, particularly those of

the greatest necessity and utility, became in demand, and it was soine-
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what instructive to observe that the demand for boots and shoes began

before that for broadcloths and silks, and that such business revived in

that order which would be indicated by its obvious relation to the abso

lute wants of the people.

No sooner, however, had increased production caused an increased de

mand for merchandise in general, than the depository was called upon to

issue its credit certificates ; that is, two for each one of wheat. This stim

ulated business, as before, and the same scenes were re-enacted, only with

somewhat increased intensity. The whole country was, in a short time,

in a high state of properous delirium. Every one felt rich, and thought

himself getting rich.

Just at this time a circumstance occurred, which gave to our commu

nity a great impulse, and placed it in relations entirely new. A ship ar

rived, for the first time, from a foreign land. A great discovery had been

made, and our island, which for convenience we will call Le Monde, would

henceforth have a place on the map of the world. The cargo of this

vessel consisted of a variety of beautiful productions—porcelain, cutlery,

jewelry, <fcc, and, in short, all that could adorn the person or household,

or add to the convenience and luxury of a people. Of course, the island

ers were ready for traffic with the new comers, and eagerly offered their

certificates in exchange. But these their new friends declined to take.

However good such currency might be in Le Monde, it was worthless to

them at home. They must have something else. What, then, would they

take ! Wheat. That was an article the value of which they knew, and

a demand for which they would find in their own country. Accordingly,

wheat was made the article of exchange, and the ship departed with its

cargo. The withdrawal of so much wheat affected the money market

somewhat; a slight pressure was felt, especially by the mercantile class,

but it soon passed away, and as the desire for foreign products actually

stimulated domestic production, the vacuum was soon filled, and business

went on with increased momentum.

As may be readily anticipated, the arrival at home of the vessel of

which we have spoken caused a great sensation, and ere many weeks had

passed a fleet of other vessels were on their way to Le Monde. It was a

long distance, however, and nearly a year elapsed from the departure of

the first vessel to the arrival of the next in the island. They came at

length, and the great mart of trade was in motion. The quantity of for

eign fabrics was large—the shops were literally filled with them—and as

everybody now had plenty of money, it is no matter of surprise that the

ladies bought beautiful dresses, and the men all sorts of useful and orna

mental articles. The first cargoes sold well, and the vessels reloaded with

wheat. But more vessels continued to arrive in quick succession. The

depository was called on to deliver wheat, and for all it paid out it had to

take in twice the amount of its certificates. This rapidly exhausted the

circulation. Money became scarce, and the wheat continued to be car

ried on board the foreign ships. But this could not go on always. As

money disappeared the demand for goods fell off; yet they must be sold.

They were forced on the market at whatever they would bring. This

caused great distress. The merchants who had purchased the first car

goes were ruined by the fall of their stocks on hand, and the continued

drain of wheat threatened to break down everybody connected with trade.

The people could not get the wheat with which to redeem their credit
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certificates at the depository. It was impossible; and the depository,

with its numerous branches established for convenience in different parts

of the country, all suspended payment. They could not do otherwise ;

for they had promised to deliver twice as much wheat as they actually

had in their possession, and when called on to redeem their certificates,

they could only call on those to whom the extra certificates were given,

and who were bound to furnish wheat for the same on demand. But

what could these debtors do? They could not make wheat at once, and

nothing else would answer the demand. They might ultimately pay, but

not now. With the failure of the depository all credit was annihilated.

Universal bankruptcy, among all who were much indebted, took place.

Everybody suffered, except the few cautious, wary, and wealthy individ

uals, who had the means to profit by the misfortunes of others. To them,

as a matter of course, an immense amount of the hard earnings of the

industrious was transferred, without an adequate equivalent. The rich

were made richer, the poor poorer. That was not all, perhaps not the

worst ; for the observing mind might discover that a great amount of de

moralization was inseparable from such a catastrophe. The expansion of

the currency had caused a spirit of gambling and speculation, highly det

rimental to public and private morals ; and when the collapse came, the

desperation and misery inflicted on multitudes made them reckless of all

moral or legal obligations. They were ruined—they knew not why nor

how. They did not feel to blame, and mauy of them were not to blame.

They were the victims of a vicious system, and regarded themselves as

absolved from all obligation to pay others when nobody would pay them,

or when their property had fallen to a fraction of what it cost-them. The

words " I promise to pay " lost much of their sacredness. Gloom and de

spondency settled down upon the land—stagnation and paralysis reigned

everywhere.

But this bad state of things could not last forever. Foreigners had

suffered, for many of their cargoes had been almost a total loss. The)'

were not in haste, therefore, to send more goods to so bad a market.

Both parties had learned wisdom. The industry of the islanders was

again renewed ; more wheat was produced ; men were engaged in useful

enterprise, instead of idling and speculation ; the recuperative energies of

the people began to be felt ; and gradually the country returned to a truly

healthy and prosperous condition.

And now, certainly, both the government and people of Le Monde have

become wise enough to avoid another such infliction. Alas 1 no. The

illusion is too pleasing—the temptation too 6trong. The experiment is

repeated ; again the currency is inflated ; foreigners again send their mer

chandise. True, there is more caution on both sides, but the result finally

comes. The wheat of Le Monde must be shipped to pay the balance of

Wade, and another scene of distress and bankruptcy ensues ; and another,

and yet another.

It might seem quite surprising that these experiments should be re

peated, but nothing was more natural, for the nature of money was not

at all understood. The effects of such a currency as they had they did

not comprehend. They did not see that the moment anything was put

in circulation as wheat, which had no value in itself, or was not the actual

representative or certificate of so much wheat in the possession of the de

pository, that had promised to redeem these certificates in wheat, that mo
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ment the standard of value had been vitiated, and all the disastrous con

sequences we have enumerated must follow.

Not having any adequate idea of the character of their currency, they

failed to understand cases of frequent occurrence like the following :—

Under the lirst currency, while there were no larger amount of certifi

cates in circulation than of wheat in the vaults of the depository, A sold

B 100 acres of land for 2,000 bushels of wheat, and took his note, payable

in two years. Immediately afterwards the new system went into opera

tion ; the currency was inflated, and at maturity the note was paid in full

according to its tenor ; yet, by the operation, A lost one-fourth part of

the value of his land, as he found out when he came to reinvest his mo

ney, which would buy only three-fourths as much of any kind of prop

erty as when he sold his land. He could now, with his 2,000 bushels of

wheat, buy only 75 acres of such land as he sold ; or, if he would pur

chase oxen, he must pay 100 bushels per yoke for such as he could have

bought for 75 bushels when he sold his property. lie had clearly lost

one-fourth of the value (or exchangeable power) of his lands.

Again; during the expansion, C purchased a house of D, and agreed

to pay 3,000 bushels of wheat in two years. C was a manufacturer of

hats, and when he bought the house 1,000 hats would, at the existing

price, (three bushels each,) have paid for the house. The contraction

came on; C's hats, like everything else, fell in price, and he had to pay

D the value of 1,500 hats, to take up his note for 3,000 bushels of wheat,

for his hats were now of the value of only two bushels each. So that,

although he paid only 3,000 bushels of wheat, as ho agreed, he lost 500

of his hats by the operation.

Circumstances like these, though of constant occurrence, made no im

pression in the minds of the people, for they never connected the cause

with the effect. They never perceived that every time the currency was

expanded or contracted, every existing obligation to pay or receive money

was necessarily changed from its original intent; that expansion enabled

all existing debtors to pay off their previous obligations with less property

than they promised, and that contraction, on the other hand, compelled

them to pay more.

Seeing nothing of all this, instead of turning their thoughts to the

proper remedy, they only clamored for a greater proportionate over issue

of certificates.

I3y the foregoing illustration we have endeavored to show the nature

of money and currency, and the difference between them ; that the one

is an accurate standard of value, while the other is false and delusive ;

that while with the use of money there will bo occasional vibrations in

trade, which, like the tides of the ocean, are salutary, and come in obedi

ence to natural causes, with the latter there must ever be frequent, unnat

ural, and violent convulsions ; that the laws of trade are before and above

all human enactments ; and that when the latter are in contravention of

the former, they can only injure and derange the industrial interests of a

community.

The edict of government which established an over issue of certificates,

in the case supposed, did not give any new strength, activity, or skill to a

single citizen, or impart any additional power or disposition to labor ; and

as all values are created by labor, it did not, as it could not, add one iota

to the production or prosperity of the island. All it did was to give an
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abnormal stimulus to trade, by increasing demand witbout increasing

the supply, and of course to give rise to speculative operations. While

the depository issued no larger amount of certificates than it received of

wheat, it acted simply as a trustee, holding the money of the individual

for the general good ; wben it issued more, it became a manufacturer of

currency.

In our next we shall speak of the actual currency of commerce.

Art. III.—EUROPEAN COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE.

N! Ml'.rU IV.

■PECULATION SCHEMES AND BUBBLES OF FORMER TIMES, AND #HOSE OF THE PRESENT DAY—DEFAL

CATIONS IN FRANCE AND ENGLAND—FINANCIAL IMMORALITY PBEYALENT—FINANCIAL PROSPERITY

OF FRANCE—ASSOCIATION, A FEATURE OP MODERN ENTERPRISE—BANKING ON A GRAND SCALE TIIB

AIM OF MODERN FINANCIERS—BANKING AND HANKERS IN ENGLAND—NATHAN MEYER ROTHSCHILD

—THE BANK OF ENGLAND—MR. GILBART AND THE JOINT-STOCK BANKS—INTERNATIONAL BANK OF

PARIS, AND ITS GIGANTIC PROJECTS—PRODUCTION OF THE PRECIOUS METALS—FREE TRADE IN ENG

LAND—STATISTICS OF WOOL TRADE—COTTON TBADE—DANISH BOL'ND DUES—WAR POLICY OF ENG

LAND CHINA — SILK—GUANO TH ADR—PROGRESS EVERYWHERE—LATE FAILURES—OREDIT AND

BUSINESS SOUND.

Paris, France, April 1, 1857.

To Freeman Hunt, Editor of the Merchant*' Magazine:—

Mv Dear Sir:—The " tulip mania" of Holland, the "Mississippi land

scheme " of France, and the " South Sea bubble " of England, are land

marks in the history of the stock exchange. The journals of those days

have recorded the madness of the times. The Arabian Nights' Entertain

ments are not more romantic, for there is a certain wilduess in reckless

speculation.

Fraud in high places was the word of the hour ; money in trust van

ished with the air ; and mercantile morality was hardly known among the

pullers of the wires.

Think of paying thousands of pounds for a tulip root; millions for pa

per land : and tens of millions for ventures in the South Sea ! And when

this last bubble swallowed up all its rivals, and burst; when, like Alexan

der, it had nothing more to conquer, the explosion spread misery through

out the kingdom ! The thousand per cent dividend was a myth, and the

rich man was poorer than the pauper !

A century and a half have passed since then ; England has rolled up a

national debt that would sweep away 40 per cent of the entire national

domain, individual and public, wealth, to liquidate it; but America, in the

meantime, has lived and flourished through three wars, and many " rumors

of wars," and placed her fifteenth President in the White House !

Great as is the lapse of years since the old world was speculation mad,

some of the elements of the present day are not so unlike. Bubble com

panies may have a sounder bottom, but little less morality. Schemes as

desperate, on a smaller scale, find daily birth ; neat circulars, glowing ad

vertisements, " splendid results," meet you everywhere. Speculation marks

our day as well as theirs. Forgery, breach of trust, fraud among the

■■
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leaders, seems to be as prevalent now as then ; but not on so grand a plan.

Each day the London editors chronicle some new instance of crime. The

press of France is voiceless, hence French bubbles are seldom seen floating

upon the waters. The water runs too deep—the plans are not worked

out. 'Tis true that Charpentier and Greler took a few hundred thousand

dollars out of the Northern Railway, but what of that? And Cusin, Le-

gendre, and Duchesne de Vere managed to cheat the shareholders of the

"Docks Napoleon" out of 81,400,000—a refined swindle—but, with this

exception, the bubbles are not quite ripe. In England, however, we get

them every mail. The shameful frauds of the " Tipperary " and the Royal

British banks are not yet cold, when crash on crash increases the malady

that keeps the money market so sleepless. No wonder shareholders trem

ble and grow pale under such terrible responsibilities. A dozen bubbles

have exploded since I wrote you in February—each more than its neigh

bor. The public was disquieted to find that the directors of the Paris

and London Bank had squandered §70,000 in preliminaries before the

bank had opened its doors; still more so, to see the Australian Agricultu

ral Company run through its capital of $1,900,000, with nothing to show

for it; but what is now their surprise, to see that the London and Eastern

Joint-Stock Bank in such a mess—only three years old—with a capital of

$1,250,000, loaning one director, Col. Waugh, on his rotten securities,

$1,200,000, within $50,000 of its whole stock in trade ! The community

is indignant, and well it might be. More misery for shareholders and de

positors; more spoils for the lawyers; more distrust ; less confidence ; a

general inquiry of—What next?

The North of Europe Steam Company is also in the papers—$2,500,000

was a respectable capital, but lately one man has relieved them of a hand

some sum, and it seems that their last was a bogus dividend ! Bogus di

rectors—bogus auditors—no wonder the bubbles ripen so rapidly ! Red-

path coolly "takes $1,200,000 out of the Northern Central, (an English

Schuylerism,) and gives a portion to his church—the rest to charities !

Noblemen shake hands with the $1,500 clerk who could give such dinners,

and was so good ! Robson was more modest. His frauds had not ma

tured. The Crystal Palace—poor bubble—did not need this last stab to

sink it. While these pleasant transactions were taking place in England,

Huntington was gaining popularity on forged notes in Wall-street.

The moralist has room for work. Go on the Bourse, and look at the

starting eyes of some of the operators—what a life is that of the Rouge

et Noir ! M. Proudhon, the Socialist writer of 1848, has the pen—" wild

luxury—sumptuous debauchery—vice reveling in gold—prostitution at

tired in silk—are the consequences of fortunes made without labor !"

The present century cannot record more financial immorality than the

journals have announced during the last six months. Then you hardly

note one fraud a year—now 'tis every week. When Robert Ashlett robbed

the Bank of England, in 1803, of $1,600,000, wild was the excitement;

but when Henry Fauntleroy, in 1824, forged for $150,000, he was arrested,

tried, convicted, and hung in the presence of one hundred thousand per

sons! When Rowland Stephenson, in 1828, gambled away $1,350,000,

and broke his bank, the public was indignant. The shock to public morals

was most severe—"'twas more than half a dozen failures," wrote the

Times on the 10th of January, 1829.

Such cases were very rare till lately, when the mania breaks out anew.
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M. Proudhon uses strong language when writing on the Bourse. He says

all France is stock mad. No matter the company, it is sure to sell. Gold

is the Archimedean lever with which Napoleon moves the machinery of

his empire !

Pensioned generals; salaried colonels; well-paid soldiers; gold on all

sides—a golden shower. Bonaparte made his throne, and holds it well.

Ministers, bankers, and the Bourse—a goodly company. Notwithstanding

the ruinous depreciation in the public fortunes of France during the revo

lution of 1848—a drop of 50 per cent; in spite of short crops, famine,

inundation, and two war-years, the outward sign of prosperity stands more

prominent than ever;

In 1833, the entire public fortune of France was but $4,000,000,000,

(the sum of England's unpaid notes.) This amount was represented by—

securities, $3,350,000,000 ; metallic currency, $650,000,000. To-day, the

same returns show an increase of 75 per cent; for the national wealth

has rolled up to $7,000,000,000 ! Can this be a sound state of finance?

In 1826, there were but 32 companies, with a capital of $11,000,000.

Twelve years later, just after the crisis of 1838, there were 1,039 compa

nies, representing a capital of £350,000,000. Railway shares alone have

increased since they were first issued some $212,000,000 ! Will this con

tinue ? The Budget will best show the returns. In 1829, just before the

Bourbon tried his hand as king, it amounted to $180,000,000; now it is

nearly twice that, and yet taxes are collected as easily as thirty years ago.

Association is also one of the traits of the present age. A certain

joining of forces—a combination of interests—union of capital. Europe

is swarming with companies—a prospectus for everything in Christendom

—from supplying a theater with actors to building a church. What an

odd idea—putting a church into shares and stock ! But so it is. Where

individuals fail, companies lose larger, and bring wider ruin. Government

the prop of all; and when it trembles, down tumbles the house of cards

—the credit of the bourse ! Corporations take the poor man's money,

and the nation prospers. See what association has done for the United

States—our railways never would have been built by individuals The

farmer's real estate advances to make up the loss on stock. Foreign iron

must be imported in the hold, and able-bodied Irishmen between decks

come with it—which gave employment to a fleet of ships, and mechanics

prospered in launching thein. The labor itself was a fortune. If a black

man will sell under the hammer for a thousand dollars, the several millions

of able-bodied workmen brought over from the old country to make our

Western roads, at Southern prices, would be worth more than a cotton

crop. Association covers a wide field, and rules our time, while individ

uals rule it. The grand company, after all, follows the beck of the orig

inator. As Palmerston rules England, Napoleon France, Alexander Russia,

Biddle ruled the bank. So one mind in the board of directors has every

thing his own way—one head generally manages the board. Enterprise,

talent launches the scheme ; outsiders throw in the money ; dividends are

paid for a few years, and then comes another phase of association—com

panies assisting each other ; a wider range of kiting.

Literary clubs, political reunions, public charters, are some of its fruits.

When you reflect, you find but a few men rule the world ; a few men

formed the Fremont party, and a few men elected Buchanan ! Associa

tion of governments gave us war, and afterwards peace. I wish they
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would turn their talents to something useful, such as cutting that Siamese

band at Darien, making islands of tbe two Americas, as France and Eu

rope propose to do with Africa and Asia, by channeling a road to Suez.

The world's commerce demands something new, and if no more continents

remain to be discovered, why not divide those we have, and multiply the

tracks among the seas ? The iron path at Panama was worthy of our na

tion ; another year, that from Alexandria to Cairo will connect at Suez

the Mediterranean with the Sea of Pharaoh. Association does it. Trans

atlantic steam lines, under its influence, are most fashionable. The em

peror approves it ; the government indorses his acts ; the Credit Mobilier

has the money ; and France, not content upon the land with military

honors, is looking oceanward. The French merchants are putting out to

seal I saw few French ships and few French firms, while running round

the world the other day, while the English and Americans were every

where. Napoleon will correct that, lie reduces the army, but augments

the navy, and has much faith in foreign commerce as a civilizer. When

the French steamers open the trade, and the French and German railways

are united, the new packets will get the continental trade; and with a

good government grant, and all the French business to support them, the

new transatlantic hnes will prove a thorn in the side of the English com

panies, and will bid fair to rob them of some good freights, and English

merchants of some good commissions. France begins to profit by the

lessons of her neighbor, not her friend.

Association, which has done so much for England and America, is

making its way into the European world. Germany has organized some

fifteen or twenty new credit companies, all flush with paper, based on

nothing tangible. She has to-day some $300,000,000 of paper notes in

circulation. Austria has $45,000,000 hard silver in her treasury lying

idle; but her depreciated paper may be found in every village, valueless

after it passes the frontier. I discovered that by the best of teachers—

experience !

Hanking on a grand scale is the aim of modern financiers. I like to

trace its rise and progress—since the first William founded the exchequer

800 years ago — since the formation of the "Society of Merchant Adven

turers," in 1248—since one of the early bankers, Sir Josiah Child, whose

ships did not return from the East (where they assisted in founding the

Indian Empire in 1601) in time to bring the money to meet his notes,

borrowed ¥200,000 to keep him afloat. Later on, in 1661, this company

numbered 3,500 members, but the government suppressed it in 1689.

How easy one can run back and look over each step from the early ages

—from baiter to bullion, bullion to credit, credit to bills of exchange—

from the Anglo-Saxons, who introduced pence, to the Normans, who added

pounds and shillings, and thus established the currency of England—so

clumsy and inferior to our Federal money. The Jews were the first pri

vate bankers; then the Lombards; and afterwards came the Goldsmiths.

Henry III. and the Pope managed their money matters by bills of ex

change ; aud when Spain paid France that heavy subsidy in 1804, the

financial movement by bills, on England through the continental exchanges,

was a study. The rate "f interest in the olden times ranged high—Crom

well reduced it to six per cent, the bank rate of both France and England

to-day ; Queen Anne dropped it to five.

Leathain estimates the bills of exchange issued in England iu 1839 at
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#2,642,000,000, 1660,000.000 of which were running at one time. The

amount now must be something more extensive. The bankers of Eng

land manage her entire business. America draws and sells bills at home,

but in England the buyer in the country draws on London, and the Amer

icans have to meet the bills before maturity. The exchange is on England.

Will not our railway securities and our exports some day make a rate the

other way \ So long as England levies a toll on the business of the world,

pocketing a commission out of everything and everybody, she will give

herself no trouble about it. New York, as the outlet of American com

merce, must bring the theory into practice. The electric cable will bene

fit America more than England. Just now American bonds drag. Eng

land prefers Russian to French funds; loans money to Sardinia, but no

more to Spain; makes advances on a miserable Greek bond or Persian

obligation ; builds the Thames Tunnel, the Tubular Bridge, the Crystal

Palace, and the "Great Eastern;" Turkey gets a loan; India is not for

gotten ; Mexico is befriended ; yet when we are in the market, England

thinks of Sydney Smith and Pennsylvania; talks of repudiation; men

tions California; and looks sharp at all securities that find their way to

the money market. Notwithstanding this, we buy the iron, sell the bonds,

pay the dividends, build more roads, and grow rich in prosperity.

England is, and has always been, in the hands of her bankers—the

cleverest men in the kingdom—Fmncis Child, the banking goldsmith, and

there was "jingling Georgie," old llerriot, who founded the hospital at

Edinburgh, and a string of illustrious names. Thomas Coutts died in

1622, (one year after Napoleon,) at eighty-seven. At one time he was

the banker of George III. His fortune, of $4,500,000, from his wife

passed to his grand-daughter, Miss Burdett Coutts, the owner of the bank

of Coutts <fc Co., managed through trustees. Then there was Strahan,

Paul & Co., established in the seventeenth century, one of the first and

most respectable of the old bankers. Their successors, as you are aware,

have been transported for fraud and perjury. Jones, Lloyd & Co. were

once great names, and are still. Mr. Lloyd, the dissenting minister, be

came the banker, whose offspring became a peer, the present Lord Over-

stone. This was the firm that introduced the phrase (not the practice)

known among bill drawers of '' pork or bacon !" Barings have done their

share in holding high the bankers' reputation. " Who rules the hanking

world ?" asked Lord Byron in Don Juan. "Jew Rothschild and his fellow-

Christian Baring !" When the learned student, Meyer Anselni, died at

Frankfort, in 1812, his parting advice to his five sons was to hang together.

He knew the power of association. In 1808, Nathan Meyer Rothschild

settled in Manchester. From buttons he went to banking. He managed

investments so well as to gain the entire patronage of the German princes,

and since then the house of Rothschild lias been the friend of despotic

kings. He was really a great man. He not only introduced the payment

of dividends on foreign loans into England, but he arranged them to he

paid in sterling. He loaned European powers, established rates of ex

change on any part of the world, moved bullion and merchandise to suit

his wishes, founded houses in the chief continental cities, sent agents to

every commercial port, always received the latest intelligence, and such

was his retentive memory he never carried a note-book !

On Tuesdays and Fridays you would always find him at " Rothschild

Pillar " on the stock exchange. A broker by the name of Rose was the only
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man that wa9 bold enough to occupy the stand of the Money King, and

he disputed the right but an hour. He wrote a miserable hand. A Mon

trose banker once made him wait a week in Scotland, that he might see

if his check was cashed in London. On the 28th of July, 1836, a carrier

pigeon brought to London from Frankfort this simple dispatch—" He is
dead." r

The Brothers Rothschild have shown, in their success, the power of

association. Their sons will take their place, and with proper manage

ment they may hold their honors another generation. The private bank

ers have the best of it lately, for the recent disclosures have shaken con

fidence in the joint-stock companies. Great competition has introduced

great facilities, and overdrawn accounts on bogus securities have proved

fatal in several cases. The unlimited liability is scouring in its effects.

The rich shareholder is held for every pound of indebtedness. The Bank

of England and the private bankers wage hot war against the joint-stock

enterprise. Mr. Gilbart, the financial writer and talented manager of the

London and Westminster Bank, was the first to break down that protect

ive act, prohibiting the establishment of any other bank within sixty-five

miles of London ! In 1834, he succeeded, and most ably has he governed

the bank of which he was the founder. At first the Bank of England

refused him a drawing account, and the Clearing-House was equally hos

tile. The wedge once in, the system soon spread over the kingdom.

No banker can be elected to the directory of the Bank of England ;

merchant-stockholders are only eligible, and no stockholder can have more

than four votes. The bank has just declared a semi-annual dividend of

four-and-a-half per cent. The "Rest" now stands at 115,000,000. The

net profit for the half year was $3,430,000 ! Few questions are asked at

these meetings; as secret as a bank director or bank return has become a

proverb. The "sweating room" could a tale unfold !

It was not my intention, when I commenced this letter, to occupy so

much room in running along the page of banking, bubbles, and specula

tion, but the subject widened as I wrote, and from the " Society of Mer-

f chant Adventurers," eight centuries since, I have passed from age to age,

until I come down to the most grand of all banking projects—the "Inter

national Bank of Paris " The most wonderful speculation of the day!

Stand off Peirere, the Credit Mobilier has now a more powerful rival than

your old employer, Rothschild ! The programme is not disguised. It is

a " Societ6 Anonyme," titled the International Company of Commercial

Credit ; responsibility limited to amount of its shares ; its business, bank

ing, commerce, agency, in short, everything appertaining to la questione

d'argent. The difference between this company and the Credit Mobilier

—the one affects to be, the other starts upon the ground that they really

are, international. The capital is enormous—twice that of the Credit

Mobilier—$24,000,000 to commence with ! England and France take a

third each—the balance is for the continent. With such machinery, the

advances may open with, say $500,000,000. This is indeed a power—a

king among his subjects. What an immense field for speculation 1 What

an impetus it will give to trade ! With no liability but its shares—no

check save a warning from the government ! All minor banks are swamped

—outsiders will be crushed ! With such power, they can defy litigation ;

rule the judicial bench ; dictate to cabinets ; make war or demand peace ;

manage the world's staples ; spend millions where others dispense with
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hundreds ; play the despot in commerce—everywhere dictating the iron

rule !

There are to be twenty-five directors—fifteen French, six English, and

four German. Among some of the proposed names are M. Armand

Donon, (Donon, Aubrey, Gautier & Co.,) M. Albert Dufour, (Managing

Director of the German General Bank of Leipsic,) M. Robert Kayser,

(Vice-President of the Hamburg North German Bank,) MM. Saul, Arthur,

l)e Haber <fe Henri, F. L. Marce, (agents for M. David Hausemaine, for

merly Prussian Minister of Finance, now Manager of the Berlin Discount

Company,) Wm. Gladstone, (Thomson, Donon & Co., London and St.

Petersburg Directors of the Orleans Railway Company,) Mr. Wequelin,

(Governor of the Bank of England,) David Solomon, Charles Morrison,

Arthur Hawkey, and several others ; but this list will show the metal of

the leaders—in my opinion, the most powerful bank ever established !

Speculation can now flourish, and the wildest schemes need not give up

all hope. This great project will wield immense influence everywhere.

So sympathetic is finance, each nation acts upon its neighbor—a mosaic

work of the first workmanship. So with the bank on all about it.

The movement of the precious metals still occupies the mind of financial

writers. That, and the bank charter debates, keep up the money excite

ment. M. Michael Chevalier is out in the Debats on the bank question.

He does not believe in dead-weight securities or loans to States—thinks

it causes panic when commerce is in a bad way, and that a national bank

should stand on national credit.

Humboldt says that the silver production of America from Colum

bus's visit, N9'/to 1803, was estimated at *4,355,428,500 ; from 1803 to

1848, the period of the new gold Ophirs, *l,27O,OOO,O0O ; add for other

countries, say $575,000,000 ; making a total of $0,200,4 2 8,r>00.

Chevalier puts down the average silver production during this century

at—in 1800, $37,000,000 ; in 1840, $35,000,000; in 18--)0,'*4r),00O,000 ;

of which Mexico gives 60 per cent—West Coast and South America the

balance.

The Russian Economist Oretshoff says that he estimates, after having

examined Humboldt, Chevalier, and other financial writers, that the total

weight of silver in the world may be stated at 500,000,000 pounds, or

250,000 tons ; while he puts the gold down at 32,000,000 pounds, or

16,000 tons. Now, if these statements may be relied upon, I don't think

w<; need feel too much alarm at seeing some $70,000,000 per annum find

its way eastward, for if we produce forty or fifty millions each year, the

balance can't be great. Besides, some time it must come back again—

'tis only a question of exchange, of balance of trade. For want of some

better cause, the money market is said to be depressed on account of the

elections—a poor argument. The present election cry has been war or

no war ! Palmerston or Derby ! Free trade against production, was the

rally for the last two Parliaments; but this time the practical working of

the free trade principle has dissipated the illiberal policy. 'Twas up-hill

work for a long time ; shipowners stormed ; landowners argued ; colonies

battled against that tide which, taken at its ebb, led on to the repeal of

the corn laws, of the navigation laws, and of the equalization of the sugar

duties. The siege was long and severe, and the result shows that the re

pealers were right. Examine the trade tables, and you will see the essence

of the argument. Continued bad crops made corn prices range high du
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ring the ten years antecedent to 1846, when, under the sliding scale, the

annual import was 3,028,000 quarters. But the law of that ye:ir came

into play in 1849, and then it was that our Western lands turned out the

grain for British mouths. From 1846 to 1856, the annual import of

grain, flour, <tc, into England was 9,019,000 quarters; which, taking

2,000,000 for increased production, and the 0,000,000 quarters additional

import, the British people consume some 8,000,000 quarters more than

before the repeal of the corn law ! Yet, strange to say, prices before and

after have not varied, on the average, but two shiltinys per quarter.

Free trade in sugar has given a great impetus to consumption. The

reduction on foreign sugar commenced with Peel's bill of 1844, and the

extension or liberalizing of the act each year till 1848, consummated the

equalization of the sugar duties. In 1844, the consumption was 197,471

tons; ten years after, in 1854, 400,096 tons—free trade had doubled the

returns. We may safely take the average now at 400,000 tons, against

200,000 for twenty years antecedent to the change. The British colonies

have also received a wonderful stimulus—an increase of 40 per cent in

ten years, say 200,000 tons then, against 315,000 tons last year.

But free trade supporters find the strongest argument in the shipping

returns—before and after the navigation act of 1850, when America, for

the first time in her life, outwitted John Bull in a treaty ! Protection

must explode. England set the example; Fiance is trying to follow ;

Russia has modified her law, reducing the duty on woolens one-half ; and

even Persia is extending her commercial relations, signing treaties with

the chief powers, our minister taking the initiation at Constantinople ;

and now America has at last shaken off a little of the manufacturers'

monopoly. But before I lose the point, let me show the shipping balances.

In 1842, the amount of tonnage entered and cleared at British ports was

7,345,000 tons; in 1849, 11,501,000! After the repeal act, navigation

shot ahead of all expectations. The same tables in 1856 showed an in

crease of 150 per cent over the old restrictive system, and even 50 per

cent over those previous to 1850; say, in 1856, 17,900,000 tons! Even

the shipping of Great Britain has doubled since England pursued the

liberal policy. Those returns, both ways, in 1842, 5,415,000 tons ; in

1856, 9,770,000 tons.

Tis a little singular that a Northern Senator should have been in time

to save the tariff bill. As far as it goes, 'tis a good beginning. The idea

once started, the lever will do its work. But is it not strange that, while

despotic Europe has taken two steps towards free trade, America contents

herself with one ? Free trade in raw materials—wool, costing over 20

cents per pound, 25 per cent; under,/ree. 1 doubt if you get anything

from the Australian shepherds on those terms. Australian prices lor

greasy wool range from 20 to 20 cents, while finer qualities command

from those rates to 60 cents. The freight is from one to two cents per

pound.

While on this question, let us see where the wool comes from. Step

into the wool stores of the London Docks, if you wish to understand it,

where 200,000 bales are disposed of at the four quarterly sales, where

$350,000 is the average amount taken every day for five weeks, the length

of each quarterly sale. The opium market at Calcutta presents a tableaux

of Eastern gamblers, but the wool sales of England are but little less ex

citing. The quantity of wool from the Australian colonies imported into
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England in 1833 was 14,948 bales; in 1856, 166,640 bales. Even the

gold discoveries have not diminished the supply. The Cape colony has

also shown a great increase. In 1842, the imports were 6,431 bales; in

18j0, 50,580 bales. While the South American farmers send us their 50

pound ballots of alpaca, and make us pay from 50 cents to 75 cents per

pound, the Greek merchants charge us similar rates for goats' wool of

Asia Minor. In 1846, 5,231 bales went into England; in 1856, 13,427

bales of 160 pounds. India and China contributed 45,550 (3 cwt.) bales

last year, against 12,550 in 1851.

These large colonial supplies have entirely broken up that monopoly

which the Spanish and Germans held for over a quarter of a century.

Now, continental buyers can make better bargains at the English sales.

You will see the falling off in continental supply :—British imports from

the continent, 1836, 61,682 bales; 1846, 52,922 bales; 1856, 18,401

bales.

Bradford alone consumes, it is estimated, one-half the wool production

of the British Isles. The returns are not easily obtained. In 1 800, it

was estimated at 384,000 packs of 240 pounds each ; in 1816, McCulloch

gives 540,000 ; and in 1851, it had increased to 820,000 packs. The

total imports of colonial and foreign wool into England were, in lS"^,

329,205 bales; in 1850, 375,035 bales. Official papers give 1,306 woolen

and 493 worsted mills under full steam in 1849, employing, directly and

and indirectly, more than half a million workmen.

While Yorkshire works day and night in turning out the wool, Lanca

shire blackens the sky with smoke in putting the cotton into shape. Aus

tralia supplies the one—America the other. In 1856, the cotton eon-

sumption of Great Britain was 2,257,845 bales; Continental Europe,

1,364,000 bales; United States, 770,239 bales; total 4,392,081 bales.

One can hardly credit the returns that mark the increase in this important

staple during the last ten years. The import of cotton into England in

1846 is stated at 467,850,274 pounds; in ten years, 1850, it increased to

1,014,495,622 pounds; towards which total the United States contributed

803,503,430 pounds, while India gave but 147,436,260.

Denmark, you are aware, has talked the powers into signing the con

vention on the Sound Dues, March 14. England pays $5,025,000. Par

liament may not indorse the act of her minister. Russia followed suit—

and the German States, so traditional in their policy—and even France

has not been backward—all have signed the paper, save the United States

—as always may she be, alone in her glory.

Lord Palmerston's revenge is complete. Ho has gained much more

than he had lost. He is again in power—again England's ruler. The

Manchester party has fallen ! Cobden, Bright, Gibson, and Layard are

out of the ring; but Lord John R:issell has taken his seat for London.

The English people will always vote tor war ! Eighty years ag» a Par

liament was elected to fight us in the West to the death—so lias it been

to-day returned to carry on the war in the East. Nothing later from

China.

Lord Ellenborough says that the war has clogged the wheels of the

Indian trade ; embarrassed government, who have sunk about $1,doO,0<>0

in the 22 per cent depreciation on opium; upsets commerce; ruins the

merchants; and is already a loss of $20,000,000 to England. The II >n.

Company, he says, have tried in vain at 4, 5, and now as high as 7 per

,
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cent, to get tlieir $15,000,000 loan. Who wonders, when in six weeks'

time the Bengal banks advanced their rate of interest from 0 to 14 per

cent? The local controversy looks like a national war. The Canton

lorcha may sink the ship of State, unless the emperor gives up the fight.

The philanthropists, the missionaries, the moralists, are all with their

" paper bullets of the brain," battling against the merchants and the war-

spirit of England without effect.

Cushing's treaty of 1844 expires about this time. Let us hope that

Mr. Head will take good care of the Americans. The " Empress of China,"

just seventy-three years since—the year after we signed that national con

tract with Great Britain—was the pioneer. That voyage was successful,

and China since then has given our people good returns. China is a gar

den—not a desert. Our commerce with her is in the future. Tea we

must have, though once we threw it into Boston harbor ! Silk also must

be imported, for the silk worms are dying in Europe !

During the past four years the decreased supply on this side accounts

for increased importations. Since 1837, France alone shows a falling off

in the value of silk worms from $23,400,000 that year, to $13,400,000

the past twelve months !

Shipping on all sides seeks vainly for good employment. Even guano

charters are hard to obtain—yesterday the agents answered " No." French

farmers want guano; French soil is equally agreeable; but France, in this

case, forgets the farmer, and protects the shipowner. Seven dollars a ton

is levied on all brought in foreign bottoms. French ships don't like guano

freights, and as only 30,000 tons head annually towards the Pacific, the

Americans get most of the cargoes. Hence, while England consumes her

200,000 tons per annum, little Belgium her 50,000, France only got

32,000 in 1856, and 19,000 in 1855. In England, the imports, in the face

of demand and rise in price from $55 to $G5 per ton, have dropped from

305,061 tons in 1855, to 191,501 tons in 1850. Montaigne <fc Co., for

France, like Bareda Brothers, for America, and Gibbs & Co., for Great

Britain, make the charters direct, or through their agents, and when they

change the rates they seem to give the wink to each other ! ilow

natural !

The Magazine desires "permanent not transient" articles. Well, you

will fiud some facts crowded into this number. I will try and be consist

ent, though I touch on many subjects. I will avoid repetition as much as

possible, but keeping no copies, and memory none of the best, you may

note some eating of words.

Don't, I beg of you, because I introduced my remarks with bubbles,

and found some similarity in the present times, suppose for a momeut that

I think the world is coming to an end ! Perhaps now there is more

method in the madness. Things have changed since Newton saw the ap

ple fall-*-Watts the kettle boil. Whales are scarce upon the ocean, yet

gas increases with the coal. Railways pass every village, yet the stage-

horses continue to find employment. Penny postage gives more revenue

than the shilling. Steam has cut the ninety days' passage to New York

to teu. The telegraph makes the talking distance nothing. With one

spare shirt we soon may voyage round the world. If such tilings happen,

why shouldn't money be on a pinch. The "Persia" will tell you of the

state of affaire. Last week Messrs. J. R. Brown & Co., of London and

Sunderland, failed for $1,600,000 ! Three days since the old-established
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bouse of Green A Co., Paris, closed their doors for a heavy sum—a bad

South American account the alleged cause. Depositors are much embar

rassed—those with their credits traveling in Europe are cut off from sup

plies ! Tis hard for the students.

In 1825, seventy banks failed in six weeks—we have not come to that

yet. Credit and business, I am told, are perfectly sound, though high

prices for raw material are telling upon the manufacturers of England.

Credit, like a monument, will stand, if you don't touch the foundation.

Throw the stones off from the top of the pyramid of Ghizeh, and you

may work till the last day—commence to undermine, and the fabric may

totter. Therefore, the failures and the frauds of the day may only be the

topmost stones, leaving the general body of credit firm as the rock of

Gibraltar. Judge for yourself.

Yours, my dear sir, most respectfully, g. f. t.

Art. I?.—COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL CITIES OF THE UNITED STATES.

NUMUXa ZLVII.

BURLINGTON, IOWA.

The city of Burlington, the county-seat of Des Moines County, Iowa, is

situated on the Mississippi River, about 245 miles above St. Louis, at the

mouth of Flint Creek. This small stream was called by the Indians

Shokokon, the name being transferred from that of the bluff at its mouth,

(which is now occupied by the city,) and which was so named from the

abundance of flint (properly "chert") found on its surface. The white

settlers at first named the bluffs Flint Hills. In speaking of this circum

stance, Mr. W. A. J. Bradford, in his "Notes on the Northwest," (1840,)

makes a suggestion which we could wish had been acted upon, for the

name of Burlington has now been given to some twenty-five or thirty

towns and townships in the Union. He says, " the Indian appellation, or

mineral feature to which it was owing, should have furnished a name to

the modern town, and Shokokon, or Chertburg, would have as good sound

and more sense than the thread-bare Burlington." Like most of the towns

on the Mississippi, Burlington is built both upon the level plain of bluffs

and upon the slope descending to the river's edge. The summit of the

bluff-bank is about 200 feet above the water in the river, and is reached

by a gradual ascent, it being some four squares from the levee.

The latter now forms a fine steamboat landing, and the space surrounding

it, and along the creek, will probably be sufficient for the business, manu

factures, etc., of the city for years to come. Thus the outlines of the

location of the city may be roughly compared to an amphitheater. Its

elevated portion, chiefly devoted to residences, overlooks much rich and

delightful landscape, with fine improvements. The following paragraph

is from the Hawk-Eye, a newspaper of Burlington :—

" The scenery cannot be excelled in the world for beauty. The river, with its

woody islands, stretches away to the north and south, until, enchanted by distance

and mellowed by the sunlight of our Indian summer, it seems a fairy, magic dream
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land, too beautiful to be real. Opposite, and reposing in the distance, are the

majestic bluffs on the Illinois side. Although nearly half a score of miles from

us, many farm-houses can be seen But no pen can adequately describe the

beauty of the scenery presented. We shall not attempt it. Suffice it to say that

when we first looked upon it, we understood the emotions of Uc Soto, when, alter

a perilous journey through a trackless wilderness, he first beheld the ' Father of

Wliters.'

'• As a location for health and beauty, there is no better upon the river from

its mouth to the Falls of St. Anthony. Being upon the west bank, all the miasma

of the river is carried away by the west wind, which prevails nine-tenths of the

time. As a business location, there is uone above St. Louis enjoying as advan

tageous a location in any point of view. The largest place iu the State—excelling

in capital, business, and population—she has so far preserved her relative positiou,

and has steadily advanced in population, business, and wealth."

The site of this city is perhaps the only one favorable for a large town

on the river boundary of the county, since the bank of the river is, for

the greater part, a low bottom. The land throughout the county is ex

cellent, and is considered by many to be unsurpassed in the State. Only

twenty five years have elapsed since the regular settlement of Iowa was

beirun. The territory embraced within the bounds of the State, has been

purchased of the Indians by four different treaties—viz., in 1832, 1836,

18:17, and 1 842. The first, commonly called " the Black Hawk purchase,"

made in September, 1832, comprised a section of country extending nearly

300 miles north from Missouri, and of unequal width, bordering the Mis

sissippi River. In the same year the settlement of Des Moines County

was commenced by David Tothers, who located three miles southwest of

what is now Burlington. The next settlement was made by S. S. White

and Amzi Doolittle, who were the proprietors of the original town. Addi

tions were laid out in the order in which they are named, in 1 830, by

David Korer, Amos Ladd, Enoch Wade, Isaac Leffler, G. W. Kelley, and

others since.

In 1836 the Territory of Wisconsin was organized, then including the

region of Iowa. Its first Legislature met October 25th, 1836, and, accord

ing to one of its enactments, the old " town of Burlington" was organized

and incorporated April 29th, 1837. In the fall of 1837 the Legislature

met at Burlington. By the act of January 19th, 1838, the "city of Bur

lington" was organized in February, 1838, under a charter. On June

12th, ! 838, the separate Territory of Iowa was formed by act of Congress,

and on July 4th, ensuing, it was formally established.

Owing to the location of the land sales at Burlington, and the temporary

seat of government also, this place experienced a more rapid and substan

tial growth than any other in Iowa. In 1839 the capital was located at

Iowa City, before any settlement had been made there ; but this change

did not break down the prosperity of Burlington. From 1840, when its

population was about 1,200, it steadily increased in all the essentials that

go to make up a thriving city, until 1850. By the census in June of that

year, the city contained 4,082 inhabitants, and the township, exclusive of

the city, 1,219—aggregate, 5,301. The State census of 1854, reported

7,306 inhabitants in the city, showing a very rapid rate of increase. But

its growth during the last three years has been still more remarkable— its

population in January, 1857, being estimated at over 15,000 inhabitants.

This increase appears to have been mainly owing to its obtaining the

advantages of railroads. The increase in mercantile and mechanical busi-
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ness, during the same period, was proportionally much larger, showing

that the increase in the population of the surrounding country was fully

equal to, if not greater than, that of the city. From its position, Burling

ton has a large tract of country commercially tributary to it, and this

advantage it will retain through its present and future railroad facilities.

The rapid growth of Burlington has been unfavorable to the erection of

structures notable for architecture ; yet a considerable proportion of the

business buildings and dwelling-houses recently erected, are both substan

tial and ornamental.] The city probably contains a larger number of

stores, shops, and warehouses, and of neat dwellings, than any other of

corresponding size in the West that has been so quickly built up. The

streets near the river are completely lined with business establishments.

The dwellings are generally built on large lots, affording ample ground

for gardens. Marion Hall is a fine building, and is leased, for a term of

years, for the city court-house and the county offices.

In 1856, the authorities erected a commodious markethouse. The gas

works were commenced in the spring of 1855, and cost $65,000 ; and in

January, 1856, the city was lighted with gas. There aro fifteen churches,

of which the Methodist, Presbyterian, Baptist, and Roman Catholic de

nominations, each have two. There are two large public schools, each

having a good building that cost §4,000. The Burlington University

(Baptist) was incorporated in 1852, with collegiate powers, and was opened

in 1854 in its preparatory departments. It has an elegant brick edifice,

three stories high, and is in a prosperous condition. The Burlington

Commercial College, L. H. Dalhoff, Principal, is a branch of the Mercan

tile College of Pennsylvania, incorporated by the Legislature of that State.

The Iowa Historical and Geological Institute, one of the most important

institutions in the State, is located in this city. It was organized Decem

ber 18th, 1843, and incorporated December 31st, 1850. On January

16th, 1853, it met with an irreparable loss in the total destruction by fire

of ita library and cabinets. The library contained files of newspapers since

the organization of the Territory and State, a great many papers pertaining

to the early history of the State, with 2,000 pamphlets and 800 volumes.

The cabinets were very extensive, illustrating the natural history of the

State. The Institute had a collection of Indian relics numbering about

400, including nearly all the paraphernalia of Black Hawk. Although

completely prostrated by thi great loss, the Institute has been revived,

and is again engaged in collecting and preserving historical matter of all

kinds, especially that relating to Iowa. Four newspapers are published,

of which two—viz., the Iowa State Gazette and Burlington Hawk-Eye—are

issued daily.

The first attempt to collect and publish a corroct and full statement of

the trade and business of Burlington, was made in 1850, by Messrs. L. (>.

Jeffers and H. H. Hartley, who then published a pamphlet, entitled

" Business Directory and Review of the Trade, Commerce, and Manufac

tures of the City of Burlington, Iowa, for the year ending May 1, 1856."

In the preceding winter, or on December 11th, 1855, a few merchants and

citizens organized the Burlington Board of Trade, and we now have their

"First Annual Report, for the Year 1856, by L. H. Shepard, Secretary."

The statistics which it contains were collected by the secretary alone,

(owing to the negligence of the committees appointed for the purpose,)

VOL. XXXVI.—HO. VI. 44
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who canvassed the city, making personal inquiry of each manufacturer,

tradesman, and forwarder. From it we derive the following statements :—

RAILROADS LEADING FROM BURLINGTON.

Early in the year 1855, the Chicago and Burlington Railroad was opened.

Previous to this, all transactions and purchases of produce and goods were with

reference to the facilities offered for transportation by the Mississippi. During a

great part of the year the river was either frozen over, or a general stage of low

water rendered navigation uncertain and tedious ; but the opening of the road to

the lakes put us in direct communication with Eastern cities, and thereafter there

was no necessity of depending upon the river for transportation, except for heavy

goods purchased in the Southern markets. Much difficulty was still experienced

in that particular, as the season for makiDg such purchases came at the time of

the lowest stage of water, which entirely prevented the passage of beats of the

larger size over the lower rapids. Happily for our merchants, they are not obliged

any longer to wait for high water.

In May, 1856, the Burlington and Quincy Railroad was opened, and our deal

ers have taken advantage of the facilities offered for obtaning their supplies of

heavy goods by that route, which reaches the river so far below the rapids as not

to be dependeut upon high water, there being always sufficient water at Quincy

for boats of the larger class. The receipts at this point of the Burlington,

Chicago, and Quincy roads, will compare favorably with any in the West, and

thus far have been satisfactory to stockholders.

In August, 1856, the Burlington and Missouri River Railroad was put in oper

ation from this city to Mount Pleasant, (twenty-nine miles.) Much was expected

from this road. Burlington merchants, grain and provision dealers, and manu

facturers, anticipated a largely increased trade, by reason of the superior facilities

it afforded of reaching the trade of the interior, and from present appearances

their anticipations will be fully realized. The country through which the road

passes is one of unlimited resources, which are only partially developed. When

the road shall have been finished through to the Missouri River, and have formed

all of its connections, it cannot bnt become one of the best paying roads in the

West.*

The Peoria aud Burlington Railroad, opened in February, 1857, puts this city

directly in connection with the cities and towns of the interior, and southern part

of Illinois. Freight can be transported from Burlingtou to Cairo, by this road,

without transhipment, thereby enabling us to reach the Southern and Cincinnati

markets much earlier and much later in the season than we now do, on account

of the ice.

SALES IN CERTAIN BRANCHES OF TRADE.

The aggregate sales of dry goods reached $891,000, and the stocks to be carried

over will fall below the usual average. The sales of groceries exceeded $864,000.

This trade, in regard to sugar aud molasses, was unfavorably affected by the fail

ure in the supply of sugar from Louisiana, upon which this market has always

depended. For the first time in twenty years, a considerable quantity of prime

Porto Rico und Cuba Muscovado sugars have been imported to this market.

Sales of hardware, §189,300 ; iron, $68,000 ; stoves, $79,500. The sales of furni

ture amounted to $75,000, while the amount manufactured in the city was $20,400.

Sales of lumber, 12,825,000 feet ; shingles, 7,885,000 ; lath, 4,000,000 ; agricultural

implements, $186,000.

The large number of hogs forwarded and slaughtered at this point, makes this

the leading pork market of the West. This must continue to increase, and our

city continue to be, as she now is, the " Porkopolis" of the West. Hogs for

* This railroad will terminate on the Missouri Elver, opposite the month of too Nebraska River,

and will have a total length of about 355 miles. It has been opened to Ottumwa, 98 miles.—Ed.
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warded by Burlington and Chicago Railroad :—Live. 52,375; dressed, 16,664;

slaughtered at our slaughter and packing-houses, 64,000 ; packed, 31,200. In

1855, the number of hogs forwarded were—dressed, 1,400 ; live, 20,480.

EXPORTS AND IMPORTS OP BDRLINOTON DURING THE TEAR 1856.

I. EXPORT.".

Articles

forwarded.

Wheat, bush.. ,

Com

OaU.

Lard, bbls . . .

Pork

By Barlington

A Chicago K.B.

187,600

83,800

16,000

4,984

769

By river.

10,000

17,000

10,000

6,000

66,000

6,200,000

Aggregate

exports.

197,500

60,800

26,000

10,984

Bacon, lbs . . .

Wool

Flour, bbls

Lire hoses

Dressed hogs . ,

Sundries, tons .

2,118,200

48,000

18,671

62,376

16,664

8,000 2,600

66,769

7,818,200

46,000

18,671

62,376

16.664

10,600

II. IMPORTS.

Lumber, feet 4,000,000 8,800,000 12,800,000

Shingles. 8,600,000 650,000 4,160,000

Lath. 2,000,000 2,000,000 4,000,000

Coal.tona 4,000 100 4,100

Sundries 14,099 8,000 22,099

Number of steamboats arrived and departed during the year, 973 ; steamboat

Laclede, first arrival, April 2d ; steamboat Adelia, last departure, Dec. 4th.

MANUFACTURES OP BURLINGTON DURING TIIK YEAR 1856.

Brick (6,000,000) $420,000

Iron-work and machinery .... 226,300

Plows 110,000

Sashes and shingles. 76,000

Tin, copper, <fc sheet-iron ware. 68,200

Barrels and cooperage 67,900

Clothing and millinery 40,600

Crackers, enke, and bread.. ... 36.600

Harness and saddles 36,000

Carriages and wag .na 81 ,000

Oils, soap, and candles 31,000

Starch $22,000

Cigars and tobacco .

Furniture

Boots and shoes . .

Matches

Cut stone

Marble works.. . . .

Lime

Confections

Vinegar and beer .

Mill atones

21,000

20,400

20,000

20,000

20,000

19,000

18,000

15,000

14,000

2,500

Aggregate of wares manufactured in 1860. $1,031,000

In another part of the report it, is stated that the total amount of flour, manu

factured by the city mills the past year, was 54,000 barrels. The number of

flouring mills is limited, and, with the rapid increase in population, those in oper

ation find a ready demand, at their own doors, for nearly all they can make. In

tome portions of the country the mills are quite unable to supply their home cus

tomers, and shipments to a considerable amount are made from Burlington to

supply the deficiency in the country.
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Art. V.— THE IMPROVEMENT OF SEAMEN.

" What baa poor Horatio done, who ia so weak, that ho, above all the rest, should be sent

to rough It out at soa f—Soutiiey'b Lira or Nelson.

It is to the British degradation of the sailor, by the vilest system of

slavery that ever disgraced civilization, (impressment,) that society is in

debted for the unworthy-estimate of the mariner's life—that convicts and

renegades, who have become disqualified for civilized communities, are

deemed to be fit subjects for sailors ; and that youths of ungovernable pas

sions, or deficient intellects, constitute the necessary material out of which

to make seamen.

Persons who fall in the scale of honorable livelihood in entering upon

a new one, never do otherwise than live on it—to live by it enters not

into their calculation. There is in every large community a set of men

who, thoroughly debased by crime, appear to have no power of rising from

the mire in which they are smothered. That these should be forced upon

our national and merchant ships, to become the tutors of apprentices who

may be induced to seek the mariner's life from preference and motives of

interest, is the lamentable fact which the present degraded condition of

sailors presents.

American ships are the representatives of the nation to the ends of the

earth, and it is only by the mental culture, and the degree of civilization

of those who man them, that our scale in the rank of mankind is esti

mated. Seneca's first precept of wisdom, the economy of time, has been

accomplished in the skill of our naval mechanics ; but we have cast our

pearls before swine. The true road to success can never be attained by

an illegitimate channel, and the " thieves and robbers" who force them-

Belves by another way, carry disgrace with them in proportion as they

are tolerated.

"The abuse of seamen" has been bo much harped upon of late, that

masters and other officers of ships are beginning to be regarded as equally

debased with the common sailors. The newspapers appear to have for

gotten that, owing to their toleration of "crimps" on shore, nothing is

more common than to find on shipboard men not only worthless and idle,

but unmeasured in their abuse of the officers who have received them.

A knowledge of the fact that there is no law to punish them for their

infamous behavior, makes them so. Men are hired, paid, and fed, to do

as they are bid, and not to insult those placed over them.

Whatever may be said of the abuse of sailors, in their present qualities,

the abuse of officers and owners is notoriously worse. Desertion, under

the tuition and fostering care of crimps, is the invariable practice, and

ships are not only, by this means, detained at great loss, but the owners

have to submit to an exorbitant bonus, under the name of " advance," to

the vile thieves who establish the price-current of sailor's wages. The

disgusting task of punishing such men as are usually now attainable,

inflicted as it is without the hope of improving them, is in no respect a

criterion by which to measure the treatment of seamen, or to form a true

estimate of officers. The root of the evil is far beyond this.

In the first years of our commercial prosperity, when sailors were more

abundant, the government of the United States, following the abuses of

England, adopted the privilege of forcibly retaining sailors' money, in

case of absence. If a sailor absent himself for any period of time less than
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forty- eight Lours, he forfeits three days' pay to his employers, and success

ively three days' pay for every single day he absents himself. If absent

for more than forty-eight hours, he forfeits all his wages, goods, and chat

ties, on board, or in store where he may have deposited them on desertion,

and he is made liable to pay all damages sustained by the owners, on

account of their being obliged to hire others in his stead. Desertion,

however brought about, forfeits all wages due, and a desertion to have this

effect is by law susceptible of being constituted into intentional desertion.

From such one-sided laws the most abominable abuses speedily arose.

Masters, frequently being part owners, need not be over particular to ex

ercise the most cruel ingenuities to save themselves, so long as the law is

all on their side. Hence it has been no uncommon thing, when a vessel

arrives in port, to give such sailors as are known to be intemperate, liberty

to go on shore, and, for the purpose of enjoying themselves, allowing them

a small amount of money. On being absent forty-eight hours, entry is

made on the log-book, " run." If they return afterwards, no matter how

soon, they may be refused, and the owners become the legal possessors of

the hard earnings of poor Jack, now turned ashore penniless and naked.

A second mode has been to drive them ashore by brutal abuse. Seamen,

on being badly treated, have a right to complain to the American Consul

in any foreign port, and, on such appeal being made, the captain is usually

sent for, and he also makes his complaint that the seaman in question has

neglected duty, but that he is at perfect liberty to return and do it. The

sailor consents to return, but again and again forced to complain, he is

finally absent at the time of the ship's sailing, and he is left in charge of

the consul—who, on account of the conflicting testimony of the captain

and the sailor, is frequently compelled to deny him government protection.

When harsh treatment has proved to be unsuccessful, a third mode of

getting rid of them has been to hire them to leave. This is usually effected

through the agency of some subordinate, at the instigation of the master;

and the party persuaded away compromising to receive only part of his

pay, " in consideration of being unable to do his duty," leaving a clear

profit to the owners.

Such are among the abuses which the writer of this paper has frequently

witnessed, and such they are yet, in various modifications and phases.

Seamen rightly forfeit their wages for gross and habitual offenses, or a

single act of a heinous or aggravated nature, not otherwise. Neglect of

duty, disobedience, or habitual drunkenness, will justify a discharge or

forfeiture of wages. The legalized forfeit and taxes by and to the govern

ment, in the naval service, has been the legitimate parent of all the mis

chief which has ever ensued, in consequence of its abuse in tho merchant

service.

The obligation of seamen to remain by a vessel, after the voyage is

ended, and assist in discharging the cargo, has been decided to depend

upon the custom of the port—notwithstanding, there is a law rendering

them liable for damages, and a compensation to owners, for leaving. If

seamen leave a ship before the discharge of the cargo, or if a vessel is de

tained by their refusal to work, a deduction from their wages is allowed,

but not a forfeiture of the whole, unless the contract is based upon this

condition ; while, if they remain on board doing duty, they arc in all cases

entitled to wages. The greatest obstacle which opposes itself to the im

mediate improvement of sailors, is the forced adoption of what was, at

first, a remorseless system of abuse of sending them forth immediately on
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a ship's arrival in port, in all the gayety of unreflecting security, to become

the prey of crimps and harlots. In small seaports, sailors are superior, on

account of the smaller extent of" this system—the connection of seamen

with their ships, and employers being more constant, by continuing on

duty, iu port, to discharge and load, as well as to serve for the voyage.

In raising the mariner's life to the honor of an occupation, how best to

train him for it is the only desideratum. The education of sailors, or

rather of persons who are to become sailors, is a necessary object, not only

of benevolence to the multitude, but of self-preservation to both the naval

service and the mercantile marine. It is useless to further point out the

excessive licentiousness, vice, and brutality, which are everywhere associ

ated with sailors ; but they who say that it is injudicious or impracticable

to educate them, must have studied human nature to no purpose, and be

utterly blind to passing events. If we consider the awful distance between

the intellectual and the unthinking man, we cannot but conclude that it

is not only an object of the utmost importance that seamen should be

advanced by education, but that it is the only possible way of advancing

them in the scale of humanity. The " blessings of ignorance" have gone

to sleep for ever, and, until human nature is changed, the benefits of edu

cation to man, in whatever sphere, will never be denied by these who

realize it

Fortunately for the success of navigation, some youths, of dull capacity,

display pre-eminent powers in adult age. It is owing to this, with the

soul-inspiring grandeur of the sea, that some of the greatest men the world

ever saw have been those whose early dispositions were deemed only suffi

cient to qualify them for seamen. The earliest motto of the great Nelson,

when he was first inspired by the sea, was, " I will be a hero ! and, con

fiding in Providence, I will brave every danger !"

The studied imitation and constant attachment to the customs of Eng

land, in her adoption of speculative principles and desperate expedients

in trying to maintain maritime ascendency—and the great injustice which

has, from the infancy of our nation, been inflicted on seamen, by compell

ing them not only to provide themselves quarters and medical attendance

when overtaken by poverty and sickness, but to furnish money for other

purposes, in addition to what is required of all other citizens, to the gen

eral revenue of the country—demand of us now a corresponding effort to

reclaim them. "How best to improve the condition of sailors," has here

tofore been, in its effort, how best to use them for our own benefit. In

this they have proved to be not unlike other things—for they have not

been used as men ; they have worn out, and the necessities of commerce

require a relay when there are none to be had. Make them.

The foundation of an institution to this end should be laid by the gov

ernment, by the appropriation of an amount at least equal to that forfeited

to the national treasury by death and desertion in the navy. The amount

(nearly $200,000) would be amply sufficient to establish a self-sustaining

School-ship Apprentice System. But there is first needed an association

of persons, interested in the improvement and supply of seamen, in order

to mature a definite plan by which to effect the end in view.

Apprentice school-ships should be established in all our chief seaports,

all subject to the same organization, with the view of reducing the sailor's

occupation to a systematic trade. The necessary preparatory education

could be easily provided for such as needed it, and who may be under the

age required for apprenticeship, on the common school system. Indeed,
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for this purpose, there is no reason why a State school-ship system, in

New York, would not be entitled to the privilege of a dividend from the

school-fund. And is it not an object worthy of the consideration of mer

chants, masters, and others, deeply interested in the wants of commerce

and the condition of sailors, to so adapt ships to the benefit of the com

mon school system as to induce boys, desirous of becoming seamen, to

enter it instead of the ward schools?

The preparatory course of study need not in any way depart from that

established by law ; and for the apprentice, the advanced scholar, all that

conduces to constitute the materials essential to form the skillful pilot and

superior mariner, come under the head of astronomy, geology, and mathe

matics. The theory of navigation is wholly derived from the two former,

and all the machinery and movements of a ship are founded on the latter.

The action of the wind and the resistence of the water, and the relation of

the ship to these, dictate the application of a good knowledge of hydro

statics and the effects of gravity, while a proficiency in philosophy, in all

its branches, would be fraught with ennobling views.

An institution thus established on equal footing with other respectable

pursuits, would at once attract youth desirous of following the sea for a

livelihood. And it would bo discovered that, although some boys may

inadvertently be captivated by ungenial situations, yet those who would,

under the circumstances here depicted, fix upon a seaman's life, will have

already given proof of resolute hearts and noble minds, which will in the

end guide and inspire them to climb to the very top of the ladder. The

different grades of landsmen, ordinary seamen, and seamen, could be easily

met by the necessary length of service for each in a well-graduated ap

prenticeship.

The great naval captain Nelson, and the warrior Hannibal, both learned

to obey before they learned to command, by being instructed in the duties

of subordination. And the former all his life inculcated that it was neces

sary to " be a seaman to be an officer; and, also, that it was impossible to

be a good officer without being a gentleman"—principles at total variance

with the present condition of sailors.

In whatever light we view the importance of improving the condition

of seamen, the benefit to accrue therefrom to the commercial prosperity

of the nation, reflects in unmeasured intensity. Hence we must needs

conclude that the condition of seamen should, under all circumstances, be

an object of the deepest solicitude to the government.

Art. VI.—THE NEW YORK CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.

Associations of merchants under the name of Chambers of Commerce

or Boards of Trade exist in nearly all the commercial cities of America,

and in many of the maritime cities of Europe, particularly in Great

Britain. The advantages of these associations are getting to be more and

more appreciated, and the need of them is more and more felt as one year

follows another. Having some acquaintance with the action, proceedings,

and utility of commercial bodies both in the United States and Great

Britain, we beg leave respectfully to make some suggestions on the sub

ject in general, and particularly as to the future proceedings and organ

ization of the Chamber of Commerce of New York. There has been a less
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degree of activity in our Chamber of Commerce, and less reliance on asso

ciated efforts in New York for some years than in many other cities.

This has doubtless resulted from the fact that New York as a city, and

New York merchants individually, have neither lacked position, informa

tion, means, or power to carry out any public or private enterprise, either

of a commercial or national character. The position of a city through

which flows more than one-third of the exports and nearly two-thirds of

the imports of the nation ; a city that has a foreign commerce of nearly

three hundred million dollars a year, is no way equivocal, and needs no

special advertisement. But whatever may be the means of obtaining in

formation, or influencing public opinion, possessed by the merchants of

New York, it must be admitted that far more can be accomplished by

well-directed associated efforts than by individual activity alone. The

Bingle fact that the New York Chamber of Commerce has been in exist

ence about ninety years, that it has always exercised considerable influence

on public opinion, been consulted and heard with respect by legislative

bodies and leading statesmen, numbered among its officers and members

the most eminent merchants of the city during several generations, and

kept up an active existence for a longer period than the country has had

a constitution, is a sufficient proof and guaranty of its usefulness and im

portance. There is not a merchant in New York, not an editor or com

mercial writer, not a member of the State Legislature or Congress from

the city who does not have occasion to seek, collect, and use commercial

information that is scattered over the world, distributed through newspaper

files, buried up in books, or otherwise difficult of access, and which it

should be the business and province of the Chamber of Commerce to

gather together, arrange, and keep for daily reference. Commercial and

financial information abounds largely in figures, and everything based on

or relating to statistics necessarily involves toil and care, and requires

sagacity and intelligence to arrange, collate, and systematize. Any per

son in such a field of labor who, for purposes of his own, collects informa

tion of any description, will necessarily obtain much that will be of value

to others. We have experienced this particularly in our own labors as a

commercial writer. But when statistical or other matter has been once

collected, either for a private or public purpose, the same will often be

found of use if recorded, filed away, or indexed for future reference.

Many individuals, whether engaged in the active field of commercial

writing, or devoted solely to commercial pursuits, will, in the course of a

long life, collect in books and manuscripts a mass of information, much of

which in a few years would be difficult of access or not obtainable at all.

Every such person identified with, and feeling a pride in the commercial

position of New York, would most gladly contribute or devise his collec

tion to an active efficient body like the Chamber of Commerce, provided

it had a Reading-room and Library, a " local habitation," as well as a

" name," where the city and the great body of merchants could be bene

fited. This it seems to us is now the great want of the Chamber of

Commerce. Individuals become members of a society when the privileges

and advantages are worth the money and the time expended. Small

advantages, even where the expenditure is trifling, will attract but few

persons. Any association of business men in a large city, to be capable

of accomplishing much good, must be a numerous body, and have exten

sive means, collections, and privileges. The organization should in every

sense be a popular one. In the Library and collections of the Chamber
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of Commerce, besides much that it is needless to particularize, there should

be kept the following, which should be accessible at all times :—

Gazetteers, Commercial Dictionaries, and all standard works of every

nation relating to commerce. Full sets from the commencement and

current files of commercial periodicals and others. Full sets of the Bul

letins and annual volumes of the Royal Geographical Society, the London

Statistical Society, the American Geographical and Statistical Society, and

other kindred societies in different localities and different nations. Cata

logues of the Astor Library, the Smithsonian Institution, and of the prin

cipal libraries in the country, particularly of the large Universities and

the different States. Catalogues of the libraries of the Historical Socie

ties of the different Slates, and a copy of tlieir annual volumes, which

could be procured in exchange for the Annual Reports of the Chamber.

Sets of the annual reports, back to the commencement where possible, and

of the current regular and special reports each year of each Chamber of

Commerce and Board of Trade in the United States, Great Britain, the

continent of Europe, and other parts of the world. All of these could be

obtained in exchange for the Reports of the Chamber of Commerce.

Maps and charts of every country and sea, those most required, mounted

and exposed to view, and others in rolls and portfolios. Full sets of

Maury's and other sailing charts, and records of all deep-sea soundings.

All publications, records, maps, and charts of the United States Coast Sur

vey, the Coast Survey of Great Britain, and when obtainable, of other

countries. Lighthouse records, and every description of lighthouse in

formation, notifications of localities where lighthouses are needed, where

new ones are building, and where old ones have been destroyed. A full

set of Congressional Debates, Niles' Register, the Congressional Globe,

and of all the Government Reports and Reports of Departments, particu

larly all those relating to Commerce and Navigation, and, of these last,

duplicate copies. Directories of the principal commercial cities of this

country, as well as Directories of London, Liverpool, Glasgow, Havre,

Paris, Bremen, Hamburg, and some other places abroad. The London

Gazette, and a current list of bankruptcies as they occur. Tariffs, custom

house arrangements, port charges, and commercial laws of all nations.

Publications and statistics, and the laws of different States and nations

relating to Banking, and to Life, Fire, and Marine Insurance. Rates of

postage over sea, and to and in foreign countries, and the postal laws and

regulations of different nations. A record of the time of departure and

arrival, and the usual length of voyage of all lines of ocean mail steamers,

and other post vessels throughout the world, and, where they can be ob

tained, the rates of freight and passage. Maps and other records of the

leading telegraph lines throughout the world, with the constant addition

of new ones and the rates of transmitting messages. Samples of telegraph

cables used in submarine lines. Blank books should be prepared of con

venient size and form for manuscript entries, and in these should be

recorded under appropriate headings, every description of commercial

statistics and information, and all regularly classified and indexed. Here

should be a record of the state of the markets in distant and foreign ports,

as received by telegraph and otherwise. A record of new geographical

discoveries, new avenues of commerce, of discoveries in navigation, im

provements in ship building, and drawings and models of superior or

celebrated vessels, both sail and steam. Suitable books should be prepared

in which to insert Trade Circulars, Price Currents, and Market Reports,
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and others for the insertion of newspaper cuttings and other detached

items of important commercial information that appear in print.

We have no commercial body in America that takes the place of

" Lloyd's" in Great Britain. Such a body should be the New York

Chamber of Commerce. If necessary, the State Legislature or Congress

should be applied to for suitable corporate powers. Whether it was a

necessary and legal regulation or not, the character, class, and value of

ships and vessels would be greatly enhanced by a registry at this Ameri

can Lloyd's, the New York Chamber of Commerce. Here could be re

corded and posted up for reference the arrival and departure of all vessels

that trade at American ports, and a record of all shipwrecks and losses of

American vessels. Information of this description so recorded would be

of vast use, not only to merchants and shipowners, but to underwriters.

With an organization like this it would be a matter of absolute necessity

for every shipowner, importer, jobber, insurance and bank officer to

become a member. In effecting insurances, in^the sale and transfer of

ships and cargoes, and in numerous other commercial transactions there

would be less chance of fraud. The standard of mercantile integrity

would necessarily be raised.

But the great want of the Chamber of Commerce is suitable premises

for a Reading-room, Library, and place of meeting. Those who have been

in Liverpool and in Glasgow must have observed the long and spacious

halls used for merchant's reading-rooms in these cities. It is useless to

say that we have nothing like either of these in New York. We never

have had. How long shall this continue to be a reproach to our city ?

Where are the rooms to which a New York merchant can take a foreigner

or a friend from a distance, and say with pride and satisfaction, " these

premises belong to the merchants of the city, and here you can meet our

distinguished men, read newspapers, and obtain the latest commercial in

telligence from every part of the world ?" The rotunda of the Exchange

and the seven-by-nine reading-room in another part of that building, form

the extent of these privileges. The elegant Greek temple belonging to

the merchants of Glasgow has- a reading-room on the ground floor for

newspaper files, tables, and desks, not far from eighty feet by sixty. The

Liverpool Exchange news-room, in the building forming the north side of

the hollow square of Exchange Place, is over one hundred feet in length,

and affords ample room and verge enough for three or four hundred gen

tlemen at once to read, converse, or promenade. There is no public room

" where merchants most do congregate" in any other commercial city in

the world that equals in extent or popularity this one at Liverpool. And

how is its value and popularity created and sustained 1 Certainly by mul

tiplying its privileges, and making it, as it were, absolutely necessary for

every merchant of good standing to belong to it. It is a business concern,

not a club for idlers. There are between fifteen hundred and two thousand

subscribers, who pay an annual fee of three guineas each. This furnishes

a yearly income of about twenty-five thousand dollars. The privileges we

will venture to say are not as great as they might be and should be to

members of the New York Chamber of Commerce. This only professes

to be a " news-room," and for that purpose it is too small. A lato report

from the Secretary says they are so crowded for accommodations that the

association will bo obliged to rent or build new premises. There are in

attendance through the day seldom less than from two to four hundred

persons. There are taken and placed on file and loose on tables, for con
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renient use, sixty copies of the London Times, and from ten to forty

copies of other daily papers published in London and Liverpool. Here

are received regularly papers from China, Australia, India, the Cape of

Good Hope, Buenos Ayres, Valparaiso, Lima, Rio Janeiro, California,

Honolulu, Jamaica, the United States, British America, the continent of

Europe, and, in fact, from every quarter where commerce spreads a sail

or trade owns a votary. The signaling of every ship and the arrival and

departure of every vessel is noted on a bulletin, and every important tele

graph dispatch is furnished to the subscribers as soon as it arrives. Is

there any need of enlarging on the vast utility and great interest of such

an association % All this and much more could be accomplished by the

Chamber of Commerce. The value of such a corporation to the merchants

of New York would be in its current privileges. Its bearing on commer

cial legislation, and its influence on the commercial interests of the country,

would depend on its organization, its activity, and efficiency, and the

character of its officers. Rightly organized, such a body could as readily

obtain four thousand members as one thousand. The annual fee of ten

dollars, or whatever the sum might be, would be willingly contributed,

provided there was a tangible quid pro quo. Merchants, in paying out

their money, expect to receive their money's worth. A suitable building

for a reading-room, for a room for public meetings, for committee-rooms,

and for a library, might be owned, or one might be erected by a joint-

stock company, and rented to the Chamber. This building should be

down town, in the vicinity of Nassau or Wall street. For evening meet

ings, once a quarter or oftener, a room could be hired up town. An

officer, either Librarian or Secretary, should be elected, who should be paid

a salary and required to devote his time exclusively to the service of the

Chamber. On him would devolve the general superintendence of the

rooms and materiel. A part of his duty would be to prepare the annual

report of the Chamber, and this report could and should bo made of great

interest and value. A glance at the last report (1857) of the Boston

Board of Trade will show what can be embodied in such a report when it

is written by a competent person. Commercial statistics, digests of com

mercial laws, tariff duties, <fec, with a general resume of the commerce of

the port and of the country, should appear in this annual volume. Com

merce rules the world, and unquestionably, with all our enterprise, our

cousins across the Atlantic have outstripped us in many a race, and car

ried away trade that would legitimately belong to our merchants, except

for our neglect.

If an individual or a company to-day were desirous of extending steam

commerce to the South American ports, to Australia, China, or the Medi

terranean, there is not a reading-room, a library, a chamber of commerce,

a board of trade, or a single public or private library of books in the

United States where anything like a complete collection of current com

mercial laws, trade reports, and commercial statistics can be found. To

get at information necessary to form an opinion of the practicability and

success of such an enterprise, the merchant must begin de novo, as he

knows not which way to turn for the necessary information, unless he

happen to find it in some editor's room, or in other private hands.

There might be two classes of members, resident and honorary mem

bers. Retired merchants, officers of other Chambers of Commerce or

Boards of Trade, individuals who make valuable donations to the Cham

ber, or others, could be made honorary members. In a country like
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Great Britain, where persons to enjoy all the rights of citizenship must

belong to some corporation, guild, or company, we often hear of the

" freedom of the city" being presented to a distinguished statesman or

eminent merchant, who is not a resident of the place where the compli

ment is bestowed. A distinguished stranger or eminent foreign merchant

would appreciate the honor of being made an honorary member of a

commercial association in New York.

Sometimes, under circumstances of great peril and hardship, the cap

tain or mate of a vessel, or one or more sailors, will save valuable lives or

property, and no higher reward or better deserved compliment could be

bestowed than a " good service medal" from the Chamber of Commerce,

and in the case of a sailor or petty officer, a pecuniary testimonial.

It is conceded by all that the Chamber of Commerce can greatly

enlarge its sphere of usefulness by obtaining suitable premises and ex

pending money in collecting commercial information. It could easily be

made the first commercial association in the country. Its annual report

would present an epitome of the commerce of the world, and be looked

for with interest on both sides of the Atlantic. The libraries, statistical

bureaus, and Government and State reports at Washington and Albany,

are of little use to the practical business men of New York. Literature,

science, history, and geography have their societies, libraries, observa

tories, and collections, but active living commerce in the commercial

metropolis of the nation has no corporate powers and makes few associated

efforts. Are the claims of commerce of Itss moment than those of science ?

When Franklin was Tostmaster-General one thin blank book served for

all the accounts of the Post-office Department for a year; now the same

Department fills annually several hundred ponderous ledgers. Once the

commercial statistics of all Christendom could be printed on a few pages

of an almanac ; now the collecting and arranging the commercial facts of

the day for a single periodical requires the constant labor of several

persons.

On the breaking out of the war between Great Britain and Persia, a

few months since, it was found that not one single chart of the Gulf of

Persia was to be had in England. As a national or a private want such

an occurrence might any day, and probably often does, take place in this

country. In the library of the Chamber of Commerce there should bo

kept a copy of every marine chart now extant, and when not otherwise

obtainable, manuscript copies or drawings could be made. Mr. J. G.

Kohl, a most indefatigable collector, has made an immense collection of

ancient and modern charts, and these by a late act of Congress were pur

chased for preservation in the national archives at Washington. Some of

the earliest of these are going to be published. Copies of all these, as well

as the charts issued by the British Government and other maritime nations,

should be on file for convenient reference. The indefatigable Lieutenant

Maury has placed the commercial world under lasting obligations to him

for his investigations into the causes and courses of the winds and currents

on the ocean. The simultaneous efforts of six or seven other maritime

nations, acting with our own by a preconcerted arrangement at the Brus

sels' Congress, are constantly exhibiting new fruits, new courses, and new

developments in the art of navigation and the tracks of the navigator, and

shall we in New York be dependent on the tardy correspondence of Gov

ernment and the distant locality of Washington for a record and copies of

these experiments ? With the proper action on the part of the Chamber
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of Commerce, with a suitable building and superintendence, the original

records of Maury's experiments and log-books, so far as they would be

useful to our merchant marine, could and should be transferred to New

York. It is in the peaceful paths of commerce, and not in naval opera

tions, that the great value of Lieutenant Maury's labors are felt, just as it

is in building merchant ships that a Steers had his genius developed to

show the naval powers of the world the splendid model and formidable

proportions of an " Adriatic" and a " Niagara."

There are workers in other fields, whose labors redound to the advan

tage of the merchant and mariner, and conduce to the safety of those who

"go down to the sea in ships," but in New York we have no suitable

place of deposit for a record of their labors. The meteorological observa

tions and investigations of Blodget and Bloodgood would receive a new

impetus and bear new fruits if connected with nautical observations in a

commercial association at New York.

Enough has been said, perhaps more than is necessary, to indicate the

great field of usefulness that lies opeu to an active association. The mem

bers of the Chamber are feeling more and more interest in the subject.

Some of the suggestions made here may be considered impracticable, or

not in accordance with the design of the Chamber of Commerce. Much

at any rate remains unsaid. This is not offered as a programme of opera

tions, but as a slight sketch, a mere outline. Practical men and wise

beads can reject what is valueless, adopt or improve upon useful sugges

tions, and perfect a plan of operations to make this the first commercial

association in America. A generation or half a generation need not pass

away before it is accomplished. Every year and every month that is

gained by immediate action will add so much to the satisfaction, the fame,

and the profit of the second founders of the New York Chamber of

Commerce.

Art. VII.—THE LAW MERC II A ST.

N l-MKI.K IX.

INTEREST.

COMPOUND INTEREST.

There is one sort of debt that does not bear interest, and that is interest

itself. If an instalment of interest is not paid when it falls due, it does

not, like other debts, bear interest from the default. Even if the parties

should have agreed that, in case of default in payment of interest, the

amount of such interest should bear interest, the agreement will not be

enforced by the law. The reason of this rule, and its consistency with

other rules, it is not easy to show. The ground commonly assigned is,

that to allow interest upon interest would savor of hardship. Accordingly,

in some cases of allowing interest, as damages for the misuse of trust mon

eys, the courts calculate compound interests by annual rests, making the

penalty savor of hardship justly. But though an agreement contemplating

compound interest in the future cannot be enforced for more than simple
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interest, yet, after default on interest, the parties may come together and,

by a new agreement, add the interest due to the principal, and, after that,

if so agreed, the total will bear interest—in other words, interest unpaid

never forms a new principal, unless the parties, by a new agreement, turn

it into principal. Such a new agreement may be evidenced by anything

which clearly shows that to have been the understanding of the debtor.

If the interest is due on a note, a simple way is to compute the total, and

let the debtor indorse upon the back of the note that such an amount is

due. A verbal agreement would doubtless bo sufficient, but not so easily

proved.

SATISFACTION OF THE PRINCIPAL SOMETIMES DISCHARGES THE INTEREST.

From the nature of interest and the rules which govern it, it will be

understood that the claim to it is always to be considered as an incidental

and subordinate right growing out of, and depending upon the right to,

the principal. This dependence is very marked where it is claimed as

damages. In such case, if the creditor receives the principal without

claiming interest at the time, he will not be allowed to collect the interest

afterwards. It not unfrequently occurs that persons settle their accounts

and the creditor receives the balance, and he afterwards discovers that he

was entitled to interest. The rule that interest, as damages, can never be

recovered after the principal has been paid off, makes it important that

this point should be regarded in receiving payments.

Mr. Emmet was appointed administrator of the estate of Mr. Lynch,

deceased. As such administrator he was entrusted with a considerable

fund, the proceeds of the estate. This money lay in his hands some time,

and finally, on settling the accounts, was paid over to the persons entitled

to the dividends of the estate. The attorney of one of these persons, upon

receiving the proper share of the funds, which amounted to about 11,100,

asked the administrator if he was not bound to pay interest upon them

when he settles the account. In this case, on being asked if he ought not

to pay interest, the administrator replied that he should not, as the money

had not been of any advantage to him. The attorney said nothing more

about the interest, but received the balance of the account, due to the

person he represented, and gave a receipt for the amount. This was not

a receipt in full, but on the other hand it made no reservation of any claim

to interest.

Subsequently, however, the parties interested became convinced that

the administrator ought to have paid interest, because they supposed he

used the money for his own benefit while it was in his hands. Therefore,

within about a year afterwards, they summoned him to appear before the

surrogate and account for the interest. The surrogate decided that, al

though, under the circumstances, he thought the administrator ought to

have paid interest, yet, since the attorney had settled the account and re

ceived the balance without any reservation of a claim to interest, the claim

which he originally had was waived, and the administrator was no longer

liable for the interest. The claimants appealed to the Court of Chancery,

but the chancellor affirmed the decision of the surrogate, saying that "the

receipt of the principal debt, when interest is only recoverable as damages,

is a bar to the claim of interest."

In case a debtor proposes to pay the principal of his debt, and the

creditor wishes to keep alive the claim to interest, he should specify in the
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receipt that the question of interest was reserved—or should make a bill,

casting the interest and adding it in, and give a receipt for the payment

on account. On the other hand, if the debtor wishes a payment of a part

to extinguish the whole claim, he should see that the writing specifies that

he pays the principal as such, and not that he makes a partial payment

on account.

A case occurred in New York in which the form of words used, in

indorsing a payment on the note, became of some importance. In May,

1828, one Barringer made a note of $660 to Edward Squire. This note

was " payable two years after date, with interest after one year." In May,

1830, it fell due ; but, some difference having arisen between the parties,

a settlement was for some months delayed. At last, in October, 1831,

Mr. Barringer called upon the attorney of the person who then held the

note, and said he would pay the face of the note and one year's interest,

(that is to say, the interest that was due by contract,) but he would not

pay more interest—that is, no interest by way of damages for the delay.

The attorney understood this rule of law, and he accordingly told Mr.

Barringer he would receive the money for his client, and indorse it as

to muck paid on the note. To this Mr. Barringer assented, paid the money,

the indorsement was made, and he went away.

If he had required the indorsement to specify that payment was made

on the principal and one year's interest, or if, instead of asking to have

the payment indorsed, he had required the note itself to be given up to

him, all claim to damages would have been extinguished ; but, as it was,

not many days after he made the payment, the holder of the note com

menced suit against him for all the interest which had accumulated upon

the note. On the trial, the defendant urged that, as he had paid the

principal and one year's interest, the right to claim interest as damages

did not survive. The chief justice said, that this point would be a con

clusive defense if it were true, but the indorsement showed not that the

principal was paid, but that the payment was made on account of the

note. If this had been Mr. Barringer's only ground of defense, he would

have been obliged to pay the interest; but there were, it happened, in this

case, other reasons for holding him exempt from liability.

APPLICATION OF PARTIAL PAYMENTS.

It is customary among merchants to adjust the interest, upon mutual

accounts, by charging interest upon each item, upon both sides of the

account, from the respective dates of the items down to the end of the

year, and, at that time, to strike a balance of the account, and carry that

balance forward to the commencement of another year. Where the ac

count is such that, in the long run, the opposite sides will be about equal

in amount and length of credits, this method is a very just one to adopt

in the legal settlement of such transactions—although the courts will not

generally take annual rests or balances, for this involves compound inter

est. As has been stated, the law will not disturb compound interest

where it has been adjusted by the parties ; but it will not change com

pound interest, except, indeed, to impose it in extreme cases as the extreme

limit of legal damages. Therefore, rejecting annual rests, the mercantile

method of charging interest on both sides is the proper method of adjust

ing an account of mutual dealings between merchants. It is not the

proper method for an account of an indebtedness upon the one side re
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duced by payments upon the other. In computing interest upon an

account, it is important to determine to which of these classes it belongs.

An account of mutual credits is, in reality, two distinct accounts, suspended

one against the other, and it is proper that the items of each should bear

interest. But an account that consists of an indebtedness upon the one

hand, and on the other of successive partial payments on that indebted

ness, is not one upon which interest should be computed upon both sides.

Let us take an imaginary case to illustrate this. Suppose a debt of

$100 to bear interest at ten per cent, and that every year, for fifteen

years, the debtor pays just $10 on account of the debt. If we treat this

like a mutual account, and allow each party interest upon the items on

his side, the creditor will lose half his principal at the end of that time.

The account for seven years would stand thus :—

Dr.

1861,
«

Interest. . . $1000

1852,
ii "

. . 10 00

1853,
" it

.. 10 00

1854,
a "

. . 10 00

1855,
" ii

.. 10 00

1856,
" H

. . 1000

1857,
•i ii

. . 1000

$70 00

$170 00

1857, Jan. 1, bal. bro't forw'd.. . 79 00

Or.

1851, Jan. ! , by cash. $10 00

1852, " interest.

" cash

$1 00
..

10 00

1868,
u

" interest.

" cash ....

2 00

10 00

1854,
"

" interest. 3 00
M I.

" cash 10 00

1865,
H

" interest. 4 00
" U

" cash 10 00

1856,
"

" interest. 6 00

« M

" cash 10 00

1857,
"

" interest. 6 00

21 00
" a

" cash .... 10 00

Balance bronght forward 79 00

$170 00

Thus at the end of seven years, although the debt is $170, and only $70

has been paid, there remains only $79 due. This is because the debtor

has had credit for interest upon items in his account, which were, in re

ality, specific payments against his debt. Carrying on this account, on

this method, for thirty years, the creditor's claim would be extinguished

without his ever having received one cent of his original debt. The debtor,

although paving in reality nothing more than the interest due, yet—by

not having them applied as payments, but keeping the amounts outstand

ing as credits, and charging interest upon them—would, in process of

time, cancel the principal. In cases, therefore, of open and mutual ac

counts, it is generally proper to compute interest on both sides. In cases

of partial payments, never.

The cases which have been decided, establish the three following rules

respecting the application of partial payments:—1. "Where a payment is

loss than the amount of interest at the time due, its application must bo

suspended* until, with subsequent payments, the amount is sufficient to

bring the case within the next rule. 2. When a payment, or the sum of

several payments, equals or exceeds the interest due, it is to be applied to

the payment of the interest, and the surplus, if any, to the reduction of

* In New Jer&oy, a payment leas than the amonnt of interest la not suspended, bnt applied di

rectly.—Vertiilk vs. Banks, 1 Haiti^ 40S.
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the principal.* 3. When a payment is made before either principal or

interest is payable, it should be applied to the extinguishment of prin

cipal, and such proportion of interest as has accrued on the principal so

extinguished.

TABLE OF THE BATES OF INTEREST IN THE UNITED STATES.

State.

Alabama . .

Arkansas . .

California . .

Connecticut

Delaware . .

Bate intend

ed by law.

8

6

.. 10

8

6

Rate pennit'd

In contract*.

Florida 6

Georgia .... 7

prior to '45 8

Illinois 6

Indiana 6

Iowa. 6

Kentucky .... 6

Louisiana .... 5

Maine 6

Maryland.. ...

Massachusetts-

8

10

Unlimited

6

6

8

7

8

10

Banks may

charge 7.

6

10

6

8

6

Michigan. 10

Mississippi .. .

N. Hampshire.

6

6

8

6

66

New Jersey . .

New York

6 6, in gen'l 7

77

North Carolina 6

6

6

6

Ohio 8

6Pennsylvania..

Rhode Island.. 6 6

Penalty of usury.

The whole interest is forfeited.

Usurious contracts are void.

There is no penalty.

The whole interest is forfeited.

The whole loan is forfeited—one-half to the State,

one-half to the informer.

Usurious contracts are void.

The whole interest is forfeited.

The whole interest was forfeited.

Party suing on usurious contract forfeits three

times the whole interest, and must pay costs ;

and a party having paid illegal excess, may

recover back three times the amount so paid.

Five times the am't of whole interest is forfeited.

The whole interest is forfeited.

Illegal excess cannot be collected, and if paid,

may be recovered back by suit brought within

a year.

Illegal excess cannot be collected, and if paid,

may be recovered back.

Forfeiture of three times the amount of the ille

gal excess received, and the person having

paid usury may recover three times the am't.

The illegal excess cannot be collected, but there

is no penalty.

The whole interest is forfeited.

Penalty of three times the amount of the usury,

to be deducted from the debt.

Usurious contracts are void.

Usurious contracts are void. Usury paid may

be recovered back, and the taking of usury is

a misdemeanor.

Usurious contracts are void.

The whole interest is forfeited.

Usurious contracts are not void, except as to

excess ; but the whole loan is forfeited, one-

half to the State, one-half to party suing.

Illegal interest cannot be collected, and, if paid,

may be recovered.

South Carolina 6 6 The whole interest is forfeited.

Tennessee .... 6 6 No interest can be collected.

Texas 8 12 ■ " "

Vermont 6 6 in general, 7 Illegal excess cannot be collected, and, if paid,

on K. It. bonds. may be recovered back.

Virginia 6 6 The whole loan is forfeited.

Wisconsin.... 7 12

* It seems to be the rale In Connecticut that interest, not reserved by agreement, can only be

dne yearly, and that a payment must not be applied to extinguish interest that has not yet become

thus due.

rot- xxxvi.—no. Ti. 44*
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PAROL CONTRACT OF AFFREIGHTMENT—DUTY TO CARRY UNDER DECK.

United States District Court. Decision in Admiralty. Before Judge Hall.

John Clifton ts. a quantity of cotton ; William II. Sheldon vs. the brig Water

Witch, &c ; John II. Brower, et al, is. the same.

Ham,, J.—In the suit first above entitled, the libelant seeks to recover the

freight, claimed to be due to the Water Witch, for the transportation on board

that vessel of the cotton lineled, from a port in Texas to New York city. This

claim of the owner of the Water Witch is resisted on the ground that the cotton

received on shipboard, by the fault of the master and owners of the vessel, a

damage exceeding in amount the whole freight, which would otherwise have been

due for such transportation.

The other suits are prosecuted to recover such damages to the cotton, and the

three suits were beard together.

I think the evidence sufficiently establishes the right of the libelants, Sheldon.

Brower & Co., to maintain these suits in their own names, as the consignees and

agents of the shippers, having a personal interest, by reason of advances made

upon the cotton consigned to them respectively. It is true that the bills of lading

prepared and presented by the shippers for the master's signature, and in which

these libelants were named as consignees, were never signed by the master ; but

his refusal to sign these bills was based upon grounds entirely distinct from the

objection that they did not name the proper consignees, and on the arrival of the

vessel at Xew York they were by him recognized as the consignees of the cotton,

by delivering it to them as such, and presenting to them his bill for the freight

thereof.

The charter party proved in these cases was not made with the shippers or con

signees, nor were they or either of them bound by its provisions, or even made

acquainted with its contents. The cotton was shipped, as upon a general ship,

at a uuiform rate of freight, and there was no agreement or consent, on the part

of the shippers, that part of the cargo should be carried on deck. It was, there

fore, the duty of the master—as it is always the duty of a master, in the absence

of any contract, consent, or established usage, allowing the cargo, or a part of it,

to be carried on deck—to carry it under deck, as would be required under a clean

bill of lading. Upon a parol contract of affreightment, where there are no ex

press stipulations in regard to the extent of the shipowner's liability, the extent

of that liability, as implied by law, is doubtless that which is ordinarily assumed

under the customary or common bill of lading, and the goods must, as a general

rule, be carried under deck. 1 agree that a well-known and well-established cus

tom to carry on deck at the ship]>cr's risk, in a particular trade and between par

ticular ports, in the absence of any express contract or consent on the part of the

shipper or owner of the freight, avoids, in respect to that particular trade, the

force of the general rule, which had its origin in the general usages of commerce ;

and this, whether the contract of affreightment in the particular case is by parol,

or is contained in the ordinary form of what is called a clean bill of lading ; but

such particular custom must be clearly established and well known. The estab

lished rule upon the subject is well laid down by Judge Ware, in the case of the

Paragon, (Ware's Rep., 326, 327, 328,) with his accustomed precision and ele

gance of expression, as well as with the accustomed accuracy of that learned and

able admiralty judge. See also the Rebecca, (Ware, 210, 211.)

But in this case there is no satisfactory proof of such a custom. On the con

trary, the preponderance of the proof is against the existence of such custom.

Besides, the freight agreed to be paid was a uniform rate, and the ordinary rate

of undcr-deck freight ; and if, as stated by Mr. Justice Story, in Vernard rs.

Hudson, (3 Sumner, 306,) an agreement that goods shipped under a clean bill of
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lading are to be carried on deck, may be deduced from tho fact that the good*

are, by the terms of such bill, to pay deck freight only, it would seem to follow

that an agreement for the payment of under-deck freight, in the absence of any

proof of an express contract to the contrary, ought to be held to establish con

clusively the obligation of the master to carry the goods under deck.

Upon the whole evidence, then, I shall hold that the liabilities of the Water

Witch are the same as though the cotton had been shipped under a clean bill of

lading, (except that there is no admission that the cotton was shipped in good

order.) and had, under such a bill of lading, been consigned to the libelants in the

suits for damages.

In regard to the condition of the cotton when it was shipped, and the great

question in regard to the damage received on shipboard, and for which the vessel

is liable, there is a most decided conflict of testimony—equaling, in that respect,

the conflict of testimony in a collision case between two vess Is, each with a nu

merous crew, who witnessed the collision from entirely different points of view,

and severally testify under tho influence of the natural and strong prejudice always

felt in favor of " vessel and owners." Nevertheless, I cannot doubt that the very

bad condition of the cotton at the time of its delivery in New York resulted, in

part at least, from sea-damage, for which the vessel is liable. It is true that it

was probably received in bad condition, from what is called "country damage,"

and certainly the vessel is not liable for the whole damage received from the time

it was first packed in bale3 to its arrival in New York ; but I see no satisfactory

mode of determining the amount of sea-damage, (as distinguished from " country

damage," or damage received before shipment,) for which the Water Witch is

liable, except by a reference, affording all parties full opportunity to produce all

the evidence which can be adduced upon this question.

There must, therefore, be an order of reference in the three suits to ascertain—

1. The amount of freight upon the cotton delivered to Brower & Co. and

Sheldon, respectively, allowing only at the " on deck " rate for so much of the

cotton a3 was actually carried on deck. (Vernard rs. Hudson, 3 Sumner, 305.)

2. The amount of sca-damage upon each lot of such cotton, for which the brig

is responsible.

And on the coming in and confirmation of such report a final decree should be

entered, according to the rights of the parties, as determined by such report.

FASSENQER CONTRACT—NON-PERFORMANCE AT TnE DAY—EXCUSE.

United States Circuit Court, Sept. 23d, 1856. Before Judge Nelson. John

T. Howard and others, vs. William Cobb.

Nelson, C. J.—This libel was plead by Cobb against the respondents, to re

cover for a breach of contract to carry certain passengers in the steamship New

Orleans from Panama to San Francisco, the vessel to leave on her trip in the

month of April, 1850. The fare paid was 8150 for each passenger, and an en

gagement given for the passage in the form of a ticket. This suit involves the

amount of ten tickets. The ten purchasers presented themselves at Panama on

the 1st of April to take their passage ; but the Orleans had not then arrived, and

did not till the month of August following. She had left the port of New York

in February, but had encountered rough and stormy weather, and was obliged to

put into St. Thomas for repairs, where she was detained a long time, and which

was probably known to the passengers at Panama. The brig Anna, belonging

to the libelant, was at this place in April, and sailed thence to San Francisco on

the third of the mouth. The ten passengers whose tickets are in question took

passage in her, and transferred these tickets to the master, which were received

for their fare. This libel is filed to recover the amount, 81,500, and interest.

The Court below decreed in favor of the libelant.

It 13 objected that the suit is not in the name of the original parties to the

contract for the passage; but it is every day's practice in Admiralty to allow

suits to be brought in the name of the assignee of a chose in action. The libel

ant is the real owner of the tickets, and, therefore, the proper person to bring

the Bait, and in his own name.
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It is also objected that the disabling of the New Orleans by stress of weather

excuses the fulfillment of the contract at the time provided for. How this might

be in a case where the passenger was on the vessel at the time of the casualty,

causing delay in the voyage, it is not now necessary to determine. Certainly,

until the passenger becomes connected with the vessels a passenger on board,

he is in no way subject to her casualties and misfortunes occurring through stress

of weather or otherwise. He is a stranger to her. The contract bound the

owner to have his vessel at the place and time designated ; that he had stipulated

for as a part consideration for the price paid, and assumed upon himself the re

sponsibility of performance ; and the failure operated a breach of the engage

ment, end subjected him to a return of the price paid. The winds and waves or

weather are no excuse for the non-fulfillment of a contract as to the time of the

commencement of the voyage. If these circumstances had been intended aa

elements of it, they should have been expressly provided for by the owner, and

then all parties concerned would have understood it.

It is said that the passengers should have waited the month of April, and that

the owner had the whole month to furnish his vessel there. Admitting that he

had the month, the utmost that can be claimed is, that the passengers took the

risk, if the vessel arrived within the month, of losing their right to demand a re

turn of the fare. There was no abandonment of the voyage, for the tickets for

the passage money were appropriated to the completion of it. The passengers,

doubtless, knew the disabled condition of the Orleans, and that she could not ar

rive at Panama in time to fulfill her engagement ; and it would have been an idle

act to have waited the month, especially as there seems to have been no provision

made by the owners for a substitution of another vessel, nor indeed, for aught

that appears, any interest or concern taken in the matter.

The decree below I think right, and should be affirmed.

DEMAND AND REPRISAL—A NEW POINT IN THE LAW OF REPLEVIN.

Supreme Court—Circuit, New York—April 10, 1857. Before Judge Davies.

John B. Cole, and others, vs. Peter Rice, and another.

This was an action in replevin. The complaint charged that the defendants had

wrongfully taken and held eight thousand eight hundred and thirty-lour light Os-

naburg bags, and the usual demand and refusal. The answer contained a general

denial, and claimed that the bags were the property of W. P. Schmidt & Co., and

not of the plaintiffs, and were delivered to these defendants by said W. F. Schmidt

& Co., in return for other bags, &c.

It appeared in evidence that W. P. Schmidt & Co. hired of the plaintiffs the

bags iu question, taking a bill of the same, at the bottom of which was written,

in case any of the bags should not be returned, and were missing, they should be

paid for at a certain rate. It was also shown that Rice & Co. obtained posses

sion of the permit, and took all the bags from the Custom-house, but that upon

the replevin suit being commenced, all bags with Cole & Co.'s mark on, then in

possession of Rice & Co., had been taken by the sheriff or returned by defendants,

but that there were 695 bags less than the bill of lading called for. It was con

tended by the defendant's counsel that the action should have been assumpsit

against Schmidt & Co., for the value of the bags ; that by the terms of the hiring

they had the option either to return, or keep, and pay for the bags, and therefore

that the property passed out of the plaintiffs, and replevin could not be maintained.

The judge charged the jury that the action was properly replevin, that the prop

erty in the bags had not passed out of the plaintiffs, and that they had their lien

in rem., and could not be compelled by a third party to look to the simple credit

of Schmidt & Co. for payment. That as to the missing 695, it was for the jury

to say whether Rice & Co. ever had those, and if so, then they would give a verdict

for the plaintiffs for the full amount claimed.

The jury brought in a verdict for the plaintiff, for the 8,138 bags returned un

der the replevin, and assessed the value at 31,465 02-100. And also for the

plaintiff for $126 83-100 as the value of 695 bags not returned and missing.

Allowance of $50.
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CLOSE OF THE SPEINO TRADE, WITH A SCKMART OF ITS RESULTS—THE SUGAR SPECULATION—THE

TRANSIT OP THE ISTHMUS OP DAEIEX —THE ATBATO ROUTE—THE RECEIPTS AND COINAGE OP

BULLION—THE BANK MOVEMENT—THE IMPORTS AND EXPORTS AT NEW TORK POR APRIL—THM

CASH RETENUE—SHIPMENTS OF PRODUCE, ETC., ETC.

Before this number of the Magazine reaches the most of our subscribers, the

"spring trade" at the centers of commercial business will be over. We allude

of course, to the regular jobbing trade through which the bulk of the imported

and domestic merchandise is taken for consumption. As a whole it has been un

satisfactory, and far more limited than was anticipated. The opening demand is

always from the South. This came forward in due season, and at Philadelphia,

Baltimore, New York, and Boston, as well as on a smaller scale at Louisville,

Cincinnati, St. Louis, and New Orleans, the early purchases, both of dry goods

and general merchandise, were on a liberal scale. The collections were easily

made. The merchants at the South had most of them been doing a prosperous

trade, and either anticipated the maturity of their obligations, or were ready when

the day of payment came. This fair beginning led to extravagant expectations

on the part of some in regard to the season's business, but the day of disappoint

ment soon came. The Western trade, as reported in our last, has been smaller

than for several years, and the payments were niggardly. This has been less

noticeable in the Western cities, whose near-by customers have done better than

the average, but at New York and Boston it has been the subject of general com

plaint. A large amount of dry goods have been forced off by auction, and in

other departments of trade there has been either a lethargy or a sacrifice of profit.

The fall trade promises to make amends in part, but it will be some time before

dealers will fully recover from the effects of this unpropitious season.

Sugar has been very high during the month—higher, if we mistake not, than

at any previous date in twenty years. Our readers arc of course aware that this

is owing to the falling off in the supply, aggravated also by the movements of

speculators. The diminution is noticed in various quarters, but is most remark

able in the Louisiana crop. The following is a summary of the yield of Louisiana

and Texas sugar during the last ten years :—

Tear. Crop, hhd*. Year.

1848 220,000

1852

1849 247,923

1850 211,201

Crop, hhds.

321.934

449 324

346,635

231,427

73,976

The falling off during the last year was owing chiefly to two causes, the killing

frost of October, 1855, and the hurricane of last August. When we consider

that in favorable seasons the production of domestic sugar is equal to nearly one-

half of the entire consumption oi the country, the loss of such a proportion of the

home crop is seen to be a very serious evil. The receipts from Cuba have been

large during the past month, but the importers and speculators arc chiefly wealthy
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Spanish houses which have abundant means, and have been able to control the

market. The incoming crop at the South promises more favorably, and the high

prices must have cheeked consumption, so that we may reasonably look for a de

cline before another year comes round.

The question of a rapid and easy method of transit across the isthmus separat

ing North and South America, is still unsettled. It has occupied the minds of

each of the great commercial nations, at various times, ever since the isthmus

was first discovered. Canals, railroads, plank-roads, and improved national high

ways, have been projected, but most of them are still in the prosp ctive. The

Panama Railway is the only thing accomplished worthy of the interests involved.

This has been built at a cost of about eight million of dollars, and wholly by pri

vate enterprise. The government of New Granada are, however, so jealous of its

success, and so envious of every dollar of its income which does not enrich their

treasury, that something more is needed to place its prosperity beyond a contin

gency. The republic through one of whose States (Panama) it passes, looks upon

the isthmus not simply as a part of its own territory, whoso integrity must bo

maintained, but as a prize goose which must be made to lay golden eggs for them

continually.

This government possessed, some years ago, a few rickety boats, propelled by

half-naked oarsmen, on the Chagrcs River, and from the head of its navigable

waters there was a dangerous mule-path to the Pacific. Over this uncertain route

which, although. less than one hundred miles in length, always occupied several

days in transit, they conveyed the mails and the few passengers hardy enough to

cross. When California opened its golden stores, more boats were added, and a

few of the thorny shrubs removed from the mule-path, but Central-American

energy could go no farther. Then the charter was granted to the Panama Company,

and, as the only method of inducing the construction of the rood, the conditions

were very liberal, and the government of New Granada bound itself by the most

solemn obligations, not only to the stockholders of that company, but also by

treaty with the United States, to observe ils pledges therein contained. These

promises have been kept only to the car, and, indeed, not always has even this

poor pretense been maintained. The rights of the company have been wantonly

assailed by special acts of the Granadian Congress, and the outrages committed

a year ago at Panama, when so many lives were lost and so much property de

stroyed, arc directly traceable to the instigation of the authorities ; while redress,

which was at first liberally promised, is now refused in a most offensive and in

sulting manner.

It is not the true policy of this government to enter into any acquisition of

territory, or else an armed occupation of the transit territory would be the speed

iest solution of the difficulty. As far as national justice goes, the right, even in

view of such extreme measures, would still be on the side of this country. But

such a settlement of the question would not be generally satisfactory to our peo

ple, who would regard the acquisition of such a portion of territory as unwise

and impolitic. Waiving this right, it really seems difficult to hit upon any scheme

promising entire success.

The secret of the New Granadian policy is doubtless to be found in the whole-
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sale corruption of her politicians. They will be satisfied with nothing short of

bribery, in a constant and steadily increasing stream. This is doubtless the prin

cipal reason of the present disturbances. Those who clamor loudest against the

company and the American intruders, would cease the uproar if their mouths were

filled with gold. If one meal would satisfy them, it would be the cheapest mode

of settlement ; but this spirit has the true horse-leech thiret, and would again cry

" give" the moment the first sop were swallowed. Probably the wisest course

would be for our government to insist on reparation for the past wrong, giving

these unscrupulous mercenaries a wholesome dread of punishment, consecrate the

whole isthmus to peace by treaty stipulations with the principal European pow

ers, and then obtain, by purchase, one of the islands in the harbor of Panama for

a naval station. This, besides being a convenience very much needed for our

national vessels, would insure a respectful forbearance of wrong from the author

ities of New Granada, as well as secure the good behavior of the fickle populace

at Panama.

In this connection we may mention that Mr. Kelly, who furnished the means

for the first survey of the Atrato route for a ship canal, the project for which has

been noticed in our pages, has returned from Europe with a promise from the

governments of both England and France to co-operate with our government in a

national survey, designed as a verification of the examinations already instituted.

We trust there will be no delay now in ascertaining the practicability of this

scheme.

The receipts of gold from California are again on the increase, amounting to

nearly four million of dollars per month. The following will show the business

at the Assay Office, in New York, during the month of April :—

DEPOSITS AT THE ASSAT OFFIUE, NEW TOBE, FOB THE MONTH OF APRIL.

Gold. Silver. Total.

Foreign coins. 17,000 00 $31,400 00 $88.400 00

Foreign bullion 14,000 00 10,000 00 24,000 00

Domestic bullion 1,609,000 00 12,600 00 1,521,600 00

Total deposits. $1,680,000 00 $64,000 00 $1,684,000 00

Deposits payable in bars- 1,500.000 00

Deposits payable in coin 84,000 00

Gold bar* stamped 1,474,24 1 94

Transmitted to Philadelphia for coinage 890,066 26

STATEMENT OP THE DEPOSITS AND COINAGE AT THE MINT OF TnE UNITED STATES

AT PHILADELPHIA, DUBING THE MDNTH OF APRIfa, 1857 :—

GOLD DEPOSITS.

California gold $867,810 00

Gold from other sources 83,540 00

Total gold deposits $400,850 00

SILVEB DEPOSITS.

Silver, including purchases 137,840 00

Total gold and silver deposits. $688,690 00

S
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The coinage executed was :—

GOLD.

No. of piece*.

Double eagles. 26,960

Dollars 104,044

Total 180,994

SILVER.

Quarter dollars 812.000

Dimes 2,460,000

Total 2,162,000

RECAPITULATION.

Gold coinage 180.994

Silver coinage 2,762,000

Total 2,892,994

Value.

$P87,000 00

104,044 00

$643,044 00

$78,000 00

246,000 00

$323,000 00

643.044 00

828,000 00

$966,946 00

DENOMINATION OF COINS ON HAND AT THE MINT OF THE UNITED STATES, AT

PHILADELPHIA, AT THE CL08E OF BUSINESS FOR THE DAT, ON THE 30TH OF

APRIL, 1857 :—

GOLD.

Double eagles $366,000 00

Eagles 10,790 00

Hair-eagles 204,940 00

Quarter-eagles 106,712 60

Three dollar pieces. . 12,420 00

Dollars 123,849 00

Bars 17,686 90

$840,793 40

8ILVEE.

Dollars

Half dollars

Quarter-dollars

Dimes

Half- dimes

Three-cent pieces . . ,

Cents

Gold .

$9,961 00

163,641 00

20,181' 00

283,636 20

69,888 46

16,919 68

1,860 35

$664,614 68

840,798 40

Total amount of balance on hand $1,406,138 08

The bank movement shows some slight fluctuations, but the changes are not

very important—the tendency is towards contraction. The following is a com

parative statement of the averages of the New York city banks :—

WEEKLT AVERAGES NEW YORK CUT I ANK8.

Loans and

I ate. Capital. Discounts. Specie. Circulation. Deposits.

Jan. 8, 1857 55,285,068 109,149,163 11.172,244 8,602,118 95,846,216

Jan. 10... 65,235,068 110,160.234 11,090,108 8,828,895 90,709.710

Jan. 17... 56,285,068 110,860,401 11.965,154 8,047,066 98,035,766

Jan. 24... 65,235,068 111,094,415 11,633,924 7,879,027 88,644,576

Jan. 81... 69,266,484 111,785.333 12,191,825 8,024,948 92,466,236

Feb. 7... 59,266,434 112,876,713 11,143,894 8,426,817 96,029,439

Feb. 14... 69,266,434 112,722,799 10,497,382 8,161,799 91,917,188

Feb. 21... 69.266,434 111,778,672 10,432,168 8,106,074 92,448,944

Feb. 28... 69,266,434 111,187,717 10,645,254 8,169,275 92,173,280

March 7... 59,266,434 111,899,649 11,707,346 8,465,697 95,858,222
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Date.

March 14...

March 21...

March 28...

April 4...

April 11...

April 18...

April 25 . . .

Mav 2...

May 9...

May 16...

Capital.

69,566,484

69,296,484

69,296,484

69,618,830

69,618,880

69,513,330

59,518.330

69,618.830

69,613,330

59,613,330

Loans
and discount*.

118,250,980

118,448,692

112.884,026

114,833,902

115,874,717

114,898,174

118,391,910

114,409,275

116,068.322

114,620,042

Specie.

11,077,732

11,291,878

11,326,738

11,588,732

10,884,490

12,061,872

11,827,861

12,009,911

12,011.491

12,543,694

Circulation.

8,462,641

8,494.238

8,473,829

8.812,828

8,787,344

8,770,828

8,786,768

9,006,566

9,182,788

8,935,597

Deposits.

94,231,267

96.406.460

92,614,660

97,340,914

96,518,908

96,461,417

96.268,612

99,159,472

98,963,318

98,818,704

The following is a summary of the resources aud liabilities of the banks of the

State of New York, as exhibited by their reports to the Superintendent of the

Banking Department of their condition on the morning of Saturday, March 14th,

1857. The report includes returns from 210 banks, two less than the report of

the previous quarter—owing to the circumstance that the Bank of Hornellsville,

and Monroe Bank of Rochester, have nearly closed up their affairs :—

Loans and discounts $188,088,934

Overdrafts tS.483 and 460,892

Dee from banks. 13,461,454

Due from directors $9,225,917

Due from brokers 4,179,564

Real estate 7.269,978

Specie 11.978,987

Cash items. 24,699,893

Stocks and promissory notes 26,288,988

Bonds and mortgages. 9,096,419

Bills of solvent banks 2,88 1 ,4 87

Bills of suspended banks $ 1 29 and 1 ,687

Loss and expense account 1,088,276

Add for cents 3

Total $284,867,432

LIABILITIES.

Capital $102,606,850

Circulation 82,510,291

Profits 12,102,471

Due to banks 29,030,666

Due to iudividuals and corporations other than banks and depositors. 946,497

Due Treasurer of the State of New York 4,551,886

Due to depositors on demand 100,641,356

Due to others, not included under either of the above heads 2,068,665

Add for cents 660

Total $284,857,482

The late Legislature altered the names of the Sacket's Harbor Bank, Buffalo,

to the Reciprocity Bank ; also the Crouse Bank, Syracuse, to the Central City

Bank, and their new names will appear in the forthcoming general statement.

The Palmyra Bank was also authorized to change its name to Lyons Bank, and

will appear in its new name in next report.
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The Lake Ontario Bank. Oswego, (association ;) Bank of Lima, Lima ; Bank

of Kilicott, Jamestown ; J. T. Raplee's Bank, Dundee, and Bellinger Bank, Platte-

burg, (individual banks,) have filed their papers and are preparing to go into

operation.

The Ouordaga County Bank, Syracuse, and Exchange Bank of Genesee, Bata-

via. have filed notice of their intention to close up.

The foregoing report, compared with the previous summary of Dec. 28th, 1856,

exhibits an increase in loans and discounts of $4,531,808 ; of specie, $577,685 ;

in capital, 82,479,752 ; in circulation a falling off of $1,OSO,206 ; and in profits

of 82,088,813 ; an increase id dues to banks of 01,538,999 ; and to depositors,

$5,779,154.

"We continue our weekly average of the Boston city banks :—

WEEKLY AVERAGES AT BOSTON.

April 20. April 27. May 4 May 11. May 18.

Capital $31,960,000 $31,960,000 $31,960,000 $31,9GO,OO0 $31,960,000

Loans and discounts. 68,450,900 63,098,637 52,970,000 62,970,000 63,105,800

Specie 3,693.500 3,699.610 8,720,500 3,720,500 3.933,900

Due from otli'r banks 8,289,700 7,204,888 7,539,600 7,539,600 7,028,600

Due to other banks.. 6,651,600 5,369,651 5,022,500 6,022,500 4,198.000

Deposits 17,590,000 17,227,067 17,643,800 17,643,800 17,986.800

Circulation 7,564,800 6,841,471 6,934,141 6,9S4,141 6,889,891

Wc also anDex a comparative statement of the New Orleans banks :—

April IS. April 88. May 2.

Specie $8,729,134 $8,651,227 $8,204,664

Circulation 11,262,314 11,063,626 11.208,061

Deposits 13,177,576 12.301,578 12,739.621

Short loans 19,798,844 19,274,480 19.448,754

Exchange 7,219,769 6,797,172 6,776.271

Due dUtont banks 1,377,209 1,279,711 959,463

The foreign imports have been very large, especially in goods entered for ware

housing to await the reduction of duties, to take effect on the first of July. The

total receipts at the port of New York for the month of April, are $1,100,483

greater than for the corresponding month of last year, $12,110 853 greater than

for April, 1855, (an increase of over 100 per ceut,) and $4,634,430 greater than

for April, 1854, as will appear from the following comparison :—

FOREIGN IMPOSTS AT NEW TOUK IN APRIL.

1851. 18H. 1856. 1887.

Entered for consumption $11,978,281 $6,843,512 $14,530,636 $11,155,680

Entered for warehousing. 2,516,996 1,422,006 3,181,498 8,168,142

Free goods 2,018,091 1,266,998 2,250,633 955,428

Specie and bullion 70,260 74,949 96,168 939,218

Total entered at the port $16,583,888 $9,107,465 $20,057,835 $21,218,818

Withdrawn from warehouse.. 1,161,991 1,814,318 1,467,576 2,287,316
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The withdrawals from warehouse for consumption are larger than for the cor

responding period of cither of the previous three years, the very large entries in

bond having left the market bare of some goods which were afterwards needed

for immediate consumption. The total foreign imports at New York since .Tan-

nary 1st. are $14,950,900 larger than for the corresponding four months of last

year, and $42,577,215 larger than for the same period of 1855, as will be seen

froin the annexed comparison :—

FOREIGN IMPOET8 AT NEW YORK FOR FOUE MONTHS, FROM JANCART 1ST.

1854". 1855. 1856. 1857.

Entered for consumption $49,967,646 $20,704,726 $56,390,1113 $57,314,960

Entered for warehousing 7,669,140 8,799,687 8,516,666 19,066,239

Freegoods 6,224.287 6,417,671 7.690,157 6.592.569

Specie and bullion 1,083,288 315,747 333,124 8.911,278

Total entered at the port... . $63,844,361 $44.807,b3t $71,929,140 $80,885,046

Withdrawn from warehouse. 7,696,720 9,153,616 7,712,647 10,101,989

We have also compiled a comparative table showing the total imports for the

ten months of the fiscal year ending April 30th. It will be seen that the aggregate

for the current year has already reached the enormous sum of 8192,1 39,7H(), being

830,297,837 greater than for the corresponding ten months of the preceding year,

561,273,858 greater than for the ten months ending April 30th, 1855, and

832,034.296 greater than for the ten months ending April 30th, 1854. If the

remaining two months of the fiscal year should be no larger than for the same

period of last year, the total for the twelve months will still be by far the largest

ever recorded here in a single year :—

FOBEIGN IMPORTS AT NEW YORK FOR TEN MONTHS, ENOtXO APRIL 80.

18)1. 1855. 1856. 1857.

Six months, ending Jan. 1 $96,261,129 ?36.558,097 $89,912,809 $106,254,740

January 19,607,819 12,945,827 15,578,064 19,0)6,783

February 11,095,580 12,081,482 16,036,283 26,524,493

March 16,567,074 10.173.057 20,266.958 21,135,604

April 16,683,888 9,107,465 20,057,835 21,218,318

Total for 10 months.. $160,105,490 $130,865,928 $161,841,949 $192,139,786

The above show the total imports. The receipts of dry goods for the month

of April, included in the general total, are 81.204,926 less than for the same period

of 1856, §3,282,975 more than for April, 1855, and $307,661 less than for April,

1854, as will be seen from the annexed comparative summary :—

IMPORTS OF FOREIGN DRT GOODS AT NEW YORK FOR H1K MONTH OF APRIL.

ENTERED FOR CONSUMPTION.

1854. 1855. 1856. 1857.

Manufactures of wool $1,696,666 $822,291 $2,186,941 $1,050,426

Manufactures of cotton 1,098,746 428,653 1,414,881 1,175,356

Manufactures of silk 2,204,071 1,818,191 2,886,461 1,136,162

Manufactures of flax 666,177 878,496 899,191 424,466

Miscellaneous dry goods 467,340 270,845 687,599 377,284

Total $6,138,000 $3,218,975 $7,428,023 $4,162,623
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WITHDRAWN FROM WAREHOUSE.

1851. 1855. 1856. 18S7.

Manufactures of wool $167,963 $146,822 $118,408 $189,146

Manufactures of cotton 167,010 228,186 128,884 113,017

Manufactures of silk 148,412 197,958 204,0*3 166.778

Manufactures of flax 68,788 105,144 106,684 115,250

Miscellaneous dry goods 82,948 75,298 36,669 88,771

Total $665,066 $763,408 $589,158 $611,961

Add entered for consumption .... 6,133,000 3,218,976 7,428,028 4,1^2,628

Total thrown on the market. . $6,698,066 $3,972,883 $8,012,176 $4,774,584

ENTERED FOE WAREHOUSING.

1854. 1855. 1856. 1857.

Manufactures of wool $394,431 $57,863 $150,258 $1,10«,176

Manufactures of cotton 235.881 69,960 95.388 821,358

Manufactures of silk 866,506 103,618 322,994 788,882

Manufactures of flax 85.597 90,506 72.960 477,978

Miscellaneous dry goods 86,951 28,259 82,468 185,198

Total $1,116,816 $340,205 $724,068 $2,779,582

Add entered for consumption 6,133,000 8,218,976 7,428,028 4,162,628

Total entered at the port..... $7,249,816 $3,559,180 $8,147,081 $6,942,165

The total from January 1st to the close of April is 32,041,267 larger than for

the same period of last year, 819,038,312 larger than for the same period of 1855,

and $4,618,771 larger than for the same period of 1854.

IMPORTS OF FOREIGN DRY GOODS AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK, FOR FOUR MONTHS,

FROM JANUARY 18T.

ENTERED FOR CONSUMPTION.

1854. 1855. 1856. 1857.

Manufactures of wool $6,602,680 $3,859,513 $8,389,026 $7,008,227

Manufactures of cotton 7,209.432 8,035,688 7,168,861 8,492,962

Manufactures of silk 11,123,052 5,716,594 11,919,807 10,938,002

Manufactures of flax 3.076,409 1,768,077 3,526,627 2,978.058

Miscellaneous drj goods 2,409,653 1,762.746 2,928,357 3,086,724

Total $30,421,126 $16,127,618 $33,931,677 $32,502,978

WITHDRAWN FROM WAREHOUSE.

lcSJ. 1855. 1856. 18i7.

Manufactures of wool $1,001,620 $968,540 $676,786 $8X1,093

Manufactures of cotton 1,416,409 1,634,565 1.389,511 1,063.974

Manufactures of silk 1,208.485 1,357,366 1,027,203 1,056,445

Manufactures of flax 472,721 665,992 669.U66 658.267

Miscellaneous dry goods 178,165 448,789 203,187 816,868
.

*
*

Total withdrawn $4,277,400 $4,965,192 $3,966,702 $4,516,642

Add entered for consumption 80,421,126 16,127,618 88,931,677 32,602,973

Total thrown upon the market. . 84,698,526 21,092,810 87,897,879 37,019,615
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ENTERED FOR WAREHOUSING.

1854. 1865. 1856. 1857.

Manufactures of wool $1,060,813 $682,347 $688,677 $1,946,680

Manufactures of cotton 1,184,31)6 880,710 821,028 1,833,664

Manufactures of silk 1,207,785 1,245,100 972,245 1,806,460

Manufactures of flax. 356,866 668.037 870,616 1,006,847

Miscellaneous dry goods 106,960 412,083 228,802 368,698

Total $8,916,310 $8,788,277 $2,981,263 $6,461,234

Add entered forconsuroption 30,421,126 16,127,618 88,931,677 S2,6U2,C78

Total entered at the port 84.336,436 19,916,895 36,912,940 88,954,207

There are still two months before the new tariff goes into operation, and at the

above rate the excess of stock in bond, awaiting the reduction of duties, will

amount to nearly or quite twenty million dollars, upou which the duties, under

the new system, will be about four million dollars.

The exports from New York to foreign ports for the month of April, exclusive

of specie, are $172,419 in excess of the corresponding total of last year, $959,425

in excess of the total for the same period of 1855, and $628,224 in excess of the

total for the same period of 1854 :—

EXPORTS FROM NEW TOBK TO FOREIGN PORTS FOR THE MONTH OF APRIL.

1854. 1855. 1856. 1857.

Domestic produce $4,578,698 $4,349,944 $5,229,436 $5,162,160

Foreign merchandise (free) 126,717 100,092 68,263 196,642

Foreign merchandise (dutiable). 289,611 262,684 202,027 314.348

Specie and bullion 8,474,625 8,313,447 2,217,086 8,364,806

Total exports $8,418,446 $8,026,167 $7,716,761 $9,026,960

Total, exclusive of specie .... 4,943,921 4,712,720 6,499,726 5,672,146

The exports for the four months, since January 1st, are larger in specie, and

also a little larger in produce and merchandise than for the same time last year,

and are four million larger than for the same period of 1855 :—

EXPORTS FROM NEW TORE TO FOREIGN PORTS FOB FOUR MONTHS, FROM JANUARY 1ST.

1854. 1855. 1856. 1857.

Domestic produce $20,846,630 $17,308,828 $28,940,284 $23,009,685

Foreign merchandise (free) 461,866 2,311,621 853,685 1,006,698

Foreign merchandise (dutiable). 1,486,686 1,894,814 1,026,490 1,494,709

Specie and bullion 7,366,068 7,892,260 6,110,608 8,669,442

Total exports $30,150,140 $29,407,613 $81,481,017 $34,180,434

Total, exclusive of specie 22,784,082 21,615,268 25,820,409 26,510,992

The exports of the ten months of the fiscal year are about one hundred million,

of which thirty million are specie, and the remainder produce and merchandise.

The following is a brief comparison of the shipments of produce, to which we

have added at the foot the shipments of specie :—
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EXPORTS, EXCLUSIVE OF SPECIE, FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN PORTS, FOR TEN

MONTHS, ENDING APRIL 30.

Six months, ending Jan. 1 . . .

January

February ..

March

April

mi.

$38,976,895

6.844.795

6,958,097

6,037,269

4,943.921

185-3.

$29,892,747

6,895,517

4.565,091

6,341,935

4,712,720

1856.

$39,916,729

6,611,230

6,606,209

8,703,244

6,499,726

1857.

$43,596,501

4,884.170

5,938,786

9,015,891

5,672,146

Total, 10 month? $61,759,977 $51,408,010 $65,236,1S8 $69,107,493

Specie 25,464,432 28,875,789 16,661,553 3(1,619.848

Total exports, 10 months $87,224,409 $80,283,799 $81,897,691 $99,727,341

At this rate the exports for the Qscal year will be larger than for any similar

period in our history.

The receipts for cash duties of course show a very considerable decline, owing

to the large amount of goods warehoused upon which the revenue has not yet

been collected. The following is a comparative summury :—

CASH DUTIES RECEIVED AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK.

1854. 1855. 1856. 1S57.

Six months $21,920,896 33 $18,358,927 32 $20,087,362 28 $22,978,124 43

Jaiuary 4,379,285 82 2.560.038 82 8.683,654 85 4,537.378 43

February 2,867,294 50 2,605,164 94 3,576,919 14 6,117,249 85

March 8,627,119 49 2,863,084 95 4,382,107 47 3,752,184 98

April. 3,168,490 21 1,994,710 10 3,913,885 39 8,801,607 05

Total, 10 months... $85,963,085 86 $27,941,925 63 $35,644,892 13 $39,686,544 74

The receipts after July 1st will probably bo larger, for a few weeks, than ever

before known for the same period, as the goods in bond will be largely drawn

npon for consumption.

The exports of domestic produce from New York have been more varied than

usual, owing to the low rates of freight, but the leading items of breadstuffs and

provisions show a decrease. We annex a comparative statement :—

extorts of certain articles of domestic produce, from new yore to foreign

ports, from january 1st to may 1 8tb :

Ashes—pots. . . .bbls

pearls

Beeswax

Breadxtujf*—

Wheat flour . .bbla

Rye flour

Corn meal

Wheat bush

Rye

Corn 1

Candles—mold..box's

sperm

Coal tons

Cotton bales

Hops

Naval storet—

Turpentine . ..bbls.

Spirits of turp

Rosin.

Tar

1856. 1857.

8,878 6,681

583 1,617

61,936 97,298

610,078

9,445

27,405

674,499

750,688

,634,337

20,308

1,491

1,867

99,074

1,832

362,763

1,228

20,330

836,599

81.446

1,451,070

25.993

2,578

5,058

82,535

923

31,67,1

157,836 131 686

12,408

1856. 1857.

Oils—whale. .. .galls 18,601 7,499

sperm 98,503 266,491

lard 29,638 10,614

linseed 2,982 25,746

Provisiont—

Pork bbls. 87,240 22,632

Beef. 44.539 17,586

Cutmeats,lbe_. . 21,304,834 17,472,050

Butter 203,560 254,844

Cheese 1,698917 566,010

Lard 6,624,759 10,690,168

Rice trcs. 14,780 14.894

Tallow lbs. 1,034,687 862.225

Tobacco, crude .pligs 17,900 13.676

Do.,manufact'ed...lbB 2,245,090 1,132,406

WhaleboDC 667,768 680,849
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This shows a decrease in flour, com, rye, cotton, pork, beef, bacon, butter,

cheese, and tobacco, but an increase in wheat, candles, coal, sperm oil, and lard.

The shipments of breadstuffs between this date and the returns from the next

harvest, will not probably be as large as for the corresponding date of last year ;

but the total will be comparatively much increased as soon as 1he receipts at tide

water increase the surplus to spare for export. The large shipments last fall, and

during the early part of winter, exhausted much of the stock on the seaboard,

and the severely cold weather of the spring has delayed the arrivals from the in

terior. Large quantities are now known to be on the way, and the freighting

business, which has been more depressed than for a long time previous, will soon

begin again to pay.

NEW YORK COTTON MARKET FOR THE MONTH ENDING MAT 22, IS57.

PRKPARRD FOR THE MKKCHAKTB' MAGAZ1M! BY CflARl.ES W. FRKDEBICKaOX, BOOKER, NEW YORK.

The market at the close of my last review (April 24th) was heavy, and with

but little disposition to purchase. A like state of feeling may be said to have

characterized our market during the month under notice, with the exception of

the last four days, when, owing to more favorable accounts from Europe, a re

action took place, and prices recovered nearly one-half cent per pound from tho

lowest sales of the month.

The weather during the past month has not been altogether such as was de

sirable to develop the growth of the plant. The sections of the country where

the stand is good, is small compared with that portion which will require one of

the best of seasons to insure an average crop. It is an admitted fact, however,

that the quantity of seed planted greatly exceeds that of any former year, and,

with a favorable season, the result may establish a crop the realization of which

would gladden the hearts of our transatlantic brethren, and cause the spindles of

Lancaster to leap for joy.

The foreign advices received during the month, with the exception of the lost

week, were unfavorable to prices, and our market vibrated to the subdued feeling

of Manchester—notwithstanding the backwardness of the cotton season, the con

tinued falling off in receipts, and the firmness of the Southern markets. The

transactions for the home trade continued limited, although confidence in current

rates was general among spinners. For export, the demand was aided in tho low

rates of freight offering, and engagements at two to three shillings sterling per bale

were readily made. For parcels in transitu the demand was moderate, and it is

calculated some 8,000 bale3 changed hands, exclusive of what went forward on

owner's and joint account. The stock of cotton in the city is estimated at about

60,000 bales.

The transactions for the week ending May 12th, were 8,500 bales, at firm prices,

the greater part for export and in transitu. The favorable reports of the various

Southern markets, offset the rather dull advices from abroad. At the following

the market closed steady :—
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PRICKS ADOPTED MAT lffT TOR THE FOLLOWIHO QUALITIES:—

Upland. Florid*. Mobile. K.O. fc Texas.

Ordinary lit 12* 12* ls*

Middling 14* 14* 14} 14J

Middling fair 14* 14* 14* 15*

Fair 14J 15 16* 16*

For the week ensuing the sales did not exceed 6,000 bales, at very irregular

prices. Buyers demanded, under the unfavorable foreign advives. a greater re

duction than holders generally were willing to submit to. A large portion of

stock was withdrawn from sale, but sufficient was found to meet the diminished

demand, at the following rates :—

PRICKS ADOl'TED MAY 8tH FOR THE FOLLOWING QUALITIES:

Upland. Florida. Mobile. N.O.ATexa*.

Ordinary 12 12 12 12*

Middling 13* 131 »* ui

Middling fair 14* 14* 14} 16

Fair 14} 14* 16 15*

For the week ending May 15th, holders were more disposed to meet the views

of buyers. The feeling, however, was one of extreme dullness and apathy on the

part of purchasers, and the inducement offered by sellers failed to extend the opera

tions beyond 5 to 6,000 bales. The market closed heavy at the annexed :—

PRICES ADOPTED MAT 15TH FOR THE FOLLOWING QUALITIES:

Upland. Florida. Mobile. N.O.fc Texas.

Ordinary 12 12 12 12*

Middling 13} 18} ISf 14

Middling fair 14* 14* 14* 14}

Fair 14* 14* 14} 16

The sales for the week closing at date were estimated at 8,500 bales, at im

proved rates. The foreign advices being of a character favorable to the staple,

holders were again in the ascendant, and buyers were readily found at the quo

tations annexed. The small quantity on sale, however, rendered it difficult to

procare large lists at the current rates, and for a strict classification a further

advance was asked :—

PRICES ADOPTED MAT 22D FOR THE FOLLOWING QUALITIES'.

Upland. Florida. Mobile. N.O.fe Texas,

Ordinary 12* 12* 12* 12*

Middling 13* 14 14* 14}

Middling fair 14* 14* 14} 15

Fair 14} 14* 15* 15*

Receipts to date bales 2,802,000 Decrease 487,000

Export to Great Britain 1,224,000 Decrease 848,000

Export to foreign ports 1,982,000 Decrease 627,000

Stock on hand 847,000 Decrease 65,000
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SAYLSGS BASILS IS THE STATE OF NEW YORK.

We are indebted to the Hon. William Kelly, Chairman of the Senate Com

mittee on Banks, for a copy of the Annual Report in relation to Savings Banks

of the State of New York, which was presented in the Senate April 4th, 1857,

under a resolution of that body, passed January 7th, 1857. We have compiled

a synopsis of this report, which was prepared by the committee from the returns

of the savings banks, exhibiting their condition on January 1st, 1857. The

number of savings banks organized aud pursuing regular business, which made

returns, is fifty-two—sixteen in the city of New York, three in the city of Brook

lyn, and thirty-three in the remainder of the State.

In the two following tables a comparison is made bstween the transactions of

the savings banks in 1855 and the transactions in 1856. The statements relate

to actual deposits made, and d» not include interest earned and passed to the

credit of depositors :—

AMOUNTS DEPOSITED AND WITHDRAWN IN 1855.

In N. T. Si Brooklyn. In rest of State. Total In State.

Amount deposited $13,746,326 32 $5,409,888 80 819,166,216 12

Amount withdrawn 13,140,916 46 6,076,591 89 18,217,608 34

Increase {605,409 87 $333,296 92 $938,706 78

AMOUNTS DEPOSITED AND WITHDRAWN IN 1856.

Amount deposited $16,308,299 13 $6,055,566 56 $22,363,856 69

Amount withdrawn 12,749,058 71 6,629,004 81 18,869,063 02

Increase $2,568,240 42 $426,652 25 $8,994,792 67

STATEMENT OF DEPOSITORS' ACCOUNTS.

New York. Brooklyn. Eest of State. Total.

Number of accounts Jan. 1, 1856. ... 132,737 12,362 31,022 176,121

Number of new accounts, 1856 48,991 6,888 16,204 71,088

Number of accounts closed, 1856 30,062 3,628 9,490 43,180

Number of accounts Jan. 1, 1857 151,659 16,691 87,125 204,376

From the first two items in the following summary of the transactions during

1856—which state that the total amount of deposits at all the savings banks,

during 1856, was 822,363,855 69, and that the total number of deposits was

303,856—it is readily deduced that the average amount of each deposit was

$73 60:—

TRANSACTIONS DURING THE YEAR 1856.

No. of No. of
Savings banks in Amount of deposits. Deposits. Amount withdrawn, withdra'ls.

City of New York . . $14,601,573 88 193,317 $11,582,812 49 189,422

City of Brooklyn .. . 1,706,725 26 80,643 1,157,746 22 16,917

Best of State- 6,065,666 66 79,996 6,629,004 31 68,226

Total $22,868,865 69 303,856 $18,369,063 02 214,564

VOL. XXXVI. NO. VI. 46
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Interest rec'd on Interest ree'd on Interest allow*d Expenses,

Savings banks In stocks & securit's. bonds & mor'ga"s. to depositors. It56.

City of New York . . $894,642 61 $872,91140 $1,876,999 84 $126,66178

City of Brooklyn 127,864 89 97,485 49 129,2-27 82 20,121 92

Rest of State 77,974 83 207,801 69 261,948 09 87,488 22

Total $1,097,482 28 $1,177,698 68 $1,768,174 76 $188,167 00

Rate of interest allowed, five and six per cent, generally—in some cases, four

per cent

The total amount of deposits held by these banks on January 1st, 1857, was,

in the city of New York, 832,452,242 83 ; in city of Brooklyn, 83,145,736 30 ;

and in remainder of the State, $6,101,523 18 ; making the aggregate amount of

$41,699,502 31—showing an increase of $5,586,737 64 over the amount held on

January 1st, 1856.

The following tabular statement shows in what manner this large sum, the

earnings of industry and savings of prudence, is invested. The amounts invested

in bonds and mortgages are stated to be upon improved productive property,

worth at least double the amount loaned thereon. The stocks in which invest

ments are made, are of the character authorized by law. The real estate men

tioned consists, generally, of only the banking-houses :—

Am't of bonds Amount of Am'tof cash and Amount of

Savings banks In and mortgages. stocks held. cash securities. real estate.

City of New York. $18,912,169 06 $14,762,894 97 $4,648,176 43 $660,202 26

City of Brooklyn.. 1,519,162 72 1,812,787 27 243,888 15 93,618 40

RestofState 3,189,367 IS 982,988 93 1,662,677 90 166,488 74

Total $18,670,698 91 $17,008,620 97 $6,4^9,737 38 $9:0,269 40

The average sum at the credit of each depositor, on the first day of January,

1857, was, in the city of New York, $214 12 ; in the city of Brooklyn, $206 85 ;

and in the remainder of the State, $164 35.

By an act passed March 20th, 1857, the savings banks of this State have been

placed under the supervision of the Superintendent of the Bank Department, and

are required to make semi-annual reports to him of the various items of which it

is important that he should be informed. He has authority, under this act, to

cause an investigation into the affairs of any bank for savings, and an examination

of the securities which it holds. It is believed that under such a law, properly

administered, no considerable losses or frauds will occur.

The committee state that no one of these institutions made aDy objection to the

measure, but, so far as heard from, warmly commended it ; and they express their

belief that the savings banks of the State are generally managed with skill and

prudeuee, and perform a most useful part—for tley not only keep safely the money

of the working classes, but they stimulate enterprise throughout the country by

restoring to active circulation, in the various channels of commerce and trade,

those small sums which would otherwise be idle—hoarded away in some place of

fancied security.

CAPITAL AND DIVIDENDS OF THE BOSTON BANKS IN 1866-7.

We published in a former number, (May, 1857, vol. xxxvi., p. 096.) a table

showing the annual dividends, the total amount, and the average rate for five

years, of banks in the city of Boston. We now give a table, prepared expressly

for the Merchants' Magazine, by Joseph G. Martin, Commission Stock Broker,
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Boston. This table, it will be seen, gives the present (1857) capital of the banks

in that city for the last three semi-annual, dividends, with the amount paid by

each bank, April 1st, 1857. Also the market price of the several stocks, dividend

on, at the periods corresponding with the time of making up the dividends :—

Value of stock, div'd on.

Present Divi'ds, 1866-T. Amt IMv. I8S6-T.

Banks in Boston. Capital. Apl. Oct ApL Apl., I86T. ApL Oct. ApL

Atlantic $600,000 8 S S $15,000 96 100 101

Atlas.. 500,000 4 4 4 20,000 109 109 111

Blackstone 760,000- 4 4 4 30.000 106 108 108

Boston (par $50.) 900,000 4 4 4 36,000 60$ 60 60

Bovlston 400,000 4* 4+ 4} 18,000 113* 116$ 116

Broadway 160,000 8+4 4 6,000 102+ 104 108

City 1,000,000 3+ 8+ 3} 35,000 107+ 107+ 108

Columbian 750.000 3+ 3+ Si 26,260 107 108 108

Commerce 2,000,000 3} 3+ 8+ 70,000 102 + 103+ 104

Eagle 700,000 4 4 4 28,000 110 112 112

Eliot 600,000 3+ 8$ Si 21,000 102+ 108+ 108+

Exchange 1,000,000 5 5 6 60,000 118 119 122

Faneuil Hall 500,000 4 4 4 20,000 110 112 113

Freeman's 400,000 5 6 6 20,000 120 120 122

Globe 1,000,000 4 4 4 40,000 119 120 122

Granite 900,000 8+ 8+ 8} 81,600 100+ 100+ 103+

Hamilton 500,000 4 4 4 20,000 119 120 122

Howard 600,000 3+ 3+ 8} 17.500 99+ 100+ 98+

Market (par 70) 660,000 6 5 5 28.000 86+ 87 86+

Massach'ts (par 250)* 800,000 $8 $8 $8 25.600 263 263 263

Maverick. 400,000 8+3 3 12,000 96+ 96+ 93

Mechanics' 250,000 4 4 4 10,000 110 110 112

Merchants' 4,000,000 4 4 8+ 140,000 109+ 108+ 107

National 750,000 8+ 8+ 8+ 26,250 102+ 103+ 108+

New England 1,000,000 4 4 4 40,000 118 116 115

North 760,000 8+ 8+ 8+ 26,250 102+ 108+ 101

North America 750,000 3+ 3+ 8+ 26.260 105 106+ 108

8hawmut 760,000 4 4 4 80,0C0 106+ 106+ 106

Shoe and Leather.. . . 1,000,000 4+ 4+ 4+ 45,000 114+ 116+ 119

State (par 60) 1,800,000 8+4 4 78,000 66+ 67+ 68+

8uffolk 1,000,000 5 6 6 60.0C0 ISO 180 18S

Traders' 600,000 4 8+ 3+ 21,000 106 106 106

Tremont 1,250,000 4 4 4 60,000 114 116 116

Union 1,000,000 4 4 4 40,000 114 116 114

Washington. 750.000 8+ 8+ 4 30,000 106 106+ 108

Webster 1,500,000 8+ 3+ 8+ 52,500 105 106+ 105+

Capital. Dividends.

Amount, April, 1856 $81,960,000 $1,240,600

Amount, October, 1856 81,960,(;00 1.246,360

Amount, April, 1857 81,960,000 1,229,100

LIABILITIES AM) RESOURCES OF THE BANKS OF NEW YORK.

The following table, Bhowing the debts and liabilities, and means and resources,

of the banks in the State of New York, for the last ten years, we have condensed

from the report of the Superintendent of the Banking Department. It will be

seen by this statement that the bank capital in the State, which amounted in

* The dividend of the Massachusetts Bunk Is given as $9 per share Interest of 8 1-5 per cent for

want of room in the table. The only change, as compared with October, IS56, la an Increase of J

per cent by the Washington, and a roductlon of 1 by the Merchants', which will pay but 7 per cent

this year, and then resume thetr 4 per cent semi-annual dividends again. This policy is adopted

for the purpose of increasing thetr surplus, now invested in the new Banking Building.
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1845 to $42,1 60,458, ha3 increased in ten years to §92,334,172—that being the

amount of bank capital on the 14th of June, 1856, which shows an increase of

$50,273,714 in ten years :—

DEBTS AND LIABILITIES.

Items. Aug. 1847. Jane, 1S48. Jane, 1S49. Jane, 1830. June, 1851.

Capital $43,214,088 $43,756,089 f14,929,605 $47,179,727 $56,680,181

Circulation 25,098,688 20,888,077 21,912,616 24,214,341 27,511,787

Profits 6,845,380 6,564,346 7,097,660 8,118,064 9,232,473

Due to banks 24,103,828 14,100,869 20,994,078 22,961,789 23,859,136

Due to individuals*. 982,133 702,261 . 640,296 821,365 1,183,916

Due Treasurer ofN.Y 2,082,695 2,806,899 8,835,963 1,473,901 1,225,127

Due depositors 36,781.080 27,554,820 35,604,999 46,691,465 54,467,682

Due to othersf 710,718 862,416 1,611,889 1,868,818 1,638,727

MEANS AND BKSOURCES.

Loans and discounts. $81,266,010 $73,497,137 $85,835,528 $98,480,781 115,677,239

Overdrafts 112,325 219,312 164,348 208,604 279,994

Due from banks. 14,272,863 8,376,895 12,022,436 11,265,626 10,005,060

Heal estate 3,489,271 8,458,948 3,514,487 3.844,614 3,766,392

Specie 11,983,124 6,881,663 10,571,617 11,653,839 8,978,918

Cash items 9,870,828 6,928,444 6,497,829 9,181,481 13,616,584

Stocks & prom, notes 12,418,846 12,007,344 12,822,062 12,774,070 16,206,601

Bonds and mortgages 2,729,487 8,100,051 2,663,825 8,069,168 8,969,343

Bills of banks 2,688,968 2,706,448 2,691,426 8,077,020 2,833,611

Loss it expense acc't. 422,454 553,118 511,616 618,012 679,403

DEBTS AND LIABILITIES—(CONTINUED.)

Items. Jane, 1852. June, 1858. Jane, 1854. June, 1855. June, 1856.

Capital $59,705,688 $73,183,261 $81,589,289 $86,082,621 $92,384,172

Circulation 27,940,947 80,065,559 31,266,908 28,562,395 30,706,084

Profits 10,489,087 10,262,723 11,824,058 10,868,572 12,946,901

Due to banks 25,229,167 31,889,129 22,266,903 24,009,232 29,780,686

Due to individuals*. 1,464,572 1,674,188 1,876,700 1,010,614 1,081,641

Due Treasurer ofN.Y 1,692,603 1,610,197 1,280,898 2,817,160 3,254,421

Due depositors 65,034,604 79,996,528 82,637,018 83,537,767 96,267,287

Duetoothersf 1,461,788 8,836,416 8,191,599 2,772,587 2,184,398

MEANS AND RESOURCES—(CONTINUED.)

Loans and discounts. 127,246,669 161,206,982 153,875,986 165,106,907 174,141,776

Overdrafts 274,677 412,249 426,752 888,985 498,978

Due from banks 11,200,861 18,626.764 10,907,893 12,720,800 12,265,098

Beal estate 4,183,970 6,005,769 6,656,571 5,726,027 6,724,163

Specie 13,804,356 13,884,410 10,792,429 15,921,467 18,510,835

Cash items 12,871,410 17,883,543 20,561,709 15,932,480 20,168,335

Stocks <fe prom, notes 15,509,500 19,978,149 20,798,669 20,166,516 23.611,228

Bonds and mortgages 4,648,490 6,822,079 7,816,753 7,888,066 8,881,601

Bills of banks 8,246,286 4,872,926 3,692,780 8,248,982 S,087,102

Loss <6 expense acc't 677,084 918,240 1,122,602 1,123,678 1,191,994

COUNTERFEITING THE COINS OF THE UNITED STATES.

By a resolution adopted at the last session of Congress, and approved by the

Executive, the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to cause inquiry to be

made, by two competent commissioners, into processes and means, claimed to have

been discovered by J. T. Barclay, for preventing the abrasion, counterfeiting, and

deterioration of the coins of the United States and to report the result of the

inquiry to Congress at its session in 1857-8, with his opinion as to the probable

value of the alleged discoveries ; and the sum of $2,500, out of any money in the

Treasury, is appropriated for that purpose.

* And corporations other than banks and depositors,

t Hot Included under either of the above heads.
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IKREASE OF BASK CAPITAL AND CIRCULATION IN NEW YORK.

The Superintendent of the Banking Department of the State of New York

gives, in his last annual report to the Legislature, the following table as proof

how slowly the present system of banking tends to inflate the currency of the

State :—

CAPITAL.

Date of report Capital. Increase.

August 1, 1847 $43,214,088 $1,068,630

June 24, 1848 48,765,089 641,001

* 80,1849 44,929,506 1,174,416

" 29,1850 47,779,727 2,850,222

" 21,1851 55,680,181 7,800.454

" 26,1862 59,705,683 4,126,502

" 11,1853 73,183,251 13,477,568

September 23, 1854 8S.773.288 7,081,218

"* 29,1865 86,589,590 1,816,802

" 20,1868 96,881,301 >

Add seven banks which made no report 1,426,000 J

Total for 1856 97,806,801 12,216,711

TOTAL CIRCULATION.

Date. Circulation. Increase. Decrease.

November 1, 1847 $26,237,266 $3,968,734

September 80, 1848 30,670,804 4,433,548

December 1, 1849 32.687,636 1,916,732

1,1850 34,872,253 3,284,717

September 1,1851 35,533,606 661,853

December 1, 1862 38,790,985 3,267.379

1,1853 43,958,446 6,167,461

September 80, 1854 43,962,635 4,089

80,1856 41,159,794 $2,802,741

80,1866 43,492,485 2,832,691

BANKS, AND BANKING LAW OF MISSOURI.

We are indebted to C. C. Zeigi.kr, Esq., Chairman of the Senate Committee

on Banks in Missouri, for an official copy of an act to regulate banks and bank

ing institutions, and to create the offices of Bank Commissioners, passed both

houses February 25, 1857. It is quite elaborate, covering twenty-eight large

octavo pages. It is a general one, and is intended to apply to all banks now or

hereafter chartered. The main features are embodied in the following synopsis :

Art. 1. Every bank chartered by the State shall be subject to this act.

2. Such banks may establish by-laws, be sued, &c.

3. No bank to have a less capital than $1,000,000.

4. They may issue bills of five, ten, twenty, fifty, one hundred, five hundred,

and one thousand dollars—and no bank shall receive or pay out the notes of any

banks established in any other State.

5. Quarterly statements of each bank to be published in two newspapers, show

ing amount of capital, loans, specie, circulation, profits, State bonds held, &c.

Those established in St. Louis shall publish a weekly statement.

6. Branch banks to furnish similar statements.

7. Books, papers, correspondence, and fundi of every bank to be subject to the

inspection of the Directors, Governor, Bank Commissiouer, and Agent author

ized by the State.

8. If, upon examination, the bank be found to have transcended its charter, be

unsafe, Arc, it shall by the Commissioners be placed in the hands of " Trustees "

or Receivers.

9. If a bank shall refuse payment in specie on its notes, deposits, &c, it shall
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be liable to 20 per cent interest on such sum, and if such suspension continue ten

days, its charter shall cease.

10. The Cashier, Teller, <fec, to give bonds, payable to the State of Missouri,

for faithful performance of duties.

11. Any embezzlement, <fcc, shall be punished by confinement in the penitenti

ary not less than two nor more than twenty years.

1 2. Books of subscription to bank stock shall be opened at suitable places,

and if the stock be not subscribed in three years, the charter shall be void.

13. Ten per cent of the capital stock shall be paid in before the bank can com

mence operations.

14. Ten per cent of the capital stock to be invested in bonds of the State of

Missouri.

15. Two per cent per annum of their net earnings to be set aside by the bank

as a " contingent fund," and invested in State bonds.

16. The banks are authorized to dispose of all State bonds held by them, when

ever the market value shall be at or above par.

17. The banks must subsequently reinvest the same amount in bonds, when

ever the latter are at a discount, (in order that the banks shall aid in sustaining

State credit.)

1H. Relates to division of shares among original subscribers to stock, when

ever a surplus is subscribed.

19. Relates to number of votes to which stockholders of more or less shares

shall be entitled.

20. In case of non-election of directors at the stated meeting, another day shall

be fixed.

21. Every cashier and other officer shall take an oath to administer his duties

faithfully, &c.

22. Bank directors shall not receive pay for services. ,

23. The term of office of one portion of the directors to expire the first year,

aDd the remainder the second year.

24. Banks are exempted from the operation of the first article of act concern

ing corporations, passed November, 1855.

25. Ten per cent of bank stock subscribed shall be paid at first, and the re

mainder within twelve months.

26. The banks may hold real estate for their own uses only ; all other acquired

by lien, &c, shall be disposed of " as soon as practicable."

27. The weights and balances used by the banks to be examined and tested by

the Bank Commissioner at least every five years.

28. No bank shall take its own stock as collateral for loans. No person shall

be a director in more than one bank at a time. No copartners shall be directors

in the same bank at one time.

29. Every parent bank shall have a board of at least thirteen directors.

30. No bank shall employ more than five-eighths of its capital in exchange.

31. Every branch bank shall have nine directors, one of whom shall be presi

dent.

32. Every bank to pay to the State 1 per cent of its capital stock annually, in

lieu of all bonus and taxes to the State.

33. Banks limited to 6 per cent interest on bills less than four months, and 7

per cent over four months, with a reasonable charge for exchange.

34. Dividends not to impair the capital stock.

35. No bank shall require a city indorser upon paper for discount when other

security shall be deemed good.

36. One-fifth of the stockholders (in amount) may call a special meeting of the

stockholders.

37. Banks may issue two dollars for one of capital the first year ; two-and-a-

half for one the second year ; and three for one the third year. Oue-third of the

circulation in amount to be held at all times in specie.

38. When the State shall hold a portion of the capital stock, the governor to

appoint directors, pro rata, for the State.

39. Vacancies in directors to be filled by the board, (except State directors.)
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40. Special meetings of the stockholders may be ordered at any time by the

board.

41. The first election of directors shall take place whenever the bank is ready

for operations. After the first year the election shall be annually the first Mon

day in March.

42. All bills issued by a bank shall be made payable at its own counter or

branches.

43. The banks shall receive only gold and silver coin and bank notes of specie-

paying banks in Missouri.

44. All drafts, notes, &c., now drawn, payable in •' currency," shall be payable

in notes of specie-paying banks of the State of Missouri.

45. No loan shall be made to a stockholder nntil his stock is paid in full.

46. No loans shall be made by a bank elsewhere than its own place of business.

47. The banks shall not use their funds in trade or commerce.

Chapter second refers to the establishment of branch banks, substantially in

the same terms as parent banks.

Chapter third relates to the rights and duties of Bank Commissioners.

Under the new law of the State of Missouri the following banks are author

ized—all the banks to be under the same general system—thus avoiding the labor

and variations usually incident to separate charters :—

Banks. Capital. Branches at

Exchange Bank of St. Loui, (1,000,000 ) SJXnSE^

^"^t-Loui, i.°«H!!^t££&

( Brunswick, Chariton Co.

Merchants' Bank of St. Louis 2,000,000 \ Osceola, St Clair Co.

( St. Genevieve, St. Genevieve Co.

C Kansas, Jackson Co.

/vi r. i_ * „, » , „ „„„ „„„ Columbia, BooDe Co.
City Bank of St. Loui, 2,000,000 j H„nDjbllli Marion Co.

[ Gallatin, Davies Co.

( Warsaw, Benton Co.

Mechanics' Bank, St Louis 1,500,000 J Weston, Platte Co.

( Fredericktown, Madison Co.

o .i n i r o. t , ™« nnn \ St. Charles, St Charles Co.
Southern Bank of St. Lou,s 1 ,000,000 } lDdepende;ce> Jack90n Co.

Farmers' Bank of Missouri, Lexington. 1 ,000,000 j j^'Mu™* Co.

Western Bank of Missouri, St.Joseph's 1,000,000 j f±X&£&^

( Canton, Lewis Co.

Bank of Commerce, St Louis 1,600,000 •] Savannah, Andrew Co.

( New Madrid, New Madrid Co.

Bank of State of Missouri, St Louis.. . 8,600,000 Reincorporated.

Of this capital the State shall own $1,000,000, and private stockholders the

remainder.

ACT OF NEW YORK RELATING TO BANK-NOTE REDEMPTION.

We publish below the several sections of an act passed at the session of the

Legislature of 1857, relating to bank-note redemption, which has received the

signature of the Governor and takes effect on the first of June, 1857 :—

Sec. 1. It shall be optional with every incorporated bank, banking associa

tion, or individual banker, doing business of banking under any statute oi thig

State, and receiving on deposit after this act takes effect, in the course of its Or

his business, or otherwise, the circulating notes issued by any other incorporat ed

bank, banking association, or individual banker, engaged in the business of bank .
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ing under any such statute, to present such notes for redemption and payment in

the manner and upon the terms now provided by law, either to the lawful redeem

ing agents, or at the counters of the incorporated banks, banking associations, or

individual bankers issuing them ; but every such incorporated bank, banking

association, and individual bankers shall elect to present, and shall present, such

notes and all of them, it or he may have on hand at the time of such presentation,

cither to the lawful agents, or at the counters of the banks, banking associations,

or individual bankers issuing them, for redemption and payment, in the manner

provided by law, or as often at least as once in each successive week, when more

than the sum of 810,000 is held by said incorporated banks, banking associations,

or individual bankers.

Sec. 2. If either of such banks, banking associations, or bankers holding such

circulating notes, shall elect to present the same for redemption and payment at

the counters of the banks, banking associations, or bankers issuing them, it or he

shall cause a written or printed notice of such election, attested by the signature

of the president or cashier of the bank, banking association, or banker so holding

them, under the seal of such bank, banking association, or banker, that it or he

will thereafter seal and present such notes, and all of them, that it or he shall

have on hand at the time of such sealing, at the counter of the bank, banking

association, or banker issuing them, for redemption and payment as often at least

as once in each successive week,—to be redeemed and paid in the manner required

by law ; and when such notice shall have been given such notes so received by

such banks, banking associations, and bankers aforesaid, giving such notice, shall

thereafter be presented at such counters and not elsewhere, for redemption and

payment, until a further notice of ten days shall be given in the manner above

provided, that such notes will thereafter be preseuted for redemption and payment

to the lawful redeeming agent aforesaid, within the times and upon the terms

prescribed by law. But nothing herein contained shall be construed to prohibit

banks, banking associations, and individual bankers from redeeming, presenting,

holding, pledging, or exchanging each others' circulating notes in the manner,

within the times, and upon such terms as they may agree upon, or may heretofore

have agreed upon, and as shall be conformable to pre-existing laws.

Sec. 3. Every incorporated bank, banking association, and individual banker,

who shall knowingly and willfully neglect or refuse to comply with the provisions

of this act shall forfeit and pay the sum of one thousand dollars, to be sued for

and recovered in the name of the people of the State of New York in any court

having competent jurisdiction.

Sec. 4. This act shall take effect on the first day of June, one thousand eight

hundred and fifty-seven.

« METI10DS OF COMPUTING INTEREST."

Fhekhan Hunt, Esq., Editor of the Merchants' Magazine, etc :—

Dear Sir :—Your correspondent, " B. S. 0.," occupies three pages of your

May number with an article entitled " Methods of Computing Interest," in the

course of which, for the purpose of illustrating a short rule, he asks, " what is the

interest of 3630 for eighty-one days, at nine per cent ?" and proceeds to solve that

equation by the use of twenty-three figures. Practical people, who have much to

do, would think it hardly worth while to take so much trouble, but would work

mentally thus :—two months and twenty-one days, at six per cent, is equal to one

and one-third per cent and one-sixtieth of one per cent, (or one and one-third per

cent, and for the odd day, ten cents,) which, on $630, is seen at once to be $8 50,

to which add one-half for the three per cent extra, and you get 812 75. This

simple calculation is easily and accurately performed mentally, and without em

ploying more figures than those that represent the result—in the present case,/our.

Boston, May T, 1857. OLD EAPID.
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LAWS OF ILLINOIS RE LATINO TO INTEREST.

The Legislature of Illinois, at their session of 1857, passed the two following

acts—the first amending Chapter 53 of the Revised Statutes of 1845, and the

second amending the interest laws of the State. Both acts are now in force :—

AX ACT TO AMEND CHAPTER 53 OK THE REVISED STATUTES OF 1845.

Sec. 1. That from and after the passage of this act, the rate of interest upon

all contracts and agreements, written or verbal, express or implied, for the pay

ment of money, shall bo six per cent per annum, upon every one hundred dollars,

unless otherwise expressly stipulated by the parties, or unless otherwise provided

for by law.

Sec. 2. That all contracts hereafter to be made, whether written or verbal, it

shall be lawful for the parties to stipulate or agree that ten per cent per annum,

or any less sum of interest, shall be taken and paid upon every one hundred dol

lars of money loaned or in any maimer due, unci owing from any person or corpo

ration to any other person or corporation in this State.

Skc. 3. If any person or corporation in this State shall contract to receive a

greater rate of interest than ten per cent upon any contract, verbal or written,

such person or corporation shall forfeit the whole of said interest so contracted

to be received, and shall be entitled to recover only the principal sum due to such

person or corporation.

Sec. 4. All laws in conflict with this law, and all laws providing for penalties

for taking of or contracting for more than the legal rates of interest, are hereby

repealed.

Sec. 5. This act shall take effect from and after its passage.

Approved Jan. 31, 1857.

AN ACT TO AMEND THE INTEREST LAWS OF THIS STATE.

Sec. 1. Be it enacted by the people Of the State of Illinois, represented in the

General Assembly, That where any contract or loau shall be made in this State

between citizens of this State and any other State or country, bearing interest at

any rate which was or shall be lawful according to any law of the State of Illi

nois, it shall and may be lawful to make the amount of principal and interest of

such contract or loan payable in any other State or Territory of the United States,

or in the city of London in Knglaud, and in all such cases such contract or loan

shall be deemed and considered as governed by the laws of the State of Illinois,

and shall not be affected by the laws of the State or country where the same shall

be made payable ; and no contracts or loans which have heretofore been made or

entered into, bearing an interest at a rate which was legal according to the laws

of this State at the time when the same was made or entered iuto, shall be invali

dated, or in anywise impaired or affected by reason of the same having been made

payable in any other State or country.

Approved Feb. 12, 1857.

FINANCIERING—HALF NOTES DOING DOUBLE DUTY.

A carious method of swindling has recently been discovered in England, which

onr cotemporary of the Belfast Commercial Register thinks it will require some

care to guard against. It seems that a mercantile house in Manchester received

an order for goods, to the amount of £30, to be sent to an address in Masbro'.

The order was accompanied by the halves of two £10 and two £5 bank notes.

Calculating upon the transmission of the corresponding halves, the goods were

forwarded ; but neither the remainder of the money, purchaser, nor goods, can be

traced. It is believed that the other halves of the notes would be used to pay for

another £30 worth of goods.
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1855-6. 1856-7.

Iowa 172,378 106,322

Tennessee 62.300 42,811

Wisconsin 89,000 15,000

STATISTICS OF TRADE AND COMMERCE.

PORK-PACKING IN THE WESTERN STATES IN 1856-7.

The Cincinnati Price Current publishes a detailed statement of the number of

hops packed in the West during the last season. The returns are from September

1st to February 1st, each season, and include all the packing places in the West,

exceps two in Iowa—Iowa City and Fort Madison. The following are the main

facts of the annual statement, which was prepared with much care and labor.

The totals of the hogs packed in each State, during the last and previous season,

are—

1855-6. 1856-7.

Ohio 633,697 483,048

Kentucky 428,334 349,212

Indiana 482,851 316,629

Illinois. 481,258 363,202

Missouri 189,904 148,241 | Grand totals .. 2,489,502 1,818.468

This deficiency in number, 671,034, compared with last season, is equal to about

27 per cent. As regards the falling off in weight, having examined the returns

received with reference to this point very carefully, the following is the result.

The Price Current obtained the comparative weights from one hundred and

twenty-one places, and find that the aggregates of similar numbers of hogs, packed

at these places each season, are as follows :—1855-6, 261,621,260 lbs. ; 1856-7,

243,146,440 lbs. ; deficiency, 18,474,820 lbs.

Assuming this to be a true indication of the comparative weight of the whole

number packed, according to returns, we place the falling off in weight at 7 per

cent, which is slightly less than the above figures indicate. Adding this to the

falling off in number, the total deficiency is swelled to 34 per cent, as compared

with the business of the seasou of 1855-6. The crop, then, as compared with a

few previous seasons, stands as follows :—34 per cent less than that of 1855-6 ;

6i less than 1854-5 ; 36f less than 1853-4 ; 4i less than 1852-3.

The yield of lard, this season, is about two pounds to the hog less thai) last

season. The proportion of barrel pork and box meat is greater than last season ;

and of box meats—i. e., meats intended for the English market—greater by 30

per cent than in any previous year ; consequently, notwithstanding the pork crop

is an exceedingly short one, the quantity of bacon prepared for, and which will

be exported to, Eugland, is greatly larger than that of any previous season.

In Iowa, Wisconsin, and northern Illinois, the quantity of pork is not sufficient

to meet the home trade, and the Southern market will be drawn upon to meet

this deficiency. The following table shows the number of hogs exported from

the West to the East, from September 1st to February 1st, each season :—

1855-6. 1856-7.

By Great Western (Canada) Railroad from Detroit 187.826 147,486

By Central Pennsylvania R R. from Pittsburg 40,058 62,008

By Baltimore <fc Ohio R. R from Wheeling and Moundsville.. 64,717 69,288

By lake and railroad at Buffalo, New York 176,402 258,899

By New York <fc Erie R.R. from Dunkirk 109,719 41,685

By Cumberland Gap 1,880 8,445

Totals 629,072 662,760
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COMMERCE OF BOSTON WITH THE MEDITERRANEAN AND INDIA.

Two of the principal features of the foreign commerce of Boston, and which

employ a large amouut of capital as well as enterprise, according to the Journal

of that city, are the Mediterranean and fruit trade and the India trade. Of the

former Boston and New York enjoy almost a monopoly among American cities,

and Boston nearly the entire control of the American trade with Turkey through

Smyrna, the principal port of that country. According to the recent report of

the Boston Board of Trade, a very elaborate and carefully-prepared document,

the annual receipts at that port from the Mediterranean are about as follows :—

Lend

Brimstone .

...p.gs

. . .tons

cantars

. ..bble.

. boxesLemons

Oranges

Figs drums

168,000

800

86,000

8,000

60,000

150,000

800,000

Raisins packages 800,000

Olive oil baskets 18,000

" casks 600

Rags bales 26,000

Sumac bags 28.000

WooL bales 26,000

In addition to these articles a great variety of other merchandise is received

from Malaga, Sicily, France, Italy, Ac, such as grapes, almonds, nuts, cream of

tartar, argols, wines, marble, oils, cork-wood, verdigris, sulphur, and soaps ; and

from Smyrna and the Crimea gums of various kinds, drugs, dyes, and other arti

cles are constantly being exported to Boston. For many of these articles Boston

is the sole place of purchase ; and from that city the articles are shipped to all

parts of the country. The fruit trade is especially large, and is constantly in

creasing. Boston furnishes New York with her supplies of Mediterranean fruit,

and is the great market where the extensive manufacturing establishments of

New England obtain their supplies of imported drugs, dyes, wool, sumac, 4c.

The India trade, which formerly centered in Salem as its principal mart, has

been in a great measure diverted to Boston and New York. Salem still has a

large interest in trade, but most of her vessels are fitted from, and arrive at, Bos

ton and New York. The East India and Pacific trade of the United States em

ploys, in all its various branches, at the present time, some six hundred ships and

barks. At least two-thirds of these vessels are owned in Boston and New York,

and many of the remaining third at ports east of Boston, in Massachusetts and

Maine. The extent of Boston traffic with India, says the above-mentioned re

port, may be inferred from the fact that one hundred and nine ships arc expected

at this port from Calcutta alone, previous to the first of next August. The sale

of heavy bulky kinds of East India goods has greatly increased within a few

years, in consequence of the enormous growth of our manufactures and general

trade. For several years there has been received at the port of Boston nearly

as many bushels of linseed as of Indian corn. The following statistics are given

of the leading articles of East India produce imported at that port for the year

ending September 1, 1850 :—

Cassia mats & cases

Coffee bags

Sandal-wood picula

Gunny-bags No.
■ bales

" bundles

Manilla hemp bales

Hides

Indigo cases

.bags

Lac-dye

Linseed

Pepper

Saltpeter

Ooat skins bales

Sugar bags

" baskets

Tea

60,000

64,000

4,800

46,500

23,000

96,000

61,000

7,000

8,900 1 Tin slabs

2,900

830,000

12,000

90.000

6,724

148,000

2,000

88,174

6,000
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This vast quantity of merchandise does not comprise all the receipts at Boston

from the East Indies, as no annual statements are made of the imports of nu

merous articles from Calcutta, Batavia, Manilla, Singapore, Penang, Padang, Ac,

comprising jute, cutch, shellac, ginger, tumeric, castor-oil, twine, rice, gambier,

India-rubber, camphor, sago, mace, drugs, spices, &c, 4c, which are distributed

to all parts of the Union, and shipped to many foreign countries. New York,

Philadelphia, Baltimore, and New Orleans are extensive purchasers in the Boston

market of East India goods.

EXPORTS OF COTTON FROM THE UNITED STATES TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

The following table, showing the quantity and value of cotton wool, the pro

duct of the United States, exported to each foreign country during the years 1855

and 1856, has been compiled from the annual report of the Secretary of the

Treasury :—

. Exported, 1855 , , Exported, 1836 .
Bales. Value. Bales. Value.

Kngland 1,606,605 $56,600,297 1,905,968 $81,801,161

France 470,293 19,085,423 482,464 21.195,616

Spain 82,198 8,320,134 138,021 6,850,517

Bremen 58,648 2,020,438 103,064 4,238,497

Sardinia, 38,536 1,288,387 89,747 1,696,757

Mexico 25,947 744,619 24,946 628,068

Austria 18,132 761,622 40,149 1,724,599

Hamburg 18,672 761,572 84,192 1,469,758

Scotland 22,459 928,185 41,805 1,686,018

Sweden and Norway 19,868 741,278 87,624 1,662,049

Belgium 28,858 1,042,484 50,279 2,198,060

Holland 11,423 418,488 28,789 1,252,242

Ireland 6,079 188,817 89,016 1,692,964

Russia 1,026 48,647 10,686 614,161

Two Sicilies Ill 4,804 6,060 288,218

To all other places 8,363 849,414 17,716 644,761

2,803,403 $88,148,864 2,991,176 $128,382,361

Whole quantity exported in 1855 lbs. 1,008,424,601 $88,148,844

1866 1,361,481,827 128,882,861

Whole quantity in two years 2,869,856,428 $216,526,195

To England proper in 1855 lbs. 661,500,913 $56,500,297

1856 862,611,818 81,801,161

Total exported in two years 1,624,162,726 $188,801,458

To all other countries in two years 836,748,702 $78,224,787

During the last six years the exports of cotton from the United States have

amounted to six thousand and four million of pounds, valued at six hundred and

nineteen million dollars, thirteen-twentieths of which were to England.

PORK-PACKING AT LOUISVILLE.

The Commercial Review publishes a table exhibiting the result of the packing

business at Louisville, of which the following are the footings :—

Mess pork, Lard,
No. hogs. Weight At. wt Bbls. Lbs.

1856-7 246,830 47,244,948 192-86 62,920 7,867,992

1855-6 332,864 68,662,203 206-66 88,029 11,869,760

1854-5 283,788 52,258,908 186-10 66,102 8,916,546

1868-4 407,776 87,169,717 211-14 124,879 15,847,284
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IMPORTS OF BREADSTUFF'S INTO GREAT BRITAIN.

Feeimax Hdnt, Editor of the Merchant!' Magazine:—

A Parliamentary paper has just been issued, showing the total imports of grain

and flour into this country for the past year, from which the following table is

compiled. It will be observed that three-fourths of our total supply of foreign

flour were obtained from the United States, in addition to three-fifths of the quan

tity of Indian corn, and more than a fourth of the quantity of wheat :—

Conntries Wheat, Flour, Barley, Oats, Ac, Ind. com,

whence imported. qrs. cwte. qrs. qrs. qrs.

Russia, Northern . ... 467,617 24,850 K.fll 386,187 61,386

Russia, Southern 291,842 639 35,285 395

Sweden 10,708 6,884 200,142

Norway 4,488 24 8,289

Denmark 177,216 3,014 264,386 192,612

Prussia. 222,681 256 72,887 55,352

Mecklenburg-Schwerin.. 62,626 190 4,840 1,211

Hanover 8,917 2 8,098 143,830 872

Hanseatic towns 137,826 138,014 155,028 66,829 16

Holland 28,179 2,918 18,856 286,308 2,191

Belgium 24,938 2,470 1,480 16,194 1,622

France. 10,007 69,872 2,679 960 27,658

Portugal 14,809 6,758 29 1,417

Spain 49,719 460,828 10

Tuscany 2,166 12,850 51 124 4,467

Papal Territories 47,974 68

Naples and Sicily 21,600 67 671 2,850

Austrian Territories. . . 86,634 1,001 1,286 7,228 80,776

Greece 98,134 1,424 210,427

Turkey, proper 112,825 5,819 112,047 19,489 62,711

Wallachia <fc Moldavia. 124,671 11,185 196,706

Syria and Palestine 86,195 6,293 100

Egypt 684,608 441 17,889 244,592 9,159

Morocco 4,569 26 1 16,766 61,257

British East Indies 90,968 239 1,043

British Noith America. 111,819 809,326 8 40,036 23,817

United States 1,279,150 2,902,707 8,288 1,000,871

Chili 1,084 36,625 1

Other parte 9,480 11,272 4,171 17,907 32,960

4,072,833 3,991,367 781,412 1,614,129 1,777,818

Quarters «- 8 measured bushels; cwts. =—112 lbs.

Lrrawooi, March 27, 1857. JAMES M'HENET & CO.

COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION OF THE UNITED STATES.

In continuation of the statements of the commerce and navigation of the

United States for the year ending June 30, 1856, published in the numbers of

the Merchants' Magazine for March, April, and May, 1857, (vol. xxxvi., pages

355-359, 472-477, and 608-615,) we now give the statistics of the commerce of

each State and Territory with foreign countries, from July 1, 1855, to June 30.

1856, derived from the official accounts of the Treasury Department. The States

not mentioned in the following table, viz., Mississippi, Arkansas, Tennessee, Ken

tucky, Missouri, and Iowa, as well as the Territories not mentioned, had no for

eign commerce during the fiscal year. Statements similar to this, for each suc

cessive fiscal year from 1838 to the present time, have been annually published in

our Magazine :—
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GREAT INCREASE IN THE TRADE OF FRANCE.

The London Economist furnishes to our hands a table, derived from an official

source, showing the value of imports, the amount retained for home consumption,

and the value of exports—showing the portion which consisted of French produce

and manufactures in each year, 1847 to 1855, converted into British money at

the rate of twenty-five francs to the pound sterling :—

, Importations. , , Exportattons. ,

Total Home French produce Total exports

Year. imports. consumpt'n. & manufactures, of all articles.

1847 £51,600,000 £38,200,000 £28,760.000 £41,960,000

1848 28,820,000 18,960,000 27,600,000 87,440,000

1849 40,840,000 28,960,000 37,480,000 60,760,000

1860 44,760,000 81,600,000 42,720,000 57.560,000

1851 43,720,000 30.760,000 46,820,000 60,800,000

1862 66,680,000 29,660,000 61,640,000 67,200,000

1858 67,800,000 47,840,000 60,240,000 82,120,000

J854 72,200,000 61,640,000 66,520,000 79,680,000

1865 86,860,000 63,7 60,000 62,280,000 86,680,000

The above table shows that trade lias progressed, if not quite at the same rate

as in England, yet in a manner which must necessarily absorb much more capital,

and adds another important reason to those already stated for the great demand

for capital and its high price, and also explains the rapid progress of the opera

tions of the Bank of France.

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS.

REGULATIONS IN TURKEY FOR PRINTING AND PUBLISHING.

The following translation of a new regulation of the Ottoman Government on

the subject of printing in Turkey has been famished to our hands for publication

in the Merchants' Magazine by John P. Brown, Uuited States Consul-General

at Constantinople :—

DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF THE SUBLIME PORTE.

The Ottoman Government having established the following regulations, it

takes the present occasion to bring them to the knowledge of your Excellency for

tie information of American citizens, in the same manner as has been done towards

other foreign legations.

All persons at the capital, who are desirous of printing books, pamphlets, or

gazette?, anil of establishing presses for this purpose, will be obliged, if Ottoman

subjects, to make application for permission to the Medgelis Maarif" Board of

Public Instruction," and to the Zablieh Naziratee or Police Department, and if

foreign subjects, to the Department of Foreign Affairs, and until these Depart

ments have made an examination of the request, and granted the petitioner a

document containing permission, they will not be allowed to open any printing

press. In the interior of the empire, whether the parties be native or foreign,

they will be required to lay their request before the Governor of the Province in

which they are, who will, in turn, transmit the same to the Sublime Porte ; and

until its permission shall have been obtained they will not be allowed to open auy

printing presses.

All persons who shall print any kind of books or pamphlets at the capital

will, if Ottoman subjects, be required to exhibit them to the Board of Education,

and if foreign subjects, to the Department of Foreign Affairs. In the interior

the native and the foreigner will be equally compelled to exhibit their publications

/
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to the Governors of the Provinces, who will examine them, and until no harm is

perceived in them, cither to the country or the government, and permission be

given for their publicity, they will not be allowed to be printed and published.

Those foreign individuals who are desirous of publishing anything respecting

themselves, or to publish a gazette, will not be allowed to open a press until per

mission shall have been given them for that effect by the Department of Foreign

Affairs.

If any individuals act contrary to these regulations, and endeavor to print books

and pamphlets injurious to the State and Government, the objects printed will,

if at the capital, be seized upon by the Police Department, and if in the interior,

by the orders of the Government of the Provinces, their presses be at once closed,

and they punished according to the degree of their criminality, conformably with

the criminal code established by His Imperial Majesty's commands. Within six

months from the date of the present memorandum, the owners of existing printing

presses who have not procured permits, or even if they have asked for them, will,

conformably with the preceding regulations, be refused permission to continue

them.

As the question of printing in the Ottoman dominions is now one of much deli

cacy, and as it is deemed a matter of duty to prevent its abuse, your Excellency

is particularly requested to bring the same to the knowledge of such of your sub

jects as are concerned in the trade, or who may desire to engage in it, with the

strictest injunctions that they shall be closely governed by the preceding regu

lations.

Occasion is also taken of the present to renew to your Excellency assurances

of high respect and distinguished consideration.

(A correct translation.)

(Signed) JOHN P. BROWN, Dragoman.

Redjeb 15, 1278. 1
March 12, 1857. f

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES OF TURKEY,

Conbtaxtikoplb, April 7, 1857.

Freeman Hunt, Editor of the Merchants' Magazine:—

Sir :—I have been struck with the varied nature of the statements, made by

writers on the East, on the subject of the weights and measures of Turkey. I

have found it impossible to arrive at any correct idea of them from their opera

tions, and, having lately had occasion to make some official researches on the

subject, I beg leave to enclose you a copy of the same for publication in your

invaluable Magazine. I remain, sir, with much respect, yours,

JOHN P. BROWN.

A TABLE OF THE WEKiHTS AND MEASURES OF CONSTANTINOrE, AND OF SOME OTHER

TARTS OF TURKEY, DERIVED FROM OFFICIAL AND RELIABLE SOURCES.

WRIGHTS OF CONSTANTINOPLE.

One rantar of kintal is equal to 7£ batmans, or 44 okes, or 100 lodras, or 17,600

drachms.

Ona batman, equal to 6 okes, or 2,400 drachms.

One kad, equal to 14 okes, or 5,600 drachms.

One oke. equal to 400 drachms, or 29,430 American pounds avordupois.

One drachm, equal to 4 denga.

One deng, equal to 4 tcherkergeya.

One tcherkergey, equal to 4 bogdays.

One lodra, equal to 176 drachms.

One tchekee of Btone, equal to 176 okes—or, vulgarly, 180 okes.

One tchekee of saffron, equal to 170 drachms of all drugs.

One toffee of silk, equal to 610 drachms.

One metical of ottar of roses, equal to 1J drachms of all essences and precious

metals.
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One tchekee of wood, equal to 4 cantara, or 176 okes.

Oue hyrat, or curat, of diamonds or other jewels, equal to 1 tcherkergey, or 4

bogdaye.

One bogday, equal to 16 hisseh3 or parts.

DRY MEASURES Of CONSTANTINOPLE.

One kilo of walnuts, equal to 100 okes.

One kilo of wheat, Indian corn, or canary seed, equal to 21 okee.

One kilo of linseed, equal to 20 okes.

Oi.e kilo of bempseed, equal to 16 okes.

One kilo of rice, equal to 10 okes.

LIQUID MEASURES OF CONSTANTINOPLE.

One madrey of wine, equal to 10 okes.

One te->tec of oil, equal to 8 okes.

One oke, equal to 400 drachms.

One testee of oil, else where, equal to fl to 9 okes.

LONG MEASURES OF CONSTANTINOPLE.

One hallebce, or archin, equal to 8 kubs, or 16 guirays, wholesale.

One endazay, equal to 8 kub?, or 16 guirnys.

One ghiray, (of Uallebee,) equal to 1.6797 American inches.

One ghiray, (of Endazay,) equal to 1.58! 9 American inches.

One donum, equal to 40 square archin;, or 1,600 archins.

DRY MEASURES OF BALTCHIK, VARNA, SASISOON, AND 8ALONICA.

One kilo, equal to 4 kilos of Constantinop'e.

One kilo, equal to 4 kilos at Burgas and Kustendgie.

One kilo, equal to 2 kilos of Constantinople.

One kilo, equal to 2 kilos at Smyrna.

One cantar, or kintal of iron, wool, Ac., equal to 100 lodras, or 46 okes of 880

drachms each, or to 17,100 drachms.

One oke, at wholesale, equal to 380 drachms.

One oke, (of opium.) equal to 250 drachms; if weighed at Constantinople it will

only bring 237 j drachms.

One cantar, equal to 125 pounds American avoirdupois.

One tchekee of goats' wool, equal to 2 okes; if weighed at Constantinople, to 1,360

okes.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES COMPARED WITH THOSE OP THE UNITED STATE*.

One oke of Constantinople, equal to 2.9430 American pounds.

One cantar ■ "129 5

One oke of Smyrna, " 2.7500

MEASURES.

One ballebee, or archin, equal to 26 J American inches.

One endazay, " 26| "

One archin, land measure " 29.4 "

One parmak, " " 1.225

Oneguiray ofhallebee, " 1.6797 "

One guiray of endazee, " 1.5859 "

One archin, land measure, " 24 parmaks.

One donum of land, equal to 40 square archins, or 1,600 archins, or 3,920 feet, or

1,S06| yards.

Cossolatk or toe TJ. 8. of America, )

CoMBTAirmioPLE, March 12, ISjT. )

I declare that the preceding table is correct, and that it has been procured from

the most exact official sources of this capital.

JOHN P. BROWN, Consul OoaoraL

VOL. XXXVI. NO. Vt 49
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PORT RULES OF CALCUTTA.

DKi'AETurxT or State, April 5, 1SST.

The United States consul-general at Calcutta lias transmitted the annexed port

rules of Calcutta, together with a special rule, being section twenty-eight of act

twenty-two of 1855, ordering that a force pump, hose, and appurtenances shall be

provided on board of every vessel exceeding two hundred •ons entering the port

of Calcutta, and affixing a fine of five hundred rupees in case of refusal to comply

with this regulation.

The consul-general recommends their publication in the Merchants' Magazine

and other commercial journals of the United States for general information and

guidance.

NO. 401. ORDERS BT TUB LIEUTENANT-C0VEBK0B OF BENGAL.

Notification.—The 1st of July, 1856.—With the sanction of the governor-

general of India in council, it is hereby declared that the port of Calcutta and the

navigable river and channels leading to that port are subject to act number

twenty-two of 1855.

The limits of the said port of Calcutta are as follows :—

To the north, a line drawn across the river Hooghly from the boundary pillar

on the north side of Hautkollah Ghaut to the boundary pillar on the north side

of Sulken Ghaut.

To the south, a line drawn from the boundary pillar at the southwest corner of

the house on the river bank usually occupied by the superintendent of the Botan

ical Gardens, and known as Garden House, to the boundary pillar at the south

west corner of the public Ghaut opposite.

So much of Tolly's Nullah as lies to the west of a line drawn across the Nullah

between the two boundary pillars three hundred yards within Hasting's Bridge.

The limits of the said port include to the east and west so much of the river

Hooghly and of the shores thereof and so much of Tolly's Nullah and of the shores

thereof as are within fifty yards of high-water mark spring tides.

The limits of the navigable river and channels leading to the said port of Cal

cutta made subject to the said act are as follows :—

To the north, the port of Calcutta as above defined.

To the south, a line drawn east and west from the lower floating light.

.All parts of the navigable channels called the eastern and the western channels

and of the river Hooghly between the said limits and below high-water line at

spring tides are subject to the said act.

POBT RULES.

With the sanction of the governor-general of India in council, the following

port rules have been made, and arc hereby promulgated for general information

and guidance :—

Rule 1. No vessel, if above 200 tons, shall enter within the limits of the port

of Calcutta, or move from one place to another within the port between sunset

and sunrise, without the special permission of the master attendant.

Rule 2. All vessels within the port of Calcutta shall be bound to take up such

berth as may be appointed for them by the master attendant, the harbor master,

or their assistants, and shall change their berths or remove when required by such

authority.

Rule 3. All vessels above Fort Point shall keep their jib and driver booms

rigged in ; and all vessels within the port of Calcutta shall, on the requisition of

the master attendant, or the harbor master, rig in their jib and driver booms, and

shall strike their yards and masts if required so to do by either of those officers.

Rule 4. Every ship or vessel within the port of Calcutta shall remove any

anchor or spar or other substance projecting from her side when required to do

so by the master attendant or the harbor master.

Rule 5. Vessels taking in or discharging ballast or any particular kind of
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cargo within the port of Calcutta shall be bound to take up such berth as the

master attendant or the harbor master may direct.

Rule 6. A free channel of 240 yards width is to be kept for ships moving up

or down the river within the port, and also free passages to piers, jetties, landing

places, wharves, quays, docks, and moorings ; and all vessels shall be bound to

move when required to clear such channels or passages.

Rule 7. All vessels within the port of Calcutta shall anchor, moor, and unmoor

when and where required by the master attendant and the harbor master.

Rule 8. All vessels within the port of Calcutta shall be moored or warped

from place to place, as required by the master attendant or harbor master ; and no

vessel shall cast off a warp that has been made fast to her to assist a vessel in

mooring without being required so to do by the pilot or officer in charge of the

vessel mooring.

Rule 9. No vessel shall use any of the government chain moorings, whether

fixed or swinging, without the permission of the master attendant or the harbor

master.

Rule 10. All vessels occupying government mooring, fixed or swinging, shall

be liable to pay for the same according to the following scale, but no more : —

From 1st Nov. to &ith May, From lrt June to lift Oct

being 7 months. being 5 mmi ths.

l*er diom. I'er diem.

For fixed moorings. Kupecs. ltupces.

All vessels up to 199 tons . 1 3

Vessels from SOU to 209 " . 2 •1

"
300 to 399 " . 8 5

■
400 to 499 " . 4 C

M
500 to 599 " . 6 7

u
600 to 999 " . 6 8

(4

1,000 and upwards 8 10

Swinging 4

Rile 11. No vessels within the limits of the port of Calcutta shall boil any

fiitch or dammer on board, or shall draw off spirits by caudle or other artificial

ights.

Rule 12. All vessels within the limits of the channels leading to the port of

Calcutta shall, when at anchor between sunset and sunrise, have a good light

hoisted at the starboard Ibreyard arm ; and all vessels under weigh at night shall

show a good light at the lore royal or upper foremast head ; and when under

weigh in tow of a steamer shall, in addition to the masthead light, show a good

li^ht at each fore yard arm, the steamer showing the usual light prescribed by the

Admiralty regulations.

The provision of sections 12, 28, 37. and 40, of the said act No. 22 of 1855,

are hereby specially extended to the port of Calcutta.

W. GREV, Secretary to tho Government of Bengal.

ACT NO. 22 OF 1855.

Sec. 28. In every such port to which the provisions of this section shall be

specially extended by an order of the local government, every vessel exceeding the

burden of 200 tons shall be provided with a proper force-pump, hosj, and appur

tenances, for the purpose of extinguishing any fire that may occur on board ; and

the master ol every such vessel who, after having been required by the conserva

tor to comply with such provision, shall, without lawful excuses, neglect or refuso

so to do for the space of seven days after such requisition, shall be liable to a

penalty not exceeding five hundred rupees.

Four Wi i.i.i am, Mar. Supdts. Office, the 24th September, 1856.

y
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HI 2,946 FROM , THE OFFICIATING MASTER ATTENDANT, TO ,

THE SECRETARY TO THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.

Sir : I have the honor to submit for the consideration of the Chamber of Com

merce some suggestions, the result of my experience of the disasters caused to the

shipping in this port by the violence of the spring tides, and the freshets of the

season which has just passed away.

2d. It cannot be denied that the want of a sufficient number of moorings for

ships has greatly increased the number of the accidents referred to ; but if the

ships had been properly prepared to encounter the risks they must incur in this

river, much less damage would, I think, have been sustained than has actually

been incurred. The principal defects in regard to the means of securing ships in

the river which I have noticed are : First, that the anchors and cables of most of

the ships are not of the weight and strength required to resist our fierce tides j

secondly, that the hawse-pipes are neither sufficient in number, solidity, nor

strength of fastening ; thirdly, that, the windlasses are also of insufficient strength,

frequently breaking or capsizing. I suggest that the anchors of ships coming to

this port, any time between March and November, should be one-third heavier

than they now are, with chains in proportion ; that instead of one hawsc-pipe,

there should be two on each side the stem, and of great solidity and well bolted

down ; and that, for better security under fours, there should be a stern pipe on

each side large enough to reeve through it to a bower chain. With regard to the

windlass, the officiating first assistant master attendant, whose great professional

skill and experience are well known to the agents, owners, and commanders of

ships resorting to this port, thus expresses himself :—

" It would scarcely be possible to make a windlass strong enough to resist the

wrenching strain vessels of above 500 tons are exposed to during the strong tides

of the early part of the southwest monsoon, nor the violence of the freshets during

the rainy season. Of this fact there cannot be any question, as the numerous in

stances of vessels putting back with loss of windlass sufficiently prove. This is a

mutter which merits the serious consideration of ship-owners sending their vessels

to this port during the periods mentioned. I am disposed to think vessels above

500 tons fitted with riding bits and capstans would be much less liable to accident,

and equally manageable, particularly since the increased length of vessels afford

complete space on their quarter decks for a good sweep of the capstan bars.

The removal, moreover, of the clumsy lumbering windlass would improve the

seamen's quarters, making their accommodation somewhat more comfortable, but

this is, of course, a secondary consideration."

3d. In these views of Captain Hill's I entirely concur, except that I trust the

comfort of crews will not be deemed a secondary consideration. As to the

mechanical improvement of the substitution of a capstan for a windlass, the

superiority of the leverage of the former whenever there is room for sufficient

sweep of the bars is so obvious that it is matter of surprise to me that so many

large ships should still be fitted with the clumsy windlass.

4th. It appears to me that if the ship-owners were duly impressed with the im

portance of providing ships coming to this port with the improved means of

security above recommended, they would be disposed to attend to the suggestions

thus submitted to the consideration of the Chamber of Commerce, and especially

if they were supported by the powerful recommendation of that influential body

in whose hands 1 now leave the matter.

I have the honor to be, sir, your most obedient servant,

JAMES SUTHERLAND, Officiating Master Attendant.

Masted Attendant's Office, Nor. 5, 185C.

The above letter is published, by order of the committee of the Bengal Cham

ber of Commerce, for general information.

H. VT. L WOOD, Secretary.

Calcutta, Not. IT, 185(1
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APPLICATION OF THE TARIFF OF 1857 TO GOODS IN BOND.

There has been some contrariety of opinion in reference to the application of

the new tariff act to merchandise which shall be in the public stores, by which is

meant as well all goods in bond, on the 1st July next, without reference to the

date of their importation. Some contended that the new rates applied to all

such goods in store or bond on the 1st July, never mind when they were imported.

Others insisted that the act limited the application of the new rates to goods im

ported after the passage of the act. The difference is a very material one, as

there are in the several importing cities of the United States large quantities of

liquors stored in bond, which, upon the latter construction, would be subject to

a duty of HO per cent instead of 30 per cent. The point in dispute has been

settled by the following letter from the Treasury Department :—

Teeasuet Department, March IT, 185T.

Sir :—I have to advise you, for your information and government, that all

wares, or merchandise which shall be iu the public stores or bonded ware-

on the 1st day of July next, whether now in bond, or bonded at any time

prior to that date, will be subject, on entry for consumption after the said 1st of

July, under the provisions of the act reducing the duties on imports. &c, ap

proved 3d inst., to no other duty than if the same had been imported after that

day ; but that goods, wares, or merchandise now in bond, or hereafter bonded,

if entered for consumption prior to the said 1st of July, will be liable to the pay

ment of the rates of duty imposed by the tariff act of 30th January, 1846.

Your obedient servant,

HOWELL COBB, Secretary of the Treasury.

H. J. Redeield, Esq., Collector, Ac, New York,

NAUTICAL INTELLIGENCE.

OF PILOTS FOB VESSELS VISITING PORTS OF THE OTTOMAN DOMINIONS.

DEPARTMENT OF FOKEION AFFAIRS OF THE SUBLIME I'ORTE.

Information having been received that vessels of war and of commerce, visit

ing the various ports of the Ottoman dominions, often need the services of pilots,

a flag has been determined upon, of which the inclosed is a drawing.* which,

when exhibited by vessels of any nationality whatever visiting said ports, the

officer of the port entered will take a guardian of the quarantine and proceed to

the vessel, and when he shall have ascertained for what place a pilot is required,

will make the same known to whomever it may be necessary, upon which a pilot

wih be found immediately and sent on hire to said vessel.

Notice of this regulation has been sent to all of the employees of the ports of

the empire, and the same is now brought to your knowledge, so that it may be

made known to the masters of the vessels of your country, and they may, when

in need of pilots, act in conformance with it.

The subject having been made known to the other foreign legations, it is now

communicated to that of your Excellency, and occasion is taken to renew to your

Excellency assurances of respect and consideration.

Translated by your obedient servant,

Bhaaban «, 1878. I (Blgned,) JOHN P. BROWN, Dragoman.
April 1, 1S37. f

 

* The drawing represents a rod flag, having a whito squaro in its center, the size of thu latter be

ing about one-ninth of the whole flag.
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AIDS TO NAVIGATION ON THE COAST OF TEXAS.

GALVESTON BAR BEACON.

An iron screw pile foundation, 3 piles at the angles of a triangle, 11 feet on

the sides. These piles support a skeleton pyramid surmounted by an iron ball 8

feet diameter, 30 feet above sea level ; the whole painted red. Lighthouse bears

(magnetic) N. 49° W. ; Catholic church (magnetic) S. 65° W. The beacon

stands in 10 feet water, mean tide. In running down the coast with it bearing

to northward of west, will carry clear of North breaker. A buoy, paiuted black,

has been placed inside the bar of Cylinder channel, Galveston Bay entrance, in

2 fathoms water, the light-vessel bearing from it W. by N. Coming into this

channel from the outside, keep the buoy on with the light-vessel and run over on

that range ; pass the buoy on the starboard side and run for the light-vessel.

Sabine Pass. A buoy, painted with black and white vertical stripes, has been

placed outside of Sabine bar, in 10 feet water, the lighthouse bearing from it N.

W. by N. To cross, stear from the buoy N. W., passing Louisiana point, 300

yards on the starboard hand.

Pass Cavallo Bar. A buoy, painted with black and white vertical stripes,

has been placed outside of Pass Cavallo Bar, in 4| fathoms water. The light

house bears from it N. W. by VV., and with the inner and outer buoys from a

range. By order of Lighthouse Board,
W. H. STEVENS, Lieut Corps Engineers.

Galveston, Texas, February 18, 1P5T.

MEDITERRANEAN—SEA OF MARMORA—LIGHT ON FANAR ISLET.

Official information has been received at this office that the Director of Lights

for the Turkish Government has given notice, that on and after the 15th day of

February, 1857, a light would be established on the Fanar or Lighthouse Islet,

off the eastern point of Marmora Island, in the Sea of Marmora. The light is

a fixed white light, varied every two minutes by red flashes. The illuminating

apparatus is a lens, but it is not stated of what order. The light is placed at a

height of 132 feet above the mean level of the sea, and should be visible from

the deck of a ship in clear weather at a distance of 12 miles. The light-tower

stands on the islet, off the east end of the Island of Marmora, in lat. 40° 37' 40"

N.. long. 27° 46' 0" East from Greenwich. [Variation of the Compass, 7° 20'

West in 1857.] By order of the Lighthouse Board,

THOltNTON A. JENKINS, Secretory.

TrXASL'UT DePAKTMENT, OFVICE LlGnTTfOUSE BoARD, |

Wabuinutos, March 5, 1857. J

REVOLVING LIGHT ON CAl'E M0RET0N—AUSTRALIA, EAST COAST.

The colonial government of New South Wales has given notice that on or

about the 1st day of March, 1857, a light would be exhibited in the light-tower

recently erected on Cape Moreton, at the north end of Moreton Island, on the

east coast of Australia. The light will be a white revolving light, visible once

a minute all round the horizon. The illuminating apparatus is catoptric, or by

reflectors, and of the first order. The bright face will last 15 seconds, and be

followed by an eclipse of 45 seconds' durution. The light will be placed at a

height of 385 feet above the mean level of the sea, and should be seen from the

deck of a ship in ordinary weather at a distance of 26 miles. The light-tower is

of white stone, 67 feet high, including the lantern. It stands on the summit of

the cape, in lat. 27° 2' 24" S., long. 153° 28' 56" E. of Greenwich. Ships bound

to Moreton Bay ought never to mistake Point Lookout, on Stradbroke Island,

for Cape Moreton, if they will bear in mind that there is not a building of any

description along the coast to seaward from Port Macquaric to Cape Moreton, a

distance of nearly 300 miles. Variation of the compass, 9° 30' cast in 1856 i

increasing about 2' annually. By command of their lordships,

JOHN WASHINGTON, Hydrogrspher.

HTDROORApmc Orncr, Admiralty, 1
l.i >n iiun, March 10, 1357. J
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LIGHT ON GREEN ISLE, CATALIXA HARBOR—ATLANTIC OCEAN, NEWFOUNDLAND.

The colonial government at Newfoundland has (riven notice that on and after

the 1st day of March, 1857, a light would be exhibited from a lighthouse recently

erected on Green Isle, on the south side of the entrance of Catalina Harbor,

Trinity Bay, on the east coast of Newfoundland. The light is a fixed white

light, and will be visible seaward from the deck of a ship, in a favorable state of

the atmosphere, at a distance of 8 miles from E. N. E. round southerly to S. W.

The lighthouse consists of a keeper's dwelling of wood, of a story and a half

high, with a pitched roof, through the center of which rises a low stone tower,

surmounted by a lantern, the height from the base to the top being 32 feet. About

the 1st day of June next this light, which is temporary, will be replaced by a

more powerful light of the same character, the illuminating apparatus being a

lens of the fourth order. The light will be placed at a height of 86 feet above

the level of the sea, and will be visible through the same arc of the horizon, from

E. N. E. round southerly to S. W„ for a distance of 15 miles. Green Isle is in

lat. 48° 30' 45" N., long. 53° 6' W. of Greenwich nearly. All bearings mag

netic ; variation, 31° 45' W. in 1857, increasing about 5' annually.

By command of their lordships,

JOHN WASHINGTON, Hydographer.

Htdbographic Opttcf, Admiralty, )
Loaixw, March 2, 18..7. J

THE BRITISH WRECK REGISTER FOR 1855.

According to the Register, the total number of vessels wrecked and damaged

on the coasts of the United Kingdom in that year was 1,141 ; the total number

of lives lost was 469 j and the number of lives saved from wrecked vessels, 1.388.

The number of wrecks in 1852 was 1,015 ; in 1853, 832 ; and in 1854, 987. The

increase of wrecks in 1855 is attributed in part to the facility with which returns

ore now obtained, under the " Merchant Shipping Act " of 1854. There is, how

ever, a great decrease in the number of lives lost. While the number lost last

year was only 469, it was 920 in 1852, 689 in 1853, and 1,549 in 1854. A very

gratifying feature of the return is the large number of lives saved.

BRITISH ROYAL LIFE-BOAT INSTITUTION.

The total number of persons saved from shipwreck by the British Royal Na

tional Life-boat Institution, since its first establishment in 1824, has been 10,101.

During the past year the society has voted £162 in pecuniary rewards to those

who had saved, or endeavored to save, the lives of 478 persons from wrecks. We

learn, further, that since the origin of the institution 79 gold medals and 577 sil

ver medals, besides pecuniary rewards amounting to £10,121, have been voted to

persons for saving lives.

BUOYS IN NEW YORK BAY, ETC.

A. L. Case, Lighthouse Inspector, third district, gives notice that the spar

buoys marking the channels across the bar and through the lower bay of New

York, have been removed, and can and nun buoys put in their places for the sum

mer. Nun buoys mark the " Gcdney's " and main ship channels around south

west spit to the narrows ; and can buoys the south channel across the bar and

swash channel to main ship channel.
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JOURNAL OF INSURANCE.

« A PRACTICAL QUESTION OF FIRE INSURANCE."

Fbikmam Hunt, Esq., Editor of the Merchant*' Magazine :—

The Philadelphia Insurance Intelligencer, of March 16th, contains a reply* to

a communication of ours in the Merchants' Magazine of March, 1857, respecting

a case of fire insurance in dispute between the Delaware Mutual Safely Insurance

Company and ourselves, and as to the facts and comments given in same, we have

a few remarks to make, which we hope you will lay before your readers, viz. :—

The amount of stock of cotton in the store at time of fire was, as stated (15,635 27

Insured (10,000 00

Uninsured 6,636 27

After the fire, we had the right to have the cotton that remained in same in a

damaged condition, appraised by disinterested persons, appointed by the insurance

company and ourselves, and the amonnt so appraised deducted from the stock in

the warehouse would have given the loss by fire and constituted our claim. We

felt a delicacy in taking that course, as our cotton factory was the only establish

ment in this city consuming much cotton, and the opinion then entertained that

there would be more saved, induced us, after consulting with the companies, to

take out the damaged cotton and have it assorted and dried, which was besides a

loss of time to us in the recovery of our claim.

It is fair to be presumed that the cotton in the warehouse, in its damaged con

dition, would not be worth as much as afterwards, when it was dried, picked,

assorted, and put in bags.

The cotton, after being thus assorted, was worth (6,966 81

The expenses to put it in order were 1,886 79

Which deducted would leave $5,578 08

as the value of the cotton as found after the fire. If, therefore, appraisers had

then made a correct appraisement, we would have been entitled to receive the

amount insured, 810,000—as we lost besides, $58 24, takiug the cotton as above

at $5,678 03. A correct appraisement would not have made any change in the

transaction, and the position assumed as if the expenses of cleaning, etc., had been

incurred to our benefit, is a mistake—the manner in which this is pleaded is in

genious and does appear plausible, but nevertheless the assumption is wrong.

The positive loss by the fire to us was $10,058 24. The expenses incurred for

restoring the cotton were made good by the increased value of same, and as stated

under an agreement with the agent of the company, under the belief that it would

be to their interest We were not benefited by the expenses, for, as shown above,

if a correct appraisement had been made after the fire, our loss would have been

the same, and the expenses incurred afterwards would not have changed the re

sult ; and as long as the general custom of the country, as well as the wording of

fire insurance policies, to make good the loss and damage by fire exist, we believe

that our claim is just. The expenses were not incurred loiihout the consent of the

company, but after an agreement with their agent.

That a loss in Nashville, involving some $72,000, has been settled on the plan

deemed correct by the Philadelphia insurance company, does not prove its cor

rectness. The parties may not have understood the case, or wished to avoid a

suit at law, which might have cost more than the difference, and kept them out

of the money a long time. So it was in our case. As no legal decision on the

matter in point has been produced, and a difference in the amount of loss was

• Published In the Merchant,' Magazine tor Mujr, 185T, vol. xxxrl, pp. 624-63a
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claimed, we cannot see by what right and propriety the Philadelphia company

conld refuse our demand for arbitration.

The case cited as found in Pickering's Keps., vol. vi.. p. 182, in which a court

treated a case of fire insurance as a general average in marine insurance, is not

analogous with ours. The expenses incurred there were to save the property

from fire—in ours it was to restore goods, after the fire was extinguished, to their

former value ; but the above decision appears to us contrary to established cus

tom in this country.

We have sent a statement of our claim, after the Delaware Mutual Safety In

surance Company refused to acknowledge it, to Boston and New York, and C.

W. Cartwright, Esq., of the former, and J. T. Talman, Esq., President of the

Empire City Insurance Company, and Mr. Tucker, President of the Jefferson

Insurance Company, of the latter city, all considered good authorities, pronounced

it correct in principle ; and that was the view of the St. Louis Insurance Com

pany, which paid the loss in full. The facts and comments as given in your article

only show that Philadelphia settles such fire losses differently from New York,

Boston, aud other places ; but we cannot see by anything contained in it that our

claim was not correct and just, according to the words of the policy and estab

lished usage, and other arguments must be produced to change our conviction.

Bt. Louis, April, 1857. ADOWHUS MEIEU & CO.

 

MEANS OF ARRESTING FIRES,

Mr. B. J. Murphy, of the Cork Chamber of Commerce, in a letter to the sec

retary, describes a plan for arresting fires, which he submitted to the Board of

Admiralty above a dozen years since. The process proposed is stated by the

author to be simple and effectual, and not to interfere much with the machinery

employed at present. It is simply saturating the water discharged from fire-

engines with a certain proportion of chloride of sodium (common salt) and potash,

both cheap articles, and indeed the former alone will be found quite effectual in

all ordinary cases. The proportion of those ingredients to be employed may vary

from one-tenth to one thirteenth of the weight of the water so discharged, of which

it will be found that a considerable less quantity shall be required from being so

saturated.

In low elevations, and where the flame has not reached to a great height, the

stronger impregnation may be used to advantage ; but when the flame has arrived

at a considerable elevation, the weaker impregnation can only be employed, arising

from the greater resistance of the air, the increased weight of the materials, and

the augmented difficulty of the stronger impregnation passing through the valves

of the fire-engine—though even then it can be successfully discharged to attack

the flame at its root or base, which is, perhaps, the best course to adopt in all

snch cases.

A fireman, in his ordinary dress, simply armed with an clastic tube conveying

this stronger impregnation, may boldly and securely face the strongest and fiercest

flame, and make himself a passage through it by commencing cautiously at first

to discharge the impregnation on each side of him—for, where it falls, it not only

subdues the flame, but, by leaving a coating of the materials, it prevents it from

readily catching again the substance on which it previously fed—the result being

that the muriatic acid becomes volatized and flies off, while the soda, which is

indestructible, is converted into a glaze on the surface. The root or base of the

flame is, therefore, the point to which the force, power, and efficacy of the im

pregnation, ought always to be directed.

S
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The author also states :—That he considers it possible to extinguish fires, more

especially at the commencement, and of low elevation, without the employment of

either water or fire-engines, merely by discharging, by means of a simple machine,

finely powdered clay, lime, chalk, etc., assisted by the air through a tube on a

blaze of flame.

THE UNDERWRITERS AT LLOYD'S, LONDON.

We have in former years given some account in the Merchants' Magazine of

that excellent institution—London Lloyd's ; the object of which is to make the

insurance business less perilsome for the underwriter and more safe for the mer

chant. This object, which has been briefly stated by a correspondent of the

Boston Transcript, is accomplished by limiting the interest of every individual

underwriter to a very moderate amount, say £50, £100, £150—rarely exceeding

£200—so that, in case of casualties, the loss, instead of falling upon one, is di

vided between hundreds of the underwriters.

Of course, in case of the private companies here, as well as in England, the

large numbers of partners in the company, or stockholders, are a most powerful

guaranty to the public, but in England, at least, the confidence in their stability

is, for obvious reasons, less strong than in that of Lloyd's.

The advantages of seeing so much of the insurance business concentrated, as it

were, in one room, are also very great ; and all those among us who have had op

portunities to visit the London Lloyd's, must have been struck with the simplify

ing process which this concentration has effected for the quicker and safer dis

patch of the business.

Lloyd's Underwriters' Room is on the first floor of the Royal Exchange, and

presents, especially towards the close of the day, a most picturesque appearance ;

hundreds of underwriters, insurance brokers, merchants, and merchants' clerks,

rushing to and from the room to fix one or the other matter before they hurry

away to their suburban residences.

But let it not be imagined that such a mass of business, all transacted in one

little spot, produces anything like confusion. On the contrary, with exception

perhaps of the closing hour, the gentlemen attending to the insurance business at

Lloyd's might, from their quiet and decorous demeanor, be as well taken for gen

tlemanly undertakers as for dashing underwriters. With most unruffled compos

ure they listen, year out, year in, to the terrible tales of the horrors of the deep ;

only when the death of some pet captain is reported something like emotion be

comes apparent, and the benevolent solicitude of the underwriter for the surviv

ing family of the victims fully equals the daring of his spirit in the transaction

of his business.

But another striking feature of Lloyd's is the gathering point which it presents

to the London merchant. Opposite the Underwriters' Room is the Merchants'

Room, where newspapers from all parts of the globe are eagerly perused by the

merchants and underwriters, and, in fact, infuse into the London business spirit

that peculiar cosmopolitan tone, which distinguishes the London merchant above

all other merchants.

The adjoining Captains' Room is used by the merchants and underwriters as a

lunch-room, and frequently, while in one part of the room a vessel is sold at auc

tion, in the other, merchants and underwriters are freely mingling among the
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jolly tars who crowd the room, and seen friendly discussing, over a sandwich and

a glass of ale, the bombardment of Canton or the last news from Switzerland.

So this vast concentration of business upon one spot has immense intellectual

and social advantages, besides the economical and prudential features.

IMPORTANT TO UNDERWRITERS AND FACTORS.

Among the decisions of the Supreme Court in New Orleans is one of much

importance to the mercantile community, and especially to commission merchants.

The principle of the decision is, that Ihe factor who charges his principal a rate

of insurance different from that which he himself pays the underwriters, becomes

himself the insurer of his principal. It was the case of W. D. Miller vs. C. &

G. B. Tate, which we subjoin as follows :—

William D. Miller, appellee, vs. C. & G. B. Tate, appellants—Buchanan, J.—

The plaintiff, a tobacco manufacturer in Lynchburg, Virginia, sues defendants,

commission merchants in New Orleans, for the value of certain tobacco, shipped by

the former at various times to the latter, for sale on commission, and which was

greatly damaged or destroyed by a fire which consumed the store of defendants,

March 16th, 1854. In effecting insurance upon the tobacco in the manner they

did, by charging one-quarter of one per cent per month, a rate different from that

which they paid the underwriters, defendants are not to be considered the agents

of plaintiff, but they themselves become his insurers, and must be held liable to

him as such. Judgment reversed, and judgment rendered in favor of plaintiff.

Two other cases agaiust the same defendants and involving the same principle,

were similarly decided.

JOURNAL OF MINING AND MANUFACTURES.

COPPER MINING AROUND LAKE SUPERIOR DURING 1850.

We arc indebted to James A. Dupbe, Esq., of the firm of Dupee, Perkins &

Saylcs, stock and bill brokers, Boston, for the subjoined account of the mining

operations in the Lake Superior region for the year 1856. It is nearly thirteen

years since the commencement of mining operations by organized companies at

Lake Superior. Notwithstanding but two mines have as yet paid dividends,

public interest in the adventures in that region is constantly increasing, so that

skill in the economical management of every department of mining is sure to

follow year by year. But while it is quite probable the mistakes in American

mining have been, relatively, as few as those made in other countries, we have

neglected means within our reach which, rightly used, would have placed us much

sooner on the road to remunerative results. It was ascertained, for instance, long

since, that many of the mines must depend for profits on stamp-work ; and yet,

up to this very time, but a single mining agent ascertains, monthly, the exact

proportion of copper in a ton of stamp-stuff, and knows to a grain, by accurate

analysis, the value of the material he sends to market. There has been, in the

aggregate, no deficiency in capital, but a waste of it in distributing it over dis

tricts remote from navigation, and almost inaccessible for transportation, except

in the winter season. In a word, there has been, in an eminent degree, the same

lack of good judgment and good management that proverbially characterizes the

operations of joint-stock companies.

The former success of the leading manufacturing corporations of New England
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may be, in a good measure, attributed to a mutual acknowledcrment of a harmony

of interests. Discoveries, inventions, and improvements, made by one, were for

the benefit of all. The mining adventures of Lake Superior require, on the part

of every man interested, a similar acknowledgment. Every discovery in the

geology of the district, every improvement in machinery, and every new method

in details of mining, should be communicated without delay to every location.

Uniformity of wages, freights, and prices of supplies, as far as the nature of such

matters permits, should everywhere prevail. To this end, shareholders should

insist on periodical meetings of the managers of the mines, and they should allow

no man to hold a responsible position who is not willing to be taught by the ex

perience of others.

The amount of copper raised from the mines at Lake Superior, during the year

1856, has not been ascertained, nor can it be exactly estimated. Many of the

mines allow their stamp-stuff to accumulate during the winter, undressed, being

satisfied that the delay of preparation for market is more than compensated by

the saving of fuel, and by devoting the same amount of labor to the opening of

the mine for stopping in warmer weather.

The figures below are partially estimated, but are probably less than the truth.

They do not show the relative increase of product, but only the increase of ship

ments in 1856 over 1855. One hundred and seventy-eight tons shipped from

Ontonagon in 1856, were known to have been left over at that port in 1855 ;

and, undoubtedly, more or less of the shipments from the other districts in 1856,

were indebted to 1855. The navigation last year was prolonged to a later period

than usual—allowing, up to November 15th, at least the clearing out of all the

copper prepared for market.

The following tables are digests, with slight corrections, from more elaborate

ones prepared for the Lake Superior Miner, by Mr. Brunschweiler, of Ontonagon>

and Capt. Paull, of the North American Mine, and from official statements :—

SMTMENT OF ROUGH COPPER, IN TONS, FOR 1856. ,

Bbl.and

From Ontonagon. Moss. stump. Total.

27 118 145

15 40} 55}

Douglas Houghton i 8* »

16 191

Flint Steel River.. ■ • . 2 2

1 49 50

S s

10 s It

• • « i i

1,361 497 1,858

66 60 116

11 22 88

11 45 116

Ohio Trap Rock. .

» a • i 4

• . •

i■ • •

58 624

•u 108 1991

11 49 60

6 16 22

1,668 1,099 2,767

From Keweenaw Point.

Central

Cliff (Pittsburg and Boston). .

Connecticut

Copper Falls

Fulton

North American

North-Western

Phoenix

Mass, barrel
and stamp.

68

1,548

22

1S4

2

323

IS

11

2,128

223

22

96

101

20

From Portage Lake.

Isle Royale

Huron

Pewabic

Portage

Quincy.

462

Total shipments. 1856. 1845.

From Ontonagon 2,767 1,984

From Neweenaw Point. 2,128 2,245

From Portage Lake 462 SIS

6,357 4,684
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tons op copter raised from the minnesota, guff, and rockland mines,

in 1856.

January . .

February.

Harcb

April

Hay.

June

July

Minne

sota.

159

153

165

159

163

152

163

Kock-

latnl.Cliff.

120 . ,

127 26

145

150 . .

141 1(5

140 20

134 30

Minne- Kock-

Auguet

September..

October. . . ,

November.,

December. .

SOU. Cliff. land.

155 154 33

150 146 41

154 146 32

160 124 23

160 120 24

1869 1647 245

MINING MACHINERY AT THE MINES OF LAKE SUPERIOR, JANUARY 1, 1857.

Keweenaw Point.

Cliff.

Copper Falls . . . .

Keweenaw

North American...

North- West

North- Western...

Phoenix

Summit

Star

En

gines.

6

5

1

6

2

2

1

26

Horso Heads

power. st'mps.

209^ 24

110 50

20 16

116^ 20

63 16

63 16

n 12

14 8

6511 162

Ontonagon.

Forest.

Ohio Trap Rock.

Minnesota

Norwich

Ridge

Rockland

Tultec

Windsor.

En- Horso Heads

glnes. power, strops.

76

26

182

21

49

'11

98

21

16 601

24

24

18

16

8

12

32

12

140

The aggregate cost of the steam-engines is estimated at $308,700. Of the

twenty-six at Keweenaw Point, three are portable engines. At Copper Fulis

the stamp-heads are put down as fifty, while two of them, (Ball's machinery,) are

actually equal to Sfty of the old style. Each stamp-head should pulverize 2,000

pounds of rock in twenty-four hours ; so that, reckoning Ball's stamps equal to

fifty heads, the aggregate machinery at the lake should crush 392 tons, of 2,000

pounds, per diem—equal, at one-and-a-half per cent, to nearly six tons of fine

copper. The Phoenix. Company's stamps are run by water-power.

The total product shipped from Lake Superior in 185C, reduced to ingot cop

per, results in not less than 3,600 tons, of 2,000 pounds—worth, at twenty-five

cents, $1,800,000.

FACTORIES IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

In a return just published, it appears that the grand total number of the facto

ries in the United Kingdom amounts to 5,177—viz., 4,432 in England and Wales,

530 in Scotland, and 155 in Ireland. The total number of spindles is 33,503,580,

and of power looms 309,205. The amount of moving-power is 137,711 by steam,

and 23,724 by water. The total number employed includes 273,137 males, and

409,300 females, making together 683,497. There are 24,537 males, and 21,534

females, under 13 years of age, attending school ; 1,253 males, and 4,4-18 females,

between 11 and 13 years of age, in silk-throwing mills ; 70,247 males, between 13

and 18 years of age ; 383,378 females, above 13 years of age ; and 176,400 males,

above 11 years of age. There are in the United Kingdom 460 silk factories,

417 flax factories, 525 worsted factories, 1,505 woolen factories, and 2,210 cotton

factories. Of the cotton factories, 986 are employed in spinning, 460 in weaving,

and 652 in both spinning and weaving. The cotton factories employ 379,213

hands ; the woolen, 79,091 ; the worsted, 87,794 ; the flax, 80,262 ; and the silk

factories, 56,137 hands.
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NEW METHOD OF MAKING PERFUMES.

According to the Baltimore Patriot, a discovery has recently been made in

France which bids fair to revolutionize the perfumery business. Already ar

rangements have been made to carry it out on an extensive scale in Algeria. It

had its origin in the analytical examination of wheat by a French chemist, M.

Millon. That gentleman found that, by means of ether, he could dissolve out of

the grains or flour of wheat a peculiar eubslance, which retained for years the

odor of the grain in a concentrated forn.

This fact gave him a hint, which he has acted on, until he has finally projected

a process that cannot fail to be of great consequence to his native country. A

nation that exports six millions of dollars in perfumery, besides consuming a

large amount of it at home, ought to be grateful for any improvement in so im

portant a branch of industry. The attention of perfumers has long been turned

to this subject, and many substances have been employed by them, which are not

especial favorites with those who use the extracts and eau des millejleurs. Indeed,

we would not advise our lady friends to enter too minutely into the study of the

origin of those balmy odors which they so much admire. In such matters as

these, Pope's line is most emphatically true—

" Where ignorance la bliss, 'Us folly to be wUe."

It is not merely the cost of the distillation of the aromatic principle from

flowers which has caused the manufacturer to look to other sources for his supply.

The great difficulty of preserving these delicate odors during the process of dis

tillation has had its influence. Rose water, for example, as everybody knows,

does not preserve the delicious fragrance of the fresh flower damp with the dews

of morning. It results only from the odor of the dead and withered petals, the

same change in the aromatic principle having taken place during process of dis

tillation which occurs when the flower is allowed to wither in a drawer. The

extreme delicacy of the aromatic principle cannot resist the application of the

necessary amount of heat. Indeed, so sensitive to external influences are those

odoriferous essences, that when separated by the new process tliey are destroyed,

even by the small amount of foreign matter which exists in well and river water,

while perfectly pure distilled water retains them for an indefinite length of time.

The new process recommends itself as well by its simplicity as by its greater

excellence. It consists in exhausting the fresh flowers by some solvent, such as

ether or sulphuret of carbon. If the action is complete, the flowers are com

pletely deprived of their odorous principle, which is found in the ether. This

being distilled off, leaves a residue either solid or semi-fluid, which coutains the

aromatic principle, mixed with some coloring matter, wax, oil, and other constit

uents of the flower. If these are allowed to remain in contact with the odorifer

ous matter, they will eventually destroy it. The separation of them is the difficult

part of the new process. It is usually effected by means of pure alcohol, which

dissolves the perfume with a very small amount of the other substances, leaving

the great bulk of these last behind.

So perfectly does this process isolate the perfume, that the slightest alteration

in the flowers can be detected in the result. The fresh odor can only be obtained

from fresh flowers. If those which have been withered ever so little have been

employed, the exact amount of injury to flower will be repeated in the perfume.
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Even the time of day at which the flowers have been gathered will have an influ

ence upon the result, so that it becomes necessary to study the habits of different

plants in reference to their odor. Some must be gathered before the dew has had

time to dry upon them ; others require the heat of the sun to develop their fra

grance.

Thus prepared, M. Millon has found the perfume remarkably unchangeable. It

is not readily dissipated like the esseuce, but remains without perceptible altera

tion even after haviug been long exposed to the air in open vessels. So little is

lost by this process that the final result represents precisely the amount of per

fume possessed by the original quantity of flowers operated upon, so that it will

give to the same weight of fat or oil the full strength of odor which the flower

itself possessed.

THE INDUSTRY OF MASSACHUSETTS IJV 1845 AND 1856.

In the Merchant* Magazine for August, 1856, we gave a tabular statement of

the aggregate value of the several articles of commerce and consumption produced

in the commomwealth of Massachusetts for the year 1855, as derived from the

official returns made to the Secretary of State. The following table, derived from

the address of Governor Gardner, delivered January 9th, 1857, shows the results

of the returns for 1855, contrasted with those of 1845, giving the value of the

product and the number of persons employed, classified under several natural

divisions :—

, IS55. , , 18i§ ,

Hands Hands

Value, employed Value. employed.

Agricultural productions $62.H6s,488 $26,281,463

Productions of leather 61,684,580 79,601 19,169.788 49,094

Productions of cotton 87,904,788 87,498 19.4ts3,744 23,280

Productions of metals 35.244,117 28,426 11,897.244 10.460

Productions of wool 26,546.234 16,113 11,260.490 10.699

Productions of the sea 17,834,064 23.073 16,649,080 2<M34

Productions of wood 14,300.228 18,707 5.149,362 9,241

Vessels, sails, and cordage .. . 8,420,9.'>8 5,490 2,161,411 1,828

Miscellaneous production 41,033,339 87,602 18,842,692 24,036

$295,820,681 236,310 $124,735,264 148,672

This table exhibits an increase in the annual productions of the industry of tho

State, since 1845, of 8171,085,417, or 138 per cent ; while the increase of popu

lation, during the same period, has been but 34 per cent. Such results are the

highest evidences of universal, intelligent, and well-remunerated labor, of social

progress, happiness, and thrift

PRINTING COLORED DESIGNS ON GLASS.

A previous number of Newton's London Journal contains an abstract of a

novel and ingenious process for printing colors on glass, for which a patent has

been secured by Henry Page, of London. The surface of calico, paper, or other

suitable material, is coated with size, gum, or starch, and when dry the design is

printed on it with colors made up in varnish or oil. The size prevents the printed

colors from entering the surface on which the design is printed, and when the

whole is dry, may be kept rolled up until wanted to be fixed on the glass. The

glass is now prepared by taking off its polished surface with emery, or other
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suitable material, and made quite rough. It is then ready to receive a coat of

hard white varnish, japan, copal, or other suitable body varnish, and when that

is done, and before it dries, the surface of the printed design is turned down upon

it, and pressed down evenly. When quite flat the back is wetted with water,

which softens the size, and allows the fabric on which the design was printed to

come away, leaving only the printed design on the glass. The whole is dried off

together, and then washed well in water, to remove any size that may have passed

in the transfer. The design or ornament now only requires hardening, and this

is effected by placing the glass in a drying stove, oven, or other suitable appara

tus. Care must be taken that the heat is applied slowly, and not carried high.

The heat must never be carried beyond the degree the nature of the colors will

allow without injury.

STATISTICS OF AGRICULTURE, &c.

FACTS ABOUT THE CULTURE OF SILK.

In an article upon the failure of the silk crop, the London Daily News fur

nishes some facts which explain the high cost of silks, and the cause of their

deterioration. The deficient yield of silk in Prance has been caused by changes

made in the food and treatment of the silkworm. Until the early part of the

present century the rearing of silkworms was carried on by a class of operators

■whose establishments consisted chiefly of themselves and their families, conduct

ing their operations in their own houses. The quantity of eggs on which they

operated rarely exceeded two or three ounces, and the yield of the cocoons was

usually one hundred and forty pounds to the ounce of eggs. The caterpillars

were fed on the leaves of mulberry trees, growing almost in a wild state, which

yielded a limited crop of leaves of a smaller size and lighter color than those of

the cultivated mulberry, but much more nutritious. The result of this was a silk

of very superior quality, but somewhat high in price. These leaves were usually

supplied to the silkworm feeders by agricultural proprietors, who made it a busi

ness. The breeders chiefly depended on their own moths for the supply of eggs

for the next year's brood, rarely purchasing eggs, and selecting, for continuing

the race, the largest and finest cocoons, and when the moths were produced, pre

serving only those which experience taught them were best fitted to insure a

healthy and hardy race of caterpillars.

The first change made in this system was by the proprietors of the mulberry

trees, who directed their attention to producing a larger crop of leaves. This

they accomplished by planting the trees in a richer soil, liberally manuring, and

topping the trees. A dense mass of foliage was soon produced, but the leaves,

although larger and thicker, contained more fluid, and a much less amount of

nutritive matter. The result was, the silkworm grew less healthy, the crop of

cocoons less certain, and the quality of the silk deteriorated. The yield of

cocoons fell off from 140 pounds to 100 pounds, then to 80 pounds, and even

lower, and finally the small breeders abandoned the business as unproductive.

Next the system of uniting the two occupations of breeder and mulberry-grower

was adopted, and large numbers of eggs—from twenty to fifty ounces—were
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operated on, and the eggs became a regular article of merchandise, the smaller

breeders finding it more economical to wind off all their cocoons than to reserve

them as the nncleus of Aiturc broods. The ratio of caterpillars to the number of

eggs, in the meantime, steadily diminished, as did also the yield of cocoons, the

silkworm having become more liable to epidemic diseases. Various precautionary

measures were resorted to for counteracting these disabilities, but still the evil in

creased, and the yield of cocoons continued to diminish until this year, when, if it

has not utterly failed, it has rarely exceeded 14 pounds. Disease has become so

common among the silkworms, and the eggs brought to market are of so doubtful

a character, that the small breeders fear to purchase, and are preparing to

relinquish the business.

The evil is attributed to the over-culture of the mulberry tree, and the remedy

proposed is that the present method of stimulating the mulberry tree should be

abandoned, and the utmost care taken to select mothB in the most perfect condi

tions of health and physical conformation. Unfortunately, however, the evil is

universal—the value of agricultural property employed in the culture of mulberry

trees under the present system has been fixed, on the supposition that it would be

a permanent branch of industry, and a return to the old system would, it is feared,

seriously enhance the price of silks, and therefore diminish its consumption!

The great industrial as well as commercial interests involved in the silk culture

and manufacture in France and Southern Europe, render a solution of the prob

lem of the best remedy for the present serious difficulties a matter of great im

portance, and the subject is being thoroughly investigated.

THE WINE DISTRICTS OF PORTUGAL

A beautiful river, flowing through a country planted with vines, and bearing

along its current boats of eccentric construction, laden with " the blood of the

grape "—such is the Douro, in Portugal, celebrated for the famous military man

euver of the Duke of Wellington. A tinge of natural romance gives color to

all objects associated with the vinyard and the wine press. We think, at once,

of the purple and gushing clusters, the arches of luxuriant leaves and tendrils, the

ruddy stain on the hands of the pickers, and the delicious fragrance that rises from

tie rich bruised fruit. Some of the wine provinces of France are eminently un-

picturesque, the plants being cut low and trailed against yellow banks of earth

scorched by the sun, or twined upon stunted pollards, producing a starved and

miserable appearance. Even there, however, at harvest time, when the piled

baskets pass from hand to hand, and the merry people labor at the most exhilar

ating task of the year, a bright tableau is formed out of the most unpromising

materials. The Portuguese vinyards have a more imposing effect, though not

such as might be imagined by persons whose ideal of a vinyard has been derived

from a theatrical scene. It is difficult to combine poetry with commerce—to pre

serve the lyrical aspects of a plantation, when the leaves must be stripped off, that

the grapes may hang uncovered in the mellowing sun.

The celebrated wine country of the Douro commences about twenty miles east

of Oporto—that city, with its white houses, terraced gardens, and noble pnblic

edifices, consisting of cathedrals, palaces, convents, halls, galleries, and factories,

being commaudingly situated on the slope of a hill, rising from the river, which

vol. rxxvi.—no. vi. 47 •

-
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at that point is two hundred and fifty yards wide. It is navigable for one hundred

miles above the city, to a place where the wine, which is the produce of its batiks,

is Bhipped. In addition to its vast export trade in wine, Oporto possesses manu

factories in silks, woolens, cottons, linens, shawls, tobacco, soap, leather, iron, and

the "snuff, marbles, and minerals," which represented Portuguese commerce at

the Great Exhibition of 1851 ; but brandy and wine are the most important pro

duce of the country, not less than 38,661 pipes of the latter having been exported

in the year 1850, chiefly to Kngland. A duty of .£34 per pipe on port-wine is

levied by Great Britain, not a little to the hurt of the industrial interests of Por

tugal. Within forty years the consumption of sherry has been doubled, and the

use of French and German wines greatly increased. Yet the average use of wine

in general has not materially varied since 1826, though a diminution has taken

place equal to 48 per cent siuce 1801 ; but it has been made np by exactly the

same amount of increase in the use of ardent spirits. Detrimental to Portugal,

also, is the fraudulent introduction of Masden, Benecarlo, and red Sicilian wines,

for genuine port, chargeable in England with the same import duty, but not with

the additional jE6 export duty, as levied in Portugal on wines of superior quality

to those of Masden and Benecarlo. An act of wise and liberal policy, on the

part of the Portuguese government, has recently equalized the export duty on

wines to all parts of the world, and the trade has benefited accordingly.

Four methods are employed by the Portuguese for the cultivation of their most

important possession—the vine. The old Boman plan of trailing it on oaks and

poplars is followed. It is formed into terraces, or clustered over arcades and

bowers. After the grapes are cut, they are carried in large open baskets to the

stone troughs, in which they are trodden.

About twenty-one baskets usually yield a pipe of wine. If a rich wine is re

quired, the fermentation is checked and brandy added ; if a dry and pure wine,

the fermentation is allowed to take its natural course, and a very small quantity

of brandy will suffice to keep the wine in a sound and improving state.

Brandy is sometimes floated on the surface of the wine to keep it Irom the ac

tion of the air ; olive oil, also, is occasionally used for the same purpose, but is

not found so effectual. Fifteen kinds of grapes are among the growths of the

Alto Douro, and thirty-one descriptions for red wine. So lightly esteemed by

the Portuguese are the fruits with which their country is so lavishly endowed,

that sometimes a pipe of sound wine is given in exchange for a pipe of vinegar,

or for a quince-tree walking-stick 1 The fact of three cows bartered for a shep

herd's dog illustrates forcibly the agricultural condition of the country, of which

an intelligent writer has remarked, " that the one-half of it is half cultivated, and

the rest is not cultivated at all."

Portugal abounds, nevertheless, in the resources of material prosperity. The

mountainous provinces are prolific in metals, though only one lead mine, and not

a single copper mine, be in operation. The minerals are worthy of all attention,

while the marbles are fine and richly variegated—yet they are shipped to the value

of only £240 a year. It is encouraging to consider, that the innovations that

are taking place will cause the past ruinous apathy of their social policy to yield

to increased activity. An important evidence of this is the fact, that though, in

old times, commerce was considered beneath the dignity of the upper ranks, the

modern aristocracy of Portugal almost universally participate in the profits of the
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wine exchange, of land speculations, and of monopolies. Instances of this awak

ening enterprise, to an extraordinary degree, are to be met with among the oldest

and wealthiest families. In snch cases, they are the architects and builders of

their own extensive establishments; they are, also, the contractors for public

works, and, not unfrequently, for government loans. They grow their own corn,

olives, fruit, hope, and vegetables ; rear their own horses, cattle, sheep, and swine ;

make their own bread, wine, and oil ; and refine their own sugar and spirits ;

fabricate their own porcelain and glass; tan their own leather ; build their own

carriages—and afford an excellent example for national imitation.

CULTIVATION OF TOBACCO IN OHIO.

A few years ago, according to the Dayton Gazelle, the Messrs. Pease com

menced the cultivation of tobacco at Carrollton, and found the soil of the Miami

bottoms admirably adapted to its culture ; but the cigar makers of Cincinnati,

refused to purchase it, as they contended nothing would do for wrappers but the

Connecticut seed leaf; therefore the tobacco raised in Ohio was shipped to the

East. The Messrs. Pease obtained for their crop about 85,000 per year. One

day Mr. Pease recognized his mark on a box of tobacco at the factory of a cele

brated cigar merchant of Cincinnati, and he inquired of the tobacconist, where he

obtained it. He was told that it was the best quality of Connecticut seed leaf,

just received from Philadelphia. Mr. Pease claimed it as his own raising and

pointed to his mark to corroborate his statement. Ever since then the Ohio seed

leaf has found a ready market at home, and its reputation has been yearly in

creasing. The amount raised has also greatly increased. The crop of last year,

raised in the neighborhood of Carrollton alone, has sold in the sheds to eastern

merchants for nearly four hundred thousand dollars. This forming a basis, we

may safely estimate the value of the tobacco crop of this county last year, at eight

hundred thousand dollars. This year a much larger amount will be planted than

ever before. The average prices approximate 6 cents per pound, which amply

remunerates the farmer, making a good crop worth $100 per acre.

PRICES OF AeiUCUmTRAL PRODUCTS AND UBOK IN OLDEN TIMES.

The Tribune reduces to dollars and cents the prices annexed to the inventory

of the estate of Captain Thomas W heeler, of ncouiugton, Coun., in the year 1755.

Wheat was 621 cents per bushel, corn 33J cents, uml rye 44 cents. Tallow was

04 cents per pound and cheese 4 1-6 cents. Hay 84 17 per ton. Horses ranged

from 810 to 8">5. Oxen were from 830 to 8S0 per yoke. Cows from 810 to

$17. Sheep 48 cents per head. Fat a wine 8'* H'i. No-jro saves from 82 76

for " an old negro woman," to 8152 78 for "a n-.:sr>t man named Cipeo."

Since reading the article in the Tribune, we !iave referred to the travels of the

Duke de la Bochefoucault Liaucourt in the year< 1705, 1796, and 1797, where we

have observed the prices of corresponding articles iu Western New York, as he

found them at that period. At Painted Post, which had then been settled about

four years, wheat was " seven shillings a bushel ; Indian corn four ; oats three ;

rye eleven shillings and sixpence ; hay three pounds a ton, although very little of

this article is sold, and that only in the depth of winter. A cow costs from

eighteen to twenty-five dollars ; sheep from sixteen to twenty shillings, and wool
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four shillings a pound. Laborers' wages are from four to six shillings a day, and ten

dollars a month without victuals. Maid-servants earn about six shillings a week."

The price of rye, as here given, must have been exceptional, or may be accounted

for as a misprint At the estate of Benedict Robinson, who settled near Seneca

Lake in the train of Jemima Wilkinson (whom, by the way, he already regarded

with distrust) the price of rye is given at five shillings. Tolerably good oxen

were selling there at from sixty to seventy dollars a yoke.

At this time the settlements were new, and the demand for the products of the

earth was probably such as to raise the prices in "Western New York above those

in the older settlements, just as now the prices of similar articles are higher in

Minnesota than in Illinois.

Thirty-three years ago, in Northern New York, wheat was seven to eight shil

lings per bushel, corn and rye three and sixpence to four shillings, and hay from

five to ten dollars per ton, the latter being a starvation price. Horses were worth

from forty to one hundred and twenty-five dollars, and oxen from eighty to one

hundred dollars a yoke.

The present prices of wheat in this city are from SI 60 to ?1 80 ; corn is 72

to 84 cents, and rye 90 to 95. The rise in the price of horses all over the country

is almost fabulous. It is but a common nag that is worth only $1 50, and matched *

horses go up to indefinite hundreds per pair.

POSTAL DEPARTMENT.

THE POST-OFFICE ESTABLISHMENT OF RUSSIA.

The Memorial National, of St. Petersburg, gives the following details of the

post-office establishment of Russia :—

In 1825 there were only 603 offices in the country, now the number is upwards

of 750. The extent of ground run over by the mail conveyances was, in 1825,

only 10,000,000 verets, ^the verst is a little more than five-eighths of a mile ;) in

1850 that extent had increased to 18,000,000. There arc now, throughout all

the empire, regularly organized roads for the post, with 3,950 stations for relays,

and a staff of 16,510 employees. At the stations there are kept 50,000 horses,

432 reindeer, 1,800 dogs, and 680 boats and barges. In 1825 the number of pri

vate letters conveyed was 5.000,000 ; in 1835, 6,000,000 ; in 1840, 8,000,000 ; in

1845, 10,000,000 ; and in 1850, 12,000,000. The number of letters and packets

sent by the crown exceeds the above. In this number are included all packets

sent under the government seal, and in this category are comprised journals, re

views, and correspondence of learned societies.

The Washington Union publishes the following interesting particulars relative '

to the system of " posting " in Russia, from the letter of an intelligent corre

spondent, who is now traveling in Asiatic Russia. His letter was written at

Irkoutsk, in Eastern Siberia, at which place he arrived on January 7th, 1857,

after a passage of thirty-five days (including halts) from Moscow. On the route

he had a good opportunity to observe the system, the distance being about 3,426

miles, or some twelve degrees more of longitude than from Boston to Astoria :—

This system of " posting " was originally established by the government for its

own sole purposes—first strictly military, then followed the mail for the public,

and finally for the use of travelers. There is, from this place to Moscow, two
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hundred and ten stations, at which six " troykahs," eighteen horses, are contracted

for by the government to carry the mail twice a week, at three hundred rubles

each " troykah " per year. Tne stations were originally built by the government,

and a postmaster appointed to reside at each. This arrangement compels the

contractors to furnish the mail with the necessary horses and vehicles ; the horses

at all other times (with the exception of one " troykah," which must remain al

ways for the dispatch of government couriers,] are at the command of travelers,

who carry what is called a " pardaroshua," that is, an order by the government

on the postmasters to furnish a certain number of horses for this " pardaroshua."

The government receives, when delivered to you, one-half of a copectc a verst

per horse for the distance you are to travel by " post." This order, resides being

an absolute command on the postmaster to furnish the horses which are required,

authorizes them, in case the " post " horses are employed in the transportation of

the mail, to procure (command) other horses from the peasants of the villages.

The system in Russia is very complete, and seems to work well, and is worthy of

consideration by our government in case a " post-road " be established from our

western frontiers to California. The distance from Moscow to this city is 5,138

versts ; the verst being two-thirds of our mile, will give 3,426 miles. This is ac

complished, under ordinary circumstances, in 25 to 30 days ; by government

couriers in 15 or 20 days, ordinarily in 16, 17, or 18 days. There are 210 sta

tions, or changes of horses. This gives the average of 25 versts to the station—

that is, each relay of horses has to run 161 miles. Now, the government pays

to the contractors 300 silver rubles ($225) for each " troykah," (three horses ;)

that is, 1,800 rubles to each station for the service of the mail ; this, multiplied

by 210, will give for carrying the mails from Moscow to Irkoutsk 378,000 rubles,

(9283,000 ) The regulations posted in the stations give the passengers the right

to travel eight versts per hour in the fall, twelve in the winter, and ten in sum

mer. This rate of speed you have a right to enforce. As to the couriers, they

make all that the horses are capable of, and as many as twenty-eight horses have

been driven to death in going once over the route. The government pays a stip

ulated price for the dead horses—twenty-five rubles each. One of the most sin

gular features in this route from Moscow, such an immense distance over such an

immense waste of country, is the fact that it occurs less than half-a-dozen times

that the change of horses does not take place in a city, town, or village. I have

uo hesitation in saying that I passed through, between this place and Moscow,

five hundred cities, towns, and villages. This, of course, has been the work of

time and a strong government, because villages arc made by imperial command.

But, nevertheless, there is much to be learned in this respect, and it might be of

real service to us in solving the problem as to a post-road being the aianl courier

of the Pacific Railroad to unite the Mississippi with the Pacific Ocean. In per

forming the journey myself, I employed over seven hundred horses, because I fre

quently had four, and sometimes five, to my sleigh ; this, with the two hundred

and ten drivers, and fifteen additional postillions—say two hundred and twenty-

five drivers—at a cost of three hundred and twenty-five rubles for a " troykah,"

or about eight cents per mile.

POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT OF CANADA.

The receipts into the Canada Post-office Department, from correspondence

with the United States during the last year, amounted to 875,537 28, and on this

side $86,817 65 were collected, making a total of 8162,353 93. The value of the

postage stamps sold in Canada, during 1856, was £6,071 14s. 6d., a large increase

over any previous year. The number of provincial dead letters for the year

reaches the enormous extent of 110,915 ; of dead letters originating in the United

States and transmitted to London, 14,443 ; of dead letters originating in the

United States and transmitted to Washington, 28,540 ; making the total number

of dead letters 1 55,898. The number of dead letters originating in Canada and
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received from Washington, was 30,648 ; and the number of similar letters received

from the General Post-office in London, was 3,559. The number of letters regis

tered during the year ending May, 1856, was 330,000, and upon an average esti

mate, made in February of the present year, it would appear that the yearly

number has increased to 450,000. Of the 350,000 letters registered duriDg the

last postal year, only 35, or a thousandth part of the number, were lost The

number of letters said to contain money, lost within the year, was 78.

BUSINESS OF POSTAL CARRIAGE IN CERTAIN CITIES.

STATEMENT Or THE NUHBEB OF LETTERS, C1BCULABB, HANDBILLS, NEWSPAPEBS, AND

PAMPHLETS, RECEIVED AVI) DELIVERED BV CARRIERS, AND THE AMOUNT RECEIVED

rtIR C4RBIAUK, IN THE CITIES OF NEW VnKK, PHILADELPHIA, BOSTON, BALTIMORE,

HARUISBUKU, SYRACUSE, LOWELL, AND MANCHESTER.

No. news

papers end Total of let Anil' rec'd

Flam*, No. letters. No. circulars. pamphlets. ters, Ac. for carriage.

NewYoik, N.T 3,429,01)2 281.868 48(i,494 4,196,864 $73,826 09

PbiUclelphiR, Pa. 1.992.8K6 17,867 864.218 2.864.461 41,802 08

24,760 1,180,698 146,821 1,861.764 18,021 70

819,011 2B.616 165,427 1,(101.063 17,428 49

99,671 11,478 6,844 116,898 2,186 62

  605 88

18.825 18,826 866 60

67,984 1,948 3,068 62,996 1,184 73

Manchester, N. H ... 40.686 8,901 44,489 830 22

6,482,044 1,619,469 1,165,271 9,156,774 $151,096 21

At Harrisburg, the number of letters, &c, are not furnished. In the second

column many letters are included, being of the same rate with circulars, Ac. The

rates vary in different cities., which accounts for the apparent discrepances.

THE POST-OFFICE SYSTEM OF FRANCE.

We find in an exchange the following account of the management of the post-

office in France, with some statistics of the system ; but from the absence of due

credit to its author, we are unable to vouch for its entire accuracy :—

From the 1st of January, 1849, the postage on single letters was decreed to be

rated at 20 centimes, (four cents.) pre-payment was left optional, but stamps were

introduced, and despite the unhappy state of the country, this measure proved

profitable; in 1847, but 126,000,000 of letters passed through the post-office;

there were 158,000,000 in 1849. In 1850. the postage was raised to 25 centimes,

with the hope of increasing the post-office revenues ; it had a contrary effect, and

in July, 1854, the rate was restored to 20 centimes, with 10 centimes extra if the

letter was not prepaid. In 1856, there were 252,000,000, returning 48,000,000

francs, instead of (as in 1849) 126,000,000 of letters, and 45,000,000 francs.

The number of registered letters was 176,000 in 1847; in 1855 there were

655,000. Letters are now sorted on the railways, while the train is in motion ;

there are now 82 large post-office cars, and 674 persons attached to them ; this

arrangement saves 12 or 14 hours.

When a train arrives in Paris, the mail bags are directly carried to the train

about to leave Paris, instead if to the General Post-office. The country mails are

made up twice a day— to many cities three or four times. All public conveyan

ces now carry a letter box ; when they reach their destination, tbey deliver it to
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the postroffice, which gives them another on their return trip. There was no

rural mail service before 1830. There is a daily distribution in most communes,

(one out of every eleven only being without this daily distribution.) The rates of

postage between large towns and their suburbs have been greatly diminished.

The commission on money orders has been reduced from 5 per cent to 2 per

cent Before the reduction it returned to the government 1,095,000 francs; im

mediately after the reduction it fell to 795,000 francs ; it is now 1,770,000 francs.

Twenty years ago the postage on a letter between London and Paris was 2f.

90c., (58 cents,) it is now 40 centimes, (8 cents,) if it be prepaid. Newspapers

cost English subscribers only 14f. 40c. per annum more than they do French.

Reviews pay 19f. instead of 49f., as formerly. The postage paid on the Rente des

Deux Mrmdes between Paris and Calcutta was 25f. 72c. per number; it is now

If. 20c. Postage is heaviest between France and Austria, the two Sicilies, and

the Pontifical States. If. for Austria, If. 30c. for Naples, If. 40c. for the Nea

politan provinces, and If. for Rome; 252,000.000 letters annually is but seven

letters per head in a population of 36,000,000. Here, too, as in a great many

other matters, ignorance is one of the causes which prevent this tax from being

very lucrative.

STATISTICS OF POPULATION, &c.

POPULATION, COMMERCE, AND RESOURCES OF JAVA,

According to the Boston Atlas, which gives in brief a summary of the popula

tion of Java by a recent census, that island contains 11,116,680 inhabitants, divi

ded, as to race, as follows :—

Javanese, the descendants of the Hindoo conquerors 7,880.860

Suodese, a mountain race, anterior to the Javanese 2,950,145

Chinese, mostly Coolies, about 12,000 arriving every year 195,260

Malays, chiefly traders on the dast 76,1 26

Arabs', principally "native" ship owners 16.260

Bugioe <e, enterprising traders of C-lebes 1 1 .500

Europeans, including soldiers and half-breeds 18,150

Total 11,116,680

There are 560 inhabitants to the square mile in the province of Bagelen, nearly

600 in that of Surabaya, and about the same proportion in that of Keda—none

of which provinces, except Surabaya, contain any city or town of note. This

density of population is double that of Belgium, the most densely peopled country

in Europe. This population supplies its own food, and at the same time, according

to the Javaasche Vuurant, official journal at Batavia, exported in 1855 :—

On government account— florins 40,850,488

On private account 84,261,962

Total 84,112,397

Or $29,850,578, which does not include the foreign trade of the free ports of

Batavia, Samarang, and Surabaya.

In a recent report of the Dutch Minister of the Colonies to the Second Chamber

of Deputies at the Hague, he gives in round numbers the following value of the

most important exports of Java in 1856 :—

Coffee $18,600,000

Sugar 8.6i'O,00O

Rice 2,260,0011

Indigo 1,720,000

Spices $525,000

Tin 2,110,000

Pepper, black and white. . 210,000

India rubber 195,000
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Besides these there are cinnamon, camphor, birds' nests, (amounting to about

$250,000,) tea, ratans, &c

Java, with its incomparable soil of rich black loam, producing two and even

three crops of grain in the year—under a wise, domestic government, and not, as

at present, administered as a mere military possession—could, with its industrious,

faithful, and easily managed population, (which already equals that of England

thirty years ago, and is rapidly increasing,) export at least 3200,000,000 worth

of East India products. The rate at which the produce and commerce of the

island is advancing may be inferred from the fact, that within the last thirty years

the annual exports have increased five fold. In 1828, tbey amounted to the value

of 17,499,000 florins ; in 1855, as we have already stated, to 84,112,397 florins.

And this increase, according to all observers, is solely owing to the great natural

advantages of the island, and not to the legislation of its Dutch masters. From

the remotest antiquity, Java has been the theater of a great commerce, and is so

now, in spite of the avaricious despotism of the Hollanders.

We have recurred particularly to the subject of Java, for the purpose of show

ing that, in one instance at least, the flippant declaration that the East Indian

Islands " are roasting regions of nakedness and barbarism," is refuted by well-

established facts. We no not suppose that any action on the part of our govern

ment can materially affect our commercial relations with Java, which is indis

putably a Dutch possession, as much as Cuba is Spanish. We cannot interfere

with any regulations the Dutch may sec fit to establish there. But the case is

different with Sumatra, Borneo, Celebes, and other islands where their dominion

is not fully established, and where they have no right to interfere with American

merchants or seamen.

RAILROAD, CANAL, AND STEA3IB0AT STATISTICS.

OPERATIONS OF THE RAILROADS IN MAINE IN 185C.

The following table, derived from the abstract published by the Legislature of

the State of Maine, shows the operations of the railroads in that State during

1856. In the Merchants' Magazine for June, 1856, vol. xxxiv., p. 747, we pub

lished similar tables for the years 1854 and 1855 ; and in the number for October,

1855, vol. xxxiii., p. 518, those for the years 1850, 1853, and 1854 :—

Koc'd for Eec'd for Other
Length. Cost passengers, freight, sources. Total.

Atlantic and St Lawrence.. .. 149 $6,368,576 $161,805 $893,072 $20,290 $565,168

Androscoggin and Kennebec. 55 2,218,316 107,083 99,266 6,647 212,996

Androscoggin 20 454,277 10,302 12,218 1,289 23,80*

Bangor and Oldtown IS 178,233 18,106 17,489 103 35,698

Buckfield Branch 18 860,000 8,171 8,108 681 11,860

Calais and Baring 6 224,000 2,404 28,658 1,416 82,380

Kennebec and Portland 72^ 2,871,264 154,695 69,614 8,979 228,288

Machiasport 7{ 100,000 8,000

Portland, Saco <fc Portsmouth. 61* 1,359,373 192,434 60,288 11,466 264.178

Penobscot and Kennebec 66 1,805,834 69,669 86,696 6,336 112,701

From the Somerset and Kennebec Railroad, which is 39 miles long, and from

the York and Cumbcrlaud, 18 miles long, there arc no returns. There is uiso a

short section of the Boston and Maine Railroad, and one of the Great Falls

Branch, in Maine, not included in the above table, making the length of lines in

operation in MaiDe, about 508 miles—costing about $17,500,000, or $34,000 per

mile. The law of Maine docs not require any returns of the working expenses of

railways, so that all the information given thereby is of very little practical i
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The gross earnings in 1856, amounting to about 81,500,000, were equal to about

nine per cent on the cost of the lines. Allowing five per cent for working, and

they would yield about four per cent on the cost.

One striking fact ia noticed from a comparison with previous years—viz., the

constant increase of freight over that of passenger traffic. The aggregate receipts

for freight exceeded those for passengers in 1856. There was a handsome increase

in the business on the Androscoggin and Kennebec Railroad, and a small one on

the Atlantic and St. Lawrence Railroad. The cost of building these lines has

exceeded, by one-third, the estimate on which they were undertaken.

„,.»' i-Aii T.\ .«> J- 'rt

STEAM NAVIGATION IN RUSSIA.

The Journal of St. Petersburg, according to a translation in the Evening Pott

from the Augsburg Allgemeine Zeitung, publishes the prospectus of the new

Russsian Steam Navigation and Trading Company, which received the Emperor's

sanction on the 3d of August. This company, which, from the extent of its cap

ital and its importance to " the regeneration of the internal and foreign trade of

Southern Russia," is regarded as ono likely to take precedence over all other

existing Russian companies, will have a capital of 6,000,000 coubles (a rouble is

92 cents) to commence with, divided into 20,000 shares. By the 25th section of

its charter none but Russian subjects arc authorized to hold shares—the laws of

the empire prohibiting any foreigners from taking part in the coasting trade

between the Sea of Azoff and the Russian Black Sea ports, which is an essential

part of the company's undertaking. Like the Russian American Company, it is

to be placed under the special protection of the imperial government.

The objects of its establishment are defined to be " the development of the trade

of Southern Russia, and of the commercial as well as the postal communications,

by steamboat, between that part of the empire and foreign countries." The

company is bound to keep up certain lines of communication. Between Odessa

and Constantinople, Athos, Smyrna, Rhodes, Beyrout, Jaffa, and Alexandria, its

steamboats are to ply three times a month, as well as between Odessa, the Sea of

Azoff, and the Circassian coast. If it should be deemed advisable, boats from

Odessa may touch at the ports of the Crimea, and also at those of the Anatolian

coast, before proceeding to Constantinople ; or a line may be established from

Odessa, taking in Galatz and the ports of the Principalities, and ending at Con

stantinople. There is to be weekly communication between Odessa and Galatz,

by boats, which will stop at Sulina, Ismail, and Reni. There are also to be boats

every week from Odessa to Eupatoria, Sebastopol, Yalta, Theodosia, and Kertch,

as well as from Odessa to Kinburn and Nicholaieff, on the river Boug, and to

Kherson, on the Dnieper. Boats are to ply once a week between Kertch, Mari-

opol, Berdiansk, and Taganrog.

The company are bound, moreover, to provide for eighteen voyages in the year

from Odessa to Trieste, calling at Constantinople, Syria, the Ionian Isles, and

Ancona, as well as for eighteen voyages in the year from Odessa to Marseilles,

stopping at Constantinople, the Piraeus, Messina, Naples, Leghorn, and Genoa.

These lines are to be opened for traffic as soon as the vessels can be built, but

the whole system is to be completely in operation within the period of five years
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from this time. The government will cede to the company, at a price to be fixed

by valuation, all the steamboats belonging to the department which has hitherto

conducted the postal and commercial intercourse between the different ports of

New Russia, together with the wharves, warehouses, and stores, belonging to

that department.

The company is to be aided by the government with a subvention, calculated

at so mnch per mile, allowed upon the voyages actually made by the company's

vessels. This allowance, during the first ten years, will be at the rate of 5 roubles

and 22 copecks (about $5} for the Levant voyages, 3 roubles and 49} copecks

for the Marseilles, and 4 roubles and "i copecks for the Trieste voyages. The

allowance for the Black Sea trips will be somewhat lower. After the first ten

years, the subsidy will decrease regularly in each year. Above this mileage, an

annual grant of 64,006 roubles is secured during twenty years. j

TONNAGE OF THE UNITED KINGDOM IN 1856,

WITH A KEVIEW OF ITS PROGRESS SINCE 1842.

The statistical abstract of the United Kingdom for the last fifteen years, which

has just been issued by the Board of Trade, contains a series of tables of consid

erable interest to shipowners, as showing the progress of the mercantile marine

during a period in which has occurred the adoption of free trade and the repeal

of the navigation laws. In 1842, the total tonnage of vessels entered with cargoes

and in ballast at British ports was 4,500.028 tons, and with cargoes only 3,655,230

tons ; the former amount comprised 3,294,725 tons of British and 1,205,303 tons

of foreign shipping. In 1856, the total entries with cargoes and in ballast repre

sented 10,553,134 tons of shipping, and with cargoes only 8,241,664 tons. In

fifteen years, therefore, the tonnage had more than doubled, but the increase in

British and foreign shipping was not at the same rate. The entries with cargoes

and in ballast comprised 6,390,715 tons of British and 4,162,319 tons of foreign

shipping. While, therefore, the British tonnage had nearly doubled, the foreign

had been multiplied by almost 3$. Down to 1846, the rate of increase was

nearly equal, but slightly in favor of the British flag ; in 1849, the British ton

nage had increased one-half, while the foreign entries show an increase to two-

thirds. In 1850, the foreign tonnage whi h entered British ports had doubled,

and the entries under the national flag declined, continuing to do so. as compared

with 1847, down to 1853. Since the last-named date British tonnage has again

advanced, though not so rapidly as foreign, which tripled in fourteen years, the

entries in 1855 having been 3,680,447 tons. The British eutries in the same

year amounted to 5,270,972 tons, whereas, if the increase had been at the same

rate as foreign shipping, it wonld have been more than 9,880,000 tons. The re

turn oi the number and tonnage of registered vessels, and the number of men

em lloyed therein, prepared by the Registrar-General of Seamen, eommences with

1849, the statistics of previous years not being procurable. The total increase

of vessels during the eight years was 1,049 ; of tonnage, 1,059.735 tons ; and of

men, 21,307, exclusive of masters. This includes Channel Island vessels, but not

those belonging to British possessions abroad. This table is so classified as to

show the proportionate increase in each branch of the shipping trade, sailing
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vessels being distinguished from steamers, and the home trade from the foreign.

The home trade includes the coasts of the United Kingdom and continental ports

between Brest and the Elbe, and the foreign trade all ports beyond those limits.

There are many vessels, however, which are engaged partly in the home and partly

in the foreign trade, and these are classed separately. In 1849, the number of

sailing-vessels was 17,807, and of steam vessels, 414; in 1856, the former num

bered 18,419, and the latter 851. Whilst sailing-vessels, therefore, hod increased

little more than a thirtieth, steam-vessels had more than doubled. In 1849, there

were 9,298 sailing-vessels engaged in the home trade, 6,612 in the foreign trade,

and 1,897 partly in one trade and partly in the other. In 1856, the home trade

employed 9,390 sailing-vessels, the foreign trade 8,059. while those engaged partly

in one trade and partly in the other numbered but 970. This gives an increase

of 92 in the first class, and of 1,447 in the second, whilst in the mixed class there

was a decrease of 927, or nearly one-half. The statistics of the steam trade give

results very different. In 1849, the home trade employed 312 steamers, (exclusive

of river vessels,) the foreign trade 82, and of those engaged in part in both trades

there were 20. In 1856, the numbers were respectively 317, 422, and 42, show

ing that while the home steam trade had increased scarcely 2 per cent, the mixed

class had doubled, and the foreign going steamers had been multiplied by six.

There remains for notice the table giving the number and tonnage of the sail

ing and steam vessels built and registered in the United Kingdom during the

fifteen years since 1842. In that year 914 vessels, having an aggregate tonnuge

of 129.929 tons, were bnilt; in 1856, the number was 1,150, and the tonnage

244,578 tons. In 1842, the sailing-vessels numbered 856, and the steamers 58 ;

in 1856, the former were 921, and the latter 229. Steamers, therefore, had been

nearly quadrupled, while the increase in sailing-vessels was only about 7 per cent

RAILROAD STOCKHOLDERS WITHIN THE STATUTES.

One who subscribes for stock in a company is a stockholder within the charter

making stockholders individua lv liable for its debts, though he has paid nothing

on his subscription and received no certificate of stock. A promise on the part

of subscribers, although it is in the form to take shares subscribed for by them

respectively, is undoubtedly a promise not only to take the shares, but to pay for

them, to take them upon the terms and conditions set forth in the subscription

paper, and the corporation could undoubtedly in the appropriate form of action

enforce the payment of the subscription as we have previously shown. The

general principle that a subscriber to the stock of an incorporated company may

be compelled to pay the subscription price, is well settled. And the objection

which has been taken, that such subscriber was not a stockholder or member of

the corporation, because he had no certiiicate for the shares subscibed for by him,

has been overruled by Chief Justice Parker on the ground that the subscribers

would not lose their right or the want of certificates, and that a Court of Chan

cery would compel the corporation, should they refuse to give them.

It is true that none of the cases to which we have already alluded decide the

precise point, that the mere fact of subscribing to the stock of an incorporated

company constitutes such subscriber a stockholder. But they do decide that such

subscription puts it in his power to become a stockholder in the broadest and

most unqualified sense of the term by compelling the corporation to give him the

legal evidence of his being a stockholder upou his complying with the terms of

the subscription, and on the other band that it puts it in the power of the corpora
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tion to compel him to pay for the shares subscribed for by him and thereby to

become a stockholder to that amount. Neither party, therefore, can escape from

the obligations created by the subscription without the consent of the other,

and it is accordingly held that this state of things is sufficient to constitute sub

scribers stockholders within the meaning of the term, when the rights of third

persons are concerned.

The determination of this question, viz., who are stockholders within the meaning

of the statute, becomes of importance in cases where the charter of a company

declares that its stockholders shall be personally liable for all debts contracted

by the corporation. Here it is the policy of the act to give to the creditors of

the corporation the security of the individual members thereof, and persons dealing

with the company have a right to look to the subscription for the stock as one

means of determining who the stockholders are. As long as the relations subsisting

between the subscribers and the corporation are such that the corporation can

compel them to pay for their stock, it seems that the policy of the act requires

that they should be considered stockholders. Any other construction would put

it in the power of the corporation to collude with the subscribers and defraud the

creditors, to a certain extent, of the benclit of this provision of the statute.

But in a case of this kind where the charter or a statute makes the stockholders

jointly and severally liable for the payment of all debts and demands contracted

by the company, &c, it has been determined, that those who were stockholders

when the debt was contracted, are liable, and not those who are stockholders at

the time of suit brought. If in such case the stockholders are to be charged as

partners, or what is the same thing, as though there was no act of incorporation,

it follows, of course, that those, and those only, are liable who are members of

the company at the time the debt is contracted. The construction which charges

them is the one best calculated to render exact justice to both parties. A man

who purchases stock and comes into a corporation after it has been engaged in

business, may often be deceived in relation to the number and magnitude of ite

debts, but while he is a stockholder he can know something about the extent of

obligations contracted by the company, and is not wholly without the means of

exerting an influence over those who manage its concerns. And as to those who

may deal with the corporation, they bestow their labor or part with their property

on the credit of those who are known to be stockholders, and it may be ruinous

to the creditor to turn him over to a remedy against persons with whom he did

not deal, and who have come into the corporation at a subsequent period. It is

true that a member who makes a transfer of his shares for the purpose of avoiding

his liability, may still be treated as a stockholder. But in such case the burden

of showing the fraud lies on the creditor, and he will find that no easy task, where

all our sympathies are expended upon the debtor and those who kindly aid hira

to live above the law. And, besides, shares may be transferred without fraud to

persons who are much less able to respond to creditors than were those who

owned the stock at the time the debt was contracted.

If the debt for which it is sought to make the individual stockholder liable be

a judgment on a note, the judgment is prima facie evidence of indebtedness as

against the stockholders, and in such case it is presumed that the debt was con

tracted when the note was made, until the contrary be shown.

And when the holder of stock has transferred it, though not in a proper form

to entitle him to a transfer on the books of the company, ne is liable for the debt

as a stockholder. And this principle is even carried so far that when a stock

holder has transferred his stock properly before the debt was contracted, but the

transfer had not been made on the books, he was held liable. If the equitable in

terest be changed in the former case, the legal title still remains in the original

holder ; he mav receive dividends and enjoy all the other rights, pertaining to the

ownership of the pr< perty, and thus he must take the burdens of a stockholder.

The Legislature has provided for the creation of the " stock." prescribed the way

in which it may be transferred, and conferred certain rights and liabilities upon

the " stockholders." After they have once become the legal owners, they can only

throw off the liabilities incident to that relation by transferring the stock.
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Up to the time of a transfer on the books the person, in whose name the stock

has stood, is entitled to all the rights and compelled to bear all the burdens

of a stockholder. It is argued that this being the case, it would place it in the

power of the company to prevent a person from relieving himself from liability

for its debts by its refusal to make a transfer upon its books. It is not to be

taken for granted that a company would willfully be guilty of such an abuse of its

power. And if it should do so, any court would undoubtedly grant adequate re

lief. But if, on the other hand, a party should bo permitted to transfer his stock

by a mere assignment between the parties, and thus discharge himself from liability

for the debts of the company, and still be permitted to keep bis name on its books

as a stockholder with the right to vote at its elections, it might be that the whole

control of the company would be in the hands of persons not responsible for its

debts. It is well settled that though an unregistered transfer would be valid

between the parties as shown in last week's article, yet that the persons whose

names appear on the books of the company as stockholders, are liable for its debts,

although they have assigned their stock ; that by the delivery of the certificate

and the execution of the power of attorney the prior holders only give a power to

transfer, and until the transfer is actually made, they continue to be legal stock

holders.—American Railroad Journal.

BUSINESS OF THE SAULT STE. MARIE CANAL.

In another part of the present number, pages 747-749, we publish an account

of the mining operations in the Lake Superior region for the year 1856, in which

is stated the shipment of rough copper, in tons, from Ontonagon, Keweenaw

Point, and Portage Lake, in 1855 and 1856. These shipments, and all other

freight from and to the Lake Superior region, now pass through the Sault Ste.

Marie Casal. The Detroit Advertiser has furnished us with the following state

ment of the total business of this canal for the years 1855 and 1856 :—

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF FREIGHT.

Up freight. 18S5. 1858. Total.

Barrel, bulk 76,468 119,269 196,727

Tods 4,378 11,668 16,941

Estimated value, except merchandise $1,600,000

Down freight

Copper, tons 8,196$ 6.726J 8,928

Iron blooms 1,040 781 1,821

Iron ore 1,447 11,697 13,044

Fish,bbls 1,873 2,305 4,178

Valuation $2,875,080

Probable value of merchandise 1,000,000

Total $8,875,080

The receipts for tolls in the season of 1856, amounted to 811,950 44. From

an inspection of the list of up-freights, it appears that the agricultural resources

of the Upper Peninsula are in process of development—for while articles of mer

chandise have increased, pressed hay, in bundles, has fallen off in proportion of

4,465 for 1855, to 3,323 for 1856 ; and corn meal in the proportion of 2,467 bbls.

for 1855, to 1,144 for 1856. Liquors, ale, and beer, are on a steady increase.

The importation of potatoes has been less than 1 ,000 bushels in two years. Lum

ber to the extent of 395,295 feet, has passed npwards during the past season.

From another source, we learn that a powerful steam-tug is now being built

for the purpose of towing boats and vessels in the Stc. Marie River, where such a

craft has been much needed. It will be under the charge of Capt. Abner Stone.
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IMPROVEMENT IN SEALING RAILROAD FREIGHT-CARS.

The system of sealing the freight-cars of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad

Company, and which gave rise to the recent "strike," with its attendant riots

and public disorders, was accomplished by means of a red tape or string and the

ordinary sealing-wax, upon which an impression of the seal of the company was

made at the lower side of the car. There has been a new and apparently most

admirable expedient invented for this object, which will combine, it is thought,

the largest advantages in security, simplicity, and economy, with readiness of ap

plication. It consists of a leaden seal secured by a rivet, and is somewhat simi

lar iu style to the seal used by manufacturers, and stamped on the ends of broad

cloths and other imported woolens. When open, the seal is about six inches in

length, and simply consists of a strip of pliable lead about an inch in width, and

has a circular bowl at one extremity for the reception of a fitting plate at the

other. This is thrust through the hasp which secures the door of the car, and

the two extremities of the thing—the bowl and plate—are then brought in juxta

position. A blow given upon the surface thus presented leaves the seal thereon,

and a second blow rivets the whole affair together in such a manner as to render

its separation impossible, though made subject to aDy amount of harsh usage—

which fact must necessarily obviate the difficulty presented by the seal first

adopted. It is the invention of Mr. H. D. Mkakh, of Baltimore, and so striking

are its merits that the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company have determined

to adopt it at once. Mr. Mears has secured a patent for his invention.

LUXURIOUS RAILROAD CARS.

The Detroit Adiertiser states that the cars on the Illinois Central Railroad, for

comfort and convenience, excel those on any other road in the West. One of

them contains six state-rooms, each room having two seats, with cushioned backs,

long enough to lie upon. The backs of the seats are hung with hinges at the

upper edge, so that they may be turned up at pleasure, thus forming two single

berths, one over the other, where persons may sleep with all the comfort imagin

able. In one end of the car is a small washroom, with marble Wash-bowls, look

ing-glasses, etc. On the opposite side of the car from the state-rooms is a row

of Beats with revolving backs, similar to barbers' chairs, so arranged that the oc

cupant may sit straight or recline in any easy altitude at pleasure. Other five

cars have each two or three similar state-rooms.

RAILWAY LIGHT SIGNAL.

In the description of this invention, read before the Royal Scottish Society of

Arts, it is stated to consist of a stationary, clear light, placed at the beginning of

any tunnel or course, or near to a junction. Every passing engine changes the

light to a red color, which disappears gradually in ten minutes. The smallest

glimpse of red light will caution the conductor of any approaching train that

there is danger of running into another train not far in advance. The proximity

of the latter to the lighthouse may be estimated from the perpendicular degree of

the red light observable.
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MERCANTILE MISCELLANIES.

All AMERICAN MERCHANT IN EUROPE, ASIA, AND AUSTRALIA.*

[fbom thk introduction.]

Commercial literature is a new term. I have sought to make it acknowledged.

It seems to have been thought that the only books for a merchant to read or to

write, were those formidable rows of ponderous ledgers, dealing only in the inex

orable logic of arithmetic, to which learning was a stranger, within whose lids a

gleam of fancy or of humor dare not intrude, and which summed up the subjects

and results of commerce in the uninviting rhetoric of figures. But commerce no

longer lingers around its ancient haunts. It now pervades the world. The mer

chant lays his hand upon the entire products of the globe, in all the changing

forms to which human industry and ingenuity may transmute them. Agriculture

says to him, " Behold the varied results of my industry in different climes, it is

yours to make them useful to the nations." The manufacturer asks him to carry

and distribute the products of the loom.

Whatever is valuable to man, calls on the merchant for help. The very gold

which the sands and the rock3 of California and Australia so profusely yield,

requires the merchant's ships and system of exchange to make it of the value it

really represents. Why then shall not commerce be installed among the occupa

tions whose achievements shall be deemed worthy of record, and possess a liter

ature peculiarly its own 1 To give it this position, to preserve its doings and ex

periences, not only its brilliant successes, but its gradual march, to give perma

nent record to the whole sweep of mercantile pursuits, to keep alive the bright

names that adorn its progress, has been the main object of nearly twenty years

of my life.

It has seemed to me coincident with the general scope of these labors, to gather

into a more permanent form the following letters of a young American merchant.

They contain much information of use to the mercantile community. Tbey were

written on ships and steamers, and amidst all the inconveniences, hurry, and bustle

of travel, and from the author's continued absence abroad, have not the benefit

of his revision. They therefore appear as written for the daily journals, with all

their evidences of haste upon their head. From such deficiencies they are re

deemed by the intelligence, difficult of access, which they embody, by their graphic

history of the rise and progress of that New World destined to wield the scepter

of the Southern seas, by their statistical knowledge, by the glow and sprightliness

of their descriptions, and the amusing incidents they relate. The history of the

countries through which the traveler passes, is compressed into a few pages, and

the commercial details are enlivened by humor and wit. Received with distinc

tion by the merchant princes of the lands he visited, his opportunities were rare

and enviable—opportunities which he has not failed to improve.

The author, Mr. Gkoboe Francis Train, went from Boston to Australia in

1853, and established at Melbourne the prosperous house of George F. Train k

Co., with which he is still connected. During his residence of thirty-two months

• .1m jfsuriean Merraawt in Emrope. Atia, and Jlmtrnlia ; A series of letters from Java, Sincs-

Kore, China, Bengal, Egypt, the Holy Land, the Crimea audit* battle-grounds, Knglsnd, Melbourne,

ydney, etc. By Geo. Francis Train, of Boston. With Introduction by Kkkkman Hunt, A M

editor of jHercaaaU' Magismi, etc One voL, luno., ST4 pp. New York : Geo. P. Putnam * Co.
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at Melbourne, he took a prominent and active part in all measures for the ad

vancement of the colony, and when he left, was honored with a complimentary

dinner by the merchants of Melbourne. His portrayal of the marvelous growth

of that city, from its wharfless condition when he reached there to its present

commercial position, is a description of events which, it is probable, can never be

repeated in any other portion of the globe.

For this correspondence we have adopted the title of " Young America abroad,"

as one of our papers selected the author, for a biographical sketch, " as a repre

sentative of the young American merchant—of that Young America which pours

its energies through all the channels of commerce in all quarters of the globe—

which, at home or abroad, upholds the high character of its country—which is

ready to plant itself wherever great achievements await it, whether amid the furs

of the Northwest, or on the quays of the seaboard ; now plowing the Arctic ices,

or searching for new points of development under the Equator ; now carrying our

flag and institutions to erect them on the golden roeks of California ; or, as if not

finding room enough within our own boundless domain, aiding to establish a new

port, build a new city, and create a new commerce on the golden soil of Aus-

Indeed wc must allow Mr. Train to give his own ideas on this subject by quot

ing from his speech at Melbourne, July 4th, in response to a toast to " G. F. Train

and Young America." After tracing the descent of Young America for a thou

sand years, he says :—

" But if the retrospective view has dazzled us, how much more astonishing is

the present ; when our thirteen little States are rolling on towards forty living

Republics, bound together as one nation ; when our three millions have grown to

thirty, and ' driven by the hand of God,' to quote De Tocqueville, ' are peopling

the Western wilderness at the average rate of seventeen miles per annum ;' when

our Lilliputian commerce has whitened every sea, and our mother tongue has

worked its way into every land, and when our influence and our progress, like the

ripple in mid-ocean, reaches from shore to shore.

" Startle not, my friends, at the lightning pace of the pilgrim's steed. He is

sure to win the race—naught stops him in his destiny. When danger lurks in

his pathway, he turns high his head and snorts a proud defiance at the precipice

that would have ruined him, and plunges on to victory. * * Young America

is only another edition of Old England, in a binding peculiar to the New World.

Young John Bull in his shirt sleeves, working with an energy that commands

success. England and America are partners, not rivals. The younger nation is

the junior, who manages the Western branch of the old concern. Youth gives

activity, and hence the young man opens his letters before breakfast, on the steps

of the post-oflSce, whilst the old gentleman prefers breaking the seal in dressing-

gown and slippers after dinner. Young America showed the same feelings of

independence, in establishing a house of his own, that every young man experi

ences who leaves the old house to earn an honest livelihood by his own exertions.

" In this instance however, the connection with the old concern is of more value

than that with the balance of the world. The revolution was merely an animated

conversation, where shot and cannon were introduced to give emphasis to the

debate ; and when the disputed 'point' was settled, Old England rose with re-

now, as the flower turns to the sun, the needle to the magnet, the child to its

mother, as the twin brothers of Siam receive each th'e same emotions, so are we

bound, by speaking the same language and worshipping the same God, to rcmem-

tralia."

newed vigor in Young America.

 

 

"And join the Stars and Stripes and Cross In one fraternal band.
Till Anglo Saxon faith and laws lllumo every land."

FRliEMAM HUHT.
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BRIEF BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICE OF A MERCHANT.

JOSEPH HURD, A. M.

The Salem Gazette of March 31, briefly chronicled the death of Joseph Hubd,

at Maiden. Massachusetts, on the 19th of March, 1857. Joseph Hurd, A. M.,

who was eldest son of Joseph Hurd, Esq., late of Portsmouth, formerly an eminent

merchant in Charlestown and Boston, was born in 1779. He entered Harvard

College in 1793, graduating with distinguished honor in the class of 1797, and

taking his second degree in 1800. He was chosen a member of the fraternity of

P. B. K., and highly esteemed as a scholar and a gentleman, throughout his col

lege life. He probably never excited a painful emotion in the breast of a single

classmate, or left an unpleasant impression on the mind of any collegian or college

officer, being alike remarkable lor his habitual courtesy and kindness, and for his

upright and exemplary conduct.

Upon leaving the University, he adopted his father's profession, and rendered

himself an accomplished merchant, known and respected for his intelligence and

commercial knowledge, both in his own country and in England, where he formed

important connections in business, and where he passed several years of his mer

cantile life. Soon after the disastrous war of 1812 broke out, he retired from

the troubled affairs of commerce, and purchased a farm in Stoneham, beautifully

situated on the borders of Spot Pond. Here he derived the chief enjoyment of

his subsequent life, from the indulgence of his rural taste and his philosophical

ingenuity. Science and taste happily co operated in the various improvements

which he introduced upon his extensive grounds. But he soon became deeply in

terested in various scientific experiments in regard to heat, and the best mode of

constructing stoves, the results of which have inured to the public benefit through

othere employed in his service, and who availed themselves of his discoveries. He

had little thought of profit to himself beyond the gratification he found in thus

endeavoring to promote the general good. He also turned his attention, with

success, to the manufacture of maple and beet sugar ; and also, with more import

ant success, to the refining of sugar, for which he obtained a patent, as well as

much celebrity. The following brief sentence in a letter to him from France,

(found among his papers,) asking for a description of his patent, and highly com

plimenting him upon it, gives the best idea of the discovery that we cau present :

" You took, in 1844, a patent, in your country, for a new system to purify and

cleanse sugar by means of the centrifuge force." This patent, without his seek

ing, inured largely to his profit, and immensely to the profit of those who were so

fortunate as to purchase it.

In the early period of Mr. Hurd's residence at his beautiful retreat in Stone-

ham, his friends were often attracted to visit him, and were always received with

the kindest hospitality. Ladies were cordially welcomed among his visitors.

Happy would it have been had he chosen some one to share his fortunes, and

bless him in his retirement. Left to his own solitary resources, he became so ab

sorbed in bis studies and experiments as to impair his health, and finally to ob

scure his intellect. During his later years, he divided his time between Stoneham

and Maiden, boarding at the latter place in a worthy family, where he found every

accommodation suited to his simple habits. He retained, through life, the sim-'

plicity of childhood, with the firmness of the philosopher. He was as independ

ent in his own opinions, as he was deferential to others. In respect to his deeper

vol. xxxvi.—so. vi. 48
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feelings he had great reserve. An unspotted life was his only religious profes

sion. Throughout his lingering illness lie manifested the resignation of a Chris

tian. The excellent woman who watched over him with a mother's care, wit

nessed that not a single complaint or murmur escaped his lips. In peace and

serenity his spirit ascended to God, who gave it. He was buried from the family

mansion in Charlcstown, the residence of Mr. William Hurd, and his remains

were taken to Mount Auburn, their final resting-place. Every mark of respect

which sincere affection could dictate was paid to his memory.

COMMERCIAL IMPORTANCE OF BEIRUT IN STRIA.

The Eastern correspondent of the Boston Traveller furnishes that journal with

some interesting information relating to the commercial importance of Beirut in

Syria. The following are some of the facts stated :—

In 1844, the population of Beirut was only 8,000. In 1853, it was estimated

at 30,000, and the estimate now is about 60,000, as our correspondent states. Its

distance from Damascus is 57 miles, and it is the seaport of that city, as Ostia

was of ancient Borne. Its principal imports are cottons, muslins, hardware, and

colonial produce—articles wdiieh constitute our principal exports to the Levant,

and in which we ought to be able to compete successfully with cither of our three

rivals in the Turkish trade—England, Austria, or France. Wool is the principal

article of export to this country, and under the impetus which the adjustment of

the duty on wool by the new tariff bill will communicate to our manufactures,

our trade with Beirut must increase rapidly. It has many obstacles with which

to contend, for it is yet in its infancy, the first cargo of refined sugar having ar

rived there from Boston only three years ago. But our Turkish commerce is in

enterprising and experienced hands, and has been too long established with other

parts of the Levant, not to be conducted shrewdly and profitably. Our Ameri

can cottons are considered at Beirut superior to the English. There is an United

States Consulate at the port. Its incumbent, under the last administration was

Rev. Henry Wood, of Concord, New Hampshire. Mr. J. N. Johnson, of Provi

dence, Rhode Island, has been appointed to the office by Mr. Buchanan. The

consul wrote to the State Department in October, 1855, that he had the best au

thority for believing that such was the case about cottons, but that the people

were Blow to purchase, " owing to the power of old ideas aud habits, since the

pieces of American goods do not uniformly contain the same number of yards,

like the English pieces." He adds that it " would be of great service to our

manufacturers it they understood this fact, and would regard it" In its trade,

at present, England holds the first rank, France the second, Austria the third.

The imports and exports exceed $10,000,000, and the tonnage employed averages

250,000 tons yearly.

A PERSEVERING MERCANTILE DRUMMER.

The Boston Post tells a story of a case of perseverance on the part of a dry

goods drummer. According to the Post, the gentleman drummer, seeing the name

of a Western trader registered at one of the hotels, who he knew would be a de

sirable customer, and anxious to secure him first, our drummer sat down in the

office of the hotel to watch the key ol the Western man's bedroom till be should

come in to claim it ; but something kept the stranger out very late, and the drum

mer fell asleep. When he awoke, ne found that his customer had escaped him by

coming in and going to bed. The drummer gave it up for that night, but early

on the next morning he repaired to the door of the gentleman's bedroom, and

seeing his boots, he, with a lead-pencil, marked them across again and again, until

they could not be mistaken, and once more took up his position in the office—but

this time near the stairs, where be could examine the boots of all who came down.

Finally he discovered the ones with the well-known marks upon them, when he

cordially addressed the wearer by his name, as if he had known him for years, and

probably sold him a large bill of goods.
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THE CHANCES OF MAKING MONEY BT LOTTERY TICKETS.

The following anecdote, related by "an old merchant " of Augusta, Georgia,

fairly illustrates the chances for making money by buying lottery tickets. We

should say, in the long run, that the chances of drawing prizes, over and above

the investments made in lottery tickets, and being struck by lightning in the

winter, were about equal. But hear the experience of an old merchant and his

friend :—

After I had failed and settled up pretty much all my old business, I had yet

several little confidential debts that I wished very much to pay. I had one hun

dred dollars in cash—every cent I had in the world—and determined to buy lot

tery tickets with it, in the hope of drawing a prize, and then pay off all I owed,

and so be free once more. Before purchasing the tickets I called upon an old

friend, to whom I owed the largest amount, to consult him as to the best means

of investing. I opened to him all my hopes and intentions. He applauded my

motives, but remarked :—" The lottery appears to be a new thing to you. but it

is an old one to me. At the time wlieu lotteries were rather new in Georgia,

nine others and myself entered into a partnership, which was to last for ten years.

We each contributed $3,000, making the handsome capital of $30,000, which

was to be used only in buying lottery tickets. Now, with all this money, all our

smartness and great facilities, which you know nothing of, for buying, how do you

think we stood at the end of the ten years ?"

I remarked that they must have coined money.

" Well," said he, " of the original $30,000, we received back $25,000, and lost

the interest, then at 8 per cent, on the whole for ten years. The $30,000, if in

vested at simple interest for the ten years, wou'd have returned us $54,000, and

at compound interest, $64,763. Thus, you see, to sum it up, we lost the compound

interest on $30,000, for ten years-

Making $64,"763

Of the original stock 6,000

Making a total of losses *«9,7e3

And has returned to us 25,000

Making a clear loss of. $44,763

" This, sir," he continued, " is my first and last experience in lotteries, and you

may act on it as you choose."

Well, as I had determined to invest, I did so, and it was the last I saw of my

$1 00. It was my first and, to this time, my last attempt to make money by buy

ing lottery tickets.

COMMERCIAL ADVANTAGES OF GREAT BRITAIN.

Ralph Waldo Emerson, in his " English Traits," thus describes the peculiar

advantages of the position of England's sea-girt island :—

England is anchored at the side of Europe, and right in the heart of the mod

ern world. The sea which, according to Virgil's famous line, divided the poor

Britons utterly from the world, proved to be the ring of marriage with all nations.

It is not down in the books—it is written only in the geologic strata—that for

tunate day when a wave of the German Ocean burst the old isthmus which joined

Kent and Cornwall to France, and gave to this fragment of Europe its impreg

nable sea-wall, cutting off an island of eight hundred miles in length, with nn ir

regular breadth reaching to three hundred miles ; a territory large enough for in

dependence enriched with every seed of national power, so near, that it can see

the harvests of the continent, and so far, that who would cross the strait must be

an expert mariner, ready for tempests. As America, Europe, and Asia lie, these

Britons have precisely the best commercial position in the whole planet, and are

sure of a market for all the goods they can manufacture.
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A LONDOS 8TATI0NER AND SCRIVENER.

We find the following description of Pounce, a scrivener, copied into the Liv

erpool Albion from a new work entitled " The Little World of London." The

business marts, the great and little emporiums of the world, have their curiosities

of character. Pounce, as here described, is one of them :—

The next tenant of the fortunate shop was the very antithesis of Pinnigan,

and was no other than little Pounce, the notary and law-stationer, who had an

utter contempt for wigs, and wore his own head as bald as one of Finnigan's own

blocks. Polished and shining, his little round pate was seen, on a gloomy day,

glimmering in the darkness of the shop like the red, round moon in the fog of a

November night. He filled his window with bodkins, spikes, and circular prick

ers ; with buudles of red tape and sealing-wax, and round and flat rulers ; with

inkstands and pencils, and India-rubber, and buudles of cut quill-pens, with their

noses baptized in ink ; with bottles of Walkden's best Japan and Scott's blue ;

with reams of copy-paper and rolls of vellum, and huge sheets of parchment,

with " This Indenture " and a blue stamp at the upper left-hand corner. Instead

of a blind, he hung whole fathoms of engrossed vellum across a brass rod, and

there he sat at a desk behind them, plowing away with his pen, and spelling every

word as he wrote it with his lips, so plainly that one might almost read from his

grimaces as easy as from his writing ; when he did write, that is to say, which

was not oftener than he could help, and only when all his clerks were fully en

gaged. Pouuce came into the world to rub his hands, and he never seemed to

do anything else with such thorough good-will and energy. He must have used

whole tons of Hood's " invisible soap," and oceans of " imperceptible water," for

he rubbed from morning to night the moment his fingers quitted their grasp of

anything. He rubbed when he was taking an order, or giving directions for its

execution ; he rubbed while waiting for his dinner at the chop-house, and laid

down his knife and fork to rub a dozen times during its consumption ; he rubbed

half the time he was serving a customer, and all the time that there was no cus

tomers to serve, and nothing else to occupy his hands. Of course he rubbed on,

and got on, as his predecessor had done in the fortunate shop. When he went

away, it was into larger premises, fitted to accommodate a larger staff, and situ

ated somewhat nearer 'Change.

A FEW WORDS ABOUT LENDING MONEY.

The following paragraph, which we find floating in several of our exchanges,

without credit, so well accords with our own experience in the matter of lending,

that we are induced to give the readers of the Merchants' Magazine the benefits

of the correct teaching it so concisely conveys :—

" Can you discount your account, sir ?" said a mechanic to one for whom he

was executing a contract. " I lent some money to a friend I thought was certain

to pay, but he has disappointed me, and I have no money to pay my hands with

to-night." The world is full of such lenders, and aye 1 and of such borrowers too.

Will people never learu that the lending of money, so generally considered an act

of friendship, is generally the reverse? Will they never realize that still more it

is frequently an act of injustice to the lender's creditors ? For the lender again

jeopards, as in the case of the mechanic, his own capacity to pay promptly those

he owes. Few men have a right to ask others to lend them money. Perhaps

even fewer have a right to lend. If jou ask a tailor to give you a coat, or even

to loan you one, would he not think yon either impertinent or a fool ? Yet money

is as much an article of merchandise as a coat. The lender loses interest and

hazards the principal, which is a greater risk than even the tailor runs. Rich

men, who can pay their debts over and over again, and who have no family with

a claim upon ihcm, may afford to lend ; but other people cannot. When bor

rowers have to raise money, by giving security, there will be less money lost ; for

there will be no lenders for friendship to be deceived, cheated, and ruined.
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ANECDOTE OF A BANKRUPT MERCHANT.

The St. Louis Leader tells the following story of a merchant of that city, and

assures the reader that the relation is simple fact ; and more, that the occurrence

of " good luck " recorded took plaee in 1857, not a week before it was published

in the Leader :—

Not over a dozen years ago, a merchant of this city, well known and highly

respected, failed in business, and after settling up his affairs, gave to his principal

creditor a deed of trust on certain real estate, to secure the payment of 812,000.

At the time the property was barely valued at that, so the creditor put the deed

in his safe, and there, so far as he was concerned, the matter ended. The mer

chant, broken down, disappointed, poor, but yet enterprising, went South, visited

California, Mexico, and South America, speculated, made half a dozen fortunes,

and lost them again. A few weeks since he returned to the city, sick, travel-worn,

needy, and disheartened. By chance, he met his old lawyer, a gentleman high in

his profession, and who is deservedly respected. After the first greeting, the law

yer remarked, " I am glad to see you back, and as you seem to be in want of

funds, the sale will be just in time."

The merchant looked hard at his friend, and finally said, " Sale ! what gale?

I've got nothing to sell"

" Nonsense, my dear fellow, you are richer than you imagine. Don't you re

member the deed of trust I drew up for you some twelve years ago?"

"I do; what of it?"

" Well, at that time the property would not have realized the sum, so it was

let lie ; but it is now in the market, and I expect to close a contract for its sale

this week."

" You amaze me ; what price do you expect to get ?"

" I've asked $86,000, and shall get it, too. Your debt and interest will amount

to 821,000, or thereabouts, so you'll have 865,000 to go upon."

The sensations of the party may be " more easily " imagined than described, as

the penny-a-liners have it ; but one thing is certain, Mr. A. went home a happier

man than he had been for ten years at least.

"CHRISTIAN CLERKS."

Wc cheerfully give place to the following notice, originally published in the

Independent. If by Christian clerks the writer means young men of integrity,

who " fear God, and work righteousness," rather than members of this or that

sect, we can heartily indorse the object contemplated by the " Employment Com

mittee " of the Young Men's Christian Association of New York. We make

this remark, because we have been told that none but what are theologically or

technically termed " Evangelical " Christians are admitted as members of the as

sociation ; and because we believe that good Christians and good men are to be

found in every church, sect, or denomination in Christendom.

Merchants often wish some guaranty of the moral character of young men who

seek employment in their stores. Young men of principle are especially in de

mand. The Young Men's Christian Association have undertaken to act as a

committee of inquiry between merchants and clerks, consulting the best interests

of both parties. A committee of judicious, candid, and reliable gentlemen has

been appointed by the association to act as an " Employment Committee." This

committee are now prepared to receive applications from merchants and others

requiring clerks. A register is kept of young men desiring employment, and

employers will find this a most desirable medium for obtaining worthy and capable

assistants, and will also essentially aid the association in making this branch of

their operations effective. Communications may be addressed to the Employment

Committee, at the rooms, 32 Waverly Place, New York.
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DRY GOODS AND BRANDT.

The following characteristic anecdote, with a moral, we copy from the Inde

pendent, the commercial editor of which is understood to be connected with one

of the largest silk houses in New York, and familiar with the modus operandi of

more than one branch of our city trade :—

If a vacancy occurs in a jobbing or importing house in New York, almost the

first question proposed to the applicant for the place is, " How many goods can

you sell ?" If the answer is " fifty thousand," or a " hundred thousand," that

settles the question, and the young man is accepted. Of course he must not steal,

and he is therefore charged by his new employer that " honesty is the best policy."

If he drinks, even to intoxication, when away from business, it is a matter of some

regret—but, after all, of no very great consequence, provided he can sell his "fifty

thousand." A large and very respectable dry goods establishment, in this city,

thought best lately to dispeuse with the services of one of these " fifty thousand"

salesmen, because he would get drunk on brandy. Every few days, in spite of all

entreaty and expostulation, he would disgrace both himself and his employers,

but, notwithstanding, in the course of a year he would sell more than his " fifty

thousand." The young man, with a bold face, sought another situation with one

of our merchant princes. He declared emphatically that he could sell his " fifty

thousand." The engagement was concluded, and, as a mere matter of form, our

merchant prince sent his confidential clerk to inquire about the integrity of his

new salesman. He was told that the young mau could sell his " fifty thousand"

easily, but that every now and then he would get drunk on brandy. This fact

was faithfully communicated to headquarters. " He drinks brandy does he," said

the merchant prince ; " is that all you can find against him ? He'll do. Why, I

drink brandy myself—that's no objection !" Before that young man. now, the

way is broad to destruction. Merchants of New York, is that the road to pros

perity ? Take warfling, for your own sous may be witnesses.

THRESHING OUT DEBTS IN ILLINOIS.

A certain mercantile firm in Illinois, (well-known to the commercial editors of

the Independent,) ficding on their books a large amount of unsettled accounts

against farmers coming in slow, resolve*! upon the following expedient to " fetch

'em to terms." Having a good pair of working horses, it was decided that one

of the partners should purchase and take the command of a threshing-machine,

visit every farmer indebted to them, thresh out his wheat, then take their pay,

and go to the next upon the same errand. The plan succeeded well. It is un

necessary for us to say that the firm we allude to is in good credit in New York,

and will doubtless continue to be. In view of these facts, we would say to all

Western merchants, if the larmcrs don't pay, thresh 'em out. As it is expected

there will hereafter be an extraordinary demand for first-rate threshing-machines,

the Independent offers to open its columns to all advertisers in that line, on reas

onable terms.

THE COOLIE TRADE IN CUBA.

Information has been received from a correspondent of the Department of State

at Havana, from which it appears that in 185C there were the following arrivals

with coolies :—Three Spanish vessels with 892 ; seven English with 1,846 ; four

American with 1,910; and one Dutch with 319; total, 15 vessels, with 4,967

coolies. During the first quarter of 1857, there were four Dutch arrivals with

1,500 coolies ; one Peruvian with 340 ; one American with 341 ; and one English

with 435 ; total, 7 vessels, with 2,616 coolies.
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DISPENSING OF MERCANTILE CREDITS.

A New Orleans correspondent of the Independent, and we presume of the Mer

cantile Agency in New York, gives some valuable suggestions on the best method

of giving credits :—

In every season of business there are hundreds of customers appearing in the

market to buy goods on credit, of whom the summing up of all that is known in

their favor is, " they are probably safe for a small amount." Of a majority of

these it would doubtless be unwise, il not actually wrong, to say more, and perhaps

unjust to say less. These men arc all good for 81,000 to $3,000, respectively,

when bought mainly of one house in either branch of trade, in cities near home—as

Cincinnati, Chicago, St. Louis. New Orleans, Mobile, Charleston, and smaller

places—and upon the basis, distinctively recognized, that granting the credit is

a favor conferred, and that any future credit is to depend essentially upon the

punctuality of payment, or, at least, the disposition equivocally manifested to

meet promptly the obligation.

It becomes a totally different affair with these same customers when they enter

a larger market, and are given to understand that the opposite basis prevails, and

are urged to buying twice or thrice their usual amount on a credit, as a favor

conferred upon the seller. All at once they become wonderfully independent,

and begin to dictate terms with as much impudence as a newly arrived Patrick

O'Blarney holds on to his democratic vote for the highest bidder.

One man has a fine horse ; he is anxious to sell at a good price, for cash ; he

has no further use for him, and very much wants the money. Another man wants

to buy, has long been anxiously looking for just that combination of good quali

ties in a horse, and has the money to pay for him. Now every one knows that

it makes all the difference in the world whether the owner goes to the purchaser

betraying, nay even proclaiming, his anxiety to sell, or the other comes to him

admitting his anxiety to buy. How many of our merchants stop to think and to

act on this principle in selling goods ? In the hurry, and rush, and excitement of

trade, " making haste to be rich," how many fall into a snare, and lose sight of

the dictates of plain common sense.

The above thoughts have been suggested by a case in point that has just come

before me. A mutual friend writes to say he has a customer here, with whom he

does a little business, and to ask, " Will it be wise to urge him to enlarge his

transactions with us." The answer is, No. He is probably safe for the amount

you sell him, while you hold " the balance of power," and he feels it is desirable

to maintain his credit with you ; but urge him to buy more freely, and on longer

time, and—presto, change—the boot is on the other leg, and he holds the balance

of power, which he might use to your serious injury and his own destruction.

TRAFFIC IN DEAD BODIES IN PHILADELPHIA,

The spirit, sometimes an evil one, infuses itself into everything out of which a

penny can be squeezed or a dollar realized. According to a Philadelphia cotem-

porary, the Alms House Guardians of that city are doing a thriving business in

dead bodies ! The corpses of friendless paupers who die in that institution are

disposed of at the rate of $30 a head ! They never think of burying an unrecog

nized body, but at once turn them over to the brokers in anatomy. Several

cases are given in which friends have vainly searched in burying-grounds for the

remains of deceased relatives, who had long since been cut up in the dissecting-

rooms of the hospitals and doctor shops. We recollect ourselves, some years

since, visiting a boarding-house in that city, at which a number of medical gen

tlemen had rooms. We found these embroyo M. D.'s amusing themselves by

pelting each other with the bones of - subjects" they had been experimenting on.

In the yard of the house in question, human bones were as plentifully scattered

round as one would expect to find those of beef or poultry !
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CURIOUS CASE OF SMUGGLING DIAMONDS IN NEW TORE.

Less than a year ago a curious affair of smuggling transpired at the office of

the United States Appraiser, in New York. As is the custom in all the ports, a

package of merchandise had been sent to the public stores for examination and

appraisement for value. The man employed as opener of cases in the department

alluded, took a notion to remove the bottom of the package instead of the top, as

is customary. This was done without any fixed purpose, or suspicion of wrong

doing on the part of the importer or owner of said package. Upon the removal

of the same it was discovered that a false bottom had been fixed therein, by nicely

veneering, so as to prevent suspicion of wrong in case it had been opened in the

usual manner. Between the two bottoms was found a quantity of diamonds,

valued at 22,000 francs. They belonged to Keule & Brother, Maiden-lane, and

were of course immediately seized for an attempted violation of the laws. Sub

sequent developments induced the belief that this was but a portion of the im

portation, and an officer was dispatched to Philadelphia to intercept other parcels

believed to be on their way to that port.

MOHAMMEDAN MERCANTILE MORALITY.

A mercantile firm in Salonica had bills to a large amount on the principal

inhabitants and merchants of the place, which, with their books and papers, were

destroyed by fire. On the next day a prominent Turk, who was largely in their

debt, went to them and told them that, having heard that their papers had been

destroyed, he had brought a copy of his account with them and fresh bills for the

amount due them. This example was followed by all the Turkish debtors to tho

firm. May we not say to the Christian readers of the Merchants' Magazine, under

similar circumstances, " go and do likewise."

SILK CULTIVATION PROFITABLE.

A few counties in Kentucky, in common with several in Tennessee, Indiana,

Ohio, &c, grow the mulberry, and produce raw silk to a certain extent. It has

been very satisfactorily demonstrated, especially in Kentucky and Tennessee, that

this crop will pay better than three-fourths of all other farm productions ; but

owing to the recollections of the " multicaulis fever," and ignorance of the rural

population as to the management of the worms, the lightness of the labor, and

the quickness and certainty of the return, silk-raising is not adopted generally

among the crops of these several States.

NEW METHOD FOR DRYING WET GRAINS.

A device has been brought forward for dying wet grains, &c. It consists of

cylinders situated in a heated flue, with their ends projecting into flues into which

cold air is forced, and so arranged that grain or other similar substances, put into

the top cylinder, will slide through the same and then fall into the next cylinder,

and so on from one to another—being, in its passage, alternately subjected to the

action of heat while in the cylinder, and to the action of cold air while falling

from one cylinder into the other.
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THE BOOK TRADE.

1.—Later Biblical Researches in Palestine and the Adjacent Regions. A Journal

of Travels in the year 1852. By K. Robinson, E. Smith, and others. Drawn np

from the original Diaries, with Historical Illustrations, by Edward Robinson,

D. D., LL. D., Professor of Biblical Literature in the Union Theological Sem

inary, New York. With New Maps and Plars. 8vo., pp. 664. Boston :

Crocker & Brewster.

The present volume is supplementary to the former " Biblical Researches" of

Dr. Robinson, in which he narrated his travels in the year 1838. The second

tour was undertaken for the two-fold purpose of investigating anew certain points

relative to the geography of that sacred land, and of examining some portions of

the country not included in the former routes. During the more important part

of the journey his companion in travel was, as before, the Rev. Eli Smith, D. D.

His second journey partly reversed the direction of the first, commencing at the

point where the first terminated. The first included the desert, the Sinai tic

peninsula, and the land of Idunuea, which are quite beyond the limit of the second.

In 1838, his route was direct from Jerusalem to Beirut, varying but little from

the common track of travel ; while in 1852, he started lrom Beirut, and touched

upon the usual route of travel only at a very few points, opening parts of the

land rarely traversed by Europeans. The great objeot of all these travels and

labors has been to collect materials for the preparation of a systematic work on

the " Physical and Historical Geography of the Holy Land." That work will

doubtless be a masterpiece of scholarship, and should it happen, in any way, that

Dr. Robinson's purpose should not be fully accomplished by himself, we cannot

but believe that h" has already published all that is essential for the instruction

of scholars and divines, as well as f r the gratification of general readers. By

the unanimous acknowledgment of the learned, his first publication is the most

important work ever printed on the Holy Land, and is everywhere recognized as

the highest authority. A new edition of that work is published in connection

with the present work, but the latter is also issued separately. It is an interest

ing testimonial to the correctness of the former that the learned author has not

found it necessary to make in it any corrections of importance in its new edition,

although he has deemed it desirable to add a few notes. A separate Atlas of

Maps, constructed by Kiepert, of Berlin, accompanies the volumes.

2.—Autumnal Leaves. Tales and Sketches in Prose and Rhyme. By L Maria

Child. 16mo., pp. 365. New York : C. S. Francis & Co.

The author of these tales and sketches commenced her literary labors some

thirty years ago, as the author of a novel and the editor of the " Juvenile Mis

cellany," a work that enjoyed a high reputation, not only among little folks, but

children of a larger growth. Beside her own contributions to its pages, that

work secured the aid of several gifted women of that day, most of whom still

survive, and continue to enrich our literature with their pure and beautiful thoughts,

in "prose or verse;" among whom we may name L. H. Sigourney, Hannah J.

Gould, Anna Maria Wells, Sarah J. Hale, Miss Sedgwick, and last, but not

least, Miss Dix, the prison philanthropist of to-day. Wc have several volumes

of that periodical, which have been read and reread by our children, who have

been born and passed from earth to heaven since that period. Miss Child has

more years and more gray hairs now than then, but she has lost none of that gen

erous sympathy for children, none of that freshness, or impulsive humanity, that

imparted life and vitality to her vigorous mind and warm and glowing heart

Her writings of a later day are in keeping with the progressive ideas of this lat

ter part of the nineteenth century. To snow this, we need only refer to the pres

ent volume, which overflows with the fresher and more advanced humanity of the

time.
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3.— Villas and Cottages. A Series of Designs prepared for Execution in the

United States. By Calvert Vacx, Architect, (late Downing and Vaux,)

Newburg, on the Hudson. Illustrated by 300 Engravings. 8vo., pp. 318.

New York : Harper & Brothers.

This work lias been brought out with the aim of satisfying, in part, the ever-

increasing popular desire for improvement in rural architecture. In every part

of our country there is an inexhaustible demand for rural residences, showing a

general advance in popular taste. The numerous designs in the volume before us

have been, for the most part, prepared in detail for actual execution, and thus this

work has the all-important advantage of being the result of real experience, both

on the part of employers and architect. The engravings are arranged in a con

densed, regular manner, so that they may be examined with little trouble and

with but slight reference to the descriptions. In this way the volume will be

generally intelligible and popularly useful, for the chief value of illustrated works

on such topics as domestic architecture must always lie in the fact that they are

calculated to develop the capacity for individual preference, which is absolutely

necessary for a just artistic opinion on any subject The author's style is simple,

comprehensive, and free from all professional technicalities.

4.—The Child's Book of Nature. Three parts in one. Part I., Plants. Part

II., Animals. Part III., Air, Water, Heat, Light, etc. By Wortiunqtoh

Hooker, M. D. Illustrated by Numerous Engravings. 16mo., pp. 179. New

York : Harper & Brothers.

This book is admirably adapted for the purposes for which it was designed by

the accomplished author ; that is, for the use of families and schools, or in other

words, " to aid mothers and teachers in training children in the observation of

nature." Beginning with the most simple and obvious facts in the natural his

tory of the several parts of creation, the author goes on gradually unfolding the

subject, so that many points are made clear to the child which are not fully un

derstood by many who, in riper years, have studied these branches. The teach

ings are rendered attractive to the young mind.

5.—History of King Richard the First of England. By Jacob Abbott. With

Engravings. 16mo., pp. 356. New York : Harper & Brothers.

This is the last published of one of the most valuable series of histories. They

are histories—not tales founded upon histories. Nothing is stated without the

best available historical authority. The narratives are, in short, history itself, so

far as it can be discovered from the attentive examination of the annals, written

at the time when the events themselves occurred. Without embellishment or de

viation from historic truth, Mr. Abbott has succeeded in producing a very inter

esting scries of books for children, and those who have not the leisure to read

more elaborate works.

6.—History of the Invasion and Cnpture of Washington, and of the Events

which Preceded and Followed. By John S. Williams, Brigade Major and

Inspector, Columbian Brigade, in the War of 1812. 12mo., pp. 371. New

York : Harper & Brothers.

The primary object which inspired the author of this work seems to have been

the hope of being able to do something to remove the obloquy which has been

undeservedly cast upon the American troops engaged in the battle of Bladens-

burg. No one, perhaps, was better able than one so intimately connected with

that battle, and the circumstances incident to the invasion of W ashington, to be

come the historian of the events which preceded and followed.

7.—Isabel, the Young Wife and Old Love. By Joiin Cordv Jeaffreson, au

thor of " Crewe Rise," etc. 12mo., pp. 454. New York : Harper & Brothers.

It is sufficient for us to say, for the information of those who read the first work

of this author, that it will not suffer by comparison with that What more need

we add, for the benefit of the novel-reading million ?
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8.—Scriptural and Statistical Views in Favor of Slavery. By Thornton

Strixgfellow, D. D. 12mo., pp. 149. Richmond : J. W. Randolph.

9.— The North and the South: a Statistical View of the Condition of the Free

and the Slave States. By Henry Chase, A. If., and Charles W. Sanborn,

M. D. 12mo., pp. 114. Boston : John P. Jewett.

Two works, one from Richmond, Virginia, and the other from Boston, Massa

chusetts, on the much-discussed question of slavery. The reader of the titles will

readily infer from the geographical origin of each, that one Li pro-slavery and the

other anti-slavery. The Richmond publication is mainly devoted to the Scrip

tural view in favor of slavery, although the Rev. Dr. does not ignore the statis

tical view, but attempts to show that statistics as well favor slavery. The Bos

ton work compares the condition of the slaveholding and non-slaveholding States,

as to territory, population, industry and wealth/education and intelligence, le-

ligion and moral advancement, and general progress, using for this comparison

the census returns for the year 1850, as compiled for the Compendium of the

Seventh Census. Lcaviug the merits of the question to those who may read both

views, wc have one fault to find with the publishers, and that is, neither have

given the title of their books on the back.

10.— The Laws of Health ; or. Sequel to " The House I Live In." By "William

A. Alcott, M. D. Designed for Families and Schools. 12mo., pp. 424.

Boston : John P. Jewett & Co.

Dr. Alcott's work is designed for the immediate wants of schools and families,

and to be exactly suitable as a class-book for district schools. It contains anat

omy and physiology, but they are only introduced as a means of explanation,

illustration, or argument. 1 1 is aim is to take men, women, and childreu as tuev.

are, and teach them, first, how too keep what health they already possess; and,

secondly, how daily and hourly to manufacture more. He has also aimed to

make his language intelligible to every child of ten years of age. We believe

that ho has, in a good degree, succeeded in his objects, and cordially commend

this work to all. Wc know of no volume in which the laws of health are set

forth in a more clear or interesting manner.

11.—Bleak House. By Charles Dickens, (Boz.) With thirty-seven Illustra

tions, from designs by Phiz and Cruikshank. In two volumes, 12mo., pp. 966.

Philadelphia : T. B. Peterson.

Standard works, like those of Dickens, which are sought after alike by the

wealthy and the poor, demand different styles of publications. Every style has

its purchasers. But who is there among the admirers of Dickens that does not

prefer that his sett of Dickens' works shall be uniform, complete, well printed,

on good paper, and well bound? Mr. Peterson, of Philadelphia, having printed

several editions of the complete works of Dickens, in different style, has now

brought out a duodecimo edition, which must commend itself to all who have not

otherwise provided themselves with these volumes. The paper is firm and white,

the print is on clear, large type, leaded, and the binding is unusually excellent.

12.— Vkia; or the Secret of Power. By Mrs. Emma D. E. N, Southworth.

12mo., pp. 540. Philadelphia: T. B. Peterson.

Mrs. Southworth holds a pen in the novel world of letters as prolific as the

dictation of the interminable G. P. R. James, but, for the romance-loving popu

lace, far more attractive. Those who read and admire the " magic iufluence "

that pervades the " Lost Heiress," " Missing Bride," " Curse of Clifton," etc.,

from the same powerful pen, will be sure to hold communion with " Vivia," the

" beautiful, gifted, and inspiring " heroine of this romauce.

13.—Love after Marriage, and other Stories of the Heart. By Mrs. Carolinb

Lek Hentz. 12mo., pp. 257. Philadelphia : T. B. Peterson.

" Love after Marriage " is but one of the thirteen " Stories of the Heart " con

tained in this attractive volume. The poetic imagery, vivacity, and purity of

style of Mrs. Hentz harmonize well with the lessons of morality and patriotism

' 1 in, these, and all her fictitious compositions.
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14-—New Biographies of Illustrious Men. By Thomas Babinoton Macaulat,

Henry Rogers, Theodore Martin, and others. 12mo., pp. 408. Boston :

Whittemore, Niles & Hall.

The contents of this volume have been collected from the eighth edition of the

Encyclopedia Britannica, which is now passing through the press. The magni

tude of that work places it beyond the reach of most persons, while these biog

raphies which it contains are such as every one would gladly possess. The com

piler of the volume has selected seventeen biographical essays, and in an intro

duction has given sketches of their authors. The biographies written by

Macaulay are those of Francis Atterbury, John Bunyan, Oliver Goldsmith, and

Samuel Johnson ; those written by Henry Rogers arc of Joseph Butler, Robert

Hall, Edward Gibbon, Gassendi, and David Hume. The life of Horace, by

Theodore Martin, combines classical erudition and elegant writing. The life of

Sir John Franklin, written by Sir John Richardson, himself an Arctic navigator

of note, forms a welcome portion of the volume, which, in addition to the biog

raphies mentioned, contains those of Joseph Addison and Francis Bacon, by

William Spauldingj John Howard, by Hepworth Dixon; Homer, by John

Stnart Blakie ; James Grichton, by David Irving ; and Sir Humphrey Davy, by

James David Forbes.

15.—Poems. By Charles Swain. Boston : Whittemore, Niles & Hall.

Charles Swain was born in Manchester in 1803, where he still lives. He was

married in 1827, and has had six children, of whom four are now living. His

father was an Englishman, and his mother the daughter of a French physician.

His father died when he was quite young, nis mother's means were limited, and

he was placed in the dye-works of his brother at the age of fifteen, with whom he

remained fourteen years, when he joined the firm of Lockett & Co., engravers, in

Manchester. Subsequently, he purchased part of the business, in which he is

still engaged. His first volume was published in 1827, and met with success.

Such is a brief compend of a poet who is comparatively little known on this side

the Atlantic, and but for Whittemore, Niles & Hall, to whom the American peo-

lc arc indebted for the present collection of his poems, we should have been

eprived of some of the sweetest lyrical poetry in our language ; although, to

use the felicitous language of our own gifted Tuckerman, " many of his songs

had been wafted by their own aerial sweetness across the sea." The volume is a

perfectfac simile of Ticknor & Fields' beautiful " blue and gold " editions of

Longfellow and Tennyson, and everyway worthy of being placed with them in

every library of poetical gems.

16.—The Americans in Japan. An Abridgment of the Government Narrative

of the United States Expedition to Japan under Commodore Perry. By

Robert Tomes. 12mo., pp. 415. New York : D. Appleton & Co.

_ Mr. Tomes has performed a service to the reading million that they will appre

ciate. He has presented, in a condensed form, without omitting anything of im

portance, all the interesting details and descriptions of the official government

narrative of the United States expedition to Japan under Commodore Perry, a

narrative second only in interest to that of the lamented Kane's Arctic expedi

tion.

17.—Mind and Mailer; or, Physiological Inquiries. In a Series of Essays, in

tended to Illustrate the Mutual Relations of the Physical Organizations and

the Mental Faculties. By Sir Benjamin Brodie, Bart., D. C. L., Vice-Pres

ident of the Royal Society. With Additional Notes by an American Editor.

12mo., pp. 279. New York : G. P. Putnam & Co.

The recent scientific investigations and researches contained in this work will

commend it to every one desiring to keep up with the progress of the age. The

general subject of the volume is replete with interest, and of much practical im

portance. The essays are presented in the form of dialogues, a method that seenM

to be especially adapted for inquiries of this description. Among other interest

ing observations are those on the subject of insanity, and its connection with

crime, modern phrenology, Swedenborgian speculations, etc.
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18.—Recollections of a Life-Time: or, Men and Things I have Seen. In a Se

ries of familiar Letters to a Friend, Historical, Biographical, Anecdotical. and

Descriptive. By S. G. Goodrich. In two thick volumes, 12mo., pp. 542,

554. New York and Auburn : Miller, Orton & Mulligan.

It is quite unnecessary to commend these stout volumes—to say of them that

they are highly interesting, and that both young and old will peruse them with

delight and profit. No one would imagine that Peter Parley, who lias been

the author and editor of one hundred and seventy books, of which over seven

million volumes have been sold, would or could now produce a dull book, especially

in writing the history of his life. In all the world there is no other individual

who has done so much, in the capacity of an author, to govern the character and

intelligence of the living age. In the half-century covered by his memoirs he has

seen more than most men would see in twice that time. He has crossed the At

lantic sixteen times, and become familiar with more important facts, both at home

and abroad, than any other American. The volumes before us will give his best

title to an enduring reputation. They are instructive throughout, and yet abound

with anecdotes, which are fresh and excellently told. His reminiscences of Amer

ican literature and art are most interesting, and add much towards the comple

tion of their respective histories. Hia delineations of the country life of New

England during the forepart of this century are given with almost a daguerrean

minuteness, and for this point alone these volumes will always be held in the

highest estimation. Each volume contains twelve wood engravings, and the first

is prefaced by a portrait of the author.

19.—Essay on Language, and other Papers. By Rowland G. Hazard. Edited

by E. P. Peabody. 12mo., pp. 348. Boston : Phillips, Sampsou & Co.

This collection of Mr. Hazard's writings has been made at the earnest instance

of his friends. The author has always been entirely engaged with a very exten

sive manufacturing and mercantile business, (at Carolina Mills, in the town of

Richmond, Rhode Island.) When the " Essay on Language," which occupies

one-third of this book, was first published, it received high commendation from

Dr. Channing, who thus speaks of it in his lecture on Self-Culture :—" I have

known a man of vigorous intellect, who had enjoyed few advantages of early

education, and whose mind was almost engrossed by the details of an extensive

business, but who composed a book, of much original thought, in steamboats and

on horseback, while visiting distant customers." The occasions of the other es

says, which were all lectures, show the value which the citizens of Rhode Inland

set upon Mr. Hazards opinions. His absorption in business, though felt by his

friends to be rather a waste of rare powers, intriusically enhances the value of

whatever he does get time to express. His essays are the insights of a practical

mind, and show that business engagements are not wholly incompatible with high

mental culture.

20.—The Knight of the Golden Melice. A Historical Romance. By the author

of " The Lost Hunter." 12mo., pp. 473. New York : Derby & Jackson.

This is a story of life in the early days of New England, and many well known

characters figure in it. Its faithfulness to historical truth rendtrs it, in a degree,

a mirror of the times, while it also possesses decided merits as a work of fiction.

The author has attempted to explain some passages in American history with

the license of a romancer. The number of works of this description is coustant-

ly increasing, and if well written they are entitled to attention.

21.—The Days of my Life. An Autobiography. By the author of " Margaret

Maitland," " Lilliesleaf," etc., etc. 12mo., pp. 428. New York: Harper &

Brothers.

Mrs. Oliphant is understood to be the author of this and the other works named

in the title-page. " Zaidee," from the same pen, which was first published in

Blackwood's Magazine, attracted a good deal of attention in its various republi

cations in this country. The " Days of my Life " is certainly a powerfully-written

story, fuU of touching passages and dramatically-wrought scenes.
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22.—Canterbury Tales. By Sophia Lee. 12mo., pp. 421. New York : Mason

& Brothers.

We noticed in a former number of this Magazine tbe publication of two vol

umes of the " Canterbury Tales." the commencement of " Masons' Library of

Standard Novels." The tales in that volume were the productions of Harriet

Lee. The first volume originally appeared in Eugland in 1797, and met with

well-deserved success. The series finally reached five volumes. To these Sophia

Lee contributed only the two contained in this reprint ; namely, " The Young

Lady's Tale, or the Two Emilys," and "The Clergyman's Tale." Some critics,

we are told, assign the superiority to Harriet Lee, while others claim with equal

confidence that the tabes of Sophia Lee are the gems of the collection. The new

generations of readers will thank the American publishers for the chance of de

ciding that question for themselves. It should be stated that these volumes con

tain all the tales embraced in the original five volumes.

23.—Pictures of the Olden Time, as shown in the Fortunes of a Family of the

Pilgrims. By Edmund H. Sears. 12mo., pp. 342. Boston : "Crosby,

Nichols & Co.

This is an attempt, and evidently a successful one, to connect the current of

family with that of public history, and to show how events affected not only pub

lic men, but the homes and firesides of the people. In this way the author has

used the links of a genealogy simply as a continuous chain on which to hang

pictures of the time through which it extends. He has attempted to show the

course of human life as it went on its perilous way behind the scenes of courts,

parliaments, and battles, and to bring our ancestors before us, not in their shrouds

and coffins, but as they lived and talked with their neighbors and servants, their

wives and children. The sketches are mellowed by romantic tints and sweet

fancies, and include much instruction on past scenes and characters.

24.— The Wigwam and the Cabin. By William Gilmore Simms. 12mo., pp.

472. New York : J. S. Redfield.

The tales in this collection were first published several years ago. They are

the accumulations of many years, ranging back, according to the dedication of

the author, to the dawn of his earliest manhood. Not the least interesting fea

ture of Mr. Simms' novels, is their identification with our early American history,

and more particularly with the Southern and Southwestern portions of it. The

handsome and substantial style in which the works of our Southern novelist are

produced should, in connection with their standard value, secure for them a place

in every American library.

25.—The World's Oivn. By Julia Ward Howe, author of " Passion Flowers,"

and " Words for the Hour." 12mo., pp. 141. Boston : Ticknor & Fields.

This tragedy, which was first produced on the New York stage during the

present year, has undergone any amount of liberal, and we may add illiberal,

criticism. As an acting drama, it has, we believe, very generally been regarded

as a failure. The author is a woman of no ordinary intellect, and if she has not

succeeded in the construe ion of her plot, she has certainly produced a dramatic

poem of great power, and one that will be read with interest in " the closet."

26.—The Children of the Kingdom. By Rev. Dudley A. Tvno. lCmo., pp.

190. New York : Robert Carter & Brothers.

A contribution to the work of Family Religion, (from lectures originally de

livered by the writer to his congregation,) showing how true religion will manifest

itself in the household circle, how the various members of a family are to ais-

charge their peculiar duties, and how the blessing of God will attend such fidelity

to Himself in present happiness and eternal felicity.

27.—Lily Bell ; or, the Lost Child. By Alice Fay. 12mo., pp. 343. Boston :

James French & Co.

This story is an attempt to show, by the fortunes and misfortunes of its heroine,

the evil effects of a rationalistic creed upon the mind ol youth. It is pleasantly

written, the style is animated, and the characters are well portrayed.
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28.—An Inquiry into the Laws which Regulate, the Circulation and Distribution

of Wealth. By John Mason. 12mo., pp. 118. New York : George P.

Putnam & Co.

This work has been produced to promote the interests of the enterprising and

industrious. It treats of the causes which depress trade, interrupt employment,

and arrest the enterprise of capital. Its effort is directed to the advancement of

commerce, the development of the laws of finance, and the elevation of industry.

Its author's object has been to contribute to the elucidation of economical science,

by demonstrating principles which have hitherto been resisted by eminent author

ities, and rendering practical others which are now merely speculative.

29.—Sermons of the Rev. C. H. Spuroeon, of London. Second Series. 1 2mo.,

pp. 441. New York : Sheldon, Blakeman & Co.

Rev. Mr. Spurgeon has acquired great reputation in London, and his regular

Sunday audiences are larger than those of any preacher since Whitefield. He is

of the Baptist persuasion, youthful, and by many deemed very eccentric. His

style is eminently practical, and precisely adapted to awaken immediately an in

terest among his hearers and readers.

30.— Trade and Letters : their Journeyings round the World. Three Discourses,

de'ivered before the Mercantile Library Association of San Francisco, and

Published at the Request of the Association. By W. A. Scott, D. D. 1 Ohio.,

pp. 168. New York : Robert Carter & Brothers.

Dr. Scott appears to have a liberal and hearty appreciation of the real nature

of commerce, and of its beneficial influence upon communities and nations. His

little volume contains much wholesome instruction, advisory and historical, useful

to all engaged in mercantile pursuits.

31.—A Ray of Light to brighten Cottage Homes. By the author of " A Trap

to Catch a Sunbeam," etc. 16mo., pp. 159. New York : Robert Carter &

Brothers.

By means of a simple tale of humble life, such as may be found in any country

village, the author shows the great good to be derived from that teaching of

" Common Things," to which so much attention is uow being given, and from

thorough acquaintance with useful domestic employments.

32.— Walter March ; or, Shoepac Recollections. By Major March. 12mo.

Boston : James French & Co.

33.—Faca ; an Army Memoir. By Major March, author of " Walter March ;

or, Shoepac Recollections." 12mo. Boston : James French & Co.

These are interesting and spirited works, abounding with life-like pictures of

the past and present. Their authorship is attributed to Lieut. Orlando B. Wil

cox, of the United States Army, whose story of "The Life of a West Point

Cadet," now publishing in Mrs. Stephens' Magazine, is attracting more than or

dinary interest.

34.—The Russell Family. By Anna Hastings. 16mo.,pp. 201. New York:

M. W. Dodd.

A sketch from real life, intended to present, in a real picture, the workings of

the Christian mother's influence in guiding and shaping the future course of her

children.

35.— The Play-Day Book: New Stories for Little Folks. By Fanny Fern.

Illustrated by Feed. M. Coffin. 16mo., pp. 286. New York : Mason &

Brothers.

36.—Daisy ; or, the Fairy Spectacles. By the author of " Violet ; a Fairy

Story." 16mo., pp. 175.

37.—Gold and Silcer. By A. W. H. With Illustrations. 12mo., pp. 51.

New York : Dix & Edwards.
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38.—Songs of Summer. By Richard Henry Stoddard. 12mo., pp. 229.

Boston : Ticknor & Fields.

Mr. Stoddard is a native of Massachusetts, and has resided some time in New

York, where his first volume of poems, entitled " Foot Prints," was published.

In 1852, a collection of his maturer poems was published by Ticknor & Fields.

The editors of the " Cyclopedia " place him in the school of which Keats may be

considered at the head. He has, adds the same authority, a fondness for poetic

luxuries, and has achieved success in the province of ode, which is regaided as a

difficult accomplishment. His " Songs of Summer," as the present collection is

designated, fully sustain whatever of reputation he acquired by former produc

tions. His style is delicate, pure, and graceful.

39.—History of the Irish Insurrection of 1798 ; giving an authentic Account of

the various Battles fought between the Insurgents and the King's Army, and

a genuine History of Transactions preceding that Event. With a valuable

Appendix. By Edward Hay, Esq., Member of the Boyal Irish Academy.

A New Edition, to which have been added Abstracts from Plowden, Teeling,

Gordon, and Madden. 12mo., pp. 432. Boston : Patrick Donahoe.

This is a standard work on the subject to which it refers, by an eyewitness of

the many remarkable transactions.

40.—The Merchant's and Mechanic's Assistant : being a Collection of Rules and

Practical Tables for the Use of Commercial Houses, and those interested in

Ships, Operative Mechanics, Artificers, and Engineers. By I. R. Butts, au

thor of the " Business Man's Assistant," " Business Man's Law Library,"

" United States Law Cabinet," &c, &c. 12mo., pp. 252. Boston : I. R.

Butts.

This work contains, in a tabular form, more useful information for merchants,

shipmasters, and mechanics, than any other volume extant. It is an invaluable

work, and ought to be in every counting-room and workshop.

41.— United Slates Law Cabinet. By I. R. Butts, assisted by Members of the

Bar. One thick volume. 12mo. Boston : I. R. Butts.

This volume comprises five distinct books, which severally contain a judicious

selection of legal forms and instruments used in business, with the rules of law

which govern their application.

42.—How to be Rich ; or, a Key to Honest Wealth : being a Practical Guide to

Farmers, Professional Men, Mechanics. Merchants. Clerks, Factory Operatives,

Apprentices, and all Laborers. By Asber L. Smith. 12mo., pp. 96. New

York : E. D. Long.

The chief principle which lies at the basis of this book is that of systematic

economy. This principle is explained, illustrated, and enforced in a pleasing

style.

43.—The Sisters Abroad; or, an Italian Journey. 16mo., pp. 267. Boston :

Whittemore, Niles & Hall.

This is a pleasant volume, and one instructive to untraveled persons of any

age, although especially prepared for children. The writer selects things that

ore worth describing, and then vividly describes them. The volume is illustrated

with neat wood engravings. '

44.— The Young Lady's Guide to the Harmonious Development of Christian

Character. By Harvey Newcomb. With an Appendix, containing Thoughts

on the Education of Woman. Revised Edition. 12mo., pp. 330. New

York : M. W. Dodd.

This work has become a standard of its class. It is equally adapted to the

various walks of life, having respect to a course of self-culture withiu the reach

of all.

45.—The Shoemaker's Daughter. 16mo., pp. 108. Boston : James Munroe &

Company.
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MERCHANTS' MAGAZINE AND COMMERCIAL REVIEW.

Esln-bUsticd July, 1830.

BY FREEMAN HUNT, EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR, .

PUBLISHED MONTHLY.

At 148 Folton-strcet, Sew York—At Five Uollara per Annum.

Tbo MERCHANTS' MAGAZI

is devoted to TRADE, COMMERCE

RENCY, and FINANCE—MEKCA

MARINE, and LIFE INSURAJ

OATION—NAUTICAL INTELLIU1

including CANALS, RAILWAYS,

IE AND COMMERCIAL

and NAVIGATION—BANK

STILE and MARITIME L

CE—OCEAN and INLAN

NCE—INTERNAL IMPROV

and PLANK ROADS—RF

HARBORS, and in general all subjects involving the great Commercial am)

trul Interests of the Country and the World.

It has been ever the constant aim, and untiring effort of the Editor nod .

prictor to make the Work, at once, a journal of the latest Commercial Intcll

and a standard Library of Reference on all topics of Trade, not lees indispena

the Statesman, Political Economist, Jl-kist, Financier, Bakkcb, Bbokeb, Sm

ter, Shu? Buildeb, Mechanic, and MANUfACTUBKB, than to the Merchant and Bi

Man ; and from the necessarily comprehensive range of its discussions and its

tics, taking in, as it does, every subject in the wide held of Commerce, the pages

Magazine will always be found to embody a vast fund of Knowlege for the F

also—for the Cotton Planter of the South, and the Grain Grower of the North.

The Editor and Proprietor has endeavored to infuse into his Magazine a n

spirit and character, by securing 'he aid of able correspondents in all parts ofon

spread Republic, and by esliibi ting the resources of every State ana Territory

Union. On mooted points in political economy, banking, and the principles of

he has freely admitted articles advocating antagonistic doctrines and opinion

while it is his great aim to exhibit facts, and embody the scientific and practical

linos of Commerce, the Magazine wdl be ever open to the free and fair discoe

every subject legitimately falling within its general scope and its original design

The number for June, 1866, completed the thikty-focrth semi-annual 1

of the Merchants' Magazine. The work has been enlarged mofe than one-third a

commencement in July, 1889, and each volume now contains nearly Sight B

octavo pages. A few complete sets of the Magazine may be obtained at the p

ex's office, 142 Fulton-street, New York, neatly and substantially bound, for Two D

LAas and a Half per volume.

Chahuzr or Coumikci or Pabis, Paris, 26 December, "
Mr. Prkxman Mi nt.
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Rnalvtd-, Thai the tloarri or Trade vlewiuu ihe importance of n publication, which condem

induced to encourage Frkkmak Hurt, Ksq„ in hiaarduoua lubora by becoming subscribe

Itrsolred, Thatn copy oftlio foregoing Resolution be furnished Mr. litnrr, by Ute Fecrruu
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TIIOS. P. COPE. President. G 0. Cdiuii .Sea

At
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Art. I.—COMMERCE.

The interchange of commodities, either directly by barter, or indirectly

through some medium of exchange, must have arisen among mankind

at the very first remove from a state of nature. Even before the flood,

according to the Mosaic account, the pursuits of men had that diversity,

out of which commerce necessarily arises. Enoch builded a city ; Abel

was a keeper of sheep ; Cain was a tiller of the ground ; Jabal was the

father of such as dwell in tents, and of such as nave cattle ; Jubal was

the father of all such as handle the harp and organ ; Tubal Cain was an

instructor of every artificer in brass and iron. Money, as an instrument

of commerce, was known in the days of Abraham. When he bought of

Ephron the Field of Macphelah, wherein to bury his wife Sarah, he paid

for it four hundred sheckels of silver—" money current with the mer

chants." The Phoenicians were the first people, who, to manufactures and

the arts, united the navigation of the seas. Their chief cities were of

great antiquity. Some accounts place the foundation of Sidon twenty-

two centuries before the birth of our Saviour. Tyre was in its glory in

the time of David ; of whom, and of Solomon, Hiram, king of Tyre, was

the firm ally. When Solomon built a navy in the Red Sea, the Jews, be

ing little acquainted with navigation, Hiram " sent in the navy his servants,

shipmen that had knowledge of the sea." The fleets of Tyre traversed

the whole Mediterranean, and passing the Pillars of Hercules, even reached

Britain, where they obtained tin from the mines of Cornwall. Eastward

they trafficked on the Red Sea, the Arabian Gulf, and as far as India.

The opulence of Tyre was the marvel of antiquity, and the Sacred Wri

ters give us the most gorgeous descriptions of its wealth and splendors.
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" O thou," says the Prophet Ezekiel, " that art situate at the entry of

the sea, which art a merchant for the people of many isles ; thy borders

are in the midst of the sea, thy builders have perfected thy beauty. * * *

What city is like Tyrus ? By thy great wisdom, and by thy traffic, hast

thou increased thy riches." " Tyre," says the Prophet Isaiah, " the crown

ing city, whose merchants are princes, whose traffickers are the honor

able of th# earth."

This first seat of commerce, united with navigation, was destroyed by

Nebuchadnezzar, after a siege of thirteen years, but not until the Tynans

had retreated with their ships, merchandise, and people, to a neighboring

island, whence they returned and rebuilt their city, to be again destroy

ed, and this time finally, by Alexander the Great, after a siege of seven

months. That great man, perhaps irritated by this resistance, which seems

long in his rapid career of victory, or more probably impressed by it with

the power and wealth derivable from commerce, founded the city of Alex

andria, to command that trade of the East which had principally sustained

the opulence of Tyre. This new city, at the mouth of the Nile, first under

the Ptolemies, and then under the Romans, surpassed for many centuries

the ancient commercial renown of the Tyrians. It was also the seat of

the arts and of learning. It was here that the seventy made that trans

lation of the Hebrew Scriptures, known to us as the Septuagint. The Alex

andrian library, consumed by the torch of Omar, has always been the regret

of scholars. The duties on the imports and exports of Alexandria, under

the Ptolemies, have been calculated by some writers to have reached the

annual amount of two hundred and seventy-four millions of pounds ster-

ting ; but such figures are incredible. After the first devastation of its

conquest by the Saracens, it regained something of its former trade, and

never lost a certain degree of commercial importance. Should modern

science, renewing the achievements of the Pharaohs, the Ptolemies, and

the Caliphs, again reunite the waters of the Mediterranean and Red Seas,

Alexandria, now the only remaining monument of the conquests of the

"mad boy of Macedonia," may again revive its ancient splendor.

Carthage was a colony of the Phoenicians, and vindicated the noble

stock from which it sprung, both by its endurance in war, and the splen

dor and extent of its commerce. Its population has been computed as

high as seven hundred thousand souls; exceeding the present numbers of

the greatest city on this continent. One of its enterprises in navigation,

was the sending an expedition of sixty ships, under Ilanno, to explore new-

regions on the Atlantic Ocean. The Canary Islands, the westernmost

limit of ancient navigation, were reached by its seamen. Carthage yielded

at last to the military genius and fortune of Rome, but not until it had

given proofs, in two wars the most obstinate recorded in history, that the

spirit of an enlarged and generous commerce fortifies, rather than impairs,

the high qualities of courage, fortitude, and patriotism.

The ancient Egyptians were not navigators.

The Greeks were not specially a commercial people, and they did not

addict themselves to distant voyages. This may be attributed as much,

perhaps, to the maxims of their philosophers, as to any cast of national

aptitude for commerce. Xenophon has recorded his serious doubts,

whether communities are benefited by commerce. Plato excluded mer

chants from his imaginary commonwealth. It is certain, at any rate, that

the colonies founded by Greece in the Mediterranean, exhibited more com
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mercial activity than the parent State ; and the modern Greeks, scattered

in many countries, control, at this day, no small share of the trade of the

world. The ancient Greeks were, however, by no means ignorant of nav

igation. Homer has described the great fleet in which they sailed to the

capture of Troy ; although it will reduce our admiration of this naval

force, to recollect that those ships were open boats, without decks, as were

the ships in which the Creeks won, long afterwards, the famous battle of

Salamis.

The Romans disdained commerce. No man of rank, or birth, was

allowed to engage in it. No Senator was permitted to own any vessel,

■beyond the requirements of transport for his own corn and fruits. Anns,

agriculture, and politics, were exclusively the avocations of that proud

people. Commerce, the handicrafts, and even the higher arts, they left to

slaves, freedmen, and the people of their conquered provinces. The Ro

man Empire was, through those agencies, the theater of a vast commerce,

from which the Romans, although they did not themselves engage in it,

extracted immense revenues. When, after the battle of Actiurn, Egypt

was reduced to the condition of a Roman province, Augustus GV.sar cher

ished and protected the commerce of Alexandria, and that city was second

only to Rome, in grandeur and population. The fleet from Egypt fur

nished bread for the Imperial City. Pliny states the commercial revonue

derived by Rome from Alexandria at a sum equal, in modern times, to

twenty-eight millions of pounds sterling.

During the interruption of the commerce of Alexandria, resulting from

its conquest by the Saracens, Constantinople maintained a connection

with the East, through the circuitous channel of the Indus, the Oxus, the

Caspian Sea, the Volga, and the Don. The trade of the East still con

tinued to be the great prize of commerce, as it had been from time im

memorial. It has continued to be so down to a very recent period, and,

in the ^timation of many, is so at this day. To control its most direct

channel, was the leading motive of the invasion of Egypt by Napoleon.

To Becure it to us, by a railroad across the American continent, has been

one of the ideas associated with that great enterprise, which Col. Bentou

has made familiar to the public mind. It is a noble idea, suited to his

large grasp, and which he lias made palpable by that magnificent rhetoric,

in which he has had no superior in our language since Burke. The rich

spices, the gorgeous stuffs, and the sparkling gems of the Indies, have al

ways inflamed the imaginations, as well as excited the cupidity of the

Western nations. The " wealth of the Indies," is one of our proverbial

expressions. Milton could find no illustration more impressive with his

readers, of the splendors of the throne erected for Satan :—

" High on a throne of royal state,

Which far outshone the wealth of Ormus or of Ind."

The commerce of the East, which had been transferred from Tyre to

Alexandria, and from Alexandria to Constantinople, passed next to Uiom

famous Italian republics, Pisa, Genoa, Florence, and Venice, which emerged,

during the Middle Ages, from the downfall of the Roman Empire. It was

the foundation of their wealth and power, which declined, when a new

passage to the Indies, round the Cape of Good Hope, was opened by th«

Portuguese, at the close of the fifteenth century.
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Poetry has said of Venice :—

" Her daughters had their dowers

From spoil of nations, and the exhaustless East

Poured in her lap all gems in sparkling showers."

The wealth and power of these republics have passed away, but their

.glory is imperishable. In contrast with the scantiness of their territories,

the extent of their conquests seems fabulous. Genoa, without soil enough

to feed her people, founded flourishing colonies in the Black Sea. The

Crimea, since contested by great empires, was a Genoese province, and

monuments of their occupation yet remain. It was from a Genoese tower,

that the defense of Balaklava, against the British army, was maintained.

Venice, reclaimed from the marshes at the head of the Adriatic, main

tained victorious war with the Grand Turk, then the terror of Christen

dom. The genius of these republics, ascendent in war, in the arts, and in

learning, has, however, left its most prominent mark upon the history and

condition of mankind, by its direction to navigation. It was a Genoese,

who, seeking a new passage to the Indies, discovered the New World.

The Florentine, Americus Vespucius, and the Venetians, John and Sebas

tian Cabot, by their immortal voyages, completed the work which Colum

bus had begun.

Let us turn now to more northern climes, whose elements and charac

teristics were at work, which have given to commerce its last, and, prob

ably, final development.

The Hanseatic League, embracing Lubec, Brunswick, Bremen, Ham

burgh, Dantzic, and Cologne, existed in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

In the fourteenth century, Flanders was celebrated for its commerce and

manufactures ; and at Bruges, at that time, it is said that merchants from

seventeen kingdoms had their settled domicils. In the contemporaneous

literature of England, " Flemish account," is a frequent phrase to express

overreaching and extortion, which proves that the successful merchants

of Flanders did not escape the envy of their times.

Edward III. induced large numbers of artisans and merchants from

Flanders to come over and settle in England, and, for a long time, the

English were merely the followers and pupils of the Dutch in commerce.

Even as late as the reign of James L, according to Hume, there were em

ployed in the trade between England and Holland, six hundred Dutch

ships, and only sixty English ships. It was not until the commencement

of the eighteenth century, that England obtained that pre-eminence in

commerce which made her at length the mistress of the seas. Her destiny,

always glorious, is most happy in this—that when she yields the scepter,

it will not be to aliens, or to enemies, but to a people springing from her

own loins, speaking her own language, and displaying her own nigh qual

ities on a wider theater, and under more fortunate auspices.

How, and why has it happened, that the control of commerce has passed

from the Mediterranean to the Baltic and the North Seas? In the first

place, because manufactures, the arts, and civilization, have a constant ten

dency to progress northward, and can only find in the North their fullest

development; and, in the second place, because commerce has become

more closely dependent upon navigation, than in former times, and is, there

fore, the natural possession of those Northern races, who are best able to

overcome the perils and hardships of the ocean.
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The causes which transfer commerce and manufactures from one region

to another, are numerous, and sometimes obscure. Religion, race, govern

ment, conquest, and emigration, are the most conspicuous and obvious.

Under the operation of these causes, sometimes acting in conjunction,

and sometimes in opposition to each other, the local changes of human

civilization and power have been various and irregular. There are, how

ever, two general movements of the arts and population, which have been

observed during the whole history of our race. The one is from East

to West.

" Westward the star of empire takes its way."

This movement has been permanent, although fortuitous in its cause.

The East being, as is often said, " the cradle of the human race," its spread

was necessarily towards the West. A different local origin would have

given a different direction to its migrations. The second general move

ment from south to north, is not fortuitous, but depends upon causes the

operation of which is inevitable. In the rude and early periods of our

history it was only in warm climates, where the natural fruits of the earth

are abundant, that population could attain a sufficient degree of density

to give birth to cities and any considerable degree of civilization. North

ern raees, in a state of nature, or not far removed from it, are hunters, or

at best pastoral in their pursuits, and their population is necessarily sparse.

The discoverers of America found cities in the warm regions, but in the

north only scattered and wandering tribes. It is so in Asia now, where

Oriental civilization, such as it is, has its chief seats in regions favored by

the sun. On the Mediterranean, the first seats of population were in

Phoenicia and Egypt, whence the arts spread northwards, first to Greece

and then to Italy, whence the great power of the Roman Empire carried

them still further north. It is only in an advanced condition of the arts

that man is able to provide himself abundantly with the shelter, the cloth

ing, and the various comforts and conveniences of life, which alone ren

der cold regions habitable by other than rude and barbarous nations. But

when once the conquest of the north has been achieved, then the same

cold which was the greatest enemy and evil of the race becomes its best

friend. With the means and appliances to protect himself against its

rigors, man finds in cold, when not excessive, the best preserver of health

and the best stimulant to exertion. In the present age of the world, it is

Dot cold but heat which the wit of man has not devised the means of es

caping, with its debilitating lassitude , and deadly influence upon life and

strength, which seems to oppose to progress an insurmountable physical

barrier. The civilized races of ancient times, without sawmills to cheapen

the materials for habitations, without chimneys, without glass windows,

without stoves, without coals, and with textile fabrics only obtainable by

the expensive processes of manual labor, were confined to the lower lati

tudes. A more advanced civilization has carried our race into regions

and climates too rough for its infant feebleness, but which are best adapt

ed to develop the fullness of its matured strength. Thus most truly, and

by no fortuitous accident, does northward " the star of empire take its

way," and this destiny can have no change and no reflux. Southern civ

ilization was always in danger from northern irruption, and frequently fetl

a prey to its overwhelming force. Northern civilization, uniting strength

with the arts, need fear no foreign violence, and the causes which will ac
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eomplish its downfall, if at length it must meet the fate of all things hu

man, are deep hidden in the womb of time.

Navigation has been so much improved in modern times that it maj

be said to be a modern art. The use of rowers, indispensable with the

ancients in the management, and much relied on in the propelling of ves

sels, would excite the ridicule of modern sailors. The ship of the an

cients was furnished with but one mast, and the forward sail, or jib, to

govern its movements, was square, as represented in paintings and on

coins. They could sail within seven or eight points of the wind, but had

no idea of working to the windward by successive traverses. Rudders,

hinged to the stern-post, were not used until the thirteenth century. The

mariner's compass, enabling the navigator to keep the open sea, instead of

creeping along the coast, came into use about the year 1400. and was

followed a century later by the discovery of the variation of the needle.

In 1569, Gerard Mercator published his chart. The first account we have

of the log, to ascertain the rate of a ship's sailing, is in a tract published

at Leyden in 1599. Logarithms were invented in 1615, by Napier, a

Scotch nobleman, and applied to navigation in 1620, by Edward Gunter.

Mercator's map and Gunter's scale are still in use. The magnitude of the

earth, and the length of a degree of a great circle upon it, were deter

mined by Richard Norwood, an Englishman, with great accuracy, in 1635.

There is no evidence that any mode of determining position at sea by as

tronomical observations was in use until the Middle Ages. The method

of determining longitude by lunar observations is commonly ascribed to

Dr. Maskelyne, appointed Royal Astronomer of England in 1765, and who

died as late as 1811. This method, however, is founded upon the "Lunar

Tables," published in 1755, by Tobias Mayer, a native of Wurtemberg.

As late as 1817, it is stated to have been a matter of congratulation that

a national armed vessel of the United States, on a voyage to Europe, had

on board one man who understood lunar observations. Our navy officers

are now better instructed. The construction of a chronometer of suffi

cient accuracy to determine longitude was achieved in 1765, by John

Harrison, a Yorkshireman, a carpenter by trade. His instrument, tested

on a voyage from England to Jamaica and back, fixed the longitude within

eighteen miles, and he received the reward of twenty thousand pounds

sterling, offered by Parliament on condition that he explained the bases

of his invention, which were chiefly two ; first, the principle of the differ

ent expansibility of different metals tinder the influence of heat, applied

to the construction of pendulums and balance-wheels; and second, the

going fusee, by which the movement of a clock, or watch, is not inter

rupted by the operation of winding up.

The mathematical problems connected with the motion of a ship upon

the curves of the globe task the subtlest analytical powers of the human

mind. The works published on that subject in the seventeenth and eigh

teenth centuries were numerous, learned, and ingenious, and exhausted

that department of navigation as a matter of strict science. Our own

Bowditch, however, in his " New American Practical Navigator" pub

lished in 1807, by the accuracy of his tables and the simplicity of hi*

rules, deserved the credit which he has enjoyed. His work now, after the

lapse of half a century, is still standard authority in our own marine, and

is largely used by European navigators.

In other departments of navigation, the construction and working of
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ships, the study of winds and currents, and the construction of charts,

there is no limit to the improvements which are being made, and which

are still possible. Prodigious advancements have been made during the

present generation, and greater ones are, doubtless, in store for the future.

It is not impossible, perhaps not improbable, that the construction of ships

of such size as to bo as little affected by the waves of the ocean as ships

now are by the waves of rivers, about to be tested by the gigantic iron

steamer now nearly completed in Great Britain, may prove as successful

in practice as it seems to be flattering in theory. Should this happen,

harbors now adequate to the draught of merchant vessels, would cease to

be so. New York might sink to the rank of a second-class city, and New

port, upon Narragansett Bay, might again assert that maritime imports

ance which it enjoyed before the Revolutionary War. One of the certain

results of the success of this experiment would be to hasten that commer

cial development, which is the assured destiny of Portland, as the winter

port of the great and rich valley of the St. Lawrence.

Commerce has no necessary connection with navigation. It may exist

in countries entirely inland. Water carriage is only one mode of trans

port, although doubtless the best, and for the greater distances reached

by modern commerce the only practical one. In the East Indies and in

China exist great and dpulent cities, in which the sound of the caulker is

never heard. Palmyra, that " City of the Desert," half fabulous and half

historical, through which the commerce of the East once found its chan

nel to the countries of the Mediterranean, was an inland city. The trade

of Asia and Africa has always been carried on by land transport ; by the

horse, the bullock, and especially the camel. The caravans of Oriental

traffic are familiar objects of description. The sastern races have, many

of them, great aptitude for mercantile pursuits ; but for the most part,

neither taste nor capacity for the navigation of the seas. This is true of

that race best known to all the world—the Jews.

The ocean was the last and crowning conquest of our race. To the

savage man an object of helpless terror—to all men an object of awe—it

was to the ancients an unfathomable mystery, since they knew not whither

led its world of waters. The hearts of the bold men who followed the

fortunes of Columbus failed within them as they sailed westward day by

day upon the trackless waste, leaving the world behind them. With in

finite difficulty did ho persuade them to proceed, now by entreaty, now by

authority, and at last by a promise to return unless he reached land within

a certain time. The alarm and terror which agitated his little fleet, three

vessels, the largest of only ninety tons, surpassed description. The heart

of the great admiral failed not. His notions of the magnitude of the

earth, with the limited information of that period, must have been indefi

nite, but its form was clearly pictured in his mind. In the statue which

adorns the eastern front of our national capital, he is represented as hold

ing the globe in his hand—no unfit emblem of the firm grasp in which

his intellect comprehended it. Bating no jot of heart or hope he still

tailed towards the setting sun, until he was able to cheer, not himself, but

his followers, with unmistakable signs of that new world, the discovery of

which has opened the crowning era of the destinies of his race.

Only in modern times can commerce be truly said to be " the golden

girdle of the globe."

Only in the fulness of time, only after nearly six thousand years of de
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lay, did man know the limits of the planet he inhabits, and thereby really

acquire that dominion of the land and of the sea promised to him by his

Creator. Requiring not merely great perfection in the mechanic arts but

a knowledge of the abstruse sciences, the navigation of the ocean could

only be possible at an advanced stage of human civilization. Requiring

the highest combination of intelligence, moral courage, and physical har

dihood, it could only be possible to superior races of men. Not only

must it be confined to the superior races of men, but in its full develop

ment to such races inhabiting the colder climates. There only is found

the sturdy muscle which can build the wooden leviathans which plow the

deep. There only is found that bodily endurance which can brave the

bufferings of the ocean. The mastery of the winds and waves requires

rougher training than is found under genial suns and on benignant soils. To

the frozen north belongs the dominion of the seas, aud in modern times

the dominion of commerce follows the dominion of the seas. Nations

without sailors and without ships may control their own trade, but the

wealth and productions of any single country are small, compared with

those of the great world which lies open to those to whom the ocean is a

familiar highway.

Southern countries, under any tolerable organization of labor and gov

ernment, far surpass Northern countries in raw productions. The imports

and exports of Cuba exceed threefold the imports and exports of the

United States, in proportion to population. Yet Cuba has no tonnage,

and can have none. The staples of our own Southern States are trans

ported in ships built in New England. This happens because they have

comparatively no tonnage of their own, and because they can employ

New England ships at more advantageous rates than other ships, taking

into account the superior manner in which the service required is per

formed by them. It does not arise, in any appreciable degree, from the

political connection of the States of this Union. With the exception of

the coasting trade, a ship from Maine has no legal advantage at New

Orleans over a ship from England or Norway, but obtains business there,

as it does at Havana, upon the same principles which control other mer

cantile transactions.

The writers and orators of the Southern States have failed to perceive

the true causes which have given a Northern direction to modern com

merce. The fact of this direction they see clearly—and, indeed, it is im

possible for anybody to be blind to it.

De Bow says :—

Almost all the great maritime and commercial people of ancient and modern

times have been Southerners, and many under suns more burning than ours.

Col. James Gadsden, of South Carolina, says :—

It was the spirit of enterprise of these Southeastern and luxurious people which

reared to greatness and power and wealth the Assyrian, the Egyptian, the Me

dian, Persian, and Arabic empires ; extended over Greece and Italy, passed the

Pillars of Hercules, and explored more distant regions. It was Phoenicia which

planted her Carthage on the burning sands of Africa. * * * * It

was commercial enterprise in the South that reared Venice amid the very

waters of the Adriatic, and made the silks of Persia and the spices of Arabia

tributary to her luxurious grandeur. Alexandria, too, midways between the In

dian and Mediterranean seas, once held its high place among the great commer

cial marts of the world. Its decline is to be attributed to the discovery of the
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passage round the Cape of Good Hope. To adventurous Southern spirits, to

Portuguese navigators, is the world indebted for that new avenue to the Eastern

Ocean and the Chinese Seas. Genoa should not be overlooked in the enumeration

of ancient Southern cities reared by Southern enterprise.

This is eloquence; as intended to prove the present capacity of South

ern regions to contest the palm of commercial supremacy, it is, to a certan

extent, logic ; nevertheless, it is defective logic, because it omits the con

sideration of the circumstances which decisively distinguish ancient from

modern times. History does prove that civilization, letters, and the arte

had their origin in the rich regions of the lower latitudes—where nature

is kindly, where the fruits of the earth are abundant, and where popula

tion, even in a rude condition of life, may become dense. Philosophy

teaches how all this must necessarily be so ; but both history and philoso

phy point to the Northward progress of the human race, as its fuller de

velopment multiplies the means by which cold is resisted, and even con

verted into an ally, and by which cultivation is made to supply the place

of spontaneous fertility. History does prove that Southern nations may

exhibit the finest genius in war and in letters ; may found opulent cities;

and may excel in both the luxurious and useful arte. History does not

prove them to possess those more rugged characteristics, that rougher

strength which command the ocean, and, through the ocean, command

universal commerce.

The acute intellect of Italy discovered the New World ; the fervid en

terprise of Portugal circumnavigated the Old World ; but where they

sowed, others have reaped. The careers they opened have been entered

upon, and at length monopolized, by more sturdy competitors. The Hol

lander, the Dane, the Norwegian, the Swede, the North German, the

Englishman, and, finally, the Northern States of this Union, have become

the masters of navigation, of the carrying trade, and of the world's com

merce. This is not accident, but the result of those prominent principles

which secure to Northern races the trident of the 6eas. It is not accident

that the Russian empire draws its sailors from Finland ; that the seat of

the French whale fishery is at Havre, and not at Marseilles ; that Cnpe

Cod is the nursery of seamen, while Virginia is the mother of orators.

The dangers, hardships, and privations of seafaring life, do not attract

those who bask under genial suns, and receive, almost without labor, the

abounding fruits of kindly soils. It is only a certain ruggedness of na

ture which drives men from the land to the ocean. In ancient times, it

was not the Egyptians, enriched by the endless fertility of the Nile, but

the Phoenicians, surrounded by sterile hills, who became the first navi

gators. In the middle ages, it was the Venitians, struggling for a foothold

upon marshes rescued from the Adriatic—it was the Genoese, hemmed in

upon a narrow strip of territory between the sea and the Appennines, who

contended for maritime ascendancy. In our own times, from the gloomy

and rock-bound coast of New England issue forth those swift and stately

ships which carry the American flag into every clime. It is Nantucket,

a desolate sand bar, with but a single harbor, and that a poor one, and

without agricultural capacity exceeding the support of twenty families,

which breeds that indomitable race, of whom Burke said :—

While we follow them among the trembling mountains of ice. and behold them

penetrating iuto the deepest frozen recesses of Hudson's Bay and Davis's Straits ;
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while we are looking for them beneath the Arctic Circle, we hear that they have

pierced into the opposite region of polar cold. No sea but what is vexed by their

fisheries—no climate that is not witness to their toils.

As between the two sections of our own country, there is another fact,

besides the difference of climate, which disables the South from entering

into commercial competition with the North. Its laboring population

consists of slaves, and those slaves of an inferior race. The slaves of the

Phoenicians, of the Greeks, and of the Romans, were equal, or nearly

equal to their masters, in natural capacity. This difference is, in some

respects, advantageous to our Southern States. The negro is easily sub

jugated, and not dangerous as a slave ; but the same characteristics which

make him less dangerous, make him less useful. White slavery is compatible

with a high degree of perfection in the mechanic arts, in manufactures,

and in commerce. Black slavery is fatal to it, as proved by the unvarying

experience of every people which has tried it. It is quite certain that we

shall never see ships built or sailed by negro slaves. The pursuits of our

Southern States are, and always were, mainly agricultural. The era of

their commercial prosperity and opulence, which they fix prior to the

revolutionary war and down to the commencement of the present century,

is only a pleasing fable, although reported so often as to be accepted as

fact by the careless. Even Col. Benton pays a pious tribute to the past

glories of the Carolinas, from which he sprung. A closer examination

will show that in this case, as in many others, distance of time " lends

enchantment to the view," as well as distance of place. The products of

our Southern States were formerly, and still are, exported from their own

ports. The whole change which has occurred within sixty years, is that

the imports consumed by them, and which were formerly made principally at

their own ports, are now made at New York—the difference being sub

stantially this, that their factors, who are now Northern merchants, were

then English or Scotch agents. In commerce or navigation they never

themselves participated in any considerable degree, although furnishing,

as the Cubans do, abundant commodities and employment for both.* The

holders of the public debt, at the close of the revolutionary war, were

found north of the Potomac. During the war of 1812-15, while the

North loaned to the government $43,000,000, the South loaned only

$2,000,000 ; and this from want of means, and not from any want of pat

riotism or lack of disposition to sustain government in that struggle.

These facts show clearly enough where mercantile capital was located at

these periods.

Virginia and the Carolinas had their epoch of prosperity ; but it was

* "Our last exports did not exceed £1,000,000. Our export trade Is entirely In the hands of for

eigners. We have no manufactures—depend for supplies on other nations, and so far are we from

having any carrying trade, that, as I have already said, our exports are in the hands of foreigners."

—Governor Kammh.imi, In the Virginia Convention, (1788,) "On the adoption of the Federal Con

stitution."

" From Virginia their exports are valued at a million sterling per annnm ; the single article of

tobacco amounts to seven or eight hundred thousand. How does this come back ? Not in money ;

for the Virginians are poor to a proverb, in money. They anticipate their crops; tjiey spend faster

than they earn ; they are even in debt Their rich exports return in eatables, in drinkables, and ia

wearables."—Oltvib Ellsworth, in the Connecticut Convention, (1788,) "On the adoption of th»

Federal Constitution."
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in no just sense commercial. It was agricultural, and only lasted while

they were wearing out the natural fertility of their lands by a wasteful

and exhausting cultivation.

It is a common idea that commercial prosperity is fleeting and transi

tory beyond the degree of mutability incident to all human things. That

idea inspired the poet, when he said :—

" Trade's prond empire hastes to swift decay."

I am not satisfied that this idea is well founded. Commercial cities

have flourished and decayed, and so have, and with quite as much rapid

ity, empires, kingdoms, and even races. Notable instances are not tew,

at any rate, where commerce, or superiority in some special manufacture,

has clung to particular spots with wonderful tenacity. When St. Paul

journeyed to Damascus, it was a city of immemorial age, and is a flourish

ing city at this day. Alexandria survives twenty-three centuries; Mar

seilles was an old and opulent city before the Christian era ; London is

older than the English language, and was a considerable town in the time

of the Caesars. Most of the towns composing the Hanseatic League of

the twelfth century still hold an important commercial rank. Damascus

excels in steel at this day, as it did during the Crusades ; the laces of

Brussels have delighted the fair during five centuries; the violins of

Cremona and the silks of Lyons have been long famous, and are still un

surpassed. If the shoes of Lynn and the clocks of Connecticut enjoy a

duration of prosperity to be measured by these examples, their career is

yet only in its commencement.

In the history of Europe, the dominion of trade has exhibited more

stability than either political or military power. During the centuries

which witnessed only two transfers of commercial ascendancy—from tho

Mediterranean to Holland, and from Uolland to England—what numerous

and vast changes took place in dynasties, in the limits of kingdoms, and

in the balance of political power I

Many changes, spoken of as such, are so only comparatively, and not

positively. The commerce and wealth of the Dutch, the manufactures of

Belgium, the Flanders of the middle ages, have undergone no decay.

They are, indeed, greater than ever before, although now overshadowed

by the more colossal proportions of British capital and British industry.

In the philosophy of things, commerce and the arts must be as promi

nent as the national characteristics out of which they spring ; while mili

tary and political power, often the result of the genius or fortune of individ

uals, may be as fleeting and capricious as life or chance. " Trade's proud

empire," the poet to the contrary notwithstanding, cannot be "swift,"

either in its rise or in its fall.

The subject matter of commerce often changes, when there is no change

in that national genius and aptitude to which material objects are only

secondary. Consider the great part now performed in English commerce

by cotton fabrics. They constitute one-half of the enormous aggregate of

English exports. Yet the cotton manufacture is wholly the creation of

the last eighty years. In the reign of James L, little more than two cen

turies ago, nine-tenths of English commerce was in woolen manufactured

goods. Yet the commerce of England does not consist of cottons or

woolens. It would have existed without either. It has its substantial

and enduring basis in her national genius and enterprise, in her well
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defined personal liberty, in the character and local combination of her

mines, in her accumulated capital, in her climate, and in her insular

position.

The commercial spirit of New York existed in full vigor two centuries

ago. But consider to what different objects it was directed. "New

York," says a writer of that day, " sends fewer ships to England than

some other colonies do, but those they do send are richer, as dealing more

in furs and skins with the Indians." Within a century New England has

changed her exports from furs, ashes, and provisions, to manufactures of

cotton, wool, iron, and leather ; but there has been no change in those

elements of character of which physical substances are only the objects

and instruments.

Let us suppose that in navigation steam supplants sails, and iron wood.

How many arts in the construction and working of ships would be

changed, superseded, or called into being, to meet the new condition of

tilings? Yet, I doubt not, New England skill would be as prominent in

the iron steamer as in the wooden ship. The soldier who can make good

use of a musket, will know how to use a Minnie rifle ; and the ingenious

artisans of our seaports will easily exchange the ax and the adze for the

foundry and the rolling-mill. The art will remain, although all its pro

cesses are changed.

The general advance of the commerce of the world, within the past few

years, is immense ; the proportion of our own participation in that advance

is absolutely amazing. Our tonnage is eleven times what it was when

Hamilton made his report upon navigation in 1790 ; it has doubled

within the last nine years. The tonnage of our registered ships engaged

in foreign trade has trebled within the last fifteen years ; our tonnage now

surpasses that of Great Britain and all her colonies, and is double the

amount at which British tonnage stood only seventeen years ago. Our

tonnage is double that of all the European nations together, exclusive of

Great Britain. The tonnage of Maine alone is equal to that of the French

empire ; the tonnage of Maine alone is equal to that of all the Baltic

powers combined. The united tonnage of Denmark, Norway, and Swe

den, is not equal to the tonnage built in the United States in the single

year ending on the 30th day of last June.

If this is the present, what is to be the future of commerce ? Consider

how large a proportion of the surface of the globe has as yet made no

contribution to commerce, because waste, or occupied by barbarous tribes,

or inaccessible ; consider what vast countries are now being brought, for

the first time, under the dominion of civilized man ; consider, finally, how

wonderfully production is being augmented by machinery, by the subjection

to human control of newly-discovered powers of nature, and by accumu

lating capital. The progress of the past has been great, and the capacity

for progress in the future is indefinitely greater. The field for enterprise

is not yet even fully explored ; it stretches boundless on every hand ; and

each step forward only gives new points of vision and more extended

prospects.
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Art. II.—MONTREAL : ITS TRADR AND COMMERCE
*

Montreal, the largest and most populous city and chief seat of com

merce of British America, is situated at the head of the ship navigation

of the St, Lawrence, and near its confluence with the Ottawa, 142 miles

in a direct line S. W. from Quebec.

The population of the city is steadily increasing, and it is believed that

at no former period was its trade and general business on a more healthy

footing. The building of dwelling-houses and warehouses is going on

with great energy, and to a very large extent. Within the year ending

31st October, 1856, there were 543 dwelling-houses, warehouses, and

shops of substantial character, being all brick or stone, erected or in course

of erection, exclusive of stables, sheds, and out-buildings. In a single

short street, it may be mentioned, that the increase to the revenue of the

city, from the erection of new warehouses this year, is £250. Of the

present position of the city, in its various interests, some general idea may

be formed from the following reliable figures: In 1800 the population

was 9,000; 1816, 16,000; 1825,22,000; 1831,27,297; 1851,57,715;

1856, 75,000, at a very moderate estimate.

THE REVENUE OF THE CITT.

From the assessments imposed on real estate was, for the year 1850 £15,220

•' " " " " 1866 26,740

" " " " " 1856 28,761

The aggregate value of the real estate of the city for 1856 was 6,891,388

The total revenue of the city, from all sources, in 1856, exclusive of Water

Works, was 60,758

The revenue of Water WorkB was 10,500

Total revenue of the city £71,268

The cost of the principal Market-house, the Bonsecours, a stately build

ing, was £71,825, but it yields 6 per cent per annum upon its cost.

The city is well lighted with gas, and, with a proper foresight, the cor

poration, with a due regard to the requirements of its growing population,

has constructed most extensive new water works in addition to those

formerly in use.

From a very early stage of improvement in the art of navigation, it must have

become evident that water carriage was that which presented the cheapest and

most easy mode of transporting merchandise from place to place. If goods were

in some cases carried in caravans- upon the backs of animals, it was cither be

cause they were of great value in proportion to bulk, and therefore because the

charges of conveyance added little to their cost at the market where they were

sold ; or else, because water routes were wholly unknown, or extraordinarily cir

cuitous. We need give no examples in proof of that which, during many centu

ries down to our own days, was considered less an axiom to be stated than a

* We hare compiled the present article chiefly from data furnished to onr hands by Edward Qt .

Pamrr, and a pamphlet containing a sketch, prepared for the celebration of the opening of the

Grand Trnnk Railway of Canada, by a sob-committee of the Celebration Committee, In 1856. We

shall probably give, In a future number of the Merchants' Magazine, some account of the manufac

turing and other Industrial pursuits of that city, including, In a separate article, the railroad and

other connections.— Ed. Mer. Mag.
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Belf-evident truth. Accordingly, with some exceptions such as occur to all rules,

we find that great cities have always arisen either upon convenient ports of the

sea, or upon Targe navigable rivers and inland waters. The manufacturing city

is a modern form of the aggregation of men ; but inasmuch as a manufacture can

rarely be perfected with a single material, it is essential even for the establish

ment of a manufacture in a locality, where the chief material is found in great

abundance, that there should be easy and cheap means of bringing to the same

spot the secondary materials. Besides, when the manufacture is completed, if

the article be heavy or bulky, facilities are required for its distribution to the

consumer.

If these rules are universally true, they must have been especially felt by the

settlers in a new world, where there were but two means of traveling from place

to place—the feet of the pedestrian or the canoe of the voyageur. " Hence, the

vast importance which, in the early history of this continent, was imputed to the

possession of the St Lawrence and Hudson, the two rivers by which access was

obtained from the sea to the great freshwater lakes, and thence, by overcoming a

few portages, to every part of the vast American wilderness east of the Rocky

Mountains, from Hudson's Bay to the Gulf of Mexico."

The French, during a long occupation, held the possession of the most direct

outlet ; and the warlike and often-repeated straggles which took place about Lake

George, and again in the Mohawk country, show how intently they desired to ex

clude their rivals from the inferior route of partial navigation between the sea

board and the lakes, and how vigorously these rivals strove to make their way in

that direction.

No wonder that the spot on which Montreal now stands was early chosen for

the foundation of a commercial town. It is true, that the commerce of Canada

in its first days was not such as to employ many hands in the intellectual or man

ual operations which we now see going on around us. Peltry was, for a long

period, the only traffic to which importance was attached. In collecting the skins,

which made the object of that trade, many men—red or white—must have been

employed. But the cargo of a few canoes, rich though they were in value, re

quired little labor for their transfer to the hold of the European merchantman ;

and the market was managed by a very few agents of the great houses in France.

Still, such as the trade was, Montreal presented a most favorable site for carrying

it on. ,

On one side of the island were to be found the lowest rapids of the Ottawa, and

on the other the lowest rapids of the St. Lawrence. The painful inland naviga

tion, in some places wholly interrupted by portages, and in others for long

reaches capable of being conducted only with the most toilsome labor, ended at

this island. On the other hand, vessels arriving from the eastern side of the At

lantic could reach this point, but could ascend no higher. Never was place for

shipment and transhipment more plainly indicated by natural laws. From hence,

more or less navigable water-courses spread out, like a fan, over hundreds of

thousands of miles in the interior, and permitted the canoe of the Indian trader

to penetrate in all directions ; while, on the other hand, a broad and safe river

led to the great ocean, whose farther waves washed the walls of all the scats of

established civilization.

When the vagobond labors of the voyageur 'and native hunter gave way be

fore the more steady toil of the agricultural settler, the advantages which had at

first prompted the selection of the Island of Montreal as the site of a city, were

by no means diminished. The articles of export had become changed, and needed

no longer to be searched out in widely-extended journeys ; but the timber, and

ashes, and breadstuffs, which began to tako the place of skins in the exchange

with Europe, could reach the entrepot only by water, and could be sent only

thence by the same means. Farms, if they were to send their produce abroad,

must be situated on or immediately in the neighborhood of navigable waters. The

St. Lawrence and its tributaries, even while Niagara still closed the passage

westward, bathed more wheat-growing and more timber-producing lands than

any river in America, except the Mississippi. Hence, there was high promise
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that the most convenient port for the meeting of inland with sea-going vessels

must continue to be a point of great commercial importance for all the northern

part of North America.

The St. Lawrence, however, with all its acknowledged capacity, was not with

out its drawbacks. Foremost was the long winter, which sealed its waters during

six months of the year; and next may be classed the dangers of a navigation of

700 miles between Belle Isle and Quebec. There were other circumstances which

threatened that commercial prosperity which once appeared to be the undoubted

appanage of the most convenient port of this large river—using the term " most

■convenient " in reference to breadstuff's, the chief produce of the West, and to

manufactured goods, the chief article in demand by the West. The principal of

these was the discovery that the most fertile lands lay beyond the barrier formed

by Niagara. Hence, the population which would otherwise, in the natural order,

have filled up the nearest laud first, was tempted to the shores of Lake Erie and

the country lying between that lake and the head waters of the Mississippi. It

has been in this region that the great emigrant population has chiefly established

itself, leaving the less fruitful shores of the St. Lawrence and Lake Ontario com

paratively bare of inhabitants.

But for the Falls of Niagara, it is probable that all the inhabitants westward

■of that great break in the navigation, would have transacted their business by

the St. Lawrence. Niagara cut them off from the ocean, and they were com

pelled to seek a new exit. Hence, the construction of the Krie Canal, which, by

the subsequent addition of a brauch to Oswego, has even encroached upon the

natural rights of the waters of the St. Lawrence. The Krie Canal not only

gave the Western population an outlet, but it gave them an outlet not beset by

the difficulties which are every winter renewed in the St. Lawrence ; for though

produce can reach the seaport from the West via this river as late as it can reach

New York via the Krie Canal, yet once arrived at the point of shipment by sea,

it was liable to be detained by ice in the St. Lawrence, while it was free to de

part at New York.

The enterprise of the people of Canada would not, however, submit tamely to

the destruction of their own channel of trade. They sought to rival the Erie

Canal, by the construction of the Welland Canal upon so large a scale as to ren

der available the general advantages of the St. Lawrence navigation throughout

all the regions watered by the lakes, which form the head waters of that river.

In this struggle, they had on their side the superiority which large vessels always

have in rivalry with small ones. By the construction of the Welland Canal and

the canals on the St. Lawrence, the Canadians secured throughout their waters a

passage for ships, instead of for barges ODly. Against them they still had the

long winter; the dangerous, while unlighted navigation, below Quebec; and last,

but perhaps more important than all the rest, the never-ceasing demand for an

amount of tonnage outward largely in excess of that which could be required in

ward. The chief articles of produce which could be expected to pass the canals

were wheat and flour. But the wheat and flour, arrived at a St. Lawrence sea

port, must compete for ocean shipping with lumber, whose demands were far

more imperative. It is plain that under these circumstances the freight of bread-

stuffs could never be permanently much lower than the equivalent freight which

exporters of timber could afford to pay, and exporters of timber have always had

to pay rates that would cover the voyages out and home. This is not the nor

mal and usual condition of the trade at Atlantic seaports, and hence another

reason why they have attracted more of the export of breadstuff's than it would

seem, from geographical considerations merely, should have fallen to their share.

It is to be remarked, that for a considerable period prior to the change in the

British Corn Laws, legislative enactments, the precise details of which were al

tered more than once, but which always tended in the same direction, afforded a

protection to the colonial exportation which greatly favored its progress ; but

since the repeal of the Corn Laws, this has been, of course, withdrawn, and there

is now no artificial stimulant.

In spite of all these drawbacks, the victory—even if we had still to do only
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with the ancient modes of propelling ships—most be considered as doubtful. The

dwellers on the lakes and the St. Lawrence are, perhaps, only beginning thor

oughly to understand all that they gain by improvements which must be stilt

called recent ; and the latest developments seem to show that by making use of

all ameliorations' in the art of navigation, we should still snatch our share of the

traffic from our rivals. Perhaps it would be more correct to sav, that the whole

traffic promises to be so immense, that ail routes may expect to have fuH occupa

tion, without those interested in the one envying those concerned in the other.

It appears, indeed, that in the cycle of harvests there will be years when the de

mand for breadstuffe by Europe will almost cease, and in such seasons the export

by sea from the St. Lawrence wilf probably fail, as—except for some ef the fish-

'eries in the Gulf—the St. Lawrence does no* offer the some facilities as Atlantic-

ports for shipment fo other than European consumers.

' In imports there has been a steady progress, the trade of the river keeping pace

with the growth of wealth and population in the country. It is true, however,

that Montreal, which once had the entire population of Western Canada for cus

tomers, has that monopoly no longer. This m partly owing to the repeal of the

differential duties, which formerly gave a small but probably an overrated advan

tage to the Montreal importer. It is almost impossible, however, to overrate the

relative gain of his rivals on the seaboard, from another cause—we mean the ex

tension of the system of railways. The true protection enjoyed by the St. Law

rence import trade, say as lately as twelve years ago, was not only tbe 5 per cent

additional duty levied on merchandise entering the province through the United

States, but also the far more efficient check to the trader from the South, found

in the immense tract of land, or of inferior water carriage, by which he had to>

pass from tbe seaboard to reach the lake. In imports, too, the peculiarity ef

tivc as against the Canadian merchant, or rather it was favorable to him in cer

tain coarse, cheap, and heavy goods ; for some classes of freights to the St. Law

rence were lowered by the fact of large fleets being bound thither twice in the

twelvemonth, of which the majority would always be in ballast. The rivalry of

the Atlantic ports of the Union was, however, most unfairly encouraged in the

import trade by the subsidy bestowed upon the Cunard steamers. These vessels,

though running to foreign ports, nevertheless received from the British govern

ment aids which enabled them to fix their rates of freight so low as to exclude

fair competition in certain classes of goods by vessels eoming to Canadaj—to say

nothing of tbe fact, that theso aids caused the establishment of steamers to

Boston and New York, while Canada could pretend to nothing but sailing-

vessels.

The invention of railroads, however, introduced a new element into the question

of routes, and the creation of a system of iron highways between the seaboard and

the lakes, opened fresh commercial prospects in some respects not very flattering

to the hopes of the mercantile and shipping interests of Canada. Not only did

these railways tend to equalize the coat of conveyance by land with that of con

veyance by water, but by opening practicable channels for merchandise, at a pe

riod when the Erie Canal and the St. I^awri nee were alike frozen, they enabled

the inhabitants even of Western Canada to receive spring dry goods just at that

period when they were most in demand. Obstructed as the navigation was by ice

till late in May, spring fashions arriving by the river could hardly be opened

west of Montreal much before June, and some longer time was of course required

before they could be distributed in the interior. The American government, to

secure all the benefits promised by this change, established a system of bonding,

which, relieving goods passinp that way to Canada from all charges not abso

lutely necessary to protect the revenue of the United States, raised the facilities

to the stimulus of novelty, for a short time turned a large portion of the Western

Canadian buyers from Montreal to New York, and it was by some believed that

the import trade of the St. Lawrence must be annihilated. The panic, however,

short, and it has been followed by a strong conviction that this great river
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must have maintained its supremacy in general trade, even without the improve

ments to be shortly noticed.

This conviction has prompted renewed exertions on the part of the merchants

of Montreal, and these few years we have had cargoes from Holland, France.

Spain, the Mediterranean, and China ; and the East Indian branch of our com-

fterce is likely to be pushed with a great deal of vigor. All these trades were,

till lately, entirely unknown. The West Indian and Lower Provinces' trade, too,

has greatly revived. When Montreal is spoken of here, it is not that she is to

have a monopoly of any of these branches. The Upper Canadian importers

will, no doubt, snare in these, as they have done in the old-established lines of

trades.

Before describing these improvements, let us look for a moment at the position

of affairs at the close of the year 1855. During the nine years which had elapsed

immediately before, everything that could depress the trade of the St. Lawrence

and augment that of its rivals, had been done—

1. The Corn Laws had been repealed by the British government, and the pro

tection afforded to the Canadian exports in breadstuffs had been abolished.

2. The incidental protection on the import trade of the St. Lawrence arising

from the differential duties levied on goods coming from the United States, and

which was imposed for the protection of British commerce, was repealed.

3. The American bonding system had been perfected.

4. The American lines of railway had been pushed from the seaside to all parts

of the Canadian frontier.

Against these many injurious influences, the St. Lawrence trade had gained

only in two directions. The last stroke had been put to canals, so as to secure

a draft of water in every part of the navigation between the head of the lakes and

Montreal of ten feet at the lowest ; and the shoals of Lake St Peter had been

successfully dredged, so as to obtain sixteen feet of water, summer level. Never

theless, it will be seen from the following figures that though the import trade

fell off relatively, that is to say, ceased to be wholly transacted in one direction,

it increased positively—the demands of the country being so augmented, that the

business of supplying them partially had become greater than that of supplying

them wholly, had formerly been :—

IMPORTS TO THE PORT OF MONTREAL.

IS45. 1846. 18SS. |Si(i.

£2,614,911 £2,803,908 £3,093,146 £3,993,145*

The export trade generally has received a great impetus during the past year,

owing in part, no doubt, to the establishment of the ocean steam line. The ex

ports from Montreal for the first three quarters of the year 1855 were but

£333.610; for the year 1856 they have amounted to £716,475, or more than

double.

This is, perhaps, the proper place to note one other circumstance in the busi

ness of Montreal, which, though not bearing directly on either her import or ex

port trade, is yet likely to exercise a powerful influence on her future prosperity.

The city, having its foundation and whole principle of life in commerce, the La-

chine Canal was constructed to aid that commerce. But it has happened, iu this

instance, as in many others, that the perfecting of one purpose has given birth to

new projects, and the head of water on this canal has been rendered available for

the creation of water powers, which have been applied successfully to the movc-

• This estimate is made than The returns are already made tip from the beginning of the year

to the 5th of October. 1856. This shows a total of Imports of £8,576,550, against £2,612,578 in the

corresponding period of 1855—an increaso of £963.977. The month of Oetobor in 1856 is known to

have been again largely in excess of that in 1855. If, therefore, in the remaining two months of the

year there should be a slight falling off, which is not probablo, thorc can be no doubt that the esti

mate of £900,000 increase for tho whole year will be greatly within the true line.
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merit of extensive machinery over a large extent of ground. Thus, a step in

tended to promote the business of exportation and importation, has led to the

establishment of a considerable manufacturing interest, which is likely rapidly to

increase. As a chapter will be especially devoted to that subject, it is unnecessary

to do more here than to mention that the origin of large manufactures in Mon

treal is to be found in the attempt to satisfy the wants of trade. 9

We come now to the improvements which have taken place since the com

mencement of the present year. In the first place, we rank the establishment of

the Canadian steamships, which, by the regularity and shortness of their trips,

have incontestably established that the most speedy route between Europe and

the largest part of North America, embracing all New England, the State of

New York, part of Pennsylvania, and most of the Western States, and the valley

of the Mississippi, is through the River St. Lawrence, at all seasons of the year

when its waters are navigable. Two instances may be mentioned in proof of this

statement. It is understood that cotton has been already conveyed from the up

lands of Tennessee via the St. Lawrence to New York, and passengers from

Liverpool to New Orleans have selected the St. Lawrence as the shortest route to

the place of their destination. It is obvious that the shortest- route must have

vast advantages for all kinds of conveyance, and that for many descriptions of

trade, as well in goods as in passengers, no other consideration can weigh against

speed. The success of these experiments brings us back to our first statement of

the superiority of water carriage' over all others, and enables us confidently to

lay down the proposition that steam has restored to the St. Lawrence, during the

summer months, all that supremacy which the establishment of the Railway sys

tem in the United States seemed to haye taken away. The very circumstances

which have hitherto prolonged voyages of sailing vessels, and heightened the in

surance upon them, will, for the future, shorten the voyages of, and reduce the in

surance upon steamships. The sailing veseel requires plenty of sea-room, in order

that she may continue to stand upon that tack on which she gains most, until

favored by another slant of wind. In a river she must stand almost as long on

her losing tack as on her gaining one. Besides, a sailing vessel in a land-locked

navigation is always exposed to the risk of becoming embayed, and the discovery

of her peril is frequently made only after the time for a remedy has passed. With

a steamer, on the contrary, except in the very worst of weather, a danger once

discovered is already avoided, and the shore which threatened the sailing vessel

at every moment, merely serves to secure smooth water to the steamer. The fact

that nearly one-third of the distance between Liverpool and Quebec is made in

smooth water, has, no doubt, powerfully contributed to the success of the Canadian

steamers. The same considerations will, of course, eventually reduce the insurance

on St. Lawrence voyages to a parity with that charged upon other voyages across

the Atlantic. This change has already begun with respect to Bteamers, but it

will no doubt go further with them, and even apply to sailing vessels, as a conse

quence of the establishment of powerful steam-tugs to aid ships in the lower St.

Lawrence, and of the perfect lighting of our coasts, now resolved on by the

government.

It must not be forgotten that if Montreal reaps the full benefit of the establish

ment of this line of steamers, it is due to the enterprise of her citizens, and espe

cially to the energetic efforts of one of them. But for this enterprise and these

efforts, no vessels approaching to the size of the Canadian steamers could have

reached the city.. The deepening of Lake St. Peter, however, at local charges,

under the direction of the Harbor Commissioners, headed by their chairman, the

Hon. John Young, from 11 feet water to 18 feet, has secured this gain to the

city of Montreal. Following close upon the experiment of vessels having steam

for their principal motive power, has been the trial of sailing vessels, with steam

power as a mere auxiliary. Ships of this class are, of course, much less speedy

than those which have formed the line contracted for by Messrs. Edmonstone,

Allan & Co., but they are, on the other hand, economical and sure. They can

carry large cargoes, especially if they call at Sydney to re-coal, in voyages on

which they meet with much adverse weather, and one of them has reached Mon
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treal from London in 21 days, equal, probable, to 18 days from Liverpool. This

class of vessels promises much for the future of Canadian importations, and the

hopes founded upon the success of both classes of sea-going steamers will be more

certainly realized, if the design now on foot for creating a line of first class pro

pellers between Montreal and Chicago, shall be carried out in an enterprising

and vigorous spirit.

Subjoined is a statement of distances, tending to show the superiority of this

route over all others between Europe and North America :—

Distance from Montreal to Liverpool by the St. Lawrence and

the Straits of Belle Isle ia 2,760 miles.

Distance from New York to Liverpool by the shortest Bailing cir

cle across the Atlantic 2,980 "

Difference in favor of Montreal 230 "

The next improvement in our channels of trade is the establishment of that

Canadian system of railroads, whose completion has given occasion for this

pamphlet. This new mode of communication by land will not be rightly under

stood if it be regarded as a substitute for, or a rival of the water route. We

consider it as subsidiary to, and as the complement of that which must always be

the chief highway from the ocean to the interior—the great inland chain of lakes

and river. It has been already shown that the effect of the establishment of

American railways from the sea-coast to the frontier, was to divert to Atlantic

ports a great portion of the business of which nature seemed to have conferred

a monopoly on the St. Lawrence. And it has been pointed out that this change

arose from two circumstances. First, that with regard to some classes of goods,

the object to be chiefly achieved in their carriage is speed. Second, that during a

part of the year, the navigation being completely sealed by ice, any conveyance

which approaches in facility that by water, must secure a considerable portion of

the traffic in goods which would otherwise lie over till the thaws of spring. It hap

pened that in an important branch of trade, both these reasons concurred to favor

the overlaud route. Dry goods for the early spring trade are in demand in the

West at a time in the year when the ice still forbids the entrance of vessels to

the ports of Quebec and Montreal. The introduction of railways, therefore,

while they continued to be wholly in the hands of our rivals, bad placed us at

every possible disadvantage. Bui all that Canadian commerce has to gain from

railways has yet to come, and is, it is to be hoped, on the eve of being realized.

Hereafter the goods which arrive at Montreal in from twenty-four to fortv-eight

hours earlier than they can reach New York, will be at once put upon the rail

road, and forwarded to their destination in a less number of hours than would be

required to lay them down in the warehouse of the consignee, if the commence

ment of their inland journey had been from one of the seaboard cities. The fol

lowing comparative table of distances from Montreal, and from New York, will

show the truth of this proposition :—

DISTANCE FROM HAMILTON TO NKW YORK.

New York to Albany

Albany to Rochester

Rochester to Suspension Bridge

Suspension Bridge to Hamilton.

496 "

DISTANOI TEOM HAMILTON TO MONTBEAL.

Grand Trunk to Toronto

Toronto to Hamilton. . .

160 miles.

229 "

74 "

48 "

333 miles.

878 "
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Thus during the period of navigation, the opening of the Grand Trunk, and

the connections it affords, must secure to Canadian merchants the supply of all

the goods of which the choice of routes depends on speed.

THE CANADIAN INLAND AND OCEAN NAVIGATION.

Montreal, at the head of sea navigation proper, is the port for the great chain

of river, lake, and canal navigation, which extends westward to Fond du Lac and

Chicago, a distance of about fourteen hundred miles, embracing the largest ex

tent of inland water communication in the world. The following table exhibits

this in a condensed form :—

Lake Superior

" Michigan

" Huron

" St Clair

" Erie

" Ontario

River St. Lawrence.

Lachine

Beauharnois. . . .

Cornwall

Farrand's Point.

Rapid Plat

Point Iroquois. .

Galops

Welland

Length in
miles.

Breadth in Depth in
feet

Elevation Area, square

miles. over sea. miles.

420 120 600 600 82,100

320 70 1,000 673 21,900

270 145 350 578 18,760

2D 18 20 670 800

260 45 70 664 9,300

190 40 500 234 7,300

700 ■ • • ...

Length in
miles.

Size of
locks.

No. of
Locks.Depth. Lockage.

8+ 10 200 x 45 44J 5

"i 10 200 x 45 B2ft 9

lift 10 200 x 56 48 7

10 200 x 46 4 1

f 10 200 x 45 lift 2

10 200 x 46 6 1

10 200 x 45 8 2

28 10 160 x 26ft 830 27

SHIPPING.

It may be of interest to the readers of this chapter to be informed of

the average passages of vessels between Quebec and Montreal, long ago.

We have had access to an old memorandum-book kept by the late W.

Hall, Esq., the former collector of customs at this port during the years

1820, 1821, and 1822, giving the average passages between the two ports

during each month of the open season. In 1820, the average passage in

May was 5 days; in June, 14 days; in July, 16 days; in August, 17 days;

in September, 25 days; in October, 22 days; general average, 16i days.

In 1821, the average passage in May was 7 days; in October, 23; and

the general average almost 14 days. In 1822, in May, G days; and in

October, 25 days; general average, 151 days. In 1824, a tug steamer

was put upon the route. The passage is now made, with the aid of tug

steamers, in about 30 hours.

In 1812, four vessels were built in Montreal, vii. :—

The ship Qeorge Canning, 470 tons, by James Dunlop.

" Sterling 870 Hart Logan.

" Harmony 800 David Munn.

And the brig Hunter "

In that year 53 vessels were entered, with an aggregate tonnage of

9,127. The largest vessel entered here from ports beyond the sea, was

the ship Eweretta, from London, of 342 tons, (carpenter's measurement;)

the smallest, the brig Mary, from Ayr, 70 tons.

In 1813, (during the war with the United States,)Hhere were but 9
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vessels from sea, with an aggregate tennage of 1,589; the largest being

Again the Eweretta, the smallest the brig Hamilton, of 151 tons.

In 1814, there were but 13 vessels from sea, with an aggregate tonnage

of 2,341; the Eweretta still being the largest; the smallest, (excepting

coasting schooners from the Lower Provinces,) being the brig Sunbury, of

110 tons, from Barbadoes, and the Ann and Elizabeth, of 140 tons, from

Aberdeen.

In 1815, there were 52 vessels entered, with an aggregate tonnage of

10,123; of which the largest was still the Eweretta, the smallest the

schooner Industry, of 84 tons, from Liverpool.

In 1816, there were 68 vessels; tennage, 12,056; largest vessel the

Eweretta; smallest, the schooner Mary and Jane, of 87 tons, from Lisbon.

In 1817, 46 vessels came; tonnage, 9,215; the Leander, of Liverpool,

960 tons, the largest.

No larger vessel visited the port for the next two seasons, the number

of vessels and aggregate tonuage being much the same. In 1810, two

vessels were built in Montreal ; the ship Nancy, of 400 tons, sent to Lon

don, and the brig Harriet, of 245 tons, to Demerara.

In 1820, the number of vessels rose to 60, with a toniaage of 13,052.

Two new vessels were built, names not given. Duties collected that year

were £19,412, and the value of dutiable imports £248,357. The largest

ship that vear was the Juliana, of 396 tons. In a foot note to this year's

»eport, it is said:—N. B. The Atalanta came through the lake with 10.2

feet draft of water. As if that were a note-worthy fact.

The 53 vessels that came in 1821 had a tonnage of 19,064, and, in 1822,

56, with a tonnage of 11,694. One new vessel was built this year. Two

vessels left port on the 19th November. Mild weather. In 1823, there

were 43 vessels, tonnage 9,069 ; two new vessels were built. In 1825, 77

vessels arrived, with a tonnage of 14,338. Next year 50 vessels, ton

nage 11,251. In 1827, 64 vessels, tonnage 13,533. It will be observed

that the average tonnage in any one year was never far from 200 tons.

The maximum never exceeded that of the Juliana, which seems to have made

more than one voyage; and, after 1821, the Eweretta, of 352 tons, disappears

from the list, and is replaced by no vessel ofso large capacity. The large ves

sels built here, seem to have been sold abroad, or employed in the Quebec

timber trade.

Now with the increased water in the channel through Lake St. Peter,

we have vessels coming here of seven or eight times the capacity. The

Anglo Saxon, ocean steamer, has a capacity of 1,782 tons, and the Sar

dinian, of 1,380 tons, cleared at this port with a eargo of grain during the

present season.

The following is a table of the average tonnage of vessels trading be

tween Montreal and Transatlantic ports during the past five years:—

AVIEAGK TONNAGE OF VESSELS FROM 4BEAT BRITAIN FOB THE FIVE YEARS, 1852 TO 1866.

Vessels. Tons. Average Tonaoge. Bulld'rs Measurm't

464 202,833 460 614

STEAMBOATS.

Turning now to steam navigation, we find that Montreal claims an hon

orable position in its history. In 1807, Fulton first launched his first

steamer on the Hudson. In 1809, his example was followed on Lake

Champlain and the St. Lawrence.
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The first movement towards the steam navigation of the St. Lawrence-,

was made by the lato Hon. John Molson, in conjunction with David Bruce,

a ship-builder, and John Jackson, aa engineer.

The vessel built by them was the Accommodation. She was but m

small boat, 72 feet in leBgth, with 16 feet beam, propelled by an engine

constructed by Mr. Jackson, of not more than six horse-power.

In 1811, the new vessel called the Swiftsure was launched and at work,

and in 1812 "did the state some service" in the transport of troops and

stores, during the unhappy interruption of our relations with the United

States. The boat had nearly five times the power.of the Accommodation.

Her length was 120 feet; her beam 24 ; the engine was rated at 28

horse-power, and she was fitted up and equipped, in all respects, in a su*-

perior manner.

The Malsham was the next boat placed on the line, still superior to .the

Swiftsure ; and after her the Lady Sherbrooke, vessels, at that time, of

considerable tonnage and power.

At this period the river was not lighted and buoyed as at present; it

was therefore thought unsafe to run alter dark. The pilots, too, were less-

experienced than at present ; it was therefore usual, as we have said, to

anchor at night. Frequent and expensive delays were also caused by

strong southerly winds, in getting up the current St. Mary ; more especi

ally when the boats were heavily loaded, as they generally were at that

time. Oxen and horses were sometimes employed to tow the vessels up

this very powerful current.

In a few years later than the period referred to, we find the St. Law

rence Steamboat Company, and their competitors, (afterwards their co

adjutors,) the Montreal Tow-boat Company, running their boats during

the night with perfect safety, and ascending the current in any state of the

wind, triumphing over all the former difficulties of the navigation.

To the late founder of the St. Lawrence Company, the Hon. John Mol

son, the celebrity of being the first to establish steam traffic on our noble

river, must be accorded—a traffic, which, by the enterprise of Upper Can

ada, and that of our neighbors in the adjoining States, is now made to

enter from Superior City, on Lake Superior, and Chicago, on Lake Mich

igan, to the ocean—aye, and across the ocean, also.

To the late Robert Hamilton, Esq., Upper Canada is indebted for the

first steamer on Lake Ontario, the engine of whose boat was constructed

from the model of the Malsham engine.

In contrast with the dimensions, power, and speed of the little Acco

mmodation, we subjoin those of the John Munn, the largest steamer now

plying between this city and Quebec :—Length, 312 feet; breadth of beam,

29 feet; cylinder, 72 inches; stroke, 11 feet.

She makes the downward trip easily enough in 10 hours, and the up

ward in from 11 to 12 hours.

The ensuing notice of the Montreal Canadian Steamship Company, con

tains valuable information, and affords a striking contrast :—

The Anglo SaxoD, 1,782 tons, Captain McMaster; North America,

1,782 tons, Captain Grange; Canadian, 1,764 tons, Captain Ballantine;

Indian, 1,764 tons, Captain Jones. •

These vessels were built in Dumbarton, in Scotland, of iron, in seven

compartments each, but they are chiefly owned in Montreal. Their ca
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pacity enables them , to carry 8,000 barrels of flour, or 40,000 bushels of

wheat, in addition to passengers, stores, and coal for the ocean voyage.

They have made fourteen voyages this year, from Liverpool to Montreal

and back, and have carried 805 first class, 294 second class, 1,581 third

class; in all, 2,680 passengers, and about 10,500 tons goods. From Mon

treal to Liverpool, 581 first class, 243 second class, 900 third class; in

all, 1,724 passengers; besides 186,900 bushels wheat, 52,400 barreta flour,

5,500 barrels ashes ; and a large quantity of butter, lard, beef, pork, apples,

and India-rubber goods.

The average passage of these vessels has been : From Liverpool to Que

bec, 11 days 19 hours; Quebec to Liverpool, 10 days 17 hours.

The shortest passage from Quebec to Liverpool, was that of the Anglo

Saxon, 9 days 23 hours. The same vessel made the passage from Liver

pool to Riviere de Loup, the telegraph station below Quebec, in 10 days

and 2 hours ; beating the Asia and Atlantic, which sailed to New York,

nearly 2 days, on that passage.

BANKS CONNECTED WITH MONTREAL.
'•a ■"*■'

Montreal being a large commercial center, as might be expected, the

banking facilities afforded to the business community are on an extended

scale. The banks of Canada have been, on the whole, prudently and judi

ciously managed, and have proved remunerative to the shareholders, while

there has yet been no instance of the stoppage of a Canadian bank. The

names and capital of the banks carrying on their business in Montreal, is

here given, selected from the official statement, with a statement of whether

the office be a Head Office or Agency.

These banks all, with one exception, transact business under Canadian

charters, and their stockholders are liable in double the amount of their

shares. The Bank of British North America holds a royal charter, the

Head Office being in London, but the principal British American Colonial

Office being in Montreal.

KXTRACT FBOM THE OFFICIAL STATEMENT OF BANKS ACTING UNDER CHARTER FOR

THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER, 1856—FROM THE AUDITOR QENERAL's DEPARTMENT.

Name of Bank. Capital authorized Capital paid

by act. up.

City Bank of Montreal, principal office 11,200,000 $1,047,144

Bank of Montreal, principal office 6,000,000 6,273,520

Commercial Bank of Canada, agency 4,000,000 2,976,940

Bank of Upper Canada, agency 4,000,000 2,698,470

Baoque du Peuple. principal office 800,000 798,690

Molaon's Bank, principal office 1,000,000 324,680

Book of British North America. 5,000,000 6,000,000
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Art. III.—REMOVAL OP YELLOW FEVER QUARINTINE TO SANDY HOOR.

The recent introduction of yellow fever to the shores of Long Island

and Governor's Island, by vessels riding quarantine, has awakened the

public mind to the necessity of removing the yellow fever quarantine from

Staten Island to Sandy Hook; the latter is distant 17 miles firom the city

of New York.

Sandy Hook is about 5 miles in length, and contains, by survey, 1 ,394J

acres.

In the month of October, I visited Major Richard Delafield, United

States Engineer, Commandant at West Point, to inquire of him as to the

fitness of Sandy Hook for a quarantine. He informed me that in 1849-50

he had been directed by the President of the United States, to examine

that locality, with a view to its use for that purpose. He assured me that

he considered it the very best location for a quarantine that could be had

for New York ; the soundings good, and the harbor ample and sufficient

for the commerce of the world.

Major Delafield has long been engaged in the building of fortifications

in the harbor of New York, and is better acquainted with its localities

than any other officer of whom I have any knowledge ; he is an officer

long in the service, and of very distinguished abilities. His opinion, there

fore, is entitled to very great consideration.

Sandy Hook is now owned by the government of the United States;

and Major Delafield, in his report to the President, has recommended a

cession of so much of it as is required by this State for quarantine pur

poses, for the consideration of $10,000.

Sandy Hook is within the jurisdiction of the State of New Jarsey, and

the consent of its Legislature is deemed necessary to give the State of

New York jurisdiction.

An act was passed by Congress in 1799, authorizing the President of

the United States to direct that warehouses be built wherever a State fixes

quarantine.

It is well ascertained by experience and observation, that the yellow

fever goes nowhere in climates where frost exists a part of the year, ex

cept to ports and places visited by sail or steam vessels—it follows, there

fore, as a certain conclusion, that it can be quarantined.

It is not a matter of controversy, as heretofore, between the inhabitants

of Staten Island, who have settled about the hospitals since they have

been built there, and the people on the shores of New Jersey, near Sandy

Hook, but it is a matter that concerns the great public—the life, the hap

piness, the well-being, the public health—the welfare of a million-and-a-

quarter of people residing within ten miles of the City Hall of the city of

New York, embracing the inhabitants of the city of Newark, Jersey City,

and Hoboken, in the State of New Jersey, and the residents of New Jersey

who do business in New York ; the people of the city of New York, of

the towns and villages in Westchester county bordering the city, of

Astoria, Ravenswood, Williamsburgh, Brooklyn, Gowanus, and the set

tlements at and around Fort Hamilton, on Long Island ; the villages on

Staten Island bordering the Narrows and New York Bay ; and the com

mercial and mercantile world having commerce and trade with New

York.
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If the yellow fever should enter the great city of New York, as it did

the cities of Norfolk and Portsmouth, Virginia, in 1855, New York would

become a ruin, and New Jersey would become of necessity a large partici

pator in the wo, and misery, and calamity, and desolation which would

follow in the train of the pestilence.

We need only to look at the records of the pestilence in the city of

Portsmouth in 1855, to be convinced of the danger which threatens New

York ; for of 4,000 persons who remained in Portsmouth during the fever

period, 3,800 sickened; of that number, 2,200 were whites and 1,800

blacks. Of the whites, 2,100 sickened, and 890 died, or 42| per cent;

of the blacks, 1,700 sickened, and 95 died, or 5{ per cent. Of 40 physi

cians who went to Norfolk and Portsmouth from the North, 26 died ;

and of 16 resident physicians, 10 died ; 40 physicians in all died, and 7

clergymen. The sexton of one of the burying-grounds, after burying his

wife, was himself consigned to the same grave. One family of eight per

sons were all, in less than two weeks, consigned to the tomb. At one

time coffins could not be obtained for the dead, and 40 bodies were buried

in one grave. In two adjoining houses in Norfolk, containing 36 inmates,

34 sickened. Such woe, such misery, such suffering, as was there expe

rienced sickens the mind to dwell upon. Their lot may be ours. The

fever was brought to Portsmouth by the steamer Ben Franklin, from St.

Thomas, where it had been epidemic ten months. This ill-fated steamer

was only quarantined twelve days, and then came into port, and broke

hold. Her sad visitation consigned near 4,000 of the people of the two

cities, including those who went to their aid, to the tomb. So much for

neglect of quarantine.

We have not language at command to speak of that calamity, but

there are those who have, and who in what they say of the visitation of

the scourge illustrate the force of the words of Scripture, which are these :

Out of the multitude of the heart, the mouth speaketh. I quote from

memory, and therefore will not place the quotation marks. The language

of the editors of the Norfolk Argut, on resuming their editorial labors,

after the pestilence had done its work of death, in an address to their

readers, says :—

We have never before resumed duty, after an interval of cessation, with as

heavy a heart as we now feel. For nine-and-tbirty days have our editorial labors

been suspended. To us it has been no interval of holiday, but of participation in

the miseries of as dire a visitation as was ever made by the plague-spirit, in ful

fillment of the Almighty behest to a region of doom aud devastation. We have

looked death full in the face in its most hideous form. We have seen the proud,

the humble, the young, the aged, the lonely, the unseemly, the timid, the weak,

the strong, the foe, the friend—alike fall by the swoop of the destroyer. We

have Been a population melt away, like snow before the noontide sun. We have

seen science at fault, and triumphant pestilence claiming relentlessly its chosen

spot.

We have seen—But why bring to light the sire deserting the infectious bed

side of the son of whom he once boasted ? Why speak of the daughter leaving

the imploring mother who gave her being, to yield up her forlorn spirit amid the

revolting filth of the plague? Why awaken the memory of the unutterable hor

rors of a calamity that cannot be realized in description ? There is a brighter

side to this dark picture, to which we can and will often recur ; there is a ray of

mercy tempering the night of agony which makes us feel that man—and angelic

woman—has that in his nature which, when called forth, assimilates to the mighty

Heaven from which he derived existence.
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Long will the day of visitation be remembered in the afflicted cities of Norfolk

and Portsmouth. They are now sisters in sorrow, as they have always been in

interest and prosperity. The present generation will ever retain sod reminiscences

of the plague among us ; and the page of history that will contain the record of

our sufferings must be melancholy for the unmitigated rage of pestilence which it

will recount

The editors of the Norfolk Herald, on resuming their labors after the

fever had ceased, commence with these appropriate words of Scripture :—

" How doth the city sit solitary that was full of people ; how is she become as

a widow 1"

With thankfulness to a merciful Providence, by whose permission we have been

spared unscathed by the terrible pestilence that has wasted and afflicted our com

munity, we to-day resume our labors which inexorable necessity had caused to be

suspended since the 5th of September.

We have, in truth, passed through the valley of death, and been made specta

tors, not of its " shadow," but of its dread realities in their most terrific aspects,

and partaken our full share in the affliction which it has brought home to every

fireside. There were dear relatives in whom we and ours had garnered up high

hopes and unspeakable happiness ; there were friends beloved and esteemed, upon

whose generous sympathies the mind could safely repose when harassed by visions

of adversity ; and there were hundreds of warm-hearted citizens and neighbors,

with whom we had daily exchanged kindly greetings for mauy long years, who

wished us well, and in whose welfare we felt a lively interest. But, alas ! all are

stricken down by the relentless tyrant in the brief space of two months, never

more to be seen by us on earth.

But this sad lot is not ours alone. Indeed, whom shull we name that has been

exempt from it ? Those who fled the pestilence and those who remained to brave

its terrors arc alike overwhelmed in the general vortex of crushed affections,

withered hopes, and blighted prospects. No pen can adequately portray the hor

rors of the dark period which, brief as it was, has sufficed to produce an age of

misery and woe unprecedented in the records of similar visitations. Yes, those

who were safe from the pestilence have, in numerous instances, been made to feel,

not less keenly than those who were exposed to its terrors, the effects of its de

solating ravages.

But they who were not present, can form but a faint idea (if any) of its start

ling, its unearthly horrors, during the worst period of its career. The sick, with

few exceptions, were far too numerous to be reported ; and before it could be

known beyond their immediate neighborhood that they were sick, the tidings of

their death were spread abroad. Consternation, hurry, and confusion were visible

everywhere. The great anxiety at one period—from the 29th of August to the

4th of September—was to procure coffins for the dead, though the mortality had

not then reached its maximum of sixty to seventy a day. The undertakers,

though constantly at work night and day, could not half supply the demand, and

rough boards were made into boxes, and boxes that had been used for other pur

poses, were substituted for coffins. Into these the dead, whatever their character

or condition in life, were huddled sometimes together, and hurried off in a com

mon cart or wagon for interment in a trench, for want of time to prepare separate

graves. Delicate and interesting women, aged matrons, and venerable sires, in

the respectable walks of life, were among the number subjected to this summary

and revolting mode of interment, giving cruel poignancy to the grief of their sur

viving connections. But it was unavoidable. Yet, in spite of all this urgent

haste, many corpses were left unburied for twenty-four, and in some instances

thirty-six and even forty-eight hours, thus adding fuel to the fire and augmenting

the virulence of the disease.

A supply of coffins, fifty in number, was received from the Relief Committee in

Baltimore, on the 3d of September, and eighty more from the authorities of Rich

mond, on the 4th ; and coffins were continued to be sent by both in numbers suffi

cient for the demand ; so that this painful exhibition on the drama of woe was
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not repeated. There was enough without it, however, to have overwhelmed the

sensibilities of the stoutest hearts in ordinary times ; but to those who remained

involuntary spectators of what was passing, repetition had almost blunted the

senses of woe and events, the recollection of which is now doubtless wringing

many a heart, made but little impression at the time of their occurrence. Such

is the force of habit !

From the date of our last issue to the cessation of the epidemic, the city was

wrapped in gloom. All the stores and dwellings of absentees were closed ; few

were seen passing on foot, and these on some errand of mercy or necessity, or led

abroad by curiosity to see and hear what was passing. Most of the inhabitants

present were either confined at home by sickness or in attendance on the sick, or,

deeming it safe, preferred remaining within doors. Their disease was epidemic

the length and breadth of the city ; and though there was the perpetual din of

carriages continually passing, from early dawn till a late hour of the night—the

physicians' carriages, and hacks conveying nurses and members of the Howard

Association, and the hearses, and the ever-moving " sick wagon," rattling to and

fro in every direction and with unwonted velocity—there was no sign of whole

some animation ; nothing betokening vitality in any of the occupations of life

but those of the physicians aud the undertakers. Every day brought with it

fresh griefs aud regrets for the heavy losses which the city was continuing to

suffer in the removal of its most valuable citizens—men who had directed its

affairs, and lent a helping hand in various ways to sustain its credit, promote its

prosperity, and embellish its society. There was no need of the daily press to

spread the melancholy tidings—the night's disasters ran through the city each

morning with lightning speed.

When we look back upon our city as it was a little more than two mouths

ago, in the enjoyment of more than its wonted share of health ; smiling in the

midst of peace and plenty ; prosperous in all its various departments of business,

commerce, and mechanical industry ; looking into the future with high hopes

and bright anticipations from its works of internal improvement ; its inhabitants

happy in themselves and in their families, and mutually happy in one another, as

a community in which were combined the elements of reciprocal good will, social

harmony, and a common interest ; when we recall to mind this pleasing portrait

ure of the condition which our city so recently presented, and contemplate the

scenes of horror and dismay which so suddenly followed it as with the rush of a

whirlwind, appalling, bewildering, stupifying, and stunning all the faculties of

mind and sense, and steeping them in a vortex of woe unutterable, we find it diffi

cult to assure ourselves of the reality of what we have passed through in the brief

space of time ; and we feel as if it was all a frightful dream—a vision of woe,

which still haunts and terrifies us, while we would fain persuade ourselves that it

is an unreal mockery. Oh, that it were so indeed ! But no ; we wake to a dread

reality of all the horrors of a sweeping calamity which has spared neither sex

nor age, nor condition ; which has widowed and orphaned hundreds ; swept whole

families into the grave ; torn asunder the strongest ties of kindred, love, and affec

tion ; stricken down the strongest and most ornamental pillars of our social fabric,

and caused a general disruption in the frame-work which held us together as a

business community. But the subject is too distressing to dwell upon here.

May that mysterious Providence which has so fearfully scourged our city, deal

with it as with holy Job, and bless its future with greater prosperity than its

past ; re-establish its health, calm its spirits, and renew its comforts.

The sketch here given represents with little variation the woes of our sister

city of Portsmouth, which preceded us in the dreadful race of suffering, and has

drank her full proportion of the cup of affliction with us.

Yet sad and gloomy as the picture is, Oh ! how infinitely more so would it

have been but for the prompt, the generous, the almost superhuman benevolence

interposed in behalf of our stricken community by all portions of our beloved

country ; in every city, and in almost every county and village in our own State

and in her sister states, from the seaboard to the interior, by their populous com

mercial marts and smaller communities, not only in pouring in upon us the means
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of mitigating our sufferings, but in sending us their good Samaritans, their noble

corps of medical volunteers and nurses—an immortalized host of moral chivalry—

to battle with the destroyer at the bedside of the sick, and rescue its victims from

its remorseless grasp. Would that it were in our power to rehearse the almost

countless instances of these noble benefactions, and to command adequate lan

guage to express the sense of gratitude which they have indelibly impressed upon

the hearts and minds of the people of both communities. To name even the

most prominent ageuts in the merciful work of their preservation, might seem un

gracious, and doubtless a full and detailed report of all the circumstances con

nected with this calamitous visitation will be made up and published hereafter,

in which ample justice will be rendered to all ; to individuals as well as com

mittees.

Thus far we have quoted from those who felt as few in this world could

feel. What has been their lot, we repeat may be ours, unless the State

of New Jersey consents to allow us to occupy Sandy Hook as a quaran

tine. If they fear a mile or two is not distant enough, the State of New

York will buy all the land within three or four miles of the proposed site

for a hospital, and pay more than a full price for the sake of mere isolation.

I presume no one will attempt to dispute the well ascertained fact that

yellow fever and frost cannot both exist in the same atmosphere at the

same time. When the frost temperature gets possession, the yellow fever

poison is destroyed. Hence it follows that the remedy for infected ships

is refrigeration, a cheap, thorough, and speedy work, and a complete re

lief from quarantine.

Cargoes' of infected vessels should be landed, well aired, and then placed

in warehouses built of granite or gneiss rock, with walls three feet thick,

and there kept for forty-eight hours in an atmosphere of zero tempera

ture : and thus purified, can be sent to any place without in the least en

dangering public health.

The vessel having discharged her cargo, can be cleansed by refrigeration

in forty-eight hours.

If it is deemed necessary to refrigerate the outside as well as the inside

of the vessel, the construction of a refrigerating dock is as easy and as

practicable as the construction of a dry dock.

The expense of refrigeration will be very small, compared with the im

portance of the result.

The question therefore arises, can frost, or a temperature which will pro

duce frost, be obtained by artificial means*

We have recently made a journey to the State of Ohio to examine a

machine lately invented for the freezing of water, and thus producing ice

by artificial means, and put in operation at the Cuyahoga Iron Works, an

establishment at Cleveland in that State for the manufacture of loco

motives.

The proprietor of the works, on my informing him of the object of ray

visit to his place was with a view of ascertaining if this machine could be

made available for producing a cold atmosphere sufficiently frigid to be

effectually used in disenfecting vessels, their cargoes, and the clothing of

passengers and mariners coming from ports where yellow fever prevails

as an epidemic, so that the New York Quarantine could be made efficient

for the protection of public health, and at the same time facilitate com

merce, he at once said he would put the machine in operation, and afford

me an opportunity of forming my own opinion, as to its efficiency. The

machine was harnessed to a steam engine and put in operation. In less
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than an hour, the temperature of the atmosphere which was 53° above

zero, was reduced to 24° below, that line within the machine ; being a '

change of seventy-eight degrees. I cut an apple in two pieces, and placed

the pieces on the outside of the cast iron pipe, through which a current

of ether was passing, and in a few minutes it was frozen hard. A small

copper vessel was filled with water and placed on the outside of the metal

pipe, and a cloth thrown over it ; the water in a few minutes became

solid ice. Water dropped on the pipe immediately congealed, forming

solid ice. The brass fixtures to the machine in a short time became covered

with a profuse white hoar frost. The whole' machine, and the process of

making ice is very simple. The frame-work which holds the cast iron

freezers is a structure of a dozen or more feet square, having a double

casing, with a space of one foot between, which is filled with pulverised

charcoal. Inside of the inner casing are six rows of cast iron freezers,

twelve in each row ; they are twelve inches deep, twelve long, and six

wide, with flanges of one inch ; these flanges touch each other, resting on

iron frames, and on these the freezers are suspended. The freezers are

half an inch thick; thus a flue of one inch in width is produced, which is

made to extend entirely around and underneath each freezer. From these

flues the air is withdrawn by means of an air-pump, worked by steam

power. When a perfect vacuum has been formed, a current of ether is

made to pass and repass through the exhausted flues, until all the water in

the freezers is converted into solid ice. This is the whole process—plain,

simple, and yet very economical. Each freezer presents a surface of metal

to the cold current of 504 inches; each cake of ice weighs thirty pounds;

the machine producing a ton of ice at one operation. The freezers are

capable of improvement. As the machine is now constructed heat must

be passed through the flues to the ice, so it can be taken out, as the freez

er must be removed every time a ton of ice is made, and then the flues

will be disturbed. This can be avoided by having loose freezers inside,

which will open like a bullet-mold, and discharge the ice the same as a

leaden bullet is freed after being run. As many tons of ice may be made

as there are molds to freeze the water. One steam-engine will work a

vast number of machines or freezers at the same time.

Ice formed on ponds produced by natural cold is thin or thick in pro

portion to the depth of water under it.

Deep ponds have thin ice ; shallow ponds thick ice. It will take twenty

hours to form ice six inches in thickness by this machine ; the less depth

of water the sooner converted the ice.

It will readily be seen from my description, that it is by the application

of the ether to the metal surface, forming the flue through which it is

passing, that the freezing is produced ; precisely like the exposure of a

metal surface in a flue through which heat is passing, to produce ebulition

or the heating of a fluid, or the melting of a solid, which requires at less

than a boiling heat ; the one freezing, the other boiling.

This machine is intended for making ice in tropical climates.

Take, for illustration, a room twenty feet square, having thick granite

or gneiss rock walls and stone floors, with close shutting doors ; place

around it 400 feet of metal pipe, in the same way as would be done to

heat it by steam ; exhaustthe air from these pipes, until a vacuum is pro

duced, and then force a current of ether through and through the pipes,

until the temperature of the room is reduced as much below zero as it is
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desirable to produce the result required. The clothing of passengers and

mariners from an infected vessel hung up for a couple of hours in the zero

temperature of such a room, would be completely disenfected in an hour.

Stone warehouses can be constructed at Sandy Hook of granite or

gneiss rock, with thick walls, by virtue of an act of Congress of 1799,

into which the cargoes of infected vessels could be transferred, and there

exposed to a cold atmosphere produced by artificial means, and in a few

hours so thoroughly disenfected as to be fit to send to market at once for

sale. The vessel, after having discharged her cargo, could be frosted, and

thus disenfected. The expense of disenfecting cargoes would not equal

one week's interest on the amount of its cost.

This simple and easy process, it would be seen, would at once relieve

quarantine of all its delays and detentions, and thus facilitate commerce,

and, at the same time, protect public health. During the summer, vessels

have rode quarantine for months, exposed to storms, and infecting other

vessels at anchor near them.

Fumigating, whitewashing, and all that kind of remedy, is altogether

ineffectual to destroy yellow fever infections. Nature has clearly pointed

out the means of destroying the infection, and that is, frost, or an atmos

phere so cold as to produce it

It is said by some that a breakwater is needed at Sandy Hook ; if so,

the General Government should build one. Tbis is the port in which they

collect a great portion of the revenue from commerce, and the breakwater

is for the better protection of that commerce, in which the General Gov

ernment have a direct pecuniary interest, in the amount of the duties, and

a general interest beside in the increased security to life and property of

the citizens of this Great Republic.

I have collected together the records of the sickness and deaths during

the yellow fever visitations to New York since 1790, and those of Norfolk

and Portsmouth in 1855. Some of these embrace all the details of the

daily reports of physicians to the Board of Health in New York in 1819

and 1822, copied from the official records; these have been printed, and

will be presented to the Legislature of the State of New York and New

Jersey.

E. MEIUAM.

Bbooiltx Hnonra, Dec, ISM.

Art. IV.—"THE ALMIGHTY DOLLAR:" OR MONEY AS A MOTIVE OF ACTIOS.

Among pugilists, no possession is so highly prized as pugilistic skill ;

and among anglers, no fame is so envied as skill in angling. In the de

gree that persons of any given taste preponderate thus in any community,

their taste becomes the standard by which all social pursuits are estimated

in the given community. We need not wonder, therefore, that the United

States is the Paradise of millionaires, money pursuits engrossing the activ

ity of nearly all its inhabitants—among whom the possession of a hundred

thousand dollars confers a dignity equal to a baronetcy in England. Five

hundred thousand equals an earldom ; a million makes a duke ; and two

millions a prince of the blood royal, with power to confer knighthood by
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the investiture of merely a passing recognition. When such a man dies

at eighty, the event is deemed an inscrutable dispensation, and his last

will is published as a precious curiosity. . .. -.

But we are not a fawning people—indeed thrift would not follow fawn

ing, our money passion not permitting us to part from money for so un

substantial an exchange. Money sways us by rather a kingly right divine,

originating in the complacency we feel thereto, irrespective of any selfish

expectation therefrom, just as a man's love of female beauty commands

his complacency towards it, how evanescent soever may be his meeting

therewith.

The power, over us of money results from our political institutions,

which preclude titulary distinctions. We are like men debarred from

champagne and ortolans, and who substitute coarser stimulants and grosser

meats. Hence, a Crimean medal with which a British soldier can solace

his wounds we so little understand, that our warriors, on hearing of such

a recompense, would probably ask, naively, what metal the medal is com

posed of and its value in dollars. We understand no better the red or

blue ribbon for which a British general deems a leg or an eye well lost;

and when we read the memoirs of Cardinal De Retz, of France, we are

mystified at the elaborate court intrigues he instituted, to procure from

the Pope a white cloak wherewith to deck his shoulders.

Sec. 3. The money motive dictates what is lucrative to the actor, irre

spective of its effects on other persons ; while the honary motive dictates

what is reputable, irrespective of its effects on the "actor. Hence, from its

unselfishness, the honorary motive has always been deemed morally supe

rior to the pecuniary. Miss Nightingale, in volunteering to nurse gratu

itously the sick and wounded in the Crimea, is a good type of the honorary

motive ; while the Crimean contractor, who supplied the troops with med

icine, arms, and ammunition, on terms the most advantageous to himself

that could be procured, is a fair type of the money motive. The two mo

tives may, however, be contrasted as to their relative social consequences

—and this contrast has never been attempted, the consequences never

having been fully known till they spontaneously developed themselves in

the United States.

The two motives differ most fundamentally in the universality with

which the money motive acts, giving to all persons in Jtlie United States

the same impulse for activity; while the titular motive, the highest of the

honorary, operates only on a comparatively small portion of any commu

nity. .Nor is this quite all. The honorary motive, where it is prevalent,

withdraws the elite of society from the ordinary utilitarian pursuits of life,

and even relatively discredits them ; while the money motive knows no dis

tinction of employments but lucrative and unlucrative—and providentially

the lucrativeness of any occupation is usually commensurate with the

magnitude and universality of its utility. The United States accordingly

excels all nations in utilitarian instrumentalities—in the swiftness and ton

nage of its navy—in commercial enterprise—in the invention of machinery

to save labor, increase production, facilitate locomotion, expedite intelli

gence, diffuse information—and, generally, in restlessness of personal ac

tivity and disregard of personal ease and luxurious relaxation.

The next important difference between the honorary motive and the

pecuniary, relates to the patrons which the motives respectively invoke.
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" Patronized by her Majesty and all the aristocracy," is a common an

nouncement in England, and accordingly whatever instrumentalities such

patrons desire, the nation excels in—as palatial residences, splendid libra

ries, gorgeous equipages, furniture, statuary, paintings, apparel, retinue,

<fec. ; while our patrons being every man who possess a dollar, we cater

for the multitude, by magnificent taverns in every thoroughfare and mag

nificent steamboats on every river. In nothing is an American traveler

more surprised than at the meagerness of board and lodging he finds at

the best hotels of London or Paris, and at the shabbiness of steamboat ac

commodations in any part of Europe—the magnates of Europe not thus

living and traveling in sufficient frequency to induce an adaptation of the

means to aristocratic tastes. Our telegraphs, too, are for the multitude,

and proportionally numerous, accessible, obliging, and cheap, ramifying

also in every direction ; while in Europe they are erected for only the gov

ernment—or, at moBt, for a class—and hence, are stately in their regula

tions, limited to important points, few in number, and costly in their min

istrations.

A like influence affects journalism in our country and in Europe. The

newspapers there are designed for a part of the people, while ours are for

all ; consequently England, which possesses the most extensive newspaper

circulation in Europe, issues not a hundredth part the newspapers that wo

issue.

The contrast exhibited by the United States and Canada results from the

foregoing causes. In Canada, money pursuits are inferior in dignity to

officialism—civil, ecclesiastical, military, and naval—consequently the toil

ing masses stagnate from conscious inferiority ; from the sad feeling that

Dr. Johnson designated as scoundrelitm, and are active to only the degree

necessitated by their animal wants. Population hardly keeps from dimi

nution, and immigrants arrive there only to comprehend that the palsy

which afflicted the land they left, afflicts Canada also, and to pass through

it to the States, where they at once become vigorously active in a scramble

for a common object

Sec. 4. And now, if we turn from the effects on productions of our

money motive to its effect on our people, we shall find that it nourishes

personal independence and self-respect. In the published travels of a

German prince, we learn that at Utica he hired a carriage whose driver

said to him, " I understand you are the man who hired this coach ; I am

the gentleman who is to drive it." The anecdote is colored ; but none of

us feel any degradation from being hired, knowing that we give an equiva

lent for all we receive, and are only struggling in a given vocation for the

object that engrosses all of us. The Romans requited their lawyers by

the personal homage of clients. The system exalted a few advocates into

Ciceros, at an expense of debasing the multitude of litigants ; while our

pecuniary compensation saves clients from degradation, and only keeps

advocacy on a level with other pursuits. The apostles of Christianity in

creased the reverence towards tnem of their disciples by "working with

their own hands " for their subsistence ; and some subsequent spiritual

teachers entered into vows of perpetual poverty. Our reverence for the

clergy we expend in pecuniary contributions, rather than in personal ob

sequiousness that leads to spiritual tyranny—money operating with us as

a sort of safety-valve, by which we can "let off" any amount of steam
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that is necessary to the tranquilizing of our feelings when unduly excited ;

and custom renders the operation as satisfactory to the donees as it is

preservative of independent self-respect to the donors. In England, when

military enthusiasm becomes rampant towards a Nelson or a Wellington,

the multitude remove from his carriage the horses and substitute them

selves; while in France, the population "bow down" and become the ser

vants forever of a Bonaparte.

In these, or some other way, the honorary motive can consummate its

intention by only relatively depressing the masses ; while we, under the

like effervescence of our feelings, give a Lafayette some townships of land,

or the conqueror of Mexico some thousands of dollars, and the treasury

depletion allays the tumult of our admiration, without derogating from

any person's liberty or importance. But many people may judge that the

best effect of the money motive is its tendency to peace, in contradistinc

tion to the honorary motive, which tends to war. The French have stig

matized the English as a nation of shopkeepers, in contempt of the sup

posed occasional honorary sacrifices of England for the preservation of

peace; but while this recognizes the money motive as operative in Eng

land, its effect is more pervading in the United States than in any other

nation that ever existed.

Ssc. 5. The money motive possesses, however, its disadvantages in con

trast with the honorary. Our devotees of the fine arts are so infected by

the prevailing influence of money that laurel crowns are disregarded ; and

our sculptors labor only on busts for those who will pay therefor, as shoe

makers make shoes. Our painters design only portraits to order, as tailors

make coats; while our authors expend their efforts in compiling and imi

tating, rather than in originating—in traveling over beaten paths instead

of opening untried ones—in constructing elementary, class, and school

books, and generally in producing the easy literature which is easily pro

duced. But we exceed all people in coarse humor, (Brother Jonathans,

Yankee Notions, Negro Minstrelsy, <fec.,) and for the reason that it will

pay for the time bestowed thereon. It evinces that we are not deficient

in originality, but that slop-goods and furbished old cloths suit our market

better than better articles that are " caviare to the million." The same

cause operates with us disadvantageous^ to the clerical profession, whose

pecuniary compensation being small, under our voluntary system, the pro

fession rarely attracts to its ranks youth of much intellectual vigor, ex

cept when connected with a body too feeble for the masculine efforts of

more wealth-procuring occupations ; while in England, where lordly dis

tinctions are open to the clergy, the profession has ever included men of

the highest intellectual organization. The medical profession depends in

England on the money motive as in this country ; hence the profession is

more alike in the two countries than the clerical, except that the medical

is disadvantageous!}' influenced among us by the money motive which re

pels from the profession to more lucrative employments the shrewdest in

tellects, though in no department of knowledge is shrewdness of intellect

so advantageous as in medicine and surgery. The State of New York has

abolished nearly all the lucrativeness of the legal profession, and the youth

who now become lawyers, are, as a class, especially in the interior of the State,

much inferior, intellectually, to those who entered the profession formerly,

when its lucrativeness equalled the most favored pursuits. In no country

so certainly as here will a deterioration of employees follow a diminution
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of emolument, and thus we have banished from all our legislatures, na

tional and State, nearly all the most intelligent of our citizens, for they

can employ themselves more lucratively than in political stations.

But the worst aspect of the money motive is its tendency to a low state

of morals. A sovereign's social position is but little influenced by the

means that procured his elevation ; so we overlook in a rich man the

means by which he obtained his riches. Morality approves this where

wealth is untainted with ill desert, but we make no marked difference

in our conduct towards wealth, whatever may have been the vileness of

its obtainment.

The Jews of Europe exemplify some of the results that the money mo

tive is eliciting here. Being debarred by law or prejudice from obtaining

titular honors, they seek riches as the highest permitted distinction, and

naturally subordinate thereto much that the honorary motive rejects.

"What a loss to the world has been their eighteen centuries of debasement!

if, as is affirmed, they are more intellectually acute than any other race—

an affirmation they have, however, not verified here, where they suffer no

legal disabilities, and are contiuually vanquished at their own game of pe

cuniary accumulation, though probably time enough has not elapsed to

wean them from the petty traffic to which oppression originally crushed

them, and to give their aspirations a higher aim.

Among the specific evils which the money motive is developing in our

country is a corruption in legislation, if we may at all believe what is

openly alleged of both Congress and our State Legislatures ; so that pri

vate gain supersedes national honor, utility, and justice ; while even the

perpetuity of our confederacy seems secondary to the spoils which its

wreck may supply to individuals. How long our electors will remain pure

from the influence of money is doubtful. Votes are said to be now pur

chasable in some localities, especially Congressional votes, for in Congress

the opportunity is great for corrupt gains, and the motive consequently

large for admission thereto ; hence, in some districts a canvass for Con

gressional representative is thought to be hopeless without a profuse em

ployment of money, the victory being sure to the candidate who will ex

pend the most, and who ordinarily is he who expects to make from the

office the most in illegal gains ; and thus the election seems to be decided

on a principle that insures subsequent venality. A like evil is sadly ap

parent in our management of private corporations, and it ramifies through

all fiducial positions. Our judiciary is believed to have, as yet, escaped

the bad influences to which other establishments have yielded, though the

economy we practice in the compensation of judges tends to turn from

the bench the best organized intellects, and who generally aro best also

for the conception of duty, purity, and integrity.

I have thus stated the relative national value and tendency of the two

motives which ordinarily govern society—the honorary and pecuniary;

but I have said only enough to call attention to what has been hitherto

overlooked. I believe the money motive to be, in the aggregate, more

beneficial to the whole of mankind than the honorary ; as witness our un

exampled physical achievements, personal enjoyments, and national pros

perity ; and when our defects are perceived, the good sense and good in

tentions of our citizens are, I trust, sufficient to correct the evils of the

money motive and enjoy the good unalloyed. Thus believing I have probed

the defects with no faltering hand, not to rankle what is painful, but to

lay bare what ought to be cured.
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Art. T.—HIGH fRICB OP CAPITAL AND LABOR.

Thb high rate of interest, and corresponding high price for almost all

products of labor, which we have had for some live or six years past,

seem to most persons quite incompatible, and hence there are all manner

of speculations offered as to the cause of such a state of things.

I have watched carefully for some communication from your financial

correspondents which should furnish us with a solution of the enigma

with which we are puzzled, but have as yet found none, nor do I often

meet with business men who can give us any light upon the question,

though it is one with which they, of all others, have to do, and ought to

understand.

There are some, however, who, rising above theories which had their

origin long since, and under quite different circumstances, view things as

they are, and not as they are supposed to be. These persons 6ay that the

higher rate of interest is a necessity, growing out of the diminished va'ue

or cost of gold, as determined by the amount of labor required for its

production; and that while labor gets, in all its branches, an increased

amount of that metal for a given service, the capitalist must bear his ad

dition or starve. That the cost of living, or conducting any branch of

business, has advanced since 1850 at least one-third, is a fact so notorious

that I suppose no well-informed person pretends to deny it. What then

must the capitalist do, but say that his capital, or the result of his past

labor, must bring him eight instead of six per cent, and he gets eight per

cent, all the laws to the contrary notwithstanding. If he purchases a

good sound seven per cent stock like that of the Boston and Worcester

Railroad, he does it at a price which will pay him eight per cent, and he

is right. It is true that there are persons who will give par for six or

even for five per cents; and in England sometimes par for three per cent

consols. And they are right, because certainty is the first element with

them, and such persons are sufficiently numerous to create a demand for

all such securities, and thus keep up the price.

But we are dealing now with ordinary commercial paper, such as by its

price, from day to day, determines the current rate of interest, or the

price paid for the use of capital. On such paper, even the best of it, the

rate is eight per cent at least, which is certainly one-third more than was

formerly paid on the same paper.

Now, we say that the diminished value of gold, while the legal price is

unchanged, has been the cause of all this. Let us suppose, that when the

true relation between labor and the production of gold had been ascer

tained originally, it was, that to get one ounce of that metal into shape

for use would require sixteen days labor of one man, while in the same

time he could produce sixteen ounces of silver or sixteen bushels of wheat.

Now, if after a series of years there should be new discoveries of the

metal, or facilities for its production which should enable the same labor

to produce twice as much as before, what would happen ? Clearly, unless

the government should so change the price as to conform to the diminish

ed value, then the price (though not the value) of all other products of

labor would rise. And is not that just what we see ? Is it not just what

we ought to expect ? And if so, why is there so much noise and confusion

about it
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Wben President Jackson and his Cabinet found that the production of

gold did not keep pace with the consumption, and that the value had in

creased, he procured an act of Congress by which the price was increased,

and the effect was legitimate. Now, we have precisely the same state of

things, and by the same rule the price should be reduced. If not, then

the price of all other products of labor, as a general rule, must be increased,

and the rate of interest equally. Let this great, but simple truth be re

cognized, and our business men would once more be able to say with some

certainty what a day might bring forth. The several State Governments,

as well as the General Government, should then provide for the issue of

bank bills which should truly represent and be based upon the pure com

mercial notes in the hands of the bankers, though measured by and re

deemable in gold and silver, or their equivalents, at the will of the holder,

either at the place of issue or the center of trade for each particular sec

tion, as is now done in New England. The amount of all such paper

should not only be determined by, and known to the government, but

such security should be taken of the banker, for the bills placed in his

hands, that in case of his temporary failure to redeem them the holder

could apply directly to the State.

There have been repeated attempts to secure the people against loss

from non-redemption of bank bills, and the general laws of New York

and Massachusetts are considered by some to be quite well adapted to that

end. But the legislature, in both cases, have committed a grave error in

requiring, or even permitting the banker to invest his live capital in gov

ernment securities or real estate, which is to be immediately taken out of

his hands to secure the redemption of bills which he loans or issues in ex

change for commercial notes. This capital is just what he most needs to

meet the redemption of the bills first issued, and which will, in all ordi

nary experience, return upon him in part before his notes fall dne. We

say, let his capital alone, after providing that it shall in all cases be held,

first, to redeem the bills issued ; and, instead of tying his hands and de

stroying his power, say to him, invest your capital in good commercial

paper, together with the notes we put into your hands for circulation.

Then, under ordinary circumstances, there will be no failures. But, to

provide against the possibility of mismanagement or dishonesty, let the

government take into its possession good productive property belonging

to the banker, worth at a fair valuation double the amount of bills intrust

ed to him, with a bond conditional that for every dollar which he fails to

redeem upon presentation, and which shall in such case be paid by the

State Treasurer, he shall forfeit two dollars for the benefit of the govern

ment. With such a provision, and a preferred claim on the capital, no

bank could afford to loan its funds on stocks or real estate speculations,

but would be obliged to confine itself to loans on legitimate business

paper, which its notes would represent and be based upon, as we before

•aid. We should then have what we want ; and that is a paper currency,

varying in amount according to the business of the country, founded

upon purely commercial transactions, but measured by and convertible

into specie, as all paper ought to be, at maturity, unless otherwise pro

vided and agreed. Such a currency would enable us to dispense with

still more of our gold, on which we should save interest and loss, and at the

same time enable our people to feel as they ought to do, that there never

could be such a thing as loss, or even difficulty in the use of paper. When
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we shall have such a currency, or one that approximates to it, is quite un

certain ; for the first step towards it would involve the complete destruc

tion of that class of banks which live by loaning their circulation, and

that comprises so many, especially in the country, that there would be a

deadly struggle before they would submit. But such a currency we shall

have when the people understand their own true interests, and will send

men to make laws who not only know, but are willing to do, what is right

and just. Then this great country, which prospers in spite of what we do,

will go on in its career as it has never yet done, and its resources be de

veloped in a way such as the world has never yet seen. w.

irt. TI. — THE LAW MERCHANT.

HUMBIB VII.

INTEREST.

The cases contained in the books, respecting the subject of interest, are

very numerous and diverse; and many of them are complicated and

anomalous. But there are a few general principles which govern the

whole subject These principles are very simple, just, and in the main

very easy of application to the numerous questions that arise ; so that

one who understands them clearly, will not find it very difficult to deter

mine what his rights and duties are in regard to any question concerning

interest which may come up in the course of business. It,is the object of

this article to explain these principles.

Interest is a compensation for the use of money. Perhaps the most

familiar instance of a claim to interest, is that on which the creditor is

entitled to it because the debtor agreed to pay it. Cases of this sort are

usually simple, and will not require much explanation here. But these

are not the only, nor perhaps the most numerous class of instances. 'There

are two ways in which interest may accrue. It may be paid under a vol

untary obligation, as an agreed remuneration for a loan, or it may be paid

compulsorily, as damages for the wrongful detention of money. The one

is the case of compensation due by reason of a contract to pay it ; and

this contract may express or merely imply, as we shall afterwards see ;

the other is the case of compensation due, not by reason of any agree

ment, but simply by the obligation of a rule of law.

This distinction was very well illustrated in a law case that arose out of

a wager upon a horse race in the State of New York, a few years since.*

A Mr. Ruckman had joined with four others in contributing six hundred

dollars each to a bet of three thousand dollars, which they deposited with

Mr. Pitcher, the defendant, as a stakeholder, to await the result of a race

between the horses " Lady Suffolk " and " Americus." The law of the

State declares such wagers illegal, and provides that, in such a case, " the

person depositing the money may sue for and recover the same." In this

case, the horse upon which Mr. Ruckman and his friends staked their mo-

* Ruckman u. Pitcher, 13 Btrb., (N. Y,) MS.
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ney having lost the race, Mr. Ruckman changed his mind about the bet,

and wanted his money back again. " No," said the stakeholder, " it was

a fair bet, and you lost it. Of course, you cannot have it back again."

Whereupon, Mr. Ruckman brought an action against him under that

statute to recover his stakes. Mr. Pitcher contested the claim hotly, and

the litigation which ensued was prolonged for some ten years. At last,

however, a verdict was rendered in favor of the plaintiff, and thereupon

he claimed that he was entitled to have interest from the date of the com

mencement of the suit. As this was a very long period, the amount of

interest involved was nearly as large as the original claim. Now, in this

case there was no agreement to pay interest ; there was not even any

agreement to pay the principal ; but the court decided that, although this

was so, and moreover the statute, by authority of which the stake-money

was reclaimed, merely authorized the recovery of "the same," saying

nothing about interest, and therefore interea^ as for the use of the money,

oould not be recovered, yet damages for the unjust detention of the money

ought to be paid, the measure of those damages being the amount of in

terest which Mr. Ruckman might legally have received if he had loaned

it during that time.

Ekins' case* shows this too, for he recovered from the East India Com-

Eany 12 per cent interest, when not only he had no agreement with them,

ut it would not have been lawful for them to agree to pay such a rate ill

England. Ekins* case was tried before Lord Chancellor Cowper in Lon

don, in 1717. It was in substance as follows:—

He had, some thirteen years previous, sent a ship to the East Indies;

there the agent of the East India Company bought the ship and cargo

from the commander, who, as the agent probably knew, had no power to

sell them. There was some proof that the commander did this in treach

ery to the owner, Mr. Ekins, and that the agent who bought them, did so

knowingly, and was thus a party to this fraud, though it seemed to have

been clone without the privity of the company, but yet for their benefit

ami profit.

Mr. Ekins brought this action against the company to recover the value

of 'the ship and cargo. The jury found their value to have been about

£3,600. Mr. Ekins' counsel insisted that he ought to have interest upon

that sum for the thirteen years, and that the interest ought to be Indian

interest. At that time, English interest was about S per cent; while In

dian interest was about 12 per cent. After the defendants' objections

were heard, the court said:—"If a man has my money by way of loan,

he ought to answer interest; but if he detains my money from me wrong

fully, he ought, a fortiori, to answer interest. And it is still stronger,

where one by wrong takes from me either my money, or my goods which

I am trading with, in order to turn them into money. Therefore, let th«

defendants pay interest, and this being transacted in the Indies, where the

person who acted by authority under them, and for their nse, must be

presumed to have made the common advantage that money yields there,

the company must answer the interest of that country ; but in considera

tion this money is now to be paid here, the charge of returning it from

the Indies ought to be deducted."

As we shall more fully see, when we come to consider the cases in which

* Ekins vi. th« East India Company, 1 P. W., 896 ; 2 Bro. F. C, 12-
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a creditor is entitled to interest, this principle of computing damages in

the way of interest is applied to a great variety of instances, both of

■withholding another's money directly, by refusing to pay it over, or indi

rectly,' by neglecting to account for it, or wrongfully using it.

Interest, therefore, may become due under a contract or as damages.

Now, nothing is more common than that a case of interest should depend

upon both of these two points. A case very frequently arises where the

creditor may claim interest for one portion of the period, during which

a debt has been due, because it was agreed for, and for the remaining por

tion of the period, not because it was agreed for then at all, but as dam

ages. If a man makes his note in Boston on the 1st of January, 1855,

for $100, payable in one year, with interest, the meaning of that promise

is that he would, in January, 1856, pay $106. This is no agreement to

pay $1 12 in 1857. Still, if he does not pay his note till it has been over

due for a year, he will have ty pay interest for that year as damages, for

neglecting to pay as he agreed.

This distinction is an important one, although not always well under

stood. The case of Watkins vs. Morgan, which was decided in 1834, at

"Westminster Hall, by the Court of King's Bench in England, shows this.

It appeared, upon the trial, that on the 15th day of June, 1832, Morgan

had given Mr. Watkins his bond for the payment of " £270, with law;-

ful interest, on the 15th day of December then next following." When

the day of payment came Morgan made default; and after waiting a year

and a half in vain in the hope of a payment, Watkins brought this action

to recover it

The reader who understands the distinction here illustrated, will now

perceive that Mr. Watkins' claim consisted of three elements:—

1. The amount of the principal, £270.

2. The six months' interest which Morgan had agreed to pay, £6 15s.

3. The eighteen months' interest which the agreement had not contem

plated, but which he .was bound to pay as damages, £23 5s.

. Mr. Watkins' lawyer, however, did not understand the distinction bor

tween the second and third grounds of the claim ; and in his declaration,

which is the name given to the paper in which the plaintiff "declares"

his cause of action against the defendant, after describing the bond, and

stating that Morgan failed to pay it, he claimed on behalf of the plaintiff

that in consequence "there was due and owing from the defendant to the

plaintiff, on account of the said sum of £270 and interest, the sum of

£300, for which he brought his action." The declaration further claimed

£10 damages for the injury sustained by the plaintiff by the defendant's

neglect to fulfill his agreement.

On the trial, the lawyer stated to the jury that he sought to recover the

sum of £300, being the principal sum and interest up to the time of the

suit "No," said the judge, "I cannot allow a verdict to be taken for

that amount. The contract in the bond was simply to pay £270, with

six months' interest That amounts only to £276 15b. That is all the

interest you can recover."

The lawyer urged that the plaintiff was entitled to interest for the re

maining time as damages.

" Very well," said the judge, " but you cannot recover more than you

claim in your declaration. Your declaration claims only £10 as damages.

You cannot recover more than that."
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As there was no defense, a verdict was given for the £276 15s., debt

and interest, and £10 damages. The plaintiff thus lost £13 5s. from his

judgment, by reason of his attorney's not understanding that interest

agreed to be paid is one thing, and damages calculated by way of interest

another and a very different thing.

OF THE RATES OF INTEREST,

It is obvious that it is necessary for the law to fix upon a rate of inter

est, both where interest is agreed for, but no rate specified in the agree

ment, and where interest is recoverable as damages. In addition to this,

most governments pursue the policy of limiting the rate of interest which

may be agreed for. This limit is set at a percentage which the law adopts

as a reasonable compensation for the use of capital. The operation of

the rule limiting the rate of interest will be considered more particularly

under the head of Usury. It is spoken of here for the purpose of point

ing out that the rate which the law supplies in the absence of an agree

ment is not necessarily the same as the rate beyond which it declares

agreements shall not go.

As might be expected, in different communities a different standard

will be fixed, because differences in the supplies of capital and of labor,

and other elements of commercial operations, affect largely the value as

well as the risk of loans. In the case of interest recovered by way of

damages, one would think it to be more just to fix a rate for each case as

it arises, according to the circumstances which may have made the use

of the principal valuable to one party, or its detention inconvenient and

harrassing to the other. To attempt this, however, would involve endless

perplexity, by raising every question of interest as a fresh one, and thus

attaching to many an easily-adjusted contest for the principal a compli

cated controversy about the rate of interest.

When a contract is made, or a liability incurred, in one State, and the

creditor attempts to enforce in another State, the question often arises as

to which law is to govern the case. Contracts are to be construed in this

respect upon the same rules as they are in all other respects. The rule is

this :—the case is to be governed by the laws of the place where the con

tract was entered into, unless the contract was to be performed, or the

property which it respected was situated, in a different State, in which

case the law of the latter State should govern.

Bodily vs. Belamy* was an action brought in England upon a bond given

at Calcutta, in the East Indies, by Mr. Belamy to the plaintiff. When the

bond was given, both parties resided in Calcutta; but when this suit was

brought, the defendant was in England. It appeared upon the trial that

the allowed rate of interest in Calcutta was 9 per cent, which was the

rate payable according to the condition of the bond. The rate of inter

est in England was 5 per cent. Lord Mansfield, before whom the case

came, decided that interest ought to be calculated upon the bond at the

rate of 9 per cent until the entry of judgment, from that time till the ac

tual payment of the money at the rate of 5 per cent upon the amount of

the judgment, for from that time the defendant owed no longer the bond

but the judgment. The bond was an Indian obligation, and should bear

« 8 Burr, 10M.
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Indian interest ; but the judgment, which absolved the bond, was an Eng

lish obligation, and ought to bear only English interest.

In 1818, Consequa, a native merchant of Canton, in China, brought a

suit in equity* against a New York firm, claiming to recover the amount

of various consignments ot teas, &c, and of promissory notes given upon

various accounts of such consignments, amounting in all to over a hun

dred and fifty thousand dollars. A very large item in this sum was inter

est, which the plaintiff calculated, according to the Chinese rate, at 12

per cent In deciding this case the chancellor said, in reply to the de

fendant's objection that interest should be calculated at the lawful rate in

this State :—" It is an acknowledged rule that interest must be paid ac

cording to the law of the country where the debt was contracted and is

to be paid, and not where it is sued."

Where a contract is made with a view to performing it in another

State, and no rate of interest is fixed, it is to bear interest according to

the law of the place set for the performance. For instance, in one case,f

a firm, doing business in Montreal, Canada, made a promissory note to an

English firm, payable to them or their order, " with interest until paid in

England," and this note, not having been paid at maturity, was sued upon

in the State of New York. Here the law of the place where the contract

was made gave 6 per cent interest ; the law of the place where the con

tract was to be formed gave only 5 per cent ; while the law of the place

where it was attempted to be enforced gave 7 per cent. The court de

cided that the plaintiffs could recover only 5 per cent, England being the

place where the contract was to have been performed.

There is, however, an important qualification to this rule. Where a

loan or debt is secured by real estate, a new element is introduced, and in

such case respect will be had to the law of the place where the real estate

is situated. This will be done, too, even though the parties resided, the

contract was made, and was to be performed, in another State. The rea

son of this qualification arises from the principle that while the persons

are to be governed by the law of the place where they act, or contemplate

acting, real property must be governed by the law of its locality. The

case of Chapman vs. Robertson will serve to illustrate this.J Mr. Robert

son, who was a resident of New York, owned a lot of land in the city of

Hudson, in that State. Being in England in the summer of 1833, he

applied to Mr. Chapman, who resided there, for a loan. Mr. Chapman

agreed to loan him £800, upon condition that Robertson, upon his return

to this State, should make a bond and mortgage on his lot to secure the

debt and 7 per cent interest, have the mortgage recorded, and send them

to England. The securities were accordingly executed and sent to Mr.

Chapman, who, upon receiving them, paid the money to Mr. Robertson's

bankers, according to the arrangement. Mr. Robertson refused to pay

the mortgage when it became due, insisting that inasmuch as the original

agreement was made in England, and the money received there, the con

tract to pay more than 5 per cent rendered the bond and mortgage usuri

ous. The chancellor said, in deciding the case, that it presented a very

Bice question, arising out of the conflict of laws in this State and Eng-

i i — ■ . —-—■—■————

* Consequa c*. Fanning, 3 Johns. Ch. I!., 587.

* Scofield vi. Day, SO Johns. K., 109.

t 6 Paige, S27.
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land, relative to the legal rate of interest. He said that if Mr. Robert

son's bond had been the only security his defense would have been good,

because, as no place of payment was mentioned, the legal construction of

the contract was that the money was to be paid to Mr. Chapman where

he resided. " It is an established principle," said the chancellor, " that

the construction and validity of a contract, which is purely personal, de

pends upon the laws of the place where the contract was made, unless it

was made in reference to the laws of some other place or country, where,

in the contemplation of the parties, it was to be carried into effect. On

the other hand, it appears to be equally well settled by the laws of every

country that the transfer of lands, or the creation of any interest in, or lien

or incumbrance upon, lands, must be made according to the local law of

the place where the lands are situated." The court accordingly made a

decree in Mr. Chapman's favor.

In all such cases, however, as will appear more fully when we come to

consider Usury, the contract to be upheld should be honestly made, and

not a contrivance to make the law of one place a mere cover to an evasion

of the law of another.

If the rate of interest has been changed since the liability upon which

interest is claimed was incurred, the interest must be calculated according

to the law previously existing.

The question has arisen, where interest was due for a long time at a

low rate under an agreement, and the agreement being broken, it became

due after that time as damages, whether the debtor was bound to pay

damages at the full legal rate, or only at the rate stipulated in the con

tract?

A case which occurred in South Carolina a number of years ago will

serve to illustrate this.

Mr. J hn Gaillard was appointed as a trustee for receiving some lega

cies, which had been bequeathed to certain children, to keep tor them un

til they became of age. When the money was put into his hands he

gave a bond, that when each child became of age he would pay to him

or her the proportion of the legacies assigned to them, and that mean

while he would pay 4 per cent interest. One of the children having be

come of age, Mr. John Gaillard failed to pay the amount due according

to his contract in the bond. lie meantime died, having appointed Mr.

Theodore Gaillard his executor. Mr. Ball, the person whose Legacy waa

unpaid, applied to the executor for its payment, and demanded interest, at

the rate of V per cent, since the time when it ought to have been paid

over according to the undertaking of Mr. John Gaillard. The executor

admitted that the principal was due, but he said that only 4 per cent in

terest could be claimed, and ho refused to pay any more than that. Mr.

Ball then brought a suit against him, to compell him to pay 7 per cent

interest from the time he came of age. The reader who understands the

distinction between the two grounds of claim to interest will anticipate

the decision. This suit was successful. The court decided that the agree

ment to take 4 per cent expired at the time when the money ought to

have been paid. "The law which the parties had made for themselves

having ended at that time, the contract was governed by the law of the

land afterwards."
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LIENS UNDER GENERAL MARITIME LAW OF TUB UNITED 8TATES—JURISDICTION

OP ODR COURTS.

In United States District Court, (Missouri.) In Admiralty—September ad

journed term, 1856. Decision of Judge Wells :—

In this case certain of the libelants had liens under the general maritime law

of the United States, and others had liens under the statute of Missouri, entitled

"an act concerning boats and vessels," (Digest laws of Missouri, 1845, page 180.)

Those having liens under the general maritime law furnished supplies in Cincin

nati, Ohio, where they resided at the time, and whilst the boat was owned in Mis

souri ; others resided in Missouri, and furnished supplies whilst the boat was

owned in Ohio.

Those having liens under the State law resided in Missouri, and furnished the

■applies there, the boat at that t me being also owned in Missouri.

After the supplies were furnished, the boat was sold under the provisions of the

above-cited statute of Missouri ; and the question now raised for the considera

tion of the Court is, were these material men divested of their several liens by

not intervening in the State Court, or by the proceedings in the State Court ? It

is a question of delicacy, as the decision of it may conflict with State laws ; but

I am compelled to decide it.

The provisions of the statute of Missouri make no distinction in terms between

Vessels owned by citizens or subjects of foreign nations, or citizens of other States

Of the Union, and those owned by citizens of Missouri.

They apply to " every boat or vessel navigating the waters of this State ;" see

the act, section 1, and to " contracts made within this State with boats used in

navigating the waters of this State." See the case of James, respondent, vs. the

Steamboat Pawnee, 19 Missouri Rep., 517.

If I understand correctly the language of Judge Story, he entertained the opin

ion that similar provisions in the statutes of the State of New York, could not

properly be construed to apply to any but domestic boats or vessels—that is,

those owned in New York. (The bark Chusan, 2 8tory's Reps., 461-2.) But

the Supreme Court of Missouri makes no distinction between foreign and domes

tic vessels. (James is. the Pawnee, mpra.)

The case now under consideration diners from that of the " Henrietta," decided

by this Court at the March terra, 1856. In that case the boat was owned in

Missouri, and the supplies were furnished in Illinois. I held that the case did not

come within the provisions of the steamboat law of Missouri, because the vessel

was not, at the time the contract was made for the supplies, " navigating the wa

ters of this State;" nor was the contract made or supplies furnished " within this

State," and, therefore, the lien, obtained in Illinois under the general maritime

law, was not divested by the sale in Missouri. But much of the reasoning in that

case is applicable to this case, and will not be here repeated.

Is the admiralty and maritime jurisdiction in rem. exclusively in the United

8tates Courts? When I wrote the opinion in the case of the Henrietta, I hod

mver known it questioned ; but in a recent decision by the Supreme Court of Ohio,

it is questioned and denied. (See Thompson vs. steamer G. D. Morton, 2 War

den's Ohio 8tate Reports, 26.) That Court appears to think that the provisions

of the 9th section of the judiciary act of Congress makes the jurisdiction of the

District Courts exclusive only as relates to the Circuit Courts of the United

States. In that opinion I cannot concur.

The 9th section of the judiciary act (1789) declares that the District Courts

of the United States shall have, in certain cases specified—1st. Jurisdiction (or

Cognizance) exclusive of the Courts of the several States. 2d. In other cases,

jurisdiction concurrent with the Courts of the several States, or the Circut Courts
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of the United States, as the case may be. 3d. And in other cases, exclusive

original cognizance, without mentioning any other Courts, either Federal or State ;

and this last includes all civil causes of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction, in

cluding certain seizures on water, " saving to suitors, in all cases, a common law

remedy, where the common law is competent to give it ;" and a like cognizance

in other cases of seizure, without any saving.

In the first class of cases, as I have arranged them, the jurisdiction is not de

clared to be exclusive, except as to the State Courts ; and there is, therefore, an

implied exception as to the jurisdiction of the Circuit Courts of the United

States.

In the second class, the grant is not declared to be exclusive, but concurrent,

and the jurisdiction both of the Courts of the several States and the Circuit

Courts of the United States is excepted.

In the third class there is no exception of the exclusiveness as to either the

Courts of the several States or the Circuit Courts of the United States, except

as to the common law remedy in the first branch of that class, and without that

exception as to the other branch.

So that, in the third class, which includes the admiralty and maritime jurisdic

tion, there is no exception, except that of the common law remedy, as to the ex

clusiveness of the original jurisdiction in the District Courts. It is absolute, un

conditional, and exclusive. But the grant of exclusive original jurisdiction to

the District Courts docs not exclude the appellate jurisdiction of the Circuit

Courts, which is also provided for in the 21st section of the same act. This seems

to me conclusive.

Again ; as to all other matters mentioned in the third class, there never has

been any doubt as to the jurisdiction being exclusive as to the State Courts.

Why, then, is it not exclusive as to the admiralty and maritime jurisdiction ? The

same language is used as to all.

The Supreme Court of the United States, (Judge Marshall delivering the opin

ion,) in the case of Slocum vs. Mayberry, 2 Whea. K., 9, expressly decided that

the jurisdiction of the United States Courts, as to seizures on land and water, is

exclusive of the Courts of the several States ; this is embraced in the second

branch of the third class above. In the case of Galston vs. Hoyt, (3 Whea. R.,

246,) the question in the Supreme Court of the United States is put beyond all

dispute. The Court is discussing the question of the exclusive jurisdiction of

the United States Courts as it regards the State Courts, and declares that " by

the judiciary act of 1789, ch. 20, sec. 9, the District Courts are invested with ex.

clusive original cognizance of all civil causes of admiraltyTand maritime jurisdic

tion, and of all seizures on land and water, and of all suits for penalties and for

feitures incurred under the laws of the United States."

Similar phraseology is used in the 11th section of the judiciary act, which gives

the Circuit Court " exclusive cognizance of all crimes and offenses cognizable

under the authority of the United States, except where this act otherwise pro

vides, or the laws of the United States shall otherwise direct "—without mention

ing the State Courts ; yet no one has ever doubted that the jurisdiction here

given was exclusive of the State Courts. See also 1st Conklin's Ad., 349.

The opinion (excepting so much as regards the effect of the 9th section of the

judiciary act) given by the Supreme Court of the State of Ohio in the case above

cited, and the opinion expressed by that Court in the case of Keating vs. Spaik,

(3 Warden & Smith's Ohio Rep.,) do not apply to the case I am considering, al

though they deny exclusive jurisdiction in rem. to the United States Courts in

admiralty causes. The cases in which those opinions were delivered arose and

had to be decided under the act of Congress of the 26th February, 1845, (5 Lit.

and B., 726,) which applies only to the lakes and their connecting rivers, and

which not only saves the common law remedy, but also " any concurrent remedy

which may be given by the State laws."

1st Let us now see how the matter stands. The Courts of the United States

have cognizance of all civil causes of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction, and
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have it exclusive of the Courts of the several States, except as to the common

law remedy.

2d. This is a civil cause of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction.

3d. The libelant has a lien given by the general maritime law of the United

States ; it is as much a vested right as that of a mortgage. It is a contract

which the Legislature of a State can pass no law to impair. (Bronson vs. Kin-

zie, 1 How. R., 311.)

ith. The party having this lien is entitled to sue in the United States Court,

in admiralty, to enforce it. This right is given by the laws of the United States.

5th. The laws of the United States are supreme over State laws.

6th. A State law comes in and declares that the party having this lien shall

either sue in the State Courts, under the " act concerning boats and vessels," or

lose his lien.

Can it be possible snch State law is valid ? The United States law and the

State law cannot both be enforced. The first gives the party a right to sue in

United States Courts, and there to establish his claim and obtain the enforcement

of his lien ; the second declares that if he does not sue in the State Court—that

is, if he sues in the United States Court, he shall get nothing.

I refer to the case of Shelby m. Bacon, et ah, (9 How. B., 69, 70, 71,) to show

that where a person has a right to sue in the Courts of the United States, no

State law, and the proceedings of no State tribunal, can deprive him of that

rijrht. It is substantially as follows :—The Bank of the United States, after ob

taining a charter from the State of Pennsylvania, failed. It made assignments

of its assets under the laws of that State. The assignees, according to those laws,

were to receive and collect the assets, and allow debts and pay creditors ; all under

the control and jurisdiction of the Court of Common Pleas of that State. If

creditors did not exhibit their claims and get them allowed, they obtained no part

of the assets of the bank.

A creditor who resided in Kentucky brought suit in the Circuit Court of the

United States. The assigness pleaded to the jurisdiction of the Court. The

case went to the Supreme Court of the United States. That Court held that

the plaintiff, as a citizen of another State, had a right to sue in the Courts of tho

United States, and the State law couid not deprive him of that right. The Court

says :—" To establish this claim as against the assignees, the complainant has a

right to sue in the Circut Court, (of the United States,) which was established

chiefly for the benefit of con-residents." " On the most liberal construction, favor

able to the exercise of the special jurisdiction, the rights of the plaintiff, in this

respect, could not, against his consent, be drawn into it." " Citizens residing,

perhaps, in a majority of the States of the Union, arc debtors or creditors of the

bank. It is difficult to perceive by what mode of procedure the State of Penn

sylvania can obtain and exercise an exclusive jurisdiction over the rights of per

sons thus situated."

It appear to me that if a person, having a lien under the general maritime law,

cannot resort to this Court—a Court of exclusive jurisdiction in admiralty cases

—because of the provisions of the State laws and proceedings under them, then

the whole subject is reversed, and the State Courts have the exclusive jurisdiction ;

and in that way the entire jurisdiction, in all cases, of the Courts of the United

States might be absorbed by the State Courts. I am speaking of the effect of

such laws, not of the motives or intentions of the Legislature in passing them ;

for, to do the Legislature of Missouri justice, the steamboat laws were enacted

some sixteen years before it was understood that the United States Courts had

jurisdiction of cases arising out of our inland navigation upon the public rivers

of the United States.

The act of Congress, section 9, above referred to, saves to suitors the right of

a common law remedy, when the common law is competent to give it. H is a

common law remedy, as distinguished from a remedy in the Admiralty or in

Chancery.

This common law remedy existed before the constitution and act of 1789, and

is, by the latter, saved, not given. (2 Brown's Civil and Admiralty Law, 111, 112.)

S
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But a common law remedy is a remedy by action at common law, and is not a

proceeding in rem., or against the vessel itself. (Ibid, and note, 53 to page 111.)

Courts of common law do not proceed in rem. (Percival vs. Hickey, 18 Johns.

R , 292 ; Waring vs. Clarke, 5 How. R., 461 ; Clarke vs. New Jersey Steam

Navigation Company, 1 Story's R.. 538-9 ; 1 Kent's Com., 378, 2d edition.)

Opinion of Mr. Justice Catron in Waring is. Clarke, supra., and therefore a pro

ceeding !>i rem. cannot be a common law remedy.

The common law is competent to give a remedy in many cases which are cases

of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction. Thus a metrical man may proceed in

admiralty either against the vessel in rem., or against the owners in personam, or

against the master in personam. He has also his remedy at common law, which

would be an action of debt or assumpsit against the owners, or a like action

against the master for the value of the supplies furnished.

In some, if not all cases of collision, where a party injured could maintain a

suit in rem. in the admiralty, he could also maintain an action of trespass at com

mon law. (Percival is. Hickey. supra.)

So an action of trover will lie in many cases of a wrongful dispossession of

vessels, although there is a remedy also in the admiralty.

Why are suitors, not suing in the admiralty but in the State Courts, limited to

a common law remedy, and are not authorized to proceed in rem. ?

The proceedings against ships and vessels affect the citizens and subjects of

foreign nations, as well us the citizens of the several States; and it is important

that the principles and rules for determining rights and injuries, and the courts to

administer them, should be those known to the law of nations ; and those princi

ples and rules should be uniform throughout the United States—so also of the

remedies.

If the courts and officers, including justices of the peace and constables, of the

several States can proceed in rem. against the vessels of other States, so they can

against foreign ships and vessels, and thus ships would be seized, voyages would

be broken up, the United States involved in difficulties aud reclamations with

foreign nations ; a multiplicity of laws, rules, and proceedings, contradictory aud

inconsistent with each other, in the several States, be introduced ; and thu3 the

exclusive right and jurisdiction of the United States over our foreign relations,

and over the commerce aud navigation of the United States, both foreign and

domestic, would be interfered with and rendered impracticable. And the States

themselves would soon get into couflicts of jurisdiction aud laws, and resort to

laws retaliatory and vexatious upon the shipping of each other, as was the case

before the adoption of the federal constitution.

It must be remembered also, that the navigable rivers of the United States arc

not the exclusive property of any State or States, but are common to all. (Ben

edict's Ad., 114.) And that vessels navigating those rivers are enrolled and li

censed by the United States, and that such license imports full power and author

ity to navigate them ; and no other authority is necessary.

In relation to the authority of the United States Courts and the State Courts

in admiralty cases, see the Spartan, (Wares' Reps., 147.) Certain logs of ma

hogany, (2 Sumner's Reps., 592.) Wall is. the Royal Saxon, (2 American Late

Register, 321.) (I Haggart's Ad. R., 298.) The Flora is. the Globe, (Ameri

can Lain Journal for February, 185J.)

I do not And any reported case in which is satisfactorily discussed and decided

the question how far, under the 9th section of the judiciary act, the Courts of the

several States have jurisdiction to proceed in rem. against ships and other vessels

enrolled or registered and licensed under the laws of the United States. I find

cases decided, which arose under the act of 1845, extending a quasi admiralty ju

risdiction to the lakes and their connecting rivers ; which are, as already shown,

not applicable to the commerce and navigation on other rivers. Some other

cases speak of a concurrent remedy at common law, and say that the jurisdiction

of the Courts of the United States is not exclusive.

This is all true, because the common law remedies are saved ; but they do not
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discnss the legality of a proceeding in the State Courts in rem., and how far it is

affected by the 9th section of the judiciary act

It was said in the case of the ship Robert Fulton, (1 Payne's Rep., 420.) that

under the law of New York, a somewhat similar statute to that of Missouri, the

State Courts proceed in rem., and have a concurrent jurisdiction. After a most

careful and, I may say, laborious investigation of the subject. I cannot discover

on what principle that opinion can be maintained. The Court merely says :—

" That the State tribunals had authority also to enforce the lien (given by the

statute of New York) in the present case, is very certain, from the express pro

visions of the law (of New York.) There was, then, a concurrent jurisdiction

in the two Courts, and the proceedings under the State authority were, in the

nature of proceedings, in rem."

Now, with the greatest respect for the opinions of the learned judge who de

livered the above opinion, it appears to me that the concurrent jurisdiction in

rem. of the United States and State Courts cannot depend ou the statutes of the

State, but on those of the United States.

Let us examine carefully and critically the language used in the Constitution

of the United States, and also that used in the 9th section of the judiciary act.

It will aid us in the investigation.

The Constitution declares that " the judicial power shall extend to all cases of

admiralty and maritime jurisdiction." The 9th section of the act declares that

** the District Court of the United States shall have exclusive original cognizance

of all civil causes of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction." " Saving to suitors,

in all cases, the right of a common law remedy where the common law is compe

tent to give it."

It has been said that, perhaps, there has never been in the United States a law

more carefully and ably digested than that of 1789. In this opinion I fully con

cur. It has remained almost untouched for sixty-seven years. It originated in

the Senate, which then possessed men of eminent ability, several of whom were

distinguished members of the Federal Convention. Oliver Ellsworth, afterwards

Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States, was chairman of the

committee to whom the subject was referred, and who is said to have prepared

the bill.

Observe, the only exception to the exclusive cognizance is, not a remedy in the

common law Courts, but a common law remedy. The remedy is to be the common

law remedy, no matter in what State Court it may be sought, or what may be the

system under which the court may proceed. There is also a qualification of this

saving of a common law remedy. It can be only in a case " where the common

law is competent to give it" This qualification was doubtless intended to cut

off new remedies which might be devised, but which were unknown to the com

mon law. For, if the common law was not competent to give the remedy sought,

then the party could not resort to any other, but must sue in the United States

Court in Admiralty. A suitor cannot therefore say " a common law remedy is

saved to me, and if there be none to effect my object, (the seizure of a vessel,) I

can use any the Legislature may have devised for my case."

What, then, is the common law remedy spoken of in the 9th section? In ray

judgment, it can be only common law actiom—actions of debt, assumpsit, case,

trespass, trover, &c, as known and practiced at the common law. Such are the

only common law remedies then, or indeed now known ; and these, in many cases,

are proper remedies, and such as the common law is competent to give. But a

proceeding by bill in equity is unknown as a common law remedy, and a proceed

ing in rem. is unknown as a common law remedy. What lawyer ever knew or

heard of a proceeding in rem. as a common law remedy 1 Even the actions of

detinue and replevin nave in them nothing of the nature of proceedings in rem.

Each requires a plaintiff and defendant who are persons, and the judgments bind

no one but parties and privies. True, a proceeding in rem. may be used in com

mon law courts of the States, but in all such cases it is given by statute, or is a

proceeding under the civil law. And the fact that it is given by statute, and did

vol. xxxvi.—no. I. 5

s~
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not exist before the statute which gave it, in States where the common law pre

vails, shows that it had no existence as a remedy at the common law. I do not

speak of modifications and improvements of actions at common law, which may

doubtless be made by the Legislature, and still be within the meaning of the 9th

section, but the proceeding in rem. is given originally and entirely by statutes,

where it exists in common law courts, and is not merely modified and improved.

When a court has jurisdiction to proceed in rem., and does so proceed, its judg

ments are binding and conclusive on the whole world, and this is so whether the

tribunal be foreign or domestic. The Mary, (9 Cra's R., 126.)

Not so with judgments at common law ; they bind only parties and privies.

If the State Courts can have jurisdiction in admiralty cases conferred on them

by State statutes to proceed in rem., so they can to proceed in equity, and this

would constitute them, to all intents and purposes, Courts of Admiralty ; and

this jurisdiction can be, and in many cases is, given by the State laws to justices

of the peace and to constables, as their ministerial officers. If there is an aver

age of fifty counties to each State, and twenty justices of the peace to each county,

we should then have in these United States thirty-one thousand Courts of ad

miralty and maritime jurisdiction, to say nothing of the Courts of Record. These

courts, proceeding against and seizing and selling vessels of foreign nations, and

those of sister States, and although they would have all the powers of Courts of

Admiralty, yet they would, in but few instances, proceed according to the mari

time law, which is part of the law of nations, nor according to acts of Congress

(for Congress can pass no law regulating proceedings in the State Courts,) but

they would proceed according to the statutes of the several States, and usages

that would there prevail—each State having a different system. The effect of

this must be, it appears to me, to embroil the United States with foreign nations,

and the several Suites with each other, and to produce retaliatory laws and pro

ceedings, and endless conflict, uncertainty, and mischief. And this, I repeat, would

render nugatory the provisions of the 9th section of the judiciary act of 1789,

and the power of Congress to regulate commerce (and navigation as incident

thereto) with foreign nations and among the several States. If I am rifjht in

the views above expressed, there can be no concurrent jurisdiction in rem. iu ad

miralty cases between the United States Courts and the Courts of the several

States.

1 do not, however, consider the proceeding in the State Courts of Missouri

against boats and vessels as strictly a proceeding in rem. It is, it appears to me,

a proceeding devised for suing the owners ; but instead of using the name of the

owner it uses that of the boat. In some cases, arising under the act, a judgment

is rendered against the boat for the demand of the plaintiff only, execution there

upon issues, and only enough is collected to pay the plaintiff's judgment and costs,

and there is consequently nothing to distribute among other creditors or claim

ants. In no case can creditors, material men, and others, although having valid

liens, intervene and have their claims adjudicated and get any part of the pro

ceeds, unless the contract for supplies, <tc, was made within this State, and the

boat at the time navigating this State. (James it. the Pawnee, 19 Mo. R., 517.)

So 1 presume it would be as to the other contracts, and as to injuries specified in

the act. Such proceedings do not look much like proceedings in admiralty, or

proceedings in rem. See the opinion of this Court in the case of the Henrietta.

lie this as it may, I could not give to those proceedings the effect which is

given to proceedings strictly in rem.

I am, therefore, of opinion that the material man who has a lien under the

general maritime law of the United States, has a right to enforce that lien by a

suit in the Uuited States Court ; and that the State law and proceedings under

it, given in evidence in this case, do not deprive him of that right. (The bark

Cbusan, 2 Story's Rep., 462 ; certain logs of mahogany, 2 Sum. R., 592.) But

how is it with the material man who has no lien under the general maritime law,

but has a lien under the State law ?

The subject is not without its difficulties ; but I think that as the lien is given
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by the State law, the State law must divest it. If he taken under the State law

he must hold under the State law. He takes his lien subject to all the provisions

for divesting it contained in State laws passed anterior to his lien. He takes it

cum onere. (Bronson vs. Kenzie and another, 1 How. R., 311 ; the bark Ghusan,

2 Story's R., 462.) The statute which gives the lien—and which is the only law

which gives him a lien—provides for certain judicial proceedings by which the

vessel may be sold and the lien divested. The 13th section of the " act concern

ing boats and vessels," (Dig. Laws of Mo., 1845, p. 183,) declares that " when

any boat or vessel shall be sold under the 11th section of this act, the officer

making the sale shall execute to the purchaser a bill of sale therefor, and such

boat or vessel shall, in the hands of the purchaser and his assigns, be free and

discharged from all previous liens and claims under this act."

_ What the law gave, the law hath taken away. The libelant cannot complain,

his lien is divested by the same same law and the same authority which gave it.

DRAFT DRAWN ON ItOlTSE IN SAN FRANCISCO " PAYABLE IN O.OI.D DUST."

In Superior Court, (New York city,) October 13th, 1856. Ambrose Lanfear

t*. Albert Priest

In October, 1850, Albert Priest, of the city of New York, executed a draft

for five thousand dollars upon Henry M. Nagler, of San Fraucisco, payable to

the order of Ward & Price, bankers in New York. Inserted in the draft were

these words : " Payable in gold dust, at sixteen dollars per ounce." Immediately

upon receiving it, Ward A Price transferred the draft, by indorsement, to Am

brose Lanfear, a banker in New Orleans, who forwarded it to his agents in San

Francisco, who presented it for acceptance, and it was accepted. Subsequently

it was protested for non-payment, and, after protest, was returned to Mr.

Lanfear.

The indorsers of the draft, Ward & Price, after it was protested and returned

to Mr. Lanfear, visited San Francisco, where they rema ned for a considerable

length of time. Mr. Priest's agents in California were the Messrs. McAllister,

who made two payments to Mr. Ward upon the draft on behalf of Mr. Priest,

amounting to a little more than three thousand dollars. These payments were

transmitted by Mr. Ward to Mr. Lanfear. Neither Ward & Price, or either of

them, were the authorized agents of Mr. Lanfear to collect or receive money on

the draft

In the latter part of 1851 Mr. Ward left San Francisco for the mines. Pre

vious to his departure, he called upon McAllister, and informed him that Mr.

Lanfear was owner aud holder of the draft, and requested him to forward the

balance due thereon to him (Lanfear) at New Orleans, which McAllister agreed

to do.

Some days later, however, the balance was paid by Mr. McAllister to Mr.

Price, (of the firm of Ward & Price,) who retained the money, and it never

reached Mr. Lanfear. Lanfear brought his action against Mr. Priest for this

balance.

As matter of law, the judge decided that inasmuch as the draft wag payable

in gold dust, it was a simple contract, and not a bill of exchange ; and, therefore,

was not negotiable. That not being negotiable, payments to Ward & Price, or

either of them, went towards the extinguishment of the draft unless notice of its

transfer had been given to Priest previous to such payments. That if this notice

was in fact given to McAlister, the agent of Priest, it was sufficient notice to

Priest ; and that in this event, the payment to Price by McAlister, subsequent

to the notice given by Ward, could not prejudice the claim of Mr. Lanfear. That

if the jury believed the testimony, the plaintiff was entitled to recover the face

of the draft and interest, less the two payments to Mr. Ward ; but was not en

titled to damages for nonpayment or protest

The jury found for plaintiff.
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DERT0R AND CREDITOR—ASSIGNMENTS.

In the Supreme Court of Ohio. Before RaDney, Chief Justice, Bartley, Swan,

and Brinkerhoff, Justices. James N. Dickson, el al., vs. L. & S. Ramon, et ah

Chancery.

Kanney, C. J., delivered the opinion of the Court. Held—

1. An assignment of property by an insolvent debtor to certain creditors of

his, for the purpose of paying debts due to them, and also other preferred credit-

ore, is within the provisions of the third section of the act of March 14, 1838,

(Swan's Stat., 717,) and enure to the benefit of all the creditors of the assignor.

2. It is immaterial whether such assignment is made for the benefit of the pre

ferred creditor, not being an assignee, or to indemnify the surety of the assignor

to such creditor.

3. In either case the assignment secures the debt, and entitles the creditor to

compel an application of the fund to its payment.

4. The character and legal effect of such an assignment is determined at the

time it is made, and is not changed by the fact that the property assigned turns

out to be no more than sufficient to pay the assignees.

5. If, at the time it is made and accepted, it subjects the assignee to account

to any other creditor of the assignor, the assignment is in trust, and the assignee

a trustee within the meaning of that act. Decree accordingly.

CONTRACTS—OUARANTY AND ORIGINAL CONTRACT.

Plaintiff having agreed with S and P, who were mail contractors, to keep

their drivers and horses at a stipulated sum per annum, payable quarterly ; and

during the last quarter, on their becoming insolvent, having refused to continue

the performance of his contract without security ; thereupon defendant, at the

request of S and P, wrote to plaintiff, saying, " I will see you paid for this quar

ter, as their time then expires, payable when due in Alabama bank notes." Plain

tiff kept the drivers and horses until the expiration of the quarter, and the agent

of S and P afterwards closed their account, by giving the note of the surviving

partner, payable one day after date ; which was tiled as a claim against the es

tate of the deceased partner. Held, that defendant's promise was not a guaran

ty, but an original undertaking, upon a new and sufficient consideration which,

upon its acceptance by plaintiff, discharged the debt of S and P, and bound de

fendant to pay, at the expiration of the quarter, in Alabama bank notes. Jolley

vs. Walker's Administrators, Supreme Court of Alabama.

CONTRACTS—MUTUAL MISTAKE OF FACT DOES NOT AFFECT VALIDITY CONCEALMENT

OF IMMATERIAL FACT NO FRAUD.

If the parties to a pending suit, under the mistaken impression that the costs

have been adjudged against the defendant, enter into a verbal contract, by which

the plaintiff binds himself to pay the costs in the first instance, and the defendant

promises to repay them, and also to pay the note on which the suit is founded,

and which he admits to be just, in good accounts due the first day of January

next thereafter, the promise is binding, and its validity is not affected by the mis

take ; and if the plaintiff, on the verbal agreement being afterwards reduced to

writing, fails to inform the defendant of the mistake, and conceals from him the

fact (which he had himself discovered, and of which he knew the defendant was

still ignorant,) that he had been compelled to take a non-suit, this does not amount

to fraud, nor enable the defendant to avoid the written contract Eastman vs.

Hobbs, Supreme Court of Alabama.

DAMAGES—IN CASES OF COLLISION WHEN BOTH VESSELS ARE IN FAULT.

The general rule of the common law is, that if both vessels are in fault, neither

can recover damages for injuries caused by the collision ; but this rule applies

only to faults which operated directly ond immediately to produce the collision.

Owners of steamboat Farmer vs. McCraw.
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KOORIW OF THE MONET PBE88UBB—REVIVAL OF TRADE—CLOSING OF INTERNAL NAVIGATION—STOCK

OF CEREALS—FRAUDS AND FORGERIES—REPORT OF THE SECRETAST. OF THE UNITED STATES ON TUB

COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES—GOLD RECEIPTS FROM CALIFORNIA, WITH THE BUSINESS AT TUB

ASSAT OFFICE AND MINT—THE BANK MOVEMENT—IMPORTS AND SXPOBTS AT NEW TORE FOE NO-

VEMBEE—EXPORTS OF DOMESTIC PRODUCE—COMPARATIVE IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF TUB UNITED

STATES FOB THE LAST FISCAL TEAE, ETO, ETC

The money pressure has been felt, more or less severely, throughout all parts

of the country, and there is no prospect of any amelioration until after the open

ing of the new year. There was a partial relaxation during the first two weeks

in December, but nothing like returning ease has been realized in any quarter.

This is owing in part to the high rates of interest paid for capital in the money

centers of Europe, and especially in France and England. The balance due

abroad upon the difference in value between our imports and exports has been

liquidated, and much of the capital borrowed from thence returned ; in addition

to this, large advances have been made upon consignments of foreign fabrics, so

that there has not been a period for many years when America owed less to Eu

rope than at present.

Trade in our large cities has been more active than expected, especially in dry

goods for export and for the spring consumption. About 6,000 bales of brown

drills were sold at New York for China and other East India markets at 8J c. ;

and 1,000 bales of heavy sheetings at 81 c, and 1,500 bales of light sheetings at

7\ c, for South American and other markets. In prints, lawns, and other do

mestic fabrics for the Southern, Western, and Southwestern districts, there has

been more activity. In other branches of trade there has been the usual busi

ness, and the prospect for the new year is brighter than before the election.

The Erie Canal closed on the 12th of December, shutting in a considerable

amount of produce on the way, but not greatly disappointing any of the for

warders. The railroads have all increased their facilities for carrying freight,

and a very active business is anticipated throughout the winter months. The

stock of cereals at the seaboard, although underrated by speculators, is not as

large as usual after a full harvest, owing to the steady demand for export. It is

larger in flour and Indian corn than in wheat, and as the railroads can bring

more than sufficient for the local consumption, a light export trade may be car

ried on throughout the season.

We gave some time since the details of a series of forgeries perpetrated by

Huntington of New York. He has recently been upon trial for that offense, and

his counsel enters a plea of insanity 1 Further frauds have come to light in va

rious parts of the country since the stringency in the money market commenced.

Most of these date their beginning a long time ago, and contain nothing new

either in manner or principle. Some have argued that the Americans are a

gullible race, but the developments of similar cases of breach of confidence in

both France and England have kept pace with the discoveries here. So long as

confidence is necessary to the prosecution of business, it will be occasionally
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Tiolated, and the most watchful jealousy cannot prevent it this side of the mil-

lenium.

Since our last issue Congress has assembled, and the report of the Secretary

of the Treasury upon the state of the national finances has been published. It

is a very elaborate and, in many respects, a very able document. It opens with

a statement of the receipts into the treasury during the year ending June 30th,

1856, which amounted to $73,918,141 46, exceeding the estimates of the last

annual report by §5,999,407 20, or in round numbers about six million dollars.

The receipts were divided as follows : for customs, $64,022,863 50 ; for public

lands, $8,917,644 93 ; and from miscellaneous sources, $977,633 03. The ex

penditures for the year were $72,948,792 02, divided as follows : for civil and

diplomatic expenses, $25,274,330 99 ; for interior, pensions, and Indians,

$3,872,826 64; for war department, $16,948,196 89 ; for navy, $14,077,047 12;

and for redemption of the public debt, $12,776,390 38. The balance in the

treasury on the 1st of July, 1856, was $19,901,325 45.

The total imports for the year ending June 30th, 1856, were $314,639,942,

and the total exports, $326,964,918, showing an excess of exports over imports

of $12,325,066. In both totals are included the shipments of specie and bullion.

Both the imports and exports are larger than ever before recorded in the history

of the country, as will appear from the following comparison :—

Year ondiDg June 80. Imports. Exports.

1852 $212,946,447 $209,668,866

1858 267,970,642 230.976,157

1854 305,780,258 278.241,064

1855 261,382,960 275,156,846

1866 814,689,942 826,964,918

This is a very gratifying exhibit, and is far beyond the most sanguine esti

mates.

The Secretary repeats the recommendations of his former reports in relation

to a modification of the tariff, urging the reduction of the rates of duty, and the

extension of the free list to include raw materials used in manufacturing, lie

would not confine the free list to raw materials not produced in this country, but

argues that " there are Beveral articles partially produced in this country, but

not sufficient to meet the demand, which might be admitted to free entry without

prejudice to any home interest ; and among them are wool, silk, hides, &c." The

argument in favor of admitting all grades of foreign wool to free entry is quite

extended, embodying many important facts, and appears to us to be perfectly

unanswerable. The report contains explanations of a long series of statistical

tables, compiled to furnish information called for by certain resolutions passed at

the last session of Congress, some of which we shall hereafter transfer to our

pages-

One of these tables is designed to show that the production of iron and steel

in this country has increased in a greater ratio than the population and consump

tion ; and from this the Secretary argues that the country will be able ere long

Dot only to supply itself with these necessaries, but also to export them to for

eign countries.

The statement of the tonnage engaged in the foreign and coasting trade of the

United States shows a decrease from the statement given last year of 340,349
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tons, owing to a stricter examination of the returns, and the striking out of ves

sels which have been lost or sold to foreigners.

One of the most striking passages in the report is the illustration of the effect

of free trade with the British North American Provinces, as shown by the in

crease of that branch of our commerce under the reciprocity treaty. In 1853,

the imports from the Provinces were 37,560,718, and the exports of American

produce to the Provinces, 87,404,087 ; while in 1856 the imports had increased

to 821,310,421, and the exports to 822,714,697.

He urges a revision of the revenue laws, so as to avoid the present disputes,

and the constant litigation between importers and the government.

The Secretary alludes to his former reports upon the substitution of coin for

bank-notes of the smaller denominations, but sees no method of producing uni

formity in the several States upon this subject, except by the slow process of a

corrected public sentiment, unless the Constitution should be so amended as

to give Congress the power to prohibit and restrain the use of small bank

notes.

In regard to the mode of fixing the amount to be collected, the Secretary con

siders the comparative advantages of specific and ad valorem duties, and of home

and foreign valuation, and decides in favor of the present system as, on the whole,

the mo3t desirable. He recommends, for convenience and as a simplification of

oar system, the placing of all manufactures of silk, wool, hemp, flax, and cotton

into one schedule and at one rate of duty. He alludes approvingly, in this con

nection, to a scheme (not original with him) for averaging the cost of goods

abroad for three or four years previous to the importation, and charging tho

duty upon such value, instead of the actual value at the date of shipment. This

plan is simply impracticable, and there is little danger of its ever being adopted

by our government

He recommends that the act of 1846, in relation to the importers' declaration

of the foreign value, be made applicable to all imported goods, whether imported

by the purchaser or the producer or manufacturer.

The Secretary gives the total par value of national, State, city, and corporate

bonds and stocks throughout the Uuion, at 81,407,518,894, of which only

8202,922,937 are held abroad or owned by foreigners. The system of requiring

monTRTy settlements"from aTTaccountlng awTTfistfufsIng officers, has worked suc

cessfully, and the Secretary may well be pardoned for the complacent manner in

which he alludes to it. On the whole, the condition of the country is highly

prosperous, and the state of our national finances may well challenge the admira

tion of Europe.

The gold receipts from California show no diminution. The following is the

business at the United States Assay Office, at New York, continued from our

iHtj—

DEPOSITS AT THE ASSAT OFFICE, HEW TORE, FOB THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER.

Gold. Silver.

$2,500 00

800 00

12,700 00

Total.

Foreign coin*. . . .

Foreign bullion .

Domestic bullion 1,615,500 00

$8,000 00

1,500 00

1,628,200 00

$6,600 09

2.K00 00

Total deposits. $1,520,000 00 $16,000 00 $1,636,000 00
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Deposits payable in bars 1,510,000 00

Deposits payable in coin 26,000 00

Gold bars stamped 1,760,568 0*

The deposits at the Philadelphia Mint in November were 8147,580, and the

coinage $140,674. The denominations of coins on hand at the Mint were as

follows :—

Double eagles $716,000 00

Eagles. 60,490 00

Halfeagles 11,016 00

Quarter-eagles 110,086 00

Three dollar pieces. . 21,042 00

Dollars 176,828 00

Bars 8,059 84

$1,088,769 84

Bars $7,187 61

Dollars 10,788 00

Half dollars 854,878 00

Quarter-dollare 481,267 76

Dimes 24,848 60

Half dimes 27.541 40

Three-cent pieces . . . 29,668 07

Cents 761 25

$886,898 74

Total amount of balance on hand $1,975,168 68

The following are the operations of the Branch Mint at New Orleans for the

month of November :—

SOLD DEFOSITS.

California gold $18,722 00

Gold from other sources 2,846 00

Total gold deposits $16,167 00

. SILVER DEFOS1T8.

Silver parted from California gold .

Silver from other sources

$57 41

48,215 6«

Total silver deposits 43,278 07

Total gold and silver deposits $69,840 07

Coinage—none.

In consequence of very extensive repairs going on in the buildings of the Mint,

all operations are for the present suspended ; nor are there any purchases of bul

lion or gold made for the time being. It will take several weeks' time to com

plete the work and improvements now in progress.

The operations of the San Francisco Branch Mint for the month of October

! as follows :—

Deposits from 6th to 81st October ounces 121,112.69

COINAGE.

Double eagles $940,000

Eagles 80,000

Halt eagles 70,000

Total $1,090,000
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The bank movement has been a little irregular, but has generally shown a

diminution of specie, without a corresponding decline in liabilities. The increase

in loans, however, has been for the most part for accommodations payable on de

mand. We annex a statement of the New York banks, showing the weekly

changes since the opening of the year :—

WEEKLY AVERAGES NEW YORK CITY BANKS.

Date.

Jan. 6,1866.

Jan. 12

Jan. 19

Jan. 26

Feb. 2

Feb. 9

Feb. 16

Feb. 28

March 1 . . .

March 8 . . .

March 16...

March 22...

March 29 . . .

April 6 . . .

April 12...

April 19...

April 26...

May 8...

May 10...

May 17...

May 24...

May 81...

Jane 1 ...

Jane 14...

June 21...

June 28 . . .

July 6...

July 12...

July 19...

July 26...

Aug. 2...

Aug. 9 . . .

Aug. 16...

Aug. 23...

Aug. SO...

Sept. 6...

Sept. 18...

Sept. 20...

Sept. 27...

Oct 4...

Oct 11...

Oct 18...

Oct 26...

Nov. 1 . . .

Nov. 8...

Nov. 16...

Nov. 22...

Nov. 29...

Dec. 6 . . .

Dec. 18...

Dec 20...

Capital.

49,453,660

49,463,660

49.463,660

49,692,900

49,692,900

49,692,900

49,692,900

49.888,420

49,784,288

49,784,288

49.784,288

49,784,288

61,113.026

61,113,026

61,113,026

61,118,026

61,118.026

61,118,025

61,118,025

61,118.026

61,113,025

51,458,608

51,458,608

61,458.508

62,706,017

62,708,017

68,170,817

58,170,817

53,170,817

68,170,817

63,658,039

63,668,039

68,668,039

68,985,068

58,985,068

63,985,068

68,986,068

64,243,043

54,243,043

54,243,048

64,248,043

64,448,043

64,497,718

64,497,718

64,697,718

66,197,718

66.286,068

55,286.068

66,236,068

55,236,068

66,236,068

Loans and
Discounts.

96,863,390

96,145,408

96,382,968

96,887,221

97,970,611

98,844,077

99,401.816

100,746,447

102,682,285

108,909,688

104,528,298

104.583,676

104,746,807

106,962,018

107.840,485

106,766,086

106,638,864

105,326.962

103,803.793

103,002,820

102,207,767

102,461,275

103,474,921

104,168,881

106,626,996

107,087,626

109,267,682

109,748,042

110,873,494

111,346,589

112,221.668

112,192,322

111,406,766

110,188.005

109,373,911

109.660,948

109,679,776

109,716.485

108,992,205

107,981,707

107,147,892

105,918,836

104,156,488

103.142,098

102,608 639

103.554,460

104,604,919

105.636,476

106,898.534

108,836,586

108,384,698

Specie.

11,687,209

11,777,711

18,885,260

12,783,069

13,640,487

14,238,829

15,678,736

16.836,874

16.640,687

16,170,946

14,046,024

14,369,566

14,216.841

13.881,464

12,626,094

12,968,182

13,102,867

12,860,227

18,317.365

12.796,461

13,850,883

14,021,289

16,166,180

17,414,680

17,871,966

17,069,687

16,829,236

14,798,409

16,326.181

18,910,868

14,828,263

13,270,608

12,806,672

12,914,782

12,965,286

13,098,876

12,281,887

12.270,685

10,878,220

11,015.184

10,382.751

10,847,010

10,680,796

11,057,675

11,516,420

12,288,787

12,971,868

12,110.884

12.278,847

10,882.648

11,161,816

Circulation.

7,903.656

7,612,607

7,462,706

7,606,986

7,622,827

7,819,122

7,698.441

7,664,688

7,754,892

7,888,176

7,863.148

7,912.681

7,948.253

8.847,498

8,281,626

8.221,618

8,246 120

8,716,168

8,662,486

8,488,162

8,886,097

8,269.161

8,4SO,-262

8,860,785

8,278,002

8,280,289

8,687.471

8,405,766

8,846,243

8,386,285

8,646,048

8,676,759

8,584.499

8.688,413

8,689,745

8,887,860

8,741,064

8,760,888

8,665,193

8,880,628

8,748,930

8,697.417

8.649,802

8,686,935

8,946,721

8,866.977

8,818,828

8,610,266

8,671.758

8,516,854

8,897,440

Deposlta.

88,684,891

77.981,498

82,662,S28

78,918,315

82,269,061

82,848.1 5*

88,085,944

87.680,478

88,604,377

88,749,626

88,621.176

89.890,261

88.186.648

91.008,408

91,081,976

90.876.787

89,627,280

92.816.068

89.476,262

88.720,415

87,094,800

86,776.813

90,609,243

91,602,246

98,716,887

98.289,24*

100,140 420

95,668,460

95.982,105

92.865.040

98)847.317

92.2J0.870

92,018.229

90.127.228

87,776.248

89,860,164

88.044,074

90,563.865

88.458,795

88.780,804

86.078.142

86,902,852

83.466,152

86 522.891

86,827,821

87.520,900

91.404,510

88.624,264

91,698,784

89,590.680

89,012,730
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We annex oar usual comparative summary of the weekly statements of the

Boston banks :—

WEEKLY AVERAGES AT BOSTON.

November IT. November 24. December 1. December 8. December 15.

Capital $81,960,000 $81,960,000 $81,960,000 $31,960,000 $81,960,000

Loans and discounts. 51,762,860 61,251,415 61,064,804 61,204,622 61,288,957

Specie 2,992,796 2,878,007 2,791,464 2,968,290 8,280,817

Due from other banks 7,459,208 7,326,206 7,671,142 7,786,474 7,115.994

Due to other banks. . 4,187,887 8,748,488 8,886,884 3,826,294 8,847,252

Deposits 16.099,887 15,761,828 16,469,088 16,680,163 16,626,771

Circulation 7,837,240 7,286,784 7,889,364 7,602,798 7,176,877

The imports of foreign produce and merchandise at the port of New York for

the month of Novem er are 32,521,357 greater than for the same month of last

year, 85,836,703 greater than f r the same period of 1854, and $1,883,618

greater than for November, 1853. This increase has been less the result of the

orders from this side than the disposition manifested by foreign holders, under

the pressure of the money markets abroad, to realize upon their stock by shipping

it to the United States. We alluded to this cause in page 727 of our last month's

review, but other writers did not give it the prominence to which we thought it

entitled. We annex our usual comparative summary :—

FOREIGN IMPOSTS AT HEW YOKE IN NOVEMBER.

1853. 1854. 1855. 1846.

Entered for consumption. .. . $9,239,007 $6,746,538 $7,654,782 $9,730,429

Entered for warehousing.... 2,864.350 2,864,350 2,647,741 3,818,842

Free goods 834,228 662,817 1,730,287 1,097,624

Specie and bullion 154,842 89,121 14,378 321,760

Total entered at the port. . . $12,584,927 $8,631,842 $11,947,188 $14,468,645

Withdrawn from warehouse. 1,883,068 1,431,775 1,197,650 1,725,544

It will be seen that the warehouse movement has been a large one, both the

entries and withdrawals having increased. The stock is now much larger than

at the corresponding date of last year.

The total imports of foreign produce and merchandise at the port of New York

for the eleven months ending November 30, 1856, arc 859,204,686 greater than

for the corresponding date of the previous year, 829,485,779 greater than for

the same period of 1854, and 821,372,045 greater than for November, 1853, aa

will appear from the following comparison :—

FOREIGN IMPORTS AT NEW TORE FOR ELEVEN MONTHS, FROM JANUARY 1ST.

18SI. 1854. 1865. 1856.

Entered for consumption.... $144,007,797 $126,166,448 $104,408,458 $148,662,621

Entered for warehousing 22,122,462 28,968,726 24,116,079 84,660,285

Free goods 11,721,200 14,867,342 18,065,406 16,760,950

Specie and bullion 2,817,901 2,069,116 747,776 1,567,649

Total entered at the port.... $180,169,368 $172,065,626 $142,336,719 $201,641,405

Withdrawn from warehouse. 14,204,069 21,006,667 22,266,646 24,097,168
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It will be interesting to see what part of this difference in the total imports

consists in receipts of dry goods ; for this purpose wc have compiled the annexed

summary :—

IMPORTS AT NEW TOBK FOR ELEVEN MONTHS.

18M. 18§4. 18ft. 1856.

Dry goods $87,224,664 $78,280,289 $60,696,919 $87,886,802

Other foreign imports .. . 92,944,706 98,826,887 81,640,800 118,664,608

Total imports $180,169,860 $172,066,626 $142,836,719 $201,641,406

The imports of dry goods at New York for November are 8403,869 larger

than for November of last year, §2,233,099 larger than for November, 1854,

but 8330,606 less than for the same month of 1853, as will appear from the fol

lowing comparison :—

IMPORTS Or FOREIGN DRY GOODS AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK FOR NOVEMBER.

ENTERED FOR CONSUMPTION,

18il. 1854. 18ft. 1856.

Manufactures of wool $1,012,336 $320,267 $924,069 $834,627

Manufactures of cotton 664.878 204,446 489,762 746,138

Manufactures of silk 1,178,326 690,757 977,766 1,074,671

Manufactures of flax 512,680 234,050 397,226 643,868

Miscellaneous dry goods 217,279 268,712 274,889 274,144

Total $8,676,498 $1,603,231 $3,063,700 $3,478,348

WITHDRAWN FROM WAREHOUSE.

18ft. 18ft. 18ft. 18ft.

Manufactures of wool $116,961 $167,102 $62,270 $82,988

Manufactures of cotton 64,887 62,618 64,073 138,307

Manufactures of Bilk 123,471 102,264 29,439 166,945

Manufactures of flax 68,892 68,166 82,190 57,739

Miscellaneous dry goods 67,842 28,831 46,284 56,220

Total $412,048 $418,971 $228,256 $488,199

Add entered for consumption 3,675,498 1,608,281 3,068,700 3,478,348

Total thrown on the market. . $8,987,641 $2,022,202 $8,286,966 $8,961,447

ENTERED FOR WAREHOUSING.

18ft. 18ft. 18ft. 18ft.

Manufactures of wool $841,764 $68,292 $176,667 $198,179

Manufactures of cotton 876,111 185,308 292,537 389.220

Manufactures of silk 816,871 196,909 289,766 195.826

Manufactures of flax 141,026 69,069 107,094 188,681

Miscellaneous dry goods 27,448 157,208 119,688 63,357

Total $1,208,219 $616,781 $986,642 $979,768

Add entered for consumption 3,576,498 1,608,231 3.063,700 8,478,848

Total entered at the port..... $4,788,717 $2,220,012 $4,049,242 $4,463,111
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The total imports of dry goods at the same port for eleven months, from Janu-

ary 1st, were $27,189,883 greater than for the same period of last year,

$9,056,513 greater than for the same period of 1854, and 8662,148, greater than

for the same period of 1853. We annex the particulars of this comparison :—

IMPORT8 OF FOREIGN DET GOODS AT THE POET OF NEW TORE FOR ELEVEN MONTHS FROM

JANUARY 1ST.

ENTERED FOR CONSUMPTION.

1851. 1851. 1855. 1856.

Manufactures of wool $24,001,971 $17,529,560 $15,686,552 $28,060,524

Manufactures of cotton 18,877,261 12,768.689 7,774,506 14,108.868

Manufactures of silk 80,100,877 28,989,616 19,866.864 27,885.024

Manufactures of 6ax 7,847,878 6,166,876 6,290,905 7,601.581

Miscellaneous dry goods 4,967,817 5,186,977 4,777,915 6,535,099

Total ,. $79,796,799 $66,624,568 $58,886,262 $78,686,091

WITHDRAWN FROM WAREHOUSE.

1851. 1854. 1855. 1856.

Manufactures of wool $2,029,660 $4,046,164 $2,884,214 $2,670,688

Manufactures of cotton 986,857 2,504.128 2,096,998 2,024,260

Manufactures of silk 1,840,906 2,882,267 2,514,660 1,979,346

Manufactures of flax. 289,646 839,642 1,139,270 965,013

Miscellaneous dry goods 367,639 879,266 786,930 423,328

Total withdrawn $5,004,608 $10,651,482 $8,870,057 $7,982,619

Add entered for consumption .. . 79,795.799 66,624,668 58,886,262 78,636,091

Total thrown upon the market. $84,800,407 $76,276,000 $62,256,819 $86,618,710

ENTERED FOR WAREHOUSINfl.

185 3. 1854. 1855. 1856.

Manufactures of wool $2,752,402 $4,668,179 $1,746,241 $8,124,867

Manufactures of cotton 1,780,460 2.669.442 1,7SS,099 2,228.969

Manufactures of silk 1,981,640 8.654,952 2,106,629 2,188,144

Manufactures of flax 699,848 1,186,658 987,408 1,123,998

Miscellaneous dry goods 864,606 687,490 738,386 639,756

Total $7,428,855 $12,606,721 $7,810,657 $9,250,711

Add entered for consumption 79,795,799 66,624,568 68,886,262 78,686,091

Total entered at the port... $87,224,654 S78,230,289 $60,696,919 $87,886,802

The exports for the month have been large, but the total of produce for the

corresponding month of 1855 was larger ; being unusually heavy, especially in

beef and pork. The shipments of breads luffs this year are in excess, but there

is a falling off in cotton, and meal provisions. The total exports from New York

to foreign ports, for the month of November, exclusive of specie, were $981,205

less than for November, 1855, and 8176,517 les3 than for November, 1863. The
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i of specie were greater than for last year, but not as large as for the

year previous. We annex our usual comparison :—

EXPORTS FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN FORTS FOR THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER.

18*1. 1854. 1855. 1856.

Domestic produce (7,489,937 $4,660,007 (8,344,388 $7,641,590

Foreign merchandise (free) 48,088 116,884 129,406 66,662

Foreign merchandise (dutiable).. 789,872 828,889 306,817 202,098

Specie 8,866,776 8,6S8,U01 1,011,900 2,966,889

Total exports $12,138,672 $8,688,281 $9,792,466 $10,766,189

Total, exclusive of specie 8,276,897 6,100,280 8,780,556 7,799,360

The exports, exclusive of specie, from New York to foreign ports, for eleven

months, from January 1st, 1856, are 812,094,665 greater than for the correspond

ing period of 1855 ; $16,411,443 greater than for the same period of 1854 ; and

$15,278,526 greater than for the corresponding period of 1853 :—

EXPORTS FROM THE FORT OF NEW TORE TO FOREIGN PORTS FOR ELEVEN MONTHS, FROM

JANUARY 1ST.

1851. 1854. 1855. 1856.

Domestic produce $58,874,056 $62,567,868 $54,766,778 $71,007,627

Foreign merchandise (free) 1,266.771 1,661,963 8,618,876 876,668

Foreign merchandise (dutiable).. 4,861,966 4.289,044 4,290,000 2,887,023

Specie 28,621^05 87,101,142 26,639,205 86,489,585

Total exports $83,113,297 $96,460,017 $89,814,858 $110,209,908

Total, exclusive of specie 69,491,792 68,358,875 62,676,653 74,770,318

The receipts for cash duties show a greater increase for the month than the

imports, owing to the large withdrawals from warehouse ; the goods in bond be

ing chiefly those which pay the higher rates of duty. We annex a comparative

summary for eleven months of the year :—

CASH DUTIES RECEIVED AT NEW TORE.

1851. 1854. 1855. 1856.

First quarter $11,126,600 47 $10,872,699 31 $7,588,288 21 $11,642,681 46

Second quarter 10,041,829 03 8,864,261 45 6,711,661 60 10,898,464 29

1 liii.l quarter 13,613,106 14 12.699,868 05 11,601,517 60 14,480,078 08

In October 2,706,694 38 2,402,116 10 3,329,194 95 3.891,230 97

In November 2,642,985 92 1,761,028 45 2,171,707 76 2,774,846 63

Total since Jan. 1. $40,129,114 89 $36,690,967 86 $31,402,866 02 $43,187,800 48

It would be idle to speculate in regard to the future, as the financial troubles

in Europe have interfered with the ordinary currents of trade. The probability

is, that the imports for the next few months will not be largely in excess of the

total for the corresponding month of the previous year, but that there will not

be such a falling off in the receipts as was anticipated a few months since. The

exports continue large, and, for the calender year, will show a large aggregate

increase. The following is our usual comparison of the shipments of domestic

produce from New York, from January 1st to December 16th :—
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KP0RTS OF CERTAIN ARTICLES Of DOMESTIC PRODUCE rROM MEW TORK TO FORXISB

PORTS FROM JANUARY 1ST TO DECEMBER 16tB:

\m. im.
Ashes—pots . . . .bbls 18,080 8,573

pearls 2.188 1,440

Beeswax lbs. 169,616 206,180

Breadttufft—

Wheat flour . .bbls. 930,142 1,859,416

Rye flour 20.187 11,890

Corn meal 49,690 76,638

Wheat bush. 2,920,946 9,1 67,489

Rye 479,280 1,238,828

Oats 82,064 17,032

Barley 1,184 305

Corn 8,790,648 8,767,1 1 7

Candles—mold-boxes 62,998 44,609

sperm 10,288 4,761

Coal tons 13,486 7,222

Cotton bales 272,277 188,118

Hay 6,784 4,416

Hops 8,896 4,226

Since writing the foregoing, we have obtained from the office of the Secretary

of the Treasury a complete statement of the commerce of the United States for

the last fiscal year, from which we have compiled the following particulars :—

18K. 1856.

Navalstores bbls. 621,647 474,871

Oils—whale galls. 269,192 44,878

sperm 778,124 698,062

lard 101,928 66,063

linseed :. 11,000 6,006

Provitiont—

Pork bbls. 148,869 188,782

Beef. 68,694 64,481

Cutmeats, lbs.. ..15,670,678 28,088,986

Butter 957,766 1,091,118

Cheese 6,881,877 3,606,866

Lard 8,143,901 10,491,691

Rice trcs 22,283 87,019

Tallow lbs.1,810,282 1,161,939

Tobacco, crude.,pkgs W.826 82.879

Do., manufact'ed.lbs 4,923,601 4,778,715

Whaleb'no 2,089,811 1,858,406

IMPORTS INTO THE UNITED STATES FROM FOREIGN FORTS.

Tear ending June 80th. Dutiable.

1845 $95,106,724

1846.

1847.

1848.

1849.

1850.

1861.

1852.

1853.

1854.

1855.

1856.

96,924,058

101,773,002

132,282,825

126,479,774

166,427,936

191,118,345

183,262,608

286,696,113

271,876,560

221,878,184

257,684,236

Free goods.

$18,077,698

20,990,007

17,651,847

16,856,879

16,726,426

18,081,590

19,662,995

24,187,890

27,182,162

26,827.637

86,480,624

62,748,074

Specie & bullion.

$4,070,242

8,777,782

24,121,289

6,860,224

6,651,240

4,628,792

5,463,592

5,606,044

4,201,382

6,958,184

8,669,812

4,207,682

Total Iroportj.

$117,264,564

121,691,797

146,545.688

154,998.928

147,857,489

178,188,818

216,824,982

212,945,442

267,978,647

804,562,381

261,468.620

814,639,942

It will be seen that the imports of free goods are larger than ever before, while

the receipts of dutiable goods arc smaller than in 1854. Included in the imports

of free goods during the last fiscal year, were 217,154,759 pounds of coflee, valued

at 821,514,196, and 21,152,785 pounds of tea, valued at 86,893,891, The fol

lowing is a comparative table of exports :—

EXPORTS FROM THE UNITED STATES TO FOREIGN PORTS.

Tear ending June 80th.

1846

1846

1847

1848

1849

1860

1861

1862

1863

1864

1866

1866

Dom. produce.

$98,465,830

101,718,042

160,674,844

130,208,709

181,710,081

184,900,233

178,620.188

154,981,147

189.869,162

215,167,604

192,761,185

266,438,051

For'n produee.

$7,584,781

7,866.206

6,166,764

7,986,806

8,641,091

9.475,493

10.295,121

12,037,043

13,096,213

21,661,187

26,158,868

14,781,872

Specie tc bullion.

$8,606,495

3,905,268

1,907,024

16,841,616

6,404,648

7,622,994

29,472,762

42,674,135

27,486,875

41,422,428

66,247,848

46,745,486

Total exports.

$114,646,606

113,488.616

158,646,622

164,082,181

146,765,820

161,898,720

218,888,011

209,642,326

280,462,260

278,241,064

275,166.846

826,964,908
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The total exports of specie are less than last year, but the aggregate of ex

ports is greater than ever before recorded in a single year since the formation of

the government

We also annex our usual annual statement of the exports to foreign ports of

breadstuffs and provisions, the shipments of cotton, both in quantity and value,

with the average price of the cotton per pound.

Tear Bread- r- cotton. ,

ending stuffs and Av. price.

Jane 80. provisions. Pounds. Value. Cents.

1845 $16,743,421 872,906,996 $51,789,648 6.92

1846 27,701.121 647,658,056 42,767,841 7.81

1847 68,701,921 627,219,958 58,415,848 10.84

1848 87,472,751 814,274,481 61,998,294 7.61

1849 88,166,607 1,026,602,269 66,896,967 6.04

1850 26.061,873 686,881,604 71.984,616 11.08

1861 21.948,661 927,287,089 112,816,317 12.11

1868 25,867,027 1,093,230,689 87,965,782 8.05

1883 82,985,822 1,111,670,870 109,456,404 9.85

1864 65,941,828 987,8X3,106 93,696,220 9.47

1856 88,895,348 1,008,424,601 88,148,844 8.74

1856 77,187,801 1,861,481,701 128,882,861 9.49

The total shipments of breadstuffs and provisions are nearly $12,000,000 larger

than for any previous year ; the exports of cotton also show a large increase,

both in quantity and value. The average price of the cotton shipments is nearly

three-quarters of a cent above the value for the preceding year, but about the

same as in 1854. The number of bales of cotton shipped was 2,991,175, against

2,303,403 bales for the preceding year. This shows an average weight, during

the last year, of 451 pounds per bale, while, during the preceding year, the average

was only 437 pounds ; a very important difference upon nearly three millions

of bales.

SEW YORK COTTON MARKET FOR THE MONTH ENDING DECEMBER 80,

PREPARED FOB THE MERCHANTS' MAGAZINE BT CHARLES W. FREPERICESON, BROKER, NEW TORS.

Our market, since the date of my last report, (November 28,) has been active,

at advancing prices. The total transactions are estimated at 46,000 bales, in

clusive of 12,000 bales in transitu. The advance for the past four weeks is

fully | a I cent per pound, and on grades middling of all descriptions the im

provement is most noticeable. The foreign advices received have been of a fa

vorable character, and represent a state of trade abroad which, if maintained, is

likely to absorb the amount of cotton which will probably be exported at prices

highly beneficial to this country. At the South the almost general opinion as

regards the crop being 3,000,000 bales, has caused much local speculation, which

is not altogether without its influence upon growers, and tends to delay the for

warding of what is ready to be shipped from the interior.

The transactions in our market have been mostly for export and home con-

gumption, shippers being confident of realizing a profit, while our own spinners

find much trouble in obtaining but little more from their investment than a new
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dollar for an old one. Holders for the past month have offered sparingly, and

the market closes firm, with but a very meager snpply to select from.

The sales for the week ending December 5th were 12,000 bales, at i cent per

pound advance. Sellers were indifferent about offering, owing to advancing

markets at the South. Our market closed firm at the following :—

PRICES ADOPTED DECEMBER 5TH FOR THE FOLLOWING QUALITIES:

Upland. Florida. Habile. N.O.ATexas.

Ordinary 10* 10* 10* 10*

Middling 12* 12* 12* 12*

Middling fair 12* 12$ 12} IS

Fair 12} 12* 13* 18*

For the week ensuing prices were again slightly advanced on sales of 10,000

bales—the quantity on sale being small tended to limit transactions. At the

annexed the market closed steady :—

PRICES ADOPTED DECEMBER 12TH FOR THE FOLLOWING QUALITIES:—

Upland. Florida. Mobile. N.O.fcTexaav

Ordinary 10* 10* 10* 10*

Middling 12* 12$ 12* 12

Middlingfair 12* 12* 13 IS*

Fair 18 13* IS* 18*

The transactions for the week ending December 19th were 12,000 bales, at a

further advance of * a * cent per pound. Increased activity in the Southern

markets, and favorable foreign advices, tended to the above improvement.

PRICES ADOPTED DECEMBER 19TH FOR THE FOLLOWING QUALITIES!—■

Upland. Florida. Mobile. N.O.fcTexaa.

Ordinary 10* 10* 10* 11

Middling 12* 12* 12* 12*

Middlingfair 18* 18* 13f 18f

Fair 18* 18* 18* 14

For the week closing at date the upward tendency in prices still continued,

and the demand was alone checked by the small offerings and outside rates asked

by holders. The sales were 12,000 bales, a part being in transitu. The market

closed firmly at the following :—

PRICES ADOPTED DECEMBER 26tH FOR THE FOLLOWING QUALITIES:—

Upland. Florida. Mobile. N. O. k. Texas.

Ordinary _. 10* 10* 10* 11

Middling. 12* 18 18* 13*

Middlingfair 18f 13* 13J 14

Fair 18* 13* 14* 14*

Receipts to date bales 1,204,000 Decrease 47,000

Export to Great Britain 287,000 Decrease 178,000

Export to France 116,000 Decrease 69,000

Stock on hand 621,000 Increase 95,000
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MASSACHUSETTS BASKS.

The annexed table indicates that nearly a dozen years have elapsed since the

best conducted and conditioned banks of Massachusetts began to rise, in their

dividend issues, above the dead level of the old legal interest rate, so generally

prevalent before. Quite the majority of them, city or country, have by this time

left that limit behind, so that a 3 per cent dividend may be held as rather the ex

ception than the rule. Through the interval in question they have enjoyed an

unchecked flow of prosperity, and been, without any doubt, the most popular and

trusted of all funds in the market. The Boston banks, in the regular exhibit of

them in our papers, April and October, verify the date specified, of their upward

starr. Of the hundred and fifteen to twenty others within the commonwealth, it

way not be uninteresting to compare the half-yearly payment* for the same period,

made by some twenty of the number, whose palmy state, placing them in the

foreground, leads to their selection here :—

Rei'd

p'Bu,

1846. 1847. 1848. 1849. 1850. 1851. 1852, 1853. 1854. 1855. 1856.faS'

flrignton.... 44 44 44 4 4(4(5 55 45 5* 55 55 II 0 o(

Dedham... 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 45 50 16

Randolph... 33 3(3(44 44 44 45 55 55 55 55 55 SI

Plymouth . ( 3(3(3(3(3(4 44 55 55 55 55 55 44 33 7(

Old Colony ( 44 44 44 44 55 55 55 55 45 44 44 16

Hingham... 3( 3( 3( 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4( 4( 4( 4( 4( 4J 4(4(12

Pacific* S( 2( 2( 3 3 3 3 3( 4 4 4 4( 4( 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 21

Gloucester.. 3( 3( 3( 4 4 3( 4 4 4(4 4(4 4 4( 4( 2 4 4 3( 3( 4 3( 3(

Ocean t 44 45 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 5522

Hnvi-rhill . I 44 45 4(5 55 4(4(4(5 44 44 4(5 4 4(45 M3(

Merrimack ( 0.1 44 44 44 44 54 3(3(44 44 44 44 *9J

Lowell . . . i 34 44 45 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 5 5 18}

Applelon. 1 .... new 6a 4 5 5 4 4 4( 4( 4( 4( 4( 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 11

Citizens'* .•• 33 33 33 44 44 44 44 45 55 55 5529

Leicester ... 3(3(3(4 44 44 48 55 55 55 55 55 55 5

let 33 33 44 44 44 44 44 55 55 55 55 10

Honsatonlcg. 44 44 44 44 5 4(4(4 44 55 6 4(4 4(44 67

Agawam.. ( new 4(4(50 44 44 4(4 44 44 45 40 40 6

Chlcopeel . ( 3(3(44 44 44 44 44 44 44 45 55 45 8j

Agricultural"; 44 44 55 55 55 5 4(44 44 44 44 44 S(

Beside those here enumerated, the Northampton Bank, which the last month

paid 5 per cent, had made for eight years past the annual dividend of 9 per cent

The " Quincy Stone " has coincided so nearly throughout with the Hinghara as

to make it hardly worth while to swell the catalogue by giving it a separate

record. For the last eighteen months, Lynn Mechanics' and Pynchon (Spring

field) Bank have paid successively 5 per cent, and the Powow River Bank (Salis

bury) the same for a year. The L. M. Bank has 15 per cent reserve ; the Quincy

Stone, 12 ; Bunker Hill, 10,

Extras. Brighton, 5 per cent, and Chicopee, 6 do., May, 1848.; Ocean, 10,

1851 ; Central, (Worcester,) 12, and Gloucester, 15, July, 1853 ; Housatonic, 25,

May, 1854, which exhausted nearly its whole surplus ; Pacific, 5, November, 1855 ;

Dedhani, 4, in 1846, '52, and '55 severally. This last bank, for the twenty-four

• Of Nantucket. t Of Worcester. | Of Sprlngnold.

f Of Newboryport. | Of Stockbridge. "J Of PUtsfleld.

a For six mouths. b Denotes the surplus la these banks at this date, October, 1856.

vol. xxxvi.—no. i. 6

-
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years gone by. (1832-1855, inclusive,) has made thirty-five dividends of 4 per

cent, and in but three instances has fallen to 3.

The current premium at which a few of the above stand can be stated :—Lynn

Mechanics', 92-3, (for 80 ;) Haverhill, 116 ; Merrimack, 81, (for 75 ;) Bunker

Hill, 107-8; Housatonic, 112i ; Applcton, 113; Lowell, 116; Dedham sold in>

early summer at over 120.

Two or three blanks are left in the series of the Brighton and Agawam banks.

which could not be, with confidence, supplied. The dividend periods of the Ded

ham are May and November ; that recently made is probably the same as in

May.

THE ORIGIN OF SAVINGS BANKS.

The origin of savings banks ha» been attributed to the Rev. Joseph Smith, of

Wendover, England, in the year 1799.

Any sum, from two pence upwards, was received every Sunday evening during

the summer months. The money was promised to be returned at Christmas.

with the addition of one-third as a bounty upon the depositor's economy. The

depositors were at liberty to receive their money before Christmas, if they so de

sired it, but without the promised bounty.

The next institution was established by Mrs. Priscilla Wakefield at Totten

ham, in Middlesex. This was called the " Charitable Bank." This bank was-

opened in 1804.

Mrs. Wakefield kept the accounts, and was assisted by six gentlemen, who-

acted as trustees, each agreeing to receive an equal part of the sums so deposited ,

and to allow 5 per cent on all sums of 20- shillings and upwards to such deposi

tors as agreed to leave their money for at least a year in their hands. As the

deposits increased, a proportionate increase of trustees was made, in order to

diminish the loss, which might otherwise have been considerable, owing to the

high rate of interest allowed.

In 1808 a society was formed at Bath, managed by eight individuals, four of

whom were ladies, who received the savings of domestic servants, and allowed in

terest thereon at the rate of 4 per cent.

" The Parish Bank Friendly Society," of Ruthwell, England, was formed in

1810, by Mr. Henry Duncan, who published an account of his institution, in the

hope of encouraging the establishment of other similar institutions.

This was the first savings bank regularly brought before the public ; and it i»

owing to the example thus set, that previous to the year 1817, there were 70

savings banks established in England, 4 in Wales, and 4 in Ireland.

In the year 1817, in England, legislative provisions were first made for the

management of these institutions.

In 1828 an act was passed, entitled " An act to consolidate and amend the laws

relating to savings banks." The money was invested in the Bank of England or

of Ireland, in the names of the " Commissioners for the reduction of the national

debt." The receipts given to the- trustees of savings banks for money thus in

vested bear interest at the rate 2jd. per cent per diem, or £3 16s. id. per cent

per annum, while the interest paid to depositors- was not, in any case, to exceed

£3 8s. 5^d. per cent per annum.
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On the 20th November, 1833, there were 385 savings banks in England hold

ing balances belonging to 414,014 depositors, which amounted to £13,973,243—

being, on an average, £32 to each depositor. The total for England, Wales, and

Ireland was 484 savings banks, with funds amounting to £15,715,111. The num

ber of accounts open was 475,165.

We have compiled these statistics from the " Penny Cyclopedia," and from

Porter's " Progress of the Nation."

Elihu Burritt, in his " Year Book of the Nations," states that the capital in

vested in savings banks in Great Brituin in 1840, was £23,471,050 ; and in 1850,

£28.930,982. At this time the sum will exceed, in all probability, £30,000,000

sterling.

The number of depositors in England, Wales, and Ireland was as follows :—In

1830, 412,217 deposits, £13,507,565, including Scotland ; in 1841, 841,204 de

posits, £24,474,68*. The amount paid by the government of Great Britain for

interest on the sums due to the trustees of savings banks and friendly societies,

from the 6th of August, 1817, to 20th November, 1841, was £13,086,472 16s. 9d.

A savings bank was established in the Island of Jersey in January, 1835, be

tween which time and the 20th November, 1841, deposits were made therein by

3,206 persons, out of a population of 47,556, to the amount of £58,630.

The •' Encyclopedia Americana " states that the first savings bank in America

was opened in Philadelphia in November, 1816. In Boston, one in the same

year. The first institution in New York, the Chambers-street Savings Bank,

has the largest amount of funds of any similar institution in the country. The

next largest amount is in the Seaman's Savings Bank ; the Greenwich, Bowery*,

and Merchants' Clerks' come next—averaging from one to three-and-a-half mil

lions of dollars each.

These institutions are universal all over the country, and are increasing rapidly.

They have heretofore been managed with great integrity and propriety, and have

been productive of great benefit to the poorer classes.

We have not intended to enumerate the savings banks of our State, and have

merely named the most prominent in our city.

The value of these institutions is beyond question. They have encouraged a

frugal spirit among Ihe poor, and, in mauy cases, have been the means of saving

capital sufficient to establish the depositor in business, and thereby advancing his

fortune in life.

It is, however, a subject of great importance to a savings bank that its mana

gers be composed of honest and careful men, who adhere strictly to the law in

their investments, and who may never be tempted by any means to deviate from

the strict line of their duty. Every trustee holds a most sacred trust, the savings

of the poor, who are easily alarmed by rumors ; and it is his duty to keep a faith

ful guardianship over the funds intrusted to his management.

In many of the savings banks in Scotland an annual meeting is held, of all the

depositors, and the managers present their report at these meetings of the condi

tion of their bank. This has a good effect. It enables the depositors to become

better acquainted with those who have the charge of their money, and the interest

excited in the minds of the managers iu seeing their poor depositors around them,

cannot fail to exercise a good moral influence upon them.

The conservative influence of savings banks is undoubted. In England par
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ticularly, where the poor man has all his savings in these institutions, which are

by law invested in the public funds, he is directly interested in the permanence

and stability of the government. In this country they arc so, but not to a simi

lar extent, as the funds of the banks are invested in the securities of the States

generally, and on bond and mortgage—one-half of the deposits being usually in

each class of securities.

Porter says the advantages of these institutions, considered only in their econ

omical effect, are very great ; but these advantages sink into insignificance, in

comparison with the moral benefits they have conferred. On the other hand, the

feeling of honest independence which must, to some extent, be felt by every de

positor, cannot fail to have a beneficial influence upon his character ; he is no

longer forced, at the first approach of sickness or adversity, to become a candi

date for the pauper's portion, but can draw upon a store of his own. On the

other hand, every person who intrusts his savings to these institutions becomes

by that means additionally and personally interested in the stability of the in

stitutions of the country.

Savings institutions are the offspring of constitutional governments, and find a

natural and healthy growth in the confidence which they inspire. In despotic or

revolutionary countries, the principle of individual hoarding is acted upon, and

thus vast amounts are abstracted from the active capital of the country, which

otherwise would enter into the productive power of the nation. It will be re

membered that when the last loan of the French government was paid in by the

subscribers, great numbers of the old coins of France—that had hardly been seen

since the first revolution—came into the possession of the government. They

had been hoarded for half a century or more ; and nothing would seem to indicate

more clearly the confidence inspired by that government in the minds of the

poorer classes of the provinces.

There are, we believe, but few institutions for savings on the continent of

Europe.

Many of the governments have established institutions for the loan of money,

on pawn or pledge of articles of value. The Mont dc Piete, in Paris, lends four-

fifths of the value on gold and silver articles, and two-thirds of the value on all

other movable property. Goods pledged are sold at auction, (unless the interest,

which is 12 per cent per annum and renewable for three years, be paid,) at the

end of thirteen months.

There is a similar institution in Rome—the Monte di Pieta—where the gov

ernment loans on works of art. In this the poorer classes have no interest. It

was established for the benefit of decayed noblemen and the poor of the upper

ranks.

It is curious to wander through the galleries of this institution, filled with the

finest works of art iu the world, both of painting and sculpture. When a person

owning a work of art is in want of money, he can here pledge it, and it is re

tained for a prescribed period. After the expiration of this period, it belongs to

the government, on the payment of the balance of its assessed value. Here the

spendthrift rake may pawn the portraits of his forefathers, painted by some mas

ter's hand.

It will be seen, however, that savings institutions are generally confined to
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Great Britain and the United States, and that they hare flourished most in these

countries.

With us they have become very numerous, and are spread far and wide, par

ticularly over the free States. We have not been able to find any account of

them in the last census of the United States—a remarkable omission, considering

their number and their great public and moral importance. It is of the utmost

consequence that these institutions be well managed, as the misconduct of one

affects the confidence of the depositors in all of them.

FIRST ESTABLISHMENT OF BANKS 15 EUROPE, ETC.

The first established was in Italy, A. D. 808, by the Lombard Jews, of whom

some settled in Lombard-street, London, where many bankers still reside. The

name bank is derived from banco, a bench, which was erected in the market-place,

for the exchange of money. The mint in the Tower of London was anciently the

depository for merchants' cash, until Charles I. laid his hands upon the money,

and destroyed the credit of the mint in 1640. The trades were thus driven to

other place of security for their gold, which, when kept at home, their ap-

frequently absconded with to the army. In 1645, therefore, they con

sented to lodge it with the goldsmiths, in Lombard-street, who were provided

with strong chests, for their own valuable wares, and this became the origin of

banking in England.

Y«»r.

Bank of Venice, formed 1187

" Geneva 1»4&

" Barcelona 1401

" Genoa 1407

" Amsterdam. 1607

" Hamburg 1618
■ Rotterdam 1635

" Stockholm 1688

" England. 1694

Year.
Bank of Scotland, formed lt>96

" Copenhagen 1786

" Berlin 1766

" Escompete, France .... 1774

" Ireland 1788

Massachusetts Bank, Boston .... 1784

Bank of St. Petersburg 1786

" in the East Indies 178?

Branch banks in Great Britain.. 1828

The Bank of England was originally projected by a merchant named Paterson,

and was incorporated by William III. in 1694, in consideration of £1,200,000,

the then amount of its capital being lent to the government. We have published

in former numbers of the Merchants' Magazine more elaborate accounts of this

bank, and therefore only mention the fact of its establishment in connection with

other banks in Europe, noted above.

J0I5T-ST0CK GAMBLING 15 PARIS.

A company has been founded in Paris to facilitate gambling. The directors

of the Caisse Generate des Actions state that having found by experience that

Bourse speculation on a large scale only can succeed, they are desirous of extend

ing the associative principle to small capitalists, clerks, tradesmen, widows, etc.

They represent that during the last five months, they have destributed to their

shareholders the enormous dividend of 27 per cent, over and above 9 per cent for

expenses of management. They propose increasing their capital from 4,000,000f.

to 25,000,0001., by the issue of shares at 250f. each ; so that now is the time, (if

we believe them,) to realize great gains with no labor or risk.
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LAW OF ENGLAND RESPECTING THE PAYMENT OF CHECKS,

WHERE THE MONEY OF PRINCIPAL, IS LODGED BY AN AGENT WITH BANKERS.

This subject, according to the Belfast Mercantile and Statistical Journal, is a

subject of some importance to bankers, and is not clearly understood. The Jour

nal says :—

The general rule is. that the banker looks only to the customer, in respect of

the account opened in that customer's name, and whatever checks that customer

chooses to draw, the banker is to honor. Therefore, where an agent lodged his

principal's money at his bankers, in the agent's own name, and on his own ac

count, it was held that the bankers were not justified in refusing to pay the agent's

check, on the ground that the money was claimed by the principal. See Shaw on

checks, page 233.

But although such is the general rule, yet the banker may become responsible

to the principal, by participating, with knowledge of the fact, in a misappropria

tion of the principal's money by the agent.

This question was discussed in the case of Bodcnhamis. Hoskins, 21 Law Jour

nal, (Ch.,) 864. The following is the condensed note of that case:—

" The plaintiff being the owner of an estate, employed an agent and receiver,

who paid into the defendant's bank the rents of the estate, to an account headed

with the name of the estate, to distinguish it from his private account. The re

ceiver's private account being overdrawn, he transferred the balance of the estate

account, to make up the deficiency due upon his private account. Upon a bill

filed by the plaintiff against the bankers, to refund this balance so transferred, it

was held that, according to the principles of a court of equity, a person who deals

with another, knowing him to have in his hands, or under his control, moneys be

longing to a third person, must not enter into a transaction with him, the effect

of which is, that a fraud is committed on a third person ; and it appearing, upon

the evidence, that the bankers were aware that the money was the produce of the

rents of the plaintiff's estate, a decree was made against the bankers for the repay

ment of the amount."

The same case is thus more briefly digested by another reporter :—

" A receiver of an estate, who had a private account at his banker's, opened

another there under the name of the estate, under such cirtumstances as to inform

the bankers that the money which would be paid into that account, would belong

to the owner of the estate. The receiver drew a check on the estate account, and

paid it into his private account. Held, that the bankers were liable to pay the

amount to the owners of the estate." (See 2 De Gex., M & G., 903.)

This case does not interfere with the general rule. The bankers here both paid

and received the check ; they were thus fixed with the application of the money.

Had they merely paid a check drawn for some improper purpose, of which they

knew nothing, they would have incurred no responsibility. The court said :—

" It was the account of the agent, and the bankers were to look to the agent, as

the only j>erson entitled to draw on the account." But that was not the question

in the cause.

After going through the evidence and arguments, the court said :—" I am con

strained to arrive at the conclusion, that the bankers, although I must exonerate

them from any deliberate intention to commit a fraud, still were not only parties

to the simple fact of the transfer, but were parties to the fraud in question, in this

sense :—that they were aware of the circumstances which made it a fraud in

Parkes (the agent) to make the transfer to his private account, and, being cog

nizant of that, and having been cognizant of it before the time when the account

was opened under the name of ' the Rotterwas Account,' and being cognizant of

it throughout, they concur in a transaction, the effect of which is that, for their

own pecuniary benefit, an act is done by Parkes, which is a fraud upon the plain

tiff. Now, according to the plain principles of a court of equity, such an act

never can be sustained. A party cannot retain the benefit which he has obtained

from being a party to such an act, with such knowledge of the nature of the act."
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THE CURIOSITIES OF COINAGE AT BRITISH MUTT.

The number of pieces of silver money presumed to be in circulation, of those

■struck at the Royal Mint from the 1st of January, 1816, to the 31st May, 1856 :—

Denomination.

Crowns

Half crowns . .

Florins

Shillings

Sixpences. . . .

Groats

Threepences..

No. of pieces

struck.

2,820,027

39,897,913

7,894,592

130,039,566

87,053,138

20,140,484

5,348,217

No. of pieces Fresumed to be

melted. in circulation. Value.

2,320,027 £580,007

1,881,600 87,516,343 4,689,648

20,232 7,374,860 1 737,486

13,416,000 110,624,566 6,631,228

18,492,000 78,661,138 1,839,028

20,140,434 835,674

5,348,217 66,652

Total 266,886,086 13,779,770

In thickness, the new shillings as they are issued from the mint, are 15 to the

inch. The average of the shillings in circulation lies between 19 and 20 to the

inch. The thinest, such as are taken out of circulation for recoinage, are a

.trifle more than 21 to the inch. If they were all new, according to the following

calculation, the shillings in circulation would form a pile 116J miles in height ;

as they exist now, in their partly worn state, they would form a pile 87J miles

high ; and laid eclge to edge, they would extend 1,745 miles.

STATISTICS OF TRADE AND COMMERCE.

MARITIME ADVANCEMENT OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK.

[FROM THE NEW YORK COURIER AND ENQUIRER.]

We doubt whether the progress of this country as a maritime power, and of

this city as a commercial emporium—the pride of our people and the wonder of

the world—can be more clearly demonstrated than in the subjoined simple tables ;

the first showing the tonnage of the shipping that entered this port from foreign

ports for a number of years, commencing with 1821:—

Home. Foreign. Total. Ilame. Foreign. Total.

1821 166,738 16,240 171,963 1848.. . . 667,795 367,321 1,026,116

1825 269,625 20,665 280,180 1849.. . . 784,009 414,096 1,148,105

1880 255,691 25,821 281,612 I860.. . . 807,680 441,757 1,249,337

1835 373,485 90,999 464,464 1851.. .. 1,144,486 479,669 1,624,052

1840 409,468 ils.UiC, 627,593 1862.. . . 1,231,961 478,087 1,709,988

1846 472,492 140,868 618,360 1853.. .. 1,321,674 491.681 1,813,266

1846 496,701 185,404 682,165 1854.. .. 1,442 278 477,085 1,919.318

1847 605,483 833,537 939,020 1856.. .. 1,310,257 202,000 1,512,267

The increase in the total tonnage from 1821 to 1851 (30 years) was nearly

tenfold. The increase in American tonnage during the same period was more

than sevenfold. The increase in foreign tonnage was nearly thirtyfold—about

2,900 per cent. This explains more clearly than any other fact the cause of the

growing interest felt by European governments in the affairs of this country. The

great falling off in the foreign tonnage in 1854, in comparison with several yean

immediately preceding, was doubtless mainly in consequence of the Eastern war,

which employed not only the Cunard steamers running to this port, but a vast

amount of British shipping of all descriptions, as transports. The inactivity in

freights hence was also potent in influence. There is no reason to doubt that,

with the return of peace, the foreign shipping entering this port yearly will equal,

if not surpass in tonnage, any former year.

The aoove table shows only the extent of the trade of this city with foreign
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porta. The coasting trade since 1847 is shown partially in the following But

it must be remembered that coasting vessels to or from ports north of the north

ern boundary of Georgia are not compelled to enter or clear, unless distilled

spirits are of the cargo. It will at once be seen that this exhibit of the trade of this

city coastwise, is far from being complete. The same fact will also explain the

disparity between the tonnage entered and cleared :—

latered. Cleared. Entered. Cleared.

1848 402,143 805,988 I 1852 497,540 1,873,704
1849 424,976 895,589 1853 607,681 1,810,697

1860 489,398 1,020.070 1864 648,482 1,499,968

1861 465,542 1,214,922 1855 614,045 1,878,889

_ But the increase in tonnage is not alone remarkable. It is a common i

tion that the largest ships of twenty years ago did not exceed in tonnage the

ordinary coasters of the present day. Then, a vessel of 700 or 800 tons was a

wonderful achievement of capital and mechanism. Now, ships of more than

2,000 tons have ceased to be regarded as out of the ordinary course. The follow

ing is a statement of the number of vessels—foreign and American—that entered

this port the years indicated, their total and average tonnage. The statement of

the entries for 1855 shows a diminution in the average tonnage of foreign vessels

to below that of 1840, which makes it quite clear that the diminished tonnage of

the year was, as we have said, caused mainly by the use of a great number of

large ships for purposes incident to the war between the allies and Russia. Prom

1835 to 1854 the American tonnage increased about fourfold, but the number of

ships increased only about 70 per cent, the average tonnage about 117 per cent,

exceeding the average foreign tonnage about 60 per cent :—

No. of Total Average No. of Total Average

vessels. tonnage. tonnage. vessels. tODnaga. tonnage.

878,465 245 471 90,999 193

409,458 2S0 470 118,186 25S

472,492 319 526 140,858 267

807,680 427 1,461 441,757 304

1,442,278 547 1,411 477,035 838

1,810,267 527 904 202,000 •24

IMPORT OF FURS AND SKINS INTO LONBOJT.

The following table, furnished by David Samuel & Son, Philadelphia, com

prises the entire collection of the Hudson's Bay Company, and nil the collections

in the United States of America, except shipments made direct from the United

States to Germany, and such as are used for home consumption, which eannot bo

ascertained, imported into London from the 1st of September, 1855, to the 1st of

September, 1856 :—

Description. Hu

Braver skins.

Muekrat. . . ,

Otter

Fisher

Marten

Mink

Lynx

Fox, silver. .

" cross . . .

" red ....

" white...

ud. B. Co. U. States. Total. Description. Hod. B. Ce> U. States. Total.

70,916 11,894 82,809 Fox, grey... 29,639 29,539

268,790 909,460 1,188,250 " kitt... 8,870 1,774

3,364

5,144

15,064 5,131 20,196 Black bear. 7,216 10,680

6,187 2.827 8,044 Grey " 992 992

179,260 16.082 195,342 Raccoon. . . 1,794 438,401 440,192

61,610 69,294 180.804 Wolf 7,568 98 7,666

11,344 1,665 12,899 Wolverine . 1,131 10 1,141

605 696 1,601 Skunk 11,818 487 11,805

1,909 2,168 4,067 Wild cat.. 600 8,823 9.823

7,846 26,881 84.227 Opposeum . 88,817 83,817

10,890 2,800 i3,iyo Brown bear 1,226 29 1,266
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EXPORT OF BREADSTUFFS, PROVISIONS, ETC., FROM THE U. STATES.

The following table, compiled from data furnished to our hands by the New

York Shipping List, shows the exports of the uuder-meutioued articles for the

years ending 31st of August, in 1855 and 1856 :—

Gt Britain ond Ireland. London. Liverpool. Glasgow.

"""1845. "1846." 1845.""T856. 1855. ' 1856. 1845. "1856.

Flour, bbla. . 164,579 1,498,688 66,186 298,013 82,870 958,291 18,446 108,581

Wheat, qre.. 88,412 924,002 4,991 63,157 27,816 719,029 4.582 51,712

Cora 817,891 802,291 1,193 6,267 670,799 742,764 26,299 1,828

Rice, trcs. . . . 1,610 6,688 690 1,069 877 8,810 48 66*

Beef 71,712 68,218 29,759 10,827 35,468 86,791 6,679 4,586

Pork, bbls. .. 60,718 82,664 27,907 14,477 30,994 17.666 1,517 521

Bacon, tons... 11,464 14,457 2,776 2,896 8,162 11,160 491 844

Cheese 2,785 8,987 765 1,188 1,812 2,400 151 850

Tallow 2,216 971 184 10 1,612 908 223 62

I*rd 4,689 6,959 842 218 8,484 4,662 674 1,098

8perm-oi],tona 3,290 2,008 2,476 1,368 668 658 143 88

Kosin, bbls... 291,137 190,021 63,669 68,466 176,209 105,086 24,777 24,728

COMMERCE OF THE LAKE PORTS.

During the past fifteen years the value of the trade of the lakes has swelled

from 865,000,000, in 1841, to 8608,310,320, in 1856; and the whole of this

grand aggregate, with the exception of §42,260,000, set down for Sackett's

Harbor, Cape Vincent, Oswegatchie, Genesee, and Niagara, came through the

following ports :—

Buffalo 1308,028,000 I Milwaukie 185,000,000

Chicago 228,898,000 | Maumee 94,107,000

Cleveland 162,185,640 I Sandusky 69,966,000

Detroit 140,000,000 | Oswego 146,236,000

With the exception of Buffalo and Oswego, these are all ports of the North

west, whose trade has been the result of its development during a very brief pe

riod ; and the great bulk of the trade of Buffalo and Oswego is derived from the

same source.

DIRECT EXPORTS OF TOBACCO FROM RICHMOND.

The following is a comparative statement of the exports of tobacco from Rich

mond, Virginia, direct to foreign ports, during the tobacco commercial year

ended September 30th, 1856, as compared with the previous year :—

Bordeaux .

Bremen . .

Bristol. . . .

Oenoa . . .

Glasgow . .

Havre . . .

1855-6. 1851-4. 1845-6. 1854-4.

611 1,467 ....

4,218 2,857 8.9U2

487 421 2,117 1,549

466 • • • • 1,149

• • • • 807 478

1,852 8,021 3,245

18,766 18,466

"We are indebted to the Richmond Whig (good authority) for the preceding

statement.

The Belfast (Ireland) Commercial Journal and Statistical Register of Septem

ber 26, 1856, " congratulates" the citizens of that port on the arrival of a large

assortment of tobacco, especially selected to suit that market, direct from Nor
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folk, "Virginia. The Register says:—"The fine ship containing this valuable

freight is the Allen Ker, the property of James Barnett, Esq., of this town. We

understand that it is upwards of twenty years since direct importations of to

bacco have ceased. We hope the present cargo will prove the commencement

of a regular direct supply of this valuable article, which must add considerably

to its original cost by being imported via England or Scotland."

PRICES OP PRODUCE AND MERCHANDISE AT CINCINNATI.

In the Merchants' Magazine for November, (vol. xxxv., pages 608, 609,) we

published the average prices of butter, cheese, and coffee, on the last day of each

week of the year, commencing with September 5, 1855, and ending August 27,

1856. Also, in the December number, (vol. xsxv., pages 748-749,) we gave the

average prices of flour, corn, wheat, and rye, for the same time. In continuation,

we now subjoin the average prices of star candles, tallow candles, lard-oil, and

barley :—

The following table shows the price of star candles at the close of each week

during the year :—

September S 24

October

12.

19.

26.

8.

10.

17.

24.

81.

November 7.

14.

21.

28.

December 6.

12.

19.

26.

January 2 .

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

January 9 26

16.

28.

80.

February 6.

18.

SO.

27.

6.

12.

19.

86.

2.

9.

16.

23.

30.

March

April

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

24

24

84

24

24

24

24

22

22

May

June

July

7.

14.

81.

28.

4.

11.

18.

25.

8.

9.

10.

St.

30.

August 6 .

18.

20.

87.

22

22

22

22

22

22

22

23

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

The following table shows the price of tallow candles at the close of each

week during the year :—

September 5'.

12.

19.

26.

October 3 .

10.

17.

24.

81.

November 7.

14.

21.

28.

December 5.

12.

19.

26.

January 2.

Not*.

15

15

15

1.)

16

16

16

ie

16

16

16

16

16

10

16

16

16

15

January 9.

16.

28.

80.

February 6 .

IS.

20.

27.

6.

18.

19.

26.

8.

9.

16.

28.

so.

7.

March

April

May

16

15

16

15

16

15

15

16

H

14

14

14

13

13

13

13

18

18

May

June

July

August

14.

81.

88.

4.

11.

18.

86.

8.

9.

16.

28.

SO.

6.

18.

20.

87.

13

13

13

It '

13

13

13

It

13

13

13

13

IS

13

13

IS

Unpressed sell one cent per pound below the current rate for pressed.
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The following table shows the price of lard-oil at the close of each week

daring the year :—

October

September 5.

12.

19.

26.

8.

10.

17.

24.

31.

November 7.

14.

SI.

28.

December 5 .

12.

19.

26.

January 2.

80

90

90

90

90

90

90

95

98

90

90

9S

90

90

90

90

90

90

January 9.

16.

28.

SO.

February 6 .

18.

20.

27.

5.

12.

19.

28.

2.

9.

16.

28.

30.

7.

March

April

May

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

85

86

85

85

85

85

86

85

85

85

85

May

June

July

August

14.'.

21...

28..

4..

11..

18..,

26. .

2..

9..

16..

28..

80...

6..

18...

20. ..

27...

80

80

80

80

80

80

80

85

85

85

86

90

90

90

90

90

The following table shows the price of barley at the close of each week during

the year :—

. $0 ..

12 , , . 0 ..

19 . 0 80

. 0 80

October 3 . . . 0 80

10 . 1 00

17 . 1 26

. 1 30

. 1 50

. 1 60

. 1 66

. 1 60

. 1 60

. 1 40

. 1 40

19 1 80

26 . 1 80

. 1 35

January

February

*1

March

April

May

9..

16.,

28..

80..

6..

18..

20..

27 1 86

85

1 60

1 40

1 40

1 35

1 35

1 85

6.

12.

19.

26.

2.

9.

16.

28.

80.

7.

1 40

1 40

14 ?1 45

June

July

August

21.

28.

4.

11.

18.

26.

2.

9.

16.

23.

80.

6.

18.

20.

27.

30

46

46

40

45

1 45

1 45

1 45

45

46

25
•25

40

1 40

1 60

BUSINESS OF GALENA.

The Chicago Press, on the authority of the Galena Adcertiser, gives, as an

index of the flourishing city of Galena, the following statement of freight and

passengers leaving that place for the twenty-four hours ending May 2d, which

will interest many of our readers :—

Boats. Tons freight Fata. Boats. Tons freight. Pass.

Diamond 800 250 I Royal Arch 300 860

Golden Era 860 400 | Brazil 200 225

Oakland 200 160 Henrietta 160 100

War Eagle 800 650 | Maclay 200 160

Total 2,600 2,176

At the same time there were in port the Alhambra, Delegate, Golden Gate,

and Greek Slave. It is no unusual occurrence for from six to ten steamers to be

in that port at one time, receiving and discharging freight.
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EXPORTS OF BREADSTCFFS TO GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

EXPORTS OF BREADSTUFFS FROM THE UNITED STATES TO GREAT BRITAIN AND IRE

LAND, FROM SEPTEMBER 1, 1855, TO AUGUST 31, 1856 :

Flour. Meal Wheat Corn.

From— To date. Barrels. Barrels. Bushels. Bushels.

New York, August 81 1,106,058 508 6,801,874 8,189,899

New Orleans 95,866 .... 688,691 2,429,612

Philadelphia..... 199,268 4,195 478,688 698,418

Baltimore 198,288 1,100 314,582 423,841

Boston 20,882 1,018 20,469

Other ports 21,463 101,226 116,862

Total from Sept 1, 1866 .. . 1,641,265 6,816 7,956,406 6,181,161

Same time, 1856 116,209 4,168 824,721 6,619,138

1864 1,846,920 41,146 6,038,408 6,049,811

" 1853 1,600,449 100 4,823,519 1,462,218

M 1862 1,421,442 1,680 2,128,442 1,487,898

" 1861 1,569,584 5,620 1,496,366 2,205,601

" 1850 414,751 6,411 461,216 4,768,858

1849 1,187,656 82,940 140,194 12,685,260

" 1848 184,683 108,634 241,309 4,899,228

" 1847 8,165,844 844,187 4,000,859 17,167,659

Total 10 years 13,201,609 1,102,742 29,210,290 63,564,460

TRADE OF CINCINNATI.

A recent number of the Cincinnati Gazette contains an annual statement of

the trade and commerce of that city, from which we deduce a brief summary,

showing its present standing, with reference to several leading articles of trade,

commerce, and industry, compared with the amount of business done in them at

a former stated period. These articles are taken mostly in their alphabetical

order :—

Butter. In 1851-52, Cincinnati imported 8,259 barrels, and 11,043 firkins of

best butter, and exported 3,253 barrels, and 36,185 kegs. In 1855-56, she im

ported 11,361 barrels, and 12,422 firkins ; in the same period she exported 2,391

barrels, and 28,128 kegs. The highest wholesale price paid within a year past,

was 22 cents ; the lowest price, 12 cents ; present price, 14 cents.

Coffee. In 1851-52, imports were 95,732 bags ; exports, 43,654. In 1855-56,

she imported 92,068 bags, and exported 37,903. The year previous, the exports

exceeded 114,000, and the imports 42,000. The decline is accounted for by the

great advance in the price of sugar and molasses within the past eighteen months.

Cheese. In 1851-52, imports were 241,753 pounds ; exports 150,689. In

1855-56, imports 190,983, and exports 114,607. Present wholesale price of best

Western Reserve cheese, 9J cents per pound.

Coal. Receipts during 1853-54 were 8,158,000 bushels ; during 1 855-56, they

amounted to 7,500,000. Prices have raised within a year from 6 cents to 12

cents, and for prime, 20 cents. Should the Ohio River be low this fall, and a

supply cut off, consequences will be disastrous.

Candles. Exceeding 8,000,000 of pounds of star candles have been manu

factured within the past year, together with 53,333 barrels of lard oil. The lard

necessary to this, exceeded 33,000,000 pounds. The business has increased 40

per cent within the year. Star candles, wholesale price, 25 cents per pound j

lard oil, 90 cents per gallon. About 4,000 boxes opul candles, fetching 18 cent*

per pound, were also made. A great deal of soap is made and exported.
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Flour. In 1851-52, imports were 511,042 barrels; exports, 408,211 barrels.

In 1855-56, imports 546,727 barrels ; exports 509,031 barrels. (The last figures

seem to be erroneous.)

Corn. In 1851-62, imports were 653,788 bushels ; exports, 51,231 bags. In

1855-56, import were 978,511 bushels, and exports 75,260 bags.

Wheat. Imports in 1851-52 were 377,037 bushels. In 1855-56 they were

1,069,468 bushels. On the last of August the price per bushel of prime red

wheat was $1 10. In five years the imports of rye have increased from 58,000

to 158,000 bushels, and barley from 511,042 bushels imported, and 408,211 ex

ported, to 546,727 imported and 509,031 exported. Imports of oats have in

creased in five years from 197,858 bushels, to 403,920 ; in the same time, the ex

ports have gone up from 2,418 to 5,521 bushels.

Hejip. In 1851-52, imports were 18,334 bales, and exports 554 ; in 1855-56

imports were 10,079 bales, and exports 2,862 bales.

Molasses. In 1851-52, imports were 93,132 barrels, exports 48,886 barrels;

in 1855-56, imports 65,174 barrels, and exports 37,324 barrels.

Linseed Oil and Flaxseed. In 1851-52, imports of oil amounted to 8,305

barrels, and exports to 9,377 barrels ; in 1855-56 imports were 13,083, and ex

ports 3,639. In 1851-52 the imports of seed were 48,074 barrels ; in 1855-56

they only amouut to 25,849 barrels.

Hogs. In 1833 there were packed 85,000 hogs ; in 1840 were packed 95,000 ;

in 1850 were packed 393,000 ; and last year 405,396 hogs.

Sugar. In 1851-52 imports of Louisiana sugar were 39,324 pounds, and ex

ports 20,360 pounds; in 1855-56, imports were only 32,354, and exports 21,336

pounds. Refined sugars imported at the former period were 15,237 pounds, at

the latter 16,846 pounds.

Salt. The imports in 1851-52 were 91,312 sacks, and 58,020 barrels, and the

exports 16,314 sacks, and 27,022 barrels ; in 1855-66 imports were 80,719 sacks,

and 54,521 barrels, exports 9,928 sacks, and 31,064 barrels.

Whisky. In the first named period imports were 319,488 barrels, exports

276,124 barrels ; in the second named, imports 428,001 barrels, and exports

364,001.

Iron. Pig iron in 1851-52 was imported to the extent of 22,605 tons ; in

1855-56 to the extent of 41,016. In Cincinnati there are 32 iron foundries, em

ploying, directly and indirectly, 3,720 workmen. There are ten rolling mills in

the city and vicinity, producing iron to the value, last year, of $3,167,000.

Dry Goods. There are 159 retail dry goods merchants, of whom eighteen are

importers from Europe.

Boot and Shoe Trade. Eleven houses are engaged in this business, import

ing from New England. The cases imported last year were 22,160 in number,

of a value of $997,200. Great quantities of boots and shoes are made for the

home trade.

Furniture. There are 67 manufacturing establishments, 9 of them being on

a large scale, averaging 325 hands each. In 1851 one house manufactured and

Bold 8153,336 worth of furniture ; last year to the amount of 3360,460.

Queen's Ware and Cutlery. In this branch of business nine houses are en

gaged, importing to the value of about $700,000 per annum.

Steamboats and Barges. In 1851-52 the total number of these was 263,

with a tonnage of 60,452 tons ; in 1855-56 the total was 365, of a tonnage of

92,401 tons. Last year 33 new steamers were built, increasing tho former ton

nage 2,841 tons.

The total value of the principal exports for the last year from the port of Cin

cinnati is stated at $38,777,394. The total imports for the same time were valued

at $67,601,341. Besides these, it is said there should be added, for unenumer-

ated articles, such as furniture, machinery, and agricultural implements, at least

25 per cent to the exports, and 10 per cent to the imports, to arrive at the

nearest figures.
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NAUTICAL INTELLIGENCE.

RANGE LIGHTS FOR CHANNELS THROUGH NEW YORK BAY.

In compliance with previous notice, the Range Lights for the channels through

New York Bay will be exhibited at sunset on the evening of the 1st of Novem

ber, and nightly thereafter from sunset to sunrise. They arc located as follows :—

Bangs Lights from East End of Gedney's Channel, between Sandv

Hook and Flynk'b Knoll. Two fixed lights located near Point Comfort, New

Jersey. The front light will be exhibited from a lantern on the keeper's dwell

ing, which is located near the beach, and painted white, with the top of the lan

tern black. The rear light is located three-quarters of a mile distant from the

front one, and will be exhibited from a tower painted white, with the head of it

and lanlern black. The keeper's dwelling is north of it and painted white. The

front light is 40, and the rear one 76 feet above the mean level of the sea, and

should be seen, under ordinary state of the atmosphere, outside the bar. During

the day, the front building can be readily recognized from other buildings in the

vicinity, by the lantern on its centre, and the rear one by the lantern of the tower

being projected on the sky above the trees.

Main Ship Channel Banoe Lights. Two fixed lights located on the New

Jersey shore, west of Highlands of Navesink. The front light will be exhibited

from a tower near the beach, painted with two white and one red horizontal

bands, and the roof of the lantern also of the latter color. The keeper's dwel

ling is west of the tower, and painted white. The rear light is located on the

north side of Chappel Hill, one-and-a-half miles distant from the front light, and

will be exhibited from a lantern on the keeper's dwelling. The dwelling is

painted white, and the top of the lantern red. The front light is 60, and the

rear one 224 feet above the mean level of the sea, and both should be seen, under

ordinary state of the atmosphere, the entire length of the range line. During the

day they can be readily recognized by the shape and colors of the towers of the

front light, and by the lantern of the keeper's dwelling, and isolated portions of

the rear one. It is about one mile east of Pigeon Hill.

Swash Channel Bange Lights. Two fixed lights located on Staten Island,

N. Y. The front light will be exhibited from a tower near the site of the " Old

Elm Tree" Beacon, painted with two white and one red horizontal bands, and the

roof of the lantern also of the latter color. The keeper's dwelling is south of the

tower, and painted white. The rear light is located on a hill, near New Dorp,

about one-and-three-quarter miles from the front light, and will be exhibited from

a lantern on the keeper's dwelling. The dwelling is painted white, and the top

of the lantern red. The front light is 59 feet, and the rear light 189 feet above

the mean level of the sea ; and both should be seen, under ordinary state of the

atmosphere, well outside of the bar at Sandy Hook. During the day they can be

readily recognized by the shape of the tower, and colors of the front "light, and by

the lantern on the dwelling, and isolated position of the rear one.

Sailing Directions. Masters of vessels intending to enter by Gedney's Chan

nel, around the S. W. Spit Buoy, should run on a N. W. \ W. course from the

light-vessel for the black and white perpendicular-striped Nun Buoy at the out

side of Gedney's Channel, and from it W. by N. through the channel, keeping

between the buoys, .until the Bange Lights near Point Comfort, New Jersey, are

in one, when haul up for them, and continue upon the range until the two main

channel lights are brought in range, which will also be shown by the main light

at Sandy Hook, being a little open to the southward of the West Beacon. From

this point the Main Ship Channel range will take them up clear of the " West

Bank" and Craven's Shoal. Masters of vessels intending to pass through tbe

Swash Channel, can bring the lights in range outside the bar, and run for them,
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until the Bed Can Buoy, No. 8, (which marks the upper middle.) is passed, or

until the Main Ship Channel range is on, when haul up on that range until clear

of the " West Bank." "Vessels drawing more than 17 feet, should not be taken

through this channel on the range line at low water. A foot more water may be

carried through this channel, after crossing the bar, by keeping a little to star

board, and opening the front light clear of the rear one. The Swash Channel

range line indicates, by the most recent survey, 18 feet at low water.

By order of the Lighthouse Board,

A. LUDLOW CASE, Lighthouse Inspector, Third District.

Bur Tome, October 27th, 185«.

FIXED LIGHT ON CAPE RACE—NORTH ATLANTIC—NEWFOUNDLAND.

The Lords of the Committee of Priry Council for Trade have given notice

that on and after the 15th day of December next a light will be established in

the lighthouse recently erected on Cape Race, at the southeastern extreme of

Newfoundland. The light will be a fixed light of the natural color. The illu

minating apparatus is catoptric or by reflectors. The center of the light will be

elevated 180 feet above the mean level of the sea, and should be seen from a ship's

deck in clear weather at a distance of 17 miles, from N. E. by E. round by the

southeast and south to west. The light-tower is a circular structure of iron, and

rises from the center of the keeper's dwelling. It is 50 feet in height from base

to vane, and is painted in red and white vertical stripes, in order that it may be

more easily distinguished in foggy weather. It stands at 35 yards to the west

ward of the old beacon, which still remains, but which has been cut down to a

height of 24 feet, covered with a pointed roof, and painted with red and white

stripes. The lighthouse is in latitude 46° 39' 12" N., longitude 53° 0' 00" west

of Greenwich. All bearings are magnetic. Variation 28° W. in 1856, increas

ing about 6' annually. By command of their Lordships,

JOHN WASHINGTON, Hvdrogripher.

Htdeogkapuic Omcj, Admiralty, 1

Losdos, October 1, 1P&8. j

This notice affects the following Admiralty Charts :—North Atlantic, Nos.

2,059, 2,061 ; North America, East Coast, sheets 1 and 3, Nos. 1,213, 266 ; New

foundland, Point Lance to Cape Spear, No. 299 ; North American Lighthouse

List, No. 7.

THE KATTEGAT, COAST OF JUTLAND—INTERMITTENT LIGHT ON HIELM ISLE.

The Royal Navy Department at Copenhagan has given notice that on the 15th

day of November, 1856, a new light will be established on the Isle of Hielm, in

the Kattegat, off the coast of Jutland, in Denmark. The light will be intermit

tent, with a flash every fourth minute. It will show a steady light of the natural

color for the space of 2 minutes 55 seconds, be suddenly eclipsed for 25 seconds,

then exhibit a oright flash for about 15 seconds, and be again eclipsed for 25 sec

onds, when the steady light will reappear. The illuminating apparatus will be a

catadioptric lens of the second order. The light will be placed at a height of 164

feet above the mean level of the sea, and will be visible all round the horizon ;

the steady light at a distance of 16 miles, and the flash at about 19 miles, in clear

weather. The eclipse will be scarcely observable when a vessel is within a dis

tance of 8 miles from the light. The light tower is a round brick tower 37 feet

high. It stands in latitude 56° 8' N., longitude 10° 48' 30" east of Greenwich.

By command of their Lordships,

JOHN WASHINGTON, Hydrographer.

IlYiiROCB.vriiif OrncE, Admiralty, )

Loxdox, 14th October. 1S66, [

This notice affects the following Admiralty Charts:—North Sea, General,

2,330 ; Baltic, General, No. 2,339 ; the Kattegat, No. 2,114 ; also Danish Pilot,

p. 56 ; and Danish Lighthouse List, No. 92 a.
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LIGHTS 15 THE BUCK SEA.

The Director of Lights for the Turkish government has recently issued the fol

lowing notices :—

Fixed Light at the Sulina. On and after the 15th day of September last,

the harbor light provisionally exhibited at the entrance of the Sulina, or middle

branch of the Danube, would be replaced by a coast light of greater power. The

new light is a fixed light of the second order. It is said to be placed at an ele

vation of 65 feet above the level of the sea, and should be visible from the deck

of a ship in clear weather at a distance of 15 miles. The light tower is of stone,

circular, and colored white. It stands on the south side of the entrance, in lati

tude 45° 9' 0" X., longitude 29° 41' 0" east of Greenwich.

Revolving Light on Fidonisi. On and after the 15th day of October last,

the harbor light provisionally exhibited upon Fidonisi or Serpents' Isle, off the

mouths of the Danube, would be replaced by a coast light of greater power. The

new light is revolving, showing a bright face every half-minute. It stands at a

height of 195 feet above the level of the sea, and should be visible from the deck

of a ship at a distance of 18 miles. In clear weather, the eclipses will not be

total to an observer when within 8 miles of the light The lighthouse is a wooden

structure. 70 feet in height from base to vane, and is placed on the summit of the

isle in latitude, 45° 15' 30" N., longitude, 30° 14' 54" east of Greenwich.

Red Lights at Kim Kaleh—Dardanelles. On and after, the 15th day

of September last, two red lights would be established at Kum Kaleh, in the

western battery of the first or new Castle of Asia, on the south side of the en

trance to the Dardanelles. The lights are placed in line one above the other, the

elevation of the upixx light being 50 feet above the level of the sea. At a dis

tance of If miles the two lights will combine and form one light, the range of

which will be about 4 miles. By command of their Lordships,

JOHN WASHINGTON, Hydrographer.
Hydeographtc Office, Admiralty, i

London, October 81, 1856. J

This notice affects the following Admiralty Charts :—Black Sea, General,

2,214; Cape Kaliakra to Odessa, No. 2,231 ; River Danube with Fidonisi, No.

2,207 ; Mediterranean Sea, No. 2,158 ; Archipelago, General, and sheet 4, Nos.

1,G50, 1,654 ; Entrance to Dardanelles, No. 1,008 ; Sea of Marmora, No. 224 ;

also Black Sea Pilot, pp. 22, 24 ; Dardanelles Pilot, p. 15 ; and Mediterranean

Lighthouse List, Nos. 180«*, 188, 189.

EAST COAST OF BRAZIL—ISTERMITTE1VT LIGHT AT MACEI0.

The Brazilian government has given notice that on the 1st day of July last a

new light was established in the Port of Maceio, capital of the province of Al-

agoas, on the coast of Brazil. The light is intermittent, with a flash every second

minute. It shows a steady light of the natural color for 70 seconds ; it is then

eclipsed for 16 seconds, then a bright flash for 12 secouds, another eclipse for 22

seconds, and then again the steady light ; thus completing its phases in an inter

val of 2 minutes. The illuminating apparatus is a catadioptric lens of the third

order. The light is placed at an elevation of 208 feet above the mean level of

the Bea, and should be visible in clear weather at a distance of 22 miles. The

light tower stands on the western point of the hill which overhangs the city of

Maceio, on the spot where a powder magazine once stood, in latitude 9° 39' 18" S.,

longitude 35° 41' 24" west of the meridian of Greenwich.

By command of their Lordships,

JOHN WASHINGTON, Hydogmphor.
Hydrograpaic Oftiok, Admiralty, 1

IxfflDON, 21 October, 1858. f

This notice affects the following Admiralty Charts :—South America, East

Coast, Sheet 5, No. 529 ; Maceio Port, No. 539 ; also South American Light

house List, No. 14 a.
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IRELAND, NORTH COAST—RATHLIN ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE.

Official information has been received at this office, that the Port of Dublin

Corporation has given notice that a lighthouse has been erected on Rathlin

Istand, Co. Antrim, from which lights will bo exhibited on the night of the 1st

November next, (1856,) and thereafter will be lighted during every night from

sunset to* sunrise. The lighthouse tower is built on the northeast point of Rath

lin Island, situated in latitude 55° 18' 10" N., and longitude 6° 10' 45" W., bear

ing from Rnins of I slav Light S., distant 25J nautic miles ; Mull of Cantire Light

W. N. W. i N., distant 13 nautic miles; Coreewall Point Light N. W. f N.,

distant 39 nautic miles ; Maiden Rock South Light N. \ W., distant 27 nautic

miles.

The upper light in the lantern of the tower will be revolving, giving a bright

light during fifty seconds, and being eclipsed during ten seconds—the periods of

light and darkness following in regular succession. It will be visible from sea

ward between the bearings of S. E. | S., round by the eastward to N. B. by N.,

also in pissing through the channel westward of Rathlin Island from £. N. E. \

N. to E. i N., and will be colored red on the line of the Carickavanan Rock.

The light is 243 feet over the level of the sea at high water, and in clear weather

may be seen within the distance of 21 miles. The lower light will be fixed, of the

na'ural appearance; and being placed 61 feet below the level of the upper, will

be seen as a separate light, within the distance of 10 miles, and from seaward be

tween the bearings of S. E. by S. and N. N. E. 1 E., and will not be visible to

vessels in the channel westward ot Rathlin Island. The tower is circular, 88 feet

in height from its base to the ball over the dome. A red belt will be painted

under the projecting gallery. Bearings stated are magnetic. Var. 28° W.

By order of the Lighthouse Board,

TIIOBNTON A. JENKINS, Secretary.

Tir.isoEv DEPiirrHEvr, Omol Lioiitiiousk Board, 1

Washington, Oct. 80th, 1S56. f

LIGHTHOUSE AT SABINE PASS.

A lighthouse has recently been erected on Brant Point, east side of Sabine

Pa's, Louisiana, and will be lighted for the first time on or about the evening of

January 1, 1857, of which due public notice will be given. The tower is octag

onal in shape, and painted white. It is 75 feet in height to deck of lantern. The

illuminating apparatus is a third-order Fresnel lens, showing, at an elevation of

84} feet above sea level, a fixed white light varied by flashes, and should be seen,

under ordinary states of the weather, from the deck of a vessel, at a distance of

about 16 nautical miles. The approximate position of this lighthouse is—lati

tude, 29° 43' 55" N., longitude, 93° 50' 19".4 W. from Greenwich. To cross

the bar bring the lighthouse to bear N. W. by N., and run in N. W., passing the

Louisiana shore abreast of the lighthouse at a distance of 200 yards.

By order of the Lighthouse Board,

W. H. STEVENS, Corps of Engineers, Lighthouse Inspector.

Galvhtos, Tzxas, October 29, 1HS8.

CAPE HATTERAS BEACON LIGHT.

A wooden open frame-work beacon has been erected on the end of the Sand

Spit extending in nearly a due south course from the Cape Hatteros Lighthouse.

Toe beacon tower has an elevation of 43 feet above the mean level of the sea ;

is painted red, and fitted with a sixth-order lens apparatus. A fixed white light

will be exhibited on the night of the 15th of December, 1856, and on every night

thereafter, from an elevation of 35 feet above the mean level of the sea.

By order of the Lighthouse Board,

W. H. C. WHITING, First Lieutenant Corps of Engineers.

Wiumraron, N. C, November 10, 18j6.

VOL. XXXVI. HO. I. *l
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PORTPATRICK HARBOR LIGHT, SCOTLAND—WEST COAST.

The following notice to mariners has been received at this office :—

The Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty having directed that the inner

lighthouse at Portpatrick be relighted, notice is hereby given that on and after

the evening of the 15th day of October next, (1856,) a fixed light of the natural

color will be exhibited from the inner lighthouse in Portpatrick Uarbbr, in the

same position as formerly, namely, in latitude, 54° 60' 28" N., longitude, 5° 7' 0"

west of Greenwich, nearly. The light will be of the sixth order ; it will stand

at a height of 44 feet above the mean level of the sea, and will be visible from

the deck of a ship at a distance of 8 miles in clear weather, through an arc of

180° of the horizon, open to the westward or to the seaward. The tower is of

stone, 30 feet high, and painted white; it stands at the southeast angle of the

harbor, and at 130 yards within the outer lighthouse at the pier-head, which is

not lighted. By order of the Lighthouse Board,

T1IOENTON A. JENKINS, Secretary.

Thuasuey Depabtmnt, Omci Lighthouse Board, )

Washington, November 11, 1856. J

ENGLAND, SOUTH COAST—M0THERBANK BUOY,

The following official information has been received at this office :—

The Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty having directed a Black Buoy to

be moored off the outer .Spit of the Motherbank, to mark the channel of the Pitt

Coal Depot, notice is hereby given that the following murks and bearings denote

its position, and that it lies in 30 feet at low water, ordinary spriug tides, viz :—

The second westernmost of the six clumps of trees on Portsdowu Hill, in line with

the Surgeon's House, (white,) at the eastern end of Haslar Hospital, bearing

E. N. E. i N. The Pir Gardens on Portsdown Hill, in line with the western

end of Anglesea Terrace, bearing N . E. i N. The highest church at Ryde, in

line with the outer end of Ryde Pier, (the church is large, slate roofed, and has a

small spire or cupola on its western end,) bearing S. S. W. } W. ; Old Castle

Point N. W. by W. ; South Sea Castle E. i N. ■

Thus the channel to the Pitt Coal Depot, for ships from the westward, will lie

between the Black Buoy and the "White Western Buoy of the Sturbridge; while

those coming from the eastward will pass between the East Buoy of the Stur

bridge and the Chequered Sand Head Buoy to the southward of it. All bearings

are magnetic. By order of the Lighthouse Board,

THOKNTON A. JENKINS, Secretary.

Teeasuby Department, Office Lighthouse Boabp, i

Washington, D. C, Nov. 11th, 1S56. J

LIGHTHOUSE AT ABSECUM, NEW JERSEY.

Notice is hereby given that a new tower and keeper's dwelling, at Absccum,

New Jersey, are now nearly completed, and that on or about the 15th day of

January, 1857, a fixed white light of the first order will be exhibited therefrom.

The tower is of brick, unpainted, and will be surmounted by an iron lantern,

painted black. The focal plane will have an elevation of 167 feet above mean

tide, and the light should be scon, under favorable circumstances, from the deck

of an ordinary sailing vessel, at a distance of about 20 nautical miles. The ap

proximate position of this light, as deduced from the Coast Survey Charts, is—

latitude, 39° 22' north, longitude, 74° 25' west from Greenwich. Due notice will

be given of the precise date when the light will be first exhibited.

By order of the Lighthouse Board,

W. F. EAYNOLDS, First Liout. Corps Topographical Engineers.

PniLADEuniA, November 1U, 1856.

Note.—The notice issued on the 30th September gave the latitude 39° 42' N.,

which should have been 39° 22' N.
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LIGHTHOUSE AT ARANSAS PASS, TEXAS.

A lighthouse ha3 been recently erected at Aransas Pass, upon Low Island, the

approximate position of which is as follows :—Latitude, 27° 54' N., longitude,

97° 03' 54" w. of Greenwich. The tower is octagonal, and is painted dark

brick color. It is 55 feet in height to the deck of the lantern. The illuminating

apparatus is a fourth-order Fresuel lens, showing a fixed white light at an eleva

tion of 59J feet above the level of the sea, and which, under ordinary states of

the atmosphere, should be seen from the deck of a vessel at a distance of about

13 nautical miles. The light will be exhibited for the first time on or about the

evening of the 1st of January, 1857, of which, however, due public notice will

be given. The light when bearing N. W. i W. will show between the two pointa

of the Pass, but the bar shifts so often that no directions can be given for cross

ing without a pilot. By order of the Lighthouse Board,

W. II. STEVENS, Corps of Engineers, Lighthouse Inspector.

Galvestok, Texas, October 29, 1856.

PARTIAL ECLIPSE OF THE SKA0E.V OR SKAW LIGHT.

THE KATTEGAT—JUTLAND.

The Royal Navy Department at Copenhagen has given notice that the new

lighthouse building on the Skagen or Skaw Point will attain such an elevation

during the present year as will partially prevent the actual light on that point

from being seen in the direction of the Skagen Spit, which extends from the

Skagen Point to the eastward. Mariners are hereby cautioned thereof.

By command of their Lordships,

JOHN WASHINGTON, Hydrographor.
HTDKOGBAPmo OFFICE, ADMIRALTY, 1

London, October 8, 1S56. J

This notice affects the following Admiralty Charts :—North Sea, General, No.

2,339 ; North Sea, sheet 3, No. 2,218 ; Baltic, General, No. 2,262 ; Skagerrak,

No. 2,289; the Kattegat, No. 2,114 ; Danish Lighthouse List, No. 80.

RANGE LIGHT AT IPSWICH HABBOR, MASSACHUSETTS.

A light will be exhibited on and after December 10th, 1856, to serve as a

range with the light in the eastern tower, for crossing the bar at the entrance of

Ipswich Harbor at night. The light is exhibited from a large Fresnel lantern,

hoisted at the top of a stake. The stake is 15 feet high, painted black, and is

placed near the beach. In running in, bring the stake light in range with the

harbor light, and run for it. This will take a vessel in over the bar in not less

than 7i feet water at low tide, and by the inner spit buoy in 12 feet water at low

tide. After passing this buoy the course up the harbor is W. N. W. Strangers

should be careful not to rely too implicitly on this range, as the bar is a shifting

one. By order of the Lighthouse Board,

C. II. B. CALDWELL, Lighthouse Inspector, 2d Dirt.

Boston, November 24, 1S56.

SELF-REGISTERING COMPASS.

The self-registering compass, by M. Deluil, is designed to register the changes

of direction in a vessel for every three minutes during the twenty-four hours.

The marking is made upon a compass card. It consists of a clock movement

placed at the center of the apparatus for causing the point or pivot carrying the

needles to move up and down at regular intervals—of an endless screw, furnished

with a nut carrying the point, for piercing the paper—and of the compass card,

made of three needles fixed to a sheet of mica. The mica is covered with a desk
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of velvet, firmly glued to it by means of strong glue, and whose tissue has been

saturated with a kind of glue that is soft when cold. When the needle is fixed

toward the north, the axis or diametral line of the compass-yard is placed in the

line of the axis of the ship, and the punctures made every three minutes indicate

the deviation of this axis.

JOURNAL OF INSURANCE.

THE NEW YORK CITY FIRE WW.

We give below a synopsis of the New York City Fire Law in relation to the

construction of buildings, passed April 14, 1856.

The fire limits are extended to 100 feet north of Forty-second-street, on a line

extending from the North to the East river.

All buildings are required to be built of (three kinds of material, and no other,)

stone, brick, or iron. Foundations must be stone or brick.

All buildings, other than dwellings, more Uian 30 feet in width, must have a

partition wall not less than 12 inches thick, (the old law 8 inches,) or girders not

less than 10 by 12 inches square, (no size was fixed by the old law,) sustained by

pillars of stone, brick, or iron, not more than 10 feet apart, (old law was 15 feet.)

Pillars, if oak, locust, or yellow-pine, when used, must not be less than 7 inches

jn diameter.

Buildings can be built more than 30 feet in width, but not more than 40 feet in

width, if they are constructed with iron beams or girders of the proper size, and not

distant from each other more than 15 feet.

All girders must rest upon walls at least 12 inches thick, and all posts or pil

lars must be started from a wall of stone or brick, at least 12 inches thick.

All buildings, other than dwellings, over 50 feet in height, must have walls,

whether outside or party walls, at least 16 inches thick, to the under side of the

second tier of beams ; and if the under side of the second tier of beams is not 20

feet in height, to the under side of the third tier of beams.

No wall, after it is built, shall be increased in thickness, so as to be considered

any thicker than it was originally ; and all walls must be built with headers

every five courses.

No wood or wood-work shall be placed within 8 inches of any chimney flue

(old law only referred to discharging and arch-pieces.)

Where the breastwork of a chimney projects more than 4 inches, it must be

started from the foundation.

All flues, without reference to the purpose for which intended, must have the

joints struck smooth on the inside.

All buildings are required to be anchored with iron anchors to each tier of

beams, and ends turned down 4 inches.

All buildings, other than dwellings, over 35 feet in height, must have shutters

of iron or copper on all openings in the rear and sides above the first story, and

all iron or copper shutters in front above the first story, must be constructed so
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as to be opened from the outside, and all buildings must have scuttles, and be

provided with a ladder on the inside.

Every trimmer or header used in any building, other than a dwelling, shall be

hung in stirrup-irons of suitable thickness for the size of the timbers.

All openings in buildings, other than dwellings, not more than 6 feet in breadth,

shall have a lintel of stone or iron, 12 inches in height and half the thickness of

the wall upon which it rests. Openings exceeding 6 feet in breadth, shall have

lintels 1 inch additional in height for every additional foot in breadth of opening.

Openings must have a brick arch not less than 8 inches in thickness on the inside

of the lintel.

Cast-iron arched lintels, when used in any building, shall have a bearing upon

the wall, on each side, of 24 inches in length, and be of the same breadth as the

wall to be supported, and a brick arch must be turned over all such lintels.

8ection 26 provides that the sections and provisions of this act shall be ap

plicable to every brick dwelling-house, store, or storehouse, or other brick build

ing—(nothing is said about iron or stone buildings)—hereafter to be erected or

built iu any part of the city or county of New York.

Section 31 provides that if cause of violation be not removed within 10 days

after service of notice, the Supreme Court of this State, and the Court of Com

mon Pleas for the city and county of New York, and the Superior Court, shall

have power to enforce the penalties provided by law and this act, and to restrain,

by injunction, the further erection, building, raising, altering, or enlarging of any

building, whether erected, raised, altered, enlarged, removed, or built upon, or in

the course of erection ; and also, to adjudge and decree that such building or

buildings shall be taken down and removed.

The forfeiture for a violation of any of the provisions of the fire law has been

reduced from $300 to $100, and the limitation of time to bring an action, from

18 months to 12 months.

If, by a violation of any of the sections of this law, a building is consid

ered improperly constructed or unsafe, within one year after it has been

erected, it surely must be equally unsafe or improperly constructed after the ex

piration of that time. The limitation clause should be repealed.

DANIEL WEBSTER'S EXPERIENCE IN INSURANCE.

Nearly or quite fifty per cent of the losses sustained by underwriters or in

surance companies are caused by fraud on the part of the insured, or the torch

of the incendiary. Companies not unfrcquently pay losses, which they are satis

fied, from circumstantial or other evidence, are fraudulent. The following au

thentic anecdote of Daniel Webster's experience, as an attorney in such cases, is

given in a late numb.;r of Harper's Magazine :—

" Soon after I had commenced the practice of my profession in Boston," said

Mr. Webster, " a circumstance occurred which forcibly impressed upon my mind

the sometimes conclusive eloquence of silence, and I wondered no longer that the

ancients had erected a statue to her as a divinity.

" A man in New Bedford had insured a ship, lying at the time at the wharf
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there, for an amount much larger than its real value, in one of our insurance offices

in Boston. One day news arrived in Boston that this ship had suddenly taken

fire, and been burned to the water's edge. It had been insured in the Massa

chusetts Insurance Company, of which General Arnold Wells was president, and

myself attorney.

" General Wells told me of the misfortune that had happened to the company,

in the loss of a vessel so largely insured ; communicating to mc, at the same time,

the somewhat extraordinary manner in which it had been destroyed.

" ' Do you intend,' I asked him, ' to pay the insurance V

" ' I shall bo obliged to do so,' replied the general.

" ' I think not ; for I have no doubt, from the circumstances attending the loss,

that the ship was set on fire with the intent to defraud the company of the

insurance.'

" ' But how shall we prove that ? and what shall I say to Mr. , when he

makes application for the money ?'

" ' Say nothing,' I replied, ' but hear quietly what he has to say.'

" Some few days after this conversation, Mr. came up to Boston, and pre

sented himself to General Arnold Wells, at the insurance office. Mr. was a

man very careful of his personal appearance, and of punctilious demeanor. He

powdered his hair, wore clean ruffles and well-brushed clothes, and had a gravity

of speech becoming a person of respectable position. All this demanded civil

treatment ; and whatever you might think of him, you would naturally use no

harsh language toward him. He had a defect in his left eye, so that when he

spoke he turned his right and sound eye to the person he addressed, with a some

what oblique angle of the head, giving it something such a turn as a hen, who dis

covers a hawk in the air. General Arnold Wells had a corresponding defect in

his right eye.

" I was not present at the interview, but I have heard it often described by

those who were. General Wells came out from an inner office, on the announce

ment of Mr. ——'s arrival, and fixed him (to U3C a French expression) with his

sound eye—looking at him serious, but calmly. Mr. looked at General

Wells with his sound eye, but not steadily—rather as if he thought to turn the

General's right flank.

" They stood thus, with their eyes cocked at each other, for more than a minute,

before cither spoke ; when Mr. thought best to take the initiative.

" ' It is a pleasant day, General Wells, though rather cold.'

"' It is as you say, Mr. , a pleasant though rather cold day,' replied the

General, without taking his eye down from its range.

" ' I should not be surprised, General,' continued Mr. , ' if we should have

a fall of snow soon.'

" ' There might be more surprising circumstances, Mr. , than a fall of snow

in February.'

" Mr. hereupon shifted his foot, and topic. He did not feel at ease, and

the less so from his desperate attempts to conceal his embarrassment.

" ' When do you think, General,' he inquired, after a pause. ' that Congress will

adjourn ?'

" « It is doubtful, I should think, Mr. , when Congress will adjourn ; per

haps not for some time, yet, as great bodies, you know, move slowly.'

" ' Do you hear anything important from that quarter, General V

" ' Nothing, Mr. .'

" Mr. by this time had become very dry in the throat—a sensation, I

have been told, one is very apt to feel who finds himself in an embarrassing posi

tion, from which he sees no possibility of escape. He feared to advance, anddid

not know how to make a successful retreat. At last, after one or two desperate

and ineffectual struggles to regain self-possession, finding himself all the while

within point-blank range of that raking eye, he wholly broke down, and took his

leave, without the least allusion to the matter of insurance.

" He never returned to claim his money."
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MARINE INSURANCE.

Marine insurance has been a topic of considerable discussion in several of the

leading journals of New York and Boston. We copy the notes from a late number

of the Boston Traveller, as germain to the subject :—

The business of marine insurance, has, in the aggregate, proved rather unprofit

able for several years past, and consequently premiums have been advanced, and

restrictions imposed, until a state of things has been reached, when it will be

fouud undoubtedly better for persons having good vessels, in the hands of good

masters, who will see to it that they arc well constructed, properly loaded, and

suitably manned, in many cases to become their own underwriters, and iuvest the

amount of the premiums which they may save annually, in a guaranty fund, upon

which they may draw, from time to time, to make up the losses, which will occa

sionally occur, even under good managemcut.

Some of the larger offices, particularly those on the mutual principle, have be

come so arbitrary in their restrictions, and so exorbitant in their premiums, on

certain classes of risks, that we counsel every merchant who has an interest in

three or four ships, which he knows to be staunch vessels, good sea-boats, and

well manned, to keep clear of them, and try the principle which we have here pro

posed, and which we know has been very successfully acted upon in some

instances.

It can be demonstrated as plainly as the simplest problem in mathematics, that

the man who has an interest in four good ships, well officered and manned, can,

under the present system, afford to let them run without insurance, and it' he suf

fers a moderate partial loss on one of his ships every year, or one of a severe kind

once in two years, or a total loss every four years, he will be better off than if ho

kept them all insured. Every one is aware, that with such vessels as we have de

scribed, no such run of ill luck as this ever occurs in a series of years.

The truth is, as things go now, the good have to come into the offices on a par

with the bad, and the careful and capable are compelled to make up the losses of

the earelesa and incompetent. A sound and wise system of insurance, is not one

of arbitrary classification alone. This needs to be modified by mental discern

ment, which can understand the times and seasons ; which watches the signs and

portents of the day, and takes cognizance not only of inanimate matter, but of

animate life and the power of volition.

The causes which have led to an unusual and unnecessary loss of property at

sea, are obvious to every intelligent mind, and they may be guarded against, in a

great measure. These causes have arisen in the rapid increase of our commercial

marine, which has brought ships upon the ocean faster than competent seamen and

navigators could be found to take care of them, and hastened the construction of

many vessels of unfit models, and defective materials and workmanship. Anything

in the shape of a man has been taken to make up the complement of seamen for a

ship, and the incompetency of a crew has undoubtedly been the cause of the loss

of many valuable ships.

One of the most frequent causes of the loss of ships, is improper loading ; not

so much overloading, as neglect of properly distributing the cargo on board, so as

to bear in due proportion, and most easily upon the vessel. The new tariff bill

recently before Congress, and which will come up again at the next session, if it

is passed without amendment in regard to the restriction against carrying any

cargo between decks, in passenger ships, will involve the loss of a large per cent-

age of those vessels. The bill was evidently prepared by one who had no knowl

edge in regard to this subject.

In the rapid increase of tonnage, for several years past, ships have often been

too hastily and imperfectly constructed, especially for carrying heavy cargoes ;

and when to this have been added the errors already spoken of, we shall cease to

wonder at the extent of marine losses, and rather be surprised that they have not

been greater.
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Before concluding, wc will advert to two more causes which have led to the

loss of many first-class ships, in all other respects well constructed, and properly

taken care of, namely, neglect of adequate caulking, while loading in hot latitudes,

and the defective arrangement and breaking of water-closet pipes. From the dis

coveries which have been made, not unfrequently in season to apply a remedy,

there is no doubt that this last cause has led to the abandonment of many ships

in a sinking condition, which otherwise would have met with no accident. This

is a matter most imperatively demanding more care and attention, alike from the

builders, the owners, and the underwriters. Again, in the numerous instances in

which our ships are now laden with heavy and valuable cargoes, in hot climates,

it should be insisted upon, that every shipmaster should be abundantly supplied

with the necessary material, and see to it, that each and every seam is thoroughly

caulked and well payed, immediately before it sinks into the water.

We publish below, from an official ccpy furnished to the editor of the Merchant!,'

Magazine by the Department of State at Washington, the consular fees prescribed

by the President of the United States, in accordance with the provisions of the

acts of Congress approved August 18, 1856, regulating the diplomatic and con

sular systems of the United States :—

The following is the rate or tariff of fees prescribed by the President to be

charged by all consular officers for the services herein specified, which " shall be

regarded as official services," and the fees therefor collected in American or Span

ish silver dollars, or their equivalent.

At the expiration of each quarter the statement of fees must be rendered, pur

suant to Forms Nos. 8, 33, 44, and 45 of the printed instructions, by all con

sular officers entitled to salaries residing at seaports, and pursuant to Forms Nos.

9 and 33, at inland places, to the Secretary of the Treasury, and the amount

thereof held subject to his draft or other directions. If the consular officers are

not entitled to salaries, the returns must be made to the Secretary of State.

For receiving and delivering s-hip'a register and papers, including consular cer

tificates, as prescribed in Forms Nos. 38 and 39, half a cent on every ton, regis

tered measurement of the vessel for which the service is performed.

For every seaman, from one to ten, who may be discharged or shipped, in

cluding certificates therefor attached to crew list and shipping articles, to be paid

by the master of the vessel, 50 cents ; but no additional charge shall be made for

any number of seamen exceeding ten, who may be discharged from or shipped be

tween the date of the arrival and departure of the vessel.

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS.

CONSULAR FEES OF THE UNITED STATES.

DirABTiiKiT or Statx, November 10, 1356.

RECEIVING AND DELIVERING SHIPS PAPERS.

DISCHARGING OR SHIPPING SEAMEN OR MARINERS.

PROTESTS, PASSPORTS, ETC.

For noting marine protest

For extending marine protest

Aod if it exceed 20U worda, for every additional 100 words

tl 00

2 00

1 00
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For issuing warrant of survey on vessels, batches, cargo, provisions, and

stores, or either 1 00

For a passport, including seal 1 00

For visaing a passport >, 1 00

For preparing agreement of master to give increased wages to seamen, at

tested under seal 1 00

For preparing any other official document or instrument of writi. g, not

herein named or enumerated, if under 100 words 1 00

If exceeding 100 words, for every additional 100 words 0 60

FOR TUB FOLLOWING CERTIFICATES, VIZ :—

Of the deposit of a ship's register and papers, when required by custom-

bouse authorities 10 25

In cases of vessels deviating from the voyage 0 60

When the ship's register is retained entire in the consulate 0 25

For master to take home destitute American seamen no fee.

Of conduct of crew on board, in cases of refusal of duty and in cases of im

prisonment, <tc 0 25

Oiven to master at bis own request, (for example, see Form No. 48) 0 60

To a seaman, of his discharge no fee .

Of appointment of new master, includiug oath of master 1 00

Of the ownership of a vessel 0 60

Of decision and award, in cases of protests against masters, passengers, or

crew, (for example, see Form No. 49) 2 00

Of roll or list of crew, when required by the captain or authorities of the

port 0 60

To bill of health 0 50

To shipping articles 0 60

Of canceling ship's register 0 60

To debenture certificate, iucluding oaths of master and mate 1 25

To invoice, including oath 2 00

To currency 0 60

Of sea letter 2 00

Of indorsement of bottomry on ship's register ' 0 50

Of indorsement on payment of bottomry on ship's register 0 60

Of indorsement of new ownership on ship's register 0 50

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.

Of the master to bottomry bond $1 00

Of the merchant to assignment of bottomry bond 1 00

Of the vendor to a bill of sale of vessel I 00

Of the master to a mortgage or mortgage bill of side of vessel 1 00

Of the master to an order for payment of seamen's wages or voyages, at

home, including making up order, if required 0 50

Of one or more persons to a deed or instrument of writing 2 00

Of one or more persons to a power of attorney 2 00

DECLARATION'S AND OATHS.

Of decl iration anil oath of master to one or more desertions, including oaths,

attached to crew list and shipping articles each 0 60

To one or more deaths or losses of seamen overboard at sea, iucluding oaths,

attached to crew list and shipping articles each 0 50

To not being able to procure two-thirds of a crew of protected American

seamen 0 50

To ship's inventories or stores 0 50

To ihe correctness of log book 0 50

To ship's bills and vouchers for disbursements and repairs 0 50

AUTHENTICATING OOPIKS Or TAPERS.

Of marine note of protest (1 00

Of extended protest 2 00
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Of call, warrant, and report of survey on vessel, hatches, cargo, provisions,

and stores, or either, (for example, see Form No. 50) 1 00

Of inventories and letters, or either, of masters 1 00

Of account of sales of vessel, cargo, provisions, and stores, or either 1 00

Of advertisement for funds on bottomry 1 00

Of advertisement of sale of vessel or cargo, provisions or stores 1 00

AUTHENTICATING SIGNATURES.

To reports of survey on vessel or cargo, provisions or stores tl 00

To estimate of repairs of vessel 1C0

To (auctioneer's) account of sales of vessel or cargo, provisions or stores. ... 1 00

To average bonds 2 00

Of governors, judges notaries public, custom-house and other officers 2 00

Of merchants and individuals 2 00

For any other consular certificate or services of like character not herein

named or enumerated 0 50

CON8UL8' ORDERS AND LETTERS.

To send seamen to hospital no fee.

To send seamen to prison 0 50

To release seamen from prison 0 60

To authorities or captain of the port, in cases of sinking vessels, (for example,

see Form No. 61) 0 60

Requesting the arrest of seamen !!.!!'...! 0 60

For any other letter or order of like character 0 60

FILING DOCUMENTS IN CONSULATE.

Calls of survey on vessel, hatches, cargoes, provisions, and stores, or either. . $0 25

Warrants of survey on vessels, hatches, cargoes, provisions, and stores, or

either 0 26

Reports of survey on vessels, hatches, cargoes, provisions, and stores, or

either ." 0 25

Estimate of repairs of vessel 0 25

Consul's certificate to advertisement for funds on bottomry 0 26

To advertisement of sale of vessel, cargo, provisions, and stores, or either.. 0 25

Inventories of vessels, cargo, provisions, and stores, or either 0 26

Letter of master notifying consul of sale of vessel, cargo, provisions, and

stores, or either 0 26

Of master notifying auctioneer of sale of vessel, cargo, provisions, and stores,

or either 0 26

Accounts of sale of vessel, cargo, provisions, and stores, or either 0 25

For filing any other document prepared in or out of the consulate 0 25

RECORDING DOCUMENTS.

Calls of survey on vessel, hatches, cargo, provisions, and stores, or either;

warrants and reports of ditto, ditto ; estimates of repairs ; certificates of

consuls to advertisements for funds on bottomry, and of sale of vessel ; in

ventories of vessel, cargo, provisions, and stores ; letter of master to consul

notifying sale of vessel, cargo, provisions, and stores, or either ; letter of

master to auctioneer, and account of sales of vessel, cargo, provisions, and

stores, or either, for every 100 words $0 20

(As the original documents are required to be filed in the consulate, it will not

be necessary to record them. Should it ever become necessary, however, to de

liver up the originals, they must be recorded before delivery, the party receiving

the same paying the record fee, as above mentioned.)

Order and consul's certificate to pay seamen's wages or voyages, at home . . t0 25

Certificate given to master at bis own request, when required 0 26

Appointment of new master 0 26
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Application of a citizen of the United States for a sea letter 0 25

Sea letter, for every 100 words 0 20

Bill of sale, when required, for every 100 words 0 20

Consul's letter to captain of port, or authorities, in cases of sinking vessels. . 0 25

Consul's certificates to masters taking home destitute American seamen. ... no fee.

Protests of masters and others, other than marine protests, for every 100

words 0 20

Average bonds, when required, for every 100 words 0 20

Powers of attorney, when required, for every 100 words 0 20

Any other document or instrument of writing not herein named or enumerated,

prepared in or out of the consulate, and required to be recorded, for every

lOOwords 0 20

ESTATES OP DECEASED AMERICAN CITIZENS.

For taking into possession the personal estate of any citizen who shall die

within the limits of a consnlate, inventorying, selling, and finally settling and

preparing or transmitting, according to law, the balance due thereon, 5 per cent

on the gross amount of such estate. If part of such estate shall be delivered over

before final settlement, 2j per cent to be charged on the part so delivered over as

is not in money, and 5 per cent on the gross amount of the residue. If among

the effects of the deceased are found certificates of foreign stocks, loans, or other

property, 2$ per cent on the amount thereof. No charge will be made for

placing the official seal upon the personal property or effects of such deceased

eitizen, or for breaking or removing the seals, when required by the person or

persons referred to in section 29 of the act of August 18, 1856.

MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES.

For consul's seal and signature to clearance from custom house authorities. . $0 50

For administering oaths, not hereinbefore provided for each 0 25

For consul's attendance at a shipwreck, or for the purpose of assisting a ship in

distress, or of saving wrecked goods or property, over and above traveling

expenses, a per diem of |4, whenever the consul's interposition is required

by the parties interested * °0

For attending an appraisement, where the goods or effects are under $1,000

in value 3.00

For attending valuation of goods of 11,000 and upwards in value, for every

day's attendance during which the valuation continues 6 00

For attending sale of goods, if the purchase money be under $1,000 3 00

For attending sale of goods, if the purchase money is $1,000 and upwards,

for every day during which the sale continues 8 00

For attending sale of vessel, when required 2 00

PEES rOR UNOFFICIAL SERVICES, PERQUISITES OF THE CONSULAR OFFICERS.

As the unofficial acts of a consular officer may be performed by a notary pub

lic, and as the compensation charged therefor is regarded as a perquisite of his

office, the rate of such compensation may be determined either by agreement or

the custom of the place, Bubject, however, to future instructions.

By order of the President,

■W. L. MAEOY, Secretary of State.

RATES OF COMMISSIONS

RECOMMENDED BV THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, TO BE Cll AKiiEI) WHERE NO EX

PRESS AGREEMENT TO THE CONTRARY EXISTS.

We publish by request the following report of a special comm'ttee of the

Chamber of Commerce. This report will come up for discussion at the next

meeting of the Chamber, to be held at the Mercantile Library Roojis on the first

Thursday evening of January, 1857 :—
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BANKING.

On purchase of stuck", bonds, and all hinds of securities, including the draw

ing nf bills for pnyment of same per cent 1

On sale of stocks, bonds, and all kinds of securities, including remittances in

in bills and guaranty 1

On purchase or sale of specie and bullion I

Remittances in bills of exchange {

Remittances in bills of exchange with guaranty 1

Drawing or indorsing bills of exchange 1

Collecting dividends on stocks, bonds, or other securities 4

Collecting interest on bonds and mortgages 1

Receiving and paying moneys on which no other commission is received I

Procuring acceptance of bills of exchange payable in foreign countries J

On issuing letters of credit to travelers, exclusive of foreign bankers' charge... 1

Where bills of exchange are remitted for collection, and returned under protest

for uon acceptance or non-payment, the same commissions are to be charged

as though they were duly accepted an 1 paid.

GENERAL BUSINESS.

On sales of merchandise, whether for cash or on credit, including guarantee.. . 5

On purchase and shipment of merchandise, on cost and charges 2»

Collecting delayed and litigated accounts 6

Effecting marine insurance, on amount insured i

No amount to be charged for effecting insurance on properly consigned

Landing and re-shipping goods from vessels in distress, on value of invoice. . . i!J

" " on specie and bullion i

Receiving and forwarding merchandise entered at custom-house, on invoice val

ue 1 per cent, and on expences incurred "i

On consignments of merchandise withdrawn or resbipped, full commissions arc-

to be charged, to the extent of advances or responsibilities incurred, and one-

F half commission on the residue of the value.

On giving bonds that passengers will not become a burthen on the city—on the

amount of the bonds 2}

The risk of Iobs by robbery, fire, (unless insurance be ordered,) theft, popular

tumult, and a'l other unavoidable occurrences, is in all cases to be borne by

the owners of the goods, provided due dilligence has been exercised in the

care of them.

SHIPPING.

On purchase or sale of vessels H

Disbursements and outfit of vessels 2$

Procuring freight and passengers for Europe, East Indies, and domestic ports. 2 i

" " for West Indies, S. America, and other places. 6

Collecting freight 2}

Collecting insurance losses of all kinds 2»

Chartering vessels on amount of freight, actual or estimated, to be considered

as due when the charter-parties are signed SJ

But no charter to be eon-id red binding till a memorandum, or one of the cop

ies of the char -r has beeii signed.

On giving bonds for vessels under attachment in litigated cases—on amount

of liability Sv

The foregoing commissions to be exclusive of brokerage, and every charge ac

tually incurred.

EOYAL PHELPS.

DUNNING DUES.

THOMAS TILE3TON.

CHARLES H. MARSHALL.

EDMUND COFFIN.
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POSTAL DEPARTMENT.

INSTRUCTIONS TO POSTMASTERS, AND INFORMATION FOR LBTTER-WRITERS.

The following instructions to postmasters contain a great variety of informa

tion of interest to all who communicate with correspondents in any way through

the mails of the United States. They are issued by the Department, and are

therefore authentic decisions :—

No. 1. A postmaster, whose compensation for the last preceding year did not

exceed $200, can send through the mail, free of postage, all letters written by

himself, and receive letters addressed to himself, on his own private business, the

weight of each letter not to exceed half an ounce. He cannot receive free nor

frank printed matter of a private nature ; nor letters addressed to his wife or any

other member of his family ; nor can he frank letters to editors or publishers,

containing money in paymeut of subscription.

But every postmaster, whatever may have been his annual compensation, can

send and receive, free, communications, whether written or printed, relating ex

clusively to the business of his office or of the Post-office Department.

If a postmaster, having the franking privilege, franks matter which exceeds

half an ounce in weight, and which does not relate exclusively to the business of

his office, or of the Postroffice Department, the excess is chargeable with postage ;

and if not so charged at the mailing office, the charge should be made at the

office of delivery. Postmasters' assistants are forbidden by law to exercise the

franking privilege under any circumstances.

It being impracticable in all cases to determine what postmasters are entitled

to receive their private communications free, a manuscript letter addressed to a

postmaster should not be detained in the mailing office for the reason that the

postage on it is not prepaid, except in cases where it is known that the postmaster

addressed is not entitled to receive his private letters free. And if letters to any

postmaster are known to relate exclusively to " post-office business," being so su

perscribed, they should be mailed free.

The law, fixing the penalty for violation at fifty dollars, provides " that no

postmaster or assistaut postmaster shall act as agent for lottery offices, or under

any color of purchase or otherwise vend lottery tickets ;" and that " no postmast

er shall receive free of postage or frank lottery schemes, circulars, or tickets."

Therefore, all such lottery schemes, circulars, or tickets addressed either to a post

master or assistant postmaster, must hereafter be excluded from the mail, together

with all other transient matter of this kind addressed simply to an office and not

to any individual.

No. 2. All letters placed on a mail steamboat, on which the mails arc in charge

of a route agent, should go into the hands of such agent ; and on these letters

the master of the vessel is not entitled to receive any compensation. None but

prepaid letters should be received on such steamboat, and these should be duly

mailed. But should any chance to be unpaid, they should be deposited by the

route agent in the post-office at or nearest the point at which they are received,

and the postmaster should post up a list of them, with the unpaid letters dropped

into his office, adding that they were put on board the steamboat unpaid.

In like manner, when practicable, all letters should be prepaid which are re

ceived by steamboats or other vessels not in the mail service, or carrying the mail

with no route agent on board. When prepaid, the master of the vessel, if under

contract to carry the mail, may receive one cent " way," and if not under con

tract with the Department, two cents each from the postmaster in whose office he

deposits them ; and they should be delivered to their address without any charge

beyond the amount prepaid. But if unpaid, they should be treated as ship let

ters, and are chargeable as Buch with a postage of six cents if delivered at the
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office at which the vessel shall arrive, and with two cents in addition to the ordi

nary rate of postage if destined to be conveyed by post to another place. On

all such letters the master of the vessel is entitled to receive two cents each.

No. 3. Letters enclosed in stamped envelops may be carried out of the mail,

provided such stamps are equal in value and amount to the rates of postage to

which such letters would be liable if sent in the mail ; and provided, also, that

the envelops are duly sealed, &c.

No. 4. A letter bearing a stamp cut or separated from a stamped envelop can

not be sent through the mail as a prepaid letter. Stamps so cut or separated

from stamped envelops lose their legal value. Stamped envelopes, as well as

postage stamps on prepaid letters, should be canceled immediately on the letters

being placed in a post-office.

No. 5. When a letter is delivered, and the postage paid thereon, the postage

should not be returned after the letter has been opened, except in cases where the

postmaster is satisfied it has been opened by the wrong person through mistake ;

in which event the letter should be resealed, and a memorandum of the mistake

made thereon in writing.

No. 6. To enclose or conceal a letter, or other thing, (except bills and receipts

for subscription.) in, or to write or print anything after its publication upon, any

newspaper, pamphlet, magazine, or other printed matter, is illegal, and subjects

such printed matter, and the entire package of which it is a part, to letter post

age ; and if done in order that the same may be carried by post free of postage,

subjects the otiender to a fine of five dollars for every such offense ; and in such

cases, if the person addressed refuse to pay such letter postage, the package

should be returned to the postmaster from whose office it came, to prosecute the

offender for the penalty. Printed slips or circulars stitched or pasted in with the

body of periodicals or magazines with which they have no legitimate connection,

are attempts to evade the law ; and all such matter which does not form, and was

not intended and originally printed to form, a regular part of the contents of any

given number of a periodical or magazine and its cover, must be considered as

extraneous matter, subjecting the whole copy with which it is thus sought to be

incorporated to letter postage. All transient printed matter should be distinctly

postmarked and rated at the mailing office.

No. 7. Any word of communication, whether by printing, writing, marks, or

signs, upon the cover or wrapper of a newspaper, pamphlet, magazine, or other

printed matter, other than the name and address of the person to whom it is to

be sent, subjects the package to letter postage ; and such postage should be, like

all other letter postage, prepaid, or the matter should not be mailed. If, how

ever, it reaches the office of delivery unpaid, and the party addressed shall refuse

to pay letter postage thereon, further proceedings should be waived, their being no

concealment or attempt at fraud, and the package placed with the other refused

matter in the office. A pen or pencil mark, made for the sole purpose of attract

ing the eye to a particular article or portion of printed matter, does not subject

such matter to letter postage.

No. 8. Contractors and mail carriers may carry newspapers out of the mails,

for sale or distribution among regular subscribers ; but when such papers are

placed in a post-office for delivery, postage must be charged and collected. Con

tractors and other persons may also convey books, pamphlets, magazines, and

newspapers, (not intended for immediate distribution,) done up in packages as

merchandise, and addressed to some bona fide agent or dealer.

No. 9. It is proper to forward a letter when duly requested. When forwarded,

no additional postage should be charged, if the letter, contrary to its address, has

been misseut. If it has been sent according to its address, and then forwarded,

it must be charged with additional postage, at the prepaid rate, according to dis

tance, established by the act of March 3, 1855.

No. 10. Books, not weighing over 4 pounds, may be sent in the mail, prepaid,

at 1 cent an ounce, any distance in the United States under 3,000 miles, and at 2
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cents an ounce over 3,000 miles, provided they are put up without a cover or

wrapper, or in a cover or wrapper open at the ends or sides, so that their char

acter may be determined without removing the wrapper. If not prepaid, the

postage under 3,000 miles is H cents, and over 3,000 miles in the United States,

3 cents an ounce.

No. 11. Publishers of newspapers may, without subjecting them to extra post

age, fold within their regular issues a supplement, provided the weight of the whole

does not exceed 1} ounces, within the State where printed, or 3 ounces when sent

out of the State. But in all such cases the added matter must be a genuine sup

plement or appendage to the newspaper in question, and of the same essential

character, conveying intelligence of passing events of general interest.

No. 12. Money and other valuable matters sent by mail are at the risk of the

owner.

No. 13. Payment of postage on newspapers, periodicals, and magazines, quar

terly or yearly in advance, may be made either at the office of mailing or office of

delivery. When made at the mailing office, it is the duty of the postmaster to

send to the office of delivery evidence thereof. The receipt of the postmaster of

the mailing office is sufficient evidence of payment.

No. 14. Postmasters, assistants, and clerks, regularly employed in post-offices,

are exempt from militia duty and from serving on juries, but not from working

on roads, nor from obeying a summons to appear in court as witnesses, or to testily

before a grand jury. Justices of the peace, unless excluded by their own State

laws, may serve also as postmasters.

No. 15. Daguerreotypes, when sent in the mail, should be rated and charged

with letter postage by weight

No. 16. Letters mailed in the cars can be prepaid only by using postage stamps

or stamped envelops ; and when not thus prepaid, it is the duty of postmasters to

treat all such letters as unpaid, although marked " paid," no route agent being

permitted to receive prepayment in money.

No. 17. Unsealed circulars, advertisements, and business cards, not weighing

over 3 ounces, sent in the mail to any part of the United States, are chargeable

with 1 cent postage each when prepaid, or 2 cents when not prepaid. Where

more than one circular is printed on a sheet, or a circular and letter, each must

be charged with a single rate. This applies to lottery and other kindred sheets

assuming the form and name of newspapers ; and the miscellaneous matter in such

Bheets must also be charged with one rate. A business card on an unsealed en

velop of a circular subjects the entire package to letter postage. If sealed, all

printed matter is subject to letter postage, and whenever subject to letter postage,

all printed matter must be prepaid.

No. 18. Postmasters are allowed one cent for the delivery of each free letter,

except such as come to themselves, and two mills each on newspapers (to sub

scribers) not chargable with postage. They are not allowed any commission on

printed matter made free by the frank of a member of Congress.

No. 19. Properly franked mail matter, or mail matter addressed to a person

enjoying the franking privilege, is entitled to be carried free in the mail, when

" forwarded" to the person elsewhere, as well as in its transportation simply to the

office to which originally addressed. •

No. 20. Postmasters receiving letters referring to business not connected with

the Department, but designed to promote private interest, without payment of

postage, must return said letters to the parties, sending them under a new envelop,

charged with letter postage.

No. 21. The postmaster who collects the postage on newspapers, periodicals,

magazines, etc., quarterly or yearly in advance, is entitled to the commissions on

the same, although he may go out of office immediately thereafter, and the paper

or periodical be delivered by his successor. He should, however, leave in the office

a record of all such payments.
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No. 22. Bona fide subscribers to weekly newspapers, can receive the same free

of postage, if they reside in the county in which the paper is printed and pub

lished, even if the office to which the paper is sent is without the county, provided

it is the office at which they regularly receive their mail matter.

No. 23. Bills of lading and unsealed letters relating exclusively to the whole,

or any part of the cargo of a vessel or steamboat, may be sent on Buch vessel or

steamboat outside of the mail, unless they are placed in an envelop with other

matter. In the latter case, the whole package is subject to letter postage.

No. 24. When newspapers or periodicals are not taken out of the post-office by

the persons to whom they are addressed, the postmaster will, under his frank, give

immediate notice to the publisher, stating the cause thereof, if known.

No. 25. Postmasters cannot deliver letters from their respective offices, which

may be addressed to, and deliverable from, other offices.

No. 26. Postage cannot be prepaid on regular newspapers or periodicals for

a less term than one quarter ; and, in all cases, postage must be paid on such

matter at the commencement of a quarter.

No. 27. Under no circumstances can a postmaster open a letter not addressed

to himself.

No. 28. Exchange newspapers and periodicals cannot be remailed, without be

ing chargable with postage.

No. 29. The same person cannot act as a mail contractor or mail carrier, and

as postmaster or clerk in a post-office, at the same time.

No. 30. Postmasters will apply for blanks as follows :—Those in Maine, New

Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York,

New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, California, and Oregon, will

apply to the Blank Agent at New York, N. Y. Those in the District of Col

umbia, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, and Flori

da, will apply to the First Assistant Postmaster-General, Washington, D. C.

Those in Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, Missouri, Kentucky, Tennessee, Texas,

New Mexico, Utah, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa, Minne

sota, Nebraska, and Kansas, will apply to the Blank Agent at Cincinnati, Ohio.

Blank Registers, for arrival and departure of the mails, however, are sent out by

the Inspection Office, Washington, D. C.

No. 31. A pamphlet is a printed, but unbound publication, relating solely to

6ome subject of local, ephemeral, or temporary interest, or importance ; or, if upon

a subject of general interest or importance, called forth, like a lecture or an ad

dress, by, or for some local event, or as appropriate to some particular occasion.

Hence, with the exception of those not containing more than sixteen octavo pages

each, for which, under certain conditions, the act of August 30, 1852, has made

special provision, no publication, although folded and unbound, can be permitted

to pass in the mail as a " pamphlet," instead of a " book," unless its scope and

subject are such as to bring it fairly within the distinctive definition above given.

No. 32. By the act of March 3, 1855, requiring from and after April 1, 1855,

prepayment, either by stamps, stamped envelops, or in money, of all letters not

entitled to go free, to places within the United States, the single rate, under 3,000

miles, is three cents, and over 3,000 miles, ten cents. It does not change the then

existing franking privilege, which, by another act, is extended to ex-Vice-Presi-

dents of the United States. By the act of March 3, 1856, also, the Postmaster-

General may require postmasters from and after January 1, 1856, to " place post

age stamps upon all prepaid letters, upon which such stamps may not nave been

placed by the writers." The Postmaster-General requires postmasters to comply

with, and carry into effect this provision of the law, They will take care, if not

already done, to supply themselves with postage stamps accordingly, by sending

orders for them, addressed to the Third Assistant Po6tmaster-General, Washing

ton, D. C. ; and, until a supply reaches them, will continue to forward all prepaid

letters in the same manner as they have done before January 1, 1866.

On drop letters prepayment is optional.
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No. 33. The act of March 3, 1855, making no provision for unpaid letters to

places within the United States, on the same day, or day following, any such un

paid letter or letters being put into a post-office, the postmaster will post up con

spicuously in his office a list of the same, stating that they arc held up for post

age. If not attended to, such letters must be returned monthly to the Dead Litter

Office. Letters part paid should be dispatched, charged with the additional post

age due at the prepaid rate, according to distance, established by said act, except

where the omission to pay the correct amount is known to have been intentional,

when they should be treated as letters wholly unpaid.

No. 34. Ship letters, as they cannot be prepaid, and are not supposed to be

embraced in the new act, will continue to be dispatched agreeably to the provis

ions of the 15th section of the act of March 3, 1825.

No. 35. Copyright books, charts, etc., required to be delivered to the Library

of Congress, or Smithsonian Institution, and which are entitled to pass free in the

mail, should be superscribed " Copyright for Congress Library," or " Smithsonian

Institution," as the case may be.

STATISTICS OF AGRICULTURE, &c.

THE CULTIVATION OF COTTON IN ALGIERS.

In answer to the circular issued by the Commissioner of Patents on the 29th

of February, 1850, John J. Mahony, Esq., United States Consul at Algiers, has

sent the following interesting information in relation to the production, com

merce, and manufacture of cotton in Algiers. It will be recollected that a series

of questions were propounded in this circular, with a view to aid in the making

up of the summary of particulars which it was most desirable should be ob

tained.

In answer to the first question—What species or varieties of cotton are culti

vated, if any, in Algeria ?—he says :—

The Sea Island, long staple, and nankeen or yellow species of cotton are culti

vated in Algeria.

2. Are the varieties annual or perennial, or both ?

The varieties are annual ; but about eighteen months ago the planters were

advised to try to make them perennial by letting the plants stand for the ensuing

season. It, however, proved unsuccessful; for, with a few isolated exceptions,

they were killed with the winter rains.

3. What variety is cultivated to the best advantage?

Of the varieties grown here, the long staple is cultivated to the best advantage ;

as it comes to maturity first, it consequently receives less of the autumnal rains

than the species that mature later.

4. How long have they been cultivated there, and from what country were they

obtained ?

The cotton-plant has been grown with more or less success in the government

botanical nurseries of this colony since 1847. Three years ago the Emperor

offered a bounty to encourage its cultivation in Algeria, and the government

agreed to purchase, at several times its market value, all that might bo grown

here. The seed came from the United States, through the French consul at

Charleston.

5. Has the general character of the cotton fiber as to length, strength, or uni

formity, deteriorated since its introduction ?

Cotton grown in this country deteriorates in every sense of the word ; so much

so, that foreign seed has to be procured almost every year. I have as yet only

s een one good specimen, which was grown in the province of Oran.

VOL. XXXVI. NO. I. 8
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6. What amount, in pounds, is produced per annum in Algeria?

The product of 1854 amounted to 81,893 kilogrammes, or 180,552$ pounds.

The returns for 1855 hare not yet been made public.

7. What amount, in pounds, is exported, if any, and to what countries ?

It is exported to Havre, where it is sold on account of the French govern

ment.

8. What amount, in pounds, if any, is manufactured, and what the character of

the goods ?

There is none manufactured here.

9. What is the usual price of ginned cotton fiber per pound?

The prices vary from 1 70-100 to 11 francs the kilogramme; cast at 18 3-5

cents to the franc, is 101 and 92 4-5 cents to the pound.

10. Is it ginned by the roller or saw gin?

There has been a small wooden machine, with rollers, on exhibition here ; it

was a miserable affair, capable of ginning, with the assistance of a man, only 6

pounds of fiber in 12 hours. Some of the farmers take the seed out with their

bands, but the largest portion deliver their cotton as they pick it. There are

three receiving-houses, ouc in each province, located at the principal government

nursery, where there are 1 saw and C McCarthy gins.

11. How much fiber do 100 pounds of unginned cotton yield?

One hundred pounds of unginned Sea Island cotton yields 27 pounds of fiber,

and the long staple species 23.

12. Where are the gins manufactured ?

Tho saw gins were manufactured in the United States, and I should judge, from

the wood and workmanship of the McCarthy gins, that they were made in France

from a model received from America. Of the six in this province, only one works

tolerably well.

13. How is it packed—by hand, by screw, or by press, and how many pounds

in a bale?

It is screwed into long and square bales, each containing about 90 kilogrammes,

or 198 pounds ; the former contain the Sea Island species.

14. What is the cost of the production of a pound of fiber well ginned ?

I have not been able, with any kind of certainty, to ascertain the cost of pro

ducing cotton in Algeria, having found a difference of nearly 80 per cent in the

statements made to me by the cultivators. One thing is certain, that notwith

standing the high prices paid by the government, its cultivation is for the most

part abandoned as being unprofitable.

15. Are the soil aDd climate well adapted to its profitable growth ?

The soil is well adapted to its cultivation, but the climate is quite the reverse,

from the lack of rain, the very light dews, the heat of summer, and the almost in

cessant rain of autumn.

16. What is the maximum, minimum, and mean of the thermometer of each of

the cotton-growing months ?

Not having a Fahrenheit thermometer, and having forgotten how to rate it

with the systems Reaumur and Centigrade, I regret to be compelled to give the

maximum, minimum, and mean of the thermometer, as taken at this consulate

from the latter system, as follows :—^

April, 1845

May

June

July

August

September

October r

November _

December

January, 1856 _

8 1. 1. 111. 5 P. B.

17 5-10 18 1-10 18

20J 22J 20 1-10

21 2-5 22± 21|

27 28 26}

26 1-10 27| 271

2«i 27* 261

22 1-5 261 22}

18 19 2-6 18 1-5

18 8-5 14 6-6 141

15 19 16 1-6
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17. What amount, in inches, of rain which falls during said months?

The report of rain which fell during the last cotton-growing season, in milli

metres and inches, is as follows :—

Millimetres. .Inches.

April, 1855 99 6 10 3 46117-60000

May 82 8-10 1 29169-100000

June _ 45 7-10 1 79971-100000

July

August

September 00 2-10 787-100000

October 80 7-10 3 4451-26000

November 66 8-10 2 28683 100000

December 140 9-10 6 64877 100000

January, 1856 26 6-10 1 4758 100000

There has been far less rain during the past fall and winter than has been

known for many years ; iu fact, many of the cisterns are nearly dry, which is a

source of great anxiety.

18. What is the usual mode of cultivation ?

It is planted in rows about two feet apart, hoed four times, and irrigated U

often as water can be spared from other plants ; where the latter is abundant, the

cotton field is watered every four days.

19. Is manure employed for the crop ; and if so, what kinds arc the most econ

omical and best?

Stable manure is sometimes used for the crop ; but few farmers pay any atten

tion to dressing their fields ; their cattle not being housed, their means of making

manure are very limited.

20. In what months are the seeds planted ?

The seeds are planted from the 15th of April to the 10th of May.

21. What months are the plants in flower?

The pods begin to form in July, and the plants are in flower from September

to February.

22. In what months is the cotton harvested or secured Y

The harvesting commences in September and lasts until the following spring.

The 23d question, in relation to the usual yield of cotton to the acre, could not

be answered with any certainty.

24. What is the value of cotton land per acre ?

Up to this time the government has made donations of the land in Algeria. In

many instances the recipients—who for the most part are protected by persons of

influence—have disposed of their concessions at about $5 the acre. The value of

land in this colony varies in proportion as the following questions are satisfac

torily answered :—Is the location healthy 1 Or is it so unhealthy that it is dan-

Serous to sleep on it ? Can the land be irrigated ? Is it liable to be inundated

y the torrents that rush from the mountains in the spring ? Or is it located

near a place offering a cover for lions and panthers? The wild beasts of this

country are a great annovance to the farmer, as they devour his stock and frighten

the herds, so that it is with difficulty that they arc kept together.

25. What is the annual rent per acre of cotton land ?

I don't know of one farm in Algeria that is let by the acre or hectare. The

majority of them arc worked by poor families, who receive 50 per cent of the net

proceeds, the proprietor furnishiug the stock and implements necessary for carry

ing it on.

26. What causes, if any, operate injuriously to the cotton crop, either by

insects, climate, or the physical, political, and social condition of the inhab

itants?

The climate of Algeria is not adapted to the cultivation of cotton j it cannot

be planted before the middle of April without running the risk of the seeds per

ishing from the excessive moisture of the land ; therefore it does not arrive at
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maturity before the almost incessant rains of autumn commence, which nearly stop

its vegetation.

In the fall of 1854 and spring of 1855, 1 watched with care the progress of

the cotton-plant in some twenty different localities, and the result was, that on

the 1st of October about 15 per cent of the crop above referred to had been

picked in a damaged state, being tender and wet when housed. From that time

to the 1st of February I judged that 12 per cent more was gathered in a worth

less condition, the pods having but partially opened, and were continually satu

rated with water, so that one-half of the contents of every bud was decayed and

quite black ; of the remainder, or nearly three-fourths of the whole crop planted,

with the exception of a few that cracked the pods, looked in the spring as fresh

and green as they did in the month of August, although the plants were dead at

the roots.

The province of Oran is reported to be better adapted to the growth of cotton

than the other two ; but not having as yet visited it, I am unable to verify this

rumor. However, it is well known that its cultivation there last year was almost

exclusively confined to persons said to be connected with the cotton factories of

France, as the failures of the previous scasou came so near ruining the poorer

farmers that they could not be prevailed upon to try it again.

The Emperor's prize for 1854 of 20,000 francs, at the request of the committee,

was divided between a Frenchman and an Arab chief, they being unable to decide,

according to their report, which of them ought to receive it. Now the fact was,

the Arab, being under the influence of the " political bureau," was induced to

cultivate cotton on a large scale for this country, with a view to give him one of

the prizes whether he merited it or not. in order to stimulate his race to its culti

vation.

The report of last year's committee has not yet been made public, but it is

supposed that the Frenchman above alluded to will get the principal prize, as he

has planted this spring 70 hectares, or 131 1-11 acres, with cotton. His farm is

in the western province.

Notwithstanding the encouragement given to the cultivation of cotton in Al

geria, it is in a most languishing condition. The past spring there were a few

bales shipped from this port to Havre, which was for the most part grown by in

dividuals who have made themselves conspicuous by their writings on the subject,

and who are possessed of sufficient means to bear the sacrifice they are doubtless

obliged to make.

The past season the Arabs brought in a little in a wet, matted state, and as

they have a habit of running their sheep over a fine sandy plain before shearing

them, in order to increase the weight of the fleece, to the same end they mixed

small stones with their cotton, which nearly spoiled all the saw gins.

Owing to the unusual dryness of last fall and winter, the cotton growers had a

remarkable opportunity to ripen and gather their crops ; but notwithstanding

Providence favored them in this respect, to the detriment of all other cultivation,

their efforts were a failure.

THE AGRICULTURAL FUTURE OF THE UNITED STATES.

The Courier and Enquirer brought together in a compact form, some time

since, a few statistics, to show the future progress of the United States, and al

though they have been given in other forms in past numbers of the Merchants'

Magazine, we think it proper to present, in this connection, an interesting ex

hibit of our agricultural condition and prospects. The United States contained

at least 113,000,0000 acres of land under cultivation in 1850. It has largely in

creased since that period. It is reasonable to suppose, from the active demand

since for agricultural products, that the quantity has now increased to 130,000,000

or 140,000,000. It is here that the main sources of our progress as a nation will

hereafter mainly lie ; and it is here that we have such a strong hold upon Western
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Europe. There is no limit to the product of cotton, tobacco, rice, hemp, and

grains, in our Southern and Western States.

On the other baud. Great Britain is limited in its means of cultivation of agri

cultural staples ; and while her strength lies obviously in her machinery, we have,

and will continue to have, ample facilities for the exchange of products. In

1854, agricultural statistics were supplied by some dozen counties in England

and Wales, and the acreage of the whole country was calculated from these re-

By bringing the facts reported in the Scottish and Irish returns for the

i year into comparison, we obtain the following results, which it may be useful

to throw into a tabular form :—

England—under tillage

in gran

waste

Scotland—under tillage.

in grass

waste

Ireland—under tillage

grass

unaccounted for.

Acres.

12,441.776

18,212.208

9,670,936

2,008,695

9,234,990

1,874,660

4,812,746

1,257,864

16,287,661

37,324,915

12,613,346

20,808,271

Let us compare the above with the ample products of the United States, and

which are increasing at the rate of five or ten per cent annually :—

LAUD ACTUALLY CULTIVATED IN THE9XVKSAL CHOPS Of TBS UNITED 8TATK3, 1849-60.

Products.

Indian corn

Meadow or pasture lands

Hay

Wheat

Oats

Cotton

Rye

Peas and beans

Irish potatoes

Sweet potatoes

Buckwheat

Tobacco

Acres. Products. Acres.

81,000,000 Sugar 400,000

20,000,000 1 Barley 800,000

13,000,000 Rice 175,000

11,000.000 Hemp 110,000

7,500.000 Flax 100,000

5,000,000 Orchards 600,000

1,200,000 Gardens 500,000

1,000,000 Vineyards 260,000

1 ,600,000 Other products 1 ,000,000

760,000 Improved but not in actual

600,000, cultivation 17,247,61*

400,000

Total improved lands 1 18,032,614

This aggregate is not one-tenth of the whole area of the country, as is shown

in the annexed summary of agricultural ratios :—

Sections.

New England

Middle States

Southern States

South Western States

North Western States

California and Oregon Territory.

Texas

"Whole area tn acres.

41,624,320

73,359,360

165,573,760

166,673,760

258,004,160

629,255,680

162,002,660

Improved.

11,160,694

26.200,608

26.614,289

26,614,289

32,648.567

852,880

643.940

-Land tn nse.-
Unlmproved.

7,216.864

16,212,717

61,169,878

61,169,378

46,968,790

4,840,214

10,862,362

Total 1,466,455,680 118,032,614 180,528,000

We refer to the following appropriate remarks by ex-President John Tyler, in

an article furnished by that gentleman, and published some time* since in the

Merchants' Magazine, upon the commercial growth of the country :—

" Who can undertake, at this day, to estimate the probable amount of exports
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and imports at the end of the present period of twenty-five years ! • Already trade,

breaking throngh new channels, begins to empty into our lap the treasures of

India, and when the great tide which bears that commerce upon it shall have

actually set in, as it assuredly will, you may measure the waters of the ocean, and

count the stars of the firmament, but arithmatic will fail in the effort to calculate

the extent of wealth which will flow into our cities. Ancient Tyre, but a mere

peninsula, enjoyed a rivulet of that trade, and she grew into the most mighty of

cities. Venice and Genoa, in the course of time, possessed it ; and their Doges

proclaimed them the brides of the sea. But, say ye, who shall foretell the future,

ye venerable Seers, if any such there be now on this earth, what dowry shall equal

that of America, when the Atlantic shall have fully wedded that of America 1"

STATISTICS OF POPULATION, &c.

POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES, AND THE VALUE OF THEIR PRODUCTS.

The Secretary of the Treasury, in a communication to Congress in 1856, gives

the following table, showing the population of the different States and territories,

and the value of real and personal estate therein, prepared in part from enumera

tions and valuations, and in part from estimates :—

POPULATION AND PROPERTY OF THE UNITED STATES.

States. Population. Val. Property. States. Population. Val. property

Alabama . . . 035,192 ♦279,238,027 Mississippi... 671,649 251,526,000

Arkansas . . . 253,117 64,240,726 Missouri 831,215 228,948,781

California. . . 836,000 166,000,000 N. Hamps'r.. 824,701 108,804,827

Connecticut.. 401,292 203,759,831 New Jersey. 569,499 179,760,000

Delaware 97,295 80,466,924 New York. . 8,470,069 1,364,164,626

Florida.. , 110,724 49,461,46) N. Carolina.. 921.852 239,603,372

Georgia.. . . . 936,090 600,000,000 Ohio 2,216,760 860,877,354

Illinois 1,242,917 833,287,474 Pennsylvnia. 2,642.960 1,081,781,304

Indiana. 1,149,606 301,368,474 R. Island... 166,927 91,699,850

325,014 110,000,000 S. Carolina.. 706,661 803,434,240

Kentucky.. .. 1,036,687 410,000,198 Tennessee. .. 1,092,470 821,776,810

Louisiana 600,387 270,426,000 Texas 600,000 240,000,000

623,862 181,128,166 Vermont. . . . 325,206 91,165,680

Maryland.... 649,580 261,243,660 Virginia. . . . 1,612,593 630.994,897

1,188,128 697.986,995 Wisconsin. .. 662,109 87,500,000

Michigan . . . 609,374 116,693,580 D. Columbia. 69,000 25,568,703

TERRITORIES.

Minnesota. .. 65,000 20,000,000 Utah 89,600 4,250,000

N. Mexico. .. 68,600 7,260,000 11,000 2,360.000

86,000 7,775.000 Nebraska. .. 4,600 1,236,644

Washington . 6,500 1,650,000

The footing of the above table shows a population of 26,964,313, with prop

erty, real and personal, amounting to $9,817,641,072. To this to be added for

property not valued for under valuation, and for rise in the value of property since

1850, 81,500,000,000 ; giving a total of $11,317,641,072.

In the construction of this table, when the enumerations and valuations are

not given from official state returns, it has been assumed that the population and

property of the country have increased in the same ratio since the general census

of 1850, in which they increased during the decennial period from 1840 to 1850.

The increase lias, without doubt, been proportionally greater.

In seme States the latest official valuations have been given. These are of
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various dates, and are, it is believed, mnch too low. The valuation for Massa

chusetts is for 1850 ; for Maryland and Michigan, for 1853 ; for Connecticut,

New York, and Missouri, for 1854 ; and for other States, for 1855.

With respect to some ofthe States, the official valuation is so very low, that it

has been deemed necessary to add to it considerably, in order to represent

Surly the true value of the property in those States. Thus, to Pennsylva

nia, $500,000,000 have been added ; to Virginia, Tennessee, and Missouri,

•100,000,000 each.

Texas and California are exceptional cases, and their population and wealth

have been estimated upon such data as could be obtained. The Controller of

Texas is the authority for that State.

The Governor of Georgia says, in a letter to the Secretary of the Treasury,

dated the 18th of April, 1856, that in that State " the total amount of the.taxable

property of all kinds is about 8500,000,000."

The Governor of Minnesota says, iu a letter dated January 29th, 1856, that

the returns he transmits of the value of the property in that territory, " are but

approximations," the returns not being complete.

The official valuation of the property in the territory of Nebraska, for the year

1855, was so small—only 8617,822—that it was thought proper to double it in

the table, and it is still too low, probably.

The Auditor of the State of Indiana says, in his annual report, (November 24,

1855,) " a new valuation of the real estate would probably make the total tax-

ables $380,000,000."

The territories of Kansas, Nebraska, and Washington, do not appear at all in

the census of 1850, except as component parts of other States or territories, and,

with respect to them, the estimated numbers and values may be very inaccurate,

as they may be, indeed, with respect to the other territories, and some of the

new States.

The State valuations of property are for assessment purposes, and are not only

low, but the taxable property only has been valued ; and in all the States there

are many kinds of property, some of it valuable, that are not taxed.

Supposing the whole population of the United States to be 27,000,000, then,

taking the State of Maine as a criterion, with respect to the value of property,

the amount for all the States and territories will be, in round numbers, about

$5,760,000,000.

Taking the State of New York as a criterion, the amount will be, in round

numbers, about $10,611,000,000.

Taking the State of Kentucky, then it will be about 810,000,000,000.

Taking the State of Illinois, it will be about $7,290,000,000.

Taking the State of Arkansas, it will be about $6,750,000,000.

Taking the State of Georgia, it will be about $14,430,000,000.

Taking the two extremes, the maximum and the minimum, Georgia and Maine

united, it will be about 810,000,000,000.

Taking Ohio and Kentucky, which will make perhaps a very fair mean, the

amount will be $10,268,000,000.

Taking the seven States as a criterion, the amount will be about $9,233,000,000.

This is too low, however, for the official valuation is too low in them all, unless it

be Georgia.

■
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THE IRISH CENSUS OF 1851.

The Irish CensuB Commission of 1851 has completed its task, and the sixth

part and tenth volume of the series of pnblications, which began with the record

of the population, presented to the Lord-Lieutenant in 1851 and 1852, has been

laid before the Earl of Carlisle. In reference to the famine and emigration of

1845 and the following disastrous years, the Commissioners set down the total

decrease of the rural population from that double cause at 19.85 per cent, or ex

actly at 1,622,739 ; but of course this enormous figure does not truly represent

the havoc then made by death and voluntary exile. There being no general

measure for the registration of births, marriages, and deaths in Ireland, the Com

missioners had no data whereby to ascertain what should have been the normal

increase of the population between 1841 and 1851. The total loss of population

from 1841 to 1851 was not less than 2,466,414. It appears that in 1851 there

was a net decrease of 271,006 houses below 1841. Yet, notwithstanding this

decline, there was " more houses by a considerable number in 1851 than the wants

of the diminished population required."

RAILROAD, CANAL, AND STEAMBOAT STATISTICS.

COMMERCE OF THE OHIO CANAL AT CLEVELAND.

Our esteemed correspondent, Mr. Barry, of the Commercial Gazette, has fur

nished to our hands the following tabular statement of the leading articles arrived

and cleared at the port of Cleveland on the Ohio Canal, during the yeare 1853,

1854, 1855, and 1850, in barrels, bushels, pounds, feet. &c, with the amount of

money received at the Collector's office for tolls, water rents, fines, and pen

alties :—

ARRIVED.

1853. 1854. 1845. 185«.

Barrett—

Flour. 689,466 297,045 210,168 230,147

Pork 15,682 40,618 9,651

"Whisky 39,807 26,283 7,456 22,974

Bushels—

Corn 168,718 428,828 196,846 222,126

CoaL 4,969,174 4,885,003 6,339,404 5,184,344

Oats 11,768 80,048 18,829 78,916

Wheat 1,817,677 667,267 288,626 884,007

Pounds—

Butter 1,844,664 1,302,887 836,304 629,894

Furniture 789,947 502,881 207,642 227,196

Broom-corn 221,486 610.972 628,498 391,195

Bacon 1,160,624 779,877 882,460 427,868

Cheese 1,178,625 844,728 847,786 840,200

Eggs 543,626 800,664 98,146 237,911

Fruit, dried 421,865 294,048 109,640 146,918

Fruit, undried 111,414 25,486 38,902 110,603

Glass and glassware 1,560,063 179,681 2,544,213 1,216,869

Grindstones 426,404 246,000 468,876 1,893.787

Iron, pig and scrap 4,078,078 7,669,062 14,138,761 20,912.286

" wrought 8,082,464 10,661,030 10,818,183 10,799,456
■ cast 183,700 893,697 89,180 255,826

Lard 792,792 886,420 798,608 872,040
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1863. 1864. 18»5. 1856.

812,888 188,903 81,788 108,103

960,225 628,988 664,879 820,(87

Kails 7,166,277 6,288,488 9,406,466 13,646,782

Oil-cake 819,762 8,000 887,587

Potters' ware 2,600,291 4,845,282 8,660,987 4,808,669

Powder 16,997 8,800 64,870

Ashes, pot and pearl .. . 128,222 106,489 96,616 77,658

Wool 1,200,903 662,486 860,289 806,707

Feet—

Lumber 1,241,319 1,167,000 691,865 579,120

Timber 287,847 98,814 23,126 93,645

Perch—

27,582 26,767 11,283 9,702

Barrett—

Fish

Salt ....

Lime, water and quick. .

Whisky

Bushclt—

Barley

Wheat

Pound)—

Furniture

Cheese.

Coffee

Candles

Crockery

Carpenter A joiners' work

Grin-tones

Gypsum

GUsa

Iron, pig and scrap

" wrought
■ cast

" ore

Leather

Machinery

Merchandise

Marble.

Molasses

Nails

Powder.

Sugar — . •

Lrnnber—

Hoops, split and flat. . . .

Shingles

Lath

Feet—

Lumber

Timber

Amount of money received

for tolls, water rents,

fines, Ac

Total number of tons of

2,000 lbs. each

CI.EARED.

18.260 10,326

39,959 38,866

662 996

2,815 7,423

6,838 61,765

236,902 218,662

73,950 68,881

1,182,899 816,726

82,367 42,092

465,508 375,118

258,908 272,296

4,284,958 6,180,700

41,610

4,102,182 1,000,890

26,042,447 16,172,480

1,291,630 966,143

226,876 260,650

289,929 92,698

7,495,908 5,907,298

1,636,088 1,604,818

878,188 411,686

844,698 531,538

918,613 418,860

1,018,047 701,895

1,580,487 772,754

8,046,446 6,472,300

14,690,978 10,670,118

9,233 10,422

$58,010 28 (45,460 26

, 1855. ,

Arrived. Cleared.

309,696 42,607

6,378 6,268

39,606 29,0096,492

1,039 1,089

8,248 16,108

66,077 48,661

91,994 122,888

14,100 28,406

887,200 829,060

16,934 80,598

189,181 141,427

110,080

162,284 871,800

2,607,868 1,292,267

5,870 82,280

1,281,284 662,183

11,041,648 4,974,742

168,261 287,918

78,160 95,678

49,783 79,267

8,488,288 8,166,000

1,390,280 1,563,014

242,498 238,879

182,089 106,863

42,306 191,244

860,812 700,662

556,700 1,783,800

4,653,683 6,127,4251,594,660

9,125,396 6,696,648

3,963 9,974

$48,210 10

, 1846. >

Arrived. Cleared.

286,617 42,414
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THE RAILWAYS CONNECTED WITH MONTREAL,

In another part of the present number of the Merchants' Magazine will be

found an article on " Montreal : its Trade and Commerce." In this connection

we give, from the same reliable sources, a statement of the facilities possessed by

Montreal as regards railway communication. The intimate and growing com

mercial intercourse between Canada imd the United States render it peculiarly

proper that a magazine which has a wide circulation in both countries should

note the industrial progress of each. A great chain of railways now links the

East with the West, but space is only at our disposal to review those linei

with which Montreal directly connects. The first claiming notice, in order of

time, is—

THE CHAMPLAIN AND ST. LAWRENCE RAILROAD,

Which is constructed between the St. Lawrence, at St. Lambert, or South

Montreal and Rouse's Point, on Lake Champlain. It was chartered from La-

prairie to St. John's in 1831, commenced in 1835, and was open for traffic in

1836. The charter authorizing an extension from St. John's to Rouse's Point

and the branch to St. Lambert, was granted in 1851 ; it was opened for traffio

throughout in 1852. Its total length, including the Laprairie branch, is forty-

nine miles, and the cost of road, wharves, stations, and equipment, amounted to

£381,195.

This, the oldest railroad in Canada, connects at Rouse's Point with the Ver

mont and Canada Railroad, and with all the lines of railroad to Boston, New

York, and all parts of the New England States, and also with the Ogdensburgh

Railroad and with the Lake Champlain steamers, thus affording the greatest facili

ties for communication with New York, Boston, Albany, Troy, Rochester, Buffalo,

Niagara Palls, Canada West, and the Western States, and being a direct and

uninterrupted railroad route to the cities above named. Goods are conveyed be

tween Montreal and Boston, New York and intermediate places, without tran

shipment ; and by this route passengers reach Boston in 13 hours, New York in

15 hours, Buffalo in 24 hours, and Chicago in 48 hours. The next road claiming

notice, in order of seniority, is—

THE MONTREAL AND NEW YORK RAILROAD,

Which comprises, firstly—the Lachine Division, extending from Montreal to

Lachine, a distance of 8 miles. It was commenced in 1846, and opened for traffio

in 1847. A prominent feature in this road is the steam ferry, between Lachine

and Caughnawaga, running directly across the St. Lawrence, a distance of about

three-fourths of a mile, but which is increased by the course of the navigation to

nearly 2 miles.

This, it may be remembered by the way, is the only steam ferry in Canada

East which is open every day in the year. The crossing is made with a powerful

steamer, which has been built with a railroad track on its deck, for the purpose

of connecting the two divisions of the Montreal and New York Railroad without

breaking bulk. The Iroquois crosses the St. Lawrence with a locomotive and

tender, and three loaded cars at one time ; and this work it is capable of repeat

ing every 15 minutes, if necessity requires it. And, secondly, the Caughnawaga

Division, extending from Caughnawaga to the Province Line, a distance of 29

miles. It was commenced in 1851, and opened for traffic in 1852. The total

length of the Montreal and New York Railroad, including the ferry, (of say 2

miles.) is 39 miles, and its cost, including superstructure, locomotives, cars, build

ings, steamer, wharves, ferry slips, extra land, and general equipment, was

£238,229 2s. 9d. currency.

Its connections are, firstly, with the various steamers at Lachine ; and, sec

ondly, with the Pittsburgh and Montreal Railroad at the Province Line to

Plattsburgh, a distance of 23 miles—making in all 62 miles from Montreal. It

crosses and connects with the Ogdensburgh Railroad at Mooer's Junction for
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Ogdensburgh, and then with steamers for the West, as also at Potsdam on the

Ogdensbargh Line, with the Potsdam and Watertown Railroad—thus forming a

continuous line on the south shore of Lake Ontario. It connects also eastward

with Rouse's Point, and thence via the Vermont and Canada Railroad, &c., at

Pittsburgh, by steam, direct with Burlington and Whitehall, <fcc , &e. ; at either

of which points it connects with the various American railroads leading to Boston,

New York, Troy, Albany, Schenectady, and the West. The advantages of this

railway are its unequaled steam ferry, the fact of there being no dust, from its

being ballasted with heavy gravel ; the speed that can be attained from its direct

couree and easy grades, and also the comfort afforded by steady cars, owing to

the use of superior iron. It is, in fact, equal to a continuous rail, and lands pas

sengers in the city itself. This line forms part of the nearest direct railway

route from Montreal to New York, and is, it is stated, the nearest practicable air

line. When the remaining link from Plattsburgh to Whitehall shall be com

pleted, the route may be then easily traveled between the two cities in ten hours.

The Montreal and New York Railroad offers the advantage for freight, of the

avoidance of the necessity of twice handling previous to delivery. This road has,

from a series of unfortunate circumstances, been prevented from obtaining that

share of public patronage which its positive advantages would entitle it to ; but

notwithstanding the consequent want of through business from which it has suf

fered hitherto, it is gratifying to state that the road has more than paid all its

working expenses from the local business alone, thus clearly establishing the fact

that with any ordinary amount of through business, the road would give fair re

turns upon the capital invested in its construction.

We now come to that great undertaking, whose opening is this day being cele

brated—

TUB GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

In the fall of 1852, the Grand Trunk Railway scheme was fairly launched into

existence, and embraced in its ramifications the construction of a continuous lino

of railway from Trois Pistoles—about 150 miles below Quebec, on the southern

side of the River St. Ijawrenee, the point at which a junction with the proposed

Halifax Railway is looked forward to—and Port Sarnia, on Lake Huron, a dis

tance of upward of 800 miles ; also a branch line, of 50 miles in length, from

Belleville to Peterborough ; und the leasing of the railroad then already built be

tween Montreal and Portland, so that the products of the western points of the

Province might be conveyed through Canada to the Atlantic seaboard, without

break of gauge or bulk. The total length of unbroken railway communication

which will thus be obtained, when the St. Lawrence River is spanned by the Vic

toria Bridge, a structure unequaled in the history of engineering, either in size or

in massive proportions—is upward of 1,100 miles. The original cupital of the

company was £9,500,000, but this being found insufficient, it has been determined

to increase this amount to £12,000,000 sterling, or 860,000,000. Of this sum,

the Province has an interest in the undertaking, in the shape of a guaranty, to an

amount of upwards of £3,000,000 sterling, or 815,000,000. Of the works pro

posed, however, it was found necessary, from several causes, to place in abeyance

the prosecution of three different sections of the work, viz. : the distance between

8t. Thomas to Trois Pistoles, 100 miles ; from Belleville to Peterborough, 50

miles ; and from St. Mary's to Sarnia, 68 miles. But these sections will, doubt

less, ere long be proceeded with—in the first case, because the Lower Provinces,

in all probability, assisted by the Imperial government, will complete their railway

communication to Trois Pistoles, in order to connect it with the Canadian rail

way system ; and in the two latter cases, simply because the traffic of the country

will very speedily demand the construction of these lines.

With these curtailments, and they are but temporary, the Grand Trunk Rail

way is now composed of the following sections, viz. : Montreal to Portland, 292

miles ; Richmond to Point Levi, opposite Quebec, St. Thomas, 137 miles ;

Montreal to Toronto, 333 miles ; Toronto to Stratford, 88 miles—making a total

mileage of 850 miles of—when the Victoria Bridge is completed—an unbroken

railway communication.
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It is understood that the Victoria Bridge will be completed in the fall of

1859, or early in 1860. The cost of this structure was originally estimated at

£1.450,000, but this sum has since been reduced, and the present calculation of

its probable cost is about £1,250,000. It is supposed that in its erection 250,000

tous of stone and 7,500 tons of iron have been used. The iron superstructure is

supported on 24 piers and 2 abutments. The center span being 330 feet, there

are 12 spans on each side of the center, 242 feet each. The length of the abut

ments is 242 feet each ; the extreme length, including abutments, is 7,000 feet.

The height above summer water-level in the center opening is 60 feet, descending

to either end at the rate of 1 in 130. The contents of the masonry will be

3,000,000 of cubic feet ; the weight of iron in the tabes, 8,000 tons. The follow

ing arc the dimensions of tube through which the trains pass in the middle span,

viz., 22 feet high, 16 feet wide ; at the extreme ends, 19 feet high, 16 feet wide.

The total length from river bank to river bank will be 10,284 feet, or about 50

yards less than 2 English miles. This gigantic structure is in progress, and when

in successful operation, will prove a world's wonder. The works throughout the

whole of this groat length of line have been pronounced by competent authorities,

both English and American, to be altogether unequaled by any railway on this

continent, and reflect much credit not only on the engineer of the company, but

also on the several agents of the contractors, Messrs. Peto. Brassey, Beits & Co.,

who have conducted them to so successful a completion. On an average, there is

a station to every 6 miles, 2 men to every 3 miles, and a locomotive to every 4

miles.

The average running time between Montreal and Toronto, next season, will b«

about 11 hours, and from Montreal to Portland about 10 hours, and from

Montreal to Quebec 5 hours ; so that the journey between Montreal and Chicago

can be easily accomplished in a day-and-a-half. Apart from the through travel

between the East and the West, which must be very large, the junctions between

other railways and the Grand Trunk Railway throughout the Province are very

numerous, and will provide a heavy traffic. They are as follows :—

Starting from Montreal, a line is to run to Ottawa City, 120 miles in length.

There have been opened 12 miles from Greenville to Carillon, but the rest of the

works have for some time been stopped. And about 25 miles west of Montreal,

at Vaudreuil, it is proposed to run a Hue on the south bank of the Ottawa to that

city, bearing its name, and thence in a westerly direction to Lake Huron. These

lines, in all probability, will become a part of the North Shore Railway Scheme,

which is designed to run from the northeast of Lake Huron to Quebec via Ottawa

City and Montreal, for the accomplishment of which the Provincial Legislature,

in its last session, voted 4,000,000 acres of wild lauds.

At Prescott, 112 miles from Montreal, it connects with the Ottawa and Pres-

cott Railway, 50 miles in length to Ottawa City', affording by the junction there

the benefit of a continuous railway connection from cast and west thereto.

At Brockville, 12 miles west of Prescott, with the Perth, Ottawa, and Pem

broke Railroad. This line, about 120 miles long, will be completely opened, it

is expected, in about 2 years from the present time.

At Belleville, with the Grand Trunk Branch, of 50 miles in length to Peter

borough. The works on this line are, however, delayed for the present.

At Cobourg, with the Cobourg and Peterborough* Railway, 28 miles in length

to the town of Peterborough.

At Port Hope, with the Port Hope and Lindsay Railway, 36 miles in length.

At Toronto, with the Ontario, Simcoc, aud Huron Railroad to Barrie and

Collingwood, 94 miles. From Colliugwood, 5 steamers ply regularly between

Chicago and that port, and arrangements are now making for a regular line of

propellers between the two places, calling at intermediate ports on Lake Michi

gan, and also at Toronto, with the Toronto and Hamilton branch of the Great

Western Railway to Hamilton.

At Guelph, with the Gait and Guelph branch of the Great Western Railway.

At Stratford, with the Buffalo, Brantford, and Goderich Railway, from which

line the Grand Trunk will collect at this point all the traffic intended for Canada
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and Portland, from lakes Huron and Superior. This road, it is expected, will be

in full operation early next year.

At St. Mary's, with a branch to London in the Great Western Railway, con

necting at that station with that company's line to Sarnia and Detroit.

The Grand Trunk Railway Company have completed arrangements whereby

passengers and goods can be booked through from all points in Europe to any

place along the lines of the Grand Trunk and Great Western railways, and the

railways connecting with them, to the valley of the Mississippi—and, in fact, to

all the chief places on this continent By making one payment in Britain, tickets

will be issued for any of these places. No further charges "will be incurred for

passing goods at Portland or Quebec but a fee of 2s. 6d. per package. Especial

arrangements have been made for emigrants, so that tickets for extra baggage

and all other charges can be had from the place of departure to the place of desti

nation. These important changes, which will, beyond all doubt divert the travel

from Europe to the great West from New York and other American ports to the

St. Lawrence River, will be in full operation next year—thus enabling the emi

grant to be conveyed, without change of carriage, from Quebec to Detroit, if the

place of destination be further West than that point. The cars will be conveyed

across the St Lawrence, between Longueuil and Montreal, in the steamer, until

the Victoria Bridge is finished, and will then afford to the emigrant the cheapest,

speediest, as well as the most direct route to the West.

Prom this brief sketch of the grand provincial railway of Canada and its ex

tended connections, comprising a total length of nearly 1,500 miles now in opera

tion, it will be seen that this province can compare very favorably, the difference

of population being considered, with any of the most flourishing States in the

adjoining republic ; and if, as Washington has observed, it is an object of legisla

tive concern and highly beneficial to the country, to give every facility to the

means of traveling for strangers and of intercourse for citizens, the people of this

province will never have cause to regret their having assisted the Grand Trunk

Railway to the successful completion, which they have now in such numbers met

in this city to celebrate, at the invitation of our merchants aud other citizens.

CLEARING-HOUSE FOB ENGLISH RAILROADS.

The annexed interesting account of a clearing-house for railroads, established

in London, in which seventy-three companies are represented, is from a pamphlet

published by Mr. Charles Babbage. It is worthy the attention of our railroad

managers :—

Soon after the establishment of railways it was found that great inconvenience

occurred, both to the public and to the proprietors, from the change of carriages,

trucks, &c, at the junctions of different lines belonging to different companies.

" While the measures best adapted for obviating these admitted evils were under

consideration, it occurred, about the same time, to Mr. Robert Stephenson, and

to Mr. K. Morison. the present manager of the railway clearing-house, that a

central office, constituted on the principle of the city clearing-house, would fur

nish the remedy sought. When the idea was suggested to Mr. Glyn, he saw, at

a glance, its practical bearing, lent the whole weight of his great influence to

procure its being realized in practice, and was mainly instrumental in accomplish

ing that object."

It was quite natural that such an idea should have occurred to the minds of

men of business ; but the complicated conditions necessary to be fulfilled in adapt

ing it to the use of railways required the undivided and untiring energies of a

mind exclusively devoted to the subject. Fortunately, Mr. K. Morison, who had

the charge of the audit department of the London and Birmingham Railway,

and who had also drawn up an outline of the system he proposed, was intrusted

with its execution.

On January 2d, 1842, the system of the railway clearing-house came into ope

ration on the railways extending from London to Darlington in one direction, and

from Hull to Manchester in another.
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At the present time (1856) it unites seventy-three companies. "The main

Erinciples of the system thus widely diffused are—first, that passengers shall be

ooked through at all the principal stations, and conveyed to their destination

without change of carriage ; that horses and cattle shall likewise be sent through

without change of conveyance ; and that goods shall, in the same way, be carried

through without being shifted or reassorted.

" Secondly. That the companies respectively shall pay a fixed rate per mile for

such carriages and wagons, not their own property, as they may use ; and a fur

ther sum per day by way of fine or demurrage for detention, if kept beyond a

" And lastly, that no direct settlement shall take place between the companies

in respect of any traffic, the accounts of which have passed the railway clearing

house.

" The portion of the clearing system which relates to the settlement of accounts

consists of arrangements which are simple in character, and capable of unlimited

extension. From each of the clearing-house stations there are sent daily to the

central office in London :—

" 1. A return of the passengers booked through.

" 2. A return of the horses, private carriages, and cattle booked through.

" 3. A return of the parcels booked through.

" 4. A return of the goods traffic invoiced through.

" 5. A return of all the carriages, wagons, 4c, which have arrived or been dis

patched, either loaded or empty.

" 6. Along with these returns are sent all the through tickets collected, and all

the parcels' way-bills received during the way.

" From the returns thus transmitted, afttr they have been examined, compassed,

and analyzed, other returns are drawn up in the railway clearing-house, and for

warded to the respective companies in a form which admits of their being verified

by the parties receiving them, and exhibiting in detail the portion of the receipts

of the through traffic to which each company is entitled, and the liabilities it has

incurred by using the carriages and wagons of others. The final settlement of

the accounts is effected by the railway clearing-house paying, or receiving, the

balances, as the case may be, through the hands of the bankers who act as agents

in London to the several companies. In this way all the transactions of one com

pany with all the other companies, amounting frequently to many thousand pounds

per week, are cleared weekly, by the remittance of sums seldom exceeding a few

hundred pounds.

" The railway clearing-house is under the control of a committee, composed of

a delegate from each railway company which is a party to the clearing arrange

ments. The committee holds four general meetings in the course of the year, and

special meetings as often as there may be occasion. The resolutions of the com

pany are passed in the form of recommendations to the companies to adopt the

measures proposed, and have no force until they obtain the confirmation of the

respective boards. The expense of maintaining the establishment is divided rate-

ably among the companies, in the ratio of the extent of business transacted for

each, after a fixed sum has been first carried to the debit of each company, for

each of its stations from which accounts are sent to the clearing-house.

" The great, the crowning achievement of the clearing system is the facility,

the economy, and the expedition with which it enables the railway companies to

work the through traffic. It had its origin, as has been shown, in the desire of

railway companies to promote their own interest, in the only way in which they

can be effectually promoted, or placed in a position of permanent security—that

is, by consulting public opinion. It has grown with the growth of the railway

system, and unless the public accommodation be restricted, and the exigencies of

toe commercial, manufacturing, and agricultural interests disregarded, it must ad

vance to the limits to which continuous communication by railway extend."

The following statement shows the very large increase of business which has

taken place during the last ten years ending June, 1845 and 1855 :—Number of

railroads, 16 in 1845, 73 in 1855 ; length of joint lines, 6,410 miles in 1856 ;
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number of carriages of all kinds, 219,658 in 1845, 987,178 in 1855 ; number of

goods wagons, 180,606 in 1845, 4,101,066 in 1855 ; amount of accounts cleared,

£401,651 in 1845, £4,819,649 lis. lOd. in 1855; number of miles the rolling

stock of tbe companies ran on lines other than their own, 168,544,234 miles in

1855 ; number of stations sending returns to the railroad clearing-house, 2,439

In 1855.

A brief summary of what the clearing-house accomplished in 1855 will give a

tolerable correct idea of the important part it plays in the railway system.

In that year the accounts cleared amounted to nearly £5,000,000, or one-third

of the gross receipts of the associated companies. This large amount was taken

in sums which did not exceed a few shillings on an average, at 2,600 stations, on

73 railways. The routes of the traffic, a matter of great intricacy, had to be

traced.

The returns of traffic forwarded from and received at each of the 2,500 stations

had to be examined and corrected. Allowance had to be made for terminal ex

penses, working expenses, postages and tolls, and the receipts of each kind of

traffic between each two stations of the 2,500 had to be divided into three parts

on the average, and frequently subdivided under complex agreements.

Yet, on the 31st of January, 1855, an account was rendered to each company,

showing one sum, commonly a small one, to be due, either by it to the clearing

house or the contrary, which sum, when paid, would close all the accounts of that

company with all the other united companies for the whole year ; and this was

done at a cost of about £26,000. Further, it was done without direct commu

nication between companies, and without disputes. The due execution of numer

ous and complex agreements was wat hed over, and the system of accounts in

nse gave the compauies the means of putting their accuracy to the strictest test.

Again ; in the same year, the vehicles of the companies were traced through

7,192,212 journeys on lines other than their own, over an aggregate distance of

nearly 177,395,216 miles, and payment was obtained for each of these lines, as

well as for 283,165 days that they were detained contrary to regulation. The

sum thus recovered was £263,609 8s., and the final accounts of the year were

rendered on the same day as those of the traffic. The cost was about £13,000,

which includes the wages paid to the number of men placed at the junctions ; a

sum which is about half of what the companies would have paid for the same

work, as they must have employed, and did at one time actually employ, two sets

of men for each set now in the pay of the clearing-house.

JOURNAL OF MINING AND MANUFACTURES.

THE MANUFACTURE OF FRICTION MATCHES.

A recent writer, who appears to be well informed on the subject, thus describes

the manufacture of friction or lucifer matches :—

" Among articles of great demand that have become of importance, though

apparently insignificant, in our own day, there is nothing more worthy of notice

than the friction or lucifer match. About twenty years ago chemistry abolished

the tinder-box ; and the burnt rag which made the tinder went to make paper.

Slowly did the invention spread. The use of the match is now so established,

that machines are invented to prepare the splints. In New York, one match man

ufactory annually cuts up a large raft of timber for matches. The English

matches are generally square, and thus thirty thousand splints are cut in a min

ute. The American matches are round, and the process of shaping being more

elaborate, but four thousand five hundred splints are cut in a minute. We will

follow a bundle of eighteen hundred thin splints, each four inches long, through

its conversion into three thousand six hundred matches. Without being separate,

each end of the bundle is first dipped into sulphur—when dry, the splints adher

ing to each other by means of the sulphur, must be parted by what is called

dusting.
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" A boy, sitting on the floor with a handle before him, strikes the matches with

a sort of mallet on the dipped ends till they become thoroughly loosened They

have now to be plunged into a preparation of phosphorus, or chlorate of potash,

according to the quality of the match. The phosphorus produces the pale, noise

less fire ; the chlorate of potash the sharp, crackling illumination. After this

application of the more inflammable substance, the matches are separated, and

dried in racks. Thoroughly dried, they are gathered up again into bundles of

the same quantity, and arc taken to the boys who cut them, for the reader will

have observed that the bundles have been dipped at each end. There are few

things more remarkable in manufactures than the extraordinary rapidity of this

cutting process, and that which is connected with it. The boy stands before a

bench, the bundle on his right, a pile of empty boxes on his left. The matches

are to be cut, and the empty boxes filled, by this boy. A bundle is opened ; he

seizes a portion, knowing by long habit the required number with sufficient ex

actness ; puts them into a sort of frame, knocks the endB evenly together, con

fines them with a strap, which he tightens with his foot, and cuts them in two

parts with a knife on a hinge, which he brings down with a strong leverage. The

halves lie projecting over each end of the frame ; he grasps the left portion and

thrusts it into a half-open box, which slides into an outer case, and he repeats the

process with the matches on his right hand. This series of movements is per

formed with a rapidity almost unexampled, for in this way two hundred thousand

matches are cut and two thousand boxes filled in a day by one boy.

THE IRON OF LAKE SUPERIOR.

The superiority of Lake Superior iron over that obtained from any other lo

cality has been often proved in our pages to our readers, but our attention has

again been called to it by an article from the pen of one of our cotemporariee,

whose scientific knowledge has contributed not a little to the interest of our pages,

and the enlightenment of our readers. The article in question speaks for itself,

and we will now only refer to tenacity and strength of this iron as compared with

that of other localities. The following results, obtained by Professor W. B.

Johnson, will show the exact position of the different metals :—

Strength

in lbs, per

sq. inch.

Iron from Salisbury, Connecticut, by means of 40 trials 68,000

Sweden, " 4 " 68,084

Center County, Peon., " 16 " 68,400
■ Lancaster County, Penn., ■ 2 " 68,061

" Mclntire, New York, " 4 " 58,912
England, (cable bolt,) u 6 " 69,105

" Russia, " 6 " 76,069

" Carp River, Lake Superior, determined by Major Wade 89,582

Thus it will be seen that the Lake Superior iron is about one-third better than

all other kinds but one, and that one kind is far inferior. There is no doubt but

that when once the most perfect mode of manufacturing it is attained by experi

ence, it will prove better than the above estimate ; but even should it not, the

present position which it occupies is a sufficient guaranty of its excellence.

In speaking of this, the Buffalo Express says some of this iron was recently

tested in Shepherd's Foundry in that city, with a view to try its tenacity. A

piece of rolled-iron, of the thickness of one's wrist, was subjected to various pro

cesses, and, after bending it across an anvil, twisting it in opposite directions,

and in fact employing upon it all possible force and skill, the experimenters were

compelled to acknowledge that they never before had known any iron capable of

such stubborn resistance to breaking forces. The fracture of the pig metal glis
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tens like steel, and the fiber of the rolled-bars is tougher than that of any other

iron known to the trade. Of the different qualities found there it is not necessary

to speak, as it varies in the same mines, yet it can be reduced to about the same

average in nearly all of them. We learn, on good authority, that the Eureka

ore, which has generally been considered of inferior quality, makes the best irou

manufactured at the Wyandotte Mills ; and that it improves the other ores ma

terially when mixed with them. The increased demand for the Jackson and

Cleveland Mountain ores is sufficient ground for the assumption that they are the

best to be obtained without the aid of the comparison given above, but with the

addition of scientific tests there is no longer room for doubt. It has frequently

been placed in the most trying places, and subjected to the severest tests, but we

have yet to learn that it has been found wanting. A chemical analysis of the

ores of this region make them yield about 70 per cent, though in many instances

they will far exceed that, and of the quality we need no further evidence than

that heretofore given in our pages.

PUBLICATIONS OF THE BRITISH COMMISSIONERS OF PATENTS.

These publications, which are of incalculable value to the industrial arts in

this country, have recently been presented to the Astor Library, by the British

Commissioners of Patents. The magnitude and importance of the girt will be

best explained by the following account, originally furnished for the Evening Post

by Dr. Cogswell, the learned librarian of that institution. Dr. Cogswell ex

amined every page of the princely work in question, and his statement, which

"we give below, is worthy of permanent record in this department of the Mer

chants' Magazine :—

By virtue of an act of the British Parliament, 15 and Ifi Queen Victoria, the

Commissioners of Patents were required to cause the specifications for patents to

be printed, and plates of the corresponding drawings to be made. They began

with the patents granted in 1852, and, in due time, they published all the specifi

cations for that year, amounting to 1,211, with nearly as many plates of drawings

belonging to them. The specifications are bound in twenty volumes, royal 8vo.,

the drawings in the same number of folios. The lettering on the back of the

octavo volumes shows the number of the specifications found in it, and the folios

of the same year the numbers of the corresponding drawings. A single example

will make this clear. Vol. 2oth, in octavo for 1852, is marked 1,135 to 1,211,

being the numbers of the specifications. Vol. 20th, in folio for 1852, is also

marked 1,135 to 1,211, being the numbers of the drawings. The same system of

lettering extends throughout.

The specifications for 1853 are 3,045, making forty-three royal octavos ; the

drawings belonging to them make the same number of folios.

The specifications for 1854 are 2,764, making thirty-seven royal 8vos. ; the cor

responding volumes as many folios.

In 1855 the specifications and drawings make the same number of royal 8vos.

and folios as 18M.

For the four years the whole number of volumes of specifications and drawings

is 137 royal 8vos., and 137 folios. In addition to the above, and 3 volumes of

the Commissioner's Journal, there are twenty volumes of indices, which render

this very extensive work as easy of consultation as a common dictionary. The

following are the various kinds of indices with which it is furnished :—

1st. An alphabetical index of patents granted from 1GI7 to 1853, with supple

mentary indices for each year since.

2d. Subject-matter index for the same period, with the supplement.

VOL. XXXVI. NO. I. 9
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3d. Chronological index for the same period, and supplements.

4th. Reference index for the same period, pointing out the office in which each

enrolled specification of a patent may be consulted, the books in which specifica

tions, law proceedings, and other subjects connected with inventions, have been

noticed, etc.

5th. A separate alphabetical and subject-matter index for patents, for fire-arms,

projectiles, etc.

The whole of this invaluable and truly beautiful work, has been published

under the direction ofBennett Woodcroft Esq., the Superintendent of Specifica

tions, and it is so perfect that it would not be possible to point out in what re

spect it could be improved, or rendered more convenient of use. Under his

directions, also, the copy now in the Astor Library was arranged for binding,

which he had the kindness to attend to, that we might be sure of having every

thing right, and in the best condition for convenient use.

The volumes are all bound uniformly in red Turkey morocco, and the drawings

mounted on strong white calico, the strips to which they are attached to the bind

ing being so brought out, that the whole plate spreads open without any fold.

This precaution has greatly increased the cost of binding, but it will be evident

to every one who examines the volumes, that the increased security and facility

which are given, more than compensates for the additional expense. The Com

missioners are now going on with the specifications and drawings for the yean

previous to 1852, and we have good reasons for believing that the same liberality

which has enriched this and three or four other libraries of this country with this

truly princely donation, will be extended to the continuations.

This is one of the many instances of the liberal spirit which has been manifested

by the British government in the distribntion of their numerous costly publica

tions. The only condition attached to their gift is, that the library should be

free to the public. The Astor Library is indebted to Mr. Buchanan, when he

was our Minister in London, for making known to the Commissioners of Patents

that it was of that description, and the simple assurance secured for it the great

work above described. The library is also indebted to Mr. Henry Stevens, of

London, for his personal attention in relation to it. The work will occupy a

conspicuous place by itself in the library, to which it is certainly intended as one

of its most beautiful ornaments, and first among its means for imparting instruc

tion in the industrial arts.

COATING IRON WITH ZINC AND OTHER METALS.

Messrs. Gressel and Redwood, of London, recently patented the following me

thods of coating iron with zinc and other metals :—

To Coat Iron with Zinc. The zinc is melted in an open vessel, and on its

surface is laid a layer of the chloride of zinc, or a mixture of equal ports of

chloride of ziuc and chloride of potassium, in the proportion of eight of the

former and two of the latter. When the salt is in a state of fusion, the metal to

be coated is placed in the bath, and allowed to remain there till a coating of

sufficient thickness has been obtained ; it is then withdrawn, and any parts of its

surface imperfectly covered are sprinkled with sal ammoniac, and the sheet of

iron again immersed in the bath.

To Coat Iron with Silver. The metal must first be amalgamated with mer

cury by the following process : 12 parts of mercury, 1 of zinc, 2 of sulphate of

Iron, 2 of muriatic acid, and 12 of water are mixed together, and heated in an

open vessel to about 200° Fah. ; the iron is then immersed, and the mercury

rubbed on its surfaces until amalgamation is effected. The silver or alloy is to

be melted in a crucible, and the amalgamated iron placed therein, when a coating

of silver or alloy will be deposited.
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To Coat Irox with Copper or Brass. The copper or other coating is to be

melted in a suitable vessel, and a stratum of borosilicate of lead placed on its

surface ; the iron is then to be plunged into the molten metal, and retained there

until a coating is deposited on it. Iron coated with the tin or lead may be treated

in a similar manner. Another method of coating iron with copper is to place in

a crucible a quantity of chloride of copper, upon which is laid the iron to be

coated, and over that a quantity of charcoal. The crucible is then submitted to

a red-heat and the chloride of copper fused, and a coating of copper deposited on

the iron—or the vapor of chloride of copper may be employed for the same pur

pose. The coating of copper thus obtained may be converted to one of brass,

by exposing the sheet of metal to the vapor of zinc in a closed vessel.

MERCANTILE MISCELLANIES.

DIVIDEND DAY AT THE BASE.

What a crowd, what a crush !

What a row, what a rush t

What screaming, and tearing, and noise—

Of cabmen and footmen, policemen and bus-men,

And poor little run-over boys I

From Lombard-street, I'rince's-street, Broad-

street, King William-street,

On they come, driving full spank ;

Old and yonng, great and small,

Fair and brown, short and tall;

For it's Dividend Day at the Bank 1

Oh, it's Dividend Day!

Oh, it's Dividend Day !

And all sorts of queer incongruities:

Old men and young maids, deaf cars and bright

eye*.

Are coming to claim their annuities.

All question* now cease—

Is it war? is it peace?

Who cares? Or for news of the Frank!

For fleet or conscription,

Turk, Kuss, or Egyptian ?

It's Dividend Day at the Bank 1

" Dear uncle," says Miss,

With a smile and a kiss,

• How posy you're looking to-day !

Stay I stop ! stand you still I

There's a fly on your frill :

Pah! there, now I've brushed it away.

And here, look, dear nunka, Is a beautiful purse :

There, take It; no words—hush ! don't thank I"

And another great buss

Accomp'nius the "puss,*—

It's Dividend Day at the Bank !

The merchant on 'Change

Thinks It looks rayther strange

That his wife should come ont all that way

From Kennington-common—

Such a very Ait woman I

And such an "uncommon hot day P*

To meet her "dear duck,"

Her "love" and her "chuck:"

And then she's so hearty and frank—

Prates and chirps like a bird;

But, of course, not a word

About Dividend Day at the Bank !

Oh, the poet may sing

Of the beauties of spring.

In a hymn to the sweet first of May t

The hero attune.

To the eighteenth of June,

His glorious, uproarious lay ;

To Bt Valentine's morn,

Let lovers forlorn

Write verses, in rhyme or in blank—

1*11 carol my lays

To the glory and praise

Of Dividend Day at tho Bank !

AMERICAN CLOCK BUSINESS.

Oat of thirty-one clock manufactories enumerated by us in articles on the sub

ject two years ago, four have been destroyed by fire, nine have stopped by failure,

and five have stopped manufacturing on account of small profits. There are

Btill thirteen factories making clocks, but only six of them arc running full time,

and with a full complement of hands. These six will produce about 95,000

clocks this year. The remaining seven factories will make about 48,000 clocks,

so that the total production of clocks this year will not exceed 143,000.

The Jerome Manufacturing Company, in 1853 and 1854, produced each year

444,000 clocks. Thus they must have produced more than an average of one

clock per minute. The factory of J. C. Brown, during 1851 and 1852, issued
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from 80,000 to -100,000 clocks annually, making a total from the two i

nients of over 500,000 clocks each year. The Ansonia Company manufactured

about 150,000 last year. Thus it will be seen that all the thirteen factories now

running will make hardly one-fourth of what was produced by three of the large

factories now standing still. The question naturally arises, what shall we do for

low-priced clocks in the future? There is still a large amount of fancy clocks

on hand, which will probably last out the season, but the wooden-frame " ogee "

and " sharp-top Gothic " clocks arc not being made, and there is comparatively

none in the market. The wooden-frame clocks cannot be made for the prices

that they have been sold at. It is estimated that nearly half a million of dollars

have been lost in selling clocks under the cost within the last three years. The

clocks for exportation have amounted to about oije million of dollars annually,

which aided us in the exchanges with the old country. As an instance, we know

one house that imports shawls, linen, collars, and lace goods from Scotland, and

makes its exchange in clocks. But if they were to send a bill of exchange it

would cost them from 7 to 8 per cent; but sending out clocks at 5 per cent profit

or more, it makes them at least 13 per cent on the clocks, which is a paying busi

ness. There are doubtless many similar agents in the exportation of the article,

which is an advantage to ourselves ; and for this reason we desire to see it fos

tered, and again take its place among the industrial products of onr country.

The business has resulted so disastrously to those engaged in it, that some time

must elapse before capital will seek this channel as an investment, unless some

thing like a combination can be made to sustain the prices. Foreign countries,

with all their low wages, cannot, it would appear from the past, compete with us

in making cheap household clocks. The workmen of England cannot be induced

to put together work so recklessly. They arc amazed at the thought of shaping

the parts by the bnshel, and pntting them together as a boy sets ten-pins. Amer

ica makes a clock while Europe is putting on its apron. The clock business now

stands in a peculiar position. There has been no rise in prices, but there appears

every reason to anticipate one. The amount of low-priced clocks made this year

will not supply the home market, and the exportation of the article must about

almost wholly cease for a time at least. It is said that one or two English agents

have been to the clock districts, and have scoured them thoroughly to buy all

that could be found finished ; but the amounts were small, without a prospect of

getting more. If the American manufacturers can combine, and form rules which

shall prohibit the continual cheapening process, and fix a minimum price, varying

with the quality ordered, but never such as to forbid a living profit, the clock

manufacture may again rise ; without it, there appears every sign of a long stag

nation.

The following tabic shows the value of clocks imported into and exported frohi

the United States during the year ending June 30, 1855, derived from the annual

report of the Secretary of the Treasury :—

Imported. Export'd.

Hamburg (684 ....

Bremen 1,481 ....

Belgium 168 ....

England 15,902 f<J,200

Ireland 60 ....

Canada. 6 1,898

France 60,671 483

Imported. Exporfii

Papal States. $17

Mexico 141 ....

New Granada 4 ....

Venezuela 175 ....

China 69

Total $89,268 $6,»81
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THE CASUJIEBE GOAT AND SHAWLS.

It is not as yet generally known, says the Philadelphia Ledger, that the Thibet

goat, from whose wool the famous Cashmere shawls are made, has been introduced

successfully into the United States. This enterprising undertaking was achieved

a few years since, after many difficulties, by Dr. J. B. Davis, of Columbia, South

Carolina, at that time employed by the Ottoman Porte in experimenting on the

growth of cotton in the Sultan's dominions. Dr. Davis succeeded, at vast ex

pense, in securing eleven of the pure breed, which, on his way home, he exhibited

in London and Paris. Since that period, the goat has been introduced from

South Carolina into Tennessee, where it is said to thrive. The value of a flock

may be estimated from the fact that no real Thibet goat has ever been sold for

less than a thousand dollars. This enormous price, moreover, is not a speculative

one, for no fleeced animal has wool of such fineness, softness, and durability. The

wool of all the Thibet goats in Tennessee, for example, has been engaged at New

York this year at eight dollars and a half per pound, the purchasers designing to

send it to Paisley, in Scotland, in order to be manufactured into shawls.

The prices paid for the real Cashmere shawls, or those woven in India, have

sometimes been almost fabulous. A full-sized shawl, such as is called in America

a " long shawl," ordinarily commands in Paris or London from five huudred to

five thousand dollars, according to the quality. Scarfs and square shawls, being

smaller, sell for less. It is a mistake, however, to suppose that all those shawls

are manufactured in India iu the shape in which they are sold here. Generally,

indeed, the centers and borders coma out separately, and are put together after

wards in sizes, and ofteu patterns, to suit purchasers. Moreover, a large portion

of the shawls sold as real India ones are actually made in Prance, for the Thibet

goat was introduced into that country more than thirty years ago, and the Cash

mere shawls imitated with considerable skill. Judges of the article pretend to.

say, however, that the real India shawl can be detected by its having a less evenly

woven web, as also from its brighter colors. It is likewise said that the border

of the genuine Cashmere shawls is invariably woven in small pieces, which are

afterwards sewed together, as the whole border is subsequently sewn on to the

center. But other authorities deny that the skill of India is insufficient to broche

a shawl ; in other words, to weave the border and center in one piece, or run the

pattern of the former over the latter.

Notwithstanding the successful imitation of these shawls, fashion and loxun

still prefer the apparently original. Just as laces, woveu by hand, bring a price

more than five times as great as the same pattern woven by machinery, so a

Cashmere shawl, known to have come from India, will fetch vastly more than the,

cleverest imitation. Probably, however, this is not all. Persons familiar with

both the article and the imitation, assert that the former is softer than the latter,

and that this softness arises partly from the way the thread is spun, and partly

because the Thibet goat, when exported from its native hills, sensibly deterior

ates. There is also a shawl popularly known as the French Cashmere, which is

an imitation of the imitation ; but this has none or very little of the wool of the.

imported Thibet goat. The animal from which this valuable fleece is taken is a

hardy creature, at least in its original locality ; and their fine curled wool lies

close to the skiu, just as the under hair of the common goat lies under the upper
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hair. Eight ounces for a full-sized goat is a large yield, bat the yearlings, from

whom the best wool is taken, give less. About five pounds is required to make

a shawl of the largest size and finer quality, but three or four pounds is sufficient

for an inferior one.

CHOOSING CLERKS AND SALESMEN.

Those of our readers, says the Journal of Commerce, who have had any con

siderable experience in mercantile life, cannot have failed to notice the change

which has taken place in the method of securing available help in the sales-rooms

of onr merchants, and especially of those engaged in the jobbing trade. Formerly,

the clerks entered the store in their youth, preference/ being given to those who

had received a proper moral training, and who could bring testimonials of correct

habits, and an unspotted character. They were then promoted from the errand

boy to junior salesman, and so on through all the grades, according to their intel

ligence, industry, and capacity ; and if they conducted themselves well, were

pretty sure of graduating with honor, or of being retained as partners where

their services were found indispensable. latterly, as we have hinted, the system

has been changed.

Now, but few salesmen enter the place of employment as boys ; they go into

the interior of the country, become acquainted with country merchants, and when

their acquaintance is suOficiently established to enable them to influence custom,

they are readily received here into houses who desire to extend their business, and

rated almost solely by the amount of patronage they can control. Thus, capacity,

experience, moral fitness, all that in the olden time wont to make up the qualifica

tions considered most essential, are reckoned in these modern days of but little

value, compared with an extensive acquaintance among bnyera. This change »

of more consequence than would be at first supposed by a superficial observer.

The gifts most essential to success in cultivating the acquaintance now so val

uable, are precisely those most dangerous to the possessor. The peculiar tem

perament which leads most readily to good-fellowship, and the frank and easy

manners which sit so gracefully upon the general favorite, are not favorable to

self-restraint, and the cultivation of habits of patient endurance and self-denial.

Thus, in a given number of cases, the men who would rate highest as boon com

panions, and would be most likely to have an extended acquaintance, would be

those whose principles were least secure, and who would most readily yield to the

temptations that wait upon self-indulgence. We do not mean by this, that all

who have an extensive and valuable acquaintance are weak in virtue, or that there

is any necessary connection between such an acquaintance and a want of a good

moral character, but that in selecting for service only such as can produce this

qualification, the chances are unfavorable for securing the highest mental or moral

excellence, and therefore the plan is liable to a fatal objection. If we were per

mitted to state all that we know upon this subject, illustrations of the truth of

this position might be multiplied.

A short time since, the editor of the Journal met with a firm who had lost by

robbery a large amount in black silks. They had their suspicions aroused by a

correspondent in the West, who informed them that a young man from New Tork

was offering such goods for sale in that vicinity. Farther inquiry showed that

the goods were not those whose loss was known, but that the young man, lately
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a clerk in one of onr most respectable houses, had stolen the entire lot, valued at

nearly $5,000, by taking a piece at a time when he was going to dinner, or under

pretence of showing it to a customer at his hotel—and the firm had never missed

them. These robberies are frequent, and are beginning to attract the attention

of our merchants to the character of those in their employ. It is due to those

clerks whose principles are well established, but who have nothing save their char

acter and capacity to forward them in their career, that these qualities should ba

more highly valued, and should be made the basis of promotion. If there is no

reaction in favor of the old system, the time will come when clerks will have to

be weighed in and out of their respective warehouses, as the slaves are in the

silver mines, to prevent their depredations upon the property of their employers.

THE BRITISH PAWNBROKER'S CATECHISM.

The catechism of the pawnbroker, which we give below, though designed for

the London market, will be found equally " interesting," if not particularly " in

structive," to some of the readers of the Merchants' Magazine on this side of the

Atlantic It is, at all events, a capital specimen of quiet humor, mingled with

telling sarcasm :—

What is a pawnbroker ? A chess player who check-mates society with the

usury of a " pawn."

For what purpose is he established ? He sets up in the world for the purpose

of plundering the people who are set down by it.

Does he give any entertainment in honor of his business ? Yes ; three balls.

No dinners ? None ; with him it is lent all the year round.

In what respect is he theatrical ? Why, he is a capital manager, and his

private boxes arc continually occupied.

What docs he lend money upon ? Upon undoubted security.

Personal security ? So personal that no person who leaves a loan beyond the

twelvemonth is ever likely to see it again.

Uow does he upset all known principles of soldiering ? Because he is the re

treat in which you obtain the advance.

What does he allow ? He allows you, under the rare circumstances of a fair

advaucc, the privilege of exclaiming, " That's the ticket !"

What does be not allow ? He never allows you to pledge yourself, your

honor, your character, or your reputation—those being articles of no value in his

estimation.

What credit has he ? The credit of being a rogue by act of Parliament

What does a pawnbroker insure ? His own profits—nothing else. He is a

trader upon sufferance, but when the property of others is concerned, it is not he

who sutlers.

When mothers pawn their most valuable things to obtain food for their chil

dren, what is that ? Feeding their little pledges by means of their great

Is he a Christian ? No ; be can't bear anything to be redeemed.

When a poor man goes first to a pawnbroker's, what docs he see ? Ruin staring

him in the face.

What relation does a pawnbroker bear to chemistry? He can be always used

as a receiver, and is always ready with a retort.

What is his shop? The refuge of the robber for his gain, and of the destitute

for their loss.

What is his warehouse ? A collection of thieves, dirty linen, tears, sacrifices,

and old clothes—the Babel of wretches bidding against wretchedness—wherein

poverty is obliged to witness the moral sucking of its blood, without daring to

scotch the leech that draws it.
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EXPENSES AND PROFITS OF SIN FRANCISCO MERCHANTS.

An intelligent correspondent of one of our California exchanges gives a plain

illustration of the way money may or may not be made in the commission busi

ness in San Francisco. By facts thus set forth, a sufficient answer is given to

the oft-rcpeatcd imputations of undue extravagance in the transactions contin

gent upon an important branch of our trade :—

" The subject of charges and expenses on merchandise shipped to this place has

long been a theme of discussion by our Eastern friends, who never fail to remind

as that these charges are exorbitant. It has become a by-word with those who

dabble in California shipments, and the expression ' exorbitant charges ' is con

tinually rung upon our ears. At the present time they require more of us than

is reasonable for the commissions they are willing to pay. We will take an in

voice of assorted merchandise for instance, of the value of $5,000, which is sup

posed to be shipped from New York in a clipper ship. At the onset the shipper

may talk of an advance on same of 50 per cent, for which he is willing to allow

21 per cent, and interest on the money, if very liberal, at the rate of 7 per cent

per annum, and commission on the gross sales here at the rate of 5 or Ti per cent

—the former being often agreed upon, but we will allow the highest rates, 71—

and let us see what profit there is left the commission merchant. We will sup

pose that the sales amount to $10,000, and the time consumed, from period of

shipment to date of sale here, five months, (it is oftener eight.) The goods sold

and account sales rendered shows—first, 21 per cent for advancing, $125 ; inter

est at 7 per cent for same period, $145 83 ; 71 per cent commission on $10,000,

$750; total, $1,020 83.

" Let us look at the opposite side of the question. The interest on $2,500 ad

vanced, at 3 per cent per month, for five months, is $375 ; a month's interest on

freight paid by consignee, say $1,000 at 3 per cent, is $30 ; 3 per cent exchange,

cost of placing the money advanced, in New York, $75 ; total, $480—deducted

from $1,020 83, leaves him $540, to which we might add storage, say $60, leav-

ing for the labor and transacting the business, $600. Now let us see what it has

cost the merchant to earn his $000. First rent, supposing him to occupy base

ment and first floor of a fire-proof building, 25 by 60, it will not be less than

$600 per month. Next comes clerk hire, bookkeeper and salesman, the first

$200, and the latter $150, per month. The rent, always payable in advance, it

is only fair to charge them the current rate of interest, as it is so much money

advanced, and worth what it would net ; this item, license and taxes, add at least

$225 per month more. All this brings it up to $1,175 per month, and incident

als $25 more; total, $1,200, or $14,400 per annum, without taking individual

expenses of two partners in consideration, which at the lowest estimate cannot

be less than $1,800 each. Summing up $18,000 per annum to cover the expense

of doing business, rendering it necessary to sell goods to the amount of $24,000

per month, or $300,000 per annum, to pay expenses. Now, the commission mer

chant in onr Eastern cities receives a higher rate of commission, in proportion to

his expenses, than we do here—the customary commission there being 21 per cent

on sales and 5 per cent on freights ; interest at 7 per cent per annum ; rent for

twelve months about what ours amounts to for one. It may be said that 21 per

cent is only one-third of the rate charged here. Very true ; but rents are in

New York just abont one-sixth, clerk hire less than one-third, interest one-fifth

of what all these expenses foot up here, and in the matter of taxes, license, &c,

' ma conscience '—ask Mr. Dows what he thinks about that, and those fellows

that ' come down from the mountain.'

" Shippers of goods are continually writing to the commission merchants ' to

hold ' for a higher market ; but they are quite unwilling to pay 3 per cent per

month on the money advanced for freight, so it really would ne more profitable

to loan the money for the same period, and save the expense of doing business—

thus there are two facts proved; 1st, That six months' interest on the money

paid for freight, setting aside all other expenses and items before named, is better
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than the commission*!. 2d. A commission merchant cannot and ought not to be

expected to hold goods for a market, unless the shipper is willing to allow some

thing as interest on the freight money, or authorize the consignee to draw for the

amount advanced, for money is certainly worth the 3 per cent per mouth to any

merchant of moderate capital, and if our New York and Boston friends don't be

lieve it, let them come here and try to borrow a little change of any banker, pub

lic or private, and then pay our rents. We think they would have less to say

about our ' exorbitant charges.' "

THE AFRICAN SLAVE TRADE.

A late number of the London Times gives some curious statistics of the Afri

can slave trnde. Brazil is named as the principal promoter of this infamous

commerce :—

From 1845 to 1856 there were imported successfully, year by year, into that

country from Africa, the following batches of slaves : 17,435,19,095, 22,849,

19,453, 50,324, 56,172, 60,0000, 54,000, and 23,000. It will be observed from

these figures that from 1842 to 1845 the slave- traffic, though not apparently de

dining, was, at any rate, stationary, whereas, in 1846 it received an extraordi

nary impulse, which, for four successive years, nearly trebled its result. It is un

necessary to add that this increase coincided with those legislative acts which

opened the British markets to Brazilian sugars.

In 1850, however, though the sugar trade retained all its freedom, the importa

tion of slaves fell to 23,000—scarcely one half its recent amount—and in the next

year the returns were more remarkable still. According to the paper before us,

the figures, which from 1846 to 1849 had ranged from 50,000 to 60.000, dropped,

in 1851, to 3,287 I showing a decline in this nefarious traffic to less thau one-

fifth of the smallest importation previously known.

It is, of course, notorious, that this result has arisen not from any sudden effi

ciency in our system of blockade, but from the resolution, tardilv, though it is

said sincerely taken by Brazil herself, to make the prohibition of this traffic a re

ality. Still, it may be argued that this decision would not have been adopted at

Rio, ?f England had given any proof of weariness in the work of suppression.

The trade of Cuba in this detestable commerce, though large in proportion to

its cxteut of territory, is absolutely much smaller than that of Brazil. The num

bers of the slaves imported into this island during the ten years specified, were,

respectively, 3,630, 8,000, 10.000, 1,300, 419, 1.450, 1,500, 8,700, 3,5u0, 500.

It will be seen that these figures present a singular and not very explicable con

trast to those extracted above from the Brazilian returns, and that they indicate

some sources of encouragement or discouragement entirely peculiar.

In 1844 the traffic was exceedingly large ; the next year it suddenly decreased

by more than four-fifths ; and in 1 846, the very year when our sugar bills gave

such an impulse to the trade of Brazil, it declined to its lowest point, and almost,

indeed, to a nominal extent. Neither did it recover itself in 1847 or 1848, when

the Brazilian dealings were so large ; while, on the other hand, now that Brazil

seems really desisting from the traffic, Cuba Bhows a very considerable importa

tion—an importation, indeed, surpassing for the first time that of her rival on the

Southern continent.

COMMERCIAL VALUE OF PICTURES.

At a recent sale in London of the Spanish collection of pictures owned by the

late Louis Phillippe, ex-King of the French, many of the works brought the

highest prices. The portrait, by Velasquez, of the Minister Olivarez was sold

for 81,550. A portrait of Philip IV., of Spain, also said to be by Velasquez,

copied from the celebrated original of the Madrid Museum, in the third or vague

manner of the painter, sold for $1,250. The finest Murillo in the collection was
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the much-injured canvas which once represented, in all the splendor of color and

expression, " St. Joseph and the Infant Christ," but damaged as it was, it sold

for $2,200. The " Conception," in life-size, though deprived in many places of

its glazings, brought the sum of $4,050. It is a composition in the second man

ner of Murillo. A smaller " Conception," by Murillo, in which the characteris

tics of the master were also distinguishable, was knocked down for $1,360. The

" Virgin and Child " brought $7,750. Another " St. Joseph and Infant Christ,"

though not a favorable specimen of the master, brought $1,500. A picture of

" Jesus and St. John " on the banks of the Jordan, brought $3,300. The " Con

ception," by Murillo, sold in Paris last year, brought over $100,000. It was

purchased by the French government in the face of a strong competition.

DONALD McKAY, THE SHIP-BUILDER.

The reported failure of Mr. McKay, a short time since, excited a good deal of

merited sympathy in commercial circles. A cotemporary justly says :—" His is

a national fame—few men in the United States having done as much as he has

towards establishing our maritime pre-eminence over all other nations." The re

marks of the Boston Adctrtiser indicates alike the heart-tenderness of its gener

ous editor, as well as the general tone of sentiment among the commercial men

of Boston, in regard to Mr. McKay's misfortunes. It says :—

" We do not doubt that our readers will regret to see by our advertising col-

ums that a citizen who has done so much for the credit of our city has been

obliged to suspend payment, and has gone into insolvency. We understand that

Mr. McKay, as soon as he found himself in difficulty, called a meeting of his

creditors, to whom he made a full statement of his affairs, and proposed to take

any course which they might approve. They recommended the course he has

taken, and we cannot doubt that be will hereafter contribute to our commercial

reputation as much as be has done heretofore."

The Boston Atlas say Mr. McKay's liabilities amount to $240,000, and his

assets to $375,000, showing a balance in his favor of $135,000. He says that

in eight weeks he would have been able to pay all his notes, and to have contin

ued his business successfully. During the past fourteen months he has built

10,072 tons of shipping, which have brought $554,500, without a single bad

debt Considering how many men he has employed, he feels most keenly his

present position, but is determined not to be put down.

HOW TO DOUBLE MONEY.

If you will take a bank-note, and while you arc folding it up according to di

rection, peruse the following lines, you will arrive at their meaning, with no little

admiration for the writer's cleverness :—

" I will tell you a plan for gaining wealth,

Rcttor than banking, trading, or leases;

Take a bank-noto and fold It up,

And then you will find your wealth in-creases.

u This wonderful plan, without danger or loss.

Keeps your cash in your hands, and with nothing to trouble it.

And ovrry time that you fold It across,

Tis plain as the light of the day that you double if
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THE BOOK TRADE.

L—Paul Fane; or Parts of a Life Else Untold. A Novel. By N. Pahkbr

Willis. 12mo., pp. 402. New York : Charles Scribner.

Mr. Willis is a writer of the most unquestionable genius ; by far the roost

original in the country ; and his works will find an enduring fame in a field and

a style all his own. A cotemporary thus describes the present volume, his last

published, and, if his other works were not all perfect in their way, we should bo

tempted to say his best :—" Paul Fane describes the experience of republican

sensibilities when brought intb contact with European aristocracy—or, rather,

the trials and struggles of proud republican nature and refinement, when sub

jected to the test questions of artificial rank and fashion. In the history of Paul

Fane, a poor Boston boy, who, in the pursuit of his profession as an artist, forms

intimacies with persons of all varieties of rank, in the courtly capitals of Europe,

just that experience is told which is commonly left untold—the thread of trial

most difficult to weave into language, and, at the same time, about which there

is naturally the most eager curiosity. To every American youth, just entering

his career of love and ambition, Paul Fane will be a delicious morsel of fore

shadowed trial ; while for the female mind the interest is even greater, as there

was probably never a book in which so many of the critical questions of recip

rocity between the sexes were discussed. When it is added to these attractions,

that it is eminently an American book—illustrative of that which our republic

claims as its national superiority, and working out, in its plot, a problem of life,

which ends by giving America the preference, enough will have been said of its

general attractions. The characters, the publishers are at liberty to state, are

drawn very literally from life."

2.—Milledukia : a Thousand Pleasant Things. Selected from " Notes and

Queries." 4to., pp. 416. New York : D. Appleton & Co.

" Notes and Queries," it is well known, is a medium of intercommunication for

literary men, artists, antiquaries, genealogists, <fec, and has been published weekly

in London for several years. The present volume contains the cream of the first

series of twelve volumes. It is replete with good things, rich and rare, and we

do not know the book more abounding in " old gems, richly-chased bronzes, rare

old china, or other objects of curiosity and interest," or so full of matter for " table

talk." A reader with ordinary memory might cull from the Notes and Queries

materials enough to entertain a literary circle for almost an ordinary lifetime. The

book is " got up " in an exceedingly neat and unique style, and wc presume is in

tended as a presentation volume.

3.—Peter Gotl, the Cape Ann Fisherman. By J. Reynolds, M. D. 12mo., pp.

280. Boston : John P. Jewett <fe Co.

This is an interesting piece of biography, and Dr. Reynolds has told the story

of Peter Gott, not only in his simple, brave, and affectionate character, but in the

class of men which he represents, in a plain, straightforward style, throwing into

the interesting narrative such statistical and explanatory remarks as will give the

reader some idea of the nature and importance of our fisheries as one of the great

industrial pursuits of New England, and of their bearing upon the commerce and

navigation of the country. In the introduction we have a graphic and thrilling

description of the fishing vessel in a storm.

4.—The Young Jagers ; or a Narrative of Hunting Adventures in Southern

Africa. By Captain Maine Reid. 18mo., pp. 328. Boston : Ticknor &

Fields.

Captain Reid has been singularly successful in writing interesting books, for

boys as well as men, and we only need say that those who have read and admired

his " Boy Hunters," " Desert Home," and other equally interesting narratives,

will not be disappointed in this capital story.
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5.—Personal Narrative of a Pilgrimage to El Medina and Mecca. By Rich

ard P. Borton. Lieut. Bombay Anny. With an Introduction. By Bayard

Taylor. With Map and two Illustrations). Firet American Edition. 12mo.,

pp. 492. New York : G. P. Putnam & Co.

We are told by Mr. Taylor, the American traveler and editor of the present

work—good authority—that since the days of William Pitts, of Exeter, (A. D.

1678-1688.) no European travelers, with the exception of Burchardt and Lieu

tenant Burton have been able to send us back an account of their travels there.

It cannot, therefore, be doubted but that the present work will be hailed as a

Mahommedan superstition. In fact, the El Medina of Lieut. Burton may be

considered almost a virgin theme. We believe with Mr. Putnam, the accom

plished publisher, that no volume of modern travel possesses greater intrinsic in

terest or originality, while for graphic description, it compares favorably with
the '• Crescent and the Cross " of Warburton.

6.—Signs of the Times. Letters to Earnest Moritz Arndt on the Dangers to

Religious Liberty in the Present State of the World. By Christian Ciiahi.ks

Josiab Bunsen, D. D., D. C. L.. D. PH. Translated from the German by

Susanna Winknorth, author of the " Life of Niebuhr," &c. 12mo., pp. 438.

New York : Harper & Brothers.

The German mind is prolific in thought, and every topic it touches is sure to

receive illustration, and suggestive ideas as naturally flow from it as water from'

the outgushing stream of the mountains. The present work, as its title imports,

pertains to the great principles of religious liberty in our time. The first edition

of the original of this work 2,500 copies were disposed of in Germany within a

month from publication, and a third edition required within three months. The

present is a reprint of the first English edition, published early in 1856. The

topics embraced in these letters are alike interesting to the people of Germany,

England, and the United States, and the work will, we venture to say, find a wide

circulation in this country.

7.—Julian ; or Scenes in Judea. By William Ware, author of " Zeuobia,"

" Aurelian," &c. Two volumes in one. pp. 500. New York : Charles 8.

It is now somo sixteen years since the first edition of these " scenes " made

its appearance. Zenobia, in two volumes, was published in 1838, and has

passed through no less than ten editions ; and Aurelian, by the same author, was

published in 1848, as a sequel to Zenobia, under the name of " Probus," but it

was soon republished abroad under that of Aurelian. The author has been dead

more than ten years, but his writings, including the three works named and " Lec

tures on the Works and Genius of Washington Allston," now justly rank among

the finest productions of the modern classics ; and we are largely indebted to the

discriminating publishers for producing in so handsome a form a new edition of

Julian. We are quite sure that persons of taste will agree with us in our appre

ciation of these publications.

8.—Gardening for the South ; or the Kitchen and Fruit Garden ; with the

best Methods for their Cultivation. Together with Hints upon Landscape and

Flower Gardening, &c. By William N. White, of Athens, Georgia. 12mo.,

pp. 402. New York : C. M. Saxton & Co.

While this volume gives more or less information upon the whole subject of

gardening, it is especially adapted to the States of the Union south of Pennsyl

vania. It contains the modes of culture and descriptions of the species and,

varieties of the culinary vegetables, fruit-trees and fruits, and a select list of orna

mental trees and plants found by trial adapted to the States of Maryland, Vir

ginia, Georgia, South Carolina, Kentucky, Tennessee, &c. The compiler, Mr.

White, is a citizen of Athens. Ga., and has undoubtedly taken much pains to

adapt the work to the soil and climate of the " sunny South." It is handsomely

" got up."

welcome addition to our knowledge

 

Francis.
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9.—The Rifle, Axe, and Saddle-Bags, and o'her Lectures. By William Henry

Milburn. With an Introduction. By theRev. J. McClintock, D. I). 12mo.,

pp. 309. New York : Derby & Jackson.

We were not surprised to learn that four editions of this work were sold during

the first four weeks of its publication, for amid the multitude of books, and good

ones in their way, when we took this book in hand for a brief notice, we were so

much attracted by its interesting and varied contents, that we forgot all about

writing the notice, and read on here and there until we had consumed the larger

part of it. The introductory biography of the blind preacher enlisted our feel

ings in his behalf, and the lecture entitled '■ Songs in the Night ; or the Triumphs

of Genius over Blindness," is so full of personal experience, in connection with

that of other eminent blind men, and the philosophy of it derived from that ex

perience, that we felt we were in the actual presence of the author. The other

lectures in the volume, under the symbolical title of " Rifle, Axe, and Saddle-

Bags," are all the more attractive for expressing so much personal experience,

and we might even say observations, of the blind man in his life struggles. Buy

the book and you will read it.

10.— The American Poulterer's Companion : a Practical Treatise on the Breed

ing. Rearing, and General Management of various Species of Domestic Poul

try. By C. N. Bement. 4to., pp. 304. New York : Harper & Brothers.

The author of this manual was well qualified for the task of preparing such a

work, having, from his earliest youth, devoted himself to the subject of poultry,

practically and theoretically. The present is a new and much-improved edition

of the original work, and contains almost everything which it is desirable to

know and understand in the management of the poultry-yard. It is copiously

illustrated with portraits of fowls, mostly taken from life ; poultry houses,

coops, nests, feeding-hoppers, Ac, &c, embracing more than one hundred illus

trations on wood and stone. It is, in our judgment, the most perfect work of its

kind now before the public, and will be found eminently useful, not only to those

who engage in the business for commercial purposes, but in a small way for do

mestic use or for amusement.

11.—Cousin Nicholas. By Rev. Richard Burnham, author of the " Ingoldsby

Legends," &c. Illustrated. 12mo., pp. 377. Buffalo : A. Burke.

It is a matter of surprise that publishers in either of the three great Eastern

cities of the United States should have passed by a work of so much merit, of ita

kind, as " Cousin Nicholas," by so popular and successful a penman as the ini

mitable author of the " Ingoldsby Legends." But so it happened, and we are

therefore indebted to a Buffalo publisher for the pleasure of reading a work wo

otherwise might not have fallen in with in a long time. The account of Cousin

Nicholas is equal to any of the papers from the same pen, and the illustrations so

clever as almost to deter one from the pleasure of reading a capital story. We

wish the color of the paper—which, by the way. is substantial—was a little more

creamy ; it has too much the appearance of skim-milk—that is, it is rather

blaey.

12.— Child's History of Rome. By Joiin Bonner, author of " A Child's His.

tory of the United States." 2 Vols. 18mo., pp. 308 and 312. New York :

Harper & Brothers.

Mr. Bonner is quite right in adopting the inquiry of Sir G. Cornewall Lewis,

who has proved the non-historical character of the scheme of early Roman history

proposed by Niebuhr, and he is right in adopting the principle, that histories for

children should be governed by as severe a canon as any other class of histories.

The young should not be asked to receive as history that which, when they grow

op. they will know to be fiction. Preserving, however, as early legends—in their

original shape as legends—Mr. Bonner commences this " Child's History of

Rome " with the year 282 before Christ, Thoy form two very clever histories,

with appropriate pictorial illustrations.
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13.—A Physician's Vacation; or a Summer in Europe. By Walter Chai

ning. 12mo., pp. 564. Boston : Ticknor & Fields.

Walter Channing, the physician, it may not be universally known, is a brother

of the late William Kllery Channing, a most eloquent scholar and divine, and

what is more was a pure philanthropist. His brother, the author of the present

volume, is eminent as a physician, and partakes largely of that spirit of philan

thropy which animated his kinsman. Having said thus much, we will only add

that this volume contains a journal of the author's travels during the summer

and autumn of 1852. Without possessing great curiosity, and rather ignoring

that natural quality of the race, the Dr. saw much in England, Russia, Denmark,

Prussia, Austria, Saxony, Bavaria, France, Spain, and other small kingdoms on

the continent, and without apparent effort on his part has contrived to make a

very intelligible and withal quite readable book. It is not like the book of an

other doctor of medicine, who visited Europe some years ago, written on stilts.

It is a plain, unostentatious narrative of all he saw and heard, and discloses the

interesting character of the man. It is, in a word, an interesting and reliable

book of travel in Europe.

14.—Kansas: its Interior and Exterior Life. Including a full view of its Set

tlement, Political History, Social Life, Climate, Soil, Productions, Scenery,

etc. By Sara T. L. Robinson. 12mo., pp. 366. Boston : Crosby, Nichols

& Co.

The author of this work was the wife of Dr. Robinson, chosen Governor of

Kansas by the Free-State Party. She is unpretending in her claims, and al

though written amid all the inconveniences of tent life, during three months' resi

dence of the authoress in the United States camp at Lecompton, with her hus

band, one of the State prisoners, its pages bear the marks of a strong-minded,

well-educated, vigorous woman, whose aim is to be impartial ; that, however,

could hardly be expected under the circumstances. " If," she says, " a bitterness

against the ' powers that be ' betray itself, let the continual clankering of sabers

aud the deafening sound of heavy artillery in the daily drills of the soldiery, aids

in crushing freemen in Kansas, &c, <tc, be pleaded in the balance against a se

vere judgment." The book is, on the whole, an interesting one, and will furnish

the future historian with at least one side of the Kansas question. But little in

the book form has yet been written on the other.

15.—The Merchant Vessel; a Sailor-boy's Voyage to see the World. By the

author of " Man-of-War Life." 18mo., pp. 288. Cincinnati : Moore, Wil-

stack, Keys & Co. New York : Miller, Orton & Mulligan.

The writer of the present volume has drawn an intelligible, interesting, and in

structive picture of a merchant seaman's life. He depicts with life-like fidelity

the shadows as well as the lights in this phase of sea life. Of the " yarns " in

this volume, he says, they arc told as nearly as possible in the language of the

original relators, and there is no doubt in the mind of the writer of their truth.

He has given them place, not only because " yarning " is one of the chief amuse

ments of Bailors during their leisure hours, but from the fact that they present

phases of sea life which happily did not fall to his own experience.

16.—Poetic Readingsfor Schools and Families. With an Introduction by J. L.

Cojistock, M. D., author of " A System of Natural Philosophy," &c Second

American, from the Twelfth London Edition. With Improvements and Addi

tions. 18mo., pp. 282. New York : M. W. Dodd.

This volume is not like the " Rhetorical Readers," " Scientific Readers,"

" Readers in Prose," &c, enriched with extracts from the great writers of

thought and expression, but is a collection of excellent pieces from the pens of

poets who best understood the feelings, tastes, and improvement of youth—blend

ing the latter with amusement, and conveying sentiments, wholesome and proper,

in words that they can understand and appreciate. It is illustrated with appro

priate engravings.
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17.—Rachel and the New World. A Trip to the United States and Cuba.

Translated from the French of Leon Bcauvallet. 12mo., pp. 404. New York :

Dix, Edwards k Co.

It would be difficult to notice this work in the limited space allotted in our

pages, in cither a fitting or appropriate manner. We shall, therefore, content

ourselves, and we hope our readers will likewise be content, with a notice from

Figaro, announcing its publication in that unique print. " We commence to-day,

under the title of Rachel and the New World, a great success de curiositie ; to

Figaro, who first acquainted the public, in all its details, with the agreement be

tween Mademoiselle Rachel, and her brother ; who first made known the sum

total of rceceipts realized in New York by the Felix Family ; to Figaro

it belongs to relate the Odyssey, of which Rachel has been the Ulysses in

America." What more can wo add ; the book is very piquant and Frenchy,

from beginning to end, and will doubtless find a select circle of readers, in its new

English dress.

18.—Handbook of Organic Chemistry ; for the Use of Students. By William

Gregory, M. D., F. R, S. E. Professor of Chemistry in the University of

Edinburgh, and author of " Handbook of Inorganic Chemistry." Fourth Edi

tion, Edited by J. Milton Sanders, M. D., LL D. Professor of Chemistry in

the Eclectic Medical Institute of Cincinnati, &c, &c. 8vo., pp. 480. New

York : A. S. Barnes & Co.

The difficulty in getting up an elementary work upon Chemistry, is not. it is

well remarked, what to put in, but what to leave out. This difficulty seems to

be fully appreciated, not only by the original author, but the American editor.

Professor Gregory gives a methodical and scientific arrangement of the products

and theories of Organic Chemistry, in the work before us. The American editor

has not omitted the latest discoveries, although they are necessarily condensed as

much as could be consistent with a thorough comprehension of them. The en

terprising publishers of this work have been singularly successful iu getting up

popular works on almost every branch of human study, and we are happy to

learn that their works are properly appreciated by teachers and students.

19.—Saratoga : a Story of 1787. 12mo., pp. 400. New York : William P.

Fetridge & Co. Boston : Williams & Co.

The American Revolution is rich in material for the pen of the poet, painter,

and novelist. The local peculiarities, arising in part from the various races of

the settlers, and the relations in which they stood, afford an ample field for the

historian and novelist. Simms, Cooper, and others of our writers have availed

themselves of these circumstances, aud enriched our literature. Still the field

has not been fully occupied, as the present story, founded on the events of those

times, would seem to indicate. Most of the incidents narrated in " Saratoga,"

we are told, were handed down by tradition as veritable facta ; and the principle

personages introduced drawn from actual prototypes. For all artistic purposes,

whatever might be true, is true, and this book is presented by the author as a

faithful, though, of course, incomplete picture of Saratoga in 1787.

20.—The Story of Columbus, simplified for the Young Folks. By Sarah H.

Bradford, author of " Silver Lake Stories," " Ups and Downs," " Lewie ; or

the Bended Twig." With illustrations from original designs. 18mo., pp. 255.

New York : Charles Scribner.

The story of Columbus has often been told, and will bear telling to the end of

time. This is repeated in a manner to meet the " wishes and wants" of the young

folks, and is principally taken—that is, the facts, from Washington Irving's in

comparable history of Columbus. Kindness, nobleness, generosity, dutiful affec

tion, faithfulness to friends, and forgiveness of enemies, were traits in the character

of the great discoverer of our continent, that give to the story all its worth to

the rising generation.
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21 —Three Per Cent a Month; or the Perils of Fast Living. By Charles

Bdrdett, author of " Second Marriage," " Mary Grovcr," " Elliott Family,"

" Never too Late." &c, &c. 12mo., pp. 395. New York : Derby & Jack

son.

Mr. Bardett, the author of this story, has enjoyed in various Ways rare oppor

tunities of seeing and noting much of city life : at one time connected with the

press, as a reporter, at another in sundry public offices, coming in contact with

the men and things in all their varied phases, that go to make up that life, for

weal or for woe. He was enabled to cateh the living manners and weave them,

with the graces of fiction, into the truthful and instructive narrative. The story

before us is instructive, portraying, as it does, some of the rocks and shoals on

which the mercantile character in the great metropolis is wrecked ; and the les

sons it teaches should be widely circulated in the family circle of every New

York merchant.

22.—Incidents of Travel and Adventure in the Far West, with Col. Fremont's

Last Expedition across the Rocky Mountains : Including Three Months' Resi

dence in Utah, and a Perilous trip across the Great American Desert to the

Pacific. By 8. N. Catalho, artist to the Expedition. 1 2mo., pp. 380. New

York : Derby & Jackson.

Mr. Cavalho accompanied Col. Fremont as artist of his exploring expedition

across the Rocky Mountains, an expedition fitted out, as we are informed, at Col.

Fremont's own expense. The volume contains an exceedingly interesting and graph

ic narrative and description of the scenes and events of that adventurous expedition.

The author was sometime sick among the Mormons, and acknowledges their

kindness. He has introduced several discoveries from their prominent preachers

touching their peculiar theological dogmas. It is, on the whole, a very interest

ing volume of travels and adventures in a comparatively unexplored region of the

far west.

23.—The Bunsby Papers. Second Series. Irish Echoes. By Jons BrouohaM,

author of " A Basket of Chips." With Designs by McLcnan. 12mo., pp. 298.

New York : Derby & Jackson.

It is well remarked in the outset by Mr. Brougham, that the most interesting,

if not the most instructive records of any nation, are its traditions and lengendary

tales, and further, that in no part of the world can there be found so varied and

whimsical a store as in Ireland. Every portion of the country, every city, town,

and village—nay, every family of the " real old stock," has its representative share

in the general fund. In the present volume the author has told, in his own ex

ceedingly happy vein, a number of stories drawn from the legends, &c, referred to ;

and we place his book, wc have no hesitation in saying, among the choicest and

best of its class.

24.—Stories of the Canadian Forest; or Little Mary and Her Nurse. By Mrs.

Traill, author of the " Canadian Crusoes," etc., with illustrations by Harvey.

18mo., pp. 240, New York : Charles S. Francis & Co.

The name of Francis as publishers of juvenile works in New York and Bos

ton, has become as familiar to children as any household word ; and, we may

add, that it is owing, not only to the number that have appeared with that im

print for the last twenty or thirty years, but for the general excellence of these

publications. We recollect reading, when quite a lad, and when juvenile books

were scarce, and good ones rare, an edition of " Sandford and Merton," with the

name of Francis at the foot of the title-page.

25.—Never Mind the Face ; or Cousin's Visit. By Hetty Holyoee, author of

" The Surprise." 18mo., pp. 211. New York : Charles Scribner.

The name of the publisher sufficiently guarrantees the unexceptionable tendency

of this story. It has some very pretty pictorial illustrations, and will interest

children.
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MERCHANTS' MAGAZINE AND COMMERCIAL REVIEW II
Established July, 1839.

BY FREEMAN HUNT, EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY.

At 141 Fulton-street, New York—Al Five Dollars per Annum.

The MERCHA\TS' MAGAZINE AMD COMMERCIAL REVIEW

is devoted to TRADE, COMMERCE, and NAVIGATION—BANKING, CUR

RENCY, and FINANCE—MERCANTILE and MARITIME LAW—FIRE

MARINE, and LIFE INSURANCE—OCEAN and IN LAN I •

GATION—NAUTICAL INTELLIGENCE—INTERNAL IMPROVEMENTS—

including CANALS, RAILWAYS, and PLANK ROADS—RIVERS and

HARBORS, and in general all subjects involving the great Commercial and I

trial Intkrbsts of the Country and the World.

It has been ever the constant aim, and untiring effort of the Editor an.'

I prietor to make the Work, at once, a journal of the latest Commercial Intel] >.

and a standard Library of Reference on all topics of Trade, not less indispt'iisu

' the Statesman, Political Economist, Jurist, Financier. Banker, Broker, Snir Mas

ter, Ship Builder, Mechanic, and Manufacturer, than to the Merchant and Bi

Man ; and from the necessarily comprehensive range of its discussions and its s

j tics, taking in, as it does, every subject in the wide field of Commerce, the i

Magazine will always be found to embody a vast fluid of Knowlege for the Farmer,

! also—for the Cotton Planter of the South, and the Grain Grower of the North.

The Editor and Proprietor has endeavored to infuse into his Magazine a na'

spirit and character, by securing the aid of able correspondents in all parts ofour wide

spread Republic, and by exhibiting the resources of every State and Territory of the

Union. Ou mooted points in political economy, banking, and the principles of

he has freely admitted articles advocating antagonistic doctrines and opinions ; and,

while it is Ins great aim to exhibit facts, and embody the scientific and practical

[ tinos of Commerce, the Magazine will be ever open to the free aDd fair discus

i every subject legitimately falling within its general scope and its original de

The number for June, 1856, completed the thirty-fourth semi-annual volume

of the Merchants' Afagazint. The work has been enlarged more than one-third sii

1 commencement in July, 1889, and each volume now contains nearly Eight Bv

i octavo pages. A few complete sets of the Magazine may be obtained at the p

ffice, 142 Fulton-street, New York, neatly and substantially bound, for TV

lars and a Half per volume.

Chamber op Cohhkrcx or Paris. Paris, 26 December, I

Mr. Fhikman Hunt.

Sir:—The Chamber of Commerce of Paris, having had occasion to consult the Magaxin<

you have published for so many years past, could not but fully appreciate its grr

marked thn sustained xeal and care with which you have brought together in

matter pf the highest Interest, at well m disquisitions of the utmost importance and m

Chamber knows oi no better way oftestifying its appreciation of your work, thai

the Magazine for its Library. The Treasurer ha been directed to charge

m New York with this duly, and also to forwards to you Una letter, which we conclude -

you the assurances of our highest consideration.

HoRAri Say, Secretary. LEGENT1L, President of the Chamber.

At a stated meeting of the Philadelphia Board of Trade, held on Monday evening, April 21*:

ihe following resolution* were adopted, without adit DBS—

Rr*>,?£f<t, That the Hoard of Trade viewing the importance of a publication, which coi

attractive and enduring form, general Information and statistics r« l

pursuits of our conn try, venture to recommend " ffvn&s JVert

e,** aa poeaeMlngthi In an eminent degree, and trust their fel

Induced to «neournge Freeman Hi nt, Esq., in his arduous tabors by becoming iut.

periodical.

Revolved, That a copy of the foregoing Resolution be furnished Mr. Hunt, by the Secretary

Hoard.

THOS. P. COPE, President. C. C. Cntr i

 

Cincinnati Chamber or Commir< e, Febniai

At a meeting of the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce, February -llh, 1851, th

nous were unanimously adopted:—

fiffolvrdythul Ursr's Jfrrchnnts1 Mnpaztwr and Commrreinl Ftrriew* Is

and utility, nnd is signally adapted to inform the merchant* upon the num

foreign and internal trade of the country, its maun fact tire* nnd ngriculluri

1 1 i.iii ks of the mercantile community are due to its editor, Freeman Hunt,

ability with which he has conducted it tor so many years.

Resolved* Thin we recommend Its more general circulation, and that a copy of these RAs^^^L-—

forwarded to Mr. Hurt. Ru-uard 8m i

t-eorge \V. Wood Printer, No. 2 Pat< h-Mn. i.
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New England Mutual Life Insurance Co.,
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CAPITAL AMD ACCUMULATION OP PREMIUMS TO MEET LOSSES, OTIB
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the company s pamphlet, containing the Charier, Rules, and Regulations, also the

Annual Reports showing the condition of the company, will be furnished gratis.

B. F. STIiVLXS, Secretary. AVIIXAttl) PHILLIPS, Prcaidcnt.

Directors :

Charles P. Curtis, Thomas A. Dexter. Sewell Tappan. A. W. Thnxter, Jr, Charles
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Atlantic Mutual Insurance Company.

New York, January 28, 1856. Office 51 Wall Strket, Corner or "W

MARINE AND INLAND NAVIGATION INSURANCE.
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Issue. Tho Dividend declared lor IH.Vi was Thirty per cent. The outstanding certificates of the i

of 1853, sod 00 per cent of the Issue of 18jt, are to be redeemed and paid on and after the 5th fee.

The a>seii of the company in New York bunk stock, bonds aud mortgage,

real estate, and loans on slocks (1.700,133 08

Other assets 2,1

Tolld 3,7JT,09S P8

TRUSTEES.—J. D. Jones, T. Tilestos. H.Coit, W. 0. ricKKasoiLi, A. Anuria,

L. Curtis, W. S. Wediobe, C. II. Russell, L. Holbbook, Kobebt 0 P. A.
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Art. I.—MKMOIR OF ELMS 1IMET DERBY, MERCHANT OP SALEM, MASS.

■AKLT COMMERCIAL HISTORY OF SALEM—ME. DERBY'S ANCESTORS—m8 EARLY LIFE—ENTERS TBE

MERCANTILE PROFESSION—LOSSES BY PRIVATEERS—INDIGNANT LETTERS ON THE SUBJECT—THE BEV-

OLUnoNARY WAR—PRIVATREBING—PRIZES—0APTA1N nABADEN—HIS SUCCESSFUL CBUI8E8—LIST

OF PRIVATE ARMED SHIPS FITTED OUT FROM SALEM—TONNAGE OF SALEM—ME. DERBY'S SUC

CESS DURING THE WAR—TRADE WITH THE CAPE OF GOOD HOPE—TBADE WITH THE ISLE OF FRANCE,

rNDIA, AND CHINA—WITH BATAVIA AND CANTON—DUTIES—PETITIONS CONGRESS—FIRST DAWN

OF THE WAREHOUSING SYSTEM—niS SU0CE8S—FLEET OF SHIPS—THE FRIGATE ESSEX—WAB WITH

FRANCE—THE KETCH JOIIN—VOYAGE OF THE MOUNT VEENON—ITS SUCCESS—ME. DERBY'S DEATH-

BUS WILL, ETC., ETC

Salem, fifteen miles east of Boston, is one of the most ancient settle

ments in the State, and, before the Revolution, was distinguished for its

enterprise and commercial spirit. Embarking early in the fisheries, and

coastwise trade ; building at first boats, sloops, and schooners, it gradually

increased the size of its vessels, and sent them to the West Indies, Ma

deira, and the Mediterranean. Fish-oil, lumber, and provisions, were ex

changed for sugar, coffee, rum, and molasses, and these again were bar

tered for wine, fruit, silk, and iron, or bills of exchange on London. When

the war of the Revolution checked the foreign trade, new models were

adopted, and, in place of a navy, private armed ships were sent forth to

encounter the British on the deep. Many of these met with brilliant suc

cess, in their conflicts on the ocean.

At the close of the Revolution, some of these were converted into India-

men, and the ships of Salem were among the first to bear our flag to the

Cape of Good Hope, the Isles of France, Bourbon, Surat, Bombay, Madras,

Calcutta, Batavia, and Canton ; and the fame of Salem was widely diffused

through the great marts of Europe and Asia. When the port of Boston

was closed, before the Revolution, Great Britain, in her anger, proposed
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to transfer its trade to Salem, and make it the entrepot and capital of

the State.

But Salem declined the boon. It would not profit by oppression, al

though it had a fine harbor, and could have extended its piers to water

deep enough to float ships which could not enter the harbor of Boston.

Its wharves were then accessible to small vessels only, and its citizens

were more alive to the wrongs of their country, than to their private ad

vantage. When our volunteers had expelled the British army from Boston,

it again became the seat of government.

Its ruined piers and edifices were rebuilt ; capital returned to it ; a navy-

yard and fortresses were constructed ; canals and railways were made, to

connect it with the interior, and Salem, which had begun to rival it in

commerce, upon the death of its leading merchants, was gradually over

shadowed, and almost absorbed by the growth of the metropolis.

It is still, however, distinguished for wealth, enterprise, and refinement,

and still holds in reverence the memory of those merchants, who, in the

last century, laid the foundations of its prosperity.

Among them, no one is remembered with greater respect than Elias

Hasket Derby. None have surpassed him in enterprise, or contributed

more to improve the shipping, or extend the commerce of the country.

No one has done more to rear up masters and merchants for its guidance.

Living at a period when banks were unknown—having few early ad

vantages, he carved out, by his own genius, the way to wealth, and while

achieving one of the largest fortunes made in America, during the eigh

teenth century, he had the satisfaction to build up with it the fortunes of

his native town, so that when he died, in 1799, although he had studiously

avoided public life—rarely, if ever, held an office—his loss was mourned

as a public misfortune.

The subject of this memoir was of English extraction. His ancestor,

Roger Derby, born in 1643, emigrated to America in 1071, from Topsbam,

near Exeter, in the south of England.

He was a member of the society of Friends, and left home to enjoy

religious freedom. He settled first in Ipswich, but being fined once or

twice for non-conformity, he removed to Salem, where he met with more

liberality. Here he embarked in trade, reared a large family, and acquired

a respectable properly.

At his decease, in 1698, it appears, by his inventory, that ho possessed

a house, wharf, and warehouse ; a stock of goods, some specie, and a silver

tankard, which probably accompanied him from England, and, by his will,

he settled his real estate upon his sons, Samuel and Richard.

His son Richard, born 1679, engaged in maritime affairs, but dying in

1715, at the early age of thirty-five, has left no record behind him, ex

cept that of his marriage, in 1702, with Martha, the daughter of Elias

Hasket of Salem.

With respect to this somewhat peculiar name, the following entry ap

pears upon the records of the General Court of Massachusetts :—

Dzcembto 4th, 17CS.

Col. Elias, son of Capt. Stephen Hasket, of Salem, has lately removed to Bos

ton, from this town. He had been for some time governor of Providence.

His station must have been at Providence, in the Bahamas ; for it is a

tradition in the family, that Elias Hasket, the subject of our memoir, was
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named for a governor of the Bahamas, who presented him, at his bap

tism, with a silver-headed cane. A large head of such a cane, inscribed

J. K. to E. H., has descended, with the name, from the infant to his

grandson.

Richard Derby, at his decease, left a widow and several children, among

them a son Richard, born in 1712, who was the father of Elias Ilasket

Derby. Losing his own father in his infancy, he was reared by an ener

getic mother, and soon gave proof of intrepidity, for we find him as early

as 1730, in his twenty-fourth year, master of the sloop Ranger, about to

sail from Saletn for Cadiz and Malaga.

At a period when the mother country tried to repress the enterprise of

the colonists, and confine their trade to British possessions ; when the

straits were infested by corsairs, from Tripoli, Morocco, and Algiers, we

find this young man venturing to cross the ocean in a craft which would

be deemed now scarcely safe to run from Salem to New York.

Among the shippers upon this voyage was James Lindall, of Salem,

whose invoice and letter of instructions are still extant In the letter, he

directs Captain Derby to invest the proceeds of his fish in oil, fruit, and

handkerchiefs, or in any other articles his good judgment may determine,

and wishes him a prosperous voyage. A letter from Capt. Derby, when

about to sail, refers to a previous voyage to the Island of St. Martins.

The Ranger appears to have made a good voyago, for we again find

him, in 1739, about to sail in her for St. Martins, and, in 1 742, he

appears as master, and part owner, of the Volant, bound for Barbadoes

and the French Islands.

His letter of instructions for this voyage gives a vivid picture of the

difficulties which attended a voyage to Guadaloupe or Martinique.

In 1757 Capt Derby appears to have retired from the sea, and to have

relinquished his vessels to his sons John and Richard, and became a mer

chant of Salem ; for we find among his papers the following letter from

his eldest son, which is a good specimen of the mercantile correspondence

of the day, and gives us some insight into the trade which he had culti

vated between Salem and Spain :—

Gibraltar, 14th December, 1T58.

WoRTny Sir.—These I hope you will receive per your brigantinc Lydia &

Betsey, Capt. Lambert. I wrote" you the 1st instant by way of Cadiz and Lis

bon ; since which I have landed my white sugar, and sold it for $17± per cwt.,

and my tar I have sold at §8 i per bbl. I have not as yet sold any of my fish,

nor at present does there appear to be any buyer for it ; but as it is in very good

order, aud no fear of its spoiling, I intend to keep it a little longer. 1 am in

hopes that this Levanter will bring down a buyer for it. I hope to get $'l 2 for

my brown sugar. We have this day had the Sally delivered up to us. and intend to

sell her for the most she will fetch ; as to sending her to the West Indies, I am

sure if she was loaded for St. Eustatia, she would be seized by the privateers

before she got out of the road, and having no papers but a pass, would be suffi

cient to condemn her in the West Indies, if she should be taken by an English

cruiser. I have bought 140 casks of claret, at $10 par cask, which I intend to

bring home with me. I have written to Alicant for 500 dozen handkerchiefs, if

they can be delivered for $ 1 current par dozen. My cargo for horn : I intend shall

be, 140 casks of claret, 20 butts of Mercill wine, 500 casks of raisins, soma soap,

and all the small handkerchiefs I can get. I have written to Mr. Lma that I

shall remit him £250 or £200. As to anything else, Capt. Lambert can inform
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you, who is knowing to all my business. Not having further to write, I remember

my duty to you and my mother.

I am your obedient son,

EICHAED DERBY, J«.

Raisins, 27 to 30 rials; Malaga, $34 per butt; white sugar, $17i per cwt;

brown sugar, $10 to $12 ; fish, no buyer ; Mersilla wine, $30 to $32 per butt.

The commerce in which Capt. Derby was engaged, was pursued in ves

sels ranging from fifty to one hundred tons. His vessels, laden with fish,

lumber, and provisions, cleared for Dominica, or some "Windward Isle in

the British West Indies, and then run through the islands for a market ;

sometimes getting a license to discharge in French or Spanish ports.

The returns were made in sugar, molasses, cotton, rum, claret, or in rice

and naval stores from Carolina.

With the returns from these voyages, assorted cargoes were made of

oil, naval stores, and the produce of the islands, for Spain and Madeira,

and the proceeds remitted partly in bills on London, and partly in wine,

salt, fruit, oil, iron, lead, and handkerchiefs, to America. The bills of ex

change on London were sold at a premium in America, and contributed

largely to pay for importations from England. In his voyage to Spain, Capt

Derby had chosen the house of Lane <Sc Booth, afterward Lane & Frazer, of

London, as his English correspondents, and, until the close of the century,

they continued the faithful agents of his family. We subjoin one of their

letters :—

London, 1st November, 1T<0.

Capt. Richard Derby :—We are now to confirm the preceding copy of our

last, since which we have received none of your favors. This is to advise you

that Messrs. Lynch, of Gibraltar, remitted us last month two bills for yonr ac

count, viz. :—

John Leweson, Denham-street. £87 18s. 9d

Wm. David's bill oo FraDcia WaldroD, in Portsmouth 28 10 8

£111 8s. Od.

The former of which is accepted, and shall be placed to your credit in course.

The other is noted for non-acceptauce, and we fear will not be paid, as Lieut.

Waldron is out on the recruiting service, and has left no direction for the payment.

We remain with due respect, sir, your humble servants.

LANK & BOOTH.

London, 80th November, 1760.

On the other side you will find copies of our two last letters, and we are now

to reply to your favor of the 14th July. In answer, we are to acquaint you

that Capt. Elkin has made us no remittance, in consequence of your orders to

him to send us £500, nor have we received any from your son, which, indeed, we

cannot expect, as all the produce of his cargo must go towards the discharge of

his ransom bill. As Capt. Benj. Bates has not valued on us for any money for

your account, we suppose he had no occasion for it, and that we shall not hear

from him on the subject.

We are glad you received your goods by Evers & Co. ; the return due on his

insurance will be passed to your credit. We shall observe to send you no further

supply till we hear from you again.

The bill on Lieut. Waldron is returned us with protest for non-payment, and

we shall send it to-morrow to Messrs. Lynch, of Gibraltar, debiting you with

14s. 6d., for charges of protest and postage.

We are with respect your most humble servants,

LANE & BOOTH.
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Sir :—We are now at the 31st December, and confirm our last on the other

side, since which we have your favor of the 22d September, inclosing your,letter

to Mr. Robert Scott, with a remittance for £150 ; both which we delivered to

him, and have taken his receipt for the bill.

We are glad you received your goods by Jacobson, in good order ; and any re

turns of premium for insurance, made for your account, will be passed to your

credit in course.

We are with respect, sir, your most humble servants,

LANE h BOOTH.

The commerce in which Capt, Derby was engaged was bold and adven

turous. When he commenced life, the shipping of Massachusetts was

estimated at 200 sail, and 8,000 tons. Few vessels exceeded GO tons bur

then. His vessels were exposed not only to the dangers of the sea, but

also to the bueaneers, and French and English cruisers, who were often

reckless in the seizure of American property. Among his papers we find

a protest of Michael Driver, one of his captains, bearing date December,

17d9, against an English privateer, the King of Prussia, which robbed

him of his specie, and sent his schooner, the Three Brothers, of 56 tons,

to Tortola, to be robbed again by a court of admiralty. In the year 1762,

we find another protest, of the same master, against a French cruiser, La

Tigre, which had seized another of Capt. Derby's vessels, but more gen

erously allowed him to ransom her, retaining the mate as a hostage. In

the same year we find a third protest, stating that Capt. Derby and another

merchant had procured a cartel, called the Mary, and sent her with the

ransom money, in specie, to redeem their hostages, and that she also had

been captured, and sent in for adjudication, by a British ship of war.

It appears, however, by the papers, that she was acquitted, and that the

hostages were honorably redeemed, although the Mary was detained for

some months in the French port, and the losses and expenses of Capt.

Derby, by this series of captures, exceeded fifteen thousand dollars.

During the French war, from 1756 to 1763, Capt. Derby owned several

ships, as well as brigantines; for in his letters to Booth <fe Lane, he directs

insurance on his ships Antelope. Lydia, and Hanger, merchantmen of two

hundred to three hundred tons burthen.

They are described as mounting from eight to twelve cannon, principally

six pounders, with four cannon below deck, for close quarters. The letter-

book of Capt. Derby is still extant, as are also his two ledgers, covering

the space from 1746 to 1783, and closing with his will and the division of

his estate. These books were kept with scrupulous care ; are models for

imitation, and throw much light on the commerce of the period. During

the French war, an event occurred which greatly exasperated Capt. Derby.

With the proceeds of his shipments to Gibraltar, he purchased there a

French prize, of three hundred tons, and gave her the expressive name of

Ranger. Loading this ship with wine, he sent her, under the command

of Capt. George Crowninshield, to the West India Isles, and exchanging

her wine for sugars, dispatched her on a voyage to Leghorn. But this

flight was too adventurous for an humble colonist; the Ranger was not

destined to reach her port. She had proceeded but a few miles, before

she was seized by four English privateers, and taken to Providence, in the

Bahamas.

Capt Derby met the exigency with spirit. After taking the advice of

Mr. Pratt, one of the first lawyers of the State, he dispatched his son John,
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in one of bis light vessels to the Bahamas, with funds and letter of credit

He addressed letters to the judge, a native of Massachusetts ; but the ves

sel was confiscated, and delivered up to the privateers. The owner ap

pealed, and filed his bonds, to prosecute the appeal in England.

His letters to his counsel and correspondents in London are still ex

tant. In these he writes in an indignant tone, stating, that within three

years, no less than two hundred sail of vessels have been taken to Provi

dence, in the Bahamas ; that none have escaped condemnation, except

those which were able to pay more than the captors; that the judge of

of the Admiralty Court, Bradford, and the governor, Shirley, who went

there penniless, had gone home with fortunes of £30,000; that his

Bhip was on a lawful voyage, and was condemned because she had

no register, which, being a prize, she could not get until her return to

England ; and upon the pretence that she designed going to Salem, when

she was actually on her way to Leghorn, where she would have been sold,

with her cargo, for $70,000. That she had been given up to captors, on

a valuation of #17,000, or one-fourth part of his claim, upon bonds signed

by bankrupts, most of whom had left the island ; and that when his son

had apprized the judge of their inability to pay, he told him it was none

of his business. He assures his counsel that such seizures had set the

country on fire, and would be taken up by the Province, and directs him

to spare no pains to reverse the decree ; and, if he deems it advisable, to

sue the bondsmen and the owners of the privateers, and the governor

and judge also ; and, to show he is in earnest, he sends him a draft of

sixty-three pounds, as a retainer, and a letter of credit on his bankers.

Capt. Derby sent another vessel to the Bahamas, to serve an inhibition

on the court, and, for some years, pursued his appeal ; but a colonist at

that time seldom obtained redress in the Admiralty Courts of England,

and, from his subsequent letters, in which he refers to his discouraging

law suits, we may infer that he was forced to content himself with a mod

erate insurance for the loss of a voyage which would have doubled his

fortune. The injustice of England ; the corruptions of her courts ; the

spoilations made upon her colonists, and the cheek given to their rising

commerce, must have made a deep impression on Capt. Derby and his son.

The stories of his wrongs must have been oft repeated, and no doubt con

tributed to that indignant feeling which animated the Eastern seaports

during the Revolution ; the latent causes of which have been but partially

developed by history.

It was reserved for the son of Capt. Derby, after independence was se

cured, and during another French war, to make the Leghorn voyage, with

results more brilliant than the hopes indulged by his father; and it was

the fortune of his grandsons, the Crowninshields, the sons of the captain

of the Ranger, to adjust, during the war of 181'i, the money account with

England, with long arrears of interest, in their armed ship America.

But losses did not dishearten Capt. Derby. After ransoming another

vessel, the brig Neptune, from the French, through the house of Gardoqui

& Co., of Bilboa, he pursued his commerce in the ship Antelope, the brigs

Neptune, Earl of Derby, and schooner Kate, until the Revolutionary war,

anil, by frugality and perseverance, made himself independent.

In early life he married Mary Hodges, of Salem, who became the mother

of eight children. The race from which she sprung, was distinguished for

its size. An anecdote is preserved of one of them, a young man, six feet
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six inches in height, who was captured by a British frigate. When asked

if he was not remarkable for his he'ght at home, is said to have replied,

" I am the shortest of six brothers !" The descendants of this lady have

nearly all of them preserved this peculiarity of the race.

Capt. Richard Derby lived through the war. From 1769 to 1773, he was

a member of the General Court; in 1774, 1776, and 1777, a member of die

Governor's Council, and, in 1774 and 1775, either he or his son Richard,

was a delegate to the Provincial Congress.

lie was a sound whig, and retained his courage to the last; for Col.

Swett, in his narrative of the march of Leslie to Salem, published a few

years since, relates that Capt. Richard Derby was the owner of the cannon

which Col. Leslie desired to seize. Meeting the old gentleman at some

point, in Salem, he demanded the surrender of his cannon, and "urged

him to deliver them up without resistance." Derby's reply was as sig

nificant as that of the old Spartan. " Find them, if you can 1 take them,

if you can ! they will never be surrendered !''

The courage of the old man, who defied a regiment under arms, and

the spirit of his townsmen, who raised their draw-bridge, and sunk their

boats, preserved the cannon.

By the returns of Col. Mason, Nov. 15th, 1775, of the cannon he col

lected at Salem for the American army, it appears there were nineteen

pieces, eight of which were received from Capt. Derby. These were of

inestimable value to our forces. Capt. Derby married a second time;

lived to witness the independence of his country, und, by his will, proved

in 1783, he left an ample provision to his widow, and divided nearly

$70,000 among his children. A fine picture of the old gentleman remains

in a well powdered wig, with a spy-glass in his hand, and a ship in the

distance. His widow lived to found the Derby Academy, at Ilingham;

his eldest son, Richard, was an ardent patriot, and another of his sons,

John Derby, was an owner of the ship Columbia, which, on her second

voyage, discovered the Columbia River. His second son, Elias Hasket,

the subject of this memoir, was born in Snlem August 16th, 1739, and in

early life, appears to have kept the books, and conducted the correspond

ence of his father, and to have been the accountant of his family. At an

early age he married a Crowninshield, while his sister married a Crown-

inshield also ; thus making a double connection between the families.

From 1760 to 1775, he not only took charge of his father's books,

wharves, and other property, but imbibing the spirit of his father, and ac

quiring through him and his captains a knowledge of commerce, he en

gaged extensively in the trade to the English and French islands. At the

commencement of the war, he was the owner of no less than seven sail of

vessels, in the trade of the West Indies, varying from sixty to one hundred

tons, and by frugality and industry had acquired a property of *50,000.

At this period, most of the rich men of Massachusetts clung to the

mother country, but none of the Derby name followed their example, and

the subject of our memoir espoused the cause of the colonies. A period

had arrived adverse to commerce. The colonists possessed neither navy-

yards or navies, when entering into the conflict with Great Britain, defy

ing the great naval power of the world, aad their merchantmen were soon

swept from the ocean.

At the commencement of the war, nearly all Mr. Derby's ve«els were

at sea, or at the Islands. He had persevered in his peaceful pursuits to
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the la6t, and some of his last shipments had realized large profits. Sugar,

coffee, and foreign goods, had risen in value at home, but the question

was, how to bring his property to Massachusetts.

His first effort was signally unfortunate, as appears by a letter of Dec

13th, 1783, by which he endeavors, without success, to obtain redress in

England He writes as follows:—

The most of my trade, before the war, was to Jamaica, at which time I had

three vessels there, one of them, namely, the Jamaica Packet, Capt. Ingersoll,

took ont papers in the name of Mr. Gray, of the north side of Jamaica, ami sailed

for home. On his passage to Salem he was taken by a British cruiser, and carried

into Boston. The captain who took him deprived him of all his papers, and kept

them until the trial came on, when the bill of stores was missing from the papers.

The court condemned one cask of rum, and one cask of sugar, for want of the bill

of stores, but acquitted the vessel and cargo. Capt. Ingersoll could not get leave

to sell the cargo. He applied, from time to time, to have the interest delivered,

and could not succeed ; but after a time, and when the enemy were near leaving

Boston, he obtained leave to sell so much of his cargo as would be sufficient to

repair his vessel, with a view to leave Boston with the fleet, which he was desirous

of doing, hoping thus to save the interest. When the fleet and army were

leaving Boston, they came and took most of the rum on board the transports ; the

soldiers, and sailors, and others, came in the time of confusion, and cut his sails

from the yards, and made them into bags ; they cut the hoops from the hogsheads

of sugar, and took most of it away. Not being satisfied with that, the day they

quitted the town, they came and cut the fasts from the wharf, when the schooner

drove down river, and went ashore on one of the islands, and was there burned by

the British, by which I lost better than £3,000 sterling."

After this capture, another vessel of Mr. Derby's, the schooner Nancy,

Capt Hallet, reached Cape Francois, and we find there Capt. Nathaniel

Silsbee, in charge of three of his vessels and cargoes. Capt. Silsbee was

the father of the late Nathaniel Silsbee, Senator from Massachusetts, and

appears to have enjoyed the entire confidence of Mr. Derby.

The correspondence between them is still extant Mr. Derby writes to

him under date of February 13, 1776, as follows:—

I advised you of the danger of coming home late in the spring. Taking all

affairs iuto consideration, I must conclude it not safe or prudent for me or you to

venture such an interest on this coast so late as you mast, provided you think of

coming. If this letter should meet you at the Mole, you may ship me, by any

vessels bound to Cape Ann, Newbury, Ipswich, or near to it, some cotton, cocoa,

sugar, molasses, duck, cordage, powder, or any other article you think may an

swer, as I make no doubt that any goods will make 100 per cent For your gov

ernment, I have sent the prices here, and have no doubt they will be much higher,

if times hold as they are at present. But do not send any indigo, as that is con

trary to the association, but any foreign goods you have a right to bring. I do

not at this time mean to write any positive orders, as affairs may alter in the

spring.

There are many difficulties in carrying on business at this time, and I should

be sorry to hear of your going to Halifax, or of your doing anything, however

small, contrary to the Association of the Continent; and you may depend upon

it, that if the present dispute should continue the next summer, that there will

be not less than 100 sail of privateers out from the continent, and I suppose the

interest of mine, as Jamaica or Halifax property, must share the fate of other

things, if taken. But may the Almighty Disposer of all things order the councils

of the wicked administration to come to naught

Mr. Derby adds a postscript by Capt. Hallet, in which he says :—

The times at present are such, I cannot determine what will be for the best,
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and must therefore leave it wholly to you, not doubting the business will be con

ducted with care. Should so large a fleet come on this coast in the spring as is

talked of, I should think it not best to ship so much to the Northward or other

wise ; but it is now said that commissioners are appointed to come over to ac

commodate affairs, but I doubt it. I commit you to the Almighty's protection,

not doubtiug that we shall once more carry on business at Salem in peace and

safety. From your friend,

ELIAS nASKET DERBY.

Capt. Silsbee writes to Mr. Derby in reply, from St. Nicholas Molei

March 17, 1770, that he has received his letter, and lias disposed of the

principal part of his three cargoes to good advantage ; dispatched Capt.

Hallet on his return ; shall visit Jamaica to learn the latest news, and

govern himself accordingly; that he shall not ship the principal part of

the property until he can do so with safety, and after loading his vessels,

shall leave sufficient to load a fourth, and concludes:—

I have sent you, per Capt. Hallet, a gun and pair of pistols, which you will

please accept. I bought them for myself, but I think you stand more in need of

them than I do, and 1 send them to you, sir, as a present.

N. SILSBEE.

Capt. Silsbee continued in the service of Mr. Derby until the close of

the war, when his health failed him, and Mr. Derby evinced the interest

he felt in the family by intrusting several ships to his son, the late Sena

tor, who made a successful voyage to the East Indies before he attained

his majority. The elder Capt. Silsbee exercised his best judgment; but

so vigilant were the British cruisers, that Mr. Derby lost two more of his

vessels on their way homeward.

His trade was ruined, and his property seriously impaired. The war

had now raged for nearly a year, and thus far he had confined himself to

the peaceful pursuits of commerce; but after the wanton and reckless de

struction of his property, and the capture of two more of his vessels, it

became appaient that he must either abandon the seas, which both he

and his forefathers had followed for half a century, or meet force with

force. Boston and New York had been occupied and nearly ruined by

the enemy. Newport, Philadelphia, Savannah, and Charleston soon

shared their fate ; and the main reliance of the country to preserve its

intercourse with Europe and for supplies of arms and military stores, was

on the shipping of Salem and a cluster of small ports around it, among

which Marblehead and Ueverly were conspicuous.

The blood of our mariners and merchants was up; they were indignant

at the oppressive course of the government of Great Britain—aware that

their country, almost destitute of ships of war, looked to them for service.

Smarting under their own losses, they resolved, with one accord, to meet

Great Britain on the deep.

Mr. Derby united with his townsmen, and took a prominent part in the

equipment of at least 158 armed vessels, fitted out from Salem during the

Revolution, mounting more than 2,000 cannon, and manned by the gal

lant seamen of Salem and the contiguous ports of Beverly and Marble-

head.

It is impossible to define the precise part taken by Mr. Derby in the

equipment of this fleet; but Mr. J. P. Felt, the antiquarian, of Salem,

after careful examination of Mr. Derby's papers and other sources of in

formation, writes to the author of this memoir, as follows:—
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Tt is a very difficult thing to discriminate as to the privateers in which Mr.

Derby was concerned, there being no particular account of them ; it is to scraps

like the inclosed, and other accounts and inferences, that I am obliged to resort

to obtain my knowledge. In fact, I feel that if I were to conclude that whenever

a privateer was to be built, he told them—" Go on and build her and fit her out,

get what you can taken up, and I will take what remains,"—that I should not bo

far from correct.

Thus active was Mr. Derby in creating a volunteer navy which was al

most as effective as an array on land, humbling the pride and crippling

the resources of Great Britain.

One of the first armed vessels that sailed from Salem was the sloop

Revenge, one of Mr. Derby's West Indiamen, armed with 10 guns. She

appears to have taken, on her first cruise, 4 Jamaicaraen, laden with 733

hogsheads of sugar, beside othef cargo ; and by an account settled with

Miles Greenwood, of June 24, 1777, Mr. Derby appears to have realized

a fourth part of the proceeds. There were other ships in which Mr. Derby

took an interest which were equally successful, and many of their officers

performed exploits which rival those of Paul Jones and Decatur. In

one of his letters, he requests one of his captains to bring him home

from Hil boa " the guns left there during the war by Capt. Haraden ;" and

a brief sketch of his achievements will give some idea of the intrepid

ity of the men who commanded our privateers.

One of the bravest officers and best seamen who sailed from Salem

during the Revolution, was Capt. Jonathan Haraden. He was born in

Gloucester. Massachusetts, and when a boy was taken to Salem by the

father of the late George Cabot. Very little is known respecting his early

life, but that little redounds to his credit, and shows that he was not apt

to shrink from his duty on any occasion. Soon after hostilities com

menced between Great Britain and her colonies, Massachusetts built two

small vessels, each of 14 guns, for the protection of trade. One of these,

the Tyrannicide, was placed under the command of Capt. Fisk, afterward

Gen. Fisk, of Salem, who appointed Mr. Haraden his Lieutenant. On her

first cruise, she fell in with a royal cutter, bound from Halifax to New

York, having on board, besides her own crew, a number of picked men

destined for some of the British ships of war. After a short contest, in

which the guns of the Tyrannicide did great execution, the cutter was

obliged to strike, and was carried in triu nph into Salem. The British

officers and men were astonished and indignant at being thus captured by

a Yankee sloop. Lieut. Haraden afterward rose to the post of captain, but

soon left the sloop to tako command of the Pickering, a Salem ship of

180 tons, carrying 14 six-pounders and a crew of 4.5 men and boys. In

this ship, built for a cruiser, but commissioned as a letter of marque, he

sailed from Salem in the spring of 1780, with a cargo of sugar for Bilboa,

then a place of great resort for American privateers and prizes. On his

passage, May 29. 1781, he was attacked by a British cutter of 20 guns,

and beat her off after a contest of 1 hour and 45 minutes.

Upon entering the Bay of Biscay, he fell in with a British privateer of

22 guns and 60 men. Having approached her in the night unobserved,

he run alongside, and commanded her through his trumpet, in a voice

of thunder, to strike to an American frigate, or he would sink her. The

privateer struck her flag, and the captain, when he came on board the

Pickering, was mortified to find he had submitted to such inferior force.
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Mr. John Carnes, of Salem, was put in charge of the prize. Both vessels

proceeded towards Bilboa, and as they approached the land, they met a

•ail coming out, which the captain taken in the prize informed Capt.

Haraden was the Achilles, a privateer from London, of 42 guns and 140

men, and added that he knew her force, as he had cruised in company

with her a few days before. Capt. Haraden coolly replied, I shan't run

from her. As she approached, she first encountered the prize, and placed

her third lieutenant and prize crew on board of her ; she then made sail

for her captor, who was prepared to receive her. Night coming on, and

Capt. Haraden, judging from her movements that she would defer her

visit until morning, turned in to take some repose, directing the watch to

call him in case the foe should approach. As the day dawned, June 4,

1780, the Achilles bore down upon the ship, and an officer went imme

diately to communicate the fact to Capt. Haraden, and found him in a

profound sleep. Upon being awaked, he calmly rose, went on deck, as if

it had been some ordinary occasion. Finding his force was small for the

work to be done, as part of his crew were in the prize, he offered a large

reward to his 60 prisoners for 10 volunteers. A boatswain and 9 men

joined him and took their station with the crew, thus increasing his

strength to 47 men and boys.

He then went round to see that everything was in order, assured his

men that although the Achilles appeared to be superior in force, ho had

no doubt they would beat her if they were firm and steady, and did not

throw away their fire. "Take particular aim," said he, "at the white

boot top."

The Achilles took position close alongside of the Pickering, who re

ceived her with a broadside, followed by others in close succession. Al

though the Pickering appeared little larger than a long-boat beside her

foe, and was deep in the water from the weight of her cargo, yet this gave

her some advantage, for nearly all of her shot took effect near the water-

line of her adversary. The Achilles, on the contrary, was so large and

so high above the water, she made a good target for her foe, and many

of her shot passed over the Pickering. One of them, however, took off

the head of the volunteer boatswain, and eight of her crew were wounded.

During the conflict, Capt. Haraden showed a courage and determination

almost superhuman. Close to the foe, constantly occupying the most ex

posed position, while the shot flew around him like hail, he was, in the

language of one present, " all the time as calm and steady as amid a

shower of snow-flakes." He had an uncommonly fine crew : they caught

the spirit of their commander, and did their duty so thoroughly, that the

Achilles found she must either run or sink. She at length sought safety

in flight.

A broadside of crow-bars, fired at a particular time, is said to have had

a prodigious effect, and to have hurried her decision. The Pickering, in

her turn, gave chase, and Capt. Haraden offered a large reward to his

gunner if he would carry away a spar, but fortune did not favor him. The

Achilles was light, and having a mainsail as large as a ship of the line,

outsailed the Pickering and escaped, after a fight of 2 hours and 55 min

utes' duration.

The prize was in sight during the action, and a conversation took place

between the two prize-masters, which is worthy of record, since it shows
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the confidence which Capt. Haraden's crew had in his prowess and good

fortune.

At the request of the English prize-master, Mr. Carnes had informed

him of the force and character of the Pickering; 'but when he saw her

engaging the Achilles, he thought he had been deceived, and inveighed

bitterly against his informant. Mr. Carnes assured him that he had told

the truth, and added, " If you knew Capt. Haraden as well as I do, you

would not be surprised at this; it is just what I expected, and I think it

not impossible, notwithstanding the disparity of force, that the lugger will

at least be beaten off, and I shall have the command of this prize again

before night ;" and so it actually happened.

The Pickering returned, recaptured her prize, and carried her in Bafety

into Bilboa.

The battle was fought so near the Spanish coast, that an immense con

course of spectators, estimated at 100,000, assembled along the shore, in

boats and on the hill-sides, during the action ; and before the Pickering

and her prize had been at anchor half an hour, one could have walked

(says an eye-witness) a mile from the Pickering, stepping from boat to

boat; so great was the admiration with which the battle and victory were

witnessed that when the captain landed, he was surrounded by this vast

throng of strangers, and borne in triumph into the city, where he was re

ceived with public honors and favors.

On another passage from Salem to France, the Pickering found herself

one morning at daylight in close proximity to an English ship of the line,

supposed to be the Foudroyant. She was in full pursuit, and gained

rapidly on the Pickering, but refrained from firing, as she doubtless

wished to take her without injury. It was soon obvious on board the

Pickering, that she must be captured unless she increased her speed. At

this juncture Capt. Haraden put out his sweeps. Upon this, the ship

fired and shot away the blades of three sweeps ; but by great exertions

the crew actually pulled away from tho Englishman, and reached France

in safety. There she obtained a cargo of ammunition, and returned in

safety to Salem, where her cargo was much wanted.

The Pickering was afterward fitted out, under the same gallant com

mander, as a privateer, mounting 16 guns, and was very successful. In

one of her cruises she came up with three armed vessels in company, bound

from llalifax to New York ; they formed in a line, and made a formidable

appearance. Great as was the confidence of the officers and crew in the

bravery and judgment of their captain, they evinced, by their looks, that

they thought on this occasion he was going to hazard too much, upon

which he told them he had no doubt whatever that if they would do their

duty, he would quickly capture the three vessels; and this he did with

great ease by going alongside of each of them, one after the other.

The first was a sloop, mounting 12 guns; the second, a brig of 14;

and the third, a ship of 16 guns.

On another occasion, while cruising near Bermuda, he was greatly an

noyed by two sloops. They sailed very fast, and keeping near him when

ever lie took a prize, would retake her. But Capt. Haraden was not to

be foiled in this manner. He concluded to leave them by night ; and

when out of sight, sent down his foretopgallant-yard and mast, and other

wise disguised his vessel. He soon after fell in with them again ; they

were soon in pursuit, and he put out drags. One overtook him, and
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when so near as to prevent escape, he opened his guns upon her, and

soon captured her. Then, placing the English flag over the American on

the Pickering, the sloop, with the English ensign flying, bore down upon

her consort, and captured her also.

On his return home from one of these cruises, he fell in with a North

Carolina schooner, which had been out to the Islands with a cargo of

lumber, and was returning home with the small proceeds. She had been

just before stopped by an English letter of murque, which in a piratical

manner had robbed her of her quadrant, compass, and stores, unrove some

of her rigging, and then left her to her fate. Capt. Uaraden found her

in this deplorable condition, supplied her necessities, and sent her home.

Having learned the course taken by the letter of marque, he went in pur

suit, overtook and captured her, and, after giving her captain a stern re

buke for his piratical conduct, he gave his own crew permission to make

reprisals. He then allowed the letter of marque to continue her voyage.

Imbued with that humanity which characterizes our seamen, he would

not, even under these circumstances, sink or destroy a ship worthless as a

prize, and thus ruin a brother sailor.

Off the Capes of the Delaware, he fell in with an English brig of war

of equal or superior force, which struck to him almost immediately. The

particular circumstances of this extraordinary afl'air were thus related by

Capt. Haraden :—

He had a favorite boy on board his ship, whom he had at his request

sent on board one of his prizes, that he might return to his homo. The

British brig had captured the prize, and had the boy on board. On the

approach of the Pickering, this boy recognized her, was very much elated,

and gave such proofs of his joy as were natural upon such an occasion.

On being asked what was the cause of his exultation, he replied: "That

is my master, and I shall soon be with him.''

* Your master i" said they ; *' and who is he ?"

" Why, Capt. Haraden," said the boy. " Did you never hear of him?

He takes everything he goes alongside of—he will soon have you."

The news soon flew to the captain's ears; the boy was sent for, and

upon inquiry, gave the same account. In t!ie meantime, the Pickering

was coming up, and soon run close alongside of the English vessel, to lee

ward, so that the deck of the latter was completely exposed to the fire of

the former. Capt. Haraden then said, calmly, " Haul down vour colors, or I

will fire into you." With a mere show of resistance, the colors were struck,

and, the wind and tide being favorable, the ship and her prize in ten

or twelve hours anchored in Philadelphia. The extraordinary courage of

Capt. Haraden, and his power of imparting it to his men, had given him

" a name of terror on the ocean."

In one of the last cruises of this gallant officer in the Pickering, ho fell

in with a King's mail packet from one of the West India isles, homeward

bound, which gave him a very warm reception. Alter an action which

lasted four glasses, Capt. Haraden found it necessary to haul off and re

pair damages. Having done so, he again went alongside of the packet,

with all the powder he had left in his cannon. He then hailed the enemy,

and told him he would give him live minutes to haul down his colors, and

if they were not down at the expiration of that time, he would sink her.

At the end of three minutes the colors came down. The boat, on going

alongside the prize, found the blood running from her scuppers, while the
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deck appeared more like the floor of a slaughter-house than the deck of a

ship. On the quarter deck, in an arm-chair, sat an old gentleman, the

governor of the island from which the packet came. During the whole

action he had loaded and fired a heavy blunderbuss, and in the course of

the battle had received a ball in his cheek, which, in consequence of the

loss of teeth, had passed out through the other cheek, without giving a

mortal wound.

In the course of the war, Capt. Ilaraden is reported to have taken

1,000 cannon from the English. Towards its close, he carried several

prizes into St Eustalia, and with his ship and prizes, shared the fate of

the island, when it was taken in 1781 by the fleet of Admiral Rodney.

One of the prizes thus taken was a Boston vessel, which had been cap

tured by a 13ritish ship and recaptured by the Pickering. The owners of

this vessel sued Capt. Haraden for damages, for having carried the ship

into St. Eustatia instead of sending her home or to some other port. lie

was compelled to pay a large amount; and as his owners, after the loss of

their ship and prizes, were not ready to indemnify him, he commenced a

suit for indemnity.

Such was the sympathy for Capt. Haraden, that when the case came

on, the court-house was filled with spectators, and the streets of Salem

were thronged. The verdict was in his favor, and when it was known,

the people in the streets rent the air with their acclamations. While

volunteers upon the land, who rarely met a foe, have been rewarded by

pensions and liberal grants of land, this volunteer upon the sea, with his

brave associates, who rendered tenfold the service and incurred far greater

perils, have received no honors and no rewards from government. His

grandchildren in Salem still, however, treasure up a few memorials pre

sented to him by the owners of the Pickering and the Julius Ca»ar, in

which he sailed after the loss of the Pickering—consisting of three mas

sive pieces of silver plate, inscribed with the name of the invincible

captain.

Capt. Haraden was in his person tall and comely ; his countenance was

placid, and his manners and deportment remarkably mild. His discipline

on board ship was excellent, especially in time of action. Yet in the com

mon concerns of life he was easy almost to a fault. So great was the con

fidence he inspired, that if he but looked at a sail through his glass, and

then told the helmsman to steer for her, the observation went round, "If

she is an enemy, she is ours 1" His great characteristic was the most con

summate self-possession on all occasions, and in midst of perils, in which

if any man equaled, none ever excelled him. His officers and men in

sisted he was more calm and cool amid the din of battle than at any

other time ; and the more deadly the strife, the more imminent the peril,

the more terrific the scene, the more perfect his self-command and serene

intrepidity. In a word, he was a hero.

Capt. Haraden paid the debt of nature at Salem, in 1803, in his 59th

year.*

If his country has not yet evinced her gratitude for his services—if

• In compiling this brief memoir of Capt ITaraden, I Tiave made liberal use of a sketch pnblishe-d

by Col. Israel Thorndike, of Beverly, his lieutenant; of an oration, by Hon. C. W. Upham, of Salem ;

of a narrative, by Stephen Haraden, of Salem, his nephew; and ».f the statements of his shipmates,

Kobert Bowan and William Prosper, of Salem, and Samuel Kewhall, of Marblehead, furni&ued me

by Capt. J. P. Felt. They are undoubtedly authentic, and corroborate each other.
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he has been suffered to die in obscurity—posterity will yet do him

justice.

But there were many captains of private armed ships in the war of

the Revolution who have left behind them a brilliant name. Among

them, Salem had her Fisk, Haraden, and Gray ; Beverly, her Thorndike,

Tittle, and Woodbury ; Marblehead, her Mugford, Cole, and Tucker.

A few more particulars as to the Salem privateers must suffice for this

memoir. They will show there was chivalry in the private service as

well as in the navy :—

Abstract cf a Utter from Capt. Wm. Gray, late Lieutenant of the Privateer Jack,

of 12 guns and 60 men, Capt. David Ropes, who was captured about six weeks

since, while on a cruise from this port.

Salem, June 12, 1782.

On the 28th May, cruising near Halifax, saw a brig standing in for the land ;

at 7 p. m. discovered her to nave a copper bottom, 16 guns, and full of men ; at

half past 9 o'clock she came along side, when a close action commenced. It was

our misfortune to have our worthy commander, Capt. Ropes, mortally wounded

the first broadside. I was slightly wounded at the same time in my rig-lit hand

and head, but not so as to disable me from duty. The action was maintained on

both sides close, severe, and without intermission for upwards of two hours, in

which time we had seven killed, several wounded, and several abandoned their

aBarters. Our rigging was so destroyed that, not having command of our yards,

le Jack fell with her larboard bow foul of the brig's starboard quarter, when

the enemy made an attempt to board us, but they were repulsed by a very small

number compared with them. We were engaged in this position about a quarter

of an hour, in which time I received a wound by a bayonet fixed on a musket,

which was hove with such force, as entering my thigh ciose to the bone, entered

the carriage of a bow gun, where I was fastened, and it was out of my power to

get clear until assisted by one of the prize-masters. We then fell round and

came with our broadsides to each other, when we resumed the action with powder

and balls, but our match-rope, excepting some which was unfit for use, being all

expended, and being to leeward, we bore away, making a running fight The

brig, being far superior to her in number of men, was able to get soon repaired,

and completely ready to renew the action. She had constantly kept up a chasing

fire, for we had not been out of reach of her musketry. She was close along

side of us again, with 50 picked men ready for boarding. I therefore called Mr.

Glover and the rest together, and found we had but ten men on deck. I had been

repeatedly desired to strike ; but I mentioned the sufferings of the prison-ship,

and made use of every other argument in my power for continuing the engage

ment All the foreigners, however, deserted their quarters every opportunity.

At 2 o'clock p. m. I had the inexpressible mortification to deliver up the vessel.

I was told, on inquiry, that we were taken by the Observer, a sloop-of-war be

longing to the navy, commanded by Capt. Grymes. She was formerly the Am

sterdam, and owned in Boston ; that she was calculated for 16 guns, but then had

but 12 on board ; that the Blonde frigate, being cast away on Seal Island, the

captain, officers, and men had been taken off by Capt. Adams, in a sloop belong

ing to Salem, and Capt. Stoddart, in a schooner belonging to Boston, and by

them landed on the main. Most of the officers and men having reached Halifax,

were by the governor sent on board the brig, in order to come out and convoy in

the captain of a frigate who was, with some of his men, coming to Halifax in a

shallop, and that the afternoen before the action he and some others were taken

on board the brig, which increased his number to one hundred and seventy-three

men.

Capt. Ropes died at 4 o'clock p. m. on the day we were taken, after making

his will with the greatest calmness and composure.

Besides Capt Ropes, were killed Nathaniel Trask, of Beverly, prize-master,

and James Gregory, of Danvers, quarter-master. Enemy's loss more than double.
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July 18, 1738.

Capt. Wm. Gray and five others, who were taken in the Jack of this port, ar

rived here last Tuesday on parole from Halifax. Capt. Gray wishes it to be

Eublished, that himself and other persons with him, in the hospital at Halifax,

ave been treated with great kindness and humanity, and that every attention

was paid them by Dr. Halliburton and the subordinate surgeons of the hospital

which they could reasonably expect or desire. There were 81 prisoners remain

ing on board the prison-ship at that place.

(From the Nova Scotia Gazette, June 11, 1782.)

To the Printer, Sir :—-In justice to humanity, and all my officers and ship's

company of His Majesty's ship Blonde by the commanders of the American pri

vate ships-of-war, the Lively, Capt. Adams, and the Scammel, Capt. Stoddart.

I have the pleasure to inform the public that they not only readily received us on

board their vessels, and carried us to Cape Bessue, but cheerfully supplied us with

provisions till we landed at Yarmouth, when on releasing all my prisoners I had

on board, (64 in number,) and giving them a passport, to secure them from our

cruisers in Boston Bay, they generously gave me the same, to prevent our being

made prisoners of or plundered by any of their privateers we might chance to

meet on>our passage to Halifax.

For the relief and comfort they so kindly afforded us in our accumulated suffer

ings and distress, I most ardently wish and hope that if any of these privateers

should ever happen to fall into the hands of onr ships-of-war, that they will treat

them with the utmost lenity, and g^ve them every indulgence in their power, and

not look on them (promiscuously) in the light of other American prisoners. Capt

Adams especially, to whom I am particularly obliged, as will be seen by his let

ter herewith published. My earnest thanks are also due to Capt. Tuck, of the

Blonde prize-ship Lion, (letter-of-marque of Beverly,) and all his officers and

men, for their generous and indefatigable endeavors to keep the ship from sinking,

(night and day at the pumps,) till all but one got out of her, and by the blessing

of God saved our lives.

You will please publish this in your next paper, and insert the undermentioned

copies of Capt. Adams's letters to me verbatim, and desire Mr. Home will do the

same on Friday next, which will oblige your humble servant,

EDWARD THORNBROUOH, Commnnder of His Majesty's late sbip Blonde.

Halifax Caeeesino Yabd, June 8d, 1783.

i Ox board Sloop Lively, off Seal Island, May 13, ITS.'.

Sir :—It being my disposition to relieve distress, (more especially those iu your

situation.) I have sent my boat to your assistance, and at the same time my ves

sel is at your service, to carry you to the main, where you may provide youreclf

with a vessel to take your ship's company to Halifax or elsewhere. I should be

glad you would come on board, or send such necessaries as you may want for

your comfort, and believe me to be your humble servant, and friend to the dis

tressed,

DANIEL ADAMS.

Ox BOABD Sloop Lively, off Sxal Island, May 13, 1783.

Dear Sir :—Your generous and candid behavior towards the American pris

oners you had on board the Blonde does you the highest honor, and although I

feel the most poignant distress for your sufferings, it gives me signal pleasure

that it is in my power to relieve you. My situation is so critical here that it

would not be consistent with my duty to go out of the vessel, but should be very

glad to wait on you on board the Lively, and any of the rest of the gentlemen

that should choose to take a passage to the main. If you will send me an esti

mate of what provisions you shall want for the remainder of the ship's company

on the island, it shall be immediately sent on shore.

I am your humble servant.

DANIEL ADAMS.

To Kdwabd Thobubboi-oh, Esq.
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In Felt's Annals of Salem will be found a record of most of the pri

vate armed ships equipped in Salem during the war of the Revolution,

—a large fleet for a town containing less than 6,000 inhabitants. When

a Salem captain was asked by an Englishman during the war—" Where

do you get your cannon ?" he replied—" We cast them ;" and when

asked again—" But where do you get the patterns f" he replied, with a

significant smile, "At Saratoga."

The armed ships of Salein intercepted the transport and supply ships

sent from England and Nova Scotia to the troops in Boston and New

York. They resorted to the French islands for munitions of war, and

captured the ships engaged in the sugar trade. They cruised in the Bay

of Biscay, English and Irish Channels, raised the rate of insurance on

British ships to 23 per cent, and compelled England to employ most ef

her navy in convoying merchantment; and, although a large number

were captured, they rarely yielded to an equal force.

LIST OF THE PRIVATE ARMED SHIPS PITTED OCT PROM THE PORT OP SALEM,

MASSACHUSETTS, DURING TOE WAR OP THE REVOLUTION, VIZ., PROM MARCH,

1776, TO MARCH, 1783.

€ Inns. Metuns. Men.

14 BU Essex*.

c

20

n.

Hopefe

Guns. Men.

Exchange**

. • • . ,

20 fiO Experimentf ■ • ■ •

. . .

Jackall}

12 60

Auroraf Famef

.. .

James*

• • • •

10

.

Funny f

16 . • • ■ •

10

,

Favorite

» . .

John*

16 100

Belisariusl Felicityf

» , .

Julius Cresar'ftn.

< .

. .

Flying Fisbf* . . .

. , ,

Jupiter*

14 40

Black Prince*...

10 .

Fly}

10 4 5

Junius Brutus** .

■ •

Black Snake§.. . .

18 . 10 ,

Lark}

20 110

Brandywinef ... .

12 . 18 H)0

Languedock}*. . .

12 ..

Bloodhotindf . . . .

6 .

Foxf

14 e 0 • * • .

14 1 5 14 4 5 8 ..

20 H 0 Gen. Gates}: .... 10 . , 12 ..

Burjker Hill*

8 . , Gen. Greenefe . . 16 1 6 16 ..

. . Gen. Lincolnf . . . . * . ,

Lucyf*

6 ..

14 ( 6 Gen. l'utnan} . . . 18 e 6 . . . ,

Chance^

10 . Grand Turk*.... 22 11 0 Louis le Grand*. 18 100

i !
• Greyhound}* . 8 8 5 14 ..

Griffinf Mars*

14 . Haiumondf 14 . » Marq. Lafayette* * . . .

Certificate}* .... 6 . • Hammond} 10 . « Maryf* • • • •

Charm'g Pollyfm c ... • 14 . • 8 ..

Civil UsageJ . . . . 10 . . 14 6 0 12 ..

Coucordf ....... , . • Harlequin** .... 20 8 5 Montgomery fc .. 14 60

20 It 0 Hasket &. Johnf c. • 8 ..

Cyrus* Hawk}

•

Muoroef• • . .

Hask't <fc John*/m

a

16 76

. ■

8 . . .

New Adventurer.10 < 5 14 . 14 60

Dart} • * Hazurdf

18 10

. O. Cromwell** . . 16 100

4 . 0 14 60

Dispatchf • . 8 4 0 Patty*

Disdain**. ..... 20 11 0 Henry*c . 16 46

Don Galvexf. .. . . . . . Henryt • . . .

Phcenixf

18 120

6 S 5 Hind* . ■ . . ■ . .

14 . • Hyder Ally*..... .. . • 8 ..

The marks in tho above tablo are explained as follows:—The star (*) signifies ship; dagger (+>

brig; double-dagger {+) schooner; section (§) sloop; lm letter of marque; and e captured.
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Polacref

Ponipey^ .......

PooleJ

Poole*

Porus* .........

Putnam $

Rambler f

Racehorsefe ....

Rangerf

Rainbow §

Rattlesnakefe.. .

Ravenfc

Recovery f

Renown* .......

Revolution*

Revoltf

Rhodes*e

Roebuck^

Romulusf

Roverfe . ,

Salem Pack't*/me

1 Sally*

Saucy Jack': ....

St.JohusPack'tfe

Scammel^ ......

Scourge
Cl '

7 20 Scorpiong

. . Sculping

20 9i Sacbarissa}

. . . . Shaler

. . . . Simon Forester'e.

14 . . Shark ?

. . ..I Spring Birdf . . . .

. . Spitfire^c

20 110 Sturdy Beggar$e.

12 .. ! Swetti

.. 14 60

16 40

20 110

6 ..

10 ..

10 ..

Speedwellfe 1* 66

Surprwet. 12 60

Tatne Busb§....'. 10 ..

Thomas'e

ThornJc.

Tbrafher}

Tigerfe 10 ..

Trenton* 12 ..

True American^

Two Brothersfe

Two Bros*/m e

Venusf

Viper*

Washington^

Warrenje

Wild Catfe 14 16

William £ Anna) . .

The number of these private armed ships, exclusively of those of Bev

erly and Marblehead, was 158. They mounted at least 2,000 guns, and

carried, on an average, from 12 to 14 cannon.

They captured at least 445 vessels, nine-tenths of which reached port

in safety. At least, 54 of these privateers and letters of marque were

captured, and many were lost by perils of the sea. The crews were com

posed almost entirely of Americans ; and from a letter of E. H. Derby to

the Secretary of State, in which he mentions that more than 100 men had

signed the articles of the Grand Turk within three days after the notices

were posted, we may infer that many seamen were to be found during

the war who enlisted with alacrity. Several thousand men were fur

nished by Salem, many of whom, captured by English frigates, lingered

for a long time in the Mill Prison and Jersey prison ship.

The proceeds of the prizes were equally divided between the owners of

the ship and the crews, including officers of the vessels.

Among the gallant officers who commanded the armed ships of Salem,

were John Archer, John Brooks, C. Babbidge, Daniel Bigelow, Johnson

Briggs, N. Brown, Nathaniel Brookhouse, Thomas Benson, John Carnes,

John Cathcart, Benjamin Crowninshield, Samuel Crowell, J. Dollanson,

John Derby, Benjamin Dean, E. Emerson, David Felt, John Felt, Simon

Forester, Win. Gray, Jonathan Haraden, Daniel Hawthorne, Benjamin

Hammond, Gideon Henfield, S. C. Hobbs, Samuel Ingersoll, John Lee,

John Leach, N. Lamprel, Stephen Marcoll, J. B. Millet, Jonathan Mason,

J. Murphy, Jonathan Neale, Benjamin Needham, Gregory Powers, Joseph

Pratt, Wm. Patterson, Thomas Perkins, (the principal founder of the

Salem Marine Society,) Daniel Ropes, David Ropes, John Revel, Joseph

Robinson, Daniel Saunders, Elias Smith, Israel Thorndike, J. Tucker, S.

Tucker, C. Thompson, John Tittle, Joseph Waters, C. Woodbury, Henry

White, and Captains Cook, Jones, Jewett, and Palfrey. Many of these

were killed or wounded during the war of the Revolution. Immediately

after the battle of Lexington, the above Capt. John Derby, a brother of

Elias Hasket, in a fast-sailing ship from Salem, carried to London the first

news of that engagement; and on his return, July 18, 1775, immediately

waited on Gen. Washington, at Cambridge, with an account of the ex

citement and surprise produced in England by the intelligence.

During the war of the Revolution, Massachusetts contributed 67,000
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soldiers to the armies of the Union—more than were supplied by any

other State. But she has never had justice done to her for her services on

the ocean. She manned most of the frigates and ships of war fitted out

by government, and at least one-half the private armed ships which met

the "queen of the ocean " on her own element, and successfully disputed

her supremacy.

At least 6,000 seamen must have sailed during the war from Salem, if

we allow 3 men to a cannon, and assuming that ratio for other seaports,

it is safe to assume that the armed ships which sailed from all the ports

of the State in the seven years' contest, bore with them at least 30,000

men. It is time that history should do full justice to the efforts and sac

rifices of Massachusetts.

Although the armed ships of Salem captured many vessels from the

enemy, her losses were severe. Her fishing-smacks and merchantmen

were either swept from the sea by English cruisers, or decayed at the

piers ; and during the last year of the war, few vessels could enter or

leave the port without encountering the fastest frigates of the British navy.

From 1771 to 1785, the tonnage of the port actually declined, and did not

revive until the opening of the India trade, when it moved onward with

astonishing rapidity, as will appear from the subjoined table :—

TONNAGE OK SAI.EM.

Tons. Tons.

1791 9.081

1800 24.S82

1807 252 vessels 48,570

1788 7,913

1771.... 9,228

1781 8.B52

Arrivals in last quarter of 1807 include 17 from Calcutta, 6 from

Sumatra. Duties for quarter, $j 11,000.

Shipping owned by Hon. William Gray in 1807, at Salem:—15 ships,

7 barks, 13 brigs, and 1 schooner—or one-fourth the total tonnage of the

port

From 1791 to 1800, when Mr. Derby owned nearly one-fourth the

tonnage, the annual ratio of increase was close upon 20 per cent. From

1800 to 1807, when the tonnage culminated immediately before the em

bargo, the ratio of growth was 1 1 per cent.

The disastrous effects of the embargo and war were subsequently shown

by the diminution of vessels in foreign trade, from 152 in 1807, to 58

in 1815.

As the war progressed, Mr. Derby learned to appreciate the importance

of speed, and as the enemy armed their large ships and sent out many

privateers and letters of marque, he established ship-yards, studied naval

architecture, and built a class of vessels vastly superior in size and speed

to any previously launched in the colonies, and able to cope with a British

sloop-of-war. He did not materially increase his fortune during the war,

although he took many prizes. He was not desirous to enrich himself

by privateering, and gradually converted most of his ships into letters of

marque; but he found himself at the close the owner of four ships—the

Grand Turk, the Astrea, the Light Horse, and Hasket & John, of three

hundred to three hundred and sixty tons ; and of three brigs—the Henry,

Cato, and Three Sisters, all of superior model, in place of seven sloops

and schooners, which he owned at the commencement of the war. He

had held his own, and made a fair interest on his capital in his contest

with the British.
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He had been successful, but he welcomed the peace with joy, for his

tastes were pacific. And he was now prepared, by the speed and capacity

of his vessels, to meet the mercantile fleet of England in fair competi

tion on the ocean. He was now to embark on new paths of com

merce, untried by Americans, and the courage and enterprise he had de

veloped during the war impelled him onward. His ships had outgrown

the humble trade he pursued before the war. They were no longer

adapted to a small business, or the slow carriage of lumber, live-stock,

and fish to the West Indies. He had began to look for new fields of en-

terprize, and his first step was to the north. In his letter of June, 1784,

to Lane, Son, and Frazer, of London, he apprizes them that—

" Capt. Buffington, in my bark, the Light Horse, sailed the 15th of June for

St. Petersburg, in Russia. This vessel and her cargo of sugars cost me £8,000

sterling, and as the voyage is new to us in this quarter of the world, I wish you

to make me £3,000 sterling insurance."

Thus was opened the American trade to St. Petersburg.

For a brief interval Mr. Derby sent his ships to transport mules from

Spain to the West Indies to supply the deficiencies caused by the war ; to

Virginia, to load tobacco and flour for London ; to Carolina, to take rice

for France ; but finding these routes pre-occupied, he turned his eyes

towards the Cape of Good Hope and the Indies, and determined to meas

ure his strength against the incorporated companies of France, England,

Holland, and Sweden, which then monopolized the commerce of the East.

In 1781, Mr. Derby had built at the South Shore, under the eye of

of Thomas Barstow, a fast-sailing ship of 300 tojis, called the Grand

Turk. Her armament was 22 guns, and her voyages had been remarkably

successful. Of her first cruise no record remains, but on her second cruise,

under Joseph Pratt, she went to the coast of Ireland, and there captured

the ship Mary, from Jamaica, sugar laden, and on her way to Bilboa with

her prize, took the brig John Grace, and carried both in safety to Bilboa,

where the net sales amounted to $65,802. After refitting, she sailed for

the West Indies, captured several prizes, which were sent into the French

islands and condemned, and proceeds remitted to Salem. She subsequently

captured the ship Pompey, of 20 guns, from London, which sailed after

the proclamation of peace was signed, but was captured before it took

effect in the longitudes in which she was taken. After this brilliant suc

cess the Grand Turk made two voyages to the West Indies. In Novem

ber, A. D. 1784, she was dispatched, under the command of Capt. Jona

than Ingersoll, on the first voyage from Salem to the Cape of Good Hope.

She was lying at Table Bay when Major Samuel Shaw arrived there

on his return from Canton, and in his memoir, edited by the Hon.

Josiah Quincy, he states that he sent his boat to the Grand Turk for Capt.

Ingersoll to come on board, and says of him :—

" His object was to sell rum, cheese, salt provisions, chocolate, loaf sugar, but

ter, Ac, the proceeds of which, in money, with a quantity of ginseng, and some

cash brought with him, he intended to invest in Bohea tea ; but as the ships

bound to Europe are not allowed to break bulk on the way, he was disappointed

in his expectations of procuring that article, and sold his ginseng for two-thirds

of a Spanish dollar a pound, which is 20 per cent better than the silver money of

the Cape. He intended remaining a short time to purchase fine teas in the pri

vate trade, allowed the officers on board India ships, and then to sail to the coast

of Guinea, to dispose of his rum, &c, for ivory and gold dust, thence, without
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taking a single slave, to proceed to the West Indies, and purchase sugar and cot

ton, with which he would return to Salem. Notwithstanding the disappointment

in the principal object of the voyage, and the consequent determination to go to

the coast of Guinea, his resolution not to endeavor to retrieve it by purchasing

slaves, did the captain great honor, and reflected equal credit upon his owner,

who, he assured me, would rather sink the whole capital employed than directly

or indirectly be concerned in so infamous a trade."

These views of a Massachusetts merchant and master, at a moment

when the slave trade was permitted by the laws, and this resolution of

Capt. Ingersoll to sail in ballast from the coast of Africa to the great

slave mart of the West, are peculiarly interesting at the present moment,

when the topic of the slave trade is again started at the South.

The Grand Turk sold her rum to an Fnglish East Indiaman, and deliv

ered it at St. Helena. She returned in 1785, via the West Indies, and

her sales proved sufficient to load two ships for home with Grenada rum.

Capt. Ingersoll sent the ship to Salem, and returned with his shipment in

the Atlantic, and on his way home he rescued the master and mate of the

English schooner Amity, whose crew had mutinied, and set their officers

adrift in a boat. After their arrival in Salem, Capt. Duncanson, of th«

Amity, was sitting one day with Mr. Derby in his counting-room, and

while using his spy-glass, he espied his own vessel in the offing. Mr.

Derby promptly manned one of his brigs, put two pieces of cannon on

•board of her, and taking with him the English captain, boarded and re

captured the Amity.

Mr. Derby was a man of action, rather than of words, and when he re

ported the facts to the Governor, he concluded his laconic letter of six

lines in these terms:—''The prisoners remain at your Excellency's dis

posal."

When the letter was printed, some one criticised it as not properly ad

dressed to " His Excellency ;" but Mr. Derby replied the address was there

—they would find it in the conclusion.

Another, anecdote of Mr. Derby at this period of his life, of a different

character, may not be out of place. He was cheated by a merchant to

whom he had sold some merchandise. When the loss was ascertained,

he called his clerks around him, and charged them not to trust a man

again who wore nankeen small-clothes in mid-winter ; " For if he cheats

himself, you may expect he will cheat you." A few weeks afterwards,.

one of the first merchants of Boston drove down to Salem, while Mr.

Derby was absent, to buy an invoice of goods ; but the clerks, observing

his dress, and taking Mr. Derby at his word, refused to trust him ; and he

returned without his merchandise. His anger was appeased when he dis

covered what part of his costume had destroyed his credit.

On another occasion, Mr. Derby sold a country clergyman a piece of

broadcloth on credit, and after two or three years he seut his clerks sev

eral times for the pay, but they returned empty-handed. Mr. Derby told

them they did not understand their business, and added, " Let roe see him

if he ever comes here again, and I will show you what can be done." The

clergyman came, the clerks ushered him into the inner room, and awaited

the result. They were not a little amused to see him walk out after an

hour's conversation with Mr. Derby, without squaring the amount, with

another piece of broadcloth under his arm.

Although the voyage of the Grand Turk to the Cape did not realize all

the hopes of Mr. Derby, the provisions, ginseng, and other articles gave a
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fair profit He had learned, too, the wants and prices of the Indian mar

ket. His eldest son, Elias Hasket, had also left college, landed from one

of his ships in Scotland, visited London, Paris, and L'Orient, in France ;

learned the French language, and gained some insight into the English

and French trade to the Indies. Thus encouraged, Mr. Derby, December

5, 1785, dispatched the Grand Turk, under the command of Capt, Eben-

ezer West, on the first voyage for New England to the Isle of France,

India, and China.

The Grand Turk reached home with a cargo of tea, silks, and nankeens,

in June, 1787; and the letters from her officers had been so satisfactory,

that before her arrival at Salem, Mr. Derby dispatched the bark Light

Horse, and brigantine Three Sisters, for the East, and was largely em

barked in the East India trade.

In December, 1787, Mr. Derby again dispatched his ship Grand Turk

on a voyage to the Isle of France, under the charge of his son, Elias

Hasket, with a promise that he would send the ship Juno in a few weeks

afterward to his consignment. The Juno foundered at sea, and proved a

total loss, without insurance. The Grand Turk, however, was sold, with

her cargo, at a great profit, by his son, who remained a year in the Isle of

France, until relieved by the ship Atlantic, dispatched after the loss of the

Juno, when he proceeded to Surat, Bombay, and Calcutta, and first dis

played our ensign at those ports.

Elias Hasket, Jr., remained three years in India, and there formed an

extensive mercantile acquaintance, and laid the foundations of the exten

sive trade subsequently developed by his father. August, 1788, he pur

chased at the Isle of France, from the proceeds of his cargo, the ship

Peggy and brigantine Sultana, and sent them to Bombay for cotton. The

Peggy returned to Salem, where she arrived June 21, 1789, with the first

cargo of Bombay cotton. In 1789 he dispatched the Sultana to Madras,

and loaded the Light Horse and Atlantic at Bombay, with cotton for

China. After visiting Surat, Bombay, Madras, and Calcutta, he sent the

Peggy to Pegu. She was impressed by the natives, and sent with troops

to Si.-iin, where she first displayed the flag of America. Returning in the

brig Henry, in January, 1791, the immediate result of his voyages was

found to be a profit of nearly $100,000. He soon after sent a ship on the

first voyage made from America to Mocha, in the Red Sea.

During the years 1787 and 1788, his father having dispatched the Light

Horse and other vessels to the Isle of France and India, no less than four

of Mr. Derby's ships found their way to Canton in 1789, viz., the Atlantic,

Three Sisters, Light Horse, and Astrea.* Of these, the Astrea was one of

his favorite ships ; she was distinguished for speed, having in one voyage

to the Baltic made the run in 11 days from Salem to the coast of Ireland,

and she was rated at 860 tons. This ship first appears on the books of

Mr. Derby in 1783, and seems to have been a letter of marque during the

last year of the war. After the peace, she made several voyages to Lon

don and the Baltic, and continued to run many years in the service of

Mr. Derby.

Early in 1788, Mr. Derby planned, for the first time, a direct voyage to

Batavia and Canton, and selected the Astrea for that purpose ; but in

those days a Canton voyage was a serious undertaking, and as six months

was required to provide the specie, ginseng, and other cargo, the ship was

* The Astrea was built by Mr. Derby, and made her firat passage as a letter of marque, la 1783,

to Franc* in 18 days, and returned In It days.
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sent in the spring up the Baltic for iron ; a schooner was sent to Madeira

for wine, and letters were addressed to Mr. Derby's correspondents at New

York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore for ginseng and specie. The Astrea,

on her return, met with stress of weather, and put into Newfoundland.

This detention delayed her voyage until the close of the year. Upon her

arrival from Russia, Mr. Derby had her thoroughly repaired, and then

submitted her to a survey of three experienced merchants, who reported

her to be in fine order for an Indian voyage.

In February, 1789, he dispatched her for Canton with an assorted

cargo, backed up by shipments of specie by David Sears, Samuel Park-

man, and other eminent merchants.

Her manifest gives the assortment then deemed proper for such a voy

age, with a list of the adventures and terms of shipment, aid may interest

the merchant of the present day :—

MANIFEST OF THE CAROO ON BOARD SHIP ASTREA, JAMES MAGEE, MASTER, FROM

SALEM, FOR BATAVIA AND CANTON.

 

60 barrels salmon.

100 tons iron, 5,767 bars.

39 pipes Madeira wine, 4,290 gallons.

50 barrels tar.

50 boxes chocolate, 2,500 lbs.

698 firkins butter, 32,005 lbs.

345 boxes Bpermaceti candles, 8.9SSJ lbs.

16S lihds. and tierces ginseng, 65,776f lbs.

[S]

[W]

ED

SC]

I

 

11 pipes red port wine, 1,339 gallons.

6 pipes Teneriffe wine, 721 gallons.

24 hhds. beer, 2 barrels each.

24 bbls. beer, 40 gallons each.

115 tuba steel.

[B] 48 barrels beef.

F]<kA 336 bbls. common flour.

This belongs to Tenney")

& Brown, of Newbury ; i I

the net proceeds you are | g ^ T

to credit E. H. D.'s account }-^ ll)0y

for freight—the other } to '

lay out on account of T. ii

B. in light goods.

V 9 kegs snuff.

FD

[D]d

[F]

This belongs to Folger"|

Pope, and. after deducting I

commissions, the net pro- |

ceeds is to be credited to \-

£. U. D.'s account, as friend I

Derby is'to have the use of |

the money for freight. J

2 boxes women's shoes, 407 pair,

14 hhds. N. E. mm, ) „

1 lihd. stores, J " B

19 dozen handkerchiefs.

7 bhds. codfish, 9 quintals each, 63 quintals.

1 phaeton and harness complete, with saddles, bri

dles, ic, cased up.

This belongs to James 1

Bott, and goes on the same J- EED J. Bott, 1 box saddlery.

termB as the above, J
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Capt. Nathaniel West

James Jeflry.

Ezekiel H. Derby.

ID

NW

EW

ADVENTUBES.

4 hhds. ginseng, 1,998 lbs.

lObalfbbla. beef.

1 box shoes, 94 pair.

6 cases Geneva.

2 pipes red port wine, 237 galls.

9 firkins butter.

)1S boxes spermaceti candles.

1 pipe Teneriffe wine, 118 galls.

1 cask ginseng, 274 lbs.

(No. 1

(ED 1 cask )

1 Nog. I

( 142 1 big )

Ginseng, 310f.

138 lbs.
Ezekiel H. Derby <t Co. D<tO 1 cask of siftings of the (

n„ - , ( [W] 810 dollars.
ueorge Dodge. 1 1 pipe Madeira wine, 1 10 gallons, (marked with

Benjamin Pickman.Jr. BP

Josiah Shippey

This gdes one fifth

4Co.-(tf],,

marking irons, OD near the bung.)

2 pipes Madeira wine, 220 galls.

8 boxes containing 4,000 dollars.

1 9 tierces ginseng, 4,086 lbs.

Josiah Shippey <fc Co.— ( [W]

This goes at 88T per cent < No. 1

for freight. ( a16

fI7S

Josiah Shippey & Co.—J ?°1 1

This goes one fifth for frt. "> - -

John Seaman. This

88J per cent for freight.

David Sear*. 1 his

ene-fifth for freight.

David Sears. This

88r per cent for freight.

Edmund Seaman. This

at one fifth for freight and

16 tierces ginseng, 3,647 lbs.

2 boxes containing 1,000 dollars.

23 tierces 1 bbl. ginseng, 4,719 lbs.

11 tierces ginseng, 639 lbs.

DS Boxes containing 1 5,000 dollars.

i casks ginseng, 5,670 lbs.

Samuel Parkman. This

at one fifth for freight and

 

r ej

Elfnzer Johnson. This I No. 1

at one fifth for freight and-| a6

commissions. I No. 1

I a7

casks ginseng, 4,793 lbs.

200 Spanish milled dollars,

tierces ginseng, 430 lbs.

7 hhds. ginseng, 2,444 lbs.

5 boxes containing 6,000 dollars.

,988

5 casks ginseng,

1 keg samples,

7 bags dollars, 4,000

'I-
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James Magee

and

Thomas H. Perkins.

1 pipe Madeira vine, 103 galls.

1 pipe port wine, 122 galls.

250 lbs. loaf pugar.

4 cases Genera, 18 galls.

20 gallons brandy.

95 dozen 9 bottles rappee snuff, 1,449 lbs.

[ 552 lbs. manufactured tobacco.

Win. Cabot: freight and ( W70 A hnx containing 23 pieces plate, weight 255 oi .

commission as others pay. ( 16 dwts. 12 gr.

Oliver Brewster ; at 9 ) , , ... ... ■ „ _
per cent freight home. \ A baS ">^"">S 5°0 hilars.

Robert Breeck ; at 26 )

per cent for freight and V A bag containing 200 dollars.

f 4 bbls. K. E. rum, 104J galls.

People—Adventures. i 60 cases Geneva, 225 galls.

( 2 bbls. snuff, 260 lbs.

Elias H. Derby ; to be ( 4 casks ginseng, 965 lbs., ) ...

disposed of. ( " 80 lbs )

It will be noticed that many of the shipments by merchants paid a

large freight, and that it was the custom for the officers and children of

the owner to take an interest in the voyage. The cargo of the Astrea

was intrusted to the joint care of Capt. James Magee and Thomas Ilandy-

side Perkins. The last-named gentleman laid the foundation of his for

tunes in this voyage, by establishing a house in China, and for many years

was a leading merchant in Boston, and one of the founders of the Boston

Atheneum and Asylum for the Blind. His memoir has already appeared

in the Merchants' Magazine.

The following letter of instructions from Mr. Derby in this voyage is

still extant:—

Bal«m, February, IT80.
C.vrT. James Mages, Jr., Mb. Thomas II. Tsbkiks:—

Gents :—The ship Astrea, of which James Magee is master, and Mr. Thomas

Perkins is supercargo, being ready for sea, I do advise and order you to come to

sail, and make the best of your way for Batavia, and on your arrival there you

will dispose of such a part of the cargo as you think may be most for my in

terest.

I think you had best sell a few casks of the most ordinary ginseng if you can

get one dollar a pound for it. If you find the price of sugar to be low, you will

then take into the ship as much of the best white kind as will floor her, and fifty

thousand weight of coffee, if it is as low as we have heard—part of which you

will be able to stow between the beams and the quintlings—and fifteen thousand

of saltpeter, if very low, some nutmegs, and fifty thousand weight of pepper ;

this you will stow in the fore peak, for fear of its injuring the teas. The sugar

will save the expense of any stone ballast, and it will make a floor for the teas,

Ac, at Canton.

At Batavia you must, if possible, get as much freight for Canton as will pay

half or more of your charges ; that is, if it will not detain you too long, as by

this addition of freight it will exceedingly help the voyage. Von must endeavor

to be the first ship with ginseng, for be assured you will do better alone than you

will if there are three or four ships at Canton at the same time with you. If

Messrs. Blanchard & Webb are at Batavia in the brigantine Three Sisters, and

if they have not stock sufficient to load with coffee and sugar, and if it is low,

and you think it for my advantage, then I would have you ship me some coffee or

sugar and a few nutmegs, &c, to complete his loading ; if bis brigantine can be
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sold for a large price, and sugar and coffee, &c, is too dear to make any large

freight, in that case it possibly may be for my interest to have her sold, and for

tkem to take passage with you to Canton ; but this must not be done unless you,

Dr. Blancharu, and Capt. Wehb shall think it greatly for my interest ; or possibly

they may sell their brigantine to advantage, and find some Dutch ship that would

take their freight to St. Enstatia or Curagoa, so as to make it very advantageous.

But there are too often difficulties attending the sale of ships so far from home ;

it therefore must be well thought of before it is undertaken. One thing I have

against it is, that I shall have too much property in the Astrea, and not know it

in time to make my insurance, which ought to be taken into consideration. On

your going round the (Jape no doubt you will see some India ships bound home ;

you will put letters on board two or three of them for me, acquainting me with

the situation of the ship, and everything you think I may wish to know. Capt.

Magee and Mr. Perkins are to have 5 per cent commission for the sales of the

present cargo, and 2i per cent on the cargo home, and also 5 per cent on the

profit made on goods that may be purchased at Batavia and sold at Canton, or

in any other similar case that may arise on the voyage. They are to have ono-

half the passage money—the other half belongs to the ship. The privilege of

Capt. Magee is 5 per cent of what the ship carries on cargo exclusive of adven

tures. The property of Mr. Perkins, it is understood, is to be on freight, which

is to be paid for like the other freighters. It is orders that the ships' books shall

be open to the inspection of the mates and doctor of the ship, so that they may

know the whole business, as in case of death or sickness it may be good service

in the voyage. The Philadelphia beer is put up so strong that it will not be ap

proved of until it is made weaker ; you had best try some of it first. The iron

is English weight ; you will rememl>er there is 4 per cent that you will gain if

sold Dutch weight As the ships will be about leaving Batavia at the time you

are there ; if so, you best barter the small ginseng for something those ships may

have on board, as no doubt it will do better in that way than at Canton. You

will be careful not to break any acts of trade while you are out on the voyage,

to lay the ship and cargo liable to seizure, for my insurance will not make it good.

All freight out and home, it is understood, belongs to the Bhip, as Capt. Magee is

to fill his privilege with his own property. Be very careful of the expense at

tending the voyage, for I more fear that than anything else, and remember that

one dollar laid out while absent is two dollars out of the voyage. Pay particu

lar attention to the quality of your goods, as your voyage very much depends on

your attention to this. You will not forget what Mr. Shippey says to you on

that head, of the green tea and nankeens. You are not to pay any moneys to

the crew while absent from home, unless in a case of real necessity, and then they

must allow an advance for the money. Anuexed to these orders you have a list

of such a cargo for my own account as I at present think may do best for me,

but you will add or diminish any article as the price may be.

My own property 1 suppose will take the room of 500 chests, and your freight

that you already engaged will take the room of about 500 chests, and then I com

pute you will have room for 500 chests more on freight, to make up the 1 ,500

which you think the ship will load on cargo. You must, at Canton or Batavia,

endeavor to fill the ship with light freight, and provided you can do it to advan

tage, you have leave to put my property into more valuable goods, so as to take

the less room ; but this must not be done unless by calculation you find it greatly

for my interest. And I again repeat that I would have the doctor and Mr. Bray

made acquainted with the whole business of the voyage, fur fear of accident, as

in case Mr. Perkins should fail, one or both of them might be of great service to

the voyage. It is likewise my order that in case of you sickness, that you write

a clause at the foot of these orders, putting the command of the ship into the

person's hands that you think the most equal to it, not having any regard to the

station he at present has in the ship. Among the silks, you will get me one or

two pieces of the wide nankeen satin, the others you will get as directed. Get

me two pots of twenty pounds each of race ginger, that is well put up ; and lay

out for my account fifteen or twenty pounds sterling in curiosities. There wiU
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be breakage room in the bilge of the ship that nothing dry can go in ; therefore,

in the crop of the bilge yon will pat some boxes of China, such as arc made suit

able for such places, and filled with cups and saucers, some bowls, and anything

of the kind that may answer.

As to the sale of the ship Astrea, it v» ill not do to think of it, on account of

the freighters' goods ; but if at Batavia or Canton you can agree to delirer her

the next season for $20,000 or 825,000, you may do it, the danger of the seas,

&c, excepted. Attend particularly to the writings for this contract. Provided

that you wish to obtain more property home in the ship, it will be most agreeable

to me to take such a part of the profit, or take it to come at their risk, and lor

me to have all above 40 per cent for Hyson tea and light goods ; but the goods

must be of the best quality, and put in at the cash value ; but do not take it on

my risk without the property is insured before you leave Canton. If any goods

are shipped from Canton in the ship, you will endeavor to get me the consignment,

as it may serve some of my family at Boston. It is understood where I have

one-third of the ginseng for the freight and commissions, as mentioned in the

agreement, I am to allow Magee and Perkins the commission for the whole sales

out. In case Mr. Blanchard is at Batavia, and purchasing coffee, sugar, and

other articles, if he can, by taking those articles, put off some of your goods, and

give you this money, in any way not to injure his voyage, then I would have him

do it Provided you, by information, are fully convinced that you can make a

freight from Batavia on coffee, sugar, cotton, rice, or anything else, and you can

sell my ginseng for a dollar a pound this weight, then I wish to have a third of

my quantity sold, but not for less; but in a barter way you no doubt will do

better.

Capt Magee and Mr. Perkins, although I have been a little particular in these

orders, I do not mean them as positive, and you have leave to break them in any

part where you by calculation think it for my interest, excepting your breaking

acts of trade, which I absolutely forbid. Not having to add, 1 commit you to

the Almighty"s protection, and remain you friend and employer,

ELIAS IIASKET DERBY.
Salih, 19th February, 17S9.

We acknowledge the above to be a true copy of our orders this day received.

JAMES MAGEE.
THOMAS HAND. PERKINS.

The Astrea sailed with brilliant prospects, but American ships were al

ready following the lead of the Grand Turk, and between the fall of 1788

and 1799, no less than fifteen American vessels arrived in Canton.

Mr. Perkins found the market overstocked with ginseng, and sold the

large invoices of Mr. Derby at $20,000 less than the prime cost. He

fouDd there, also, three other ships of Mr. Derby. The Light Horse, At

lantic, and Three Sisters, influenced by temporary high prices of produce

in the Isle of France and India, had come on to China; so that four of

his ships were lying at Canton in the summer of 1789.

Pursuant to the orders of Mr. Derby, two of these ships were sold, and

the proceeds of all their cargoes were shipped in the Astrea and Light

Horse, which arrived safely in Salem, with no less than 728,871 pounds

of tea for Mr. Derby. This importation was unprecedented ; so also was

the entire importation of the same year into the United States, viz. :—

2,601,852 pounds of tea. And the result was disheartening to the mer

chants who first adventured in the China trade. Down to this period

most of the teas had come at high prices via Sweden, Holland, England,

and France. The nation was exhausted by the war, and less than a mil

lion of pounds sufficed for the consumption of a country which now ab

sorbs forty millions of pounds annually, in addition to cocoa and coffee.

Still another event had occurred during the voyage to dishearten Mr.
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Derby. The government had been organized under the constitution of

1788, and an unexpected duty been imposed on teas, which amounted to

$25,000 on the invoices of Mr. Derby. This duty took immediate effect,

without any exception for the cargoes on the way.

Under these circumstances Mr. Derby addressed to Congress the follow

ing memorial, in which, and the letters which accompanied it, he present*

the oppressive weight of the duty, and shadows forth the idea of the

present warehousing system of the United States :—

To the Honorable Senate and Honorable House of Representatives of the United

Stales of America in Congress assembled:—

The memorial of Elias Ilasket Derby, of Salem, in the commonwealth of Mas

sachusetts, merchant, humbly showeth—

That your memorialist, previous to the fourth day of March, in the year of our

Lord one thousand seven hundred and eighty-nine, fitted out and ordered to places

beyond the Cape of Good Hope four vessels, ladened with cargoes of thc^ growth

and produce of this country, and principally the property of your memorialist, to

the amount, nearly, of all his stock in trade ; that only one of those vessels, to

wit, the Aatrea, was ordered and designed for Canton ; that from the unexpected

and particular circumstances of the markets at the Isle of France, India, and

Batavia, the factors of two of his said vessels thought it advisable, and did sell

them and their cargoes, and meeting with his two other vessels in those seas, put

the proceeds thereof on board of them ; that the factor of the ship, the Light

Horse, one of the two remaining vessels, being ignorant of the great number of

vessels which had sailed from the United States for Canton, judged it most for

the interest of your memorialist to proceed also to Canton, there to load with

tea and return home ; that his said two ships, the Astrea and Light Horse, have

within a few days past returned from Canton to the port of Salem with the pro

ceeds of their own cargoes, the other two vessels and their cargoes, principally

in teas.

That no fewer than eleven sail of vessels have been at Canton the last season,

taking op board teas and other Chinese goods designed for the markets of the

United States, amounting to three thousand one hundred and fifty tons of ship

ping, a schedule of which he herewith begs leave to exhibit ; that some of those

vessels have already arrived in the United States, and the rest are daily expected ;

that the teas which will be imported in all those vessels will, on the most accu

rate calculation, be more than sufficient for the consumption of the United States

for three years j that the surplus produce of these teas cannot be exported to for

eign markets without great loss, and that of course it must principally, if not al

together, be consumed in the United States.

That from the badness of the markets to which he originally intended his pro

perty, and not from any plan, nearly all his capital at this time consists of teas,

and that in consequence of the impost law, made since his property left the United

States, he shall be obliged within six months to raise a very large sum of money to

discbarge his bonds given to secure the payment of the duties ; that no property

now remains by him from whence to raise the sums necessary therefor, unless it

is teas, which, from the great abundance at market, cannot be used without a

sacrifice is made of them ; his situation is peculiarly distressing, requiring him to

sell his property at so low a price as to make him, in fact, pay the duties out of

his own pocket, without the most distant prospect of ever receiving a cent there

for, instead of his becoming the collector, and advancing them to government, for

the consumer, or to suffer his bonds to be put in suit, and thereby to have his

credit impaired, and lose his reputation of punctuality, and receive but temporary

relief with the loss of what is most dear to him, and this appears to him the only

choice left, and whichever step he takes, it will be a painful, a really painful one

to him. Under this melancholy impression he flies to your honors for aid and re

lief, and from you it is that he expects assistance under this his most grievous

burthen, and which he could never have incurred had he or his factors abroad
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have known or could have forseen the operation of the impost laws. He there

fore, and with the fullest confidence, appeals to yon, the guardians of the liberty

and trade of the citizens of this rising empire, for redress, not doubting that when

the amount of the duties of impost on two cargoes of tea, the great scarcity of

specie, and the difficulty of raising some thousands of dollars in this young na

tion, almost destitute of capital, are considered, your wisdom and candor will de

termine that so much time shall be'given him for payment of the duties, and such

provision be made for him, as that the consumers of that article shall eventually

pay it, and not that he shall be compelled to pay it within the time limited by

taw, thereby throwing into the hands of watchful speculators an opportunity of

enriching themselves, and rendering your memorialist the sole sufferer.

He would only further add that it is with the greatest cheerfulness that he ad

vances to government the duties required by law, and should the idea be thought

not unbecoming and improper, would suggest that he would not hesitate to pay

to the United States all the duties on his teas in that article, at a much less price

than it would have sold for at market, at the time when the impost law was made.

Your memorialist therefore humblv prays your honors that he may be allowed

to pay to the United States the duties on his cargoes of tea as he from time to

time shall Bell them, and no sooner, or otherwise grant him such relief as in your

wisdom shall seem best ; and as iu duty bound will ever pray.

ELIAS BASKET DEEBY.
Baus, Jane 10, 1790.

The petition of Mr. Derby presented so strong a claim that it was im

mediately granted Ample time was allowed him for the disposal of his

teas. Importations were checked ; the low prices stimulated demand ;

the funding of the debt increased the means of the merchants; and we

may infer, from the energy with which Mr, Derby embarked in the trade

to India in 1701, that his means were not impaired, if they were not in

creased, by his tea voyages.

During the years 1789 and 1790, while the subjects of the duties on

foreign merchandise and the funding of the State and National debt were

under discussion, Mr. Derby carried on an active correspondence with his

friends, the Hon. Benj. Goodhue and Fisher Ames, members of Congress

from Massachusetts, in which he evinces his commercial information.

When it was proposed to put a duty of twelve cents on Bohea tea, he

pointed out the oppressive character of a tax amounting to nearly 100

per cent on the prime cost, and the injustice that would be thus done to

merchants who had embarked in voyages to China, and the danger of il

licit importations. He suggested, too, the importance of a system of

drawbacks to a commercial nation.

In discussing the question of the public debt, in his letter of February

3d, 1790, to the Hon. Benj. Goodhue, he incidentally remarks:—

At the time of Lexington battle I loaned to government a large proportion of

of the supplies for the army, and took their obligations for so much specie, which

obligations I have by me, and should think such debts were as justly due me as

any private obligation whatever. To have the foreign debt put on a better foot

ing than the domestic debt, or to put the interest at 3 or 4 per cent without the

consent of the holders of such obligations, will not, in my opinion, ever raise the

credit of the government.

The loan he refers to was not the only aid rendered by Mr. Derby to

his country. When General Sullivan marched to Rhode Island he sup

plied his troops with boats to cross from the main to the island ; he fur

nished the French fleet with coal ; and at a later period took the lead in

building a frigate for the nation, and when that nation, in her prosperity,
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tendered to him in requital a 3 per cent stock for his active capital loaned

to her in an hour of peril ; when, too, that nation imposed an unexpected

duty on his tea ; while he was opening to her the way to Oriental wealth,

he submitted to her injustice.

Perhaps he might not have so readily acquiesced could he for a moment

have imagined that this same nation, after assuming by treaty the pay

ment of his just claims on France, and allowing him no chance to inforce

them with his own cannon, would for sixty years have withheld from his

posterity both principal and interest of a just debt of $40,000.

From 1788 to 1799, he pursued the India trade with vigor, but he

seems to have been surfeited with tea. His principal voyages after 1790,

were either direct to the Cape, the Isle of France, Bourbon, Calcutta, Ma

dras, or from Salem to England, Spain, France, Sweden, or Madeira, and

thence to the East Indies, taking return cargoes, which were either sold

in Salem or Boston, or shipped coastwise to his valued correspondents,

Ludlow & Gould, of New York, James Carey & Co., and Pickering &

Hodgdon, Philadelphia, or other consignees at Baltimore or Richmond.

Some of his shipments paid large profits. By a letter to Stephen Cad-

man, Esq., it appears that it was the custom of the day to sell muslins and

calico from Calcutta by invoices marked 100 per cent above the India

price. An instance occurs of a shipment of twelve thousand plain glass

tumblers, costing less than one thousand dollars, and sent to the Isle of

France by the ship Benjamin, Capt. Silsbee, and arriving when there was

no glassware in the island, and selling for $12,000 ; and another instance

in which a cargo of common red wine from the Mediterranean, arriving

at an opportune momeut, sold for sufficient to load two vessels with coffee,

which was worth twenty-five cents per pound in America. From the dis

turbed state of Europe, trade was irregular. Voyages occasionally re

sulted in loss, but the ripened wisdom, courage, and perseverance of Mr.

Derby were triumphant, and in the brief period from 1790 to 1799, a

space little longer than the war of 1776, he increased his property at

least five fold, and made liberal advances to his children.

When Mr. Derby first engaged in the trade to India, there were no

banks, and little active capital in Massachusetts. His first cargoes were

of moderate value ; they consisted of an assortment of provisions, naval

stores, spars, cordage, wine, spirits, iron, lead, and ginseng. These car

goes were swelled by shipments of goods, or specie on freight, paying

from 20 to 30 per cent upon returns for carriage. Mr. Derby rarely sold

or purchased on credit, as debts, before the day of banks, were not punc

tually paid. While his large ships were on their voyages to the East,

he employed his brigs and schooners in making up the assortment, by

sending them to Gottenburg and St. Petersburg, for iron, duck, and hemp;

to France, Spain, and Madeira, for wine and lead ; to the West Indies, for

spirits ; and to New York, Philadelphia, and Richmond, for flour, provis

ions, iron, and tobacco ; and made his remittances therefor, as far as pos

sible, in the teas, coffee, pepper, muslins, and silks, which he imported

from the East, often bartering the one for the other, and sometimes draw

ing moderate advances from his consignees, and London bankers. He

rarely insured more than half the outfit, and, by dividing his risks, in

his extensive commerce, could occasionally lose a ship and cargo, without

a serious interruption of his business. His views were always prospec

tive, and his solicitude seemed to be to make his importations the basis
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of his future adventures, without incurring debt. After a few successful

voyages to the East, his capital increased, and he bejauie homj u» c«.>pd

with the largest undertakings.

In the brief space of fourteen years, from 1783 to 1799, we find among

his pipers the record of one hundred and twenty-five voyages, by at least

thirty-seven different vessels, of which voyages, forty five were Ui uiu u<tst

Indies or China.

The records have suffered bf lapse of time and removal. A number of

voyages are doubtless omitted, and many of the slfips made intermediate

voyages, of which no account remains; but we have ample memorials

of the enterprise and activity of this distinguished merchant.

Among the ships sent by him to the East, to the Baltic and Mediterra

nean, were the ships Hasket & John, Grand Turk, 300 tons, Astrea, 360

tons, Henry, 190 tons, Recovery, John, Benjamin, Martha, Grand Sachem,

Grand Turk, (new,) 500 tons, Active, Three Sisters, Juno, Atlantic, Peggy,

Eliza, Light Horse, Mount Vernon, Bunker Hill, Benjamin, (new,) 450

tons.

The John was sometimes rigged as a ketch ; the armed ship Benjamin

was coppered to the bends. After her purchase by Capt. Silsbee in 1790,

Mr. Derby adopted the practice of coppering his ships, then a novelty

in America.

The Henry, built of white pine, proved a very buoyant and durable ship,

and lasted nearly half a century. Among his small vessels were the brigs

Dolphin, Conger, Brothers, Nancy, Ranger, Cato, Three Friends, Chance,

Rose, Peggy, Henry, Antelope, Jutland; and schooners Hannah, Polly,

Porga, You, Hope, Fanny ; aud sloops Sally and Alice.

Among the officers of these ships who afterwards became distinguished

for talents or success, were Hon. Nathaniel Silsbee, Dr. N'athaniel Bow-

ditch, John Prince, Joseph Ropes, J. Magee, Joseph Pratt, Benjamin

Hodges, Esqs., Capt. Richard Cleaveland, Capt. J. Nichols, Hon. Thomas

H. Perkins, Benjamin Crowninshield, Jacob Crowninshield, D. Saunders,

E*qs., Capt. Richard Derby, Gen. Samuel Derby, Capt. Benjamin Webb,.

Capt. J. Ingersoll, Capt- Stephen Phillips.

Among the officers who rosa most rapidly to distinction in the service

of Mr. Derby, none is more prominent than the Hon. Nathaniel Silsbee,.

late Senator from Massachusetts. His father had enjoyed the entire con

fidence of Mr. Derby, and after his death, Mr. Derby transferred that con

fidence to his son.

In 1790, he appears as the mate and captain's clerk of a small vessel

bound to Madeira. In 1792 he is master of a sloop in the trade to the

West Indies, which Mr. Derby impowers him to sell for $350. In 1793>

at the early age of twenty years, he is on a voyage to the Isle of France,

in command of the new ship Bonjamin, of 1 42 tons. From the Isle of

France, he proceeds to the Cape of Good Hope, returns to the Isle of

France, and brings his ship home with large profits.

In 1T90, Mr. Derby dispatches him, in the ship Benjamin, to Amster

dam, and thence to the Isle of France, with a credit of $10,000 for his

own private adventure. After selling his ship and cargo at a great

profit, he purchases a new ship of 450 tons for his_owner, and returns to

8alem with a full cargo of East India goods, for his owner, and such favor

able results for himself, as to enable him to commence business on his

own account, in which he soon achieved a fortune.
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When Mr. Derby first went into the India trade, there were few offi

cers in the country able to take charge of an Indiaman, on such long, un

tried voyages, and he was obliged to improvise not only ships, but officers,

for the occasion. To obviate this difficulty, he gave gratuitous instruction

to many lads of his native ti wn. He admitted the most promising of

these, when young, as masters or supercargoes, into his ships. If they

displayed tact and ability, he soon gave them command, and laid the

foundations of their fortunes, by liberal cotnmissions and salaries, and an

jnterest in the voyage*. While his ships were absent, Mr. Derby devoted

himself to the improvement of models, the supervision of his vessels on

the stocks ; or found his recreation on his farm, or in importing new flowers,

shrubs, plants, trees, and animals, for his own amusement, and the im

provement of his State.

Capt. Richard Cleveland, who was in his employ from 1788 to 1795,

and who still lives in a green old age at Salem, after a life of singular

Vicissitudes, bears the following testimony to his ability and character, in

the first page of his "Narrative of Voyages and Commercial Enterprises,"

published at Cambridge in 1842 :—

In the ordinary course of commercial education in New England, boys are

transferred from school to the merchant's desk, at the age of fourteen or fifteen.

When I had reached my fourteenth year, it was my good fortune to be received

into the counting-house of Elias Hasket Derby, Esq., of Salem ; a merchant who

may justly be termed the father of the American commerce to India ; one whose

enterprise and commercial sagacity were unequaled in his day, and, perhaps, have

not been surpassed by any of his successors. To him our country is indebted for

opening the valuable trade to Calcutta ; before whose fortress his was the first

vessel to display the American flag ; and, following up the business, he had .reaped

golden harvests, before other merchants came in for a share of them. The first

American ships seen at the Cape of Good Hope and the Isle of Franco, belonged

to him. His were the first American ships which carried cargoes of cotton from

Bombay to China ; and among the first ships which made a direct voyage to

China and back, was one owned by him. lie continued to prosecute a succeas-

•ful business, on an extensive scale, in those countries, until the day of his death.

In the transaction of affairs abroad, he was liberal—greatly beyond the practice

in modern times—always desirous that every one, even the foremast hand, should

share the good fortune to which he pointed the way ; and the long list of mas

ters of ships, who have acquired ample fortunes in his employment, is a proof,

both of his discernment in soliciting, and of his generosity in paying them.

Without possessing a scientific knowledge of the construction and sparring of

ships, Mr. Derby seemed to have an intuitive faculty in judging of models and

proportions ; and his experiments, in several instances, for the attainment of swift

ness of sailing, were crowned with a success unsurpassed in our own, or any other

country. He built several ships for the India trade, immediately in the vicinity

of the counting-house, which afforded me an opportunity of becoming acquainted

with the building, sparring, and rigging of ships. The conversations to which 1

listened, relating to the countries then newly visited by Americans, the excite

ment on the return of an adventure from them, aud the great profits which were

made, always manifest from my own little adventures, tended to stimulate the de

sire in me of visiting those countries, and of sharing more largely in the advan

tages they presented! ,

Mr. Derby must have possessed striking qualities, both of head and heart,

to have made so deep an impression on young Cleveland, to have been

thus held in such vivid and grateful remembrance for half n century. In

1799, serious difficulties arose with France, and tho country, still without

a navy, appeared to be upon the eve of a war with that powerful nation

Salem had once before provided a navy, when the country was destitute <»f
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national ships. She had prospered in her commerce, and she was now

ready to volunteer again in commencing a navy. Her merchants assem

bled, and Mr. Derby, with Mr. William Gray, afterwards a distinguished

merchant, started a subscription to build the Essex frigate; Mr. Gray

leading, and Mr. Derby following, with subscriptions of $10,000 each. The

whole amount was subscribed by the men of Salem, arid the frigate pur

chased and presented to the government. The amount was afterwards re

funded in stock by the government.

The command of this frigate was very properly given to Richard Derby,

a nephew of Mr. Derby, then absent on a foreign voyage. He however

never took the charge, and retired from the navy ; his sensibility having

been wounded by the appointment of another captain to take his place be

fore his return.

Mr. Derby's apprehensions of difficulties with France were realized. In

1798, his ketch, the John, on her return from the Isle of France, with a

valuable cargo, was seized and sent as a prize to the West Indies, on the

ground that she had no roll of equipage, although she had mado several

passages between France and the Isle of France, and no such paper was

required in either country. She was recaptured by a British ship of war,

and the following letter, from Mr. Derby to one of his agents in London,

will further illustrate the proceedings in the admiralty courts of Great

Britain in her colonies:—

Salem, 8d July, 1798.

Messrs. Lane & Frazer.

Gentlemen :—Inclosed I send you sundry papers relating to the capture

or my ketch .John, that was taken some time since by a French privateer

and sent into Porto Rico, and was afterwards retaken by the frigate Amiable.

Capt. Hobb, and carried into Tortola. Capt. Derby, who went from Salem as

commander of the vessel, tarried at the Isle of France, to close his business, and

dispatched the ketch for Salem under the command of William Tibbets, the

mate, who was taken from on board when she was captured by the French ; so

that there remained, to defend my property, only a quite young man, by the name

of N. Robinson, who was quite inexperienced in business, and who had gone out

as a clerk to the captain. This young man, of his own accord, untertook to claim

the property, and act as an agent, (unauthorized by me,) in the settlement of this

business, and has been most shamefully imposed on by the judge and agent for

the frigate.

They obtained a sentence against one-eighth of the vessel and cargo, although

it was clear that she was no prize to the French, and, of course, could not be one

to their vessel, under similar circumstances, coming from the Isle of France to the

United States, having been cleared in the admiralty at Guadaloupe. Not con

tent with taking this eighth, at a fair and impartial valuation by disinterested

persons, or an eighth of the goods as they rose, the agent insisted on valuing the

vessel and cargo as he pleased—nearly 200 per cent above what it ought to have

been—in this unprecedented manner fixing the amount of the eighth ; and then

demanding his payment out of those goods in the cargo, that he had purposely

stated at a lower rate than the others ; threatening, that unless a compliance wag

made with his infamous demands, that he would obtain an order from the judge,

to have both the vessel and cargo sold at auction, and, in this manner, take from

them both their neutral quality. Unless the payment of a prohibitory duty could

be submitted to, it must have been sent to London in British bottoms. Besides

this, he must have submitted to a rule established by the judge, of allowing 5 per

cent to the agent, for sales, 2\ auctioneer's fees, 2J- wharfage, storage, etc., and

other charges, amounting in all to 22i per cent. Knowing it to be the judge's

determination to expose him to these difficulties, lie complied with their exactions,

and I am deprived of nearly one-quarter part of the property, instead of one-eighth,

or of no part, bad justice been done.
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When I first heard of this vessel's being in trouble, I dispatched an agent ex

pressly to look after her, who found her at Tortola, and entered a formal protest,

and an appeal, against their proceedings, which accompany the within. To prose

cute that appeal, he was under the necessity of giving bonds to the amount of

£500 sterling. My wish is, that you would put those papers into the hands of

some intelligent and trusty counsel, and ask their opinion of the probability of

recovering anything, from the means that these papers afford ; and unless there

is a moral certainty that something can be effected, 1 had rather the whole pro

ceedings should subside, on being released from my bonds. I can submit better

to this imposition, than to expose myself to further expenses, mortification, and

disappointment. I am, gentlemen, your very humble servant,

ELIAS BASKET DEKBY.

Mr. Derby's agents placed the case before Dr. Nichols, an English proc

tor, and under his advice, withdrew his appeal, and submitted to the loss

of nearly one-fourth the cargo of the John, but, in his prosperous busi

ness, the loss, although large, was not seriously felt. lie had now risen

to great affluence, at a time when wealth was rare ; but while he allowed

his family all the comforts of life, he had no love for display. If he ever

«vinced any pride, it was in his long continued habit of assembling his

«even children, and their families, every Saturday afternoon at his farm,

and after spending a rural afternoon with them, of riding back in a long

procession to Salem—the elder taking the lead. His wife, however, was

move ambitious; she desired an elegant mansion, and indulged her wishes.

She erected a costly edifice, on the site now occupied by Derby Square,

and laid out walks and gardens, extending from Essex-street to a ter-

raoe which overhung the river. To these a conservatory and choice

collection of books were added. In his letter of December, 1 798, to his

London agents, he alludes to this fancy of Mrs. Derby, as follows :—

Mrs. Derby wants something to complete her house ; she will write you. It

is business 1 know nothing of. I have given her an order for £120 ; you will

do as she may direct with it. From your friend,

Hraits. I.AsE-fc Fuazse. EI.IA9 BASKET DERBY.

This mansion was finished, but was occupied by Mrs. Derby and her

husband for .a few brief months only. It survived the builders, and was

for some twelve years afterwards in the possession of their oldest son,

«nd the seat of a generous hospitality. The life of Mr. Derby was now

drawing towards its close; but one of his last letters expresses so well

faie kindness to his officers, and explains so clearly the reverence in which

be was held by them, that we must give it insertion.

lie had sent his fast-sailing ship Benjamin to his friends Lane & Fra-

cer, to obtain a license from the British government to take a cargo of

saltpeter from Calcutta. The order was obtained, the funds provided, and

the ship about ready to sail, when her commander, Capt. Bullock, made

a misstep, fell through the hatch, and nearly lost his life. The voyage,

ia consequence, was abandoned. Mr. Derby, while still suffering from the

■di. appointment, writes to him as follows :—

Balm, 13th Jane, 1TW.

Capt. Benjamin Bullock.

I have received your several letters dated London, and most sincerely sympa

thize with you in your distress, and I am still in hopes that you will receive such

aid from the medical assistance you are able to procure, that you will be able to

reach your home. I would not have you allow yourself to be discouraged, but

endeavor to keip up your spirits, even if you have no prospect of ever being as
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well as you were before tbe accident ; Tor. be assured that I always was, and still

continue to be, your friend; and. provided upon your return, you have not re

gained your health, so as to be able to take charge of some one of my vessels, we

will consult together, and endeavor to create some business for yon.

I should have written before this, but my mind has been so much engaged with

the loss I have myself experienced, (by the decease of Mrs. Derby,) that I have

not been able to do it before. You will, therefore, not impute it to my want of

feeling for, and interest in, your situation. I have written Mr. Lane, by this op

portunity, should you have occasion for money, that he would advance you £100

sterling, and to charge it to my account, which i3 agreeable to your wishes.

You will receive this by Capt. Samuel Derby, of my brig Antelope. I have de

sired him to call on you, and to be of as much service to you, as is in his power.

If you feel it proper to return home, he will endeavor to procure you a passage

in some of the ships for America ; or in any way he can be useful to you, if you

will propose to him, I am satisfied he will perform it with pleasure.

Your sincere friend,

ELIAS HASKET DEBBT.

Mr. Derby made one more brilliant voyage, before lie closed his career,

although he did not live to ascertain its results.

Hostilities having commenced between the United States and France,

American trade had been checked, and a groat demand had arisen for

sugar and coffee, in the ports of the Mediterranean. Mr. Derby, reviving

a little of his revolutionary spirit, had built a new ship of four hundred

tons, called the Mount Vernon, equipped her with twenty guns, six and

nine pounders ; manned her with fifty men, and, after loading her with

800 cases of sugar, placed her in charge of his son, Elias Hasket, with a

sailing-master under him, and sent him up the Mediterranean. The cost

of the cargo was $43,275, and the history of her voyage is given in the

following extracts from the letter-book of the Mount Vernon, which is still

extant :—

flmr.ALTAR, 1st August, 17ML

E. H. Derby, Esq., Salem.

Honored Sir :—I think you must bo surprised to find me here so early. I

arrived at this port in seventeen and one-half days, from the time my brother left

the ship. In eight days and seven hours were up with Carvo, and made Caps

St. Vincent in sixteen days. The first of our passage was quite agreeable ; the

latter, light winds, calm, and Frenchmen constantly in sight, for the last four

days. The first Frenchman we saw was off Tercira—a lugger to the southward.

Being uncertain of his force, we stood by him to leeward on our course, and soon

left him. July 28th, in the afternoon, we found ourselves approaching a fleet of

upwards of fifty sail, steering nearly N". K. We run directly for their center;

at 4 o'clock found ourselves in their half-moon ; concluding it impossible that it

could be any other than the English fleet, continued our course for their center,

to avoid any apprehension of a want of confidence in them. They soon dis

patched an 18 gun ship from their center, and two frigates, one from their van,

and another from the rear, to beat towards us—we being to windward. On ap

proaching, under easy sail, the center ship, I fortunately bethought myself that it

would be but common prudence to steer so far to windward of him, as to be a

grapeshofs distance from him. to observe his force and maneuvering. When we

were abreast of him, he fired a gun to leeward, and hoisted English colors. We

immediately bore away, and meant to pass under his quarter, between him and

the fleet, showing our American colors. This movement disconcerted him, and

it appeared to me, he conceived we were either an American sloop of war, or an

English one in disguise, attempting to cut him off from the fleet; for while we

were in the act of wearing on his beam, he hoisted French colors, and gave ua

his broadside. We immediately brought our ship to the wind, and stood on about

a mile—wore towards the center of the fleet—hove about, and crossed him on the
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other tack, about half grapeshot distance, and received his broadside ; several of

his shot fell on board of us, and cut our sails—two round shot striking us, with

out much damage. All hands were active in clearing ship for action, for our

surprise had been complete. In about ten minutes we commenced firing our

stern chasers, and in a quarter of an hour gave him our broadside, in such a style

as evidently sickened him ; for he immediately luffed in the wind, gave us nis

broadside—-went in stays in great confusion—wore ship afterwards in a large

circle, and renewed the chase at a mile and a half distance ; a maneuver calcu

lated to keep up appearances with the fleet, and to escape our shot. AVe re

ceived seven or eight broadsides from him, and I was mortified at not having

it in my power to return him an equal number, without exposing myself to the

rest of the fleet ; for 1 am persuaded I should have had the pleasure of sending

him home, had he been separate from them.

At midnight we had distanced them ; the chasing rocket signals being almost

out of sight, and soon left them. We then kept ourselves in constant prepara

tion till my arrival here ; and, indeed, it has been requisite, for we have been in

constant brushes ever since. The day after we left the fleet, we were chased till

night by two frigates, whom we lost sight of when it was dark. The next morn

ing, off Cape St. Vincent, in the latitude of Cadiz, were chased by a French lat-

teen rigged vessel, apparently of 10 or 12 guns—one of them an 18 pounder. We

brought to for him ; nis metal was too heavy for ours, and his position to wind

ward, where he lay just in a situation to cast his shot over us, and it was not in

my power to cut him off, we, of course, bore away, and saluted bim with our long

nines. He continued in chase till dark, and when we were nearly by Cadiz, at

snnset, he made a signal to his consort, a large lugger, whom we had just discov

ered ahead. Having a strong breeze, I was determined to pass my stern over

him, if he did not make way for me. He thought prudent so to do. At mid-

Dight we made the lights in Cadiz city, but found no English fleet, After

laying to till daylight, concluded that the French must have gained the ascen

dancy in Cadiz, and thought prudent to proceed to this place, where we arrived

at 12 o'clock, popping at Frenchmen all the forenoon. At 10 A. M., off Alge-

siras Point, were seriously attacked by a large latineer, who had on board more

than 100 men. He came so near our broadside as to allow our 6 pound grape

to do execution handsomely. We then bore away, and gave him our stern guns

in a cool and deliberate manner, doing apparently great execution. Our bars

having cut his sails considerably, he was thrown into confusion, struck both his

ensign and his pennant. I was then puzzled to know what to do with so many

men ; our ship was running large, with all her steering-sails out so that we could

not immediately bring her to the wind, and we were directly off Algesiras Point,

from whence I had reason to fear she might receive assistance, and my port, (Gib

raltar,) in full view. These were circumstances that induced me to give up the

gratification of bringing him in. It. was, however, a satisfaction to flog the rascal

in full view of the English fleet, who were to leeward. The risk of sending here

is great indeed, for any ship short of our force in men and guns—but particularly

heavy guns. Two nines are better than six or eight sixes ; and two long twelves,

or thirteen pounders, do better than twenty sixes, and could be managed with

few men.

It is absolutely necessary that two government ships should occasionally range

the straits and latitude of Cadiz, from the longitude of Cape St. Vincent I

have now, while writing to you, two of our countrymen iu full view, who are

prizes to these villains. Lord St Vincent, in a 50 gun ship, bound for England,

is just at this moment in the act of retaking one of them. The other goes into

Algesiras. without molestation.

I find that nothing is to be done here to advantage, except to obtain informa

tion from above. I nave been offered §30 to deliver my sugar at Naples, where

I think 1 shall go ; but rather expect to sell at Venice, Constantinople, or Genoa,

in case the French are driven from there. I have concluded to touch at Malaga,

with Capt. Toung. of Boston, and obtain what information 1 can ; and think I

may direct Mr. white how to lay out the property in his hands, against my re
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tarn, as I think it for your interest to have it oat of Spain. You need have but

little apprehension for my safety, as my crew are remarkably well trained, and

are perfectly well disposed to defend themselves ; and I think, after having cleared

ourselves from the French in such a handsome manner, you may well conclude

that we can effect almost anything. If I should go to Constantinople, it will b«

from a passport from Admiral Nelson, for whom I carry a letter to Naples.

Your affectionate son,

ELIAS HASKET DERBY.

Naples, 29th October, 179*.

Gentlemen :—You undoubtedly have heard from Mr. Degur, ere this, of my

arrival at this place. I have till this deferred writing, as my business has beeu

in a very unsettled state. I have now to request that you will send by the first

opportunity to America, copies of this letter to my father, in order that he may

be apprized of my situation, and the state of his business. My sales here amount

to about 8120,000, which, from the particular state of the place, I have found

impossible to invest immediately in a cargo proper for America. I have, there

fore, contracted for 860,000 in silks, called ormazeue, some satins, silk malice,

gloves, brushes, and six tons of manna, six tons of liquorice, and sixteen bras»

guns, and eighteen swivels of the same, at one shilling sterling the English pound.

These last serve me to arm two polacca ships that 1 have bought, and which are

now ready for sea, with my own. They will cost about 816,000, in complete

order for sea, and are extraordinary fine new ships, and great sailers, of 290 and

310 tons, and 14 guns. With these I am now ready to proceed to Manfredonia,

for cargoes of wheat, for Leghorn, in the expectation, and almost certainty, of

employing my time to advantage, till my silks, etc., are ready. I shall write you

from Manfredonia, on my arrival. Till then,

1 am, sir, your friend and humble servant,

ELIAS HASKET DERBY.

Messes. LiM, Sox & Fkazeh, Merchants, London.

Naples, 29th October, 1799.

Honored Sir :—That this may find you in better health than when I left you,

is my sincere wish. It has been an unhappy circumstance in my voyage, that I

cannot bring it to a close, agreeable with your wishes, this fall, without too great

sacrifices. My manufactured silks cannot be ready, and the red wine of Port

Iolo, is not yet in season to ship. My sales have been handsome, though not so

great as I could have wished. I have been obliged to use a great deal of address,

and exercise ail my patience to effect them.

They are now complete, all to 200 quintals of roll tobacco, brought by Capt.

Allen from Gibraltar, who is discharged, and is now on his passage from Palermo

to Charleston. Tbey will amouut, with the tobacco, to 8120,000. I have bought

16 brass guns, at £1 sterling per pound, expecting them to be as good a return at

almost anything. Also 65 boxes of manna, containing about 8,332 pounds, to

gether with 850,000 contracted for principally in ormazine silks, satins, and about

700 casks of wine, in 58 gallons, (French fashioned casks,) at about 812, which

I expect will compose the Mount Vernon's cargo for America. In the mean time,

whilst the silks are in the loom, I have thought it for your interest to purchaso

two polacca rigged ships, of 290 and 310 tons ; both of them very fine ships, al

most new, and great sailers. They are now ready to proceed with the Mount

Vernon for Manfredonia, to take, on your account, cargoes of wheat to Leghorn,

which, from the rising state of the market, I think will more than clear the ships.

They cost, with all expenses, about 816,000. By means of the brass guns, and

others bought with them, they mount 12 and 14 sixes. Wages 89 per mouth.

I think, if I have the good fortune to briug them home, you will allow either of

them to equal the Mount Vernon. My present intention is, to make all the dis

patch in my power, to return with the three vessels to this port, aud load them

with wine for Salem ; which will be in some preparation for them. 1 hope the

arrangement will meet your approbation, for I assure you I did not know how

I should otherwise invest my funds.
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Exchange on London, besides the uncertainty of it, is very disadvantageous.

To invest §100,000 in silks, would not certainly do ; and to leave property in a

distracted country like this, where they guillotin six a day, three or lour times

in a week, would be madness. Mr. Bruce takes the Lucy, and Mr. Dana the

Nancy, named for my sister Pickman. They are both well off for officers, and I

trust, with Mr. Collins and olhers, I shall do perfectly well. If we arc fortunate,

I shall be here in two mouths, or, at farthest, 1 hope in ten weeks, to take my

manufactures and wines for home, as I think, with a good voyage. We are all

in fine health and spirits.

I am, with many wishes for you and the family's welfare, your affectionate son,

ELIAS IIASKET DERBY, J*.

P. S. The English minister, Lord Nelson, and Commodore Trowbridge, havo

been very polite to me.

The writer of the above letter was invited by Lord Nelson to dine with

him, nnd the officers of the fleet, at Naples, and was called upon to relate

bis encounter with the French fleet, for which he was much commended.

In the course of the evening, one of tlie English officers, becoming a

little excited, began to inveigh against the ingratitude of the United

States, in throwing off her allegiance to the mother country. Capt.

Derby disarmed his opponent, anil restored the good humor of the com

pany, by stating that they diil not understand the true causes of the re

sult; that the colonists, like themselves, had a great fancy for punch and

Madeira, and were disturbed by a 6et of custom-house harpies, who were

constantly seizing their wine, and spoiling their lemons, by running their

rapiers through the boxes, and they fought, as any true Briton would, for

their punch and their Madeira.

The beautiful Lady Hamilton was present on this occasion, and jnst at

this moment. Napoleon, availing himself of Lord Nelson's stay at Naples,

was making his way from Egypt to France.

A few more letters will show the results of the voyage, and the melan

choly news from home, which reached Capt. Derby at Manfredonia :—

Maktuxsohia, E9th November, 1TI9.

Pear Sirs :—Your letter of the 16th has conveyed to me such distressing

news, that indeed I know not how to answer it. The very kind and soothing

way in which you wore so good as to announce it, afforded me some alleviation

to the pain I endured in parting with one who was infinitely dearer to me than

my own life, which 1 feel I eculd have willingly sacrificed lor him. My loss is

beyond what I can connt, and is certainly the greatest that could possibly befall

me. But I ought to thank God for having preserved to me such an example, till

the present time. My wheat is all ready, and I hope in a fortnight to be able to

proceed for Leghorn. "We arrived here yestertay, after a most tedious passage—

13 days in sight of Corfu—were fired on by two Turkish polaccas, but, on an

swering their shot, they made off; one of them, a 20 gun ship, went, after leaving

us, and anchored under Cape Colone ; the other, 1 8 or 20 guns, was off Cape

Otronto. They have succeeded in taking, from what they tell me here, eleven differ

ent polaccas. Bcmcmber me to Mr. Costa Hall, and the family, and believe me

Your sincere friend and bumble servant,

ELIA8 IIASKET DEKBT, Jr.

llrasRS. Scbvaktb A Dzoak, Merchants, Naples.

MAxruDOMA, 27th December, 1TW.

Bib :—The Nancy being now ready for sea, I do direct that you proceed to

tea, in company with the Mount Vernon and Lucy, and with them proceed to

Leghorn, for tie difpcfal of your cargo of wheat. Should anything create a sep

aration, you will address yourself to Messrs. Dupin & Co., to aid you in the sale ;

or tlicukl I be separated from you entirely, you will consult with Capt. Bruce'
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and closo your basin333 at Leghorn, and proceed to Naples, where tin propsrty

in the hanls of Messrs. Djgtin and Mr. Vallin, belonxin? to my father, will be

delivered to you ; with which proceed to Salem, in America.

I suppose it will take nearly the amount of your sales of wheat to pay what

those gentlemen may be in advance for the purchase of wines, silk, etc. ; but should

the Lucy, as well as the Mount Vernon, be entirely separated, in that case it will

be necessary to sell a considerable proportion of the wine, as your ship cannot

take it Do all in your power to protect yoursalf from Algcrincs and Frenchmen,

And believe me your friend,

ELIAS HASKET DERBT.

Cait. Lctiiee Dana.

Leghorn, 8th February, 1800.

Messrs. John Derby & Benjamin Pickman.

Dear Brothers:—I have received from you several letters, containing the

afflicting intelligence of the death of my father, which you may well imagine, from

your own feelings, has overwhelmed me with the deepest affliction ; and I must

confess it lias extremely disheartened me in my undertakings, which hitherto have

been quite equal to my sanguine expectations. My voyage to Manfredonia has

been considerably longer than I expected, and the weather excessively disagree

able ; but had my detention Ircen only fourteen days longer, it would have been

an advantage to the voyage of so many thousand dollars, in the sales here ; though

I feel myself amply paid for the undertaking, as I shall now decidedly be able to

invest more than §100,000 for home, including the ships. The weather has been

8uch as to overcome us all, but is now settled for the better. That God will bless

and protect you, is the sincere wish of a brother's heart.

ELIAS HASKET DEKBY.

Leghorn, 10th February, ISO0.

Dear Sir:—You will be surprised at not hearing from me before this, but I

have been out of the way of the different opportunities that may have offered.

I have just completed a voyage to Manfredonia for wheat, which has turned out

very fortunate. Two polacca ships which I had bought with my own funds, have

cleared me near $30,000, in 2$ months. If I stop at Gibraltar, I trust you will

sec me in about six weeks ; till then I am,

Dear sir, yonr very humble servant,

ELIAS HASKET DEBBT, Ja.

Mnwas. Bobxkt Anderson k Co., Merchants, Gibraltar.

The Mount Vernon arrived safely in America with her valuable cargo

of silks, wines, and brass cannon, and realized a net profit of moie than

$100,000 on a capital of $4:<,275, the cost of the cargo, when she sailed

from America, the voyage having been aided by a purchase at Gibraltar.

Before her arrival, however, her owner had closed his career. lie left an

estate which, with the advances to his son, exceeded a million, and was

supposed to be the largest fortune left in this country during the last cen

tury. But this was not all. He had contributed still more to the growth

of his native town, to the defense and commerce of his country. lie had

gained, too, a character for integrity, liberality, and mercantile honor, still

more valuable.

The mansion in which Mr. Derby lived while acquiring his fortune still

stands in Washington-street, Salem, and is now occupied by R. Brookhouse,

Esq. But a few months before his death, Mr. Derby hat! finished his

large and tasteful house in Essex-street, in Salem, with a conservatory,

terraces, and garden. He had enriched it, also, with a large library, and

imported a scientific gardener from Holland, with a collection of exotic

flowers. Upon his decease, it was set off to his eldest son, whose letters

we have given. But with the embargo and war there came a check to

the prosperity of Salem ; ships decayed at the wharves, or were captured

by the enemy.
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Although Mr. Derby left seven children, in prosperous circumstances,

and many merchants had risen to wealth in Salem, none of them were

then willing to cope with the expenses and style of living attendant in

such a structure. The buildings and gardens were closed for years, and

finally gave place to the square and market, which now bear the name of

Derby.

Mr. Derby, in his will, showed his appreciation of the services of his

eldest son, who made two voyages for him equally successful—the one to

the Isle of France, the other to Naples—in the Mount Vernon, and al

though he had previously advanced him his proportion, he allowed him

to share equally in the final division.

The voyage of the Mount Vernon, however, was not the last voyage of

the son. For ten years he occupied the paternal mansion, when, finding

his fortune impaired by expenses of living aud the adverse course of trade,

he purchased the ship Mount Hope, of Newport—a vessel of 500 tons—

and embarked for Rio Janeiro, with an intent to take a cargo of sugar to

Russia. The voyage, as originally planned, would have surpassed his two

previous voyages, but on his arrival in Brazil, he was induced by the agent

of a great London house to take funds they wished to remit, and load

with coffee upon advances from that house, with the assurance that he

might proceed from England to the continent, if he found it advisable.

But on her arrivial at London, such was the state of affairs, that his con

signees refused to risk their property on the continent, and he was obliged

to sell at a loss.

From London he proceeded to Lisbon, and finding large flocks of

merinos had crossed the mountains to escape the French armies, he con

cluded to take a flock to America. Down to this period the export of

merinos had been prohibited in Spain ; a few only had reached the country

under the auspices of Consul Jervis and Gen. Humphreys; and the wool of

this country was so coarse, that an English traveler had predicted we

should never rival England in cloth. Capt. Derby lived to refute this

theory. He embarked a flock of 1,100 merinos of the Montarco breed in

the Mount Hope ; and in 1811, after a tempestuous passage, he landed

two-thirds of them in New York, whence they were sent to his farm at

Ten Hills, near Boston, and gradually diffused over the country.

During the war, Capt. Derby, then known as Gen. Derby, set up the

first broadcloth loom ever erected in the State, and supplied many gen

tlemen with broadcloth of his own manufacture. He died in London

derry, N. H., September 16, 1826, much loved and respected, leaving four

daughters and two sons, Elias Ilasket and John C. Derby.

But we cannot, in justice to the subject of this memoir, the first Elias

Hasket, finish this sketch without giving the following obituary notice,

which appeared in the Salem Gazette a few days after his decease, which

is ascribed to the pen of the Hon. Benjamin Pickman :—

Extractfrom the Salem Gazette of September 10, 1799.

Died, in this town, on Sunday last, at the age of 60, Elias Hasket Derby, Esq.,

having survived his amiable consort but a few months. Though Mr. Derby's

natural disposition led him rather to retire from public observation, yet his char

acter has been of too much importance in the community of which he was a

member, for his departure out of life not to be sensibly felt and regretted. By a

regular application to commercial pursuits, by a careful attention to all parts of

his business, and by a remarkable course of good fortuue, he arrived to a high
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degree of opulence. He possessed an uncommon spirit of enterprise, and in ex

ploring new channels of commerce, has frequently led his countrymen to sources

of wealth. He was among the first who embarked in the trade beyond the Cape

of Good Hope, which has since become so extensive and lucrative ; he made

various improvements in navigation, and the many excellent vessels built accord

ing to his own plans and under his immediate direction, are proofs of his skill in

naval architecture.

If that man is deserving of the gratitude of his country " who makes two blades

of grass grow where one only grew before," the memory of Mr. Derby has a claim

to the affectionate regards of his fellow-citizens, for he possessed a good taste in

gardening and agriculture, and most judiciously—both for his own enjoyment and

the benefit of his country—applied a part of his wealth to improvements in that

department. By his successful experiments in his excellent garden and fnrm, in

Danvers, he taught the neighboring farmers that their lands are capable of pro

ductions, which they had before thought could be prepared only in more genial

soils. It was in these improvements that Mr. Derby found some of his most tran

quil enjoyments, and they imparted delight to all who had the curiosity to visit

them.

In all his dealings, Mr. Derby uniformly regarded the principle of justice, and

his engagements were sacredly fulfilled. In the possession of riches, he did not

forget the duties of charity. Providence had blessed him with abundance, and

others partook of the gift; his hand often cheered the heart of poverty and afflic

tion, and his charities were always applied with judgment—often in secret, never

with ostentation. His deportment was modest and grave. In the hours of re

laxation he was affable, mild, and cheerful.

In the interesting domestic character of husband and father, he was particularly

amiable, and possessed the unbounded affections of his family, lie was a sincere

believer in the Christian religion, which he evinced by a habitual regard to its

precepts, by a unifonn attendance upon public worship, and by a firm expectation

—expressed through his last sickness—of inheriting its promises. In short, he

has well discharged the duties of life, and we trust he is removed to a better

world.

Mr. Derby was a tall man of fine figure and elegant carriage. His de

portment was grave and dignified ; his habits regular and exact. Ue left

at his decease the following children :—

Elias Hasket, late of Londonderry, N. H.

John, late of Salem.

E. Hersey, late of South Fields, Salem.

Richard, late of Newport. K. I.

Elizabeth, wife of Capt. Nathaniel West, of Salem.

Anstiss, wife of Hon. Benjamin Pickman, of Salem.

Patty, wife of Hon. John Prince, of Jamaica Plains.

Their children completed the Derby Wharf, commenced by Richard

Derby and continued by his son, extending it 2,000 feet into the harbor

of Salem. They constructed a bridge and avenue leading to the South

Fields, now known as Lafayette Avenue, and leveled and improved the

Common.

They aided in establishing the Marine Society, composed of ship

owners and roasters only, most of whom have doubled Capo Horn or the

Cape of Good Hope, and whose members already exceed 600;* whose

elegant Hall and collection of curiosities are the pride of Salem, and whose

funds for charity, now greatly increased, exceed ?39,000. The children

* At least 100 members took part In tho Revolutionary war.
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of Mr. Derby have all passed away ; but one of the sons-in-law, Capt

West, will be honored in Salem for his recent donation of $3>,000 to

found a school of science. While another son, the late John Derby, will

be remembered for his enterprise in sending the second American ship to

Japan in the year 1800, viz., the Margaret, Capt. Samuel Derby, which,

during that year, made two visits to that insolated empire.

Art. II.—EUROPEAN COIMERCIIL CORRESPONDENCE.

KUUnKB I.

Faxis, France, January 1, 1637.

Freeman Hunt, Editor ofthe Merchants' Magazine:—

Mv Dear Sib:—Opportune arrivals of Australian treasure ships, more

confidence in the stability of the French alliance, and comparative quiet

among the despotic powers, are no doubt the principal causes of the

present firmer tone of the money market. London insists upon it, that

the panic is past, and Paris has a great respect for the opinion of her dis

tinguished friend. Certainly, on the face affairs look better—but it is only

on the surface. The sick man may be better, but is far from well. The

disease is chronic, and the remedy—of the arrival of $8,000,000 of gold

at Liverpool between the rising and setting of a sun, an amount unprece

dented in a single day—only touches the inner man, leaving the malady

to gnaw away at the vitals of healthy commerce for awhile, and then

burst out again with more violence than before 1

When I wrote you, I endeavored to show that however bad matters

were at home, they were far worse abroad, and that a gold drain to, was

nothing more than a silver drain from, the continent So long as we con

tinue to import Oriental luxuries, we must continue to put our hands in

our pockets, and established European coins must continue to be thrown

into the melting-pot to supply the ravenous demand for silver which such

importations are sure to create, and that silver must be replaced with

California and Australian gold. Am I not right ? The disease is therefore

chronic, and the temporary relief afforded may only deceive the public, and

take the issue away from the East, where it belongs, and solve the prob

lem nearer home. China wants nothing from the West. That wonderful

land is only a gigantic Japan ; the Emperor and his cabinet to-day, I have

no doubt, would give the world many hundred millions if every European

would quit the soil. But England forced the trade fourteen years ago,

and the country retaliates by selling her goods at high prices, and taking

nothing but hard cash for payment.

Every mail, regularly twice a month, the treasure goes away. To-day

the amount by the overland is $4,000,000, the next the same, and most

likely so on during 1857—about $60,0u0,000 or $70,000,000 in a twelve

month ! But even at this rate, it will take many years to exhaust it ; for

we continue to extract out of the old mines some $40,000,000 per annum

—and the quantity has been increasing for centuries ; and when the coin

grows scarce, high prices will tempt the owner of silver plate to take the

gold instead. It is said that Franco alone has Bome $(300,000,000 in sil
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ver, the collection of ages ; and all the continent—German)-, Austria, Prus

sia, and Russia, as well as minor States—have refused aught but a silver

standard. Hamburg alone having broke the chain, and at last followed

the example of England and America. They must all come to it, sooner

or later; for the pouring in of some $600,00u,000 in gold since old Sutler

•aw the dust on his mill-wheel, in 1848, is sure to revolutionize rusty and

time-worn habits. Since Louis Philippe made way for Louis Napoleon—

California has turned out, up to 1856 $821,000,000

Australia 208,000,000

Add for both El Dorados fur 1856 100,800,000

You have, in less than eight years, more gold than France collected in

silver in as many hundred.

The rate at the Bank of England for "gilt-edged" paper may be half

per cent less to-day ; but the directors never made so false a move as when

they dropped it to G\, until there is more certainly for the future ; for

exchange on all sides is against England, and continental money seekers

are on the increase. Operations now are giants to what they were a

quarter of a century since, for while England and America have macadam

ized their soil with railways, Europe and Asia have only inserted the

wedge.

In round numbers, why not put down the figures—there's no harm if

it amounts to a few millions more or less. Governments, corporations, and

financial leaders are putting out their baits ; and from what I note, 1 feel

authorized in issuing the following advertisement:—

Money Wanted—For Railway and other Enterprises during the com

ing year !

Commence with Englnnd—Branch railways and new joint-stock com

panies under the Limited Liability Act— about 410 prospectuses

issued $50,000,000

France calls for 40,000,000 officially for railways, branches from the

trunk lines, which will serve to take away her 10 and 15 per cent

dividends, as it has always done in railway entcrpiise, and will

want as much more for other projects—say for France 80,000.000

Now KiHiia at least, for railways and steamships, commence with. . . . 60,000,000

And take America, India, Australia, and other countries—you should

give them 50,000,000

And uow for Austria, fur her railways, dec. 80,000,000

$320,000,000

Here you have some $320,000,000 to furnish during the twelve months

ending 1st January, 1858 ! But you answer, "That is nothing; the world

dropped about as much eac h year of the war upon the Crimea." Admit

it; but war spreads disaster; and its commerce is as unprofitable as it is

immoral. One nation's happiness is marked by the misery of the other.

Taking, then, these sums for great national enterprises, and then adding

what is wanted to carry on the legitimate trade of the world in its present

inflated state, money in 1857 will command at least twice as much as it

did five years before. I much doubt if the rate in Threadneedle-stroet

drops below 4 per cent for many years, and during the coming year not

leas than 5. The French Bank has paid away during the last sixteen

months about $2,000,000 premium, or I per cent on 200,000,000 of gold

purchased ; and now it is said that Rothschild has contracted to supply
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her with 860,000,000 during next year. At this rate, the Bank of Eng

land will find it difficult to lower her rate of interest, without losing her

bullion, for she never likes to have less than 70,000,000 in the vault, and

now it is only * 50,000,000.

• England may have escaped a panic, but I don't believe it notwithstand

ing. Whenever there is -a bona fide crisis in England, it is thrown upon

the Bank as the chief cause. The old lady gets crowded, government

helps her, and then all goes smoothly on until something new comes up,

and she is as weak as the most rotten of her securities. In 1822 she

saved a panic by issuing $20,000,000 in small notes, but the directors for

got that sudden contraction produced just what they tried to avoid ; for it

was only three years later when they called in the same notes that caused

that terrible panic of 1825. Instead of suspending cash payments as be

fore, they again issued small notes, some $23, 00,000, which saved a na

tional bankruptcy. In December, 1825, its circulation was 08,000,000,

and during the next three months it reached 122,000,000 ; but before the

end of the year, it fell off to the old figure—and it was then that the one,

and all under five pound notes, were abolished, and have never been since

used in England.

Again, during that memorable period, '36 to '40, the sudden contraction

of bank-notes, it is said, created the disaster. In 1839, the notes only

amounted to 76,000,000 ; but after the panic occurred, as usual, they

tried once more the old remedy, and issued some 20,000,000 new notes,

so that in 1843—about the time that Mr. Miller was to take his celestial

flight—their notes showed the sum of $96,000,000. Go bac>, if you

like, to earlier dates, you find it much the same. The course of the Bank

has been to arrest panic by issue of more notes. Was not the crisis ar

rested in 1793, when George and Napoleon got mad with each other and

went to war, by issuing the Exchequer Bills? Four years later, she had

no gold, and out came one-pound notes again. In 1810, the same course

was pursued ; then the notes reached the enormous sum of 240,000,000 !

Well, when contraction came, it organized a smash—and tho resuming of

cash payments, in 1819, brought the English people almost to rebellion,

money was so scarce and the times so hard.

But to return to '43. The times required some new legislation, and

Peel was at hand with his Currency Bill of 1844, under which the coun

cils of the Bank of England are now governed. That act prohibits ex

pansion. Hence the difference ; with 50,000,000 bullion, she can only

discount 150,000,000; while New York, with only 10,000,000 specie, has

a discount line of nearly 100,000,000 ! Thus in the former case it is

only three to one, in the latter ten. Such being the fact, many of the

London financiers are crying for a change ; and sound enough is the argu

ment, that bank facilities sufficient for England's commerce in 1844 are

by no means adapted to England's commerce in 1857. Why, look at the

fact, previous to that time—say 1841—British exports did not exceed

250,000,000, and it only reached 10,000,000 more in 1845, but sprung

ahead under free trade to 350,000,000 in 1850; 400,000,000 in 1852";

and in 1853, during the Australian panic year, the last of the peace, it

reached 494,000,000. But during the war it fell off again. In 1854 it

was some 8,000,000 ; and in 1855 the entire export was but 478,000,000

—showing how war operates upon commerce. For this year, the year of

peace and plenty, Old England will out-Herod Herod. The Report of the
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Board of Trade is most instructive, as showing the increasing commerce

of the Island merchant—or, in Napoleon's words, the " nation of shop

keepers."

During the first ten months of the present year, British exports amount

to as much as the entire exports of last year. Already the tables show

four hundred and seventy-seven millions to the 1st of November, 1856;

an increase of nearly 22 per cent over 1855. Again, look at the imports;

seven hundred and sixty-two millions in 1854, and forty-four millions less

the following year! The decrease was from foreign lands, (not colonies,)

half of which was for cereals. The commerce of France has also received

a powerful impetus. I note her imports and exports are returned in one

ram. In 1 854 the tables show a trade of seven hundred and fifty mill

ions; five millions less in '53, and only six hundred millions in '52 ; while

last year, (1855,) the exports and imports of France amounted to eight

hundred and sixty-five millions of dollars ; for a population of thirty-seven

millions of people! Even little Belgium, during 1855, exported one hun

dred and forty millions, and imported five millions less.

The extraordinary increase in the commerce of the world, must create

• pro rata demand for money to carry on that commerce ; and from the

figures which I have given, it will be seen that we require more extensive

banking facilities now than when the act was passed; and may naturally

enough look for a higher rate of interest. When the Bank Court placard

1 per cent, maay shavers in England squeeze out 12 ! The Committee of

the House of Lords reported in 1847 that the panic of that year was

caused by the restrictive measures of 1844. But then the losses were

from one Englishman to his brother merchant; now it would be a loss to

the nation, for the balance of trade is so against her. England has credit

enough, but not currency. If she would issue one pound notes again, she

would at once release millions of sovereigns ; for who will cart round gold,

when he can have sound paper ? During the coming Parliamentary ses

sion, I think the question of currency will be taken up. It certainly re

quires some healthy regulations. Now the Bank of England depresses

or inflates the money market—pushes all stocks up or down, just when

they happen to have the fancy. Supposing the Bank of France manager

gave the wink to the governor of the Bank of England ; or let it go deep

er—the directors were in the secret—and they put up the rates, and down

the screw—what a nice game they could play with rents and consols, pri

vate stocks and American securities ! They change so often lately, one

might suppose as much ; but of course such great men are immaculate !

They may speculate, but never would abuse their confidence ! oh, no !

never! However, I believe it is recorded, that in 1847 the governor of

the bank was a bankrupt—Governor Ried, of the great East India firm,

Reid, Irving & Co., who came down for eight millions of dollars, and

•what did they pay ?

Yes, bullionists and finance writers lay all changes in the money mar

ket at the door of the Bank of England. But what does she care ?—her

policy is to make money ; and if she brings on a crisis, how simple it is

for her to get an order in council to suspend specie payment ! She has

done is before, she can do it now ! How strange it is that her private se

curities, now that money is high, roll up so ! Why, in '51 and '52, when

money was 2 and 2J per cent, private securities were only from fifty to

sixty-five millions; but during the last year and a half, when the rate has
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been backing and filling between 5 and 7 per cent, the private securities

come up to ninety-five to one hundred and live millions! But the exports

then were only three hundred and fifty millions; now this year, tliey are

at the rate of five hundred and fifty-five millions ! Showing that the more

commerce increases, the more we have to pay for money. Is it not so t

Hence, I do not think we shall get the old rate again for a long time.

The history of the Bank of England would read like a romance ; so

many are its thrilling scenes, so numerous are its individualities, so gigantio

are its operations. In times of peril, it holds up great names, and deals

out millions, as smaller corporations would thousands; but her history is

in the past, yet her influence still shakes the kingdom. Through a dozen

kingly reigns, private bankers, and the Bank of England, have managed

to rule the financial world, and pocket all the banker's profits; but during

the last quarter of a century, a new element has been introduced, which

has given a wonderful impetus to trade, and somewhat startled the private

banker into the fact of their possessing a powerful competitor, who bids

fair to swallow up all the time-worn names. I allude to the joint-stock

banks in Englaud, with branches in all the colonies. Allowing interest

on deposits; giving great facility in discounts; and declaring satisfactory

dividends, the joint-stock bank, and the private banker, so long as they

are rivals, cannot be friends. When the one sneeringly alludes to the gi

gantic swindles of the Northern British and Tipperary banks, the other re

members one Paul, Bates & Co ; so each has a piece of the argument for

illustration.

Most interesting is it to trace the stimulants to commerce. England

first, and Holland, and once Venice, and old Spain. The discovery of

the North American continent was a powerful stimulant. Another, in

smaller proportion, the conquest of India. Then came that mighty

agent, the steam-engine; afterwards, the opening of China; and then

gold in the Pacific, and gold in the Indian Ocean. The last four agents

spurred on, and pushed, to their working capacity, the acknowledged

potency of the joint-stock bank. England may, therefore, give that

institution some credit for the astonishing impetus given to her commerce,

as shown by the tables of the Board of Trade. Most of the heavy enter

prises of the day, have been completed by the joint-stock bank. To a man

of standing, they are not moan in their facilities. Overdraw your bank

account in Stale or Wall streets for one half-eagle, and a red mark is

placed against your name. Not so with the joint-stock banks. Let a

man possess a good name in the commercial world, for business character

and morality, and he may check away for thousands—his only co'lateral,

his promise to pay—his honesty and known integrity. Show yourself

worthy of the confidence of an Englishman, and there is nothiug he will

not do for you—your word is his bond. Really, they are a wonderful

people ! What other people would submit to paying sixteen pence in the

pound, to meet the income tax, levied in order to disburse the debt of a

most unprofitable war? England's commerce is on the increase—the na

tion prospers, and the national debt stands at four thousand millions of

dollars 1 How, then, must it be with America, who can sleep soundly,

without the nightmare of mammoth notes to pay! If in thirty years we

have caught up with the old mother land in commerce, how will it be in

1880? Shall we not leave her far behind ? England's orthodox policy

with her oldest son, made America. Her surplus criminal population or
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ganized Australia. In all three Anglo-Saxon nations ;—each commercial,

each financial. But the old man watches with anxious eye the progress

of his precocious boys—the elder has already passed him, the other is

in sight !

Have I made too many figures ? For fear of taxing your space, I will

rest awhile, although I wanted to talk of France, and her railways, and of

Russia, and what slie wants to do: but must wait another month, and in

March more changes may be chronicled ; for we are to have another con

gress ! What a sarcasm—what a commentary on the peace ! I could

laugh, but the peace of the world disturbed, is not a subject for merriment !

Steam across the Atlantic, was once the exciting topic of the world; ^

but now it is the telegraphic cable. Only seventeen hundred and fifty \

thousand dollars, or three hundred and fifty-five thousand-dollar shares ! \

London takes 101; Liverpool, 86 ; Glasgow, 37; Manchester, 28 ; other

English towns, 10; and the balance, 88, in America. One-fifth, or 20 per

cent, to be paid up ; and Win, Field tells us that on the 4th of July, 1858,

England and America, separated on the 4th of July, 1776, are again to

be united ! Stand back, Columbus ! and you Vespucius, and Ferdinand

de Soto, retire ! And you, old Miles Standish 1 you never dreamed that

Franklin was to chain the lightning, and that Morse was to extend the

chain across the surging ocean Atlantic ! Shakspeare was the only man

in early times who thought of putting " a girdle round the earth in forty

minutes!" What food for contemplation in the ocean telegraph! The

grain market rises in the morning in England ; and in the afternoon the

ships are filling up in the East River. Cotton advances i_d. in Liverpool

at noon ; and in New Orleans an hour later, thousands of bales change

hands. Yours very truly,

G. T. T.

Art. III.— THE PRODUCTION OP SILK:

ITS MANUFACTURES AND EXPORTS FROM ITALY.

The silks of Italy, especially those produced in the Lombard and Veni-

tian provinces, in Piedmont, and in Tuscany, are superior to those of the

other parts of Europe, inclusive France. The beautiful raw silks of

Fossombrone and the fine white organzines of Novi, cannot be rivaled

by any other silks offered in the markets of London or Lyons. They are

spun and prepared with extreme exactness, which, together with their

neatness and strength, causes them to pass easily to the winding bobbins,

and to lose very little in the throwing mill, and produce a fabric of great

compactness and strength.

Silk is the staple and most important article of Italian agriculture and

commerce. The following table may give an idea of the increase of the

silk culture and production in Italy, affording a view of the exportation

from the single Lombard-Venitian Kingdom in the years 1852, 1853, and

1854:—

Exported to- 1851. ISM. 18§1.

C Tram and organxine lbs. 259,500 147,000 88,700

London, -! Raw silk 1,131,000 1,950,000 651,300

( Flosa and refuse 666,500 165,600

TOL. XXXVI.—NO. II. 13
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[ Tram and organzine

Lyons ■} Raw silk

( Floes and refuse . . .

185!. I SSI. 1854.

219,800 644.600 640.600

163,500 840,600 687.000639,000 1,096,069

f Trim and organzine.

Otber countries, ■] Haw silk

( Dappioou and refuse 2,190,810 2,770,480 2,378,600

Total lbs. 4,630,666 6,182,960 6,839,100

Now, taking the average exportation for these three years, we hare the

number of pounds (the Lombard pound of silk is of 12 ounces) amount

ing to 5,884,202 pounds, which, calculated at $3 50 per pound, will give

a receipt of $18,669,707.

SILK TWISTING MILLS.

There are in the Lombard-Venitian provinces three large establish

ments for the twisting of silk into organzine and tram. The largest is at

Milan, and was founded by a joint-stock company. The silk prepared by

this establishment in 1651, was 1,443,748 kilogrammes. In the same

city another company has been lately organized Tor the same object; and

a third one at Bergamo, on the system of Talabot; and in the year 1852

it prepared 509,925 kilogrammes of tram and organzine. At Turin, the

capital of the Kingdom of Sardinia, there is also a large establishment of

this kind on an extensive scale, on the same plan as the best twisting

mills of Lyons.

Besides these large establishments, working on considerable capitals

furnished by the respective stockholders, there are in many parts of Loin-

bardy, especially in the province of Como, and in Piedmont, at Vercelli

and Novi, a great many private factories for the twisting of silk into

tram, organzine, and sewing silk. This last article is far the greatest part

manufactured at Naples.

THE DYKING OF SILK.

Among the different branches of industry connected with the produc

tion and manufacture of silk, is the art of dyeing, which in Italy does

not keep pace with the other advancements of manufacturing pursuits.

At Milan, where 11 dyeing establishments are in operation, only the

black is done with some perfection. In this color the Italians can com

pete with foreign manufacturers; but in the half-shades, and especially

in the white, they are behind the Swiss, French, and English dyers. In

every country where factories of silk stuffs exist, there are also dyeing

establishments. Bologna, Florence, Turin, and Genoa have the best fac

tories for dyeing silks, but they are limited only to the demands of their

local manufactures. They are not in want of some of the raw materials,

but for many others they are under the control of foreign markets. Milan,

for instance, imports annually 25,000 francs' worth of soap from Mar

seilles.

But this deficiency of materials is repaid by the low prices of wages,

which never exceed 3 francs a day for a good weaver or other working-

man. However, what cannot in any way be repaid, is the want of tech

nical instruction, which in Italy—except, perhaps, in Piedmont—is awfully

neglected.
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But from all that we have just remarked, it behooves us to except some

silk productions of Lombardy, and the velvets of Genoa, whose brilliancy

and substantial beauty are equal to the best fabrics of the same kind from

other countries. The silk stuffs manufactured by Bellosta, of Turin, and

the sewing silks of Fenizio, Rabinacci, Odras, and Callet, of Naples, are

also not inferior to the like articles produced in the best establishments of

Europe.

THE WEAVING OF SILK.

But it is not enough to rear cocoons and to spin and twist silk ; with

the raw material, one must also create such fabrics that may compete with

the products of foreign manufactories, to which heavy annual contribu

tions are often paid. This branch of industry, for which Florence, Milan,

and Genoa, had already acquired a wide-spread renown before the times

of Louis XIV., has not in Italy made the same progress which other arts

and industrial pursuits have made. Only a small part of the raw material

is converted into stuffs in Italy, as may be seen by the following hints :—

The silk manufacturing establishments of Piedmont number 49, with

4,000 looms and 10,000 workingmen, who manufacture 135,000 kilo

grammes of tram and organziue. Their stuffs may be classified as fol

lows, viz. :—

Velvets, damask, and brocade 310,000 meters.

Fancy articles, handkerchief*, and scarfs 1,600,000 "

Grow, uffctas, satin, <tc 80,000 "

Ribbons 6,700.000 "

Large shawls 10,000 "

The average value of these manufactures amounts to 16,000,000 of

francs, the half of which represents the cust of the tram, organzine, and

other materials; and the other half, the wages of labor, the interest of

the capital, the cost of dyeing, and the profits, which may be reckoned at

3,600,000 francs.

There are 94 silk manufactories in Lombardy, with 5,447 looms and

7,919 workingmen; '20.3,456 kilogrammes of silk are annually manufac

tured into stuffs; the prime cost amounts to 12,32 7,360 francs, which

give a profit of about 4,350,000 francs a year. The Lombard manufac

turing establishments produce almost every kind of fabrics, either wholly

composed of silk or mixed with other materials, at the imitation of the

manufactures of Lyons, Zurich, and Germany. Such productions are iu a

great measure consumed at home, or in the Duchies of Parma, Modena,

and in Romagna, or they find their way to Hungary, Bohemia, and

Poland.

The provinces of Venice manufacture 13,000,000 francs' worth of silk

stuffs; and the Italian Tyrol, 1,500,000 francs' worth.

In the Grand Duchy of Tuscany, 41 manufacturing establishments give

occupation to 4,262 looms and 9,500 workingmen.

The brocades of silk, of various colors, and the velvets, manufactured by

Frullini, of Florence; the brocades of gold and silk, with different hues,

produced by the factories of Maffei and Riva, of Florence, and Bevilacqua,

of Lucca ; and likewise, the gros, the signarias, the damasks, and many

fancy stuffs manufactured by Borgagni and Borgognino, of Florence; and

the splendid bed-quilts made with the refuse of silk (stousa) in the newly-

founded establishment of Fianceschini, at Prabo, sustain well the high

reputation of the Italian silk manufactures.
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There are also some manufactories of damask, lusbrine, and ribbons at

Modena ; but they are of a minor import, as well as those of Romagna,

where almost every kind of industry has fallen into insignificance, owing

to the sterilizing stupidity of the Popish government. Only the crapes of

Bologna are still in some repute, and give employment to about 12,000

persons. At Naples, 3,000 pieces of silk stuffs are weaved every year.

The best silk manufacturing establishments of the Two Sicilies, are the

one of St. Leucis and the Eoyal Convent of the Carminello, where the

best brocades, damasks, velvets, and satins are produced ; and the silk fac

tories of Messrs. Mazzochi and Verona, of Catanzaro. The velvet carpets,

the mixed stuffs for furniture, and the admirable vestings manufactured by

Mr. Matem, the oldest of the Neapolitan manufacturers, are worthy of no

tice. A moderate quantity of silk handkerchiefs, vestings, and damasks,

is also manufactured in small private establishments at Messina, Catania,

and in some inland places of Sicily ; but they are far below the demand

for the home consumption.

Art. IV.—SHORT METHOD OP CALCULATING INTEREST.

It is often desirable, in keeping an account on which interest is allowed,

to know the exact balance; especially in accounts where there are ad

vances on merchandise, or in those where there are numerous debits and

credits. It is impossible to arrive at such a balance, without calculating

the interest; and in large accounts, this single item will often vary five or

ten thousand dollars. There are few who have anything to do with inter

est accounts, who do not know that it would be an interminable, and very

unsatisfactory labor, to calculate the interest as often as the account is ex

amined ; even if that were only once a month, to say nothing of once a

week. It would be, in fact, writing out an account current each time ;

and even then, we could not turn over a new leaf, with the balance ob

tained, without allowing compound interest ; an important consideration,

where it is agreed that interest shall be charged once a year, or every six

months. But it is not adding to the account current, as the items accrue,

and to calculate the interest to the time when it is usual to render one—

say, for instance, the 81st December. It is only preparing the work in

advance. Having this, it is an exceeding simple matter indeed, (far easier

than many would suppose,) to obtain the exact interest earned, on any day

prior to rendering accounts.

I am not aware that the method which I shall endeavor to explain in

this article, is in practice among bookkeepers ; but I certainly have never

met with it in any text-book on the art, nor had I seen it in practical op

eration, until, in adjusting some balances of the kind, it appeared as an

infallible, and very useful rule. To be concise, it is simply this:—

If the balance of the account is a debit one, the interest on that bal

ance, for the number of days between the present date, and that to which

interest has been calculated, subtracted from the balance of interest already

obtained, will give the interest earned.

If the balance is a credit one, the difference should be added.
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Thus, in ten minutes we can find the balance of interest due at any

period desired, and, of course, obtain the balance of the account to a

cent; while, by the usual process, a long and tedious account current

would be necessary—would be useless the next week, and a new one requi

site, whenever the account was examined. On the other hand, the account

current which was once made up, (the interest being calculated to the

usual date,) would lose none of its value by keeping; and at the end of

the year, when the accountant is immersed in figures, it would be of

service to have it previously prepared.

The process is best shown and proved by a practical account ; and that

which will be found on preceding page, is purposely a large one, to make

the proof incontrovertible. Indeed, it stands to reason that the rule holds

good in the longest and most intricate accounts—as well where there are

many calculations, as where there are few.

It will be observed that in finding the balance from which to calculate

the difference of interest, it is necessary to adhere to the old rule :—that

80 cents and over are equal to $1, and less than $50 must remain

unnoticed.—(See table on preceding page.)

The first account is of interest calculated to the 31st December; the

second, to the 31st of October, and a balance struck. In that of debtor,

the columns are added, in small figures, to the 31st of October ; and from

these we obtain our rule.

This process is so simple, that it may have occurred to experienced

bookkeepers before, and doubtless has ; but as bookkeepers are proverb

ially a silent race, they have never seen fit to divulge the secret. At the

same time the rule is too good to be locked up in the memories of a few

of the gray-headed men in the profession ; and you will doubtless be ready

to spread it as far as possible in the pages of your Magazine, the most

valuable, of its class, that comes to the door of the merchant.

B. B. A.

Art. V.—WESTWARD MOVEMENT OP THE CENTER OF POPULATION,

AND OF INDUSTRIAL POWER IN NORTH AMERICA.

In the rapidly developing greatness of North America, it is interesting

to look to the future, and speculate on the most probable points of cen

tralization of its commercial and social power. I leave out the political

element, because, in the long run, it will not be very potential, and will

wait upon industrial developments. I also omit Mexico, so poor, and so

disconnected in her relations to the great body of the continent.

Including with our nation, as forming an important part of its com

mercial community, the Canadas, and contiguous provinces, the center of

population, white and black, is a little west of Pittsburg. The movement

of this center is north of west, about in the direction of Chicago. The

center of productive power cannot be ascertained, with any degree of

precision. We know it must be a considerable distance east, and north

of the center of population. That center, too, is on its grand march west

ward. Both, in their regular progress, will reach Lake Michigan. The
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center of industrial power will touch Lake Erie, and possibly, but not

probably, the center of population may move so far northward as to reach

Lake Erie also. Their tendency will be to come together; but a consid

erable time will be required to bring them into near proximity. Will

the movement of these centers be arrested before they reach Lake Mich

igan ? I think no one expects it to stop eastward of that lake ; few will

claim that it will go far beyond it. Is it not, then, as certain as anything

in the future can be, that the central power of the continent will move to,

and become permanent on, the border of the great lakes ? Around these

pure waters will gatner the densest population, and on their borders will

grow up the best towns and cities. As the centers of population and

wealth approach, and pass Cleveland, that city should swell to large size.

Toledo will be still nearer the lines of their movement, and should be

more favorably affected by them, as the aggregate power of the continent

will, by that time, be groatly increased. As these lines move westward

towards Chicago, the influence of their position will be divided between

that city and Toledo, distributing benefits according to the degree of

proximity.

If we had no foreign commerce, and all other circumstances were equal,

the greatest cities would grow up along the line of the central industrial

power, in its westward progress, each new city becoming greater than its

predecessor, by the amount of power accumulated on the continent, for

concentration from point to point of its progress. But as there are points

from one resting-place to another, possessing greatly superior advantages

for commerce over all others, and near enough the center line of industrial

power to appropriate the commerce which it offers, to these points we

must look for our future great cities. To become chief of these, there

must be united in them tho best facilities for transport, by water and by

land. It is too plain, to need proof, that these positions are occupied by

Cleveland, Toledo, and Chicago.

But we have a foreign commerce beyond the continent of North America,

by means of the Atlantic Ocean, bearing the proportion, we will allow, of

one to twenty of the domestic commerce within the continent. This pro

portion will seem small, to persons who have not directed particular atten

tion to the subject. It is, nevertheless, within the truth. The proof of

Ihis is difficult, only because we cannot get the figures that represent the

numberless exchanges of equivalents among each other, in such a com

munity as ours.

If we suppose ten of the twenty-nine millions of our North American

community to earn, on an average, $1 23 per day, 312 days in the year,

it will make an aggregate of nearly four thousand millions of dollars. If

we divide the yearly profits of industry equally between capital and labor,

the proportion of labor would be but til 25 per day, for five millions of

the twenty-nine millions. The average earnings of the twenty-nine mill

ions, men, women, and children, to produce two thousand millions yearly,

would be 22 cents a day, for 312 working days. This is rather under,

than over the true amount; for it would furnish less than $70 each for

yearly support, without allowing anything for accumulation.

Of the fo ir thousand millions of yearly production, wo cannot suppose

that more than one thousand million is consumed by tho producers, without

bein.* made the -subject of exchange. This will leave three thousand

millions as the subjects of commerce, internal and external. Of this, all
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must be set down for internal commerce, inasmuch as most of that which

enters the channel of external commerce, first passes through several hands,

between the producer and exporter. Foreign commerce represents but

one transaction. The export is sold, and the import is bought with the

means the export furnishes. Not so with domestic commerce. Most of

the products which arc its subjects, are bought and sold many times, be

tween die producer and ultimate consumer. Let us state a case:—

I purchase a pair of boots from a boot dealer in Toledo. He has pur

chased them from a wholesale dealer in New York, who has bought them

of the manufacturer in Newark. The manufacturer has bought the chief

material of a leather dealer in New York, who has made the purchases

which till his large establishment from small dealers in hides. These have

received their supply from butchers. The butchers have bought of the

drovers, and the drovers of the farmers. If the boots purchased are of

French manufacture, they have been the subject of one transaction repre

sented in foreign trade, to wit:—their purchase in Paris by the American

importer; wherens, they are the subject of several transactions in our do

mestic trade. The importer sells them to the jobber in New York; the

jobber sells them to the Toledo dealer, who sells them to me.

It can scarcely admit of a doubt, that the domestic commerce of North

America bears a proportion as large as twenty to one of its foreign com

merce. Has internal commerce a tendency to concentrate in few points,

like foreign commerce? Is its tendency to concentration less than that

of foreign commerce? No difference, in this respect, can be perceived.

All commerce develops that law of its nature, to the extent of its means.

Foreign commerce concentrates chiefly at those ports where it meets the

greatest internal commerce. The domestic commerce being the great

body, draws to it the smaller body of foreign commerce. New York, by

her canals, her railroads, and her superior position for coastwise naviga

tion, has drawn to herself most of our foreign commerce, because she has

become the most convenient point lor the concentration of our domestic

trade. It is absurd to suppose she can always, or even for half a century,

remain the best point for the concentration of domestic trade; and, as the

foreign commerce will every year bear a less and less proportion to the

domestic commerce, it can hardly be doubted, that before the end of one

century from this time the great center of commerce of all kinds, for

North America, will be on a lake harbor. Supposing the center of pop

ulation (now west of P ttsburg) shall average a yearly movement west

ward, for the next titty years, of twenty miles; this would carry it one

thousand miles northwestward from Pittsburg, and some five hundred or

more miles beyond the central point of the natural resources of the country.

It would puss Cleveland in five years, and Toledo in eleven years, reach

ing Chicago, or some point south of it, in less than twenty-five years.

The geographical center of industrial power, is probably now in north

eastern Pennsylvania, having but recently left the city of New York, where

it partially now for a time remains. This center will move at a somewhat

slower rate than the center of population. Supposing its movement to

be fifteen miles a year, it will reach Cleveland in twenty years, Toledo in

twenty-seven years, and Chicago in forty-five years. If ten years be the

measure of the annual movement northwestward of the industrial central

int of the continent, Cleveland would be reached in thirty years, Toledo

forty, and Chicago in sixty-three years. It is well known, that the rate
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at which the center of population in the United States is now moving

westward, is over fifteen miles a year, and that it is moving with an ac

celerated speed. It is obvious that the center of population, and the center

of industrial power, now widely separated, by the nature of the country

between New York and Cleveland, by the superiority in productive power

of the old Northern and Middle States, over the new states of the North

west ; and still more, by the inferiority of industrial power of the plan

tation States, compared with the region lying north of them, will have a

constant tendency to approximate, but can never become identical, so long

as the inferior African race forms a large portion of the population of the

great southern section of our Union. The constant tendency of the center

of industrial power will be northward, as well as westward. This will be

determined by the superiority of natural resources of the Northwest, over

the Southwestern section, by the use of a far greater proportion of machine

labor, in substitution for muscular labor, in the northern region, and also

by the superior muscular and mental power, of the inhabitants of the colder

climate. To these might be added the immense advantage of a vastly

greater accumulated industrial power, in every branch of industry, and

the tendency of the superabundent capital of the Old World to flow into

the free States, and the country north of them.

In the view of the Bubject which has been taken here, it will be seen

that the trade with the British Provinces north of us has been considered

a portion of our domestic trade, and that Mexico and California have been

left out of our calculation. These may be allowed to balance each other.

But, together or apart, they will not be of sufficient importance to our

continental commerce, to vary materially the results of its future for the

next fifty years, as developed in this paper.

At their present rate of increase, the United States and the Canadas,

fifty years from this time, will contain over one hundred and twenty mil

lions of people. If we suppose it to be one hundred and five millions,

and that these shall be distributed so that the Pacific States shall have

ten millions, and the Atlan'.ic border twenty-five milions, there will be

left for the great interior plain, seventy millions. These seventy millions

will have twenty times as much commercial intercourse with each other,

as with all the world beside. It is obvious, then, that there must be built

up in their midst the great city of the continent; and not only so, but

that they will sustain several cities greater than those which can be sus

tained on the ocean border.

This is the era of great cities. London has nearly trebled in numbers

and business since the commencement of the current century. The aug

mentation of her population in that time, has been a million and a half.

This increase is equal to the whole population of New York and Phila

delphia; and yet, it is probable that New York will be as populous as

London, in about fifty years. A liberal, but not improbable estimate of

the period of duplication of the numbers of these great cities would be,

for London, thirty years, and for New York, fifteen years. At this rate,

London will have four millions and seven hundred thousand, and New

York three millions four hundred thousand, at the end of thirty years.

At the end of the third duplication of New York—that is, in forty-five

years, she will have become more populous than London, and number

nearly seven millions. This is beyond belief, but it shows the probability

of New York overtaking London in about fifty years.
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A similar comparison of New York and the leading interior city—Chi

cago—will show a like result in favor of Chicago. The census returns

show the average period of duplication to be fifteen years for New York,

and less than four years for Chicago. Suppose that of New York for the

future should be sixteen years, and that of Chicago eight years, and that

New York now has, with her suburbs, nine hundred thousand, and Chicago

one hundred thousand people. In three duplications, New York would

contain six millions two hundred thousand, and Chicago, in six duplica

tions, occupying the same length of time, would have six millions four

hundred thousand. It is not asserted, as probable, that either city will be

swelled to such an extraordinary size in forty-eight years—if ever; but it

is more than probable that the leading interior city will be greater than

New York fifty years from this time.

A few words as to the estimation in which such anticipations are held.

The general mind is faithless of what goes much beyond its own experi

ence. It refuses to receive, or it receives with distrust, conclusions, how

ever strongly sustained by facts and fair deductions, which go much beyond

its ordinary range of thought. It is especially sceptical and intollerant

towards the avowal of opinions, however well founded, which are sanguine

of great future changes. It does not comprehend them, and therefore re

fuses to believe; but it sometimes goes further, and, without examination,

scornfully rejects. To seek for the truth, is the proper object of those

who, from the past and present, undertake to say what wi'l be in the future,

and, when the truth is found, to express it with as little reference (o what

will be thought of it, as if putting forth the solution of a mathematical

problem.

If it wore asked, whose anticipations of what has been done to advance

civilization, for the past fifty years, have come nearest the truth—those of

the sanguine and hopeful, or those of the cautious and fearful—must it

not be answered that, no one of the former class had been sanguine and

hopeful enough to anticipate the full measure of human progress, since

the opening of the present century ? May it not be the most sanguine

and hopeful only, who, in anticipation, can attain a due estimation of the

measure of future change and improvement, in the grand march of society

and civilization westward over our continent? J. w. s.

JOURNAL OF MERCANTILE LAW.

CHARTER FART? CUSTOM—ARBITRATION.

United States Circuit Court, (September, 1856.) Before Nelson, Chief Jus

tice. Augustus Belmont vs. William Tyson.—In error.

Nelson, C. J. One of the principal questions arising in this case is, whether

or not, according to the true interpretation of the charter p irty, the charterer

was bound to furnish the cargo for the vessel outside the west pass into the har

bor of Apalachicola ?

The judge charged that, if the jury found that the vessel was as deep as it was

prudent to load her inside the pass, and that the master went to a prop -r place

outside, in order to complete the lading, the parties must b) presamjd to have

understood the vessel was to go outside to finish loading, as up)» tlu contract he

was to have a full cargo. The two entrances into the harbjr arc called the east
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and west passes. The east will enable vessels to enter drawin.fr some sixteen feet

water, the west about thirteen. The ship in this case entered the east pass, an

chored, and took in lumber until she drew the sixteen feet, and then passed out

and anchored at the mouth of the west pass to complete the cargo. When fully

laden she drew from eighteen to nineteen feet water.

It is insisted, on the part of the charterer, that he was not bound to furnish

cargo beyond the quantity the vessel could receive within the passage, and get

safely out to sea ; whereas, the owner claims that he was entitled to have a full

cargo, and that the charterer was bound to furnish the remainder necessary to

complete it outside, and this upon the principle that the charterer is presumed to

have known the size and character of the ship, and the state of the harbor at the

place of loading ; and that a full cargo could not be obtained on board unless

part of it should be taken iu outside the passes.

There is some evidence in the case that this is the custom in the instance of

large ships receiving cargo at this port. The evidence, however, was slight, and

the case in the court below was not put upon that (.'round. The voyage was

from Apalachicola to Liverpool, with a cargo of lumber particularly specified.

The whole ship was chartered, the freight at eighty shillings sterling per load.

The owner, therefore, was deeply interested in having a full cargo; and, if the

charterer is chargeable with a knowledge of the tonnage and draft of water of

the ship, and the state of the harbor, as I am inclined to think he is, then, as he

stipulated to supply a full cargo, it seems to me the ruling of the court below

was right and agreeably to the fair interest and moaning of the charter party.

The full cargo, in point of fact, was delivered outside the west pass ; that is, the

cargo was completed at that place. It is claimed, however, on the part of the

shippers, that this was upon condition of waiving any claim for demurrage, which

is denied by the mastcK

The next material question in the case is, whether or not an arbitration between

the consignees of the ship and those of the cargo at Liverpool, in respect to the

measurement of the lumber, is binding upon the owners. The consignees of the

cargo claimed that, according to the custom of that port, the freight was to be

paid per load, solid measure—that is, defective pieces, on account of splits, sap,

und bark, were not to be counted, which made a difference in the freight in this

case of over three thousand dollars. There was a deduction of one hundred

and fifty loads in consequence of these defects. A dispute arose as to the meas

urement, whether in should be according to the rule at Apalachicola or Liver

pool, and the consignees of the ship and of the cargo referred the question as

above stated. The arbitrators decided in favor of the usage at Liverpool, and

that the measurement must be as upon the case of a sale, between vendor and

vendee. The reasonableness of this usage, if it exists, is not very apparent. Cer

tainly the master, or owner in this case, had no right to dictate as to the quality

of the lumber put on board. The cargo was selected and delivered at the ship's

tackle by the agent of the charterer. Even if such a custom exists at Liverpool,

as it respects the consignee of the cargo, I doubt if it can be regarded as a de

fense in a suit against the charterer for the freight. I can understand his con

tract in no other way than as stipulating to pay the eighty shillings sterling for

every load of lumber of such quality as he has delivered on board. This, I

think, is the clear sense of it. According to the usage, as claimed at Liverpool,

if the whole cargo which the shipper has seen fit to ship should there be deemed

not merchantable, no freight would be due or collectable at all.

The question here, however, is as to the effect of the arbitration. The court

below held that it could not bind the charterer, and as the award must be mutual,

it did not bind the owner.

There are some minor points raised in the case, but, if the ruling of the court

can be maintained upon the two questions that I have noticed, I think the ease

free Iroin difficulty. These questions are somewhat embarrassing, but for the

reasons stated, as at present advised. I am inclined to concur in the disposition

of the case by the court below, and to affirm the judgment.
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COMMERCIAL CHRONICLE AND REVIEW.

THE OPENING TRADE—THE MONET MARKET—THE UBUXY LAWS—RESTRICTIONS UPON TEADE ISEA*

TIOKAL AND OPPRESSIVE—MABINE INSURANCE AM ILLUSTRATIVE OF THIS TRUTH—FREEDOM OF

ACTION NECESSARY TO SELF-RELIANCE—THE TARIFF—THE CANAL LOAN—BUSINESS AT TTIE AS8AT

OFFICE AND UNITED STATES MINT—THE BANK MOVEMENT—DEBT OF CALIFORNIA—TRADE AND

COMMERCE OF NEW TORE FOR 1856, WITH COMPREHENSIVE TABLES OF PRICES, ETC., ETC.

TnE new year has opened with a fair prospect of business, but a moderate

actual trade in most particulars. The stringency in the money market has been

slightly relaxed, but there has been no return to low rates ; nor, indeed, do we

see any promise of such a return, throughout the current year. Our readers are

aware that in some of the States the laws regulating the usance for money have

been so far modified that it is not a crime to receive more than a certain fixed

per centage ; but there is still a relic of this barbarism left in many of the States,

and much inconvenience is thereby experienced, although the law is everywhere

openly and notoriously violated. It can be made plain to the dullest apprehen

sion, that there is no more propriety in fixing the rate of interest by statute, than

the price of oats ; and yet the usury laws remain unrepealed. The show of argu

ment by which the statute is maintained, is not the real ground of opposition to

this reform. The friends of the law are found chiefly in'the rural districts ; and

their fear is that if capitalists in the city are allowed to take openly the current

market rate for money, there will be none offered in bond and mortgage, at the

present nominal quotations. This is not said publicly, but it is the pith of all the

bona fide objections to free-trade in money. Those who assume this ground, place

themselves at once in a false position. If 7 per cent be the legal rate of interest,

and money is worth more, and landowners are only enabled to borrow at this rate

because the law forbids the lender to take a higher rate, then the law is certainly

unjust and oppressive. If money is worth, on the average, no more than the legal

rate, then the restriction is totally unnecessary. The landowner can offer the

very highest security for borrowed capital ; and for this reason he will always be

enabled to borrow at the lowest market rate. If money is worth 10 per cent,

and the law prescribes 7 per cent, then the landowner will not be able to borrow

at all, and the restriction designed for his protection proves his curse. If all

laws regulating the rate of interest were repealed, there can be no question but

what the usance of money would be secured at some decline from the average cur

rent rates, as a bonus is now asked for the increased risk of subjecting a loan to

the taint of usury. Perhaps one of the best tests of the soundness of these views,

lies in the fact that in all the States where a reform has been tried, no voice has

been raised in favor of a return to the old system.

The fact is, the world iu every age has been, and still is, governed too much.

There are too many restrictions upon trade, and too much fear of the salutary

operation of natural laws. If a want of any kind be experienced, those who suffer

rush at once to the fountain of authority, for power to create an arbitrary source

of help, forgetful of the great truth that the demand is sure to produce the supply

by a process which will be in perfect harmony with other interests. The evil

effects of this interference with natural laws is daily experienced. An instance
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is seen in the working of the system of marine insurance in the city of New York.

There were several large companies in the field, who had grown rich in the busi

ness ; this naturally drew in others, who were anxious, to share the profits. Of

course the new comers must offer some inducement to the customers of the old

companies, to secure a profitable business. But some wise head thought that it

would be a beautiful regulation that all the companies should be bound by a cer

tain standard, and the exact rate of insurance on every article should be governed

by a tariff, to which all should conform. Mark the result! The rates being the

same in all the companies, the richer and more influential picked the cream of the

business, and left the next choice to the second class, and so on down to the tail ;

and this rule was adhered to, until all who were low down upon the list failed,

and some above them were sorely crippled. In connection with this very busi

ness, a project is now on foot equally absurd. The insurance companies have dis

covered that a large number of vessels are lost through carelessness, or ignorance,

or want of nerve on the part of the commander. So they now propose a Board

of Examiners, to pronounce upon the competency of shipmasters ! Why not

reach this difficulty in the simplest way ? Is there less risk of loss under a good

captain than a poor one 1 Very well—graduate the rates accordingly. Let skill

and care, and all that makes up thorough seamanship, bring its price in lowering

the rates of insurance ; there will be no lack of the supply, the moment there is

a demand for it at an equivalent compensation. The shipmaster under whom a

ship shall insure at the lowest premium, will stand at the head of his class, with

out a certificate, and he whose vessel pays more than an average rate, will be

dropped from the roll, without the blackball of the Board of Examiners. The

same rule applies to the building, fitting, and manning of vessels. There should

be no arbitrary classification, but each office should have its own inspector, aud the

rate of insurance should be nicely graduated to give an advantage to everything that

goes to insure the safety of a voyage, and the delivery of a cargo in good order.

This rule will apply to all classes of business and all human experience. No

people will ever be self-reliant who are taught to depend upon the watch and

care of government or of society. In some parts of Europe, dear bread will create

a revolution ; not because, as some superficial thinkers assert, that the masses

are discontented and rebellious simply on account of an empty stomach, but

because the people are not taught to see the effect of natural laws, and therefore

look upon the affliction as something the government could have easily prevented,

if so disposed. Some philanthropists are continually harping upon plans to pro

tect the public; they would erect gates at the ferries, as high as Hainan's gal

lows, lest the impatieut passengers should fall overboard ; and would have the

police Argus-eyed in watching pedestrians througli the thoroughfares, lest some

one should do himself a mischief. In the cities of the Old World, where such

care is taken, there are ten accidents to one in those places nearer home, where

people are left to look out for themselves. Habits of watchful self-reliance can

only be fostered where such restraints are unknown.

The tariff question still drags in Congress, but there is now some hope that a

reform will be agreed upon before the close of the present session. It is time that

the political aspect of this question should give place to sound practical economy.

The 6 per cent canal loan for §1,000,000, upon the credit of the State of New \

York, having seventeen years to run, was taken on the 15th of January, at

8114 50 a $116 25, averaging $114 54. The bids amount to $4,545,000.
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The following is a statement of the business at the United States Assay Office,

at New York, during the month ending December 31 :—

DEPOSITS AT THE ASSAf OFFICE, MEW TORE, FOR THE MONTH OF DECEMBER.

Total.

$95,6C0 00

76.5<>0 00

2,200,000 00

Foreign coins.. . .

Foreign bullion .

Domestic bullion

Cold.

$7,500 00

10,500 00

2,172,000 00

Silver.

$88,000 00

66,000 00

28,000 00

Total deposits. $2,190,000 00 $182,000 00 $2,372,000 00

Deposits payable in bars

Deposits payable in coin

Gold bars stamped

Transmitted to U. States Mint, Philadelphia, for coinage.

2,072.000 00

800,000 00

2,296.518 80

117,647 60

The following is a statement of deposits and coinage at the Mint of the United

States, in Philadelphia, during the month of December, 1856 :—

COLD DEPOSITS.

California gold $129,870 00

Gold from other sources 9,680 00

Total gold deposits .

Silver, including purchases

Total gold and silver deposits .

The coinage executed was :—

$138,960 00

$152,440 00

$291,890 00

Dollars . . .

Fine bars .

Total-

Dimes. . .

No. of pii

242,406

22

Cents .....

Half cents .

242,428

1,730,000

180,441

40,230

Valne.

$242,406 00

1,723 72

$249,629 71

173,000 00

1,804 41

201 16

Total.

RECAPITULATION.

Gold coinage. .

Silver coinage . .

Copper coinage .

220,671

242.428

1,730.000

220,671

$2,006 66

249,529 72

178,000 00

2,005 56

$424,585 28Total 2,193,099

The bank movement at New York shows a continuation of the expansions in

loans, without any permanent improvement in specie. It is evident that most of

these institutions are anxious to make large dividends, and a little careless about

maintaining a conservative position. Whoever lives twenty years longer will

probably see a great change in the business of banking. The legal restrictions

will be, to a great extent, removed, except in the matter of circulation, and a

large part of the business will be transacted by private bankers. We give a full
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report of the bank statements from the 1st of January, 1856, for convenient refer

ence, but shall carry forward only the report from January 1, 1857 :—

WEEKLY AVERAGES NEW YOEK CITV BANKS.

Loans and

Date. Capital. Discounts. Specie.

Jan. 5 ,1856. 49.453,660 95,863,890 11,687,209

Jan. 12 4P.453.660 96,145,408 11,777,711

Jan. 19 49.463,660 96,382,968 18,886,260

Jan. 26 49,692,900 96,887,221 12,733,069

Feb. i1 49.692,900 97,970,611 18,640,437

Feb. ! 49,692,900 98,844,077 14,283,829

Feb. 16 49,692,900 99,401,316 15,678,736

Feb. 23 49.883,420 100,745,447 16.836,874

March 1... 49,784,288 102,682,235 16.640,687

March 8... 49,784,288 108,909,688 16,170,946

March 15... 49.784,288 104,628,298 14,046,024

March 22... 49,784.288 104.688,576 14,869,656

March 29... 61,113.026 104,745,807 14,216.841

April 6... 61,113,026 106,962,018 13,881,464

April 12... 61,113,026 107.840.436 12,626.094

April 19... 51,118,026 106,766,086 12,958,182

April 26... 61,1 18,026 105,638,864 13,102,867

May 8... 61,113,025 106,825.962 12,860,227

May 10... 61,113,026 108.803.798 18,317.865

May 17... 61,118.025 108,002,820 12,796,451

May 24... 61,118,026 102,207,767 13,860,838

May 31... 61.458,508 102,461,276 14,021,289

June 7... 61.458.608 108,474,921 16,166,180

June 14... 61,468.608 104,168,881 17,414,680

June 21... 62,705,017 105,626,995 17.871,965

June 28... 62.706,017 107,087.525 17.069.687

July 5... 68,170,317 109,267,682 16.829,236

July 12... 63,170,817 109,748,042 14,793,409

July 19... 68,170.817 1 10,873,494 16,826,131

July 26... 68.170,817 111,346,589 18,910,868

Aug. «... 68,668,039 112,221,663 14.328,253

Aug. 9... 63.668,089 112.192,822 18,270,603

Aug. 16... 63.658,039 111,406,766 12,806,672

Aug. 23... 63,986,068 110,188,005 12,914,732

Aug. 80... 63,985,068 109,878,911 12,965,286

Sept «... 63,985,068 109,560,943 13,098,876

Sept. 13... 63,986,088 109,579,776 12,281,387

Sept 20... 64,243,043 109,716,435 12.270,685

Sept 27... 64,243,043 108,992,205 10,873,220

Oct 4... 64,243,043 107,981,707 11,016,184

Oct 11... 64,243,043 107.147,892 10,382.751

Oct 18... 54.443,043 106,918,836 10,847,010

Oct 25... 64,497.718 104,156,488 10,680,795

Nov. 1... 64,497,718 108.142,098 11.057,675

Nov. 8... 64,697,718 102,508 639 11,616,420

Nov. 15... 66,197,718 108,564,460 12,268,787

Nov. 22... 65,235,068 104,604,919 12,971,868

Nov. 29... 65.235,068 105,536,476 12,110.884

Dec. 6... 66,235,068 106.898,534 12.278.847

Dec. 18... 55,235,068 108,836,586 10,882,643

Dec, 20... 55.235,068 108,834,693 11,161,316

Dec. 27... 65,235,068 108,527,429 10,892.428

Jan. :8, 1857 66,285,068 109,149,153 11,172.244

Jan. 10... 66,236.068 110,150.234 11,090.108

Jan. 17... 65,235,068 110,860,401 11,956,164

Circulation.

7,908,656

7,612.607

7,462,706

7,606,986

7,622,827

7,819,122

7,698.441

7,664.688

7,764,892

7,888,176

7,863.148

7,912.681

7,94 8.253

8.347,498

8.281.626

8.221,618

8.246 120

8,716,163

8.662.486

8,488,162

8,386,097

8,269.161

8,480,262

8,860,785

8,278,002

8,260,289

8.687.471

8,406,756

8,846,243

8,386.285

8,646,043

8,676,769

8.684.499

8,688,413

£,689,745

8,887,860

8.741,064

8.760,888

8.666,193

8,830,628

8,748,930

8,697,417

8.649,802

8,686,986

8.946.721

8,856,977

8,818,323

8,610,266

8.67I.7E8

8,516,864

8.397.440

8,387,167

8,602,113

8,328,395

8,047,065

Deposits.

88,634,898

77.981,498

82,662,S28

78,918,816

82,269,061

82,848,162

88,085,944

87,680,478

88,604,377

88,74'.i,tl26

88,621,176

89,890,261

88,186.648

91.008.408

91.o81.976

90,876.787

89,627,280

92.816,068

89,476,263

88,720,415

87,094,800

86,776,818

90,609,248

91,602,246

93,715,837

93,289,248

100,140.420

96,668,460

96.982,106

92.866.040

98,847,817

92,2:>0.870

92,018,229

90,127,228

87.776.242

89,860,154

88.044,074

90,568.866

88.453,796

88,780,804

86,078,142

86,902,862

83.466,162

86 522,891

86,827,821

87,620,900

91.404,510

88.624,264

91,698,784

89,590,680

89,012,730

87.396,664

95,846,216

90,709,710

93,036,766

We annex our usual comparative summary of the weekly statements of the

Boston banks :—
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WEEKLY AVERAGES AT BOSTON.

December 28. December 80. January 5. January 12. January 19.

Capital $81,960,000 $31,960,000 $81,960,000 $81,960,000 $81.9*0,000

Loans and discounts.. 51,498,(100 61,871,000 52.770.fl9 58.440.869 68.000,718

Specie 8,525.000 8,744,600 3 328.986 8.849.416 8,888,000

Due from other banks 7,665,000 7,600,000 7,171.114 6,982.798 7.222.000

Due to other banks. . 8.004.000 4,818.600 4.489.271 5.096.264 S.M.OOO

Deposits 15,764,800 15.910,000 16,975.583 16.498,751 16,825,000

Circulation 7,258,000 7,260,000 7,816,849 7,628,663 7,536,000

The following are the aggregate footings of the New Orleans banks on the last

Saturday of December, for the years—

1851. 18H. I?Sfi.

Specie $6,570,675 $8 191,254 $6,690,723

Circulation 6.582.665 7,222.614 9.194.134

Deposits 11,490.908 17.219,274 18,492589

Short loans 17,490,908 14.747.467 20.611.903

Exchanged 8.154.483 6,100,148 6,416,699

Due distant banks 1,272,684 1,848,889 965,658

Long and short loans, last Saturday of December, 1854 21,862.619

- " " " " 1865. 21,611.882

" " » " 1856 24,454,296

The New Orleans bank statement for the week ending January 10, shows an

extensive movement. Deposits have increased half a million, and exchange

$300,000. The circulation has overtopped ten millions, which is larger than in

any previous period since 1841. The specific changes, compared with the pre

vious week, arc as follows :—

Increase in short loans $ 1 9,622

" specie 154,522

" circulation 180,246

Increase in deposits $494,845

exchange 807.182

" amt due dist'nt b'ks 208,436

The following table shows the comparative condition of the banks in Portland,

according to the returns made to the Secretary of State, January 3, 1857 :—

Capital. Loans. Circulation. Deposits. Specie.

Cumberland $2OO.Ou0 $351,886 $164,671 $70,829 $14,128

Canal 600,000 1,187,172 892.028 207.970 86.582

Casco 600X00 1,111,928 824,982 179.931 66,620

Manufact'rs A Traders'. 200,000 861,602 106.454 86.481 13.672

Mechanics' • 100.000 199,548 98,756 17,797 1«,I60

Merchants' 225,000 407,946 103,587 68.843 85,746

$1,925,000 $8,619,982 $1,125,428 $621,850 $172,892

Compared with the returns for January 5, 1856, the above exhibits the fol

lowing changes :—

Increase. Decrease.

Capital $98,200

Loans 184,011

Circulation $182,789

Deposits 76,858

Specie 2,898

ASSETS OF ALL THE BANKS OP PENNSYLVANIA, NOVEMBER, 1856.

Philadelphia banks. Other banks. Total.

Bills discounted $26,000,479 $24,177,209 $50,171,687

Specie 8,473,247 2,494,662 6,967,909

Due by other banks 1,672.412 8,466,992 6,189,434

Notes, <tc. of other banks 4,792,629 914,010 6,706,629

Real estate and personal property. . 812,699 398,774 1,206,569

Bonds, mortgages, Ac. 214,691 692,688 907,380

Stocks 473,042 462,168 985,201

Exchange and interest 58,918 17,182 76,100
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Bills receivable . .

Expenses

loans

Suspended debt . .

Bills of exchange.

Specie binds, Ac, .

Miscellaneous . . . ,

tUodelphla banks. Other banks. Total

836,748 16,937 702,886

92,702 61,865 164,067

706,688 660,897 1,336,425

177,088 95,114 272,162

1,886,869 1,889,789 8,176,153

1,274,871 818,826 1,668,696

230,883 74,847 803,730

Total 142,001,240 -$85,688,688 $77,689,806

Total November, 1865 89,176,260 35,087,860 74,263,626
 

Increase $2,824,976 $601,207 $8,426,178

LIABILITIES OF ALL THE BANKS OF PENNSYLVANIA, NOVEMBER, 1856.

Capital stock

Circulation

Due other banks

Due depositors

Dividends unpaid

Contingent fund

Discount, interest, and exchange . .

Profit and loss

Due Commonwealth

Issues of 4th of May

Miscellaneous _.

Suspense Account.

Surplus

Certificates of deposit

$12,462,680 $11,136,761 $23,599,344

5,422,161 11,940,198 17,862,845

8.280,424 935,090 4,215,615

17,723,826 8,682,648 26,485,942

64.184 192,311 246,445

2,801,667 987.810 2,288,977

632.422 688,086 1,170,609

160,053 428,497 588,540

228,601 264,858 483,404

1,574 4,177 6,761

104,613 22,446 127,059

6,058 6,068

296,194 186,184 482,876

62,140 277,623 830,763

Total $41,619,479 $35,688,862 $77,808,048

Total November, 1855 38,688,200 85,087,860 78,776,662

Increase $2,981,278 $601,202 $3,682,488

Annexed is the aggregate condition of the Bank of the State of Missouri and

its branches on the 31st of December, 185G :—

RESOURCES.

Suspended debt $79,088 60

Due from banks 76,99195

11 mk -in it.-, on band 198,910 00

Specie on hand 1,246,184 81

Bills discounted $1,511,466 67

Exchange matured 141,198 29

Exchange maturing 1,299,656 68

Real estate 98,284 94

Bills receivable 81,441 85

Total $6,729,133 19

LIABILITIES.

Capital stock owned by the State $954,205 22

Capital stock owned by individuals 261,200 00

$1,216,405 22

Due depositors 1,186,267 66

Dividends unpaid 2,716 36

Interest and exchange $298,983 60

Less expenses $23,088 45

Less protest account 82 05

23,170 60

275,813 10

Contingent fund 156,667 69

Due to banks 1 1 1,984 87

Circulation 2,780,880 09

Total $5,729,138 19

VOL. XXXVI. NO. II. 14
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The Supreme Court of California has decided that all the bonded debt of that

State over $300,000 is unconstitutional, because the law creating the same was

not submitted to the vote of the people. There can be little doubt, however, but

what the State will make as ample provision for its payment as if it had been

legally issued. The amount of the debt, of course, becomes an interesting item,

and we have compiled a statement, which, we trust, will be found correct :—

MEMORANDUM Of CALIFORNIA STATE BONDS OUTSTANDING JANUARY 1, 1856.

Seven per cent—issued under the act of April 28, 1861 $268,500 00

Payable March 1, 1861.

Seven per cent—issued under act of May, 1852 1,390,300 00

Payable March 1, 1870.

Seven per cent—issued March IB, 1855 700,000 00

Payable March 1, 1870.

Seven per cent—issued under act of April 19, 1856 :—

[The law authorizes the issuing of $1 ,500,000, providing that amount

of indebtedness shall accrue prior to January 1, 1857.]

Amount issued to January 1, under the act 300,000 00

Paya ble J uly 1 , 1 87 5.

Total amount of civil debt of California, January 1, 1856* $3,158,800 00

WAX DEBT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

Twelve per cent—bonds issued under act of February 18, 1851 $800,000 00

Interest to January 1, 1856 111,146 63

Seven per cent—issued under act of May 1, 1852 663,906 00

Interest to January 1, 1856 186,600 00

Total $1,081,610 53

Amount assumed by United States government 924,000 00

Balance owed by California $157,610 63

We have compiled our usual tables, showing the total foreign imports and ex

ports at the port of New York throughout the year. The imports of foreign

goods and merchandise for 185G amounted to $213,550,049, being $55,696,411 in

excess of the total for 1855, $32,185,177 in excess of 1854, and $19,458,997 in

excess of the total for 1853, which was the largest previous total on record. Be

fore giving our monthly comparison, we annex a brief summary, showing at a

glance the total imports at New York for each of the last seven years :—

FOREIGN IMPORTS AT NEW YORK.

Year. Dutiable. Froe goods. Specie. Total

1860 $1 10.9S3.763 $8,645,240 $16,127,939 $136,706,942

1861 119,592,264 9,719,771 2,049,548 181.861,578

1862 116,336,052 12,106,342 2,408,225 129.S49.619

1863 179,512,412 12,166.387 2,429.083 194.097,652

1864 163,494,984 16,768.916 2,107,572 181.371,472

1856 142,900,661 14,103.946 865,631 157,860,238

1866 193,839,646 17,902,678 1,814,425 213,566,649

Under the head of dutiable, we have included above both the dutiable entered

directly for consumption and the goods thrown into the bonded warehouses. In

the extended table given below these items are separate, but included in the total.

The specie which swells the amount for 1850, in the above summary, was mostly

from California, then entered from Chagrca as from a foreign port, but since cx-

* Since the date of the aboro return, we understand about $3:10,000 more of the 1875 bonds have

been Issued, making a total of about $8,500,000 to total Stato lndcbtodnoss.
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eluded from the statement of imports. The comparative increase of our imports

began before the close of 1852, and the receipts continued very large to Novem

ber, 1854 ; from that date they suddenly and rapidly declined, and were compar

atively small until July, 1855 ; since that period they have again increased, and

the total for 1856 is the largest on record. Appearances indicate that the in

crease has again reached its maximum, and that the receipts for the current year

will fall a little behind the total for the year just closed.

For convenience, and economy of space, we have placed an extended table of

exports, together with the imports, both in monthly items. It will be seen that

the total for December, exclusive of specie, is only $773,097 less than the very

large shipments for December, 1855. $3,048,406 greater than for December, 1854,

and $1,252,362 greater than for December, 1853. We annex a quarterly state

ment, showing the course of this trade for the year, compared with the previous

two years :—

EXPORTS FROM NEW YOKK TO FOREIGN PORTS, EXCLUSIVE OF SPECIE.

1853. 1854. 1855. 1856.

Firot quarter $11,892,650 $17,840,161 $16,802,543 $19,820,888

Secoikl quarter 16,268,967 16,474,773 15,628,290 20,250,348

Third quarter 15,810,526 13,826,862 14,616.675 20.567,594

Fourth quarter 22,165,369 15,065,895 25,299,054 28,028,907

Total $67,186,642 $64,207,681 $72,346,562 $83,667,580

The above shows an increase during each quarter of the year except the last.

The total exports for 1856, exclusive of specie, are $11,320,968 greater than for

1855, and $19,459,849 greater than for 1854, and are in fact in excess of any

previous year upon our record. We also present our usual monthly summary of

the exports of specie from New York to foreign ports :—

EXPORTS OF SPECIE FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN PORTS.

1851. 1851. 1851. 1855. 1856.

January.. $2,866,958 $747,679 $1,845,682 $156,398 $104,834

February. 3,551,543 1,121,020 579,724 2,128.708 1,204,343

March 611,994 69:',479 1,466,127 2,298,697 2,584,898

April 200,266 767,055 8.474,525 8,813,447 3,261,694

May 1.834,893 2,162,467 3,651,626 5,320,152 3,812,865

June 8,656,355 8,264,282 6,168,188 8,862,896 4,300,328

July 2.971,499 8,924,612 2,902,452 2,928,324 6,278,126

August 2,935,883 1,188.973 4,648,320 2,609,393 8,202,053

September...- 2,122,495 1.244,191 6,647.104 1,681,684 3,788,647

October 2,152,301 4,757.972 8,369,898 1,188.100 4,996,660

November 809.813 8,865,775 3,338,001 1,011.900 2,955,839

December 1,180,805 8,131,851 68,264 986,635 1,779,181

$25,096,266 $26,753,356 $37,169,406 $27,626,740 $37,218,766

Do. from Boston 3,495,006 6,763,617 7,413,437 14,849,470 12,227,059

The specie shipments in 1851, which year we are obliged to omit in our com

parison on account of the space, were the largest on our record, amounting to

$43,743,209. Next to that year, however, is the total for 1856. it being a trifle

larger than for 1854. We have added to the above table, under the appropriate

years, the corresponding spscic shipments from the port of Boston, a large part

of which went overland from New York. These totals do not include any given

as shipped from New York, and are, in reality, so much additional shipments

from New York.
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We have also compiled a statement giving a comparison of the goods with

drawn from warehouse, but they are not, of course, to be reckoned with the total

entered at the port, as those which were landed here have been already included

under the head of entered for warehousing :—

WITHDRAWN FROM WAREHOUSE.

January. . .

February. . .

March

April

May

June

July

August. . . .

September.

October

November. .

December . .

18il. 1854. 1855. 1856.

$1,536,365 $2,889,616 $2,057,981 $2,346,618

880,622 1,954,010 2,568,274 2,047,067

697.113 1,701,203 2,718,098 1,852,396

1,229,708 1,161,991 1,814,318 1,497.576

1,049,650 1,588,652 1,782,834 1,548,389

1,181,896 1,422.672

636.832

1,804.620 1.656,871

1,702,448 2.029.164 2,187,387

1,746,864 3,038,056 2,889,884 2,534,732

1,709,062 8,181,818 2,811,841 3,457,706

1,188.988 2,070,644 1,597.437 3,273,982

1,383,068 1,431,776 1,197,660 1,726,544

1,488.986 901,828 1,190,787 1,626,660

Total $16,698,055 $21,968,395 $23,457,338 $25,722,818

The imports of dry goods are, of course, included in the foregoing statement.

The total receipts of dry goods at New York during the year 1856 were $341,318

less than for the year 1853, but $13,520,957 larger than for 1854, and $28,398,831

larger than for 1855, as will appear from the followiug comparison :—

IMPOSTS OP DRY GOODS AT NEW YORK FOR THE YEARS

1833. 1854. 1855. 1856.

Manufactures of wool $28,214,146 $22,689,668 $18,687,387 $27,257,287

Manufactures of cotton 16,808,478 16,892,886 10,510,723 17,926,293

Manufactures of silk 84,199,578 28,628,106 28,197,480 80,988,866

Manufactures of flax 8,790,135 7,633,672 6,706,864 9,484,401

Miscellaneous dry goods 6,766,879 6,099,214 6,922,158 7,766,097

Total $93,704,211 $80,842,986 $64,974,062 $93,362,898

The receipts for cash duties are larger than for any previous year, but have not

increased in proportion to the excess of dutiable imports ; this excess not being

composed of those articles included in the highest schedule :—

CASH DUTIES RECEIVED AT NEW YORK.

January. . . ,

February. .

March

April

May

June

July

August. . . .

September. .

October... . .

November..

December. .

1853.

$8,811,137 37

8,878,396 47

3,936,967 63

8,348,262 14

2.852,853 66

8,840,728 88

4,640,107 15

4,746,657 81

4,226,340 18

2,706.694 38

2,642,985 92

2,959,110 94

1854.

$4,879,285 82

2,867,294 60

3,627,119 49

3,168,490 21

8,248,164 41

2,462,606 88

4,045,745 78

5,214,629 78

3.489,492 49

2,402,115 10

1,761,023 45

1,506,920 72

1855.

$2,560,083 82

2,665,164 94

2,363,084 95

1,994,710 10

2,400,482 60

2,316,464 80

3,787,341 95

4,290,796 15

8,523,879 50

3,329,194 95

2,171,707 76

2,984,941 97

1856.

$3,683,654 86

8.676,919 14

4,382,107 47

3.913,886 39

8,457,153 64

3,527,425 26

6,441,544 27

6,286,399 11

8,702,184 70

8,891,280 97

2,774,845 63

2,881.969 76

Total $43,088,225 83 $38,096,838 08 $34,888,307 99 $45,519,270 18

We have not space to give a comparison of the different items of general mer-

i imported at New York, amounting in all (exclusive of dry goods) to
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8118,000,000, but the following comparative summary embraces some of the

leading particular?, and will be found very interesting for reference :—

IMPORTS OF A FEW LEADINO ARTICLES OF GENERAL MERCHANDISE AT NEW YORK,

FROM FOREIGN PORTS FOR THE YEARS—

18)1. 1855. 1F56.

Books $662,961 $491,980 $614,068

Buttons 676,'.'y9 406.760 142,002

Cheese 16,204 98,290 102677

Chinaware 714.118 418.847 686,448

Oigars 2,048,044 2,804,061 2,264,699

Coal 466,970 886,378 640.808

Coffee 4,907,836 6,608.080 7,395.809

Earthenware 1,471,614 932,049 1,227>.487

Furs 1,420,174 1,412,302 2,270.781

Glass, plate 698,822 241.926 837.940

India rubber 1,469.261 196.460 648619

Indigo 403,960 288,833 822.949

Leather and dressed skins.... 1,447,699 1,496.646 2,224 887

Undressed skins 6,336.334 8,972,916 B.606.407

Liquora— Brandy 1,013,681 1,301,063 2,078,887

Metals—Copper and ore 408.717 246.606 266.668

sheathing... 1,026 646 406,868 678.394

Iron, bars 8,702,738 2,656,440 8,628.256

' pig 798.276 830.266 663,600

" railroad 8,196,439 1,973.622 2,608.742

" sheet 487,956 431.980 151.863

Lead 2,439,759 1,109,617 2,116.110

Spelter. 865.468 801.228 370,293

Steel 1,613.909 1,815228 1,791.408

Tin, and tin plates... 8,100.886 8,463,822 4,792.016

Zinc 401,820 268.H61 399,898

Molasses 644,658 941,111 1,606.888

Kags 667,365 718,647 824.082

Salt 400.209 468.127 487,460

Saltpeter 84.186 165,068 68.244

Sugar 6,601.498 9,818.724 17,711.162

Tea 6.548,801 4,991,616 6,898,900

Watches |3,239,719 3 038 846 8.606,4 32

Wines 1,9(9.570 1638.639 ,2,687.146

Wool and waste 1,146.728 697,260 613,366

Tobacco .. 616,062 695,084 808,947

In like manner, wo have not room for all the particulars of exports, but the

following includes a comparison of some of the most important items :—

EXPORTS OF CERTAIN ARTICLES OF DOMESTIC PRODUCE FROM NEW YORK TO FOR

EIGN PORTS IN THE YEARS—

1852. 1851. 1855. 1856.

Athes—

Pots,bbls 11,077 9,652 13,165 9.055

Pearls, bbls 796 1,876 2,243 2,227

Beetwax, lbs 224,268 218,177 169,616 217,435

Breadntufl—

Wheat flour, bbls 2,150,612 888,785 1,005,006 1,921.025

Eye flour, bbls 6.802 10,864 20,647 11.890

Corn meal bbls. 46,616 67,868 fil,269 17.629

Wheat,bush. 1,244.319 1,671,013 8.405.293 9,571.898

Rye '• 28,981 826,961 635,907 1,261,905

Oats " 63,782 68,999 40 264 11.032

Barley " 100 72 1.184 305

Corn " 1,102,297 4,867,871 8,860,852 8,862,629
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Candle*—

isii. m. 18fi. 18(36.

47,1568 61,247 64,303 45.474

6.885 10.460 10,776 4.751

38.876 22,332 1S.4 86 7.22S

876.788 308,683 227.921 195.780

4,776 8.886 6.734 4.660

828 13,289 9,156 4.250

OiU—

476,621 656,478 627,728 478,611

Whale, gallons. 259,173 361.815 272.400 44,878

956.256 680,537 886,199 698,062

62,709 88.194 108,179 56.068

Linseed u
20,856 11,610 11,210 6,394

Provitiovt—

Port, bbls 11,641 116.869 152,750 134.474

62.248 96,618 66,212 65,028

Cut meat, pounds. ....
Butter •'

8,684,569 17,888,742 16,903,457 29.805.028

1.967.875 2.045,432 990,689 1,116,081

Cheese " 7,184,890 8.817,407 6.987,496 8 760,640

Lard 6,916.393 16,785.863 8,655,962 10,979.693

25,842 22,947 24.264 38,716

Tobacco—

3,491,556 6,064,197 1,911,889 1,876,620

Crude, packages 24,150 86,786 82,367 83.176

Manufactured, pounds..

Whalebone « ...

6,617.862 8,700.444 6,282,952 4,849,923

8,1 67/187 735,799 2.181,197 1,872,151

It is hardly possible that the import trade for 1857 will equal the total for

1856, but we do not think the falling off will be very large. Present appearances

indicate a decrease in the receipts of dry goods, although from the higher rates

the same qnantity will make an increased valuation at the custom-house. The

export trade will be large, but the total will depend materially upon the prospects

for the next European harvest. If we are to supply a large part of Western

Europe with breadstuffs, there will be no important decline ; but if the next year's

crops in England, France, and Spain should be good, the export trade of next

fall will dwindle to a very moderate total. Cotton is much higher in price than

at the corresponding date of last year, and the average for the year promises to

exeeed either of the last three, even though the crop should be fully 3,000.000

bales. The price of sugar continues enormously high, and the consumption must

be sensibly diminished.

NEW YORK COTTON MARKET FOR THE MONTH ENDING JANUARY 23.

rEEPABED FOR THE MEHCHANTh' MAO.iZIM: BY CHARLES W. FEEDBBJCKBON, BROKER, MEW TOBJC

Since the date of my last report, (December 26th,) our market has been welt

maintained at a small advance. The total sales arc estimated at 35,500 bales, in

clusive of parcels in transitu and re-sales. Holders, generally, have shown a

degree of firmness compatible with their opinions as regards the shortness of the

crop ; while buyers seem to have been uninfluenced by the increasing receipts,

now beyond those of last year, and strengthened iu their views by continued ac

tivity in all the Southern markets, and the advancing tendency displayed in all

the European marts of commerce, have contributed largely in sustaining prices

here, which requires all the late advance abroad to cover cash. Nearly 2,000,000

of bales of the present crop have already passed from the hands of the producers

at prices much beyond their expectations, and it is not altogether improbable
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that a resort to short time and finer counts of yarn, may place the balance of our

crop in the power of the lords of Manchester, at prices more in accordance with

the cost of production thau those now ruling either here or abroad. Our own

spinners, both in this and the Southern markets, have been active in their pur

chases, not from any knowledge of the short-comings of the present crop, for it is

impossible to estimate the crop sufficiently correct as a basis for a monetary

guide, but simply because a better selection is offered and more easily obtained

early in the season.

The sales for the week ending Janury 2d were 8,500 bales, at $c. to $c. per

pound advance. Holders demanding further additions, tended to limit transac

tions, and the market closed steady at the following, with small offerings :—

PRICES ADOPTED JANUAET 2d FOE THE FOLLOWING QUALITIES:—

Upland. Florida. Mobile. N.O. fcTeiaa.

Ordinary _. 11 11 11 11$

Middling. 18$ 13* 18* 13f

Middling fair 18$ 18$ 18$ 14

Fair 18$ 14 14* 14*

For the week ensuing the sales were 10,000 bales, inclusive of parcels in tran

situ, at a small advance on middling and grades below. Holders were firm at the

following, at the close :—

PEICES ADOPTED JANUAET 9TH FOE THE FOLLOWING QUALITIES:

Upland. Florida. Mobile. N. O. fc Texas.

Ordinary 11$ 11$ 11$ 11$

Middling 18$ 18$ 18$ 18$

Middling fair. 18$ 13$ 18$ 14$

Fair H 14$ 14$ 14$

The transactions for the week ending January 16th were 8,000 bales, and

holders were less stringent in their demands, being willing sellers at a reduction

of $c. to $c. per pound. Continued heavy receipts at the South dampened the

expectations of buyers, and the market closed quiet at the annexed :—

PEICES ADOPTED JANUAET 16tH FOE THE FOLLOWING QUALITIES:

Upland. Florida. Mobile. N.O.aVTexaa.

Ordinary 11 11 11 11$

Middling 18 18$ 18$ 13$

Middling fair 18$ 18$ 13$ 14

Fair 13$ 14 14$ 14$

For the week closing at date the sales were 9,000 bales, at prices a shade more

favorable to holders. Buyers were, however, cautiously inclined, owing to ad

vance in freights and insurance ; but as the foreign advices were favorable, the

market closed steadily at the following :—

PRICES ADOPTED JANUARY 23D FOE THE FOLLOWING QUALITIES :

Upland. Florida. Mobile. N.O.ATeia*.

Ordinary 11 11 11 11$

Middling 13$ 18$ 18$ 18$

Middlingfair 18$ 13$ 14 14$

Fair 14 14$ 14$ 14$

Receipts to date bales 1,735,000 Increase 12,000

Export to Great Britain 364,000 Decrease 221,000

Export to France 168,000 Decrease 41.000

Stockouhand 837,000 Increase 162,000
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CONDITION OF THE BANKS OF THE UNITED STATES.

The subjoined tables have been compiled from the official returns made to the

Treasury Department :—

! OF UNITED STATES.

Number of banks

Number of branches ,

 

Number of banks and branches.

Capital paid in

Loans and discounts

Stocks

Real estate

Other investments

Due by other banks .

Notes of other banks

Specie funds

Specie

Circulation

Deposits

Due to other banks

Other liabilities

Gold and silver in United Slales Treasury.

Total specie in banks and treasury

1,807

$832,177,278

67K, 144,758

62,727,082

24,078,801

8,784.640

65,788,785

2M29,6 18

21,936,788

63,944,646

186,962.228

190,400,842

46,166,697

16,599,628

27,188.889

81,133,486

DISTRIBUTION OF BANK LOANS.

Eastern States .

Middle

Southern

Southwestern. .

Western

tl73.613.958

241,671,978

69.ft98.123

64,897,868

26,962,816

1,898

$848,874,272

684,188.280

49,485,216

20,866,867

8,822.516

62,689,726

24.779,049

19,987.710

69.314,068

195,747,950

212.706,652

62,719,966

12,227,867

22,706,481

83,020,494

$177,41 1.938

279.282,487

76,876,681

73,512.348

28.150.881

Total. $576,144,768 $634,183,280

DISTRIBUTION OF BANKS AND BANK CAPITAL.

-1SS5.- -1856.-

Eastern

Middle

Southern . . . .

Southwestern.

Western

No. Capital. No. Capital

440 $101,864,621 492 $110,416,090

4ti4 120.768,047 486 125,994.239

124 49.255.264 129 48.657.450

•• 41,016.685 108 41,829.863

1S3 19,342,721 IBS 16,978,130

1,307 $382,177,288 1,398 $843,874,272

BANK NOTE CIRCULATION OUTSTANDING.

1865.

Gross circulation as above $186,952,223

Notes unemployed 23,429,618

1856.

$196,747,950

24,779,049

Circulation outstanding $163,622,705 $170,968,901
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, CIRCULATION > , NOTES ON HAND. 1

1SS). im. I>-j 1- 5-5- l.^ai-36.

Eastern States $58,816,469 $47,762,801 $7,466,666 $6,807,216

Middle 67,298,622 ft8«'.<8.4ti8 9,4*9,961 V 444,234

Booihem 80.941,217 85.862,606 2,610,478 2,649,264

Southwestern 25,130,696 84,972,674 1,240,681 2,428,926

Western 19.766,220 18,652,001 2,661,852 8,449,410

Total $186,962,223 $195,747,960 $28,429,618 $24,779,049

SrECIF. AND STOCK AND SEAL ESTATE BASIS—1866.

Specie. Stocks. Eeal eitate.

Eastern States $6,796,814 $1,674,165 $2,278,8(0

Middle 22,009,791 24.758,765 7,707.869

Southern 7.696,291 7,925,' 96 6.438,401

Southwestern 17 672,677 6.464,164 8.669,488

Western 6.189,090 9,677,625 881,324

Total $59,814,063 $49,485,216 $20,865,867

PROGRESSIVE ACCUMULATION Of BASK DEPOSITS.

1854. lc«. 1S5G.

Eastern States $24,898,038 $29,900,989 $31,596,935

Middle 116.917,925 117,466.664 127,410,269

Southern 14.697,101 11,651,645 12.898,897

Southwestern 20.064.818 19,702,844 26.800,916

"Western 11.710,862 11.679,800 14,498,956

Total $188,188,744 $190,400,342 $212,706,663

PROPERTY AND TAXATION OF NEW ORLEANS IN 1856.

We give below, from an official source, (Francis Turner,) an abstract of the

assessment of the parish of New Orleans, after objections and corrections have

becu mode, for 1856 :—

E«p. Dis. Goal estate Slaves. Capital. Licenses.

1 $5.569.6»0 $616,180 $S57.400 $7,645

2 7,013.400 661,700 670,150 9,510

8 20,022.176 824.800 13,054.600 80,826

4 9,317,7.,)0 410,8.0 2,886.260 28,160

6 7,098.300 686,1100 713.660 20,480

6 4,416.800 , 65^,150 186,800 11,660

7 2.875,010 295,700 178.860 6,920

8 1,705,440 112.650 446.550 6,055

9 2.1'.'8.190 2H.S.760 118,860 6,175

10 7,253,560 760.200 489,400 10,456

Real estate $67,460,115 $5,183,580 $18,644,600 $181,886

Showing a grand total of real estate, slaves, and capital, of $91,788,195. On

this there is levied a State tax of 16} cents per $100, amounting to $150,980 ;

a mill tax, 10 cents per $100, amounting to $91,188 ; internal improvement, Vi

per cent on $100, a total of $G8,39l ; State licenses, $181,335 ; poll tax, $7,178

—total State taxes, $500,672. Mr. Turuer says :—

In comparing the above statement with the returns of last year, I find there is

an increase ou real estate and slaves of $1,514,450. Not being able last year to

obtain the recapitulation, 1 cannot state exactly the increase on capital, but from

tacts before me, 1 believe it will exceed the above—making a total increase of

over $3,000,000.
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THE COST OP WAR.

A late number of Putnam's Magazine contains an interesting article on this

subject. It famishes some interesting details of the cost of war, derived, we pre

sume, from a table prepared by Mr. Burrett, the " learned blacksmith."

The figures which are given as the cost to Great Britain for wars past and

prospective for one year are enormous. That power expended 8251,000,000 in

1854, while all its other expenses amounted to but 830,000,000.

In speaking of these immense sums, the words do not convey to the mind an

adequate idea of their vastness, and it is only by measuring them with familiar

standards that we can begin to appreciate them. The war tax of Great Britain

in 1854 was nearly three-fourths of a million of dollars daily, or thirty-one thou

sand dollars for every hour, all to be drawn out of the laboring man.

The public debts of all the States of Christendom, both in Kuropc and Amer

ica, amount in round numbers to a grand total of $9,000,000,000. Doubtless

§8,000,000,000 of this almost immeasurable sum represent the war bills left to

present and future generations to pay, by those who contracted them. Accord

ing to a German statistician, the paid-in capital of all the known banks in the

world in 1852 amounted to 8781,554,865. Thus the war debts of Christendom

amount at this moment to ten times the capital of all the banks.

Thus Christendom enters upon the last half of the nineteenth century with an

unpaid war bill amounting to $9,000,000,000. with other liabilities. What a

legacy for future generations ! But the most aggravating circumstance connected

with this appaling inheritance is the fact that in some cases it will go down to

them with the solemn assurances of those who contracted it that it was all a mis

take, and might have been avoided. Eminent statesmen, representing all parties,

in the British Parliament, have deliberately declared their opinion to the world

that the long wars with the French Republic and the Empire were all waged

upon a wrong principle, and might have been avoided with honor.

Tb.3 interest on the war debt of nations, at 5 per cent, will amount to 8450,000,000

yearly. Then there is a considerable sum to be raised for war prospective, in the

mere preparation for war in time of peace. This sum cannot amount to less than

8450,000,000 more. This grand aggregate tax of $900,000,000 yearly, is im

posed upon the people of the civilized world, the earnings and industry of the

people, by wars past and prospective. This sum is equal to the whole value of

all the exports of England, France, and the United States put together. It is

twice the amount of the rental of all the real estate in Great Britain, exceeds

the net profits of all the manufactures in Christendom. It is equal to the yearly

wages of four millions five hundred thousand agricultural laborers at $200 a

head. It would pay for the construction of forty-five thousand miles of railroad

at 820,000 a mile. It would support one million two hundred thousand ministers

of the gospel, allowing each 8750 per annum j giving a religious teacher and

pastor to every seven hundred and fifty persons of the whole population of the

globe.

STATE All CITY STOCKS, RAILROAD BONDS AND SHARES.

"We arc indebted to Messrs. Decoppet & Co., Stock and Exchange Brokers,

New York, for a tabular statement of the leading stocks, bonds, and shares, dealt

in at the New York Stock Exchange. This table shows the comparative prices

of these stocks and bonds in 1854, 1855, and 1856 :—
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TABLE OP COMPARATIVE PBICE8.

'■-

STATE STOCKS.

18S4.

United Stales 6. 1867, '68 118}

New York ti, 1867 108

Ohio 6, 1870 101$

Pennsylvania 5 84

Indiana 5 80

Tennessee 6 92$

Virginia 6 96}

Missouri 6 93$

North Carolina 6 96

Georgia 6 90

Illinois 6 81

Louisiana 6 86

California 7, 1870 86

BAILBOAD BONDS.

Erie, 2d. mortgage 7, 1859 94

" 8d. " 1883 80

P"' Sinking Fund, 7, 1875

Hudson, 1st mortgage 95$

Michigan Southern, 7, 1st mortgage. »98

New York Central 6 83$

Illinois Central, Construction, 7 66}

Chicago <fe Rock Island, 7, 1st mortgage 87

Panama, 7 79$

Pennsylvania Central, 6, 1st mortgage.. . . . 98$

Reading 6, 1860 82

Cleveland and Toledo, 7, 1st mortgage. ... 88

Cleveland and Pittsburg, 7, 1st mortgage. . 88

Galena and Chicago, 1st mortgage 89$

2d "

Michigan Central, 8 96$

MUwaukie <fe Miss., 1st mortgage, 2d sec. .. 88

8d "

Ohio Central, 7, 1st mortgage 92

Terre Haut <fe Alton, 7, 1st mortgage 80

Little Miama, 6, 1st mortgage

BAILBOAD SHARES.

Baltimore and Ohio 42

Chicago and Rock Island 73}

Cleveland, Columbus <fe Cincinnati 95}

Cleveland and Pittsburg 50

Cleveland aad Toledo 62}

Erie 89

Galena and Chicago 90$

Harlem, preferred. 72

Hudson River 83}

Illinois Central 91

Little Miami 88$

Macon and Western 95

Michigan Central 81$

Michigan Southern 79

Milwaukie and Mississippi.

New York Central 88$

Panama 72}

Pennsylvania 84$

Reading 71}

1855. 18(6. 1856. 1856.

24 Dec. 19 May. 14 July. 84 Dec

116} 118$ 116 116

114 112 111 111

110 108} 106 105

84$ 83} 82$ 84}

81$ 88} 88} 83

96$ 94} 94$ 94

96$ 93} 93$ 94}

88} 84$ 86 89$

90$ 96} 90 90$

97 100 101 98

105 111 112 114

93} 94 91 90}

87$ 88$ 82 82$

96 90$ 99 97

92 95 98 90J

87} 90} 97$ 94$

100$ 99$ 102 98$

94 94 96 91

80$ 80$ 89$ 85$

81} 86$ 93$ 97$

97$ 95 98$ 95

105$ 104$ 101$ 96

97 98$ 97 101$

93$ 93 94 89$

87 88$ 87 80

93 93 93 93

90 9H 95 93

80} 88$ 88$ 85

99 101 101 100

91$ 90$ 96$ 94$

87 89$ 89 86$

82$ 78$ 79 79

79$ 78 77$ 75$

79} 80 80 77$

54$ 65} 64$ 87}

86} 88$ 93$ 98}

105} 102 102$ 101$

63$ 60$ 61$ 57$

72$ 78$ 78$ m
50$ 58$ 68$ 61$

122} 110$ 118$ 118}

45$ 63} 60$ 63$

81$ 83} 84$ 80$

90$ 98} 107} 121$

90 92 89 85$

101 106 108 91$

97$ 93} 93$ 93$

94} 92} 93$ 88*

80 83$ 80} 77$

92$ 88} 98$ 93}

104} 97$ 101} 97}

87} 94} 97$ 95}

93$ 80$ 92$ 86$
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C1TT BONDS.

. 97 96* 97 97 100Albany 8 97J 97» 98 94J

Baltimore 6 89* ■ * *{* "° 97t

Cleveland 7, W. W •• »J» »«* ^ JJ*

Cincinnati 6 M* " 8»* J"* 88

PbiW.lphl.6 83 90 t M ^

St Louis 6 ' ' ' „* „.! fi, on

Milwaukie7 75 , »?* f,7* « »°

San Francisco 10 100* 91* 96 9.,J

RATE OF TAXATION IN SAN FRANCISCO.

A correspondent of the San Francisco Bulletin gives the rates of taxation in

that city and county for the past seven years. It amounts in the aggregate to

25 per cent of the assessed value of the property, including personal, real, and

improvements :—

Fiscal years. State & County. City. Total

1860-51 II 00 $1 00 $2 00

1861-52 1 65 2 45 4 10

1852-53 1 86 2 45 4 41

1858-54 1 88* 2 00 3 88*

1854-55 1 70* 2 15 3 85*

1855-56 1 62* 2 88* 3 86*

1856-57 2 90

$24 40*

FINANCES AND DEBT OF ILLINOIS.

We are indebted to the Hon. John Moore for the subjoined abstract of the

amount of receipts and expenditures of the State of Illinois, for the last two

years :—

Eeceipts. Expenditures. " Balances.

Revenue $693,025 .15 $530,985 53 $162,089 82

State debt 1,631,980 71 908,820 46 623,160 26

Interest fund 1,028,770 84 691,047 28 837,724 11

State land fund 198,677 12 160,879 18 87,697 94

Illinois Central Railroad 61,280 69 66,414 61 4,866 08

School fund 108,145 99 85,076 48 28,069 66

Non-resident taxes 7,799 80 8,319 18 4,471 67

Total $8,629,571 99 $2,486,542 47 $1,193,029 48

The Springfield Journal says :—" From Gov. Moore, who is now preparing his

treasury report, we learn that the total revenue collected upon last year's assess

ments, amounts to 8614,128 48. This is for revenue purposes alone, and does

not include the two mill tax, nor what has been received from the Central Rail

road Company. The total receipts into the treasury will more than double this

amount."

The Chicago Journal, in alluding to the financial condition of Illinois, says :—

" Illinois is now clear of all the embarrassments occasioned by her heavy State

debt, and will hereafter stand among the interest-paying States of the Union.

She has in the last few years increased so enormously in all the elements of wealth,
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that the tax assessments, applied by law to the payment of the interest on the

State indebtedness, are now quite sufficient to meet the entire amount. Hence

forth she enters upon a new career of greatness. Not only is she now able to

meet the accruing interest, but ample provision has been made, by which the

principal of the debt is also gradually being paid off. For this purpose, on the

1st of January next, over half a million, the proceeds of the two mill tax, will be

distributed in this city. At the present rate of decrease, it will not be many

years before Illinois will be clear of debt—clear of onerous taxes, and with a rev

enue derived from the Central Road, amply sufficient to meet the ordinary ex

penses of the State government."

REAL AND PERSONAL PKOPERTV IS ALBANY.

The following statement of the assessed and equalized value of the real estate

and personal property of the city of Albany, has been prepared by the Finance

Committee of the Board of Supervisors :—

ASSESSED VALUE.

Keal rereonal. Total

1 $969,945 00 $1 8,600 00 $983,445 00

2 1.047,925 00 28,300 00 1,076,225 00

8 1,600,441 00 182,600 00 1,733,041 00

4 8.206,921 00 1,141,387 00 4,348.908 00

6 8,245,828 00 8,103,018 00 6,348.836 00

6 1,886.740 00 233,850 00 2,120,090 00

7 1,252.826 00 31,900 00 1,294,725 00

8 1,090,025 00 12,800 00 1,102,325 00

9 1,629.628 00 116,800 00 l,745,v2S 00

10 2,188,170 00 68,650 00 2,246,720 00

118,128,438 00 $1,876,800 00 $23,005,238 00

EQUALIZED VALUE.

1 $872,950 60 $18,500 00 $891,450 50

5 943,132 60 28,300 00 971,432 60

8 1,440.396 90 132,600 00 1,572,996 90

4 2,886,228 90 1,14 1.987 00 4,028,215 90

8 2,921.240 70 3,103,013 00 6,024.253 70

6 1,698.066 00 223.850 00 1,931,416 00

7 1,186,642 60 31,900 00 1,168,442 60

8 981,022 50 12,800 00 993,322 60

9 1,466.6-0 70 118,800 00 1,582.960 70

10 1,969.353 00 68,560 00 2,027,908 00

$16,815,694 20 $4,876,800 00 $21,192,394 20

The total taxation of Albany on the above property, as apportioned by the

Supervisors, amounted to $335,275 ; of which $75,747 was for the county tax,

and 8259,527 for the city tax. The ratio of taxation is about 81 46 on

the 8100.

PROPERTY OF THE BANK OK IRELAND.

At the meeting in December, 1856. of the proprietors of the Bank of Ireland

stock, a dividend ol 4i per cent lor the hall-year, (at the rate of 9 ixr cent per

annum.) free of income tax, was declared ; and the governor, Mr. John Ennis,

stated that there would remain £12,000, out of the half-year's profits, to be added

to the •' rest " fund, which now amounts to £1,040.000. The Irish banks gener

ally continue to make large profits, owing to the activity of trade, the soundness

of credit, and the prosperity of agriculture.
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FINANCIAL CONDITION OF ALABAMA.

"We learn from the annual reports of the fiscal Department of State of Alaba

ma that the total receipts into the treasury for the fiscal year ending September

30th, were $798,008 40 j the disbursements for the same period, $497,946 99 ;

showing an excess of receipts over disbursements of $311,056 47. The balance

in the Treasury, including notes of the State Bank aud branches, on the 30th

of September, was $1,891,789 89. If to this is added the loan ($100,000) to

the Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company, and that to the Alabama and Tennessee

River Railroad, and the bonds of other States now in the Treasury, the assets of

the State will be found very considerable and constantly augmenting. These re

ports certainly represent the consideration of the State in a very favorable light,

and argue that it will be no difficult matter for Alabama to place herself among

the very foremost in works of internal improvement. The total assessments for

the fiscal year ending September 30, 1856, exceed those of the year 1856,

$35,668 60.

A TRANSACTION ON THE PARIS BOURSE.

The Tribunal de Commerce decided a case on the 5th of December, 1856, which

M. Cauchois, a courtier marron, or unlicensed stock exchange interloper, who

bad sued one of his employers, M. Perigny, for a balance of 14,000 francs of loss

upon the bargains which Cauchois had made on the other's account, not only was

condemned to lose his suit, on the ground that he could not be legally recognized

as a stockbroker, but was also fined a sum amounting to one-twelfth of the heavy

caution-money exacted from the regular agents de change, as a punishment for

practicing in that capacity without a legal title to do so.

JOURNAL OF INSURANCE.

THE NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.

This company, which was chartered by the Legislature of Massachusetts in

1835, was not established until 1843. It has now been in operation more than

thirteen years, and the marked success which has attended its progress must be

highly gratifying to its founders and present Board of Directors. The Hon.

Willard PuiLLirs, the President of the company, was for many years Judge of

Probate for the county of Suffolk, and is well known in the legal and commercial

world as the author of a standard treatise on the law of insurance. The reports

which he has made from year to year of the doings of this company are models of

their kind, and bear unmistakable evidence of his thorough knowledge of the

subject. But the best and most conclusive evidence is to be found in th3 " facts

and figures " disclosed in these reports. In accordance with a custom we have

adopted for the lost three or four years, we proceed to lay the Thirteenth Annual

Report of the Directors before the readers of the Merchants' Magazine, commend

ing it to the especial attention of all who are interested in the subject of life in

surance. The document is so clear and lucid as to render further comment

unnecessary :—

REPORT OF TIliS DIRECTORS TO THE MEMBERS AT THE ANNUAL MEETING, DECEM

BER 8, 1856.

By recurring to the twelve preceding annual reports of our company, it will bo

perceived that its growth in members, the amount of net annual receipts, the
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amount insured, and that of the accumulated fund, has been singularly regular

and constant. At the last quinquennial distribution in 1853, the company con

sisted of 2.434 members ; its receipts during the preceding year were $185,984 83 ;

the amount insured was 85,786,378 ; and that of the accumulated fund, after

making the distribution of $141,000, being 30 per cent on the amount of pre

miums paid in by the subsisting members during the preceding five years, was

$508,233 21. At the end of the three years since past, the numberof members

is 2,688. The receipts during the past year have been $282,992 14 ; the amount

insured is $8,227,362 62; and the accumulated fund is $964,417 62. In the

return made to the Insurance Commissioners, November 1, 1856, in compliance

with law, it is estimated by as near an approximation a3 can be conveniently

made, that our risks could be reinsured—that is, taken off our hands and assumed

by other responsible underwriters, including a reservation of $50,000 to maintain

our Guaranty Fund, in compliance with the charter, for $856,473 16 ; leaving a

net surplus of $107,944 46. These facts are a demonstration of the very pros

perous condition of the company.

A computation of the probability of losses, from the increased aggregate of

the ages of the members, would have given a greater number and amount during

the past year than in the next preceding one. The known and proved losses

have, however, on the contrary, been less, both in number and amount, having

been 16, amounting to $48,605 90, against 21, amounting to $71,000, of the

year before ; and this last number and amount were materially less than a com

putation, based upon tables of mortality in highest repute, would give.

A judicious discrimination in assuming risks is obviously of essential import

ance in conducting the business of any species of insurance company, and not the

least so in respect to taking risks of life. It is especially difficult to estimate the

extraordinary risk from climate, hazardous employment, and any extraordinary

circumstances, on account of the want of sufficient and accurate statistics of such

risks, which can be derived only from long experience. Our company has, from

its commencing business, taken care to preserve the statistics of such risks, in a

form to be conveniently used in determining a just rate of additional premium, so

soon as a sufficient number of cases shall have been recorded.

Any member who will take the trouble to examine our investments will readily

satisfy himself that they are safely made, and fully equal in value to the amounts

at which they are put down in our Report.

The average of the incidental expenses of our company since it began business,

including commissions of agents—constituting a large item, of course—has been,

on an average of the whole period, seven-and-six-tenths per cent on the net re

ceipts, and of course a less rate on the gross receipts. In respect to this depart

ment of the management of the concerns of the company, it will not, we are con

fident, suffer by comparison with others. In the early period of its operation,

considerable items in this department must be incurred for supplying ourselves

with tables and forms for calculating the rates of premium in the divers modes

of assuming risks and making payments of premium, and in facilitating the com

putation of the reservations to be made in determining on distributions of sur

plus.

It is of material importance to the Bafe and advantageous management of the

concerns of the company in future, to proceed somewhat further in completing

such tables and computations in convenient forms for use. This is a temporary

branch of expenditure, which will probably cease during the preseut year. Gen

tlemen of established reputation for mathematical science have been successively

engaged in collecting the requisite data, reducing them to a system, and making

the calculations, and constructing such tables and formulas.*

The great importance of a judicious economy and skillful management in life

insurance is strikingly illustrated in the returns f recently made to the British

* The persons successively engaged hare been Professor BenJ. Pierce, of Harvard University,
Mr. Janus Hoy ward, Mr. Elliur Wright, and Mr. & B. Elliott

t Published In late numbers of the London Times and London Insurance Gazette, and re
publishes! iu the Insurance Monitor and Currio's United States Insurance Gazette for Novem

ber, 1666.
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Parliament, by which it appears that of 54 life insurance companies established

under the act of Parliament of 1844, 30 have paid out their whole receipts for

premiums and interest, and 6 all their receipts besides paid-up capital—leaving

them without means to meet their liabilities on their outstanding policies, on

which they have been receiving premiums, or even to pay their present subsisting

debts. The aggregate remaining funds of all those companies, taken together,

are stated to be JfffiUL, or short of one-sixth part of their receipts, against

liabilities on policies to the amount of many millions of pounds sterling. Thir

teen other companies, formed during the same period, are stated to have become

extinct.

It does not appear what proportion of these disastrous results is owing respec

tively to inadequate rates of premium, the assumption of bad risks, bad invest

ments, frauds, and extravagant expenditures, which several causes must hava

operated in different relative degrees in the divers companies. The results show,

however, that besides the preliminary scientific deductions to be made from a

skillful digest of great masses of vital statistics, in forming a general system of

rates of premiums for divers risks and the variety of forms of insuring, the suc

cessful conducting of this branch of insurance requires the integrity, good faith,

industry, skill, vigilance, systematic arrangements, prudence, and economy, re

quisite in carrying on any business of great magnitude depending on the concur

ring action of many persons.

We here subjoin an official statement of the business of the company for the

yfear ending November 30, 1856 :—

2,550 Policies outstanding November 80, 1856 $7,164,962 62

666 " issued sioca 2,278,800 00

 

" terminated

(9,488,762 62

1,211,400 00

outstanding November 30, 1856 (8,227,362 62

3,225

637

2,688

Sixteen members of the company have died during the past year, terminating

20 policies; of which number, 16, amounting to 344,200, were for the benefit of

surviving families, and the 4 remaining, amounting to 84,405 90, were for the

benefit of creditors.

The diseases of which they died were as follows :—

Dropsy 1

Pleurisy 1

Apoplexy 1

The ages of new members are as follows :—

Under 20 y

20 to 25...

25 to 30. ..

80 to 36...

36 to 40.. ,

Typhoid and other fevers 4

Consumption 1

Accidental , 2

4

43

117

146

147

The classes of new members are as follows :—

Merchants, traders, and brokers .

Clerks

Bank, insurance, <& railroad officers

Manufacturers

Lawyers

Farmers

Students

Females

Agents and superintendents

VOL. XXXVI. SO. II.

289

61

68

27

29

19

6

11

22

20

Clergymen

Physicians and dentists

Master mariners and mariners..

Teachers

Engineers and machinists

Editors

Government officers

Expressmen and conductors. . .

Miscellaneous professions

17

19

9

21

12

8

6

1

22

15
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The residences of new members are as follows :—

New England States 426 I Western States 44

Middle States 186 | Southern States 11

We also add an exhibit of the business and property of the company, Novem

ber 30, 1856 :—

Premiums received on 666 Dew policies 960,808 41

" " on old policies 178,97101

Received for additional premium 1,498 92

$236,278 84

A.dd amount received for interest, including charges for policies 47,713 80

(282,992 14

Deduct amount of premium returned on surrender or by stipulation. . . 16,398 14

Losses paid since November, 1866 $44,105 90

Losses not due, November, 1 866 4,600 00

$48,605 90

Rent and salaries 6,600 00

Commission to agents, advertising, printing, postage, doc

tors' fees, stationery, and all other incidental expenses. 16,954 98

$266,694 00

$71,160 88

Net accumulation for the year ending November 30, 1856 $195,433 12

Add accumulation to November, 1855 768,984 50

$964,417 62

The property of the company consists of—

Loans on mortgage $609,599 16

Loans on collateral 67,970 00

Bank stocks 116,034 10

Manufacturing stocks 28,600 00

Railroad stocks 26,002 00

Railroad bonds 18,950 00

City stocks and securities 68,000 00

Premium notes secured by collateral 147,644 34

Cash in Merchants' Bank 10,616 27

$976,815 87

The company owe—

Balance of first Distribution Account $2,107 51

■ second " ■ 6,290 74

" Loss Account 4,600 00

$11,898 25

$964,417 62

The following gentlemen compose the present Board of Directors :—Willard

Phillips, Charles P. Curtis, Marshall P. Wilder, Thomas A. Dexter, Sewell

Tappan, Charles Hubbard, William B. Reynolds, A. W. Thaxter, Jr., Geo. H.

Folger.
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Statistics of Trade and Commerce.

STATISTICS OF TRADE AND COMMERCE.

THE DANISH SOUND DUES.

We have published in former volumes of the Merchants' Magazine the history

and statistics of the Sound Dues. The government of Denmark has recently

caused to be prepared and published a statement relative to the Sound Dues, from

which the following table has been compiled. It will prove interesting, especially

at this juncture in the history of this long disputed question, when its final settle

ment cannot be delayed a great while longer ; the more so, as it is derived from

a Danish official statement, prepared with a view to supply the requisite data for

a just apportionment, among commercial nations, of the total sum demanded by

the government of Denmark for the abolition of the Sound tax. It is presented

in continuation of an article on the same subject, which appeared in the Intelli

gencer of the 22d September last :—

statement showing the aggregate amount of ddes on vessels and cae-

goes to and from the baltic, calculated upon the annual averages

from 1842 to 1847, and from 1851 to 1853, inclusive, in rix dollars

dk banco, each equal to 52 cents.

Sweden

Horway

Russia .. 825,747

Prussia

Mecklenburg.

Lubeck

Hamburg

Bremen

Oldenburg

Hanover

Ports in the Baltic. ..

Great Britain

Holland

Belgium

France

Spain

Proporfn
Average. perct

72,088 8.21

102,182 4.64

42,866 1.91

626,747 27.88

286,260 12.69

24,006 1.07

6,617 0.29

6,876 0.31

14,046 0.62

1,807 0.08

7,927 0.S6

14,899 0.66

660,601 28 98

90,461 4.02

19,367 0 86

78,816 3.49

66,631 2.91

Portugal

Sardinia

Tuscany

Two Sicilies. . . .

Austria

Turkey

United States. .

Mexico

Hayti

Venezuela

New Qrenada. .

Uruguay, <tc. . .

Brazil

China

Other countries .

Average.

17,666

1,478

1,686

14,713

1,891

2,808

46,117

420

889

420

210

294

82,627

210

19,095

Total 2,248,619

Proport'n
per ct.

0.79

0.07

0.08

0.65

COS

0.10

2.05

0.02

0.04

0.03

0.01

0.01

1.46

0.01

0.85

100

The above total would make 1,124,289 rix dollars specie; a sum which, in ten

years, would amount to 11,242,890 rix dollars specie, or 1,242,890 dollars more

than the Danish government demands for the capitalization of the Sound Dues.

The share of the United States, according to the table, would be 20,500 rix dol

lars specie, equal to 21,525 United States currency ; and that of Great Britain

would amount to 289,300 rix dollars specie, or 303,9G5 dollars, United States

currency.

SPIRITS DISTILLED, IMPORTED, AND CONSUMED IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

A return, moved for by Mr. Brotherton, shows that in 1855 there were dis

tilled in the whole of the United Kingdom 27,485,193 gallons of spirits, against

25,003,912 gallons in 1854,26,441,557 gallons in 1853,24,423,202 gallons in

1852, 24,543,657 gallons in 1851, and 25,844,887. gallons in 1850. Of this

quantity, 7,921,983 gallons were distilled in England, 11,283,636 gallons in Scot
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land, and 8,297,574 gallons in Ireland. The quantity of spirits charged with

duty for consumption last year was, in Great Britain, 15,728,419 gallons; and

in Ireland, 6,228,856 gallons. The total quantity of foreign and colonial spirit*

entered /or home consumption in the United Kingdom last year amounted to

4,788,687 gallons, of which 4,457,455 entered England, 192,148 Scotland, and

139,084 Ireland.

PRICES OF PRODUCE AND MERCHANDISE AT CINCINNATI.

In the Merchants' Magazine for November, 1856, (vol. xxxv., pages 608-609,)

we published the average prices of butter, cheese, and coffee, on the last day of

each week of the year, commencing with September 5th, 1855, and ending August

27, 1856 ; and in the December number, (vol. xxxv., pages 748-749, the average

prices of flour, corn, wheat, and rye, for the same time. In the number for Jan

uary, 1857, (vol. xxxvi., pages 90-91,) we also gave the average prices of star

candles, lard, oil, and barley. "We now subjoin the average prices of oats, hay,

hemp, and molasses :—

The following table shows the price of oats at the close of each week during

the year :—

September 6.

12.

19.

26.

October 8.

10.

17.

24.

XI.

November 7.

14.

SI.

28.

December 5.

12.

19.

26.

January 2.

30

28

28

28

28

30

30

30

SO

30

SI

81

tl

31

31

SO

80

January 9 .

16.

It.

80.

February 6.

18.

20.

27.

S.

12.

19.

26.

S.

9.

Its.

23.

10.

March

April

30

30

to

30

28

30

30

28

27

28

26

26

26

26

27

28

27

May

June

July

August

1.

14.

21.

28.

4.

11.

18.

St.

s.

s.

It.

ss.

so.

•.

IS.

20.

17.

28

26

26

SS

27

28

30

35

36

36

1(3

32

35

35

38

38

S8

The following table shows the price of hay at the close of i

the year :—

 

January

February

March

April

May

9.

U.

23.

SO.

s.

IS.

20.

27.

s.

12.

19.

26.

t.

9.

It.

SS.

SO.

1.

.$14

. 16

. 14

. 16

. 15

. 16

. 16

. 16

. 14

. 12

. 12

. 12

. 18

. 18

. 18

. IS

. 14

. 18

May

June

July

August

14 til 00

21 11 M

28 12 00

4 18 09

11 14 0O

18 18 00

91 18 00

2 14 00

e 16 oo

16 17 00

28 17 00

80 18 00

6 17 00

15 18 00

20 20 00

27 . 21 00
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The following table shows the price of hemp at the close of each week during

the year :—

January May .. 9166

16.... 166

88.... 165

June 155

February 11.... .. 156

10.... .. 166

17.... .. 160

July .. 160

March 160

166

166

21. .. 160 166

April August .. 170

165 170

.. 166 ..170

.. It! 5 .. 170

May 7.... .. 1G5

The following table shows the price of molasses at the close of each week during

the year :—

May

June

January

10

February • 43

87

March

12

87

87

88 April 2

26.. .. 41

May

July

August

14 48

21 46

28 46

18 60

68

9 5S

58

63

54

65

THE BARLEY TRADE OF ALBANY.

According to the Statesman, the following figures of the receipts of barley at

tide-water, during the following years, show :—

Bushels. Bushels. Bushels.

1844 812,642 11849 1,400,194 11853 2,618,941

1845 1,162,297 I 1850 1,744,867 | 1854 1,895,208

1846 1,891,968 1861 1,809,417 1856 1,674,457

1847 1,628,020 | 1862 2,278,867 | 1856 2,080,000

1848 1,543,197 J

Within twelve years the receipts hare increased nearly 200 per cent, and the

business has increased in this city in greater proportion. In 1843 and 1844, we

find the business done in barley was not reported over 60,000 bushels j>er week ;

now it is not uncommon to report a daily business of 40,000 to 50,000 bushels.

Of the quantity sold, 895,300 bushels is four-rowed, 004,500 is two-rowed,
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123,800 bushels is Canadian, and 59,200 is mixed. The average value of the

sales of four-rowed may be put at 81 26T; of two-rowed, at 31 221 ; of Cana

dian at 31 27J. ; and of mixed at 31 18. The aggregate quantity and value of

the reported sales, may thus be stated :—

Yalne. Bushels. Talae.

Four-rowed. 895,300 $1,126,155 I Canadian 128,800 $158,092

Two-rowed 604,600 740,864 | Mixed 69,200 73.865

Total 1,682,800 $2,096,966

Making an average of a small fraction under 31 25 per bushel.

The highest figure paid for four-rowed was 31 32, in September ; for Jeffjrson

County two-rowed, 81 26, 31 2S, and 31 33, was paid ; and it is the large sales

during the season of this description of barley that brings the average of two-

rowed barley up to 81 22$ ; the highest figure paid for Canadian barley wag

81 32, in November.

The greatest quantity of two-rowed barley sold at one price, was at 31 25 ; at

which sales of 80,500 bushels were reported. Of Canadian, more than one-third

of the whole quantity reported sold, was at 81 30 ; the sales, at that figure, reach

ing 52,500 bushels. Of four-rowed, 146,200 bushels were reported at 81 26, and

142,100 bushels at 31 2Gi ; being more than one-third the whole quantity re

ported at 81 26}.

STATISTICS OP THE WHALE FISHERY.

We publish below a statement of the receipts of the whale fishery in the United

States for the year ending December 30, 1856, to which wc have appended the

receipts for each year from 1845 to 1856, inclusive ; and also, the importations

of whalebone :—

Sperm. Wh»K
B&rks. Brigs. Sehooaers. Bbls. Bbls.

New Bedford 88 1 0 67,457 84,761

Fairhaven 7 0 0 4,789 9,168

Dartmouth 3 0 0 1,144 1,425

Westport 4 0 0 1,172 349

Mattapoisett 2 1 0 992 419

Sippican 0 0 2 290 35

Holmes' Hole 1 0 1 286 890

Falmouth . 0 0 807 2,477

Nantucket. 9 1 4 6,071 15,024

Edgartown 4 0 1 1,238 5,970

Proviucetown 1 0 11 553 2,135

Orleans 1 8 1 800 1,110

Beverly 1 0 0 40 160

Boston 8 0 0 324 225

Salem 1 0 0 260 220

Fall River 2 0 0 2,080

Newport I 0 0

Warren 9 0 0

New London 18 0 S

Stooington 4 0 0

Greenport I 0 0

Mystic 3 0 0

Sagharbor 8 10

New York 4 0 0

Total, 1856 171 7 24 82,389 195,774
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RECEIPTS FOR TWELVE TUU.

Sperm. Whale. Whalebone.

Years. Burks. Brigs. Schooners. Bbls. Bbls. Lbs.

207 19 16 158,484 274,848 8,116,110

168 25 11 92,877 219,768 2,728,939

S14 28 12 121,410 826,645 8,450.124

178 12 • 108,531 243,876 1,766,892

165 9 14 99,438 266,183 1,990,640

144 17 18 86,157 191,762 2,242.012

194 24 18 98,634 311,915 4,606,160

118 10 27 81,321 82,281 2,509,680

200 11 89 88,897 241,889 6,820,558

210 8 28 69,418 321,593 8,272,872

2,715,1001865 146 ( 20 68,286 176,186

171 1 84 82,889 196,774 2.774,500

IMPORTATIONS INTO THE UNITED STATES, COMPRISING 8PECIE.

Goods. Specie * bullion. Total.

Fiscal year to June 30, 1846 $113,184,322 $4,070,242 $117,254,664

1846 117,914,066 8,777,782 121,691,797

" " 1847 122.424,849 24,121,289 146.545.638

" 1848 148.688,704 6,860,224 164,998,928

1849 141,206,199 6,661,240 147,857,439

1860 178,509,626 4,628.792 178,188,318

1861 210,771,840 5,453,592 216,224,982

1862 207,440,398 6,506,044 212,946,449

1868 268,777,265 4,201,882 267,978,847

" " 1864 298,874,001 6,906,162 806,780,258

" 1855 267,728,148 8,669,812 261,882,960

1856 810,482,820 4,207,622 814,689,942

Total $2,366,896,727 $79,648,188 $2,445,488,860

IMPORTATIONS FROM l.ST JILT TO 31gT DECEMBER, 1856.

Into New York $104,892,000

Into other ports, (estimated) 69,000,000

$178,892,000

INTERNAL TRADE OF RUSSIA.

The Moscow correspondent of the London Morning Chronicle confirms the es

timate made during the war in Parliament by Mr. Cobden, as to the vast inter

nal trade of Russia, compared to which all her maritime trade is a mere fraction.

He says the great fair of Nijney Novogorod has been going on for some time

past, and some idea may be formed of the enormous extent of the transactions

there, from the value of goods, domestic and foreign, sold at the fair last year.

Total value of native and foreign goods and manufactures, $39,580,075 ; total

of foreign goods, $12,150,985 ; making the enormous amount of native and for

eign goods brought to the fair, $51,731,035. Among the foreign goods there

were 46,000 chests of tea from China ; raw cotton and yarn from Bokhara and

Khiva ; silks from various parts of Transcaucassia ; toys, dyestuffs, and carpets

from China, and madder and furs from Derbent, Bokhara, and Khiva.
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POSTAL DEPARTMENT.

8AILIN8 OF MAIL STEAMERS BETWEEN UNITED STATES AND EUROPE.

We are indebted to Hoeace Kino, Esq., of the Post-office Department, for an

official copy of a " Schedule op the Days of Sailing of the United States

Mail Steamers between the United States and Europe for 18S7 ;" together

with the instructions of the Postmaster-General in regard to the postage on let

ters, pamphlets, periodical works, &c, to foreign countries, which we publish in

connection with the schedule for the information of our readers :—

Line.

Bremen . . .

Collins.....

Havre

Collins. .. .

Bremen . . ,

Havre . . v

Collins

Bremen . .

Havre

Collins... . .

Bremen . . .

Havre

Collins.

Bremen . . ,

Collins. .. . .

Havre

Collins.

Collins. ..

Havre . .

Collins. . .

Bremen..

Collins...

Havre . .

Collins. ..

Bremen..

Collins...

Havre . .

Bremen..

Colling...

Havre . .

Collins. . .

Bremen..

Collins. . .

Havre . .

Collins. ..

Bremen..

Collins...

Havre . .

Collins. . .

Bremen..

Collins. ..

From
New York.

January 24

81

February 7

14

21

March 1

" 14

SI

4

11

18

2

9

16

23

30

a

18

20

27

4

11

18

" 28

August 1

8

15

22

Septemb'r 6

12

" 19

28

October 8

10

17

24

" 81

Novemb'r 7

14

21
• 28

Decemb'r 5

April

May

June

July

From
Liverpool.

February 4

18

March

April

u

May

June

ti

July

29

27

10

84

8

22

August 6

19

Septemb'r 2

" 80

October 14

" 28

Novemb. 11

26

Decemb'r 9

" 28

From
Southampton.

From
Havre.

February 6

Marcb 11 March 10

25

April 8 April 7

22

May 6 May 5

20

June 8 June 2

17

July 1 so

16

29 July 28

August 12 ■

26 August 26

Septemb'r 9

28 Septemb. 22

October 7

21 October 20

Novemb'r 4

« 18 Novemb. 17

Decemb'r 2

16 Decemb. 16

" 80

From
Uremen.

February 21

March 21

April

May

June

July

18

16

13

11

August 8

Septemb'r 6

October 8

31

Novemb. 28

Decemb. 26

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS.

The single rate of letter postage by either of the above lines, (and the same in

respect to the British lines,) to or from any point in the United States, (except
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Oregon and California,) for or from any point in Great Britain, is 24 cents—pre-

gayment optional. Newspapers, each two cents United States, and two cents

British ; each country to collect its own postage, whether the paper is sent from

or received in the United States. [British newspapers usually come British post

age paid by a penny stamp, equal to two cents.] They most be sent in narrow

bands open at the ends. Letters for the continent of Europe, to pass through

Great Britain, in the open mail, must be prepaid 21 cents when the Atlantic con

veyance is by United States packets, and 5 cents when by British packets, ex

cept from California or Oregon, when the sum to be prepaid is, in the former in

stance, 26 cents, and in the latter, 10 cents. Thus, in the one case, the Atlantic

sea postage is to be collected at the mailing office in the United States ; and in

the other, left to be collected, together with the British transit and other foreign

postage, at the office of delivery. Between Great Britain and Oregon and Cali

fornia, the single rate of letter postage is 29 cents.

Periodical works and pamphlets may be sent from the United States to the

United Kingdom, and trice versa, at 2 cents of United States postage each, if

they do not exceed two ounces in weight, and at 4 cents per ounce, or fraction of

an ounce, when they exceed that weight ; to be collected in all cases in the Uni

ted States ; and the same will be subject to an additional like charge in the Uni

ted Kingdom. When sent to France, Algeria, or cities in Turkey, Syria, and

Egypt, in which Prance has post-offices, via England, or to other foreign coun

tries, without passing through the United Kingdom, they will be chargeable with

1 cent an ounce, or fraction of an ounce, United States postage—prepayment re

quired.

Single rate of letter postage to or from Bremen, by the Bremen line, 10 cents

—prepayment optional. Newspapers, each 3 cents, being the United States and

German postage—prepayment required. Letters and newspapers to other parts

of the continent may also go by this line, subject to various rates ; for which see

Foreign Postage Table.

Single rate of letter postage to or from France, by the Havre line, 20 cents, to

be prepaid on letters sent and collected on letters received. Newspapers, 2 cents

each, to be collected in the United States, whether the paper is sent or received.

Single rate of letter postage by the Prussian closed mail to Prussia, Austria,

and all the other German States, 30 cents, being the full postage—prepayment

optional. Newspapers, 6 cents each, being also the full postage—prepayment

required. This mail is sent by every steamer, being landed at Liverpool by the

Collins, and at Southampton by the Bremen and Havre lines.

The system of registration of valuable letters, adopted in the United States,

has been extended to the correspondence with Great Britain, Prussia, Bremen,

and Canada. Letters addressed to either of those countries will be registered on

the application of the person posting the same, in the same manner and on the

same terms as those deliverable in the United States, provided that the full post

age chargeable to destination, together with a registration fee of five cents on

each letter, is prepaid at the mailing office.

All letters to and from foreign countries (the British North American Prov

inces excepted) are to be charged with single rate of postage, if not exceeding

the weight of half an ounce ; double rate, if exceeding half an ounce, but not

exceeding an ounce ; quadruple rate, if exceeding an ounce, but not exceeding

two ounces ; and so on, charging two rates for every ounce or fractional part of

an ounce over the first ounce. As this rule differs from that followed in respect

to domestic letters, great care is requisite to prevent mistakes. Postmasters

should be careful, also, where the postage is prepaid, to collect the proper amount.

They should be particular to notice the route indicated on the envelops of letters,

and to collect postage accordingly. Letters mailed at some offices, marked " via

England," or " via Prussia closed mail," for the German States, are frequently

taken upon the prepayment of Bremen rates, and those marked " via Bremen,"

at Prussian closed mail rates, &c. Befer in all cases to the Postage Tables.

The mails for the Pacific leave New York on the 5th and 20th, Charleston and

Savannah on the 4th and 19th, and New Orleans on the 5th and 20th of each

month.
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Mails for Mexico will be dispatched tri-monthly by the New Orleans and Vera

Cruz United States Steamship Line. United States letter postage, 10 cents un

der 2,500 and 20 cents over 2,500 miles from the mailing office ; to be prepaid

when sent from, and collected when received in, the United States. Newspapers,

2 cents each, to be collected in the United States, as above.

Single rate of letter postage to Havana and the British "West Indies, 10 cents

UDder 2,500 and 20 cents over 2,500 miles; newspapers, 2 cents; and to West

Indies, (not British,) Carthagena, Honduras, and St Juan, (Nicaragua,) 34 cents

under 2.500 and 44 cents over 2,500 miles ; newspapers, 6 cents each—prepay

ment required.

JAMES CAMPBELL, PortmMter-Genenil

PosT-omcK Dbpabtment, December 20, 1858.

PREPAYMENT OF POSTAGE ON TRANSIENT PRINTED MATTER.

We have received from the Post-Office Department an official copy of an act,

passed January 2d, 1857 ; together with the instructions of the Postmaster-

General in relation to transient printed matter and the registration of letters.

The act, which is entitled " An act providing for the compulsory prepayment of

postage on all transient printed matter," simply repeals tha act of March

3d, 1851, which permitted transient printed matter to be sent through the mail of

the United States without prepayment of postage, and enacts that all such tran

sient matter shall be prepaid by stamps or otherwise, as the Postmaster-General

may direct. We subjoin the instructions to postmasters, for the information of

the public :—

TRANSIENT PRINTED MATTER, ETC.

1. Books, not weighing over 4 pounds, may be sent in the mail prepaid by

postage stamps, at 1 cent an ounce any distance in the United States under 3,000

miles, and at 2 cents an ounce over 3,000 miles, provided they are put up with

out a cover or wrapper, or in a cover or wrapper open at the ends or sides, so

that their character may be determined without removing the wrapper.

2. Small newspapers and periodicals, published monthly or oftener, and pam

phlets containing not more than 16 octavo pages each, when put up in single

packages, weighing at least 8 ounces, to one address, and prepaid by postage

stamps, may be sent to any part of the United States at I cent an ounce or frac

tion of an ounce.

3. Unsealed circulars, advertisements, business cards, transient newspapers, and

other article of transient printed matter, (except books and packages of

publications, as above,) sent in the mail to any part of the United States,

are chargeable with 1 cent postage each, to be prepaid by postage stamps.

"Where more than one circular is printed on a sheet, or a circular and letter, each

must be charged with a single rate. This applies to lottery and other kindred

sheets assuming the form and name of newspapers ; and the miscellaneous matter

in such sheets must also be charged with one rate. A business card on an un

sealed envelop of a circular subjects the entire packet to letter postage. Any

transent matter, like a circular or handbill, inclosed in or with a periodical or

newspaper sent to a subscriber, or to any other person, subjects the whole pack

age to letter postage ; and whenever subject to letter postage from being sealed,

or from any cause whatever, all printed matter, without exception, must be pre

paid or excluded from the mail.

It is the duty of the postmaster at the mailing office, as well as at the office of

delivery, carefully to examine all printed matter, in order to see that it is charged

with the proper rate of postage and to detect fraud. At offices where postage

stamps cannot be procured, postmasters are authorized to receive money in pre

payment of postage on transient matter ; but they should be careful to keep a

supply of stamps on hand.
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4. It is no part of the duty of a postmaster to receive and deliver to subscribers

any other newspapers than those which come in the mail, or to put the address on

newspapers sent to clubs, or to deliver them from a furnished list ; nor should he

do either, even through courtesy, unless it may be done without interfering with

the legitimate business of his office.

REGISTRATION OF LETTERS.

5. The regulations and instructions to postmasters for carrying into effect the

3d section of the act of March 3, 1855, providing for the registration of valuable

letters, are modified as follows, viz. :—

First. So much of sections 4, 5, and 6 of these regulations as requires that

packages of registered letters shall be sealed, is hereby revoked.

Second. All registered letters are, before mailing, to be numbered on the

upper left-hand corner ; their numbers to correspond with those on the letter-

bills in which they are entered.

Third. Each registered letter, or package of registered letters, will be inclosed

in a wrapper in the usual manner, and if there be a package of unregistered let

ters to be sent by the same mail, the package of registered letters will be placed

in such package, without being tied, and the whole will then be carefully tied up

into one package, addressed to the office of its destination, and placed in its ap

propriate bag at the moment when that bag is to be finally locked and sent from

the office. If no unregistered letters are to be sent by that mail, the package of

registered letters is to be tied and forwarded in the same manner without being

sealed. 0

Fourth. The registered letter-bill will be inclosed in a separate envelop, ad

dressed to the postmaster, as now required, and will be forwarded by the usual

route as an unregistered letter.

Fifth. The numbers given to registered letters at the office of mailing are not

to be changed in the accounts or letter-bills of distributing offices through which

they may pass.

Sixth. Postmasters are required to see that the post-mark of every letter

(whether written or stamped) is clear and distinct, so that the place and date of

mailing can be readily determined.

JAMES CAMPBELL, Postmaster-General.

PoeT-OmcE Dii-abtmkxt, January 8, 1687.

NAUTICAL INTELLIGENCE.

LIGHTHOUSE AT KEJJNEBUNK PIER, MAINE,

In conformity with the notice of June 12, 1856, the lighthouse ereeted on the

pier head, at the mouth of the Kennebunk River, will be lighted for the first time

on the evening of January 1, 1857, and the light will be kept burning during

every night thereafter from sunset to sunrise. The lighthouse is a square wooden

structure, painted white, having a lantern on the outer end. The illuminating

apparatus is a 6th order lens, showing a fixed red light from an elevation of 21

feet above high water, which should be visible, in clear weather, at a distance of

8 nautical or 9 statute miles.

Note.—Mariners should be careful not to mistake this light for Goat Island

Light in Cape Porpoise Harbor, which is only two miles north of it, and which

is of the natural color, (white.) They arc informed that but three feet can be

carried over the bar at low tide. The ordinary rise of the tide is 9 feet.

By order of the Lighthouse Board,

W. B. FRANKLIN, Engineer First Lighthouse District

Poetland, Me., December 22, 1S56.
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LIGHTHOUSE OR THE WESEB, FLAT CALLED THE « HOHE WEG."

Official infonnation has been received at this office that notice has been given

bv order of the Senate of the Free Hanse Town of Bremen that in place of the

wooden " Bremen Beacon," situated in 53° 42' 51" north latitude, and 8° 14' 52"

east longitude from Greenwich, a lighthouse has been erected ; it is built of brick,

and at the base surrounded with a sloping masonry of stone. This lighthouse is

of an octagonal form, and at the elevation of 34 feet above common high-water

mark : it is surrounded by a terrace with an iron railing. The light is catadiop-

tric, according to Fresnel's system of the 2d order ; it is 107 feet above high

water at ordinary tides, and is a fixed white light. In clear weather it will be

visible at the distance of 15 or 16 nautical miles, and may therefore be seen from

the first or outer buoy, called the key buoy. The light will be visible within all

the points of the compass from south round east to northwest by west. From

the. outer light-vessel the lighthouse bears south by east one-quarter east, and

from the lighthouse the church of Langwarden bears south. The light will be

first lighted on the 1st of December next, and will continue to burn every night

trom sunset to Bunrise, and from that day the inner light-vessel will be removed

from her station. For the convenience of mariners entering the Weser, but by

no means to induce them to neglect the use of the lead, a small white light will

be shown from the lighthouse at an elevation of 38 feet above common high-water

mark, which in clear weather will be visible at the distance of 7 nautical miles.

This light will disappear to those who are nearing too much the black buoy (or

starboard) side, near buoys II and J. To those entering the " Dwasgat " it will

assume a reddish color in a line with the red buoy, and will disappear when they

reach the line of the black W A buoy. This smaller light will be visible be

tween the bearings of north by west three-quarters west round northward to east

by south. By order of the Lighthouse Board,

THORNTON A. JENKINS, Secretary.

Tnum DrPARTME.vr, Office Liomnous* Board, I
Waimuhgto*, D. O, Nov. 15th, 1856. J

 

 

CHARGES AT MOOSE PEAK AND MANHEIQIN LIGHTHOUSES, MAINE.

In order to diminish the possibility of mistaking Moose Peak Light for Petit

Menan Light, the interval between the flashes in the former light will, on the 1st

of April, 1857, l>e changed from 2 minutes to 30 seconds ; so that from and after

that date the Moose Peak will be, as usual, a revolving light, but the interval be

tween the flashes will be 30 seconds. On the same day, the time of revolution of

the Manheigin Light will be altered from 2 minutes to 1 minute, and the red flash

now shown will be thereafter discontinued ; so that from and after April 1, 1857,

the interval between the flashes will be 1 minute, and all the flashes will be of the

natural color. By order of the Lighthouse Board,

W. B. FBANKLIN, Engineer First Lighthouse District.
Pobtxaxd, Me., December 12, 1356.

LIGHTH0E8E AT WINTER HARBOR, FRENCHMAN'S BAT, MAINE.

In conformity with the notice of June 12th, 1856, the lighthouse erected on

the southern point of Mark Island in Winter Harbor, Frenchman's Bay, will be

illuminated for the first time on the evening of January 1, 1857, and the light

will be kept burning during every night thereafter from sunset to sunrise. The

lighthouse is a cylindrical brick tower, painted white, having attached a keeper's

dwelling, of wood, painted brown. The illuminating apparatus is a fifth order

lens, showing a fixed white light of the natural color, at an elevation of 37 feet

above high water, and which should be visible, in good weather, at a distance of

11 nautical or 13 statute miles. By order of the Lighthouse Board,

W. B. FRANKLIN, Engineer First Lighthouse District

Postlasd, Me., December 23, 1S56.
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LIGHT-VESSEL OFF THE 8AZALNITZK SPIT—SKA OF AZOF.

Official information has been received at this office that the Russian Lighthouse

Board in the Black Sea has given notice that the light-vessel hitherto placed at

the extremity of the sand bank known by the name of the Krivaya Kosa, or

Crooked Spit, on the north shore of the channel leading np to Taganrog, in the

Sea of Azof, has been transferred to the south side of that channel, and is now

placed at the outer end of the shoal, which extends for 5 miles from the sandy

islets called Peschanie Ostrova. The light-vessel shows, as formerly, two fixed

white lights, vertical, respectively 34 and 22 feet above the level of the sea ; and

the upper one should be visible, in clear weather, from the deck of a ship, at a

distance of 7 miles. The outer point of the shoal in question, at which the light-

vessel is placed, lies at 11 miles from the nearest part of the mainland at Sazal-

nitzk, in latitude 46° 56' 30" N., longitude 38° 12' east of Greenwich, nearly.

It is a dangerous bank for vessels going towards Yeisk or Taganrog ; when bound

to or from the latter, the light-vessel should always be left to the south. The ex

tremity of the Krivaya Kosa, or Crooked Spit, where the light-vessel formerly

laid, will be henceforward marked by a red buoy.

By order of the Lighthouse Board,

THORNTON A. JENKINS, Secretary.

Tbeascbt Department, Office Lighthouse Board, I

WASinseTos, Dec. 10th, 1856. J

LIGHTHOUSE NEAR SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA.

A fixed red light, fourth order Fresnel, illuminating the seaward half the hori

zon. The lighthouse consists of a plastered dwelling, one story and a half-story,

with a low tower, also plastered, rising through the roof. It is situated at an

elevation of 146 feet above the sea, two miles southwesterly from the landing at

Santa Barbara, and about 550 feet from the brink of the bluff. The light is 180

feet above the same level ; but from the red color, and low order of lens, it will

not be visible for the range due to that elevation. It should, however, in a clear

atmosphere, be seen 10 to 12 miles. The latitude and longitude of the light, and

the magnetic variation in the vicinity, as given by the coast survey, are as fol

lows :—Latitude 34° 23' 35" N., longitude 119° 42' 05" \V., magnetic variation,

13° 30' E., November, 1853. The light will be first exhibited on the night of

the 1st of December, 1856, and every night thereafter until further notice.

By order of the Lighthouse Board,

HABTMAN BACHE, Maj. TopogL Engs. Br. Ma>

Office 12th Lighthouse District, Sax Francisco, Cai-, November12, 1856.

LIGHTHOUSE AT ENTRANCE OF HUMBOLDT BAT, CALIFORNIA.

A FIXED WHITE LIGHT, FOURTH ORDER OF FRESNEL, ILLUMINATING THE ENTIRE

HORIZON.

The house is situated on the North Sands, three-fourths of a mile from the

Inlet, and about midway between the bay and sea shores. It consists of a keep

er's dwelling of one story and a half-story, with a tower rising 21 feet above the

roof from the center, both plastered and whitewashed, and surmounted by an

iron lantern painted red. The light is 53 feet above high water of spring tides,

and should be seen, in clear weather, from the deck of a sea-going vessel, 12 nau

tical or 14 statute miles. The latitude and longitude of the light, and the mag

netic variation in the vicinity, determined by the coast survey, are as follows :—

Latitude 40° 46' 04" N., longitude 124° 12' 21" W., magnetic variation 17° 04'

E., April, 1854. The light will be exhibited for the first time on the night of

the 20th of December, 1856. By order of the Lighthouse Board,

HABTMAN BACHE, Maj. Top. Engs. Br. Mai

Office 12th Lighthouse District, San Francisco, December 1, 1666.
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LIGHTHOUSE NEAR CRESCENT CITT, CALIFORNIA.

A fixed white light, varied by flashes, 4th order of Fresnel, illuminating 315°

of the horizon. The house consists of a keeper's dwelling, of stone, of the natr

ural color, of one story and a half-story, with a low tower of brick, plastered and

whitewashed, rising from the center, and surmounted by an iron lantern, painted

red. It is situated on the seaward extremity of the Island Point, forming the

southern and western sides of the harbor, and at an elevation of 45 feet above

high sea level. The light is 80 feet above the same level, and should be seen, in

a favorable state of the atmosphere, from the deck of any sea-going vessel, 14

nautical, or 16 statute miles. The latitude and longitude of the light and mag

netic variation in the vicinity, determined by the coast survey, are as follows :—

Latitude 41° 44' 34" N. ; longitude 124° 11' 22" W. ; magnetic variations 17°

45' E. The light will be exhibited for the first time on the night o£ the 10th of

December, 1856, and thereafter until further notice.

FAULKNER'S ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE, LONG ISLAND SOUND.

LIGHT-VESSEL OFF CORNFIELD POINT, AND CHANGE OF LIGHT AT FAULKNER'S

ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE, LONG ISLAND SOUND.

On or about the 15th December next, a light-vessel will be moored off Corn

field Point, Connecticut, to mark the " Long Sand Shoal," Long Island Sound.

She will be moored on the south side of the shoal, and near the center of it, in

7 or 8 fathoms water, and nearly due south (per compass) from Cornfield Point.

She will be sloop rigged, painted red, with the name of the station (Cornlield

Point) on each side, in black letters, and will show a single white light.

About the same time, the fixed light now shown from Faulkner's Island Light

house, Long Island Sound, will be discontinued, and a fixed white light, varied by

flashes, substituted for it. 3y order of the Lighthouse Board.

A. LUDLOW CASE, Lighthouse Inspector, Third District.
New Yokk, November 8th, 1856.

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS.

COMMERCIAL INTERCOURSE BETWEEN THE U. STATES AND TWO SICILIES.

TREATY BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE KING OF THE KING

DOM OF THE TWO SICILIES.

We publish below, from an official copy, all the articles of the convention be

tween the United States and the King of the Two Sicilies. This treaty was

signed in duplicate at Naples, on the part of the United States by our Minister,

Hon. Robert Dale Owen, and by Luigi Carafa, Principe Di Cometeni, and

Giuseppe Mario Arpino, officials, on the part of the King of the Two Sicilies, on

the 1st day of October, 1855, and being duly ratified on both parts, and the

respective ratifications of the same exchanged, the President of the United

States signed the same at Washington, on the 10th of December, 1856. The

preamble to the treaty, (a large portion of which is occupied with the titles of

the King, &c, of the Two Sicilies,) sets forth the reasons for its adoption as

follows :—

" The United States of America and his Majesty the King of the Kingdom of

the Two Sicilies, equally animated with the desire to strengthen and perpetuate

the relations of amity and good understanding which have at all times subsisted

between the two countries ; desiring also to extend and consolidate the commer

cial intercourse between them ; and convinced that nothing will more contribute
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to the attainment of this desirable object than an entire freedom of navigation,

the abolition of all differential duties of navigation and of commerce, and a per

fect reciprocity, based on principles of equity, equally beneficial to both countries,

and applicable alike in peace and in war, have resolved to conclude a general

convention of amity, commerce, navigation, and for the surrender of fugitive

criminals."

Article 1. It is the intention of the two high contracting parties that there

shall be, and continue through all time, a firm, inviolable, and universal peace,

and a true and sincere friendship between them and between their respective ter

ritories, cities, towns, and people, without exception of persons or places. But

if, notwithstanding, the two nations should unfortunately become involved in war,

one with the other, the term of six months, from and after such' declaration

thereof, shall be allowed to the merchants and other inhabitants respectively on

each side, during which term they shall be at liberty to withdraw themselves,

with all their effects, which they shall have the right to carry away, send away, or

sell, as they please, without hinderance or molestation. During such period of six

months their persons and their effects, including money, debts, shares in the pub

lic funds or in banks, and any other property, real or personal, shall be exempt

from confiscation or sequestration ; and they shall be allowed freely to sell and

convey real estate to them belonging, and to withdraw and export the proceeds

without molestation, and without paying, to the profit of the respective govern

ments, any taxes or dues other or greater than those which the inhabitants of

the country wherein such real estate is situated shall, in similar cases, be subject

to pay. And passports, valid for a sufficient term for their return, shall be

granled, as a safe conduct for themselves, their vessels, and the money and effects

which they may carry or send away, against the assaults and prizes which may

be attempted against their persons and effects, as well by vessels-of-war of the

contracting parties as by their privateers.

Art. 2. Considering the remoteness of the respective countries of the two con

tracting parties, and the uncertainty resulting therefrom, with respect to the

various events which may take place, it is agreed that a merchantrvessel belong

ing to either of them which may be bound to a port, supposed at the time of its

departure to be blockaded, shall not, however, be captured or condemned for

having attempted, a first time, to enter said port, unless it can be proved that

said vessel could, and ought to have learned during its voyage, that the blockade

of the place in question still continued. But all vessels which, after having been

warned off once, shall, during the same voyage, attempt a second time to enter

the same blockaded port during the continuance of the same blockade, shall

thereby subject themselves to be detained and condemned.

By blockaded port is understood one into which, by the disposition of the

power which attacks it, with a proportionate number of ships sufficiently near,

there is evident danger in entering.

Art. 3. The high contracting parties, in order to prevent and avoid all dis

pute by determining, with certainty, what shall be considered by them contraband

in time of war, and as such cannot be conveyed to the countries, cities, places, or

seaports of their enemies, have declared and agreed that under the name of con-,

traband of war shall be comprised only cannons, mortars, petards, grenades,

muskets, balls, bombs, gun-carriages, gunpowder, saltpeter, matches, troops,

whether infantry or cavalry, together with all that appertains to them ; as also

every other munition of war, and generally, every species of arms, and instru

ments in iron, steel, brass, copper, in any other material whatever, manufac

tured, prepared, and made expressly for purposes of war, whether by land or

sea.

And it is expressly declared and understood that the merchandise above set

forth as contraband of war shall not entail confiscation, either on the vessel on

which it shall have been loaded, or on the merchandise forming the rest of the

cargo of said vessel, whether the said merchandise belong to the same or to a dif

ferent owner.
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Art. 4. The citizens and subjects of each of the high contracting parties shall

have free and undoubted right to travel and reside in the States of the other, re

maining subject only to the precautions of police which are practiced towards the

citizens or subjects of the most favored nations.

Art. 5. The citizens or subjects of one of the high contracting parties, travel

ing or residing in the territories of the other, shall be free from all military ser

vice, whether by land or sea, from all billeting of soldiers in their houses, from

every extraordinary con'.ribution, not general and by law established, and from

all forced loans ; nor shall they be held, under auy pretense whatever, to pay any

taxes or impositions, other or greater than those which are, or may hereafter be,

paid by the subjects or citizens of the most favored nations in the respective

States of the high contracting parties. Their dwellings, warehouses, and all

premises appertaining thereto, destined for purposes of commerce or residence,

shall be respected. No arbitrary searches of, or visit to, their houses, whether

private or of business, and no arbitrary examination or inspection whatever of

their books, papers, or accounts of trade, shall be made ; but such measures Bhall

have place only in virtue of warrant granted by the judicial authorities. And

each of the high contracting parties expressly engages that the citizens or sub

jects of the other, residing in their respective Stales, shall enjoy their property

and personal security, in as full and ample a manner as their own citizens or sub

jects, or the citizens or subjects of the most favored nations.

Art. 6. The citizens and subjects of each of the contracting parties residing in

the States of the other, shall be entitled to sarry on commerce, arts, or trade, and

to occupy dwellings, shops, and warehouses, and to dispose of their property of

every kind, whether real or personal, by sale, gilt, exchange, or in any other way,

without hinderance or obstacle. And they shall be free to manage their own

affairs themselves, or to commit those affairs to persons whom they may appoint

as uroker, factor, or agent ; nor shall they be restrained in their choice of persons

to act in such capacities ; nor shall they be called upon to pay any salary or re

muneration to any person whom they sliall not choose to employ. Absolute free

dom shall also bo given, in all eases, to the buyer ami seller to bargain together,

and also to tix the price of any goods or merchandise imported into, or to be ex

ported from, the States of eituer of the contracting parties, save and except cases

where the laws of the said Stales may require the intervention of special agents,

or where, in either of the countries, articles may be the subject of a government

monopoly, as at present in '.he Kingdom of the Two Sicilies, the royal monopo

lies ol tooacco, salt, playing cards, gunpowder, and saltpeter.

It being expressly understood, however, that none of the provisions of the

present treaty shall be so construed as to take away the right of either of the

high contracting parties to grant patents of invention or improvement, either to

the inventors or to others, and that the principles of reciprocity established by

this treaty shall not extend to premiums which either of the high contracting par

ties may grant to their own citizeus or subjects, lor the encouragement of the

building of ships, to sail under their own flag.

Art 7. As to any citizen or subject of cither of the high contracting parties

dying within the jurisdiction of the other, his heirs, being citizens or subjects of

the other, shall succeed to his personal property, and either to his real estate, or

the proceeds thereof, whether by testament or all iueslatu; and may take possess

ion thereof, either by themselves, or by others acting for them ; aud may dispose

of the same at will, paying to the prolit of the respective governments such dues

only as the inhabitants of the country wherein the said property is, shall be sub

ject to pay in like cases. AnJ in case of the abienee of the heir, or of his repre

sentatives, the same care shall be taken of the s lid property as would be taken,

in like cases, of the effects of the natives of the country itself; the respective con

sular agents having notice from the competent judicial authorities, of the day and

hoar in which they will proceed to the imposing or removing of seals, and to the

making out of au inventory, in all coses where sjeh proceedings are required by

law ; so that the said consular agent may assist thereat. The respective consuls
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may demand the delivery of the hereditary effects of their countrymen, which shall

be immediately delivered to them, if no formal opposition to such delivery shall

have been made by the creditors of the deceased, or otherwise, as soon a3 such

opposition shall have been legally overruled. And if a question shall arise as to

the rightful ownership of said property, the same shall be finally decided by the

laws and judges of the land, wherein the said property is. And the citizens and

subjects of either of the contracting parties in the States of the other, shall have

free access to the tribunals of justice of said States, on the same terms which are

granted by the laws and usages of the country to native citizens or subjects ; and

they may employ, in defense of their interests and rights, such advocates, attor

neys, and other agents, being citizens or subjects of the other, as they may choose

to select.

Art. 8. There shall be, between the territories of the high contracting parties,

reciprocal liberty of commerce and navigation ; and to that effect, the vessels of

their respective States shall mutually have liberty to enter the ports, places, and

rivers of the territories of each party, wherever national vessels arriving from

abroad are permitted to enter. And all vessels of either of the two contracting

parties, arriving in the ports of the other, shall be treated on their arrival, during

their stay, and at their departure, on the same footing as national vessels, as re

gards port charges, and all charges of navigation, such as of tonnage, lighthouses,

pilotage, anchorage, quarantine, fees of public functionaries, as well as all taxes

or impositions of whatever sort, and under whatever denomination, received in

the name, and for the benefit of the government, or of local authorities, or of

any private institution whatsoever, whether the said vessel arrive or depart in

ballast, or whether they import or export merchandise.

Art. 9. The national character of the vessels oS the respective countries shall

be recognized, and admitted by each of the parties, according to its own laws

and special rules, by means of papers granted by the competent authorities to the

captains or masters. And no vessel of either of the contracting parlies shall be

entitled to profit by the immunities and advantages granted in the present treaty,

unless they are provided with the proper papers and certificates, as required by

the regulations existing in the respective countries, to establish their tonnage and

their nationality.

Art. 10. The vessels of each of the contracting parties shall be allowed to intro

duce into the ports of the other, and to export thence, and to deposit and store

there, every sort of goods, wares, and merchandise, from whatever place the same

may come, the importation and exportation of which are legally permitted in the

respective States, without being held to pay other or heavier custom-house duties

or imposts, of whatever kind or name, other, or of higher rate, than those which

would be paid for similar goods or products, if the same were imported or ex

ported in national vessels ; and the same privileges, drawbacks, bounties, and al

lowances, which may be allowed by either of the contracting parties on any mer

chandise imported or exported in their own vessels, shall be allowed also on similar

produce imported or exported in vessels of the other party.

Art. 11. No priority or preference shall be given, directly, or indirectly, by

either of the contracting parties, nor by any company, corporation, or agent, in

their behalf, or under their authority, in the purchase of any article of commerce

lawfully imported on account of, or in reference to, the character of the vessel in

which such article was imported ; it being the true intent and meaning of the

contracting parties that no distinction or difference shall be made in this respect.

Art. 12. The principles contained in the foregoing articles shall be applicable,

in all their extent, to vessels of each of the high contracting parties, and to their

cargoes, whether the said vessels arrive from the ports of either of the contract

ing parties, or from those of any other foreign country, so that, as far as regards

dues of navigation, or of customs, there shall not be made, either in regard to di

rect, or indirect navigation, any destinction whatever between the vessels cf the

two contracting parties.

Art. 13. The above stipulations shall not, however, extend to fisheries, nor to
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the coasting trade from one port to another in each country, whether for pas-

sengere or merchandise, and whether by sailing vessels or steamers, such naviga

tion and traffic being reserved exclusively to national vessels. But, notwith

standing, the vessels of either of the two contracting parties may load or unload,

in part, at one or more ports of the territories of the other, and then proceed to

any other port or ports in said territories, to complete their loading or unloading,

in the same manner as a national vessel might'do.

Art. 14. No higher or other duty shall be imposed on the importation, by sea

or land, into the United States, of any article the growth, produce, or manufac

ture of the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies, or of her fisheries ; and no higher or

other duty shall be imposed on the importation, by sea or by land, into the King

dom of the Two Sicilies, of any article the growth, produce, or manufacture of

the United States, or their fisheries, than are, or shall lte, payable on the like

articles the growth, produce, or manufacture, of any other foreign country.

No other or higher duties and charges shall be imposed in the United States

on the exportation of any article to the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies, or in the

Kingdom of the Two Sicilies, on the exportation of any article to the United

States, than such as arc. or shall be, parable on the exportation of the like article

to any foreign country. And do prohibition shall be imposed on the importation

or exportation of any article the growth, produce, or manufacture of the United

States, or their fisheries, or of the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies, and her fisheries,

from or to the ports of the United States, or of the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies,

which shall not equally extend to every other foreign country.

Art. 15. If either of the high contracting parties shall hereafter grant to any

other nation any particular favor, privilege, or immunity, in navigation or com

merce, it shall immediately become common to the other party freely, where it is

freely granted to such other nation, and on yielding the same compensation, or a

compensation as nearly as possible of proportionate value and effect, to be ad

justed by mutual agreement, wheu the grant is conditional.

Art. 16. The vessels of either of the high contracting parties, that may be

constrained, by stress of weather, or other accident, to seek refuge in any port

within the territories of the other, shall be treated there, in every respect, as a

national vessel would be, in the same strait ; provided, however, that the causes

which gave rise to this forced landing are real and evident ; that the vessel does

not engage in any commercial operation, as loading or unloading merchandise,

and that its stay iu the said port is not prolonged beyond the time rendered ne

cessary by the causes which constrained to land ; it being understood, neverthe

less, that any landiug of passengers, or any loadiug or unloading, caused by

operations of repair of the vessel, or by the necessity of providing subsistence for

the crew, shall not be regarded as a commercial operation.

Art. 17. In case any ship-of-war, or merchant vessel, shall be wrecked on the

coasts, or within the maritime jurisdiction of either of the high contracting par-

tics, such ships or vessels, or any parts thereof, and all furniture or appurtenances

belonging thereto, and all goods and merchandise which shall be saved therefrom,

or the produce thereof, if sold, shall be faithfully restored, with the least possible

delay, to the proprietors, on being claimed by them, or by their duly authorized

factors ; and if there arc no such proprietors or factors on the spot, then the said

goods and merchandise, or the proceeds thereof, as well as all the papers found on

board such wrecked ships or vessels, shall be delivered to the American or Sicilian

consul, or vice-cousul, iu whose district the wreck may have taken place, and such

consul, vice-consul, proprietors, or factors, shall pay only the expenses incurred in

the preservation of the property, together with the rate of salvage and expenses

of quarantine, which would have been payable in the like case of a wreck of a

national vessel ; aud the goods and merchandise saved from the wreck shall not

be subject to duties, unless cleared for consumption ; it being understood that in

case of any legal claim upon such wreck, goods, or merchandise, the same shall

be referred for decision to the competent tribunals of the country.

Art. 18. Each of the contracting parties grants to the other, subject to the
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usual exequatur, the liberty of having, in the perls of the other, where foreign

commerce is usually permitted, consuls, vice-ctnsuls, and commercial agents, of

their own appointment, who shall enjoy the same privileges and powers as those

of the most favored nations; but il any such consul, vice-consul, or commercial

agent, shall exercise commerce, he shall be subjected to the same laws and usages

to which private individuals of the nation arc subjected in the same place. And

whenever either of the two contracting parties shall select for a consular agent

a citizen or subject of this last, such consular agent shall continue to be regarded,

notwithstanding his quality of foreign consul, as a citizen or subject of the nation

to which he belongs, and consequently shall be submitted to the laws and regu

lations to which natives are subjected. This obligation, however, shall not be

so construed, so as to embarrass his consular functions, nor to affect the inviola

bility of the consular archicves..

Art. 19. The said consuls, vice-consuls, and commercial agents shall have the

right, as such, to judge in quality of arbitrators, such differences as may arise be

tween the masters and crews of the vessels belonging to the nation whose inter-

eats are committed to their charge, without the interference of the local authori

ties, unless the conduct of the crew, or of the captain, should disturb the public

peace or order of the country, or such consul, vice-consul, or commercial agent

should require their assistance to cause his decisions to be carried into effect or

supported. Nevertheless, it is understood that this species of judgment or arbi

tration shall not deprive the contending parties of the right they have to resort,

on their return home, to the judicial authorities of their own country.

Art. 20. The said consuls, vice-consuls, and commercial agents may cause to

be arrested and sent back, either on board or to their own country, sailors and

all other persons who, making a regular part of the crews of vessels of the re

spective nations, and having embarked under some other name than that of pas

sengers, shnll have deserted from the Faid vessels. For this purpose they shall

apply to the competent local authorities, proving, by the register of the vessel,

the roll of the crew, or, if the vessel shall have departed, with a copy of the said

papers, duly certified by tbcm, that the persons they claim formed part of the

crew ; and on such a reclamation, thus substantiated, the surrender of tl)e de

serters shall not be denied. Every assistance shall also be given to them for the

recovery and arrest of such deserters ; and the same shall be detained and kept

in the prisons of the country, at the request and cost of the consuls, until the

said consuls shall have found an opportunity to send them away. It being under

stood, however, that if such an opportunity shall not occur in the space of four

months from the date of their arrest, the said deserters shall be set at liberty, and

shall not be again arrested for the same cause. Nevertheless, if the deserter shall

be found to have committed any other crime or offense on shore, his surrender

may Lc delayed by the local authorities until the tribunal before which his case

shall be pending shall have pronounced its sentence, and until such sentence shall

have been carried into eflect.

Am. 21. It is agreed that every person who, being charged with or condemned

for any of the crimes enumerated in the following article, committed within the

States of one of the high contracting parties, shall seek asylum in tie States, or

on board the vessels ol war of the other party, shall be arrested and consigned

to justice on demand made, through the proper diplomatic channel, by the gov

ernment within whose territory the offense shall have been committed. This sur

render and delivery shall not, however, be obligatory on either of the high con

tracting parties, until the other shall have presented a copy of the judicial declar

ation or sentence establishing the culpability of the fugitive, in case such sentence

or declaration shall have been pronounced. But if such sentence or declaration

shall not have been pronounced, then the surrender may be demanded, and shall

be made, when the demanding government shall have furnished such proof as

would have been sufficient to justify the apprehension, and commitment lor trial,

of the accused, if the ollcnse had been committed in the country where he shall

have taken refuge.
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Art. 22. Persons shall be delivered up, according to the provisions of this

treaty, who shall be charged with any of the following crimes, to wit :—Murder,

(including assassination, parricide, infanticide, and poisoning ;) attempt to com

mit murder ; rape ; piracy ; arson ; the making and uttering of false money ; for

gery, (including forgery of evidences of public debt, bank bills, and bills of ex

change ;) robbery with violence ; intimidation or forcible entry of an inhabited

house : embezzlement by public officers, including appropriation of public funds ;

when these crimes are subject, by the code of the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies

to the punishment della reclusione, or other severer punishment, and by the laws

of the United States to infamous punishment.

Art. 23. On the part of each country the surrender of fugitives from justice

shall be made only by the authority of the executive thereof. Anil all expenses

whatever of detention and delivery, effected in virtue of the preceding articles,

shall be at the cost of the party making the demand.

Art. 21. The citizens and subjects of each of the high contracting parties shall

remaiu exempt from the stipulations of the preceding articles, so far as they re

late to the surrender of fugitive criminals, nor shall they apply to offenses com

mitted before the date of the present treaty, nor to offenses of a political charac

ter, unless the political offender shall also have been guilty of some one of the

crimes enumerated in article 22.

Art. 2."). The preseut treaty shall take effect from the day in which ratifications

shall be exchanged, and shall remain in force for the term of ten yoar3, and fur

ther, until the end of twelve months after either of the high contracting parties

shall have given notice to the other of its intention to terminate the same ; each

of the said contracting parties reserving to itself the right to give such notice at

the e.id of said term of ten years, or at any subsequent time.

DECLARATION.

It having been stipulated in article 11 of the treatv of the 1st December. 1845,

that the red and white wines, of every kind, of the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies,

including those of Marsala, which may be imported directly into the United

States of America, whether in vessels of the one or of the other country, shall

not pay other or higher duties than the red and white wines of the mo?t favored

nations ; and in like manner, that the cottons of the United States of Am3rica

which may be imported directly into the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies, whether

in vessels of the one or of the other nation, shall not pay other or higher duties

than the cottons of E rypt. Bengal, or the most favored nations ;

And it being agreed in the new treaty concluded between the United States of

America and the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies, and to-day signed by the under

signed, not only that no duties of customs shall be paid on merchandise, the

produce of one of the two countries imported into the other country, other or

higher than shall be paid on merchandise of the same kind the produce of any

other country, but also, that, as to all duties of navigation or of custom*, there

shall not be made, as to the vessels of the two countries, any distinction whatever

between direct and indirect navigation ;

The undersigned declare, as to the construction of the now treaty, from the

day on which the ratification thereof shall be exchanged, that the red and white

wines, of every kind, of the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies, including the wine of

Marsala, which shall be imported into the Uuited States of America, shall not

pay other or higher duties than are paid by the red and white wines of the most

favored natious.

And. in like manner, that the cottons of the United States which shall be im

ported into the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies shall not pay other or higher duties

than the cottons of Egypt, Bengal, or the most favored nations.

The present declaration shall be considered as an integral part of the said new

treaty, and shall be ratified, and the ratifications thereof exchanged, at the same

time as those of the treaty itself.

The above treaty having been ratified by the President of the United States,
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with the advice and consent of the Senate, and by the King of the Two Sicilies,

and the ratifications exchanged within the time (twelve months) specified, is now

in full force.

STATISTICS OF POPULATION, &c.

CENSUS OF TBE STATE OF NEW YORK.

The census taken under the authority of the State of Sew York in 1855, pre

sents results which every citizen of the State may contemplate with equal pride

and gratification. The returns, according to the message of Governor King,

made to both branches of the Legislature, January 6th, 1857, are all in the hands

of the printers, and in a state ol forwardness. Meanwhile, the Superintendent of

the Census has furnished the Governor with some facts which are presented in the

message in a condensed form.

The first is a summary of the population of the State at each census since 1790,

with the increase between each period, and the annual per centage of the increase

upon each preceding census :—

Aver'go ATer'ge

Tears. Population. Increase. i>r. vt. inc. Tears. Population. Increase, p ct. inc.

 296,573 8.67

298,483 7.30 1836 .. 2,174,517 261,386 2 90

1810 961,888 373,286 6.85 254,404 2.34

1816 .. 1,036,910 74.022 1.92 1845 .. 2,604,495 175,674 1.44

1820 .. 1.872,814 886.Y02 6.42 1860 . . 8,097,394 492.899 8.79

1826 .. 1,616,468 248,646 8.66 1865 .. 8,466,212 868,819 2.88

One of the most prominent indications of the census is the tendency of our

population to centralize in cities and large villages. Several agricultural counties

have not increased in population for many years. The unlimited field of enter

prise offered in manufactures, trade, and commerce, appears to have caused the

growth of cities and towns along the lines, and at the centers of our great routes

of transportation and travel.

The nativity of the population, according to the official statement, is as fol

lows :—Natives of the State, 2,222,321 ; of other parts of the Union, 306,123 ;

showing a native American population, in 1855, of 2,528,444. The foreign pop

ulation of the State is put down at 920,530. The number whose nativity is not

known, amounts to 17,238. Showing the total population of the State, as above

stated, to be 3,466,212 ; an increase of 2.38 per cent over the United States cen

sus of 1850.

The number of deaf, dumb, blind, insane, and idiotic, in the State is 7,112, as

follows :—

Deaf ,t dumb. Blind. Insane Idiotic.

1,142 1,136 2,742 1,812

It will be seen, by the preceding statement, that not quite one-third of the pop

ulation is of foreign birth. The number of church edifices in the State, accord

ing to the census, is 5,077, which, with edifices and lots, are valued at 827,769,328 ;

the value of other real estate belonging to the several church corporations, is

83,710,816. The 5,077 churches will seat 2,141,150 persons. The usual alten
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dance is estimated at 1,124,211 ; showing that nearly one-third of the population

of the State attend church.

The State, according to the returns, is well supplied with newspapers and mag

azines, as will be seen by the following table of the total number of each class :—

No. dallies. No. tri-wcckllea. Ko. semi-wcoklles. No. weoklles. No. monthlies.

73 13 16 411 113

Total number of newspapers published in the State, 550 ; total number of other

periodicals, 112. The number of copies printed per annum, of those thus reported,

is put down at 193,294,621. The estimated copies, of all classes, per annum, is

241,749,902.

EFFECTS OF CIVILIZATION ON HEATHEN POPULATION.

In 1777, Captain Cook found 200,000 people inhabiting Tahati. He declared

his estimate to be rather under than over the mark. These were the days of

wars, human sacrifices, infanticide, and that ordinary recklessness of life which

the missionaries profess to have, generally speaking, cured. Aged natives at that

time remember the high priest Teearmoar, who uttered the prophecy which the

people caught up for its strangeness at first, and repeat now for its dread pathos.

It is at this day sung in the depths of retreat, where the missionaries cannot

overhear—

"Tho palm-tree shall grow,
The coral shall spread,
Bat man shall cease/1

A census taken just before the American Exploring Expedition was there,

showing the indigenous population to be 9,000. The missionaries call it 8,000.

In the Sandwich Islands the decline of the population is such as history can

scarcely parallel, and as every hearer at an Exeter Hall May meeting should be

informed of. We are told, not only by native tradition, but by the early navi

gators of the Pacific, that there were once human abodes wherever there was

good soil and water, and that the population of this group was not less than

500,000. Now it is under 65,000. Twenty-five years ago—within the period of

strenuous missionary eflort—it was double this.— Westminster Review.

POPULATION AND PROGRESS OF IOWA.

According to the Annual Message of the Governor of Iowa, an enumeration of

the inhabitants of the State, and of her productive resources, was taken in June,

1856, as required by the constitution of Iowa. It is somewhat defective, two

counties and several townships in other counties not having been returned at all,

whilst in almost all the counties there are very great omissions. Many townships

and some counties are returned without any statistics, save those in relation to

population.

The census returns show that the State has increased in population from

June, 1854, to June, 1856, from 326,014 to 503,625. The following statement

will show the increase of population since the settlement of what is now the

State :—

1886

1838

1840

1844

1846

10,681

22,869

43,116 192,204

71.660 1864 826,014

78,988

The Governor estimates the population at this time, (December 2d, 1856,) at
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not far from 600,000. The vote polled on the 4th day of

reached 92,644, and indicates the truth of this supposition.

The following table shows the annual increase of the value of

erty in the State during the past six years :—

! value

1836,

prop-

In 1861 the

In 1852

In 1853

In 1854

In 1866

In 1856

t2R.464.650

38,127 376

49,540.301

72.827.204

106.X9g.390

161.194.413

The returns of the resources, &c, of the State, are not yet printed, but the

Governor gives a summary in his Message, which we here subjoin :—

No. of dwellings in the State. 83.455

families 89.161

white male persons .. . 267,929

white female persons . 236,425

colored persons 271

married persons 169.312

widowed persons .... 10,997

native voters 86.781

naturalized voters ... . 14,456

aliens 16,104

militia 92.362

deaf and dumb 371

blind 102

insane 1 20

idiotic _. 267

owners of land 66,7 1 6

paupers 182

acres of improved land 2,343.968

acres of unimproved. . 6,433,871

i of meadow 140,242

> hay produced '65. 223,283

No. of bush, erass seeil harv'd. 20,789

acres spring wheat... . 345.518

bushels harvested -1, 9 '. i

acres winter wheat... 4I.HS4

bushels harvested 495.703

acres of oats 1 90, 1 58

bu-hels harvested 6.051.341

acres of corn 732.SOS

bushels harvested 30,9*5.127

acres of potatoes 180,041

bushels harvested .... 2,0 1 3.408

hogs auld 402.676

valuH (.f hogs sold $3.1 1 9.378

catt'e so'd 116,000

value cattle sold $2.9t>4.568

pounds butter made . . 6,075.789

pounds cheese 72H.K63

| m mi. U wool produced 615.808

Value of domestic nmnufact's. t438.?2i

general manufactures. 4,681.461

lead produced ....... 21s,uu0

RAILROAD, CANAL, AND STEAMBOAT STATISTICS.

BRIEF HISTORY OF STEAMBOATS O.V TOE UPPER MISSISSIPPI.

A late number of the St. Paul Pioneer publishes an elaborate description of

the steamboat business on the Upper Mississippi. From this we learn that the

first steamboat that ever ascended the Upper Mississippi as far as Fort Soiling,

was the Virginia, a stern-wheel boat, which arrived at the Fort in the early part

of May, 1813. From 1823 to 1844 there were but a few arrivals each year—

sometimes not more than two or three. The steamers running on the Upper

Mississippi at that time were used altogether to transport supplies for the Indian

traders and the troops stationed at Fort Snelling. Previous to the arrival of the

Virginia, keel-boats were used for this purpose, and 60 days' time, from St. Louis

to the Fort, was considered a good trip.

In 1851 three boats went up the Minnesota River, and in 1852 one boat ran

regularly up that stream daring the season. In 1853 the business required on

average of one per day. In 1854 the business had largely increased, and in 1855

the arrival of steamers from the Minnesota amounted to 119.
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The following table shows the number of arrivals since that time up to the

present :—

Year. First boat No. arrival*. Elver closed.

1844 April 6 41 November 23

1845 April 6 48 November 26

1846 MarchSI 24 December 5

1847 April 7 47 November 29

1848 April 7 68 December 4

1849 April 9 36 December 7

1850 April 9 104 December 4

1851 April 4 119 November 28

1852 Apiil 16 171 November 18

1858 April 11 300 November SO

1854 April 8 215 November 27

1855 April 18 5tS0 November 20

1856 April 18 837 November 10

The following table s!iow3 the number of arrivals from each port below :—■

St Loot! 212 Dubuque 134

Fulton City 28 Minnesota 216

Galena and Dunleith 228 Head of Lake Pepin 28

Whole number of arrivals 837

Whole number of boats 78

A thriving trade has sprung up between the southern counties of Minnesota

and Galena and Dubuque. During the greater portion of the summer, the War

Eagle and Tishamingo ran regularly to Winona.

On the Upper Mississippi, there are now three—the Governor Ramsey, II. M.

Rice, and North Star (new.) During the season, these boats ran between St.

Anthony and Sauk Rapids.

RECEIPTS ASD PROSPECTS OF RAILROADS.

The Cincinnati Railroad Record gives, in a condensed form, the general results

of three leading railroads, as follows :—

The Little Miami and Columbus Road, (Cincinnati to Columbus.) shows this

aggregate of receipts :—

In 1856 ¥1,307,000

In 1855 1,1(17,000

Increase (19 per cent) $192,000

As this road is now about ten years old, and has been continually increasing

its receipts, this result must be regarded as indicating a high prosperity. In fact,

its freight business this year has been immense. The gross receipts, also, for the

length of the Hue, are quite extraordinary, being $10,000 per mile.

The Xew York Central gives us the following figures :—

Gross receipts in 1 856 $7,707,348

1855 6,568,581

Increase (18 per cent) $1,148,787

Receipts for passengers 8,207,000

freights 4,828,000

Freights over passengers 84 per ct

Length of road 685 miles.

Grots receipts per mile 18 per ct
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It appears from the report of this road that it cost about 82,010,000 to pro

duce from passengers $3,207,000. That is, it cost 65 per cent for the expenses of

running passenger trains. On the other hand, it cost but $2,100,000 to produce

$4,328,000 by freights ; thus reversing all the old ideas of the legitimate work of

railroads, which was that they were to transport passengers only, and not freight

The latter is now their chief source of profit.

The New York and Erie Road gives us this result :—

Gross receipts in 1866 $6,349,050

" in 1856 . . : 5,488,000

Increase (16 percent) $861,050

Expenses of transportation $3,148,413

" percent 49 per ct

With these examples before us, and with some knowledge of the general busi

ness of the country, we may confidently say that the increase of railroad busi

ness—that is, of gross receipts—has fully equaled 20 per cent in the last year,

which is an increase of their gross income of fully $1 2,000,000. This result must

add greatly to the real value, as well as the stability and credit of the railroad

companies. The hour of railroad gloom is now passed. The hour of their tri

umph has come, and the day of their complete financial success is near at hand.

What we have said at all times is now perfectly clear—that the difficulties of

railroad companies were but temporary ; that most of them, (all that could really

claim success,) would soon obtain it, by such increase of their revenue as would

enable them to divide large dividends, and bring up the value of their stock.

THE SUEZ CANAL : ITS EFFECT ON COMMERCE.

The following paper, which we find in the London Nautical Magazine, was evi

dently written by one who understands the subject :—

To cut through the Isthmus of Suez or Panama would be to open shorter and

less dangerous routes for the navigator, to reduce the expense of trade, and to

extend commerce by facilitating it ; to increase the welfare and riches of all j to

bring nations together, and thus to contribute the greatness of one to the civil

ization of another. Such is one of the undertakings reserved for the second half

of this century, already so remarkable—an era which this great work alone would

render celebrated.

Of the two projected canals, that of America and that of Suez, the importance

is very different. The canal of Suez would unite India and Europe. It would

re-establish the commerce and prosperity, the peace and advancement, of Europe,

Asia, and even Africa ; in a word, of the whole of this hemisphere, the conti

nental superfices of which, compared with that of the opposite, being in the pro

portion of 23 to 11. To Mr. Ferdinand de Lcsseps was reserved the honor of

attaching his name to this great enterprise, authorized and patronized by the

Viceroy of Egypt, Mahommed Said.

If we compare the mean distances between the ports of Europe and India, by

the Cape of Good Hope, on the one hand, and by the intended channel between

the two seas, on the other, we shall find an enormous difference in favor of this

latter route. This difference will be still greater if we remember that a straight

line on the chart of navigation is far from being the shortest distances from one

port to another, and the seaman can only reach the point for which he is steering

by following a certain number of successive courses', approaching as near as pos

sible the arc of a great circle. Thus, far from making directly for the Cape of

Good Hope, vessels leaving Europe or the Atlantic ports of North America, en

route for India, must steer for the Canaries or Azores, in order to find the trade

winds of the northern hemisphere, to make the coast of Brazil, and sight Cape

Frio, or put into harbor at Rio Janeiro. This is generally the route for the Cape

of Good Hope, more justly, perhaps, called the Cape of Storms. They then

cross the Aguilhas Bank, reach Bourbon or Mauritius, and from thence steer for
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India, following the routes allowed by the monsoons. Vessels in the Mediterra

nean, again, have to contend with still greater disadvantages. It often takes

them fifteen days to reach the Straits of Gibraltar, westerly winds generally pro-

vailing in this quarter, where we also find a rapid flow of the ocean waters into

the Mediterranean. Thus the voyages to India take at least five months or five

months and a half ; the voyages home being rather more direct, without being

sensibly shorter. Ships then run nearer to the African shore, by reason of the

trade winds of the southern hemisphere, the place of call in this case being St.

Helena.

I have myself taken both these routes about ten years since. If we now ex

amine the facilities for navigation in the three seas near the canal of Suez, viz. :

the Mediterranean, the Red Sea, and the Gulf of Oman, we find—

That in the Mediterranean the winds blow from the north during the greater

part of the year, change to southeast in the spring, and return to the north, pass

ing by the west and northwest.

That nearly the same takes place in the Red Sea. where the north, which is the

prevailing wind, heaps the waters in the direction of Babolmandel, so that during

a calm we observe a current setting northward, evidently arising from the elevated

waters in the south endeavoring to recover their level* Southerly winds gener

ally succeed a calm.

The Gulf of Oman has two monsoons—the northeast monsoon, which gener

ally continues during the winter, and southwest monsoon, which lasts during the

summer, and is frequently stormy. The change from one monsoon to the other is

there, as elsewhere, accompanied by a series of storms and gales.

It appears to me, from the foregoing, that it would be advantageous for vessels

to proceed to India (by the canal) during the autumn, and to return by it in the

spring.

The considerable reduction of the distance of European ports from those of

India would not be the only advantage to trade from adopting the canal between

the two seas ; for not only would vessels reach their point of destination much

sooner, but they would find places of anchorage throughout the entire route, and

also, what is of more importance still, they would meet with good markets. The

navigator, after having followed the usual easy routes of the Mediterranean,

would dispose of part of his cargo in the canal of Suez or at Djedda, would pur

chase ivory at Massarva, Souaken, or Derbera, which he would exchange in India

for opium to take to China in exchange for silk and tea. He would complete his

home cargo in colonial merchandise from Manilla, the Isles of Sunda, and Ceylon,

in cotton of India or Egypt, in coffee of Abyssinia or Yeraen.ithe gum of Soudon

of Hedjaz, the corn of Lower Egypt, or rice of Damietta ; and these numerous

operations, which now require years, would be accomplished rapidly and without

danger, with small capital and small vessels. In short, by reducing the time ne

cessary for the operations of commerce we reduce the general expense. We make

a greater number of the changes feasible in a given time, and facilitate them to

small traders who by far are the most numerous. By affording an easier and

surer route to navigation, we find it may be accomplished by vessels of small ton

nage, provided with bills of exchange ; in short, it opens the route to India to

coasting vessels, and renders commerce and navigation general. Turkey, Russia,

Austria, Italy, and southern Spain, might then fit out vessels for India, and these

powers would find their maritime resources increase in immense proportion. Mar

seilles would become more important, and the ports on the ocean, Cadiz, Lisbon,

Havre, Rotterdam, Hamburg, would increase their shipping, like England sud

denly brought near its powerful colony, like Spain and Holland with respect to

Manilla and Batavia ; in short, the increase of trade competition on the one hand,

and the vast diminution of expense on the other, would doubtless tend to lessen

the rates of exchange. The produce of Asia would abound in our markets ; the

Asiatic markets would, in their turn, be rich in ours ; and the general good would

be the necessary result.

All nations would take advantage of the importance of the trade with India,

China, and the islands of the ocean. Trade with the Red Sea, although less con
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siderable. deserves attention ; bnt as there is scarcely any carried on at present,

it is very little known, and could only acquire importance by the opening of %

canal between the two seas. The Red Sea, which is so near us in a straight line,

becomes Tar distant when we have to double the Cape. Babelmandel is as far

from us as Pondicherry, and Souaken as far as Batavia ; Suez, farther still by

this route, becomes as near as Beyroute by the canal ; in short, the two routes,

measured from the Straits of Gibraltar to Souaken, are in the proportion of one

to five.

Very few European vessels are now met with in the Red Sea. Every year we

see a lew belonging to the Parsees of Bombay, and manned by Lascars. The

internal trade of this sea is now carried on by Arabian barks, called " dows " or

" boutres," constructed at Suez, DjedJn, Kossair, Souaken, or Mocha, with wood

from India to Singapore. These vessels arc of a very small tonnage, are very

sharp, and have a handsome sheer; a heavy poop, which hinders their working,

and lowers it at the stem ; they carry one mast, rigging a square sail ; this sail

and yard are struck to the foot when they lay-to ; about thirty men are required

to hoist it again, and this operation cannot be performed in less than half an

hour. The tacking of these ships is as difficult as it is dangerous. The dows

only sail in the day time; they get under-way about seven o'clock in the morn

ing, sail till about four in sight of the coast, then anchor by a grappling-iron, or

run aground on the sand.

When they have to cross the Red Sea the Arabs take the precaution of sail

ing from a port to the windward of the one they are steering for on the opposite

coast ; the voyage occupies sixty hours, and is always a time of great anxiety to

the masters of these vessels. These masters, called •' nakhouda," (from a Persian

word.) pretend to take observations with astrolabes of groat antiquity, although

this pretension does not appear to me to be proved. I must add that we rarely

find a compass on board these dows. The classic comp:tss of the Arab3 only

consists ol'a needle, more or less mag lotic. resting on a cork, which floats in some

water, and hence we need not be astonished that one-fifth of the dows are lost

every year.

The sailing of the dows is by no means good. I have myself passed forty-five

days in two of these vessels, namely, fifteen days in goin,' from Souaken to Djedda,

(about sixty nautical leagues,) and thirty days in going from Djedda to Kossair,

(scarcely one hundred ami thirty nautical leagues.) It is truo that the wind was

against us ; anil one-half of this time was employed in beating to windward,

sometimes still less. There is a great difference between these dows anJ our ves

sels. Thus we may suppose that the introduction of European vessels into the

Red Sea by the canal of Suez would cause a complete revolution even in the in

ternal commerce of this sea.

TON.VAGE OF CHICAGO IS 1856.

Philip Conlkv, Esq., Collector at the port of Chicago, furnishes the following

table of tonnage enrolled in the Chicago District at the close of the third quarter

of 185C :—

TOTAL TOXXAQE OF—

Steamers 2,897 20

Propellers 2.826 IS

Barks 2,195 23

Brign S.S28 08

Schooners 4 11,8112 84

Scows 262 90

Orand total of tonnage 61,052 22

Tonnage of those who have surrendered papers, and those who have

changed owners, to be deducted. ... 5.000 00

Balaoce of tonnage, September 30, 1 356 06.04.1 21

1855 48 876 09

Increase, September 30, 1866, over 1855 1,667 13
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DINSMORE'S AMERICAN RAILROAD GUIDE.

We had long designed noticing this useful publication, when the following no

tice in the Cincinnati Railroad Record attracted our attention, and reminded us

of our neglect in the premises. The Record is good authority in such matters,

so much better than our own that we concluded to transfer it to the pages of the

Merchants' Magazine, with a hearty and cordial indorsement of all our cotem-

porary has so briefly and at the same time comprehensively written :—

Wc are indebted to the publishers for a copy of the last number of their New

Guide ; and must say that for conciseness, mingled with complete information,

neatness of execution, and convenience of .reference, it fully equals our expecta

tions of what a Railroad Guide should be. Besides the usual tables of distances,

times, and fares, the traveler is provided with a handsome and complete railroad

map of the whole country, and small maps of the great centers and trunk lines,

with tables of reference to the details of the lines represented on them, and very

perfect tables of steamboat lines on the principal rivers and waters ; and appended

to the whole is an excellent Railroad Gazetteer.

Dinsmorc, as he has always done, keeps up with the times ; and it is a great

inducement for him to do so, that he may furnish correct information for those

whose lack of originality leads them to copy from him. We can unhesitatingly

recommend Dinsmorc's American Railroad and Steam Navigation Guide.

 

RAILWAY SHAREHOLDERS IN ENGLAND.

It appears from a British Parliamentary return, at the instance of Mr. James

Gacgrcgor, recently issued, that the number of shareholders in railway companies

on 31st December, 1855, was 107,879. The number of shareholders in the prin

cipal lines was as follows :—

Eastern Counties 8,514

Great Northern 6,182

Great Western 10.360

London and Northwestern 1 6.1 1 6

Southwestern 4,0ti7

London, Brighton, & S. Coast.. . . 4,4 1 6

Southeastern 4,484

Lancashire and Yorkshire 4.875

Mnnch'st'r, Sh'ffield, <t Linc'lnsh'o 4,467

Midland 10,1 04

Northeastern 8,637

Caledonian 2,782

East Lancashire 2,450

Great Southern & Western 2,680

North British 3.466

North Staffordshire 3,143

TOLLS ON THE NEW TORE CANLAS.

We give below a tabular statement of the total Canal toll receipts for each of

the years from 1847 to 1856, inclusive :—

1847 $3,635,380

1848 8,262,2 1 2

1849 8,268,206

1850 8,278,899

1861 8,829,727

1852 »3,118,244

1863 8,204.618

1854 2,773,666

1865 2,806,077

1866 2,788,816

Showing a falling off, as compared with 1847, of $897,064, and a decrease, as

compared with the light receipts of last year, of $66,671.

RAILWAYS IS AUSTRALIA.

We learn from the Emigration Record that the second line of railway in New

South Wales—or rather the extension of the original line—was opened for public

traffic on the 1st of September last The first line was from Sidney to Paramatta,

a distance of thirteen-and-a-half miles—the second line is from Paramatta to
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Liverpool, a distance of eight-and-a-half miles. The arrangements for the work

ing of the lino provide for the running of six trains daily from each end, between

Sidney and Liverpool. The time occupied by the journey will be seventy-two

minutes, and the fares by the three classes, 4s., 5s., 6s., and 7s. 6d., respectively.

The charge for conveyance of goods is 2s. 9d. per cwt. The entire cost of the

new line, exclusive of rolling stock, is about £76,000. The first portion of the

line is estimated to have cost £500,000.

IMPORTANT RAILROAD DECISION.

According to the Louisville (Kentucky) Democrat, some time last year W. P.

Johnson, of Louisville, proprietor of a lard factory on the lake shore, Chicago,

instituted a suit against the Illinois Central Railroad for damages. The track

of the road was laid down between the factory and the lake, thus cutting off the

communication between the lake and the factory, which communication was said

to be indispensable. The arbitrators heard evidence and argument for several

days, and a short time since rendered their decision, awarding to the plaintiff

«51,6S0.

JOURNAL OF MINING AND MANUFACTURES.

THE MANUFACTURE OF ENAMELED CLOTH.

The enameled cloth of commerce enters into many uses as a substitute for

leather. It is light and pliable, and, at the same time, firm and durable. It has

all the appearance of leather, with nearly its durability. Its most important use

is that of covering for carriage tops, for traveling-bags and trunks. It is exten

sively employed in the manufacture of cushions, and upholstering of similar nature,

and not rarely is it worked up into rain-proof coats and pants, answering all the

purposes of the India-rubber cloth, with which it is too frequently confounded.

The Northampton Gazette, a reliable print, briefly describes the process of man

ufacturing the black enameled cloth, which enters mostly into commerce and

consumption. The method of making the different colors is essentially the same,

the black being th.e foundation, and the colors afterward applied by hand.

The foundation of the article now under consideration is cotton cloth of the

best quality, made at Lowell expressly for this manufacture. It varies in texture

and width, according to the kind of goods for which it is intended ; the width

being from 34 to 54 inches. The cloth is taken from the bale, and wound upon

a large iron cylinder, and looks, in that position, very much like the huge rolls of

home made cloth, seen by the ancients in the garrets and chambers of New Eng

land farm-houses, when weaving was in fashion. It is now ready to receive its

first coat, so it is slowly passed through the machine, across and between the huge

iron cylinders, from the smaller of which, at the top, it receives its first coating

of composition— a black, disagreeable looking substance, composed of oil, lamp

black, rosin, and other ingredients, boiled together, till about the consistency of

melted tar. From between the cylinders, dressed in its black coat, the cloth is

carried to the story above, through an aperture in the floor, and wound upon a
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huge wooden frame, resembling, in shape, the old fashioned reel, upon which onr

mothers were formerly in the habit of reeling their yarn, before the spinning-

wheel was superseded by French novels. By an arrangement of spokes upon the

arms of this huge wheel, each layer of cloth is kept separate, so that no two por

tions of the cloth will come in contact. The frame, with its contents when filled,

is passed into what is called the heater, an apartment kept at a high tempera

ture, for the purpose of drying in the coating of composition. After remaining

in the heater a sufficient length of time to complete the drying process, it is re

moved to the lower story, whence it originally started, to pass through the hands

of workmen, who make all the rough places smooth. It is laid on long tables,

and the workmen alternately sprinkle with water, and rub with pummice-stone,

till the whole surface is made perfectly smooth. The cloth is then wound upon

the cylinder again, as at first, and passed through the machine into the upper

story, upon the huge reels, and into the heater, and again under the pummice-

stone. The cloth is passed through the machine five times, or till the required

thickness has been laid on. After the last scrubbing down, the fabric is taken to

another department in the upper story, thoroughly varnished, and again passed

through the heater. It is now represented as a piece of cotton cloth, with a thick

shining coat of black, very much resembling patent leather. But it has not yet

received its leather finish ; so in another department it is passed through the en

amel machine, which consists of another set of huge rollers, one of which covers

its surface with irregular indentions, resembling the grain of a feather. The cloth

is now carefully measured, and rolled up in packages of suitable size, put up in

boxes, and is ready for the market.

THE STRENGTH OP GUTTA-PERCHA.

A series of experiments of an interesting character have been made at the Bir

mingham Water Works, in England, to test the strength of gutta-percha, and

with a view of its applicability for the conveyance of water. The experiments

were made upon tubes J of an inch in diameter, the thickness of the gutta-percha

being J of an inch. These were attached to the iron main, and subjected to a

• pressure of 200 feet head of water for two months, without being in the least

damaged. The pressure of 337 pounds to the square inch was then applied, but,

to the astonisoment of all, the tubes were still unhurt. It was then proposed to

n3e 500 pounds pressure, but it was found that the lever of the valve would not

bear this weight. The highest power of the hydraulic pumps could not burst the

tubes.

During the few years that this substance has been in use, it has acquired a

fame almost unprecedented in articles of modern invention and manufacture. It

is found to be a useful auxiliary in the art of surgery. By its plasticity and

power of retaining any shape given to it when cool, it has become most import

ant in cases of fractured bones, taking the place of wooden splints and bandages.

It is also useful in printing silks and cottons, as it amalgamates readily with

colors.

A well-informed correspondent of the Boston Post communicates to that jour

nal the result of a scries of experiments made in Boston in October, 1855, which

were reported in the proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural History, Oc
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tober 17, 1856. These results, with those of some other experiments, give the

strength of the material much greater than the English experiments. For ex

ample, a piece 2£ bore i inch thick was tried by the engineer of the Croton

Water Works, in New York : " At 505 pounds to the square inch the water

made its way through an opening of about J inch in diameter. Upon cutting

through the fracture, I found an air cell at that point which reduced the thickness

one-third." "A piece of 1,000 feet long, 1 inch in diameter, bore with ease a

pressure of 100 pounds to the square inch." A piece of the same pipe subjected

to the full test, bore 260 pounds to the square inch, but at 272 pounds, a piece

t inch inside, i inch outside—that is, only 1-16 inch thick— bore 234 pounds,

burst at 240 pounds. Another piece of the same size did not burst until the

pressure was 360 pounds. A piece i inch inside, 1 1-32 inch outside, sustained

320 pounds, burst with 360. A piece i inch inside, £ inch outside, sustained 720

pounds, burst with 760 pounds, or over 50 atmospheres.

These trials indicate that this pipe is strong enough for all uses for which it is

adapted. All the pipe made for the Cochituate water is tested 400 pounds to

the inch, the pressure of the water in the lowest parts of the city being but 60

pounds to the inch. Pipe for soda fountains is tested to stand 5U0 pounds to the

inch. The usual charge of a soda fountain is 200 pounds.

PATTERKS FOR IRON CASTINGS.

It is necessary to make patterns in some degree larger than the intended iron

castings, to allow for their contraction in cooling, which equals from about the

95th to the 98th part of their length, or nearly 1 per cent. This allowance is

very easily and correctly managed by the employment of a contraction rule, which

is made like a surveyor's rod, but 4 of an inch longer in every foot than ordinary

standard measure. When a wood pattern is made from which an iron pattern is

to be cast, the latter being intended to serve as the permauent foundry pattern,

as there are two shrinkages to allow for, a double contraction rule is employed,

or one the length of which is J of an inch in excess in every foot. In calculating

weights, it is evident that the weight of a casting stands in the same proportion

to the weight of its pattern as the specific gravity of the former to that of the

latter, allowing, at the same time, for the shrinking or contracting in cooling.

The average specific gravity of pine-wood patterns is 0.500 ; oak, 0.785 ; beech,

0.921 ; pear-tree, 0.689; birch, 0.664; alder, 0.551; mahogany, 0.600 ; brass,

8.300 ; zinc, 7.000 ; lead, 11.000.

MACHINE FOR SAWING MARBLE TO A TAPER FORM.

Prior to the 1st of September, 1855, there was not a patent granted for a

machine for sawing marble to a taper form. The want of such a device had

been, unconsciously, long needed. To turn the attention of the inventive genius

of our country in that direction, a reward was offered by a gentleman for the in

vention of such a device—after it was patented. A considerable number of

machines for the purpose were accordingly patented, and applications for the same

are now pending before the Patcnt-ofiice. All these machines accomplish the de

sired result. Some, by a large complication of devices, which, when used practi

cally, would be expensive ; while others consist of one single device. There carj

be but one to receive the reward, 910,000.
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MANUFACTURE OF IRON AND THE CONSUMPTION OF COAL.

The importance of the manufacture of iron is strikingly illustrated by taking

one week's product of the Railroad and Bar Iron Works, located at Phcenixville,

near Philadelphia, belonging to the Phoenix Iron Company of that city, the de

tails of which have been handed to the Philadelphia Bulletin by a friend. Pro

duced in one week as follows :—r

First quality railroad iron, 62 pounds per yard 782 .78

" merchant bar-iron, assorted 1 96 . 75

" prepared iron, known as No, 1 198 . 96

" puddled bar iron 608^76

Total tons rolled 1,7 82 . 82

Of the above, over 900 tons consisted of railroad iron, merchant bar-iron, and

wrought-iron railroad chairs, the market value of which exceeded 855,000. The

consumption of coal during the same week at these works was over 1,400 tons.

When in full operation, they consume some 1,700 tons of coal per week.

In connection with this, we annex a statement of coal consumed weekly by the

Bumney Iron Works, South Wales, in which are invested $3,500,000. It is as

follows :—

Tons

By— p«r week.

8 Blast furnaces 2,000

Refining furnaces 26

68 Puddling furnaces 1,000

27 Balling furnaces 400

8 Reheating furnaces 1 00

8 Forge and colliery engines (of 400 horse-power) 400

(The boilers of the blast engines, 4 in number, of 400 horse-power, are

fed with the waste gases from the furnaces.)

9 Locomotive engines 260

For heating the blast 160

Total in the manufacture of iron 4,326

Allowance to 1,800 hands, representing a population of 10,000, at f 1 to

$1 60 per ton, delivered 400

If the $20,000,000 that arc annually sent abroad to pay for iron imported into

this country were retained and invested in the home product, it will readily be

perceived what a revivifying effect it would have on every description of business,

especially the coal trade—the consumption of that article in the manufacture of

iron being so important.

GAS WORKS IN GREAT BRITAIN.

Tho number of gas works in Great Britain at the present time is stated to be

876, employing collectively a capital equal to $62,500,000, on which an average

annual dividend of 5 per cent is paid. The number of persons employed in the

manufacture is about 24,000.

The quantity of gas annually produced in these works is 10,800,000,000 oubic

feet, requiring for its production the consumption of 1,350,000 tons of bituminous

coal. Owing to the greater cheapness of coal and labor in Great Britain, the

gas is furnished to consumers at $1 per 1,000 cubic feet—about one-fourth of the

price paid in the city of Brooklyn, and less than one-half of the price charged by

the corporation of Philadelphia,

vol. xxxvi.—wo. II. 17
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THE BAKING BUSINESS IN PHILADELPHIA AND BROOKLYN.

The business of baking crackers and ship-bread by steam and machinery, is,

according to the Ledger, carried on to a large extent in Philadelphia. There are

five establishments, employing about two hundred bands, and consuming some

1,500 barrels of flour per week, 6,000 pounds of sugar, and 20,000 pounds of but

ter and lard. The process through which the flour passes before being transformed

into bread, is as follows :—The flour, after receiving its due amount of water, is

placed into a cylinder, shaped like a cork-screw, which, revolving rapidly, mixes

and kneads it in a very brief period. The dough is then passed through heavy

rollers, which presses it into a sheet, after which smaller rollers are employed, so

as to reduce the dough to the thickness required for the biscuit The sheets are

then taken to the cutting machine, which rapidly transforms it into buiscuits, ready

for the oven. In the bakery of Messrs. Rickets 4 Watson, a patent revolving

oven is used. This oven is 45 feet in length, and by the time the revolving plate

passes through the oven, the bread is nicely baked. This oven will bake in ten

hours 120 barrels of bread. In addition to this oven, there are twelve flue ones,

for the baking of hand-made bread. The other steam bakeries in the city are

the ordinary flut ovens. The entire business will reach over $500,000 per annum.

The Tribune describes the process of Mr. Berden's gigantic bakery in Brook

lyn, (N. T.,) where some 500 barrels of flour per day are consumed, in the pro

duction of bread. The oven automatically receives about one hundred unbaked

loaves per minute, discharging as many of thoroughly baked bread, which had

been received half an hour before.

IRON AND COAL IN NEW SOUTH WALES.

"We learn from the Sydney Morning Herald that a very important discovery

has recently been made by Mr. Herborn, the Mineralogical Surveyor to the

Australian Agricultural Company. He has brought to light an extensive field

of iron ore, of very rich quality, within four miles of Stroud, and about six miles

from water carriage. The ore is pronounced to be equal to the best Swedish

ore. Two miners employed for a few days laid open a vein 5,000 feet long, 20

feet wide, and 2 feet 3 inches thick. About ten miles northeast of the iron de

posit a rich stratum of coal crops out of the ground, which is supposed to be the

thickest seam of coal hitherto discovered in the world ; and this coal bed, it has

been proved, runs in a direction northerly for 25 miles, cropping out again near

Gloucester.

KNITTING MACHINE—IMPORTANT CASE.

An important patent case was decided in the United States Circuit Court, at

Providence, Rhode Island, on the 24th of November, 1856, Judge Curtis pre

siding. The parties were J. S. Winsor n. Kendall and others, for infringing

the plaintiff's patent, granted for a harness knitting machine, on the 2d of Jan

uary, 1855.

The case is an uncommon one, and we call the attention of manufacturers and

inventors to it, as it relates to the use of machines constructed before the patents

for them are issued. The plaintiff charged the defendants with an infringement

of his right, in using (after his patent was granted) ten machines constructed by

them before his application for that patent. The point of defense was, that the
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plaintiff hat], in legal effect, licensed the making of these machines ; and the

question presented to the jury, under the Court's charge, was—" Did the defend

ants construct their machines under the belief, authorized by the plaintiff, that

he consented and allowed them so to do ?" A verdict of $2,000 damages was

given to the plaintiff by the jury in half an hour after the case was submitted to

them.

MERCANTILE MISCELLANIES.

COMMERCE OF RUSSIA,

We are indebted to J. Pierce, Jr., Esq., of the United States Legation at

St. Petersburg, for the Journal de Sain!e Petersbourg of November 11, 1856,

from which we translate the following summary of the commerce and navigation

of the Black Sea and the Sea of Azof. It is interesting at this time, in connec

tion with the establishment of the great Steam Navigation Company on the

Black Sea :—

[tHliUTIO FROM TBI JOtlKKiL DI ST. PITIESBOOKO FOR TBI HIRCBAKTl' moiZim.J

An article published by the Journal of Moscow, about the Steam Navigation

Company on the Black Sea, gives some very interesting data, drawn from official

tables, of the commerce of Russia, which we deem it convenient to republish.

These figures will give an appropriate answer to certain doubts raised on the

question, to know whether the elements of commerce on the Black Sea are suffi

ciently important to support the employment of such a great navigation.

It appears from the statistical tables of the general movement of the mercantile

navigation of different nations in the Russian ports on the Black Sea and the

Sea of Azof, that during the five years comprised between 1849 and 1853, in

clusive, the total number of vessels arrived at and sailed from said ports was

6,591, measuring 661,415 tons, each year. Of this number, 648 vessels, measur

ing 79,578 tons, had the Russian flag. The number of vessels properly called

loaded, arrived and sailed during the same period of time, was 4,120, measuring

400,959 tons; of which, 514 were Russian, carrying 48,287 tons. In these two

cases, the share of the national tonnage does not exceed 12 per cent on the total.

The total amount of our foreign commerce in the same ports having averaged

about 37,000,000 of silver rubles a year, foreign vessels must have carried goods

to the amount of 32,560,000 rubles, according to the established proportion of

12 per cent ; and the vessels with the national flag, must have transported only a

value of 4,440 rubles.

If we have to value the freight all round at 15 per cent, it will show that Rus

sia would have made only 666,000 rubles in freights, whilst foreign vessels must

have made a profit of 4,884,000 rubles. Besides, it must be observed in this ac

count that a good number of the vessels navigating in the Black Sea with Rus

sian colors, belong to Greeks or Sclavonians from the Adriatic, so that the actual

profits of Russian veasels are below 666,000 rubles.

Multiplying the number of the annual voyages by the total tonnage of the

steamboats which the company will put afloat, we obtain the general figure of

100,000 tons, or 12,000,000 poods. During the period from 1850 to 1852,

inclusive, the Russian exportation from all the southern ports amounted to

33,000,000 poods, bssides various articles, valued at 508,000 rubles; and the

importation gives the figure of 1,500,000 poods, and, moreover, a value of

2,300.000 rubles. These figures are, we trust, sufficient to warrant a permanent

employment of the company's steamboats. The establishment of this company

gives founded hopes—

1 >t. That the commerce of the south of Russia will leave its passive part, and

take a more powerful action.
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2d. That it will finally emancipate itself from the dependance of foreign

vessels.

3d. That the rich mines of anthracite on the banks of the Don will become

the object of a great and lucrative speculation.

4th. That nautical science and knowledge will soon spread among the inhab

itants of the shores of the Black Sea and of the Sea of Azof.

The author of these remarks closes his article, quoting a part of the article

published by Mr. Lerembert in the Revue des Deux Mondes, on the 15th of

February, 1856 :—

" Commerce is the life of a great nation. Through it, more than through vic

tories, great nations extend their influence and power across the world, and make

the light of civilization shine on the extreme boundaries of earth."

THE WATCH : IRON MORE USEFUL THAN GOLD.

" I have now in my hand," said Edward Everett, " a gold watch, which com

bines embellishment and utility in happy proportions, and is often considered a

very valuable appendage to the person of a gentleman. Its hands, face, chain

and case, are of chased and burnished gold. Its gold seals sparkle with the ruby,

topaz, sapphire, emerald. I open it, and find that the works, without which this

elegantly furnished case would be a mere shell—those hands motionless, and those

figures without meaning—arc made of brass. Investigating further, and ask

what is the spring, by which all these are put in motion, made of, I am told it is

made of steel ! I ask what is steel ? The reply is that it is iron which has un

dergone a certain process. So, then, I find the mainspring, without which the

watch would always be motionless, and its bands, figures, and embellishments, but

toys, is not of gold, (that is not sufficiently good ;) nor of brass, (that would not

do,) but of iron. Iron, therefore, is the only precious metal ! and this watch an

emblem of society 1 Its hands and figures, which tell the honr, resemble the

master spirits of the age, to whose movements every eye is directed. Its useless

but sparkling seals, sapphires, rubies, topazes, and embellishments, are the aris

tocracy. Its works of brass are the middle class, by the increasing intelligence

and power of which, the master spirits of the age are moved ; and its iron main

spring, shut up in a box, always at work, but never thought of, except when it is

disorderly, broke, or wants winding up, symbolizes the laboring class, which, like

the mainspring, we wind up by the payment of wages, and which classes are shut

up in obscurity, and though constantly at work, and absolutely necessary to the

movement of society, as the iron mainspring is to the gold watch, are never thought

of, except when they require their wages, or are in some want or disorder of some

kind or other."

THE TIME BARGAIN SYSTEM.

It is proposed in certain quarters to procure from the next Legislature a law

abolishing the system of time bargains in stocks, flour, provisions, Ac., &c and

making it a penal offense to buy or sell in that manner, punishable by imprison

ment in the penitentiary. We agree with the Herald, that it is all folly to at

tempt to prevent, by legislation, people from buying and selling, whether they

have the article or not. Time bargains are unauthorized by law, and the winner

at them can by no process known to the courts collect the proceeds. This is

sufficient for all practical purposes. All attempts to legislate beyond this is like

endeavoring to legislate as to the time when the sun shall rise or set.
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CHARACTER BETTER THAN CREDIT.

We often hear young men who have credit means dolefully contrasting their lot

with that ofrich men's sons. Yet the longer we live, the more we are convinced that

the old merchant was right, who said to us when we began to live, " industry, my

lad, is better than ingots of gold, and character more valuable than credit." We

could furnish, if need were, from our own experience, a score of illustrations to

prove the truth of his remarks. In all brandies of business, in all avocations,

character, in the long run, is the best capital. Says Poor Richard, " the sound

of your hammer at five in the morning, or nine at night, heard by a creditor,

makes him easy for six months longer ; but if he sees you at a gambling-table, or

hears your voice at a tavern, when you should be at work, he sends for his money

the next day." What is true of the young mechanic, is true also of the young

merchant, or yonng lawyer. Old and sagacious firms will not long continue to

give credit for thousands of dollars, when they see the purchaser, if a young man,

driving fast horses, or lounging in drinking saloons. Clients will not entrust their

cases to advocates, however brilliant, who frequent the card-table, the wine party,

or the race-course. It is better, in beginning life, to secure a reputation for in

dustry and probity, than to own houses or lands, if with them you have no

character.

A facility of obtaining credit at the outset is often an injnry, instead of a benefit.

It makes the young beginner too venturesome—fills him with dreams of too early

fortune—tempts him too much to neglect hard work, forethought, caution, and

economy. Excessive capital is as frequently a snare to a young man. It has

passed almost into a proverb, in consequence, that the sons of rich men never

make good business men. To succeed in life, we must learn the value of money.

But a superfluity of means at the outset is nearly a certain method of rendering

us insensible to its value. No man ever grew rich who had not learned and prac

ticed the adage, " if you take care of the pennies, the dollars will take care of

themselves." Knowledge of men, self-discipline, a thorough mastery of our pur

suit, and other qualifications, which all persons of experience look for, are neces

sary to give the world security that a young man is of the right metal. Cap

ital may be lost, but character never. Credit once gone, the man without character

fails. But he who has earned a reputation for capacity, integrity, and economy,

even if he loses his capital, retains his credit, and rises triumphant over bank

ruptcy itself. A man with character can never be ruined. It is the first thing

a young man should seek to secure, and it may be had by every one who desires

it in earnest. A poor boy with character is more fortunate, by far, than a rich

man's sou without it.

AMERICAN MERCANTILE LIFE.

Lord Bacon says children sweeten labor ; but little use, however plentiful the

supply, do the Americans make of these sugar-plums of existence. It is told of

a Wall-street palerfamilias, that having come, in the course of his rapid move

ments, accidentally upon his own child in the arms of a nur3e, he stopped, and in

a sudden paroxysm of tenderness, kissed the babe, and inquired very considerately

about its paternity, being totally unconscious of his own flesh and blood. Chil

dren with us are treated as soon as they are born, as posterity ; just as if they

were devoid of all contemporary interest A man's friends, too, in this country,
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are merely counting-house acquaintances, and hospitality hardly expands beyond

an invitation to " Brisk & Smart, No. — Pearl-street, be glad to see you—always

at home." Brisk & Smart are, indeed, always " at home" in their stores, but

never in their honses. It is not our pnrpose to inquire, just now, how far the

Mrs. Smarts and Mrs. Brisks may be responsible for shutting the door of hospi

tality in the faces of their husband's friends. We have an opinion of our own,

however, in regard to the fashionable pretensions of our dames. We do not be

lieve that the love of personal display, which robs the larder to enrich the parlor,

and shrinks the stomach to expand the skirt, is favorable to hospitality. We,

moreover, as we never go to parties, but are always open to an invitation to a

good dinner, protest against the practice of concentrating all the surplus means

of a household in one great annual display of expense, in which—that is, the ex

pense, and not the dubious delights of the party—the husband, and perhaps his

friends, alone participate. The ball of the season, however, is the town talk,

which, although it is at the cost of a whole year's household comfort, and the

ruin of all genial hospitality, is worth the sacrifice, in the opinion of the fashion

able wife.

"Her beggar pride defrauds her dally cheer,

To boast one splendid banquet once a year."

THE DIRTY SHILLING.

The inordinate, or rather the miserly, insane love of money, is the root of much,

if not all evil. Bishop Meade, in the Southern Churchman, gives an account of

many of the old families of Virginia. Among these he mentions a man named

Watkins, of whom the celebrated John Randolph, of Roanoke, left a manuscript

notice. A part of that notice is in these words :—" Without shining abilities, or

the advantages of an education, by plain, straight-forward industry, under the

guidance of old-fashioned honesty and practical good sense, he accumulated an

ample fortune, in which it is firmly believed there was not one dirty shilling."

This is very homely Saxon language, but it is full of pith and point. In Ran

dolph's mind there must have been running some faint reminiscence of the Apos

tle's phrase, " filthy lucre," used more than once in his epistles. Either term has

wide application, in these days, when the race for riches seems to absorb all hearts,

and few men care for the soil upon their shillings, provided only they have enough

of them. Yet the wisest of men says that a good name is better than thousands

of gold and silver ; whereas, a few dirty shillings, a few unjust gains, a few sharp

practices, will put a leprous taint upon the accumulations of a lifetime. It is

worth while for any man, before he makes a new addition to his heap, to examine

the color of his coin, and keep out the filthy lucre, the dirty shillings.

THE HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY.

The charter of the Hudson's Bay Company expires in 1859. The gigantic

monopoly of trading privileges enjoyed by this company over upward of two

millions of square miles of territory, is only equaled by that of the East India

Company. A company purely commercial, and therefore to some extent neces

sarily mercenary in its calculations, is beginning to be felt to be unsuited to a

region in such close proximity to an enterprising and flourishing colony such
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as Canada. The expiration of the charter, with the fact that the British govern

ment have had it under consideration to make a portion of the Hudson Bay ter

ritory a penal settlement, has brought the subject prominently before the Cana

dian public. On the 3d of December the subject came prominently before the

Board of Trade of Toronto, when the following resolutions were adopted :—

Resolved, That tlx; claim of the ITndson's Bay Company to exclusive right of

trade over a large portion of British North America, is injurious to the interests

of the country so monopolized, and in contravention of the rights of the people of

the British North American provinces.

Resolved, That a petition from the Board of Trade be prepared and presented

to the three branches of the Canadian Legislature, praying that steps be taken

to ascertain what are the legal rights of the Hudson's Bay Company to the ter

ritory and exclusive trade claimed by that company in the northern part of this

continent, and to pray them to adopt such measures as may be necessary to pro

tect the rights of this province.

TBE TERMS « SHIP" AND « MERCHANT,"

George Roberts, an Englishman, in his " Social History of the People if the

Southern Counties of England in Past Centuries," has the following on the terms

" ship" and " merchant :"—

Accurate investigation of the details of borough history has enabled us to at

tain some definite estimate of the important terms " ship" and " merchant." We

now style a three-masted vessel, having square sails on each mast, a ship; and a

a trader in an extensive way of business a merchant. In the Tudor reigns every

kind of craft was set down under the general term of ship, ast every dealer or

tradesman was under that of merchant. This has misled many. There can be

no fair comparison between the ship and merchant of Queen Elizabeth's and her

present Majesty's reign. Shipping and trading community, or inhabitants that

were engaged in trade, and some of these in a very small way, would be the mod

ern equivalents. This point is dwelt upon, as much of the erroneous account

about former greatness, as seaports and places of trade, has arisen from a mis

conception of these terms. Let these be wrongly interpreted, then accounts of

seaport towns under the Tudor sovereigns, their " ships," and " many rich mer

chants," sound very grandly. Nineteen ships and fifty-four merchants at Lime,

A. D. 1578, are an example of this use of words. Every detail is given in " an

assessment towards the charge of the Queen's ship" at 5d. in the pound. This

was the odious grievance known as ship-money.

AMERICAN ENTERPRISE ABROAD.

The Commercial Bulletin of New Orleans, referring to the restless enterprise

of the citizens of the great republic, says :—" In Mexico they are building rail

roads and cutting through mountains. In Lima they are projecting turnpikes,

and teaching the people the best mode of conquering impossibilities. In Brazil

people from the States are growing cotton and showing how it can be manufac

tured without taking it all the way to Liverpool or Manchester. In the Stateg

of the Plata, Edward A. Hopkins is building an " American Wharf." By the

last advices from Buenos Ayres we learn that this company of the " American

Wharf" was in active operation, and the structure daily drawing to completion.

The papers publish regular bulletins of its progress, and are loud in their praises

of its American projector and engineer. The stock at latest advices was sold at

25 per cent premium.
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ADVERTISING BORES.

A writer in the Boston Journal complains of drummers for newspapers who in

flict their society upon traders with a pertinacity only equaled by their imperti

nence. He writes :—" Since my advertisement first appeared in the Journal, I

have been overrun with drummers, in season and out of season ; and at all times

and hours, in they come, copy of advertisement in hand, willing to assist us in

disposing of our stock, and kindly offering to give us the benefit of a ' twenty

thousand circulation ' for about half price, and even lower than that, rather than

go away without a trade. My invariable answer to these bores is, that believing

myself to be as well posted as they as to what paper it will interest me to adver

tise in, I must decline their very lincral propositions. But this answer does not

always have the effect of getting rid of their importunities. Often, unless I am

almost uncivil in declining, they follow me like a shadow, and once I was obliged

to knock under and accommodate the ' solicitor.' Hand-organs I begin to look

upon as one of the minor miseries of life ; amateur musicians, who practice

o'nights, are not quite so bad as have been represented."

A SAMPLE OF MERCANTILE CORRESPONDENCE.

A merchant, at the season of business depression, received from one of his cus

tomers at a distance, in answer to a previous dun, a letter stating his difficulties,

and requesting time. The merchant paced his counting-room with lowering brow,

and stopping suddenly, turned to his clerk and said :—

" Write to that man without delay 1"

The paper was ready, and the pen filled with ink ; but not receiving any mes

sage for some moments, the clerk asked, " What shall I write?"

" Something or nothing, and that very quick 1"

Back to his desk went the clerk, and rapidly moved his fingers over the paper.

The letter was sent to the office, and by return of mail come a letter from the

customer, enclosing the money in full. The merchant with glistening eyes read

the letter, and hastening to his clerk, said :—

" What did you write to ?''

" I wrote just what you told me, and kept a copy of the letter."

Going to his letter-book and opening it, he found the following :—

" Dear Sir :—Something or nothing, and that very quick.

Yours &c."

That letter brought the money.

HOW COAL IS BOUGHT AND SOLD IN LONDON.

In the city of London coal is sent to consumers in sacks containing 100 pounds

each. These are loaded on large carts, drawn by enormous horses, with scales

and weights to each cart, and, if desired by the purchaser, the sack is weighed

by the driver. When the honesty of the coal merchant and the integrity of the

driver is well established, the weighing of the sack is seldom required. And in the

purchase of a cart-load of sacks, some three or four of them, taken promiscuously,

are tested by the scales, and if found correct, the weighing of the remainder of

the load is dispensed with. This mode of buying and selling coal is the result of

many years' experience in the vast city of London, and is better calculated to do

justice to the honest dealer and the consumer than any plan we have seen in prac

tice or proposed in this country.
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THE BOOK TRADE.

1.—Aurora Leigh. By Elizabeth Barrett Browning. 12mo., pp. 366. New

York : C. S. Francis.

What shall we call this book ? Is it a novel of English society pnt into blank

verse ? or an epic, of which the heart of a woman and a poet is the scene, her

thoughts of art and life, her hopes, mistakes, and love are the actors and events?

There are a few incidents, persons, a plot ; but these are merely incidental to the

main action, which is the growth of a woman's and a poet's soul. The real ac

tion goes on within the heart of Aurora Leigh, child of an English father and

Italian mother, born in Italy, and taken in early youth to England, and in the

heart of Romney Leigh, her cousin, a wealthy patrician, and radical social re

former. Art, reform, and love are the dominant thoughts, the motives of the

poem ; love, the universal solvent, touched and saddened by the harsh experience

of life, subduing, melting the coldness of an art that reaches after only intellect

ual beauty and the mechanism of systems of reform, which aim not at regenerat

ing society by a new and better growth of the individual, but at remolding it

from without, after the patterns and arbitrary schemes of the Fouriers and

Cabets. The artistic idea of the poem, we suppose, is to be found in these lines,

in which the work of modern poets is declared to be " to represent the age—their

age, not Charlemagne's—this love-throbbing age, that brawls, cheats, maddens,

calculates, aspires, and spends more passion, more heroic heat, betwixt the mirrors

of its drawing-rooms than Roland with his knights at Roncasvalles." There are

many lines of concentrated force, many of quiet beauty, in the poem, but not

many passages of matured power, except, perhaps, the closing scene. It is a

scholarly piece of English Iambic, half as long as the Iliad, and (may we say it?)

at the very opposite pole of the heavens of poetry, for in the Iliad we have

thought and feeling only as incarnate in word and deed, while with Mrs. Brown

ing words and deeds are but the shadows, of which thought and feeling are the

substance. Aurora is a woman's Iliad, a true epic of the nineteenth century, of

which the heart is the Ilion, love and art the Hector and Achilles.

2.— Violet ; or the Cross and the Crown. By M.J. MoIntosh, author of " Two

Lives, or to Seem and to Be," " Charms and Counter Charms,"' etc, etc. I2mo.,

pp. 448. New York : John P. Jewett & Co.

It is some twelve or fifteen years since Miss Mcintosh commenced her career

as an author by her " Aunt Kitty's Tales," which were followed by " Conquest

and Self- Conquest," " Praise and Principle," " Woman an Enigma," and the

stories named in the title-page at the head of this notice. These works were all

published by D. Appleton & Co., of New York. The present volume is dedi

cated to W. H. Appleton, now the senior partner of that house, " as a testimonial

of her gratitude for the generous encouragement which, more than ten years ago,

reoerved her sinking heart and failing hand, and of the judicious counsel which

has since guided her to such success as she has attained," fee. The feeling evinced

in this dedication must be gratifying to author and publisher, whose interests are,

to a certain extent, identical. "Violet" opens with a graphic and thrilling

description of a wrecking scene on the coast of New Jersey, in which all on

shipboard were lost, save a babe, found by the wreckers tied into its berth. The

adoption of this child by the rough wreckers, and the extraordinary and eventful

life which she lived for many years, forms a tale of deep and thrilling interest,

rarely equaled in the annals of romance.

3.—Oriental Acquaintance; or Letters from Syria. By J. W. De Forest.

12mo., pp. 285. New York : Dix & Edwards.

This volume contains a series of letters from the East, or " holy and unholy

places " of Orientalism, written in an agreeable, piquant style, and evincing acute

observation of the men and things that meet the eye and ear of the traveler.
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4.—The British, Poets. 18mo. Boston : Little, Brown & Co.

We have before us seventy-nine volumes of this unrivaled edition of the British

Poets. We say unrivaled, because it is uniform, and more complete than any

former edition published, either in England or this country. Indeed, we have no

uniform edition of so many of the British poets of the last two or three centuries.

The size of the volumes is convenient, and the type sufficiently large to suit the

capacity of all eyes and ages. We give a list of the volumes thus far published,

and embraced iu the seventy-nine alluded to above, as follows :—

Tola.

Shelley 8

Skelton I

Spenser. 6

Surrey I

Swift. 8

Thomson 8

Vaughan. 1

Watts. 1

Vols.
Akenside. «

Beattie 1

Buller •

Campbell *

ChurehilL 8

Coleridge 8

Collins 1

Cowper 8

Donne 1

Dryden ■

Falconer 1

Gay 2

Vols.

Goldsmith. 1

Gray 1

Herbert 1

Herrick 2

Hood. 4

Keats 1

Milton 8

Moore 6

White. 1

Wordsworth 7

Wyatt 1

Young 4

Parnell <fc TickelL. 1

Pope 8

Prior 2

Shakspeare. 1

We are not alone in our estimation of the excellence of this series of the ]

It has, we know, received the unqualified commendation of the press, an<

been everywhere received with a favor far exceeding the anticipations of the pub

lishers. In former numbers of the Merchants' Magazine wc have taken occasion

to bestow the highest praise upon this edition, which, as it progresses, we see r"

reason for retracting or abating. It becomes, therefore, a work of sup

on our part, to say what is universally acknowledged, that it is the 1

point of editorship and mechanical execution, ever issued.

5.— Westward Empire; or the Great Drama of Human Progress. By E. L.

Maooon, author of " Proverbs for the People," " Bepublican Christianity,"

" Orators of the American Revolution," etc., etc. 12mo., pp. 448. New

York : Harper & Brothers.

In this work Dr. Magoon presents a condensed view of the progress of civil

ization during four of the most marked epochs of history—the age of Pericles,

or that of artistic beauty ; the age of Augustus, whose characteristic is martial

force ; of Leo X., or the age of scientific invention ; and that of Washington, or

the age of universal amelioration. Under these four heads we have brought to

gether, with much force, clearness, and learning, many of the leading facts which

illustrate literature, art, science, philosophy, and religion ; the guiding and per

vading idea of the book being, that since the beginning of authentic history the

movement of civilization has been " uniformly westward." The work is written

in the true spirit of the modern philosophy of history, and with much animation ;

nor does the rather ambitious style of the preface prevent our recognizing the

real and solid merit of the literary structure, which the learned author has fur

nished with a somewhat overloaded portico.

6.—Dore. By a Stroller in Ecrope. 12mo., pp. 386. New York : Har

per & Brother.

Dor6, (gilded,) the difference, according to the " stroller," between the inside

and outside of things. As this difference struck the author more than anything

else in Europe, he adopted that title, he tells us, as a more fit emblem of the po

sition of the Old World than as a representation of the general tone of his book,

which is as little in the style of the guide-books as possible. The comfortable

and orderly appearance of things in Europe, as compared with America, has often

been noted ; but, as the author of the Control Social says, " there iB a comfort

able and orderly appearance of things about a dungeon." " Order reigns in

Warsaw." The letters are racy, and the writer has the true American spirit,

without partisan cxclusiveness.
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7-— The British Essayists; with Prefaces, Historical and Biographical. By

A. Chalmers, F. S. A. Vols, xxv., xxvi., xxvii., xxviii., xxix., xxx., xxxi.

Boston : Little, Brown & Co.

We noticed in former numbers of the Merchants' Magazine the publication of

this unrivaled edition of the British essayists, including the " Tattler," in four

volumes ; the " Spectator," in eight volumes ; the " Guardian," in three volumes ;

the " Rambler," and the " World." We now have before us the " Connoisseur ;"

" Idler," " Mirror," and " Lounger," which makes thirty-one volumes already com

pleted. To each of the several works in the series Mr. Chalmers has prefixed

historical, biographical, and critical notices, which add greatly to the value of

the revised essays embraced in the collection. The " Connoisseur " was under

taken by George Colman and Bonnel Thornton, and it is stated in one of the

essays that " almost every single paper is the joint product of both." The " Idler "

was originally written by Dr. Johnson for a newspaper, projected in 1758. The

" Lounger " was a continuation of the " Mirror." This edition of the " British

Essayists " is of the exact size and style of Little, Brown & Co.'s edition of the

" British Poets," and like the latter has, we are gratified to know, secured the

unqualified commendation of the press and the public in all parts of the country.

Aside from the value of these essays as models of the Euglish thought, mind, and

Btyle, they picture the morals and manners of the eighteenth century, and may be

read with pleasure and advantage in this last half of the nineteenth century.

8-— The Poetry of the East. By William Rounsetille Alger. 12mo., pp.

280. Boston : Whittemore, Niles, and Hall.

This beautiful volume displays in an eminent degree the taste, judgment, and

scholarship of its accomplished author, who, it would seem, had Inns been famil

iar with the whole field of Oriental literature, so far as accessible through Eng

lish, Latin, and German translations, devoting to it, as he informs us, every leisure

hour he could command. That these hours have not been few we have abundant

evidence in the volume before us. The larger portion of the s]>ecimens given ap

pear to be " faithful representations of Hindoo, Persian, and Arab thoughts,

sentiments, and fancies," which Mr. Alger met with in the voluminous records of

the different Asiatic Societies, in prose versions of the Vedas and Puranas, and

in a thousand scattered sources. About ninety pages of the volume are taken

up with an introduction to Oriental poetry, followed by a great variety of speci

mens of the poetry of the East. The introduction is a masterpiece of Oriental

scholarships. In short, Mr. Alger has " brought from the altar of the Oriental

muse, and laid on the shrine of American literature," an offering worthy of the

notice of all whose curiosity or sympathy can respond to the strange fascination

of Eastern gorgeousness, reverie, and passion.

9.—A Three-Fold Test of Modern Spiritualism. By William R. Gordon, D. D.

12mo., pp. 408. New York : Charles Scribner.

Dr. Gordon handles the whole subject of " Modern Spiritualism," as it is

termed, with as much severity and ridicule as some of the infidel writers of the

t have attacked the Bible, its doctrines, and its believers. He admits that it

enlisted in its service men of earnest purpose, who defend their position with

tact, and display a mind made up in courage worthy of any cause ; and men who

write with force, and show an all-pervading earnestness at the cost of reputation ;

and as they have succeeded in pushing their cause to the position of an influence

that cannot be met by the argument of contempt, he considers it not unworthy

of the dignity of the minister of the gospel to enter the lists as an opponent of

what he regards a great delusion in all its modern forms.

10.—The Minnesota Handbookfor 1856-7. With a new and accurate Map. By

Nathan H. Parker. 12mo., pp. 187. Boston : John P. Jewett & Co.

Similar in design to the " Iowa Handbook," noticed in another place in this

magazine, it will be found equally valuable. To the capitalist, seeking invest

ment ; to the traveler, seeking scenes of beauty in nature ; to the immigrant,

seeking a home among the fertile vales and fields of the West ; this, ai well as

the other handbook referred to, will be found exceedingly useful.
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11.—The Prince of the House of David : or, Three Years in the Holy City ; be

ing a Series of Letters of Adina. a Jewess of Alexandria, surjouroing in Je

rusalem in the days of Herod, addressed to her Father, a wealthy Jew in Egypt,

and relating, as by an Eye-Witness, all the Scenes and wonderful Incidents in

the Life of Jesus of Nazareth, from his Baptism in Jordan to his Crucifixion

on Calvary. Edited by the Rev. Professor J. H. Inoraijam, Rector of St.

John's Church, Mobile. 12mo., pp. 454. New York : Pudney & Russell.

It is scarcely necessary to say that Adina. the Jewess, is the assumed writer of

these letters, and that Professor Ingraham, the purported editor, is the real author

of them. The design of the author was to present, in a new aspect and from a

new point of view, the advent of Christ among the Jews, and thus induce the

"daughters of Israel" to read what he wrote. The scenes in the life of Jesus,

as recorded in the gospels, are here narrated as if by an eye-witness of them.

" With sacred awe and deep reverence," the writer unfolds, with the four gospels

as his guide, the successive incidents of what he regards " their marvelous histo

ry." Some of the scenes present Christ in hours of domestic intercourse and

friendly companionship. The letters are written in glowing language, and many

of the scenes are portrayed with dramatic power and effect. Although he re

gards the subject as " one of infinite delicacy," he maintains that " there can be

no charge of irreverence where none is intended, and where the writer has trod

' with his shoes off his feet,' and with the most cautious steps." The volume is

beautifully printed, as is everything from the neat and correct press of the enter

prising printers and publishers.

12.—The Complete Manual for Young Sportsmen : with Directions for Hand

ling the Gun, the Rifle, and the Rod ; the Art of Shooting on the Wing ; the

Breaking, Management, and Hunting of the Dog; the Varieties and Habits

of Game ; River, Lake, and Sea Fishing, etc., etc. Prepared for the Instruc

tion and Use of the Youth of America. By Frank Forrester. 12mo.. pp.

480. New York : Stringer & Townsend.

" Frank Forrester," or rather Henry William Herbert, the author of the pres

ent volume has been very successful in the preparation of works of this class.

His " Field Sports," " Fish and Fishing," " Horses aDd Horsemanship of the

United States," &c, are all well-known works among sportsmen. The present

volume, the character of which is sufficiently indicated in the copious title-page

quoted above, is " neither an abridgment of pages heretofore written, nor a com

pendium of facts already published." His previous works on this and kindred

topics were intended rather for sportsmen than lor beginners. This takes up the

matter oh oco, and is designed to teach the tyro in sportsmanship, or rather how

to advance until he has raised himself to be a master of his guild. The volume

has quite a number of pretty and appropriate illustrations, and is altogether

" got up " in the publishers' usually handsome manner.

13.—Contributions to Literature: Descriptive, Critical, Humorous, Biographical,

Philosophical, and Political. By Samuel Gilman, D. D. 12mo., pp. 564.

Boston : Crosby & Nichols.

Dr. Oilman, an eminent Unitarian clergyman, in the course of forty years'

" almost absorbing devotion to the duties of the Christian ministry," much of

that time in the city of Charleston, South Carolina, has found time to indulge in

various exercises of a more purely literary character. The volume before us

forms a part of these literary efforts, and consists of the miscellaneous accumula

tions of a life-time. Some of the articles in the present volume are now out of

print, and others have never been published before. It consists of essays and

poems. The essays, we take it, were mostly contributed in past years to the

Christian Examiner, North American, and the Southern reviews. The criticisms

of the author are generally judicious, and evince more than ordinary scholarship.

The poems have an academical air about them, written, as they were, for com

mencement performances for old Harvard, but the ideas arc pure, the versification

correct, and the diction chaste. It is a contribution which many literary men

will appreciate.
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14.—Life of Prince Talleyrand, with Extracts from his Speeches and Writings.

By Charles K. McHarg. 12mo., pp. 382. New York : Charles Scribner.

No extended memoir of Talleyrand has appeared in his own land or language,

a circumstance that rendered it exceedingly difficult on the part of Mr. McHarg

to prepare such a work in our language. The information concerning the re

nowned statesman was fragmentary and scattered, and the author of the present

volume has gathered up these fragments, and combined the most interesting and

reliable portion, whether from French or English, into a very clever, if not per

fectly harmonious whole, which was scarcely to be expected. It is known, how

ever, that Talleyrand has written an autobiography, which, by the terms of his

will, cannot be made public until 1868, when the required thirty years from the

date of his death will be completed. The author's aim in the present work was

to make an authentic and interesting narrative.

15.—Currer Lyle; or the Stage in Romance and the Stage in Reality. By

LooisE Reedkr. 12mo., pp. 361. New York : E. D. Long.

The author of this volume, highly accomplished, and endowed with the treble

gifts of genius, youth, and beauty, has thrown into a fictitious aud romantic nar

rative her brief experiences of domestic life. Having retired from the stage, she

has written to show young and inexperienced aspirants for theatrical honors " that

the theater is not a palace of enchantment, but a mimic world ol busy action,

where all is real and earnest, and that the only laurels they may hope to win must

be gathered from the fields of mental labor." The scenery and characters of this

life-romance are American. A great part of the action takes place in New

York, and in her sketches of real personages in that city, Miss Reeder exhibits

stinging wit and scorching satire. The whole story is full of interest. Indeed,

this is one of the bestfirst books we have seen for a long time.

16.—The English Bible. History of the Translation of the Holy Scriptures

into the English Tongue. With Specimens of the old English Versions. By

Mrs. H. C. Conant, author of " Translations of Neander's Practical Commen

taries." 12mo., pp. 404. New York : Sheldon, Blakeman <fe Co. Boston :

Gould & Lincoln.

This volume is designed by the compiler to exhibit in a popular form, and with

in moderate limits, the history of our English Bible. Consulting the vast mass

of literature of an historical and critical character, Irom its publication to the

present time, she has contrived to glean all that was calculated to furnish the

general reader with a clear, methodical, and at the same time comprehensive liter

ary and religious history of that extraordinary book—the Bible. In her preface

she expresses her thauks to our friend, George Livermore, Esq., of Cambridge,

Massachusetts, for loans from his private library, and it is a noteworthy fact that

this library, collected by a layman, engaged in mercantile pursuits, contains the

greatest variety of rare old versions aud editions of the English Scriptures to be

found in the United States.

17.—The Youth of the Old Dominion. By Samckt. Hopkims. 12mo., pp. 474.

Boston : John P. Jewett & Co.

In view of the fact that many narratives of our early history, which are par

ticularly designed for novices, are read as tasks, laid aside with weariness, and

their statistical details soon forgotton, Mr. Hopkins has endeavored to give to

the past the aspect and hue of life, and to excite a personal interest in events

which would secure little or none as unclothed facts. While admitting something

of fancy, all idea of fiction is disclaimed by the author, and a strict regard to

historic truth is maintained throughout these pages. The volume is not encum

bered with references, although the author in his preface acknowledges his indebt

edness to Hilliard, Simms, Smith, Stith, Beverly, Keith, Campbell, and Force's

historical collections. The narrative presents an attractive view of the Old Do

minion in its youth, and while a readable, is withal an instructive, story.
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18.—Rome, Christian and Papal. Sketches of its Religious Monuments and

Ecclesiastical Hierarchy, with Notices of the Jesuits and the Inquisition. By

L. de Sanctis, D. D. 12mo., pp. 261. New York : Harper k Brothers.

De Sanctis, the author of this work, was formerly Curate of the Magdalene,

Professor of Theology in the Roman University, and Qualificator at the Inquis

ition. He is represented as a man of no ordinary talents. A convert to the

Protestant faith, he has for some years past labored as a minister of the Wal-

densian, or primitive Italian, Church at Turin, Sardinia. The book is designed

not only for persons who are about visiting Rome, but for many who have al

ready done so. It has reference chiefly to the ecclesiastical antiquities, institu

tions, and ceremonies of Rome, and is written in a readable and even attractive

style.

19.—Hume Studies. By Rebecca A. Upton. 18mo., pp. 246. Boston:

Crosby, Nichols & Co.

Mrs. Upton, judging from the character and contents of this volume, is an ed

ucated, practical, sensible woman, and her book is made up of the gleanings,

gatherings, and experiences of a life-time. Her principal object seems to have

been " to bring into the compass of one small volume such information as may

be useful to both the housekeeper and gardener, whether residing in village, conn-

try, or city, and to keep in mind, through the whole work, the various fortunes

of the American woman," whether spent in cities, on western prairies, or south

ern plantations. The receipts given she knows to be good from experience, and

she says they almost all arc original ; that is, of family origin. The aim of the

book is to increase the number of manual employments, and widen the horizon of

observation for woman. It is an excellent family cyclopedia of common things.

20.—Silterteood : a Book of Memories. 12mo., pp. 408. New York : Derby

& Jackson.

A series of some forty tales or sketches from " fair to middling," to use a mer

cantile term. These sketches are, to quote from the author's rhyming preface or

introduction,
" Records luminous, where briphtly
Joy the snmbeam glows and shines—
Kecords with a throb of heart-break
Trembling all along the lines."

We take it, the author is of the feminine gender, for, to quote again, " If she has

not filled her bosom with the full and ripened ears, 'twas because her eyes were

clouded, and she could not see for tears 1" Her prose sketches are more poetical

than the nine stanzas which preface the book.

21—The Iowa Handbook for 1856. With a new and correct Map. By Nathax

H. Parker, author of " Iowa as it is," " Sectional and Geographical Map of

Iowa," " Minnesota Hankbook," &c. 12mo., pp. 187. Boston : John P.

Jewett & Co.

The extensive sale of Mr. Parker's " Iowa as it is," previously published, and

the continued demand for that work, induced the author to place before the pub

lic the substance of that work, as a cheap, concise, and reliable haudbook, with

statistics brought down to the present time. A beautiful and, we presume, cor

rect map is attached to the present volume. We briefly noticed the larger work

of Mr. Parker in the Merchants' Magazine, for November, 1856.

22.—Oliver Cromwell; or England's Great Protector. By Henry William

Herbert. 12mo., pp. 444. New York : Miller, Orton k Mulligan.

This is a purely historical romance, from the pen of a very prolific and suc

cessful writer in several departments of literature. It was originally published

several years since, " in a period of civil and commercial depression. It has

long been out of print, and is now reproduced thoroughly revised and corrected

by the author. The admirers of Mr. Herbert's recent works will not pass this

earlier production unnoticed or unread.
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23.—The Morgan Horses : A Premium Essay on the Origin, History, and Char

acteristics of this remarkable American Breed of Horses ; treating the Pedi

gree from the original Justin Morgan, through the most noted of his Progeny,

down to the Present Time. With numerous Portraits, to which are added

Hints for Breeding, Breaking, and General Use and Management of Horses ;

with Practical Directions for Training them for Exhibition at Agricultural

Fairs. By D. C. Linsley, Middlebury, Ct. 12mo.( pp. 340. New York :

Saxton & Co.

An outline of the contents of this valuable treatise are given in the title-page,

as quoted above. The Morgan horse is described as a peculiar animal. His

short, light, rapid step, points to the great muscles which give him motion. His

prominent, clear, eager eyes, set wide apart, testify to his courage and docility ;

while his clear, bright head, carried high, with short, pointed ears, gives grace

and elegance to every motion. The Committee of the Vermont State Agricul

tural Society, who awarded the premium to Mr. Linsley, for his elaborate, well-

arranged, and carefully-prepared essay, commend it to all who are interested in

that noble and useful animal. The author has collected all the facts pertaining

to his subject, which intelligent research and thorough doctrine can furnish, and

embodied them in an attractive form, and with a just discrimination. It is a

most valuable contribution to natural history, and to what we may term the agri

cultural literature of the country.

24.—Poems. By Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. Complete in Two Vol

umes. 32mo., pp. 778. Boston : Ticknor & Fields.

There is no poet of the past or the present, at home or abroad, that we read

with more pleasure than our own Longfellow. Many of hid thoughts and words

are cherished in our memory, and have been to us the source of much that is

strengthening and cheering in our march through " the world's broad field of

battle." Hence we are under many obligations to our old friends, Ticknor and

Fields, for this most complete and, in many respects, beautiful edition of our fa

vorite bard, bound up in two as beautiful volumes as the arts connected with the

mechanism of a book ever produced. These volumes contain all the published

productions of the author up to the time of their publication, near the close of

1856. It is what may be denominated a pocket edition, but is printed on type

clear and distinct—type that will not weaken the strength or impair the vision

of even weak eyes.

25.—Whaling and Fishing. By Ciiarles Nordiioff, author of " Man-of-War

Life," " The Merchant Vessel," &c. 18mo., pp. 383. Cincinnati : Moore,

Wilstack, Keys & Co.

The author of this and other similar sketches of " life on the ocean " has had

some experience in that life, and while the titles of his books are calculated to in

terest the roving, adventurous spirit of young men, he aims to give such a plain,

common-sense picture of that life, about which a false romance throws many

charms, as shall induce the young man entering into life to make a sensible choice

of evils, by looking elsewhere than to the sea for the adventurous existence which

his spirit requires.

26.—Brazil and La Plata. The Personal Records of a Cruise. By C. S.

Stewart, A. M., U. S. N., author of " A Residence at the Sandwich Islands,"

" Visit to the South Seas," " Sketches of Great Britain and Ireland," &c, Ac.

12mo., pp. 428. New York : G. P. Putnam & Co.

Mr. Stewart has held for some time the office of Chaplain in the United States

navy, and is the author of several similar works which have been favorably re

ceived and widely circulated. Besides giving an outline of the cruise of the Uni

ted States ship Congress, and such observations of the places visited by her, Mr.

Stewart has retained that which related specifically to the ship, sufficient, at least,

to convey a general idea of life on board a man-of-war, and of himself, enough to

throw light upon the position, duties, and influence of a chaplain in the naval

service.
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27.—The Principles of Agriculture, etc.. By Albert. D. Thaer. Translated

by William Shaw, Esq., member of the Council of the Royal Agricultural So

ciety of England, etc., and Cuthbert W. Johnson, Esq,, P. R. S., author of

the " Farmer's Encyclopedia," etc. 8vo., pp. 650. New York : C. M. Sax-

ton & Co.

The author of this elaborate treatise was born in 1752, and died in 1828. His

first work, " An Introduction to a Knowledge of English Agriculture," was pub

lished in 1798, and his last, on Wool, and Sheep Breeding, in 1825. The present

work embraces the theory of the soil, the clearing of land, plowing, manuring,

and irrigation, hedges and fences, management of meadow and pasture lands ; the

cultivation of wheat, rye, corn, oats, barley, buckwheat, hops, tobacco, clover,

and all the varieties of grasses ; the economy of kine stock, breeding and feed

ing ; the management of the dairy, and the use of manures, and the various sys

tems of cultivation, keeping journals and farm records. In brief, it is a complete

cyclopedia or circle of practical agriculture.

28.—Principles of Chemistry ; Embracing the Most Recent Discoveries in the

Science, and Outlines of its Application to Agriculture and the Arts. Illus

trated by Numerous Experiments, newly Adapted to the Simplest Apparatus.

By John A. Porter, A. M., M. D., Professor of Agriculture and Organic

Chemistry in Yale College. New York : A. S. Barnes & Co.

We have seldom, if ever, met with a scientific manual so clear and comprehen

sive. The author has succeeded in disencumbering chemistry of much detail, and,

at the same time, the illustration of the more important phenomena of the science

is brought within the reach of every school, ana every individual student. The

distinct features of the work are a more complete classification to chemical anal

ogies, the explanation of chemical phenomena in ordinary language, as well as

symbols, and the addition of a complete set of formula;. The recent important

discoveries are introduced, and the relations of chemistry to the arts and agri

culture are considered.

29.—Narrative of the General Course of History, from the Earliest Periods to the

Establishment of the American Constitution. Prepared with Questions for the

Use of Schools, and Illustrated with One Hundred and Fifty Maps and En

gravings.

This work is divided into three parts, and presents in a simple and connected

narrative a general view of the great leading events which have occurred in the

history of the world—beginning with ancient history the first, English history the

second, and American history the third part. It is intended for Americans, and

the narrative follows the line which leads to, and is the most directly connected

with, the events of our own history. It is copiously illustrated with maps and

well-executed engravings.

30.— Worth, not Wealth, and other Tales. By Cousin Anoie. Boston : Phil

lips, Sampson & Co.

This very prettily illustrated story conveys ideas as to the objects and purposes

of human life and pursuits, which it is well enough to inculcate upon children's

minds, and which for those of " larger growth " are set forth in our own " Worth

and Wealth." The stage, also, has caught the idea, and the playbills of one of

our theaters, we notice, announces a piece entitled " Wealth and Worth."

31.—" It is Never too Late to Mend." A Matter-of-Fact Romance. By

Charles Rkade, Author of " Christie Johnstone," " Peg Woffiugton," etc.

2 vols , 12mo., pp. 423, 424. Boston : Ticknor & Fields.

The moral of this is given in the title, and that moral is beautifully and forc

ibly illustrated in this " matter-of-fact romance." The other publications of Mr.

Reade have secured for him a high reputation, among the bast framed and most

cultivated minds. The publishers have shown their never-failing good taste in

the republication of the present volumes.
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Art. I.—POLITICAL ECONOMY.

NCMDZB L

Political Economy is the science of wealth, and teaches the laws which

fovern its production, distribution, and consumption. This science must

e carefully distinguished from politics, or the science of government, with

which it is often confounded in the popular mind, but from which it differs

as widely as do chemistry and geology ; sciences which, though intimately

related to each other, are nevertheless entirely distinct. So of the laws

of wealth, and those of government. The former exist in nature, the latter

are the enactments of meu ; yet it is evident they must be intimately con

nected, and should be in perfect harmony.

Wealth is a constant subject of legislation, hence the importance that

its natural laws, to which all other laws should conform, be well under

stood by all, especially in a republic, the beneficence of whose legislation

depends on the general intelligence of the people.

We define the term wealth, as including all articles or commodities to

which man attach the idea of property, as houses, lands, ships, merchan

dise, cattle, furniture, etc., etc.—everything, in fact, that possesses value.

The term value, needs to be carefully defined. Political economy has

sometimes, and very properly, been called the science of values. It treats

wholly of them, hence the great importance of precision and accuracy in

the use of the term. The popular use of the word will not answer our

purpose.

By value, then, is meant the power which any article possesses of com

manding an equivalent in exchange; in other words, value means ex

changeability, and cannot be properly used in any other sense, when ap
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plied to wealth. We must carefully distinguish between utility and value ;

otherwise there will be great contusion or circumlocution. We reject the

terms sometimes employed, "intrinsic value," "value in use," "exchange

able value," and the like. We reject them not only as inappropriate and

inconvenient, when used in this sience, but preposterous. The utility of

any object is as distinct from its value, as its weight is from its color, and

the two must never be confounded. An article may have many and great

utilities, but it can have but one value. India-rubber, for example, has

many utilities—may be used for a great variety of purposes, but it has

but one value, viz., a certain number of cents per pound. Nor is the value

of an article necessarily increased by the number of utilities it may be

found to possess, providing the means for producing that article keep

pace with the demand for it; and, as a general principle, the greater the

demand for an article, the larger will be the arrangements for supplying

it, and the cheaper it will be afforded, if there be no natural limits to its

production. This is illustrated in the case of the commodity before re

ferred to, which, while it had only one known utility, viz., that of remov

ing pencil-marks, had a value, or exchangeable power three or four times

as great as at the present, when it is known to possess a great many im

portant utilities.

Having thus defined the term value, we proceed to show in what man

ner it originates, or what it is that gives this value or exchangeability to

an article.

Value arises from the union of two conditions upon any article, or com

modity ; first, it must have cost labor, and secondly, it must be an object

of desire. Without these two considerations, no object will have value;

with these, any object will have it, whatever its character may be. If an

article can be had without labor, however useful and desirable, like atmos

pheric air, water, etc., no one will give that which costs labor for it; of

course it will have no exchangeable power or value. On the other hand,

an object for which no one has a desire, will not have any value, how-

muchsoever it may have cost to produce it.

No student of political economy should proceed in the science, until, by

examination and reflection, he has fully settled in his own mind the true

definition of value, and its origin and source. It is the foundation upon

which the whole superstructure of the science rests.

Although it be, as we have stated, that any article to have value must

have both cost labor and be an object of desire, yet it is obvious that

labor is the essential foundation of value, and therefore it becomes neces

sary to ascertain the precise meaning of that term.

By labor is meant the voluntary efforts of human beings to produce

objects of value. We say voluntary, because no one will perform service

voluntarily, except for a compensation, and that compensation must give

value to everything so produced. Nothing else is labor. The involuntary

and unpaid services of human beings are to be placed in the same cate

gory with the labor of horses and cattle.

With this definition, it is obvious that the value of every article, other

things being equal, will be in proportion to the labor required to produce it.

Tliis may not, at first view, be in accordance with well known facts.

For example, a diamond, which may have a value equal to 20,000 day's

work, may have been obtained without any appreciable labor; but this

was :in accident. The same man who by chance fell upon this rare gem,
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might hunt during his whole life afterward, without finding one of a tenth

part of the value. Anything obtained by rare chance, or accident, does

not come under the laws of wealth. Such things are found, rather than

produced. *

Again, objects of mere curiosity frequently have a value a thousand fold

greater than the labor originally required to produce them. We are told

that an antique volume of the Decameron, believed to be the only one in

existence, sold for $20,000 ; while the labor it cost was not probably equal

to five dollars. This is no exception to the rule, since all the labor of the

world could not produce another original copy.

A chair from the May Flower would doubtless sell for the price of some

dozens of a modern article, costing much more labor; yet this does not

go to disprove the position that labor is the foundation of value.

It may be thought that gold and silver should be placed in the same

list with gems and curiosities, but such is not the fact. The precious

metals, although sometimes obtained by mere chance, are, on the whole,

regularly produced by labor, and their value is determined like that of all

other commodities, by the average amount of labor required to produce

them.

Again, it may be supposed that articles protected by an accidental or

designed monopoly, are an exception to the law of values. Far from it,

since monopoly contravenes all the natural laws of production. When

established by legal authority, its design is to exempt the favored article

from the operation of the natural laws of trade, as in the case of patents,

copy-rights, etc., etc. Under the influence of these, the more specific bear

ings of which we shall consider hereafter, commodities often exchange for

several times their labor value.

While it is strictly true that labor is the foundation of all value, it is

necessary to explain that it enters into the production of value in two

forms, viz. : first, as the labor of the present, and secondly, as the accu

mulated or consolidated labor of the past. For the sake of convenience,

we denominate the first labor, and the second capital ; but in their nature

they are identical. Each performs an important part, and both are ever

inseparably connected in the production of wealth.

But since these two forms of labor are often owned by different indi

viduals, one being the possessor of the power of present labor, while an

other is the owner of the accumulated labor of the past, it necessarily

comes to pass, that although both are thus united in production, and co

partners in almost all the business of mankind, they are necessarily com

petitors. Each must have a share of the whole amount of values created.

What one gets, the other cannot have, therefore the competition must

exist as long as production is carried on.

These form the two great competing, but not antagonistic, interests of

modern civilization. We say not antagonistic, since capital is as much in

need of the aid of labor, as labor is that of capital.

From the foregoing definitions, it will bo seen that the services of horses,

cattle, and machinery, in producing values, are not to be regarded as labor,

but as the use or employment of capital. These cost a given amount of

previous labor, are maintained at a given expense, and produce a given

amount of value, as a compensation for the use of so much capital. Slaves

are to be placed in the same category. As held and used they are capital,

and as such only do they confer value.
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We have said that capital is the accumulated or consolidated labor of

the past, but so is all wealth ; what, then, is the distiuction ?

Capital is that part of wealth which is actually employed in reproduc

tion. The simplest form of capital is that of an ax, or a spade. All

tools, implements, machines, the land and cattle of the farmer, the ships,

warehouses, and stock in trade of the merchant, the factory and raw ma

terial of the manufacturer, together with the money he employs in paying

for his labor, etc. ; every kind of property, in short, which is so employed

or used that it aids directly in the production of wealth, must be classed

as capital.

Having now defined the principle terms of the science, we are prepared

to consider the several divisions of the subject. These are three, viz. :—

1st. The Production. 2d. The Distribution ; and 3d., The Consumption

of Wealth. And first—

OF PRODUCTION.

If labor in some form produces all wealth, we are led to inquire into

the circumstances which have a tendency to increase or diminish the power

of this great agency.

In looking abroad on universal man, we find that labor is productive

in very unequal degree?, in different communities.

In one, for example, if a man wants a chair, he goes to the forest, fells

a tree, cuts it into proper dimensions, carries it to his workshop, forms its

parts, and puts them together. His chair, rude and imperfect as it may

be, has cost him the labor of two days. In another community we find

a chair equally serviceable, and far more elegant, produced by the labor of

half a da}7. From what arises this difference ? On examination, we shall

find in the latter case, one man was employed in cutting the timber in the

forest; another in transporting it to the mill; another, with proper ma

chinery converting it into lumber of suitable length and thickness ; another,

by the aid of a lathe forming the legs, and another the bottom of the

chair ; another, putting the parts together ; and still another in painting

and varnishing it. A great number of chairs are made by the combined

efforts of all these individuals, so that the average value of each chair is

only equal to the labor of one man for half a day.

All this is accomplished by a—

DIVISION OF LABOR.

This is one of the most important principles in the science of produc

tion. It has already greatly increased the effectiveness of labor, and as

the principle is one that may be greatly extended in its application, we

have reason to suppose, judging from the past, that it will, sooner or later,

be as universal as the nature of things will admit. It deserves, therefore,

a detailed examination :—

1. The extent to which it is already carried may be illustrated by taking

the case of the boot manufacture.

In that business one person cuts the fronts ; one crimps ; one " cuts in ;"

one cuts the backs; one cuts linings; one pastes together; one strips out

the sole-leather; one cuts the soles; one cuts and makes the heels; one

stitches the backs ; one sides up ; one binds ; one bottoms ; one " buffs ;"

one trees ; one packs, marks, etc.

Here are sixteen different hands employed in producing a single boot.

In some cases, even a greater number are employed.
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Now that which is true of this, is equally true of all wholesale manu

facturing. All such is considered only a division of labor. This being

the case, it becomes us to inquire into the particular advantages and dis

advantages incident to it.

ADVANTAGES OF DIVISION OF LABOR.

1. It gives improved dexterity. The man who is employed constantly

in a single operation, acquires a dexterity and aptitude unknown to him

who is frequently changing from one operation to another. This is so ob

vious as to need no proof; yet ocular evidence of the fact, as exhibited

in workshops, gives a greater impression of its importance than any state

ment can make.

2. It saves time. When a workman is obliged to change from one place

to another, or when he changes from one operation to another, it requires

time to adjust himself to his new position. If these changes are frequent,

as they must be, where one person manufactures an entire article, a great

waste of time must be the inevitable result.

3. Facilitates the invention of tools and implements. When a work

man is confined to a single operation, it is quite remarkable how soon his

mind suggests improvements in the particular tool with which he works.

Directed constantly to a single point, his mind soon discovers the best pos

sible contrivance for effecting his particular object. Hence we always find

that division of labor gives rise to discovery of new and improved imple

ments and machinery.

This may be seen in the case of the shoemaker. In olden times, he

needed little more than his cutting-knife, lap-stone, awl, and hammer. His

whole "kit" was comprised in half a dozen articles; now they amount to

half a hundred, some of them costly, and powerful machines.

4. Secures better adaptation of physical and mental labor. This is a

consideration of great magnitude.

In printing, for example, by division, a great part of the labor is per

formed by females and persons of little physical strength, who could not

be employed at all if they were obliged to perform all the operations con

nected with that business.

The same is true of the manufacture of cotton and woolen goods, shoes,

clothing, &c. In all these branches of industry and many others, women,

and even children of tender age, can execute certain parts of the work to

great advantage. By this arrangement whole families are employed in

production who would otherwise be obliged to rely for support on the

labors of the father.

It is not physical power alone that, by this process, is made more

effective. The same principle is equally applicable to mental or intel

lectual power. Some operations in the mechanic arts require intelligence

and ingenuity of a high order, but very little muscular strength. Others,

again, require great strength of muscle, but little effort or action of the

mind. Now, by this arrangement, the feeble, having mind, and the stupid,

having strength, are both made equally efficient, and a work is accom

plished that could otherwise be done by neither.

In estimating the productive power of any community, we must take

this fact into account. Where no division of labor takes place, production

must be comparatively small, however industrious the laboring population

may be. It is when many work, or rather when all work, as they can
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only do to the best effect where the division of labor is introduced, that

the greatest increase of wealth will take place.

6. Increases the power of capital in production.

Division of labor tends to concentrate manufactures into large estab

lishments, and these have greatly the advantage over smaller ones. Sup

pose seven men are engaged in making hats, having each a separate

building, with all the necessary tools and apparatus, and $1,000 in capi

tal ; or one man. engaged in the business, employing several persons, one

establishment, and having $7,000 in capital.

The small manufacturers must purchase on a small scale. A few hun

dred dollars' worth at a time would be all they would wish and all they

could use to advantage. The large dealer would, of course, purchase

largely. lie would be known in the market as an extensive dealer. He

could purchase all his stock in packages or large quantities, and of course

buy cheaper.

His operations being so much larger, he could afford to go oftener to

market, and thus keep himself better informed in regard to whatever he

wished to sell or purchase.

These circumstances would give him such advantages over the small

dealer as in the end to put a stop to the business of the latter. This

operation is a common one, exemplified in a thousand instances at the

present day. It is a necessary consequence of division of labor. It seems

to be a law that as you divide labor, you concentrate capital, and that

while division increases the power of labor, concentration increases that

of capital.

But here it may be remarked, that this is a point beyond which neither

the division of labor nor the concentration of capital can be profitably

carried. When each operation in the manufacture of an article has been

rendered as simple and as completely a unit as human ingenuity can de

vise, the principle of division can be carried no further; and when the

concentration of capital has become so great that interested personal

supervision cannot be brought to bear with sufficient intensity upon each

and every department of the business, to insure efficiency and fidelity on

the part of employees, that moment the power of concentration is neutral

ized, or perhaps worse than lost.

It is an important fact to bo considered in this connection, lhat there is

one branch of human industry, and that by far the largest, into which—

so far as can now bo seen—neither the division of labor nor the concen

tration of capital can ever be extensively carried. We refer to agriculture.

That labor cannot bo so greatly divided in agriculture, is obvious from the

fact that it is performed, not in a single room or place, but mostly abroad

and over a considerable territory, and also that the business consists of a

successive series of operations to be performed at different seasons of the

year. No man can plow, plant, mow, or thresh continuously. These

may all be done by the same man, and must be, if he is constantly em

ployed in farming operations, but it must be by alternate change from one

to another. Nor, again, can there be, so far as is now known, so extensive

use of machinery, or water or steam power, as in manufactures.

Nor can there advantageously be so great a concentration of capital.

From the very nature of the case, in countries where all trades are free,

and no monopoly or special advantage allowed to any, where land is

abundant and accessible, it will always doubtless be true that agriculture
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will be in tha hands of the million, as cultivators and owners of the soil,

and that

" He that by the plow would thrive,

Must either hold himself or drive."

6. Shortens apprenticeship.

When a workman at any trade was required to understand and perform

every part of it, a seven years' apprenticeship was deemed necessary ; but

if, by division of labor, he be required to perform only one-seventh of the

operation, it is clear that he need spend but one-seventh as much time in

learning his trade. And such is the fact, practically. The saving thus

effected is an item of no small account, when we are considering the ad

vantages of division of labor.

To illustrate this we will take the case of the hatter. Under the primi

tive system, one person only was employed in making a hat; under the

present system, we will suppose that seven are employed—the result will

be as follows :—

SeveD men serve each an apprenticeship of 7 years in learning to

make one entire hat 7x7 — 49 years

Under the modern system, 7 men serve each one year in learning

to make one-seventh part of a hat 7x1— 7 years

Saving of time in apprenticeship 42 years

Now, in both cases we have seven good hatters; the last seven men

will make as many hats and as well as the first, and the forty-two years of

time is saved.

It will not, however, be certainly true that each man would, of neces

sity, serve just one year. One of the operations might be so simple that

sufficient knowledge and skill might be gained in a month as well as in a

year, while another might require twenty-four months; but in the aggre

gate, the whole time required by the seven persons would be rather less

than more than we have estimated.

To get a more impressive view of the importance of this fact in politi

cal economy, let us take, for example, the State of Massachusetts and its

principal branch of manuracture, viz., that of boots and shoes :—By the

State census of 1855, it is ascertained that 74,326 persons were in the

boot and shoe business.

We will suppose that two-thirds of this number were skilled workmen,

or those who must have expended five years, at least, in order to learn

how to make an entire boot or shoe. This is a reasonable estimate. It

would then stand thus:—50,0OU multiplied by 5 equal 250,000 years of

apprenticeship in learning the whole trade, if each had qualified himself

in every part as necessary, where no division of labor takes place.

As now actually practiced, not more than one year is required to learn

the trade, and the result is 50,000 multiplied by 1 equal 50,000 years'

time occupied in apprenticeship. If we deduct this latter sum from the first,

we have 250,000 less 50,000 equal 200,000 years of time saved in the

mechanical education of one generation of boot and shoe makers in the

single State of Massachusetts; and as a generation of workmen in that

branch of business is known not to exceed 22 years, (from the age of 21,)

it follows that this saving of 200,000 years of labor is repeated every 22
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years. If the value of each young laborer bo placed at $100, it will be

200,000 multiplied by 100 equal $20,000,000.

This, taken as whole, is doubtless much within the amount actually

saved by the operation of the principle under consideration, as applied

to Massachusetts and one branch of its industry. How great then must

be the aggregate, if we include the whole manufactures of the United

States !

Art. II.—AMERICANS AND AMERICAN TRADE AT CONSTANTINOPLE.

Previous to 1830 it had been, for several years, a desideratum with

the government of the United States to establish treaty relations with the

Sublime Porte. It supposed that a treaty of friendship and navigation

would throw open the Black Sea to American trade, and that this would

immediately increase and extend itself there. It is more than probable

that it entertained a very vague idea of the nature of the commerce of

that sea, of the products of its ports, and of the demands existing in them

for objects of the produce or manufacture of the United States. At that

time the trade of Great Britain with the ports of the Black Sea was very

inconsiderable ; yet the anxiety shown by the government of the United

States to be enabled to take a part in it, evidently excited its attention

and its jealousy. From the nature of the government of the United

States, secrecy can scarcely be expected, if indeed ever desirable, and this

was not carried out with much success in the measures adopted by it to

present its plans of negotiating a treaty with the Sultan of Constantinople.

The correspondence of the earlier agents sent from Washington show

that their operations were well known, watched, and opposed by the

British Embassy. Notwithstanding all this, the Commissioners sent from

the United States succeeded in passing the present treaty with the Ottoman

Porte in May, 1830.

It was believed that a commerce would soon grow up between the Uni

ted States and Odessa, in Russia, and consequently a consulate was at once

established there. From this circumstance, it would seem that nothing

was expected from the Sea of Azof or any of the Turkish ports on the

southern shores of the Black Sea. An increase of commercial relations

with Russia were then more in contemplation than with any part of the

Turkish empire. It is not improbable that the Russian government was

desirous that such a trade should grow up between Odessa and the United

States, for the correspondence alluded to shows that the Russian Embassy

at Constantinople aided in opposing the unfriendly influence of the British

ambassador, and in securing the ratification of the treaty of May, 1 830,

by the Sultan's ministers.

The immense commerce of Asia Minor and Messopotamia would war

rant the appointment of a consul at Trebizond and a vice-consul at Sinope

or Samsoun—better at the latter place. Both should be salaried, the

former with $2,000 and the latter $1,000 per annum. If possible, both

should be intelligent men, conversant with trade, and acquainted with the

commercial houses of New York and Boston.

During the years 1830, 1831, and 1832, several American ships visited

Constantinople, and some went to Odessa for cargoes. One conveyed to
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the United States a quantity of bai ley as a part or the whole of her cargo.

Hides and wool were also shipped at Odessa for New York and Boston.

Soon after this, the trade again diminished, and never rose to beyond

three or four American ships per annum, at Constantinople. Indeed, two

vessels may he mentioned as the average of the trade carried on with this

city. It. became a by-word there, that "rum and missionaries " formed

the principal objects of the American commerce.

The chief obstacle to an increase of this trade was the absence of com

modities out of which to form return cargoes. American vessels could

import to Constantinople a part of the "colonials" required for consump

tion there, in the country markets, through the ports on the southern

coast of the Black Sea, and for Georgia and Persia; but Turkey produced

nothing desired in such quantities in the United States as to enable these

vessels to make up full cargoes on their homeward voyage. Wool, box

wood, and drugs had to constitute the principal part of their cargoes, and

even these were shipped at Smyrna in the place of Constantinople, where,

at the proper season, fruits— such as figs and raisins, with some almonds

and walnuts—were procured for importation to the United States.

When the treaty of 1830 was made, one American firm, Churchill,

Bunker <fe Co., existed in Constantinople. Mr. Bunker was from New

York, and his associate was an Englishman. It was dissolved in 1832,

and b nee then, up to the present date, no other American (native) firm

has been established in Constantinople. Within the last five or six years

some natives of the Ottoman capital have visited the United States, and

made themselves acquainted with the trade to be carried on between the

two countries. A few foreign houses established at Constantinople have

also opened some inconsiderable trade with New York and Philadelphia

in drugs, oil of roses, geranium, and jasmin. Hum, brandy, sugar, clocks,

stones, scales, India-rubber goods, paints, and a few other unimportant

articles of American ingenuity, have been imported into Constantinople.

The chief returns have been the wools, &c., already mentioned.

It may be stated that since 1830 the commerce of Great Britain has,

in the meantime, gone on increasing, both with Constantinople and the

ports of the northern and southern coasts of the Black Sea. Almost the

entire part of the cotton manufactures consumed in Constantinople, in

Asia Minor, and in Persia, are imported from England, mostly in English

vessels. Each Turkish port of the Black Sea has been provided with an

English consul or a vice-consul, salaried, and allowed to trade. Whilst

numerous British vessels brought out cargoes to Constantinople, a great

number came in ballast, and proceeded direct to Taganrock, Odessa, and

the Danube, for cargoes of grain. Thus, either through a wise assistance

from the British government, or as a natural result of commercial enter

prise, the apprehensions entertained by the British government of Ameri

can rivalry, have not only been disappointed, but the trade of its merchants

has increased from eight or ten ships per annum to some 500 or 600 in

number.

The war which has just terminated, occasioned a sudden and unexpec

ted increase not only in the number of American vessels, but also of

American commerce at Constantinople. During the past year some 90

American ships visited the Bosphorus, whose tonnage amounted to about

60,000 tons. During the first quarter of the present year about 70 more

vessels have visited Constantinople. Many of these vessels have been em
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ployed as transports for the British, French, Sardinian, and Turkish

armies. Several of the finest clippers of the American mercantile marine

have thus been employed and are still in the employ of the allies. In the

beauty of their hulls, the tallness of their masts, the neatness of their

rigging, and the general excellence of their external appearance and keep

ing, they certainly surpassed all others in the Bosphorus, of any nation

or flag.

In the commencement of the war, the British government chartered a

large number of its East and West Indiamen, all qualified to hold and

convey immense cargoes, when lowed by steamers; but when the latter

were not available, they proved too heavy and dull of movement for mili

tary purposes. The French, on the other hand, commenced the war with

an incredible number of petty brigs, seldom over 200 tons burden, slow

of motion, and so incapacious as to contain but few men and fewer stores.

Since then all of these have been discarded for the swift-sailing American

clippers.

The following table will serve to show the nature as well as the amount

of the American commerce with Constantinople in 1855 :—

IMPOSTS.

Floor $26,000

Pork 20,700

Kum 462,864

Domestics ,

Rosin ....

Tobacco. .

Logwood ,

Rice .....

Coffee.

27.968

S.807

80,226

6.880

18.833

4,725

Various provi ions 68,047

17,644

1.334

2,154

1,807

580

76

6,000

Sugar

Manufactures. ,

Brandy

Cigars

Crackers

Batting ,

Sundry notioDB

$912,092

EXPORTS.

Wool $21,897

Mohair.

Rags

Walnuts

Boxwood ....

Canary and hemp eeed.

Broken glass

Scammony

Gum dryacinth

Yellow berries

Otto of roses _

Extract of geranium, . .

1,759

2,669

640

2,869

1,622

621

859

309

227

6,889

289

$39,108

There might be an addition of some 1100,000 to the American im

ports, and from 820,OuO to $:f0,000 in the Turkish exports ; for though

the items have been collected as correctly as possible, it is believed that

some of the smaller commercial houses of Constantinople have had rela

tions with the Un ted States, not included in the above list. Since the

commencement of the present year (1856) several entire cargoes of Amer

ican flour have been imported into Constantinople; large quantities of

rum have accompanied them, and these two articles of commerce are now

almost as cheap there as in New York and Boston.

Among the objects of American industry imported into Constantinople

during the past year, were two cargoes of Windham Lake ice. These, un

fortunately, arrived too late in the season to prove valuable speculations.

Had they reached the Bosphorus by the commencement of June, there is

no doubt but that they would have given handsome profits. Indeed, it is

quite certain that both would have then been purchased for the British

troops and hospitals. Two other cargoes of American ice also reached
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Constantinople via England—perhaps ordered by the British government.

One of the two former cargoes proceeded to Kamaish and Balaclava,

where it is believed it sold to advantage. The owner had the sagacity to

accompany it with some bottled punch and other drinkables, which, no

doubt, proved equally acceptable to the consumers of the ice. The other

cargo found an uncertain sale at Constantinople, and it is supposed scarcely

paid its expenses.

As this was the first ice imported at Constantinople, the Sultan, in the

generous manner in which he encourages all commercial relations between

the United States and his empire, presented the importer with a valuable

jeweled ring, as a testimonial of his satisfaction.

During the year 1855, three or four American vessels were sold at

Constantinople, on very satisfactory terms to the owners, and were pur

chased with a view to engaging them as transports. The American

steamers, the William Penn, Star of the South, and General Knox, have

been employed as transports in a private character in the Black Sea, and

it is believed have done a good business.

It is supposed in the United States that the Black Sea is peculiarly dan

gerous in the fall and winter seasons. This impression has gained strength

since the disastrous storm of November, 1854, when so many fine vessels

were wrecked on the coast of the Crimea. This supposition is certainly an

erroneous one. The navigation of the Black Sea is not to be compared

to that of the British Channel or the coast of North America, at those

seasons. This assertion is founded upon an experience of more than

twenty years and on the reports of masters of vessels, both steamers and

sailing, who have navigated it the whole year round. That it has severe

storms, is certain, and that during these, ships are wrecked, is equally so;

but the violence of the former and the number of the latter will bear com

parison with those of any other seas or coasts. The disasters of Novem

ber, 1 854, were wholly duo to the circumstance that the storm, coming

up suddenly from the southwest, found a large number of steamers and

other vessels at anchor under the high bluffs of Balaclava, unprepared, if

not indeed even ignorantly heedless, of their position, until it became too

late to withdraw from it, and consequently they were dashed to pieces

upon the rocky shore. Those other ships which got up steam, or got

under way in time to clear the coast, escaped without much difficulty,

and other vessels which happened to be at sea, running before the wind,

were not in the least sufferers from the storm.

No gales in the Black Sea last longer than twenty-four hours, and their

violence is not to bo compared to that of the severe storms which occur

along the American coast at all seasons. During the summer, from May

to November, the Black Sea is as stormless as a lake, and as easy and

pleasant of navigation. It has not one island to alarm the seaman ; no

shoals, nor any hidden rocks. It has also this peculiarity, that when ves

sels find themselves upon its southern shores, with a severe northerly

storm, the great elevations of its mountains cause a lull near shore, so

that within ten miles or less the wind is scarcely felt. The entrance to

the Bosphorus during snow storms is difficult, and vessels are required to

lay to, until the passage can be clearly distinguished. There is an inden

ture on the coast to the northward of the Bosphorus, known as the " false

entrance," which is not unfrequently mistaken for the true one during

thick weather.
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English, Austrian, and Turkish steamers navigate the Black Sea at all

seasons, from the Bosphorus to the Circassian coast, without the loss of

one ever occurring. If the navigation of the Black Sea, its winds and

ourrents, were more studied, but few accidents would ever occur in it.

Out of the comparatively largo number of American vessels which have

visited the Black Sea during the past two years, only one has been wrecked

in it. This was the ship Cortez, of Bath, Maine, at Kamaish, and has

been chiefly ascribed to the breaking of the flues of her anchors. An

other vessel, the Lucinda Sears, of New York, was driven ashore in the

Bosphorus, on the Scutari point, and there wrecked. There is no doubt

that fewer American than any other vessels have suffered during the pe

riod referred to.

The only lighthouses of any utility existing in the Black Sea are those

on the Bosphorus, at the entrance to it from the north. There is one on

either side, with stationary lights, visible only, however, some three or

four miles distant. In thick weather, it is said, these cannot be distin

guished. All merchant-vessels pay 10 paras per ton (less than one-third

of a cent) on their tonnage for the support of these lighthouses. The

Turkish government, having seen the necessity of erecting others at differ

ent points, has made the same known in the following memorandum, ad

dressed to each of the foreign legations at Constantinople :—

TRANSLATION FROM THE ORIGINAL IN TURKISH.

Department of Foreign Affairs of the Sublime Porte. No. 2.

The Sublime Porte is at all times animated with the desire to extend its com

mercial relations with Europe, and it feels a profound interest in facilitating the

navigation of its waters.

The construction of lighthouses on the coast of the Ottoman Empire would be

a source of security to vessels, and though some are already kept up by it in the

mouths of the two straits of the Bosphorus and Dardanelles, and in some of the

harbors of the empire, and some others are being erected elsewhere, these are in

sufficient, and it is deemed necessary, from experience, to adopt a new and general

rule on the subject.

As the foreign merchants of the Ottoman Empire have expressed a desire that

this should be done, the government has decided to erect lighthouses through the

whole extent of the empire, consequently wherever navigation shows the necessity

for lighthouses, new and strong ones will be erected, to be changed and improved

as may be required, and always maintained in good order and condition ; for

which purpose an especial administration will be appointed. Though it will not

be possible to erect lighthouses along the whole of the coast of the Ottoman Em

pire at once, yet the passage from Tenedos to the exterior of the mouth of the

Bosphorus, being a great general thoroughfare for commerce—many of its locali

ties offering greater dangers than any other parts of the coasts, on which account

a commencement will be made of it.

In view of the dangers of navigation during the approaching winter season,

lighthouses are being now put up in this passage, and after their completion,

other parts of the Ottoman coast will have similar lighthouses placed upon

them.

To purchase the objects necessary for the above purpose, and to provide for

the future support of the lighthouses, an arrangement has been entered into with

a subject of the French government, M. Michael, a captain possessed of the neces

sary Knowledge and information ; and so as not to lose time, steps have already

been taken to carry the object into execution.

The purpose proposed will naturally occasion a very considerable expense, and

the purchase of the lights and erection of the houses will require a large amount
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of money. For various reasons, it is deemed just that the same should be indem

nified to the Ottoman government ; and, after having consulted with persons of

competent information on the subject, a tariff of dues to be imposed upon vessels

passing by the places mentioned in the first part of this note, as being those

which will be at once provided with lighthouses, and a copy of it is here inclosed

to your excellency.

The taxes appointed for the support of the lighthouses have been established

on a similar footing with those of other countries, and as these will form but a

small part of the expenses which the Ottoman government has taken upon itself

to effect the purpose in view, it is hoped that this measure will be regarded as an

evidence of the sentiments of justice which the Sublime Porte entertains for the

interest it takes in the subject of navigation, as well as the promotion of the wel

fare or humanity generally.

The Sublime Porte, likewise entertaining the conviction that your government

and the merchants of your country engaged in the commerce of the Levant will

regard with satisfaction the interest which the Ottoman government has taken in

this matter, takes advantage of the opportunity which this communication offers

to renew its assurances of high respect and most distinguished consideration.

Sefijr 10, 1272. (October 22, 1853.)

TRANSLATION.

1. A tariff of the dues to be imposed upon all vessels passing through the straits

of the White and Black seas, (Bosphorus and Dardenclles,) for the support of the

stationary, revolving, colored, and reflecting lights to be established ou the straits

aforesaid.

2. On all vessels entering the straits of the White Sea, (Dardanelles,) and anchor

ing in the port of the capital, fifty piasters in the specie coinage of the present

Sultan, for every one hundred tons.

3. On all vessels leaving the port of the capital, and entering without leaving the

straits of the Black Sea, (Bosphorus,) or anchor at any of its wharfs, fifty pias

ters, in the same currency, on every one hundred tons. In case of their leaving

said straits, they will pay fifty piasters of said currency.

4. On all vessels leaving the port of the capital, and without leaving the straits of

the White Sea, proceed to the shores of the Sea of Marmora, or enter its harbor,

twenty-five piasters of said currency on every one hundred tons.

5. On all vessels leaving the aforementioned shores and harbors of the Sea of

Marmora, and coming to the port of the capital, twenty-five piasters in said

currency.

6. On all vessels leaving the port of Constantinople, and proceeding direct to

the White Sea, (Mediterranean,) fifty piasters for every one hundred tons.

7. On all vessels arriving in the port of the capital from the Black Sea, fifty

piasters of said currency per one huudred tons.

8. On all vessels passing through the two straits, from the White to the Black

seas, the dues collected at the two straits, of one hundred piasters, may, if so de

sired, be paid at one time, and in the same way those arriving from the Black, on

their way to the White Sea, this rule may be observed. The same amount of

dues will be levied on them on their return.

9. Those smaller vessels, of one hundred or less tons, will pay ten paras per ton,

at each port they may frequent outside of the straits, and also at those ports

which they may enter between them.

10. On all steamers towing vessels from the port of the capital to the straits of

the Black Sea, fifty piasters per month of said currerncy.

11. On all steamers working at the wharves between the two straits, and those

carrying passengers within the straits to the islands, and Cadi Kieuy, the sum of

seventy-five piasters per month, of said currency.

12. The manner in which these dues are to be collected, the places at which they

will bo collected, and the form of the receipt which will be given on their pay

ment, will be made known when these regulations shall be put into execution.
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The expenses of merchant vessels are very small at Constantinople. On

their arrival, they are not visited by any custom-house functionary, nor,

indeed, by any other, if not sometimes by one from the "Sanatary," or

Health Office, who directs their masters to send a boat to it for pratique.

In most cases this is neglected, and the masters proceed at once ashore to

his consul, or consignees, without taking the trouble to conform to such

a formality. They are not expected to enter at the custom-house. There

is one custom-house at Galata, and another in Stamboul, at the water's

edge, at which some vessels discharge their cargoes. In most cases their

cargoes are discharged in large boats, called maones, which carry the goods

to the custom-house wharf. As this latter is a small one, but few vessels

can approach it at once ; and to do so in turn, would occasion them, often

times, weeks of unnecessary delay.

Both of the custom-houses are small, and neither are fire-proof. Until

recently, they were not responsible for goods discharged in them ; the loss

of goods was, consequently, not unfrequent, and any one could take away

merchandise on the exhibition of invoices with marks corresponding with

those on the bales, case."", or barrels. To remedy, and prevent this incon

venience, eaeh steam company had to maintain an employee in the custom

house, to receive and detain objects discharged from their steamers. These

occupied particular parts of the buildings, surrounded by a barrier of pa

lings, and the enc'osure kept under lock and key.

This has been recently abated by a rule made by the Ottoman govern

ment, and communicated to each legation, that the custom-house would

only be responsible for goods entered upon its books, and placed inside of

the building; and that all goods discharged upon its wharf, and left there

more than forty-eight hours, would be thrown out upon the common pas

sage-way, at the risk of the owners.

Unlike the usage practiced in the United States towards merchants es

tablished in commerce, the Collector of Constantinople does not allow

cargoes of ships to be discharged upon their manifests, and a percentage

of the merchandise for examination. Ho requires all cargoes, of whatr

ever nature, except coal, to be discharged on the wharf of the custom-house

of Galata or Stamboul, either directly from the vessels, or from the large

boats before alluded to, called maones. To discharge in these latter, it

is necessary to procure a permit from the Collector. Now as the amount

of shipping at Constantinople is very considerable, and there are only two

small custom-house wharves, the inconvenience of this rule will readily be

conceived. No facilities are offered to commerce by the custom-house

authorities, except by corruption, in which case a merchant may procure

almost any arrangement he may desire.

There is no such thing as a register of a vessel's " entry" at the custom

house at Constantinople, though there is a "clearance." When a vessel

arrives, her master must find her consignee, and inform him of liis readi

ness to commence discharging his cargo, so as to act up to his charter

party. If it contains the clause that the cargo shall be discharged by

him at the custom-house, he may be compelled to wait for a month, or

gix weeks, before he can haul alongside its little wharf. Or if it stipulates

that the cargo shall be discharged "under the tackles," the consignee will

then procure a permit, and have his goods conveyed in the large boats to

the wharf. During the war which has just been brought to a close, the

goods imported from the United States, for the use of the British and
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French armies, have been discharged at certain depots within the arsenal,

or elsewhere, without any instruction; and, I believe, in all cases without

the payment of any duties. Indeed, it is said that the receipts at the

custom-house have been sensibly diminished by the war, instead of keeping

pace with the great increase which it created in the commerce of this port,

by the fact that people took advantage of these circumstances, to declare

that their goods were in some manner or other designed for the army or

navy of the allies.

Never has the Golden Horn been so constantly filled with merchant

vessels, both with merchandise and as transports, as since the commence

ment of the war. It is believed that the hold which American commerce

has obtained in it, during the last two years, will not be wholly relinquished,

but be carried on hereafter. Strange it is, that none of the houses of New

York or Boston have branches at Constantinople ; for there is no doubt,

but that an establishment well conducted, would, in a few years, do a most

profitable business, and become the agent of all consignments from the

United States. The Greeks are the Yankees of the Levant; they have

succeeded in getting almost all of the English trade in their hands. The

Greek traders of Constantinople, mostly Chiote, have branches in all

the chief ports of Europe, the United States, and South America, and pro

cure for their principals here the consignments of almost all ships carry

ing to this place. They do this by offering to put a certain amount of

goods in tbem, if they be consigned to their houses. Most of these Greek

Louses are carried on not only with great economy and regularity, but

with liberality and justness, and form, certainly, a considerable improve

ment on the late Greek Levantine character. The Greek merchants of

Constantinople are a fine class of men, who, by their industry and enter

prise, as well as by their fair dealings, do honor to the Greek name, and

the cause of modern Greece. They are, however, very clannish, and

strangers will always find it difficult to compete with their systematized

trade, and familiarity with the several languages spoken in commerce at

Constantinople. This should not, however, deter any American firm from

establishing a branch here, which would be able to find clerks and brokers

from among the Greeks.

Of late years the Armenians of Constantinople seem to have become

interested in the industry and trade of the United States. Several young

men have been sent there, mostly by the American missionaries, to learn

trades, who have returned here, and are doing well. The Armenian firm

of Azarian, Father & Son, (an American one,) quite rivals the Greeks for

its quiet enterprise and industry. It has done a safe and profitable busi

ness with Boston, and now owns several ships, under the flag of the United

States, owned by the members of the house, who have become naturalized

citizens of the United States. Another Armenian, Mr. Minassian, (a Prot

estant,) does considerable business in a more humble way, with Boston,

and deals in stoves, India-rubber gcods, shoes, clocks, etc^ etc , all of

American produce or manufacture.

To return to the subject of merchant vessels. It may be remarked that

by a :-ecent regulation, the port of Constantinople has been declared to ex

tend from the village of San Sfceffano, on the Sea of Marmora, to the Black

Sea, a distance of about thirty miles. The whole Bosphorus, consequently,

forms a part of the port. In common parlance, however, the Golden Horn

is the harbor of the city, extending from Seraglio Point to the more shal-

vol. zxxvi.—no. m. 19
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low part of this unique gulf, near the "Sweet Waters." It is crossed by

three bridges ; the first separates the harbor into two parts, the inner and

outer one, and the latter can only be entered when this bridge is opened,

which is the case every evening at dusk, and in the early morn. It is also

frequently opened during the clay to allow of the passage of government

vessels, when those with or without cargoes may also pass through it.

Ships laying at anchor in the outer part of the harbor, pay no anchorage,

or other fees of any kind. They are required to pay 20 piasters on pass

ing through the bridge, and 6 piasters per day anchorage money, for the

privilege of remaining between the bridges, a safe place of anchorage for

the more unpropitiable months of winter. Vessels pay no other dues in

the harbor of Constantinople than 5 piasters for their whole visit, when of

250 tons; 10 piasters, when of 3o0 tons; and 20 piasters, when of any

greater tonnage—a liberality which could not be expected, and which is

continued by the Ottoman government to its own hurt. A tax would be

cheerfully paid by all merchant vessels, not only as a just anl proper as

sessment, usual in all other ports in the world, but as a natural source of

revenue, wherewith to cover the port expenses. Such a tax, however,

should be spent for the benefit of the port, for the support of its author

ities, and the erection of good wharves, which are greatly needed. It is

believed that the Turkish government has it now in serious contemplation

to erect these wharves, and it will, perhaps, establish anchorage fees to

cover the necessary expenses. Within the harbor, all vesselR are required

to haul stern in to the land, and to rig in their jib-booms. Notwithstand

ing this, numerous ships are compelled to cast anchor, and to remain in

the center of the harbor, for want of room elsewhere. The result is, that

collisions among them are of frequent occurrence, and great danger is ex

perienced, from the want of a more closely executed system of regulations.

The harbor is under the direction of a Master, whose office, called the

" Liman Odessa," is near the Galata custom-house. With it is also the

Sanatary Office, under the direction of the " Council," or Board of Health,

which issues all "pratique" bills, and bills of health. An employee of

the Harbor-master directs the shipping in the harbor, and may call to his

assistance the " Capitaines de Port" of the several foreign legations, who

form part of the anomalous jurisdiction exercised by foreign governments

within the Ottoman Empire, and which will be detailed hereafter. Vessels

on entering the harbor, are required by the Health Officer to send a boat

to the Sanatary Office, and take pratique. Few, however, do this, and, on

casting anchor, proceed at once on shore in search of the consul or con

signee.

On clearing from Constantinople, the consignee of a vessel is held to

present a written demand to the consulate, or more correctly, the "can-

cillier" to which it belongs, with a copy of the manifest of the cargo, and

enclosing all the Tezkercbs, or " permits" of the custom-house, showing

the payment of the duties on the same. The consulate then prepares an

official copy of the manifest, and passes it to the legation of the govern

ment to which the vessel belongs, requesting it to procure a firman from

the Sublime Port, authorizing it to pass through the straits of the Bos-

phorus or the Dardanelles. This firman, of which the following is an ex

act translation, costs $4, the manifest, $2, which, with the tonnage fees of

one-half a cent per ton, paid to the consulate for the American govern

ment, form all of the expenses absolutely required at Constantinople.
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Should the vessel be bound to the Black Sea, it is customary to add her

lighthouse duties, of one-quarter of a piaster (less than a cent) per ton,

though it is not demanded by the port officer until she returns. On pass

ing through the mouth of the Bosphorus, a boat is sent off from one of

the forts, to receive this firman and 7 piasters. If the vessel is to pass

through the Dardanelles, she must stop at the great castles therfi, and

send a boat on shore with her finnan to the vice-consul, at the village of

the Dardanelles, who receives and delivers it to the Pacha commanding

the straits, and pays him #2 :—

To the Emir of Ilonorcd Emirs ; Supporter of the Great and the Distinguished ;

the eudowed with Power and Distinction ; the Honored with the Particular

Favor of the Sovereign ; Deputy of the Commander of the Straits of the White

Sea : the Miriliva. or Colonel Saliman Pasha ; may his elevation be perpetual !

To the Honored among the Navabs (Nabobs) of the Holy Law, the Naile of

the Castles of the Straits ; may his knowledge be increased !

To the Honored among the Equals and Peers, the Military Officers and the

Collectors of the Straits ; may their power be increased I

Be it known, on the receipt of the present high, exalted Monogram, that the

legation of the American government residing at my capital 1ms reported in an

official Takir, or note, a merchant captain, master of the American vessel called

the , being about to proceed from Constantinople with a cargo of ,

shipped at the port of , and bound for the White Sea, (Mediterranean,)

it asks that a Firman be issued from my Sublime Porte, directing that no obstacle

be offered to its passage with said cargo through the straits.

As the cargo of this vessel has not been discharged here, the Collector of the

Capital has reported that no dues must be collected on it ; and as permission has

thus been allowed, according to the request of the legation, for the free passage

of said vessel, with its cargo aforcstatcd. you will, on her arrival at the straits, ex

amine the present Firman, collect from her, according to the Capitulations, 300

his cargo for sale, require him to pay upon that portion which he thus discharges

those dues which have been established in the new commercial treaty. It' there

be reus in to suspect that subjects of my Sublime Porte be among the crew of

said vessel, you will examine her ; and in case it so prove, us it is contrary to the

stipulations of the treaty, arrest her, and prevent her passage. No greater cus

tom* or safety fee3 must be collected on said vessel, nor any other dues be asked

of her ; nor must she be in any other manner molested or incommoded ; but, on

the contrary, according to the treaty, be freely expedited in her way through the

straits.

In this sense my present Royal Order has been issued, and you must be atten

tive iu its execution. You who are the Mileva Pasha, the Naile, and the other

functionaries albrostated, must act, according to the demands of my Noble Fir

man, or Order. Thus know ; place confidence in my Royal Sign !

Written in the first ides of the Holy Moon of Mabanem, 1271, at Constantinieh,

(Constantinople.)

The Ottoman government recognizes no foreign consuls at Constantino

ple. It knows but one representative from each government in treaty al

liance with it; viz.: its diplomatic representative, and all communications

to the Minister of Foreign Affairs must be made from him. The business

of each foreign embassy or legation is therefore transacted through an

official called a Chancelor, who acts under the immediate orders of his

minister.

TRANSLATION OF A 8HIP8FIRMAN.

[TOOOHRA, OR IMPERIAL MO.NOO.RAM.]

Akichas of safety fees. And should
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The British government has at Constantinople a consul-general, a vice-

consul, and a vice-consul-cancillier, (a chancelor.) The former is known

officially to the Sublime Porte under the title of Tijar-bashi, or " chief of

the merchants," whilst his jurisdiction extends over all British consular

officers from the Danube to Syria, inclusive of the Black Sea. His inter

course with all the other legations is through the vice consul-cancillier,

and communications from them are addressed to the British chancelor.

The Austrians also have a consul, known also as a Tijar-bashi, but there

is also a chancelor, w ho officiates like the English. All of the other lega

tions have only chancelors, except that of the United States, which lias a

consul, who, though not recognized by the Sublime Porte, is nevertheless

known as such to all the chancelors. The office of consul is so well

known throughout the Ottoman Empire that even at the capital the

American and English consuls are so called by the local authorities gene

rally, though they are never so designated in any official communications.

Consuls in the Ottoman Empire occupy a higher position than in most

other countries. The Ottoman government, nor indeed any of its author

ities, never proceeds against them for matters of a pecuniary nature be

fore the local tribunals, as would be done in other countries. They are

regarded as possessing much of the character of a public minister, and

are treated accordingly. It often happens that a consul may acquire and

exercise more influence in his district than the minister at the capital, so

that whilst the latter would fail to induce the Ottoman government to ac

cede to his view of a case, the consul, perhaps, through good management,

and the ignorance of the local governor of his own rights, will meet with

entire success. This, however, is not always the case, and the consuls are,

in most instances, helpless, until the legation has procured a positive order

from the Grand Vizer to the local governor to accede to his demands.

Generally, the governors of provinces will not take any steps in behalf of

the claim of a foreigner, even though the same has been brought to their

knowledge by the consul, until so ordered from the capital. On this ac

count, the consuls are compelled to report cases to their ministers, ■who

represent them to the Department of Foreign Affaire in notes written in

the Turkish language, called Takirs, and in these it addresses an order

or orders to the governor, called Vizerial letters, sealed by the Grand

Vizer, or chief minister of the Sultan. It may here be added that all of

the ministers are under the orders of the Grand Vizer, and on his recom

mendation to the Sultan are all liable to removal from office. He is re

sponsible to the Sultan for the policy of his government, and for the con

duct of all of his functionaries. He fills the place in Turkey of the

President in the United States, and of the Prime Minister in England.

His removal from office is usually attended by that of many of the other

ministers. His office is called at Constantinople the " Pacha Capusu," or

Pacha's Gate, and his court, or department, constitutes what the Sultan

calls "My Sublime Porte." It is composed of the Minister of Foreign

Affairs, the High Chancelor, and the Grand Referendiary, all of whom

draw up documents in his name. Sometimes only does the Minister of

Foreign Affairs apply his seal to public papers. The other ministers of

the Sultan, of war, the navy, the treasury, of commerce, the police, the

mint, and religious edifices in the empire, do not hold their offices under

the Grand Vizer, and act more independently of him.

The preceding is mentioned so as to explain the language of the follow
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ing Berat, or consular exequatur, which, it is believed, resembles those of

all other consuls in Turkey. It will serve to define the position and char

acter of consuls in the East.

Translation of the Berat, irr Exequatur, of Mr. , appointed by the gov

ernment of the United Stales Cnnnul in . Tooghra, or Imperial Mono

gram of the Ottoman Sultan, Abdul Majid Khan.

The object of my present Imperial and Royal Sovereign Decree is as follows :

The Minister of the Republican Government of the United States of America,

resident at my Gate of Felicity, (Constantinople.) One of the elite of the Emirs

of the People of the Messiah, has represented at my Sublime Porte, in a Takir,

that the consul of the United States, heretofore appointed and recognized by an

Imperial Berat, or Exequatur, to superintend the affairs and concerns of such

merchants and subjects of the government of the United States of America as

visit the ports of and and their dependent parts, has been removed,

and that the oearer of the present High, Exalted, Imperial Monogram, a subject

of said government, and the Model of the Grandeur of the People of the Mes

siah ; may his grade be increased. has been appointed to succeed him,

with the rank or consul, and consequently asks for the latter that my present

noble Berat be issued, according to the stipulation of the Imperial treaty.

Reference has therefore been made to the registers, and it' is found that the

consul aforenamed was recognized as such by a Berat, dated the first days of the

moon of Zil Caadeh, 12C0. drawn up after the stipulation of the Imperial treaty,

and the present Imperial Berat is now granted in favor of his successor, con

formably with the noble command which I issued in his behalf.

I have also ordered that when the consul aforementioned is ascertained not to

be a Rayah of my Sublime Porte, but a real American subject, he may be al

lowed to superintend the affairs and concerns of American merchants and subjects

visiting Alexandria and Cairo, and the parts dependent on them, and that, ac

cording to the stipulations of the Imperial treaty, the consular fees usually paid

on all the goods and merchandise which are disembarked from American vessels

by American merchants in said ports may be paid to him by the said merchants.

That whenever dispute or altercation arise between Amwican subjects, they may

be adjusted by him. That when disputes and suits occur between American sub

jects and subjects of my Sublime Porte, they may be heard and adjusted in the

eresence of the interpreter of his consulate ; and should the amount of the suit

e more thau five hundred piasters, the suit may bo referred to my capital, and

there tried according to justice and equity.

That whilst American subjects are quietly occupied with their own concerns,

and are not guilty of any crime, nor convicted of any offense, they may not, with

out a cause, be troubled or molested, aor even when guilty may they be impris

oned by the authorities, but be treated as is usual with other foreigners, and be

punished with the concurrence or knowledge of the said consul. Neither the

consul, nor any real American subjects, who may visit these places for commer

cial purposes, may be asked for the payment of the dutiee called Jizieh, (capita

tion tax.) Bwlje, or any others ; and on the arrival at said ports of any articles

for the use of the consul-general, su :h as clothing, food, drink, or furniture, not

one Aktcha or one Hubba (cent) may be asked of him, or these, uuder the title

of customs, Badji, Yassak, or Reft. As the said consul is considered as the

deputy or proxy ( Vakil) of the minister, he must be treated with corresponding

regard, and whilst he does not act contrary to the Imperial treaty no change may

be made in this treatment of him.

American merchant vessels which visit the Ottoman dominions may pass in

the most perfect security, under their own colors. They may not take the colors

of any other government, nor give their colors to the vessels of any other nation

or people, nor to the vessels of Rayahs. The minister, the consuls, and the vice-

consuls of the American government may not give patentees (papers of protec

tion) to subjects of the Sublime Porte, nor either openly nor secretly protect or
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claim them. This having been agreed upon, it is stipulated in the Imperial treaty,

that the Imperial rule shall not be at all departed from, and conformably with

that stipulation, the authorities and the consuls are always to be attentive to its

execution.

The aforesaid consul may at times desire to visit any place in which no one

must, by any means, offer him molestation, be he disposed to go by land or sea,

nor at any place nt which he may be pleased to stop—either to himself or to the

individuals with him who may be real foreigners. "Whenever he may purchase

provisions at the current price, with his own money, at any place which he visits,

no one may, in any way, dispute it, or pretext a complaint thereon. The consul,

as has been prohibited from the most remote period, may not purchase within my

well-guarded dominions, house or lands, and, in fine, every affair shall be arranged

according to Holy Law and the Imperial treaty. On this head no one may offer

molestation or opposition. Thus let it be known, aud place confidence iu this my

noble sign.

Written in the middle of the moon of Rcbiul Evtel, 1265, (February 6, 1&49.)

Constantinople the Well Guarded.

Before terminating the present imperfect sketch, it may not be amiss to

add a word on the subject of the position which all Americans till in Tur

key, with reference to other foreigners and to their own consular author

ities.

In all of the older treaties made between the Ottoman government and

foreign powers, the latter reserved to themselves jurisdiction over their

own subjects, in all cases wherein subjects of the Sultan were not a. party.

This was doubtless done with a motive of humanity, and to preserve their

subjects from the injustice of Mussulman judges. It is therefore only

when an Ottoman subject is concerned does any suit between him and a

foreigner go before a Turkish tribunal. This is the case in civil as well

as criminal suits. When the plaintiff and defendant are both of one na

tionality, their suit is judged by their own consul orchancelor; and when

their nationality is different, a mixed commission of arbitration serves to

examine the case and offer an opinion thereon. Whilst this course is

strictly followed in civil suits, it is only deviated from in criminal ones,

and then the criminal is wholly judged by his own consular authority.

The preceding will serve to explain the fourth article of the treaty exist

ing between the United States and Turkey, which states :—

If litigations and disputes should arise between subjects of the Sublime Porte

and citizens of the United States, the parties shall not be heard, nor shall judg

ment be pronounced, unless the American dragoman be present. * * * *

Citizens of the United States of America, quietly pursning their commerce, and

not being charged or convicted of any crime or offense, shall not be molested, and ~

even when they may have committed some offense, they shall not be arrested or

put in prison by the local authorities, but they shall be tried by their minister or

consul, and punished according to their offenses, following in this respect the usage

obssrved towards other Franks.

In the latter part of this article it would appear that in all suits of a

criminal nature, foreigners (the word Franks is incorrect) are tried by

their own authorities, which is certainly not the case where th« plaintiff

or the defendant is an Ottoman subject. In this latter case, as in all civil

ones, the dragoman of the legation, or, in the provinces, of the consulate,

attends at the trial of the American, and, besides interpreting for him,

acts somewhat as his advocate. To be able to perform such duties the

dragoman must naturally be thoroughly acquainted with the Turkish lau
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guage, and with the laws and customs of the Mussulman courts. For this

purpose all the governments of Europe educate young gentlemen for the

office of dragoman, and attach them to each of their consulates in Tur

key.

Notwithstanding that the government of the United States, by this

treaty with the Sublime Porle, claimed for its citizens exemption from

Turkish jurisdiction, it nevertheless, up to August 11, 1848, never gave its

minister or consuls in Turkey judicial or niajesterial authority over them.

It left them (the citizens) from 1832 to 1848 free from all restraint by

law, and at liberty to commit against each other, and against the citizens

or subjects of other governments, in the Ottoman Empire, any crimes or

wrongs which they might deem it proper. Their minister and consuls

could exercise no jurisdiction whatever over them, nor take any steps in

civil or criminal cases to render justice for or against either party.

In 1848, Congress enacted a law'to "carry into cflect certain provis

ions in the treaties between the United States and China and the Ottoman

Porte, giving certain judicial powers to ministers and consuls of the Uni

ted States in those countries."

This "act" gives "certain judicial powers" to the American minister

(or commissioner) in China in both civil and criminal cases ; but in a

most unaccountable manner restricted the powers of the minister and con

suls in Turkey wholly to the latter. Its twenty-second paragraph says—

That the provisions of this act, so far a9 the same relates to crimes committed

by citizens of the United States, shall extend to Turkey under the treaty with

the Sublime Porte of May 7th, 1830, and shall be executed in the dominions of

the Sultan, in conformity with the provisions of said treaty, by the minister of

the United States and the consuls appointed by the United States to reside there

in, who are hereby ex officio vested with the powers herein contained, for the pur

poses above expressed, so far as regards the punishment of crime.

In consequence of the restriction contained in the preceding, the "act"

aforementioned is null and void in the Ottoman dominions for all cases of

a civil nature. What the framers of the "act" could have had in view

in making it cannot be imagined. The number of American citizens in

Constantinople and other parts of the Ottoman Empire now amount, per

haps, to more than a thousand—it may be even said to some thousands.

Their operations of a commercial nature naturally give rise to civil suits

among themselves, and between them and foreigners of various nationali

ties, which require some judicial authority to settle. Of this, the Ottoman

government is deprived by its treaty with the United States, and Congress

has not seen it proper, as yet, to confer any upon either the minister or

consuls in Turkey. This oversight, or, more correctly, negligence, on the

part of the only branch of the government of the United States which

can grant the power of jurisdiction over American citizens in the Ottoman

Empire, when it affects only said citizens, is an inconvenience of which

they alone are the sufferers. When, however, as has frequently occurred,

foreigners are affected by it, and with much reason complain that Ameri

cans in Turkey are lawless, subject to no rule, and recognize no minister

or consul, and may wrong others with impunity, the subject becomes a

more serious one, and amounts to a national stain and disgrace. In con

sequence of the well-known and acknowledged incompetency of all of the

American consuls in Turkey to exercise any jurisdiction in civil cases over

American citizens, some of the foreign legations at Constantinople refuse
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to accept complaints against their subjects from American citizens, know

ing by experience that they can obtain no justice against the latter in

favor of their own subjects.

Some time since, the " Impnitel" of Smyrna, published the following

observations on this subject, and with it the present article will be termi

nated :—

One of the questions which the government of the Porte will have to treat,

now that the war no longer absorbs its attention, and order must replace the re

mains of any disorder which may yet exist in Turkey, is that of the situation

which the exceptional legislation of the United States, or rather the total want

of legislation, applicable to the American citizens in the Ottoman Empire, does

to them in this empire.

The American Republic being formed of several States, each having its dis

tinct laws, and administers their internal affairs independent of each other, and

without the intermeddling or control on the part of the Federal government, it

results that the consuls of the Union in Turkey, being unable to make use of any

law recognized by the generality of the nation, the citizens live here in a position

of complete insnbmission, and freedom from all consular jurisdiction.

Now, as the Ottoman authority can do nothing in the premises on account of

the capitulations which protect foreigners, and which provide that these shall de

pend only on their own authorities, it results that Amtrican citizens in this coun

try possess a privilege without example in the whole world.

Thus, an Americau, who has a claim against a subject of the Sultan, prose

cutes him before a Turkish tribunal, and obtains justice if his suit be a just one,

and the sentence against the former is immediately executed. Public force is

placed at his disposal in case of need. If the debtor be an obstinate one, he is

put in prison until the debt be paid.

On the other hand, let it be a subject of the Sultan who has a claim against an

American citizen, and the latter is called before the same tribunal, he may ihere

obtain a sentence against him, but as to its execution that is quite another thing,

for it depends entirely upon the will of the adverse party. No one in Turkey

can compel an American to obey the judgment given against him.

The question, however, is not limited to suits between Ottomans and Ameri

cans. It interests all the various foreign nationalities, who arc placed in Turkey

in this matter, as respects Americans, upon the same footing as the subjects of

the Sultan. We have had at Smyrna some most deplorable examples of this

kind.

Such a monstrous state of things has already too long existed, and the dignity

of the government of the United States, and the interests of its commerce, de

mand that it put an end to it as soon as possible.

Art. III.—EUROPEAN COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE,

rama u.

Paris, Fkahcb, January IT, 1S5T.

Fireman Hunt, Editor ofthe Merchants' Magazine:—

My Dear Sir :—While Milano was being racked to death under tor

tures that would have damned even a Spanish Inquisition, for touching

his bayonet against the inspired ribs of the Neapolitan king, Verger's

deep-laid murder was matured. Bomba escaped, but the good Archbisnop

gave, as the new year opened, his last benediction. The one is left 10

shoot and grind down his subjects ; while the other, like his predecessor

on the barricade in the last revolution, met his death by violence
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Thomas a Becket, in the Second Henry's time, met a similar fate (1170;)

but Boremeo, Archbishop of Milan, four centuries later (1569,) was bullet-

roof ; and now all France is shocked in this third attempt upon a prelate's

fe, at the success and coolness of the assassin ! The trial takes place

to-day ; the execution will be known when all is over. Had he murdered

a cardinal, or even the Pope, it would not have moved the Bourse 1 The

head of the Church may fall, bitt while the chief of the State is at his

post, the stock exchange heeds not the crime. Since the horrible deed,

every despotic monarch in Europe feels less secure ; for it may be his

turn next. The day of the murder and the next, Napoleon did not go to

the theater 1

The high and mighty potentates have met, and parted—but only to

meet again. The Conference is over; and just nine months from the

signing of the first treaty, another child is born. All parties are doing

well. They entered Paris with a flourish of trumpets ; they separated in

good nature. There was trouble at first: Russia asked England, "When

her fleet was to be withdrawn ?" " When Austria moves her army," was

the cool reply. And, turning to Austria, " When are you to evacuate the

disputed ground ?" " When England turns her back upon the Bosphorus."

Here, then, was a decided hitch ; but at last it was all arranged. Russia

takes some hundreds of square miles of Moldavian territory for Bolgrad ;

so all are satisfied—each with humbugging the other ! The surveys are to

be made ; the line drawn, so that the " sick man " may get rid of his

troublesome doctors by the 30th of March. Thus another congress, and

perhaps a fourth. Better talk than fight. The treaty is patched up, but

1 have yet to see its effect upon the money market.

Another topic—our brave little sister republic that so firmly has held

her Alpine home for centuries—Switzerland, has been arming to meet the

invader, and already her firmness has won the admiration of the nations.

As England's titles once included Fiance within her realm, so did Prussia

claim her right of etiquette over Neufchatel ; but the weak and vascillatiug

monarch made a false step when he tried to bully Switzerland. Frederick

"William, (clignot,) instead of the First Napoleon, is now the Gesler; but

the people of the mountains are still the children of Tell. They bow to

no empty title, and the nation moves as one man to cut down those who

would harm their constitution. Therefore the King of Prussia must re

tire. He must accept the terms or fight. If he chooses war, France and

England are against him ; if he falls back, he makes himself the laughing

stock of Europe. Financiers think, with the diplomatists, that he will

choose the latter—hence, the Bourse keeps on the even tenor of its

way.

These two important questions decided, Europe is quiet—an almost

universal peace. Yes, peace ; but a breath of wind, a scratch, the firing

of a musket, the death of an emperor, would set the whole fabric in a

blaze. Peace, to be sure, but what a peace ! The world looks on and

wonders what next. Is Europe really volcanic ? Or do newspaper writers

cro'ik ? Nous verrons.

But what of the money market? You will expect by the Baltic your

usual monthly digest of a looker-on from Paris, and the Magazine shall

not be disappointed ; but to get at the working of the Bourse, I have to

touch on outside topics, and run a race about the world, giving you a

salmagundi on all leading countries that bear upon European finance.
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Take Spain, once so rich in gold, in agriculture, and in commerce—Old

Spain, who, notwithstanding her poverty and her dotage, owns one of the

only two profitable colonies in the world. Cuba is a nest-egg, and Holland

is proud of Java. But what other colonies pay their mother country \

This gallant old land is split up in cabals and strife. Her public debt

capital of S63.r.,000,000 only yield an annual interest of *10,000,iujO, and

that she cannot pay without calling for a foreign loan. Last month the

French banker, M. Mires, outbid the Spanish capitalists, outbid the Roths

childs, and got the 315,01)0,000 loan at forty-two—the par one hundred!

So much for Spanish credit.

Now there's a famine among the poor; her railways don't pay, although

Geo. Hudson is managing them ; and her politics are one thing to-day,

another the next. Espartero fell before O'Donnell ; O'Donnell gave way

to Narvaez; and ambitious statesmen stand outside the door to take his

place. The Queen may be the next to lose her power. Spain, geographi

cally, is located between Europe and Africa; and her present condition

proves that she is about half-way between civilization and barbarism. So

let her go, as, save the last loan, she gives little life to finance.

What of Russia? Is she, too, bankrupt? No, by no means. England

may continue to abuse her, and she will continue to advance. Formerly

she was all war and rapine, and now she wishes to extend her commerce,

build railways in her lands, and cover her seas with steamers. England

calls her a thief and a robber, trying to pick the pockets of English capi

talists to furnish funds to carry out her enterprises. How absurd ! Look

at the truth. Her credit, like Caesar's wife, is above suspicion. Roths

child, the Frenchman, places it ahead of the United States—(it only

shows that he1 is not posted !) During the late war, while France added

200,000,000 to her funded debt, and England about the same; while lit

tle Sardinia tacked on 20,000,000, halt of which England guaranties and

may have to pay, as has often been the case in her war loans; while Tur

key is only plunged the deeper in the mud. Russia has only increased her

debt 60,000,000, and since the war, has reduced taxation, provided for an

expensive coronation, raised new armies, built new fortifications, and is

ready to march 100,000 men—another Alexander's army—to the assist

ance of Persia ! No; Russia's credit is good, and she will build her rail

ways. Do you doubt it ? The entire track is but 2,600 miles:—

St. Petersburg to Moscow miles 6^0

Kowuo Branch 60

Moscow to Nishninovgorod 280

Moscow to I'llCBidoein 840

Liltle Archangel to Libau "!60

2,600

Count de Morny, says the junior Sir Robert Peel, (in his late extraor

dinary speech that has so otl'ended England and Europe,) is a great specu

lator, and when the count beat Rothschild and got the concession for

Peirere, he knew that the contract was a good one; that Russia's credit

was A 1, and that when the time came, the project would be launched,

and as much progress made a-s there was in the Australian. Notwith

standing cheap land, no government expenses, and serf labor, the roads

will cost some $80,000 per mile; in France it costs * 1 05,000; in Eng

land $180,000 per mile ! The government guaranty of 5 per cent, and
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admission of iron and plank free of duty, assists the enterprise. Although

the board of management is located in Paris, the president must be a

Russian. By-and-by, the Barings will introduce the stock into London,

and English foundries, most likely, will make the iron. If the Russian

funds held their own all through the war, capitalists will not soon forget

such security.

The Austrian concession went off quick, with immense profit to the

"Credit Mobilier." While her public revenue in 1855-0 was but

$13-2,000,000, her expenditure was $200,000,000. Francis Joseph is no

better financier than his imperial father. Deficit after deficit, calls for

loan after loan, and the natiorfal debt accumulates, and the National Bank

refuses to resume specie payment. The only science Austria knows is

war; and to fill her powder magazines, has contracted with the Egyptian

government for all their spare saltpeter for five years' time, 1,000 tons

per annum. The reception the Emperor met in Italy was cold as his

winter ice. Webster told Hulseman some plain truths about the beggarly

House of Hapsburg.

Save the railway concessions, Russia and Austria at peace will not ma

terially atiect the money market.

Now, then, to France. There is little doubt about the astonishing progress

that France has made in commerce, manufactures, and agriculture, under

the gigantic credit institutions which have sprung up during the Empire.

Like tbe building up of new Paris—(2.524 houses torn down, and 5,238

erected since 1852 ; the population in 1851 was 1,422,' 65; last year, it

was 1,727,4 1 9, an increase of 305,354 in five years)—everything has been

forced. Before, Frenchmen were all war—now, they talk commerce.

Why, from 1823 to 1847, the whole length of French railway concessions

was but 2,940 miles, costing some $200,000,000, one-third of which was

paid by the State ; of which, only 1,142 miles were open. During the

next four years they increased to 3,095 miles, costing, up to 1851,

$100,000,000 more. In June, 1855, they reached 7,185 miles, and end

of last year, the tables show 10,000 miles, (not all finished,) some 80 per

cent longer than her canals, and 30 per cent longer than her public roads.

And thus tar the cost of all has run up to about $600,000,000. The in

come on French railways in 1850 was about §17,500,000, against receipts

in 1856 of $5 (,000,000. On a capital of $301,1,00,000, the State gives a

guaranty of ¥12,000,000—an important aid, and may account in part for

the late heavy dividends. For the 1,920 miles made by the State, they

are allowed a share in profits of 3,529 miles. The fusion of companies

has been a good move. The original 78 concessions were reduced to 59,

and now they are cut down to 24 ; of which, 9 hold nine-tenths of all.

Last year, 1,000,000 shares paid 16 per cent, and 4 per cent on 900,000

unfinished. France has not had her railway panic. Her grand trunk

Hues pay ; but wait till the branches are under way ; they will be sure to

sap the lite-blood of the parent tree. As I observed in my remarks for

your January number, the money market must open its coffers, for these

lines must all be finished. Other enterprises have also been stimulated to

expansion by easy credits. A eompany has just been commenced, with a

capital of 4,000,000, to run steamer*, a la Cunard and Peninsular and

Oriental Companies, wherever they have a chance for profit. Shipping com

panies are springing into existence as rapidly here as new corporations,

under the Limited Liability Act, are in England. In 1850 the coasting

tonnage of France was but 2,009,851 tons ; end of 1855, 2,417,430.
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The government seems to imitate all schemes, and lately there is a propo

sition for a universal insurance company—against fire, flood, and famine—

health, death, or accident—in fact, it is to cover every possible contin

gency. Some Parisian writer remarks that a government who has on its

hands the profession of " engineer, miner, road maker, professor of litera

ture and science, shoolmaster, horse-dealer, farmer, grazier, shepherd, teach

er of music and singing, theatrical director, trainer of race-horses, instructer

of ballet girls, etc., etc., need not be ashamed to keep an insurance office."

With so many irons in the fire, no wonder money is in demand. The

Bank of France is still draining England of her gold. Nothing done less

than 6 per cent, and no paper over seventy-five days. The fall on railway

and other shares, since last May, arising out of the bank's refusing to ad

vance on stock, is said to be over #100,000,000 ! Still, the stocks are

treble above their intrinsic value. The Bank of France requires, say its

managers, more capital.

Note the changes in the French Bank during the last three years—

they show some remarkable facts. At the close of 1854, the Bank of

Franco had eighty-one millions bullion, and only seventy millions of bills

under discount. At the same time in 1855, she had but forty-three millions

bullion, but eighty-four millions of dollars under discount. Again, in 1 856,

(this last month's return.) with but forty millions bullion, she has bills

netted one hundred and ten millions of dollars! These few figures tell a

strange tale—they need no explanation. Those who believe in better times

on this side, should mark the facts given—not my opinions—to show the

contrary. England buys Russia's funds, but does not invest in the French !

Why ?—simply because her capitalists have not recovered from the fear

ful confiscation of 1797. The English never forget such things. Old

stagers will tell of papering their lodgings with assignats—at par in 1789,

but five years after, down to twenty. Talleyrand bid off them as the

leading stock jobber, followed by such speculators as Mirabeau and D-tn-

ton. People now have more confidence in the government securities. In

1798 there were but 24,790 bondholders—in 1854, 785,243! The ac

cumulations of the savings banks are converted by the depositors into

rentes—3 per cent, 4 J, and 5. In England the entire debt is consolidated

into a 3 per cent. Some of the heads of government have become million

aires by their operations on the Bourse. De Morny could not pay his debts

in 1848—now he is said to be the richest man in the Empire, and last

month settled one million on his beautiful bride of eighteen summers, that

he brought away with him from the court of Romanhoff. No more to-day

on France.

Persia and China attract attention just now. Have you room for an

other page ? These lands bear upon the money market. War costs rail-

lions, and they are both engaged. From Europe, let us turn to Asia—the

battle-field has changed. By this time, England and Russia are approach

ing each other on Persian ground. Ferukh Khan, the Persian Envoy, has

just arrived amid a cloud of retainers, and blaze of Oriental display. Na

poleon receives him like a prince. Russia inspires the Shah, and England

and Persia are at warl As in the Trojan war, there was a woman in the

case—frail, fair, and forty. Diplomacy ended in fighting—so He-r&t fell

to revenge she-rat! Your pardon, sir !

A century since the Affghans took it from the Persians, and now the

latter have only taken back their own. They tried to do it in 1815, when
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Napoleon was under a cloud—and again in 1838, when an English squad

ron in the Persian Gulf frightened them away, just as the city was about

to surrender. The fact is, Herat is the key of Afghanistan, and Afghan

istan is the door of India. No wonder England loses color, for India is

a jewel in her crown. She has not forgotten, however, that the honor

able East India Company spent one hundred millions in that memorable

frontier war, and lives innumerable. The law of nations is the will of the

strongest, and if Persia is still stubborn, under Russia's councils, England

must send out troops, and the demand for a few hundred transports would

give a push to the freighting business, and the money market must feel

the change.

And China!—music again, and plenty^f it! 'Tis the old story, Alex

ander the Great and the Robber! When you have read Admiral Sey

mour's dispatches, tell me if England has not now the title of chief among

all the filibusters? Canton bombarded, will ring through the States!—

but England has no argument this time. Before, in '41, with the Bible

in one hand, and a bill of smuggled opium in the other, she made her

claim. The ten colums of the Gazette may be sifted down to a few lines.

The Caroline went over the falls, but Mr. Webster and the elder Baring

settled the question. The Crescent City and the Black Warrior were tar

gets for the Moro's guns, yet we had no war with Spain. Kotza was not

given up, and Austria humiliated, but it did not end in war—but it is far

different with the "Lorcha Arrow." When Sir John Bowring found that

it was not a British vessel—did not fly the British flag—that the Colonial

Register expired on the 27th September, and the Chinese boarded her to

take out the pirates not till the 8th October—when the governor found

no Englishman was on board, and the Viceroy's arguments unanswerable,

he changed his tactics—remembered that Canton in 1849 was not opened,

as agreed in 1842 and '47—and then decided to make that the issue.

Open, Sessame ! said Admiral Seymour. Sessame declined ! Yeh said

nay/ And when the Governor-general shut the Canton gate, British can

non soon opened it! Odessa was spared, but Canton, no! One was

strong—the other weak ! Another Sinopean tragedy—almost a Copen

hagen !

Canton, then, opened by the Portuguese in 1517 ; visited by the British

ships in 1634; her direct trade with England dating from JCbO, which

the East India Company held till the monopoly was abolished in 1834—

Canton, who boldly met the British in 1842, and has been so long the

port of China commerce—has been bombarded ! The ships in port are

ships of-war—the outside barbarians are British soldiers ! Trade is stopped

—and China, whose imperial canals—whose mammoth highways—whose

wonderful government rules four hundred millions of- people—and people

whose ancestors understood the use of the mariner's compass, the art of

making glass, and printing on wooden blocks, and gunpowder, when our

ancestors were a lot of savages—China is to be again humiliated 1 The

prestige England lost in Europe last year, and year before, she is going

to regain in Asia 1

However, commerce demands it, and morality is shocked. Commerce

is a great leveler, and, of late years, don't associate much with her early

friend—throwing right and morals overboard, as they seem to have done.

There are no two opinions about the commercial view. A new field is

opening—a new era is commenced. Ministers at Pekiu—foreigners in the
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interior—all ports open ! Steamers on the China River—and then, per

haps, railways and telegraphs! Yes, perhaps! but during the period of

the war, trade will be paralized. The Americans won't have the English

business under the neutral flag, as before ; for already American heads,

mistaken for English, have been hung on the walls of Canton, and Ameri

can cannon have battered down some of the forts to revenge it. So America

is with England, and France will join 1 Verily, it looks bad for the Brother

of the Sun !

Upon the whole, now is the time to make a strike—commerce demands

it—morality says no ! I should think that the stopping of the machinery

would smash some of the engineers, for the China trade is a wide spread

credit. Break the spokes ivrn wheel, and down comes the wagon—take

the shoes off, and you lame the horse! So will this Canton affair com

plicate the accounts of the outside barbarians—and hence I hear how

Persia and China, as they stand, will keep the money market on the

qui vive.

To come back to England. Money growing tight—bank directors

change the rate again—now 6£ per cent, and only 60 days. Turn again,

Whittington ! Last year they made seven changes—from 4J, June 26th,

to 7 per cent November 13th. The year opened at 6—closed at 6J. In

money matters, as England is to the continent, and all the world, so is the

Bank of England to the other banks in the kingdom. She rules the whole.

Peace in the West, but war in the East—so don't look fur an easy money

market. The old world is going to sleep, while the new world has just

woke up. With a national debt of only $30,000,000—with an income of

$77,000,000, to an expenditure $73,000,000, ($13,000,000 of which can-

I celed the debt)—with an estimated manufacturing and agricultural cap-

/ ital of $2,600,000,000—with an export table of £323,000,000, against an

import list of -$8 15,000,000—worked upon a banking capital of$344,000,000

I —allowed to circulate $200,000,000 in bank notes—with an overflowing

treasury, and unexampled prosperity—the United States has now the rank

of first among the nations. The last reports from the several secretaries,

have astonished debt-burdened Europe. _ They don't understand how we

can manage to live on $48,000,000,/as<—the last five year's average—and

when they see a custom's revenue of 8ti4,000,000, they cry free trade!

While Great Britain takes two-thirds of our entire exports, I observe that

we take in return from her one-half of our entire imports. It seems that

the $50,000,000 that America loses in trade with Spain, South America,

and China, she makes up out of Great Britain. I note that from 1793 to

1850, our gold and silver coinage amounted to $549,341,514; and that

the total coin in the land is now estimated at $100,000,000. India, during

only the last twenty years, has coined over $300,000,000, Let the com

pany coin the mohur again—give the Indian a pure coin—no alloy—in

gold—and the drain in Europe for silver will dry.

Hoping to be in time for February, and that I have not bored you with

too many figures, believe me, I am most faithfully yours,

O. T. T.
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Art. IF.—THE FOOD OP PARIS :•

FORK AND CHEESE.

Pork waa held in great estimation by the ancients. We read in one

Traite de la Police the description of splendid repasts, where hogs, entirely

stuffed with ingredients, as extraordinary as delicate, figured with honor.

But however refined the varied dishes prepared of this meat, the haras

were preferred by many to the other parts of the animal. "The haras,"

said Delamare, " have nevertheless always excelled the other parts." The

Romans availed themselves of them sometimes at the entry of table, to

stimulate the appetite ; at other times at the close of the repast, to rean

imate by their sharpness the wearied stomach, and excite thirst. They

valued them so highly that Cato was at trouble to instruct them how to

salt and smoke, and otherwise prepare them, that they might be good and

well preserved ; and St. George, the champion of England, dedicated his

early talents to the same useful work.

The gourmands of our time have revived in their luxurious dinners, the

usage dear to the ancients, and the guests of friendly tables not unusually

take, in the middle of the most sumptuous and the most plentiful feast, a

slice of smoked ham, to sharpen the appetite.

Pigs are everywhere appreciated for their fruitfulness, for the facility of

their bringing up, and the abundance of their flesh. Pork furnishes man

with an economical food. In countries otherwise less favored, where the

peasant hardly knows flesh meat, pork forms the basis of his best repasts.

In remote districts of France, every family keeps a pig, which they kill

about Christmas. Certain parts of the animal they eat fresh, especially in

the form of sausages or black puddings, the remainder is smoked or salted

for the yearly provisions ; and from time to time, Sunday especially, the

email proprietor, or country tradesman, throws a little piece of ham or salt

pork into his soup, with cheese and vegetables.

If pork is only an accessory food, for whoever is able to change of his

own accord his diet, it is nevertheless a delicacy to those who through ne

cessity would procure, without trouble, an appetising dish, always ready.

In fact, a produce which requires from the consumer neither cooking nor

seasoning previously, and which he can obtain in any quantity he desires,

is a precious resource in cities, where the inhabitants, pressed with labor,

and often limited in their resources, are compelled to economize their purse

and time. It is this which, notwithstanding the successive improvements

of the general diet of the Parisians, makes pork remain an article of great

consumption in the capital—besides, the Parisian pork is in general of good

quality. Even the laborer, when he has breakfasted off a piece of white

bread, with a slice of pork, prepares for his supper a good soup of beef and

vegetables, seasoned with bacon or drippings.

The number of pork shops are not limited in Paris—the trade is free.

The public authorities put no restriction on them whatever, only in a gen

eral way, to guaranty at the same time the salubrity of the dwellings,

and that of the produce offered for sale. There are at this moment in

• Compiled from the French or M. Ilusson, for Hcut's Merchant$' Magatint, by Jakes MoHkcbt

& Co., of Liverpool.
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Paris 422 pork shops, distributed throughout the twelve wards of the city

as follows:—

Wards. No. Wards.87 | 6 No. Ward*, No.

.... 181

66 1 6 68 1 10 So2

8 26 1 7 84 1 11 .... 26

This distribution meets the wants of each quarter, and corresponds, at

least in the most considerable wards, with the density of the population.

It is worthy of remark, that the poorer wards are not those where they

count relatively most poik shops. The tradesman, whose work obliges

him to absent himself from home, eats, it is true, on the place where he

is; but the laborers who are so removed are not the most numerous.

And, as we have already explained, besides the working classes, pork finds

many consumers. The pork shops throughout the city are not the only

places for the sale of this commodity ; tbere are in the retail markets,

principally in the Marcho des Prouvaires, pork stalls, 75 in number, where

they sell fresh pork. Thirty of these places are occupied by the pork

dealers of Paris. Country dealers hold the forty-five others, and keep up

an opposition favorable to the interests of the poorer classes.

It is in the three pig markets established in Saint Germain, in Chapelle,

and the Maison Blanche, where the trade buy of the raw material. (A

pig market has been established since 1851 in the Batignolles—it is but

a small affair.)

They sell in these markets fat pigs destined for the supply of Paris and

its environs. The Parisian pork shops absorbs nearly two-thirds of the

quantities brought. They sell also lean pigs, which the graziers fatten for

their own consumption, or to be sold late in the market.

From 1845 to 1852, forty-two districts have sent fat pigs to the markets

for the supply of Paris. The two principal districts which have sent the

largest quantities, are Sarthe, and Maine et Loire; after these comes Oise,

Seine et Oise, Les Deux Sevres, the Seine Inferieure, the Indre et Loire,

the Orne, the Calvades, the Loiret, the Somme, the Eure et Loire, the

Euro, the Seine, Mayenne Vendee, and la Manche.

It was the custom formerly, that the pork dealers went to the markets

to buy the live cattle ; but for some time back, many among them have

found it easier to supply themselves, or complete their supply at the Marehe

des Prouvaires, through the pork dealers of Nanterre, or by the means of

several butchers called gargots ; these bring to the market pigs cut in two,

and sell them wholesale.

Further, in the year 1849, one of the markets was opened to sell pork

by auction ; but the quantities sold in this way are not considerable.

Since the institution of the auction, they have put up for sale each year,

as under :—

Pounds. Pounds. Pounds .

1849* 4.969 I 1851 189,744 I 1858 202.620

1860 88,099 I 1862 66,107 | 1864 487,609

This is how the pork dealers of Paris procure all the meat they require,

so the reader can form a tolerable idea of the nature and the importance

of their trade. We shall proceed to give some details of the various uses

* For three months only.
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Total

Add tbe average weight of losses in

slaughtering 29

of pork, and also of the produce manufactured therefrom. The average

weight of one pig is 201 pounds, divided as follows:—

Fat bacon lbs. 83 | OSal lbs. 4

Lean bacon 34

Fresh pork 88 | Total 201

Two hams, boneless 20

Meat for hash 32

Small hams 11

Preserved meat 14 | Total 280

Fat 15

The average weight of 29 pounds for the entrals will seem perhaps

small, but there is a deduction of one-half to be made to obtain the net

weight of the head, and the blood is omitted, as it is only used for the

preparation of black puddings during six months of the year.

We may, therefore, adopt as true the weight of 20 puunds, which serves

as a basis for the octroi duty.

The trade of the pork dealer has two objects—the sale of the several

parts of the pig in a raw state, and the preparation of other parts, cooked

and seasoned, known by the name of " charcuterie,"' comprising sausages,

black puddings, saucissous, (thick and short sausages,) cervelas, (sausages

made of the brains,) and stews of the liver and jowl ; these consume nearly

the sixth part of the net weight of the animal. Independent of these, and

' the hams, which the pork dealers smoke and prepare, they sell the produce

of the departments, and of foreign countries, which, of more or less re

nown, are esteemed by consumers. Such are the hams of Bayonne, of

Mayence, and of York ; small sausages of Frankfort, large sausages of

Lyons, and of Aries ; the stews and other preparations from Troyes.

The sale of these choice articles is divided between the pork dealers

and the eating-house keepers, as well as an inferior order of grocers and

merchants, who deal in the inferior pork prepared in Lorraine, Normandie,

and Brittany. The market of hams, which comes in Holy week, is the

great market of this produce. They sell there Bayonne hams, and small

sausages of Aries and Lyons. From 1845 to 1852, during the three mar

ket days, the sales reached 41 1,853 pounds of pork. In 1S51 it amounted

to 633,450 pounds. Among the twenty or thirty departments which sent

meat to the market of hams, the most esteemed are la Seine, la Muse, and

la Moselle.

The most part of the imports of 1851 proceeded from fifteen depart

ments, of which the dealers have sold the quantities as under :—

Paris and suburbs lbs. 205,388 .

La Seine 88,722 ;

La Meuse

La Moselle

La Manche

Les Basses Pyrenees

Seine et Oise

La Sarthe

244,110

190,232

68,002

28,184

14,841

10,804

9,625

La Marne lbs. 8,206

L'Yonne 8,054

L'Oise 7,537

Maine et Loire 6,702

LOrne 6,496

He et Viluine 6,135

Total 605,928

The surplus supply (28,1 1 1 pounds) camo from fifteen other departments,

which need not be specified.

Consumption' of Fork in Paris at Various Times. Savary, accord

ing to Saval, estimated the number of pigs killed in 1634 at 27,000. Th«

vol. xxxvi.—NO. III. 20
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records of the time of Richelieu, to 1037, mention 25,000. The con

sumption of I6fc8, by the records of CliA.tn.let, advanced to 58,000. "We

regret not being able to verily these figures, which seem so much exag

gerated, for we are inclined to think the pigs and the sheep have been

reckoned together. It appears that in the time of Delauiare, the number

of pigs raised for food was considerably lessened. This author maintains

that there were only 12,752 for 1707, and that at this time they did not

get beyond 15,(100 in the best years. Savary quotes a record which esti

mates the consumption at 28,000 pigs for 17'J2 ; for the subsequent time

we possess the reckonings of Lavoisier, and of M. Tessier, operating on

the years immediately preceding 1780 ; the number of pigs consumed is

35,000, according to the first, and 41,000 according to the second. We

are able to furnish with more certainty estimates of the supply of Paris

with pork. They comprise a period of twenty-one years, if we put in the

six years comprised in the reckoning by M. Goussard for the years 1781

to 1 7 86. This is a total of twenty-seven years, which enables us to cal

culate with some certainty the true consumption in the capital previous

to 1789.

Paris has received at various times the quantities specified below, the

average result procured during 4, 6, 8, and 9 years :—

From 1757 to 1764 pigs.

" 1766 to 1774

88,676

82,466

From 1777 to 1780 pigs. 88,833

" 1781 to 1786 40,441-

For the period after the Revolution, the numbers are :-

From 1799 to 1800 pigs. 62.572

" 1809 to 1818. 70.579

" 1819tol880 84,848

From 1831 to 1840 pigs.

" 1841 to 1846

" 1847 to 1864 (less 1818)

8S596

8V.743

87,257

We remark the fall in numbers during the latter years. It can be ex

plained thus:—that before 1847, the time when the duty commenced to

count by kilogrammes, the pigs brought in quarters to the Marche dee

Prouvaires were taxed, not like meat on hams, but in proportion of duty

per head for each live pig. Since 1847, and especially since the opening

of the municipal slaughter-houses dedicated to pork, it is possible to dis

tinguish the live pigs imported, from the quantities brought hum outside

after slaughtering.

QUANTITIES Or POBK CONSUMED IN PARIS FIOX 1757 TO 1854.

Freeh meat A; Prep'd pork Offal coming Offal coming Total qnan-

Yearr.

1757 to 1764.

1766 f> 1774.

1777 to 1780.

1781 to 1786.

1799 to 1808.

1809 to 1818.

1819 to 1830.

1881 to 1840.

1841 lol846.

Weight of

meat &. fat.

lbs.

C,04.S,a80

6,841.900

6,989,940

7,279 880

10.582.642

14.2H7.591

17,079,902

16.827,876

18,066,266

Att brought coming from from pigs from pigs titles deliv'd

killed in killed in the for

Paris. exterior, consumption.

lbs. lbs. lb*.

671.520 7.116.200

from tho

exterior.

lbs.

200,000

2t iO.OOO

200,000

240,000

outside.

lbs.

200,000

220.000

220,000

260,600

1,416,4 38

1,624,907

2,646,163

649.100 6,91 1,000

Ti 6,860 •'. .V 8.1 "6,600

808.820 ....:;.. 8,588.700

1.608.669 12,086.201

2.01S.669 1 0.226.150

2.4 26.668 S0.921.V98

2.890,846 20,843.627

2.666,660 23.278.t68

1847 to 1854. 7,524,620 11,341,898 2,210,611 1,068,326 1,606,88123,791,236
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INDIVIDUAL CONSUMPTION Ot PORK IK PARIS PROM 1757 TO 1854.

Consnmpt'n per Consnmpt'n per
No.of head per year. No. of head per year.

Tears. inhabitants. lbs. Tcar«. Inhabitant*. lbs.

1757 to 1764 boi;i6» l»i 180a u. 1818 6*7.920 84*

176Btul774 678.150 13 1819 U> 1*30 749,914 264

1777 to 1780 631,380 18J; 1881 to 184o 860,661 24

1781 to 1786 6H2.SOO 15 1841 to 1816 994.579 2>4

1799 tol8U8 600,480 20 1817 to 1854. 1,058,262 22$

This proves that the consumption of pork is now more extensive than

under the ancient regime. This comes evidently from the modifications

which the composition of the population of Pans has undergone, becom-

ing a more active focus of industry and commerce; but if we compare

pork with butcher's meat, we find that the first figures are only in the pro

portion of one-seventh. This proportion is still less when we make the

comparison between pork only and the accumulated weights of various

provisions which enter into the consumption of Paris, from which we con

clude that the consumption of pork in Paris is confined to moderate limits,

and that its use has never exercised any evil influence on the health of

the inhabitants.

Price of Pork at Various Times. The researches which we have made

in the archieves of the police, have put us in possession of valuable facts,

as to the quantities of pigs which entered formerly into the consumption

of Paris, but we have not discovered any document giving a trace of the

price of pork. It only appears that the authorities were in the habit of

drawing up for the pig markets, bills similar to those which they furnished

for the market of cattle prepared for slaughter. We have no indication

on this subject, except that which concerns hams and bacon, which were

said on certain days of the year in the Place of Parvis Notre Dame.

This market was formerly that which in our days is the ham market,

which is held every year in Paris during the last half of Iloly week.

PRICE PER POUND OP UA1I AND BACON IN TBE MtRCHE I1R LA PLACR DKS PARVIS KOTRR

DAME, FROM 1762 TO 1776.

Tears. Hams. Bacon.

d. d. id.

1752 0 a 51 5 a 54

1753 6 a 51 6 a 6

1764 6 a5J

1755 4ia5 4 a4i

1756

1757 4Ja4l 4 a4J

1758 5 a 5i 4 4$ a 5

1759 51 a 6 44 a 5

1760 5 5i a 6 6 a 5J

1761 5 a 5, 6 a 5J-

1762 5J a 6 0 a 41

1768 4 41 a 6 0 a 41

1764 4 44 a 5 4 a 41

Years. Bams. Bacon.

d. d. d. d.

1765 6 a 61 4J 5 a 61

1766 6 a 61 416 a t|

1767 6 a 61 0 R 6

1768 5J 6 a 61 0 a 7

1769 6 61 a 7 7 a 7$

1770 61 a 7 61 a 7

1771

1772 7 a 8 71 a 8

1773 6 a 7 7 a 74

1774 6 a 7 6 a 64

1775

1776 6 a 7 0 a 7

We perceive that the value is only increased by about one-third since

the middle of last century. For the present time the market bills, which

the administration publishes periodically by the overseers in the markets

of Saint Germain de la Chapelle and the Maison Blanche, give us the prices

of pigs for each year, from 1845 to 1853.
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AVERAGE PRICB OF PORK PEE KILOGRAMME, (2.2 POCNDS,) III THE MARCHES DE SAINT GER-

IIAIM DE LA CHAPELLE, ET DE LA MAISON BLANCHE, FROM. 1845 TO 1868.

Tears. a. d. Years, s. d. Yean. ■> d.

1845.

1846.

1847.

s. d. Years.

n 10 1848.

i

l

0 1849

1850.8

o iii

0 10i

o 8

1851 0 81

1862 0 9,

1868 1 0

For the wholesale price we have still that of the auction hall. We give

them, since the origin of that mode of sale, to the close of last year.

AVERAGE PRICE PER KILOGRAMME, (2.2 POUNDS,) OF PORK SOLD IN THE AUCTION HALL,

FROM 1849 TO 1854.

years. s. <L Years. s. d. Years. a. d.

1849 (3 months).. 0 8J I 1851 (8 months). . 0 8, I 1858 0 11

I860 0 8, I 1852 0 9 | 1854 1 0T

price of fork per kilogramme, (2.2 pounds.) sold in the retail markets, from

1845 to 1854.

Tears. Is' quality. 2d quality. 3d quality.

s. d. a. d. a. d.

1845 Fresh pork 11 1 01 0 11

1846 Freeh pork 12 11 0 1 \ -

1847 Fresh pork 1'4 1 2i 11

1848 Fresh pork 1 1T 1 0^ 0 11

1849 Fresh pork 11 0 11, 0 10T

I860 Fresh pork 10 0 lpj 0 9

1850 Salt pork 11 0 10, 0 9,

1851 Fresh pork 1 0T 0 104; 0 9

1851 Salt pork 1 0$ 0 10, 0 9,

1862 Fresh pork 1 0, 0 11j 0 10

1852 Salt pork 10 0 11 0 i>A

1858 Fresh pork 12 1 0J 0 11

1854 Fresh pork 18 12 1 01

1864 Salt pork 10 0 11 0 10

prices current per pound op pork sold bv the provision dealers of

Paris in 1849 and 1854 :—

produce prepared and sold bt the pork dealers of paris.

, 1849 , , IM. ^

s-d. s. d. s.4 ad.

Fat bacon 0 OaO 6 0 OaO 9

Lean bacon

Fresh pork

Raw bams

Prepared hams

Small hams

Smallcized bacon

Cooked chops

Hashes for cooking

Lard

Ordinary sausages

Truffied sausages

Black puddings

Table puddings

White puddings

Ordinary small sausages, (raw)

" " (cooked)

Lyon sausages 0 0 1 10, 0 0 - 1*

0 0 0 G 0 0 0 81

u u 0 7 0 0 0 7

0 0 0 8 0 0 0 91

0 0 1 2 0 0 1 4

0 0 0 8 0 0 0 4

0 0 0 »* 0 0 0 81

0 0 0 8 0 0 0 10

0 0 0 n 0 0 0 9

0 0 0 4 0 0 0 71

0 7 u 8 0 9 0 10

0 0 1 3 0 0 1 6

u 8, 0 4 0 4 0 4,

0 0 0 6 0 0 0 7

0 0 1 !>i 0 0
1 6J

(1 9 0 10 0 11 1 0

0 0 1 2 0 0 1 4
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, 1849 , , 18)4. ,

a. d. b. d. s. d. ad.

Hogg' puddings 00a06 0 0 a 0 7

Sausages made from brain 07 0 71 00 09

Pig cheese 0 7 0 8 0 9 0 10

Italian cheese 07 08 09 0 10

Head 00 12 00 14

Pigs' feet 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 21

Pigs' feet truffled 0 0 . 0 10 0 0 0 10

Liver pastry 00 0 10 00 10

PRODUCE SOLD BY THE TORE DEALERS OF PARIS, BOT NOT PREPARED BT THEM.

Bayonce hams 00 08 00 0 91

Lyon sausages _ 0 0 1 101 0 0 2 11

Aries sausages 00 161 °° * *0J

PRICES CURRENT PER POUND OF VARIOUS PRODUCE OP HOOS' FLESH, SOLD AT

THE HAM MARKET, DURINO THE YEARS 1845, 1849, AND 1854 :—

HAMS.

, 18.15 , , 1849. » , 181it. ,

a d. ad. ad. ad.

0 10 0 10 a 0 11

0 10 0 9 10

■. d.

.... a

0 10

s. d.

D'Alsae 0 91a

1 0

Des Etats Urns

0 10 6 *9l i 010 81 0 101 o "9 0 11

0 9 0 91

De Paris 0 8 0 10 0 8 0 10 0 9 0 91

s.

18

(USAGES.

D' Aries

i i i"i i"oi

1 7 2 81

1 51

2 1 1 101 2 6

14 0 10 18

1 01

1 101 2 6

1 2.... 1 1 1 0

HOOii' PUDDINGS.

. ... 0 81 1 01 0 10 0 0

10 0 9 0 11

0 8

0 7

0 10

De Paris .... 0 8

BACON.

0 9

.... 0 7 0 8 0 8 0 81

0 7 0 71

0 9

0 8

0 10

LABD.

0 6 0 9 0 11

0 9

0 10

0 91

1 0

0 7 0 0 0 11

Old Cheese. The old cheese which are consumed in the capital are,

as regards French—Gruyere, Roquefort, Auvergne, Septmoncel, (which

also comes from Auvergne ;) and of foreign cheese—Holland, Parmesan,

and Cheshire. But these are not of sufficient importance to call for spe

cial remark. It is sufficient to state, generally, that Roquefort, Cheshire,

and another English cheese, the Stilton—sometimes, also, the Septmoncel

and Sassonage—excel all others in quality.

The consumption of old cheese is almost invariable. Since 1817 the

increase in the quantities brought into Paris are in exact proportion to the

increase of the population.
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QUANTITIES OF OLD CHEESE CONSUMED IN PARIS FROM 1817 TO 1854 :

AVKBAOK QUANTITIES FEE TIAB.

1817 In 1831 lbs. 2 898.826 1841 to 1846 lbs. 8.108.678

1881 l<> 1836 ?.4i'4.nil 1846 to 1851 2.W87.314

1886 to 1841 2,80H,H'9 1661 lo 1853 3,405,21ft

Taking for a base the year 1 853, we have calculated, after the accounts

furnished by the oveisteis, that the weight of 3,566,292 pounds, which

came into the city in that j ear, can be divided as follows between the

various species :—

rounds. Ponnds.

f Oniyere 1,1911.062 1

French cheese i K. qnefort 447.716 V 2,68«,292

( Auvrrgtie and Septnnmcel 447,716 J

, 1 Holland 660,000 ) tMM.
Foreign cheese < ., i />i i • o, ■, /•„.,. e 880,000

6 ( i ariue-uu udu Chebhire 220,000 J

3,566,293

New Chfese. As to new cheese, we have precise indications as to the

quantities sold wholesale in the Auction Ilalls; we possess besides, for

these, applicable to the Quarter Maikets, some estimates given by the

agents of the administration. But for the various kinds which arrive di

rect from the dairies to the warehouses of the wholesale or retail merchant,

we have only calculations furnished by the trade. However, the state

ments obtained in this way merit confidence.

The imports which have place in the Hall and in the Markets are com

posed totally of cheese from Krie and Montlhery, and of soft cheese, called

"a la pie," made in the form of great white d.slies.

QUANTITIES IK NUMRER AND IN WEIGHT OF NEW CHEESE SOLD IN THE HALL AN»

IN THE QUARTER MARKETS IN 1846, 1851, AND 1853 :

1S46-

Sorts. No. of cheese. Weight—lbs.

Cheese of Brie sold wholesale in th« Hull 422,644 2,3.'8.9S6

Murtlber} ►"W • hultsale ill the Hall 195,139 536,630

Total for 1846 617,683 2,860,615

1851.

Cheese of Brie (Hsll) 840.018 1370.099

" Brie (rethil maikets) average 198.983 l,06n.>l0i

" Montlhery (Hall) 149,646 411,580

" .Vonilhrrv lieiHil maikets) average 85.375 234,779

Soft cheese (Hall) aveinge fOO.OOO 1,100,000

" (retail uimkt It-) average 114,102 627.861

ToUl for 1851 1,083,124 5,310,874

mi.

Cheese of Brie (Hall) 834,279 1.888.53S

Brie (rrtail mm sets) 230,58ft 1,268,216

MoDtlherv (Hall) 159.288 438.642

HooUberv (retail markets) 109,876 802.li9

8oft cheese (Hall). 200,000 1,10.'..XK>

(retad markets) 187,959 768,77*

Total for 1858 1,171,987 ft,706,SJJ
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It is worthy of remark that the sales in the Hall are rapidly decreasing,

whilst the sales in the retail markets iire augmenting in a very sensible

manner; perhaps, also, the retail dealers receive sometimes imports direct.

Unfortunately, we have not any correct meaii9 whereby to know positively

if, in general, the consumption of French cheese has been extended ; but

we are led to think that it is greater to-day than it was formerly. It is

with cheese, like pork, it is sold in very small portions, and is always

within reach of the consumer. It is, then, a perfect commodity in the

frugal repast of the laborer, the employee, and the small trader. Besides

these, which chiefly compose the consumption of Paris, important arrivals

take place, from different countries, of new cheese, in great varieties of

form and quality. We estimate as under the annual imports of dealers :—

QUANTITIES OP NEW CHEESE (VARIOUS SORTS) BROUGHT DIRECT TO THE WAREHOUSE

OP THE WHOLESALE MERCHANT DURING ONE YEAR, (1853.)

Sorts. Places of manufacture. No. of cheese. Weight—lbs.

Bondons suiiwes fraie Neulchatel 647,500 fin. '.'25

ordinaires " 2,184.000 528,628

" raffines " 89,280 16(193

NeufHiatel frais " 607,000 144.540

Mont Dor Envir de Meru (Oise) 855,2(10 403,608

Troves Aulie 21.840 88 038

Livarot Caivad<« 81.200 60,060

Pont L'Eveque Calvados 81.200 64,912

Chevret* du Jura Envir de Meru (Owe) 81.200 8,718

Tuiles de Flanders N«.rd 184,760 192,691

Olivet Loiret 66.160 67,953

Gerardmer, or Gerome Vosge* lo.floO 93.600

Maconnais Bourgugne . 198.000 16.609

Cotnpiegne Oiae 62,400 50,110

Marolles Nord 460,000 206.260

Senecture Auvergne 18,200 14.620

Eollot Picardie 1,500 1,288

Totals 6,174,480 1,957,184

This table does not comprise all the kinds of cheese consumed in Paris ;

we note the absence of Coiilommiers, of Camenbert, of S-issenage, <fec, but

the use of these last is so limited that they are of but little importance.

We have tried especially to indicate the cheese of greatest consumption,

distinguishing by their qualities the ditferent varieties of cheese. Brie

comes first. This cheese, unctuous and delicate, has a European reputa

tion ; it is superior to all others. That which comes next is, without

doubt, the small Norman cheese from Cameubert ; it is rich and agreeable

to eat, but, although resembling the cheese of Brie in taste and color, it is

not equal to it in flavor and delicacy.

To resume. The annual consumption of cheese of all kinds, according

to our calculations, reaches to the quantities below Cor the year 18o3 :—

Ponnda. Pounds.

Old cheese 3.566,.>92 I New cheese (to destination). . 1,957,184

New cheese (Halls A Markets) 6,705,722 [

Total 11,229,198

These quantities correspond to an average consumption per head for

old cheese of three-and-a-half pounds per year, and for new cheese of

seven pounds per year. The ordinary price averages as under:—■
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Groyere—Le Mont Dor or Suisse per 220 lbs. £3 8 4

Gruyere—Lea Villages 6 * *

Roquefort £10 8 4 a 10 16 8

Septmoncel 10 8 4 a 10 16 8

Auvergne 4 8 4

Holland 6 8 4

Parmesan and Chester 10 16 8

The sales " en gross," in the Hall, average the following prices for cheese

of Brie and Montlhery :—

1851. mi

£12 6 £16 0

0 14 2 0 18 6

0 8 4 0 8 4

1846.

Cheese of Brie sold on agreement per ten £1 1 2

" " by auction _. 1 0 0

Cheese of Montlbery sold on agreement 0 9 6

The difference between the price of cheese of Brie sold by the maker

and when sold by auction, is explained by the difference in the quality.

With regard to the price of cheese of Montlhery, it must be observed that

the weights per ten of these is only 27 pounds, whilst the same number

of Brie weighs 55 pounds ; and, besides, these last are much superior in

quality.

The soft cheese called " a la pie " sells by retail as much in the Halls as

in the district markets, at Is. 2d. per piece.

AVERAGE PRICE OP NEW CHEESE (VARIOUS KIXDs) BROUGHT DIRECT TO THE

WAREHOUSE OP THE DEALER :

Sorts. Quantities.

Bondons suisses fraia. . .Per ten

Bondons ordinaires Per 100 cbeese..

Bondons ratlines Per ten

Neufchatel, fresh Per ten

Mont Dor Per 100 cheese

Troyes _. .Per ten

Livnrot -. "

Pont L'Eveque "

Camenbert "

Chevrets du Jura "

Tuiles de Flanders . . . .Per 49 cheese

Olivet Per ten

Gerardmer, or Geronie .Per 22(1 pounds, weigh'd

with the box

Maconnais Per ten

Compiegne Per 100

Marolles Per ten.

Trice,
a. d. >. d.

2 0a

10 0

8 4

10 0

2 C ....

1 6

28 0

6 8 7 6

1 6 10 0

6 10 6 8

6 10 6 8

18 2 0

16 8 20 0

8 4 4 4

Senocture "

Rellut "

68 4 66 8

0 10 1 0

21 10 28

1 6 U

1 0 0

1 4 0

6 0 6

9 0 0

Times at which to
apply the price.

All the year.

January.

July.

December.

All the year.

Nov. to March.

All tbe year.

During (he winter.

All the year.

January.

July.

December.

All the year.
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Art. Y.—MERCANTILE BIOGRAPIIY :

SKETCH OF THE LATE SETH SPRAGTJE.

The Hon. Seth Sprague was born in Duxbury, Massachusetts, in the

year 1787, and died at his residence in Boston on Friday evening. Decem

ber 12th, 1857, in the 70th year of his age. He was born in Duxbury

on the estate which he owned at the time of his death, on which his fa

ther of the same name was born and died, which had been owned and

occupied by his ancestors for more than two centuries, and where he had

always lived until he established his winter residence in Boston in 1853.

He was an uncommon man ; extraordinary in goodness, and in the purity

and beneficence of his life. Few deaths have touched so many hearts—

for few have so many mourned as a benefactor, counselor, and friend. He

■was a self-made man. He had no other advantages of early education

than those afforded by the public schools of his native town as they were

sixty years ago. But he inherited a sound and vigorous intellect, which

he had cultivated by much and various reading. He was an accurate

thinker, and a plain, lucid, and effective speaker. His opinions were em

phatically his own—the result of his own thought and reflection. They

were clearly defined, strongly grasped, and fearlessly avowed. Against

coercion of every sort, whenever and however presented, his resistance

was inflexible. But such, was the kindness and benignity of his nature,

that to persuasion and entreaty, especially when coming from friends or

from the poor or humble, he seemed to have no power of resistance, ex

cept what was derived from his convictions of moral duty. He was truly

liberal in his opinions, in his affections, and in his charities. He was a

successful merchant. His success was derived from integrity, intelligence,

industry, and economy. To his employees he was more than just—he

was liberal and indulgent, habitually making sacrifices to their interests

and their feelings.

His mind was not wholly engaged by the pursuit of wealth, but he de

voted much time and attention to other objects, to books, to politics, to

agriculture, practically and theoretically, to social intercourse with his

friends and neighbors, to the great moral questions and reforms of the

age, especially to the cause of temperance and of education, and, above

all, to the cause of religion. He was piously educated, and in early man

hood he united with others in building up a Methodist society in Duxbury,

of which he was an active and efficient member, and for many years its

main stay and support. He gave to it liberally of his time, thought, af

fections, and money. He was unremitting in his attendance upon all its

meetings and services, and took a leading part in its Sabbath schools and

other religious and benevolent exercises. He was looked to not only for

advice, instruction, and guidance, but to supply deficiencies of pecuniary

contributions for the support of the society and its pastor, and such ap

peals were not made in vain. He was true and faithful to every duty, and

in all the relations of life, as a son, a brother, a husband, a friend, a neigh

bor, and a citizen. His affections, naturally warm, were strengthened and

expanded by the genial influence of the gospel, and embraced within their

scope all the races of men. But his religion was not merely that of im

pulse or feeling ; he had studied the evidences of Christianity, internal
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and external, and his understanding was perfectly convinced of the au

thenticity, the truth, and the inspiration of the Scriptures. Although al

ways prepared to give a reason for the faith that was in him, he avoided

theological controversy, believing it to be much more likely to exasperate

and harden the unbeliever in his previous views than to convince him of

error.

lie was a descendant of the Puritan Fathers of New England, and was

educated with much of their rigid simplicity, and inherited many of their

qualities, especially their earnest nature, their stern morality, and their

rigid self-denial. No one, not a professed ascetic, could have been more

rigorous in the control of his own appetite, or more simple in all his habits

of life, but liis Puritan rigor was exhausted upon himself—to others he

was practically liberal and indulgent. Owing to his Puritan education,

his manner did not do full justice to the cordiality of his feelings. The

warmth and tenderness of his heart found no adequate expression in words,

but only in his acts. In early life he was connected with his father in

commerce and navigation. Upon his father's retirement, nearly forty

years ago, he formed a partnership with his oldest brother, the late Phineas

Sprague, under the firm of P. & S. Sprague. This connection continued

until a few years since, and with the most perfect cordiality. There was

one peculiarity which marked their mutual confidence and affection. It

was that no private or individual account was kept with either. Although

both had families, and each his own domestic establishment—one residing

in Duxbury and the other in Boston for the greater portion of the time—

yet each took from the joint funds whatever he saw fit for his own expend

iture or purpose—whether for his personal expenses, or for his household,

or equipage, or travel in his own or foreign countries, or presents to his

friends, or donations in charity—all was charged to the expenses of the

firm, without a suggestion or a wish from either that the amount or the

mode should be different. When, at the close of their partnership, there

was a division of various parcels of the common property, it was made

without one word of discussion upon the valuation first named by either

of them. Each felt that it was of little moment whether a few thousand

dollars more or less was appropriated to himself, for he knew that what

he did not receive would go to a brother whom he loved, and by whom it

would be used wisely and beneficently.

Mr. Sprague filled many stations of trust and confidence, both public

and private, but never sought or accepted public offices of profit. For

several years he represented his native town in the State Legislature, and

for six years was a member of the Senate from the county of Plymouth,

lie might have attained to still higher stations by popular election, if he

wou-ld have used the appropriate means. He devoted much time and

study to the history and politics of our country, and loved its institutions

with self-sacrificing devotion, lie was a friend of the people, but his was

that friendship which consulted their interest, not their passions or their

caprice, lie went with the current only so long as it set in the direction

in which his judgment and his principles carried him. He of course

could not permanently continue a popular favorite. He was always desir

ous of the good opinion of others, and sometimes of their suffrages. Ap

probation gave him pleasure, but it was sought only by the most perfect

sincerity. He never professed an opinion which he did not entertain, nor

suppressed one which he did ; and his manner of expressing them was
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forcible and direct, mitigating nothing and modifying nothing, either to

disarm censure or secure applause. In public and in private he expressed

his real opinions in the plainest terms. He would no more have thought

of seeking the vote or approbation of another, by leaving him in error or

in doubt as to his own views or purposes, than he would of obtaining the

property of his neighbor by false pretences.

He was a neighbor and friend of Daniel Webster, by whom ho was

held in high estimation for his intelligence and moral qualities. He was

a Whig of the old school, and thoroughly conservative. He had read

much of history and seen something of human weakness, and he thought

that we should be slow to change a system under which we had reaped

more of the fruits of good government than have ever fallen to the lot of

man during an equal period.

He lived to do good, and he did it from the impulses of a kindly and

generous nature, guided by a sense of duty. In rendering assistance he

preferred those modes which were unostentatious, and would at the same

time preserve the self-respect and stimulate the exertions of his beneficia

ries. And to this end he aided largely in establishing and sustaining

young men and others in business. His advances for this purpose may

be reckoned by tens of thousands, and equaled a large proportion of his

whole fortune. No man more uniformly sacrificed his own wishes and

comfort to others. He was indeed remarkable for his unwillingness to

subject any one, whether equal or dependent, to labor or inconvenience.

His servants left him only from necessity—they clung to him as a friend,

and served him with grateful alacrity. In everything that related to his

personal wants or wishes, whether in sickness or in health, the question

with them was not how far they were commanded, but how far they could

be permitted to minister to him.

His personal friends were numerous and devoted, and although he some

times experienced the ingratitude of those to whom he had been a bene

factor, yet it never chilled or checked for a moment the warm current of

his benevolence or his charities. He was grieved by it, not because it de

prived him of the return to which he was entitled, but from the new and

painful insight which it gave him into human nature.

His last disease was a lingering one. Week after week, and month

after month, he felt the withering of his strength and the body's decay,

and saw the gradual but sure approach of death. He was fully impressed

with its solemnity, and, to use his own words, was "sober but not melan

choly." He looked to a future life with a calm and strong Christian faith.

But he had too much real humility and thoughtfulness to deem it a light

matter to enter the untried scenes of eternity, and he contemplated it with

deep religious awe. In reviewing his past life, his truthful intelligence

must have told him that it had been well spent He approached and en

tered the dark valley with solemn, calm serenity, at peace with the world,

at peace with himself, and at peace with his God.
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Art. VI—THE EVILS OP C0.1XEBCI.1L SUPREMACY.

Freeman Hunt, Esq., Editor of the Merchant*' Magazine, etc :—

Dear Sir :—In the January number of your Magazine I find an able

article on Commerce. With the general views of the writer I agree. There

is, however, one subject about which we disagree. Speaking of the pro

gress of commercial empire westward, and northward, he uses the follow

ing language :—

" Southern civilization was always in danger from Northern irruption,

and frequently fell a prey to its overwhelming force. Northern civiliza

tion, uniting strength with the arts, need fear no foreign violence, and the

causes which will accomplish its down/all, if at length it must meet the fate

ofall things humin, are deep hidden in the womb of time."

On this statement we join issue. He assumes that a commercial nation

of the North is impregnable ; or, at least, that history furnishes no prece

dent which would argue the disastrous decay of such ; and beside, if the

time of such decay ever come, it must be brought about by some as yet

unknown agency. He also asserts that Southern civilization was always

in danger from Northern irruption. In this assumption, also, I conceive

that the writer of that article is mistaken, and I shall proceed to show

that I am right in both instances.

Now I hold that civilization, whether Northern or Southern, is in equal

danger of decay, and that such decay proceeds from the corruptions, the

riches, the luxuries, and the very growth of commerce itself. Such is the

verdict of all past history, and by consulting its pages we can readily dis

cover what will eventually occasion the downfall of our own commercial

prosperity, without having to search for causes " as yet hidden in the womb

of time." Tyre and Sidon, and all the cities of the Phoenicians, were first

debauched with every species of luxurious dissipation, before it was pos

sible for them to be destroyed. For what says Ezekiel :—" By the multi

tude of thy merchandise they have filled the midst of thee with violence,

and thou hast sinned."

The same may be said of Alexandria, and the other cities of the kings

of Egypt. They were all sunk in the lowest possible corruptions, brought

about by this very "multitude of their merchandise," before they were

finally destroyed. So too of Greece and Koine, and Constantinople, with

all the empire of the Saracens; and so, likewise, fell those famous Italian

republics, Pisa, Florence, Venice, and Genoa. So, too. was the scepter of

the seas wrenched from Spain and the Portuguese. But " let us turn to

more northern climes, which have given to commerce its last, and prob

ably its final development." And what is the result? We find that in

the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, the Hinseatic League, embracing Lu-

bec, Brunswick, Bremen, Hamburg, Dantzic, and Cologne, flourished and

prospered like another Tyre or Sidon. And in the fourteenth century,

Flanders was so celebrated for its commerce and manufactures, that even

England was for a long time but a follower and pupil of the Dutch. Was

not here an empire of commerce, having its seat in a northern latitude—

a latitude further north than the extreme northern verge of our own ter

ritory, and yet where is it now ? Where are the merchant princes of

Bruges, who, coming from seventeen different kingdoms, are said to have
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erected there their Lores and Penates, their counting-rooms, and mammoth

warehouses ?

They fell not before a " Northern irruption." They were not rendered

effeminate from the temperature of their climate ; for the rugged North

ern pine, the icy breath of winter, the storms of snow and ice, are all there

yet as they were in the days gone by. The secret of their downfall is

known to all mankind. Grown debauched and effeminate by reason of

their great wealth, no sturdiness of race, or icy wintriness of clinic, could

preserve them from a similar fate to that which befell more Southern na

tions ; and to-day they rank by the side of Old Spain and the lazy denizens

of Venice.

And Old England, too, does she not begin to show symptoms of decay 1

Is not the story of her shameful career in the Baltic and the Crimea even

now circulating in every land ? The same causes are daily producing

their effects upon the hardy Briton which they produced on the citizens

of Old Tyre near three thousand years ago. Nor need we flatter ourselves

that we will be exempt from their influence. Notwithstanding our national

freedom, our manifest destiny, and our great natural advantages, unless our

citizens prove themselves proof against the fascination of luxurious ease in

duced by too great commercial prosperity, we will as surely, in time, end

as the other commercial empires have ended before us, as the world stands.

Indeed, the leaven of decay already begins to work in our midst. Even

now in our infancy, and while, like the youthful Hercules, we are success

fully strangling those two hydra-headed monsters, Anarchy on the one

hand, and Despotism on the other, we find that the insidious poison is

beginning its work, rendering weak the knees of our Young America, and

making false the stout heart of oak that nerved our patriot sires. Already

we have our merchant princes, seeking alliances with foreign despots,

running after the strange gods of the old nations beyond the seas, and

squandering their millions on " trifles light as air," whilst the unemployed

poor are knocking vainly at their doors for bread—even the crumbs which

fall from their tables, and have to resort to the thinnest of public homeo

pathic soups, in order to keep the breath in their bodies. Already do we

learn to smile on gilded vice, to frown on virtue when clothed in rags ; to

discriminate between Huntingtonian follies and the petty thefts of simple

poverty, that must either steal or starve. If such things happen in the

green tree, what may we not expect in the dry ? If so soon we have

learned to worship the Golden Calf, because of our " multitude of mer

chandise," how long, think you, will our "Northern civilization, uniting

strength with the arts," continue? I opine, not long; for our greatness

had not its origin in degrees of latitude or of longitude, but in the virtue

and manhood of our fathers ; and when these props are removed, be as

sured, even though we had built up our commerce on the shores of the

Polar Seas, all our greatness and commercial prosperity will come to

naught. At all events, let us not put too much confidence in the impreg

nability of our mere geographical advantages, but let us remember, on the

contrary, that

" Corruption is a tree, whose branches are

Of an unmeasurable length ; they spread

Everywhere."

Chicago, 111., January 30, 1857. D. E. H.
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CONTRACT FOR FCTURE DELIVERY OF FLOUR—THE POSITION OF BROKERS.

Montreal, January 1, ISjT.

To Freeman Hunt, Editor of the Merchants' Magazine :-—

Dear Sir :—1 send the report of a decision in an important commercial suit

The transaction from which it arose was this :—The plaintiff purchased, through

his broker, of the managing clerk of the defendant, one thousand barrels of flour

for future delivery. The defendant subsequently repudiated the contract. As the

case, in all its bearings, is one of no common character, and one which I believe

has not frequently come before the courts for adjudication, as it throws consider

able light on the position which brokers hold in law, and imparts information not

generally entertained, and is applicable to cases of a similar nature in the United

States, as well as in Canada, I have ventured to send it to you for insertion in

the Merchants' Magazine, should you deem it worthy of the honor.

Yours, &c, » * *

We cheerfully give place to the decision and the opinions of the three judges.

We regret, however, that our esteemed correspondent has not reported the court

in which the trial of the case occurred :—

Symcs rs. Howard. Mondelet, J.—This was an action to recover damages

caused by the non-delivery of a quantity or flour alleged to have been sold through

Messrs. Ksdailes, the brokers, upon the arthority of the defendants, and for liim

to the plaintiff. The declaration of the plaintiff stated the transaction in a va

riety of ways ; and no objection had been taken to the varying accounts. Bat

though no objection had been taken by the parties, he thought the court ought

to see if a judgment could be rendered on a declaration in which three several

histories were given, so unlike one another that they could not refer to the same

thing. If he were correct in his opinion, no judgment could be bused on such a

declaration ; because there was no notice of the particular count on which the

plaintiff relied. However, the majority of the court was against him. The

question which arose in the first place alter the one he had alluded to, was whether

the delendant's clerk was authorized by him to sell flour to be delivered to a per

son of the name of the plaintiff. The court thought he was not. Kven if he

were authorized to make sales on the spot and for cash, they did not believe that

the powers given him, nor his habits, wou d justify them in coming to that con

clusion as to speculative sales. The next question was whether, supposing de

fendant's clerk was thus authorized, he was at the time of the alleged s>ale in a

fit state to transact business. Now, it appeared that, on that day, between two

and five o'clock in the alternoon. this person was under the influence of liquor,

and unlit to do any business. There had been some contradiction on this p >int,

and the Messrs. Esdailes said that the clerk was not intoxicated. Now, he bad

no wish to say anything to reflect on the high character of these gentlemen, and

they asserted that they had a discharge from any personal responsibility. The

discharge, however, could not be found to produce, and there was a moral doubt

besides n sting on their evidence. Indeed, their character was at stake in this

way. It was said that Heward, knowing the habits of his clerk, should not have

employed him ; but, on the other hand, the Messrs. Ksdailes, knowing t le habits,

should not have transacted business with him. There would then be a reflection

upon them, if it were shown that this person was not in a fit state for the trans

action of business, and their testimony on the point must be received with cau

tion. The evidence of Sharpley, who had no interest, and who took a note of
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the circumstance, was conclusive as to the state of the clerk on the day of the

sale. It seemed, indeed, that when Sir Geo. Simpson came into the office, the

clerk had recovered momentarily ; but there was nothing to show that he had

really recovered. Sharpley said that the clerk spoke to nim about a sale corre

sponding in its particulars with the one in question ; but there was a difficulty

about the precise time when that took place. At any rate, Mr. John Esdailes

bad h'nuelf said, that if the clerk was in the Btate alleged at two o'clock, be

could not have been able to make a transaction like this at half-past five o'clock.

Another question raised, was whether the defendant had not ratified the bargain.

The court thought, instead of ratifying, he had repudiated it. A farther ques

tion arose, whether the broker, by signing his sold or bought note, could liind

both parties. He thought brokers had not the position here which they held in

France and England, and that they could not bind both parties. But supposing

that a broker, when employed by two parties, was the agent of both, in this case

there was nothing to show that he was the agent of either. Again ; a question

was raised whether a contract was valid without a contract-note signed by the

parties intended to be charged, or by their agents, and the court thought that it

was not. The note in this case was signed only by the party who acted as broker.

He concluded by saying that the state in which defendant's clerk was on the day

of the contract, was conclusively established by Messrs. Lantier, Charlebois, and

another.

Badoely, J., differed from the majority. The action was brought on a con

tract made by a broker, and the declaration was made our in the usual way, set

ting up the contract in various forms. He thought that was not objectionable,

and believed the declaration would be good if any count would hold. The pleas

of the defendant would virtually set up that he was a broker and not a commis

sion merchant ; that he never authorized the Messrs. Esdailes, nor any other per

sons, to sell flour for him ; that his clerk was intoxicated at the time of the trans

action, and this to the knowledge of the plaintiff, as well as of Messrs. Esdailes;

and finally, that his clerk made no contract. Defendant's absence from Mon

treal at the time of the sale was also alleged. The plaintiff replied that this

statement was incorrect ; that Heward's clerk was his agent, having received a

power of attorney previous to Heward's departure, to act for him in all commer

cial business. It was said, too, that lleward knew what the habits of his clerk

were, and was therefore responsible for his acts. Finally, that the e'erk was not

intoxicated at the time he made the bargaiu. The written evidence consisted of

the bought-note of the brokers ; of the protest and tender made when the con

tract should have been carried out ; of the procuration of the clerk ; and of its

cancelation after the action was brought. The broker's note sets out the names

of the parties ; the protest and tender were of the price agreed on ; the procura

tion authorized the elerk to transact all the defendant's business. Finally, the

plaintiff called on defendant to produce the telegraphic messages between him and

Lis clerk relative to these transactions. The facts as they appeared to him were

a little different from the aspect they assumed in the eyes of his colleagues. It

seemed to him that defe idant was a broker and commission merchant ; that he

made sales with or with rat the intervention of brokers, either on the spot or to

arrive ; and that such sales were a part of his general business. Further, it ap

peared that Heward's intimacy with his clerk had been lasting ; that he had con

tinued him us his clerk from 1845 till after the action had been brought; that he

had adopted his clerk's previous sales ; had appointed the clerk his general man

ager, which authority included the power to make sales to arrive. The question

now came up as to the clerk's capacity of mind at the time of the contract. He

thou.'iit that he had been proved to be of agreeing mind by the two Esdailes, by

Thomas, aud by other witnesses, and that their statements were not contradicted

by (Jliarlcbois nor Lantier. Sharpley, indeed, stated that the clerk rushed into

the office, threw himself on the sola, and covered his face with a newspaper. But

it appeared also that when Sir George Simpson came in, he went out of the office,

speaking to Sir George as he went. John Esda<les stated that this person was

sober at the time, and capable of contracting ; that he knew the terms of the
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contract ; refused to name his principal ; promised to sign the contract note ;

took possession of that note when it came to Heward's office, and put it by. He

also beat down the price, and threw the brokerage on the purchaser ; perfectly

aware of what he was about. Afterwards, it seemed that immediately the clerk

telegraphed to Heward at Toronto, aud the latter adopted the contract, and merely

asked with whom it had been made, the amount, <fcc. The telegraphic commuui-

cations showed this. In fact, lleward tried to get the flour to execute the con

tract, and even offered damages to the amount of 6d. per barrel. The repudia

tion only took place two days after his return. Now, assuming the clerk to have

authority, what were the circumstances? That he being Heward's agent applied

to Messrs. Esdailes to find a purchaser for a quantity of flour to arrive. He had

power to do so, and there was nothing to prove that it was what had been called

a speculative sale, since Heward might have had the flour on its way. Here it

must be remembered that a general agent was created, not by the power that the

principal gave to the agent, but by the power he permitted the agent to assume,

otherwise there would be no safety in commercial dealings, for commercial men

would be constantly repudiating their contracts on the ground that they had

given no authority. All the public can know is what are the acts of the agent

allowed by the principal. The general agent's power is not, however, unlimited,

and must be kept within the scope of the principal's business. This was the case

here, and especially as the defendant did not repudiate the bargain at once. On

being informed of it, he thought it binding on him. Another point was, if the

contract had been completed in a legal manner. It was certain that the statute

of frauds was part of our commercial law, and the seventeenth section of that

act provided that the parties to be charged should be parties to the memorandum

of the contract. But in Kngland it had been frequently decided that it is suffi

cient to name the parties, if the broker sigus the note. The main point in the

case, however, was this :—Were the Messrs. Esdailes the agents and brokers of

the defeudaut for this sale, and did they deliver a memorandum to him according

to the requirement of the statute of frauds? He thought they were; the de

livery of the bought and sold note, signed by the broker, to the buyer or seller,

being according to the English rule, was sufficient to bring the case within the

statute. The learned judge then proceeded to give some account of the position

hold by brokers. Under the French law they were not to treat, but to explain

the position of the parties and to bring them together. By the English law they

were sometimes the agents of both parties, and bound both by their signature.

In Rowel's practice, it was said that where the bought and sold notes were iden

tical, and contained the names of the buyer aud seller, the object, and the price,

they would make evideuce ; but this would be set aside by the note given to one

of the parties, showing any material alteration. Again, the non-return of a note

handed to one of the parties was a strong proof of acquiescence. These reasons

from the writers on the subject seemed to him to be all in favor of the plaintiff,

aud there was this additional one drawn from the broad principle of houesty,

which was this—that if one of two innocent parties must suffer from the miscon

duct of a third, he must sustain the loss who has given to the third party the op

portunity to do wrong. It had been said that brokers had peculiar powers in

England, which could not be extcuded to them here, and therefore that the Eng

lish rule could not apply. But the fact was, that the laws relating to brokers in

Euglaud merely incorporated them, and did not relate at all to their powers as

brokers. But the law that the broker could bind both parties prevailed in Upper

Canada. There was in lact no peculiarity in the position of the brokers here to

take them out of the usual rule of commercial countries. His Honor, in support

of this view of the case, cited Domat and some decisions in the United States,

one by Chancelor Johnson, of New York, and another in the case of Wentworth.

It was necessary now to say one word about the clerk. It was said that he was

in a state of intoxication when he made this transaction. But the intoxication

which could render a man incompetent to contract was one that impaired all the

powers of his mind, memory, and reflection. There was nothing to show any

thing of all this iu the present case. In a recent case in England, where a plea

of this sort was Bet up, it was laughed out of court.
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Dav, J.—The important law point in this case was whether persons, styling

themselves brokers in this country, possessed that kind of quasi officiality under

which authenticity was to be given to their signature so as to bind both parties

to a bargain. The question arose out of the provision of the statute of frauds,

the seventeenth section of which enacted that no sale for more than £10 should

be valid unless there was a memorandum in writing by the parties to be charged,

or their agents duly authorized. Was Esdailes then duly authorized to sign the

contract-note ? And if this was not proved, was it to be presumed because Es

dailes carried on the business of a broker ? Now, taking up the English decis

ions, there had been an evident desire on the part of the judges to escape from

the stringent rule of the statutes, and that might have been justified by the de

sire to render commercial transactions easy. Thu3 the entry on his books by an

auctioneer was at one time held to be binding on both parties, but that being

found to destroy the statute altogether, it was afterwards held that the statute

did not apply to auctioneers at all. Then came what seemed the received doc

trine in England, that the auctioneer should be considered the agent for both

parties. Bat he could not believe that this was a proper decision. A man who

went into an auction-room bought of the auctioneer as the agent of the seller,

and if the seller repudiated the contract, the auctioneer became the principal.

Xow, the signature of Esdailes, if good at all to bind the two parties, must be

good on one of the two grounds he had stated, either the Esdailes were the au

thorized agents of Howard, or they were to be presumed to be so, because they

were brokers. In examining the first alternative, he referred again to the Eng

lish decisions, and said it was extremely difficult to understand precisely the

causes which had sometimes induced the English judges to hold agents to be the

agents of both parties. In Cooper and Smith, (East's Reports,) when the clerk

of the agent of the vendor wrote the note of sale in the vendor's order-book, in

the presence of the vendees, and then at the desire of the latter read it over to

him, it was held that the signature was not enough to bind the parties. Then

came a case in 5 Bingham, 603, where the vendor's clerk sold thirty barrels of

sugar, and at the time made and signed the contract in the books of the vendee.

That was held to be insufficient. There the agent signed his own name, and not

for either of the parties, which was the reason for the decision. If he had proved

that he was the attorney of the vendor, it would have teen sufficient. This was

a similar case. Esdailes did not sign as attorney but as broker. When an indi

vidual, acting between the two parties, signed for both, it had been sometimes

held that that bound both ; but the decisions ran the other way when the note of

one party was set up as binding the other. When that was received it was al

ways because there was evidence of one party being authorized by the other.

With regard to the quotation from Domat, the word used by that author ex

plained the whole thing. He spoke of enlremetteurs of men being employed by

persons having opposite interests, and who were the agents for both to place them

in a position where they might treat for themselves. It was further said that

any man who set up business as a broker created for himself a capacity in which

he was presumed by law to be the agent of the parties, and that he might give a

note binding the party adverse to the one he represented. Brokers having pow

ers like that were not to be found in either England or France. What said Bell?

That if a broker was authorized by one party to buy, and another to sell, the

entry in his book was binding. But that was because he was authorized by both

parties. The only reason for supposing Esdailca to have been authorized by

Heward was the fact that the clerk went to them and got them to sell for Hew-

ard. But John Esdailes said, in answer to the question, who authorized you to

make a sale for defendant ? I bought the flour from the defendant through his

clerk. Again ; when asked, state what your proceedings were, &c., and the na

ture of the authority received by you from the defendant, Mr. Esdailes said

nothing of any authority from defendant, but described the affair by saying that

the flour being offered for sale by the defendant's clerk, the plaintiff authorized

him to purchase 1,000 barrels on the best terms he could, not exceeding 37s. 6d.

He offered 37s., provided Howard would pay the brokerage, but was told that it

vol. xxxvi.—NO. III. 21
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would cost more to deliver it from Upper Canada, where the price was to be 35s.

Here a party had flour to sell, and another came and said that he was authorized

to buy. and bargained for the purchase ; but how was this last Mr. Esdailes the

agent for Heward, the defendant ? It had been said by his learned brother that

there was no legislation in England affecting the powers of brokers ; but there

was a statute so early as James I., confirmed by one of Anne, obliging the brok

ers to give security, and placing them under the strictest provisions as to the con

duct of their profession. No man would be admitted in England to act as a

broker on his ipsi dixit, and any assumption which might be good in their favor

would not apply in the case of a man who had not their privileges and obliga

tions. However, on this point the court could not look to England, but to

France, and the doctrine he had laid down would be found in Satary Parfait

Negotiant ; Roque Jurisprudence Consulaire ; and Villeneuve Dtit. Commertiale

verbo Courtiers. The position of the majority of the court, then, is simply this :

that there was no evidence to show that Esdailes was authorized to act as the

agent of the defendant ; and that no presumption of his being so arose from his

Btyling himself a broker. That where a broker was applied to by both parties

and became really the agent of both, he might bind both ; but unless he stood in

that position, even though the character of broker was better defined than it

could be here, he could not bind both parties by his simple signature until the

profession of brokers were put on a different footing—he said this without any

reproach on the gentlemen now exercising the profession, and least of all on

Messrs. Esdailes—any other rule would involve traders in ruinous losses. Judg

ment for the defendant.

THE LAW OF TRADE MARKS—BRINDLE'S WATCHES.

Before Judge Davies, (New York.) Morris L., Samuel, and Edwin M. Dunn

vs. Albert Berger.

Plaintiffs alledge that they are assignees of Sylvester L. Samuel, who, by agree

ment with one James Brindle, acquired the right to use his name upon watches

manufactured by Samuel and his assignees. The defendant sells watches manu

factured by Brindle, and stamped with his name.

It is sought to restrain him from so doing by injunction.

Davies, J.—The rule, governing the interference of courts in this and like

cases, is well laid down by Duer, J., (Amoskeag Manufacturing Company rs.

Spear,) 2 Duer, 607. He says :—

" At present it is sufficient to say, that in all cases where a trade mark is imi

tated, the essence of the wrong consists in the sale of the goods of one manufac

turer or vendor as those of another j and it is only when this false representation

is directly or indirectly made, and only to the extent in which it is made, that the

party who appeals to the justice of the court can have a title to relief."

Applying these principles to the facts in this case, we shall see that the plain

tiffs invoke a rule of law which the defendant might claim to be applied to them,

but which will not avail the plaintiffs.

The plaintiffs say that Brindle, as a watchmaker, had acquired a reputation as

such, and that all watches manufactured by him were stamped with his name ;

that Sylvester J. Samuel purchased from Brindle the right to stamp Brindle's

name on watches manufactured by Samuel ; and that Samuel assigned to the

plaintiffs the right to stamp Brindlc's name on watches manufactured by them.

The defendant has on hand for sale the watches manufactured by Brindle, and

stamped with his name, and this court is called upon to restrain him by injunction

from selling the genuine, and thus to protect the plaintiffs in selling the simulated

articles.

The plaintiffs ask the court to aid them in passing off upon the public watches

manufactured by them and held out to the public as made by Brindle, when, in

truth, the watches made by Brindle, and stamped by him with his mark, are those

which the defendant seeks to sell.
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If the defendant was seeking to make sale of watches manufactured by him

as those manufactured by Brindle, and the right of the plaintiffs to use his name as

a trade mark was clear, then the injunction should go ; but they cannot call on this

court to aid them in passing off the watches made by them as those manufactured

by Brindle.

Another rule enunciated by Judge Duer in the case above cited is to be applied

to this case. He says, (2 Duer, G18,) the rule is fully settled, and is recognized

in nearly all the cases, that, in suits of this nature, an injunction is never to be

granted in the first instance if the exclusive title of plaintiff is denied, unless the

grounds upon which it is denied are manifestly frivolous. When the title is dis

puted, the course is to let the motion for an injunction stand over until the plain

tiff has established his legal right in an action at law.

OBSTRUCTIONS TO NAVIGATION ARISING PROM RAILWAYS.

The American Railroad Journal notices, as among the interesting questions

that have arisen from our grand system of railroad travel, the conflict of the con

venience of society which occurs when a railway is to be carried across navigable

streams, bays, and arms of the sea. The Journal says, that on account of the

benefits they bestow they are endowed with certain peculiar privileges : they ob

tain monopolies ; they secure rights which the law will not allow to individuals.

But it is always on the conditiou that they will do no injury to the public. There

are doubtless many inconveniences to private individuals, many grievances which

no compensation can recompense, for which no damages can atone. But all these

are overlooked in comparison with the benefit conferred upon the community in

general. But they have no right to destroy prescriptive and original means of

communication, to obstruct navigable rivers, or prevent the usual means of trans

portation in order to facilitate their own.

The Hudson River Railroad, passing along the shores of the river from which

it takes its name, has undoubtedly injured the property of many proprietors on

its eastern bank. The splendid water-fronts of many country-seats have been

ruined ; the seclusion which men of wealth have sought is disturbed, much against

their inclination, by the shrill steam-whistle and the noisy passage of countless

trains. These are inconveniences which must be submitted to for the general ad

vantage of the community : damna absque injuria. But when the direct course

of their railroad would impede the navigation of the branches and bays of the

river, the company are compelled by the terms of their charter to construct draw

bridges, and to provide that their right of way should not deteriorate the usual

and original channels of travel and transportation.

Getty vs. the Hudson River Railroad Company, 10 Barbour, 617.

In this case the plaintiff owned a farm situated on a bay in the river to the

north of Hudson. In the year 1849, the railroad company, under their charter,

proceeded to build their road on an embankment, and on piles directly across the

mud flats on the east side of the river, at the distance of one thousand feet from the

shore at high water. At low water the flats across which the railroad passed

were nearly or quite exposed. By this the plaintiff was prevented from selling

sand from the sand-banks on his farm. The brickmakers on the opposite side of

the river had been accustomed for many years to obtain molding-sand in greater

or les3 quantities from the plaintiff. This sand was then taken chiefly in the win

ter across the ice by teams, and in summer by scows of some sixteen to sixty tons

burden, both with or without masts, which could be brought within fifty leet of

the shore at high water.

The plaintiff brought his action against the company for damages, and also
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claimed a decree that they should be compelled to build a drawbridge for the con

venience of navigation. The company contended that, as the road was constructed

in the river, one thousand feet from the shore, not taking or touching the plain

tiff's lands, or in any way interfering with his rights on lands belonging to the

State of New York, and that as there was no dock or other convenience for nav

igation inside said road, no drawbridge was required by the terms of their char

ter in such cases.

By the Court—The general question of damages for injnring the private rights

(of navigation, fishing, etc.,) of individual proprietors along the banks of this

river where the company has, under its charter, built on the property of the

State, would seem to be very clearly decided and adjudged, and can need no dis

cussion here.

If this case be not so different from those, by reason of the plaintiff's location

on a bay, as to entitle him to a drawbridge, then he has no right to recover dam

ages for an obstruction that is there by leave of the State on lands of the State.

Is he then entitled to have a drawbridge built there in case his prayer for specific

relief be granted ? I must say that the answer to this seems to me as plain as

does that to the previous part of the case, and it is two-fold. 1 . No one individ

ual can maintain this action for a specific performance of a public duty imposed

for the public benefit, and that public the people of the State, and they ouly, can

institute proceeding to compel a compliance with that duty. 2. It cannot be

that this " bay," if correctly described in the statement of facts, is such a bay as,

by the 15th section, the company are bound to furnish with a drawbridge, to

provide for free passage of such vessels as heretofore have passed or now can pass."

That some sort of water craft can at sometimes pass near to shore of a curve in

the stream, docs not make the " bay " spoken of. It can mean in view of public

necessity such bays only as have a general navigation deserving the name of nav

igation.

AGENTS—ACTION TO RECOVER VALUE OF COTTON SOLD TO A MANUFACTURER.

Supreme Court of New York, Saratoga County. Before Judge Rosekrans.

Patrick Walsh vs. Russell P. Clapp and Herman Warner.

This was an action for the recovery of $186 20, the price and value of six

bales of cotton, sold and delivered to the defendants, who are partners, residing

and doing business at Ballston Spa, in the county of Saratoga, under the name

and style of Clapp and Warner. It appeared from the evidence that the plain

tiff sold the cotton through his broker in New York to the defendants, through

their agent, one Hapgood, and the cotton was duly received and worked np by

the defendants at their mill. It appeared also that the defendants' agent was in

solvent, and had sold OBt to them the stock and running gear of the mill by an

instrument in writing, dated two or three days previous to the alleged purchase

of cotton. This instrument, in its terms, was absolute, and ou its face was a

perfect conveyance. The agent, however, did not leave the mill at once, but re

mained for some time in the employ of the defendants.

The defendants acknowledged that they received the cotton, but set up that

they never authorized Hapgood to buy for them—that he was largely indebted

to them at the time of the alleged purchase—that the cotton was sold and deliv

ered to them by said agent on account of such indebtedness, and that the instru

ment in writing was merely to secure such indebtedness.

The court charged the jury that the sale by Hapgood to the defendants was

proved ; that if the defendants had received the cotton and reaped the benefit of

it through their agent, even though Hapgood, at the time of the purchase, did

not make known his principals, they were liable ; that the jury were the sole

judges of the agency of Hapgood m this matter, and that, in determining it,

they were to consider the circumstances of the sale, Hapgood's position in the

mill previous and subsequent to the purchase, and his utter insolvency at that

time.

Verdict for the plaintiff for amount of claim and interest, $196.
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ACTION- TO RECOVER FOR INJURY DONE TO GOODS IN PRIVATE WAREH0C8E.

Circuit Court of the United States—November Term, 1856. R. & H. R.

Tucker vs. Oelrichs, Lurman & Schumacher.

[The Baltimore Price Current, in compliance with the request of a number of

its mercantile friends, procured for publication the following statement of the

above interesting legal decision. It was furnished by William P. Frick, Esq.,

counsel for the defendants.]

This suit was brought by the plaintiffs, merchants, of Baltimore, against the

defendants, as owners of Belt's Wharf and the warehouses thereon, to recover for

injury alleged to have been done to a lot of coffee belonging to the plaintiffs, by

storing it in the same warehouse with a quantity of Peruvian guano. It appeared

upon the trial, that the coffee was imported by Messrs. Oelrichs & Lurman in the

summer of 1852, and stored by them m one of their warehouses on Belt's Wharf;

that they sold it in the fall of 1853 to the Messrs. Tucker, who continued it in

store in the same place until the fall of 1854, when, on being sampled, it was

found to be in part discolored, and therefore considerably injured in value. It

was sold at auction, on notice given to the defendants, at a loss ; and this suit

was then brought to recover to the extent of the injury.

On the part of the plaintiffs, merchants of the city were called, who expressed

the opinion that the discoloration of the coffee was the effect of guano ; and that

it was not, in their judgment, a prudent act in the storekeeper to put guano in

the same house with coffee. The same opinion was expressed by three merchants

who, as surveyors, at the request of the plaintiffs, examined the coffee while it

was still in store, and recommended an immediate sale at auction.

On the part of the defendants, it was shown that the warehouse in question

was one for general storage ; that guano had been stored in it for at least eight

or ten years, together with coffee, flour, tobacco, and other articles ; that up to

the time of this transaction no injury had ever been done to any of these articles,

so far as was known or heard of, by guano ; that coffee, in one of these ware

houses, had been stored for more than two years, in an upper room, with guano

immediately underneath—there being an open hatchway between the two stories

—and had not been at all discolored, or affected in either taste or smell. It was

also stated by some witnesses, that they had seen coffee discolored as was this

coffee, when it had never been in the neighborhood of guano ; and that they be

lieved the change owing to the condition in which the coffea was shipped, and

the action upon it of a humid atmosphere.

Captains of guano vessels were examined, who stated that they were in the

habit of taking coffee with their other stores, on voyages from the Ohincha Islands j

and that they had never known it to be affected in color, taste, or smell, though

the vessels were filled with gnano. They all agreed in stating, that until this case

was spoken of, they never heard of any instance in which it had been alleged or

supposed that guano would discolor or injure coffee; and that they would, there

fore, not have hesitated to bring them together in the same cargo.

The coffee, in this case, was stored in a front room on the ground floor ; and

while owned by Oelrichs & Lurman, guano was put, without any apprehension by

the storekeeper, into the back room adjoining, with an open door or archway be

tween the apartments. It was not injured, so far as known, during the first year

of i(3 storage. After the purchase by the plaintiffs, the door of communication

between the apartments was tightly boarded up, and guano still kept on store in

the back room. It appeared, also, that the room containing the coffee had not

been opened more than two or three times during the storage ; the storekeeper

stating that it was customary to keep coffee on store on the lower floors, and not

to ventilate the apartments containing it, unless specially so ordered by the owner

of the coffee.

The court instructed the jury that the defendants os warehousmen were liable,

under their contract for storage, only for ordinary diligence ; by which was in
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tended, in law, that degree of diligence which prudent men ordinarily exercise in

respect to their own property and business ; and that in order to entitle the plain

tiffs to recover, the jury must find, first, that the coflee was, in fact, injured by the

guano ; and secondly, that the defendants were wanting in ordinary diligence in

storing the coffee and guano in the same warehouse, in the manner in which they

were stored. The verdict was for the defendants.

COLLISION BETWEEN A STEAMER AND SCHOONER—APPORTIONMENT.

Decision in Admiralty, (United States District Court.) Before Judge Hall.

William Jarvies vs. the steamboat State of Maine, &c.

Hall, J.—My examination of this case has confirmed the impression, received

at the hearing, that both vessels were in fault.

The collision occurred in the day-time, and those in charge of the colliding

vessels ought to have known that if they continued to approach each other with

unabated speed they would necessarily pass at a point where both vessels would

be subject to the powerful action of a strong ebb-tide, which, from the course and

changes of the current at and near that point, would change suddenly and very

considerably the course and position of the schooner, and effect to a greater or

less extent the direction and progress of the steamer. Neither the one nor the

other could be wholly under control, but both would be necessarily more or less

driven out of the track which it was deemed most desirable to pursue.

To pass safely, under such circumstances, in the most difficult and dangerous

portion of the narrow channel of Hell Gate required very extraordinary care, and

a competent degree of skill, on the part of those in charge of their respective

vessels.

Although the evidence is in many respects conflicting and unsatisfactory, I am

of the opinion that the requisite diligence, care, and skill were not exerted on

board the schooner, and that the steamer—which should either have slackened

her speed and waited in comparatively still water until the schooner had passed

the point of danger, or have proceeded with the utmost care and caution, and if

necessary at less speed until the danger was over—was likewise in fault

Having, with a full knowledge of the danger, elected to proceed, the steamer

must be held in fault unless it appears that those to whose management she was

intrusted managed her with the requisite skill, and with the utmost care, and

that the fault of those in charge of the schooner was solely the cause of the col

lision.

I cannot say the schooner alone was in fault. The course and management of

the steamer were not such as to give the pilot of the schooner clear and unmis-

takeable notice of the side the master of the steamer intended to take in passing,

and the helm of the schooner may have been, and probably was, ported a moment

before the collision—either intentionally or instinctively, and involuntarily—in

consequence of the uncertainty in regard to the steamer's intention, and the feel

ing of danger which this uncertainty was so well calculated to excite.

It is also quite clear that there was no sufficient look-out kept upon the schoon

er, and her course and management were not such as to indicate distinctly which

side of the steamer, or what part of the channel, the pilot of the schooner in

tended to take ; and it is almost certain (although it was sworn that a careful

look-out was kept on the steamer) that both vessels proceeded in fancied security,

or at least without any just conception of the danger impending—the schooner

without shortening sail, and the steamer without checking her speed, until it. was

too late to prevent the collision which ensued.

I repeat that the testimony, upon which I have formed these conclusions, is in

many respects conflicting and unsatisfactory, but the case is certainly one of mu

tual fault, or else one of inscrutable fault—and in either case the rule of the ad

miralty is to divide the damages.

There must be a reference to a commissioner to ascertain the damages occa

sioned by the collision, which will be apportioned between the parties, and neither

party is to be entitled to costs as against the other.
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COMMERCIAL CHRONICLE AND REVIEW.

STRINGENCY IN THE MONEY MARKET—VARIOUS MODES OF DEPLETING THE SUB-TREABUEY—INTEE

BUPTIONS TO COMMEEOE AND TRANSPORTATION—ARGUMENTS AGAINST SPECIAL LEGISLATION—

WHARVES AND WHARFAGE—YIELD OF GOLD, AND BUSINESS AT THE ASSAY OFFICE AND MINT—

THE BANK MOVEMENT—IMPOSTS AND EXPORTS AT NEW YORK—TONNAGE STATISTICS, AND RELA

TIVE TRADE IN FOBEION AND AMERICAN VESSELS, ETC., ETC.

The pressure in the money market continued throughout the month, and is

more or less severely felt in all parts of the country ; but is greatest in the North,

extending from the Atlantic seaboard to the far West. The imports have been

very large, and nearly 825,000,000 are locked up in the Sub-treasury, and the

sum is daily increasing. There are three ways of depleting this reservoir. One

is a system of corrupt and reckless legislation, which shall squander the money in

useless expenditures, or bounties to political favorites. Another is, the distribu

tion of the surplus among the several States, or its investment in State stocks, as

a sinking fund. A third is, such an alteration of the tariff as to effect an imme

diate diminution of the receipts. The last is certainly the most legitimate remedy,

and the only real cure for the evil. If either of the first two were adopted, the

relief would be only temporary, as the treasury, if thoroughly emptied by the pro

cess, would begin a fresh accumulation. It is plain that it is the duty of the govern

ment to exact no more revenue from the people than sufficient to defray the ex

penses of its commercial administration ; and all eyes have been turned to Con

gress for relief. A measure has been proposed in the House, but the Senate have

not acted upon it ; and at the date of this review, it is impossible to predict what

its fate will be. We have no doubt but what the whole tariff might be readjusted

by a little conciliation from interests seemingly conflicting, without prejudice to

the prosperity of any part of the country.

The country has suffered very much from the severity of the past winter, and

trade and commerce have been more interrupted from this cause, than ever before

in its history. The port of Philadelphia has been completely closed. Boston

harbor has been at times frozen over ; Baltimore has suffered severely, and New

York has experienced great difficulty, a large number of vessels being injured

either in egress or ingress, and the entrance to the harbor having been for several

days unusually difficult and dangerous. The East River was several times so

blocked with ice on the flood tide, that it seemed completely frozen over ; and

once, for several hours, it afforded a firm bridge, on which thousands of persons

crossed from Brooklyn to New Yorkv The Hurl Gate entrance to Long Island

Sound was impassable for several weeks ; and coastwise communication with New

England almost ceased. Heavy snow storms blocked the railroads, and hindered

inland transportation, and all branches of trade have been seriously interrupted.

The cold has extended farther south than usual, and even in parts of Florida, ice

was formed sufficiently strong to bear up a band of skaters. There can be no

doubt that all this severity has been wisely ordared, for the ultimate good of the

country ; or but what, if it is to continue for a succession of seasons, the ingenuity

of our merchants will find means to overcome the adverse elements, and keep open

the channels of communication.
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We see that the remarks in our last, in regard to the interference, on the part

of the government with the affairs of trade, have attracted the attention of a large

portion of the daily press. The principle, that whatever can be done well by

private enterprise, should be left unshackelcd by legislation, we believe to be a

sound one ; and we have no doubt but what it would be safe to recognize it, and

allow its universal application. Since our last issue, the committee of the New

York Legislature, appointed to examine into the alleged corruption, in connection

with the Harbor Masters of New York, have made their report, confirming the

truth of all the charges, and exposing a mass of bribery and corruption which

must astonish some of those who are not behind the scenes. Our object in alluding

to it, is not to comment upon the fact, but to point out a remedy. At present,

the ownership of the wharves about Manhattan Island, is divided between indi

viduals and the corporation—not in common, but each owning distinct sections,

in fee simple. The rate of wharfage, and the regulations thereof, are established

by law ; and eleven Harbor Masters are appointed by the Governor of New

York to carry out these restrictions. The rate legally fixed is the same at all the

piers within the corporation limits ; of course those wharves nearest the principal

business streets are most in request, but the Harbor Master has the right to order

the vessel to any pier which he chooses, and here the corruption begins to work.

A large vessel arrives, and wishes a berth " down town j" the Harbor Master, or

his subordinate, can, for a consideration tendered privately, grant this privilege,

or, if this extortion be refused, he may order the vessel to any other part of the

city. The evidence before the Commission goes to show, that practically, no large

vessel obtained a desirable berth, unless her consignees paid a certain sum over

and above the wharfage. The only effectual remedy which we can see, is to abolish

the whole system, and let the owner of every wharf get as much as he can for the

use of his pier. The corporation might sell or lease its wharves at public auc

tion, and all would have a chance for competition. Then every vessel which went

to an inconvenient pier to discharge, would obtain a compensation by securing a

berth at a lower rate ; and those which discharged at the best piers, would pay

openly for the privilege. There is no such monopoly as would encourage extor

tion ; and if there were, high prices would but drive business to new piers, or

induce capitalists to furnish fresh facilities. We can see no justice in regulating

a price by law, for any given service, which is left open to corruption. The latter

will regulate the price, by a natural law, founded in the nature of things, and as

immutable as the Creator.

There appears to be no material falling off in the production of the gold fields

in California, and some estimate the yield at an increased total ; but there is less

coming forward to the Atlantic States. The following will show the total busi

ness at the New York Assay Office in January, 1857 :—

DEPOSITS AT THE ARiSAV OKKIl'E, NEW TOEK, FOB THE MONTH OF JANCAKT.

Gold. Silver. Total.

Foreign coins. 14,800 00 $ 13,600 00 . $18.400 00

Foreign bullion , 12,200 00 18,003 00 30,203 00

Domestic bullion 1,866,000 00 10,797 00 1,876,797 00

Total deposits $1,383,000 00 $42,400 00 $1,425,400 00

Deposits payable in bars $96M00 00

Deposits payable in coin _. . 460,000 00

Gold bars stamped 263,445 87
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STATEMENT OF THE DEPOSITS AND COINAGE AT THE MINT OF THE UNITED STATES

AT PHILADELPHIA DURINQ THE MONTH OF JANUARY, 1857.

GOLD DEPOSITS.

California gold $680,714 76

Gold from other sources 1,048 00

Total gold deposits $531,757 76

SILVEB DEPOSITS.

Silver, including purchases _ $727,250 46

Total gold and silver deposits $1,259,008 22

The coinage executed was :—

Eagles

Half eagles. . . ,

Quarter eagles.

Dollars

Total.,

No. of pieces.

2,916

27,005

29,176

112,081

Value.

29,160 00

135,025 00

72,940 00

112,081 00

171,128 $349,156 00

Dimes

Half dimes .

Total.

660,000

600,000

1,160,000

$66,000 00

25,000 00

$91,000 00

Cents

Half cents

Total.

Gold coinage. ..

Silver coinage . .

Copper coinage.

Total.

RECAPITULATION.

888,456

35,180

868,636

171,128

1,160.000

868,686

$8,884 56

175 90

$3,610 46

819,156 00

91,000 00

3,510 46

1,699,764 $448,668 46

DENOMINATION OF COINS ON HAND AT THE MINT OF THE UNITED STATES, AT PHILA

DELPHIA, AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS FOR THE DAY, ON JANUARY 31ST, 1857.

Double eagles $441,040 00

Eagles 76,010 00

Half eagles 144,620 00

Quarter-eagles 167,012 60

Three dollar pieces.. 16,648 00

Dollars 810,187 00

Bars 12,180 01

$1,167,647 61

SILVER.

Dollars

Half-dollars

Quarter-dollars

Dimes

Half dimes

Three-cent pieces . . .

Cents

Gold.

$10,640 00

466,895 00

210,788 00

44,887 70

28,967 76

28,126 02

400 48

$784,699 95

1,167,647 61

Total amount of balance on hand $1,942,247 46

The banks, after expanding far beyond what was thought a safe or prudent
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limit, have generally commenced a contraction. We annex the weekly averages

of the New York banks since the opening of the year :—

WEEKLY AVERAGES NEW YOKE CITY BARKS.

Loans and

Dale. Capital. Discounts. Specie. Circulation. Deposits.

Jan. 3, 1867 56,286,068 109,149,163 11,172,244 8,602,113 95,846,216

Jan. 10... 66,236.068 110,160,234 11,090,108 8,828,395 90,709,710

Jan. 17... 66,286,068 110,860,401 11,966,164 8,047,065 93,035,766

Jan. 24... 66,236,068 111,094,416 11,633,924 7,879,027 88,644,576

Jan. 81... 69,266,434 111,786,883 12,191,825 8,024,948 92,466,236

*eb. 7... 69,266,484 112,876,713 11,143,894 8,426,817 96,029,439

beb. 14... 59,266,484 112,722,799 10,497,882 8,151,799 91,917,188

We continue onr usual statement of the weekly averages of the Boston banks

since our last report :—

WEEKLY AVERAGES AT BOSTON.

January 26. February 2. February 9. February 1ft.

Capital $81,960,000 $31,960,000 $31,960,000 $31,960,000

Loans and discounts 68,604,058 68,546,368 63,962,536 63,862,000

Specie 8,904,765 8,922,859 8,840,601 8,518,800

Due from other banks. 6,028,030 6,486,160 6,526,780 6,022,000

Due to other banks 5,630,385 6,755,118 6,980,760 6,796,000

Deposits 16,947,686 16,991,703 15,965,618 15,875,600

Circulation 6,882,614 6,816,169 6,996,857 6,741,900

SUMMARY OP THE ITEMS OF CAPITAL, CIRCULATION, AND DEPOSITS, SPECIE AND

CASH ITEMS, PUBLIC SECURITIES AND PRIVATE SECURITIES, OF THE BANKS OF

THE STATE OF WISCONSIN, ON THE MORNINO OF MONDAY, JANUARY 5, 1857.

Capital $2,966,000 00 I Cash items $73,222 03

Circulation 1,702,570 00 | Public securities 1,933,018 61

Deposits. 8,865,562 55 I Private securities 6,327,472 77

Specie 842,988 81 |

The following will show the change in the aggregate totals of the New Orleans

banks :—

January 1. February 2.

Short loans. .. . $20,611,903 $21,331,991

Exchange 6,416,699 10,869.449

Due dist. banks. 965,553 1,148,297

January 1. February 7.

Specie $6,690,728 $7,740,872

Circulation 9,194,134 11,013,694

Deposits 18,492,689 13,589,771

The imports since the first of January have been enormously large. The un

official total at New York during the first two weeks in February, was over

814,000,000. The official total of imports, at the same port, for the month of

January, was $3,428,668 larger than in January, 1856 ; $6,060,905 larger than

for the corresponding period of 1855 ; but $601,087 less than for January, 185-4,

which was the most active period ever known at this port. We annex a com

parison :—

FOREIGN IMPORTS AT NEW YORK IN JANUARY.

1854. 1855. 1856. 1857.

Entered for consumption . .

Entered for warehousing . ,

Free goods

Specie and bullion.. . . . .

$15,651,415

2,271,976

1,895,063

289,365

$8,870,269

8,264,664

1,230,680

90,284

$12,666,638

1,625,254

1,841,808

54,364

Total entered at the port. ...

Withdrawn from warehouse .

$19,607,819 $12,946,827 $15,678,064

2,889,616 2,067,931 2,845,618

$15,300,034

1,969.266

850,923

886,509

$19,006,732

2,673,755
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The imports of dry goods at New York in January show a decrease of $300,295 >

as compared with the same month of 1856 ; but an increase of 84,756,083, over

the total for January, 1855; and of $154,000 over the corresponding total of

1854, as will appear from the annexed comparative summary :—

IMPORTS OF FOREIGN DRY GOODS AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK FOR THE FOUR WEEKS

ENDING JANUARY 29TH—ENTERED FOR CONSUMPTION.

1854. 1855. 1856. 1857.

Manufactures of wool $1,671,251 $989,922 $2,177,882 $1,927,110

Manufactures of cotton 2,626,816 988,081 2,524,951 2,121,174

Manufactures of silk 2,972,981 1,012,621 8,046,608 8,769,596

Manufactures of flax 972,844 684,491 818,664 714,499

Miscellaneous dry goods 681,872 472,776 719,488 849,797

Total $8,876,764 $4,042,890 $9,280,893 $9,382,176

WITHDRAWN FROM WAREHOUSE.

1851. 1855. 1856. 1857.

Manufactures of wool $281,406 $188,828 $186,288 $182,414

Manufactures of cotton 443,066 266,580 406,606 635,594

Manufactures of silk 606,483 269,487 282,872 822,862

Manufactures of flax 121,613 95,918 128,792 160,088

Miscellaneous dry goods 84,676 81,619 60,714 82,854

Total $1,887,284 $900,727 $1,055,271 $1,278,807

Add entered for consumption 8,876,764 4,042,890 9,280,898 9,382,176

Total thrown on the market. . $10,262,988 $4,943,617 $10,886,164 $10,665,983

ENTERED FOR WAREHOUSING.

1854. 1855. 1856. 1857.

Manufactures of wool $289,610 $307,816 $282,084 $141,888

Manufactures of cotton 671,470 547,986 668,138 884,062

Manufactures of silk 882,693 848,842 294,896 278,787

Manufactures of flax 154,218 227,871 191,158 142,948

Miscellaneous dry goods 8,820 156,589 69,602 62,128

Total $1,856,706 $1,687,508 $1,406,878 $1,004,800

Add entered for consumption 8,875,764 4,042,890 9,280,898 9,882,176

Total entered at the port $10,232,470 $5,680,898 $10,686,771 $10,386,476

The specie imports have been unusually large, owing to the shipment, via this

port, of a large quantity of coin destined for Cuba.

The exports for the month of January have been retarded by the severe

weather, which has obstructed navigation and rendered a large quantity of prod

uce, now in store and awaiting shipment, inaccessible except at an increased ex

pense. The total exports for January, exclusive of specie, are $627,060 less than

in January of last year, $1,011,347 less than in January, 1855, and $970,625

less than for January, 1854. The exports of specie are larger, being increased
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by the shipments of foreign coin to Havana, included in the imports, as noticed

above :—

EXPORTS FROM NEW YOBK TO FOEEIGN POETS FOE THE MONTH OF JANUAET.

1854. 1855. 1856. 1857.

Domestic produce (6,804,208 (4,966,787 $5,267,686 $6,648,849

Foreign merchandise (free) 71,624 458,091 41,305 161,920

Foreign merchandise (dutiable).. 469,068 440,689 212,239 188,408

Specie 1,846,682 156,898 104,834 1,807,946

Totalexports $7,690,477 $6,061,915 $6,616,064 $6,192,116

Total, exclusive of specie 5,844,795 6,896,617 6,611,230 4,884,170

The receipts for cash duties at this port for the month of January are

$4,537,378 43, against §3,683,051 85 for January, 1856, and 82,560,038 32

for January, 1855.

It will be interesting to many of our readers to compare the imports and ex

ports for the current fiscal year with the same period of several former years,

and we have compiled the following tabic for this purpose :—■

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS AT THE PORT OF NEW TOBK FOE THE SEVEN MOXTH8 ENDING

JANUARY 8 1ST.

Exports of Exports, exclusive Imports, in-

Year. specie. of sj,ecie. eluding specie.

1866 $21,139,987 $35,788,264 $92,674,770

1866 10,656,779 46,426,959 105,490,878

1867 23,258,862 48,480,671 124,261,472

The exports from Southern ports have been largely increased, and thus far the

total exports of the country exceed the imports ; but this comparative ex

cess may not be continued throughout the remaining five months of the fiscal

year.

We are now enabled to present our usual annual statement of the tonnage of

New York. Our readers will remember that during the year 1855 the great de

mand for American vessels in Europe, and the comparatively small stock of bread-

staffs offering for shipment, drew off from that port a very considerable portion

of the tonnage usually engaged in foreign commerce, so that the total for that

year was much smaller than for any previous year since 1850. During the year

1856 this decline has been entirely recovered, and the t»tal now given is the

largest ever recorded since New York became a port of entry :—

ENTERED AT NEW YORK FROM FOREIGN PORTS DURING THE YF.AR 1856.

Vessels. Tonnage. Seamen.

American vessels 2,768 1,684,696$ 46,688

Foreign vessels 1,098 386,262} 16,626

Total entered in 1856 8,861 2,070,869* 62,209

" 1855 3,891 1,662,2671 49,826

" 1854 4,047 1,919,817* 67,075

" 1853 4,079 1,818,256 60,998

1852 8,847 1,709,988 58,867
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CLEARED AT NKW YORK FOR FOREION FORTS D17RNQ THE TEAR 1856.

1,816,501* 41,446

893,287 15,945

1,109,788* 67,391

1,426,201* 47,970

1,528,104} 63,260

1,521,286* 54,889

1,366,814 50,459

The number of arrivals from foreign porta entered at the custom-house is al

ways greater than the official record of clearances, because many vessels entering

from abroad clear for a coastwise port.

It will be seen that although the tonnage is larger than ever before, the num

ber of vessels is not as great as in either 1853 or 1854. This is owing to the

fact that the foreign vessels now visiting New York have much increased in

average size, and thus the same tonnage is contained in fewer vessels. The Amer

ican vessels are also relatively larger, but the number has likewise increased, and

for the year 1856 both the number and tonnage under the United States flag

have been greater than during any former year. We annex a brief comparison

of these particulars for the last seven years :—

ENTERED AT NEW YORK.

, AMERICAN. , , FOREIGN. ,

No. of Total No. of Total

vessels. tonuage. vessels. tonnage.

1860 1,882 807,680} 1,451 446,766*

1861 2,868 1,144,485 1,490 470,586}

1862 2,407 1,281,951 1,440 478,087

1853 2,571 1,821,674* 1,608 491,680}

1854 2,636 1,442,«82* 1,411 477,084}

1865 2,487 1,340,257* 904 222,000

1866 2,768 1,684,696* 1,098 886,262}

The above comparison shows that while the number and tonnage of foreign

vessels engaged in the commerce of that port are gradually decreasing, the Amer

ican are steadily increasing—last year being the only exception to this rule, for

the reasons already stated. We now present our usual annual table, showing the

comparative total of the tonnage entered at New York since the year 1821.

For the first time Bince the record was commenced, the total exceeds two mil

lion tons :—

TONNAGE AT NEW YORK FROM FOREION FORTS.

No. of Tons Tons Total
Tear. arrivals. American. foreign. tons.

1821 912 165,723 16,240 171 968

1822 1,172 203,082* 28,707} 226/790*
1823 1,217 203.308 22,481 2a6 789

1824 1,364 236.080} 16,689 252769}

1825 1,436 255,624} 20,664* 28o'l79}

1826 1,389 246,174* 28,822} 274 997*

1827 1,414 265,276 87,596* 292 872*

1828 1,277 236,308* 39,368* 275^677

i
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TONNAGE OF NEW YOBK—(CONTINUED.)

No. of Tons Tom Total
Tear. arrivals. American. foreign. tons.

1829 1,810 255,691* 26,820* 281,512

1830 1,489 280,918 88,797* 814,718*

1831 1,634 274,287* 62,772 887,009*

1832 1,808 296,298* 106,426 401,718*

1838 1,926 302,088* 110,885 430,918*

1834 1,932 852,226* 96,679} 444,904}

1835 2,044 373,466 90,999 464,464

1836 2,286 407,095* 149,684* 556,780

1887 2,071 868,011} 171,860* 639,378}

1888 1,790 877,563} 91,826} 468,890*

1839 2,169 422,840* 142,985} 665,885*

1840 1953 409,458 118,136 527,594

1841 2,118 423,962* 126,073* 549,025}

1842 1,962 406,623} 148,691} 666,815*

1843 1,882 385,124* 106,370} 491,495}

1844 2,208 438,074* 165,298} 693,373*

1846 2,144 472,491} 140,868* 613,350

1846 2,292 496,761 185,404 682,165

1847 8,147 605,482} 883,637 939,019}

1848 8,000 657,794} 867,321* 1,025,116*

1849 3,227 734,008} 414,096 1,148,104}

1850 8,348 807,680* 441,766* 1,249,837

1851 3,840 1,144,4S6 479,566} 1,624,061}

1852 „ S,847 1,231,951 478,087 1,709,988

1858 4,079 1,821,674* 491,580} 1,813,255

1854 4,047 1,422,282* 477,034} 1,919,317*

1866 8,891 1,840,267* 220,000 1,562,257*

1856 8,861 1,684,596} 886,262} 2,070,859*

We have also prepared a summary of the coastwise commerce at New York,

as far as this can be done from the custom-honse records. Vessels engaged in

this trade arc not obliged to make official record of their entrance or clearance,

unless they have foreign goods or distilled spirits on board ; and as a majority of

vessels arriving from domestic ports come within this exception, the official en

tries of this class include only a fraction of the actual trade. The vessels which

leave for domestic ports oftcner carry the description of property which obliges

them to take official leave, and thus the clearances on record are far more numer

ous than the entries. Even the clearances, however, do not embrace a very con

siderable portion of this branch of trade. With this explanation, we annex a(

summary of the official records :—

ENTERED. , , CLEARED. ,

Tear. Vessels. Tons. Vessels. Tons.

1819 1,856 424,976 8,994 895,589

1860 1,928 489,395} 4,719 1,020,070

1851 1,768 455,642 4,808 1,214,942

1852 1,766 497,840 4,680 1.17S,762

1853 1,733 607,631 4,789 1,810.697

1864 1,880 643,452 4,779 1,499.969

1856 1,966 614,046 4,663 1,878,883

1856 1,669 539,461 4,698 1,482,810

The coastwise trade is at present carried on entirely by American vessels, built

and owned within the United States. A larger proportion than usual of the

foreign imports during the last year came by foreign vessels, but the great bulk

of both the import and export trade is still carried on in American bottoms.
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Thus, of the $43,291,033 24 duties collected at this port during the last year,

$31,939,808 60 were collected in goods by American vessels, and $11,351,224 64

on goods by foreign vessels.

We stated in our annual summary of the commerce of the port of New York

that the imports by foreign vessels during the last year had largely increased.

We find on compiling the actual total, that the increase is even greater than we

had anticipated, and that the exports by foreign vessels have increased in a still

greater proportion. The reason of this is to be found in the enormous business

of the year, which could not find enough American vessels to meet its demands.

The total carriage in American bottoms in the foreign trade of New York is

over seven millions larger than ever before, and is twenty-seven millions larger

than in 1855. The following is the comparison :—

RELATIVE TRADE WITn FOREIGN PORTS, IN AMERICAN AND FOREIGN BOTTOMS, AT

THE PORT OF NEW YORK FOR THE YEAR 1856.

American vessel*. Foreign Teasels. Total.

Imports $165,788,082 150,999,886 $209,787,868

Exports domestic produce .. . 78,818,148 84,875,481 118,198,629

Exports foreign produce 4,404,681 2,069,675 6,464,266

Total $241,460,861 $87,934,892 $329,396,753

Total 1855 283,937,062 28,032,266 256,969,828

Total 1854 218,888,970 70,846,643 284,280,618

There was a great falling off in both the imports and exports by foreign vessels

in 1855, owing to the employment of a large portion of the British marine in an

other direction ; but compared with 1854, it will be seen that the greatest pro

portion of the increase is in foreign bottoms. Still, the Americans have no

reason to be dissatisfied with their share of the carrying, since out of the value of

$329,395,753 transported between foreign ports and New York during the last

year, $241,460,861 were carried in American vessels, and only $87,934,892 under

the flags of all other nations.

HfEVV YORK COTTON MARKET FOR THE MONTH ENDING FEBRUARY 20.

PEKl'ARKD FOR TITE MERCHANTS' MAGAZINE BT CHARLES W. FREDERICKSOX, BROKER, NEW YORK.

Our cotton market since the date of my last review, (January 23,) has been

active in all its various branches, particularly that of transitu cottons, and at ad

vancing prices. The total sales for the month are estimated at 65,000 to 70,000

bales ; of which, perhaps, 45,000 bales were sold afloat, being invoices from

Southern ports to Europe. The disposition on the part of shippers to increase

their risk has been strengthened by the continued favorable advices from abroad,

and the large transactions with advancing prices at the South. Exporters feel con-

GdeDt of a remunerative return for their investments so long as the great decrease

in foreign export continues, and which now amounts to 352,000 bales, of which the

decrease to Great Britain, as compared with last year, now amounts to 230,000 bales.

Oar own spinnere have been, in a great measure, bebarred from making their

usual purchases, owiug to the difficulty in shipping on account of ice, and in con

sequence, the market has been sustained wholly by the export demand, and closes

firmly with an advance of -Jc. per pound on most grades.
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For the week ending January 30 the sales reached 15,000 bales. The market

opened somewhat irregular in prices, bnt closed firmly at our quotations, owing

to reports of falling off in receipts and advancing prices at the South.

PRICES ADOPTED JAXUARY 80lH FOE THE FOLLOWING QUALITIES:

Upland. Florida. Mobile. N. O. k Texas.

Ordinary _. 11* 11* 11* 11*

Middling 12* 18 13* 18*

Middling fair 13* 13* 18* 14

Fair 18* 18* 14 14*

The transactions for the week closing February 6th were 16,000 bales, at *c. to

*c. per pound advance. The foreign advices and Southern accounts being favor

able, holders were not disposed to offer freely even at the above improvement

The market closed firm, with small offerings at the following :—

PRICES ADOPTED FEBRUARY 6TH FOR THE FOLLOWING QUALITIES:

Upland. Florida. Mobile. N.O. fc Texaa,

Ordinary 11* 11* 11* 11*

Middling 18* 13* 13* 13*

Middling fair 13* 13* 14 14*

Fair 14 14* 14* 14*

For the week ensuing, the sales were estimated at 17,000 bales at a further ad

vance of *c. per pound, and for a strict classification the annexed rates were

readily obtained :—

PRICES ADOPTED FEBRUARY 13TH FOR THE FOLLOWING QUALITIE8:

Upland. Florida. Mobile. N.O.*. Texaa,

Ordinary 11* 11* 11* 12

Middling. 18* 13* 13* 13*

Middling fair 14 14 14* 14*

Fair 14* 14* 14* 16

The sale3 for the week closing at date were viewed at 18,000 bales, and the

market at the close showed a slight improvement for the week, owing to the

continued favorable action in all the Southern markets. Our market closed buoy

antly at the following :—

PRICES ADOPTED FEBRUARY 20TH FOR THE FOLLOWING QUALITIES:

Upland. Florida. Mobile. N. O. & Texas.

Ordinary 12 12 12 12*

Middling 13* 18* 13* IS*

Middling fair 14* 14* 14* 14*

Fair 14* 14* 14* 15

Receipts to date bales 2,108,000 Increase 11,000

Export to Great Britain 598,000 Decrease 280,000

Export to France 236,000 Decrease 44,000

Stock on hand 770,000 Increase 207,000
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JOURNAL OF BANKING, CURRENCY, AND FINANCE.

THE PUBLIC DEBT OF THE UNITED STATES.

The public debt of the United States, according to the last Annual Report of

Mr. Secretary Guthrie, on the 4th of March, 1853, amounted to the sum of

$G9,1 29,937, which was subsequently increased to liquidate the debt ot Texas

by the sum of 82,750,000, to 871,879,937. It has since been reduced, Novem

ber 15th, 1856, to the sum of $3o,9G3,9o9, as will be seen by the statement

which we publish below. In making this reduction, the sum of $40,916,027 was

paid for the principal thereof, and $4,609,882 for premium by the government

for portions, if redeemed before maturity, saving the sura (in interest) of

814,606.441, by paying in advance, and leaving the public debt, as above

stated, on the loth of November, $30,963,909 :—

statement of the public debt as follows : stock issued of the loans of

1842, 1843, 1846, 1847, 1848, and texan indemnity ; the debt op the cor

porate CITIES OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA J TUB TEXAS DEBT, TREASURY

NOTES, AND FUNDED AND UNFUNDED DEBT; THE AMOUNT REDEEMED BEFORI

THE 4TH OF MARCH, 1853; REDEEMED SINCE THAT TIME; THE TOTAL AMOUNT

REDEEMED AND TUB AMOUNT OUTSTANDING THIS DAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1856.

Redeemed Total
Amounts up o Redeemed amount Amount out-

Loans, dec issued. Marco. 8, '38. since. redeemed. standing.

1842 $8,843,686 *lft",200 $4,4(M.ril9 *4,659.8I9 t»,184,068

1848 7,004,281 8,026.300 8,1177.931 7,004.431

1848 4,999.149 8.0i>9 4.878.839 4,879.349 819.800

1847 * 28,20(1,650 2,887,100 18.660,050 16,427.160 11,778.500

1848 18,000.000 315,760 4.979.958 6.296.708 10.704.291

Tkxho indemnity 6.000.000 l,86X,0n0 1.868 0n0 8,832,000

Texan indemnity not issued 6,00o,0')0 6,000,000 6.000.000

Debt .if corporate cities .. 1,500,000 78o,000 720,000 1,600,000

Funded ami unfunded debt. 114.118 114,118

'1 reasury notes 120,861 fl 12,661

76,282,897 7,142,859 88,691,898 45,884,258 30,440,488

Increase of Texas d.bt per

act of February 28, 1855. 2,750,000 2,226,529 2,226,529 523,470

79,032,897 7,142,369 40,918,427 48,060,787 30,963,909

The receipts into the Treasury of the United States, from customs, during the

year ending June 30th, 1856, amounted to $64,022,863 ; from the sale of public

lands, $8,917,644 ; and from incidental sources, $977,633—showing the total in

come for the year ending as above to be $73,918,141. The total expenditures, in

cluding the payment of $12,776,390 on the public debt, amounted to $72,948,792.

The balance in the Treasury, July 1, 1855, was $18,931,976, and July 1, 1856,

it was $19,901,325.

» Increased by funding treasury notes, $3,200. Stock erroneously redeemed and subsequently re

issued, *A*KI.

t Reduced by funding.

VOL. XXXVI. SO. III. 22
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FINANCIAL CONDITION OF MISSOURI.

The message of the governor of Missouri shows the finances of the State near

the close of 1856, as follows :—

The amount of revenue received in 1855 is $489,130 19

The amount of revenue received in 1866 is 617,983 34

Total amount for the two years ending 1st October, 1868 $1,007,113 53

The amount expended in 1866 is $393,704 74

The aru..uot expended in 1866 is 478,113 98

Total amount expended for the two years ending 1st Oct., 1856 $871,818 78

The balance in treasury on 1st October, 1856 $271,899 94

This sum includes, however, 8200,000 set apart by the act of December 13th,

1855, for the payment of a like amount of State bonds which became due on the

l6t day of July last, and the available balance is, therefore, $71,899 94.

The Auditor's estimate for the revenues to be received from all sources during

the fiscal period of two years ending on the 1st of October, 1858, is $1,191,361 67.

The ordinary expenses for the same period he estimates at $500,000, and the

amount chargeable to revenues, for school purposes, at $297,840 41. If the ac

tual receipts and expenditures correspond to these estimates, there will be a sur

plus in the treasury on the 1st of October, 1858, of $422,374 29.

By the act of the 7th December, 1855, " to secure the prompt payment of in

terest on State bonds," the Treasurer of the State and the Auditor of Public

Accounts, were made commissioners to carry out the provisions of the act to create

a " State Interest Fund," and invest the same. They have, accordingly, invested

$58,198 04 in Missouri stocks; having purchased for that sum 58 State bonds,

of $1,000 each.

Uuder the various acts of the General Assembly, loaning the credit of the

State to certain railroad companies, State bonds have been issued and delivered

to those companies to the amount, on the 1st October, 1856, of $9,633,000.

These amounts to railroads, in all, as above stated, $9,633,000, represent the

extent to which, on the 1st October, 1856, the credit of the State had been ac

tually used by those companies. In addition, the State has authorized the issue

of the following amounts, on compliance with the conditions imposed in the several

acts of the General Assembly relating thereto:—

For the Pacific Railroad (main trunk) $1,300,000

For the Pacific R.iilroad (S. W. Branch) 2,80O,P00

For the Hannibal and St. Joseph Railroad 1,500.000

For the North Missouri Railroad 1,760,000

For the St Louis and Iron Mountain Railroad 2,007,000

For the i airo and Fulton Railroad 260,000

Total unissued $9,617,000

SAN FRANCISCO INSOLVENCY FOR 1856.

The San Francisco Bulletin publishes a long list of all persons who have ap

plied for the benefit of the Insolvent Laws in the city and county of San Fran

cisco during the year 1856. The amounts of liabilities and assets, and the dates

of applications and discharges, arc given in the Bulletin's list. It appears by

this list that there have been 146 applications in insolvency during the year, of
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which 42 were made to the Fourth District Court, and 104 to the Twelfth Dis

trict. The total amounts, as will be seen by reference below, are as follow :—

Liabilities $8,401,042

Assets 657.908

Balance of failure $2,743,184

In the year 1855, the whole number of applications were 197. The totals were

also much larger, as a number ot very heavy concerns failed during that disastrous

period. The footings up ol the insolvent calendar for 1855 were :—

Liabilities $8,877,827

A;si:i» 1,019,1 76

Balance of failure $6,858,652

GOLD RECEIVED AT MW YOhK FROM CALIFORNIA.

The Illinois, which arrived at the port of New York December 29, 1856,

brought the last receipt of the precious metal for the calendar year 1856. We

therefore give a statement of the amount of gold arriving in each steamer, by

each route, and the date of the arrival :—

ARRIVALS OF GOLD DURING 1856.

Steamers. Eouto. Data of arrival. Am't of specie.

Nortlmu Light Nicaiagua January 12 tt>7?,1U6

Empire City Panama January 18 1,189,364

Star of the West Nicaragua Januaty 29 648.446

George Law Panama January 80 881.000

N' rtheru Light Nicaragua Februiry 18 247,889

St Lnuis Panama February 14 1,023.028

Illinois Panama February 27 1,140,208

Star nf the West Nicaragua February 28 829.606

Northern Light Nicaragua March 18 272.688

George Law Panama March 16 1,219,253

Illinois Panama March 27 1,262,272

Star of the West Nicaragua April 2 40.477

George Law Panama April 16 1,468,602

Illinois Panama April 80 1,860,182

George Law Panama May 16 1,687,916

Illinois Panama May 29 1,7*1,167

George Law Panama June 13 1,961,721

Illinois Panama June 28 2,270 868

George Law Panama July 14 1,706,301

Orizaba Nicaragua July 14 86,460

Illinois Panama July 27 1.649.896

Ariel Panama August 18 1,478,876

Illinois Panama August 29 1,466.167

George Law Panama Sept'tub'r 14 1,607,668

Illinois Panama Sept'tub'r 27 1,867,148

George Law Panama October 12 1,686,083

Texas Nicaragua October 18 156.668

Illinois Panama October 28 1,681,967

George Law Panama Nov'mbcrlS 1,626,607

Illinois Panama Nov'mber29 1,880,220

George Law Panama Dec'mber 13 1,599.600

Tennessee Nicaragua Dec'mber 16 266,888

Illinois Panama Dec'mber 28 1,671,669

Showing a total for the year 1856 of $40,319,929. The total amount brought

in 1855 was $41,682,545. The receipts for 1856 show a falling off of 81,363,669

in the last-mentioned year.
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CONDITION OF THE BANKS OF MASSACHUSETTS IN IS56.

We compile from the annual abstract, prepared from official returns by Francis

De Witt, Secretary of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the subjoined sum

mary of the condition of the several banks in that State, distinguishing the 36

banks in, from the 136 out of Bo3ton :—

DUE FROM THE BANKS.

86 banks In Boston. 136 banks out of Boston. Total—172 banks.

Capitol stock $31,960,000 00 f26.68->,8HO 00 $»8,69»,«o > 00

Circulation 8,259,915 00 18281.400 60 26544,*15 50

Net pn.fi ts 8,178,4-27 37 2,41465689 6,tSI8,OS4 26

Balances due banks. 4.818 151 45 4114.410 25 4.807,601 70

Ca-h deposited* 16.269.8o4 68 7,1 6 7. '.).'>.' 41 28,487,266 99

Cash 'lep. bearing interest. 586.579 20 345,289 33 93I.S68 63

Amount due from banks.. 64,692,367 60 65.346,669 38 119,987,926 98

RESOURCES OK THE BANKS.

Gold and silverf 8,425.239 66 1,13033176 4.555.57141

Realestate 749,58169 676.810 42 1.426,892 11

Bills of banks} 4,616,82446 631.555 18 6.218.379 64

Balances due from bank*. 3.108.29180 4.466.499 87 7,671.79167

Amou»t§ 52692.48000 48.440,362 15 101.132.792 15

Total resources of banks. 64.692.367 60 65,345 559 38 119.937.926 98

Bate and amount of divid. |'.l70.|o i 00 8o4.243 98 1,774.343 98

" J 1,1 90,600 00 931.860 00 2,172.160 00

" " **l,098,850 00 960,260 00 2.054.610 00

Reserved profits 2,850,71847 2,893.633 21 5,16485168

Amt. of debts due banks. 322.245 75 265.687 72 677,838 47

Debts doubtful 224,269 72 217,76196 442,03168

Average dividend of thirty banks in Boston from which the amount is returned

in October, 1855, is 3.40 per cent ; of thirty-six banks in April, 1856, 3.73 per

cent ; of thirty-four banks in October, 1856, 3.72 per cent.

Average dividend of one hundred and five banks ont of Boston in October,

1855, is 4.10 per cent ; of one hundred and thirty-four banks in April, 1856, 3.87

per cent ; of one hundred and thirty banks in October, 1856, 4.20 per cent.

Average dividend of one hundred and thirty-five banks in and out of Boston

in October, 1855, is 3.69 per cent ; of one hundred and seventy banks in April,

1856, 3.79 per cent ; of one hundred and sixty-four banks in October, 1856, 3.93

per cent

PURCHASE OF THE U.VITED STATES STOCKS.

The United States is, we believe, the only government in the world that has

ever bought up its indebtedness or obligations—a fact that speaks volumes in

favor of our free republican economy. The Secretary of the Treasury gives no

tice of his readiness to purchase between now and the 3d of March, 1857, unless

the amount shall be sooner obtained, $1,500,000 of the stock of the loans of the

United States, and will pay, in addition to the interest accrued from the date of

the last semi-annual dividend of interest thereon, together with one day's addi

* Including all stims whatsoever due from the banks, not bearing Interest, their bills In circula

tion, profits, ami balances (hie to other banks excepted.

t And other coined metal in their banking houses.

1 In Massachusetts and of the other of the New England States.

$ Of all debts due, including n'.tes. bills of exchange, and all stocks and funded debts of every

description, excepting the balances due from other banks.

I October, 18j5. ^ April, 18.16. ** October, 1854.
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tional interest for the money to reach the vendor, the following rates of premium

on said stocks :—For the stock of 1842, a premium of 10 per cent ; for the stock

of 1847 and 1848, a premium of 16 per cent ; and for the stock of 1850, com

monly called Texas Indemnity Stock, a premium of 6 per cent. Certificates of

stock transmitted to the Department must be assigned to the United States by

the party duly entitled to receive the proceeds. Payment for the stocks so as

signed and transmitted will be made by drafts on the Assistant Treasurers at

Boston, New York, or Philadelphia, at the option of the parties entitled to re

ceive the money.

RAILROAD AND CITT BONDS IN BOSTON MARKET IX 1866-57.

COMPILED BY JOSEPH O. MARTIN, STOCK BROKER, BOSTON.

Highest & lowest A mt sold

JUlLBOAD AND Cm BoSDS. lsofi. in 1856.

Boston City 6's $99* $97 $2,000

Bost..n 4 Worcester 6's, 1860. 100 97$ 8,000

Cheshire 6's, 1860 76 70 1000

Conc'rd AMontm'itg.7,1870. 88 70 1,000

Eastern 8's, 1874 85 77* 11,900

Eastern income 6'e, 1860 92 90 8,800

Grand Junction 1st 6's, 1870. 77 60 7,000

Illinois Central 7's. 1876 97 88 21.500

Michigan Central 8's. 1869... 102 99 47.600

New York Central 6's, 1888. 90 86 6.600

7's. 1864. 104 99* 8.500

Otfdensb'g 1st mnrtg. 7's, 1861. 69 65,106000

Ogdensbg2droortg. 7's, 1869. 174; 8*216,600

Portland City 6's, u'y'ble UosL 102 100 19,600

Kutlaud 1st mortg. 7's, 1868. 69 81 121.800

2d mortg. 7's, 1868. 18 8 116.500

8d mortg. 7's. 1868. 8 8 40,600

Vt. Central 1st mort. 7's, 1861. 85 20 236.1n0

2d mort 7's, 1867. 13 6 244,900

Vt.AMi.33. mort. 6's, 1866... 69 60 10,800

Jan. 1, Jan. 8, Interest

ISoft. IS6T. when payable*

$99 $98* Jan. & July.

96* 99*
*•

75 75
u

88 70
u

85 80 Feb. <fc Aug.

90 '.'2 June A Dec

76 00 Jan. it July.

81* 97 Apr. <b Oct

09 100 Mch. it Sep.

85* 86 May A Nov.

99 *
•99* Jan. ,t July.

61 61* Apr. <fc Oct.

16* 12
"

100 100* Divers.

39* 37 Feb. i Aug.

12 8*
**

6 3
i«

21
•28

May .t Nov.

71 0} Jan. it July.

68 68
"

CONDITION OF BANKS IN THE UNITED STATES,

The comparative table which we publish below, derived from the Report of

the Secretary of the Treasury, shows the capital, discounts, specie, circulation,

and deposits, at different periods from 1834 to 1856. The last line gives the

position of the banks near January 1, 1856 :—

BANKS OV THE UNITED STATES.

Tears. Banks. Capital. Discounts. Specie. Circulation. Deposits.

183+ .. 606 200.005,944 824.119,499 26.641.753 94,839,570 76,666,986

1836 .. 713 261,876,292 457.606.080 40,019.594 140,301,038 116,104,440

1837 .. 788 2711772.091 625,115.702 37.916.340 149.185,890 127,897,186

1843 .. eyi 228,86 I.9J 8 254,544.987 33.516.806 68.663 608 66.168.628

1848 .. 751 204.833,175 844,476.582 46.869.766 128,606,091 103.226,177

1861 .. 879 227.807.653 413,766.799 48,671,048 155.166,251 128.957.712

1854 .. 1,208 801,376,071 657,397.779 69.410,258 204,689,207 188,188,744

1855 .. 1,807 332.1 77.288 576,144,768 63.944.645 186,962,228 190.400,342

1856 .. 1,398 843,874,272 634,183,280 69,314,063 195,747,960 212,705,668

* Central 1st not paid Interest since May, 1854; 2d, January 1854.
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The distribution in the several sections of the Union is as follows :—

Capital. Loans * dls. Specie. Ctrcnlafn. Deposit*.

Percent. Percent. Percent. Percent. Percent.

11 Eastern and Middle States 86 70 49 84 75

6 Western (free) States 6 5 8 10 7

16 Southern <& Southwestern States. SO 25 43 86 18

Texas has but one bank not here represented. California, Florida, Arkansas,

Iowa, and the Territories, have no banks.

FLUCTUATIONS IN BOSTON BANK STOCK FOR 185G.

The following table, furnished to our hands by Mr. Joseph G. Martin, Com

mission Stock Broker, Boston, shows the capital, par value, net surplus, number

of shares sold in 1855 and 1850, and price at which the stocks of several banki

in Boston were sold on the 2d of January, in the years 1856 and 1857, together

with the semi-annual dividends paid in 1856 :—

Banks. Par.

Atlantic (100

Atlas 100

Black.*tune 100

Boston 50

Boylston 100

Broadway 100

City 100

Columbian 100

Commerce 100

Eagle 100

Eliot 100

Exchange 100

Fanueil Hall. .. 100

Freeman's 100

Globe 100

Granite 100

Grocers' 100

Hamilton 100

Howard 100

Market 70

Massachusetts.. 860

Maverick 100

Mechanics' 100

Merchants' 100

National 100

Mew England.. 100

North 100

North America. 100

Shawmut 100

Shoe & Leather. 100

Slate 60

Suffolk 100

Traders' 100

Tremont 100

Union 100

Washington 100

Webster 100

* Atlantic Includes (30,000 In dispute with merchants.

t New England and Tremont real estate, (say (100,000,) besides surplus.

Capi'al ,~>'kt SCEPLU8—n Shar'ss'ld Jan. 3d, Divid's T>6.

January, 'ST. Oct '55. Oct "58. In 1836. 18J6. 1S57. Apr. Oct

$5110.000 $32,192 *$46.767 801 96 99 3 3

600.000 49,860 62.000 24 104 108+ 4 4

750,000 28,668 80.000 585 102+ 106 4 4

90H.0O0 98,287 110 000 210 69 68+ 4 4

400.000 28,882 29578 58 lie; 115 4 + 4 +

150.000 708 1,100 101 1 02 8i 4

1,0(IO,HOO 90,440 94,180 75 105+ 106+ 4+ 3 +

750,000 88.600 40.070 41 106 107 8+ 3 +

2,0110.000 80,000 110,000 1,533 100+ 100+ 8 + 3 +

700,000 66.000 65.168 48 107 109 + 4 4

600,000 12,325 21.209 5 '.(7 98+ 100+ 8+ 3 +

1,000,000 135,436 147,023 126 111 117 6 5

600,000 86626 44.260 88 110 110 4 4

400,000 60,000 60,000 116 117 5 5

1,000.000 166.(100 176.000 81 116 119 4 4

900.000 50,800 46,000 117 99 100 3* H
clos. up. 51 60 18

600 000 87000 93,782 18 114 118 4 4

600,000 12.998 22,104 040 96 98 8+ 3+

660,000 91,400 87.085 2-1-1 84 85+ 5 5

800,000 68.450 63,728 lit 260 268 81 3+

400,000 8.61)0 7,463 515 90 91 3+ 3

250,000 10,000 17,200 6 110 110 4 4

4,01)0,000 281,000 287,189 1,667 104+ 106+ 4 4

760,000 18,697 20,884 190 100 100+ H H
1,000,000 68.560 +46,9K6 26 ioo 112 4 4

750.000 66.H00 62,870 145 102+ 100+ 84 3+

760,000 29,804 86,460 186 102+ lo:n+ 3+ 3 +

750,000 28,266 81,(178 206 104 K>6 4 4

1,000,000 180,000 140,000 82 110+ 114 4>> 4*.

1 ,800,(100 211,428 220,205 458 68+ 67+ 8+ 4

1,000,000 200,208 230,000 866 124 ISO 5 5

600,000 47,624 49,999 48 108 103 4 3 +

1.250,000 40,000 + 58.000 124 110 US 4 4

1.000,000 93,532 96,497 99 111 112 4 4

750,000 60,317 64,180 37 100 104 + 8+ 3 +

1,500,000 39,382 54.851 408 108 li>4 +
3 J 3 +
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Bank stock appears to be a favorite investment in Boston, and the banks there,

although discounting paper for 1 per cent less than in New York, are able to

pay. on an average, nearly 8 per cent per annum. Few banks, with legal rate

of 7 per cent, pay more.

THE SAVINGS BASIS OF MASSACHUSETTS.

We are indebted to Benjamin F. Stevens, Esq., for the usual annual abstract

of the condition of the banks in Massachusetts on the second Saturday of Octo

ber, 1856, prepared from official returns by Francis De Witt, Secretary of the

Commonwealth, from which we have compiled, in accordance with our custom,

the subjoined aggregate statement of the condition of the savings banks in Mas

sachusetts :—-

AGGREGATE OF EIGHTY-ONE SAVINGS BANES IN 1855 AND 1856

IStf. 1S56.

165.484

75 $30,873,447 36

14 881,99!) 86

1 n.soo 00

6,S66,Ort7 41 6.837,413 00

975.x 15 60 1.027,681 57

487,468 14 666 472 24

00 110,414 00

no 149946 10

16 151.094 83

05 10.429.S27 85

75 2.9.18,414 46

Loans on personal security 6,Ut>9,84f. 07 8,366,121 54

to 46S.771 73

56 1,128,038 49

The average dividends paid in 1855 was nearly 5 per cent, anil in 1856 about

4J per cent. The expenses of the 81 savings institutions in 18.'>5 amounted to

$77,756, and in 185C to $89,308. This increase of expenses accounts for the

reduced rate of dividends paid the depositors. The average annual per cent of

dividends of the last five years was 5J per cent The safety of most of the sav

ings institutions in Massachusetts is considered unquestionable, and we arc in

clined to think they are managed with more economy than similar institutions in

New York.

FINANCIAL CONDITION OF TEXAS.

The Controller of the State of Texas, in a recent report, presents a gratifying

picture of the finances of that State. He says :—

" The State is out of debt, with a surplus of over a million of dollars in the

treasury ; a permanent 5 per cent school fund of ten millions of dollars ; an un

appropriated public domain estimated at one hundred millions of acres, which, if

judiciously used, would subserve all the purposes of internal improvements re

quired by the State, and a tax lighter than is imposed on any other people, and

which is adequate to all the wants of the government. The aggregate amount

or taxable property is very nearly §150,000,000, being an increase of $22,500,000

over the previous year."
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JOURNAL OF INSURANCE.

A PRACTICAL QUESTION OF FIRE INSURANCE.

Prekman Host, Esq., Editor of the Merchant*' Magazine, etc :—

Dear Sir :—We have been constant readers and subscribers of your valuable

journal for about eighteen years, and take this as an introduction in requesting

you to give the inclosed statement a place in your pages. It involves a principle

of Fire Insurance in dispute, about which we wish to be enlightened, and trust

that able heads will reply through your magazine. Hoping to see our request

granted, we are very respectfully and truly yours,

ADOLPHUS MKIEE 4 Co.
St. Louib, February, 1857.

CASE OP FIRE INSURANCE IN DISPUTE.

We had a warehouse burnt ; it contained cotton, on which there was an in

surance for $5,000 with the St. Louis Insurance Company, and 85,000 with the

Delaware Mutual Safety Insurance Company, Philadelphia. The balance was

uninsured. After the fire, we consulted with the president of the former and the

agent of the latter company, and it was agreed that we should have the uuburnt

cotton taken out, have it dried and assorted, and then allow the highest market

price for it. This was done, the handling and picking the cotton causing consid

erable expense. We then made out a statement of our loss as follows :—

ACCOUNT OP LOSS AT THE FIRE ON 31ST MAT, 1856.

COTTON ON BAND.

S07 bales, weighing 147,612 lbs, at 10.60 $15,636 27

SAVED OF THE SAME.

A B B X

Pounds 42,784 10.558 17,684

a 1(1.60 a 8.00 a 7.00

•4,529 80 $844 64 $1,284 88

$0,608 82

Refuse burnt stuff, 172 bug*, estimated by weighing 10

bags averaging 150 lbs. each—85,800 lbs., a lc per lb. 858 00

$6,066 82

Less expenses as per vouchers 1,888 7'J

5,578 03

Making our total loss $10,058 24

The St. Louis Insurance Company paid our claim for $5,000 as presented, but

the Delaware Mutual Safety Insurance Company refused to pay. alleging that the

uninsured part of the cotton should contribute iu proportion to the expenses of

saving and restoring the cotton.

We contended that the process of cleaning, drying, and picking the cotton was

undertaken with the consent of their agent ; that thereby the value of the part

saved was increased ; and that according to the wording of the policy, in case of

loss by fire, "shall make good the damage or loss by paying therefor, according

to an estimate thereof to be made by arbitrators, indifferently chosen, whose award,

in writing, shall be conclusive and binding on all parties," we were entitled to

receive the full amount of insurance, as our loss exceeded the sum insured. Our

demand for arbitration was also rejected, with the remark that the rase was a

clear one, and could only be decided by law and equity. To try the former, the
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matter in dispute was too trifling ; and the latter, we think, has not been meted

ont to as.

We think the Delaware Mutual Safety Insurance Company is entirely wrong,

and settles our claim as a marine loss, and contrary to the established usage of

the country in fire losses. But we lay it before the public in your pages, request

ing parties who are competent judges of fire insurance to inform us, through

your valuable journal, if we are right or wrong—as the dictates of the president

of the said insurance company are not considered infallible justice by the sub

scribers.

BOSTON INSURANCE COMPANIES IN 1856.

We condense, from a table prepared by Mr. Joseph G. Martin, the subjoined

statement of the highest and lowest rate at which the stock of Boston insurance

companies was sold in 1856 ; also the rates January 1st, 1855, and same time in

1856, together with semi-annual dividends paid in 1856 :—

Highest & lowest. Shsr's Id Dividends Jan. 1, Jan. 2, DMdMs
Insurance Cos. Par. l&iii. In 1856. payable. 1 - >.\ 185T. ISM.

American $100 $140 $130 10 Jan.* Jul v. 133 185 8< 8

Boston 100 70 66 75 Mar. 4 Sep. 70 67 0 0

Boylston 100 118 105 15 Apr. <t Oct. 118 112 6 8

City 60 43 40 ■ 40 4! 3 8

Eliot 60 60 64 62 " 56 66} 5 5

Firemen'*. 25 63 4« .. Jan. 4 July. 60 53 18 IS

Franklin 100 :00 95 1 " 95 95 4 7

Ho|ie HIO 46 85 .. Apr. 4 Oct. 40 46 0 0

Manufacturers' 100 161 130 12 " 135 155 10 16

Mere. Marine.. M0 93 87 9 Mav 4 Nov. 87 90 5 5

National 60 78 *«6 1 2 Apr. A Oct. 70 70 "6 6

Neptune 100 115 1<»» 22 " 118 115 0 6

N. Atu-rican.. M0 110 100 .. Jan. 4 July. 100 106 5 5

Sh. ed: Leuth.t M0 100 96 .. Apr. 4 Oct. 100 100 8 4

Suffolk Mil 108 76 10 " 80 108 0 0

U. States 60 47 86 . . June 4 Dec. 45 48 4 6

Warren 100 75 65 .. Apr. 4 Oct. 70 65 8 0

Washington... 100 67 55 10 " 85 67 0 0

FIRE INSURANCE.

To Frkkuan Hunt, Eilitor of the Merchant)' Magazine :—

The past year, so disastrous to many of our marine insurance companies, once

and perhaps rightly believed to possess abundant resources, but now compelled

to go into liquidation or replenish their exhausted capital by new subscriptions

of stock, has awakened public attention to the equally important business of fire

insurance, and has directed to it a careful examination of the actual condition of

all that class of companies, but more particularly to those doing a wild and reck

less business upon little or no substantial capital. The evil has long been regarded

as an increasing one in every section of our land, and has enlisted the earnest

consideration of many of our Legislatures. Laws have been enacted in different

States, stringent enough, it would seem, to counteract the evil, but, though they

have hud a beneficial tendency, ways and means have been found by unprincipled

men to evade even their most stringent provisions, and they have failed to produce

the desired effect, and they will continue in a great degree inadequate to the cor

rection of the evil, so long as there is so much carelessness and indifference on

the part of those desiring insurance. Fancy insurance, like lotteries, fancy bank

ing, and a score of kindred swindles, will thrive aud continue to be the order of

the day just so long as men can be found who prefer or suffer themselves to be

swindled rather than exercise a little common sense and prudence, in ascertaining

* National 20 per cent extra April, 1656. t Shoe Jc Leather Dealers, Dew 1656.
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from reliable sources of information the true condition of the companies which

seek their patronage. Speculative companies, based upon no real capital, and

wholly uncalled for by the wants of the country, have sprung into existence with

alarming rapidity during the past few years, and urged their claims upon public

patronage with such unblushing audacity as to deceive for a time the more wary

and circumspect of our business men. Serious apprehension has been excited on

the part of the better informed as to their nefarious operations, lest the whole

business of insurance, so beneficent in its character when properly managed, should

be brought into such discredit as to deter a large portion of the community from

availing themselves of the immense advantage to be derived from the general

practice. The facility with which these schemes of plunder have been carried on,

and mere imaginary policies of indemnity palmed off upon the public, will cease

to excite surprise, when the utter indifference of no small portion of property

owners is taken into consideration. Too frequently no thought is bestowed upon

the soundness of the company, or the character of its officers. In the lmrry of

business men often imagiue that they have no time to inquire after the real con

dition of even a small proportion of the companies insuring in their own imme

diate neighborhood, anil either rely upon representations of parties, themselves, it

may be, largely interested in the companies perpetrating these frauds, or trust to

persons in their employ to obtain the desired insurance, as chance or fancy may

dictate. While they will scrutinize the securities offered for a loan of a tenth

part of the amount they virtually trust to a single insurance company every year

without anxious thought, and will examine with the greatest care and minuteness

the applicant for credit, availing themselves of every reliable source of informa

tion at hand to ascertain his character and pecuniary ability, before extending the

desired credit, they will take their insurance entirely upon trust, without giving

themselves the trouble to inquire seriously whether the companies issuing their

policies are responsible or not, and are often made sensible of their entire worth-

fessness only when too late to correct the fatal mistake. Instances of the gross

est fraud will continue to be an every-day occurrence, and mere speculative com

panies will spring into being, live out their brief day and disappear, so long as

men, careful and prudent in other matters, are willing, by their indifference and

carelessness, to permit themselves to be cheated and made the easy victims of as

graceless a set of adventurers as ever fed themselves upon the credulity of the

public. This indifference on the part of the assured is no doubt one of the prom

inent causes of this evil, and furnishes a powerful stimulant to a very dangerous

class of men to try their hand under one name after another in perpetrating these

outrageous frauds upon the community. The remedy is plainly in the hands of

those desiring real and substantial indemnity against fire. Legislation has done

all that it can do to correct the evil, and if it is to be corrected at all, it must be

by those furnishing the aliment on which the excresence feeds itself. The supply

of subjects to be defrauded is with the assured, and so long as they bestow their

patronage on irresponsible companies, without careful inquiry into their resources,

if indeed they have any worthy the name, the evil will flourish and increase, de-

ite the most stringent laws and the best endeavors of our public officers to drive

em from existence. It is true that the action of our efficient Controller has ex

posed many a well-conceived scheme of fraud, and driven a number of these hun

gry adventurers from our immediate vicinity, but, like birds of ill-omen, they

nave only flown to a neighboring city to commence afresh, under new names,

their nefarious operations with a more audacious hand, and in some instances upon

the identical fancy securities well known to have formed a prominent part of their

stock in trade while here. They change their name, and adapt their securities to

the requirements of different States with wonderful facility, and reappear with

almost inconceivable rapidity, furnished with sundry improvements derived from

past experience. «

Security against their operations can be found only in a greater degree of cau

tion and a more earnest scrutiny of the assets of every company seeking public

patronage. Business men and property holders should attend to their insurance

personally, and examine the detailed statements of the assets of every company
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they propose to trust, with the same particularity they do individual applicants

for their confidence, and they will find no difficulty in deciding what companies

are well conducted and reliable. A company really worthy of confidence can

easily show a list of resources bearing intrinsic and unmistakeable evidence of

truth. No good company will refuse a proper scrutiny of its affairs, but will in

vite it. The nature of its resources, ana the character of its officers, is a proper

subject of inquiry, and those who take their insurance without the exercise of

common prudence should not complain if they are themselves cheated in the end.

Withhold patronage from this class of irresponsible companies, and they will

perish for want of victims. Let property holders be willing to pay companies

known to be perfectly reliable, a fair and adequate premium for the risk incur, ed,

auil deal only with such as act from fixed and well-established rules of business,

and these fancy companies will not only be starved out of existence, but substan

tial aid and encouragement will be given to those doing a legitimate business on

an honest capital and truly desiring to afford, what they profess, rtal and un

doubted indemnity against loss by fire.

D. A. H.

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS.

REVISED CUSTOMS REGULATIONS OF HAMBURG.

F&eeman Hunt, Esq , Proprietor of the Merchants' Magazine, New York :—

New York, January 29th, 185T.

Sib :—The inclosed memorandum is based upon an official circular dispatch of

the 28th of December last, addressed to all the Hamburg consulates ; and in pre

senting the same to your optional use for your valuable Magazine,

I am yours respectfully,

FERDINAND KARCK, Consul of Hamburg.

EEVTSION ANT> ALTERATION OF THE TAUIFF—EXPORT DUTT ENTIRELY ABOLISHED—EXTENSION OP TH1

PEER LIST—COTTON—PRRE MOVEMENT OP TRADE—TONNAQS PURS ABOLISIIRD ON THE RIVER CRAFT

—QUARANTINE REGULATIONS LIBERALIZED—IMPROVED CONDITION OF TBK FINANCES OP UAMBURtt

—INCREASED COMMERCIAL FACILITIES.

Upon the principle that every new facility offered to commerce and navigation

can have but a salutary effect upon their better development, the Senate of Ham

burg has subjected the customs tariff to a thorough revision, and the alterations

made have taken effect on the 1st January, 1857.

It is generally known that up to the date given, there existed in Hamburg (ex

cept of some articles on the free list and on all transit goods) an import duty of

one-half of one per cent, and an export duty of one-eighth of one per cent ad

xalirrem. This trifling revenue duty was imposed as a partial offset to the heavy

annual expenses under which the Hamburg government was and is still placed by

the founding and preserving of all those arrangements and institutions which

serve commerce and navigation from the port of Hamburg down to the North

Sea. Hut under the revised customs regulations the export duty is abolished al

together, and the free list is considerably extended. On the latter, among articles

of leas importance, cotton is placed, on which, from 1st January, 1857. an advan

tage of the saving of \ per cent of import duty and \ per cent of export duty,

in all of J per cent is vouchsafed to the German spinners, who supply their wants

in thj Hamburg market But it is not alone this saving in money which com

merce and navigation will gain by the change made ; the greater boon will be in

the freer and quicker movement of trade.

The port of Hamburg is very favorably situated at that poiut of the river

Elbe wore sea-going vessels can reach and where, on the other hand, river craft
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alone can navigate the river. The government of Hamburg thus has the foster

ing care of foreign and inland navigation, and has just now abolished all tonnage

dues on the river craft coming to its port.

The quarantine regulations also have been revised and simplified on very liberal

principles.

Hamburg's financial circumstances are in a favorable position, notwithstanding

the heavy losses entailed upon her in the later period, by the ravages of the great

fire of 1842.

Her commerce is increasing annually, and her sea-going vessels have increased

during the year 1836 in the number of twenty, and in the tonnage of 4,418 lasts,

of about three tons each.

During the period named a direct communication by steamships, under the

Hamburg flag, has been put in successful operation between Hamburg and the

United States, and between Hamburg and Brazil, by two distiuct companies.

The line to New York, which commenced with two boats of 2,000 tons each,

will, during the present year, have au addition of two other boats, to be built of

the same size as the first ones.

OF FRAl'DCLENT ASSIGNMENTS IN KENTUCKY.

AN ACT TO PREVENT FRAUDULENT ASSIGNMENTS IN TRUST FOR CREDIT0R8, AND

OTHER FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCES.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky :—

Sf.c. 1. That every sale, mortgage, or assignment which shall be made by debt

ors in contemplation of insolvency, and with the design to prefer one or more

creditors to the exclusion in whole or in part of others, shall operate as an assign

ment and transfer of all the property and effects of such debtor, and shall inure

to the benefit of all his creditors, except as hereinafter provided, in proportion to

the amount of their respective demands, including those which are luture and

contingent ; but nothing in this section shall vitiate or affect any mortgage made

in good luith to secure any debt or liability created simultaneously with such

mortgage, and lodged for record within thirty days after its execution.

Sec. 2. All such transfers as are herein declared to inure to the benefit of cred

itors generally, shall be subject to the control of courts of equity, upon the peti

tion of any person interested, filed within six months after the recording of such

transfer, or the delivery of the property or effects transferred.

Sec. 3. Any number of persons interested may unite in the petition ; but it

shall not be necessary to make persons defendants, except the debtor and trans-

ferree ; and the suit and proceedings as to the mode of proving claims, and other

wise, shall be conducted as suits and proceedings for the settlement of the estates

of deceased persons are now required to be conducted, so far as the same is ap

plicable.

Sec. 4. The court may, at any time pending the suit, and upon such terms as

it shall deem proper, compell the transferree to surrender to a receiver of the

court all the property and effects in his possession or under his control ; and it

may make such orders respecting the property as it may make concerning at

tached property. And when it is decided that a sale, mortgage, or assignment

was made in contemplation of insolvency, and with the design to prefer one or

more creditors, to the exclusion, in whole or in part, of others, the court shall

compell the debtor to surrender to such receiver all property and effects in his

possession or under his control, except such property as is exempt from execution ;

to disclose the amount of his debts, the names and residences of his creditors, all

offsets or defenses to any claims against him, or any other matter which shall be

deemed proper ; and the court shall also compell every person who shall acquire

by purchase, assignment, or otherwise, any property or effects from such debtor,

after the suit contemplated by this act shall be instituted, to surrender the same

to such receiver.

Sec. 5. The court shall make distribution of assets on hand from time to time,
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and the decision of the court at the time of any distribution, allowing or disal

lowing any claim, shall be held a final judgment, and may be appealed from as

other final judgments.

Sec. 6. The court or judge, or the presiding judge of a county court, may grant

against such debtor, in addition to the order of arrest now provided by law, a

writ of ne exeat, when it shall be made to appear, by affidavit, that such writ is

necessary to secure the surrender or disclosures provided for herein.

Sec. 7. In the distribution of the assets of any debtor, as provided in section

two, debts due as guardian, or administrator, or executor, shall have priority.

Sec. 8. This act shall take effect from and after July 1st, 1856.

Approved March 10th, 1856.

LAW CONCERNING COLORED SEAMEN IN THE PORTS OF SOUTH CAROLINA.

We give below the several sections of an act concerning colored seamen which

has passed both branches of the Legislature of South Carolina, and is now in

force :—

Sec. 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representalires now met and

sitting in General Assembly, and by the authority of the same, That free negroes

and persons of color, brought into this State in any vessel not bound to any port

in this State, but which vessel shall be driven into any port in this State by stress

of weather, or compelled to enter the same by mutiny, or any other cause which

makes said entry involuntary on the part of those controlling the said vessel, shall

be, and the same are hereby declared to be. from and after the passing of this act,

exempt from the operation of an act entitled " An Act more effectually to prevent

free negroes and other persons of color from entering this State, and for other

purposes," passed on the 19th day of December, 1835, and all other acts subject

ing such persons to imprisonment ; proiided always, that such free negroes and

persons of color so brought into any port of this State shall remain on board the

vessel in which they shall be introduced, or in such other place as may be selected

for their accommodation by the mayor or chief magistrate of the nearest munici

pal corporation.

Sec. 2. That from and after the passage of this act, whenever any free negro

or person of color shall come into this State in any vessel not driven into a port

of this State by stress of weather, or compelled to enter by mutiny or other cause,

which makes such entry involuntary on the part of those controlling said vessels,

as a cook, steward, mariner, or in any other employment on board of such vessel,

it shall be the duty of the master, owner, or person having control of such vessel,

immediately on his arrival in port, to report, to the mayor or other chief munici

pal officer of such port, and if there be no such municipal officer of such port,

then to the nearest magistrate, the name, description, and capacity of such free

negro or person of color, and shall enter into bond to the mayor or other chief

municipal officer or magistrate, as aforesaid, in the penal sum of five hundred dol

lars, with two sufficient sureties, being freeholders, in the sum of two hundred and

fifty dollars each, conditioned that each and every free negro or colored person

shall remain on board of such vessel, and shall in all respects obey the laws of

the State, and ordinances and regulations of the city or town, and such bonds

shall be deposited with such mayor or chief municipal officer or magistrate, to be

sued upon in case such condition shall not be observed and performed, and in case

of suit and recovery upon any such bonds, half the amount recovered shall go to

the informer, and half to the city or town treasury.

Sec. 3. That a compliance with the requisitions of this act on the part of the

master, owner, or person in control of any vessel entering into any port of this

State, within twelve hours after entering such port, shall exempt the free negroes

and persons of color as aforesaid, in said vessel, from the provisions of the second

section of the act aforesaid, entitled " An Act more effectually to prevent free

negroes and other persons of color from entering into this State, and for other

purposes ;" provided such free negroes or other persons of color shall so remain on
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beard sucb vessel ; but on failure of the master, owner, or person in control, to

c( mply wilh said requisition, or having complied therewith, on failure of said free

nigiots or persons ol color to remain at all times on board such vessels, the bond

flail be forieited, and the said lree negroes and persons of color shall be, as here

tofore, subject in all respects to the provisions of the act aforesaid.

Sec. 4. That it shall be the duty of the sheriff of the district in which such

port is situated, on the arrival of any such vessel as aforesaid, to go on board the

same, and ascertain whether the above provisions have been complied with, and

in case he thill find that such requisitions have not been complied with, he shall

be entitled to receive from the captain of such vessel a fee of twenty-live dollars

for each free negro or person of color found therein ; provided that in case there

be no sheriff residing at such port, it shall be the duty of the chief municipal

officer of such port, and if there be no such municipal officer, then it shall be the

duty of the ucuiest magistrate to perform the duties required of the sheriff by

this section.

Robert Bunch, the British consul for the States of North and South Carolina,

has given the following official notice in regard to the above law :—

Her Majesty's consul has to urge upon all British shipmasters visiting the ports

of South Carolina the absolute necessity of a careful and exact compliance with

the provisions of this law, and to warn them that he will decline to interfere in

their behalf should they wilfully or carelessly neglect them.

REGULATIONS FOR COTTON PACKING.

The following statement, on behalf of the Liverpool American Chamber of

Commerce and the Cotton Brokers' Association, respecting the evils arising from

the false packing of cotton, is entitled to a place in this department of the Mer

chants' Magazine i—

LrvKarooi, October 23.

To the Chamber of Commerce of New Orleans, Mobile, Charleston, and Savan

nah, and to all concerned in the cotton trade of the United States :—

The magnitude and importance of the commerce of Great Britain with the

United States in the article of cotton, is sufficiently known, and to those who are

acquainted with the details of the trade it is a matter of satisfaction that the

machinery by which the distribution of so enormous a quantity of material is

effected has, up to this time, worked so smoothly, owing to the honorable char

acter of all concerned, from the planter to the manufacturer.

But. in order to sustain the character of the trade, and to retain the mutual

confidence which has hitherto existed, it is essential that every sample of cotton

offered in the market should fairly represent the quality of the bulk from which

it is taken, as every deviation from this rule tends to create a distrust.

Of late, however, so many instances of careless packing have occurred, causing

a discrepancy between the sample and the bulk, that serious loss has been sus

tained both by the manufacturer and the merchant, and it has become a duty to

call the attention, not only of the American planters and factors, whose reputa

tion is thereby injured, but also of the trade generally, to the present growiug in

crease in the proportion of irregular and false packed bales, and to invite their

serious consideration of the evils which must inevitably follow the continuance of

the practice, and to solicit their assistance in checking it.

In most cases, the irregular packing is only discovered when the bale has

reached its ultimate destiuation and is opened by the manufacturer, and the

trouble, cost, and inconvenience of repackiug, and the difficulties which attend a

prosecution of his claim, frequently induced him to bear the loss in silence. Simi

lar rensous have prevailed with the merchants to suffer the loss resulting from

sucb cotton returned by the manufacturer, rather than resort to the tedious and

often useless process of seeking redress against the planter abroad.
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It is on this account that so few instances have occurred in which the real

offender has borne the consequences ol neglect, and presuming on this forbearance,

the evil complained of has, Irom carelessness or otherwise, increased to such an

extent that in a large proportion of shipments arriving in Liverpool, instances of

false or irregular packing arc discovered, and occasionally whole parcels, consist

ing of 20, 50, and even 1U0 bales, are found mixed in the bale, and sometimes

plated— in other words, the outer bale from which the sample is taken is more or

less superior in quality to the interior of the bale.

It is hoped that all parties will see the urgent necessity of promptly co-operating

to stop and remove this Berious and increasing evil, which will otherwise disor

ganize the trade, and destroy that mutual trust and confidence, without which

such an extensive and important branch of commerce cannot be carried on.

THOMAS SELLAB, President American Chamber of Commerce.

THOMAS HA1GH, President Cotton Brokers' Association.

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS OF PERU, RESPECTING ARTICLES OF CONSUMPTION.

From an official notice, dated Department of State, Washington, December

20th, 1856, we learn that authentic information has reached that department that

the National Convention of Peru has passed the following act :—

Art. 1. All provisions of primary necessity are free of import duty for the

space of eighteen months

Art. 2. The Executive will report to the National Legislature, accompanied

by the most minute statistical data, the permanent changes that should be made

in the commercial regulations respecting articles of consumption, relating specially

to the carrying out of the principle of their tree importation.

Comn.unicute this to the Executive power, in order that the necessary steps

may be taken lor its fulfilment

It is proper to add that this act requires the approval of the President of Peru,

which, it is not doubted, it will receive.

POSTAL DEPARTMENT.

STATISTICS OF THE UNITED 8TATES POSTAL SERVICE IN 1S56.

We are indebted to Horatio Kino, Esq., the First Assistant Postmaster-Gen

eral, for an official copy of the able and interesting npert ol the Poslmaster-Gen-

eral, for the year ending June 3oth, 1856, from which we condense the following

abstract :—

Since the last report of the Postmaster-General the post-offices have been in

creased 1,15ft, and numbered, on the 30th June last, 25,565. Three hundred and

thirty-nine ol the postmasters were appointed by the President ; the yearly com

missions exceeding 81,000. On the 30th June, 1852, the number of post-offices

in the United States was 20,901 ; showing an increase in the last four years

of 4,664.

On the 30th June last there were in operation 7,972 mail routes. The number

of contractors was 6,372. The length of th.ise routes is estimated at 239,642

miles, divided as follows, viz. :—20,323 miles of railroad ; 14.951 miles of steam

boat ; 50.453 miles of coach ; 153,915 miles of inferior grades.

The total annual transportation of mails was 7 l,3o7,897 miles, costing 86,035,474,

and divided as follows:—21,809,296 miles by railroad, at 82.310,389—about 10

cents and 6 mills a mile; 4,240,170 miles by steamboat, at 8860,755—about 20

cents and 3 mills a mile; 19,114,991 miles by coach, at 81,329,356—about 7

cents a mile.
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Compared with the service of June 30th, 1855, there i3 an addition of 11,734

miles to the length of mail routes ; 3,906,731 miles to the total annual transpor

tation, being about 5.8 per cent ; and of $690,236 to the cost, or 12.4 per cent.

The aggregate length of railroad routes has been increased 1,990 miles, and

the annual transportation thereon 2,606,827—about 13{ per cent, at a cost of

8237,300, or 11.4 per cent.

The length of steamboat routes has been increased 332 miles, and the cost

8235,250, although the annual transportation is less by 219,657 miles. This re

sulted mainly from putting in operation in January last a daily route between

New Orleans and Cairo, Illinois, 1,075 miles, at a cost of 8329,000 per annum.

But for this route, there would now appear a diminution of steamboat service,

amounting to 743 miles in length of routes, 1,002,257 in annual transportation,

and $93,750 in cost.

The addition to the length of coach routes has been 1,250 miles, to the annual

transportation 255,873 miles, and to the cost $113,377, or 9.3 per cent.

The additional length of inferior routes is 8,162 miles ; annual transportation

1,263,688 miles; cost, $104,309, or about 5 per cent in transportation, and 7.3

per cent in cost.

The portions of additional service in California are 706 miles in length of routes,

and 135,274 miles in transportation, costing 83,223.

In Oregon no material change has taken place ; and no alterations or additions

have been made to the service stated in the annual report of 1855 in New Mexico

and Utah.

In Nebraska and Kansas, 2,238 miles have been added to the length of routes,

and 250,470 miles to the annual transportation, at a cost of $33,843. The whole

service in these territories now stands thus, viz. :—

Length of coach routes, 964 miles; annual transportation thereon, 115,648

miles; cost, 17,880, about 151 cents a mile.

Length of inferior routes, 2,152 miles; annual transportation, 210,186 miles;

cost, $20,275, about 9 cents and 6 mills a mile.

The total length is 3,116 miles; total transportation, 325,824; and the cost

$38,155.

The following table shows the extension of railroad service during the year,

separately, in five groups of States, viz. :—

New England and New York

N. Jersey. Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland <k Ohio.

Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina <fc Georgia. .

Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, and Wisconsin

Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, and Lou-

Ltnith Miles of an
of nual trans

routes. portation. Cost

150 262,863 $16,940

827 426,743 28,865

163 896,804 67.911

863 1,046,496 82,575

481 475,921 46,009

1,990 2,606,827 287,300Total

The railroad service within the last four years has increased at a very rapid

rate, showing the growth of our country and the enterprise of its citizens. On

the 1st of July, 1842, the total length of railroad routes was 3,091 miles, and the

cost of service was $432,568. On the 1st of July, 1852. the number of miles on

which the mail was conveyed on railroad amounted to 10,146, costing 81.275.520 ;

making an increase of 7,055 miles in ten years, at an additional cost of $842,952.

Between the 1st July, 1852, and 1st July. 1856, the railroad service was increased

10,177 miles; exhibiting the fact that within that time this description of service

has been more than doubled.

The table below shows the length of railrond routes, and cost of mail scrvic*

thereon, at the end of each fiscal year, from 1852 to 1856, inclusive :—

Years. Miles. Cost Years. Miles. Cost

1852 10,146 $1,275,520 1855 18 833 $2,073,089

1853 12.415 1,601,329 1856 20,323 2,310,389

1854 14,669 1,786,453

vol. xxxvi.—NO. hi. 23
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On the 1st of December, 1856, the railroad service had increased to 21,310

miles, and the total cost for this service at that date amounted to $2,403,747.

Within the same period, the service on horseback, and by modes not specified

in the contracts, was increased 16,862 miles in length of routes, and 5,292,819

miles in annual transportation. The coach service, taken off in some localities,

owing to the construction of railroads, has been given to other States and Terri

tories, or other parts of the same State, as their growing population, and conse

quent increase of mail matter demanded ; so that, notwithstanding the great ex

tension of railroads, the coach service has been reduced but 202 miles. The

steamboat service has been decreased 1,479 miles.

The average cost of railroad service in 1852, estimated on the length of routes

one way, was $125 71 a mile ; in 1856, 8101 45 a mile, being a decrease of 824 26

a mile. For other modes of conveyance, the average rate of pay has largely ad

vanced during the same period, owing to causes beyond the power of the depart

ment to control.

The lettiogs of new contracts for the term commencing 1st July last, embraced

the States of New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, and Ohio.

The following table snows the new service, as in operation on the 30th of

September :—

Miles of an-

Miles In Dual trans-

Conveyance, length. portation. Goat.

Railroad 6,298 6,(107,177 $690,628

Steamboat 264 116,128 10,124

Coach 9,163 4,026,862 202,592

Inferior modes 18,066 8,846,790 223,567

Total 82,771 13,603,457 $1,126,800

Compared with the service on the 30th June last, there is an aggregate decrease

of 229 miles in length of routes ; but an increase of 636,554 miles in the annual

transportation, and $126,116 in cost, divided as follows :—

Additional miles Additional

States. of transportation. cost.

New Jersey $8,799

PcnDsy Ivania 220,958 61,906

Delaware 68,560 8,329

Maryland 8,747

Ohio 406,283 63,838

In New Jersey the transportation is reduced 40,156 miles, and in Maryland

2,186 miles, although the expense is increased.

On the 30th June last there were in service 360 route agents, at a compensa

tion of $265,429; 34 local agents, at 821,758; and 1,108 mail messengers, at

8127,251 ; making a total of $414,438. This amount, with the increased cost of

the new service commencing 1st July last, ($126,116,) added to the cost of service

as in operation on the 30th June last, ($6,035,474,) makes the total amount for

the current year $6,576,028.

The aggregate amount of postages, foreign and domestic, on mails transported

by the United States mail steamship line, was $1,035,740 38, which is a decrease

of $24,890 40 from the previous year. The decrease of postages by the Collins

line was $43,117 86 ; by the Havre line, $503 51 ; and by the Charleston and

Havana line, $545 61. By the Bremen line, the postages were inert a~ed $12,593 ;

by the New York and California lines, $6,370 92 ; and by the New Orleans and

Vera Cruz line, $311 89. The total amount of letter postages on British mails

during the year was $897,648 70, being a decrease from last year of $32,048 74.

Of this amount, $601,031 40 was collected in the United States, and $296,617 30

in Great Britain ; showing an excess of $304,414 10 collected in this country.

The unpaid received from Great Britain exceeded the paid received $155,454 94,

and the paid sent from the United States exceeded the nnpaid sent $148,959 16.

The total letter postages on Prussian closed mails was $299,465 71, which varies

but little from the preceding year, when the postages on this class of correspond

ence amounted to $299,578 46. The proportion of this postage collected by the
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United States was, however, largely increased ; the excess collected in this country

being $80,388 83. This excess during the previous year was 829,722 78. The

amount of letter postages on Havre mails was 816,139 08, all of which was col

lected in this country. Last year the postages on these mails amounted to

816,915 92. A corresponding decrease has also taken place in the amount of

correspondence exchanged with Bremen, the total postages being only 855,789 85,

or $1,874 21 less than the preceding year.

STATISTICS OF TRADE AND COMMERCE.

COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION OF THE UNITED STATES.

"We commence in the present number of the Merchants' Magazine the publica

tion, in a condensed form, of our usual tabular statements of the Commerce and

Navigation of the United States (for the year ending June 30th, 1856.) The

printing, binding, and distribution of the usual number of copies for the use of

Congress was completed several weeks in advance of the time specified in the act

of 16th September, 1850, entitled " An act to provide for printing the annual

report upon commerce and navigation." Previous to the passage of the act of

1850, these reports were laid before Congress in manuscript, and awaited the

order of that body, who, after the usual delay in legislation, ordered a certain

number of copies to be printed—the document not appearing till some months

after the adjournment of Congress.

From year to year, in publishing summary statements derived from this re

port, we took occasion to urgt upon Congress the importance of having it printed

and ready at the opening of each session ; and through the aid of a distinguished

member of the Senate, since dead, we succeeded in procuring the passage of the

act of 1850, " which makes it the duty of the Secretary of the Treasury to cause

the said report to be completed at as early a day before the first Monday in Jan

uary in each year as is practicable." The then Secretary of the Treasury thought

it was not practicable to have it ready before the first Monday in January, and

the bill was reported and piussed to suit his idea of " practicability." Mr. Guthrie,

the Secretary, and Mr. Bigger, the Register, have demonstrated the practicability

of having it ready several weeks before the first of January ; and we have no

doubt but that the administration of Mr. Buchanan will follow the example of

its predecessor.

PRODUCT OF THE SKA.

Finheriet—

Oil, spermaceti $977,006

Oil, whale and other fish.. 626,888

Whalebone 1,036,647

Spermaceti 16,408

Spermaceti candles 48,449

Fish, dried or smoked 678,011

Fish, pickled 178,989

3,856,797

PRODUCT OF THE FOREST.

Wood—

Staves and heading 1,864,281

Shingles 166,207

Boards, plank, & scantling. 1,987,302

Hewn timber 234,969

Other lumber

Oak-bark and other dye . .

All manufactures of wood .

Naval ttoret—

Tar and pitch

Rosin and turpentine .....

Ashes, pot and pearl

Oinseng

Skins and furs

808,684

121,030

2,601,583

235,487

1,222,066

429,428

175,705

952,452

10,694,184

PRODUCT OF AGRICULTURE.

Of animals—

Beef 1,988,161

Tallow 829,086

Hides 101,174
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Homed cattle. . .

Butter

Cheese

Pork, pickled . . .

Hams and bacon .

Lard ,

Wool

Hogs

Horses

Mules

Sheep

$138,743

680,286

887,706

6,029,940

8,863,328

8.870.U49

27,466

6,331

204,608

119,364

18,802

Vegetablefood—

Wheat

Flour

Indian corn

Indian meal

Bye meal

Bye, oats, pulse, itc. .

Biscuit or ship bread ,

Potatoes

Apples

Onions

Bice

17,665,922

16,116,661

29,275,148

7,622,665

1,175,688

214,563

2,718,620

497,741

153,061

148,884

83,742

2,890,233

Leather $262,344

Boots and shoes 1,060,967

Cables and cordage 867,182

Salt- 811,496

Lead 27,612

Iron—Pig 27,216

Bar 21.882

Nails 238,388

Castings of 288,816

All manufactures of . . 8,585,712

Copper it brass, it manufa. of. 634,846

Drugs and medicines 1,066,294

16,582,776

Cotton piece good*—

Printed or colored 1,966,845

White, other than duck 4,290,361

Duck 326,908

All manufactures of ... ... 884,200

Cotton . .

Tobacco.

Hemp . .

Other agricultural produclt-

Flax-seed

Clover-seed

Brown sugar

Hops

59,390,906

128,382,851

12,221,843

28,598

18,043

41,875

404,146

146,966

611,029

MANUFACTURES.

Refined sugar

Wax

860,444

74,005

Hemp—cloth and thread. . . .

Bags it manufacs. of.

Wearing apparel

Earthen and stone ware. ....

Combs and buttons

Brushes of all kinds

Billiard tables and apparatus.

Umbrellas and parasols

Morocco and leather not sold

by the pound

Fire-engines

Printing presses and type . . .

Musical instruments

Books and maps

Paper and other stationery. .

Paints and varnish

Jewelry, real and mock

Gold and silver and gold leaf,

(manufactures of ) .......

Glass

Tin

Pewter and lead

Marble and stone

Artificial flowers

Bricks and lime

India-rubber boots and shoes.

India-rubber, all manufacs. of.

Lard-oil ».

Oil-cake. ,

Goal

Ice

6,967,809

802

25,288

278,832

66,696

32,663

8,886

2,778

5,989

6,766

29,088

67.617

138.617

202,602

203,018

217,179

26,866

6,116

216,489

13,610

5.62S

162,376

20

C4.297

427,936

665,602

161,282

9,y96,S80

1,136.970

677.420

Chocolate

Spirits from grain

" molasses

" other materials..

Molasses

Vinegar

Beer, ale, <tc, in casks

" in bottles

Linseed-oil

Spirits of turpentine

Household furniture

Coaches, railroad cars, <tc. ..

Hats of fur or silk

Hats of palm-leaf

Saddlery

Trunks and valises

Adamantine it other candles.

Soap

Snuff

Tobacco, manufactured

Gunpowder

1,476

500,946

1,829.151

95,484

154,630

26,034

23,187

21,899

67.190

839,048

982,042

370,269

166,976

69,706

81.249

32,457

766,688

434,176

20,06iP

1,809.167

614,794

Gold and silver coin.

191,744

16,458.S3S

bullion 28,669.946

831,724Quicksilver .

Article* not enumerated—

Manufactured 8.559,61 3

Raw produce 1,119,295

Total 810,686,330
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COMMERCE.

A STATISTICAL TIEW OF THE COMMERCE OF TOE UNITED STATES, EXHIBITING THE

VALUE OF EXPORTS AND IMPORTS FROM EACH FOREIGN COUNTRY DURING TOE

YEAR ENDING JUNE 30TH, 1856.

i on the Baltic and North Seas.

Russia <>n the Black Sea

Asiatic Russia

Russian Possessions in N. America.

Prussia

Sweden and Norway

Swedish West Indies

Denmark

Danish West Indies

Hamburg

Bremen

Lubec

Other German ports

Holland

Dutch West Indie

Dutch Guiana

Dutch East Indies

Belgium

England

Scotland

Ireland

Gibraltar

Malta

Canada

Other British N. Am. possessions.. .

British West Iudies

British Honduras

British Guiana

Other British possessions in S. Am..

British possessions in Africa,

British Australia

New Zealand

British East Indies

France on the Atlantic

France on the Mediterranean

French N. American possessions . . .

French West Indies

French Guiana

French East Indies

Spain on the Atlantic

Spain on the Mediterraneaa

Canary Islands

Pbillipine Islands

Cuba

Porto Rico

Portugal

Madeira.

Cape de Verde Islands

Azores

Sardinia

Tuscany

Papal States

Two Sicilies

Austria

Austrian possessions in Italy-

Ionian Republic

Greece

, VALI-r of ExrouTS. .
Domestic Foreign Valne of
produce. produce. Total. import*.

$536,858 $69,863 $606,721 $224,700

63,295 16,389 80,684 106.881

70,367 9,395 79.762 161,169

1,871,645 47,718 1,919,363 871.245

60,702 60,702 10,192

196,960 81,765 227.716 1,130

817,290 86.611 908,801 225,028

8,268,473 668,592 8,927.065 2.611,982

9,889,657 891,794 10,281,451 11,846,580

80.855 • • ■ •>• • 80,856

8,601,110 86.318 8,586,428 2,426,479

323,664 6,328 829,982 536.875

813,661 7,855 821,616 252.798

120,444 89,712 210,156 1.399.289

6,846,386 1,155,237 6,600,623 3.106,511

162,561,975 1,517,660 154,079,635 118,045,644

8,880.376 26,166 3.906.642 4,131,606

4.300,021 74,709 4,374,730 89,032

872,523 66,493 428,016 38,126

281,046 83,541 814,686 44,224

15,194,788 5,688.463 20,883,241 17,488,197

7,519,909 626,199

61,644

8,146,108

4,484,652

8,822,224

4,483,008 2,285,248

850,000 83,739 883,739 332.117

871,766 8,497 875,268 151,674

896,780 21,471 418,251 483,694

4,909,925 125,047 5,034,972 139,462

27,772  27,772

691,988

88,732,033

78.631 767,629 7,005,911

497,344 89,229,377 45,500,398

3,096,432 185.164 8,281,696 8,515,664

146,286 27,088 173,874 150,461

472,119 8,025 475,144

148,993

66,138

148,093 27,147

1,417,949 10,306 1,428,255 582,025

5,948,380 57.683 6,006,063 1,650,441

30,941 2,505 8S.448 16,708

204,668 64,689 269,857 2,926,870

7,199,035 610,228 7,809,263 24,435,698

1,099,599 43,125 1,142.724 8.870,968

844,098 84,101 878,199 287,166

27,655 932 28,687 19,783

61,416 2,294 63,709 36,910

15,969 490 16.449 22,883

2,143,977 60,961 2,204,938 817,179

426,695 6,583 431,178 1,596,801

31,842 81,842 39,064

808,576 76,195 878,771 1,488,526

689,092 187,601 826,693 476,541

1,599,691 18,464 1,618,165
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CotTNTEIES.

Turkey in Europe

Turkey in Asia

Egyi>'

Other port* in Africa.

H»y'« ,

San Domingo

Mexico

Central Republic

New Oranada

Venezuela

Brazil

Uruguay, or Cisplatim? Republic .

Buenos Ay res, or Argentine Hep..

Chili

Bolivia

Peru

Equador

Sandwich Islands

Japan

China

Other ports in Asia

Other ports in the Pacific.

Whale fisheries

Uncertain places

. TAium of ixroan. >

Domestic Foreign

produce. produce. Total.

l,uo»,H2l 62,371 1,131.692

885,447 44,286 379,783

1,731.011

1,862.823

74,986

2,464,94 2

347.265

1,144.843

1.643,621

4,868,125

617,819

1,018.112

2,691,854

1,169,282

27,874

798,058

4,000

2,048,244

820,045

64,408

263.681

6,046

1,237,297

49,366

166.649

69.163

236,779

38,480

246.751

276,389

84,991

2,066

126,347

509,993

22,290

1,795.419

2,126,864

80,032

8,702,298

396,621

1,611,892

1,712,774

6,094,904

651.329

1,259,868

2,867,748

1,244,223

29,440

919,404

4,000

2,658,237

342,835

Value of

iroporta.

46,274

696,697

54.979

1.165.867

1,92*,269

60.196

3,668,681

246,863

2,826,019

4.202,692

19,262,667

861.080

2,822,161

2,467,819

217,759

84,804

249.704

16,821

10,464,486

68,067

862

Total 810,586,880 16,378,578 326,964,908 314,639,942

NAVIGATION.

A STATISTICAL VIEW OF THE TONNAGE OF AMERICAN AND FOREIGN VESSEL8 AR

RIVING! FROM, AND DEPARTING TO, EACH FOREIGN COUNTRY, DURING THE TEAS

ENDING JUNE 30th, 1856:—

, AIIKEICAN. , / FOBEIGV. (

Entered Cleared

U. States. U. States.

Entered

U. Slates.

Cleared

Countries.

Russia on the Baltic and North Seas . 2,868 5,479

729

U. State*.

8,891 4,241

1,(191 208

9,477 9,461

961 1.0122,197

40

600

889

4,278

1.827

8,660

86

716

13.451 21,877

6,228 10,285

2,163

80,177

91,321

965

32,066 44,148

29,997

70,432

203 416

Holland 16,194 22 557 17,657 24,977

5,120 7,816 1,295 664

7,152 6.610 702 666

9,169 10.377 873 2.141

8,71040,332 67,114 6,326

1,006,496 928.617 850,137 839.108

26,370 20,286 64,170 24.976

3.680 36,735 11,163 19,089

5.205 10.640 4,922 US

12,418 2.998 5,088 400

1,191,716 1,118,784 1,217,712 1,212,698

Other British N. American possess'ns. 187,754 826,647 402.441 471.871

68.873 81,189 3»,624 29,480

6,173 4,983 2,718 2,784
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Countries

British Ouiana • • • •

Other Brit possessions in S. America..

British possessions in Africa

British Australia

New Zealand

British East Indies

France on the Atlantic

France on the Mediterranean

French N American possessions-....

French West Indies

French Guiana

French East Indies

Spain on the Atlantic

Spain on the Mediterranean

Canary Islands

Philippine Islands

Cuba

Porto Kico

Portugal

Madeira

Cape de Verde Islands

Azores

Sardinia

Tuscany

Papal States

Two Sicilies

Austria

Austrian possessions in Italy

Ionian Republic

Greece

Turkey in Europe

Turkey in Asia

Other ports in Africa.

Hayti

San Domingo

Mexico

Central Republic

New Grenada

Venezuela

Brazil

Uruguay or Cisplatine Republic. . . . .

Buenos Ayres or Argentine Republic.

Chili

Bolivia

Peru

Equador

Sandwich Islands

Japan

China

Other ports in Asia

Other ports in the Pacific

Whale fisheries

Uncertain places

Total

, a untie*v , , FOREIOV. ,

Entered Cleared Entered Cleared

U. States. V. States. TJ. States. U. States.

8,808 18,571 1,246 8.828

US

8,329 7.078 493 202

3,026 42,865 1,103 4,722

66,6 1 'J 68,255 1.328 9,482

211,363 295,386 24,743 19.513

29,957 88.162 7,062 3.4«9

1.342 2.517 8.789

8.576 17,416 1,936 1,842

1,124 2,101 192

17.026 18.228 8,630 7.897

20,710 12.185 26,128 60.067

1.180 2,846 676 1.118

24.293 21.686 2,112 368

616,660 498.796 66,082 18.868

40.301 33,964 12.040 1.990

10,879 6,232 7,484 6,748

390 284 370

2.696 8,188 1,307 400

4.666 1.718 641  

13.565 17.968 5,968 3,601

13,985 8.9B3 4,979 881

358 216 S82

67.784 1.642 18.777 1.621

4,087 14,951 2,782 8.141

1,965 2,411

7.870 9,578 8.365 1,846

9,898 8,831 878

1,081

14.167 18.077 629 1.078

44.783 34,260 6,957 4,760

2.043 883 663 697

40,402 47.129 8,387 7,106

85.544 84,321 796 908

127,221 129.618 741 1.812

25.338 26.615 6.184 1.637

100.064 74.280 12,688 2,890

1.801 12,784 265 685

18.544 24.804 856 873

15,266 22,477 8,536 4,778

50,948 51,561 6,620 20,1 07

1.062 672

17,774 17,650 1,092 1,817

424

88,438

299

9,981

 

69,194 10,962

121

84

48,881 54,744 492 670

67 71

1,885,484 4,638,364 2,486,769 2,462,109

THE COMMERCE OF ENGLAND.

It appears, by the official returns, that the exports of Great Britain for 1856

exceeded those of 1855 in the sum of £20,000,000—an increase unexampled, we
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presume, in the history of English commerce. These returns are official for eleTen

months. The London Economist, estimating for December, gives the total of

exports and imports for 1856 as follows :—

Exports of domestic productions £11 7,000,000

Exports of foreign productions 21,000,000

£138,000.000

Imports 146,000,000

Total exports and imports £284,000,000

In round numbers, $1,400,000,000—considerably more than double the amount

of our foreign trade for the year ending June 30.

There does not seem to have been a corresponding increase of consumption in

anything but the necessaries of life, but in many articles of importance a decrease,

as the following table (made up for eleven months) will show :—

1856. 1855.

Coffee lbs. 82,600,167 83,564.607

Sugar, unrefined cwt. 6,771,366 7,178,149

Molasses 868,472 886,191

Tea lbs. 68,638,212 88,787,651

Cocoa 8,602,144 4,261,901

Articles of luxury present a somewhat different appearance, thus :—

1855. 1856.

Wines galls. 6,816,834 6,187,897

Tobacco lbs. 29,776,082 27,890,510

Spirits galls. 4,410.974 4,282.836

Spices lbs. 4,096,212 3,943.993

India silks pieces 99,827 71,617

The consumption of foreign grain, flour, and meal was very large, being

8,222,833 quarters, against 5,738,489 in 1855—an increase equal to 20,000,000

bushels.

To our view, these figures do not exhibit the most healthy state of affairs. If

the masses had shared the prosperity which this great increase of trade indicates,

there would have been an increase of consumption in the semi-necessaries of life,

such as sugar, coffee, and tea ; and if agriculture had been profitable, there would

have been a diminution in the consumption of foreign breadstuff's. Low wages

and short crops may be more than an offset for heavy imports and exports.

COTTON IN FRANCE.

The imports of cotton into Havre for the year 1856, amounted to 450,069

bales, against 416,230 bales in 1855. The imports into all the ports in France

in 1856 were 505,223 bales. The stock in Havre on the 1st January was 44,427

bales, against 62,267 bales in 1856; in 1855, 63,900 bales; and iu 1854, 31.076

bales. Very little cotton, except American, appears to be used in France as yet.

At Havre, in 1854, the imports of other descriptions than those of the United

States, were only 3,304 bales from Brazil, 95 from Egypt, 1,358 from the East

Indies, and 6,163 from other countries.
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IMPORTS AT THE SEVERAL PORTS OF CANADA.

The following table is interesting, furnishing as it does the comparative trade

of the several ports of Canada. It shows the value of goods entered for con

sumption, and the amount of duty collected thereon at the different ports of Can

ada during the year 1856. The Canadian currency is 84 to the pound. Wo

have omitted the peace for convenience, but retained it in the aggregate footing

up of the colums :—

Valne. Duty.
£. S. £. a.

8,553 10 342 9

Amherstburg. . . 14,811 9 1,416 11

8,4.',7 12 652 4

Bayfield 1,738 6 118 0

1,025 4 11 12

Belleville 76,460 14 8,862 10

61,881 9 6,479 8

2,176 12 226 7

66,827 0 6,851 9

6,763 2 168 5

16,247 7 1,722 6

88,730 19 9,156 1

43,686 2 4,969 19

66,652 6 1,684 10

Clarence ville. . 1,163 0 431 15

Coaticocke 42,833 16 2,831 13

72,827 15 7,806 16

5,520 4 668 14

29,652 5 766 8

Collingwood. .. 65,886 3 86 1

Coteau du-Lac 908 0 106 9

11,193 8 888 6

Credit 2,236 12 248 14

94,699 13 3,586 18

Darlington 20,179 6 2,015 18

Dick'n'sLand.. 1,815 2 65 18

37,451 10 3,428 1

47.068 10 4,781 6

12,026 14 350 10

Dunnville . . .. 20,682 0 1,615 18

324 4 28 11

87,838 10 2,678 13

Frelighsburg... 11,099 4 781 18

Gananoque . . . 4,797 17 840 9

15,969 9 1,126 10

Georgeville. . . 1,773 19 183 19

26,760 16 2,682 17

136 18 16 9

1,360,006 10 156,455 3

Hemmingford. 4,709 16 672 10

69,403 8 6,628 17

Huntington.. .. 1,501 19 48 18

672,146 9 28,384 15

Kingsville. . . . 1,026 7 115 7

Talne.
£. a.

Lacolle 3,640 14

London 292,250 4

Maitland 1,963 13

Morrisburg 8,334 3

Milford 624 17

Montreal 4,066,351 18

Kapanee 10,414 4

Newcastle 11,417 6

Niagara. 82,298 6

New Carlisle... 29,558 6

Oakville 24,925 18

Oshawa. 8,488 8

Owen's Sound.. 4,256 19

Paris 47,898 14

Panetunguishene 143 3

Pbilipsburg 22,908 10

Picton 18,403 10

Potton 2,790 3

Prescott 167,898 16

Quebec 871,525 5

Queenston 52,411 11

Riviere Raisins. 283 8

Rondeau 1,496 11

Rowan 11,464 1!

Russeltown . 1,185 16

Sarnia 88,127 12

Sault Ste Marie 4,788 17

Saugeen 4,462 14

Stamford 178,711 16

StanBtead 11,866 11

St. Johns, 14,784 11

St Regis 8,605 16

Stratford 649 18

Stauley 52.921 11

Sutton 2,657 19

Three Rivers .. 1,687 7

Trout River... 2,199 8

Toronto 1,788,697 6

Trenton 2,828 IS

Wallnceburg.. 5,480 2

Wellington.... 1,560 8

Whitby 28,896 19

Windsor. 167,472 14

Woodstock.... 28,887 6

Duty.
& a.

160 7

86,164 4

47 8

586 1

20 11

469,715 15

1,091 10

1,279 12

2,042 10

2,626 7

2,484 18

841 6

859 4

4,694 14

9 1

778 15

2,271 12

86 1

7,299 12

92.477 4

3,346 3

29 1

168 5

855 7

92 14

2,699 14

567 4

871 16

11,450 16

687 4

492 18

166 10

41 17

4,521 18

252 4

200 2

222 18

195,169 16

269 8

416 15

176 15

2,484 8

5,649 9

2,780 1

Total value of all ports, £10,941,784. Total duties, £1,125,989. The statements,

on the whole, present a gratifying state of things, and clearly indicate the growing

prosperity of the Province. The returns show the sum of £1,069,014 lis. 4d.,

as derived from the customs department, being an increase of £238,540 6s. 2d.

on the previous year. The revenue derived from the public works is put down at

£106,080 8s. 2d., being an increase of £6,308 Os. lid. on the previous year.
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THE FUR TRADE OF MINNESOTA,

The St. Paul Advertiser furnishes to our hands the following account of the

fur trade of that region, which we give with a few verbal alterations :—

Four or five years ago the fur trade was the paramount commercial and indus

trial interest of the territory. Two or three years further back, and it was not

only the paramount, but the sole business interest. The population of the terri

tory was composed almost entirely of its employers and attaches. St Paul de

rived its whole importance (a small importance then) from being the depot of the

Winnebago and Chippewa outfits ; while Mendota, the seat of the Sioux outfit,

gave laws to the immense region occupied by the Dakotas, and trading posts as

far back as Lac qui Parle, on the Minnesota, and Pembina, on the Red River,

held the whole country like a dependent child, at the feet of those magnates of

the principal agencies of Pierre Choteau, Jr., & Co. The profits of the fur trade

even then had begun to decline. The influx of a white population, consequent

upon the establishment of a territorial government—the increase of competition

in the Indian trade, concurring with the gradual decrease of its products, and

causes that lay beyond these, and that have been gradually, but surely, promoting

the decline of the Western fur trade in general—all contributed to weaken the

efficiency of the fur company's organization in the territory of Minnesota, and to

render it undesirable to maintain its expensive establishments any longer than

was sufficient for settling its affairs. It has accordingly had no practical ex

istence since the consummation of the Sioux treaty in 1852, from which the traders

received a parting token of several hundred thousand dollars in payment of the

accumulated back debts of some thirty years. Since then the trade has been

carried on entirely by private individuals, foremost among whom, however, are

some of the old traders. Two houses alone, Messrs. Forbes & Kittson, and Messrs.

Culver & Furrington, are connected at this time with the fur trade in St. Paul.

The disorganization of the Indian trade on the Minnesota River, and the diver

sion of the Indians from hunting, by the pernicious influence of annuities, has

vastly diminished the productiveness of the fur trade on the Minnesota River.

* The trade is almost entirely limited at present to the Pembina, or Red River

regions, and around the head waters of the Mississippi. The Buffalo robes come

almost entirely from this source, the buffalo ranges being restricted to the regions

north of the Cheyenne, and west of the James River. The Minnesota RiTcr

country has fallen off in buffaloes very considerably ; the whole receipts for ex

port from the region not amounting to more than 1.200 robes. This does not in

clude, however, the large numbers reserved for home consumption. The table

given below, for which we are indebted to N. W. Kittson, Esq., exhibits the

total export of furs from St. Paul for the present year :—

Animals. No. skins. Value.

Rat 64,292 $11,67!! f>6

Minks 8,276 18,62100

Marten 1,428 8,670 00

Fishers 1,046 4,702 60

Red fox 876 1,096 00

Cross fox 20 100 00

Silver fox 8 400 00

Kit fox 2,642 1,27100

Coons 8,400 2,560 00

Woolverines 2,082 8,048 00

Otter 405 1,417 50

Beaver, lbs 586 88100

Bear 610 6,700 00

Lynx 50 126 00

Buffalo robes 7,600 41,200 00

Total value $96,760 56

A notable feature of the fur trade for the several years past is the gradual, but

sure decline of its productiveness, corresponding with a growing demand in En-
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rope and our own country for furs. Each of these causes has assisted the other

to enhance the price of furs—and they have grown expensive—and all these causes

concurred to lift to a figure last year, (18f>5,) they never before reached in the

American market. Nevertheless, it will not do to calculate too surely on last

year's prices for the product of the present year, as the consumption of furs is,

after all, entirely dependent on the evanescent caprices of fashion.

PRICES OF PRODUCE AM) MERCHANDISE AT CINCINNATI.

In the Merchants' Magazine for November, 1856, (vol. xxxv., pages 608-609,)

we published the average prices of butter, cheese, and coffee, on the last day of

each week of the year, commencing with September 5th, 1855, and ending August

27, 1856 ; and in the December number, (vol. xxxv., pages 748-749, the average

prices of flour, corn, wheat, and rye, for the same time. In the number for Jan

uary, 1857, (vol. xxxvi., pages 90-91,) we gave the average prices of star candles,

lard, oil, and barley ; and in the number for February will be found the average

prices of oats, hay, hemp, and molasses. We now subjoin the average prices of

linseed-oil, flaxseed, beef cattle, and sugar :—

The following table shows the price of linseed-oil at the close of each week

during the year :—

September 5 $0 80

12 0

19 1

86 0

October 3 0

10 0

17 0

24 0

81 0

November 7 1

14.

21.

28.

December 5 .

12.

19.

26.

January 2.

January ».

16.

IS.

80.

$0

0

1

1

February 6 1

March

April

May

18.

20.

27.

6.

12.

19.

26.

2.

9.

16.

28.

80.

7.

May

June

July

August

14 SO 92

21.

28.

4.

11 .

18.

25.

2.

9.

16.

28.

80.

6.

18.

20.

27.

»5

97

00

00

1 00

i oo

0 99

1 00

0 98

0 92

0 95

0 91

0 93

0 95

1 05

The following table shows the price of flaxseed at the close of each week dur

ing the year :—

October

September 5.

12.

19.

26.

8.

10.

17.

24.

81.

November 7.

14.

21.

28.

December 6 .

12.

19.

26.

January 2.

$1 60

50

60

60

60

1 60

05

65

70

85

75

70

1 70

1 80

1 80

1 80

1 80

1 80

January SI

February 6 1

9...

16.fl.

23...

80.

March

April

May

18.

20.

27.

6.

12.

19.

26.

2.

9.

16.

28.

80.

7.

May

June

July

August

14.

21.

28.

4.

11.

18.

25.

2.

9.

16.

28.

SO.

6.

IS.

20.

27.

.•1 80

80

80

80

80

80

80

80

80

80

80

60

50

60

60

50
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The following table shows the price of beef cattle per cwt. at the close of each

week during the year :—

September 8 t7 00

October

12.

19.

26.

8.

10.

17.

24.

81.

7 BO

8 00

8 00

8 00

8 00

7 28

7 60

7 80

November 7 7 60

00

25

25

25

00

5U

50

60

14...

21...

28...

December 6 . . .

12...

19...

26..

January 2 . . .

January 9 |7 80

16 8 00

28 8 00

SO 7 60

February 6. .... . 7 00

March

April

May

13.

20.

27.

6.

12.

19.

26.

2.

9.

If,.

2.3.

80.

1.

7 00

7 00

7 60

8 00

7 76

8 00

7 60

7 00

7 60

7 75

8 00

8 00

8 60

May

June

July
■

August

14.

21.

2S.

4,

11.

18.

26.

s.

9.

16.

23.

30.

6.

18.

20.

27.

|8 50

8 60

8 50

8 60

8 26

8 26

00

75

75

50

50

50

75

75

75

The following table shows the price of sugar at the close of each week during

the year :—

October

September 5.

12.

19.

26.

8.

10.

17.

24.

81.

November 7.

14.

21.

28.

December 5 .

12.

19.

26.

January 2.

8

8

H

H

11

n

74

7

7

6

6i

7*

7|

7J

74

8

71

74

January 9.

16.

23.

80.

February 6.

18.

20.

27.

6.

12.

19.

26.

2.

9.

16.

28.

30.

March

April

7}

75

7}

81

Si

84

H

H

si

8i

84

Si

?i

8i

Si

Si

May

June

July

August

7.

14.

21.

28.

4.

11.

18.

25.

2.

9.

16.

23.

SO.

6.

18.

20.

27.

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

9

9J

94

94

94

94

94

94

94

THE TONNAGE OF VESSELS.

At a recent meeting of the American Statistical Society, the " Marine Record

of the Port of Boston at the commencement of the 18th century " was read by

the Secretary, by which it appeared that the largest vessels rarely or never ex

celled a hundred tons.

It was stated that about fifty years ago, vessels of 450 tons were regarded to

be of such unwieldy dimensions as would be likely to prove the pecuniary ruin of

their owners. In 1834, the largest vessel that had ever been in Boston Harbor

was the ship Henry Clay, of only 500 tons burden. England, by the necessities

of her India trade, got a long start of America in large vessels. As long ago as

1816, she had vessels of 2,060 tons burden.

Clipper ships, with their limited freighting capacities, wear and tear, cost of

sailing, and the present and prospective condition of the California trade, '

spoken of as property of doubtful value.
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NAUTICAL INTELLIGENCE.

DIRECTIONS FOR APPROACHING THE SAND-HEADS IN BOTH MONSOONS.

Official information has been received at the office of the Lighthouse Board,

"Washington, that the Court of Directors of the East India Company have lately

received from the government of Bengal the following notification, which is pub

lished in the Merchants' Magazine for general information :—

1. The Southwest Monsoon. The Southwest Monsoon maybe considered to

commence on the 15th March, on which date the pilotrvessels take up their station

near the buoy on the Pilots' Ridge, as described below. The S. W. Monsoon is

over by the end of September.

2. False Point Lighthouse is in latitude 20° 20' N., and longitude 80° 47' 15"

E. ; and a buoy is placed in 21i fathoms on the Pilots' Ridge, in latitude 20°

49i' S., and longitude 87° 42' E. The buoy, therefore, bears from Pulse Point

Lighthouse N. 59° 49' E., aud distant 59 miles.

3. A vessel, therefore, after making the lighthouse at False Point, (in passing

which she ought not to go into less than 10 fathoms,) should bring it to bear

about W. S. W. 10 or 15 miles distant, when she will be in 11 or 12 fathoms,

then steer E. N. E., when the soundings will gradually increase to 23 fathoms on

the eastern edge of the Pilots' Ridge ; she should then regulate her course so as

to keep between the Ridge and 27 fathoms, when, by attention to the lead and

nature of the soundings, course, and distance run from the lighthouse, it is almost

impossible to avoid making the pilotrvessels, as their cruising ground is imme

diately to the northeast of the lightxvessel stationed during the S. W. Monsoon in

close proximity to the buoy on the Ridge.

4. The soundings to seaward of the Pilots' Ridge are, in general, a greenish or

olive-colored mud, with occasionally a few bits of broken shells mixed with it ;

whilst those on the Ridge are of a shelly sand, or minute gravel, of a reddish or

rusty-brown color.

5. Vessels approaching the station are earnestly requested to be careful in

avoiding collision when communicating with either the light or supplying pilot

vessels ; and on making the former at night, they are strongly recommended to

heave-to, at a proper distance, till daylight, by which measure they will avoid

the probability of passing the supplying pilot-vessels in the darkness of the

night.

6. The Eastern Channel Light-vessel is in latitude 21° 04' N., and longitude

88° 14' E., and therefore bears from the buoy on the Pilots' Ridge N. 65° E.,

and distant 33$ miles. The Eastern Channel Light-vessel, from the loth March

to the 15th September, burns a blue light every half hour, and a maroon every

quarter hour during the night, commencing at 7 P. m. ; and her standing light is

a plain light.

7. The Pilots' Ridge Light-vessel shows, from the 15th March to the 15th

September, a plain standing light, and burns a blue light every hour, and a ma

roon at the intermediate half hours.

8. It is important to observe the difference as to the blue lights and the maroon

shown by the Eastern Channel aud the Ridge lights respectively, as, if this is at

tended to, a vessel out in her reckoning or uncertain of her position, cannot pos

sibly mistake one for the other.

9. The Northeast Monsoon. This Monsoon, which constitutes the fine

season in the head of the Bay of Bengal, is considered to commence in October

and end in the beginning of March. During this season, the pilot station is

about the outer floating light, situated in the Eastern Channel, as above, and
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vessels coming in should make directly for that mark. The pilot-vessels cruise

in the day time, spreading east and west of, sometimes a little to the southward

of, the light-vessel ; and at night anchor in positions not far from her. At this

season she shows a maroon or torchlight every half hour, and a blue light every

hour.

DIVIE EOBEETSON. Master Attendant

Fobt William, Much 1, 1856.

GAT HEAD LIGHTHOUSE, VINEYARD SOUND.

In conformity with the notice dated July 22, 1856, the new light at Gay Head

will be exhibited at sunset on December 1, 1856, and will be kept burning during

every night thereafter from sunset to sunrise. The focal plane of the light is 43

feet above the ground, and 170 feet above the level of the sea. The tower is of

brick, colored brown, and stands about 12 feet from the center of the rear of the

dwelling-houses with which it is connected. The lantern is painted black ; the

dwelling-houses are brick color. The illuminating apparatus is a revolving Fres-

Del lens of the first order, showing a bright flash of the natural color every ten

seconds. The light should be visible, in good weather from the deck of a vessel

19 nautical or 21 statute miles. The light now shown at Gay Head will be dis

continued from the above-named date, and in the course of the next season the

old tower will be removed. By order of the Lighthouse Board,

W. B. FEANKLIN, L. H. Engineer, let and Sd District*,

Boston, November 22, 1'5).

NAYAT POINT LIGHTHOUSE—ENTRANCE OF PROVIDENCE RIVER, R. I.

A new square brick tower, with cleaning room attached, has been erected at

Nayat Point, entrance of Providence River, to take the place of the old tower

and light, which will be removed. The new tower is located 65 feet to the E. of

N. from the old one. It is whitewashed, and its base is 14 feet above low tide.

Its height is 31 feet from the base to the light, and the center of the new light

will be 45 feet above low water. A fixed white light of the fourth onk-r of

Fresnel will be exhibited from the new tower on and after December 25, 1856,

which, in ordinary states of the atmosphere, should be seen from a vessel's deck,

ten feet above the water, at a distance of eleven nautical miles.

By order of the Lighthouse Board,

E. B. HUNT, Lieutenant Corps of Engineers.

Niwtoet, B. L, December 2, 1858.

FIXED LIGHT AT VERCLUT, ST, CATHERINE'S.—JERSEY—CHANNEL ISLANDS.

Official information has been received at this office that the Lords Commission

ers of the Admiralty have given notice that on and after the 1st day of January,

1857, a light would be exhibited from the light-tower recently erected at the outer

extremity of Verclut pier or breakwater, on the north side of St. Catherine's

Bay, on the cast coast of Jersey, one of the Channel Islands. The light will be

a fixed white light, the illuminating apparatus a lens of the fith order. The light

is placed at a height of 60 feet above the mean level of the sea, and should be

visible, in ordinary weather, from the deck of a ship, at a distance of from 7 to

10 miles. The light-tower is an octagonal structure of iron, painted white. It

is 30 feet high from base to vane, and stands on the outer extremitv of the para

pet wall of the pier, in latitude 49° 13' 18" N., longitude 2° 1' 12" W. from

Greenwich nearly. The tide at Jersey ranges 20 feet at neaps, and 36 feet at or

dinary springs. By order of the Lighthouse Board,

THOENTON A JENKINS, Secretary.

Tkxasdxt D»TABT>lKirr, Omm LicnTnorsK Boakd, I

Washihoton, January 27, ISA?. j"
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JIORTHEAST PASS LIGHTHOUSE, MOUTH OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER.

On and after the 31st day of December, 1856, the light on Frank's Island, at

the Northeast Pass of the Mississippi River, will be discontinued. The tower,

70 feet in height, painted white, will be left standing to serve as a day mark for

mariners.

Wiso Lights at the Southwest Pass Lighthouse. At the same time, the

two Wing Lights at the Southwest Pass Lighthouse will be extinguished, as not

being necessary for distinction, after the discontinuance of the Northeast Pass

Light

Lights at the Mouth of the Mississippi River. After the 31st December,

and the above-named changes shall have been made, the lights to mark the several

passes of the Mississippi will be as follows, viz. :—

Southwest Pass Light, on the west side of, and near the entrance to, the Pass,

a fixed white light, in a white tower, having an elevation of 70 feet above the

mean level of the sea. South Pass, on Gordon's Island, near the entrance to the

Pass, a revolving white light, showing a brilliant flash once in every 1 minute 15

seconds, from a slate-colored wooden tower on the keeper's house, 60 feet above

the mean level of the sea ; and Pass a L'Outre Light, on Middle Ground Island,

north side of the entrance to Pass a L'Outre, a fixed white light, varied by flashes,

exhibited from a black tower, at an elevation of 77 feet above the mean level of

the sea. By order of the Lighthouse Board,

THOBNTON A. JENKINS, Secretary. |

Texasukt Department, Office Lighthouse Board, }
Washington, Mot. 24th, 184*. f

BOMBAY HARBOR.

The Court of Directors of the East India Company have lately received from

the government of Bombay the following notification, which is published in the

Merchants' Magazine for general information :—

Notice is hereby given that a fixed green light will be shown on the Dolphin

Rock on and after the night of the 1st January, 1857. From high-water mark

of spring tides the height will be 20i feet to the center of the light, and 361 feet

at low-water mark of spring tides. It will bear from the Sunken Rock Floating

Light N. 4±° E., distant 1.89 miles. Pilots or others, after rounding the Rock

Light-vessel at a cable's length, should steer so as to pass the Dolphin Light at

the same distance, keeping it on the port side.

J. W. YOUNG, Commander, L N, Muter Attendant,

Mastik Attendant's Office, Bombay, October 10th, 1856.

LIGHTHOUSE AT ABSECUM, NEW JERSEY.

In conformity with the notice to mariners of November 10th, 1856, notice is

hereby given that that the tower and keeper's dwelling at Absecum, New Jersey,

are now completed, and a light will be exhibited therefrom, for the first time, at

sunset on January 15th, 1857, and every night thereafter from sunset to sunrise.

The tower is of brick, unpaintcd, and is surmounted by an iron lantern painted

black. The illuminating apparatus is catadioptric of the first order of Fresnel,

showing a flxed white light. The focal plane lias an elevation of 167 feet above

mean tide ; and the light should be seen, under favorable circumstances, from the

deck of a vessel of ordinary size, at the distance of about 20 nautical miles. The

approximate position of this light, as deduced from the Coast Survey Chart, is

latitude 39° 22' N., longitude 74° 25' W. of Greenwich.

By order of the Lighthouse Board,

EDW'D M. YAED, Lighthouse Inspector.

Philadelphia, Fa., January 8, 1857.
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FLASHING LIGHT AT KARA BURCN—BLACK SEA.

Official information has been received at this office that the Turkish govern

ment has given notice that on and after the 5th day of December, 1856, a light

would be established at Kara Burun, or Black Cape, on the coast of Rumili, in

the Black Sea, about 22 miles to the northwestward of the entrance of the Boe-

phorus. The light is a flashing light, with eclipses or intervals of darkness fol

lowing each other every ten seconds. The illuminating apparatus is a catadiop-

tric lens of the first order. The light is placed at an elevation of 302 feet above

the mean level of the sea, and should be visible, in ordinary weather, from the

deck of a ship at a distance of 22 miles. In clear weather the eclipses will not

appear total until beyond a distance of 8 miles. The light-tower is 27 feet high

from the ground, and stands in latitude 41° 19' 15" (?) N., longitude 28° 40' 9"

(?) W. from Greenwich. By order of the Lighthouse Board,

THORNTON A. JENKINS, Secretary.

Tkeascrt Department, Office Lighthouse Board, 1

Washington, D. C, Jan. 81st, 1S57. j

STATISTICS OF POPULATION, &c.

AMERICAN SEAMEN,

We are indebted to Edmund Flaog, Superintendent of the Statistical Office,

Department of State, for an abstract of the returns made to that Department by

the Collectors of Customs, showing the number of American seamen registered in

the several ports of entry of the United States during the year 1856. These re

turns are made in accordance with the act of Congress passed May 28, 1796, for

the relief and protection of American seamen.

The following is a summary of the number registered in the several States during

the year ending September 30, 1856 :—

Natives. ITtoraUiU Total.

41

113

•JO

11

434

8,116

States. Natives. N'turallz'd. Total. States.

1,069 23 1,092 X. Carolina.

N. Pampshire.. 66 66

Massachusetts. . 8,950 S8 4,038

Rhode Island.. 255 4 259 Alabama.. .

New Yoik. . . . 836 42 878 Louisiana. .

Pennsylvania... 673 31 704

61 5 66 TotaL. . .

387 1 388

41

113

16

16

377

7,859

57

257

We also derive from the same official source the number of American seamen,

native and naturalized, registered during the last seventeen years, respectively :—

Year end. Sept 80. Native. I uturalt

7,961 140

1841 9,016 148

7,738 160

7,i '84 92

8,220 147

8,460 129

8,018 108

6,867 122

8,159 92

A STATEMENT EXHIBITING THE NUMBFR OP AMERICAN SEAME.V REGISTERED IN TUB

UNITED STATES DURING THE LAST SEVENTEEN YEARS, RESPECTIVELY, FROM

OCTOBER 1, 1839, TO OCTOBER 1, 1856, DISTINGUISHING THE NATIVE FROM THK

NATURALIZED.

8,11V 1

9,163

7,898

7,176

8,367

8.579

8.123

6,989

8,251

Tear end. Sept 80. Native. Naturalized. Total-

9,843 241 10,084

I860 8,988 193 9,191

1861 8,665 171 8,736

9,863 286 10,149

9,010 253 9,263

8,617 802 8,919

9,386 300 9,686

7,869 257 8,116
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IMMIGRATION AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK.

John- A. Kennedy, Superintendent of Castle Garden, presented his Annual

Report for the year 1856. It shows that 141,625 have been landed at Castle

Garden from 579 vessels, arriving from 21 different ports of Europe. The total

number of passengers arrived at Castle Garden during the year 1856 was 141,625,

with an aggregate of cash mcaDS amounting to $9,642,104. The following table

shows the destination of immigrants, their cash means, and the average means of

each man, woman, and child :—

Average cash

Destination. Passengers. Cosh means. per bead.

Maine 148 $3,980 BO t26 93

New Hampshire 177 2,772 81 15 68

Vermont 260 6,867 60 2148

Massachusetts 6,494 162,980 23 26 63

Rhode Island 1,864 29.92169 22 09

Connecticut 2,262 99,68189 43 44

New York 65,066 2,101,666 80 88 17

New Jersey 8,242 296.480 66 91 U

Pennsylvania 11,749 694,786 48 69 13

Ohio 7,086 681,637 81 96 20

Indiana 1,888 160,184 72 108 20

Illinois 11,064 1,400.482 46 126 62

Michigan 8,296 831,077 88 100 44

Wisconsin 18,827 1,984,126 10 148 88

Iowa 2,880 842,688 75 148 94

California 778 167,608 25 216 48

Delaware 81 4,102 50 60 64

Maryland 1,164 60,704 28 52 15

Virginia. 667 25,192 48 44 43

North Carolina 66 8.829 60 68 02

South Carolina 173 8,045 60 50 26

Georgia 47 8,2o7 00 174 61

Florida 12 667 00 65 58

Alabama 80 1,707 60 66 91

Louisiana 171 10,068 22 68 80

Texas 76 8,325 76 109 64

Arkansas 30 4,709 00 166 66

Missouri 1,064 109,122 19 102 66

Mississippi 14 1,880 00 98 67

Tennessee 178 11,808 50 68 61

Kentucky 460 25,817 76 85 08

District of Columbia 407 84,691 69 85 28

Kansas 11 8,288 00 298 81

Nebraska 2 800 00 150 00

Minnesota 427 56,048 00 18124

Utah 1,574 82,086 88 22 82

Canada 8,626 662,378 88 76 61

Nova Scotia 2 15 00 7 60

Weetlndies 11 1,107 00 100 63

South America 80 1,722 60 67 41

Mexico 12 1,827 66 110 68

Australia 1 20 00 20 00

Uncertain 2,118 120,979 98 67 25

Unknown 4,187

Showing the total number of passengers, as above stated, to be 141,625, with

a total cash means of §9,642,104, averaging $68 08 per head.

' VOL. XXXVI.—NO. III. 24
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FIGURES ABOUT THE POPULATION OF PARIS.

The Annuairc de Bureau des Longitudes, which has recently been published,

contains the following statistical details of the Parisian population :—

The population of Paris in 1865 was, births

Boys 17,868

Girls 17,119

Out of that number, there were natural children.

Of whom were recognized

Not recognized

1.876

9,042

S4.987

10,917

10,917

The number of marriages was 11,806

Between bachelors and spinsters 9,636

" bachelors and widows 670

" widowers and spinsters 1,181

" widowers and widows 418

The deaths

Hales

Females . .

18,282

17,784

of deaths over births.

THE DEATHS ASK THUS DIVIDED I

Unmarried men 12,146

Married 4,688

Widowers 1,818 i

Unmarried women 10,440 |

Married

Widows

Deposited at the Morgue.

11,805

89,016

89,016

1,029

4,088

3,148

S4S

IN 1855 PABIS CONSUMED :—

Wine, in casks hectolitres 946,018

Wine, in bottles 13,367

Pure spirits and liqueurs 76,669

Cider 25.819

Beer 237,926

Beef, veal, mutton, Ac. killo. 78,869.216

Cheese 1,823,260

Value of saltwater fish fr. 8,786,320

Oysters 1,634,047

Value of freshwater fish fr. 908.S12

Poultry and game 15,888.868

Butter 17,602.221

Eggs 8,608,671

Grey and white salt killo. 6.923.031

Ice 817,542

Firewood bteres 838,869

Charcoal hectolitres 3,846,014

Coal, Ac 8,406,263

POPULATION OF THE GOLD DIGGINGS IN VICTORIA.

It appears by the Australian and New Zealand Gazette, that within a short time

great improvement has taken place in the comforts and security of the diggers,

and the occupation is rapidly becoming more settled, and conducted in a mnch

better and more economical manner than has hitherto been the case. According

to the Gazette, the population of the various gold fields of Victoria was, on the

25th of August, 1855, 150,000 ; on the 27th of October it was 162,794 ; and on

the 22d of December, 140,042. The relative distribution of the population was :

Ballarat, 53,990; Castlemaine, 37,257; Avoca, 30,000; Sandhurst, 18,503;

Beechworth, 6,292. Of this number there are 19,244 who are immigrants from

China. The largest number of the Chinese are located at Castlemaine, where

there are 7,000 ; at Sandhurst, 5,299 ; at Ballarat, 3,498 ; at Avoca, 3,400 ; and

at Beechworth, 36. The relative yield of the different gold fields, as shown foe

the two months from the 1st November to the 31st December, 1855, was, Ballarat,

200,612 ounces of gold ; Sandhurst, 87,308 ounces; Castlemaine, 72,584 ounces ;
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Avoca, 53,002 ounces ; and Beechworth, 53,350 ounces. That the various gold

fields still continue attractive to the inhabitants, is also evidenced by the official

returns. It appears that during the two months ending 31st December of last

year, licenses, or " miner's rights," as they are more properly called, to the num

ber of 5,530 were granted by the colonial government. The total revenue derived

by the government from this source, as well as from business licenses, and quartz

veins, amounted to £11,892.

STATISTICS OF AGRICULTURE, &c.

THE AGRICULTURE OF TBE UNITED STATES.

The territory of the United States extends over an area of more than 2,300,000

square miles. Its extreme length is nearly 2,700 miles, and its greatest breadth

1,600 miles. Its general shape may be considered a parallelogram 2,400 miles

long by 1,400 broad.

This territory lies wholly within the temperate zone, and is blessed with quali

ties of surface, and of soil and of climate, with facilities for varied production,

and for home and foreign commerce, unsurpassed by any other continuous terri

tory of equal extent on the face of the earth. It affords available space, there

fore, for the accommodation of human existence more than equal to that of the

whole of Europe, exclusive of France and Spain ; more than onc-and-a-half times

as large as Russia ; more than two-and-a-half times as great as China or Hin-

doostan ; more than ten times as large as all the English and French possessions

in Europe taken together ; and more than thirty-six times greater than Great

Britain and Ireland.

It is to be remembered that the United States are, for practical purposes, a

continent ; and the natural resources of the country are such that it is even more

independent of foreign supplies, not merely than any European nation, but than

the European continent itself

When estimating the capabilities of any country, in the endeavor to forecast

its probable future, the first tliiug to be considered is its ability to supply an

abundance of food and of work, for upon this its whole material development is

dependent It needs but a brief examination to show, that in both these partic

ulars the United States stand foremost among the nations.

The value of our annual harvests in 1850 exceeded the enormous sum of

91,000,000,000. We had then 113,000,000 acres under cultivation, and

180,060,000 more were included within the limits of farms— making in all

293,000,000 acres. This falls short by only some 30,000,000 acres of the total

amount of improved lands within the limits of the four great European realms—

Britain, France, Austria, and Prussia ; while in average fertility, American soils

must have a decided advantage.

Already, though but a small proportion of our land has been brought under

even the most rude cultivation, the nations look hither for some of their most im

portant supplies. American cotton rules the markets of the world. In time of

scarcity, Europe comes over to America to buy corn ; and kings cease to tremble

for their thrones, for the impatient multitudes are quieted upon republican bread.
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While as yet its most fertile regions are the most sparsely settled, and while it is

only in limited sections that science has been brought to the aid of agricultnre,

our country has to-day hardly a rival in the production of food and of the mate

rials of manufacture. When, therefore, a superior science shall have been brought

to bear upon the less fertile lands of the Atlantic coast ; when gathered millions

are reaping the harvests of the central valley, bringing mechanic inventions to

the help of animal muscles ; when the rich table-lands of the farther West have

been made perennially fruitful by a skillful irrigation ; and the magical proper

ties of Californian soils, the richest in the world, are become subservient to the

wants and hopes of man—what mind is able to conceive the boundless production

of this swarming and busy continent ?

WOOL AND WOOLEN GOODS.

We give below a statement of facts, in relation to wool and woolen goods,

prepared for the consideration of the Congress of the United States :—

WOOL.

The first reliable information in regard to the production of wool in the Uni

ted States, was contained in a work prepared in 1837 by C. Benton and S. F.

Barry. This gave the total product of the United States (p. 123) at 41,917,324

pounds. The census of 1840 was confessedly imperfect in this respect, owing to

blank returns from various wool-growing districts. The total product by the

census of 1850 was 52,516,957 pounds. In a document recently addressed to

the chairman of the Committee of Ways and Means, and signed by all the lead

ing agents for the sale of domestic wool in New York, the total clip for the last

year is stated at 5,000,000 pounds less than in 1850, or only 47,516,957 pounds

showing an increase of but 5,599,633 pounds in 19 years, and a large positive

decrease during the last five years. This has been the progress of production in

this country since 1832, with a high duty on wool, ranging from 4 cents per

pound and 40 per cent ad valorem, to 30 per cent ad valorem.

The same document shows conclusively that if the duty were repealed, the

present price of wool in London would not admit of its being landed here at the

prices our farmers obtained for the same qualities of the last clip. The manu

facturers could afford, however, to pay high prices for wool, as the repeal of the

duty would oblige the foreign manufacturer to pay the same rate. A similar

efiect of a high duty was noticed in England :— ^^

Quantity of wool produced in Great Britain in the year 1800 92,644,000

u ' « « « " 1828 111,623,729

Increase in 28 years (under a duty of about 1 2 cents per lb.) only 19,079,729

The duty was removed, and in 1850 the production in Great Britain was

275,000,000—showing an increase in 22 years, without duty, of 163,376,271

pounds. Notwithstanding this rapid increase in the production, prices of wool

steadily advanced (as shown by the Parliamentary statistics) the moment the

duty was taken off, owing to the great revival of manufacturing.

WOOLEN GOODS.

The annual product of woolen manufactures in England, France, and the Uni

ted States, is officially given as follows :—
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Annual value of the woolen manufactures in England H 80,000,000

" •■ France 200,000,000

" " " United States 43,207,546

Political economists agree in stating that the people of the United States con

sume more woolen goods than either France or Englaud, and yet but a small

proportion of this consumption is produced in the country. In 1837, (p. 124 of

Benton and Barry,) there were 3-14 sets of cards at work upon broadcloths in

the United States, making, at 80 pounds per day to the set, the annual consump

tion of wool for this purpose 8,250,000 pounds. Now, with the exception of a

few contract goods for the army and navy, the production of all-wool broadcloths

has about died out in this country, and there are not 30 sets of cards engaged in

this branch of industry, although the consumption of broadcloths has largely in

creased.

EFFECT OF THE DUTY UPON THE IMPORT OF WOOL AND WOOLEN GOODS.

The above figures show that the effect of the duty on wool has been to diminish

the home production of wool, and to embarrass the manufacture of woolen goods.

The duty has not, however, kept out the foreign wool, or limited the consumption

of woolens. It has only encouraged the importation of wool in a manufactured

state. The following will show the comparative value of raw wool and manufac

tured wool imported into the United States during the last ten years, as compiled

from the official returns :—

TOTAL IMPORTS Or B.AW WOOL AND WOOLBNS INTO TBK UNITED STATES.

Teor ending Wool Woolens
JuneSjth— Imported. tm|>orted.

1046 $l,lo4,226 $9,sU4.92S

1847 260,473 IO.Kn5.443

1848 807,0X4 15.OKI.102

1849 1.117,347 13.503,202

1850 1.681.B91 1S.UOII.U16

1861 8,888,157 19,239,930

As the duty does not keep-out the foreign wool, but only enables the foreigner

to send it here already manufactured, (the annual impart of minufacturc 1 wool

being given in the Treasury Rt-port at 119,000,000 pounds,) it is proposed to

repeal it and secure a portion, at least, of the manufacturing for horn; industry.

This would not only give a fresh impulse to the manufacture of woolens, but

would benefit the wool grower by an advance in the value of wool consequent

upon the greatly-increased demand for it, (as proved in England by actual ex

periment,) and would also greatly beua!it the lanlel interests by creating an en

larged market for all the produce needed to support the m wufactureH, win now,

while at work in clothing u3, live upon the harvest of foreign fields, aud annually

take from us millions of gold.

The repeal of the duty would not place the foreign wool on a par with the

domestic. The cost of importing foreign wool, if the duty were totally removed,

would be from 25 to 30 per cent, averaging over 25 par cent. This, however

startling to those who have not considered the subject, is fully proved by the fol

lowing statement from the principal customhouse appraiser at New York :—

The expenses and charges on wool imported from foreign countries, in bpend-

ent of duties, is from 25 to 3J per cent. Amoag these charges are included

Year ending Wool Woolens

June 8Jth— Imported. imported.

Ie52 $1,930,71 1 $I7.o«8.I84

1858 2,t(99.718 27.1*21.921

1854 2,842.185 82.382.589

1855 2,072.139 26 476,288

1856, about. 33,000,000
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freight, insurance, interest, commission, guaranty, labor, 4c. The average charges

and expenses above first cost abroad is not less than 25 per cent.

„ ISAAC PIULLIPS, United 8t»te» Appraiser.

N«w Yoek, December 12, 1858.

The above is independent of the cost of bringing the foreign wool front the in

terior, where it is grown, to the port of shipment. Of course, with this large

incidental protection, the wool grower in this country need have no fear of a for

eign competition which shall prevent his obtaining the highest price for his own

product, while the transfer of a portion of the manufacturing from the foreign

country to our own land, must create a first-class market for all home-grown

wool at remunerating rates.

The object of repealing the duty is not to bring down the price of wool ; all

former experience shows that it would produce a contrary effect. The design is

to place the foreign and domestic manufacturer on an equality in the markets of

the world, so that any advance in price paid for wool shipped to this country

shall also be paid for that which is manufactured abroad. This will remove the

encouragement to import woolen fabrics in place of raw wool, and bring a larger

quantity here in an unmanufactured state ; at the same time it will increase the

demand for all kinds of domestic wool, which will have an advantage in the home

market equal to at least the entire cost of importation, fixed, as above, at over

25 per cent. Under the duty, high prices for wool increase the advantage of

the foreign manufacturer ; repeal the duty, and this advantage is entirely re

moved.

THE CHICAGO BEEF TRADE.

Every day, says a cotemporary, we meet in some journal or other, convincing

proof that a new branch of agriculture or of industry is advancing with incredibly

rapid strides, and building up cities and great populations as it advances. We

remember some obscure hamlet, some quiet village, which we once visited in

youth, and arc startled some day by receiving from it a newspaper containing

proof that it has grown up to cityhood just as rapidly as we have advanced to

manhood.

One of these indications is shown in the extent of the provision trade of Chicago,

Illinois, some particulars relative to which we find in a reliable German cotem

porary, the Illinois Slaats Zeituvg, which is addicted to statistics. Those who

follow the markets may be aware that Chicago salted provisions bring a markedly

high price in the Eastern cities, and that they are well known in England. Dur

ing the late great war, contracts were directly made with a Chicago house to

supply the allied army with a vast quantity of salted beef, and in 1855 not less

than 63,000 barrels of that provision, requiring 29,000 oxen, were prepared in

that city. During 1856 the amount has, of course, diminished, there being no

extra cause of demand, so that, as it is said, the horned cattle keep pace with

the hogs.

The cattle trade, apart from the butchers' and salters', has of late assumed

colossal proportions in Chicago. There are three headquarters for the business :

at Myrick's on the southern side, and the Bull's Head and Brighton on the west

side. At the two first places, from 500 to nearly 2,000 head of cattle are sold

every week. In one week at one of these places alone, in addition to the beef
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«"Bi 1,900 swine and 600 sheep were sold. In this we take no account of a vast

amount of cattle sold in the city of Chicago, but transferred directly through it

from one point to another, and a still larger quantity killed by neighboring

farmers and disposed of by various commission merchants in the city.

The reason for the diminution in 1856 in the packing business is owing, of

course, to the depreciation of prices. In 1856, beef was sold for from 84 50 to

$6, and from $2 25 to $3 per cwt., on the hoof. In the year 1855, the same cost

from $6 50 to 87 50 and from 83 25 to 83 75.

TRADE IN, AND COMMERCIAL VALUE OF, BIRDS.

The Tribune has the following account of the traffic in New York city in

singing birds, showing where they are obtained and at what prices sold. It will

interest some of the readers of the Merchants' Magazine :—

Feeling interested in this subject, we have taken some pains to ascertain how

many of these little creatures are purchased in this city annually. We are re

liably informed that fully 20,000 song-birds of various kinds are sold here every

year. How many homes they adorn—how many pleasant feelings they engender !

The bulk of these birds are canaries, the trade in which is entirely in the hands

of five or six Germans, located, for the most part, in North William-street. The

bird importers depart for Europe about the 1st of August to make their pur

chases, returning to New York in the course of two or three mouths. During

their absence, they travel through the Ilartz Mountains, purchasing from the

peasants, who raise them as a pastime, their stock of canaries, linnets, finches,

blackbirds, thrushes, and other song-birds. Males are sold in the mountains

from 8L to 81 25 each. Some families do not breed more than half a dozen,

while others have from 100 to 150 for sale. The canaries, of course, are bred in

the house, but the wild birds are taken from the nest as soon as sufficiently

fledged, and raised by hand. Bullfinches, which are taught to pipe various airs

with great accuracy, sometimes fetch a fabulous price. The people of Harta

raise only short-breed canaries.
Birds of the long-breed are procured from Brussels, Antwerp, and Dietz, where

they obtain prices extravagantly fanciful. Their cost depends altogether upon

color and shape, the pure golden yellow being most esteemed. As birds of song,

they are worth but little, yet some of them are sold as high as 850 a pair where

they are bred ; and the other day we saw a pair sold in New York for 825, and

considered a bargain at that. The importers have recently returned with a por

tion of their stocks, and it is estimated that 12,000 birds are now here for sale.

The extent of the trade in this city may be arrived at from the following figures

of the estimated aggregate sales per year :—

10,000 canaries, short-breed, from $4 to $6 a pair $25,000

600 canaries, long-breed, at $8 a pair 2,400

600 goldfinches, from 11 each 700

60 blackbirds, from $5 to 915 each 500

20 nightingales, from $10 to $25 820

600 linnets, at $1 500

tOO skylarks, at $3 800
400 fancy pigeons, (imported,) $12 a pair 2,300

12 gold and silver pheasants, $30 a pair 130

Making over 12,000 European birds imported, and sold here

for about $32,100

Added to the above, there are sold African, South American, and other birds,

as follows :—
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500 parrots, average price 17 each $8,600

200 wedoes, or bird* of p u adisc, $6 a pair 600

100 mocking birds. $15 each 1,500

600 Java sparrows, $1 60 each 760

200 white and red cardinals, $5 a pair. 600

60 grobiols, $5 each 250

200 nonpariels. 18 a pair 800

60 fire birds, $S each 150

Making 1,800 American birds worth $7,550

We have not enumerated in the above tables the blue-birds, indigo-birds, blue-

robins, yellow-birds, red-winged blackbirds, cat-birds, wood robins, red robins,

brown thrashers, and a multitude of other wild birds, of which thousands are

yearly bought and sold in this city or sent to Europe. It may be safely esti

mated that $50,000 a year is expended in New York for song birds.

 

RAILROAD, CANAL, AND STEAMBOAT STATISTICS.

CANAL NAVIGATION-NO TAX ON CANAL BOATS.

Justice Grier, of the United States Circuit Court, Philadelphia, recently ren

dered an important decision, the substance of which we here subjoin. The Col

lector of the port of Philadelphia charged '• hospital dues " (one dollar) and

"marine hospital tax" (80 cents) upon a canal boat, 123 tons, without masts or

steam power, engaged in the coal trade between Port Carbon, in Schuylkill

county, Pennsylvania, and the city of New York, by way of the Schuylkill Navi

gation and the Delaware and llaritan Canal. The whole distance from Port

Carbon to New York by the said route is 128 miles, of which 51 arc by canal,

108 on Schuylkill Navigation, and 43 on the Delaware and Raritan Canal, and

77 on tide-water :—

OPINION OF THE COUBI BY JUSTICE GRIER.

It is a great grievance that the revenue laws passed by Congress have become

so numerous and complicated, that it is often difficult to ascertain what is the

existing law on any particular subject. In the construction of other laws, when

one statute supplies or changes the provisions of another, the latest is construed

as a repeal of the former.

But on the construction of this mass of contradictory revenue laws, it would

seem that the statute which gives the highest duty, the largest fees, or the se

verest penalties, is never repealed by a later act which mitigates the penalty or

diminishes the fees. Acts giving certain fees or forfeitures to certain officers,

become almost like the laws of the Medcs and Persians, incapable of being re

pealed. At least, it is hard for human ingenuity to discover language for this

purpose which may not be perverted by ingenious misconstructions.

The case raises the question of the construction of an act of Congress which

declares that " the owner, master or captain, or other persons employed in navi

gating canal boats without masts or steam power, &c, shall not be required to

pay certain fees, nor marine hospital tax, and shall receive no benefit from the

marine hospital fund, &c."

It is well known us a part of the history of this act of Congress, that it was

originated at the instance chiefly and for the relief of a certain class of the citizens

of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

Much of the internal trade of the country, which was formerly carried on in

wagons over turnpikes, or by coasting vessels trading from port to port, is now

carried on by means of canal boats, lu the transportation of coal, these boats
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are loaded among the mountains, dragged by horses or mules down to the harbor

of Philadelphia, towed from the harbor to the New Jersey Canal, again dragged

by animal power, to be again tugged or towed into the harbor of New York.

The trade thus carried on is entirely internal, as much so as if done by wagon or

railroad car, and calling as little for the interference of the revenue laws. There

is nothing of a maritime character about this mode of transportation, save the

boat

The persons who conduct or navigate them, the steersman of the boat, his as

sistant, the man or boy who drives the mule, have probubly never seen the sea

till their arrival at New York. They are, therefore, astonished to find that as

soon as their boat touches brackish water, it has become the subject of a new

code of laws, originating in Rhodes or Italy, and in the Isles of Oberon and Rhe.

That these mountaineers have, by magic, become mariners ; that they may libel

the coal boat for their wages, or hypothecate it for oats and provisions, on the

return voyage, Ac, Ac, and a thousand other incidents of admiralty jurisdiction,

and custom house supervision and fees, which have about as much application to

them and their boats as they have to Conestoga wagons.

For the purpose of relieving this trade from these annoyances of admiralty law

and custom-house exactions, this act of Congress was passed, and the question for

the Court to decide in this case is, whether we can. by any ingenuity, so construe

or misconstrue it, as to render it wholly ineffectual?

It is proposed to do so by means of the following sorties or string syllogisms :—

A canal boat is a canal boat only while it continues to be a boat on a canal ;

and although it has no mast or steam-engine on board, yet when the steam-tug is

attached to it by a rope, for the purpose of taking it from one part of a harbor

or river to another, it becomes ipso facto a steamboat, because it has been

tugged or propelled by force of steam, and so remains ever after, having lost

the character of a canal boat forever, by a single contact with the rope of a

steam-tug.

The man, the boy, and the mule are thus converted into mariners, and entitled

to libel for wages in admiralty, and to an interest in the marine hospital fund.

Ergo, they were bound to pay the same fees as were exacted before this act was

passed.

The objections to this reasoning and conclusion are, that they shock common

sense, and annul an act of Congress specially made to apply to these very persons

and things.

Consequently, the fees exacted from the plaintiff were illegally exacted, and he

is entitled to recover according to the conditions of the case stated.

TAFIFF OF TAXES OS BRITISH RAILWAYS.

The American Railroad Journal notices the two following cases, not as bear

ing particularly on the present state of railroad law in the United States, but be

cause they are important as showing the statutory provisions in England, with re

gard to railways, and because these provisions have been, to some extent, imitated,

and will probably become the basis of essential alterations in our own statutes.

These decisions show the practical working of those additional securities which

Parliament has erected against the abuse of the high privileges which are neces

sarily conferred upon railway corporations.

The first case decides some questions which may arise in our courts, and every

point bearing upon the issue was carefully examined, and the judges were unani

mous in their ruling :—

Crouch rs. the Great Northern Railway Company. 34 Eng. L. R. 573.

This case which was decided in the Court of Exchequer in Januury, 1856, is

interesting, as it bears upon the liability of railway companies for any unjust dis

crimination in their tariff of fares.
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Crouch was a carrier in London, and was in the habit of collecting small par

cels, to be sent to different persons in the country, and after collecting tbem, of

enclosing the several parcels in one large parcel, and thus delivering them to the

railroad company, to be transported, charging his customers lower rates than

would be charged by the railway companies, if such parcels were sent separately.

By the charter of the company they were authorized to demand for the carriage

of small parcels any sum they should think fit, provided always that articles sent

in large aggregate quantities, such as bags of sugar, coffee, meal, arjd the like,

should not be deemed small parcels ; but such term shall apply only to single par

cels in separate packages. By a statute provision, all tolls shall be charged equally

to all persons, and after the same rate. The company directed their agents to

charge for packed parcels at five times the rate for ordinary parcels, and by a fur

ther order, they directed that Mr. Crouch's parcels, and all other suspected par

cels should be treated thus. The agent of the company was to ask if the parcel

was packed ; if the packing was admitted, five times the ordinary freight was to

be charged, and if the packing was denied, the parcels should not be received

until proof of non-packing was given.

In the lower court, the question was submitted to Ihe jury, whether there was

an increased risk incurred in carrying a packed parcel, and it was submitted on

behalf of the company, that such additional liability was incurred by reason of

the goods contained in the parcel belonged to different parties, and, accordingly,

the carriers might be liable to several actions at the suit of these people, instead

of only one at the suit of the person to whom the goods belonged. But it is very

doubtful whether, on the custom of England, separate actions could be maintained,

as the relation of employer and carrier would not have subsisted between them

and the company, but between them and the plaintiff in this case, as actions could

be maintained in certain cases, it would not be unreasonable to allow some addi

tional remuneration, on account not of the liability to pay greater damges, for

they would be the same in both cases, but to pay the same damages by means of

different suits.

In this case, the judgment of the inferior court, giving damages to the plaintiff,

was affirmed, and it was held in addition, that if the plaintiff's declaration had

claimed that as a carrier, whose business consisted in collecting goods to be for

warded by the railroad, and that the defendants designedly refused to carry his

parcels which they were bound by law to carry, in order to obtain a monopoly,

and to destroy the plaintiff's business, under such circumstances the jury would

be justified in giving very heavy damages.
In the case of Parker vs. the Great Western Railway Company, in the Queen's

Bench, charter provision in regard to charges on parcels of under five hundred

pounds weight, was brought in question.

The decision was here more favorable to the rights of the railway.

Parker sent three loads of goods to the railway station, in each was a package

of coffee ; the loads were to be forwarded the same distance, and by the same

train, separately ; the packages weighed under five hundred pounds, together they

weighed more.

Coleridge, J., delivered the opinion of the court. It is clear that to be a

small parcel, within the meaning of the charter, the weight must not exceed five

hundred pounds ; it must be single, and it must be in a separate package, unless

the conditions be complied with, the denunciation of a small parcel is not to apply

to it.
It would seem, therefore, that several parcels, each being a separate package,

cannot constitute one small parcel, within the act ; and the plaintiff further relies

on the fact that the contents of each parcel were of the same class in the classifi

cation table, and we assume in the plaintiffs favor, that by this is meant all the

parcels were made up entirely of goods of the same class. The answer to this is,

that the classification table has nothing to do with the question of parcel or no

parcel. We are therefore of opinion that the defendants were entitled to charge

for each parcel separately.
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RAILROAD BONDHOLDERS.

The Vicksburg Whig publishes the subjoined report of a case which involves

issues of great importance, not only to the bondholders, but to the legal pro

fession :—

Many years ago our city sought to raise a sum of money, in accordance with

the provisions of her charter, and to that end executed a number of her bonds, to

the extent, we believe, of fifty thousand dollars in bonds, under her corporate seal,

of one thousand dollars each, payable to the bearer, which she sent in the charge

of an agent to the Northern cities for sale. The agent made a sale to an estab

lishment located in Maryland, known as the Millington Bank, and took, we believe,

notes of that bank in exchange or payment for the bonds of the city. This bank,

it is alleged, and there appears to be no reason to doubt it, was a fraudulent con

cern, and soon proved bankrupt, and her notes in the possession of the city worth

less ; but in the meantime it had passed off, whether fairly or fraudulently, many

of these bonds of the city thus procured. One of them came into the possession

of Craig, and another into that of E. H. Elliott & Co., and they sued the city in

the Circuit Court of this county, on their respective bonds. The city, of course,

defended these suits, and among other pleas filed-onc setting up the offset it held

in the notes of the Millington Bank, to which the bonds of the city had been

originally issued, but did not allege in the plea that the holders of the bonds sued

on had any notice when they acquired the bonds, of the fraudulent conduct of the

bank, or of the possession of these offsets by the city. Our fellow townsman,

Judge Barnett, who was then on the bench, upon demurer to this plea, decided

that it presented a good bar to the action, and gave judgment for the city in both

cases. Craig sued out a writ of error to the High Court ; it being agreed, in the

case of E. H. Elliott & Co., as it stood upon precisely the same questions, that it

should abide the decision in that of Craig. The question came on for decision

in the High Court, where it was argued by Mr. Burwell of this city, and Messrs.

Wharton & Potter of Jackson, for the city, and by T. A. Marshall Esq., and

W. C. & A. K. Smedes, of this city, for the holders of the bonds. The High

Court reversed the decision of Judge Barnett, in an elaborate opinion, in which

the whole court concurred, delivered by Judge Handy, in which they established

the following propositions, some of which are of great importance to the profes

sion, and almost of first impression, viz. :—

1. That a bond payable to bearer passes by delivery from hand to hand, like a

bank note, or a promissory note payable to bearer, and that the holder of such a

bond claims title thereto, simply from the mere fact of his being the holder or

bearer, by virtue of the contract of the maker to pay the bearer, and that such a

holder may maintain an action on such a bond in his own name, without tracing

his title thereto through the party to whom it was originally issued by the maker.

2. That in action on such a bond the plaintiff need allege nothing but the act

of the execution of the bond by the maker, and that he is the bearer thereof.

The fact of his being the holder, establishes a primafacie right in him to recover ;

and if the maker wishes to set up in defense of the suit on the bond any want of

consideration, failure of consideration, payment, or other defense to the bond, as

between himself and the party to whom it was originally issued, he must allege

in his pleadings, and prove on the trial, that the plaintiff, the holder of the bond,

had notice of such defense when he acquired the bond.

These we believe to be the points decided by the court ; and the general im

portance of the decision to the profession, as a legal proposition, will be apparent,

when it is slattd that, with perhaps a single exce ption, it is the only case in the

United States, in which the question of the negotiability of a bond payable to

bearer, has been presented for decision ; and in the exception case which occurred

many years ago in Alabama, the decision was against the right of the holder,

claiming merely as bearer, and was adverse to the decision of our own court. The

decisiou in Alabama, however, was that of a divided court, and deliberately over

ruled as an authority.
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RAILROAD STOCKS IN BOSTON MARKET.

PRZP1BKD BT JOSEPH O. MARTI V, ISQ., COMMISSI"!* STOCK

Railroads.

Boston and Lowell.

Boston and Maine.

Boat <t N. Y. Cent!

Boston 4 Provid.. .

Bc*t. dt Worcester.

Cheshire, (pref.). . .

Concord

Con.A Mont'l(pref)

Conn. River, (old)..

Eastern

Erie, (N. Y.).»

Fitcbburg

Grand Junction. . ..

Illinois Central*. ..

Manchester dt Law.

Michigun Central..

Nashua <fc Lowell. .

N. B. <fc Taunton...

N. York Central*..

Northern, N. H....

Ogdensburg

Old Colony 4 F. R.

Portland A Sacn.. .

Prov. <fc Worcester.

Vermont Central...

Vermont <fc Canada.

Vermont £ Mass...

Western

Wilmington

Worcester <fc Nash .

Par.
Highest & lowest Shar's sld Dividends

18j«. In 18^6. payable.

$500 t"3 $52 85

100 84 741 2.956

100 10 2J 1,361

100 70 60 1,214

100 90 81 2,152

100 18 18 245

60 43± 36 988

100 30 12 217

100 60 46 112

100 48i 381 2,119

loo 64 50 76

100 76 07 2,676

100 28 6 65

100 119 95 30

loo 70 66 226

100 99 B«i 2,215

100 86 70 66

100 93 91 . ,
100 94 81 28

100 45 381 2,095

60 n ± 17,937
100 89 82 1,760

100 96 83 806

loo 80 70 100

60 46 86 ■ • •

50 7 41 94

60 o
1 6,604

100 62 45 878

100 Hi «p 4,279

100 »4 Sli 1,691

60 281 19 6,624

168100 46 41

Jan. and July
*

None.

Jan. and July

May and Not.

Feb. and Aug.

Jan. and July

None.

None.

Jan. and July

May and Nov.

Jan. and July

Feb. and Aug.

June and Dec.

None.

Jan. and July

June and Dec.

J an. and July

Apr. and Oct

. None.

June and Dec

None,

Jan. and July

Apr. and Oct

Jan. and July

Jan.*, Jan.S, DMI*.
ISj«. 13o7. 18j&.

$63 $52 3 2

84 76} 8 8

61 . .

66 0 21

83 31 *

14 . .

8

64

83

18

421 381 3

30 12

62 46

46 40

60 62

741 70

25 9

97 122

61 67

2 2

4

91 93 6 6

82 78 4 3}

96 92 3 3

91 931 4 4

891 89* 2t *

t •

811 3 3

84 3 3

76 0 8

431 <t *

51 . .

* • •

481 60 . .

10 91 . .

83 89 81 81

24 251 • 3

45 43 $2 $2

n
85

90

70

46

7

1

THE GREAT IRON STEAMER.

The following are somo of the main particulars of the enormous iron steam

ship now in course of construction on the Thames :—Her whole length is 684

feet; breadth of beam, 86 feet; diameter of paddle-wheels, 121 feet; depth of

hold, 70 feet ; depth of paddle-wheel, 58 feet ; diameter of screw, 41 feet. There

will be five funnels and seven masts, two of the latter being square rigged. The

nominal horse power will be 2,600, but it will work up from 6,000 to 10,000.

Her measurement will be 23,640 tons. It is expected that her crew will number

from 750 to 800 men, including twelve chief officers. She will have accommoda

tions for 20,000 persons, including 4,000 first-class passengers; or, if used as a

transport, she can carry 15,000 troops and 5,000 horses. She is expected to run

at the rate of sixteen miles an hour. Surely this is one of the wonders of me

chanic power in the nineteenth century.

* Erie, Illinois Central, Now York Central, and Beading, are from New York quotations, being

seldom quoted In this market

t Northern dividend $2, declared Juno, 18H, but not paid until June, 1856.

t Beading 4 per cent extra In stock, July, 1856.
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MANUFACTURES IS THE UNITED SATES.

In another department of the present number of the Merchants' Magazine, the

reader will find a brief sketch of oar agricultural greatness and growth, derived

from a late number of the Home Missionary. But a great country cannot be

densely peopled with an exclusively farming population ; and a nation that is des.

fined to be a " power in the earth," must do something besides plant and reap.

Manufactures are necessary to the full development of even the resources of agri

culture ; and the fields will not yield their most abundant harvests, except at the

solicitation of those who do not labor on them. Man does not live by bread

alone ; but wool, and cotton, and iron, and glass, and stone, and gold, and silver,

all minister to his manifold growth.

What, then, are our prospects as a manufacturing people? They are unsur

passed. The exigencies of a new country have hitherto prevented, indeed, that

concentration upon the arts which coming years will unquestionably witness, and

yet great progress has already been made. In most of the useful arts we hold a

high position, and our inventions bear away the palm from the most skilful nations

in Europe.

The value of our manufactures is not small. In 1850 the capital invested in

this departmeut of production was over $527,000,000 ; the raw material and fuel

amouutcd to more than $554,000,000 ; nearly $230,000,000 were paid as wages ;

and ihe total product was estimated at $1,013,336,463, giving a profit on the en

tire investment of 43 per cent. Of this total the free States furnished $845,430,428,

and the slave $167,909,035.

In all departments of manufacture, in textile fabrics, in machinery, in cutlery,

in gluss, in cabinet and carriage work, in books, maps, charts, scientific and opti

cal instruments, the progress already made has placed this nation in the very front

rank, and in an attitude that is a presage of honorable triumphs. In Brussels

and Wilton carpets our manufacturers challenge the world ; and England has but

recently supplied herself, at a considerable expense, with the patent right to an

American loom.

The genius of the American people takes special delight in whatsoever taxes

their invention ; and so sure as their social and political fabric shall stand, so

sorely will they avail themselves of the vast resources of material furnished by

their fields and mines, to build up a system of manufactures of continental

magnificence.

THE GROWTH OF MACHINERY.

Ralph Waldo Emerson has, in his " English Traits," published in 1856 by

Sampson, Phillips k Co., of Boston, a curious and striking chapter on the growth

of machinery in England. The facts have before been given in other forms in the

pages of the Merchants' Magazine, but never in a more readable or suggestive

dress:—

It is a curious chapter in modern history, the growth of the machine shop.

Six hundred years ago, Roger Bacon explained the precession of the equinoxes,
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the consequent necessity of the reform of the calendar, measured the length of the

year, invented gunpowder, and announced, (as if looking from his lofty cell over

five centuries into ours,) " that machines can be constructed to drive ships more

rapidly than a whole galley of rowers could do, nor would they need anything

but a pilot to steer them. Carriages also might be constructed to move at an

incredible speed, without the aid of any animal. Finally, it would not be im

possible to make machines, which, by means of a suit of wings, should fly in the

air in the manner of birds." But the secret slept with Bacon. The six hundred

years have not yet fulfilled his words. Two centuries ago the sawing of timber

was done by hand ; the carriage-wheels ran on wooden axels ; the land was tilled

by wooden plows ; and it was to little purpose that they had pit-coal, or that

looms were improved, unless Watt and Stephenson had taught them to work force-

pumps and power-looms by steam. The great strides were all taken within the

fast two hundred years. The " Life of Sir Robert Peel," who died the other

day, the model Englishman, very properly has for a frontispiece a drawing of the

spinning-jenny, which wove the web of his fortunes. Hargreaves invented the

spiniiing-jeuny, and died in a workhouse. Arkwright improved the invention,

and the machine dispensed with the work of uinety-nine men—that is, one spinner

could do a3 much work as a hundred had done before.

The loom was improved further. But the men would sometimes strike for

wages, and combine against the masters, and about 1829-'30, much fear was felt

lest the trade would be drawn away by these interruptions, and the emigration

of the spinners to Belgium and the United States. Iron and steel are very obe

dient, whether it were not possible to make a spinner that would not rebel, nor

mutter, nor scowl, nor strike for wages, nor emigrate. At the solicitation of the

masters, after a mob and riot at Staleybridge, Mr. Roberts, of Manchester, under

took to create this peaceable fellow, instead of the quarrelsome fellow God had

made. After a few trials he succeeded, and in a creation, the delight of mill-

owners, and destined, they said, " to restore order among the industrious classes,"

a machine requiring only a child's hand to piece the broken yarns. As Arkwright

had destroyed domestic spinning, so Roberts destroyed the factory spinner. The

power of machinery in Great Britain in mills has been computed to be equal to

600,000,000 men ; one man being able, by the aid of steam, to do the work which

required two hundred and fifty men to accomplish fifty years ago. The produc

tion has been commensurate. England already had this laborious race, rich soil,

water, wood, coal, iron, and a favorable climate. Eight hundred years ago, com

merce had made it rich, and it was recorded, " England is the richest of all the

northern nations." The Norman historians recite that " in 1067, William carried

with him into Normandy, from England, more gold and silver than had ever before

been seen in Gaul." But wheu to this labor and trade, and these native resources,

was added this goblin of steam, with his myriad arms, never tired, working night

and day, everlastingly, the amassing of property has run out of all figures. It

makes the motor of the last ninety years. The steam-pipe has added to her pop

ulation and wealth the equivalent of four or five Euglands. Forty thousand ships

arc entered in Lloyd's lists. The yield of wheat has gone on from 2,000.000

quarters, at the time of the Stuarts, to 13.000,000 in 1854. A thousand millions

of pounds sterling are said to compose the floating money of commerce. In 1848,

Lord J ohn Russel stated that " the people of this country have laid out three

hundred millions of pounds capital in railways, in the last four years."

Mr. Emerson has made a mistake respecting the inventions of Hai-greaTes and

Arkwright—the former is the inventor of the mule-frame, the latter that of the

throstle-frame—two different machines. Both spin cotton, to be sure, but they

arc entirely distinct, and both are used in different factories. Roberts, of Man

chester, is not the inventor of the self-acting mule-frame, but Messrs. Eaton, of

that city ; but their first machines were very complex, and were not very suc

cessful. Roberts, in 1830 improved upon them, making them more simple, and

really successful, for which he deserves great credit. The self-acting mule, how
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ever, has not destroyed the labor of the hand-spinner. There are more hand-

mules still in operation than the self-acting kind—all fine numbers of cotton are

still span on the hand-mule.

MANUFACTURE OF WHISKY IS OHIO.

An article is going the rounds of the press, copied from the Cincinnati Gazelle,

concerning certain statistics respecting the manufacture of whisky in the vicinity

of Cincinnati, which will surprise many readers. Cincinnati, it is claimed, is the

greatest whisky market in the world, and the Valley of the Ohio the greatest

whisky-producing region on the face of the earth. The writer of the article

says that in no branch of business have inventive genius and modern improve

ments been so largely drawn upon as in the distillation of liquors. Steam is made

to perform almost all the labor necessary for the production of whisky. Select

ing one distillery among many for description, the writer says :—

A railroad connects the distillery with the Miami Canal, whence the supplies

of corn are obtained. The latter is transferred from canal-boats into large boxes

set upon cars, and thus conveyed to a huge bin where stocks are kept. This bin

is also connected by railroad with the distillery, and the corn, upon being con

veyed from the former to the latter, is thrown into the hopper of a large corn-

sheller, which separates the grains from the cobs with great rapidity. The corn

being^ shelled, is carried by elevators to the second story of the building, and emp

tied into the hoppers of mills, by which it is ground, and the meal deposited in

the first story. The cobs are tuken by machinery from the shellcr, and thrown

into the vicinity of the boilers, where they are used for fuel.

The meal as it is ground is carried by elevators into the upper part of the build

ing, and thence it is conveyed to the back part of the establishment, and deposited

in large tanks on the first floor. Here the distillers make what they call mash.

The " cooking" is performed entirely by steam. From these tanks the mash is

drawn off into other tanks of equal dimensions, situated on either side, where it

goes through the cooling process, and receives the yeast. In the latter tanks the

mash remains two or three days, until it becomes thoroughly worked by the yeast.

Here it frequently spoils, in consequence of bad yeast, or unfavorable weather;

but when no accident of this kind happens, it is drawn off and run into the still.

The latter is about thirty feet high, and five or six feet in diameter. The mash is

boiled in the lower part of this still, and the steam escapes through a pipe con

necting the upper eud of the still with the worm. The latter is set in a large

cistern filled with cold water, and here the steam is condensed, and from this worm

the whisky is drawn in the lower story, and thence it is run into a cistern in the

" whisky-house," where it is barrelled and made ready for market.

"What remains in the still, after extracting the whiskey, is called "still-slop."

This is drawn off into a tank, which stands out of doors, and it is upon this that

distillery hogs are fed.

The average time required to convert the corn into whisky is four days. In

the one distillery mentioned, about one thousand bushels of corn are daily con

verted into whisky, producing about four thousand gallons of whisky, giving,

for that single establishment, an annual destruction of three hundred and twelve

thousand bushels of corn, and an annual production of one million two hundred

and forty-eight thousand gallons of whisky. There are other distilleries in the

neighborhood, the capacities of which are severally two or three times greater.

The quantity of whisky sold during the year, in the Cincinnati markets alone, is

estimated at nine millions of gallons. This is probably not more than one-half

the production of Ohio and Indiana alone. Presuming that the production is

eighteen million gallons, the consumption of corn must be four and a hall' million
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bushels, to produce which, requires a million and a quarter acres good land. It

is probable that the production of whisky in the Ohio Valley is fifty millions

of gallons per'annum, involving a consumption of twelve and a half million bushels

corn, the average value of which is §5,000,000.

THE STOCK OF MANUFACTURING COMPANIES- IN BOSTON IN lS56-!57.

Under the appropriate departments in this Magazine we have given tabular

statements of the fluctuations of bank, insurance, railroad, and other 6tocks in

the Boston market. Below we annex a similar statement of the manufacturing

stocks of New England, etc., sold in the Boston market in 1856-57 :—

BharWM Dividends Jan. 1, Jan. 2, Divids.

Manufacturing Cos. Par. Capital in 18jti. payable. 1636. 1857. IBM.

$1,0(0 $3,000,000 61 Feb. <fc Aug. *'J90 $S20 4 0

1,000 600,000 11 Jau. 4 Dec. 775 875 4 4

1,000 1,800,000 11
M

150 670 4 4

100 800.000 10-2 Feb. A Aug. 90 86 4 4

1,000 1,800,000 11 May A Nov. 425 376 0 0

1,000

750

1,200,000 17 760 660
'
* 3

450,000 1 Apr. A Oct 550 610*20*20

Boston Ga»*.. 600 800,000 28 Quarterly.* 640 652 5 5

1,000 700,000 Jan. A Dec. 260 275 0 0

500 1,300,000 10 Jan. A July 4S0 4(0*20*21

1,000 1,700,000 9
M

676 600 0 3

Qreut Falls.... 200 1,500,000 12 '2 FebA Auir. 205 198 4 4

Hamiltonf ....

" woolen.

1,000 1,200,000 16 Jan. A Dec 865 860 4 4

100 000,000 20 Jan. <fc July. 100 ms 6 3

100 386,000 53 Feb. A Aujj. 83 101 Os. 4

1,000 600,000 Jan. A July. 475 500 0 0

1,000 1,007,000 18 Feb. A Au^. 100 650 2 3

450 900,000 . Jan. 4 July. 280 275 3 4

1,000 1,500,000 9 Mar. A Sep. 850 190 4 4

Lawr. machiue.. 60 1,000,000 462 None. 11 a 0 0

eoo 2,0"0,000 49 Jan. A July. 450 430iS.'*S0

" Bleach... 200 300,000 k 220 230 5 5

" machine. 500 600,000 , In May. 300 250 6iia

1U0 1,470,000 220 Feb. A Aug. 76 11 4 4

Manchester .... 1,000 1,800,000 12 Jan. A July. 678 726 0 0

Mass. Mills...- 1,000 1,800,000 11
M 800 700 3 4

1,000 2,500,000 Id Jan. A Dec. 1,110 1,100 5 5

1,000 1,000,000 6 Jau. dt July. 450 485 0 0

600 1,000,000

700,000

6
ii

800 275 8 3

Naunikeag 100 ,
ii 100 100 4 4

N. Eng. Glass.*

" Worst..

5U0 600,000 Apr. A Oct 628 478 0 4

60 275.000 IS Jan. A July. 20 20 0 0

1,000 600,000 2 May A Nov.

None.

1,140 1,000 4 4

Pacific 1,000 2,000,000 1 400 375 0 0

Pepperell} ....

1,000 160,000 , Feb. A Aug. 300 400 0 0

600 1,000,000 6 M 635 676 4 4

1,000 700,000 10 M 500 190 0 0

Salmon FalU. . 500 1,000,000 . Jan. A July. 300 310 3 3

100 500,000 13 98 67 4 0

Stark Mills 1,000 1,250,000 1 1 150 786 4 4

1,000 600,000 4 Feb. A Aug. 175 190 4 4

1,000 450.000 0
»i 540 610 3 3

1.000 600.000 0
H

760 700 3 3

1,000 1,200,000 19 May A Nov. 600 560 0 0

* Boston Cos '21 per cent March, January, September and December,
t Uoinilum Woolen, 8 per cent extra April and October.
% Pepperell *1U0 per share paid in August, 1&>&
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COTTO.V MANUFACTURE IN THE WEST.

A correspondent of the Louisville Commercial Review strongly advocates the

establishment of cotton manufactures in the Southwest. The editors of the

Review indorse the writer as one of the ino3t cultivated men in that part of the

Union. The reasons of the correspondent of the Review are certainly plausible.

He says :—

A few days since an extensive cotton planter of Louisiana gave me an estimate

of the surplus cash capital in his parish, which could be easily directed into any

channel, and a large part of which was lying idle. The amount exceeded

$500,000 1 He. however, had made a very satisfactory arrangement by which,

in purchase of time-bills at New Orleans on the East, and selling exchange at

Louisville, he expected to receive about 9 or 10 per cent per annum.

There, in a single parish, are the ready means to put iu operation enough ma

chinery to work up every year 12,000 bales of cotton. The same gentleman wa»

complaining that the English and Yankee spinners of his staple, who made their

bread and grew rich on the products of slave labur, were doing all in their power

to tiijurc the cotton planter, and were constantly crying out against the enormous

sin of slave ownership.

Strange, and passing strange it is, that these cotton planters do not see, and

feel, and understand that their political independence and safety depends on their

bringing the spindles a:id looms nearer the cotton fields. They have now, be

yond all question, enough idle capital to put up and operate sufficient machinery

for the manufacture of a very large portion of their crop. Suppose they were to

appropriate §25,000,003 a year—less than one-fourth of the proceeds of a single

crop—-to the establishment of cotton-mills on the Lower Ohio coal fields, or on

the waterfalls of the Tennessee, in how few years would they monopolize the

goods as well as the material ! Great Britain has, since 1788, expended millions

upon millions of pounds sterling to iUroduce and extend the culture of cotton in

districts under its control. Is not the control of the manufacture as important

to the producer as the control of the material is to the manufacturer? Here is

a coast of 200 miles on either side of the Ohio River below Louisville, and almost

within sight of the cotton fields, where coal for heat and power can be had at

prices far below the English cost ; where subsistence is abundant an 1 the means

of transit easy ; to which labor of any character can be attracted without extra

cost or difficulty.

Tnere is, besides, the immense water power of the muscle shoals of the Ten

nessee, equal to that on the Connecticut and Merrimac combined, not less than

that used in Lancashire, England, and to which cotton in the boll can be carted.

These positions arc in the very center of a vast and increasing market for coarse

yarns, cordage, and goods. Experience has shown that the manufacture can be

carried on there as advantageously as anywhere, and a large saving can be made

in the avoidance of carriage and middle men. No one doubts but that the man

ufacture would pay large profits, if carried on largely ; that capital and skilled

labor would come from abroad, and in quantities to supply every demand. All

that is needed is a fair beginning—not only a single mill, but a series of mills

working in combination, and euough to attract all the helps and auxiliaries re

quired.

THE MANUFACTURE OF COAL OILS.

The Breckenridge Coal Company have offered to supply the Lighthouse Board

with 95,000 gallons of oil as a supply for the coming year. They offer to sell it

for a lower price than the best sperm, and that it Bhall have as excellent proper

ties. The Board, never having used such oil for. illumination, very prudently

ordered a test of its qualities before making the contract If the result proves

satisfactory, the contract wHI, no doubt, be made. The supply of all kind3 of o i)
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does not seem to be sufficient for the increased demand, as the price has been

iteadily advancing during the past ten years.

The New York Journal of Commerce, in an article upon this subject, has the

following notice of the works at Cloverport, in Kentucky. These works are

under the most excellent management, and are destined to constitute a very im

portant item in the sum ofWestern prosperity :—

At Cloverport. Kentucky, on the Ohio River, are extensive new works, run

ning 12 retorts night and day, consuming from 8 to 10 tons of coal every 24

hours, and producing 750 gallons of crude oil. Re-distilled, this quantity yields

600 gallons of rtfined oils, viz. :—125 gallons of benzole, 75 of naptha, 225 of

lubricating oil, and 175 of oil for illuminating purposes.

Benzole readily sells at 81 50 per gallon ; lubricating, at 81 25 ; naptha and

burning, at 80 cents. Preparations are making at Cloverport for the manufac

ture of a beautiful semi-transparent candle from the substance called " paraffine,"

resembling spermaceti, and which is formed in pearly crystals in the dark oils of

the last distillations after they have cooled. The paraffine, as remarked by Prof.

Silliman, Jr., does not exist ready formed in the original crude product, but is a

result of the high temperature employed in the process of distillation, by which

the elements are newly arranged. It derives its name from the unalterable nature

of the substance, under the most powerful chemical agents.

The residum from the last distillation makes the first quality of asphaltum,

used for smearing vaults, Ac., now imported and sold at 830 per ton. The com

pany above mentioned will add 18 more retorts on the 1st of November next, in

creasing the capacity of the works about two-thirds.

COTTON-SEED OIL,

The Baltimore American states facts in regard to the extracting of oil from

cotton-seed, apparently founded on actual experiment, which seem to warrant the

conclusion that the quantity of oil obtainable from a given quantity of seed is too

small to make it an object to withdraw the latter from its ordinary use as man

ure, especially if the expense of transporting the raw material to a distance is to

be added to the cost of manufacture. The same judgment is pronounced upon

the adaptation of this material to the profitable production of gas, which was

suggested in Silliman's Journal some years ago. The American disposes of this

project as follows :—

The theory was as beautiful as the light, but defective from the fact that cot

ton-seed was too bulky to bear transportation to points where gas was needed ;

the expenses on it prevented it from entering into competition with coal and

rosin. The same difficulty, we imagine, will be found in converting the seed into

oil at distant points. It will be found to furnish no equivalent, after the trans

portation is paid, for the loss of its efficiency as a fertilizer—the only really pro

fitable use ever yet made of cotton-seed.

If small establishments for the manufacture of cotton-seed oil were so located

in the South as to be convenient to the seed, and also readily accessible to mar

ket, capital prudently invested and carefully managed might obtain some reason

able reward.

BLACK B15D IRON ORE.

A correspondent of the Philadelphia Ledger, describes recent discoveries of the

above famous ore at McKean County, Pennsylvania :—

Black Band iron ore is found in Scotland, and has obtained celebrity for the

peculiar quality of the metal it produces. It makes iron which is much more

fluid when molten than any other, and therefore it makes castings much finer, and

with less weight of metal.
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The closest search has been made for it in America, but up to the month of

October, 185G, it had not been found of such an extent and quality as to be

worthy of remark.

But in October, 1856, Professors Owen, of Indiana, and Newbam, of Lacka

wanna, while examining the new bituminous coal in McKean County, Pennsyl

vania, discovered the regular seam of this most valuable mineral, forming the

roof of a five-foot vein of cannel-coal, and giving undoubted evidence that it cov

ers a great portion of that coal field. They suspected that some of the slates of

the coal veins might be saturated with iron, because in no part of our State is

limestone of other varieties so plentiful as in McKean County. The vein is five

feet thick, and one bench of it (18 inches in thickness) yields, by analysis, 43^ per

cent of iron.

MERCANTILE MISCELLANIES.

CREDIT SYSTEM—SOME OF ITS EVILS.

Let the giving of credit and the contracting of debt be considered either as a

positive good or merely as the least of two evils, there can be little hesitancy in

admitting that they often work beneficially for both creditor and debtor. But it

is also certain that there are instances, now and then occurring, in which debts

have obviously been too readily and recklessly contracted, and credit given with

too much facility—instances which have led to the perpetration of the meanest

frauds, and the foulest murders, as in the case of Prof. Webster. If more caution

was exercised in this matter on both sides, and the evils ever liable to happen were

more frequently and attentively considered, the condition of every neighborhood

could be, to some extent, ameliorated, and the minds of thousands saved from the

most corroding of cares and the most irritating of annoyances.

Foremost among these may be ranked the unneighborly, bitter, and resentful

feelings which not unfrequently spring up between debtor and creditor. The

debtor, finding difficulty in meeting the demand against him, commences his down

ward career by dreading and shunning the sight of one he owes. This seldom

fails to result in hatred, as soon, at least, as msasures arc resorted to to hasten or

compel a settlement. Too frequently, as all may have seen, after avoiding his

creditor, and experiencing much vexation and perplexity, the debtor gives free

scope to his revengeful feelings ; forgets the justice of the debt in the unpleasant

ness of his situation, and schem23 and labors much more how to evade than how

to cancel the just claim against him. Too often his ill-feelings lead him not only

to study evasion, but even injury and revenge, rather than payment.

On the other hand, the "creditor being disappointed in his expectations, put to

a great amount of trouble, aud in danger of losing what is his due, becomes

equally irritated. The worst part of his nature is drawn out. lie loses patience

and self-control, and pursues his claims, not with calmness and justice, but under

the excitement of passion. He indulges in the most rigorous and uncompromis

ing measures the law will allow—friends and good neighbors arc changed to ene

mies ; and those, whose peace and happiness were much dependent on their actual

good will and good offices, are provoked to harm rather than help each other to

the utmost of their power.

Even when such difficulties arc not carried to these extremities, there arc minor
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evils scarcely less important to the peace and comfort of both parties concerned.

They become subject to fears and anxieties which tend to destroy much of the

comfort and happiness of life, and which, while they sometimes stir up men to

make uncommon efforts, are quite as likely to discourage or overwhelm tbem with

despair. The dread of unwelcome and urgent calls for payment, of losses and

sacrifices both of property and reputation, are far from being favorable either to

composure or concentration of mind. A dark cloud rest* upon and opprcssss the

faculties and energies, and care consumes many of the finer feelings of the heart.

If such considerations, together with the fact that the payment of debts almost

always proves more difficult than was anticipated at the time of contracting tbem,

were duly weighed, debts would be contracted less frequently and less foolishly

than they too often arc. Temptations to incur them, especially those for luxury

and show, would have less power. Custom or fashion would less frequently pre

vail in making men extend their expenditures beyond their means. There would

be fewer in the future who would close their worldly career, as multitudes have

in the past, in want, disgrace, and degradation.

SELF-SUPPORT, THE ROAD TO FAME A.\D F0RTU5E.

Arches of brick or stone are always built upon a form or arch of wood, which

is supported by 6hors or posts. On this form, or " turned," as it is called in ma-

sonry, and when the keystone or ceutral course of brick is laid, so as to briDg the

two sides of the arch, the form or pattern, in such cases, may be taken out. and

the arch will be selt-supporting. It is usual, however, to build above the arch to

a considerable distance before the support of the wooden arch is taken from un

der it.

On one occasion, however, a builder had got too much weight on the center

arch, and that center being supported by the wooden arch, and the masonry having

shrunk so that the feet of the arch did not rest very firmly on their foundation,

they began to spread out On seeing this, the workmen became alarmed and

Btarted to run, expecting a crash ; but the master-builder, wiser than the rest iu

respect to the principles of the arch, seized a sledge hammer and knocked out the

wooden support, which had sustained the arch, and which was now destroying it,

and this allowed the whole pressure to come down equally on every part of the

arch, when it instantly became fixed and self-supporting, and the more burden was

put upon it the stronger it became.

Docs any young man detect iu this a moral, applicable to his own character,

and the training to which he has been subjected? Has he been reared in luxury

and case, and sheltered and protected by his parents and friends ? Does he lean

on his friends, and feel inclined to avoid responsibility, and live under the guid

ance of others, and be secured from danger in his course? If so, let him knock

out the supports, and let the arch settle down upon its own bearings, aud thus

become self-supporting.

Nearly every man of note, who stands self-poised, independent, and influential

in community, was early thrown upon his own resources. The youthful Cass, with

his entire property tied in a cotton handkerchief, and hung over his shoulder on a

rough stick, crossed the Alleghanies, and buried himself in the Western wilder

ness. Daniel Webster worked his way to fame and the courts of kings " with
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but two red cents," as he said in a letter to his brother, anil being among strang

ers and unknown. Henry Clay was the poor " mill boy of the slashes," and be

came the peer of the ablest statesmen and greatest orator of his age. Jackson

was a poor orphan boy, and by dint of unconquerable energy and self-reliance

made himself master of a significant position, and swayed for years the destiny

of his age and nation. Xapoleon was a poor soldier, and carved out for himself

a name, and taught the whole of Europe to fear him. Roger Sherman was a

shoemaker, but feeling the spirit of greatness struggling for distinction, he took

the hint and boldly signed the Declaration of Independence.

But why enumerate ? Everywhere in the different walks of life we find those

most effective and influential who were early thrown upon their own powers, and

thus were called into the rough experience of life, and became trained to bear

storms and hardships, and to accomplish great deeds.

The sons of the wealthy are sometimes called in early life to brave dangers, to

engage in large business, and manly enterprises, like "Washington, and thus de

velop high and noble aspirations and energies ; but in the main, the sons of the

rich are too apt to become like hot-house plants, by over-much care and brooding,

and thus they are smothered, weakened, and spoiled.

The old eagle drives her young out of the nest to try their wings, and thus

qualify them to cleave the air, and rise above the storm.

Let the support be knocked out, so that every one shall be brought to test his

own powers, and then will manly vigor, self-reliance, planning talent, and execu

tive energy be developed, for the success of individuals and the good of society.

« MERCANTILE MORALITY."

The Belfast (Ireland) Mercantile Journal and StatisticahRegister, one of the

best conducted commercial papers in the United Kingdom, as we have more than

once before taken occasion to say, thus alludes to a lecture on Mercantile Moral

ity, delivered in Belfast by the Rev. I)r. Cooke, of that city :—

" This question was handled with his usual commanding ability, but we confess

we would have been better satisfied had it been taken up in a more comprehen

sive manner. Mercantile morality was considered rather as it should be than as

it is, and, therefore, in our mind, much of its effectiveness was lost. We all know,

or, at any rate, have a very good idea, of what strict moral conduct should be,

but many, we hope, very many people are ignorant of the numerous vicious prac

tices which arc still attendant upon the pursuits of the commercial trader in his

varied walk through life. Their name is legion, and here, therefore, would have

been a branch of the subject which, in the hands of a master-mind, would have

struck powerfully upon the consciences of a commercial audience.

" We have frequently taken opportunities of extracting excellent articles on

the same question from the pages of Hunt's (American) Merchants' Magazine,

and had intended to continue them regularly, but have too often been obliged to

make room for more pressing matter ; we do not, however, overlook them, as we

conceive one of our chief duties to be that of endeavoring to elevate our national

moral and commercial character, by every means in our power.

" We trust that the Rev. Dr. Cooke will be requested to resume the subject at

no distant period ; indeed, it is quite comprehensive enough to occupy a full courso

of lectures, and wc are inclined to think, that an eloquent mercantile layman, who

could bring both practical experience and knowledge to his aid, would be even a

more profitable lecturer than an ecclesiastic, who, from his vocation, must, of ne

cessity, be deficient in these essentials."
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BREAD: THE BASIS OF COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISE.

On the bosom of the deep, amid the lofty billows, storms, and howling tempest

winds, deprived for long months, and often weary years, of home, family, and

friends, the mariner cheerfully sings and whiles away his time. The collier de

scends every morning at dawn of day, by the long, dark, dismal passages of the

mines, and at the bottom of the pit, or termination of the farthest drift, where

it is often too low to stand erect, plies the pick and shovel year after year, in dust

and dirt, that makes his perc?ou more sooty than the chimney-sweep of former days.

The commercial world is busy building ships of every class, and in sending them

to every port and coast where human beings can be found to buy and sell. We

are constantly rearing costly stores and warehouses to accommodate our trade ;

we improve and cultivate the soil, build towns and cities. We dot the land with

tall chimney-stacks, whose curling, wreathy smoke paints on the etherial blue

above the numerous factories, and we mark the country from point to point with

railroads and canals. We send the traveler whizzing to his journey's end, and all

is bustle and hurry, from one day to another, all over our country. The thousands

whom we daily meet in the moving throng, all appear anxious, hurried, and intent

on something just ahead. The farmer goes to his field, the hodman to his weary

task, the merchant to his desk. We raise the quarry-stone, we rob the earthy

bed of coal, of copper, and of lead, of silver and of gold. We dive to the bot

tom of the sea, and bring to land the treasures of the briny deep. We harness

in the lightning and the steam, and make them do our bidding. We do this and

vastly more beside, and look for something still mightier to do. And all for what ?

Merely to gratify the eye, or see wshat can be done? No—we do it for the sake

of paltry fame, or daily brend. Wealth, at most, brings us nothing but our liv

ing, and greatness only fame. We cannot subsist on cities, and neither naval or

commercial fleets will satisfy our hunger more than the gold and silver which we

cannot eat. We should very soon starve, if nothing more digestible was afforded

than the disemboweled coal and lead. Wealth, honor, fame, are but mockers,

without the golden corn, without the staff of life—without our bread.

" THE POST-OFFICE AS IT HAS BEEJJ, IS, AND SHOULD BE."

In the Merchants' Magazine for December, 1856, (vol. xaxv., pages C80-697,)

we published an able and interesting article on the above subject, prepared by

Otis (Jlapp, Esq., of Boston. As an act of justice to Mr. Miles, who has labored

long and arduously in the cause, we cheerfully give place to the subjoined note of

Mr. Olapp :—

To Freemah Hotit, Editor of the Merchants' Magazine :—

Dear Sir :—In my article on the Post-office in your Deceml>er No., I cart-

lessly omitted to give credit to Pliny Miles, Esq., for many of the facts which

form the basis of the article. The two tables of statistics of the United States

Post-office, and of the British Post-office, were copied from the pamphlet prepared

by him. Mr. Miles' pamphlet abounds in tables and facts, upon both the United

States and British Post-offices. Indeed, there is no one work within my know

ledge, which contains anything like the amount of information on this subject,

within the same compass. It is no more than justice to him to say that I made

very free use of the facts which 1 found in his work.

Very respectfully yours,

OT13 CLAPP.
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ACTIOS, THE WATCHWORD OP SUCCESS.

" Action—action "—was the motto of Demosthenes, and see where it led him.

His name is immortal—as immortal in history as the classic nation of his birth-

What a shining example of industry and perseverance—what a noble model of a

self-made man ! Young man, the wide world is before you to be conquered—not

as Alexander conquered it, by a sanguinary conflict—but a world of knowledge

is to be acquired—a reputation to be gained. You must not depend upon yonr

natural abilities to carry you through the struggle, though they be brilliant ;

nor must you be discouraged if at first you fail in intellectual efforts. It is by

bard, determined, and inflexible application that the latent powers of mind are

developed. Be undaunted in your efforts, and unrelenting in your pursuit of

knowledge. Work—work—work ! and success must crown your endeavors.

Subjoined is an excellent extract from Sidney Smith's Moral Philosophy, which

every young man should read, and profit by its suggestions :—

A good deal of talent is lost to the world for the want of a little courage.

Every day sends to their graves a number of obscure men, who have only re

mained in obscurity because their timidity has prevented them from making a

first effort ; and who, if they could only be induced to begin, would in all proba

bility have gone great lengths in the career of fame.

The fact is, that in order to do anything in this world worth doing, we must

not stand back shivering, and think of the cold and the danger, but jump in and

scramble through as well as we can. It will not do to be perpetually calculating

tasks and adjusting nice chances; it did very well before the flood, when a man

could consult his friend upon an intended publication for a "hundred and fifty

years, and then live to see its success for six or seven centuries afterwards ; but

at present, a man waits, and doubts, and hesitates, and consults his brother and

his particular friends, till one fine day he finds that he has lost so much time in

consulting his first cousins and particular friends that he has no more time to fol

low their advice. There is such a little time for over-squeamishness at present,

the opportunity so easily slips away, that the very period of life at which a man

chooses to venture, if ever so confined, it is a bad rule to preach up the necessity

in such instances of little violence done to the feelings, and of efforts made in de

fiance of strict and sober cultivation.

HOW THE GERMANS HANDLE MONEY.

The Germans have some very agreeable customs, in their own land, at least. A

recent writer says :—

They have a singular sensitiveness as to money ; at least in the handling of it

as a thing of transfer, they often show a delicacy quite beyond the finest instincts

of other Europeans. For instance, is a lady teacher of any kind to be paid for

a quarter's instruction, do you think that the gross and bare money is thrust into

the lady's hand, with the request superadded thereto that she would count it?

Delicacy and good breeding forbid ! They put the disgraceful commodity into an

outside wrapper; this again into an envelop, and with the greatest delicacy slip

it into her hand while they are talking about something else. A reduced German

lady of the best German family, who had been compelled in this country to make

a profession of an accomplishment, and to teach music, told me she was never

more inexpressibly shocked than at the unceremonious manner of an American

gentleman, on the occasion of her receiving, for the first time in her life, her

wages at the end of her first quarter. The cool business-like manner in which he

took out his portmonnnie, counted through the bank notes, and handed her a

crumpled parcel, requesting her to count it herself to see that all was light, well

nigh overcame her.
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ANECDOTE OF SENATOR SBRARD AND AN OIL AND PAINT DEALER.

The Buffalo Ex-press tolls a story of Governor Seward and his transactions

with a Mr. Rhoades, which reflects more credit on the first than the last named

gentleman, and the Washington Union, with commendable frankness and fairness,

introduces the article in question with the remark that Mr. Seward " is exhibited

in a more enviable light than he is usually seen from a Democratic stand-point of

view." The story is thus told in the Express :—

It appears that Governor Seward is the owner of a store in the city of Auburn,

which was unoccupied. He desired a tenant, and found a young man of good

character, but limited means, who was desirous of establishing himsell in the

business of selling paints and oils. Regarding that as a sale and unexceptionable

traffic, Mr. Seward embarked two thousand dollars with Mr. Rhoades in that ex

clusive branch of trade, as a silent partner. ' In drawing up the articles of co

partnership, when the character of the business was to be designated, Mr. Rhodes

asked that the words paints and oils might be followed by " <tc." When asked

why he desired this, he said that there were many articles of trade incident to

the paint and oil business which are not strictly paints and oils, such as brushes,

glue, and other articles holding legitimate relalion to that line of trade. Thb

seemed but reasonable, and was acceded to The subsequent license taken under
the '• 4c" of the articles of copartnership, in extending the trade of Mr. Rhoades

to wines and liquors, we arc informed, is not consistent with the views of Mr.

Seward, and is a source of annoyance and vexation to him. He being a silcut

partner, of course has no voice in the conduct of the business, aud is forced to

submit to the mortification until the term of the copartnership ceases.

THE OLD "RED CENT" OF THE UNITED 8TATES COINAGE.

As the old " red ccut" is about being called in, some of our cotemporaries are

writing its history and obituary. The cent was proposed in 1782 by Robert

Morris, the great financier of the Revolution, and was named by Jefferson two

years later. It began to make its appearance from the mint in 1792. It bore

then the head of Washington on one side, and thirteen links on the other. The

French Revolution soon after created a rage for French ideas in America, which

pnt on the cent, instead of the head of Washington, the head of the Goddess of

Liberty—a French Liberty, with neck thrust forward and flowing locks. The

chain on the reverse was replaced by the olive wreath of peace. But the French

liberty was short-lived, and so was her portrait on our cent. The present staid

classic dame, with a fillet around her hair, came into fashion about thirty or forty

years ago, and her finely-chiseled Grecian features, have been but slightly altered

by the lapse of time.

'< OUR RELATIONS WITH CHINA."

An anonymous correspondent encloses an article of two-and-a-half closely prin

ted columns, under the signature of " Fan-kwei," and says :—" The accompanying

paper, entitled ' Our Relations With China,' appeared in the New York Courier

and Enquirer of February .'id ;" and adds, " as the subject is one of peculiar in

terest at this time, a desire has been expressed to have the article republished in

Hunt's Merchants' Magazine, thus preserving it in a more permanent form than

it at present appears." Similar requests arc of frequent occurrence, but it is oat

of our power to comply with them all, and do justice to those who honor us with

contributions prepared expressly for our pages. " Fan-kwei" would, if sent to

us originally, have found that " permanent form" desired.
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1.—The New England Gazetteer: containing Descriptions of the States, Coun

ties, Cities, ana Towns in New England. By Joun Hayward. Boston :

Otis Clapp.

This work is on the same plan of one of the same name, published seventeen

years since. It is greatly enlarged, and brought down to the preseut time,

making a neat octavo volume of over 700 closely-printed pages. In a general

gazetteer of the country, but little more can be done than to present a few promi

nent facts respecting every place in the country or world. They occupy so wide

a field that it is impossible to give a thousand local details, which lend a charm

to the geography and statistics of our homes and neighborhoods. By taking

New England by itself, scope is afforded to present not only the usual facts con

nected with its geography, industry, population, kc, &c. but to enrich its pages

with historical and authentic traditional notices illustrative of the New England

character and institutions. The author seems to have made the most of his sub-

i'ect, and to have collected a mass of information regarding this old " hive and

lomestead of the nation," which cannot fail to be interesting to all who wish

to learn about the geography aud industry, as well as the history and social life

of New England. The work is embellished with a good number of engravings,

representing some of our public institutions, the birthplaces of some of our most

distinguished men, and other places of antiquarian and historical interest To

the thousands of New England's sons and daughters scattered over the face of

the country, a more convenient and comprehensive memorial of the scenes and

associations of their childhood, can hardly be found. As a book of reference for

all matters relating to New England, it is invaluable.

2.—The Art Journal, January, 1857, No. xxv. London: George Virtue & Co.

New York : Virtue, Emmins & Co.

The illustrations, besides the usual quota of wood engravings, comprises three

executed on steel ; one of" Her Majesty, the Queen," from a bust in the Council

Chamber of the Guildhall, London; another of "St. Marks, the Bucentaur,"

from Canaletto's picture in the Royal Collection at Windsor Castle ; and a third

of " Charity," from Van Eycken's picture in the Royal Collection at Osborne.

The number opens with a view of the Turner Collection, bequeathed to the Na

tional Gallery, followed by a biography of William Edward Frost. A. R. A.,

illustrated with representations of his principal works ; a critical notice of the

collection of paintings of the British School, in the possession of Mr. Elkanah

Bicknell, Heme JJ.il! ; an article on the " Great Exhibition" Memorial, advocating

the connection, in some way or other, of Prince Albert with the monument, what

ever it may be ; a contribution on " New Methods of Preparing Porcelain and

other Clays ;" the first chapter of a sketchy aud interesting series of papers by

Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Hall, entitled " The Book of the Thames, from its Rise to its

Fall," illustrated with some exquisite little engravings, showing the source of the

river, picturesque churches, and quaint rivers, which dot its margin here and

there, the first tunnel, and the first bridge, &c. ; and the commencement of a num

ber of articles on Botany, as adapted to the Arts and Art-manufacture.

3.—The Star and the Cloud ; or a Daughter's Love. By A. S. Roe, author of

" A Long Look Ahead," " I've Been Thinking," " To Love and Be Loved."

12mo., pp. 410. New York : Derby & Jackson.

The author of this novel has written some of the best stories of social and do

mestic life in our language, and there are many readers who hail with delight

every new work of the author. The narrative of the " Star and the Cloud" is

well sustained, and its moral and social tone healthy.
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4.—Records of the Heart, and Other Poems. By Estelle Anna Lewis. Illus

trated by American artists. 1 Vol. 8vo., pp. 420. New York : D. Apple-

ton & Co.

In this handsome volume, one of the richest which American genius has pro

duced, we find the collected poems of a thoughtful, gifted, and accomplished

writer. The book includes the leading contents of several volumes published

since^ 1844. The " Records of the Heart" appeared in that year ; the " Child of

the Sea," and " Love's Minstrels," were of still later production, together with a

number of more recent compositions, which show a finely-developed, and growing

maturity of judgment, as well as a more thorough command over, and knowledge

of her art. There are evident and numerous proofs in the earlier poems that the

accomplished and gifted writer possesses affluent fancy, great command of lan

guage, rich warmth of local or descriptive coloring, exquisite taste, and that musi

cal organization, without which, rhyme, or the fair attire of poety, cannot exist.

She has more than these ; hers are womanly delicacy, and passionate tenderness,

as well as forcible expression, and almost masculine power of concentrating that

imagination " all compact," which is the rich dower assigned to her by Nature,

and improved, if not extended, by self-culture, and rigid self-examination. Mrs.

Lewis is highly accomplished, and has made good use here of her knowledge of

language. One of the most striking poems, is a translation of the Shipwreck,

from Virgil ; and among the very best pieces, we would name her translations

from Petrach's sonnets to Laura, The volume, beautifully printed, and hand

somely got up, is richly illustrated. A fine likeness of the fair author, engraved

by J. Cheney, from a noble portrait, forms the suitable frontispiece. There are

ten other engravings, in the first style of the art, by Halpen, Smillic, Phillibrown,

and O'Neil, from original pictures or drawings by S. W. Cheney, D. Huntingdon,

T. A. Richards, Chappel, II. K. Brown, and Darley. Indeed, in point of illus

trations alone, (to say nothing of its gushing and thoughtful poesy,) this is th*

book of the season.

5.—Canterbury Tales. By Harriet Lee. 2 vols., 12mo., pp. 363 and 384.

New York : Mason Brothers.

The " Canterbury Tales," as originally published, were the production of two

sisters. The first volume was published in 1797, and was followed, at intervals

of a few years, by four other volumes of striking and popular fictions under the

same title. The present volume contains all the tales from the pen of Harriet

Lee. These tales were in vogue among the cotemporaries of Lord Byron in his

youth, and one of them was made use of by that noble poet in the construction

of Werner, the only drama of his lordship's which has been successful on the

stage. The two volumes contain ten tales, viz. :—the Landlady's—the Friends'

—the Wife's—the Traveler's—the Poet's—the Old Woman's—the German's—

the Scotchman's—the Frenchman's—and the Officer's tale. They have stood

the " test of time," and are now reprinted by the Brothers Mason as an appro

priate commencement of a scries of standard talcs, which they have in prepara

tion.

6.—The Ancient Hebrews: with an Introductory Essay concerning the World

before the Flood. By Abraham Mills, A. M., author of the " Poets and

Poetry of the Ancient Greeks," the " Literature and the Literary Men of Great

Britain and Ireland," etc. 12mo., pp. 443. New York : A. S. Barnes & Co.

In the preparation of the present work Mr. Mills has aimed, he informs us at

the outset, alter drawing a general sketch of the history of the world from the

creation to the call of Abraham, to give a simple and unambitious history of the

Hebrews, from the latter event to the final destruction of Jerusalem by the Ro

mans. To do this, he has brought to his aid former writers on the same subject,

but his principal guide, as far as its narrative extends, has been the Old Testa

ment Scriptures, and when that closes, the authentic narratives of Josephus and

Philo of Alexandria furnish the materials for its continuation.
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L—The British Essayists. "The Observer," 3 vols. 16mo.; "The Lookcr-

Od," 3 vols. lCmo. Boston : Little, Brown & Co.

The two series of the British Essayists before us, together with a volume con

taining a general index, completes the series, which embraces the following

works, viz. :—

Tattler, Adventurer, Mirror,

Spectator, World, Lounger,

Guardian, Connoisseur, Observer,

Humbler, Idler, Looker-On.

These several papers are comprised in thirty-eight as beautifully-printed volumes

as were ever produced by the American press. Indeed, they will not suffer by

comparison with Chambers' Edinburgh edition, either in point of typographical

neatness or in the fine quality of the paper. The character of the several works

embraced in the series is well known to every accomplished literary man ; and

we earnestly hope that now, as the enterprising publishers have, by affording

them at a low price, and thus placing them within the reach of persons in mod-

crate circumstances, the whole collection will find its way into every family and

District School library in the United States. The American press have, with

singular unanimity, united with us as the volumes appeared in succession, in com

mending in the highest terms these treasures of English literature. There are no

better or more readable papers on man and manners in our language ; and the

nineteenth century has made no improvement on the varied but elegantly simple

gtyle in which the essays are generally written. ^

8.—Fundamental Philosophy. By Rev. James Balmes. Translated from the

Spanish by Henry P. Brownson, M. A. In 2 vols., pp. 529 and 553. New

York : D. & J. Sadlier.

The Rev. James Balmes is known in the religious world as the author of a
work entitled •' Protestantism and Catholicity compared in their effects on the

Civilization of Europe," which was written in the Spanish and translated into

English from the French, and reproduced in this country by John Murphy & Co.,

publishers, of Baltimore. That was a very ably written work, in which the au

thor attempted to expose the shortcomings of Protestantism in a social and polit

ical point of view, as Bossuet had exhibited them under the theological aspect

Whatever may be the views of Protestants, in regard to Balmes, he has ren

dered a most important service to Catholic literature in the nineteenth century.

The volumes before us, on " Fundamental Philosophy," the last work written

prior to his death in lg49, will procure for him a place among " the greatest

writers and profoundest thinkers of Spain, and, indeed, of our times." It is re

garded not only by learned Catholics, but by honest free thinkers outside the pale

of that Church, as the master piece of its author—the greatest work on the sub

ject published during the present century. Without professing to accept the

theories of the author, we have no hesitation in saying with Mr. Brownson, who

introduces the work to the philosophical inquirer iu this country, that " it is

written in a calm, clear, and dignified style, sometimes rising to true eloquence,"

and that the author " shows himself everywhere animated by a pure and noble

spirit," an l as free, as it seems to us in the power of human nature to be, •' from

all pride of opinion, all line of theorizing, and all dogmatism." It is a work

that will richly repay the time and thought expended over its pages by the lovers

of philosophical truth.

9.—Notes on the Principles and Practices of Baptist Churches. By Feancis

Wayland. 12mo., pp. 336. New York : Sheldon, Blakeman & Co.

The fifty-two papers contained in the present volume originally appeared in the

Examiner, over the signature of " Roger Williams." The main object of the

learned author appears to be the presentation of a popular view of the distinctive

belief of the Baptist denomination, of which be is an honored member.
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10.—Religious Truth, illnstrated from Science, and Addresses and Sermons oa

Special Occasions. By Edward Hitchcock, D. D., LL. D., late President of

Amherst College, and now Professor of Natural Theology and Geology. 12mo.,

pp. 422. Boston : Phillips, Sampson & Co.

Dr. Hitchcock, alike eminent as a geologist and a theologian, has in this vol

ume followed the example of " the quarryman who has made excavations in

the rocks for architectural materials," and gathered up the fragments which have

been thrown aside, and found blocks worth preserving. In other words, the work

before us consists of sermons and lectures, delivered at different times, designed

to illustrate from science what he conceives to be the truths of religion. The

volume contains eleven sermons, addresses, &c, with the following titles :—The

Highest Use of Learning ; the Relations and mutual Duties between the Philoso

pher and the Theologian ; Special Divine Interposition in Nature ; the Wonders

of Science compared with the Wonders of Romance; the Religious Bearings of

Man's Creation ; Catalytic Power of the Gospel ; the Attractions of Heaven

andKarth; Miueralogical Illustrations of Character; the Inseparable Trio ; a

Chapter in the Book of Providence; and the Waste of Mind. With the ex

ception of two or three of the last-named papers, scientific facts and principles

are employed by the clever author to prove or illustrate religion.

11.—An Encyclopedia of Instruction; or. Apologues and Breviats on Man and

Manners. By A. B. Johnson. 12mo., pp. 409. New York : Derby *
Jackson. ■

Mr. Johnson, whose previous works include a " Treatise on Banking," 'Re

ligion in its Relations to the Present Life," " The Meaning of Words Analyzed,"

"The Philosophy of the .Senses," and sundry valuable contributions to the pages

of the Merchants' Magazine, is, as we have before stated, at the head of the On

tario Branch Bank. The volume before us is divided into two parts. The first

consists of a series (twenty in number) of " apologues," fictitious events convey

ing useful truths. The second, " Breviats," of which there are sixty-seven short

essays, with a similar design. We learn from Mr. Johnson's preface that the sub

stance of the present work was embraced in his epistolary intercourse with ha

"sons and daughters," while they were at school and college ; that in every letter

his design was to give some spceiiic mental or moral instruction, pertaiuiug to

the moment, till in a long course of years the aggregate letters included topics as

diversified as human conduct from youth to manhood. Mr. Johnson is an origi-

nal_ writer and correct thinker, and the present work, like everything he hat

written, is replete with sound common-sense views of human life in all its varied

phases. It is one of the most instructive books that we have read, and possess?*

a standard value.

12.—Neighbor Jachcond. By Paul Creyton, author of" Father Brighthopes,"

" Martin Merrivale His X Mark," &c. 12mo., pp. 414. Boston : Phillips,

Sampson k Co.

Our time being somewhat engrossed with the realities, rather than the romauct

of life—in other words, with the " facts and figures " of trade aud commerce,

that we find little time for novel reading. We were tempted, however, to take

up Martin Merrivale, and we confess that we found great difficulty in luying it

down until we had read on to the end. It has descriptions of character that

would be creditable to " Boz." The present volume sustains the reputation of

the author us a successful novelist.

13.—Titfor Tat. A novel. By a Lady of New Orleans. 12mo., pp. 356. New

York : Garrett k Co.

This book is evidently designed as an offset to " Uncle Tom's Cabin." It has

some pungent hits for English humanitarians, of the one-idea school, haunted with

specks of black, regarding, in all the races, none worthy of pity, unless its color

U black.
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14.—Graham Lectures. The Constitution of the Human Soui. Six Lecture

Jr., D. D. 8vo., pp. 338. New York : Kobert Carter and Brotbcm.

This volume opens with an historical preface of the Brooklyn Institute, founded

by Augustus Graham, who provided in his will the residue of certain rents and

income to be applied to delray the expenses of so many lree lectures on Sunday

evenings in the lecture-room of the institute during the winter mouths, on the

" Power, Wisdom, and Goodness of God, as manifested in his Works." In ad

dition to this, he subsequently bequeathed the additional sum ol $12,000 lor the

same purpose. In selecting Air. btorrs to deliver the first course, the directors

might have gone further without doing better. The six lectures relate to the en

dowments ot the human soul with personal life ; its faculties lor knowledge, vir

tue, beneficent operation, happiness, and immortal progress. They were written

for a purely popular audience, and their style is not that of the essay or the

treatise, for they were prepared primarily to be delivered from the disk—not to

be printed, and a style more fluent, repetitious, and rhetorical than that ot the

essay was therefore deemed by the lecturer desirable. The subject is, however,

discussed with more than ordinary ability, and the style is at once chaste, schol

arly, and forcible. Psychology is confessedly a great and noble theme, and one

which, perhaps, more than any other, indicates to the mind of man the wisdom,

power, and goodness of the Eternal One.

15.—Memorials of his Times. By Hekry Cockbubn. 12ino., pp. 442. New

York : JJ. Appleton.

Lord Cockburn was born in 1779, and this highly interesting autobiography

furnishes a private account of the distinguished men and important events that

marked the progress of Scotland, or at least Edinburgh, during the lifetime of the

author, who began in 1821 " to recollect and inquire. " Such is the brief account

which Lord Cockburn, writing in 1840, gives of the origin of these memorials.

For bright, lively sketches of the days when Edinburgh was a capital, when the

Scotsmen were to be found there talking their best, and when, as the foreign cor

respondent of the New York Tribune remarks, there was just enough antago

nism between Whig and Tory to keep intellectual life awake and in motion al

ways. Lord C. was a Whig, or, as Lockhart said, in reviewing his •' Memoirs of

JcHieys " in the Quarterly, " an Edinburg Whig of the top flight." It is one of

the most readable books mat has of late beeu brought to our shores.

16.—Now or Never ; or the Adventures of Bobby Bright. A Story for Young

Folks. By Oliver Uptic. Boston : Brown, Bazin <fc Co.

That the adventures of Bobby Bright forms an attractive narrative for the

young folks, for whom it was written, is proved to our entire satisfaction by the

approval which sparkled in the eyes of a young friend of ours as she handed us

the book. The author, Mr. W. T. Adams, of Dorchester, Massachusetts, under

the nun de ylume of Oliver Optic, has written several other successful stories for
children, •' The Boat Club," •• All Aboard," " In Doors and Out." In the present

tale the moral of energy and decision is set lorth in the adventures of •• Young

America," who for u politics, cigars, 2 : 40 horses, and 'one stew,' " substitutes

the duties of a rational and accountable being.

17.—Ivors. By the author of "Amy Herbert," " Cleave Hall," etc. 2 vols.,

12mo., pp. 320 and 352. New York : D. Appleton.

The author of this story, Miss Sewall, is we believe, a daughter of the Rev.

\V. Sewall, B. D., Fellow of Exeter College, Oxford. Her works were first in

troduced to the public some ten years since, by the publishers of the present

work. Her former novels have been well received, particularly among those of

Protestant Episcopal antecedents. " Ivors" is regarded by the critics of the

press as the best production of the gifted author, with less of what might be re

garded by some as sectarian in tendency.
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18.—Handbook of Inorganic Chemistry ; for the Use of Students. By Wiu.uk

Gregory, M. D., F. R. S. E. Fourth American Edition. To which is added

the Physics of Chemistry. By J. Milton Sanders, M. D., LL. D., Professor

of Chemistry in the Eclectic Medical Institute, Cincinnati, ic. 8vo. pp. 426.

New York : A. S. Barnes & Co.

We noticed in a former number of the Merchants' Magazine Dr. Gregory!

Organic Chemistry, as edited by Dr. Sanders, in terms of high but, we think, de

served commendation. The present w ork, which is devoted to inorganic chern*

try, is used as a text-book in the principal medical colleges and universities is

England and the United States, and in a translated form in the French and Ger

man universities. The fourth edition is rendered the more valuable by the addi

tion by the American editor of the principles of chemistry not embraced in

Gregory's work. The publisher's offer it to the public as the ablest exposition

of modern chemical science, (when taken in conjunction with the volume on or

ganic chemistry,) and therefore calculated for the general student as well as the

student of medical science.

19.—Like Ngami; or Explorations and Discoveries during four years' Wander

ings in the Wilds of Southwestern Africa. By Charles Joun Andersos.

With numerous Illustrations, representing Adventures, subjects of Natural

History, &c. 12mo., pp. 520. New York : Harper & Brothers.

This narrative of explorations and discoveries contains the account of two ex

peditions in the wilds of Southwestern Africa, between the years 1850 and 1&54.

The first expedition was performed in company with Francis Gaiter, the author

of a work on "Tropical South Africa;" the second Mr. Anderson made alone.

He gives the geological features of the country and its probable mineral wealth.

The religion and manners and customs of several native tribes, all but unknown

to Europeans ; the superstitions and the mythological traditions of the Africans

are all noted. The book records with apparent fidelity the experiences, impres

sions, and impulses of the author under circumstances often peculiarly trying. I'

adds much of interest to our comparatively limited stock of information teaching

a part of Africa and the Africans at home.

20.—Beaumarchais and his Times. Sketches of French Society in the Eigh

teenth Century, from Unpublished Documents. By Louis Dk Losresis.

Translated by"llenry S. Edwards. 12mo., pp. 460. New York : Harper*

Brothers.

Beaumarchais, whose personal character, according to De Lornenic, has been

much cried down from different causes, some of which are connected with cir

cumstances, others with the man himself, experienced a most varied life, romantic

and full of vicissitudes. Whatever criticism may oppose, Beaumarchais has the

best possible argument in his favor—success ; not the success of a day, which

proves nothing, but living and durable success, which resists changes in taste and

fashion, and the revolutions which seemed to produce it, and from which it ap

peared inseparable. The author of the " Marriage of Figaro " belongs to the

very small number of writers of the eighteenth century who are still acted and

read.

21.—Modern Atheism : under the forms of Pantheism, Materialism. Secularism.

Development, and Natural Ijiws. By Jambs Buchanan, D. D., LL. D. 12mo~

pp. 424. Boston : Gould & Lincoln.

Dr. Buchanan is the Divinity Professor in the New College, Edinburgh, and

the author of the " Offices and Work of the Holy Spirit," and one of the most

distinguished divines of the Free Church of Scotland. Hugh Miller, the emi

nent geologist, who recently committed suicide in a fit of insanity, pronounced it

one of the most solid and readable books he ever read. The author's style is

lucid, grave, and harmonious j and however much any one may differ from the

author, all will admit that he handles his subject with ability.
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22.—The Humors of Falconbridge : a Collection of Humorous and Every-Day

Scenes. By Jonathan P. Km-lev. 12mo., pp. 436. Philadelphia : T. B.

Peterson.

The author of these clever sketches, which abound in genial humor, it would

seem, from a brief biographical notice to the present volume, passed through a

great variety of occupations—at one time in a grocery store, at another on a

farm, at another traveling through Delaware, Maryland, and Virginia with a

theatrical company. We next find him in the management of a hotel in Pitts

burg, in Philadelphia employed by a perfumer, then again in another theatrical

company ; connected with several unsuccessful newspaper enterprises in different

cities, filling several editorial chairs—a great wit and a great rover. The " Hu

mors of Falconbridge " form a sort of autobiography of Mr. Kelley's life. His

narratives are all personal. They are mostly the result of his ov.n observation

and experience, and we are told, on good authority, that the stories in which

" Falconbridge " claims to have been an actor, are to be received with a3 much

confidence as truthful accounts as if some Boswell treasured them up with care,

and minutely detailed them for the admiration of those who should follow after.

It is a capital book to make the time of the traveler by railroad-car or steamboat

pass rapidly away.

23.—Familiar Letters on Chemistry, and its relation to Commerce, Physiology,

and Agriculture. By Justds Liebio, M. D., Ph. D., F. R. S.. Professor of

Chemistry in the University of Giessen. Edited by John Gardner, M. D.,

Member of the Chemical Society. 12mo., pp. 180. New York : C. M. Sax-

ton & Co.

These letters, which were written for the especial purpose of exciting the at

tention of government and the enlightened public to the necessity of establishing

schools of chemistry, and of promoting the study of a science so intimately con

nected with the arts, "pursuits, and social well-being of modern civilized nations,

embrace, as the title indicates, some of the most important points of the science,

in their application to natural philosophy, physiology, agriculture, and commerce.

To this Euglish edition the author has added a few more letters, which embrace

some conclusions arrived at in recent investigations, in connection with the ap

plication of chemical science to the physiology of plants and agriculture.

24.—Manual nf the Artsfor Young People; or, a Present for all Seasons. 18mo.,

pp. 450. Boston : James French & Co.

There is compressed in this compact and comprehensive " manual " a vast

amount of matter pertaining to the useful and ornamental arts. It is, in brief, a

cyclopedia of entertaining knowledge, as unique in its character as it is valuable

in the information it contains on the varied topics embodied in its pages, which

are copiously embellished with fine engravings, illustrating its various letter-press

descriptions.

25.—Step by Step ; or Delia Arlington. A Fireside Story. By Anna Athern.

12mo., pp. 448. Boston : James Munroe & Co.

This story was written to meet a want both at the fireside and in the Sunday-

School library. Though designed for the young, it will, we feel quite sure, be

read with pleasure and profit by the parents and guardians of the youug, who

fear the eflects of highly-wrought and exciting fiction on their susceptible minds.

It is a beautifully simple story, full of the best lessons of social and domestic

life.

26.—Putnam's Library of Choice Stories. New York : G. P. Putnam & Co.

" Stories for Christmas and Winter Evenings," is the title which Mr. Putnam

has given the third volume of his admirable " Story Library." In this volume we

have some dozen as choice stories as we have ever seen collected in one volume.

Among our publishers, we have no one on whose taste and sound judgment, in all

that pertains to literature, we should place more reliance than Mr. Putnam.
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27.—Principles of Chemistry; embracing the most recent Discoveries in the

Science, and the Outlines of its Application to Agriculture and the Arte.

Illustrated by numerous Experiments, newly adapted to the simplest Appura-

tus. By John A. Porter, M. A., M. D., Professor of Agricultural »nd

Organic Chemistry in Yale College. 12mo., pp. 474. New York : A. 8.

Barnes & Co.

One of the best elementary works relating to chemistry that has yet been poh-

lished. Besides embodying the tested verities of the science, it embraces all the

more recent discoveries, bringing the work down to the present time. The ar

rangement is admirable—the typography clear and distinct. It has all the fea

tures of a good book—conciseness and perspicuity—and ai the same time is re

markably comprehensive in its character. It is divested of that detail, which is

only of interest to the professional chemist. It brings the more important phe

nomena of the science within the reach of every school and every individual stu

dent. The relations of chemistry to the arts and agriculture are especially con

sidered. The treastise is divided into four parts, viz. :—1. Physics. 2. Chem

ical Philosophy. 3. Inorganic Chemistry. 4. Organic Chemistry.

28.—Harpers' Classical Library. The Tragedies of Euripides, literally Trans

lated or Revised, with Critical anil Explanatory Notes. By Theodore Alois

Buckley, of Christ Church. 2 vols., pp. 402 and 334. New York : Harper

& Brothers. \

Harpers' New Classical Library, as we have before remarked in noticing the

previously published volumes of this series, is reprinted from " Bonn's Classical

Library." It comprises the most approved literal translations of the principal

Greek and Latin authors. The "Tragedies of Euripides" arc given without

abridgement, and short, suggestive notes, adapted to the comprehension as wdl

as the actual merits of the students, have been added. To the English reader,

who has a taste for the classics, but who has not enjoyed the advantages of such

an education, these volumes in his mother tongue will be highly acceptable. The

style in which they have been produced by the American publishers will not safe

in comparison with the English edition of Bohn.

29.—Parlor Dramas ; or Dramatic Sceues for Home Amusement. By William

B. Fowle. author of the " Hundred Dialogues," etc., etc. 12mo., pp. 312-

Boston : Morris Cotton.

Mr. Fowle, the author of this book, is one of the most successful and popular

teachers in the Boston schools, and the pieces comprised in turn volume have bees

written amid the duties of an arduous profession. The subjects are mostly related

to the topics of the day, opening with the " WOman's Rights " question dramaV-

ized. The volume contains some fifteen different pieces, simply but cleverly con

structed for representation. Two more amusing books than the " Parlor DraroAS

and the " Hundred Dialogues," or better adapted to the use for which they were

designed by the author, we have seldom had occasion to notice.

30.— Bright Pictures from Child Life. Translated from the German by CoraO

Fannie. 12mo. Boston : Phillips, Sampson & Co.

This volume contains fourteen as attractive " sketches " of " child life " ■

German genius ever produced, illustrated with nearly as many colored eograviags-

These stories, which have delighted thousands of German children, will, we fed

confident, meet with equal favor here, in the pure English dress in which Consul

Funnie has arrayed thtem.
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Art. I.— MONET.*

1. The single commodity that is of universal request is money. Go

where we may, we meet persons Becking commodities required for the

satisfaction of their wants, yet widely differing in their demands. One

needs food; a second, clothing ; a third, books, newspapers, horses, or

ships. Many desire food, yet while one would have fish, another rejects

the fish and seeks for meat. Offer clothing to him who sought for ships,

and he would prove to have been supplied. Place before the seeker after

silks, the finest lot of cattle, and he will not purchase. The woman of

fashion rejects the pantaloons ; while the porter regards her slipper as

Wholly worthless. Of all these people, nevertheless, there would not be

found even a single one unwilling to give labor, attention, skill, houses,

bonds, lands, horses, or whatever else might be within his reach, in ex

change for money—provided, only, that the quantity offered were deemed

sufficient.

So has it been in every age, and so is it everywhere. Laplander and

Fatagonian, almost the antipodes of each other, are alike in their thirst after

the precious metals. Midianitc merchants paid for Joseph with so many

pieces of silver. The gold of Macedon bought the services of Demosthenes ;

and it was thirty pieces of silver that paid for the treason of Judas. African

gold enabled Hannibal to cross the Alps ; as that of Spanish America has

enabled France to subjugate so large a portion of Northern Africa. Sov

ereigns in the East heap up gold as provision against future accidents ;

* A. Lecture delivered before the New York Historical and Geographical Society, br H. C.

Cnxr, Esq., and now llrst published In the Mcrcktntt' Magaxine.
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and finance ministers in the West, rejoice when their accounts enable

them to exhibit a full supply of the precious metals. When it is other

wise, the highest dignitaries are seen paying obsequious court to the

Rothschild and the Baring, controllers of the supply of money. So, too,

when railroads are to be made, or steamers to be built. Farmers and

contractors, landowners and stockholders, then go, cap in hand, to the

Croesuses of Paris and London, anxious to obtain a hearing, and desiring

to propitiate the man of power by making whatsoever sacrifice may seem

lo be required.

2. Were a hundred ships to arrive in your port to-morrow, a single

one of which was freighted with gold, she alone would find a place in the

editorial columns of your journals—leaving wholly out of view the re

maining ninety-nine, freighted with silks and teas, cloth and sugar. The

news, too, would find a similar place in almost all the journals of the

Union, and for the reason, that all their readers, the bears excepted, so

much rejoice when money comes in, and so much regret when it goes

out. Of all the materials of which the earth is composed, there are none

so universally acceptable as gold and silver—none in whose movements

to large a portion of every community feels an interest.

Why is this the case ? Because of their having distinctive qualities

that bring them into direct connection with the distinctive qualities of

man—facilitating the growth of association, and promoting the develop

ment of individuality. They are the indispensable instruments of society,

or commerce.

That they are so, would seem to be admitted by those journalists when

giving to their movements so much publicity ; and yet, on turning to an

other column, you would probably find it there asserted, that all this anx

iety in regard to money was evidence of ignorance—the condition of man

being improved by parting with gold that he can neither eat, drink, nor

wear, in exchange for sugar that he can eat, and cloth that he can wear.

Such may be the case, says oue reader, but, for my part, I prefer to see

money come in, because when it does so, I can borrow at six per cent;

whereas, when it is going out, I have to pay ten, twelve, or twenty. This

is doubtless true, says another, but I prefer to see money arrive—being

then able to sell my hats and shoes, and to pay the people who make

them. It may be evidence of ignorance, says a third, but I always rejoice

when money flows inwards, for then I can always sell my labor; whereas,

when it /lows outwards, I am unemployed, and my wife and children suf

fer for want of food and clothing. Men's natural instincts look, thus, in

one direction, while mock science points in another. The first should be

right, because they are given of God. The last may be wrong—being

one among the weak inventions of man. Which is right, we may now

inquire.

3. The power of man over matter is limited to effecting changes of

place and of form. For the one he needs wagons, horses, ships, and rail

roads ; for the other, spades, plows, mills, furnaces, and steam-engines.

Among men, changes of ownership are to be effected, and for that purpose

they need some general medium of circulation.

The machinery of exchange in use is, therefore, of three kinds—that

required for producing changes of place, that applied to effecting changes
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of form, and that used for effecting changes of ownership ; and were we

now to examine the course of proceeding with regard to them, we should

find it to be the same in all—thus obtaining proof of the universality of

the natural laws to whose government man is subject. For the present,

however, we must limit ourselves to an examination of the phenomena of

the machinery of circulation.

In the early periods of society, man has little to exchange, and there

are few exchanges—those which are made being by direct barter—skins

being given for knives, clothing, meat, or fish. With the progress of pop

ulation and wealth, however, all communities have endeavored to facilitate

the transfer of property, by the adoption of some common standard with

which to compare the value of the commodities to be exchanged—cattle

having thus been used among the early Greeks—while slaves and cattle,

or " living money," as it was then denominated, were commonly in use

among the Anglo-Saxons— wampum among our aborigines— codfish

among the people of New England—and tobacco among those of Vir

ginia. With further progress, we find them adopting successively iron,

copper, and bronze, preparatory to obtaining silver and gold, to be used

as the machinery for effecting exchanges from hand to hand.

For such a purpose, the recommendations of those metals are very great.

Being scantily diffused throughout the earth, and requiring, therefore,

much labor for their collection, they represent a large amount of value—

while being themselves of little bulk, and therefore capable of being

readily and securely stored, or transported from place to place. Not be

ing liable to rust or damage, they may be preserved uninjured for any

length of time, and their quantity is, therefore, much less liable to varia

tion than is that of wheat or corn, the supply of which is so largely de

pendent upon the contingencies of the weather. Capable of the most

minute subdivision, they can be used for the performance of the smallest

as well as the largest exchanges ; and we all know well how large an

amount of commerce is effected by means of coins of one and of three

cents that would have to remain uneffected, were there none in use of less

value than those of five, six, and ten cents.

To facilitate their use, the various communities of the world are accus

tomed to have them cut into Btnall pieces and weighed, after which they

are so stamped as to enable every one to discern at once how much gold

or silver is offered in exchange for the commodity he has to sell ; but the

value of the piece is in only a very slight degree due to this process of

coinage.* In the early periods of society, all the metals passed in lumps,

requiring, of course, to be weighed ; and such is now the case with much

of the gold that passes between America and Europe. Gold dust has also

to be weighed, and allowance has to be made for the impurities with

which the gold itself is connected ; but, with this exception, it is of almost

precisely the same value with gold passed from the mint and stamped with

an eagle, a head of Victoria, or of Nicholas.

4. A proper supply of those metals having been obtained, and this

having been divided, weighed, and marked, the farmer, the miller, the

* The heap of paper in the mill becomes slightly more valuable when it is counted off and tied-
up in reams; and the bean of cloth is in like manner increased in value when it is measured and
tied up in pieces—for the reason, that both can be more readily exchanged. Precisely similar to.
this la the increase of value resulting from the process of coinage.
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clothier, and all other members of society, are now enabled to effect ex

changes, even to the extent of purchasing for a single cent their share of

the labors of thousands, and tens of thousands, of men employed in making

railroads, engines, and cars, and transporting upon them annually hun

dreds of millions of letters ; or, for another cent, their share of the labor

of the hundreds, if not thousands, of men who have contributed to the

production of a penny newspaper. The mass of small coin is thus a saving

fund for labor, because it facilitates association and combination—giving

utility to billions of millions of minutes that would be wasted, did not a

demand exist for them at the moment the power to labor had been pro

duced. Labor being the first price given for everything we value, and

being the commodity that all can offer in exchange, the progress of com

munities in wealth and influence is in the direct ratio of the presence or

absence of an instant demand for the forces, physical and menial, of each

and every man in the community—resulting from the existence of a power

on the part of each and every other man, to offer something valuable in

exchange for it. It is the only commodity that perishes at the instant of

production, and that, if not then put to use, is lost forever.

We are all momently producing labor-power, and daily taking in the

fuel by whose consumption it is produced ; and that fuel is wasted unless

its product be on the instant usefully employed. The most delicate fruits

or flowers may be kept for hours or days ; but the force resulting from

the consumption of food cannot be kept, even for a second. That the in

stant power of profitable consumption may be coincident with the instant

production of this universal commodity, there must be incessant combina

tion, followed by incessant division and subdivision, and that in turn fol

lowed by as incessant recomposition. This is seen in the case above

referred to, where miners, furnace-men, machine-makers, rag-gatherers,

carters, bleachers, paper-makers, railroad and canal men, type-makers,

compositors, pressmen, authors, editors, publishers, newsboys, and hosts of

others, combine their efforts for the production in market of a heap of

newspapers that has, at the instant of production, to be divided off into

portions suited to the wants of hundreds of thousands of consumers. Each

of these latter pays a single cent—then perhaps subdividing it among

half a dozen others, so that the cost is perhaps no more than a cent per

week ; and yet each obtains his share of the labors of all of the persons by

whom it had been produced.

Of all the penometia of society, this process of division, subdivison, com

position, and recomposition is the most remarkable ; and yet—being a

thing of such common occurrence—it scarcely attracts the slightest no

tice. Were the newspaper above referred to, partitioned off into squares,

each representing its portion of the labor of one of the persons who had

contributed to the work, it would be found to be resolved into six, eight,

or perhaps even ten thousand pieces, of various sizes, small and great—

the former representing the men who had mined and smelted the ores of

which the types and presses had been composed, and the latter the men

and boys by whom the distribution had been made. Numerous as are

these little scraps of human effort, they are, nevertheless, all combined in

every sheet, and every member of the community may—for the trivial

<um of fifty cents per annum—enjoy the advantage of the information

therein contained ; and as fully as he could do, had it been collected for

himself alone.
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Improvements in the modes of transportation are advantageous to man,

bat the service they render, when compared with their cost, is very small.

A ship worth forty or fifty thousand dollars cannot effect exchanges be

tween men at opposite sides of the Atlantic to an extent exceeding five

or six thousand tons per annum ; whereas, a furnace of similar cost will

effect the transmutation of thirty thousand tons' weight of coal, ore, lime

stone, food, and clothing, into iron. Compared with either of these, how

ever, the commerce effected by the help of fifty thousand dollars' worth

of little white pieces representing labor to the extent of three or five cents

—labor which by their help is gathered up into a heap, and then divided

and subdivided day after day throughout the year—and it will be found

that the service rendered to society, in economizing force, by each dollars'

worth of money, is greater than is rendered by hundreds, if not thousands,

employed in manufactures, or tens of thousands in ships or railroads ; and

yet there are able writers who tell us that money is so much " dead capi

tal,"—being "an important portion of the capital of a country that pro

duces nothing for the country."

"Money, as money," says an eminent economist, "satisfies no want, an

swers no purpose. * * The difference between a country with money,

and a country altogether without it, would," as he thinks, " be only one of

convenience, like grinding by water instead of by hand." A ship, as a

ship—a road, as a road—a cotton-mill, as a cotton-mill—in like manner,

however, " satisfies no want, answers no purpose." They can be neither

eaten, drunk, nor worn. All, however, are instruments for facilitating the

work of association, and the growth of man in wealth and power is in the

direct ratio of the facility of combination with his fellow-men. To what

extent they do so, when compared with money, we may now inquire. To

that end, let us suppose that by some sudden convulsion of nature all the

ships of the world were at once annihilated, and remark the effect pro

duced. The shipowners would lose heavily ; the sailors and the porters

would have less employment; and the price of wheat would temporarily

fall ; while that of cloth would, for the moment, rise. At the close of a

single year, by far the larger portion of the operations of society would

be found moving precisely as they had done before—commerce at home

having taken the place of that abroad. Cotton and tropical fruits would

be less easily obtained in Northern climes, and ice might be more scarce

in Southern ones; but, in regard to the chief exchanges of a society like

our own, there would be no suspension, even for a single instant. So far,

indeed, would it be to the contrary, that in many countries commerce

would be far more active than it had been before—the loss of ships pro

ducing a demand for the opening of mines, for the construction of furnaces

and engines, and for the building of mills, that would make a market for

labor, mental and physical, such as had never before been known.

Let us next suppose that the ships had been spared, and that all the

gold and silver, coined and not coined, mined and not mined, were anni

hilated, and study the effect that would be produced. The reader of

newspapers—finding himRelf unable to pay for them in beef or butter,

cloth or iron—would be compelled to dispense with his usual supply of

intelligence, and the journal would be no longer printed. Omnibuses

would cease to run, for want of sixpences ; and places of amusement would

be closed, for want of shillings. Commerce among men would be at an

end, except so far as it might be found possible to effect direct exchanges
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—food being given for labor, or wool for cloth. Such exchanges could,

however, be few in number, and men, women, and children would perish

by millions, because of inability to obtain food and clothing in exchange

for service. Cities whose population now counts by hundreds of thou

sands would, before the close of a single year, exhibit hundreds of blocks

of unoccupied buildings, and the grass would grow in their streets. A

substitute might, it is true, be found—men returning to the usages of

those primitive times when wheat or iron, tobacco or copper, constituted

the medium of exchange ; but under such circumstances, society, as at

present constituted, could have no existence. A pound of iron would be

required to pay for a Tribune or a Herald, and hundreds of tons of any

of the commodities above referred to, would be needed for the purchase

of the weekly emission of either. Tons of them would be needed to pay

for the food consumed in a single eating-house, or the amusement fur

nished in a single theater ; and now the wheat, the iron, the corn, or the

copper could be fairly divided among the people who had contributed to

the production of the journal, the food, or the amusement, would be a

problem entirely incapable of solution.

The precious metals are to the social body what atmospheric air is to

the physical one. Both supply the machinery of circulation, and the re

solution of the physical body into its elements when deprived of the one

is not more certain than is that of the social body when deprived of tha

other. In both these bodies the amount of force is dependent upon the

rapidity of circulation. That it may be rapid, there must be a full supply

of the machinery by means of which it is to be effected ; and yet there

are distinguished writers who mourn over the cost of maintaining the cur

rency, as if it were altogether lost, while expatiating on the advantages of

canals and railroads—not perceiving, apparently, that the money that can

be carried in a bag, and that scarcely loses in weight with a service of

half a dozen years, effects more exchanges than could be effected by a

fleet of ships, many of which would be rotting on the shores on which

they had been stranded, at the close of such a period of service, while the

remainder would already have lost half of their original value.*

Of all the labor-saving- machinery in use, there is none that so much

economizes human power, and so much facilitates combination, as that

known by the namo of money. Wealth, or the power of man to com

mand the services of nature, grows with every increase in the facility of

combination—this latter growing with the growth of the ability to com

mand the aid of the precious metals. Wealth, then, should increase most

rapidly where that ability is most complete.

5. The power of a commodity to command money in exchange is

called its price. Prices fluctuate with changes of time and place—wheat

being sometimes low, and at others high—and cotton commanding in one

country thrice the quantity of silver that would be given for it in another.

In one place, much money is required to be given for a little cloth;

whereas, in another, much cloth may be obtained for little money. What

* A three-cent piece, changing hands ten times in a day, effects exchanges In a year to the extant

of 1100; or, if we take both sides of the exchanges, to that of $300. Two thousand such pieces—

costing $GI>—engaged in circulating bread at home, are capable of maintaining a greater amount of

commerce than can be maintained by a ship that has cost $!!0,0OU, engaged in effecting exc

betweon the producers of cloth in Manchester and tea in China.
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are the causes of all these differences, and what the circumstances which

tend to affect prices generally, we may now inquire.

A thousand tons of rags at the Rocky Mountains would not exchange

for a piece of silver of the smallest conceivable size ; whereas, a quire of

paper would command a piece so large that it would weigh an ounce.

Passing thence eastward, and arriving in the plains of Kansas, their rela

tive values, measured in silver, would be found so much to have changed,

that the price of the rags would pay for many reams of the paper. Com

ing to St. Louis, a further change would be experienced—rags having

again risen, and paper having again fallen. Such, too, would prove to be

the case at every stage of the progress eastward—the raw material steadily

gaining, and the finished commodity losing, in price, until, at length, in

the heart of Massachusetts, three pounds of rags would be found to com

mand more silver than would be needed for the purchase of a pound of

paper. The changes of relation thus observed are exhibited in the fol

lowing diagram :—

Paper.
 

The price of raw materials tends to rise as we approach those places in

which wealth most exists—those in which man is most enabled to asso

ciate with his fellow-man, for obtaining power to direct the forces of

nature to his service. The prices of finished commodities move in a di

rection exactly opposite—tending always to decline as those of raw mate

rials advance. Both tend thus to approximate—the highest prices of the

one being always found in connection with the lowest of the other ;

and in the strength of the movement in that direction will be found the

most conclusive evidence of advancing civilization and growing com

merce.

That all the facts are in entire accordance with this view, will be ob

vious to those who remark that cotton is low in price at the plantation, and

high in Manchester or Lowell ; whereas, cloth is cheaper in Lowell than

it is in Alabama or Louisiana. Corn, in Illinois, is frequently so cheap

that a bushel is given in exchange for the silver required to pay for a

yard of the coarsest cotton cloth ; whereas, at Manchester, it is so dear

that it pays for a dozen yards. The English farmer profits doubly—ob

taining much cloth for his corn, while increasing the quantity of corn by

help of the manure that is furnished by his competitor of the West. The

latter loses doubly—giving much corn for little cloth, and adding thereto

the manure yielded by the consumption of his corn, to the loss of which

is due the unceasing diminution of the powers of his land.

Looking backward in time, we obtain results precisely similar to those

obtained in passing from countries in which associated men are found,

and in which, consequently, wealth abounds, to those in which they are

widely scattered, and in which they are, therefore, weak and poor. At

the close of the fifteenth century, eight ecclesiastics, attending the funeral
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of Anne of Brittany, were royally entertained at a cost of 3.13 franca, of

money of our time; while the silk used on that occasion is charged at 25

francs. The same quantity of silk could now be purchased for less than

a franc and a half—a sum that would be entirely insufficient to pay for a

single dinner. The owner of four quires of paper could then obtain for it

more money than was required for the purchase of a hog, and less thaa

two reams were needed for that of a bull. In England, hogs, sheep, and

corn were cheap, and were exported, while cloth was dear, and was there

fore imported. Coming down to a more recent period, the early portion

of the last century, we find that corn and wool were cheap, while cloth

and iron were dear; whereas, at the close of the century, the former were

becoming dearer from day to day, while the latter were as regularly be

coming cheaper.

6. Raw material tends, with the progress of men in wealth and civiliza

tion, to rise in price. What, however, is raw material ! In answer to

this question, we may say, that all the products of the earth are, in their

turn, finished commodity and raw material. Coal and ore are the finished

commodity of the miner, and yet they are only the raw material of which

pig-iron is made. The latter is the finished commodity of the smelter,

and yet it is but the raw material of the puddler, and of him who rolls

the bar. The bar, again, is the raw material of sheet-iron,—that, in turn,

becoming the raw material of the nail and the spike. These, in time,

become the raw material of the house, in the diminished cost of which

are found concentrated all the changes that have been observed in the

various stages of passage from the rude ore—lying useless in the earth—

to the nail and the spike, the hammer and the saw, required for the com

pletion of a modern dwelling.

In the early and barbarous ages of society, land and labor are very low

in price, and the richest deposits of coal and ore are worthless. Houses

being then obtained with exceeding difficulty, men are forced to depend

for shelter against wind and rain upon holes and caves they find existing

in the earth. In time, they are enabled to combine their efforts; and

with every step in the course of progress, land and labor acquire power

to command money in exchange, while the house loses it. As the ser

vices of fuel are more readily commanded, pig-iron is more easily obtained.

Both, in turn, facilitate the making of bars and sheets, nails and spikes,

and all of these facilitate the creation of boats, ships, and houses ; but

each and every of these improvements tends to increase the prices of the

original raw materials—land and labor. At no period in the history of

the world has the general price of these latter been so high as in the

present one ; at none would the same quantity of money have purchased

so staunch a boat, so fleet a ship, or so comfortable a house.

The more finished a commodity, the greater is the tendency to a fall of

price—all the economies of the earlier processes being accumulated to

gether in the later ones. Houses, thus, profit by all improvements in the

making of bricks, in the quarrying of stone, in the conversion of lumber,

and in the working of the metals. So, too, is it with articles of clothing

—every improvement in the various processes of spinning, weaving, and

dyeing, and in the conversion of clothing into garments, being found

gathered together in the coat—the more numerous those improvements,

the lower being its price, and the higher that of the land and labor to

which the wool is due.
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With every stage of progress in that direction, there is an increasing

tendency towards an equality in the prices of the more and the less fin

ished commodities—and towards an approximation in the character of

the books, clothing, furniture, and dwellings of the various portions of

society ; with constant increase in power to maintain commerce between

those countries which do, and those which do not, yield the metals which

constitute the raw material of money.

For proof of this, we may look to any of the advancing communities of

the world. In the days when the French peasant would have been re

quired to give an ox for a ream .and a half of paper," wine was much

higher than it is at present—peaches were entirely unattainable—the finer

vegetables now in use were utterly unknown—a piece of refined sugar, or

a cup of tea or coffee, were luxuries fit for kings alone—and an ell of

Dutch linen exchanged for the equivalent of 60 francs= $11 25. Now—

the price of meat having wonderfully increased— the farm laborer is bet

ter paid ; and the consequences are seen in the fact, that with the price of

an ox the farmer can purchase better wine than theu was drunk by kings

■—that he can obtain not only paper, but books and newspapers—that he

can eat apricots and peaches—that sugar, tea, and coffee have become

necessaries of life—and that he can have a supply of linen which would, in

earlier times, have almost sufficed for the entire household of a nobleman.

Such are the results of an increase in the facility of association and com

bination among men ; and if we now desire to find the instrument to

which they are most indebted for the power to combine their efforts, we

must look for it in that to which we have given the name of money. Such

being the case, it becomes important that we ascertain what are the cir

cumstances under which the power to command the use of that instrument

increases, and what are those under which it declines.

7. To acquire dominion over the various natural forces provided for his

use, is both the pleasure and the duty of man ; and the greater the amount

acquired, the ligher becomes his labor, and the greater is the tendency to

increase of power. With each addition thereto, he finds less resistance

to his further efforts ; and hence it is, that each successive discovery

firoves to be but the precursor of newer and greater ones. Franklin's

ightning-rod was but the preparation for the telegraph-wires that connect

our cities; and they, in turn, are but the precursors of those destined

soon to enable us to read, at the breakfast-table, an account of the occur

rences of the previous day in Europe, Asia, and Australia, Each succes

sive year thus augments the power of man, and with every new discovery

utility is given to forces that now are being wasted. The more they are

utilized—the more nature is made to labor in man's service—the less is

the quantity of human effort required for the reproduction of the com

modities needed for his comfort, convenience, or enjoyment—the less is

the value of all previous accumulations—and the greater is the tendency

towards giving to the labor of the present, power over the capital created

by the labors of the past.

Utility is the measure of man's power over nature. The greater it is,

the larger is the demand for the commodity or thing utilized, and the

greater the attractive force exerted upon it, wherever found. Look where

we may, we see that every raw material yielded by the earth tends towards

those places at which it has the highest utility, and that there it is the
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value of the finished article is least.* Wheat tends towards the gristmill,

and there it is that flour is cheapest. Cotton and wool tend towards the

mills at which they are to be spun and woven, and there it is that the

smallest quantity of money will purchase a yard of cloth. On the other

hand, it is where cotton has the least utility—on the plantation—that

cloth has the highest value. Therefore it is, that we see communities so

universally prospering when the spindle and the loom are brought to the

neighborhood of the plow and the harrow, to utilize their products.

Precisely similar to this are the facts observed in regard to the precious

metals, everywhere on the earth's surface seen to be tending towards

those places at which they have the highest utility—those at which men

most combine their efforts for utilizing the raw products of the earth—

those in which land most rapidly acquires a money value, or price—those,

therefore, in which the value of those metals, as compared with land, most

rapidly diminishes—and those in which the charge for the use of money

is lowest. They tend to leave those places in which their utility is small,

and in which combination of action least exists—those, therefore, in which

the price of land is low, and the rate of interest high. In the first, there

is a daily tendency towards increase in the freedom of man ; whereas, in

the last, the tendency is in the opposite direction—towards the subjuga

tion of man to the control of those who live by the expenditure of taxes,

rent, and interest. Desiring evidence of this, we have but to look around

us at the present moment, and see how oppressively rent and interest ope

rate upon the poorer portions of society—how numerous are the applica

tions for the smallest office—and, above all, how great has been the increase

of pauperism in the past three years, in which our exports of specie have

been so large.

Looking to Mexico or Peru, to California or Siberia, we see but little

of that combination of action required for giving utility to their metallic

products—little value in land—and interest higher than in any other or

ganized communities in the world. Following those products, we see them

passing gradually through the West, towards the cities of the Atlantic, or

through Russia to St. Petersburg—every step of their progress being to

wards those States or countries in which they have the greatest utility—

those in which combination of action most exists, and in which, therefore,

man is daily acquiring power over the various forces of nature, and com

pelling her more and more to aid him in his efforts for the attainment of

further power.

8. For more than a century, Great Britain constituted the reservoir into

which was discharged the major part of the gold and silver produced

throughout the world. There it was, that the artisan and the farmer were

most nearly brought together—the power of association most existed—

the ultimate raw materials of commodities, land and labor, were most

utilized, and the consumption in the arts, of gold and silver, was the great

est! Now the state of things is widely different. From year to year,

the land of the United Kingdom has become more consolidated—the little

proprietor having been superseded by the great middleman farmer, and

* Value is the measure of the obstacle Interposed by nature to the gratification of the wishes of

man.

t Thirty rears slnoe, the annual consumption of the precious metals In Greet Britain was esti

mated at £2,000,000, or 112,000,000.
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the mere day-laborer ; and the result is seen in the fact, that Great Brit

ain has passed from being a place at which commodities are produced, to

be given in exchange for the produce of other lands—to being a mere

place of exchange for the people of those lands. With each successive

year, there is a decline in the proportion borne to the whole population

by the producing classes, and an increase in that borne by the non-pro

ducing ones, with corresponding diminution in the power to retain the

products of the mines of Peru and Mexico.

The gold of California does not, as we know, to any material extent, re

main among ourselves. Touching our Atlantic coast, only to be transferred

to steamers that bear it off to Great Britain, it there meets the product of

the Australian mines—the two combined amounting to more than a hun

dred millions of dollars a year. Both come there, however, merely in

transit—being destined, ultimately, to the payment of the people of Con

tinental Europe, who have supplied raw products that have been converted

and exported, or finished ones that have been consumed. Much of it goes

necessarily to France, whose exports have grown, in the short period of

twenty years, from 500,000,000 francs, to 1,400,000,000, and have steadily

maintained their commercial character. Manufactures are there the hand

maids of agriculture ; whereas, in the United Kingdom, they are, with

each successive year, becoming more and more the substitutes for it. To

a small quantity of cotton, silk, and other raw products of distant lands,

France adds a large amount of the produce of her farms—thus entitling

herself not only to receive, but to retain for her own uses and purposes,

nearly all the commodities that come to her from abroad. Her position

is that of the rich and enlightened farmer, who sells his products in their

highest form—thus qualifying himself for applying to the support of his

family, the education of his children, and the improvement of his land,

the whole of the commodities received in exchange. That of Britain is the

position of the trader, who passes through his hands a large amount of

property, of which he is entitled to retain the amount of his commisnion,

and nothing more. The one has an immense, and wonderfully growing

commerce, while the other performs a vast amount of trade.

9. The precious metals are steadily flowing to the north and east of

Europe, and among the largest of their recipients we find Northern Ger

many, now so rapidly advancing in wealth, power, and civilization. Den

mark and Sweden, Austria and Belgium, following in the lead of France,

in the maintenance of the policy of Colbert, are moving in the same di

rection ; and the consequences are seen in a growing habit of association,

attended with daily augmentation in the amount of production, and in the

facility of accumulation, as exhibited in the building of mills, the opening

of mines, the construction of roads, and the constantly augmenting power

to command the services of the precious metals.

The causes of these phenomena are readily explained. Raw materials

of every k'.nd tend towards those places at which employments are most

diversified, because there it is that the products of the farm command the .

largest quantity of money. Gold and silver follow in the train of raw

materials ; and for the reason, that where the farmer and the artisan are

most enabled to combine, finished commodities are always cheapest. When

Germany exported corn and wool, they were cheap, and she was required

to export gold to aid in paying for the cloth and paper she imported; be-
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cause they were very dear. Now she imports both wool and rags; her

farmers obtain high prices for their products, and are enriched; and the

gold comes to her, because cloth and paper are so cheap that she sends

them to the most distant quarters of the world. So is it with Franee,

Belgium, Sweden, and Denmark—all of which are large importers of raw

materials, and of gold. In all those countries, raw materials rise in price;

and the greater the tendency to rise, the more rapidly mutt the current of

the precious metals set in that direction. The country that desires to in

crease its supplies of gold, and thus lower the price of money, is, therefore,

required to pursue that course of policy tending most to raise the prices

of raw material, and lower those of manufactures. This, however, is di

rectly the opposite of the policy advocated by the British school, which

seeks, in the cheapening of all the raw material of manufactures, the means

of advancing civilization.

10. The reverse of what is above described is found in Ireland, Tnrkey,

and Portugal, so long the close allies af England—and so uniformly fol

lowing in the course of policy now advocated by her economists. From

each and all of them, there has been an unceasing drain of money—

the disappearance of the precious metals having been followed by decline in

the productiveness of agriculture—in the prices of commodities, in the

value of land, and in the power of man.

France, in the decade prior to the Eden treaty in 1786, was advancing

in both manufactures and commerce with great rapidity, as is shown con

clusively in M.de Tocqueville's recent work.* Raw materials and the pre

cious metals flowing in, and manufactured goods flowing out, the result

was seen in a daily increasing tendency towards the division of land, the

improvement of agriculture, and the increase of human freedom. From

the date of that treaty, however, all was changed. Manufactures flowed

in, and gold flowed out, with daily decline in the power of association, in

the wages of labor, and in the value of land. Universal distress producing

a demand for change of policy, its effect was seen in the calling together

of the States-General, whose appearance on the stage, for the first time ia

a hundred and eighty years, was so soon to be followed by a revolution,

that sent to the guillotine the most of those by whom that treaty had

been made.

Looking to Spain, we see her poverty to have steadily increased from

the hour, when, by expelling her manufacturing population, she rendered

herself dependent upon the workshops of other countries. Mistress of

Mexico and Peru, she acted merely as the conduit through which their

• * Simultaneous with these changes in the minds of governed and governors, public prosperity
began tu develop with unexampled strides. This is shown by all sorts of evidence. Population in
creased rapidly; wealth more rapidly still. The American war did not check the movement—It
completed the embarrassment of the State, but did not impede private enterprise—individuals grew

more industrious, more inventive, richer than ever.

- An official of the time states, that in 1774, 'industrial progress had been so rapid that the amoua
of taxable articles had largely increased.' On comparing the various contracts made between the
State and the companies to which the taxes were farmed out, at different periods during the
reign of Louis XVI., ono perceives that the yield was Increasing with astonishing rapidity. Th«
lease of 1786 yielded fourteen millions more than that of 1780. Necker, in his report of 1791, esti
mated that ' the produce of taxes on arUcles of consumption increased at the rate of two million*

a year.

" Arthur Young states that in 178S the commerce of Bordeaux was greater than that of Liverpool,
and adds, that 'of late years, mariUmc trade has made more progress In Franee than in England:
the wholo trade of France has doubled in the last twenty years.1 "—Ok Tooquivilu; TU Otd

Ktfimt and the Retention, p. Hi).
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wealth passed to the advancing countries of the world, as is now the case

with Great Britain and the United States.

Turning next to Mexico, we see her to have been declining steadily in

power from the day on which she obtained her independence ; and for the

reason, that from that date her manufactures began to disappear. From

year to year she becomes more and more dependent upon the trader, and

more and more compelled to export her commodities in their rudest state ;

as a necessary consequence of which, her power to retain the produce of

her mines is constantly diminishing.

11. The facts thus far presented, may now be embodied in the follow

ing propositions :—

Raw materials tend toward* those countries in which employments are

most diversified—in which the power of association most exists—and in

which land and labor tend most to rise in price.

The precious metals tend towards the same countries ; and for the rea

son, that there it is that finished commodities are least in price.

The greater the attractive force exerted upon those raw materials and

this gold, the more does agriculture tend to become a science—the larger

are the returns to agricultural labor—the more steady and regular becomes

the motion of society—the more rapid is the development of the powers

of the land, and of the men by whom it is occupied—the larger is the

commerce—and the greater the progress towards happiness, wealth, and

power.

Raw materials tend from those countries in which employments are least

diversified—those in which the power of combination least exists—and

those, consequently, in which land and labor are least in price.

The precious metals, too, tend to leave those countries, because there it

is that finished commodities are dearest.

The greater the expulsive force that is thus exhibited, the slower is the

circulation of society, and the smaller is the amount of commerce— the

more rapid is the exhaustion of the soil—the lower is the condition of

agriculture—the less is the return to the labors of the field—the lower

are the prices of the products of the farm—the less is tho regularity of the

motion of society—the greater is the power of the trader—and the stronger

is the tendency towards pauperism and crime among the people, and to

wards weakness in the government.

Tho portions of the world from which the precious metals flow, in which

agriculture declines, and men becomes less'free, are those which follow in

the lead of England—preferring the supremacy of trade to the extension

of commerce—Ireland, Turkey, Portugal, India, Carolina, and other ex

clusively agricultural countries.

The portions towards which they flow are those which follow in the lead

of France—preferring the extension of commerce to the enlargement of

the trader's power. Germany and Denmark, Sweden and New England,

are in this position. In all of these agriculture becomes more and more

a science, as employments become diversified—the returns to agricultural

labor increasing as the prices of raw materials tend to rise.

In all the countries to which they flow, the prices of raw materials and

those of finished commodities tend to approximate—the farmer giving a

steadily diminishing quantity of wool and corn in return for a constant

quantity of cloth and iron.
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In those from which they flow, those prices become from year to year

more widely separated—the farmer and the planter giving a steadily in

creasing quantity of wool and corn for a diminishing quantity of iron, or

of cloth.

Such are the facts presented by the history of the outer world, of both

the present and the past. How far they are in accordance with our own

experience, we may now inquire.

12. The mining communities of the world having raw products to sell,

and needing to purchase finished commodities, the gold and silver they

produce flow naturally to those countries that have such commodities to

sell ; and not towards those which have only raw materials to offer in ex

change. India has cotton to sell ; Ireland and Turkey have grain ; Brazil

has sugar and coffee ; while Alabama has only cotton ; for which reason

it is, that money is always scarce in those countries, and the rate of interest

high. Looking homeward, we find that whenever our policy has tended

towards the production of combination of action between the farmer and

the artisan, we have been importers of the precious metals, and that then

land and labor have risen in price. The contrary effect has invariably been

produced, whenever our policy has tended to the diminution of associa

tion, and the production of a necessity for looking abroad for making all

our exchanges of food and wool for cloth and iron—limited, however, for

the period immediately following the change,' by the existence of a credit

that nas enabled us to run in debt to Europe, and thus for a time to arrest

the export of the precious metals. What was the precise course of the

trade in those metals during the thirty years preceding the discovery of

the Californian gold deposits, is shown by the following figures :—

Excess exports. Excess Imports.

1821-1825 $12,600,000

1826-1829 $4,000,000

1880-1834 20,000,000 <

1885-1838 84,000,000

1889-1842 9,000,000

1843-1847 89,000,000

1848-1860 14,000,000

In the closing years of the free trade system of 1817, the average ex

cess of specie export was about $2,500,000 a year. To this adding a sim

ilar amount, only, for the annual consumption, we obtain an absolute dimi

nution of five-and-twenty millions, while the population had increased

about ten per cent. Under such circumstances, it is no matter of surprise

that those years are conspicuous among the most calamitous ones in our

history. At Pittsburg, flour then sold at $1 25 per barrel ; wheat, through

out Ohio, would command but 20 cents a bushel ; while a ton of bar iron

required little short of eighty barrels of flour to pay for it. Such was the

state of affairs that produced the tariff of 1824—a very imperfect meas

ure of protection, but one that, imperfect as it was, changed the course of

the current, and caused a net import, in the four years that followed, of

$4,000,000 of the precious metals. In 1828, there was enacted the first

tariff tending directly to the promotion of association throughout the

country ; and its effects exhibit themselves in an excess import of the pre

cious metals—averaging $4,000,000 a year—notwithstanding the discharge,

in that period, of the whole of the national debt that had been held in
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Europe, amounting to many millions. Putting together the disoharge of

debt and the import of coin, the balance of trade in that period must nave

been in our favor to the extent of nearly $50,000,000 ; or an average of

about $10,000,000 a year. As a consequence, prosperity existed to an ex

tent never before known—the power to purchase foreign commodities

growing with such rapidity as to render it necessary greatly to enlarge

the free list ; and then it was that coffee, tea, and many other raw com

modities, were emancipated from the payment of any impost. Thus did

efficient protection lead to a freedom of commerce, abroad and at home,

such as had never before existed.

The first few years of the compromise tariff of 1833 profited largely by

the prosperity caused by the act of 1828, and the reductions under it were

then so small that its operation was but slightly felt. In those years, too,

there was contracted a considerable foreign debt—stopping the export of

specie, and producing an excess import averaging more than $8,000,000

a year. Prosperity seemed to exist, but it was of the same description that

has marked the last few years, during which the value of all property has

depended entirely upon the power to contract debts abroad—thus placing

the nation more completely under the control of its distant creditors.

In the succeeding years, the compromise became more fully operative.*

Furnaces and factories were closed, with constantly increasing necessity

for looking abroad for the performance of all exchanges, and correspond

ing necessity for remitting money to pay the balance due on the purchases

of previous years. Nevertheless, the annual specie export averaged little

more than $2,000,000 ; but if to this be added a consumption of only

$3,000,000 a year, we have a reduction of $20,000,000 ; the consequences

of which were seen in almost total suspension of commerce. The whole

country was in a state of ruin. Laborers were everywhere out of em

ployment, and being still consumers, while producing nothing, the power

of accumulation ceased almost to exist. Debtors being everywhere at the

mercy of creditors, sales of real estate were chiefly accomplished by help

of sheriffs, whose employments were then more productive than they had

been from the date of the constitution.

The change in the value of labor, consequent upon the stoppage of the

circulation that followed this trivial export of the precious metals, cannot

be placed at less than $500,000,000 a year. Wages were low, even where

employment could be obtained ; but a large portion of the labor-power of

the country was totally wasted, and the demand for mental power dimin

ished even more rapidly than that for physical exertion. In the prices of

land, houses, machinery of all kinds, and other similar property, the re

duction counted by thousands of millions of dollars ; and yet, the difference

between the two periods ending in 1833 and 1842, in regard to the mone

tary movement, was only that between an excess import of $5,000,000,

and an excess export of $2,500,000, or a total of $7,500,000 a year. No

one who Btudies these facts, can fail to be struck with the wonderful power

over the fortunes and conditions of men exerted by the metals provided

by the Creator for furthering the work of association among mankind.

With the small excess of import in the first period, there was a steady

* Ono-tenth of the excess over 2" per cent was reduced In December, 1838; another tenth in ISSo,
a third in ; and a fourth in 1SS9 : the remaining excess of duties being then equally divided into
two parts, to be reduced in 1S41 and l*Ai.

vol. xxxvi.—so. nr. 27
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tendency towards equality of condition among the poor and the rich, the

debtor and the creditor ; whereas, with the slight excess of export in the

iecond one, there was a daily increasing tendency towards inequality—the

poor laborer and the debtor, passing steadily more under the control of

the rich employer, and the wealthy creditor. Of all the machinery fur

nished for the use of man, there is none so equalizing in its tendency as

that known by the name of money ; and yet economists would have the

world believe that the agreeable feeling which everywhere attends a knowl

edge that it is flowing in, is evidence of ignorance—any reference to

the question of the favorable or unfavorable balance of trade being

beneath the dignity of men who feel that they are following in the foot

steps of lluine and Smith. It would, however, be as difficult to find a

single prosperous country that is not, from year to year, making itself a

better customer to the gold-producing countries, as it would be to find one

that is not becoming a better customer to those which produce silk, or

cotton. To an improving customer, there must be in its favor a steadily

increasing balance of trade, to be settled by payment in the commodity

for whose production the country is fitted, whether that be cloth, or to

bacco, silver or gold.

The condition of the nation at the date of the passage of the act of

1842, was humiliating in the extreme. The treasury—unable to obtain

at home the means required for administering the government, even on

the most economical scale—had failed in all its efforts to negotiate a loan

at six per cent, even in the same foreign markets in which it had but re

cently paid off, at par, a debt bearing an interest of only three per cent.

Many of the States, and some even of the oldest of them, had been forced

to suspend the payment of interest on their debts. The banks, to a great

extent, were in a state of suspension, and those which professed to redeem

their notes, found their business greatly restricted by the increasing demand

for coin to go abroad. The use of either gold or silver as currency had

almost altogether ceased. The Federal government, but recently so rich,

was driven to the use of inconvertible paper money, in all its transactions

with the people. Of the merchants, a large portion had become bank

rupt. Factories and furnaces being closed, hundreds of thousands of per

sons were totally unemployed. Commerce had scarcely an existence—

those who could not sell their own labor, being unable to purchase of

others. Nevertheless, deep as was the abyss into which the nation had

been plunged, so magical was the effect of the adoption of a system that

had turned the balance of trade in its favor, that scarcely had the act of

August, 1842, become a law, when the government found that it could

have all its wants supplied at home. Mills, factories, and furnaces, long

closed, were again opened ; labor came again into demand ; and, before

the close of its third year, prosperity almost universally reigned. States

recommenced the payment of interest on their debts. Railroads and canals

again paid dividends. Real estate had doubled in value, and mortgages

had been everywhere lightened ; and yet the total net import of specie in

the first four of the years, was but $17,000,000, or $4,250,000 per annum !

In the last year occurred the Irish famine, creating a great demand for

food ; the consequence of which was, an import of no less than $22,000,000

of gold—making a total import, in five years, of $30,000,000. Deducting

from this but $4,000,000 per annum for consumption, it leaves an annual

increase, for the purposes of circulation, of less than $5,000,000 ; and yet
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the difference in the prices of labor and land in 1847, as compared with

1842, would be lowly estimated, if placed at only $2,000,000,000.

With 1847, however, there came another change of policy—the nation

being again called upon to try the system under which it had been pros

trated in 1840-42. The doctrines of Hume and Smith, in reference to

the balance of trade, were again adopted as those by which a government

was to be directed in its movements. Protection being then repudiated,

the consequences were speedily seen in the fact, that within three years,

factories and furnaces were again closed, labor was seeking demand, and

gold was flowing out even more rapidly than it had come in under the

tariff of 1842. The excess export of those three years amounted to

$14,000,000 ; and if to this be added $15,000,000 for consumption, it fol

lows that the reduction was equal to the total increase under the previous

system. Circulation was everywhere being suspended, and a crisis was

close at hand, when, fortunately for the advocates of the existing system,

the gold deposits of California were brought to light

In the year 1850-'51, the quantity received from that source was more

than $40,000,000, of which nearly $20,000,000 were retained at home.

The consequence was speedily seen in a reduction of the rate of interest,

and a re-establishment of commerce. In the following year, $87,000,000

were exported, leaving, perhaps, $8,000,000 or $10,000,000, which, added

to that retained in 1851, made an addition to the currency of probably

$30,000,000—producing universal life and motion. In 1832-'53, there

was still a slight increase, but in the two years following, the export was

$97,000,000 ; and if to this we add a domestic consumption that probably

was but little short of $20,000,000, we obtain a total amount withdrawn

exceeding the receipts from all the world. Looking now to the Union

east of the Rocky Mountains, it may well be doubted if the effective ad

dition to the stock of the precious metals remaining in the form of coin

much exceeds a single dollar per head of the population.* It may amount

to $30,000,000, or $35,000,000 ; and small as is that sum, it would have

produced a great effect in promoting rapidity of circulation, had it not

been that, simultaneously therewith, the indebtedness to foreign countries

had so much increased, as to require, for the payment of interest alone, an

annual remittance equal to the whole export of food to all the world—pro

ducing doubt and general distrust—causing an extensive hoarding of

money, and palsying the movement of commerce. As a consequence of

this it is, that the country now presents the most extraordinary spectacle

in the world—that of a community owning one of the great sources of

supply for money, in which the price paid for its use is generally thrice,

* In the last Treasury Report, the addiUon to the stock of the precious metals in the last few

years Is estimated at more than $100,000,000, and possibly, even $130,000,000. Small allowance ia

there, howevor, mode fur a consumption in the arts, that must, in the last five years, have absorbed

at least fifty of those millions. None is made for the fact, that $20,000,000 are always kept in the

Treasury vaults, and while there are as useless as would be u similar weight of pebble-stones. Mnch

advantago is claimed to have resulted from increasing the difficulty of transferring the property in

inouey, by compelling individuals to carry gold in their pockets, when, If the law permitted, they

would prefer to carry bank-notes. No allowance is made for a land syBtem that compella millions of

dollars in ffnld to be transported from one part of the country to another—at great cost and risk—

when drafts would bo used, wero It not that it is the object of the Federal government, as far as pos-

sibli' to destroy tho utility of the precious metals, by promoting their transportation, and thus pre

venting their circulation. From the day when free trade was inaugurated as the policy of the dom

inant party of the country, there has been almost an unceasing war against credit; and the result la

seen in the fact, that it requires $200,000,000 of gold and silver to carry on a smaller amount of com

merce, than wot'ld, under a sound system, be transacted by help of less than $100,000,000, and with

a steadiness and regularity that now' are quite unknown.
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and, in many parts of the country, six or eight times as great as in those

countries of Europe which find their gold mines in their furnaces, their

rolling-mills, and their cotton and woolen factories.

Our policy has, with slight exceptions, looked steadily towards keeping

down the prices of the rude products of the earth, and thus facilitating

their export ; and the precious metals always follow in their train. The

result is seen in the general exhaustion of the soil—in the fact that agri

culture makes but little progress—in the diminished yield of the land, and

in the steady decline of the price of tobacco, flour, cotton, and other rude

products of the earth. Taking the averages of the several decades since

1810, the export prices of flour have been as follows:—

Fortbat ending in 1820 $10 87

" " 1830 6 80

" 1840... 6 18

" 1850 6 87 •

The 8 years ending 1853 4 67

For 1858 4 24

—this last being probably the lowest price at which it has been sold since

the arrival of Hendrick Hudson in your harbor. The prices above given.

I pray you to recollect, are those furnished in the recent Treasury Reports.

Precisely similar to this have been the facts transpiring in relation to cot

ton and tobacco; of the former of which, the planter was giving, in 1852,

little short of five pounds for the same quantity of gold and silver that

seven-and-thirty years before he obtained tor one.

The power to command the services of the precious metals grows with

the growth of the power of association and combination. The policy of

the Union is hostile to association, and hence it is that our products fall

in price, while all the metals remain so dear. That is the course towards

barbarism. You will probably be disposed to say, that prices are now very

high, and that if such prices are to insure prosperity, it is certainly within

our reach. Such would be the case, were it not for the causes to which

they are due—great deficiency in the quantity produced. Twenty years

since, we had similar prices, and for the same reason—all the energies of

the country having then been given, as is now the case, to the creation of

food and cotton-producing machinery, and not to the production of either

food or cotton. Those high prices were, however, only the precursors of

the ruinously low ones of 1841 and '42.

The quantity of food now produced is far less, per head, than it was four

years since ; while the average crop of cotton, for the last four years, has

been less than that of 1851-52. Desiring to know the cause, you

need only to look to the facts, that the rural population of your own State

is gradually diminishing ; and that the young Ohio has now become the

great emigrating State of the Union. The men who are now being driven

from farms in the East, to found colonies in the "West, are consumers, and

not producers ; but the day approaches, when the effects of their labor

will become visible in such a reduction of prices as has never before been

known. Any one who, in 1835, had predicted the universal ruin of farms,

that followed three years later, would have been listened to with an incre

dulity equal to that which you, probably, hear one say that the occurrences

of 1841—42 are yet to be repeated. In the last ten years, we have added

to our numbers almost as many millions ; and yet we have scarcely more

persons engaged in the four chief branches of manufacturing than we
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had in 1847-48. Nearly the whole increase has been driven to the cre

ation of farms and plantations, that will yet overwhelm the market with

food and cotton. The whole policy of the country is adverse to the agri

cultural interest, for it tends toward cheapening raw products, and thus

promoting the exports of the precious metals.

18. " In every kingdom into which money begins to flow in greater abun

dance than formerly, everything," says Mr. Hume, in his well-known

Essay on Money, " takes a new face : labor and industry gain life ; the

merchant becomes more enterprising, the manufacturer more diligent and

skillful ; and even the farmer follows his plow with more alacrity and at

tention."

That this is so, is well known to all. Why should it be so? Because

the circulation of society then increases, and all power—whether in the

physical or social world—results from motion. When money is flowing

in, every man is enabled to find a purchaser for his labor, and to become

a purchaser of that of others Therefore it is, that commerce so steadily

increases in those countries in which the Californian and Australian pro

ducts now so rapidly accumulate—France, Germany, and Northern and

Eastern Europe generally. When, on the contrary, money flows out, the

circulation diminishes, and labor is everywhere wasted. That labor-power

is capital, the result of the consumption of other capital in the form of

food ; and all the difference between an advancing and a declining state

of society, is found in the fact, that in the one, there is a constant increase

in the rapidity with which the demand for muscular or mental power fol

lows its production, while in the other, there is a daily diminution therein.

The more instantly the demand follows the supply, the more is the force

economized, and the larger is the power of accumulation. The longer the

interval between production and consumption, the greater is the waste of

force, and the less is the power of accumulation.

Of all the machinery in use among men, there is none that exercises

upon their actions so great an influence as that which gathers up and di

vides and subdivides, and then gathers up again, to be on the instant di

vided and subdivided again, the minutes and quarter-hours of a commu

nity. It is the machinery of association, and the indispensable machinery

of progress ; and therefore it is, that we see in all new or poor communi

ties so constant an effort to obtain something to be used in place of it ; as

is shown in various countries in which an irredeemable paper constitutes

the only medium of exchange. Throughout the West, a currency of some

description is felt to be among the prime necessities of life. So well is

this want understood, that many Eastern banks supply notes expressly for

Western circulation, and the people there pass them from hand to hand,

because any money is better than none, and good they cannot get, for the

reason that metallic money always flows from the place where the charge

for its use is high, to that at which it is low. The rate of interest in the

West is now enormous, but every day witnesses the export of gold to the

East, where it is somewhat less ; and yet even your high interest—rang

ing, as it has done for years, between ten and thirty per cent per annum

—cannot prevent it from going to France and Germany, where it com

mands but five or six per cent. Money thus obeys the same law as water

—seeking always the lowest level. The latter falls upon the hills, but from

the moment of its fall it never stops until it reaches the ocean ; nor does
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the gold of California, or the silver of Mexico, stop until it reaches that

point at which money most abounds, and at which, for that reason, the

price paid for its use is least.

Of all the commodities in use by man, the precious metals are those

that render the largest amount of service in proportion to their cost—and

those whose movements furnish the most perfect test of the soundness or

unsoundness of its commercial system. They go from those countries

whose people are engaged in exhausting the soil, to those in which they

renovate and improve it. They gofrom those at which the price of raw

products, and the land itself, is low—from those at which money is scarce

and interest is high. The country that desires to attract the precious

metals, and to lower the charge for the use of money, has, then, only to

adopt the measures required for raising the price of land and labor. In

all countries, the value of land grows with that development of the human

faculties which results from diversity in the modes of employment, and

from the growth of the power of combination. That power grows in

France, and in all the countries of Northern Europe ; and for the reason,

as has been shown, that all those countries have adopted the course of

policy recommended by Colbert, and carried out by France. It declines

in Great Britain, in Ireland, in Portugal, in Turkey, in the Eastern and

Western Indies, and in all countries that follow the teachings of the Brit

ish school. It has grown among ourselves in every period of protection ;

and then money has flowed in, and land and labor have risen in value. It

has diminished in every period in which trade has obtained the mastery

over commerce. Land and labor have always declined in value as soon

as our people had eaten, drunk, and worn foreign merchandise to the ex

tent of hundreds of millions of dollars, for which they had not paid ; and

had thus destroyed their credit with other communities of the world.

14. We are told, however, by the same writer—Mr. Hume—and in that

he is followed by the modern economists—that the only effect of an in

crease of the supply of gold and silver is that of " heightening the pries

of commodities, and obliging every one to pay more of those little yellow

or white pieces for everything he purchases." Were such really the case,

it would be little short of a miracle that we should see money always,

century after century, passing in the same direction—to the countries that

are rich from those that are poor ; so poor, too, that they cannot afford to

keep as much of it as is absolutely necessary for their own exchanges.

The gold of Siberia leaves a land in which so little circulates that labor

and its products are at the lowest prices, to find its way to St. Petersburg;

where it will purchase less labor and less of either wheat or hemp than it

would do at home ; and that of Carolina and Virginia goes steadily and

regularly, year after year, to the countries to which the people of those

Stati's send their cotton and their wheat, because of the higher prices at

which they sell. The silver of Mexico, and its cochineal, travel together

to the same market; and the gold of Australia passes to Britain by the

ship which carries the wool yielded by its flocks.

Every addition to the stock of money, as we are assured by the inge

nious men of modern days engaged in compiling treasury tables and

finance reports, renders a country a good place to sell in, but a bad one

in which to purchase. To what countries, however, is it that men have

most resorted when they desired to purchase I Have they not, until re
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cently, gone, almost exclusively, to Britain ? It has been so, assuredly ;

and for the reason, that there it has been that finished commodities were

cheaply furnished. "Where have they gone to sell ? Has it not been to

Britain ? It certainly has been so ; and for the reason, that there it was

that gold, cotton, wheat, and all other of the rude products of the earth,

were dear. Where do they now most tend to go when they desire to

purchase cloths or silks ? Is it not to France and Germany ? So it cer

tainly is ; and for the reason, that there it is that raw materials are high-

eat, and finished ones are cheapest. Gold follows in the train of raw ma

terials generally—these last being found, invariably, traveling to those places

at which the rude products of the earth command the highest price, while

cloth, iron, and manufactures of iron and other metals, may be purchased

at the lowest; and the greater the flow in that direction, the greater is

the tendency to further enhancing the prices of the former, and reducing

those of the latter. From this it would seem that increase in the supply

and circulation of money, so far from having the effect of causing men

to give two pieces for an article that could before have been had for one,

has, on the contrary, that of enabling them to obtain for one piece the

commodity that before had cost them two ; and that such is the fact, can

readily be shown.

It is within the knowledge of all, that manufactures have greatly fallen

in price—the quantity of cotton cloth that can now be obtained for a

single dollar being as great as would formerly have cost five—and that

the reduction has taken place in the very countries into which the gold of

the world has steadily flowed, and into which it is now flowing—whence

money flows in, while land and labor—the ultimate raw materials of all

—tend to rise in price. The gold of California and Australia now goes

to Germany, France, Belgium, and Great Britain, where money abounds

and interest is low, because there manufactured commodities are cheap

and money is valuable, when measured by them. It does not go to Spain.

Italy, Portugal, or Turkey, because there manufactured goods are dear,

and land and labor are cheap. It does not stop in Mississippi, Arkansas,

or Texas, because there, too, manufactures are dear, and land and labor

are cheap ; but there it will stop at soaie future period, when it shall have

been ascertained that the plow and the harrow should always bo the near

neighbors of the spindle and the loom.

The higher products of a skillful agriculture—fruits, garden vegetables,

and flowers—tend steadily to decline in price in all those countries into
• which money is flowing ; and for the reason, that agricultural improve

ment always accompanies manufactures, and manufactures always attract

the precious metals. Every one familiar with the operations of the West,

knows that while corn and pork are there always cheap, cabbages, peas,

beans, and all green crops, are invariably scarce and dear ; and so con

tinue, until, as around Cincinnati and Pittsburg, population and wealth

have given a stimulus to the work of cultivation. In England, the increase

of green crops of all kinds has been immense, attended with the decline

in price ; and in France, a recent writer* informs us that, notwithstanding

the increase in the quantity of money, the price of wine is scarcely more

than a fourth of what it was three centuries since. By another we are

it would
 

finished commodities tend to fall as

• M. Mureau do
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told, that " every man in France, of forty years of age, must have re

marked the sensible diminution of the price of garden produce, fruits of

all kinds, flowers, <fec. ; and that most of the oleaginous grains and plants

used in manufactures have fallen in like manner; while beets, carrots,

beans, <fec., have become so common that thev are now fed to animals in

the stable."*

Food thus becomes more abundant in those countries into which gold

f is steadily flowing, and it becomes less so in those from which the gold

flows, as is seen in Carolina, which has steadily exhausted her land—in

Turkey—in Portugal—and in India. In all those countries, land and la

bor are low in price. Give them manufactures—thus enabling their peo

ple to combine their efforts—and they will obtain and retain gold ; and

then they will make roads, and the supplies of food will steadily increase

as cloth and iron become cheaper; and land and labor will then rise in

price.

15. Of what use, however, it may be asked, are further supplies of gold

and silver when a country has obtained the full allowance required for the

most perfect circulation of its products, and of the services of the persons

of whom the society is composed ? Is it not possible that the commodity

may become superabundant? It is not; and for the reason, that the uses

of those metals are so numerous and great. Silver is better than iron for

a great variety of purposes. The melting-pot of the goldsmith, or the

subjection to the hammer of the gold-beater, is the ultimate destination

of the whole of the vast products of Siberia, California, and Australia;

and the greater the power to use them in the arte, the more rapid must

be the progress of civilization. That power grows with increase in the

facility of combination, and the latter grows with the increased facility of

obtaining this essential machinery of association. The miner of gold is

thus always making a market for his commodity, and the more of it that

he supplies, the greater is the tendency towards decline in the price of

the cloth, the watches, the steam-engines, and the books that he seeks to

purchase. In proof that such is the case, it is needed only that—looking

back for half a century—we remark the vast increase in the demand for

plate, and the growing substitution of gold for the silver that so recently

was used. Forty years since, gold watches were the exception. Now, a

silver watch is rarely seen. Thirty years since, a gold pencil-cnse was

quite a rarity. Now, such cases are made almost by millions. A quar

ter of a century since, a gilt-edged book was an unusual article of luxury.

Now, gold is required almost by tons for gilding the edges of books. So

is it everywhere—gold and silver coming daily into use, because of the

increased facility with which they may be obtained ; while all the com

modities required for the miner's purposes have steadily declined in price.

That "all discord" is "harmony not understood," we are assured ; and

the more we study the laws of nature, the more conclusive become the

proofs that such is certainly the case.

1<5. The use of bank-notes tends, however, as we are assured, to pro-

mot* the expulsion of gold. Were it to do so, it would be in opposition

•to the great general law in virtue of which all commodities tend to, and

* Bo Fontouay : Da ltevenu Foucler.
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not from, the places at which they have the highest utility. A batik is a

machine for utilizing money, by enabling A, B, and C to obtain the use

of it at the time when D, E, and F, its owners, do not need its services.

The direct effect of the establishment of such institutions in the cities of

Europe has always been to cause money to flow towards those cities; and

for the reason, that there its utility stood at the highest point. Even then,

however, there were difliculties attendant upon the change of property in

the money deposited with the bank—the owner being required to go to

the banking-house, and write it off to other parties. To obviate this diffi

culty, and thus increase the utility of money, its owners were at length

authorized to draw checks, by means of which they were enabled to trans

fer their property without stirring from their houses.

The difficulty still, however, existed, that—private individuals not being

generally known—such checks could, in general, effect but a single trans

fer, and thus the recipient of money found himself obliged to go through

the operation of taking possession of that which had been transferred to

him, after which he had, in his turn, to draw a check when he himself de

sired to effect another change of property. To obviate this, circulating

notes were invented, and by their help the ownership of money is now

transferred with such rapidity that a single hundred dollars passes from

hand to hand fifty times a dav—effecting exchanges, perhaps, to the ex

tent of many thousand dollars, and without the parties being at any time

required to devote a single instant to the work of counting the coin. This

was a great invention, and by its aid, the utility of money was so much

increased that a single thousand pieces could be made to do more work

than without it could be done by hundreds of thousands.

This, of course, as we are told, supersedes gold and silver, and causes

them to be exported. So we are certainly assured by those economist*

who regard man as an animal that must be fed and will procreate ; and

that can be made to work only under the pressure of a strong necessity.

Were they, however, to look, for once, at the real man—the being made

in the image of his Creator, and capable of almost infinite elevation—they

would, perhaps, arrive at a conclusion widely different. The desires of

that man are infinite, and the more they are gratified, the more rapidly do

they increase in number. The miserable Hottentot dispenses with a road

of any kind, but the enlightened and intelligent people of other countries

are seen passing in succession from the ordinary village road to the turn

pike, and thence to the railroad ; and the better the existing communica

tions, the greater is the thirst for further improvement. The better the

schools and houses, the greater is the desire for superior teachers and fur

ther additions to the comforts of the dwelling. The more perfect the cir

culation of society, the larger is the reward of labor, and the greater is

the power to purchase gold and silver, to be used for the various purposes

for which they are so admirably fitted, and the greater is the tendency to

have them flow to the places at which that circulation is established.

Money promotes the circulation of society. The check and the bank-note

stimulate that circulation—giving thereby value to labor and land ; and

wherever these checks and notes are most in use, there should the inward

current of the precious metals be most fully and firmly established.

That such is the case, is proved by the facts, that, for a century past,

the precious metals have tended most to Britain, where such notes were

most in use. Their use increases rapidly in France, with constant increase
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in the inward flow of gold. So, too, does it in Germany, towards which

the auriferous current now sets so steadily that notes which are the re

presentatives of money are rapidly taking the place of those irredeemable

pieces of paper by which the use of coin has so long been superseded.

Whence flows all this gold ? From the countries in which employments

are not diversified ; from those in which there is little power of associa

tion and combination ; from those in which, therefore, credit has no ex

istence ; from those, finally, which do not use that machinery which so

much increases the utility of the precious metals, and which we are ac

customed to designate by the term bank-note. The precious metals go

from California—from Mexico—from Peru—from Brazil—from Turkey—

and from Portugal—the lands in which property in money is transferred

only by means of actual delivery of the coin itself—to those in which it

is transferred by means of a check or note. It goesfrom the plains of

Kansas, where notes are not in use, to New York and New England, where

they are—from Siberia to St. Petersburg—/rom the banks of African

rivers to London and Liverpool—and from the " diggings " of Australia

to the towns and cities of Germany, where wool is dear and cloth is

cheap.

17. All the facts exhibited throughout the world tend to prove that

every commodity seeks that place at which it has the highest utility ; and

all those connected with the movement of the precious metals prove that

they constitute no exception to the rule. Bank-notes increase the utility

of those metals, and should, therefore, attract, and not repel, them. Nev

ertheless, the two nations of the world which claim best to understand

the principles of commerce, are now engaged in a crusade against those

notes ; and in the vain hope of thereby rendering their several countries

more attractive of the produce of the mines of Peru and Mexico, Austra

lia and California. In this case, England follows in our lead—Sir Robert

Peel's restrictions being later in date, by several years, than the declara

tion of war against circulating notes fulminated by our government.

It is a pure absurdity ; and its adoption here is due to the fact that our

system of policy tends to that expulsion of the precious metals which al

ways must result from the long-continued export of the raw products of

the earth. The administration that adopted what is called free trade, was

the same that commenced the system of compelling the community to

use gold instead of notes ; and the result was found in the disappearance

from circulation of coin of any description whatsoever. From that time

to the present, the motto of the generally dominant party of the Union

has been—" War to the death against bank-notes ;" and, with a view to

promote their expulsion, laws have been passed in various States forbid

ding their use except when of too large size to enter freely into the trans

actions of the community. As must, however, inevitably be the case, the

tendency to the loss of the precious metals has always been in the direct

ratio of the diminution in their utility thus produced. At one time only,

in almost twenty years, has there been an excess import of those metals,

and that was under the tariff of 1842. Then, money became abundant

and cheap, because the policy of the country looked to the promotion of

association and the extension of commerce. Now, it is scarce and dear,

because that policy limits the power of association, and established the

supremacy of trade.
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18. Of all the machinery in use among men, there is none whose yield

is so great in proportion to its cost as that employed in effecting exchanges

from hand to hand—none whoso movements inward or outward are so

strong an evidence of increase or decrease of the productive power of the

community—none, therefore, that affords the statesman so excellent a ba

rometer by means of which to judge of the working of his measures. It

is, nevertheless, of all others, the one whose movements are, by economists

generally, regarded as least worthy of consideration. By many of them

we are even taught that the only effect of an increase in the supply of a

commodity whose possession is so anxiously sought by all mankind, is,

that instead of having the labor of counting out one, two, or three hun

dred pieces, we should be forced to count three, six, or nine hundred ; and

that, therefore, there is economy in being forced to perform the work of

exchange with the smallest quantity of the machinery by aid of which,

alone, it can be performed. All the teachings on this subject are in direct

opposition to those of the common sense of mankind; and, as is usually

the case, that to which all men are prompted by a sense of their own in

terests, is far more nearly right than that which is taught by philosophers

who look inward to their own minds for the laws which govern man and

matter—refusing to study the movements of the people by whom they

are surrounded.

The uninstructed savage finds in the waterspout and the earthquake

the most conclusive proof of the wonderful power of nature. The man

of science finds it in the magnificent, but unseen, machinery by means of

which the waters of the ocean are daily raised, to descend again in re

freshing dews and summer showers. He finds it, too, in that insensible

perspiration which carries off so nearly the whole amount of food absorbed

by men and animals. Again ; he sees it in the workings of the little ani

mals, invisible to the naked eye, to whom we are indebted for the creation

of islands, elaborated out of earth that has been carried from the moun

tains to the sea, and there deposited. Studying these facts, he is led to

the conclusion, that it is in the minute and almost insensible operation of

the physical laws he is to find the highest proof of the power of nature,

and the largest amount of force. So, too, is it in the social world. To

the uninstructed savage, the ship presents most forcibly the idea of com

merce. The mere trader finds it in the transport of cargoes of cotton,

wheat, or lumber; and in the making of bills of exchange for tens of

thousands of dollars, or of pounds. The student of social science, on the

contrary, sees it in the exercise of a power of association and combination

resulting from development of the various human faculties, and enabling

each and every member of society to exchange his days, hours, and min

utes for commodities and things to whose production have been applied

the days, hours, and minutes of the various persons with whom he is as

sociated. For that commerce, pence, sixpences, and shillings are required ;

and in them he finds willing slaves, whose operations bear to those of the

ship, the same relation that is elsewhere borne by the little coral insect to

the elephant.

It is by means of combination of effort that man advances in civiliza

tion. Association brings into activity all the various powers, mental and

physical, of the beings of which society is composed, and individuality

grows with the growth of the power of combination. That power it is

which enables the many who are poor and weak, to triumph over the few
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who are rich and strong; and therefore it is that men become more free

with every advance in wealth and population. To enable them to asso

ciate, they need an instrument by help of which the process of composi

tion, decomposition, and recomposition of the various forces may readily

be effected ; so that while all unite to produce the effect desired, each may

have his share of the benefits thence resulting. That instrument was

furnished in those metals which stand almost alone in the fact, that, as

Minerva sprang fully armed from the head of Jove, they, wherever found,

come forth ready—requiring no elaboration, no alteration, to fit then for

the great work for which they were intended, that of enabling men to

combine their efforts for filling worthily the post at the head of creation

for which they were designed. Of all the instruments at the command

of man, there are none that tend in so large a degree to promote individ

uality on the one hand, and association on the other, as do gold and sil

ver—properly, therefore, denominated thb Precious Metals.

& Art. II.—MERCANTILE BIOGRAPHY:

GEORGE PEABODT.
T"

Among the many Americans who have nobly fought their way to com

mercial and social eminence, few names stand more widely or honorably

conspicuous, than that which heads this article. Mr. Peabody is a re

markable instance of mercantile success. We uge the word in its highest

and broadest acceptation. The acquirement of property, however rapid

and vast, is not of itself success. It' the ends proposed be only selfish—if

the means employed are unjust or dishonorable—especially, if no kindly

feeling impel the possessor to meet from his abundance the urgent, claims

of a common humanity—then, so far at least as the individual is con

cerned, his prosperity is more of a curse than a blessing. True, there is

one comfort left us in the contemplation even of cases like this. The

heartless collector of pelf is not wholly useless. The longest tenure of

wealthy avarice ends at last, and the great law of equilibrium again as

serts its sway.

" Who sees pale Mammon pine amidst his store,

Sees but a backward steward for the poor j

This year a reservoir, to keep and spare ;

The next a fountain, spouting thro' Lis heir."

It is because Mr. Peabody is of another stamp—it is because his whole

course and example have been strikingly elevated in tone, and wholesome

in their influences, that we are glad to present, and to hold him up in the

pages of the Merclmnts1 Magazine, for the just appreciation of a vast mer

cantile community. With a pride, not unbecoming, we hang his portrait

in our gallery of great American merchants. In no spirit offulsome eulogy,

but with the conviction that simple truth is always the " highest skill,"

we propose to tell the plain, instructive story.

Georoe Peabody is a native of Danvers, Mass., where he was born

February 18th, 1795. His father, though in humble circumstances, was
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well descended, for lie came from honored Pilgrim stock. His ancestor,

six generations back, was Francis Pabody, who, at the age of twenty-

one, and in the year 1635, came to New England from St. Albans, in Hert

fordshire. In 1657, he settled at Topsfield, a small town in the heart of

Essex, Massachusetts, where he built the first mill, and soon became the

first man in usefulness and importance. His wife, Mary, daughter of Reg

inald Foster, was the mother of fourteen children. This patriarch died

in 1698, leaving to his six sons a large landed estate. From these men,

the Peabodys, now so numerous in our country, have mostly descended.

Not a few of the posterity of Francis Pabody have been distinguished for

their mental and moral worth. During the war of Independence, and the

wars which' preceded it, the courage and patriotism of the Peabodys was

fully tested in many posts of honor and danger. In later days, the name

has shone, and still continues to shine, in the calmer walks of literary,

and professional, and commercial life.

It is the privilege of George Peabody—a privilege which any man might

value—to stand in this time-honored line. It was, perhaps, a still greater

privilege, that this was his only inheritance ; and that, from the first, he

was aware that in the battle of life before him, he must depend on him

self alone. Fortunately for himself and many others, he very early found

that he could thus depend, without risk of disappointment. Incidents of

boyhood, strongly displaying the ambition, the energy, and the perseve

rance, which have marked his whole career, might be given—but we must

hasten on.

At the age of eleven, he was placed with Mr. Sylvester Proctor, who

kept a country grocery in the southern part of Danvers. The example

and teachings of this good man, were not thrown away on his young ap

prentice. Years afterward, when Mr. Proctor had become an old man,

and his former apprentice had arrived at wealth and distinction, the latter

exhibited his still grateful remembrance by a public attention, which must

have been as agreeable to the aged recipient, as it was graceful and be

coming in him who paid it.

At the age of fifteen, he left the Danvers grocery, to seek elsewhere

some wider and more promising field. But the time was unpropitious.

Embargoes and non-intercourse—wars abroad, and rumors of wars at

home, had cast blight and gloom over all business operations and pros

pects. After a year quietly spent with his grandfather, Dodge, in Thetford,

Vermont, he went in the spring of 1811 to Newburyport, and entered,

as clerk, a dry goods shop just opened there by his brother, David. The

prospect now seems fair, that in due time he will become a respectable re

tailer of foreign and domestic stuffs in the one short business street of a

small, but pleasant New England town. Had the procession of events in

Newburyport taken the ordinary course, in all human probability, the rich

banker of Warnford Court would never have been heard of. Scarcely had

these young men started in their enterprise, when a conflagration—ever

since, and but too well known, as the great tire of Newburyport—swept

over the busiest portion of the devoted town, involving in total ruin many

of the inhabitants. David Peabody was among the sufferers. About the

same time, their father was removed by death. Who could have won

dered—who could have censured, if, under circumstances so depressing, our

lad of seventeen years had given up in despair \ But no such thought

entered his head. Leaving others to brood and mourn over those smoul

dering ashes, he was soon on his way to another and distant field.
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He had an uncle, John Peabody, who had been for years a prominent

man in Newburyport, where he had done an immense business, and bad

lived in handsome style. In this time of general overthrow, he too went

down. In the hope of retrieving his shattered fortunes, he determined to

establish himself in the District of Columbia, and invited his nephew,

George, to join him. In May, 1812, Gen. Peabody began anew in George

town. Prudential considerations made it expedient that the business

should be conducted in his nephew's name ; and he showed his confidence,

as well as sagacity, by intrusting its management mainly to the nephew,

boy though he was.

The war, so long threatened, was now at hand. Two months later, a

British fleet, ascending the Potomac, menaced the capital, and its neigh

boring ports. In this emergency, George Peabody, though not yet of the

age which imposes such service, had too much of the martial spirit of his

ancestors, to remain inactive. He joined a volunteer company of artillery,

formed at Georgetown under the command of Col. George Peter, and Boon

found himself on active duty at Fort Warburton. The position of this

fortress was important, commanding, as it did, the river way to Washing

ton. But the expected attack was not made—the enemy withdrew, and

the company went home. If young Peabody gained here no military hon

ors, he at least showed that he had the soul of a patriot, and the nerve

of a soldier.

It is pleasing to notice that among his messmates at Fort Warbur

ton, was one who afterwards rose to high distinction at the bar ; but who

is far more widely known through that brilliant and inspiring lyric, which

has associated the name of Francis S. Key with all the glories of our

country's banner.

For two years George Peabody remained with his uncle—assiduous and

faithful, though with little prospect of remuneration. Apprehending, at

length, that his peculiar position might make him liable for claims and

engagements which did not belong to him, he reluctantly retired from his

uncle's service.

He was not long unemployed. His business energies and capacity had

attracted the notice of Mr. Elislia Riggs, who proposed to him to engage

in the dry goods trade ; Mr. R. to furnish the capital, and young Peabody

to transact the business. When Mr. R. made this proposal, so opportune

for one of the parties, and so advantageous in its results to both, he had

no suspicion that the evident talent, the manly form, and the mature look

of the person thus invited, belonged to a youth of nineteen. His discovery

of the fact was not followed by a withdrawal of the offer. To all con

cerned, the partnership of Riggs and Peabody proved a successful and

satisfactory arrangement. In 1815, the house was removed to Baltimore.

In 1822, its extended operations justified the establishment of branches

in Philadelphia and in New York. In 1829, Mr. Peabody became the

senior partner, by the retirement of Mr. Elisha Riggs, who took up his

residence in New York, and died there in 1853, leaving a name highly

respected.

It is only by the exertion of great labor, of constant care, and judicious

skill, that a large mercantile establishment can be built up. Especially

did this labor, skill, and care, during the first fifteen years of the house

in Baltimore, devolve on Mr. Peabody. To the supervision and manage

ment of the house concerns, was added often the disagreeable and labori
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ons duty ofthe collector—pursued on horseback, for weeks together, through

the wildest regions of Virginia and Maryland, and in the most inclement

seasons of the year. If his subsequent course has been one of compara

tive ease and smoothness, let us not forget how well he earned each im

munity, by that early discipline of hardness, which he so cheerfully endured.

Mr. Peabody went to Europe for the first time in 1827—his object be

ing the purchase of goods. Afterwards, he crossed the Atlantic repeat

edly. On more than one occasion, he was charged with important finan

cial negotiations for the State of Maryland. Early in 1837, he took up

his abode in England. Retiring, in 1843, from the firm of Peabody,

Riggs & Co., he established himself in Loudon as a merchant and banker.

We so designate him, in conformity with American ideas. In strict Eng

lish parlance, he is not a banker. Like the Rothschilds and the Barings,

he loans money, changes drafts, buys stocks, holds deposits; but does not,

like the bankers, pay out money.

Of the house, the business, the commercial credit, which he has there

built up, the evidences are before the world. It is enough to say that,

while in magnitude it approximates to the first rank—in respectability,

and in the public confidence, it falls short of none.

The causes, humanly speaking, of this great success, are not far to seek.

They may be set down as follows :—A judgment quick and cautious, and

clear and sound—a decided purpose—a firm will—energetic and persevering

industry—punctuality and fidelity in every engagement—justice and honor

controlling every transaction—and courtesy—that true courtesy which

springs from genuine kindness, presiding over all the intereourse of life.

Such qualities, indeed, whenever and wherever exhibited, may be said al

most to insure a favorable result; for they are the means which common

sense dictates, and which Providence is wont to bless.

Clearly, however, it is not to these mercantile virtues, nor to this ac

knowledged success as a great merchant—possessed as these are in com

mon with many others—that Mr. Peabody owes his present high standing

among men. Those better qualities which alone can ennoble enterprise

and dignify success, have marked his whole career. The hard earnings of

his boyhood were cheerfully devoted to the comfort of his mother, his

brothers, and sisters. At the age of twenty-four, he charged himself with

their entire support, " and cheerfully practiced every self-denial, that he

might bring them forward to respectability and happiness." It is always

safe to say that the son and brother who has shown himself true to the

claims of kindred, will be found wanting in none of the relations of

life.

Mr. Peabody had not been long in England when those untoward

events occurred which shook American credit abroad, and brought, so

much reproach on the American name. " The default of some of the

States, and the temporary inability of others to meet their obligations,

and the failure of several of our moneyed institutions, threw doubt and

distrust on all American securities. That great sympathetic nerve of the

commercial world—credit—as far as the United States were concerned,

was for the time paralyzed. At that moment, and it was a trying one,

our friend not only stood firm himself, but he was the cause of firmness

in others. His judgment commanded respect; his integrity won back

the reliance which men had been accustomed to place upon American

securities."
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It is because Mr. Peabody, at that trying time, rose far above the mere

financier—coming to the rescue with his true American heart, as well a*

with his English purse and English credit— asserting against all the

clamor of distrust, and prejudice, and indiscriminate abuse, the honor

and fidelity of his countrymen—that he rose at once into the exalted

rauk of a public benefactor, and drew to himself our admiring and grate

ful regards.

Towards Maryland, his adopted State, his services in this respect were

of a special character. Under an act of the Maryland Assembly, he was

made, in 1835, one of three commissioners to negotiate a loan for the

State. The loan was obtained. The State credit, after suffering for a

short time, was fully restored. For his own eminent services in the mat

ter, Mr. P. declined all compensation. In 1848, the General Assembly

of Maryland expressed in public resolutions the obligations of the State

to Mr. Peabody, " for his generous devotion to the interests and honor of

Maryland."

The following brief extract is from the full and friendly letter of Gov.

Thomas to Mr. P., communicating the resolves :—

Instances of such devotion on the part of a citizen to the public welfare, arc of

rare occurrence, and merit tin* highest distinctions which a Commonwealth can

bestow. To one whose actions are the result of impulses so noble and self-sacri

ficing, next to the approval of his own conscience, no homage can be more ac

ceptable than the meed of a people's gratitude ; no recompense so grateful as the

assurance of a complete realization of those objects and ends whose attainment

has beeu regarded of higher value than were personal convenience or pecuniary

consideration.

Again, after alluding to the fact that the credit of Maryland was fully

restored, Gov. T. says :—

To you, sir, who have had no inconsiderable agency in the accomplishment of

this gratuitous result, the thanks of the State are eminently due. The action of

the General Assembly reflects faithfully the leelings of gratitude which your

generous devotion to the interests of the State has awakened in the bosom of

every good citizen of Maryland.

From the first, as Mr. Peabody lately remarked on a public occasion, it

was Iiib aim to make the house " an American house—a center for Amer

ican news—and an agreeable place for his American friends visiting

London." This he fully accomplished. But his kind feelings and benefi

cent efforts did not stop here. Living in tho very heart of a world-wide

commerce—beholding and understanding the multiplied and intimate con

nections on which the vast interests of commercial credit and prosperity

depend—closely associated as he himself was in business relations with

the two great mercantile nations—none knew better than he, none could

feel more deeply, the incalculable value of peace and cordiality between

England and America.

But those incentives to the cultivation of amicable feeling which na

tional and private interest should suggest and enforce were less influential

with Mr. Peabody, or wo greatly mistake the man, than others of a higher

and nobler nature. To both great countries he was related. Every in

stinct made him dutiful to the land of his birth, while gratitude bound

him to the land of his adoption. A lover of peace always, and for its

own sake, he felt that if over its obligations are fraternal and indissoluble,
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they are so as between two nations of kindred blood, who are virtually

one in their language and literature, and who cherish, in the main, the

same great principles of law and liberty, and the same pure, religious

faith.

Too well he knew that ignorance, and mutual misapprehension, and

transmitted prejudices, can, like " mountains interposed," " make enemies

of nations." On both sides he had hosts of friends, and among them

many persons of the highest standing and influence. To bring them to

gether—to make them better acquainted—would be at least a step towards

national harmony. Hence, those festivities, so generous, elegant, and

genial, which many of our countrymen have enjoyed, and of which they

have all heard—festivities, which, however elegant, and liberal, and costly,

would be unmentioned here but for the kind motive which prompted

them, the kind feeling which presided over them, and the kind remem

brances which they have left behind them.

Amid that vast host of strangers which London, in the early summer

of 1851 beheld and welcomed, there was an unusual number of Ameri

cans. The Great Exhibition of art and industry had just been thrown

open, and formed the primary and central attraction. In that temple of

all the nations, a large space had been asked for, and had been assigned

to the United States. It is not necessary to remind the reader of the

mortification felt by every American visitor at the sorry show which his

country made in the opening of that great scene. The writer of this page,

at least, will never forget his first visit there, when he made the entire

circuit of the vast and gorgeous display, under the courteous guidance of

an intelligent English gentleman ; nor how, after passing through the

tastefully adorned and richly furnished aisles and arcades of England,

France, Austria, Germany, and many an humbler power, his heart sunk

within him, as they entered and traversed the bleak and bare spaces of

the United States department. Here, as he wandered despairingly among

daguerreotypes and India-rubber, his kind companion endeavored to blunt

the edge of disappointment by cordial praises of the Greek Slave. He

could see nothing else there.

It was in this state of things—aggravated not a little by the sneers and

smiles of the English press, at the poor figure which Jonathan was making

among the European powers—that an appeal was made to Mr, Peabody.

His large heart responded; his princely purse opened instantly. The

means requisite for arranging and garnishing the American department

of the Crystal Palace were thus supplied ; and a private individual did

that for his countrymen which their own Congress had shamefully refused

to do, and which in every other case had been done by the governments

of the nations there represented.

The 16th of June, 1852, was a bright and festive day in Danvers, Mas

sachusetts. It was the birthday of the town. The hundredth year of its

corporate existence had come round, and all Danvers came out to cele

brate the auspicious anniversary. Invitations had gone forth to all her

eons—even to the long-absent and far-distant. Among the responses,

there was a letter from London. Geo. Peabody could be present with

them only in heart—but he sent them a sentiment, the envelop of which

was not to be opened until his name should be called in due course at the

dinner-table. Mr. Peabody evidently knows how greatly a pleasure may

be enhanced by an agreeable surprise. It must have been, however, a

vol. xxxv.—NO. iv. 28
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severe trial to Yankee curiosity, and probably gave a new impulse among

the inhabitants to their wonderful powers of guessing and of calculating.

We believe that the envelop kept its secret, though we would not be sur

prised, should the discovery hereafter be made, that this famous letter,

before the hour of unsealing came, had actually burned a considerable

hole in the capacious pocket of its worthy recipient !

To return. The music, the military, the procession, had passed by—a

long discourse had been spoken—the dinner had been eaten—and several

fine speeches had been made—when it came at length to Mr. Peabody's

turn. The envelop was broken, and this was the sentiment : " Education

—a debt due from the present to future generations." The proposer went

on to say : " In acknowledgment of the payment of that debt by the gen

eration which preceded me in my native town of Danvers, and to aid in

its prompt, future discharge, I give to the inhabitants of that town the

sum of twenty thousand dollars for the promotion of knowledge and

morality among them." It is quite needless to add that this sentiment,

thus indorsed and made practical, was well received by the company.

This sum, since increased by Mr. Peabody to upwards of fifty thousand

dollars, has been applied in conformity with his expressed desire. The

Peabody Institute, with its library and lectures, is already doing much for

the benefit of the people among whom it is placed. Long may it stand

—the noble monument of a wise beneficence 1*

When, in 1852, Mr. Henry Grinnell had generously offered his vessel

(the Advance) for a second voyage of philanthropy to the Arctic seas,

under Dr. Kane, and had applied to Congress for the means of outfit, <fec,

* Since the above was written, we have learned from the daily press that Mr. Peabody has paid

ten thousand dollars to establish a branch library in North Danvertj. This prosperous place has re

cently been separated by legislative action from the town which contains the Peabody Institute.

We are also informed that he has Just made another and very liberal addition to the annual income

of the Institute.

Hardly hod we read these statements In the Northern papers, when similar intelligence reaches

aa from the South. Mr. Peabody has latelv visited tho State of his adoption, and the city where he

began his prosperous career. \\ Idle in Baltimore, where his welcome was most cordial, he fulfilled

en Intention which ho has long been cherishing. That city, also, Is to have its Institute, Its char

acter and design are thus stated. First, tho establishment of an extensive library, free to all. Sec

ondly, the periodical delivery of lectures by eminent literary and scientific men—the admission to

these lectures of meritorious graduates from the public schools—and the appropriation of twelve

hundred dollars a year as prizes for the graduates and pupils of these schools. Thirdly, an Academy

of Music, to be a distinct department of the institute. Fourthly, a Gallery of Art, to contain pic

tures and statuary ; and finally, accommodations for the Maryland Historical Society. This associa

tion is made the guardian of the -property of the institute, and the perpetual manager of its affairs.

Twenty-live trustees, named by the founder, and who have already accepted the trust, are empow

ered to establish and organize the various departments, and to possess a visitatorial power over all

the doings of the society in the premises.

To accomplish this liberal and wise design, Mr. Peabody gives three hundred thousand dollars

now, and pledges himself for two hundred thousand dollars more. Fortunate man! who can thus

write his name in letters brighter and more durable than gold. Fortunate, indeed, is he who has at

once the ability and tho will thus to become a benefactor of his race I

Mr. Peabody*s letter to the trustees concludes with the following noble and catholic sentiments:—

Kl must not omit to impress upon you a suggestion for the government of the institute which I

deem to be of the highest moment, and which I desire shall be ever present to the view of the

Board of Trustees. My earnest wish to promote, at all times, a spirit of harmony and good will in

society; my aversion to intolerance, bigotry, and party rancor; and my enduring respect and love

for the happy Institutions of our prosperous republic, impel me to express the wish that the insti

tute I have proposed to you shall always be strictly guarded against the possibility of being made a

theater for the dissemination or discussion of sectarian theology or party politics; that it shall never

minister. In any manner whatever, to political dissension, to infidelity, to visionary theories of a

pretended philosophy which may be aimed at the subversion of the approved morals of society;

that it shall never lend Its aid or influence to the propagation of opinions tending to create or en

courage sectional jealousies in our happy country, or which may lead to the alienation of the people

of one State or section of tho Union from those of another. But that it shall be so conducted,

throughout its whole career, as to teach political and religious charity, toleration, and beneficence,

and prove itself to be, in all contingencies and conditions, the true friend of our inestimable Union,

of the salutary institutions of free government, and of liberty regulated by law. I enjoin these

precepts npon the Board of Trustees and their successors for ever, for their invariable observance

and enforcement in the administration of the duties 1 have confided to thorn.1'
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Mr. Peabody wrote to his friend Wetmore, in New York, expressing his

interest in the enterprise, and authorizing Mr. W., in case the application

to government should fail, and Mr. Grinnell should approve, to pay on his

account ten thousand dollars towards the voyage. No notice was taken

of the offer at the moment. Time ran on—Congress refused or neglected

to make an appropriation—and a year afterward Mr. Grinnell inquired,

through Mr. Wetmore, whether the offer were still standing. In making

the proposal originally, Mr. Peabody desired and expected that the Amer

ican vessel would act in conjunction with an expedition then fitting out

in England for the same purpose. He felt that a co-operation so friendly,

in a cause so generous, would add a new cord to the bonds of national

amity. The British expedition having long before sailed, this motive had

now lost much of its weight. Still, acting on Mr. Grinnell's expressed

opinion that there was yet ground to expect a favorable result, he author

ized the payment That money defrayed the expenses of a voyage whose

results are now before the world—a voyage which, if it failed of its prom

inent and professed design, has enlarged the boundaries of human

knowledge, while it has added higher honors to the name of its skillful

and brave commander, and given one more bright page to the annals of

heroic adventure and Christian benevolence. It must be confessed that

Mr. Peabody's liberal and efficient aid in this transaction has not been

properly acknowledged on either side of the Atlantic. There has been a

strange inadvertence somewhere. But the facts are now known, and will

hereafter be duly appreciated. Thanks to the gallant and grateful Kane,

the name of Pbabodt is indissolubly connected with the honors of the

expedition. Like that of the distinguished and generous projector, it has

been written on the map of the globe, and will stand there through all

time. Stretching far toward the pole—within the vast and curving out

line of the Humboldt Glacier—and directly opposite to the frozen wastes

of Grinnell Land lies Peabody Bat.

After almost twenty years of absence, Mr. Peabody has revisited his

native land. The mere announcement of his intention awakened a gene

ral and lively interest in every part of the United States. His friends in

all the great cities were prepared to receive him with public demonstra

tions of welcome, and of grateful regard. On his arrival in New York, a

deputation from many gentlemen in that city, and a similar deputation

from Boston waited on him with invitations to the above effect. He had,

evidently but to give his consent, and his journey through the country

would be converted into a series of ovations. With one exception, he

felt himself compelled to decline all such proposals. The people of his

native town had a claim upon him, which he had no disposition to resist.

On the ninth of October last, the ordinarily quiet town of Danvers

presented an unusual spectacle. Its principal thoroughfares—gay, for

miles, as triumphal arches, flags, inscriptions, and flowers could make

them—were thronged with men, women, and children. The entire pop

ulation of the town had come out to welcome home a long-absent son.

Many thousands, also, from other places wore there to behold and to par

take the joy. Those who regard the Yankees as a cold, calculating, un

demonstrative race, would have felt some wonder had they witnessed that

scene. It was impossible to mistake it, or to regard it as anything but

the spontaneous, whole-hearted tribute, which an intelligent and grateful

community gladly pays to a true man and generous benefactor. Mr. Pea

body was manifestly taken by surprise, and his sensibilities—as well they
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might be—were deeply moved. To an eloquent and appropriate address

of welcome, he replied appropriately. Those seventeen hundred children and

youths, who, that morning wore his picture on their bosoms, will never

forget the day, or the kind, judicious words of their distinguished friend.

When the out-door services were over, a thousand persons, many of

whom were ladies, sat down to dine beneath the canopy of a huge canvas

tent. Mr. Edward Everett, Governor Gardner, President Walker of the

University, and other distinguished men, spoke on the occasion. Though

Mr. Everett's remarks have been so widely read, we need offer no apology

for making a short quotation from the most accomplished orator of our

day:—

But it is not wholly nor chiefly for these kindly offices and comprehensive

courtesies—nor for the success with which he has pursued the paths of business

life—not for the moral courage with which, at an alarming crisis, and the peril of

his own fortunes, he sustained the credit of the State he represented—it is not

these services that have called forth these demonstrations of respect. Your quiet

village, my friends, has not gone forth in eager throngs to meet the successful

financier ; those youthful voices have not been attuDed to sing the praises of the

prosperous banker. No, it is the fellow-citizen who, from the arcades of the

London exchange, laid up treasure in the hearts of his countrymen ; the true pa

triot who, amidst the splendors of the Old World's capital, said in his heart—If

I forget thee, oh Jerusalem, let my right hand forget her cunning; if I do not

remember thee, let my tongue cleave to the roof of my mouth ;—it is the dutiful

and grateful child and benefactor of old Danvers whom you welcome back to his

home.

Yes, sir, and the property you have invested in yonder simple edifice, and in

providing the means of innocent occupation for hours of leisure—of instructing

the minds and forming the intellectual character, not merely of the generation

now rising, but of that which shall take their places, when the heads of these

dear children, who now grace the table, shall be as gray as mine, and of others

still more distant, who shall plant kind flowers on our graves—it is the property

you have laid up in this investment, which will embalm your name in the blessings

of posterity, when granite and marble shall crumble to dust. Moth and rust

shall not corrupt it ; they might as easily corrupt the pure white portals of the

heavenly city, where " every several gate is of one pearl." Thieves shall not

break through and steal it ; they might as easily break through the vaulted sky

and steal the brightest star in the firmanent.

The great sententious poet has eulogized the " Man of Boss "—the man of

practical, unostentatious benevolence—above all the heroes and statesmen of the

Augustan Age of England. Who, he asks—

" Who hung with woods the mountain's sultry brow !

From the dry rock, who bode the waters flow ?

Not to the skies in useless columns tost,

Or in proud falls magnificently lost,

But clear and artless, pouring through the plain,

Health to the sick, and solace to the swain."

But your Man of Ross, my friends, has taught a nobler stream to flow, through

his native village—that bubbling, sparkling, mind-refreshing, soul-cheering stream,

which renews while it satisfies the general thirst for knowledge—that noble, un

quenchable thirst " which from the soul doth spring "—which gains new eager

ness from the draught which allays it, forever returning though forover slaked, to

the cool, deep fountain of eternal truth.*

* To preserve the memory of this joyous fesUval, the grateful people* of Danvers hare just pub
lished a minute account of the wholo transaction. It Is a handsome volume of nearly two hundred
pages, with pictured representations of the varied pageant. It contains, also, a historical sketch of
the Fcabodjr InsUtute.
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"I have lost," said an ancient Roman, when suddenly plunged from af

fluence to poverty, "I have lost everything, except what I have given

away." How timely and how truly wise are they who, while yet it is

within their power, thus place beyond the reach of accident some portion

of their wealth !

It is not—we must repeat it—to magnify the individual by praises,

which he neither needs nor seeks, that we present these few details of a

useful life—these traits of a worthy character. His rewards, we rejoice

to believe, are of another and better kind. It is because such examples

are due to the world, that we feel bound to bring them up, and to set

them forth in luminous distinctness. To the great body of our commer

cial countrymen they should often be exhibited as incentives and as models.

Amongst the eager votaries of gain—in the vast and still widening fields

of mercantile enterprise—amid the splendid fortunes which are made, or

which are lost—and the fast-growing tendencies to luxury and display—

how greatly are such lessons needed ! And how much happier might our

world be made, if all its millionaires were as faithful, as judicious, and as

liberal in their stewardship, as he whose story we have tried to tell !

We should be unjust to our theme, if we failed to express our firm con

viction that the subject of this sketch is governed in his conduct by the

high impulses of Christian love and duty. In words of modesty and of

reverence—with a spirit earnest and sincere—he never hesitates to express

his obligations to that Divine Benignity, whom he devoutly acknowledges

as the only source of " high endeavor " or of " glad success."

In person, Mr. Peabody is tall and commanding. His manners, like

his countenance, are genial and inviting. As a business man, he is dis

tinguished by untiring industry—by absolute punctuality—by promptness,

energy, exactness, and thoroughness—and still more, by that far-seeing

sagacity which, in the merchant, must be ranked as genius.

Mr. Peabody has a brother living in Ohio, a sister in Massachusetts, and

another sister in New Hampshire. These are all married, and have chil

dren. For himself, he has chosen, thus far, a single life. His unimpaired

energies of body and mind, and his general good health, justify the hope,

in which thousands share, that many active, useful, happy years are yet

before him.

Art. III.—DIRECT TRADE BETWEEN OUR LAKE PORTS AND EUROPE.

THE PRACTICABILITY OP DIRECT TRADE—ADAPTATION OP LAKE VESSELS TO THE TBADE—EXTRA

OO0T POE GOOD VESSELS—WILL DIRECT TRADE PAY?—PACTS ABOUT THE DEAN RIOnMOND—DBS-

ADVANTAGES—A MISTAKE CORRECTED.

C. Y. Richmond, Esq., has addressed a letter to the editors of the

Democratic Press, in regard to direct trade from Chicago and other lake

ports, to England and other parts of the world. Since the Dean Rich

mond made the passage so successfully from Liverpool last year, the sub

ject has been matter of considerable discussion. In this letter, Mr.

Richmond gives the public the benefit of his experience in case of the

Dean Richmond, and also his conclusions, drawn from what he observed

during the voyage. We give the substance of Mr. Richmond's letter in

his own words, as follows :—
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Practicability. There is no more difficulty in trading direct between

the lake ports and England than between the Black Sea or Constantinople

and England—while the distance and time required for a voyage are lew

between the former than between the latter ports. Vessels may load at

Chicago for Liverpool or any part of the world, and from thence back,

direct, with the same facility as elsewhere, so far as practicability is con

cerned.

Adaptation of Lake Vessels to the Trade. A large majority of the

lake shipping would not be well adapted to the trade ; they are generally over-

sparred, iron-work and rigging too light, and hulls too weak, even for the

lakes—much more so for the Atlantic, where there are no harbors, islands,

or points to dodge to in case of heavy weather—where, no matter how

many different directions gales of wind may come from within twenty-

four hours, and get up heavy seas from different quarters, you have to

stay and battle it out. Still, there are some of our lake vessels I think

perfectly safe and well adapted for a sea voyage, and could go to any part

of the world with ease. From what I learned of different shipmasters at

Liverpool and New York, they consider the Atlantic from New York,

Boston, or the Straits of Belle Isle to England, as boisterous navigation,

and perhaps more so, than will be found in any other ocean or sea. Light

draught I do not consider objectionable, so far as safety is concerned, as

the Dean Richmond fully demonstrated on our passage over. We en

countered a very severe gale of wind, which lasted five days, without car

rying away a rope-yarn, while other vessels, ships, <fec, were more or less

damaged, dismasted, decks swept, abandoned, <fec. Although our vessel

was a fore-and-after, and she worked well, I should prefer the rig to be

three masts, square forward, or a brig. Vessels do not need to be cop

pered for the trade to England and back ; but to sell well over there, or

to go South, they want to be trunneled or copper-bolted, aa you cannot

copper over iron fastenings unless you sheath them, which would cost

more than to trunnel and copper-fasten up the light water-mark. They

object to center-boards, because they know nothing about them. Having

never used them, they imagine it materially weakens the vessel because

some of the floor-timbers are cut off, which we know to the contrary, if

the box is properly put in and fastened.

Extra Cost for a Good Vessel. It will cost about $800 extra to fit

out a good lake vessel for an ocean voyage, but this expense has to be

paid but once. A vessel should have a double set of the most reliable

sails, a chronometer, shifting-boards, water-casks, extra boat, &c.

Will Direct Trade Pay ? A good staunch vessel, carrying fourteen

thousand bushels of wheat through the canals, could do a fair business to

England at forty cents per bushel, and ten dollars per ton return cargo

here ; as four months would be ample time to complete a trip round, and

perhaps some sooner, with dispatch in loading and unloading. But a much

larger profit would be realized by buying the cargo for vessel's account

both ways, as there is generally a wide margin for our products and their

manufactures between the two countries. Vessels could leave here late in

October, to go out and be employed during the winter from and to foreign

ports, and return here on the opening of navigation, if they choose, there

by earning something, instead of doing nothing one-third of the year.

Facts about the Dean Richmond. It has been reported that tbe

Dean Richmond was sold because the trade was impracticable, or she
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could not get back. This was not the case. Our intention, from the start,

was to sell her at Liverpool, if a fair price could be obtained. She could

have returned to Chicago before navigation closed, with ease, had we chose.

I was offered cargoes, at good prices, from Liverpool, to the following

places, viz. :—to China, Australia, coast of Africa, Brazil, Tampico, United

States, Constantinople, Glasgow, and to a host of other points. Inspect

ors of three good Liverpool insurance companies examined her, and re

ported to the companies, who wrote me letters, that they would insure her,

and her cargo, as A No. 1, to any port I chose to send her.

She measured, American measurement, 379 tons ; by the new English

measurement, 266 tons. I could get by the ton for her as much as for

any clipper ship, either for the vessel or for freighting.

The expense of the Dean Richmond from Lake Ontario into the ocean,

towing, piloting, etc., over the crew, was $245 ; dock and light dues, and

incidental expenses, unloading at Liverpool, $210.

Disadvantages. The canals and locks, at their present size, will not

pass vessels large enough to trade to the best advantage, through from the

lakes to England. But when enlarged, so vessels of ) ,000 tons, and up

ward, can pass, it cannot help being a desirable and profitable route during

the season of navigation.

Seamen shipped at Chicago, or at any American port, cannot be dis

charged in a foreign port, without paying them three month's extra pay—

two months of which goes to the seamen, and one month to the Ameri

can consul.

The exactions upon vessels at Liverpool are outrageous. The consignees-

charged us 1\ per cent on the freight list, for collecting it themselves,

and then deducted three month's interest on the same. The charges on.

the wheat were a fraction over ten cents per bushel, made by the con

signees as their charges.

I am thus particular, that shippers may act understanding^- . I do not

know that these exactions and charges are universal, but they are what

was exacted from us. Why they should charge more for doing business

there than here, I do not know, as rents, clothes, and almost everything is

cheaper than here.

A Mistake Corrected. I noticed a communication to your paper

some time since, signed " Conrad, Brett <fe Austin," ship-brokers of Liver

pool, advising lake men what kind of vessels to build for the trade, and

their market, etc. I would as soon take the advice of the King of the

Cannibal Islands, in regard to what kind of a vessel is necessary for the

trade and business. I could sell to the same parties one of the old fash

ioned standing-keel, full, tubby vessels, the build of twenty years ago on

the lakes, quicker than one of our finest modern built vessels, at the same

price—as their ideas are about that much behind the age. They talk

about " fixed-keels,"—we can " fix" keels for them, and safe, too, that will

make a light or heavy draught of water, as you like, work better, and sail

faster, than anything they can furnish, besides better sea vessels. For my

part, I did not go to Liverpool to find out how to build a profitable ves

sel. We have on our lakes vessels, that for carrying, fast-sailing, light

draught of water, sea-going qualities, beauty, etc., that cannot be excelled,

if equaled, in the world. These are the kind we must send them, and

learn them what they want

Capt. D. C. Pierce, who commanded the Dean Richmond fro*a Chicago

to Liverpool, will fully indorse the foregoing statements. c. x. r.
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Art. IV.—SPECULATION IN FARMING LANDS.

There is purchased of government with money, in round numbers, ten

million acres annually. By land warrants, States, railroad, and canal

companies a larger number is taken from the common fund. According

to the census of 1850, the total number of acres, in all the States, under

improvement was one hundred and thirteen millions. Within the limits

of the United States government there are embraced nineteen hundred

and seventy million acres. There are, then, sixteen acres of unimproved

to every acre of improved land. In quality, the unimproved will average

as good as the improved. How long will it take our increasing popula

tion to absorb this immense surplus, supposing, what is not probable, that

annexation has ceased ? Our population may be divided into rural and

civic—the latter embracing the people of cities, towns, and villages, and

supported by the business of these communities. The increase of the

rural population must be relied on to furnish purchasers of wild lands.

It will, therefore, be interesting to know what is the rate of its increase,

and the probable demand for new lands which that increase will call for.

The number of our free people doubles once in tweuty-four years. If the

rural population increases as fast as the civic, there might, therefore, be

called for, during the coming twenty-four years, one hundred and twenty

millions of the eighteen hundred and fifty millions of wild lands waiting

improvement. But the rural population does not increase as fast as the

civic. Far otherwise ; in all the old free States, taken together, numbers

equal to the whole increase go into the cities, towns, and villages, so that

there is no new calls for farming lands in this region. In the slave-hold

ing States, new lands are brought into cultivation to more advantage and

to a greater extent; but in these, there can be no doubt that there are

already, in the ownership of those States, and in the hands of the plant

ers, more ground than can be advantageously brought under cultivation

for a hundred years to come. In 1850, the improved acres in these States

amounted to fifty-five millions, and the acres unimproved were five hun

dred and forty millions, being ten acres of unimproved to one of improved

land. If one-third of this be allowed as unworthy of cultivation, there

will remain six times as much uncultivated land capable of improvement,

in the slave States, as has, up to this time, been brought into use. These

States will continue to be mainly agricultural, and may be expected to

need, for improvement, a duplicate number of acres every thirty years.

At this rate, it is obvious, more than one hundred years would be required

to use up their surplus.

The free States, in 1849, had fifty-eight million acres of improved, and

two hundred and thirty-three millions of unimproved land in their bor

ders. In these States the increase of population will be chiefly manifested

in the cities and towns. Less than half will go into agricultural employ

ments. It may be safely assumed that it will require fifty years to double

the farming population of these States. At this rate of increase it will

take more than one hundred and twenty years to use up the unimproved

lands within their borders. This calculation leaves out California and the

territories, which together contain twelve hundred million acres. To ab

sorb this enormous aggregate, by bringing it into profitable use, will re

quire several centuries. This mass of untitled land, it is absurd to sup
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pose, can be made the subject of profitable speculation, by present purchase

to hold for a rise in value. No foreign government on earth is rich

enough to be able to pay interest on the sum it would cost, atjfe dollar

per acre, and hold it until it is needed for use. It would banlflpt Great

Britain; for, although her debt is twice as great, the interes^of it goes

from one citizen to another, and does not, to any amount, leave the coun

try. When the above facts are considered, it seems difficult to imagine a

more unpromising speculation than that now going on in wild lands. The

purchaser, at one dollar per acre, who holds it and pays taxes fifty years,

(we know land in Ohio that has been held on speculation sixty years,)

must sell it, at the end of that period, as high as seventy-five dollars per

acre to get a fair interest on his outlay. There is no good reason to ex

pect mere farming lands, in a wild state, to sell much higher in 1 907 than

at present. Indeed, good lands, well situated, may be purchased cheaper

now than equally good land could have been bought fifty years ago. It

is so probable as to be almost certain, that our government will, before

many years, donate to actual settlers all the land they may need for culti

vation. One branch of Congress has passed such a bill, and the principle

has been sanctioned by both houses. But the graduation law of 1854

puts down the price so low, that it amounts, at the cheapest rate, almost

to a donation. Under that act, settlers can buy any lands that have been

in market thirty years for twelve-and-a-half cents per acre ; twenty-five

years at twenty-five cents ; twenty years at fifty cents ; fifteen years at

seventy-five cents ; and ten years at one dollar per acre. Pre-emption is

allowed up to thirty days before a reduction in price takes place. Every

purchaser must enter for settlement, and is restricted to 320 acres. At

the passage of this act, there stood for entry 25,114,553 acres at twelve-

and-a-half cents; 6,485,827 acres at twenty-five cents; 11,540,920 acres

at fifty cents; 15,634,148 acres at seventy-five cents; and 18,768,759

acres at one dollar per acre; amounting in all to 77,561,007. This is

about two-thirds as much as has been brought into cultivation in the Uni

ted Suites since the first permanent settlement of the country in 1614.

What additional millions of acres have, since August, 1854, come under

the operation of this graduation system, we have not the means to state.

Art. V.—TIIE NEW YORK CHAMBER OF COMMERCR.

We have received the following circular in regard to the New York

Chamber of Commerce. It comes to us from an anonymous source, but

contains suggestions and a plan for giving life and utility to one of the

most important commercial institutions in the Union. As a member of

the Chamber of Commerce, we earnestly hope that the views of the writer

will, in the main, be adopted. In Boston, an efficient and vigorous Board

of Trade has been in successful operation for the last three or four years,

with suitable rooms, a library, and a secretary, who devotes his whole time

and attention to the business of the Board. Their annual report presents

a full exhibit of the commercial and industrial operations of the city dur

ing the year, with reliable statistics of every branch of trade, collected

under their direction. The same will apply to Cincinnati, St. Louis, Mil-

waukie, and several other cities :—
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The advantages to the community ariBing from the establishment of this body

are very obvious. To our commercial friends especially, the benefits are large,

and every year these results are becoming greater. There is one point, however,

which the Chamber have overlooked—one which claims their especial attention—

viz., an annual report upon the commerce of the city and of the State The

Chamber of Commerce is not merely a city institution ; it was chartered as a

State Chamber of Commerce, and as such it becomes, to a certain extent, an ex

ponent of the commerce of the Empire State, and should furnish to our citians,

far and wide, an able and comprehensive resume of the commercial operations of

the year.

The Chamber of Commerce is known to comprise a large number of our most

influential and well-informed merchants. It includes public-spirited men, educated

and intelligent, engaged in the various branches of trade and manufactures. Bat

to the members of that body, and to our merchants at large, the commerce of

New York is a sealed book. We at present have no annual exhibit of its de

tails or of its aggregates, beyond those disjointed tabular statements contained in

the Treasury Reports to Congress, or in the weekly Price Current of the city.

These subjects are, however, of such vast importance, not merely to our city and

State, but to the country at large, that they deserve to be condensed into a vol

ume or pamphlet annually, and thus brought clearly to the view of all busioea

men. _ There is no better nor more appropriate medium for the dissemination of

such information, than the New York Chamber of Commerce. Such a report,

we conceive, should embrace :—■

1. A view of the foreign commerce of the city and State ; imports and export*

both in their aggregates and in detail.

2. A view of the lake trade generally, embracing all articles transmitted by

canals and railroads.

3. Railroad operations of the year, tonnage, revenue, expenditure, &c., with

suggestions as to any modification of rates of freight, or facilities for the dispatch

of freight.

4. A view of the finances of the State, to include its past, present, and

prospective indebtedness, revenue, expenditures, banking system, insurance

laws, &c.

5. Statistical exhibits of the great staples of agriculture, their production,

the quantities received at New York, Boston, and other Atlantic ports.

In short, a general synopsis of those subjects that may have been discussed by

the Chamber during the year previous, and others that should receive its consid

eration. Among these we may enumerate the postage reform subject, improve

ment of the harbor, shipping, lighthouses, ocean navigation, marine and fire insur

ance, usury laws, railroad management, canal revenues, coal trade, and many other

topics of moment to the manufacturing and commercial interests of the city and

State.

It is known that questions arise daily, among our merchants, which can be

settled more readily by reference to statistics, to precedents, and to authori

ties. The convenience of our merchants and manufacturers would be well con

sulted by—

1. The formation of a commercial library of reference, to include standard worb

on the history and statistics of commerce and manufactures, not only of our own

country—each State—but by all foreign countries.

2. The reception and preservation, for reference, of leading foreign commercial

journals, as well as those of our own leading cities ; the prices current of London,

Liverpool, Hamburg, Havre, Bremen, Mediterranean, South American, and Asiatic

ports, and ports of the world.

3. A marine record, showing the arrivals and departures of all vessels to and

from American ports.

4. A statistical digest of the commerce of the United States, of each State, of
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every foreign country, with especial reference to the growth, production, imports,

exports, &c, of leading articles of each country.

5. Collection of maps, charts, atlases, and globes.

6. Financial and commercial reports of the General government for a series of

years past.

7. Financial and commercial reports of the several States of the Union, the

leading cities, and foreign countries.

8. Railroad reports from every State in the Union ; statistics of railroad and

canal transportation ; lake trade.

9. Exhibits of the important staples of the Union, and comparative prices for

a series of years.

And, finally, the collection of all statistical works and statistical information in

reference to the United States and to all countries, for convenient reference by

every member of the Chamber of Commerce. The want of all this information,

in an accessible shape, at the present moment, will demonstrate how useful and

important it will be in after years.

These objects could be secured, after the selection of a suitable room for the

accommodation of the members of the Board, collectively and individually. Such

a measure was urged sevenleen years ago by the late Mr. James G. King and

other prominent members of the Board, when it was suggested " to consider what

steps should be taken to increase the usefulness of the incorporation. It is to be

lamented that up to this hour these judicious resolutions remain a dead letter.

Shall it always be thus? Shall not the time come when the Chamber of Com

merce of New York shall have its own hall, its library, its archives, its gallery of

pictures, its statuary, its museum—and, above all, its courts of arbitration and

appeal?"

The importance of a well-selected commercial library cannot be too strongly

urged. It is true that our city numbers three extensive and well-selected public

libraries of general utility ; but it must be confessed that they do not meet the

wants of our commercial men. In the first place, these collections are too re

mote from the business portions of the city to be useful in the business hours of

the day ; and in the next place, these collections are of too miscellaneous a char

acter to make them places of resort by merchants. These require a room prop

erly and liberally furnished, and supplied with merely commercial works—such as

will illustrate the commerce, trade, manufactures, products, resources, debts, rev

enues, of our own and of all other nations ; in fact, such means and appliances as

will, in the first place, answer the inquiries of our merchants ; secondly, that will

enable the secretary to compile, from year to year, from month to month, and

even from day to day, such statistics and information as should, in a condensed

form, be placed before the community and the country at large ; and, finally, a

room or suite of rooms, to which may be introduced the merchants of other cities,

who may visit New York from time to time.

In this respect we are behind our cotemporaries in London, Liverpool, Boston,

Philadelphia, &c. We have no central point to meet ; for the importance of the

New York Chamber of Commerce should not be overlooked, as the medium of

communication between the commercial community and the Legislature, and as

the exponent of the wants and condition of commerce.

It is known that the Legislature of the State pays due deference to the sug

gestions of the Chamber of Commerce. In fact, nearly every measure recom

mended by the latter body, for some years past, has been favorably received by

the former. Unless the merchants of New York through their accredited medium,

the Chamber of Commerce, bring before the public and the Legislature reliable,

comprehensive, condensed views of the commerce and trade of the State, where

shall they be obtained ? Under these circumstances, we take occasion to second

the suggestion of some of our leading merchants, that New York city shall place

the Chamber of Commerce upon a more extended and liberal footing, and thus

work more extended results to our city and State.

The Chamber of Commerce of the State of New York has the means of col
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lecting information of the first importance to oar commercial community, and of

placing such information in a concentrated form before the people. The Cham

ber should, in fact, assume to be—as it really is—the exponent of the commerce

of the city, of the State—indeed, of the whole Union, including foreign and

domestic.

The considerations now submitted claim serious attention, simply with refer

ence to the importance and condition of New York as a commercial city at the

present moment. Bat our views should not be confined to the present ; we should

aim to meet the wants of the future New York—of New York as it shall be in

ten, twenty, fifty years hence. As the Chamber of Commerce of the State of

New York, and not merely of the city, this body may confer a great public ben

efit, enlarge its sphere of usefulness, and increase largely its number of members,

by acting upon the suggestions made by their former president, the late James G.

King, viz. :—

1. To elect a large number of new members.

2. To procure offices of a suitable size, and in a central position, for the accom

modation of the library of the Chamber, and for the daily meeting of such mem

bers as may choose to resort there ; it being recommended that every one appear

there once a day.

3. To appoint a clerk, with a moderate salary, whose duty it shall be to give

his constant attendance, between 9 a. m. and 9 p.m.; who shall record daily the

time of high water, the course of the wind, all foreign arrivals, together with such

items of information as may seem of general importance ; to have files of newspa

pers from different parts of the Union—one at least of each State, and that one

the Stale paper—together with such public documents and important laws u

may be transmitted to the office ; to perform the office of librarian, or assistant

librarian, and such other duties as may be required by the Chamber.

Art. VI.—T 1IE LAW MERCHANT.

KCHKKB Till.

INTEREST.

Undkr what circumstances is the creditor entitled to claim interest ? .

In answering this question, we must revert first to the distinction ex

plained in the previous article. The first point to be considered, in test

ing the creditor's claim to be paid interest is, does he claim it by virtue of

an agreement to pay it, or simply as his damages for a wrongful detention

of the principal ?

It* the debtor has promised to pay interest, then the claim must be judged

by the terms of the promise. It is to be remarked, however, that interest,

although agreed for, is never payable until the principal which earns it is

payable, unless the agreement is expressly otherwise. This is important

to be remembered in making such contracts. The case of French vs. Ken

nedy, (7 Barb., 452,) was a suit to determine the construction of a bond,

in which the defendant had promised to pay " $1,256 50, with interest after

the 1st day of April next, in fourteen equal annual payments, on the 1st

day of April, in each and every year after the 1st day of April next

When the day for the first payment came, the creditor claimed the first

instalment, and a year's interest on the whole of the principal. The de

fendant declined to pay more than the first instalment, and the years in
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terest upon that instalment. The court held the defendant was right ;

and that the interest on each instalment, or fraction of the principal, was

not due until the instalment came due.

In many cases, however, there is no promise in writing, or in words—

that is, technically, no express promise. It is often the case, that a bar

gain is made, of which some of the terms only are expressed, in the con

versation of the contracting parties, and the other terms are implied.

For instance, the housekeeper in buying a barrel of flour, selects the

brand, inquires the price, and directs it to be sent home, in ninety-nine

cases out of a hundred, without expressing any promise whatever to pay

for it. The reader will be surprised to find, if he analyzes the business

transactions with which he is familiar, especially those which rest in con

versation, and not in writing, how many of them involve implied promises.

It must not be supposed that because the debtor made no express prom

ise to pay interest, he is, therefore, under no promise.

In the State of New York, a Mr. Smith employed Mr. Meeck to trans

port a quantity of flour from Rochester to the city of New York. It did

not appear that there was any time expressly fixed at which Mr. Meeck's

account was to be paid, but when finally he brought a suit to collect this

account, (Meeck vs. Smith, 7 Wend., 315,) he claimed interest from its

date. To this the defendant objected, on the ground that he made no

promise to pay interest. Mr. Meeck offered to show by witnesses that it

was the uniform custom of all engaged in the forwarding business, to

charge interest upon their accounts, and that Mr. Smith knew this, when

he employed him ; and he contended that Mr. Smith's employing him,

with a knowledge of this custom, implied a promise, on his part, to com

ply with the requirements of that custom. The court refused to hear the

evidence. Mr. Meeck appealed, and the Supreme Court decided that the

evidence ought to have been received, and, if it had satisfied the jury, it

would have implied a promise which Mr. Smith would be bound to fulfill.

The same would be the case, if the custom or usage set up was not that

of the community in general, but that of the creditor only, if it were a

custom clearly known by the other party, at the time of entering into the

transaction.

If the creditor relies on his own custom of charging interest, to raise a

promise, it is important that he should be able to show that the debtor

was cognizant of that custom, at the outset, or subsequently acquiesced in

it. In another case, (Trotter vs. Grant, 2 Wend., 413,) which arose in the

the same court, upon a similar account, the plaintiffs evidence showed

that it was his custom to charge interest, but he could not prove that the

defendant knew it ; and, upon those facts, it was held that he could not

recover it

Where there is no agreement, express or implied, the claim to interest

is grounded on a right to damages for the detention of the principal ; and

all cases of this sort, though innumerable, and of endless variety, are to

be decided according to three simple rules, which are, in fact, the tests of

all questions of damages, of whatever nature. In order to substantiate

the claim, it must appear that—

1st. There has been a wrong or injury done, viz., the detention of the

principal.

2d. The injury was the result of the debtor's wrongful act, or neglect.

3d. It was not the result of any act or negligence on the creditor's part
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The application of these rules will be best exhibited by a number of

illustrations from cases which have arisen.

Before entering upon these, however, let us remark that there is a di»-

tinction between debts that are due, and debts that are payable. All debt)

that are payable are due ; not all debts that are due are payable. In order

to constitute a basis for a claim of interest, a debt must be not only due,

but also payable. Sometimes a debt becomes payable by the same cir

cumstance which renders it due. A promissory note, payable on a given

day, becomes both due and payable at the same moment. Sometimes a

debt becomes payable by a circumstance different from that which rendered

it due. A note, whereby one promises to pay a sum of money " on de

mand," is due from the time it is made ; it is payable only from the time

the creditor demands payment. This is commonly the case with accounts

and with ordinary debts. In all such cases, the debtor is not considered

to be in default, until his creditor has made a demand. Then, if he fails

to satisfy the debt, he is said to be in default.

The case of Pinhorn vs. Tuckington, (3 Camp., 465,) was tried in the

Court of King's Bench, Eng., before Lord Ellinborough. It seems that the

parties had had some difficulties about their accounts, and had submitted

the controversy to arbitrators, who had awarded the payment by Tucking

ton of a considerable balance, and had directed the payment to be made

on the 21st of June, between the hours of 11 and 12, at Lloyd's Coffee

house. The plaintiff sent there at the appointed time, but no one ap

peared to pay the award, and he afterwards brought a suit for it. The

court allowed interest from the day on which the money ought to have

been paid, as there had been a demand.

In this case, the result would have been different, if the creditor had

neglected to be at the coffee-house, and the debtor had been there ready

with his money. That would have transferred the negligence to the cred

itor's side, and the debtor would not have been adjudged to pay interest,

nor even the costs of the suit, by reason of his creditors negligence.

So when a merchant has drawn a bank check, or made a note payable

at a bank ; if he has the money there ready to pay it at the proper time,

he will not be liable for interest, however long the payee may delay pre

senting it. On the other hand, if he have no funds to meet it there, he

will be liable to pay interest, even though the paper was not presented.

John Reynolds, of Ohio, wished to send some money to his partner in

Baltimore. lie accordingly procured three bank-notes of the Farmers'

Bank of Virginia, amounting to two hundred and ten dollars. These three

notes he cut in halves, and sent a half of each by mail to his partner. By

a subsequent mail he sent the remaining halves. This is not an uncom

mon expedient, but it is not very secure. The first letter was duly re

ceived ; the second never came to hand. The lost halves were extensively

advertised, but never heard from.

Reynolds & Co. made affidavits of the circumstance of the loss, and went

to the bank and presented the remaining halves, and demanded payment,

offering to give security to save the bank harmless from ever being called

upon to pay the same notes, on presentation of the lost halves. The bank

did not consider the evidence of the loss as sufficient, and refused to pay

the notes. Reynolds & Co. then brought a suit to compel payment of the

notes, with interest. Of course, in order to establish their claim, they

averred that they had demanded payment, and offered indemnity. The
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bank, by its proper officers, answered that the plaintiffs had never proved

their ownership of the notes, except by their own affidavits, which were

not evidence in their own behalf; that the bank, in common with other

banks in that place, had adopted, and made public a regulation, that they

would not pay halt-notes, except under the decision of some competent

tribunal. The bank demanded that the plaintiffs ought to give ample se

curity against any other claim respecting the notes ; and they contended

that they had been in no default, and that, therefore, they ought not to be

compelled to pay either interest or costs.

Upon the trial, the plaintiffs produced satisfactory evidence, other than

their own, respecting the loss, and the Chancellor decreed that the bank

must pay the notes, with interest from the time when the halves were pre

sented, and the costs of the suit ; the payment to be conditioned upon the

giving of good security by the plaintiffs.

From this the bank appealed. They insisted that they had not been in

default, in not paying before, and that so they were not liable for interest

or costs.

The Court of Appeals took the same view. The judge said—(Farmers'

Bank vs. Reynolds, 4 Rand., ] 86)—" The appellants were in no fault what

ever, in not paying the notes, in this case. Banks are under no obliga

tion to seek out their creditors ; they are bound to pay only on a demand

for payment, made at their offices of discount and deposit. And in the

case of the presentation of a moiety of a note, the demand for payment

at the bank must be accompanied with such evidence of the ownership of

the note, as ought to satisfy the bank. The demand, in the case before us,

was unaccompanied by any such evidence; that demand, therefore, im

posed no obligation to pay the principal, and, of course, could give no

claim to interest. Sufficient evidence of ownership lias been exhibited

since the institution of this suit, but no demand of payment has been made

at the bank since the evidence was taken. The appellants, therefore, are

not yet in default, and consequently ought not to pay interest."

The decree of the Chancellor was, therefore, affirmed as to the princi

pal, but reversed as to the interest and costs.

A gentleman who had bought a reversionary interest in certain English

bank stock at auction, and paid the deposit required by the auctioneers

on the sale, was finally obliged to lose his bargain, because the seller could

not show a clear title to the stock. Various difficulties produced a delay

of four years, and all that time his deposit of over $1,000 was lying in

the hands of the auctioneers. They could not invest it, for it was not

their money, and to use it would make them personally liable. And nei

ther the seller nor the purchaser was entitled to receive it, pending the

questions on the title. Finally, the sale was abandoned. The purchaser

sued the auctioneers for the deposit and four years' interest. He recovered

from them the principal, but no interest. Of course, according to the

rules above stated, the auctioneers were not liable for interest for a delay

which had not been their fault. He then sued the seller, who had em

ployed the auctioneer, to recover from him the four years' interest The

court held that he was entitled to recover it. (Farquhar vs. Farley, 7

Taunt, 592.)

It thus appears that in general no debtor is liable for interest until he

is in default. It becomes, therefore, a matter of prudence for a business

man to mark the circumstances which put him in default to others, or

others in default to him.
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In the case of written promises to pay it is not difficult to tell, from an

inspection of the paper, what circumstance will render the debt payable,

and thus put the debtor in default. In respect to accounts generally, a

demand by the creditor or his agent is necessary ; and if it is an account

bearing credit, it must be a demand after the expiration of the credit.

This demand need not be a formal demand in words—presentation for

payment is sufficient. Where mutual accounts subsist, and the one party

makes out and sends to the other a statement of the account, he who re

ceives it is bound to make objection to it, if he has any, within a reason

able time. If he makes no objections, he is justly considered as having

admitted its correctness, and will not be afterwards allowed to question

it. Where the balance due is thus ascertained, by the concurrence or ac

quiescence of the parties, the account is said to be liquidated. Such a

liquidation amounts to a de'niand, and if no objections are made to an ac

count thus stated, it bears interest from the time of its statement

When an agent collects money, it is his duty to pay it over to his prin

cipal immediately. If he neglects to do this, or conceals the fact that he

has received it, he is in default from the first.

If a trustee or fiduciary agent uses moneys intrusted to him for pur

poses foreign to the trust ; if he applies them to his own debts, or invests

them in his own business, or even mixes them with his own funds, and

lets them lie idle and unproductive, or if treating them separately he man

ages them negligently, and loses interest, or if irreproachable in all other

respects, he neglects to account, or wrongfully withholds settlement, he is

chargeable with interest.

In all cases where the act of the creditor is an essential preliminary to

fixing the liability of the debtor, it will very likely be of no avail that the

creditor performs the act unless he preserves evidence of having performed

it. To make a demand for the purpose of setting interest to run can only

prove useful in that way by the preservation of proof of such demand.

Cases very frequently occur where a person has taken every precaution

to fix and preserve his right, yet from having no evidence of some of the

precautions he has lost their benefit. This happened in the case of Bar

nard vs. Bartholomew, (22 Pickering, 291.) The defendant, Bartholomew,

was sued on an account of charges for services. It was an old account,

and the plaintiff claimed interest. He was unable, however, to produce

any evidence of any demands, except such as was contained in a letter of

the defendant to the plaintiff, written nearly five years after the last item

in the account, and a year before suit was brought In this letter he said

—" I shall call according to your request and settle with you." The court

held that this was evidence of a demand at that date, and interest was al

lowable, therefore, from that time.

Undoubtedly, in this case, the creditor had demanded his account more

than once before the five years had elapsed, but he could not prove it. A

very simple way of preserving the evidence of all such transactions is to

act by a messenger, and to cause him to make a memoranda of what he

does, which will serve to refresh his memory if the circumstances should

ever be called in question.

Although it is true that the debtor is not in default unless the creditor

has done all that devolves upon him to do, yet it does not follow that the

debtor is in default whenever the creditor has done all. Any circumstance

which completely exculpates the debtor from any responsibility respecting
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the delay, will completely exonerate him from payment of interest for

that delay. Thus the intervention of war between the United States and

a foreign country, since it would suspend all commercial relations with

that country, would relieve our merchants from any liability for interest

upon debts due to the merchants of that country, the payment of which,

might be postponed by the war.

It not unf'requently happens that the delay is the direct consequence of

the creditor's act. In some cases of complicated controversies, the cred

itor has procured the injunction of a court forbidding the holder of mon

eys in dispute to pay them to any one, or make any disposition of them,

until the controversy respecting them should be determined by the court.

It has been held in such cases that the person thus enjoined was not liable

for interest. It has sometimes happened that when a debtor has been ready

to settle, his creditor has been in concealment and not to be found. In

auch a case, if the debtor takes the precaution to preserve evidence of his

readiness to pay, and his inability to discover his creditor's residence, he may

successfully resist any claim to interest that may afterward be set up.

It is necessary to take the same precaution respecting the preservation

of evidence in cases where the debtor makes a tender of his debt, which

the creditor refuses to receive. Hy such a refusal the creditor forfeits not

bis debt, but only interest from that time and all right to recover the costs

of an action for the debt. The debtor's tender becomes a defense, but a

defense which is only available in case he has evidence of it.

JOURNAL OF MERCANTILE LAW.

CHARTER PARTY—NAVIGATION OP WF.8TERN RIVERS.

United States District Court, for the District of Missouri. In admiralty,

September adjourned term, 185G. Hill & Cown, and others, libelants, is. Golden

Gate. Opinion of Judge Wells.

The steamer Golden Gate was owned in Indiana, and enrolled at Louisville,

Kentucky.

The owners chartered her to certain persons who resided at St. Louis, Missouri.

By the terms of the charter party the charterers were to have the boat for

four months, with a privilege to renew the charter party, upon a specified notice,

for four months more. The charterers were to pay the owners 8800 per month

for the hire of the boat, and were to have the entire and exclusive control and

management of her for the time specified—were to receive her earnings, and keep

her clear of all liens and claims. The charterers appointed the master, ran the

boat, and during the charter party contracted debts in Missouri for materials and

supplies, a part of which were furnished by the libelants, and are the same for

which the libels in this case are filed. Other libelants furnished materials and

supplies before the boat was chartered.

The principal question for the Court now to examine and decide is, have the

libelants in this case a lien upon the boat by the general maritime law of the

United States for the materials and supplies thus furnished ?

If materials and supplies be furnished to a vessel in a port of the State to

which she belongs, the material men have no lien by the general maritime law—

the presumption being that the supplies are furnished on the credit of the owners,

and not on that of the boat. On the contrary, if the materials and supplies be

furnished to a foreign vessel, that is, a vessel belonging to a foreign country, or

VOL. XXXVI. NO. IV. 29
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to another State, then a lien is given on the vessel by the general maritime law—

the presumption being that the material men looked to the vessel as well as to

the owners for security. There may be a lien on a vessel for materials and sup

plies furnished in a port of the State to which she belongs, but in such case it is

fiven by the local law of the State. (1 Cooklin's Ad., 56, and pages following.)

a regard to these principles there is no controversy.

The question whether the Golden Gate is subject to a lien by the general mari

time law for supplies furnished in St. Louis, after the charter party was entered

into, will depend for an answer on her being then in a foreign or domestic port.

Does her being a foreign or domestic vessel depend on the residence of her owners,

or on the port of her enrollment ?

As a general rule—which general rule, however, is Bnbject to some mollifications

and exceptions—it depends on the residence of her owners—or those who are, for

the time, to be deemed and treated as her owners.

If it depends on the residence of her owners, then the next question will be,

who are to be deemed and treated as her owners in this case ? Are they the gen

eral owners residing in the State of Indiana, or the charterers residing in St.

Louis, Mo.

That the Supreme and Circuit Courts of the United States look to the residence

of the owners and not to the place of enrollment of a vessel to determine her

character, will be apparent by examining the decided cases. The residence of

the owners is proved and stated, and nothing is said about the enrollment. See

the statement of the case and opinion in "The General Smith"—4 Whea. R,

438. The brig Nestor, 1 Sumner's Rep., 75, where Judge Story says : " Prima

facie, the supplies of material men to a foreign ship, that is, to a ship belonging

or represented to belong to owners residing in another State or country, are to

be deemed to be furnished on the credit of the ship and the owners until the con

trary is proved." Statement of the case and opinion in " The bark Chilean,"

2 Story's Rep's., 456.

If the character of the vessel, (foreign or domestic,) depended on the enrollment

and not on the residence of the owners, the statements and proof of the residence

of owners, and the language of Judge Story in the case of the brig Nestor, were

idle and unimportant, and as nothing was said or proved about the enrollment,

there could be nothing by which to determine the character of the vessel.

It is important to observe that the character of the vessel is only referred to

for the purpose of ascertaining to whom and to what the credit is given ; and in

no other respect, so far as regards this case, is it important. If the owners reside

in a foreign country or in another State, the material man is presumed to give

credit to the boat and also to the owners—because he is presumed not to rely

alone on the owners who live so remote and who are beyond the jurisdiction of

the courts of his State. If the owners reside in the same State with the material

man, the latter can easily resort to them for payment and readily enforce it in the

courts ; therefore, he may well be supposed to give credit to the owners alone.

It is apparent, therefore, that the place of enrollment has nothing to do with

the credit that is given ; and has, therefore, nothing to do with the question

of lien.

If the material men were ignorant of the place of residence of the owners,

they might presume, and I think the presumption would be reasonable, that the

owners resided at or near the port where the vessel was enrolled, but in this case

there is no room for presumption, as it is admitted that the libelants knew when

the supplies were furnished, that the general owners resided in Indiana, and the

charterers in St. Louis, and that the boat was enrolled at Louisville.

I am aware of the case of Free vs. The Indiana, (Crabbe, 479,1 and that it .

decides that a vessel is to be deemed to belong to the port where she is enrolled.

It is founded solely on the third section of the act of 31st December, 1792, en

titled " An act concerning the registering and recording of ships or vessels," (1

Lit. &. B. laws U. S., 288.) That section provides " That every ship or vessel

hereafter to be registered, (except as hereinafter provided.) shall be registered by

the Collector of the District in which shall be comprehended the port to which
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such ship or vessel shall belong at the time of her registration, which port shall

be deemed to be that at or nearest to which the owner, if there be but one, or if

more than one, the husband or acting and managing owner of such ship or vessel

usually resides."

The substance of the section is, that the vessel is to be registered at the port to

which she belongs ; and for the purpose of registry, the port to which she belongs

shall be deemed to be that at which the owner resides, or the port nearest to which

he resides. The section is only directing at what port the vessel is to be register

ed, and has no other effect It frequently happens, as it happens in this case, that

the owners reside in one State, and the port nearest to them is in another State

—and this is especially the case on the Ohio and Mississippi rivers, which divide

States.

The above act relates to registering vessels—those engaged in foreign trade.

But a subsequent act, (Feb. 18, 1793—1 Lit. and B., 305, g 2,) providing for

the enrollment of vessels, (those engaged in the coasting trade,) expressly pro

vides that the place of abode of the owners shall be stated in the enrollment.

According to the late and well-considered case of Dudley and others vs. The

Steamboat Superior, (American Law Register for August, 1855,) which reviews

the above case in Crabbe, the place of enrollment is only primafacie evidence of

the port to which the vessel belongs. See also Sharp vs. United Ins, Co., 14

Johns. B., 201 ; and Leonard vs. Huntington, 15 John. B., 302.

It will be observed that when the port or place to which a vessel belongs is

spoken of, it always means the port or place where the owners reside to whom the

vessel belongs.

I have before remarked in this opinion, that the rule that a foreign vessel

was subject to a lien for supplies, and that a domestic vessel was not thug

subject, under the general maritime law, was not without exceptions and modifi

cations ; but it will be seen that those exceptions and modifications all show that

the lien depends on the residence, or supposed residence of the owners, and not on

the place of enrollment.

Thus, if the owners of a domestic vessel held out their vessel as a foreign ves

sel—that is, as belonging to persons residing in a foreign country—they are pre

cluded by their own act from denying her foreign character, when libeled by

material men ; and there will be a lien for the supplies furnished enforced in the

admiralty. The St. Jago de Cuba, 9 Whea. B., 416, 17.

Again. If an exclusive credit be given to the master, there is no lien, although

she be a foreign vessel. The brig Nestor. 1 Sumner's Bep., 75.

Again. If the contract be made with the owners personally and not with the

master, there is no lien—the presumption being that the credit was given to the

owners personally, and not on the credit of the vessel. The St Jago de Cuba,

supra.

The act of Congress of the 3d of March, 1851, (9 Lit & B., 635,) entitled,

* An act to limit the liability of shipowners and for other purposes," section 5

provides, " That the charterer or charterers of any ship or vessel, in case he or

they shall man, victual, and navigate such vessel at his or their own expense, or

by his or their own procurement, shall be deemed the owner or owners of such

vessel, within the meaning of this act ; and such ship or vessel, when so chartered,

shall be liable in the same manner as if navigated by the owner or owners

thereof."

The above section applies, I presume, only to certain losses and injuries speci

fied in the act, and morover is declared not to apply to inland or river navigation ;

the last, as I suppose, was because the general maritime law of the United States

was not at that time (March, 1851,) thought to apply to the inland navigation,

the decision of the Supreme Court of the United States declaring it to extend to

inland navigation, not having, at that time, been made. But it applies in many .

cases, and to all navigation except the inland navigation ; and shows that the

place or enrollment can have nothing to do with it. And so far as the act pro

vides, it shows the opinion of Congress that the charterers are to be, and ought

to be, considered the owners.
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Having established, as I think, the proposition that the lien in favor of mate

rial men under the general maritime law depends on the residence of the owners,

and not on the place of enrollment, it becomes necessary to inquire who, in this

case, are to be deemed the owners.

The law, I think, is perfectly well settled, that where there is a charter party,

and by its terms the charterers, as in this case, are to have exclusive possession,

control, and management of the vessel during the term specified—are to appoint

the master, run the vessel, and receive the entire profits, they, and not the general

owners, are to be deemed the oumers, and are alone responsible for damages and

contracts. Gracie is. Palmer, 8 Wbeaton's R.. 632-3 ; MacCardier vs. The

Chesapeake Ins. Co., 8 Cranch's R., 39 ; Abbott on Shipping, note 1 to page 57

of the English edition, and cases there cited ; Ibid, 288-9, same paging and note;

The schooner Volunteer and cargo, 1 Sumner's Reports, 5G6-7 ; Kleine r*.

Catara, 2 Gallisorn's Reps., 75.

Indeed, upon principle as well as authority, there cannot be a doubt. It might

as well be contended that if you hire your horse to another to perform a journey,

you, and not he, would be responsible lor his shoeing and food.

It was said in the argument of this cause, that the charter party was not re

corded. This can make no difference, as the only effect of recording would be

to give notice of its existence—there being no act of Congress declaring it to be

void for want of recording, and the material men expressly admitting that they

knew of. the charter party when they furnished the supplies. A bbott on Shipping,

page 33, of English Ed., and note (1) to that page, and cases there cited. There

is an act of Congress, (9 Lit. and B., 440,) entitled '• An act to provide for Re

cording the conveyances of vessels, and for other purposes." But it does not

extend to charter parties ; and the instruments which the act requires to be re

corded, are not declared invalid as to those having actual notice thereof.

I come, therefore, to the conclusion, that for supplies furnished the Golden

Gate at St, Louis, after she was chartered, the material men and the charterers

both residing there at the time, there is no lien upon the vessel by the general

maritime laws of the United States.

BOTTOMRY—HYPOTHECATION OF SHIP, ETC., ETC.

United States District Court. Before Judge Betts, setting in admiralty.

[The following decision and opinion contains a variety of legal points, some of

which we have not seen adjudicated in any Court of the United States. They are,

therefore, of more than ordinary interest to the shipping interest]

John Gardner et al. vs. The Bark White Squall.

Betts. J.—The bark White Squall, commanded by E. J. Harding, master,

sailed from New York for San Francisco on the 17th of February, 1865, and

on the 25th of March thereafter pnt into Rio Janeiro in distress for repairs.

The master consigned the ship to Graham, Bros. & Co. Endeavors were then

made to obtain money by bottomry sufficient to make the repairs and outfit neces

sary to enable the ship to prosecute her voyage to San Francisco. Tbc survey

ors of the ship estimated the amount necessary at £2,000 sterling ; but no loan

could be obtained at a less premium than 75 per cent. The master wrote to the

owners for directions from them and the underwriters. None had been received

on the 1st of July. In the meantime, the vessel having been made nearly ready

for sea, a call, by notice through the papers, was apain made for an offer of a

loan on bottomry to continue the voyage to San Francisco, to be addressed to

the Consul's office. No offer being given, the master then advertised for such

loan to bring the vessel with her cargo back to New York, but obtained none for

that voyage either.

The master had sold part of the ship's cargo and applied the proceeds towards

the repairs, and entered into a contract of charter for the vessel, when Mr. Lang

came to Rio as agent of the owners, and brought £2,200 sterling, which was also

expended upon the debts contracted for the repairs. Soon after Lang's arrival,
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Harding left the ship as master, and Burke, her first mate, was on the 1st of

October appointed by Lang, master in his place. He executed the bottomry

bond on the 5th of December, 1 855. The vessel had been ready for sea for about

five months. Burke executed the bond under the direction of Lang, without any

knowledge of the necessities of the vessel, but because he was told that Lang

must have more money.

Upon the facts in proof the master had no authority in law to give the bot

tomry hypothecation in question. The debts all accrued from separate credits

given the master of the vessel, or her consignees, by mechanics, material meu and

others, and were entirely incurred at a very considerable period before the treaty

for this hypothecation was on foot with the bottomry lender. These facts wene

notorious. It was, therefore, well understood that the loan was made to extin

guish antecedent debts not contracted under any assurance or expectation of a

bottomry security, and was not made to the creditors themselves, but to others

who bought in the debts in effect at an abatement of 33J per cent from the

amount. The master could not bind the ship, her cargo, and freight, to the satis

faction of such debts. (8 Peters, The Virgin ; 1 Wheat, 96, the Angra ; Abbott,

200, [note 1,] 1 Peters, 386.)

But although the bond was signed by the master, yet he acted in the matter

under the direction of the agent of the owners, and not on his ow« judgment and

discretion. This agent was sent to Rio by the owners with funds for the use of

the vessel, and, as must be implied, with general powers to act for the owners in

respect to the ship. He displaced the original master and substituted another.

Hccalled in the bills of the ship, had them all adjusted, and authorized a com

position with the creditors. He then arranged with the consignee of the ship for

her hypothecation, for the purpose of raising money to satisfy the debts still out

standing. After the borrowing hypothecation was made, he had all the papers,

including the protest of the master and crew, the particular bills and vouchers

for all the expenses of the ship at Rio, with the bottomry bond, transmitted to

the owners. They laid these documents before the Adjuster of General Average

at New York, and obtained from him a computation and allowance of their share

of the general average, and claimed and received that share from the underwriters.

These facts in my judgment import that Lang possessed all the power of the

owner to hypothecate the vessel, or at the least, if such powers were not original

ly conferred upon him, that the owners ratified and assured to their exercise

after being fully advised of his acts and the facts upon which he acted. (Story's

Agency, § 239.) The authority of an owner to bottoming a ship at home or

abroad without regard to her necessities, seems no longer a question with the

authorities. (Abbott, 192, note 1 ; 3 Kent, 361, 6th ed.) Flanders on Mari

time Law, J 253. The principal cannot be allowed to screen himself from the

unfavorable consequences following the doings of his agent, after taking to him

self the benefits secured by them. (Strong's Agency, \ 250, 253, 258 )

The libelants are accordingly entitled to a decree in their favor for the due en

forcement of the bond.

INSURANCE—ABANDONMENT.

Superior Court—Special Term—New York, February, 1857. Before Judge

Doer. Alexander McConochie, and another, vs. The Sun Mutual Insurance

Company. Demurrer to complaint.

The action was upon an open policy of insurance upon goods, and was brought

to recover a constructive total loss upon the goods mentioned in the complaint,

upon the ground that they had been damaged by the perils of the sea to more

than half their value. The complaint averred that an abandonment had been

made, and set forth a letter of abandonment, addressed to the President of the

Company, (the defendants,) in these word :—

" Dear Sir :—Understanding that the bark M. L. Grant, on her voyage from

Matanzas to New York, has been compelled to seek the port of Savannah in

distress, where she arrived, we hear, with several feet of water in her hold, the

cargo was landed and found very seriously damaged ; we therefore hereby aban
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don to yon two hundred and eighty hogsheads of sugar, valued at $85 per hogs

head," &c, &c.

The complaint admitted that the loss—considered as partial—had been

satisfied.

The ground of demurrer was. that the abandonment, set forth in the complaint,

was not sufficient to warrant the plaintiffs in claiming as for a constructive total

loss.

Held, That an abandoment, to be valid, must in all cases set forth the grounds

upon which it is made, and that these must be such that, admitting them to be

true, the right of the assured to recover a total loss is a necessary consequence ;

that, "tested by this rule, the abandonment set forth in the complaint was defective

and void ; that the allegation that the goods insured were u very seriously dam

aged," did not necessarily import that the damage exceeded half their value. It

might be true, yet the plaintiffs would not be entitled to recover the total loss

which they claimed.

Demurrer allowed, with usual liberty to plaintiffs to amend complaint upon

payment of costs.

TRANSFER OF BANK STOCK.

Supreme Court—Special Term—New York, 1856. Before Judge Davies.

Anthony L. Hoguet is. The Rensselaer County Bank.

A certificate for twenty shares, at $50 each, in the Rensselaer County Batik,

was issued on the 12th of July, 1853, to Win. Lansing, who delivered it, with a

blank power of attorney for the transfer thereof, to the plaintiff, as security for

a loan. Two months previously to this transfer the defendants discounted a note

for Lansing, which was protested for non-payment in April, 1854. The original

certificate states that it is transferrable upon the conditions and subject to the

restrictions in the articles of association which contain this provision :—

" The shares of the capital stock of the association shall be deemed pledged,

and held as security by the officers thereof, for the payment of all debts and

liabilities of the owners thereof to the association, and no transfer of any of

said shares can be made until such debts and liabilities are discharged."

The defendants claim to hold this stock as being pledged to secure this debt to

them, and the plaintiff claims that he is the owner thereof, and that the defend

ants are bound to transfer the same to him, and having refused to do so, are liable

for the damages he has sustained by such refusal.

The court decides in favor of the defendants, and dismisses the complaint with

costs, on the ground that the defendants have a right to insist upon the fulfillment

of those conditions and restrictions, and that the plaintiff cannot have a transfer

of the stock until he pays up to the defendants the indebtedness of his assignor

to them, and for which they have a lien on this stock.

The court rely upon the decision of the Court of Appeals, in the Mechanics'

Bank vs. The >ew York and New Haven Railroad Company, as establishing

that a certificate of stock is not a negotiable instrument, and upon the rule that

where either party has the legal title the prior equity must prevail.

STORAGE OF GOODS IN BONDED WAREHOUSES.

Circuit Court of the United States, (Boston, November, 1866.) Before Judge

Curtis. Foster, el al. vs. Peaslee, Collector.

This is an action brought by the plaintiffs against the defendant, as Collector

of the port of Boston, to recover back money paid for storage of merchandise in

the bonded warehouses. The plaintiffs contended that the sums exacted of tbem

by the Collector were beyond the usual rates of storage at this port, and protested

against the payment, and brought this action to recover the excess. On the part

of the Collector, it was argued that the storage ot goods by the plaintiffs wa»

voluntary ; that they had the right to store the same in their own warehouses or

in a private bonded warehouse, and that therefore they were bound to pay the

rates fixed by the storekeepers of the United States, and that after they had once

paid, all the further payments were voluntary, as they were aware of the ratM

claimed, and therefore could not recover back the same. On the part of the
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plaintiffs it was argued that the act of March 3, 1841, had fixed the rates of stor

age in public stores at the usual rates of storage at the port, that the warehousing

acts being silent in regard thereto, most be deemed to have been made in accord

ance with that act, and that the instructions of the Secretary of the Treasury,

issued in accordance with the provisions of the warehousing acts, had adopted

the provisions of the act in the precise words of that act ; and even if the act of

1841 had not been passed, the instructions of the Secretary of the Treasury had

the binding force and effect of law ; that the importer had a right to store his

goods in the public stores, and that the Collector could not, by exacting illegal

rates of storage, deprive him of that right, or render the privilege less valuable ;

and that no presumption arose against the plaintiffs from the fact that they had

made frequent payments, all under protest, and it was not to be presumed that

any public officer would act contrary to law. Judge Curtis gave his opinion that

the plaintiffs had a right to recover for the excess of storage charged by the Col

lector, and ordered the action to be referred to an auditor, to compute and deter

mine amount due the plaintiffs.

CONTRACTS—HIRING OF SLAVES—RIGHT Of PUNISHMENT DELEGATED TO HIRER—

PUNISHMENT MUST NOT BE CRUEL NOB BARBAROUS.

In the absence of an express stipulation, the owner delegates to the hirer the

same right to punish his slave which he himself has ; but if the punishment in

flicted by the hirer, when considered with a just regard to all the attendant cir

cumstances, is either cruel or barbarous, he becomes a trespasser, ab initio, and is

liable to damages at the Buit of the owner. Nelson vs. Bondurant, Supreme

Court of Alabama.

COMMERCIAL CHRONICLE AND REVIEW.

PREDICTIONS OF A COMMERCIAL REVULSION—TOB PROSPRCT8 OP THE PCTURE—STORM AMD 8UN3HIH»

—TUB NEW ADMINISTRATION—AMENDMENT or THE TARIPP—MONEY MARKET AND FOREIGN EX

CHANGE^—THE SPBINO TRADE—RECEIPTS AMD COINAGE OF GOLD—THE BANK MOVEMENT—IMPOSTS

AND EXPORTS AT NEW TORE, AND RECEIPTS FOR CASH DUTIES—EXPORTS OF LEASING ARTICLES 0*

PRODUCE, ETC, ETC.

The croakers have been busy during the last few weeks predicting wide-spread

financial disaster, and if their statements were generally believed, they would, no

doubt, realize the fulfillment of their predictions. Nothing so surely tends to

precipitate a financial crisis, and a commercial revulsion, as a weakening of the

public confidence in the stability of prosperity. There can be no question in re

gard to the expansion, everywhere visible throughout the North and West. The

speculators in Western lands have bought up large tracts, then constructed rail

roads to or through them, to bring them into market, and the whole of this upon

a system of reckless expenditure and baseless credit, peculiar to rash speculations

the world over. Many very industrious men have left profitable employments to

embark in these enterprises, and are in a fair way to lose the little accumulations

of their former industry. In addition to this, a number of importers have brought

out large stocks of merchandise beyond the ordinary wants of the people, and

many of these can neither dispose of their imports at a profit, or hold them over

to another season.

Grant all this, and add thereto all the other expansions, extravagance of living,

high rents, and expensive habits of the people, which make the high coloring of

the picture, and we still can see no reason for apprehending a deluge of trouble.

The speculators in lands may be compelled to sell at five dollars per acre instead
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of five hundred dollars a lot ; tbe industrious immigrant, just arriving, will not

find this a hardship, and if the land be not a desert (which few Western lands

are) he will turn the investment to good account The new railroad may sink

the cost of the stock, and victimize the bondholders, but by the time the grade is

well settled the new owner of the land will have raised a crop of wheat or corn

on the prospective site of the bank, and will need the track to carry his produce

to market. Other speculators will also convert their patent humbugs into han

dles for the implements of industry, and the world turn on its axis all the same.

Millionaires, whose extravagance is so much deprecated, may corrupt the morals

of a few ambitions, weak-headed men, who. in a desperate effort to ape their

fashions, may turn robbers or defaulters ; but the race of such spendthrifts is

soon run, and it will not be long before the moral is all the more pointed for the

new practical illustration. High rents will secure first-class and convenient ware

houses and places of business, which were much needed, and the rent \.ill soon

be graduated by the profit of the trade.

In short, we see no reason why the man of sense may not take a more hopeful

view of the future than is just now in general fashion. We do not think the

millcnium has dawned, or that the sunshine will be perpetual ; it is well for pru

dent men to retrench and be cautious amid general recklessness and folly ; but

we do believe that there will be sunshine as well as storm, and we would not join

the croakers, and advise all men to dispose of their fair-weather garments, and

invest all their property in umbrellas and life-preservers, under the apprehension

of a second deluge.

We think the time has gone by when the recklessness of a few had power to

thwart the industry and prudence of the many. The pursuits of the people are

now so diversified that the rash adventurer is left to fall by himself, without in

volving all around him in his ruin.

Since writing our last a new administration has taken the reins of power, and

the President has pronounced his inaugural. The policy there announced was

very conservative, at.d has given general satisfaction.

The amendment of the tariff, which was before Congress at the date of our

last issue, has been adopted. Its details are not conclusively settled, owing to

the haste with which it was prepared and finally adopted ; but its main features

arc easily understood.

The money markets have been very close in all parts of the country. At the

South, holders of cotton, clinging to the advanced rates, have drawn the banks

very close, and created more or less pressure there, for the first time in many

months. The West has been much crowded, and the " street rates " have been

very high. In the Northern Atlantic cities, the banks have found very urgent

customers to the full extent of their means, and at the note brokers' capital has

been readily taken at 9 a 12 per cent.

Foreign exchange has been comparatively low for bankers' signatures, but com

mercial bills have been scarce, and there has been much less than the usual differ

ence between these two classes, especially in exchange on London. The range

has been 107} a 108, which is unusually low, considering the heavy importations.

The stock market has fluctuated more rapidly than usual, and with less appar

ent reason, but the " bears " have the advantage in the struggle, and the specula

tors show but little courage.
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" The trade for distribution has not equaled the expectations of merchants gene

rally. Domestic cotton goods, however, continue to advance, and prices are now

higher than they have been before for very many years. Sugar is also high, al

though prices have fallen off a little from the extreme point. Flour has declined,

but provisions generally are still very high, and persons with fixed income find it

very difficult to " make both ends meet"

The news from California represents the yield of gold there as on the increase,

but the amount coming forward to the Atlantic States is only a part of the

production. We annex a statement of the business at the New York Assay

Office for the month of February :—

DEPOSITS AT TBS ASSAY OFFICE, NEW YOHK, FOB THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY.

Gold. Silver. Total.

Foreign coins. 15,000 00 $69,000 00 $64,000 00

Foreign bullion lO.oO'i 00 82,1*00 00 4 2,600 00

Domestic bullion 1,846,000 00 11,900 00 1,866,900 00

Total deposits. $1,360,000 00 $108,400 00 $1,463,400 00 ,

Deposits payable in bars 260,000 00

Deposits payable in coin 1,203,400 00

Gold bars stamped 1,916,268 79

Transmitted to Philadelphia for coinage 960,990 37

STATEMENT OF THE DEPOSITS AND COINAGE AT TTIE MINT OF THE UNITED STATES

AT PHILADELPHIA, DURING THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY, 1857 :—

GOLD DEPOSITS.

California gold $908,8*6 00

Gold from other sources 7,110 00

Total gold deposits $910,965 00

SILVER DEPOSITS.

Silver, including purchases 185,830 00

Total gold and silver deposits $1,096,796 00

The coinage executed was :—

GOLD.

No. of pieces. Value.

Quarter eagles 12,730 $31,826 00

Dollars 200,691 200,691 00

Total 218,421 $232,616 00

SILVER.

Dimes 1,140,000 $114,000 00

Half dimes 1,120,000 66,000 00

Total 2,260,000 $170,000 00

RECAPITULATION.

Gold coinage 213 421 282.516 00

8ilver coinage 2,260,000 170,000 00

Total 2,478,421 $402,616 00
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DENOMINATION OP COINS ON HAND AT THE MINT OF THE UNITED STATES, AT

PHILADELPHIA, AT THE CLOSE OP BUSINESS FOR THE DAT, ON THE 28TH OP

FEBRUARY, 1857:—

GOLD.

Double eagles $185,080 00

Eagles. 76,270 00

Half-eagles 67,970 00

Quarter-eagles 70,7 1 2 60

Three dollar pieces. . 14,442 00

Dollars 858,622 00

Bars 7,974 84

$779,970 84

Dollars

Half dollars

Quarter-dollars...

Dimes

Half dimes

Three-cent pieces ,

Cents

Gold

$10,291 00

857,005 00

21,406 60

119,861 80

16,787 20

24,889 88

202 16

$649,883 04

779,970 84

Total amount of balance on hand $1,829,853 88

The following is a statement of the deposits aud coinage at the Branch Mint of

the United States at New Orleans, daring February, 1857 :—

GOLD.

California gold $33,478 76

Oold from other sources 7,015 76

$40,494 61

Silrer parted from California gold.

Silver from other sources

$184 67

91,514 76

91,699 48

Total gold and silver deposits $182,198 94

No coinage either in January or February.

The report of the operations of the United States Branch Mint in San Fran

cisco for the month ending January 31, 1857, is as follows :—Deposits of gold,

96,086.83 ounces; silver, 332.80 ounces; number of depositors, 1,457. The

coinage in double-eagles was 65,000, amounting to $1,300,000 ; half-eagles, 10,000,

amounting to 950,000 ; total coinage, $1,350,000.

The banks have been pressed throughout the country, and some have expanded

beyond what is ordinarily considered a safe limit. The contraction at New York

continued one week after the date in our last, but the total loans have since been

larger than at any time previously. We annex a comparative summary :—

WEEKLY AVERAGES NEW TORE CITT BANKS.

Loans and

Date. Capital. Discounts. Specie. Circulation. Deposits.

Jan. 8,1857 66,235,068 109,149,158 11,172,244 8,602,118 95,846,216

Jan. 10... 66,235.068 110,160.234 11,090,108 8,328,896 90.709,710

Jan. 17... 56,235,068 110,860,401 11,965,154 8,047,066 93.036,766

Jan. 24... 65,236,068 111,094,415 11,638,924 7,879,027 88,644,576

Jan. 81... 59,266,434 111,786,833 12,191,825 8,024,948 92,466,236

Feb. 7... 69,266,434 112,876,718 11,143,894 8,426,817 96,029.439

Feb. 14... 69,266,484 112,722,799 10,497,882 8,151,799 91,917,188

Feb. 21... 69,266,434 111,773,572 10,432,158 8,106,074 92,448,944

Feb. 28... 69,266,434 111,187,717 10,645.264 8,169,275 92,178,280

March 7... 69,266,434 111,899,649 11,707,346 8,465,697 96,868,222

March 14... 69,266,484 118,250,980 11,077,732 8,462,541 94,231,267

We also annex a comparative summary of the Boston bank averages since the

date of our last :—
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WEEKLY AVERAGES AT BOSTON.
February 28. March S. March 9. March 1*.

Capital $31,960,000 $31,960,000 $31,960,000 $81,960,000

I»an8 and discount* 68,278,600 62,766,624 62,786,404 62,698,000

Specie 8,110.600 2,904,188 2,879,180 8,142,000

Due from other banks 6,640,600 6,712,898 7,166,724 6,781,400

Due to other banks 6,641,600 6,180,282 6,206,621 4,888,000

Deposits 16,098,000 16,027,091 14,889,428 16,287,900

Circulation 6,870,600 6,604,629 7,160,064 6,626,000

The following is a comparative statement of the New Orleans banks :—

February 21. February 28. March T.

Specie $8,474,249 $9,208,621 $9,622,093

Circulation 10,787,479 10,704,289 10,918,829

Deposits 14,687,669 14,957,288 14,658,187

8hort loans 21,068,266 21,147,896 21,090,466

Exchange 7,129,264 6,678,456 6,821,918

Due distant banks 988,844 895,166 980,721
The imports of foreign goods at the port of New York since the opening of

the current year have been larger than for any similar period in the history of

our commerce. The total imports for February are over twenty-fivc-and-a-half

millions, being 89,488,209 larger than for the same month of last year. 813,443,010

larger than for February, 1855, and 014,428,912 larger than for February, 1854,

or more than double the total for the corresponding month of either 1854 or 1855.

We annex a comparative summary ior the last four years :—

FOREIGN IMPORTS AT NEW TOBK III FEBRCART.

mi im. \m. mi.

Entered for consumption $9,426,206, $8,316,268 $12,621,622 $18,608,939

Entered for warehousing.... 928,480 2,237,394 1,486,269 3,648,996

Free goods 466,606 1,461,466 1,956,156 2,447,839

Specie and bullion 279.888 67,866 72,247 1,023,718

Total entered at the port. ... $11,096,680 $12,081,482 $16,036,283 $26,524,492

Withdrawn from warehouse. 1,964,010 2,663,274 2,047,067 2,501,696

It will be seen that the entries for warehousing are much larger than usual, the

importers desiring to take advantage of the reduction in the tariff, which, it was

supposed, would be applied to goods remaining in bond when the new rates take

effect. The total imports at New York since January 1st are 812,916,877 greater

than for the corresponding two months of last year, 819,503,915 greater than for

the same period of 1855, and 813,827,825 greater than for the same time in 1854 :

FOREIGN IMPORTS AT NEW TORE FOR TWO MONTHS, FROM JANUARY 1ST.

1854. 185S. 1856. 18S7.

Entered for consumption.... $25,077,621 $16,686,627 $26,078,260 $38,808,971

Entered for warehousing,... 8,195,466 5,492,048 8,111,513 6,618,262

Free goods 1,861,669 2,692,096 3,297,968 8,298,762

Specie and bullion 668,763 167,689 126,611 1,910,227

Total entered at the port. . . $30,703,399 $25,027,309 $31,614,347 $44,531,224

Withdrawn from warehouse . 4,843,626 4,621,205 4,892,676 6,175,451

As February completes two-thirds of the current fiscal year, we have compiled

a summary showing the comparative totals of the imports since July 1st. From

this it will be seen that the receipts for the last eight months are 828,258,808 in

excess of the corresponding period of 1855-6, 838,200,558 in excess of the same

period of 1854-5, and 22,821,436 in excess of the same period of 1853-4. We

have been compelled to omit the last named year in our table for want of space :
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FOREIGN IMPORTS AT NEW YORK FOR EIGHT MONTHS OP THE FISCAL TEAR ENO-

INO FEBRUARY 28TH.

1851. 1855. 1856. 1857.

Six months $96,261,129 $86,558,097 $89,912,809 $105,254,740

January 19,607,819 12,945,827 15,578.064 19.006.78J

February 11,095.580 12,081,482 16.036,288 26,524,498

Total for 8 months... $126,964,528 $111,685,406 $121,627,156 $149,785,964

An examination of the tables giving the receipts of foreign dry goods, shows

that half of the enormous imports during the month of February consisted of

this description of merchandise. The total entries of dry goods at New York

for the four weeks ending February 28th were $5,092,007 greater than for Feb

ruary of last year, $6,608,849 greater than for February, 1855, and 84,451,622

greater than for February, 1854. This increase extends to every description of

goods, but is greatest in silks, which have been received not only in larger quan

tities, but also at higher invoiced values. We annex our usual comparatiTe

statement :—

IMPORTS OF FOREIGN DRY GOODS AT THE POET OF NEW YORK FOB IHR MONTH OF

FEBRUARY.

ENTERED FOR CONSUMPTION.

1854. 1855. 1856. 1857.

Manufactures of wool $1,491,198 $1,268,962 $1,420,779 $2,862,668

Manufactures of cotton 1,390,078 1,087,896 1,699,871 8,457,678

Manufactures of silk 8,278,286 1,648,411 2,491,361 8,402,281

Manufactures of flax C10.903 409,262 860,363 1,146,647

Miscellaneous dry goods 656,786 460.H4 682,033 947,116

Total $7,427,249 $4,804,685 $7,044,407 $11,316,214

WITHDRAWN FROM WAREHOUSE.

1854. 1855. 1856. 1857.

Manufactures of wool $281,262 $306,481 $180,306 $214,038

Manufactures of cotton 461,967 607,388 428,496 698,144

Manufactures of silk 831,118 468,830 270,421 269,274

Manufactures of flax 190,623 206,206 238,105 185,897

Miscellaneous dry goods 64,781 133,888 69,195 70,826

Total $1,819,681 $1,612,798 $1,176,628 $1,888,179

Add entered for consumption 7,427,249 4,804,686 7,044,407 11,816,214

Total thrown on the market. . $8,746,880 $6,417,478 $8,220,930 $12,664,893

ENTERED FOR WAREHOUSING.

1854. 1855. 1856. 1857.

Manufactures of wool $122,822 $201,365 $62,002 $239,577

Manufactures of cotton 160,182 207,111 118,424 890,076

Manufactures of silk 266,427 484,912 183,136 294,126

Manufactures of flax 60,254 160,834 47,221 199,060

Miscellaneous dry goods 29,656 89,866 14,414 67,568

Total $627,740 $1,093,077 $370,197 $1,190,397

Add entered for consumption 7,427,249 4,804,686 7,044,407 11.S16.214

Total entered at the port $8,064,989 $6,897,762 $7,414,604 $12,606,611
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We also annex our usual comparative summary showing the comparative re

ceipts of foreign dry goods at New York since January 1st. The total for the

last two months is 34,791,712 greater than for the same period of 1856, $11,364,932

greater than for the same period of 1855, and $4,605,628 greater than for the

same period of 1854. Wc do not think lhat the total for March will show any

material gain upon the comparative receipts of last year, and as the amendment

to the tariff, making an important reduction in duties, has been finally adopted

in Congress, the imports will probably dwindle until July 1st, when the proposed

reduction is to take effect :—

IMPOSTS Or FOREIGN DRY GOODS AT THI POET OF NEW YORK FOB EIGHT WEEKS, FBOH

JANUARY 1ST.

ENTERED FOR CONSUMPTION.

ISA. 18*5. 18*6. 1857.

Manufactures of wool $3 162,449 $2,248,884 $8,598,111 $4,289,768

Manufactures of cotton 4,016.894 2,080,977 4,224,822 6,578,847

Manufactures of silk 6.251.266 2,661,032 5,636,969 7,171,817

Manufactures of flax. 1,683,747 998,743 1,668,927 1,861,046

Miscellaoeousdry goods 1,288,667 922,939 1,301,471 1,796,912

Total $16,303,013 $8,847,675 $16,325,300 $20,698,890

WITHDRAWN FROM WAREHOUSE.

18*4. 18*5. 1856. 1857.

$662,668 $494,804 $866,594 $396,462

905,013 772,918 836,101 1,183,738

837.601 728,267 658,293 692,186

312,136 302,124 366,897 836.980

89,467 216,407 109,909 158,680

$2,706,866 $2,513,520 $2,281,794 $2,611,986

Add entered for consumption . 16,303,013 8,847,676 16.825.SU0 20,698,390

Total thrown upon the market.. . 19,009,878 11,361,095 18,557,094 23,310,876

ENTERED FOR WAREHOUSING.

1854. 1855. 1856. 1857.

Manufactures of wool $361,832 $508,681 $344,086 $380,962

Manufactures of cotton 731,662 756.046 081,662 774,188

Manufactures of silk 648,120 788,764 428,082 667.918

Manufactures of flax 204,467 888.206 238,879 341,993

Miscellaneous dry goods 88,375 244,894 84,016 129.691

Total $1,984,446 $2,680,680 $1,776,076 $2,194,697

Add entered for consumption 16,303,018 8,847,576 16,825,800 20,698,390

Total entered at the port 18,287,459 11,628,155 18,101,376 22,893,087

The exports for February from New York to foreign ports have also been

»ery large. The total, exclusive of specie, is $332,577 larger than for February

of last year, $1,373,695 larger than for February, 1855, and only $19,311 less

than for February, 1854 :—
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EZFOBT8 FROM HEW YORK TO FOREIGN PORTS FOR THE MONTH Or FEBRUARY.

1854. 1865. 1866. 1867.

Domestic produce $6,400,934 $3,154,264 $5,408,99(1 $6,399.20!

Foreign merchandise (free) 166,434 812,226 68,116 176,70*

Foreign merchandise (dutiable).. 400,789 698,601 148,944 363,878

Specie 679,724 2,123,708 1,204,843 1,831,726

. Total exports $6,637,821 $6,688,799 $6,810,662 $7,770,61*

Total, exclusive of specie 6,958,097 4,666,091 6,606,209 6,938,78*

The total exports from New York, exclusive of specie, since January 1st, are

9294,483 less than for the corresponding two months of last year, 8362,348 more

than for the same period of 1855, and $979,936 less than for the same period of

1854 :—

EXPORTS FROM NEW TORE TO FOREIGN PORTS FOB TWO MONTHS, FROM JANUARY 1 ST.

1864. 1866. 1866. 1867.

Domestic produce $10,705,127 $8,161,051 $10,666,676 $9,948,044

Foreign merchandise (free) 227,968 1,270,317 94,580 827,626

Foreign merchandise (dutiable). 869.P07 1,089,240 866,188 662,28*

Specie 2,426,406 2,280,106 1,309,177 3,189,672

Total exports $14,228,298 $12,740,714 $12,426,616 $13,962,628

Total, exclusive of specie ... . 11,802,892 10,460,608 11,117,439 10,822,95*

The exports from New York to foreign ports, exclusive of specie, for the last

eight months, are 83,386,289 greater than for the corresponding eight months of

1855-6, $15,066,102 greater than for the corresponding period of 1854-6, and

$4,640,670 greater than for the same time in 1853-4, as will appear from the

annexed comparison :—

EXPORTS, EXCLUSIVE OF SPECIE, FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN PORTS, FOR EIGHT

MONTHS, ENDING. FEBRUARY 28TU.

1864. 1866. 1866. 1867.

Six months $37,975,896 $28,892,747 $39,915,729 $43,596,501

January 6,844,796 6,896,617 6,511,230 4,884,170

February 6,958,097 4,665)091 5,606,209 6,988,786

Total 8 months $49,778,787 $39,868,865 $51,083,168 $64,419,467

We also annex a comparative summary of the receipts for cash duties since

the opening of the current fiscal year :—

CASH DUTIES RECEIVED AT TUB PORT OF NEW YORK FOR EIGHT MONTHS ENDING

FEBRUARY 28TH.

1854. 1866. 1866. 1867.

Six months $21,920,896 33 $18,368,927 82 $20,087,362 28 $22,978,124 48

January 4,379,285 82 2,660,038 32 3,688,664 85 4,637,378 48

February 2,867,294 60 2,665,164 94 8,676,91*14 6,117,249 8*

Total 8 months.... $29,167,476 15 $23,684,130 68 $27,347,936 27 $32,632,762171
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CERTAIN ARTICLES OF DOMESTIC PRODCCE FROM NSW

FORTS FROM JANUARY 1ST TO MARCH 17TH:

1856. 1817.

. .bbls

.bbls

Ashes—pots. . .

pearls .

Breadntnfft—

Wheat flour . .

Rye flour

Corn meal

Wheat bush

Rye ,

1,846

490

860,289

6,888

18,5(8

403,084

888,468

Corn. 707,894

Candles—mold-box's

sperm

Coal tons

Cotton. bales

Hops

Naval stores—

Turpentine . ..bbls.

Spirits of turp

Rosin.

Tar...

10,688

964

906

42,870

1,270

69,186

2,862

625

287,169

1,228

9,822

696,680

87,918

809,672

11,984

1,420

1,626

49,845

689

15,788

8,686

46,142

788

1856.

Oils—whale.... galls 8,893

sperm 86,678

19,878lard,

linseed , 2,092

1847.

6,184

69,164

8,976

2,816

Proviiiont—

Pork bbls. 64,752 11,882

Beef. 81,080 6,086

Cut meats, lbs 9,098,276 10,826,112

Butter 118,982 118,046

Cheese 670,020 297,612

Lard 6,780,118 6,222,896

Rice tree. 8,851 8,284

Tallow lbs. 668,426 776.284

Tobacco, crude .pkgs 18,724 4,562

Do.,manufact'ed...lbs 914,614 694.816

Whalebone 91,898 174,470

It will be seen from the above that the exports of flour and rye have fallen off,

while the shipments of wheat and corn have increased. There were very large

shipments of rye during the corresponding period of last year to the ports of the

continent. Most of the merchants living near the seaboard are looking for an

active demand for our breadstuff's as soon as the canals are opened, and the

granaries of the West send forward their supplies. To what extent this will be

realized, it is impossible to predict, but if the growing crops of Europe should

be at all injured, or less promising than usual, there will doubtless be a fresh im

petus given to the export trade. Even if the new crops should promise well, there

will be a long period before the harvest can be realized, and the bulk of the supply,

during this time of waiting, must come from the United States. It will be seen

that the shipments of beef and pork have largely declined, the termination of the

war having limited the export demand.

NEW YORK COTTON MARKET FOR THE MONTH ENDING MARCH 20,

FRErABED FOR Tim MERCHANTS* MAGAZINE BY CHARLES w. PBKDEBICKSON, BROBER, NEW TORE.

Since the date of my last report (February 20th) our market has ruled in

favor of holders to the extent of ± a f c. per pound on all grades. The total

transactions are estimated at 50,000 bales, fully one-half to two-thirds being par

cels in transitu, principally from the gulf ports to Europe. The foreign advices

of the past month were not of as favorable a description as looked for, but the

rapid falling off in receipts at the Southern ports, have counteracted the effect of

dull accounts from abroad, and the report that a resort to short time was likely

to be adopted, has been met on this side by increased firmness on the part of

factors and planters, and an almost general conviction that the crop cannot ex

ceed three million bales. With such views, and the increasing and almost uni

versal uses of cotton, it is not to be wondered at that the prices are supported,

and holders indifferent about selling that which cannot be replaced unless at an

advance. The inquiry for the continent and the north of Europe improved du

ring the month, and good cottons have sold freely. Our own manufacturers buy
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sparingly, and do not hold their usual stock. The new tariff likewise add3 to

their depression, and is severely commented upon by those in the trade. Economy

in large mills may offset the effect of the reduced tariff, but with the majority of

small mills, those personally conducted by their owners, its effects will be more

sensibly felt.

The sales for the week ending February 27th were 14,000 bales, a large por

tion being in transitu, on which, and cottons frcm store, holders obtained } c ad

vance. With small offerings on the part of sellers, the market closed firm at the

following :—

PRICKS ADOPTED FEBRUARY 27TH FOR TUB FOLLOWING QUALITIES:

Upland. Florida. Mobile. N. O. ATexai.

Ordinary 12 12 12 12}

Middling IS} 13} ISf 14

Middling fair 14} 14} 14} 14{

Fair 11} 14} 15 15*

For the week ensuing the transactions reached 17,000 bales, at a further im

provement of an } a } c. per pound, in consequence of light receipts and advancing

prices at the South. For a strict classification the following rates were demanded :

PRICKS ADOPTED MARCH STH FOR TDK FOLLOWING QUALITIES:

Upland. Florida. Mobile. N.O.atTexaa,

Ordinary 12} 12} 12} 12}

Middling 13} 18} 14 14}

Middling fair 14} 14} 14} 15

Fair 14} 14} 15} 15}

Our market for the week ending March 13th ruled quiet, and a slight decline

was submitted to without increasing the sales beyond 9,000 bales, mostly in

transitu. The annexed quotations show the asking rates at the close of the

week :—

PRICES ADOPTED MARCH lSTH FOR THE FOLLOWING QUALITIES:

Upland. Florida. Mobile. N.O.aTuik

Ordinary 18 12 12 12}

Middling 18} 13} 14 14}

Middling fair 14} 14} 14} 14}

Fair 14} 14} 14} 15

For the week ending at date the sales were estimated at 10.000 bales, without

change in prices. The demand was principally for parcels in transitu, and for

fine cottons to the north of Europe. The adverse foreign accounts being offset

by the state of the Southern markets, the market closed quiet :—

PRICES ADOPTED MARCH 20TH FOR THE FOLLOWING QUALITIES:

Upland. Florida. Mobile. N. O. It Texaa.

Ordinary _. 12 12 12 12}

Middling 13} IS} 14 14}

Middling fair 14} 14} 14} 14}

Fair 14} 14} 14} 15

Receipts to date bales 2,457,000 Decrease 162,000

Kxport to Great Britain 839,000 Decrease 199.000

Export to France 288,000 Decrease 46,000

Stock on hand 672,000 Increase 16,000
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BANKS AND BANKING IN THE 8TATE OF NEW YORK.

The Annual Keport of the Superintendent of the Banking Department for

1856, bearing date December 31st, was transmitted to the Legislature of the

State of New York, January 7th, 1857. From this report, which covers more

than 200 pages, we condense and compile the subjoined statement :—

During the last fiscal year twenty-five banking associations, with an aggregate

capital of 87,550,000, have deposited the requisite securities, and commenced the

business of banking, viz. :—

Artisans' Bank, New York.. . . . $600,000

Auburn Exchange Bank 160,000

Bank of Chenango, Norwich ... 1 20,000

Bank of Norwich 125,000

Bank of CazeDovia 120,000

Bank of Kent, Ludingtonville . . 1 00,000

Bank of Tioga, Owego 100,000

Oanastota Bank 110,000

Commercial Bank of S. Springs 125,000

Clinton Bank of Buffalo 260,000

Croton River Bank, South East. 100,000

Farmers' Bank of Washington

County, Fort Edward 200,000

Flour Cily Bank, Rochester . . . 200,000

Fredonia Bank. $100,000

Importers <fc Traders' Bank, N.Y. 1,000,000

Leonardsville Bank 100,000

Hanuf. Bank of Rochester .... 200,000

Manuf. A Traders' Bank, Buffalo 200,000

Marine Bank at Oswego 125,000

Mohawk River Bank, Fonda. . . 100,000

National Bank of Albany 600,000

Niagara Co. Bank, Lock port . . . 200,000

Ontario Bank, Utica , . . 600,000

Oswego River Bank, Fulton.. . . 126,000

Park Bank, New York 2,000,000

Total capital 7,660,000

Three individual bankers have also deposited securities and commenced the busi

ness of banking, under the name and title of the Bank of Old Saratoga, Schuy-

lerville ; Farmers' Bank of Attica, Attica ; Ontario County Bank, Phelps.

Of securities held in trust by the Superintendent of the Banking Department,

September 30, 1856 :—For banking associations and individual bankers,

830,026,910 ; for incorporated banks, $111,000 ; for insolvent banks, 821,161 ;

for trust companies, 8200,000 ; showing a total of 830,359,071.

The total number of banks, banking associations, individual bankers, and clos

ing and insolvent banks, is 350, viz. :—Incorporated banks, 42 ; banking asso

ciations, 228 ; individual bankers, 40 ; closing and insolvent banks, 40 ; showing

a total of 350 banks and banking associations.

There are forty-two incorporated banks in the State (with the exception of the

Manhattan Company and the Dry Dock Bank, whose charters are unlimited,)

whose charters expire at different periods from 1857 to 1866. The aggregate

capital of incorporated banks is $14,396,660, which have an authorized circula

tion of 811,850,500, and which had, in September, 1856, in actual circulation

and on hand, $11,468,116.

The following table shows the insolvent banks whose securities have been dis

posed of for the redemption of their circulation, rates of redemption, and when

time for redemption will expire :—

Time for
redemption

Name of Banks. What notes. Kate. will expire.

Eighth Avenue Bank All 94 cents. May 21, 1861

Farmers' Bank, Onondaga All 85 cents. Nov. 12, 1859

James Bank All 91 cents. June 17, 1858

Merchants <fc Mechanics' Bank, Oswego AIL 77 cents. Sept 28, 1860

New Rochelle, Bank of. Stock notes Par June 17, 1858

New Rochelle, Bank o£ Stock <fc estate notes. 61 cents. June 17, 1868

VOL. XXXVI.—NO. IV. 29
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The following table gives a statement of the names of the incorporated banks

whose charters have expired, time of expiration, and the amount of their circula

tion at the expiration of charter, and on the 30th September, 1856 :—

Outstanding circulation. I

Bank*.

r.
:r

3 H

a.

Albany 1856

America 1858

Auburn 1850

Chenango 1856

Genesee, 1852

Geneva 1858

Itbaca 1860

Lansingburg.... . 1865

Monroe 1850

Newburg. 1851

New York. 1858

Troy 1858

Utica & Branch. 1860

Broome County . 1866

But* Drovers'.. 1868

Catskill 1868

Central, C.Vall'y.1856

City, N. York... 1862

$200,000 $138,830

691.236 102,286

200,000

160,000

150,000

320,000

W.978

160,000

249,863

160,000

491,229

800,000

474,130

160,000

800,000

174,190

166,000

364,801

66,000

160,000

60,003

26,000

20,771

106,666

9,866

46,302

92,280

120,000

162,616

100.000

76,000

67,933

110,666

61,785

! it

f i!

Farmers', Troy.. 1853 $225,000

Greenwich 1866 203,980

Hudson River. . . 1 866 1 75,000

Jefferson County.1854 200,000

Livingston Co . . 1 865 1 4 6,700

Mechanics', N. Y.1866 789,480

Mech. <lt Farm . ..1 853 300,000

Merchants' Exch.1849 369,520

Mer. <t MecTroy.l 854 260,000

Mohawk, Schen.. 1863 168,031

N.Y. State, Alb. 1851 247,683

Onondaga Co... 1864 174,886

Ontario 1866 62,281

Ontario Branch.. 1856 246,169

Otsego County. .1854 160,000

Phenix, N. Y. ... 1 854 468,47 1

Tradesmen's 1886 300,000

Union, N.Y 1853 772,737

• •*

iJJ

$75,000

134,288

116,666

71,666

94.891

513.691

99,888

25,618

lOMsa

54,337

68.014

71,753

18.242

24 6.1 it

60.006

152.825

200,009

128,137

It appears from the report that the paper currency of the State of New York,

issued according to law, including incorporated banks, banking associations, in

dividual bankers, those also which are voluntarily closing their business, and

those that are insolvent and arc redeemed at the office of the Superintendent,

amounted, on the 30th September, 1856, to $13,580,283.

The amount of actual circulation on that day, deducting the amount in the

vaults of the banks themselves, would probably reach the sum of $31,000,000.

If from that we deduct the amount held by the banks of each other's notes, say

$3,000,000, ($1,000,000 of foreign bank-notes, and $2,000,000 of the notes

of the banks of New York State,) the actual circulation would be probably

$29,000,000.

The present aggregate capital of the banks amounts to $97,806,301 ; the rela

tive position of capital and currency produced by the operations of the general bank

law during the past ten years, is worthy of note, not only by the capitalist, but

by every business man in the community.

The aggregate banking capital of the State of New York on November 1st,

1847, was, in round numbers, $43,000,000; on October 1st, 1856, $97,806,310;

showing an increase capital during ten years of $54,806,310.

The total circulation on November 1st, 1847, deducting the amount of bank

notes in the hands of the banks, was nearly $20,000,000 ; on October 1st, 1856,

say, $31,000,000 ; showing an increase of currency in ten years of $11,000,000.

The peculiar significance of these figures is, that while capital for banking pur

poses aggregates itself with rapid and gigantic strides, currency lags far behind

it under the operations of our general bank law.

These facts are presented without an opinion of the present Superintendent as
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to cause or effect, and the question whether currency is not fast becoming, under

our present banking system, a mere convenience to commerce, instead of an in

dispensable necessity to her success ; and that it is in a measure losing its mate

riality as to the profits of banking, is left for the solution of the parties whose

interest it may be to solve the problem.

This great discrepancy in the former and present relative aggregate proportion

of capital and currency, presents a curious result to the bankers in the State of

New York ; and it may be found, upon a careful examination, that currency, un

der our present banking system, costs more than it can legitimately earn ; and

that its use, particularly at the great commercial points in this State, has sunk

to a condition where its chief value rests upon its convenience alone.

CONDITION OF THE BALTIMORE BAXKS.

We condense, from the annual statement published in the Baltimore Patriot, the

condition of the banks of that city for the first Tuesday in January, 1857, and a

comparative statement for seven years last past :—

Banks. Capital. Discounts. Specie. Circulation. Deposits.

Merchants' $1,600,000 $2,606,002 $492,677 $341,025 $779,682

1,258,125 2,105,313 266,722 318,826 743,610

1,200,000 1,930,742 231,488 236,161 797,102

Farmers' it Planters'. 800,000 1,499,302 252,670 302,662 660,918

Farmers' <fc Merch'nts' 617,400 952,788 103,335 220,389 873,039

Com. <& Farmers'. . . . 612,600 991,708 249,011 227,019 610,453

600,000 939,313 358,268 258.630 485,997

600,000 1,011,784 115,046 226,180 327,447

382,000 681,929 96,799 62,840 257,697

600,000 1,477,141 173,478 288,610 846,968

500,000 1,832,169 285,056 461,478 701,658

864,473 647.196 106,248

161,942

136,210 376,820

660,000 1,930,865 299,950 669,063

126,230 221,842 42,517 38,705 128,636

Fell's Point Saving-,.. 267,814 676,460 64,816 98,048 212,081

$9,777,602 $18,704,951 $2,998,876 $3,395,643 $7,765,866

January 7, 1856 9,065.934 16,397,869 2,832,762 3,388,430 6,485,352

January 1, 1855 8,576,583 14,279,363 2,484,946 2,638,708 6,858,628

January 2, 1854 7,592,380 14,969,213 2,848,708 2,956,532 6,962,989

7,291,416 14,291.221 2,991,910 3,828.058 6,021,707

January 5, 1852 7,141,461 11,428,609 1,987,564 2,180,667 8,912,977

January 6, 1851 6,101,056 11,783,716 2,330,174 2,281,918 4,528,966

6,976,814 10,924,113 2,113,768 2,978,688 3,648,817

TAXES AND TAXABLE PROPERTY OF MINNESOTA.

In 1850 Minnesota Territory was divided into nine counties. It then had a pop

ulation of 6,077. There has been a great emigration during the last six years,

and the present governor of the Territory claims for the State some 170,000. The

taxable property of the Territory in 1851 amounted to $1,182,060, and the taxes

on the same to $1,183 ; in 1852 the property was valued at $1,598,165, and the

taxes on the same $1,598.

We have now before us the report of the Territorial Auditor, made to the

Legislature of the Territory, bearing date St. Paul, January 9th, 1857. Prom

this report we learu that the amouut of Territorial tax assessed for the year end-
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ing December 31st, 1856, is $23,341. The amount of drafts drawn on the treas

ury during said year was 87,394. The salaries of the officers of the Territory for

1856 amounted to $4,516. The taxable property of the counties for the year

1856 amounts, in the aggregate, to $23,341,701 95 ; showing an increase over the

preceding year of $14,316,544 95.

The following table, which we take from the Auditor's report, shows the amount

of taxable property, and taxes levied on the same, in twenty-four counties of the

Territory in 1856 :—

Amount of tax Amount of tax

Counties. able property. Tax. Counties. able property. Tax.

Ramsey . . $6,030,866 00 $6,080 36 6 Nicollett . . . $439,891 00 $439 89 1

Hennepin- 3,469,812 00 3,469 31 0 Morrison . . . 402,006 00 402 00 6

Winona. .. 1,946,262 00 1,946 26 0 Wabashaw . 172,166 26 172 16 6

W'shingt'n 1,988,648 00 1,938 64 8 168,772 26 168 77 2

Dakota . . . 1,907,632 00 1,907 63 2 161,164 00 161 16 4

Houston. . . 1,067,220 00 1,067 22 0 Le Seuer. . 160,204 00 160 20 4

Fillmore . 968.000 00 963 00 0 Blue Earth. 141,877 00 141 37 7

Olmsted , . 867,688 00 867 68 8 Wright 127,714 00 127 714

Chisago . . 728,966 60 728 96 6 110,666 00 110 66 6

Scott. 697,613 00 697 61 8 91,800 00 91 80 0

Goodhue . . 680,227 00 680 22 7 68,781 00 68 73 1

Rice 613,364 96

467,683 00

613 36 4

467 63 8Mower . . . Total.. $23,841,701 96 $23,341 70 0

VALUATION AND TAXATION OF CITIES IN THE UNITED STATES, 1S56.

4.470,817 2,308,919

148,681,700 105,480,800

926,913 406,688

4,868,966 6,024,106

6,010,366 2,692,804

6,963,101 8,081,297

11,877,061 9,062,139

4,806,782 2,556,897

In the following table, compiled from official

real and personal property, and the rate of

nation :—

Beal. Personal.

Buffalo -v $27,648,000 $7,369,000

Lowell 18,976,662 7,380,886

Oardiner -.

Bangor

Boston

Brattleborough

Fall River

Bridgeport ,

Lynn .

Mew Haven

Norwich i

Nashua

New Bedford

Salem

Portland

Worcester

Brooklyn

Poughkeepsie -

Rochester

Taunton

Springfield

New York 370,723,649

Charlestown

Roxbury

Cambridge

Manchester —

Newburyport

Dedham

Newport

sources, we have the valuation of

taxation on every $100 of val-

9,311,600

6,916,750

11,671,038

12,696,800

86,786,446

2,118,776

11,213,739

4,671,917

6,463,190

17,716,600

7,446,100

9,472,186

6,319,200

10,068,994

2,007,620

1,867,887

2,664,683

2,820,910

157,222,163

Total

$35,007,000

21.366,048

1,694,009

6,779,786

249,162,500

1,381.638

9,888,070

7,713,160

9,044,898

20,929,190

7,868.179

4,019,004

27,027,000

14,361,860

21,148,171

18,916,000

95,800,440

4,126,395

18,071,076

7,836,600

8,284,100

627,946,712

14,098,600

16,572,400

18,048,660

10,488,726

7,216,200

4,260,397

10,416,600

Kate.

$2 36

0 80

0 87

1 25

0 80

1 0!

0 68

0 60

0 78

0 61

0 78

0 70

0 76

0 80

0 86

0 77

1 43

1 06

1 08

0 69

0 76

1 38

0 84

0 98

0 77

0 76

0 86

0 90

0 60
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THE DEBT OF CALIFORNIA,

It appears, from the annual message of the governor of California, that at no

former period of the history of that State, has the time existed when the subject

of State indebtedness attracted such universal attention as at the present moment,

and a great degree of solicitude has been manifested in the public mind regarding

the policy which the present Legislature will pursue in relation to this important

matter. From the statement furnished, it appears that the present indebtedness

of the State is as follows :—

Amount of legal indebtedness on the 1st of July, 1867, principal and

interest of which has to be provided for $8,564,640 97

Bonds issued in 1861, 1852, 1866,and 1856 8,223,600 00

Valid outstanding warrants 229,079 64

Warrants to be drawn 24.874 60

Deficiency to July, 1867 8,000 00

Total 18,777,064 24

Deduct cash in treasury 212,404 87

Total $3,664,649 97

" With these facts before U3," says the governor, " and the known necessity of

indicating the course to be pursued in relation to our indebtedness, the question

now arises, what shall be adopted with reference to it? Answering as your ex

ecutive, and echoing the sentiments which I believe are entertained by those whom

we alike represent, (the people of the State,) I would say, 1 pay the debt' by those

means the constitution of the State prescribes. Pass an act, at the present session

of the Legislature, legalizing the outstanding bonded indebtedness, permitting

Controller's warrants, issued after the 1st day of January, which may not be re

deemed prior to the 1st of July next, to be funded under the act of 185G, alike

with the warrants issued prior to January. 1837, and a law embodyiug tho3e fea

tures presented to the people for their ratification or rejection at the next general

election."

NEW BANKING LAW, AND BANKS OF ILLINOIS.

The Bank Bill of Mr. Denham, after some amendments, has passed both

branches of the Legislature of that State. We give below an abstract of its

provisions, as follows :—

1. That all bends shall be received at 10 per cent less than their New York

value, as the basis of banking in this State.

2. That when notes arc presented to a bank for redemption, the redemption

shall be instant, and in gold.

3. That notes, when payment is refused, may be protested in aggregate ; that

is, each note is not necessarily to be protested, as is now the ruling.

4. That banks shall do business at the place where they arc established ; that

they may receive 10 per cent interest, and that no bank shall hereafter be estab

lished in any place not having at least 500 inhabitants.

5 That no bank hereafter organized shall go into operation without an actual

cash capital of $50,000, paid up.

The proposed establishment of a State Banking Department was struck out

Banks of Illinois, theib Number and Securities. According to the re

port of the Hon. T. H. Campbell, E3q., late Auditor of Illinois, the whole num

ber of the institutions organized under the General Banking Law is 61 ; of these.
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11 have been closed by protest, or have volnntarily withdrawn their circulation,

leaving 50 now in operation.

The following table gives the kind of stock deposited as securities, and their

amount :—

Missouri 14,690,000

Virginia

Louisiana

Tennessee

North Carolina

South Carolina

California

Georgia

867,600

647,000

424,000

86,000

100,000

69,000

86,600

Ohio 116,000

16,000

12.000

" New internal improv. 120,708

" New internal interest 312,640

" and Michigan Canal. . 286,000

" <fc Mich. Canal In. Cer. 66.844

Total »7,616,690

The original deposits were, in amount, 311,791,752 ; of which, $4,146,162 have

been withdrawn. On the basis of these stocks, six millions four hundred and

eighty thousand eight hundred and seventy-three dollars, in bank-notes, are now

outstanding, most of which are supposed to be in circulation. The cash value of

these stocks deposited is estimated by the Auditor at 36,663,389—leaving a

margin of $182,516 for depreciation.

OF COMPUTING STERLING AND FRENCH EXCHANGE.

Bah Fbahcuco, February i, 1857.

Fueeman Hunt, Editor ofthe Merchant*' Magazine:—

Sir :—In your Magazine for December, 1856, (vol. xxxv., page 734,) is a com

munication signed " Algebra," on a new method of computing sterling exchange.

For more than thirty years I have seen the same method used ; the reason, how

ever, for multipling by 40 and dividing by 9, is that our premium of exchange is

calculated on the old par of 4s. 6d. sterling to the dollar. There being 40 six

pences in the pound and 9 sixpences in the dollar, why do not the dealers in ex

change adopt the same system that prevails almost everywhere else, of selling so

many pence to the dollar ? In California we have adopted it in sterling exchange ;

and, strange to say, in French exchange, have adopted the false standard of 5

francs to be par for the American dollar, and buy or sell at a premium or dis

count ; while in New York so many francs are given for a dollar. I only wish to

give the right reason for the reduction of pounds to the American currency.

Respectfully, your obedient servant,

ACCOUNTANT.

FOREIGN C0IN8, AND COINAGE OF CENTS AT THE UNITED STATES MINT.

The following are the several sections of the law relating to foreign coins and

the coinage of cents at the mint of the United States, passed at the last session

of Congress, and approved February 21, 1857 :—

Section 1. That the pieces commonly known as the quarter, eighth, and six

teenth of the Spanish pillar dollar, and of the Mexican dollar, shall be receivable

at the treasury of the United States, and its several offices, and at the several

post-offices and land-offices, at the rate of valuation following ; that is to say, the

fourth of a dollar, or pieces of two reals, at twenty cents ; the eighth of a dollar,

or pieces of one real, at ten cents ; and the sixteenth of a dollar, or half-real, at

five cents.
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Sec. 1. That the said coins, when so received, shall not again be paid out or

pot hi circulation, but shall be recoioed at the mint. And it shall be the duty of

the director of the mint, with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, to

prescribe such regulations as may be necessary and proper to secure their trans

mission to the mint for recoinage, and the return or distribution of the proceeds

thereof, when deemed expedient, and to prescribe such forms of accounts as may

be appropriate and applicable to the circumstances ; provided, that the expenses

incident to such transmission or distribution, and of recoinage, shall be charged

against the account of silver profit and loss, and the net profits, if any, shall be

paid, from time to time, into the treasury of the United States.

Sec. 3. That all former acts authorizing the currency of foreign gold or silver

coins, and declaring the same a legal tender in payment for debts, arc hereby re

pealed ; but it shall be the duty of the director of the mint to cause assays to be

made, from time to time, of such foreign coins as may be known to our commerce,

to determine their average weight, fineness, and value, and to embrace, in his an

nual report, a statement of the results thereof.

Sec. 4. That from and after the passage of this act, the standard weight of

the cent coined at the mint shall be seventy-two grains, or three-twentieths of one

ounce troy, with no greater deviation than four grains in each piece ; and said

cent shall be composed of eighty-eight per centum of copper and twelve per

centum of nickel, of such shape and device as may be fixed by the director of the

mint, with the approbation of the Secretary of the Treasury ; and the coinage of

tie half-cent shall cease.

Sec. 5. That the treasurer of the mint, under the instruction of the Secretary

of the Treasury, shall, from time to time, purchase from the bullion fund of the

mint the materials necessary for the coinage of such cent piece, and transfer the

same to the proper operative officers of the mint to be manufactured and returned

in coin. And the laws in force relating to the mint and the coinage of the pre

cious metals, and in regard to the sale and distribution of the copper coins, shall,

so far as applicable, be extended to the coinage herein provided for ; provided,

that the net profits of said coinage, ascertained in like manner as is prescribed in

the second section of this act, shall be transferred to the treasury of the United

States.

Sec. 6. That it shall be lawful to pay out the said cent at the mint in exchange

for any of the gold and silver eoins of the United States, and also in exchange

for the former copper coins issued ; and it shall be lawful to transmit parcels of

the said eents, from time to time, to the assistant treasurers, depositories, and

other officers of the United States, under general regulations proposed by the di

rector of the mint, and approved by the Secretary of the Treasury, for exchange

as aforesaid. And it shall also be lawful for the space of two years from the

passage of this act, and no longer, to pay out at the mint the cents aforesaid for

the fractional parts of the dollar hereinbefore named at their nominal value of

twenty-five, twelve-and-a half, and six-and-a-quarter cents respectively.

Sec. 7. That hereafter the director of the mint shall make his annual report to

the Secretary of the Treasury up to the 30th of June in each year, so that the

same may appear in his annual report to Congress on the finances.

The new cent piece, soon to be issued, is composed of copper and nickel, and

is about the size of a quarter-eagle, as thick as the present cent, and but little

darker than German silver. The obverse is a well-executed figure of an eagle in

foil Bight, with the date underneath, and the words United States of America

above. The reverse is a fine-executed wreath, representing all the principal

staples of the country—cotton, corn, tobacco, wheat, grapes, &c, with the words

ore cent in the center. It is stated by the officers of the mint that at the pres

ent price of copper, and for several years past there has been little or no profit

on the issue of copper cents, and in consequence of the low value of this coin, it
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might be issued at one-half its present weight with a seigniorage profit, and with

out tempting the counterfeiter, because the profits on their issue would be too

small to undergo the risk of detection.

STATISTICS OF TRADE AND COMMERCE.

COMMERCE AND NAVI6ATI0N OF THE UNITED STATES.

In the Merchants' Magazine for February, 1857, (vol. xxxvi, pp. 366-359,)

we commenced the publication, in a condensed form, of tabular statements of the

commerce and navigation of the United States, for the year ending June 30th>

1866, derived from returns made to the Treasury Department, and made up under

the direction of the Register of that Department. We gave first, the usual statement

of the value of the exports of the growth, produce, and manufacture of the United

States, during the fiscal year ending 30th June, 1856. It would add much to the

value of that table, if the quantities were added. We also published in the same

number a second table, exhibiting the value of exports to, and imports from, each

foreign country, distinguishing, in the value of exports, those of domestic and

foreign produce. And third, a statistical view of the tonnage, American and

foreign, of vessels arriving from, and departing to, each foreign country.

We now compile; from the report of the Register of the Treasury, the state

ment below, of the registered, enrolled, and licensed tonnage of the United States,

together with the kinds of tonnage employed in the foreign and coasting trade,

and the different fisheries, (cod, mackerel, and whale,) and the aggregate tonnage

of the United States on the 30th June, 1856 :—

ENROLLED AND LICENSED T0NNA8K 0¥ THE UNITED STATES.

Enrolled vessels in the coasting trade tons & 95ths. 2,211,935 46

Licensed vessels under twenty tons in the coasting trade 35,728 29

2,247,663 74

FISHI.NO vessels.

Enrolled vessels in the cod fishery 96316 08

" mackerel fishery 29,886 64

" " wbale fishery 247 78

Licensed vessels under twenty tons employed iu the cod fishery. . . . 6,635 69

132,586 04

Registered tonnage employed in the whale fishery 189,213 29

u « other than the whale fishery 2,802,189 84

2,491,402 68

DESCRIPTION Or T0NNA6E.

Permanent registered tonnage 1,930,822 89

Temporary registered tonnage 660,579 69

2,491,402 63

Permanent enrolled tonnage 2,831,188 67

Temporary enrolled tonnage 6,762 28

2,S87,«85 85
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Licensed tonnage under twenty tons employed in the coasting trade.

■ " ■ " cod fishery. . •

85,128 29

6,636 69

42,868 88

2,211,986 46

96,816 08

29,886 64

247 78

2,887,886 86

89,715 88

688,362 16

673,077 54

From this table, it appears that the aggregate tonnage of the United States on

the 30th of June, 1856, was 4,871,652. The total enrolled and licensed vessels iu

the coasting trade amounted to 2,247,663 tons ; and the various fishing vessels to

132,568 tons.

STATEMENT EXHIBITING A CONDENSED VIEW OF THE TONNAGE OF THE SEVERAL

DISTRICTS OF THE UNITED STATES DN THE 30TH OF JUNE, 1856.

Of the enrolled and licensed tonnage there were employed in the—

Coasting trade

Cod fishery

Mackerel fishery

Whale fishery

Of the registered tonnage, amounting as above stated, to 2,49 1,402 63,

there were in steam navigation ....

Of the enrolled tonnage, amounting as above stated, to 2,387,885 85,

there were in steam navigation

Districts.

Passamaquoddy, Maine

Machias

Frenchman's Bay

Penobscot

Belfast

Bangor

Waldoborough

Wiscasset

Bath

Portland

Saco

Kennebunk

York

Portsmouth, New Hampshire.

Burlington, Vermont

Newburyport, Massachusetts .

Ipswich

Gloucester

Salem ,

Beverly

Marblehead

Boston

Plymouth ,

Fall River ,

New Bedford ,

Barnstable

Kdirarlown

Nantucket

Providence, Rhode Island. . .

Bristol

Newport

Middletown, Connecticut.

New London

Stonington

New Haven..

Fairfield

, TONS AND 95TBS,

Beglstcred Enrolled licensed

tonnage. tonnajre.

19,444 76 10,686 61

7,684 09 17,641 82

4,093 92 24,304 07

12,362 88 82,508 44

3:1,99171 42,820 84

17,860 74 20,698 16

85,466 74 70,416 8fl

10,179 08 13,821 46

162,577 82 80,742 52

109,573 30 26,680 76

3,790 48 8,188 85

16,642 77 2,787 38

1,487 24

28,889 82 6,200 17

7,448 65

26,696 38 6,357 69

418 68

8,608 09 26,950 88

19,644 39 10,826 23

6,798 72

1,306 88 6,609 69

472,802 03 48,316 71

1,774 89 7,747 47

1,708 40 15,551 27

144,028 62 8,972 09

8,997 63 69,166 07

6,678 36 1,865 76

14,718 76 2,143 88

10,212 47 9,173 40

16,282 58 1,668 77

6,460 62 6,186 66

14,221 01

20,520 01 19,851 66

6,625 13 11,577 44

7,274 54 15,940 8811,698 92

Total tonnage

of each district.

l.'.'.'-'I 41

25,228 91

28,398 04

44.8H5 82

76,812 40

88,048 90

165.873 16

24,600 64

193,820 89

186,164 11

6.978 88

19.430 20

1,4 87 24

84.590 04

7,448 65

80,953 92

418 58

29.464 02

29,970 62

6.798 72

6,915 92

621,117 74

9,522 41

17.264 67

158,000 71

63,168 70

6,939 17

16,867 14

19,385 87

16,961 40

11,646 32

14,221 01

40,871 66

18,102 58

28,2)4 92

11,693 92
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District* 1

Chnnipluin. New York

Sackett's Harbor 1

Oswego _.

Niagara

Genesee

Oswegatcbie

Buffalo Creek

Sag Harbor

Greenport

New York

Cold Spring

Cape Vincent

Perth A in boy, New Jersey

Bridgetown

Burlington

Camden

Newark

Little Et;g Harbor

Great E^s; Harbor

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Presque Isle „

Pittsburg

Wilmington, Delaware

New Castle

Baltimore, Maryland

Oxford

Vienna

Snow Hill

8t Mary's

Town Creek

Annapolis

Georgetown, District of Columbia.

Alexandria, Virginia

Norfolk

Petersburg

Richmond

Yorktown

Tappahannock

Accomac C. H

East River

Yeocomico

Cherrystone

Wheeling

Wilmington, North Carolina

Washington

Newbern

Edenton

Camden

Beaufort

Plymouth

Ocracoke „. . . .

Charleston, South Carolina

Georgetown

Beaufort

Savannah, Georgia

Brunswick

Hard wick

St. Mary's

Ptnsacola, Florida

St.Mark'a

Registered

tonnage.

-TO»g AHD 95THS. —»

Enrolled licensed Total tonnage

tonnage.

4,890 46

8,632 42

766,070 62

1,033 00

68,761 89

2,160 33

110,167 81

1,69007

767 87

1,684 48

14,620 36

1,610 03

208*85

12,597 00

1,436 80

929 56

84 27

966 60

229 77

1,156 65

36,621 61

145 34

21,726 40

108 90

747 63

11,249 83

1,671 69

38,888 71

666 91

4,012 86

9,572 12

89,929 20

2,329 13

6,700 89

562,966 86

360 50

6,130 88

81,949 34

16.652 16

12.491 34

9,801 84

8,499 82

8,321 60

14,212 03

138,476 24

10,386 84

43,405 46

11,606 22

6,614 17

78,176 88

13,639 87

26,983 07

6,489 60

3,360 26

2,066 06

1,832 78

20.208 89

6,637 30

18,237 20

2,938 44

6,221 66

6,261 44

3,127 67

7,236 42

1,960 32

3,167 46

1,421 84

9,365 03

8,913 70

8,937 18

2,269 29

1,139 62

5,003 84

1,762 17

2,926 49

726 87

22,606 92

2,640 18

110 68

9,860 42

764 10

of each district.

11,249 88

1.671 69

88,888 71

666 91

4,012 86

9.672 IS

89,929 20

7,219 64

10,238 81

1,828,086 48

1,898 50

6,130 88

81.949 34

16,652 16

12,491 84

9,801 34

8.499 82

8,321 60

14,212 08

197,228 18

10,886 84

48,405 46

13,666 66

6,614 17

183,844 24

13.639 87

27,673 14

5,489 60

8,360 25

2,066 06

1,382 78

20,966 81

7,221 78

27,767 66

2,938 44

6.831 68

6,251 44

3,336 07

7,236 42

1,960 82

8,157 46

1,421 84

9,366 08

21,420 70

5,372 43

8,188 85

1,223 89

6,970 49

1,991 94

4,088 09

726 87

69,128 68

2,785 52

110 53

31,686 82

764 10

102 72

1,887 59

622 19

102 72

1,996 54

1,309 82
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Districts.

St John's

Apalachicola

Key West .

Mobile, Alabama

Pearl River, Mississippi. . .

New Orleans, Louisiuna. . ,

Tecbe

Nashville, Tennessee

Memphis.

Louisville, Kentucky

St. Louis, Missouri

Chicago, Illinois

Alton

Galena

Sandueky, Ohio

Cuyahoga

Cincinnati

Miami (Toledo)

New Albany, Indiana. . . .-

Milwaukie, Wisconsin ....

Detroit, Michigan

Michilimackinac

Galveston, Texas

Saluria

Point Isabel

San Francisco, California. .

San Pedro

Sacramento

St. Andrew's Bay, Florida.

Knoxville, Tennessee

Paducah, Kentucky

Registered
tonnage

1,087 44

44S 46

8,257 38

14,608 18

-TONS AND 96THS.-

Enrolled licensed Total tonnags

tonnage.

99,340 69

2,096 90

867 14

883 68

63,568 67

400 86

1,313 23

410 69

23,840 57

2,843 08

63,967 78

1,890 49

4,608 44

4,433 84

31,924 46

44,671 00

67,407 30

166 10

8,866 63

12,488 85

60,916 16

80,016 63

8,186 91

216 26

18,491 49

68,688 67

8,936 72

4,899 28

698 84

224 45

27,191 00

42 48

2,888 33

86 73

463 30

890 66

of ertch district

1,498 35

1,766 69

3,668 12

88,443 70

2.848 08

168,808 52

1,890 49

4,608 44

4.483 84

81,924 46

44,571 00

67,407 80

166 10

8,866 63

12,448 85

60.916 16

30,016 63

8,136 91

216 26

18,491 49

68,688 67

3,936 72

6,996 23

965 48

1,058 08

80,769 67

42 48

2,888 38

86 78

463 80

890 66

The above table shows the following aggregate, viz. :—Registered tonnage,

2,491,402 63 ; enrolled licensed tonnage, 2,380,249 78 ; and a tonnage for the

several districts in the United States, of 4,871,652 46 tons and 95ths. No re

turns are given for the following districts, viz. :—Sunbury and Hardwick, in

Georgia; St. Augustine, Florida ; Vicksburg, Mississippi ; Astoria and Puget's

Sound, Oregon.

GENERAL STATEMENT OF THE DOMESTIC EXrOKTS OF TDK UNITED STATES.

The following table shows the exports to each foreign country, and to the do

minions of each power ; also the value exported in American and foreign vessels :—

-TOTAL VALUE OF KXI'OBTS.-

wmrriER jexroRTED.

Russia on the Baltic and N. Seas..

Russian Possessions in N. Am. . .

Prussia

Sweden and Norway

Swedish West Indies

Denmark

Danish West Indies

Hamburg

Bremen

Other German ports

Holland

Dutch West Indies

Dutch Guiana

Dutch East Indies

In American In foreign To each
vessels. vessels. country.

$536,858 $536,868 )

43,305 $19,990 63,296 )

70,86770,367

1,187,668 734,077 1,871,645 )

60,702 60,702 J

169.994 36,966 195,960 (

765,296 51,994 817,290 )

964,291 2,304,182 8,268,478

4,074,859 6,814,798 9,889,657

30,856 30,865

2,144,374 1,866,786 3,501,110'

298,024 26,630 823,664

802,135 11,526 818,661 '

120,444 120,444

To the do
minion of

each power.

$600,163

70,367

1,982,347

1,013,250

3,268,478

9,889,657

30,855

4,258,869
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WmTnsB XXPOBTED.

Belgium

England

Scotland

Ireland

Gibraltar

Malta

Canada

Other British X. Am. possessions.

British West Indies

British Honduras

British Guiana

British possessions in Africa.. . . .

British Australia

New Zealand

British East Indies

France on the Atlantic

France on the Mediterranean ....

French N. American possessions .

French West Indies

French Guiana

Spain on the Atlantic

Spain on the Mediterranean.. . . .

Canary Islands

Pbillipine Islands

Cuba

Porto Rico .....*

Portugal \

Madeira.

Cape de Verde Islands. ........

Azores

Sardinia

Tuscany

Papal States

Two Sicilies

Austria

AusL possessions in Italy

Turkey in Europe

Turkey in Asia

Other ports in Africa

Hayti

San Domingo

Mexico

Central Republic

New Granada

Venezuela

Brazil

Uruguay, or Cisplatine Republic.

B. Ay res, or Argentine Republic.
chili ; F

Peru

Equador

Sandwich Islands.

Japan

China

Whale fisheries

In American

vessels.

(4,861,789

103,802,011

2,042,485

8,666,667

861,735

241,119

5,044,645

2,428,764

8,428,971

207,228

718,846

896,780

4,744,003

27,772

687,398

87,144,848

2,984,941

29,481

895,766

148,093

981,451

406,865

24,241

204,668

6,985,600

1,087,789

241,927

22,304

41,688

14,812

1,971,870

401,129

120,704

480,480

1,285,987

895,869

386,447

1,650,418

1,701,628

63,516

1,785.106

307,832

1,412,622

1,602,143

4,735,412

493,085

987,629

2,499,696

853,113

27,874

634,669

4,000

1,918,951

297,007

—TOTAL TALUS OF SXJOKTS.-

In foreign To each

Teasels. country.

$483,647 $5,345,886"

48,769,964 162,661,975"!

1,837,891 8,889,376

783,444 4,800,021

10,788 872,623

39.926 281,046

10,160,148 15,194,788

6,091,146 7,619,909

1,009,037 4,483,008

142,772 360,000

152,920 871,766

896,780

165,922 4,909,925

27,772

4,600 691,998

1,587,190 88,732,088

111,491 8,096,432

116.805 146,286

76,858 472,119

148,093

436,498 1,417,949 <

6,642,625 5,948,880

6,700 80,941

204,663

218,636 7,199,036

61,810 1,099,599

102,171 844,098"

6,851 27,655

9,832 51,416

1.147 16,969

172,607 2,148,977'

24,466 425,595

81,842 31,842

182,872 808,576

158,612 639,092

813,704 1,599,691

173,462 1,069,821

885,447

80,698 1,731,011

161,195 1,862,823

11,470 74,986

679,836 2,464,942

39.433 347,266

32,221 1,444,843

41,478 1,643,621

122,713 4,868,125

24,784 617,849

25,588 1,013,112

91,769 2,591,854

801,119 1,159,232

27,374

158,389 793,068

4,000

184,293 2,048,244

23,038 320,046

To the do

minions of

each power.

$5,846,886

195,791,886

42,594,963

16,900,57*

439,127

2,14S,977

425.596

31,842

803,67*

2,288,788

1,404,678

1,781,011

1,862,828

74,986

2,464,942

347,265

1.44 4.MS

1,643,621

4,858,126

617,849

1,018,112

2,591,354

1.159,232

27,374

793,058

4,000

2,048,244

820,046

Total 20,291,148 90,295,187 310,686,830 810,586,830

England and her dominions is our largest customer ; of the entire exports of

the United States in 1856, amounting to §310,586,330, oar exports to England
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alone are valued at 8152,561,976—nearly one-half of the total exports for the

year, and, including her possessions, at 8195,791,886—nearly two-thirds of the ex.

port trade of the United States. France comes next—the amount of exports to

that empire was 842,594,933.

PRICES OF PRODUCE AND MERCHANDISE AT CINCINNATI.

In the Merchants' Magazine for November, 1856, (vol. xxxv., pages 608-609,)

we published the average prices of butter, cheese, and coffee, on the last day of

each week of the year, commencing with September 5th, 1855, and ending August

27, 1856 ; and in the December number, (vol. xxxv., pages 748-749,) the average

prices of flour, corn, wheat, and rye, for the Bame time. In the number for Jan

uary, 1857, (vol. xxxvi., pages 90-91,) we gave the average prices of star candles,

lard, oil, and barley ; in the number for February will be found the average

prices of oats, hay, hemp, and molasses ; and in the number for March, (vol.

xxxi., pages 363-364,) the average prices of linseed-oil, flaxseed, beef cattle, and

sugar. We now conclude the series by giving the average prices of clover-seed

and whisky :—

The following tabic shows the price of clover-seed at the close of each week

during the year, except in those weeks when nothing was done in it :—

September 5.

IS.

19.

86.

October 8.

10.

17.

24.

81.

November 7 .

14.

SI.

28.

December 5 .

It.

19.

26.

January 2 .

$7 00

00

00

00

00

oo

00

00

B0

8 00

8 00

8 60

8 60

9 00

9 00

9 00

8 60

8 76

January 9 $9 00

16 9 00

23 9 00

80 8 76

February 6 8 76

March

April

May

18.

20..

27..

6..

12..

19..

26..

2..

9..

16..

23..

80..

7..

8 76

8 76

8 76

8 60

8 25

May

June

July

AlIgUBt

14...

21..

28...

4...

11...

18...

26...

2...

9...

16...

23...

SO...

«...

13...

20...

27..

$6 00

6 00

The following table shows the price of whisky at the close of each week dur

ing the year :—

October

September 6 34}

. 38}

83}

884

. 81*

824

88}

88}

88}

82}

83

. 34

35

. 80

. 28}

. 801

80}

. 80

12.

19.

se.

*.

10.

17.

24.

81.

November 7.

14.

21.

28.

December 5 .

12.

19.

26.

January 2 .

16.

28.

.10.

January 9 25} ' May

.26

. 24}

24} | June

February 6 24}

13 23}

20 20} |

27 22|jJuly

March 6 20

12 18}

19 19

26 19}

April 2 19} I August

9 20

16 20

23 19}

80 19}

May 7 19}

14...

21...

28...

4...

11...

18...

26...

2...

9...

16...

23...

30...

6...

18...

20...

27...

20}

21

21}

21}

22

22}

284;

25}

27}

81
•A 2

27

26

26

25}
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DISPARITY BETWEEN THE EXPORTS AND IMPORTS OF THE SOUTH.

The New Orleans Commercial Bulletin, in order to stir up the people to place

the South in the position she should occupy in her commercial relations to the

balance of the Union, gives some facts and figures going to show the disparity

of Southern exports and imports as follows :—

The received maxim in political economy is, that a country is prospering '

she exports more than she imports, but this is upon the supposition tnat her peo

ple are making more money than they expend. Such is not the case with the

South. The South is a producing and consuming, but not a manufacturing

country. She consumes to the amount of her exports ; but the exchangeabte

values she receives in return are either manufactured at the North or in Europe ;

and received through the medium of Northern commission houses and agents,

and by Northern ships. The articles of necessity and use purchased in Europe

by our cotton, sugar, tobacco, and rice, arc brought back to us, not to New Or

leans, Mobile. Savannah, and Charleston, the ports from whence these products

are shipped, but to Northern ports—to Boston, New York, and Philadelphia.

The operation is a common one, but to the Southern consumer rather an expens

ive one, for he is the one that eventually foots the bill. The Northern jobber or

distributor buys from the importer, paying him, of courfc, Jiis profits and the in

terest for a credit of four or six months ; the jobber, in tunusells to the South

ern merchant, receives his superadded profit and interest for eight or twelve

months. The producer, who is also the consumer, pays the shop for this compli

cated and expensive operation.

Let us look to the operation of the production and export of the single article

of cotton. The value of the cotton grown in the Southern States, in 1855-56.

of the 3.527,345 bales, at $45 per bale, amounted to 8158,763.025. Of this, wc

send over to Europe 2.940,291 bales, amounting to the sum of $133,583,095. The

balance or difference between the crop aud the amount exported, is manufactured

mainly at the North.

The exports of Southern products during the past year may be set down as

follows :—

Cotton $133,583,096

Tobacco, (estimated to be the same as last year,) 14,000.000

Rice and naval stores, lumber and staves 6,000,000

Total $153,583,095

Of this sum, the North, it is estimated, have received a clear profit of not less

than 30 per cent. Some fix the amount as high as 33 per cent ; but take the

former sum, and it will give for one year alone a profit to the North of $45,000,000,

of which sum $11,000,000 was paid in freight alone.

Of the cotton sent coastwise to the North, we take from Massachusetts alone,

in return, in the shape of fabrics for wear, near $36,000,000. We besides get

from the North, or through the North, our shoes, our hats, and every other arti

cle of clothing. Then again, wc look to them for our plantation tools. plow3,

shovels, spades, hoes, saw and grist mills, cotton-gins, aud sugar-grinding and

sugar-making machinery.

The total exports of the North for the past year were, in round numbers,

$120,000,000, including the reshipment of Southern products, against the

$153,580,000 exports of Southern products, making a difference in favor of the

South of $33,580,000 of exports.

Now, to equalize truly our relative position, there should be a corresponding

difference in our imports in favor of the South. But how stands the case? We

have the official returns before us. For the last four months—June, July, Au

gust, and September—the revenue received from customs at the six principal

ports in the Union—New York, Boston, Philadelphia, New Orleans, Baltimore,

and Charleston—amounted to $21,682,000, the three Northern cities receiving of

this $20,310,000, and the three Southern cities, $1,372,000. The excess for
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1856 over the same period in 1855 is $4,625,000. There was collected the pres

ent year over four-fifths of the entire revenue at the port of New York, and last

year something over three-fourths.

The receipts at the custom-house in New York for the above four months were

$16,348,000 ; at Boston, $2,529,000 ; and at Philadelphia, $1,439,000 ; while at

New Orleans they were $709,000. And yet New Orleans exports more than

New York, and more than the other cities combined. Such are the inequalities

in the currents of trade.

COMMERCIAL PROGRESS OF CANADA.

The table below, compiled from official documents, furnishes a condensed view

of the revenue and trade of Canada in 1855 and 1856. In the Merchants'

Magazine for March, (vol. xxxvi., page 361,) we published a table showing the

comparative commerce of the several ports in the province :—

CUSTOMS REVENUE OF CANADA FOR 1855-56.

PAYING SPECIFIC DOTY.

Coffee lbs.

Cigars

Molasses galls.

Spirits, (brandy, gin, rum, Ac)

Wine

Sugars cwt.

Dned fruit* lbs.

Teas

Tobacco

Miscellaneous -.

,—11 months or 1 S66.—, ,— 11 MONTHS OF 1856.—,

Quantity. Duty. Quantity. Duty.

1,776,481 $17,684 1,786,186 $18,654

60,686 20.296 51,264 22,929

1,642,272 67,445 1,509,649 5ft!oOO

1,067,696 228,846 1,206,624 880,812

822,839 94,608 447,429 148,378

826,638 478,184 298.613 440618

2,086,036 34,840 82«67,078 41,868

6,260,229 186,236 6,898,120 228,844

2,854,731 94,190 2,986,081 104,414

19,694 33,678

GOODS PAYING—

80 per cent

10 per cent

12T and 16 per cent .

6 per cent

H per cent.

6,472

137

2,070.012

60,156

$3,362,600

48,501

2,767,342

6,835

66,761

$4,363,021

Increase of duties in 1856 over 1855 $1,000,000

This increase has occurred under the new tariff, which abolished the 30 per

cent duty, and increased the specific duty on articles of luxury.

The total value of goods, of all kinds, imported into the province for

the 11 months of 1866, ending the 15th of December, amounted to.. $24,471,645

Ditto ditto during the same period of 1866 80,618,382

Increase in favor of 1866.

The value of free goods admitted in 1856 amounted to.

" 1866

Increase in favor of 1856

GENERAL REVENUE—CUSTOMS AND PUBLIC WORKS.

Receipts in 1865. Receipts in 1658.

Public Works

Increase from these two

$8,362,600

899,130

$4,863,021

424,422

in 1866.

$6,141,787

9,813,717

11,359,767

$1,646,040

Increase.

$1,000,421

25,192

$1,026,018
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JOURNAL OF INSURANCE.

FIRE INSURANCE.

A minority of a committee of the Common Conncil of the city of Boston, to

whom was referred an order relative to insurance by the city, of losses by fire,

submitted a report on the 4th of December, 1856, which contains, in a small

compass, so much interesting information on the subject, that we are induced to

give place to it in this department of the Merchants' Magazine. The subject is

likely to attract considerable attention from the fact that it has already been

broached in France by Louis Napoleon, who proposes that the government shall

insure all the property of the empire upon nearly the samo basis as that laid

down in the report of the Boston Committee. It will be seen by this report that

the committee recommend that the city of Boston pay all losses to her citizens

originating from fire, and that the property holders be assessed in the general tax

raised for the support of the city :—

Contracts of insurance, strictly so called, are of modern invention, and their

importance in relation to commerce is scarcely inferior to that of bills of exchange.

Every merchant is liable to losses and reverses by the changes of the market;

the risks of this description, however, may be calculated upon with some degree

of certainty ; but those of fire and the perils of the sea cannot be so well esti

mated, and when they come, in many eases they would bring ruin upon the mer

chant were it not for the system of lusurance, the object of which is to apportion

the losses from these disasters among all those whose property is exposed to the

game hazards. If, for instance, all persons engaged in trading were to enter into

an agreement to contribute for the losses of each other, occasioned by the com

mon casualties, in proportion to the amount they respectively have at risk, each

individual would then only run the risk of the proportion of losses occasioned

upon the general aggregate of property at risk. To many, such a general com

bination would be considered complicated and practically inconvenient ; conse

quently, the proper mode, (which has long been in practice in this country and

Europe.) of one person, the underwriter, agreeing to take upon himself those risks

for a hundred merchants, more or less, for a certain premium on each risk, such

person calculating that the premiums on the profitable adventures will compensate

him for losses which may occur on those which may. be unfortunate.

The result accordingly is, that all persons having their property insured in this

manner, in effect mutually contribute for each other's losses, by the bargain of

each with the common receiver of the contributions of all.

With respect to insurance against fire, mathematical nicety on this subject is

of little importance, lor the amount of experience afforded by the general preva

lence of the practice, and the competition which exists among the numerous rival

companies, have probably had the effect of adjusting the premium to the average

risk with all the accuracy that is practically attainable.

The premium charged by the Ixmdon insurance office, on property of the value

of £100, is Is. Cd. per annum, which corresponds to an average annual loss of

nearly one in thirteen hundred ; but it is to be observed that the sum which is

charged as premium is proved to be sufficient not only to cover the losses, but

also to defray the expenses of the establishment, and to afford an adequate inter

est on the amount of capital laid out or risked by the insurance company.

Insurance in London would be much more general, did not government impose

a tax on the transaction of three shillings per annum on each £100 insured, whick

is double the amount of premium charged by the insurer. Hence, the govern

ment derives from this source the large revenue of between ten and eleven hnn
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dred thousand pounds per annum. The characteristic property of insurance, of

whatever nature, is the tendency to reduce to a certain average value the profits

or advantages arising from all speculations of the same kind, however great the

number may be. The gain which the insurer makes on his successful speculations

indemnifies him for the loss he sustains by those which are unsuccessful, and to

the insured the result is the same as if they had paid their premiums into a com

mon fund, and agreed to make good to each other their individual losses.

The insurers are only the intermediate agents of this supposed association. A

mercantile company, employing a very great number of ships, or taking part in

a very great number of enterprises, would derive no benefit from insurance. The

loss on those which are unsuccessful is compensated by the premiums saved on

the whole ; in fact the company acts as insurer to itself. On this principle the

government neither insures vessels belonging to the navy, or any other property,

neither does our city insure any of its property for the same reason.

The fact seems to be overlooked that stock, as well as mutual fire insurance

companies, are simply associations or partnerships of individuals, to protect each

other from losses by fire, which it might be inconvenient for them to bear indi

vidually. To accomplish this purpose they become incorporated. The charters,

policy, and by-laws constitute their articles of copartnership.

The amount of property belonging to citizens of this Commonwealth, insured

in stock companies, is not far from two hundred millions of dollars.

There are thirty-four offices in the State, of which nineteen are located in Bos

ton. The aggregate amount of capital may be reckoned at seven millions of

dollars.

The amount of property insured in mutual marine and mutual fire and marine

insurance companies, is about one hundred and thirty millions of dollars. This

amount is divided among thirteen companies.

The number of mutual fire insurance companies incorporated and doing busi

ness in this Commonwealth is sixty-four. The amount insured by said companies

is about one hundred and ninety millions of dollars.

The amount insured in mutual companies exceeds that in either the other modes

of insurance.

If properly and prudently managed, a mutual company affords the safest and

cheapest protection to the insured ; for every additional risk increases the security

of all, as thereby a premium note is added to the assets of the company ; when

in a joint-stock company the specific capital remains the same, let the total amount

at risk be ever so great. Among the earliest charters granted was the Massa

chusetts Mutual Fire Insurance Company in Boston. This company was incor

porated with a perpetual charter, March 2d, 1798, and provides that no policy

of insurance shall be made by said corporation, until the sum subscribed by the

associates to be insured, shall amount to " two millions of dollars." The charter

further required that of the cash premiums received after paying losses and ex

penses, the sum of ten thousand dollars should be appropriated to a reserved fund.

This company has continued with constant success to the present time, and may

now be considered the strongest institution of the kind in the Commonwealth.

The amount insured by existing policies, in this single institution, is not far from

fifteen millions of dollars, more than a fifteenth part of all the insurable property

within the city.

The gross amount insured by all the offices within the Commonwealth is not

for from six hundred and fifty-four millions of dollars.

Reference is thus made to the insurance companies within the Commonwealth

of Massachusetts, and in particular to those within the city of Boston, in order

to show to the citizens that they are never insured against large losses, but only

minor ones, that come within the range of their capital at risk, or rather the

amount of premiums contributed by the insured, showing conclusively that it is

the insured who protect each other from loss, and not the corporations.

Annexed is the following table, showing the number of fires per year, the gross

amount of losses and insurances, commencing September 1, 1837, and ending

September 1, 1856 :—

VOL. XXXVI.—NO. IV. 31
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Years. Tire*. Losses. Insurances i Tun. Fires. Losses. Insurance*.

1887. 106 $82,062 *20,188 1847 ... 160 $222,273 $162,086

1888. 8« 140,004 61,791 1848.... 208 300,626 216,992

1889.. 118 77,978 68,682 1848.... 147 128,660 76,197

1840.. 88 102,872 86,920 I860.... 218 386,107 182,937

1841.. 108 90,(08 44,638 1861.... 134 482,848

616,167

216,315

1842.. 169 128,666 90,086 1862.... 172 285,056

1843.. 186 184,098 96,862 1868.... 162 160,772 106,880

1844.. 180 281,191 172,840 1864.. . . 140 637,604 860.047

1846.. 228 226,888 166,206 1866.... 167 409,366 287,832

1846.. 141 172,998 87,168

$4,629,692 $2,786,997

Thus showing the gross amount of losses, in nineteen years, to be forty-five

hundred and twenty-nine thousand five hundred and ninety-two dollars ; insurance,

twenty-seven hundred and thirty-six thousand nine hundred and ninety-seven dol

lars. Average losses per year, for the nineteen years inclusive, 3226,479 60.

Average insurance for the same period, $144,052 47, which is a fraction over 60

per cent on gross losses.

Now, taking the valuation of real and personal property of the city for the

current year, which is $248,721,100, and the average losses for nineteen years,

$226,479 60, the tax on the citizens to pay this loss would be 91-100 of 1 per

cent ; or, to place it more clearly, if the assessors had added to the tax of the

present year, as an insurance tax, 1-10 of 1 per cent, or one dollar on a thousand,

it would have yielded the sum of $248,721 10, which would have been $22,241 50

more than the average losses for nineteen years.

If other means exist of dividing fire risks, insurance becomes unnecessary. Is

the opinion of a minority of this committee other means do exist in the form of

taxation, the citizens paying all losses originating from fires, the result of which

would be a saving of more than the interest on the water debt, besides support

ing our entire school system. In one or more of the German States the govern

ment fixes the rates of insurance as it does other modes of taxation, and it forms

a part of the general tax raised for the support of such States.

The system is found to work well, the insurance tax only amounting to one-

tenth of 1 per cent. If mutual insurance is the best system, and is found to

work well tor one hundred individuals, it will work just as well for one hundred

thousand, and so on for cities as large as Boston, New York, Paris, or London ;

a minority of your committee would therefore recommend the passage of the fol

lowing order:—

Ordered, That such measures be taken as will cause the city of Boston to pay

all losses to our citizens originating from fire, and that the same be assessed in

the general tax raised for the support of the city.

NATHANIEL C. NASH.
EDWARD K. rOETtB.

A PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION NOT SUNDER.

The defendant in this case, which was decided in one of the Courts in Massa

chusetts, was Secretary of the Fulton Fire Insurance Company. The plaintiff

had an insurance in that company. He had presented preliminary proofs, sod

claimed from the company full payment on the policy. An interview took place

at the office of the company, between the plaintiff, the defendant, and one Bowers,

the Secretary of the Hartford Insurance Company, against which the plaintiff

held a claim on a policy issued on the same property which had been insured by

the Fulton Company. At this interview the defendant said to the plaintiff that

facts had come to their knowledge, which, if true, would go to show that he knew

more about the origin of the fire than he admitted in the affidavit. The plaintiff

rested his case on proof of the alleged slander, without offering further evidence

in proof of malice. Held, that what was said by the defendant was a privileged

communication, and not slanderous.
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DECISION OS A POLICY OF FIRE IS8URANCE.

A policy of insurance issued by a mutual fire insurance company was expressly

made subject to their by-laws, one of which provided that " unless the applicant

for insurance shall make a true representation of the property on which he re

quests insurance, and of his title and interest therein, and also of all incumbrances

and the amount and nature thereof, the policy shall be void." An applicant for

insurance represented, in answer to questions, that the property was owned by

him, and not incumbered, when in fact he was only a mortgagee. The court in

Massachusetts held that the policy was void.

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS.

REVISED RATES OF COMMISSION OF THE SEW YORK CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.

The rates of commission having been recently (1857) revised by the Chamber

of Commerce, we publish below the amended list :—

BATES OF COMMISSIONS RECOMMENDED BY THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE TO BX

CHARGED WHERE NO EXPRESS AGREEMENT TO THE CONTRARY EXISTS.

BANKING.

On purchase of stocks, bonds, and all kinds of securities, including the drawing of

bills for payment of same per cent 1

On sale of stocks, bonds, and all kinds of securities, including remittances in bills

and guaranty 1

On purchase or sale of specie and bullion i

Remittances in bills of exchange _ J

Remittances in bills of exchange, with guaranty 1

Drawing or indorsing bills of exchange . . . > 1

Collecting dividends on stocks, bonds, or other securities ^

Collecting interest on bonds and mortgages „ 1 ■

Receiving and paying moneys on which no other commission is received ....... 4>

Procuring acceptance of bills of exchange payable in foreign countries J

On issuing letters of credit to travelers, exclusive of foreign bankers' charge 1

Where bills of exchange are remitted for collection, and returned under protest

for non-acceptance or non-payment, the same commissions are to be charged

as though they were duly accepted and paid.

QENERAL BUSINESS.

On sales of sugar, coffee, tea, and general merchandise, usually sold in large quan

tities and on credit under 6 months 5

On sales of manufactured goods and other articles, usually sold on long credits,

for 6 months and guaranty 7J

Ditto, ditto, for cash 6

On purchase and shipment of merchandise, with funds in hand, on cost and

charges S]

Collecting delayed and litigated accounts 6

Effecting marine insurance, on amount insured T

No amount to be charged for effecting insurance on property consigned.

Landing and re-sbipping goods from vessels in distress, on value of invoice 2X

" " " "on specie and bullion ... I

Receiving and forwarding merchandise entered at custom-house, on invoice value

1 per cent, and on expenses incurred H

On consignments of merchandise withdrawn or re-shipped, full commissions are

to be charged to the extent of advances or responsibilities incurred, and one-

half commission on the residue of the value.
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On giving bonds that passengers will not become a burden on the city, on the

amount of the bonds

The risk of loss by robbery, fire, (anless insurance be ordered,) theft, popular tu

mult, and all other unavoidable occurrences, is in all cases to be borne by the

owners of the goods^ provided due diligence has been exercised in the care of

On purchase or sale of vessels 2^

Disbursements and outfit of vessels 2£

Procuring freight and passengers for Europe, East Indies, and domestic ports H

" " for West Indies, South America, and other

places 6

" " for foreign vessels, in all cases 6

Collecting freight

Collecting insurance losses of all kinds H

Chartering vessels on amount of freight, actual or estimated, to be considered as

due when the charter parties are signed H

But no charter to be considered binding till a memorandum, or one of the copies

of the charter, has been signed.

On giving bonds for vessels under attachment in litigated cases, on amount of

liability H

The foregoing commissions to be exclusive of brokerage, and every i

tually incurred.

INSPECTION OF PROVISIONS IN OHIO.

The Legislature of Ohio has passed a bill " supplementary to an act entitled

an act for the inspection of certain articles therein enumerated." The original

act was passed March, 1851. The present act, this year, (1857.) The following

are the provisions of the supplementary act :—

Section 1. That any person acting as inspector of flour, meal, meat, lard, or

batter, or other articles sold by weight, in hogshead, cask, box, barrel, or parts

thereof, the contents of which is by law subject to inspection, are hereby required

to inspect and certify the weight therein, in connection with the quality, and

brand the same, which shall be conclusive evidence between vendor and vendee,

at the time of inspection ; and whenever short weight shall be ascertained, or

under tare marked, the inspector so finding shall be entitled for every hogshead,

cask, or box, containing over one barrel, 20 cents, and for every barrel, and under,

10 cents ; the charge for repacking and cooperage to be no more than the average

price paid for such work at the time the inspection is had, which shall be paid by

the party demanding the inspection, or as parties may agree ; but in case of for

feiture, then the parties for whose benefit it shall be condemned, shall pay all such

charges ; but in case no condemnation takes place, then the inspector shall be en

titled to the same for the inspection of weight, he is for quality, and no more.

Section 2. Any manufacturer of flour, meal, or packer of meat, butter, lard, or

any other article sold by weight, and packed, who shall undermark the tare upon

any hogshead, cask, box, or barrel, or part thereof, or put therein a less quantity

than marked or branded thereon, as specified by law, shall, for such offense, forfeit

the hogshead, cask, box, or barrel, or parts thereof, and half the contents therein

contained ; one-fourth of the contents to go to the party injured, who shall prose

cute for the same, together with such other damage he may sustain, and the other

fourth to the use ofthe poor of the township where the conviction is had, the balance

to be accounted for to the miller or packer, who shall be notified by the inspector ;

but such forfeiture shall not take place, or conviction be had, when the light weight

shall have been occasioned after leaving the manufacturer or packer, provided such

packing has been done according to law.
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NAUTICAL INTELLIGENCE.

PROBLEMS IN ASTRONOMY CONNECTED WITH NAVIGATION.

Amos Abbott, a Missionary of the American Board, has invented a new in

strument for solving problems in astronomy, which is spoken of by competent

authorities as likely to be of great value to navigators. Mr. Abbott is under

stood to be a well-trained mathematician ; and while on his homeward passage

from Bombay to London, and engaged in teaching navigation to the officers of

the ship, he saw a way of simplifying computation by mechanical means. This

horometer is the embodiment of the idea. Abbott's Horometer is described as

follows :—

A plane metallic hemisphere of 10-inch radius, with a graduated arc and an

orthographic projection of lines of latitude divided by dots into minutes of time,

and numbered from six o'clock towards the arc for the a. m., and from the arc for

the p. m., is the foundation. Moving from the center of this projection is an in

dex arm, like a quadrant, with a Vernier, reading to half minutes, and upon this

arm, sliding in a groove, and at right angles to it is a bar, graduated for a scale

of altitudes and comprehending the appropriate corrections. This scale-bar, of

course, moves with the index arm, and is always perpendicular to it, and across it

a plane glass, with fine lines upon its surface, is made to slide so that it may be

set to any given altitude. By this simple combination of parts, the time from an

altitude of the sun, moon, planet, or star, is readily worked. Latitude, by various

means, is determined ; a lunar distance is cleared ; azimuth, without a compass, is

found ; and, in short, all spherical problems are solved by inspection. The plan

of the instrument is obvious to a person familiar with spherical trigonometry, cor

rect, and the execution of it so nice, that its accuracy is easily demonstrated by

examples.

LIGHTS AT THE LOFOTEN ISLANDS—NORWAY, WEST COAST.

The Royal Norwegian Marine Department at Christiana has given notice, that

on and after the first day of January, 1857, the following lights will be established

at the Lofoten Islands, on the northwest coast of Norway.

Glopen.—The light is a fixed white light of the sixth order. It is placed at

a height of 140 English feet above the mean level of the sea, and should be visible

from the deck of a ship, in clear weather, at a distance of 12 miles from S. W.t

round southerly and easterly to N. W. It will be lighted from the 1st January

until the 14th April.

The lighthouse stands on the south side of the entrance of Sorvaagen, and serves

to point out the fairway into that harbor. It is in latitude 68° 3' N., longitude

13° 41' E. from Greenwich. Vessels approaching Sorvaagen, between the light

and Kraaken Islet, (which lies to the N. N. E.,) must keep close to Glopen, as

there are three blind rocks on the S. E. side of Kraaken. If approaching to the

north of Kraaken, they should keep close to that islet. When the light has been

brought to bear to the eastward of S. by E., there is anchorage in from 8 to 10

fathoms.

Svino, near Balstad. This light is a fixed red light of the sixth order. It

is placed at a height of 200 English feet above the mean level of the sea, and

should be visible from the deck of a ship, in clear weather, at a distance of from

8 to 10 miles, from N. W. round southerly to N. E. It will be lighted from the

1st January until the 14th April, and will serve chiefly as a guide for the passage

between Henningsvaer and Sorvaagen. The lighthouse stands in latitude 68°

3' N., longitude 13° 34j' East from Greenwich.

Henninosvakb. This light is a white light of the fourth order, varied by a
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flash every third minute, seen all round the compass. It is placed at a height of

120 English feet above the mean level of the sea. and should be visible from the

deck of a ship, in clear weather, at a distance of from 12 to 14 miles. It will be

exhibited from the 15th August, through the winter, until the 1st May. This

light is placed on the Quitvacrden, near Ilcnningsvaer, and serves chiefly to point

out the fairway across the West-fiord : also for making for the anchorage in Salt-

vaering Sound. To reach the latter, the light must be brought to bear N. E. by

N., and that coarse kept until about three cables' length from the lighthouse ;

then altered a little more easterly, in order to pass south of the light, and when

two or three cables' length to the eastward of it, the vessel may be brought up

in from 5 to 6 fathoms' water. The anchorage is narrow, and cannot be recom

mended for large vessels. All courses and bearings are by compass. Var. 16°

W. in 1857. By command of their lordships,

JOHN WASHINGTON, Hydographer.

Hydbogbai-aic Othob, Admiralty, 1

London, 1st January, 1S5T. f

This notice affects the following Admiralty Charts :—Norway, General, No.

2,303 ; Fleina to the Lofoten Isles, sheet 9, No. 2,311 ; Lofoten Islands to Ando,

sheet 10, No. 2,312. Also Norway Pilot, part 2, pp. 136-138 ; and the Norway-

Lighthouse List, Nos. 270, a. b. c.

LIGHT ON STEPHANO BURUN, MEDITERRANEAN—SEA OF MARMORA.

The Director of Lights for the Turkish government has given notice, that on

and after the 4th of January, 1857, a light would be established on Stephano

Burun, on the north side of the Sea of Marmora, near the entrance of the channel

of Constantinople.

The light is a fixed white light, varied every 2 minutes by flashes, which are

preceded and followed by short eclipses. The light is placed at a height of 78

feet above the level of the sea, and should be visible from the deck of a ship, in

clear weather, at a distance of 12 miles. The light is seen through an arc of the

horizon of 1 95° from E. by N. i N. round southerly to \V. $ N., except for the

half point from W. by S. to W. by S. i S., where it is interrupted by the tower

of a kiosk which will shortly be removed. The light tower is 05 feet high from

the ground, and stands on the point of San Stephano at 723 yards E. by N. J N.

of the above-mentioned Sultan's kiosk, in latitude 40° 57' 14" N., longitude

28° 60' 34" W. from Greenwich. All bearings are magnetic. Var. 8° 35' W.

By command of their lordships,

JOHN WASHINGTON, Hydrographer.

HYDBOGRArmc Omci Admiralty, >

London, January 30, lMj7. J

This notice affects the following Admiralty Charts :—Mediterranean General

No. 2,158 ; Marmora Sea, No. 224 ; Black Sea, No. 2,214. Also, Bosphorus

Directions, p. 76 ; and Mediterranean Lighthouse List, No. 182 a.

 

ST. CROIX LIGHTHOUSE, MAINE,

In conformity with the notice of July 17, 1856, the lighthouse erected on Big

Island, in the St. Croix River, was illuminated for the first time on the evening

of Monday, February 2, 1857, and the light will be kept buruing during every

night thereafter from sunset to sunrise. The tower is above the south end of the

keeper's dwelling, and the whole structure is of wood, and painted white. The

illuminating apparatus is a 5th order lens, showing a fixed white light of the nat

ural color, at an elevation of 71 feet above high water, which should be visible,

in good weather, at a distance of 14 nautical or 16 statute miles. The approxi

mate latitude from the most reliable charts is 45° 06' 30" N.. and the longitude

67° 08' 30" W. of Greenwich. By order of the Lighthouse Board,

W. B. FRANKLIN, Engineer First Lighthouse District.

Pobtland, Me., January 10, 1S5T.
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FIEDRAS CAT LIGHTHOUSE—CUBA, WEST INDIES,

The Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty have received a notification from

Commodore Kellett, C. B., Senior Naval Officer in the West Indies, that the

Piedros Cay Lighthouse, on the north side of the Island of Cuba, at the western

entrance of the Old Bahama, or Nicholas Channel, was blown down in the hurri

cane of the 25th August last j the same is hereby published, for the information

of the mariner.

Mosquito Coast, Kino Cays. Information has also been received that a coral

patch, having only 2 feet water on it, has been discoverved by H. M. S. Pioneer,

about 3 miles south of King Cays, on the coast of Mosquito, at 10 miles offshore.

The following magnetic bearings were taken from the center of the shoal :—Sand

Cay N. W. i W. ; North Cay, North ; Eastern, or Little King Cay N. E. by N.

The lead gives no warning of the shoal, as there is a depth of 9 fathoms at less

than a ship's length off. Latitude 12° 41' 45" N., longitude 83° 22' W. of Green

wich, nearly.

Greytown Harbor, Nicaragua. A recent survey of Greytown Harbor by •

Messrs. Scott and Thomas, Masters, Royal Navy, has shown that the sandy spit

named by the Spaniards Punta Arenas, has advanced a cable's length to the south-

westward during the last three years, thereby reducing the width of entrance to

little more than two cable's length. A black beacon buoy has been placed off

the northwestern angle of the breakers, and a red buoy at a cable's length to the

westward of the dry sandy point. The leading mark into the harbor at present

is the flagstaff on the beach in front of the town, in line with a conspicuous tre»

to the southeastward of the town, bearing S. 63° 30' E., magnetic

By command of their Lordships,

JOHN WASHINGTON, Hydrographor.

Hydrographto Omo*, Adktrai.tt, 1
London, 1st January, 1S5T. J

These notices affect the following Admiralty Charts :—West Indies, General

Sheets 3 and 4, Nos. 392 6 and c ; West Indies, Sheets 1 and 12, Nos. 1,211,

1,218 ; and Piedras Cay Plan, No. 410 ; also West India Directory, Vol. 1., p.

181 ; and West India Lighthouse List, No. 25.

LIGHTHOUSE NEAR EAST END OF EDGEMOGGIN REACH, MAINE.

In conformity with the notice of September 12, 1856, the lighthouse erected

on Fly's or Green Island, near the east end of Edgemoggin Reach, will bo illu

minated for the first time on the evening of Monday, February 2, 1857, and th«

light will be kept burning during every night thereafter from sunset to sunrise.

The lighthouse is a cylindrical brick tower, painted white, having attached a

keeper's dwelling, of wood, paiDted brown. The illuminating apparatus is a 5th

order lens, showing a fixed while light of the natural color, at an elevation of 26

feet above high water, which should be visible, in good weather, at a distance of

9 nautical or 10J statute miles. The approximate latitude from the most reliable

charts is 44° 14' N., and the longitude 68° 31' 30" W. of Greenwich.

By order of the Lighthouse Board,

W. B. FBANKLIN, Engineer First Lighthouse District

Portland, Me., January 10, 1857.

WRECK STATISTICS AT KEY WEST.

A letter from the agent of the Boston underwriters at Key West, furnishes a

List of the vessels wrecked upon Florida Reef, or arriving at Key West in dis

tress, during the year 1856, amounting to 71. The value of vessels and cargoes

amounted to $4,484,600, and the expenses to $262,664 19. The salvage

amounted to $1G3,117 05, and the amount of sales at auction was $172,111 52.

The agent remarks :—

Notwithstanding all that has been done, and is still doing, by the General gov-
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eminent to light, and buoy, and mark this coast, still we have an uncommon

number ot wrecks, and almost every week some unaccountable one occurs. Not

a few, I fear, were, if not intentional, very careless ; and not until an example

is made of some of them, will the wrecks be less frequent, or the expenses re

duced.

The salvages paid the last year are frightful, and must admonish the under

writers of the necessity of seeing that sober, good men, are put in command of

ships and property. My opinion is, a good vessel upon this station would do

good service, and be a profitable investment for all the insurance companies. I

fondly hope the coming summer some arrangement will be made to have a steamer

or sailing-vessel for the purpose of protecting the interests of all concerned in in

suring property.

POSTAL DEPARTMENT.

$5,695 70 $8,768 85 $5C0 $1,441 95

«,192 62 4,280 08 500 1,412 44

7,029 86 5.290 68 600 1,239 28

8,373 08 6,331 43 500 1,641 60

8,761 81 5,718 48 600 2,517 89

STATISTICS OF THE CHICAGO POST-OFFICE FOR TWENTY TEARS.

The Democratic Press of Chicago furnishes some interesting statistics of the

business of the Postroffice in that flourishing city, which we here subjoin. A no

ticeable feature in the table is, that the surplus of the Chicago Post-office is only

second to New York, the great Commercial Emporium of the country :—

AT THE CHICAGO (ilXJ-

INCLU8IVE.

COMMISSIONS, EXPENSES, COMPENSATION, AND 8URPLU8,

NOIS) POST-OFFICE, FROM 1836 TO 1856,

Postmasters.

J. S. 0. Hogan,

Sidney Abell,

Wm. Stewart,

H. L. Stewart,

R. L. Wilson,

/ O. W. Dole,

Isaac Cook,

Commissions. Expenses.

92,148 29 9300 00

2,886 76 1,804 68

4,466 09 2,649 39

4,778 09 2,820 04

6,081 87 2,948 11

4,671 32 2,604 98

6,293 18 3,868 38

6,263 86 4.274 84

7,228 61 6,269 11

7,963 84 6,329 60

7,228 61 6,284 89

7,897 93 6,175 14

9,681 36 7,674 61

12,488 66 10,686 98

1860 14,630 21 11,868 47

1861 18,704 00 8,766 12

1862 18,894 38 9,900 60

1868 17,678 96 18,179 29

1864 80,866 78 21,646 00

1866 60,864 88 32,204 88

1866 66,80141 41,130 58

1836.

1837.

1836.

1839.

1840.

1841.

1842.

1843.

1844.

1846.

1846.

1847.

1848.

1849.

Compensation.

$1,848 29

1.041 08

1,846 70

1.968 06

2,000 00

1,966 39

1,924 80

1,989 01

1.969 40

2,000 00

1,994 12

1,722 79

2,000 00

1,962 72

2,000 00

2,000 00

2,000 00

2,000 00

2,000 00

2,000 00

2,000 00

Surplus.

$138 76

64* 24

6 74

"766 74

2,987 88

1,993 86

2,394 46

6,711 21

1H.159 64

22,678 86

COMMISSION'S, EXPENSES, COMPENSATION, AND SURPLUS, AT THE CHICAGO POST-

OFFICE, FROM APRIL 1, 1853, TO JUNE 30, 1856.

Commissions. Expenses. Cmp'nsat's. Surplus.

April t to June 80, 1868 $5,695 70

July 1 to September 80

October 1 to December 81

January 1 to March 81, 1854

April 1 to June SO

30,361 73 21,645 52 2,600 6,711 21
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Commissions. Expenses. CmpensYn. Surplus.

July 1 to September 30, 186*.... 10.398 71 6,097 78 6U0 3,800 9$

October 1 to December 81 11,627 26 6,663 68 600 4,463 62

January 1 to March 81, 1866 14,226 42 11,838 18 600 2,392 24

April 1 to June 80 14,118 00 8,109 89 500 5,603 11

July 1 to September 30, 1865. . .

October 1 to December 31

January 1 to March 31, 1866.. . .

April 1 to June 80

60,364 38 32,204 48 2,000 16,159 54

14,564 73 9,331 50 500 4,728 23

15,867 69 10,014 43 500 6,358
•>6

17,482 86 10,646 82 500 6,336 04

17,899 13 11,137 81 500 6,261 32

66,804 41 41,180 66 2,000 22,673 86

8URPLUS OP COMMISSIONS AT THE FOLLOWING OFFICES ; ALSO AMOUNT OF BOX

RECEIPTS FOR THE YEAR ENDING 30TII JUNE, 1856.

Post-Office. State. Surplus of com'sions. Box receipts.

New York New York ♦88,612 48 $26,672 00

Chicago -....Illinois 22,678 85 6,717 82

Boston Massachusetts 20,673 20 9,674 33

Philadelphia Pennsylvania 6,362 14 5,863 16

Washington District of Columbia 2,136 62 1,979 76

Buffalo New York 2,803 73 8,438 46

Detroit Michigan 1,720 64 1,200 00

St Louis Missouri 1,700 14 6,000 00

Cincinnati Ohio 26180 8,864 26

Baltimore Maryland 88 49 3,63167

REDUCTION OF OCEAN POSTAGE.

The Union states, on the authority of the Postroffice Department at Washing

ton, that the single rate of letter postage between the United States and Borneo,

Labuan, Sumatra, the Moluccas, and the Philippine Islands, when specially ad

dressed to be forwarded via India, will in future be 33 cents v»hen sent via South

ampton, and 53 cents the quarter-ounce, or 63 cents the half-ounce, when sent by

closed mail via Marseilles—prepayment required. The postage on newspapers

for Borneo, Labuan, Sumatra, the Moluccas, and the Philippine Islands, ad

dressed to be forwarded via India, will in future be 6 instead of 4 cents each—

prepayment required.

POSTAL ARRANGEMENTS BETWEEN ENGLAND AND FRANCE.

According to Allen's Indian Mail, by the new postal convention between Eng

land and France, the provisions of which came into operation on the 1st of Jan-

nary, 1857, a reduction has been effected in the amount of the transit rate paid

to France for the conveyance of that portion of the India mail which is forwarded

via Marseilles. In consequence of this arrangement, a reduced charge will in fu

ture be levied upon all letters exchanged between the United Kingdom and India

via Marseilles, making the total rate for a letter as under :—

If not exceeding one-quarter ounce Os. 9d.

If exceeding ono-quarter ounce and not exceeding one-half ounce 1 0

If exceeding one-half ounce and not exceeding three-quarters ounce 1 9

If exceeding three-quarters ounce and not exceeding one ounce 2 O

If exceeding one ounce and not exceeding one-and-a-quarter ounces 3 3

If exceeding one and-a-quarterounces and not exceeding one-and-a-half ounces 3 6

The charges upon letters conveyed directly between France and India via Egypt

are also reduced under the convention, and it has been agreed that upon all such
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letters the entire British sea postage shall be collected in France on behalf of th»

English Post-office. Under this arrangement the Red Sea rate of Is. the half-

ounce, to which such letters have hitherto been subjected in India, will no longer

be chargeable, and no charge for sea conveyance will hereafter be levied by the

Indian Post-office either on the dispatch of letters and printed papers to France,

or on the delivery of letters and printed papers from France.

RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES OF THE POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT IN 1818.

A STATEMENT OP THE AMOUNT OK LETTER POSTAGE, NEWSPAPER PORTAGE, REGIS

TERED LETTERS, STAMPS SOLD, COMPENSATION ALLOWED POSTMASTERS, INCI

DENTAL EXPENSES OF POST-OFFICES, AND AMOUNT CREDITED CONTRACTORS AND

OTHERS FOR THE TRANSPORTATION OF THE MAILS, BY STATES AND TERRITORIES,

FOR THE TEAR ENDING JUNE 30TH, 1856, DERIVED FROM THE REPORT OF TOT

POSTMASTER-GENERAL.

RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES.

Letter Newspaper Registered SUmps Total

postage. postage. letters. ■old. receipt"

887,866 74 816,166 18 8779 60 898,895 76 8162.710 27

N. Hampshire. 22,771 41 10,902 97 876 86 66.948 76 99,999 49

20,676 64 11,944 04 879 40 68,689 26 •6.639 S4

Massachusetts . 142,678 77 82,878 03 1,604 85 880,907 91 667,669 06

Rhode Island.. 9,182 88 4,600 68 161 45 48,699 45 62,54 8 96

Connecticut. . , 88,687 92 26,917 18 423 30 180,046 17 190,924 52

New York . . . 490,600 70 100,166 98 8,042 90 842,300 70 1,436.100 28

New Jersey . . 84,794 03 11,464 65 271 70 61,217 25 107,737 68

Pennsylvania . 169,027 89 63,268 53 8,474 65 365,449 50 691.219 97

Delaware .... 4,169 71 2,216 32 89 60 18,178 11 19.647 64

Maryland .... 47,418 90 21,404 10 860 90 117,420 09 187,10? 99

D. Columbia. . 9,876 74 8,168 42 381 20 80,354 13 43,730 54

Virginia 86,260 00 27,676 96 1,278 60 152,884 52 218,090 07

N. Carolina 8,116 68 11,486 93 602 50 61,730 60 71.886 56

S. Carolina . . . 16,146 68 7,944 01 1,080 76 66,681 76 91,808 06

Georgia 16,889 16

2,798 61

16,446 21

2,277 40

1,409 30

185 86

106,825 29

14,801 65

140,069 95

20.058 01

Alabama. 14,036 24 13,276 68 1,077 70 80,885 67 109.225 89

Mississippi. . . . 9,277 89 11,877 29 698 65 63,190 01 74,443 74

Texas 11,812 66 9,746 15 830 86 46,116 67 68.004 68

Kentucky .... 18,791 62 16,793 44 683 80 86,089 67 121,808 48

48,282 10 16,161 25 1,351 80 96,887 66 166,182 71

W isroiibin .... 46,612 01 17,660 45 772 40 84,841 89

119,667 11

149,676 25

80,487 91 12,722 16 711 90 163,679 08

Tennessee.. . . . 10,262 07 13,671 95 1,167 90 76,492 81 101.484 73

86,666 69 18,814 88 663 00 91,740 16 141.764 78

83,768 64 88,608 61 2,006 26 214,841 66 888,620 06

Ohio 108,716 49 46,683 60 8,078 95 298,328 70 451,706 74

88,866 96 24,316 60 1,804 80 106,928 29 171,410 16

8,920 19 6,396 94

12,157 77

172 10 18,844 16 27,882 81

IOWtt. . a « ••• a a • 28,529 42 938 20 76,794 82 117,414 71

87,277 96 12,010 07 200 16 166,440 38 265,018 56

Oregon Territ. 4,826 22 1,357 86 20 45 6,229 70 11.438 22

Minnesota 7,088 48 2,241 66 198 66 18,868 90 28.3S7 0J

New Mexico. .. 846 10 146 69 6 65 649 08 1,147 82

Utah 1,064 67 880 60 30 679 69 2,076 16

867 99 269 50 4 45 870 57 1,612 61

Washington.. .. 998 16 284 12 4 40 1,826 76

8,776 71

2,612 4»

661 86 466 17 IS 70 4,*07 44

Orand total. 81,688,281 22 8632,826 26 831,472 66 84,235,041 60 86,587,621 72
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Total corn-
Compensation al- Incidental exp. pensation St in-
lowed poetm st'ra. of poat-omces. cidental exp'nses. Tot expenses.

$85,486 74 $69,807 27 $16,951 15 $85,268 42 $170,745 16

N. Hampah. 47,630 77 48,141 55 4,270 98 52,412 53 99,943 80

Vermont.. 65,196 70 61,545 77 1,189 73 62.6S6 50 117,831 20

Massach'ta.. 152,214 92 147,602 72 86,27099 233,778 71 885,988 68

R. Island... 14,014 75 16,674 34 9,954 69 26,529 03 89,643 78

Connecticut. 87,826 07 71,168 88 16,186 67 87,855 46 176,181 58

New York. 462,027 00 810,088 74 265.200 76 675,289 49 1,037,816 49

N.Jersey.. 79,764 18 47,239 46 6,881 90 52,671 86 182,385 64

Pennsylva'a 269,204 86 172.608 88 81,982 66 264,691 04 623,796 90

Delaware.. 10,819 00 7,758 10 1,400 00 9,168 10 19,477 10

Maryland.. 198,124 17 81,029 48 84.317 32 66.346 70 263,470 87

D.Columbia 3,810 66 84,360 46 38,161 11 38,161 11

Virginia... 801,446 28 86,746 67 26.800 67 112.647 84 413,992 67

N.Carolina. 167,426 42 86,778 63 2,867 93 88,641 66 206,067 98

8. Carolina. 233,477 80 24,816 86 12,142 60 36.968 95 270,486 75

Georgia... 254,684 29 61.710 76 20,010 69 71,721 84 826,405 63

Florida 96,448 48 10,860 76 66 33 10,417 09 106,865 57

Alabama... 270,818 22 39.012 46 15,036 89 64,049 36 824.867 57

Mississippi. 209,746 25 84,296 13 4,665 68 38,961 76 248,708 01

Texas 216,683 67 82,260 66 2,639 19 84,899 86 261,583 62

Kentucky... 163,810 25 46,388 63 15,723 64 61,112 27 224,422 62

Michigan... 148,904 20 67,224 82 16,808 08 83,932 90 232,837 10

Wisconsin.. 97,507 96 64,650 06 8,210 64 72,860 69 170,868 64

Louisiana... 812,726 26 21,696 47 87,089 60 68,686 07 871,411 88

Tennessee.. 146,958 74 88,985 16 13,163 92 52,149 08 198.102 82

Missouri... 221,603 08 42,819 43 23,049 97 66,869 90 287,372 98

Illinois 878,188 74 126,892 00 48,256 60 176,148 60 553,837 28

Ohio 440,404 95 167,473 61 61,116 18 230,689 79 670,994 74

Indiana.... 207,176 81 83.650 40 18,240 14 96,796 54 803,972 36

Arkansas.. 216,886 67 15,439 84 1,900 62 17,339 96 2S4.176 68

Iowa 89,469 83 61,729 64 12,114 14 63,843 68 153.818 51

California... 143,242 64 66,085 87 70,386 86 125,471 22 268,713 86

Oregon 81,186 82 6,718 42 40 '•(> 6,769 12 86,895 84

Minnesota.. 81.830 17 10,667 20 142 92 10,810 12 4v!,640 29

N.Mexico.. 82,812 65 574 02 68 00 637 02 83,449 67

Dtah 14,748 00 1,068 87 16 16 1,074 62 15,822 52

Nebraska... 6,966 50 924 54 12 19 986 73 7,903 28

Wasbiugt'n 1,249 94 29 80 1,279 24 1,279 24

Kansas 9,767 90 2,619 45 62 18 2,681 68 12,449 58

Total... $6,918,873 72 $2,098,306 32 $968,962 64 $3,067,258 66 $8,971,132 28

Add to the above the receipts for Prussian postage, $58,138 72, and British

postage, $9,085 78, and deduct miscellaneous entries, $738 76, and we have a total

letter postage received during the year of $1 ,754,766 96.

DEFECTIVE STAMPING OF LETTERS.

In the Queen's Bench, December 17, 1856, Lord Campbell said he thought it

right to state publicly that he had received a very satisfactory answer from his

Grace the Duke of Argyll, the Postmaster-General, with respect to the import int

subject on which he had addressed him, namely, the imperfect and slovenly man

ner in which letters were stamped iu the English post-offices, from which great in

convenience arose to individuals, and the due administration of justice met with

serious obstruction. His grace admitted that the present system was defective,

and poiutcd out the difficulty in amending it, in consequence of the great number

of letters which bad to be stamped in a very short time. His grace, however,

promised to me his best exertions to remedy the evil, and he (Lord Campbell) had
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no doubt, from the noble duke's energy and intelligence, that bo complete a reme

dy would be applied that there would be no reason in future to make any com

plaints on the subject.

The evil complained of by Lord Campbell in regard to defective stamping of

letters is not confined to Great Britain. We seldom receive a letter that is not

defective ; either the name of the place, or the date, or both, are illegible. We

commend the subject to the attention of our efficient Assistant Postmaster, Mr.

Horatio King, of Washington. We are aware of the difficulties in our large

offices, but we have no doubt some improvement could be made, that would lessen,

if not entirely eradicate, the evil.

STATISTICS OF AGRICULTURE, &c.

CONSUMPTION OF DOMESTIC ASIMAL8 IN NEW YORK.

The table we give below shows how important a branch of business in a single

city is that of the agricultural industry in the United States, connected with the

production of domestic animals, one of the most important in the support of man.

The annexed list exhibits the number of beeves, cows, sheep and Iambs, calves

and hogs, consumed in the city of New York and its environs, for each month

in the year ending April 30, 1856, with the aggregate amounts for the entire

year:—

Beeves. Cows. Sheep. Yeala, Hogs.

May, 1855 12,821 1,460 21,821 10,452 23.347

June 10,929 820 42,012 6,640 12,826

July 12,526 724 49,971 8,564 16,889

August 20,621 1,617 81,856 4,083 8,349

September 20,095 1 ,532 67,555 8,196 20,679

October 25,114 1,065 81,882 2,709 17,036

November 18,822 813 62,624 2,240 36,716

December 14,049 613 46,657 1,644 44,088

January, 1856 16,813 698 40,678 1,906 49,165

February 12,301 929 22,746 1,640 26,746

March 13,654 1,132 17,402 2,161 13,187

April 9,211 821 9,342 ' 2,820 12,025

Total 184,826 12,014 548,445 41,844 281,061

GRAPE CULTURE IN GEORGIA.

The Louisville Commercial Review publishes the following extract from a letter,

written by a reliable gentleman of Georgia. It confirms the accounts heretofore

given in the Merchants' Magazine of the productiveness of the Catawba grape

in that section of the country—so near to its native locality :—

" I have visited vineyards in our State three and four years old, planted by Mr.

Axt. The vines arc trained on slats and stakes six-and-a-half feet high. I found

on some of the vines three years old over one hundred bunches, and the vineyard

would average forty bunches of well-matured grapes to the vine. Those of four

years old are trained in the same way, with from three to five canes each ; and I

counted on some of the vines three hundred bunches of good grapes, well ripened.

I pressed some of them, and found that sixty-four bunches, average size, made a

gallon.
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" It appears to me that the vines have borne too much for their own good, and

yon will oblige me if you will let me know whether this will be, in your opinion,

a temporary or a permanent injury to the vines.

" The vineyards that Mr. Axt plants he insures to make 1,000 gallons to the

acre the third year.

" Our land here is free from lime j the soil is shallow—of a gray and red color,

with a red, porous clay sub-soil. Will it be necessary to add lime to the soil in

onr vineyards ? I wish very much to procure a vine-dresser from Cincinnati.

Please send me one."

The Catawba grape-vine was first found, growing wild, in Buncombe County,

North Carolina. It has since been discovered in Arkansas, in the same parallel

of latitude, 35° 36'. From recent accounts, it is more productive in vineyard

culture in Georgia than any other part of the United States ; but whether it will

be subject to the " rot " (our great enemy here) after the fifth year, or whether

the vines can bear a succession of such enormous crops, as reported, without per

manent injury to them, has yet to be tested.

Mr. Axt promises 2,000 to 2,500 gallons to the acre for the fourth and suc

cessive years, and he only plants 1,600 vines to the acre. Our average plauting

in the Ohio Valley is 2,400, and our average yield on the best vineyards will not

exceed 300 gallons per acre, for a series of years. It would be well for some of

our vine growers to visit that favored region and judge for themselves of the

prospects of producing such immense crops from so few vines, and whether the

mode of culture there is superior to that pursued in the Ohio Valley.—R. Bu

chanan, in Cincinnati Gazette.

THE WINE VINTAGE OF 1856.

The Philadelphia Evening Bulletin translates from the German Wein Zeitung,

(or Wine Gazette,) the following extracts from the best reports we have seen on

the subject :—

The vintage of 1856 is, without doubt, highly satisfactory—at least so far as

quality is concerned. Only on the Lower Moselle, at the very extreme end of the

wine realm, are there complaints of a short crop. They also declare, in one part

of Rhenish Bavaria, that the wine of 1856 does not equal that of 1855. On the

Rhine and in Franconia the utmost content prevails, and the wine of 1856 is

fully ranked with that of its predecessor. In Wurtemburg, Baden, and Alsatia,

the wine of 1856 is preferred to that of 1855.

Tne extreme southern point of the wine countries—below the 33d degree of

latitude ; that is to say, the Canary Islands, Portugal, a great part of Spain,

Sicily, Greece, and Asia Minor—are still subject to the grape disease. In the

south of France, middle Italy, and northern Spain, the vintage has been limited,

but of very good quality.

In Hungary, which produces more wine than any country in the world, next to

France, the utmost wishes have been realized. But north of 36 degrees latitude

we find an especially favored realm—embracing middle France, Alsatia, Switzer

land, and the Lake of Constance—especially blessed, both as regards quality

and quantity, with the exception of some damage caused by hail storms.

In France, the most important province of the kingdom of Bacchus, it is sup

posed that there will be one-third of what was once an average crop. Spain,

Portugal, and Italy have fallen far behind this. Austria and Hungary together

have, on the whole, reached a full average. The Bohemian vintage falls far be

hind hand in quantity. Styria yields much wine of good quality, and prices are

there quoted very low. In the Tokay Mountain district the wine has been lim

ited in quantity, but of extraordinary excellence. The new wine in Hungary sella

from 3i to 9 florins.
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Beef. Veal. Mutton.

7.28 7.67 9 81

11.74 16.68 15.57

11.83 14.04 13.62

18.62 13.62 12.62

12.90 16.90 12 90

12.08 16.67 12.68

12.90 13.62 16.40

12.76 12.76 12.76

14.38 17.24 14.33

10.04 13.62 9.10

8.68 12.98 9.70

6.89 S.00 8.00

11.06 11.92 11 92

10.30 10.30 7.15

8.17 8.17 8.17

6.65 10.00 10 00

13.26 14.60 16.00

14.00 14.00 16.00

11.60 12.60 13.60

10.00 9.50 10.00

PRICES OF BREAD AND MEAT IS CITIES.

The following table of the prices of wheat-bread, beef, real, and mutton, in

twenty cities of the world, at the latest date, near November the 15th, 1856, is

derived from the report of a society in the city of New York for the improve

ment of the condition of the poor. The quantity of each pound avoirdupois, and

the price in cents and hundredths of a cent. American weight and money :—

Wheat-brad,

Rome cents per lb. 6.63

London 5.70

Paris 4. 44

Glasgow 6.46

Liverpool 4.68

Dublin 6.08

Antwerp 6 . 44

Brussels 4.63

Amsterdam 7.49

Dantzic 6.63

Oporto 6.44

Santander 4.94

Nice 4.68

Milan 6.02

Constantinople 8.76

Smyrna 6.08

New York 6.76

Boston 6.25

Philadelphia 6 . 25

Cincinnati 4.00

THE CHINESE SUGAR CARE IN ILLINOIS,

It seems quite probable from accounts of experiments made in various parts of

the country, that the production of sugar and molasses from the cane is likely to

become an article of considerable importance to the planting interests of the

United States. Mr. J. M. Keoh, of McCleary's Bluff, Wabash County, Illinois,

communicates a statement, over his own signature, of his experience in raising

the sugar-cane, and its commercial value :—

On the 25th of May I planted about half an acre of ground, one year old. A

portion of the soil was low and wet in the spring—in fact, I covered the seed with

mud ; the other part was high and sandy ; the consequence was, when the dry

season set in, the wet part baked very hard, and the high burnt up for want of

rain. I plowed it when about ten inches high, and that is all the working it got,

with the exception of a slight hoeing previous to plowing ; my object was to as

certain the amount of saccharine matter contained in the Rtalks, and supposed

enough would grow to make the experiment. Many of the stalks grew from six

teen to twenty feet high, (in the low ground it only grew twelve feet.)

Having made a mill in which to grind it, I commenced on the 24th of Septem

ber. The cane then had received two or three frosts, which slightly injured the

taste of the water. I am conviuced that the amount of stalks I used can be

grown on less thau a quarter of an acre. The amount of water obtained from

the piece was 270 gallons, from which I made 45 gallons, which, in flavor and

beautiful bright red color, is far superior to any molasses obtained from the South.

I did not try to grain any of it, as it will not grain after being frosted ; but I am

convinced there will be no difficulty in graining it if tried previous to frost If

it is planted by the middle of May, it will ripen by the end of August, and re

main in good condition until frost, and if cut up and put it shed (in apprehension

of frost) it will keep well for a month or more.

I will give a statement of what may be made per acre, judging from the amount
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of water obtained from each stalk. One of my neighbors, Mr. A. Degan, ob

tained from seven choice stalks one gallon of water ; and in another trial made

by Mr. McCleary, Sr., and myself, we pressed from ten stalks one gallon and a

quart. The number of stalks in a hill should be from four to six. In my calcu

lations I only estimate one quart of water to the hill, allowing sixteen hills, per

square rod, which will make 2,560 hills to the acre ; and this, at one quart per

hill, will make 640 gallons of water, which will make HO gallons of molasses.

Valued at 75 cents per gallon, it would amount to $82 50 per acre, and I do not

hesitate in saying that the amounts may be doubled.

I would urge upon the farmers of the Western country to try it. You will

not only save but make money by the operation. I am well convinced that in

1860 the Southern planter will have no sale for his sugar in the State of Illinois.

From present indications there will be one hundred acres raised in Wabash

Country this year, which will save the county $10,000. The time to commence

working the cane is when the seeds have changed from green to a dark red hue,

although it will remain good until fairly matured.

Should any person wish to make the experiment, I have some seed to spare—

one quart will plant an acre.

J. M. KEOU.

PRODUCTION OF SUGAR OS THE RIO GRANDE.

The experiment of sugar-making on the Rio Grande may now be stated as

fairly tested. We learn from a Southern exchange that Mr. John Young, an en

terprising merchant of New Orleans, has a farm on the river, from which we are

told, he has already this year made twenty hogsheads of sugar, besides a quantity

of molasses, rum, &c, and it is said he will make as much more from the cane on

hand. Mr. Young has done this with the native laborers, which we believe far

cheaper than slave labor. A native field hand seldom receives more than six

dollars per month, which, with a ration of an " almude," or peck of corn per

week, comprises the whole expense of the employer, and we think will be found

much cheaper than slave labor, when the cost of purchase, food, clothing, and

doctors' bills arc estimated.

Here, then, is the country, of all others, for the agriculturist, whether rich or

poor. A soil that produces of the fruits of the Northern or tropical clime, land

of the finest quality at from twenty-five to fifty cents per acre, and a ready mar-

kct, at high prices, for all that is produced. With all these advantages, the

question should rather be, who will stay away, than who will come ?

PREMIUM RECIPES FOR CURING HAMS.

As the curing of hams is of no little importance to the provision trade in parts

of the United States, we publish the award at the annual fair of the Maryland

State Agricultural Society, to hams cured in the order indicated, as follows :

1st To 150 pounds of ham, take 1J pounds of saltpeter, 4 quarts of fine salt,

with molasses enough to make it a paste ; rub well on the flesh side ; let it lay

four weeks ; make a pickle strong enough to bear an egg ; let the hams lay in it

four weeks, then hang and smoke. Two days before removing from the smoke

house, paint with black pepper and strong cider vinegar, after which bag them.

2d. Ham weighing 10J pounds, cured by Mrs. Samuel Carr :—Half-bushel of

salt, 2 pounds of saltpeter. 2 pounds of black pepper, 2 pounds of Cayenne pep

per, 8 pounds of brown sugar. This mixture, rubbed on 50 hams, averaging 10

pounds, smoked gradually with hickory chips.

3d. To 100 pounds ham, to average 10 or 12 pounds, half-peck ground alum

salt, 1 pound sugar, 1J ounces saltpeter, 1 quart hickory ashes, 2 ounces salaratus,
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2 ounces red pepper ; mix them well together, rub the hams well, and stand them

on their hocks, and let them remain for five weeks, then hang them up, and smoke

them about one week. For 1,000 pounds of hog meat, half-bushel of fine salt,

half a gallon of best molasses, 3 pounds of brown sugar, 2i pounds of saltpeter,

pounded very fine. Mix all the ingredients well together in a large tub, and rub

the meat then with it until you absorb the whole quantity. The meat must be

taken out of the cask once a week, and rubbed with the pickle it makes. The

two last times you take it out, add at each time a plate full of alum salt. It

ought to remain in pickle five or six weeks, or according to the size of the jncat.

4th. For 100 pounds of ham, 8 pounds of salt, 2 ounces of saltpeter, 2 pounds

of sugar, 4 gallons of water ; the ham remaining in pickle eight weeks.

STATISTICS OF POPULATION, &c.

IMMIGRATION INTO NEW TORE IN 1856.

The Journal of Commerce publishes a complete statement of the immigration

at the port of New York in 1856. It includes all the arrivals up to 31st De

cember, so there can be no additions to materially affect the result. It will be

seen that the total influx of population from foreign countries is about 5,000 in

advance of the previous year, which is quite as large as had been anticipated,

but there is still a large falling off in comparison with several previous years.

The infusion of the German element continues to exceed that of any other nation

ality. These facts are of great interest, inasmuch as the arrival of aliens at New

York are about three-fourths of the total for the whole country. In 1853, they

were 77 per cent of those returned at Washington, and in 1854, 75 per cent. The

books of the New York Commissioners of Immigration are so kept, that on the

1st of January, the immigration of the previous year can be immediately pub

lished. The annual report of the Commissioners is in course of preparation, but

will not be presented to the Legislature before the latter part of January. The

following table shows the immigration at this port for the last four years, with

monthly comparisons :—

1831 1854. 185a. ISS6.

January 4,901 16,514 "7,486 2,844

February 11,968 4,446 6,128 2,224

March 9,685 8,768 2,969 4,684

April 23,288 81,148 10,195 8,296

May 80,212 64,078 24,177 19,006

June 46,678 25,807 19,627 20,024

July 22,898 86,247 15,716 16,846

August 88,632 89,416 9,180 17.26S

September 80,288 26,759 11,706 14,078

October 23,201 88,878 18,842 16,986

November 81,485 20,276 7,648 16.476

December 17,824 25,899 9,860 4,287

284,945 819,228 136,238 141,672

The great Irish emigration, which derived its impulse from the memorable fam

ine in that country, reached its height in 1851—the number who landed in New

York amounting to 163,256. The German emigration, produced by cis-Atlantic

agitation and revolutionary movements, was greatest in 1854 ; the arrivals of this

class amounting in that year to 176,986. These statistics, compared with those
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of the past year, show that the probability of this country ever becoming either

Germanized or Irelandized, is extremely remote. It must be a very contracted

national party which could found a platform on such probability. The propor

tion of Irish and Germans arrived in New York for the three years past, ap

pears from the following, in comparison with the total of all nations for the same

period :—

1854. 1855. 1856.

Germans 176,986 62,892 56,846

Irish 82,302 48,043 43,996

Total immigration 819,218 186,233 141,678

The proportion of Irish and Germans arrived since the commencement of the

year, appears in the following table :—

Irish. Germans. Total.

January 684 648 2,844

February 220 444 2,224

March 1,040 1,206 4,684

April 8,287 2,220 8,296

May 6,616 6,803 19,006

June 6,016 6,046 20,024

July 6,068 6,006 16,846

Irish. Germans. Total.

August 6,090 7,789 17,258

September. 4,286 8,247 14,078

October 5,691 7,515 16.986

November. 6,201 7,844 16,746

December 1,838 2,242 4,287

48,996 55,846 141,672

According to the prognostications of the Liverpool Times, an increased emi

gration may be expected next spring. That paper recently remarked, that " last

year there was an unusually small amount of emigration, owing to the war, the

drafts for the army and navy, increased employment at home, and the check given

to emigration to the United States by the stringent American regulation, and the

political objections to Catholics and the Irish, and to naturalization, which had

before been freely granted. The employment of many large steamers, now dis

engaged from the transport service, and reduced fares, coupled with the prosper

ous state of Canada and Australia, will lead to an increased emigration next

spring."

The experience with emigrants at Castle Garden, resulting from the establish

ment of an emigrant landing at that point, continues to be of the most satisfac

tory character. For instance, the wrecked passengers of the ship New York,

found there, immediately on reaching the city, ample accommodations, where

every want was supplied. But the chief advantage arises from the prevention

of an enormous amount of extortion and fraud. The mortality on bourd of emi

grant ships has almost wholly ceased.

CENSUS OF THE STATE OF IOWA IN 1856.

In the Merchants' Magazine for February, 1857, (vol. xxxvi., pages 247-248,)

we gave a statement of the " Population and Progress of Iowa," according to

the last Annual Message of the Governor of the State. We then gave a synopsis

of the census taken in June, 1856, which, as we then stated, was " somewhat de

fective, two counties and several townships in other counties, not having been

returned at all, whilst in almost all the counties there are very great omissions."

Since then, we have received more full returns, by which it appears that the total

population at the time of the census was 509,414, instead of 503,625 as before

stated. From these returns we have compiled the following table of the number

of inhabitants in each county :—

vol. xxxvi.—NO. iv. 32
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No. of

dwelling-

Countios. houses.

Adair 112

Adams _ 171

Allamakee 1,463

Appanoose 1,686

Audubon 49

Benton 1,066

Black Hawk.. 978

Boone 680

Bremer 660

Butler 862

Buchanan 868

Calhoun 21

Carroll 42

Cass 166

Cedar 1,641

CerroGordo 126

Chickasaw 467

Clarke 679

Clayton 2,896

Clinton 2,862

Crawford 42

Dallas 688

Davis 2,023

Decatur 1,082

Delaware 1,466

DesMoines 8,061

Dubuque 4,876

Fayette 1,466

Floyd 412

Franklin. 183

Fremont 697

Greene 201

Grundy 61

Guthrie 866

Harrison 827

Hardin 661

Henry 2,211

Howard 94

Iowa 784

Jackson 2,41 6

Jasper 1,217

Jefferson 2,272

Johnson 2,886

Jones 1,721

Keokuk. 1,827

Kossuth 80

Lee 4,820

Linn 2,618

Louisa 1,671

Lncas 778

Madison 926

Mahaska. 2,191

Marion 2,611

Marshall 768

Mills 625

Mitchell 349

Monroe 1,206

Monona 79

Montgomery 146

Muscatine 2,119

Total

No. of No. of No. of Colored males &

families. mileft. females. persons. female*.

117 364 299 663

184 686 486 . . 1,019

1,613 4,110 3,699 3 7,709

1,619 4,760 4,346 10 9,076

60 160 138 28S

1,138 8,862 2,896 6,247

1,036 8,042 2,496 9 6,688

670 1,881 1,687 1 8,518

607 1,760 1,428 3,228

872 1,189 962 2,141

952 2,798 2,827 6,126

24 77 42 119

48 189 112 261

148 448 367 816

1,626 6,076 4,406 9,481

146 877 266 632

470 1,466 1,185 2,651

714 2,124 1,864 2 3,978

2,884 8,227 6,960 6 16,187

2,468 7,474 6,967 13,441

47 131 104 . , 836

688 2,149 1,842 . . 3,991

2,047 6,984 5,644 4 11,628

1,101 3,382 2,987 4 6,229

1,519 4,336 8,763 .. 8,099

8,368 11,069 9,129 16 20,198

4,637 14,328 11,648 86 26,871

1,493 4,601 8,856 44 8,857

487 1,348 1,101 2,444

149 436 344

io

780

617 1,790 1,578 3,368

200 660 629 1,089

64 227 208 436

885 1,161 988 2,149

836 1,064 846 1,900

693 2,214 1,819 ' 4,031

2,188 8,212 7,188 8 15,395

94 262 192 444

850 2,662 2,211 4,871

2,525 7,462 6,616

i

14,077

1,394 4,461 8429 7,490

2,329 6,796 6,510 13,306

2,447 7,884 6,573 18 14,467

1,761 5,288 4,647 6 9,836

1,889 6,566 5,080 10,646

88 287 160 . , 897

4,627 14,716 12,658 2 27,278

4,612 7,911 6,791 6 14,702

1,677 5,206 4,362 31 9,563

810 2,830 2,078 4,408

967 2,928 2,680 • • 6,608

2,297 6,892 6,168 3 18,060

2,582 7,425 6,785 2 14,160

821 2,411 2,049 4,460

537 1,696 1,406 13 3,102

867 1,119 782 1,901

1,210 8,673 3,287 1 6,860

78 280 179 459

165 470 402 872

2,124 6,707 5,862 • • 12,569
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Comities.

Page

Polk

Pottawattamie ,

Poweshiek

Ringgold

Scott

Shelby

Sac

Story

Tama

Taylor

Union

Van Buren

Wapello™ ....

Warren

Washington . . .

Wayne

Webster.

Winneshiek . . .

Woodbnry

Wright

No. of Total

dwelling- No. of No. of No. of Colored males M

houses. families. males. females. persons. females.

830 866 1,016 949 • • 1,964

1,604 1,689 6,144 4,273 . 9,417

692 666 1,924 1,674 . 3,498

782 676 2,416 2,044 , 4,460

278 279 804 668

5

1,472

1,886 1,476 11,908 9,618

,

21,5212

86 90 244 212 , 466

42 41 144 107 , 261

602 620 1,660 1,308 ,. 2,868

689 072 1,775 1,746 1 3,520

847 862 1,132 947 . 2,079

146 146 488 868 . 806

2,761 2,888 8,226 7,696 15,921

2,140 2,416 6,844 6,403 6 18,246

1,869 2,004 6,029 6,084 6 11,118

781 768 2,221 1,962 1 4,188

621 681 1,767 1,381 , , 3,088

1,686 1,474 4,128 8,878 " 7,506

86 91 229 198 427

88,906 89,224 274,012 236,402 271 509,414Total

Other items relative to the population are :—

Number of married persons .... 170,979 I Insane ,120

Widowed persons 11,073 | Idiotic 261

Deaf and dumb 871 j Owners of land 67,111

Blind 103 [ Paupers 482

The following is a synopsis of the progress of population by classes :—

/ —WHITES.

Females,

, FEKK COLORED. ,

Males. Total. Males. Females. Total

24,256 18,668 42,924 98 79 172

100,887 90.994 191,861 165 168 888

118,769 109,004 227,778 • • • ... • ■ •

170,802 164,900 825,202 258 222 480

274,012 286,402 609,148 274

Tear.

1840

1850

1862

1854

1866

In 1852 the number of voters was 43,019 ; in 1854, 59,284 ; and in 1866,

101,607—consisting of 86,815 native voters, and 14,492 naturalized voters.

Number of aliens in- 1852, 7,211 ; in 1854, 10,378 ; and in 1856, 15,104. Num

ber of militia in 1854, 50,284 ; and in 1856, 92,376. In 1840 there were 16

slaves reported, but in no other year.

PROGRESS OF POPULATION IV THE UNITED STATES,

At a low estimate, the present territory of the United States is able to sustain

300,000,000 of inhabitants, and it would not be extravagant to rate its ability as

high as 500,000,000.

With the density of Russia, we should have 80,000,000. With the density of

New England, we should have 123,000,000. With the density of the Middle

States, we should have 170,000,000. With the density of Prance, we should have

500,000,000. With the density of Britain, we should have 660,000,000. With

the density of Belgium, we should have 1,150,000,000.

With a rate of increase decidedly inferior to that of the ten years ending in

1850, we should number, in 1900, 110,000,000 ; and with the lowest rate of increase

that is at all probable, we shall count not less than 75,000,000.
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If we take the last mentioned number as the basis of new calculations, and

allow an average increase of only 10 per cent in each ten years—in placeof 34 per

cent, the present rate—then, in one hundred years from 1900, the population of

this country will have reached nearly 200,000,000. This cannot be considered aa

extravagant calculation. Is it not likely to be surpassed? Facts, adduced in pre

ceding pages demonstrate the probability of a high rate of increase, notwithstand

ing a very considerable density of population. And it is to be remembered that,

in addition to the vast amount of fertile soil that remains to be improved, the

endless resources of our mines and forests, and our unexampled facilities for com

merce, the institutions of the country, political, social, and religious—favor the

creation of wealth and the increase of our numbers. Land is easily obtained or

exchanged ; population, capital, and products flow readily from one part of the

country to another ; freedom begets energy ; law gives security ; education adds

her light ; and religion has free course in her glorious work. The gates of emi

gration stand wide open ; and multitudes will continue to enter them, so long as

they can obtain freer and happier lands here than they can find in Europe.

It is altogether probable that, if the country succeeds in maintaining the puri

ty of its political institutions, in one hundred years its population will number

more than 250,000,000 ; and the child is born who shall read the reports of the

census which shall sum up that aggregate, while grandchildren of those now en

tering upon the duties of citizens, shall then be iu the maturity of their powers,

and occupying the most responsible stations in the gift of a nation nearly tea

times as numerous as our own is now.

POPULATION OF NICARAGUA, AND OF CENTRAL AMERICA.

Nicaragua is about 250 miles iu length by about 150 in breadth in the widest

part, and this includes both lakes, but not any portion of the Mosquito Territory.

The level of Lake Nicaragua above the Pacific Ocean is 128 feet, and that of

Lake Managua above the Pacific is 156 feet. The population is estimated at

268,000, and thus divided :—

Whites. Negroes. Indians. Mixed,

30,000 19,000 84,000 186,000

The principal places are thus populated :—

Leon

Maoaya

Managua . . .

Granada . . .

Oninendcgo ,

Vialego

80,000

16,000

18,000

12,000

1,600

1,400

New Puebla.

Taleca

Chichigalpa .

Foaaltiga . . .

Acoyspa

8,300

1,800

8,000

1,100

1,100

In this connection, and as possessing interest, we subjoin the population of

Central America, which is divided into five States, as follows :—

Miles. Population,

Nicaragua 50,000 250,000

Costa Rica 1 8,000 125,000

Mile*. Population.

Guatemala 48,870 865,000

Ban Salvador 9,700 896,000

Honduras 39,600 857,000

It will thus be seen that the total square miles of the five States is over

155,000, and the total population is over 2,000,000. The climate and scenery

are said to be equal to those of any portion of the world.
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MILITIA OF THE UNITED STATES.

By the latest returns received at the War Department, which have been com

municated to Congress, it appears that the number of men comprising the

militia of the several States, amounts to 2,716,094. These returns are by no

means correct, and we believe the number might be safely estimated at 3,500,030.

There are no returns from the State of Iowa, and the Territories of Oregon,

Washington, Nebraska, Kansas, and New Mexico :—

States.

Maine

New Hampshire. . . .

Massachusetts

Vermont

Rhode Island

Connecticut

New York

New Jersey

Pennsylvania.

Delaware

Maryland.

Virginia

North Carolina

South Carolina

Georgia

Florida

Alabama

Louisiana.

Year. No. men. States. Year. No. men.

1856 78,662 1838 86,084

1864 38,638 1840 71,262

1866 165,031

28,886

1862 88,868

1843 Ohio 1846 176,465

1866 16,894 1864 92,068

1866 51,666 1882 53,913

1856 887,285 Illinois 1866 257,420

1852 81,984 1855 51,321

1866 164,678 1854 118,086

1827 9,229 1864 86,054

1838 66,864

125,531

1847 19,766

1864 1056 209,126

1846 79,448 Minnesota Territory. 1861 2,003

1866 86,072 1863 2,821

1850 78,699 District of Columbia. 1852 8,201

1846 12,122

1851 76,662 2,716,094

1856 90,782

RAILROAD, CANAL, AND STEAMBOAT STATISTICS.

THE PROGRESS OF INTERNAL COMMUNICATION IN THE UNITED STATES.

The most ample resources arc unavailable, and practically non-existent, unless

they can be reached. Nature has done much for us here, and Art is supplying

her wants.

1. The natural facilities afforded by coasts, of lake and ocean, and our num

berless rivers, are remarkable. The great central valley is bound in one, by the

Mississippi and its tributaries, which constitute an " inland sea," into which wide

prairie regions are thrust as headlands. The eastern slope of the Alleghanies is

furrowed with navigable rivers, communicating with the Atlantic, and uniting

the interior with the seaboard. Along the northern boundary is that great chain

of lakes—the Mediterranean of North America—navigable for the largest ships,

and thronging with vessels burdened with the products of prairies, forests, and

mines.

2. The artificialfacilities arc already considerable. Several lines of communi

cation cross the northern tier of States, from the lakes to the Mississippi, and to

the sea. The Alleghanies are turned at both ends, and pierced in the middle.

" With the exception of a few miles in Virginia, there are connected lines of rail

way from Waterville, Maine, to Montgomery, Alabama ; and roads are projected,

or in course of construction, that will probably, ere long, continue the connection

from Calais to New Orleans. Lines of completed railroad now connect, more or

less directly, the four great cities of the Atlantic seaboard—Boston, New York,
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Philadelphia, and Baltimore—as well as the national capital—with the cities and

towns of the upper portion of the Mississippi and of the lakes. Charleston mod

Savannah are nearly connected with the Mississippi at Memphis, while they have

extended another of those iron arms to Nashville, eagerly stretching to seize the

trade of the Ohio ; and roads are projected and partly completed that will unite

the Gulf of Mexico with the lakes." The period is probably not very distant,

when the Atlantic and Pacific will be joined by these iron bands. The govern

ment engineers have already published the first volume of their report. An over

land mail to California has been established by a recent act of Congress.

" More than 21,000 miles of railroad are now in operation, and some 1 7.000

are in process of construction." We probably have built a greater length of

railroad than all other nations together, and at a cost of nearly 8500,000,000.

All Germany has but 5,340 miles, and France only 2,480.

Canals join the lakes with the Ohio and the Atlantic, and bring the great coal

regions into cheap communication with the seaboard. The length of those in use

is 4,798 miles.

The first line of telegraph in this country was erected between Washington and

Baltimore in 1844. At the beginning of 1854, the number of miles in use wu

41,392, erected at a cost of 86,571,800, or $160 a mile. They already connect

all the important centers of trade, and every year witnesses an extension of the

lines.

TRADE, TOLLS, AND TONNAGE OF THE NEW YORK CANALS.

The canals, it is well known, are owned by the State. The Auditor of the

Canal Department is required by statute to submit annually to the Legislature a

report of the tolls, trade, and tonnage of the canals. The Hon. N. S. Benton,

the present Auditor, has, in addition to the usual detailed tabular statements,

presented this year (February 10, 1857,) to the Legislature a summary for the

year 1856, carefully compiled from official documents in his possession, in order

to exhibit, as far as was found practicable, a comprehensive view of the trade and

tonnage of the lines of communication between the great lakes and the Hudson

River and New York city. We give below th9 substance of the Auditor's re

port as referred to above :—

The whole amount of tolls received is $2,748,215

Which amount is composed as follows :—

Toll on boats and passengers 198,991

" products of the forest $399,656

" products of animals 37,947

" vegetable food 1,262,699

" other agricultural products 8.261

" manufactures 129,4 62
■ merchandise 686,891

" other articles -•• 164,400

2.554.215

$2,748,211

The whole amount of tonnage transported on the canals during the last

season of navigation, ascending and descending, was 4,11S,08>

ADd is composed as follows :—



Products of the forest ,

Products of animals "83,826

Vegetable food 1,168,894

Other agricultural products. ... 4,968

Manufactures 284,901

Merchandise 870,168

Other articles. 789,076

2,687,408

4,116,083

The value of such tonnage is as follows :—

Products of the forest $10,21 1,88»

Products of animals $7,466,483

Vegetable food 42,696,226

Other agricultural products 977,794

61,080,488

Manufactures 10,808,419

Merchandise 186,691,816

Other articles 11,084,991

$218,827,063

The total amount of freight or number of tons carried one mile during

the last season of navigation was 692,009,603

The total movement of the several classes composing such total

tonnage, is as follows :—

Products of the forest 149,734,616

Products of animals 6,766,675

Vegetable food 260,426,916

Other agricultural products 986,750

268,118,841

Manufactures 28,409,668

Merchandise 86,428,468

Other articles 70,318,626

692,009,608

The whole amount of tonnage received at tide-water, by way of the

Erie Canal, from Western States and Canada, during the last season

of navigation, was tons 1,212,550

The whole amount of tonnage arriving at tide-water, the produce of

this State, during the same period, was 374,680

The whole number of barrels of flour arriving at tide-water, through

the canals, during the last season of navigation, was 1,180,609

The whole number of bushels of wheat arriving during the same pe

riod was 11,776,332, which, turned into flour, calculating 6 bushelB

to the barrel, would make 2,366,266

Total in barrels 8,485,775

The whole number of bushels of corn arriving at tide-water during the same

period was 9,587,143. The total number of new boats registered during the

last year is 364, with a total tonnage of 38,990—making an average tonnage of

107.4.

Comparing the season of 1855 with that of 1856, it shows a decrease in rev

enue of $56,871, and an increase in tonnage of 93,465, divided among the differ

ent articles as follows :—

Products of the forest -. . . .decrease $59,260

Products of animals 14,865

Other agricultural products 625

3,644

$75,294
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Vegetable food .....rf'.... increase 160,719

Manufactures. . . 8,028

Other articles 6,012

168,76»

Increase (98,465

The increase in lockages at Alexander's Lock is 350. In flour and wheat,

comprised in the returns of vegetable food, there has been an increase on tonnage

the past rear of 112,537 tons, and an increase in tolls of 8160,694. In com and

oats there has been an increase daring the same period of 28,669 tons, and an

increase in tolls of $7,691. Under the head of " products of the forest," there

was an increase of tonnage upon shingles, boards, and scantling, as compared

with 1855, of 32,163 tons, ana a decreased tonnage upon timber, Btaves, and

wood, of 97,705 tons, and an increase in pot and pearl ashes of 9,615 tons.

Under the head of " other articles," there was an increase in the tonnage of min

eral coal, for the same period, of 77,568 tons, and an increase in sundries of

15,323 tons.

Lines of freight transit, it is well known, take all the carriage which passes

through the State, between New York and the lludson River and the West, in

cluding a considerable portion of Upper Canada. It may with justice be said

they are all of them competing lines of transport for what is termed " through

freight," and two of them are virtually competing lines for both throagh and way

freight.

The ascertained results presented by these tables are interesting, and worthy of

much reflection. They not only show the steady and progressive increased car

riage and movement by railway, and the steady and progressive decreased car

riage and movement by canal, but they also show the description of freight

wherein the carriage by railroad exceeds that of the canal.

1853. 1854. 1855. 1856.

Tons carried by railway 991,089 1,298,858 1,612,121 1,719,827

" canal 4,247,868 4,166,862 4,022,617 4,116,C8»

Total 8,288,892 6,469,716 5,684,788 5,885,409

This statement shows an increase of more than 700,000 tons in four years, by

rail, and a loss of 131,771 tons to the canal in the same time.

1851. 1854. 1855. 1856.

Total movement by rail ... . 156,827,872 211,976,114 250,279,884 829,191,724

« canal... 700,389,988 668,869,044 619,170,661 692,009,608

Total 866,717,805 880.686,158 869,450,486 921,201,327

The total movement by railway in 1853 was not quite one-fifth of that by the

canals. In 1854 it was nearly one-third ; nearly one-half in 1855 ; and it was

quite three-fifths in 1856. At this rate of progression on the part of the rail

roads, and of loss by the canals, the total movement of freight on those two rail

roads will be equal to that of the canals in about throe years from this time, il

not sooner.

The aggregate of the total movement has increased on the railroads, from 1853

to 1856, 164,483,622, and the loss to the canal has been 108,380,330.

The annexed table shows why it is that with an increased tonnage in 1856

of 93,465 over 1855, the total movement should be 27,171,048 less. Thi3 in

crease in the number of tons carried was on Bhort distances ; otherwise, an in

crease in the receipts of tolls-would have been the result.

Bat this statement also exhibits the amount of freight earnings on these rail

roads, and tolls received on the canals, including the tolls on boats and passengers,

during the above period, together with these total movements. These compara

tive statements Bhow the rapid and successful progress of the former, and the im

mobility of the latter :—
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, 18M. , , 185-1. ,
Tons curled one mile. Freight and tolls. Freight and tolls.

New York Central Railroad... 154,701,850 $1,883,830 181,168,080 *2,479,820

New York and Erie Railroad.. 101,626,523 2.637,214 130,808,034 2,369,690

Canals 700,889,988 8,204,718 668,669,044 2,773,666

$886,717,805 $7,680,762 $880,635,158 $8,622,976

, 18SS. , , 185B. ,

Tons carried one mile. Freight and tolls. Freight and tolls.

New York Central Railroad. . . $99,605,836 $8,189,603 $145,733,678 $4,328,041

New York and Erie Railroad. . 150,678,998 3,658,002 183,468,046 4.546,782

Canals 619,170,661 2,805,077 692,009,603 2,748,212

869,450,485 9,647,692 921,201,827 11,622,035

This statement also shows the total tonnage of freight on these roads for 1855

and 1 856, separately from other tabular calculations, from which it appears the

increase on through freight in one year was 182,358 tons, and on way, 14,847

tons.

The comparative tabular statement herewith submitted is a condensed view of

the total tonnage and receipts of toll on all the canals, on the different descrip

tions of property carried, for the period of six years :—

Year. Tons carried. Tolls received. At. per ton.

1851 3,582,783 $8,078,992 86.86

1862 8,868,441 2,866,885 74.19

1853 4,247,853 2,966,697 69.61

1854 4,165,862 2,647,438 61.15

1856 4,022,617 2,610,420 64.89

1856 4,116,082 2,654,215 62.05

The receipts of toll above given are upon the property carried exclusive of the

tolls on boats and passengers, and the averages must be affected by the rates of

toll charged and received, and the distance that property or freight is transported

on the canals. The average of 1851 on the tonnage of 1856 would give $3.542,1 78

of tolls. The Auditor is satisfied that the rates of toll, as arranged in 1851, may

be imposed on most of the property transported on the canals, without any injury

to trade, if the Legislature will interpose ita constitutional authority to protect

the trade of the canals ; and he ventures the prediction now, that the cheapening

of transport by the canal will not enable the State to realize a revenue commen

surate to the constitutional demands upon the canal tolls, without the specific

legislation referred to in the Auditor's Report to the Commissioners of the Canal

Fund.

If we act upon the theory that the carriage of freight by railways may not be

cheapened to keep pace with the reductions of cost on the canals, so as to enable

the railroads to maintain the successful competition they now do, it may well be

feared that the' future will give us no relief. The opinion is entertained, and has

been expressed by some who are friendly to the canals and who arc eminently

qualified to discuss and judge questions of this sort, that unless steam can be

used as a propelling power on the canals, we cannot hope to have our anticipa

tions of the enlargement and completion of the public works either fully realized,

or so far realized, as that the revenues of the canals will at any time meet the

present charges upon them.

The tolls on pot and pearl ashes, salted beef, butter, cheese, lard, tallow and

lard oil, flour, domestic spirits, lime, cattle, hogs, and sheep, have greatly fallen

off, and on some of these articles the tolls are merely nomimal.

In 1851 the tolls received on the products of animals were §105,688 ; and in

1856,827,947. On flour, in 1851, $646,402, when the canal carried 416,175 tons ;

and in 1856, $146,633, on a carriage of 130,921 tons. In 1851 the tolls on

365,404 tons of property, classed as merchandise, were $877,438 ; and in 1856,

the tolls ou 370,758 tons were only $585,891. This decrease in tolls of $291,547
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is believed to be owing to the reduction in the rates in 1852 to meet, as was al

leged, railroad competition.

The increased shipment by canal during the late season of navigation (over

the preceding year) of 5,036,700 bnshels of wheat, and 976,071 bushels of corn,

yielded an increase in revenue, compared with 1855, of $249,564, and without

this addition, the tolls for the season would have been only 82,304,742.

RAILROaDS IN THE UNITED STATES.

We compile and condense from Dinsmore't American Railroad Guide, one of

the best publications of its class, the following summary of miles of railroads in

each State on the 1st of January, 1856 and 1857, with the increase over 1856.

Also a summary, by sections, and a table of the annual increase in miles of rail

roads from 1828 to 1857, &c. :—

Mileage, Mileage,

SUMMARY I)Y STATES.

Mileage, Mileage,

185*. IciT. IM-86.0 86.0

Maine

IfStS. 1857. Inc.

422.2 442.2 20.0

New Hampshire . .

516.6 616.6

317.5 484.5 167.0

254.8 410.0 155.2

Massachusetts.. . . . 1.207.1 1,286.6 78.6

78.4 86.4 7.0

221.6 268.6 42.0

6.0 67.0 61.0

696.2 600.9 4.7 366.8 508.6 1418

New York 2.668.2 2,700.9 82.7

448.8 472.8 24.0 Ohio 5

197.9 806.7 108.8

',641.1 2,869.7 22S.6

,438.2 1,806.8 S68.6Pennsylvania..... 2,087.8 2,407.1 869.3 Indiana

84.0 120.0 86.0 470.5 600.6 130.0

',136.8 2,524.6 889.8

Dis. of Columbia. *

871.8 877.8 6.0 Illinois 1

276.4 629.9 858.6

88.0 268.0 165.0

North Carolina ....

South Carolina . . .

1,252.1 1,479.7 227.6

488.0 612.0 129.0

677.4 708.4 29.0

144.8 189.7 46.4

Grand total . .

1.002.0 1,062.0 60.0

J<

SVMMART I

Mileage, Milea

mmry 1, 1654. January

21,069.4 24,47

ge. Increase

1, 1857. last year.

6.4 3.4U7.0

Y SECTIONS.

Sections.

8ix New England

Five Middle States

Mileage, 1856. M

8,466.0

6,610.1

8,414.6

1,868.6

7,198.8

22.6

ileage, 185T. Increase.

8,576.2 110.2

6.078.1 468.0

8,896.1 481.1

2,080.8 606.8

Seven Northweatei n States 8,874.2 1,680.4

Total, 80 States 21,069.4I
24,476.4 8,407.0

PROGB

Tears.

ESS OI' RAILROADS.

Tears. Miles. Miles.1,848 Tears.

1848

1849

1860

1861

1862

HUe»6,681

1828 8

1829 28 1,920
6,860

1880 41 2,167
7.865

1881 64 8,819
9,090

1882 181 8,877
11,681

1888 676 4,174
18,879

1884 762 4,811 1864

1855

1856

1857

.... 16,088

918 4,611
18,764

1886 1,102 4,870
21,069

1887 1,412 1847.
24,476

-

* Included In Maryland and Virginia.



RAILROADS IN II 1856.

England and Wales miles

Scotland

Ireland

SiSpain. .

France .

Belgium

Holland

Denmark

Norway and Sweden . . .

Russia and Poland

Prussia

Smaller German States.

Austria and Hungary. . .

Switzerland

Italy

6,426

1,188

1012

263

8,712

1,119

422

188

67

637

2,309

4,284

1,697

167

812

Total 24,203

AMERICA.

Canada miles 1,418

New Brunswick 24

Nova Scotia 28

United States 24,600

Cuba 897

Jamaica 10

New Granada 49

Brazil 62

Pern 28

Chili 86

Total . . . 26,681

Africa—Egypt

Asia—British India.

Australia

Europe

Grand total 61,266

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD.

The main line of thia road extends the whole length of the State, from Cairo,

at the southern extremity of the State, to Dunleith, at the northwestern, directly

opposite Dubuque, Iowa, on the Missigippi River. The main line is 454 miles in

length. The Chicago Branch extends from Centralia, (which is 112 miles from

Cairo,) in a northeasterly direction to Chicago, a distance of 267 miles. We

give below an authoritative table of the gross recepts of Illinois Central Railroad,

for the last year (1856) contrasted with that of 1855, showing the extraodinary

increase of 60 per cent in one year ; furnishing pretty conclusive evidence of the

progress of the State, whose population has doubled in ten years, according to

the returns of the State Census of 1855.*

1854. 1856.

January 167,088 10 $186,141 60

February... ; 67,088 10 122,253 49

March 92,622 56 141,909 47

April 118,404 11 188,198 43

May 121,434 16 200,996 70

June 123,421 26 200,446 90

188S.

July $130,680 82

August 163,877 61

September .. 160,918 98

October 209,707 21

November... 176,878 98

December. .. 183,270 98

1856.

$206,089 70

258,669 01

293,460 89

406,301 40

246,939 10

168,815 19

Total $1,682,118 00 2,458,691 68

The earnings per mile operated in 1855 were $2,553 53, and for 1856, $3,913 38

per mile operated, which are fully equal to those upon the first division of the

Galena and Chicaga Union Railroad when first opened. The first division upon

that road, 42J miles, was three years under construction, and was finished in

1850 ; theHrst twelve months' earnings were $127,685 78, or $4,004 37 per mile.

The second year, ending 30th April, 1852, same division, with the additional

impetus derived from the extension, twenty or thirty miles further, earned

$177,928 91, or for 43* miles, $4,186 66 per mile.

♦Tbo population at four periods was as follows :—In 1840,478,188; In 1845,650,000; In 1850,

831,470; and In 1855, 1,285,417.
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THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE AT WASHINGTON.

In the Merchants' Magazine for November, 1856, (vol. xxxv.,) we published

an article relating to the " History and Character of the National Institute : an

Association for the Promotion of Science, founded at Washington in 1840." The

objects of this institution are laudable ; and we trust the appeal made to the

public will meet with a liberal response from the wealthy and influential friends

of science throughout the United States. In compliance with the request of

Lieut Maury, of the United States Observatory, the Editor and Proprietor of

the Merchants' Magazine will cheerfully receive and forward to W. W. Corcoran

any contributions that may be offered :—

Washington, February S5, 18ST.

Fkeeiian Hokt, Esq., Editor of the Merchant*' Magazine, etc :—

Sir :—The National Institute for the promotion of Science, finding the an

nual subscriptions of its members resident in Washington upon which they have

heretofore relied for support, altogether inadequate for this purpose, and con

templating some changes in the arrangement of their cabinet, by which the an

nual expenditure will be considerably increased, have determined to solicit aid

from their fellow-citizens throughout the country.

In the resolutions and letters herewith transmitted, the reasons for this course

are briefly stated, and the Institute will rely much upon the exertions of its mem

bers in placing its claims for support before the public. I am therefore instructed

to forward to you the inclosed papers, and to ask your co-operation in bringing

them to the notice of the patrons of science in your neighborhood, and in receiv

ing and forwarding such contributions as may be offered.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

M. F. MAUBY.

.Washington, February 25, 185T.

To Freeman Hunt, Editor of the Merchants' Magazine :—

The undersigned, a committee of the National Institute, appointed by resolu

tions of that body, a copy of which is hereto annexed, beg leave, in performance

of the duty with which they have been intrusted, to request your attention to the

following brief history of this institutiou, and to solicit your aid and patronage

in its behalf.

The National Institute may be regarded as the continuation of a private asso

ciation, which, under the designation of " The Columbian Institute for the Pro

motion of Art and Science," had been founded at Washington in the year 1818.

In this initial condition, it had for more than twenty years taken part in the

scientific labors and discussions of the time ; had collected a very considerable

cabinet, and taken preliminary measures for the establishment of a select and

scientific library. Its members at this time consisted principally of officers of

the army and navy, foreign ministers, consuls, and professional gentlemen em

ployed in the different departments of the government. In the year 1840 it

amended its original constitution, and in 1842 was incorporated by an act of

Congress under its present name, and made the curator of all the collections in

arts and science then belonging to the government in Washington, which had up
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to that time been kept in different places under the chargo of the State, War, and

Navy departments.

On the incorporation of the Institute, these several collections were placed in

its keeping by the beads of the different departments, to whose charge they had

heretofore been committed, and it came immediately to be acknowledged by the

scientific men of the country as a national academy, to whose support the aid of

the government had been very openly implied, if not distinctly pledged. This

position attracted to it forthwith the sympathy and support of all other scientific

and national academies, who immediately became its correspondents, presented to

its library their publications, acts, and annals, and offered exchanges from their

collections in every branch of science. As an evidence of the prevalence and ex

tent of this feeling in Europe at that time, by one who was familiar with it then,

and recollects it now, we submit the following extract from a letter of Mr. Alex

ander Vattemare to Dr. Daniel Breed, the corresponding secretary of the Insti

tute, dated at Paris, December 5, 1856 :—

" The moment the existence of the National Institute was proclaimed in Eu

rope, it produced the greatest sensation, and all the most illustrious men in science

and politics addressed their congratulations to its patriotic founders. All con

sidered it as a great intellectual link that would unite the scientific bodies of the

two hemispheres, and the best evidence of their feelings towards the National

Institute is to be found in the liberal donations which accompanied their con

gratulations. Even the Institute of Prance considered it as her younger sister,

which, created by so vigorous a nation, would soon acquire an immense influence

over all the world."

You will readily perceive that the prominence and notoriety with which the

National Institute was at so early a stage invested, and the new function thus de

volved upon it as the center of correspondence and exchange between the Old

World and the New, would necessarily occasion a great increase of expenditure

for the arrangement and publication of its correspondence and papers, at the

same time that commodious apartments would be indispensable, both for its pub

lic meetings and for the preservation and exhibition of its cabinet and library.

The ordinary expenses of its administration up to the time of which we arc speak

ing, and indeed up to the present time, have been defrayed from the annual sub

scriptions of the members residing in Washington, and occasional donations from

wealthy and munificent citizens ; while its collections have been allowed, by the

kindness of the Secretary of the Interior, to occupy such portions of the hall and

corridors of the Patent-Office as can be spared from the more legitimate uses of

the building.

As soon as it became apparent that a much greater fund would be required

for the expenses of the Institute than could be derived from the contribu

tions of its members, applications were made to Congress for an annual appro

priation for this purpose, which, we regret to say, though presented in the most

respectful manner, and supported by Senators and Representatives of the highest

influence and most acknowledged patriotism, have hitherto been unsuccessful.

The main cause for this neglect on the part of the Legislature being some doubt

as to the constitutionality of any appropriation for such purpose.

The consequence of this want of endowment has been most unfortunate to the

Institute ; and though it has thus far sustained itself by help of the subscriptions

and donations heretofore mentioned, and is still in continued receipt of valuable
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papers, books, and specimens, from the scientific establishments of both conti

nents—yet it cannot be denied that its usefulness has been greatly diminished,

and that it has failed to answer the expectations of its friends, owing to the want

of funds adequate to its proper management and support.

It will, we conceive, be unnecessary for us to recapitulate the great advantages

which must result to science from the establishment of a national academy at the

seat of government. The necessity for it and its advantages are obvious. The

importance of it has been so often publicly presented, that it is deemed unneces

sary to do more than to allude to it as a thing admitted. It remains now only

that we state distintly the object of the present application. It is to ask from

yourself, and other munificent and liberal individuals, such subscriptions in money

as shall enable us to erect at Washington a building with accommodations snffi-

cient to meet the present wants of the Institute, or until the value of the services

which it shall thus be cnablod to render to science shall be more fully apparent.

After which, we have no fear but that the government and the country will came

effectually to its aid. Such, at least, is the opinion and hope of the members resi

dent in Washington, and others who have been intimate for many years with it»

management and affairs.

And upon such grounds, we most respectfully but earnestly solicit your assist

ance and co-operation—being fully convinced that if the Institute is to be sus

tained at present, it must, at least for a year or two, be done by the help of in

dividual effort, individual liberality. And if it be allowed to fall, it will be a

subject of deep and abiding regret, not only in our own country, but throughout

the world.

Very respectfully, your obedient servants,

M. F. MAURY,

W. W. CORCOEAJI,

L. D. GALE.

OUR MINERAL RESOURCES.

The store of metal and fuel hidden in caverns of the earth is so much capital

in vault, the garnered industry of the primeval age. These gloomy reservoirs are

so many fountains of life and gladness. For every factory gives birth to a vil

lage, and of every good mine scores of manufactories are born. England would

not have found her boast in " wooden walls," had it not been for the wealth of

her rocky treasures. Half of her population has been dug out of the bowels of

the earth.

But nature has been as lavish to us in mineral wealth, as in that of prairies and

forests. The gold deposits of California are among the richest in the world ; and

for the three years ending with 1856, averaged nearly $55,000,000 per annum.

Rich mines of silver, also, and of mercury, are already opened. The copper re

gion of Lake Superior is probably unequaled in the abundance and purity of ib

metal ; and the Northwestern States furnish exhaustlesB supplies of lead. Bit

it is in iron and coal, of all minerals the most important, and the most efficient

instruments in furthering the processes of civilization, in developing natural re

sources, enlarging and diversifying industry, promoting intercourse, physical com

fort, the progress of the arts, the discipline of the individual intellect, and the

aggrandizement of national power, and, in a word, helping on the victory of man

over nature—it is in these, the most valuable deposits which the earth hold!
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locked in its treasuries, that our country is richest. God has given us in store

enough to supply the world. The annual product of our mines is already counted

in millions of tons, and will be reckoned in tens of millions.

Coal. The statistics of the coal trade, published from year to year in the

pages of the Merchants' Magazine, are the best illustration of this subject. The

coal area of the United States is estimated at 133,132 square miles. The pro

duct of Pennsylvania alone, in 1855, reached nearly 7,000,000 tons. The pro

duct of the gold mines of California, at the close of 1856, was about 8340,000,000.

The Philadelphia North American thus speaks of the development of the coal

wealth of Pennsylvania :—

The bituminous coal production of Pennsylvania for the past year is estimated

at 2,000,000 tons, and that the anthracite trade amounted to 7,258,891 tons—

making an aggregate of 9,258,891 tons. The total value of our coal for 1856,

reckoned at $4 25 a ton, at the place of delivery or consumption, would be but

a fraction short of 840,000,000—a sum more than sufficient to meet the ordinary

annual expenses of our national government.

This result has been attained after years of persistent enterprise. The coal

trade hag progressed step by step ; and its history in the past is interesting and

valuable for the help it affords us in forming an estimate of what that trade must

become in the future, developing side by side with the progress of the country

and the civilization of the age. In the year 1825, the amount of bituminous

coal employed in the manfacturing establishments of Pittsburg and vicinity was

1,000,000 bushels, which, at 80 pounds to a bushel, would amount to 35,714 tons.

In 1833, it was returned at 255,910 tons. In 1838, it had increased to 357,140

tons. In 1842, the production, largely exceeding the consumption, amounted to

420,000 tons ; which was increased, in 1846, to 678,572 tons. The bituminous

coal produced during the past year amounted to no less than 2,000,000 tons, the

principal part of which was consumed in the iron works of Western Pennsylva

nia ; while, with the remainder, a profitable trade was carried on with the regions

adjacent, with the West, and with Philadelphia.

When we touch on the subject of anthracite coal we have definite facts and

statistics. And we can present the history of this trade in no more striking and

impressive manner, than by arraying the successive years and their corresponding

productions side by side, beginning at the very commencement of the trade, thirty-

six years ago :—

1820 .

1821 .

1822 .

1828 .

1824 .

1825 .

1826 .

1827 .

1828 .

1829 .

1830

1831 .

1832 .

Tom.

366

1,078

2,240

6,823

9,544

84,893

43,046

63,434

77,897

172,083

174,764

176,820

363,871

1833 .

1834 .

1885 .

1836 .

1837 .

1838 .

1889 .

1840

1841

Tom.

487,783

876,336

660,768

682,428

881,473

789,293

809,327

866,414

958,999

1842 1,193,001

1848 1,263,589

1844 1.681,669

1845 2,023,062

Tom.

1846 2,343,990

1847 2,982,808

1848 3,080,238

1849 8,242,866

I860 8,882,614

1851 4,418,615

1852 4,999,471

1863 6,196,161

1854 6,847,808

1866 6,626,288

1866 7,258,891

Aggregate . . . 62,793,089

This is one of the most eloquent and instructive pages of history ever written

—not red and radiant with martial glory, but bright with the record of honest

labor and gigantic enterprise, and their rewards—a narrative of what has been

done in our own Commonwealth in a single department of industry, for the com

fort, happiness, and well-being of multitudes of mankind. Adding 10,000,000

tons as the product of the bituminous coal beds during this period, we have the

general aggregate of 72,793,039 tons of coal sent to the markets from different
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regions of Pennsylvania ; which, at the price above specified, would have a value

of $309,000,000. This is one of the striking facts. Another is, that such great

results have been reached in so short a time.

But the most speaking of all the facta treasured np in these figures, because it

it contains such vast and veritable prophesies of the future, is the rapidly aug

menting ratio at which these yearly amounts increase. This is noticeable to a

mere glance of the eye. The year 1838, which stands midway between the first

and last of the series, shows a production of only one-tenth of the amount which

is set down against the year that is just closed, 739,293 to 7,258,891 . We must

now come to 1846, before finding an amount (2,343,990) that reaches even so

much as one-third of the last annual yield. Nay, the last three years sufficed to

produce as much coal as was produced by the first twenty-six years of the series.

Dividing the amount into thirds, the first third was mined in 26 years ; the

next third in 7 years ; and the last third in 3 years. If there is any just ground

for the prediction that in twenty years the iron production of the United States

will equal the present iron production of Ureat Britain, rising from 1,000.000 to

3,500,000 tons, these figures demonstrate that not so many years can elapse be

fore our 10,000,000 of coal (all kinds included) will swell to the 40,000,000, which

is the present annual yield of that country. If the same ratio continued, the re

sult would be attained in a much shorter time.

MISIXQ RESULTS IS GREAT BRITAIN.

We gather from statements compiled by Robert Hunt, Keeper of the Mining

Records of United Kingdom, that in 1855 the number of tons of copper ore sold

in Cornwall, and the produce of Cornish and Devon mines, was 195,193 tons,

yielding 12,578 tons 11 cwts. 23 lbs. copper, realizing £1,263,739 6s., being a

considerable increase over the previous year. In Wales, the ores sold, being the

produce of Irish, Welsh, and foreign mines, 43,903 tons, yielding 5,926 tons of

copper, and £654,468 lis. in money. Copper ores sold by private contract

realized £949,000, making a grand total of £2,867,207 17s. received for copper

ores sold in England in 1855.

The average standard of the Cornish sales was £143 2s. j produce, 6f ; and the

average price per ton paid to the miner, £6 8s. 6d. per ton. From January 1 to

September 30, 1856, the copper ores sold in Cornwall were 157,843 tons, yielding

10,246 tons of copper and £925,245 lis. 6d. in money. The last quarter, ending

September 30, was 4,637 tons of ore less than the previous quarter.

The quantity of lead ores raised in the United Kingdon in 1855 was 92330

tons, yielding 73,201 tons of lead, 561,906 ounces of silver, and realizing in

money for lead ores, £1,311,971, and silver, at 5s. the ounce, £140,746—showing

a very considerable increase over the previous year. Of the above, Cornwall

yielded 8,962 tons of ore, equal to 5,882 tons of lead, and 211,348 ounces of sil

ver ; Devonshire, 4,035 tons of ore, equal to 2,292 tons of lead, and 89,908

ounces of silver ; Durham and Northumberland, 22,107 tons of ore, equal to

16,309 tons of lead, and 75,435 ounces of silver; Flintshire yielded 6,273 tons of

lead ore, equal to 4,926 tons of lead, and 25,823 ounces of silver ; Cardigan

shire, 7,043 tons of ore, 5,014 tons of lead, and 28,079 ounces of silver.

The tin ores raised in Cornwall and Devon during the same period were 8,947

tons—(of this, Devon produced 320 tons)—realizing £608,336. The produce ia

metal was about 6,000 tons, which, at £120 per ton, would yield £720,000.

The iron ore raised in the United Kingdom was 9,553,741 tons—pig-iron,

3,218,154 tons, at £4 4s. per ton, realizing £13,516,566.
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If we take the value of copper ore sold in 1855 at £2,867,207 17s., lead and

silver at £1.452,447, tin ores at £608,396, it gives as a total of £4,928,030 178.

as the value of one year's mineral produce. In addition to this, there is the

iron mentioned above, £13,516,266 ; coals raised from 273 collieries, 15,431,400

tons.

the following ark titk dividends from profits paid on

from 1845 to 1856, inclusive :—

Tear ending—

1846

1846

1847

1848

1849

1850

Mines.

18

28

30

22

38

42

Pounds sterling.

216,450 0 0

158,838 0 0

165,381 0 0

129.044 0 0

184,741 0 0

213,570 0 U

Year ending—

1861

1852

1853

1854

1856

1866

Minos.

46

50

60

52

54

55

BRITISH MINKS

Pounds sterling.

216,4S6 0 0

261,267 0 0

330,765 0 0

817.976 0 0

340,814 8 4

383,418 8 8

From this it appears that British mines have paid profits in twelve years

amounting to £2,908,620 12s.

In the British list, 55 mines have paid £383,418 8s. 8d. in 1856 ; in 1855, 44

mines paid £340,714 3s. 4d. The year 1856, therefore, shows an increase of

£42,704 5s. 4d.

MERCANTILE MISCELLANIES.

AMERICAS TRADE TO SURINAM, AND COMMERCE OF GLOUCESTER.

The first vessel ever sent from Gloucester to Surinam, Dutch Guiana, was in

1791, sixty-five years ago, and was fitted out and owned by Col. William Pearce,

an eminent merchant of that town. Col. Pearce had transacted a large business

with the West Indies and Europe for years previous, and the partial failure of

some of these branches of commerce led him to embark in tho Surinam trade.

The first voyages to that place were very long, and attended with much danger

in consequence of the malignant diseases constantly prevailing there. It was

not unusual for vessels on these voyages to lose nearly all their crews. The town

of Gloucester has ever since 1791 retained nearly tho entire American trade to

Dutch Guiana, with a partial interest also in the Cayenne trade, in company with

the adjacent port of Salem, which noted place for many years has enjoyed an

almost exclusive trade to several ports and sections of the world, such as Para,

Maranham, Rio Grande, East and West coasts of Africa, Red Sea, Sumatra,

New Zealand, Fejee Islands, &c. Gloucester thirty years ago had vessels tradiu<r'to

Porto Rico, St. Domingo, Valparaiso, Malaga, Smyrna, and Sumatra, and bring

ing cargoes from those places direct to that port. The two large mercantile

houses of Win. Pearce & Sons and W. Sargent, transacted aa extensive foreign

commerce for many years.

But the commerce of Gloucester, like that of Salem, Newburyport, Ports

mouth, and various other minor seaports, was swallowed up by the great cities of

Boston and New York, and it never can be regained. Gloucester in her reverses

still held possession of its Surinam trade, and now employs in that business

fourteen ships, barks, and brigs. At times the trade is so unprofitable that less

than one-half of this number of vessels can be employed. Bat, prosperous or
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adverse, the trade is pursued by the Gloucester people with more or less energy.

The decline of the extended commerce of Gloucester was more than made good,

in late years, by the great increase of its fisheries, coasting trade and British

Colonial business, so that its tonnage bad increased in forty years more than

three-fold, having in 1810, 11,000 tons ; 1855, 34,000 tons ; in 1810, 3,000 tons

employed in the fisheries; in 1856, 21,000 tons in 300 fishing schooners. The

amount of business of various kinds, foreign and domestic, transacted at the

Gloucester Custom-house, is only surpassed by that of three ports in the New

England States, viz. : Boston, Portland, and Salem.

According to a statement in the Boston Traieller, within one week in 1856,

more than one hundred vessels have arrived at Gloucester from the Bay of St Law

rence, with fares from ten to three hundred barrels. Many of these vessels came home

with from fifty to one hundred barrels after an absence of three to four months.

The season at one time promising to terminate so favorably, will wind up in many

cases iD a most disastrous manner, and the crews have but little money coming

to them to carry them through a hard winter. Many vessels will have to fit out

immediately for Georges, and pursue that hazardous business as long as the

weather will permit. The larger part of the fleet have now arrived, and such is

the small catch of mackerel that the prices must greatly advance, as the supply

cannot meet the usual consumption. The prices of mackerel from some cause

have been much depressed, and have made even large trips much less than last

year in value.

COMMERCE AM) PRODUCTIONS OF AFRICA.

A recent work by Andrew H. Foote. of the Navy, Lieut-Commanding the

brig Perry, upon the coast of Africa, presents some important facts respecting

that continent, the condition of which is probably less known than that of any

other quarter of the globe. This vessel sailed for the coast of Africa on the 28th

of November, 1849, for the west coast of Africa to join the American Squadron

there stationed, under a specific treaty, for the suppression of the slave trade.

By this volume it appears that the African territory exhibits a vast domain, in

habited almost entirely by barbarians, and the author remarks in reference to

their villages, and modes of life, " that if the whole negro nations were swept

away, there would not remain a monument on the face of their continent to tell

that snch a race of men had occupied it." A portion of the work alludes to the

productions of Africa adapted to trade. Copper, and some alloys of it, are used

for ornaments, and is smelted from ores by the natives, who throughout the south,

manufacture their own iron. Gold is collected by elemental waste from disin

tegrated rocks, the present export from Africa now amounting to about two mil

lions of dollars. Cotton may be produced to a great extent. The Africans

weave coarse narrow cloths and dye them ; work in wood and metals, and manu

facture gold chains of considerable value. African dye-stuffs, are stqple articles

of export, and indigo is extensively used by the natives. Gums of various kinds

constitute a branch of trade which is just commencing, and palm oil is yielded

to a considerable extent. The territory is capable of producing most of the

tropical products. A portion yields the fruits, and flowers, and grain of Europe,

and the liuest fruits of the torrid zone abound in the valleys, as well as flocks

and herds. On the river Webbe, near Braza. as much tine wheat may be purchased
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for a single dollar as will supply one during the year. In Enarea and Kaffa,

the whole country is covered with coffee, and it is in fact the original country of

the coffee. Two hundred pounds may be purchased in the berry, for about a dol

lar ; and the greater portion of the coffee received from Mocha, is in point of

fact African coffee. Another article, which we had supposed was a principal

staple of export from Africa, ivory, is not alluded to by the author. A part of

the work is occupied by remarks respecting the slave trade upon the coast of

Africa. This traffic appears to have been checked if not entirely concluded by

the measures which have been taken to prevent it, and the author alleges that the

extension of naval enterprise along the coast, will probably tend to the prevention

of cruelty, and the future amelioration of that benighted continent.

ADULTERATION OF FOOD AND DRUGS IN ENGLAND.

The manner and extent to which various kinds of food are adulterated, can.

scarcely be imagined by those who have not paid attention to the subject. Many

of the articles that we constantly eat or drink, such as coffee, tea, chocolate, pep

per, and mustard, are manufactured, to a certain extent, of deleterious, if not

poisonous materials. Some time since, a special committee was appointed by the

British House of Commons, to inquire into the adulteration of food, drink, and

drugs, and their Report, which occupies a volume of three hundred pages, has

just been published. Some of the facts are truly startling. It is stated that

" almost everything that enters the human stomach, for the maintainance of life,

or the restoration of health, is wilfully or deliberately adulterated, and these vile

mixtures sap existence like Blow poisons." Of death in a glass, we are told :

" The adulteration of drinks deserves also special notice, because your committee

cannot but conclude that the intoxication so deplorably prevalent is in many cases

less due to the natural properties of the drinks themselves, than to the admixture

of narcotics or other noxious substances intended to supply the properties lost by

dilution."

The list of adulterated articles is formidable indeed, and includes arrow root,

with potato and other starches ; bread, with potatoes, plaster of Paris, alum, and

sulphate of copper ; bottled fruits and vegetables, with certain salts of copper ;

coffee, with chicory, roasted wheat, beans, and mangel worzel ; chicory, with

roasted wheat, carrots, sawdust, and Venetian red ; cocoa, with arrow root, po

tato flour, chicory, and some ferruginous red earths ; cayenne, with ground rice,

mustard husk, &c, colored with red lead, Venetian red, and turmeric ; gin, with

grains of paradise, sulphuric acid and cayenne ; lard, with potato flour, mutton

suet, alum, carbonate of soda, and caustic lime ; mustard with wheat flour and

turmeric; marmalade with apples or turnips; porter and stout (though sent out

in a pure state from the brewers) with water, sugar, treacle, salt, alum, cocculus

indicus, grains of paradise, nux vomica, and sulphuric acid ; pickles and pre

serves with salts of copper ; snuff with various chromates, red lead, lime, and

powdered glass ; tobacco with water, sugar, rhubard, and treacle ; vinegar with

water, sugar, and sulphuric acid ; jalap with powdered wood ; opium with poppy

capsules, wheat flour, powdered wood, and sand ; scammony with wheat flour,

chalk, resin, and sand ; confectionary with plaster of Paris and other similar in

gredients, colored with various pigments of a highly poisonous nature ; and acid
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drops, purporting to be compounded of Jargonelle pear, Ribstone pippin, lemon,

&c, with essential oils containing prussic acid, or other dangerous ingredients.

The adulteration of drugs is also extensively practiced. The more costly the

article, the greater is the temptation. But what is the remedy ? As a means of

prevention, the Committee recommend that muncipal or other local authorities

should be empowered to appoint an officer or officers, who, on complaint made,

or in cases of reasonable suspicion, shall procure portions of any article supposed

to be adulterated, with a view to their examination or analysis by some duly

qualified person appointed for the purpose. If the report of such person confirms

the suspicion, a summons shall be issued, and the case investigated before justices,

who shall have power to inflict summary punishment, and publish the names of

the offenders. They recommend, also, that one or more scientific analyzers should

be appointed under the authority of the Board of Health, to whom the local au

thorities may refer suspected articles.

The subject is one that concerns every civilized country. Perhaps no where is

this system of fraud and murder carried on to a greater extent than in the United

States. The villanies that are practiced in this form, are truly frightful. Many

persons, indeed, labor for years under some mysterious disease, produced by the

process of adulteration or poisoning, through the agency, cither of food or drugs.

Only a short time since, a distinguished chemist of this city found it necessary

to prosecute a house in New York, for counterfeiting his labels to a very valuable

medicine. Similar frauds are of constant occurrence.

THE PRESENT AND THE FUTURE OF AMERICAN COMMERCE,

Commerce is a power and an index of power, as well as a necessity ; it is a

channel whereby nations communicate ideas and customs, principles and charac

ter. Each distinct and limited portion of mankind becomes more human, through

the mutual influences of a world-wide intercourse. No nation has yet garnered

into its character all the nobilities and energies of the " kind ;" but each needi

all that it can obtain from the others.

In commerce our nation has but one superior ; and in all probability will ere

long have none. No nation builds half as many vessels as this. Its foreign trade

has trebled since 1815, and doubled since 1842. The vessels which annually flock

to our shores from foreign ports, measure their tonnage in millions ; and the net

value of commodities exchanged in the internal trade, is estimated in billions.

The commerce of the United States "has elements of increase unknown in aoy

former period, or in any other nation. A new country, a virgin soil, the precious

metals in unprecedented abundance, coal, iron, copper, zinc, gypsum, lime, and

most of the useful metals in profusion, her coast indented with bays, her northern

border washed by nearly 2,000 miles of inland seas navigable by vessels of any

tonnage, her great interior traversed by the Mississippi, receiving tributaries from

1,000 miles to the east and to the west ; with nearly 5,000 miles of caual, and

goqn to have 30,000 miles of railroad ; with a large annual immigration ; with

schools and a teeming press to spread intelligence and quicken enterprise; with

unbounded liberty of action to stimulate exertion ; with new regions opened daily

to market by iron roads—what is there to set a limit to the extension of com

merce, as far beyond present, as the present has gone beyond past conception V
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A BRIEF MERCANTILE BIOGRAPHY :

ANDREW S. NORWOOD.

The Commercial Advertiser, of November 15, 1856, announced the death of

Andrew S. Norwood, an old and highly respected citizen and merchant of New

York, who died at his residence in Fourteenth-street on the 14th of November,

1856. Mr. Norwood, we believe, was at the time of his death the oldest native

of New York, engaged in business, being in the 87th year of his age. He was

born in 1770, and up to the time of his last illness he retained a vivid recollection

of the events attending the close of the revolutionary war. Ilis lather served

in the army of the patriots, and was an inmate of the sugar-house here as a pris

oner, until released by an exchange, and we have heard Mr. Norwood relate that

he had been frequently dispatched with relief for the remaining prisoners, by his

father, after his liberation.

Mr. Norwood commenced business as a merchant 1791, not having attained the

age of twenty-one, as one of the firm of Norwood & Austen, and afterwards car

ried it on on his sole account, uutil about 1830, when he closed his active mer

cantile career. He was one of the originators and owners of the second line of

packet ships between New York and Havre, consisting of the Erie, Prance, and

other vessels, of which Messrs. Crassous & Boyd were the agents in New York,

and Boisgerard & Co., in Havre. ' For many years past he has lived in compara

tive retirement, retaining his faculties in an eminent degree up to nearly the time

of his death.

Mr. Norwood was a favorable specimen of the New York merchant of the old

school ; a man of untiring energy in his younger days, and of great enterprise,

yet careful and judicious in his manner of doing business, amassing his property

as the fruits of bis industry and judgment, rather than by the modes of modern

speculation, and preserving his reputation to the close of his long career as a man

and merchant of the most uncompromising integrity.

TBE COTTON PRESSES AT NEW ORLEANS.

No one, says a correspondent of the Philadelphia Ecening Bulletin, writing

from New Orleans, who has ever witnessed the operations of a New Orleans

steam cotton-press can form any idea of their commercial importance, or the

novelty and interest of their operations. The ordinary bales of cotton seen on

our river steamers, or in the inland towns, appear to the uninitiated to have been

rather tightly squeezed, but see them subjected to one of these five huudred horse

power inventions, it is rather a different affair. On the plantation the cotton is

subjected to the ordinary screw press, which leaves them about four feet in di

ameter, but as space on board European cotton ships is all important, the steam

press has been invented, by which fully one-third the bulk is saved at a trifling ex

pense. The bale is dropped, as it were, into the knitted hands of an iron giant,

and the steam let on, causing the arms to contract with a groan, or roar like an

enraged elephant, pressing the mass upwards against a permanent platten, with a

force that would seem to threaten annihilation. Men stand ready with ropes that

are quickly passed through corrugations in the plattens, securing the compressed

mass, and bale after bate is thus turned off with incredible rapidity.
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TRADE BETWEEN DETROIT AND PHILADELPHIA.

The Detroit Tribune says : " We have on former occasions called attention to

the feet that by the completion of the railroad from Elmira, N. Y., to Philadel

phia, the merchants of oar city and State are as near the latter market as to New

York city. The line of communication is as direct to one city as the other, and

the rates of freight are the same. There is, however, one advantage in fevor of

Philadelphia, from the fact that between here and there, there is one less tranship

ment than between here and New York city. Philadelphia is a large market, not

until lately accessible to us, and for several reasons our merchants may find it to

their interest to trade there. It now has a population of near 600,000, and its

jobbers offer large and varied stocks to select from. Its importers import direct

from Europe, and thus stand on a par with those of New York. It is a great

manufacturing city, its manufactures being estimated to amount to 8150,000,000

per annum, and it is a fact that our merchants now purchase in New York and

Boston the manufactures of that city. Of course it is cheaper always to bay

from the manufacturer. For drugs and medicines, shoes, paper hangings, certain

kinds of manufactured cotton fabrics, jewelry, leather, perfumery, 4c., our mer

chants would find Philadelphia the best city to purchase in. It is also, in conse

quence of the thickly settled immense coal regions in its vicinity, where all are

only consumers, a good market for the sale of our surplus produce."

A GOOD LESSON FOR APPRENTICES.

The Christian Register says that a father whose son was an apprentice, re

quired him to pay his board while at home. The son thought this a hardship.

But he understood afterwards, the wisdom of his father, when he saw the habits

his fellow apprentices had acquired in the expenditure of their wages, and the

straits to which they were reduced to meet expenses, which had become habitual.

Every boy should be called upon to pay a portion of his earnings for board, even

at his father's house, however able the parent may be to charge him nothing. He

learns thereby the proper use of money—how far it will go. The first earnings

always appear large enough to indulge in expenses of dress and amusement from

which they are entirely inadequate. A weekly call for a portion of these wages,

soon teaches the important lesson of a strict economy in expenditure, if he would

not, as so many do, begin thus early to gel into debt ; a step which may, and

often does, harass the young, misguided apprentice through his minority.

A CURIOUS BARGAIN.

Hamilton says, in his Wandering's in North Africa—" I find among my notes of

these last days, mention made of a curious bargain, which was struck in my pres

ence ; it was the sale of half a mare. The price of the entire animal was fixed

at a certain sum, half of which was paid down by the purchaser, who took pos

session of the marc, which he was bound to keep in good condition. The foals

were to be joint property, and the original proprietor could at any time have the

use of the mare, or by repaying the purchase-money, again become her sole pro

prietor. This is a common transaction ; and as a fourth, or even a smaller frac

tion of a marc may be thus sold, some have many masters, and serious quarrels

often arise from such joint possession."
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BANKRUPTCY AMD BARBARISM IS LONDON.

The London Illustrated Times of a late date saya :—" We are perfectly ashamed

of repeating the trite apothegm that ' truth is stranger than fiction ;' yet remem-

bcrancc of the saying is irrepressible. For a most marvelous mixture of the

wildest romance and sternest reality has recently evolved out of the proceedings

in the Bankruptcy Court in the case of Mr. Mark Boyd. Amid dry details of

certificates, assignees, dividends, and unsecured creditors, there suddenly started

up an element combining the romantic and terrible in an extraordinary degree.

A question was raised as to whether the bankrupt's brother, Mr. Benjamin Boyd,

was alive or dead. It will be remembered that this gentleman went on a yacht

ing voyage to the South Sea Islands, and has not since been heard of. It was

stated in reply, that the fact of Mr. Boyd's death was by no means proved ; for

that a skull said to be his, and brought to London, had been found to have sound

and perfect teeth, whereas the unfortunate gentleman 'wore' artificial teeth,

there were consequently still some grounds for the belief that Mr. Benjamin Boyd

was not dead, but was a captive among the natives. Could Mrs. Radcliffe—

could Monsieur Sue have invented anything more melodramatic than this? One

brother beset by ' men of tape and quill ' in London, interrogated by accountants,

examined by commissioners ; the other brother wandering perhaps among antipode

an savages, naked and tattooed, or perhaps tomahawked, or probably eaten ! And

all this while shrewd men of business bandy about musty counting-houses, a grin

ning skull, and speculate as to whose flesh once covered the ghastly relic. Might

not the ' Basinghall-street Romance ' surpass the ' Mysteries of Udolpho ' in h>

terest."

THE FIRST AMERICAN TRADER TO THE ALABAMA VALLEY,

J. M. Thompson was the first man who ever took a cargo of provisions from

the Ohio River to the Alabama Valley, and this he accomplished by means of a

barge of thirty-five tons, propelled by fifteen oars, and manned by as many JCe^-

tuckians, who were all " half-horse-and-half-alligator " fellows. They had an easy

time of it floating down the Mississippi, rather a dangerous one in coasting the

Gulf of Mexico, and when they came in sight of the then Spanish fort of Mobile

they hoisted the American flag, and passed directly up the river without even

condescending to ask permission. It was a daring and high-handed act, and the

guns at the fort were got ready to fire upon the tresspassers, when the command

ant concluded that the men must be mad, positively crazy ; so they escaped un

harmed. Thompson made money by his venture, became a citizen of St. Ste

phen's, but died a few months after his arrival. The crew that accompanied him

from the Ohio, took to evil ways, and the majority of them were either killed in

private fights or executed by the Spanish authorities for breaking the laws.

ONE OF THE CURIOSITIES OF COMMERCE,

According to the Glasgow Mail, it appears a quantity of Glasgow manufac

tured goods, which were sent out to Australia upwards of eighteen months ago,

were, owing to the depressed state of the market at the time, purchased by a firm

there at a low rate, and reshipped to this country. They were, on their arrival

here, repurchased by a Glasgow house, who sold them immediately afterwards to

and Australian merchant They are again on their way to the antipodes.
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"DOH'T STAY TOO LONG!"

We commend the subjoined truthfully pathetic waif, which we find floating

among our exchanges, to merchants and business men who have no time for their

wives and families. Would that every husband who reads the Merchants' Mag

azine might profit by it :—

" Don't stay long I" said a young wife tenderly, one evening, as her husband

was preparing to go out. The words themselves were insignificant, but the look

of melting loudness with which they were accompanied, spoke volumes. It told

the whole vast depths of a woman's love—of all her grief, when the light of his

smile, the source of all her joy, beamed not brightly upon her.

" Don't stay long, husband 1" and I fancied I saw the loving, gentle wife sitting

alone, anxiously counting the moments of her husband's absence, every few mo

ments running to the door to see if he was in sight, and finding that he was not,

I thought I could hear her exclaiming in disappointed tones, " Not yet !"

" Don't stay long, husband 1" and 1 again thought I could see the young wife

rocking nervously in the great arm-chair, and weeping as though her heart would

break, as her thoughtless " lord and master" prolonged his stay to a wearisome

length of time.

Oh, you that have wives to say, " Don't stay too long!" when you go forth;

think of them kindly when you are mingling in the busy hive of life, and try, just

a little, to make their homes and hearts happy, for they are gems too seldom re

placed. You cannot find, amid the pleasures of the world, the peace and joy that

a quiet home, blessed with such a woman's presence, will afford.

" Don't stay long, husband !" and the young wife's look seemed to say. "For

here in your own sweet home is a loving heart, whose music is hushed when yon

are absent ; here is a soft breast to lay your head upon, and here are pure lips,

unsoiled by sin, that will pay you with kisses for coming back soon."

TITLES OP BUSINESS FIRMS.

One of the best titles of a mercantile firm we have ever seen is " Call & Set

tle," which is painted in golden letters rn a sign in one of our easteru cities.

Customers are reminded every time they pass, of their outstanding accounts.

"(Neal & Pray" is the title of another firm. But the following " beats all." Two

attorneys, says an old newspaper, in partnership in a town of the United States

hail the name of the firm, which was " Catchum & Chetum," inscribed in the

usual manner upon their office door ; but as the singularity and ominous juxtapo

sition of the words led to many a coarse joke from passers-by, the men of law at

tempted to destroy in part the effect of the old association, by the insertion of

the initials of their Christian names, which happened to be Isiah and Uriah; but

this made the affair ten times worse, for the inscription ran : " I. Catchum & C.

Chetum."

IKJUNCTION FOR IMITATING TRADE MARKS.

On the 16th of December, 1856, a case was tried before Judge Hoffman in the

Superior Court, New York, and an injunction issued to restrain the defendant,

W. Johnson, from imitating the trade marks on soap of the plaintiffs, James B.

Williams & Brothers. The judge said :—

In this case it is very clear that the plaintiffs were the original claimants to the

trade murk in question, and that the defendant, his agents, and others, must be

restrained and enjoined from selling, or in any way disposing of any soap in boxes

or other packages with labels or wrappers containing the words " genuine Yankee

soap," printed or written, or from advertising, selling, or offering to sell, any soap

whutever—unless the same has been manufactured by or procured from the plain

tiffs—as and for genuine Yankee soap, and also from using the words in connect

ion with the soap manufactured and offered for sale by him, and also for assimil

ating in any way, or using any imitation of the trade marks of said plaintiffs.
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THE BOOK TRADE.

1.— Warerley Novels. In 48 volumes. Illustrated. Household Edition. Bos

ton : Ticknor & Fields.

Here, for the first time in the annals of American book-making, wc have an

edition of the Waverley Novels adequate to the author and to the subject. Bos

ton may well be proud that to the enterprise of her publishers we arc indebted

for a series of books which will long stand unrivaled on this side of the Atlantic

Indeed, we almost doubt the reality of the title-page, and expect to see the im

print transmute itself to London in our hands ; but when we turn the leaf and

read the dedication, " To Washington Irving, the Friend of Sir Walter Scott,"

we feel that it is truly American. The paper is firm and white, and the type is

beautifully clear. The illustrations are engraved in the finest manner, after

original designs; and that these will be true to the scenes they portray, we have

a guaranty in such names as Birkct Foster, Landsecr, Harvey, Faed. and Darlcy.

The volumes are of the 16mo. size, and the publishers intend to continue the se

ries, which they have just commenced with '• Waverley," by the publication of

two volumes every month, until all are issued. The price is to be 75 cents per

volume What better dress can brave Sir Walter wear? He has too long

stood among us in a suit so threadbare that wc turned our backs upon him

coldly. Sometimes, to be sure, he has come to us in his courtly English garb,

but then its very costliness and splendor forbade us to claim an intimate acquaint

ance with him. Now he conies to us richly yet plainly clad, and we need not

fear to take him by the hand, and lead him home with us as an old friend and

counselor. And in the whole domain of thought, there is none whose words have

a truer meaning, whose wisdom is more profound ; none who is more worthy of

our love and honor, than rare Sir Walter Scott. He stands at the door, and his

hand is on the latch. Let us bid him enter, and welcome him to the quiet round

our hearths and the warmth within our hearts.

2.—Railroad Accidents ; their Causes and the Means of Preventing them. By

Emii.e With, Civil Engineer. With an Introduction by Acccstb Perdon-

net. Graduate of the Polytechnic School. Translated from the French, with

an Appendix, by G. Forrester Barstow, Civil Engineer. 12mo., pp. 152.

Boston : Little, Brown & Co.

This book should be purchased and diligently read by every person who is in

any way connected with the management of a railroad. Its information is most

important, and is given in excellent method and with great clearness. The gen

eral subject of " railroad accidents," as they are termed, has been very frequently

and forcibly brought before the minds of all. It has rarely happened that any

catastrophe has occurred on a railroad which has not been directly owing to the

ignorance or recklessness of man. A careful study of the causes of railroad ac

cidents would be of benefit to all. In the language of the preface, it " would

show those in charge of roads the dangers they are to guard against, and their

own personal responsibility with res|>ect to them ; it would show passengers how

many of the fatalities occurring on railroads are justly chargeable to the careless

ness of the sufferers ; it might show them also, that if they would travel safely,

they must pay enough to maintain the road in perfect order in all its departments ;

and it would show stockholders that the surest protection against accidents is

systematic management and the most perfect maintenance of their road in all its

details."

3.—Marion Ijtster ; or a Mother's Mistake. By Miss Minnie S. Davis. 18mo.,

pp. 256. Boston : A. Tompkins.

A story of home and school life, launched, as the fair writer has it, " upon the

literary sea, already teeming with ten thousand lights." It inculcates a religion

of love rather than of fear.
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4-~^Loke Kgami; or Explorations and Discoveries during four years' Wander

ings in the Wilds of Southwestern Africa, By Charles John Andeksson.

With an Introductory Letter by John Charles Fremont. With numerous

Illustrations, representing Sporting Adventures, subjects of Natural History,

devices for Destroying wild Animals, etc. 8vo., pp. 433. New York : Dix

& Edwards.

Col. Fremont, in his introductory letter to the publishers, states his belief that

in " publishing an American edition of Mr. Andersson's valuable work," they

" will render an acceptable service to the cause of geographical knowledge." and

that " it is impossible that the record of his strange and important experiences

should not, everywhere, be received by favor, particularly by Americans.'' Mr.

Andersson's labors were directed to the same general object, and belonged to the

same epoch as that body of explorers whose efforts have almost succeeded in

throwing open the whole interior of Africa. It is not an unfounded anticipation

which expects to see Africa traversed from Cape Colony to Tripoli within the

next ten years. This " narrative of explorations and discoveries " contains an

account of two expeditions through Southwestern Africa, between the years 1850

and 1854. In his first journey, the author had a companion, and explored the

countries of the Damaras, (previously all but unknown in Enrope,) and of the

Ovambo, (till now a terra incognita.) In his second journey the author was

alone, and altogether dependent on his own very scanty resources ; but be cour

ageously revisited the regions over which he had previously passed, and thus had

many opportunities of enlarging the stock of information acquired by himself

and friend when together. In this second journey the author reached the newly-

discovered Lake Ngami, by a route that had always been deemed impracticable;

and it is more than probable that this route (the shortest and best) will be adopted

as the one by which commerce and civilization may eventually find their war to

the Lake regions. This edition is handsomely printed, in library style, and illus

trated by numerous woodcuts.

5-—Sights in Boston and Suburbs ; or Guide to the Stranger. By B. L

Midgley. lGmo., pp. 224. Boston : John P. Jewett & Co.

This little volume, although not intended as a history, nor as an index to many

public institutions, for which Boston is somewhat famous, contains information

of general interest to the stranger in regard to churches, cemeteries, fortifications,

halls, libraries, places of amusement, public buildings, and the various institu

tions, (literary, historical, and scientific,) railroads and depots, <fcc. The volume

is copiously illustrated with fine wood engravings, by those clever artists, Billings,

Hill, Barry, and Andrew.

6.—The Churches and Pastors of Washington, D. C; together with five hun

dred Topics of Sermons delivered in 1855 and 1856. To which is added a

List of all the Church Edifices, and their Localities. By Lorenzo D. John

son. l2mo., pp. 170. New York : M. W. Dodd.

Washington is well supplied with churches of the different denomination?, in

which the whole brotherhood of the States have an equal interest. Leaving the

political machinery in the District for the inspection of others, the author of this

volume gives a very concise view of the moral aspect of things, in connection

with the pastors and churches, in the Federal City.

7.—The Quadroon; or a Lover's Adventures in Louisiana. By Capt. M.vtnk

Rkid, author of the " Rifle Rangers," the " Scalp Hunters," the " Hunters'

Feast," etc. 12mo., pp. 379. New York : Robert M. De Witt.

This book, we are told by the author, is a romance, nothing more ; and fur

ther, that it was written many years ago ; but another well-known work, treating

of similar scenes and subject, just as the " Quadroon " was about to be put to

press, made its appearance, and the author not being willing to be considered an

imitator, kept the work from the public eye. It is now presented to the reader

as a painting of life in Louisiana. The author disclaims all " intention " of aid

ing the abolitionist, or glorifying the planter.
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8 —Science vs. Modern Spiritualism. A Treatise on Turning Tables, the Su

pernatural in general, and Spirits. Translated from the French of Count

• Agenor db Gaspabin, by E. W. Robert, with an Introduction by Rev. Rob

ert Baird, D. D. 2 vols., l2mo., pp. 470 and 4C9. New York : Kiggins

& Kellogg.

Count Agenor de Gasparin, the author of these volumes, ia one of the most

distinguished French Protestants of onr times. He is a scholar, in the highest

Bense of the word, and the author of several interesting and important works, be

sides numerous lesser publications. He belongs to what is called in France the

" Evangelical School," in contradistinction to that which is termed " Latitudina-

rian." Since 1848 he has resided at the village of Valleyres, in Switzerland ;

and it was there that in the years 1853-54 his attention was called to the subject of

the " Turning Tables." He applied himself to the study of its causes, and de

voted several months to the investigation, in connection with the aid of personal

friends. These volumes contain a very full account of the experiments which he

made with so much care, and on so many occasions, and the conclusions to which

he came ; also his speculations on other kindred subjects, such as the Supernat

ural in general, the Agency of Spirits, False Miracles, Animal Magnetism, Spirit

Rappings, etc. These topics are treated at length, with the vivacity which char

acterizes the French mind, and in the style in which it expresses its conceptions j

and with more than ordinary ability. Dr. Baird, from many years acquaint .ice

with the author, " assures the readers of this work, that it is the production of a

mind not likely to be satisfied with insufficient data, or misled by illogical deduc

tions, and incapable of attempting to impose on others."

9.—A Course of Lectures on the Constitutional Jurisprudence of the United

S'.ates ; delivered annually in Columbia College, New York, by William

Alexander Duer, IX. D., late President of that Institution. The Second

Edition ; Revised, Enlarged, and Adapted to Professional as well as General

Use. 12mo., pp. 545. Boston : Little, Brown & Co.

The maxim of Cicero, taken by the author of this volume for its motto, that

" It is necessary for all persons to have some knowledge of the Slate," was never

more applicable than to American citizens at the present day. The Constitution

is the political catechism of the nation, and should be most faithfully studied by

all. And a book like this which traces accurately and clearly, with a judicial

pea and judicial experience, the principles and practical working of the body of

Jurisprudence of the United States, is of the utmost importance and interest.

The introductory part of the work is a sketch of the history of the Confederation

down to the present Constitution, and an appendix supplies the text of several

valuable documents. In this new edition the author has added the moBt import

ant subsequent decisions upon constitutional questions, both of the Federal and

State Courts, down as nearly as possible to the present time, besides many ollsT

improvements. The work is printed in the best style of its publishers

10.—The School-Fellow; or Original Monthly Magazine for Boys and Girls.

With Illustrations. 8vo., pp. 438. New York : Dix, Edwards & Co.

The volume of this periodical for the year 1856, forms altogether one of the

most readable and withal instructive and entertaining books for boys and girls of

all ages that has been published during the year. The contents of the volume

are varied, including every variety of subject, such as short and entertaining

stories, brief biographies of some of the most remarkable men of our own time,

historical sketches, geographical descriptions, poetical effusions, Ac. It is copi

ously illustrated with pretty and appropriate engravings.

11.—Kathie Brande. A Fireside nistory of a Quiet Life. By Holme Lee.

12mo., pp. 334. New York : Harper & Brothers.

A reprint of an English story, by the author of " Thorney Hall," " Gilbert

Messenger," " Maud Talbot," and other popular stories. It is written in an agree

able style, and describes the joys and sorrows of a fireside life, by one whose ex

perience was evidently the great teacher.
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12.—The Ballads of Ireland; Collected and Edited by Edward Hates. Ill

two volumes. 12mo., pp. 350, 380. Boston : Patrick Donahoe.

With few exceptions the present ballads are of recent growth, and the frnit of

a comparatively few years. The great majority of them will be new to the Eng

lish and American public. They are the throbbings of Ireland's heart when it

bounded with the life of a grand passion, which the magical genius of O'Connell

called into existence. Till then Irish poetry was sadly neglected. The struggle

for Catholic emancipation had produced little beside the immortal melodies of

Thomas Moore. The old literature of the land, had never been used for the de

velopment of a ballad minstrelsy ; the treasures of the dead Irish language were

buried in oblivion. No country is richer than Ireland in those poetic records

which form the early history of all nations. And her bardic productions have

an importance unknown to similar records of other lands. Her truest ancient

history will be found in the stray ballads of her persecuted bards, and the memor

anda of her banished monks. Her modern minstrelsv is thoroughly Irish in

thought and feeling, although English in expression. She has wielded a foreign

tongue with ease and strength, molding it into gorgeous rhetoric and sweetest

song. These volumes deserve to be commended to all, for there are none who

may not be benefited by their perusal.

13.—Elements of Plane and Solid Geometry ; together with the Elements of

Plane aud Spherical Trigonometry, and an Article on Inv°rse Trigonometrical

Functions. By Gerardus Brekman Docharitv, LL. U. 12mo., pp. 189.

New York : Harper & Brothers.

The author of this educational treatise i3 at the head of the Mathematical De

partment in the New York Free Academy, and the author of a " Practical and

Commercial Arithmetic." and the " Institutes of Algebra." nis experieuce as a

teacher of youth has undoubtedly contributed to his success in this class of text

books, and it is but fair to presume that the student will find much in this treatise

to interest him, and at the same time exercise his analytical skill, and prepare

him for a successful prosecution of his studies in the higher departments of math

ematics, astronomy, and physics.

14.—God against Slavery; and the Freedom and Duty of the Pulpit to Rebuke

it as a Sin against God. By George B. Ciieever, D. D. 12mo., pp. 272.

This volume consists of a series of sermons, (divided into some twenty chap

ters,) which, we are told, multitudes thronged the church, night after night, to

hear. It is rather curious to hear ministers of the gospel in different sections of

the Union, of the same denomination, preseuting views on the subject of slavery

so entirely antagonistic. Mr. Cheever's brethren in the South, the majority of

them at lea.st, quote the same Scriptures to show that God is in favor of, or san-

tions, slavery. The author is an •' out-and-out " spoken man, and whatever may

be thought of the soundness of his logic, he is certainly a bold and vigorous

writer and s]x>aker, and no one, wc presume, will doubt the honesty of his con

victions, or misunderstand " the meaning of his woids."

15.—A System of Moral Science. By Laurens P. Hickok, D. D., author of

" Rational Psychology," &c. Third Edition. 12mo., pp. 418. New York :

Ivison k Phinney.

This volume is designed as a textrbook for college study, and to be used in the

author's own department of instruction at Union College. The first edition has

gone into use in colleges and academies as extensively as was anticipated, and

the work has been reprinted in cheaper stereotype form, to meet the increased

demand.

16.—Altha ; or Shells from the Strand. By Mrs. Ada M. Field. 12mo., pp.

300. Boston : James French & Co.

This new work is written in a style different from most of the present litera

ture. It contains mauy interesting passages on patriotism and rahgion, with ex

pressions of sentiment and affection, intcrworked with the continuous narrative of

scenes in life.
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17.—Consumption. By Dr. W. W. Hall. 12mo., pp. 27C. New York : J.

8. Redfield.

Dr. Hall's idea of a " preface " is, in common parlance, somewhat original. It

is, nevertheless, a very sensible one. He regards it, when properly written, one

of the most important chapters of a book ; that is, when it gives a sketch of the

whole volume, and of the mind of the author. " Scholars," he says, " rend it

carefully." Editors do—at least we do, as in the multitude of books on our table

we can scarcely find time to read any other part, except dipping in here and there

at random, or reading a single page at a glance. The " preface " (the idea is

unique) will be found in the concluding chapter. From this chapter may be

gathered the prominent ideas presented in the preceding pages. Common con

sumption, he maintains, may be indefinitely arrested or permanently cured. The

cause of consumption arises from imperfect nutrition and an impure blood, arising

from imperfect digestion and the breathing of an impure atmosphere. There is

much sound, common sense in this treatise, which, divested in a great measure of

the technicalities of the profession, is admirably well adapted as a popular " hand

book," and that may be read with safety by all but extremely nervous patients.

The volume is dedicated " to the candid and mature consideration of educated

physicians of all schools."

18.—Mind and Heart ; or School and Fireside Reading for Children. By Wil

liam B. Fowle. 18mo., pp. 159. Boston : Morris Cotton.

Mr. Fowle, the author of this little volume, is, or was for a long time, a suc

cessful teacher in the public schools in Boston, and is the author of a number of

works, dialogues, &c, designed for the instruction and amusement of children.

He understands and fully appreciates their wants, and all he writes is " calculated "

to elevate the mind and improve the heart, by encouraging a love lor useful

knowledge, and a respect for true religion.

19.— The Adventures of a Rocing Diplomatist. By Henry Wikofp, author of

" My Courtship, and its Consequences." 12mo., pp. 299. New York : W.

P. Fetridge & Co.

Mr. Wikoff, although yet comparatively a young man, has seen much of life

in its varied phases. His *' Courtship and its Consequences " produced at the

time quite a sensation in the fashionable world, and this volume, which we notice

has been published in England, will undoubtedly create not a little stir among

diplomatists on the continent. It is written in a lively, piquant style, and be

trays the marked idiosyncrasies of the author's miud and character.

20.—Life in Israel ; or, Portraitures of Hebrew Character. By Maria T.

Richards, author of " Life in Judca." 12mo., pp. 389. New York : Shel

don, Blakeman & Co.

These sketches belong to a series, (of which a part have already been given to

the public, under the title of " Life in Judea,'^ connected by a chain of succes

sive developments of one idea—that of a coming Saviour. This idea is traced

through the history of " the chosen people," from the dawn of the early promises

to the full establishment of the kingdom of heaven upon earth.

21.—A Sheaffrom a Pastor's Field. By Henry C. Leonard. 12 mo., pp. 384.

Boston : Abel Tompkins.

This neat volume comprises thirth-nine discourses, which contain the various

lessons of a village pastor. They are, in simple terms, the expression of the con-

victipns of the author, (who is pastor of the Uuiversalist Society in Waterville,

Me.,) in relation to Goa, to the Saviour, to the nature of man, to human destiny,

to discipline and trial, and to Christian life and worship.

22.—Town and Country, and the Voices in the Shells. By Richard Henry

Stoddard. 18mo. New York : Dix, Edwards & Co.

This " fantasy," as the author calls it, is dedicated to his son, little Will. StodV

dard, a blue-eyed boy of two summers. It is a pretty book, with several very

fine illustrations.
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23.—Cyclopedia of American Literature; embracing Personal and Critical

Notices of Authors, and Selections from their Writings. From the earliest

Period to the present Day. With Portraits, Autographs, and other Illustra

tions. By Evert A. Dcycki.nck and George L. Ddtckinck. 2 vols., royal

8vo., pp. 676 and 781. New York : Charles Scribner.

This work has received high encomiums from many of the most distinguished

American authors, such as Washington Irving, George Bancroft, George Tick-

nor, Kdward Everett, and Jared Sparks. Their testimonials, with the general

approbation of liberal critics, have united in giving to it a very favorable repu

tation. And since it is by far the most extensive publication on American liter

ary history that has yet been issued, it is not wonderful that it has met with a

largo sale. Its compilers do not pretend that their work is perfect, but it is gen

erally agreed that they have executed their laborious task in an amiable spirit,

and with much ability. They have collected an immense amount of facts—some

important and some trivial—relative to a great number of persons ; and thug

they have at least formed a valuable storehouse of information. In such a vast

compilation of facts, (for the first time,) it is to be expected that numerous mis

takes in dates and matters of fact are almost unavoidable. In this work we find

some such mistakes, but they are not numerous, and we must regard the work as

generally very reliable. The chief complaint against it is in regard to its defi

ciencies. Many authors, who were and are eminently deserving of extended notice

in it, are not even mentioned by name. Yet this shortcoming may be easily and

speedily remedied by adding another volume ; and the editors themselves appear

to have anticipated the exigency in proposing " to add supplements to future

editions." Its editors " ask a generous and kindly consideration for a work of

much difficulty," and we doubt not that they are already gratified with the re

ception that has generally been accorded to their publication. The volumes are

neatly printed, and contain two hundred and twenty-five portraits, four hundred

and twenty-five autographs, and seventy-five wood engravings, (views of colleges,

libraries, and residences of authors ;) also, elegant steel engravings of Benjamin

Franklin and James Fenimore Cooper.

24.—The Puddkford Papers; or Humors of the West By H. H. Rilet.

With Original Illustrations. 12mo., pp. 353. New York : Derby &

Jackson.

Puddleford is, or rather was, a new settlement somewhere in the Great

West Like a thousand other new settlements, it had its green state to pass

through. Puddleford's pioneers were like other pioneers—rough, honest, hardy,

strong in common sense, but weak in the books. This volume is the interval

history of Puddleford, and, by inference, of similar new settlements. Its leading

characters are here " drawn to the life," and their portraits handed down to

posterity.

25.—About New York : an Account of what a Boy saw in his Visit to the City.

By Philip Wai.lys. Profusely Illustrated. 18mo., pp. 102. New York :

Dix, Edwards & Go.

This description of what a boy saw in New York is reprinted from that ex

cellent monthly magazine, the " School-Fellow," and with the illustrations of pub

lic buildings and scenes, drawn from life, forms a very attractive book for boys,

especially those who have never seen the great commercial emporium of the

country.

26.—History of Henry the Fourth, King of France and Navarre. By Johx S.

C. Adbott. With Illustrations. 18mo., pp. 335. New York : Harper A

Brothers.

Mr. Abbott, the author of this series of books, relating to kings and queens

and their times, is one of the best writers for the young among us. His histories

^re fraught with valuable instruction, and illustrate the idea that veritable history

transcends, in all the elements of mystery and grandeur, all that man's fancy cao

create.
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27.—New Granada : Twenty Months in the Andes. By Isaac F. Holton, M. A.,

Professor of Chemistry and Natural History in Middleburg College. With

Maps and Illustrations. 8vo., pp. 605. New York : Harper & Brothers.

Whether it be read for knowledge or for amusement, this large and handsome

volume will keep the reader's attention. It is mainly a record of the author's

travels and description of the country through which he passed ; but it abounds

with instruction, rising from the homeliest economical, to the highest scientific

views. The maps have been constructed with unusual care, and the illustrations

are excellent.

28.—The Elements of Punctuation. With Rules on the Use of Capital Letters ;

being an Abridgement of the " Treatise on English Punctuation." Prepared

for Schools. By John Wilson. Fifth Edition. 12mo., pp. 162. Boston :

Crosby, Nichols & Co.

In making this abridgement of his " Treatise," the author has, he thinks, re

tained everything essential to the knowledge of an art which should be understood

by all, and has composed the book according to a plan which will render it sus

ceptible of being used, in a great measure, according to the taste and judgment

of the teacher himself.

29.—El Gringo ; or New Mexico and her People. By W. W. H. Davis,

late United States Attorney. 12mo., pp. 432. New York : Harper k

Brothers.

This volume is mainly written from a diary the author kept during a residence

of two-and-a-half years in New Mexico, and the matters contained in it are

either drawn from careful personal observation, or other reliable sources. The

historical portions are wholly obtained from official records at Santa Fe. The

book is illustrated with thirteen engravings on wood, from drawings made on the

spot.

30.—Songs and Ballads. By Sydney Dyer. 12mo., pp. 298. New York :

Sheldon, Blakeman & Co.

Many of the songs in this neat volume were written for music publishers, who

furnished the titles and form of the versification, leaving the author no choice in

the matter ; yet most of them have met with much favor, and many persons will

be glad to obtain them in this permanent form, together with the other lyrics now

first printed.

31.—Mormon Wives. A Narrative of Facts Stranger than Fiction. By

Meeta Victoria Fuller. 12mo., pp. 326. New York : Derby & Jack

son.

It is the aim of this volume to show the workings of the system of Mor

mon polygamy, especially its degrading influence u[K>n the intellectual, moral,

and social well-being of the community in which it is practiced. The narrative

consists of a novel—the first scene is laid in New England ; the last in Utah.

32.—Essays. By Thophilus Parsons. Secoud Series. 12mo., pp. 285. Bos

ton : Crosby, Nichols & Co.

The first series of Professor Parson's Essays was published ten years ago, and

these have boon written at various periods since. No systematic exposition of

the doctrines of the New Church is attempted in either volume, but each essay

contains statements of these doctrines, or allusions to them.

33.—The Life of Mary Stuart, Queen of Scots. By M. De Marles, Cootinuator

of Dr. Lingard. From the French. With an Appendix, containing Fifteen

of Mary's Letters; and additional Notes by M. L Ryan. 12mo., pp. 391.

Boston : Patrick Donahoe.

The work of M. De Maries has now been some time before the public, and the

number of editions through which it has gone, speaks forcibly in its favor. In

the Appendix will be found some of Mary's most interesting letters.
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34.— The American Almanac and Repository of Useful Knowledge for the Year

1857. 12mo., pp. 376. Boston : Crosby, Nichols & Co.

This excellent work has now been published for twenty-eight years, and has

become universally known as a reliable manual for reference, useful to all classes

of intelligent citizens. Each volume is complete in itself. The Astronomical

Department has been prepared by Mr. George P. Bond, Assistant Observer at

the Cambridge Observatory. The article upon " Terrestrial Magnetism," by

Professor Joseph Lorering, of Harvard University, gives an account of the his

tory and present condition of this interesting department of science. The greater

part of the volume consists, as usual, of a well-arranged collection of political

and statistical information relating to our General government and the individual

States. The tables of the votes for President and Vice-President since 1789,

and of the popular vote for President since 1824, are of interest to all. The

European part of the work is revised from the best authority to late dates. Obit

uary notices of eminent persons, deceased during 1855 and 1856, are given, and

have evidently been prepared with care. The chronicle of the events of the pre

ceding year closes the volume.

35.—Memoirs tf Washington. By Mrs. C. M. Kireland. With Illustrations.

12mo., pp. 5i6. New York : 1). Appleton & Co.

Mrs. Kirkland has prepared this biography for the especial use of young peo

ple—not children, exactly, but the older pupils in our schools, and some learners

who have done with schools. She considers that young people generally regard

Washington " as a cold, far-off, statue-like person, admirable rather than imitable,

fit for reference but not for love," and her design is to introduce him " to their

more intimate knowledge and tenderer regard." Upon this plan, a very enter

taining and handsome volume is afforded, and one which, if it has extensive cir

culation will greatly increase the demand for the large standard works on the life

and times of Washington.

36.—Voices from the Spirit-Land : through Nathan Francis White, Medium.

12mo., pp. 2G0. New York : Partridge & Brittan.

This volume of rhyme and blank verse is one of the many works recently pub

lished, designed to promulgate a belief in the spiritual character of the modern

manifestations. Its introduction includes a biographical sketch of the medium,

who is represented as a gentle-hearted, simple-minded young man ; with only the

limited common-school education of a humble New England farmer's son; with

out imagination or ideality ; incapable ot deception ; aud utterly ignorant of

bookmaking. " Any delects, therefore" (according to the introduction) " apart

from the Voices themselves, which stand precisely as uttered, must be charged to

others than Mr. W., and his impressing spirits."

37.—The American Gentleman's Guide to Politeness and Fashion; or, Familiar

Letters to his Nephews, containing Kulos of Etiquette, Directions for the For

mation or Character, etc., etc., illustrated by sketches drawn from life, of the

men and manners of our time. By Henry Lunettes. 12mo., pp. 480. New

York: Derby <& Jackson. Cincinnati: II. W. Deruy & Co.

This volume differs widely from all other " manuals of politeness" that we have

ever seen. Books of this kind usually consist of brief rules for polite conduct,

to which comments are sometimes added. But this work apparently treats the

subject as though it required four hundred and eighty pages for its proper discus

sion. And it is more than likely that the book will meet with an extensive sale

on account of its size, which wc cannot think it is entitled to on account of its

merits.

38.—Lena Ricrrs. By Mary J. Holmes, author of " Tempest and Sunshine."

"The English Orphans," "The Homestead on the Hillside," etc. 12mo., pp.

416. New York and Auburn : Miller, Orton & Mulligan.

Mrs. Holmes is a very agreeable and even facinating writer ; and is especially

successful iu her description of home and the family relations. Each of her works

have attained signal popularity, and the present will only add to her well-estab

lished reputation.



 

PIANO-FORTES.

JACOB CHICKERING,

300 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON,

Hm recently invented new machines for manufacturing PIANO-FORTES, by winch

he is able to make ttiose instruments in the most perfect manner, and with far greater

rapidity than they have been made heretofore. He has spared neither labor nor ex

pense in establishing one of the first STEAM MILLS in the country for their manu

facture, the steam used affording increased facilities for the seasoning of stock, which

is done in a most thorough manner. He is now able to supply orders at wholesale or

retail. Persons wishing for Piano-fortes of the firat clan*, warranted to give entire

satisfaction, are invited to call and examine bis instruments, or send their orders,

which will be punctually attended to.

EVERY SHIPPING MERCHANT,

A3 A MATTKR OF ECONOMY, SHOULD HAVE A COPY IN HIB COUNTING-ROOM, Or

ALEXANDERS DICTIONARY OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

To enable him to verify and check oir hi* Foukiom Invoices. And should see that every 8hip-

tnasler in his employ is provided with a copy, thut he may know exactly the quantities he

should li.ive in our uwn weights and measures when purchasing supplies or merchant

Each wt'iRht anil measure i* arranged In iilphubviicul order, and

from ihe besl stand urda, are «lvcn in whole nun

ring but simple multiplication to obtain the am

cargo i i\. Thia it* ih.- only comprehensive work in the Knulish language .

if« n Standard-* ; as the British capacity-measures differ avail I'kk k f 1 Stf,

Published by W.M. M1NIFIK, 114 Baltlmore-sl., Baltimore.

Who will forward a copy per mail pre-paid to any address on the receipt of the retail price, which

may he forwarded in Poal-offlce stamps.

Monarch Fire Insurance Co., of London,
ESTABLISHED IN 1835.

OFFICE No. 4 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

Subscribed Capital anb Surplus Jnna, $2,000,000,

SPECIAL FUND, $150,000,

Held by New York Traslecs to meet Losses.

LOSSES ADJUSTED I IV HEW VOKK AND PltOMPTEY PAID.

GEORGE ADLARD,

Resident Secretary and General Agent, No. 4 Broad SL, N. T.

J. R. and H. S. ROBINSON,

CONSULTING AND SUPERINTENDING

STEAM ENGINEERS.

No. 7 BIGEL0W LIBRARY BUILDING,

CLINTON, MASS.

HOME INSURANCE COMPANY,

OF NEW YORK.

CASH CAPITAL $500,000.

Buildings, Merchandise, and other Property, Insured against

Loss or Damage bv Fire, on Favorable Terms.

OFFICE NO. 4 WALL-ST.,

J. MILTON SMITH, CHARLES J. MARTIN,

Secretary. President.
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MERCHANTS' MAGAZINE AND COMMERCIAL REVIEW.

Esiablialx-'d July, 1838.

BY FREEMAN HUNT, EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY.

At 112 Fulton-street, New York—Al Five Dollars per Annum.

The MERCHANTS' MAGAZINE AMD COMMERCIAL REV:

is devoted to TRADE, COMMERCE, ami NAVIGATION—BANKIN

RENCY, arid KIN ANCE—MERCANTILE and MARITIME LAW— I

MARINE, and LIKE INSU RANCE—OCEAN and 1NLANL'

GATION—NAUTICAL INTELLIGENCE— INTERNAL IMI'R

including CANALS, RAILWAYS, and PLANK ROADS- ud

HARBORS, and in general all subjects involving the great Comueei laj. and I

trial Interests of the Country and the World.

It has been ever the constant aim, and untiring effort of the Editor an<)

prietor to make the Work, at once, a journal of the latest Comiuer.

and a standard Library of Reference on ail tonics of Trade, not les-

the Statesman, Political Economist, Jurist, Financier, Banker, Broker

ter, Ship Builder, Mechanic, and Manufactcrer, than to the Merch^

Man ; and from the necessarily comprehensive range of its disi

tics, taking in, as it does, every subject in the wide field of Conn

Magazine will always be found to embody a vast fund of Kin irnii-r,

also—for the Cotton Planter of the South, and the Grain Grow

The Editor and Proprietor has endeavored to infuse into his Magaime a nntkruaJ

spirit and character, by securing the aid of able correspondents in all pi

spread Republic, and by exhibiting the resources of every Stuti

Union. On mooted points in political economy, banking, and the pi

he has freely admitted articles advocating aningonistie. doctrines an

while it is his great aim to exhibit facts, and embody the scientJi

tinoa of Commerce, the Magazine will be ever open to the tree and fair discus*-

every subject legitimately falling within its general scope and its original di

The number for June, 1856. completed the thirty-fourth si-mi-ann

of the tltrchanti Magazine. The work has been enlarged more than oi

commencement in July, 1889, and each volume now contains nearly Kigkt £/•

octavo pages. A few complete sets of the Magazine may be obtained at th.

er's office, 142 Fulton-street, New York, neatly and substantially bound, for Tw...

lars and a Half per volume.

Chamber or Commerce or Paris, Paris, SO December. I

Mr. Freeman Hrjrr.

Sir:—The Chamber of Commerce of Paris, having had occasion to consult tl

you have published for ho man) years prist. could not but lull) appi

marked the sustained seal and care with which yon have brotiKi

mailer oi the highest interest, as well as disquisitions ol ihe utniosl

Chamber knows ol no heller way oi testifying its appreciation ot ;

Ihe Magazine lor ils Library. The Treasurer ha been directed to charge oi

m New York wilh this duly, and also to fnrwnrdslu you Ihis letter, which we cori> .- iaj '

jnu [he MasujraMaae of nur highest consideration.

Horace .Say, .Secretary. LEGENTIL. President of the ChuBbsv.

At s stated meeting of the Philadelphia Hoard of Trade, held on Monday evening, Api

the billowing resobiliens were adepled. without a dissenting voice:—

(YsAi/ead, That the Hoard ol' Trade viewing Ihe importance of s nuhhcatlon. wl>

attractive and enduring lOrni. genera I information and alstistics relai

trial pursuits nf our comilr), veal are lo recommend " Hi>*i'j

Rrpirw?' as |toffBesslDg these requisites in on eminent deurei

induced to eneourugc I-'rkkmak IIckt, Esq., in hlsarduous labors by I"

periodical.

ttrsutvcdi That a copy of the foregoing Resolution be furnished Mr. Hunt* by the fecrtsajy

Hoard.

TUOS. P. COPE, President. C. C. Cuius .voilti.

ClNClSSATl CnAMBra or Commei

Ala meeting of the Cincinnati Chamber or Commerce, February 4tb, I

Uons were onanlniouBly adopted 3—

AsMhiwsd, Thai Hi'st'h Jltrrr/innt*' Mnpaiivf end Commrrrtal /?rn>v. is a »

snd uf i III), and is *iu:nally adapted to inform ihe merchants U|a>n the nun

IhrHaa nod Internnl trade ol the country, Ils nmluilacture* and agrii nliunl «.

Ihanks of the mereanlile community an- due «i Its editor, I a almas III HI

ability with which he lurscondacted il Inrsu Di

Htsrtvttl. That we recommend ils more general circulation, and that a cop

forwarded lo Mr. Humt.

(Wcorare \V . Uond fHnliir. t\...
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New England Mutual Life Insurance Co.,

Merchants' Magazine Advertiser.

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS.

Established, 1S43.

Branch Office in Metropolitan Bank Building, 110 Broadwat,

NEW YORK CITY.

CAPITAL AND ACCUMULATION OF PREMIUMS TO MEET LOSSES, OVER

$9 10,000,

after paring, among all holding policies, in cash, (not In scrip,) dividends amounting lo

$18 1,0 O O.

The surplus is divided among all the members in cash, thus avoiding the unneces-

.ary and uncertain tendency of large accumulates of unpaidI dividend.. ™</u T

called capital, and also affording a certain and good rate of interest upon the out

lay of premiums. One-half of the first five annual premiums on life policies l-aned

to insurers if desired; the remaining half may be paid quarterly The premiums

areT ow as those of any reliable company. This is the oldest American Mutual

Life Insurance Cwnpany, and one of the most mxccssful. Insurance »«yb«Mrffccted

for the benefit of Married Women, beyond the reach of their husband s <«**>»

Creditors may insure the lives of Debtors. Blank form of application for Insurance or

the com..any7s pamphlet, containing the Charter, Rules, and Regulation, also the

Annual Reports showing the condition of the company, will be furnished gratis.

B. r. STEVENS, Secretary. WILLABB PHILIPS President.

Directors :

Charles P. Curtis, Thomas A. Dexter, Sewell Tappan. AW Thaxter Jr., Charlet

varies^^Marahall p. wilder, William B. Reynolds, Geo. H.Folger.

References In New York.

Rev S H Tvntr. D. D.; Hon. A.Oakey Hall, District Attorney of New York City;

R. Warren Weston, (Goodhue & Co.,) W. W. StoLe, (Lawrence, Stone 4 Co.;) Win. 0.

Lambert (A. <fc A. Lawrence & Co.,) B. J. Howland, Rev. G. L. Prentiss Henry L

Pierson • D. Randolph Martin, President Ocean Bank ; Wm. L. king, (Naylo* i Co. ;

Rev S'S Cutting; EUeryA Gibbons; Freeman Hunt, (Hunt's Magazine;) Samuel

R. Ruggles, and Rev. R. S. Storrs, D. D., of Brooklyn.

JOHN HOPPER, Agent and Attorney for the Company,

110 Broadway, Nev> York.

' Atlantic Mutual Insurance Company.
New York, January 28, 1356. Office 51 Wall Street, Corner of Williau.

MARINE AND INLAND NAVIGATION INSURANCE.

The profits of the company revert to the assured and are divided annnnlly upon the premiums ter

minated during the year, for which certificates are Issued bearing such interest, not exceeding six

per cent, as the income from Invested funds will enable the company to pay. The excess of MrtuT-

cates over a million dollars, have heretofore been redeemed by payments of cash in the order of their

issue The Dividend declared for 1855 was Thirty per cenU The onutanding certificates of the ls*M

of 1853, and 60 per cent of the Issue of 1854, are to bo redeemed and paid on and after the 5th Feb.

The assets of the company In New York bank stock, bonds and mortgage,

real estate, and loans on stocks o'iolMT M

Other assets "

Total 3,737,6«B8

TRUSTEES.—J. D. Jones, T. Tileston, H. Coit, W. C. Pickersqill, A. Avraai,

T Curtis. W S Wetmoee, 0. H. Russell, L. Holbeook, Robeet C. Goodhue, P. A

Hargous ' M. Gans, E. H. Gillilan, R Ceooes, C. Barstow A. P. P.llot, L. S Spam*.

L SI Wiley D S. Millee, S. T. Kioow, J. J. Hf.ney, T. W. Riley. D. Lane, J. Betce,

W Stueois Jr H. K. Bogert, A. A. Low, C. Dennis, D. Pkeeins, J. Gaillabd. Jr.

W E. Dodge. M. Livingston, W. Wood, J. H. Buegy, C. Gbinnell, H. O. Brewer,

Yr"! Sherman? E. R. Bill, E. E. Morgan, B. J. Howland, B. Bascock, F. WestraT.

John D. Jones, President

w.m»mBm+n. %%£E?*,VrtwSL*
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IIUNT'S
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COMMERCIAL REVIEW.
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Art. I.—FINANCES AND DEBTS OP THE STATES OP TOE UNION.

UAINE—MASSACHUSETTS—EHODE ISLAND—NEW YORK—NEW JERSEY—PENNSYLVANIA—DELAWARE—

HORTH CAROLINA—SOUT1I CAROLINA—LOUISIANA—ARRAN6A8—OHIO—INDIANA—ILLINOIS—MIOHI-

«AN—WISCONSIN—IOWA.

In the previous volumes of the Merchants' Magazine we have from time

to time published a synopsis of the financial account of each State, as it

has been laid before that State's Legislature. In some articles we have,

combined these several accounts, thus affording, as far as possible, a col

lective (if not perfectly complete) view of the financial system, and of the

indebtedness of the States of the Union. There is a similarity in these

accounts, and also a remarkable diversity, arising from the different policy

of the States in their system of expenditures. Most of the State Legis

latures hold their annual or biennial sessions in the winter season. Owing

to this circumstance, we are enabled to collect facts and figures relative

to the financial condition of those States which refer to nearly the same

period of time. We have already published, in previous numbers of this

volume, the treasury accounts of some of the States as they were laid be

fore their respective Legislatures in the winter of 1856-57 ; and we now

publish similar accounts of those other States, the Legislatures of which

met during the same recent period. The Legislatures of thirteen States

hold annual sessions. Eighteen hold biennial sessions—nine of them in

the even years, (1856, 1858, etc.,) and nine in the odd years, (lb55, 1857,

etc.) In the desire of making this article as complete as possible, we

have prepared a table showing the total receipts and expenditures of all

of the States during their last fiscal year. It may be remarked here that

it is not an easy task to prepare a correct table of the State debts under
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a few headings, since it is necessary to closely examine the original docu

ments. In some States, the "public debt," spoken of in their treasury

reports, is chiefly funded debt; in others, it is entirely contingent and

floating debt; in some others, the total of the "public debt" includes

certain "trust funds," as those for schools, asylums, etc., and frequently it

comprises certain " liabilities," which the State has assumed by its indorse

ment of bonds for internal improvement companies, etc. It would ex

tend the article to too great a length if we should attempt here to give a

detailed account of each State's finances and debt, and this is also unne

cessary, as we have in various former volumes treated of these topics sev

erally. We append to the present notice of each State a list of those

numbers of this Magazine in which the same subjects have been heretofore

examined.

The following table exhibits the total receipts and expenditures of every

State in the Union (except Delaware and California) during its last fiscal

year :—

TRKA9CBT ACCOUNT FOR THE LAST FISCAL TEAR.

Close of Balance of Total Total Balance of

States. fiscal year. 1855. receipts. expenditures. 1856.

Maine December 31 $89,180 37 $693,312 04 $486,186 00 $146,217 41

N. Hampshire. .June 1 21,680 49 196,69196 199,062 90 19,219 64

Vermont August 31 16,700 69 136,079 38 148,268 61 3,62146

Massachusetts. .December 31 167,122 28 2,496,676 61 2,607,966 68 144,843 26

Rhode Island...April 80 21,166 00 196,186 00 200,795 00 16,506 00

Connecticut.... March 81 86,40166 611,478 15 628,147 40 19,782 81

New York September 30 8,127,510 98 14,677,190 11 14,663,110 68 8,241,690 41

New Jersey... December 31 128 30 181.224 09 180,086 21 1,012 18

Pennsylvania.. November 301,243.697 31 6,878,240 83 6,877,142 22 1,244,795 42

Maryland September 30 692,922 03 1,230,622 00 1,230,608 00 692,936 03

Virginia. September 80 21,823 86 7,646,799 92 7,681,75163 86,372 14

North Carolina-October 81 127,348 16 891,90197

South Carolina-September 80 186,809 64 189,626 M

Alabama September 80 1,202,647 96 798,008 46 486,867 62 1,603,788 90

Florida October 81 68,865 10 85,866 19

Mississippi. .. January 1 88,934 12 483,722 23 818,248 95 259.407 40

Louisiana December 81 682,895 88 2,223,868 67 1,953,849 84 902,414 71

Ohio. November 16 708,870 08 3,688,353 81 8,712,206 82 679,517 61

Michigan November 30 616,475 16 611.00000 689,879 00 387,696 16

Missouri September 30 232,030 68 617,983 84 478,113 98 271,899 94

Wisconsin December 31 42,626 06 717,776 71 *650,884 90 77,0*8 58

The following table is of precisely similar character, except that the

statistics are for the fiscal years ending in 1855, while the preceding sta

tistics are for the fiscal years ending in 1856 :—

Kentucky October 10 111,720 31 883,707 49 739,696 26 256,78165

Indiana. October 31 968,680 98 1,204,683 99 1,700,090 82 468,224 16

Texas... October 811,741,062 98 123,243 23 249,658 07 1,614,748 14

The following table is also of the same character, except that the sta

tistics of each State are for the period of two years, viz. :—Georgia and

Tennessee for the years 1853-55; and Arkansas, Illinois, and Iowa for

the years 1854-56 :—

Georgia September 80 90,708 24 1,112,871 62 946,874 97 256,699 79

Tennessee September 30 206,43180 1,035,715 22 1,164,307 79 87,889 22

Arkansas September 30 68,77187 882,287 67 218,882 82 177,226 62

Illinois November 80 +8.629>°71 90 2.486,642 47 1,198,029 43

Iowa October 81 10,006 86 260,399 46 249,149 85 11,266 46

* Exclusive of tbo deficiency of the late treasurer—182,858 84

T This statement of receipts includes the balance of previous year.
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FINANCES AND DEBT OF MAINE.

From the report of Hon. Isaac Reed, Treasurer of Maine, it appears

that the transactions of the State treasury in the year ending December

81, 1856, were as follows:—Balance from 1855, $30,130 37; receipts

from all sources, $593,312 04; total resources, $632,442 41; disburse

ments, $486,1 65 00; balance in treasury, December 31, 1856, $146,217 41.

The principal receipts were—State taxes collected, $211,384 68; State

bonds sold, $180,000; premium on same, $3,668 49; receipts from land

agent, for use of State, $94,236 30; tax on banks, $75,835 77. The

principal disbursements were—State bonds paid, $ 1 38,000 ; coupons,

$37,940; pay rolls of Legislature and Council, $47,517 25; salaries of

State officers, $28,553 20; roll of accounts, $21,819 28; costs in crim

inal prosecutions, $21,189 08; reform school, $25,162; State prison,

$10,740 88 ; insane hospital, $10,004. Of the Trust Funds in the hands

of the treasurer, there is the permanent School Fund, from sale of lands,

now amounting to $136,346 54; money received for stumpage and grass

on "reserved lots," $103,151; Penobscot Indians' Fund, $53,060 31;

Passamaquoddy Indians' Fund, $21,700; county taxes, $3,803 04.

Governor Hamlin, in his message, states that " the whole amount of

the funded debt of the State, December 31, 1856, was $699,000; of that

sum, $30,000 will become due March 1, 1857, which will be paid at that

time, and the current expenses of the year will be discharged, without re

sorting to any other means than the usual tax imposed by the Legislature.

No legislation will be required to provide for the payment of the sum."

On the subject of rechartering the banks in the State, Gov. Hamlin

thus remarks :—" It will be seen, on examination of the law, that the

charters of all the banks in the State will expire on the 1st day of Octo

ber, 1857. The subject of their recharter will invite your attention. The

system of banking in Maine, as a whole, has proved a safe one for the

public. No losses to the public have taken place, it is believed, which

cannot be traced to a violation of the spirit, or letter, of the law. Such

additional safeguards as time and experience shall have proved to be ne

cessary for the safety of the community should be added. It may be

deemed expedient to designate some officer, by law, who shall deliver to

each bank blank bills, duly countersigned and registered, which shall con

stitute the circulation of the bank; and also to determine by law the

amount of bills to be thus delivered."

[The Merchants' Magazine for December, 1847, (vol. xvii., pp. 579-581,) con

tains a very full statement of the finances, resources, and general condition of

Maine. Subsequent statements were given in April, 1853, (vol. xxviii., p. 484,)

and in October, 1854, (vol. xxxi., p. 420.) The amount of stock issued by Maine

up to 1838, is slated in vol. i., p. 175.]

FINANCES AND DEBT OF MASSACHUSETTS.

Governor Gardiner, in his address to the two branches of the Legis

lature of Massachusetts, refers to the fact that the financial credit of the

Commonwealth in the money marts of the world has for many years been

proverbial, and proceeds thus :—" For a long period her ordinary receipts

were ample to meet the expenditures, without the assessment of any State

tax, but of late her large disbursements, mainly on account of her legis

lative, educational, charitable, and reformatory institutions, have greatly

outrun her receipts, till, for some years, a large and increasing annual tax
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has become necessary. The time has now fully arrived, not only for econ

omy, but for retrenchment and reform, since without it, an annual State

tax of some 1600,000 to $800,000 cannot be avoided."

Gov. Gardiner mentions "that in every branch of expenditure but two,

a considerable saving has been effected in 1 850, as compared with the

year previous, amounting in the aggregate to over $156,000; and that

while the total ordinary expenses of 1855 exceeded the total ordinary re

ceipts in the sum of $244,8r.', the aggregate ordinary receipts of the past

year exceeded the aggregate ordinary expenses by $110,940. The two

items of expense which are this year increased, are " Legislative and Ex

ecutive," which is about $42,000 larger, owing to the unprecedented length

of the last session of the Legislature, and the charge for " interest," which

is nearly $41,000 in excess over that of the previous year, in consequence

of our added permanent and temporary loans. The excess of these two

items being deducted, there appears to be a net relative gain in the bal

ance of the last, as compared with the previous year, of over $288,000."

The Governor urges economy in every department of the State govern

ment, and recommends various provisions for the purpose of curtailing

the public expenditures.

From the Stale Treasurer's report we learn that the State debt is now

$7,183,555 66, having been increased in 18;)6 by the sum of $370,000.

The larger portion of this debt, viz. : $5,049,-r>55 5rf, has been contract

ed by aiding various railroads in the State, as follows :—

Loaned to Western Railroad, which loan is due in 1868 to 1871 $3,999,566 66

Eastern Railroad, due in 1857 100.000 00

" " " 1868-9 400.000 00

Norwich and Worcester Railroad, due in 1858 4 00,000 00

Boston and Maine Railroad 100.000 00

Boston and Portland Railroad, due 1859 60,000 00

$6,049,555 6<

Leaving a balance of 2,183,000 00

There is due from the above roads, during the present year, the sum of

$600,000, and assurances have been received from the management of the

Eastern and Boston and Maine Railroad Companies thai the amounts due

from them will be provided for.

On amount of State scrip issued fpr the Western Railroad Company

and the State Reform School, there is due this year $1,010,000.

The State assets in the hands of the Treasurer are—

Western Railroad Stock Sinking Fund $1,110,06* 87

Massachusetts School Fund 1,688.6*1 38

State Almshouse Sinking Fund 16,600 89

Normal School Fund 11,900 00

School Fund for Indians. 162 60

Charles River and Warren Bridge Fund 2,301 60

Western Railroad Loan Sinking'Fund 1,142,415 79

Western Railroad stock, (7,056 bhares at par) 706—600

Total $4,636,674 74

Less amount of rights in loan and fund 1 6 1 ,4 )7 63

Balance *4,434,157 23

According to the State Auditor's report, the public property and re

sources on the 31st day of December, 1856, was $11,963,305, including
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the public buildings and interest on the Back Bay Lands. The unfunded

debt, January 1, 1857, was $397,000.

[Articles on Massachusetts finances and debt in previous volumes—vol. i., p.

175 ; vol. viii., pp. 153, 180 ; vol. xvi., p. 209 ; vol. ami., pp. 582-587, (very full

article ;) vol. xxii., p. 347 ; vol. xxvi., p. 222 ; vol. xxviii., p. 486 ; vol., xxxi.,

p. 421 ; and vol. xxxiv., p. 210.]

FINANCES OF RHODE ISLAND.

From the report of the State Auditor of Rhode Island it appears that

the expenditures from the 30th cf April, 1856, to October 31st, 1856,

were $73,267 70, and the receipts, 1=86,831 24—leaving a balance in the

treasury of 113,583 54. The Public School Fund amounts to $73,51 7 46 ;

the Public Deposit Fund, $382,335 23 ; and the Tonro Synagogue Fund,

$17,680 73. From the 31st of October to the 31st December, the re

ceipts of the State Treasury, with the balance on hand, amounted to

$91,681 64, and the payments to $63,931 75, leaving a balance on hand

of $27,749 89. There are loans remaining unpaid amounting to $30,000.

FINANCES AND DEBT OF NEW YORK.

Governor Kino's message to the Legislature, January 6, 1857, present*

the condition of the various interests of the State with unusual fullness

and detail :—

STATK OF THE TREASURY.

The balance in the treasury at the commencement of the year was. $3,127,510 96

Receipts of the treasury from all sources during the fiscal year end

ing September 30, 1866 14,677,190 11

Total $17,804 701 09

Total of payments from the treasury during same period 14,663,110 68

Leaving an aggregate balance in the treasury on Sept. 30, 1856.. . $8,241,690 41

COMMON SCHOOL FUND.

The capital of the Common School Fund is $2,491,916 14

Showing an increase during the fiscal year of. 34,395 28

The income of the fund for the year is 158,549 17

And the amount appropriated from the income of the United States

Deposit Fund for Common Schools and School Dividends is.. . . . 165,000 00

Total $324,549 17

The payments from the fund on account of revenue received, viz. :—

Common school dividends $310,000 00

Miscellaneous 638 98

810,638 98

LITERATURE FUND.

The capital of the Literature Fund is .' $2*9,462 11

The income of this fund for the year is $18,986 56

And the amount appropriated from the income of

the United States Deposit Fund is 28,000 00

44.985 66

The payment from the fund for dividends to the academies, 4c,... 42,701 98

UNITED STATES DEP08IT FUND.

Capital $4,014,620 71

Revenue this year 256,549 01

Amount paid from the revenue of the fund 260,401 40
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GENERAL FUND STATE DEBT.

Amount of debt, exclusive of temporary loans to the treasury, to

be paid from revenues of the General Fund is $6,505,654 S7

GENERAL FIND DEBT SINKING FUND.

The deficiency in this fund to meet the payment of the interest on

the State debt has increased during the year $6,928 58, showing

a deficiency on September 80, 1856, of $28,780 60

GENERAL FUND BEVENUB.

The deficiency in the revenue of the Oeneral Fund is $88,007 79

CONTINGENT DEBT OF THE STATE.

State stocks issued and loaned to railroad companies $770,000 00

The books of the Canal Department furnish the following abstract of

the actual debt outstanding at the close of the last fiscal year, as well as

of the revenue and expenditure of the canals :—

CANAL DEBT.

Under article 7, section 1, of the Constitution $18,223,704 33

Under article 7, section 8, of the Constitution 8,750,000 00

Interest paid out of the General Fund 44*2,585 49

Total on September SO, 1856 $22,416,289 82

REVENUES AND BXPENDITUBKS OF THE FISCAL TEAR.

RECEIPTS.

Tolls from the canals $2,719,925 68

Kent of surplus water 1,815 00

Interest on current canal revenues, <tc. 27,392 77

Total $2,749,133 40

For repairs of canals $669,406 16

To collectors, weigh-masters, and misceL expenses. 117,227 24

786,633 40

" Surplus revenues " $1,963,600 00

Amount set apart by article 7 of the Constitution to pay the interest and redeem

the principal of the State debt, viz.:—

For that part of debt called the Canal Debt, sec. 1. $1,700,000 00

For that part of debt called the General Fund Debt,

(three- lourths of $360,000,) sec 2 260,600 00

$1,960,600 00

Tolls received in the fiscal year ending September 30, 1866 2,719,926 63

Tolls received in the fiscal year ending September 30, 1856 2,631,491 11

Increase. ... $88,434 52

Received from the treasury on account of taxes, under chapter 835,

section 2, laws of 1866 320,000 00

Which has been applied to the Sinking Fund, viz.:—

For the General Fund debt $87,600 00

For the Enlargement debt 282,500 00

820,000 00

A loan (5's, 1874,) was effected, to supply deficiencies under article

7, section 1, of the Constitution $4,000,000 00

A loan (5's, 1874,) was effected to supply deficiencies under article

7. section 3, of the Constitution 600,000 00

Total, (included in canal debt on September 80, 1856,).. . . . $4,600,000 00
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Redeemed during the fiscal year :—

Canal stocks—6'a of 1855 $248,083 84

5i'sofl865 800 00
243,883 84

" 5's after 1855 3,374.383 00

Total $4,118,266 34

Canal revenue certificates—6'a of 1861 $283,500 00

" " 6'a of 1866 87,600 00

371,000 00

Total amount redeemed and canceled $4,489,266 84

The entire canal debt as it existed on the 30th September last was 22,416,289 82

Add to this the amount authorized to be borrowed during the pres

ent fiscal year, which completes the loans provided fur in the late

amendment of the Constitution for the enlargement and comple

tion of the canals 2,600,000 00

And it makes the sum of. $24,666,289 82

It appears by the annual report of the State Engineer, made to the Le

gislature at its last session, that after the amount raised upon these loans

shall have been exhausted, and also the premiums realized from them,

there will still exist a deficiency of over $2,600,000 necessary to finish

the enlargement and completion of the canals. This deficiency arises

from the circumstance that the estimate upon which the amendments of

the Constitution were based, included only the construction of the work,

and did not include engineering, land, and other damages necessarily con

sequent upon the construction. The work has generally been contracted

for below the estimate, and on terms advantageous to the State.

The statistics of the trade, tolls, and tonnage of the New York canals

for the year 1856, were published in the Merchants' Magazine for April,

1857, (vol. xxxvi., pp. 502-506.)

[The Merchants' Magazine for March, 1848, vol. xviii., pp. 243-255, contains

a detailed history of the financial policy of the State of New York. Other no

tices of the State's finances and debts may be found in vol. i., p. 176 ; vol. vii.,

p. 365 ; vol. xv., pp. 175, 419 ; vol. xvi., pp. 118, 305 ; vol. xx., p. 86 ; vol.xxii.,

p. 230 ; and vol. xxviiL, p. 485.]

FINANCES OF NEW JERSEY.

From the annual message of the Governor of New Jersey it appears

that the total disbursements of the State have been for the past year

$180,035 21, and the total receipts $181,347 39, leaving the sum of

$1,012 18 in the treasury on the 31st day of December, 1856. The fund

for the support of the free schools has increased $4,362 58, and now

amounts to $479,806 10. The outstanding loans amount to $30,000, and

the unsatisfied appropriations to $62,950. This indebtedness thus nearly

reaches the limit fixed by the Constitution, as the sum which the debt of

the State shall not exceed, viz. : $100,000. The State holds available as

sets amounting to $247,674.

[The finances of New Jersey at various periods have been given in the Mer

chants' Magazine as follows :—Vol. xvi., p. 209 ; vol. xviii., p. 202 ; vol. x.xii.,

p. 348 ; vol. xxiv., p. 242 ; vol. xxviii., p. 485 ; and vol. xxxi., p. 422.]
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FINANCES AND DEBT OF PENNSYLVANIA.

Governor Pollock, in his message to the Legislature of 186V, states

that the financial condition of the Commonwealth is highly satisfactory.

Every demand upon the Treasury has beeD promptly met and paid, without

the aid of loans. The operations of this department will be exhibited, in

deotail, in the report of the State Treasurer.

For the fiscal year ending November 30, 1856, the receipts of the

Treasury (including the balance in the Treasury on the first dav of De

cember, 1855, of $1,243,697 37) have been $6,621,937 64. The total

expenditures for the same period, were $5,377, 142 22. Balance in the

Treasury, December 1, 1856, $1,244,795 42.

Excluding the balance in the Treasury on the first day of December,

1855, the receipts, from all sources, were 15,378,240 33. The ordinary

expenditures for the same period, were $4,113,144 77, showing an excess

of receipts over ordinary expenditures of $1,265,095,56.

The extraordinary payments for the same year, were $1,263,997 45, M

follows, viz :—To the completion of the Portage Railroad, aDd for the

payment of debts previously contracted on that work, $181,494 11; to

the North Branch Extension, $122,723 52; to relay the south track of

the Columbia Railroad, 1267,000 00; for motive power in 1855, $118,-

04 9 42; to enlarge the Delaware Division of the Pennsylvania Canal,

*13,960; for general repairs in 1853-'54-'55, f63,965 11; to domestic

creditors, $151 63; to old claims on the main line, examined by the

commissioners, and paid under the act of May 22, 1856, $130,512 09;

to the redemption of loans, $327,824 47 ; and relief notes cancelled,

$38,217 00.

Interest on the funded debt, which fell due in February and August,

1856, was then paid; and that which would become due in February,

1857, would be paid with equal promptness, out of available means in the

Treasury. The punctuality with which the interest on the public debt

has been paid, and the ability of the Treasury to meet all legitimate de

mands upon it, have inspired public confidence in the State securities, and

contributed largely to establish and sustain the credit of the Common

wealth. The Governor reports the canals, railroads, and other public

works, in a prosperous condition. With regard to banks, he recommends

that no new banks be incorporated, or old banks revived, unless when

absolutely necessary for the interests of trade and commerce.

The following special statement from the Auditor General's office, shows

the indebtedness of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, on the first day

of December, 1856:—

Funded debt, viz :—

6 per cent loans $511,781 00

6 " " 88.866,994 50

4 J " " 888.200 00

4 " " 100,000 00

Total funded debt $89,866,976 60

Unfunded debt, \\i :—

Relief notes in circulation $220,656 00

Interest certificates outstanding 24,691 87

Interest certificates unclaimed 4,448 38

Domestic creditors 1,164 00

$250,869 75

$40,117,835 25
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The balance remaining unpaid of temporary loans, is not included in

the above estimate, inasmuch as they are reimbursable as rapidly as the

means of the Treasury will permit, viz :—

Balance of temporary loan, authorized per act of April 19, 1868. . . . $400,0(0 00

Balance in temporary loan, authorized per act of May 9, 1864 184,000 00

1584,000 00

Amount remaining in the State Treasury and Sinking Fund, applica

ble to the further cancelation of the State stocks, interest certifi

cates, domestic creditors' certificates and relief notes $795,267 28

[The magnitude of the debt of Pennsylvania, as well as of her resources, and

the general prominence of her position 'in the Union, have been the subject of

frequent remark in the Merchants' Magazine. The number for March, 1849,

vol. xx., pp. 256-259, contains an elaborate analytical account of the finances for

many years, and history of the debt. Other articles are contained in the following

volumes :—Vol. i., pp. 176-179 ; vol. vii., p. 365 ; vol. xii., pp. 279-280 ; vol. xiv.,

p. 367 ; vol. xv., p. 176 ; vol. xvi.. p. 209 ; vol. xviii., p. 204 ; vol. xix., p. 443 ;

vol. xxii., p. 231 ; vol. xxiii., p. 456 ; vol. xxiv., p. 247 ; vol. xxv., p. 619 ; vol

xxvii., p. 606 ; vol. xxxi., pp. 422-423 ; and vol. xxxiv., p. 211.]

FINANCES OF DELAWARE.

The annual expenditures of this State, "not unhappily confined in terri

tory," amount to about $50,000, and the receipts are usually somewhat

more than the expenditures. The receipts are derived from corporation

taxes, dividends, and interest on loans, licenses, etc. The State has no

debt, and possesses productive property (invested capital) amounting to

$360,638, and a school fund of $435,506—in all, $786,144. Governor.

Causey, in his message to the Legislature of 1857, dwells upon the newly

awakened prosperity of Delaware, the application of new fertilizers to long

neglected fields, the introduction of agiicultural improvements, &c. This

progressive spirit the Governor attributes to the influences of steamboats

and railways. In this connection he speaks approvingly of the policy

inaugurated by the opening of the Delaware Railroad. An act proposing

an amendment to the Constitution, forbidding lotteries, was passed by the

Legislature, and the Governor has signed it. It now only remains for the

present Legislature to pass the requisite penal law. The growing scarcity

of money in Delaware is spoken of as owing to the large amounts con

stantly drawn to the West, from the Atlantic seaboard, for purposes of

speculation. During the past year, $53,000 were expended on the public

schools, in which 12,000 children were taught.

FINANCES AND DEBT OF NORTH CAROLINA.

Governor Brago, in his message to the Legislature, November 18, 1856>

says that the State of North Carolina is in a prosperous condition ; agri"

culture attracts the notice it deserves; internal improvements have no'

been neglected, and her common schools are improving. The receipts o'

the Treasury for the year ending October 31, 1856, were $391,901 97!

of which the public tax was $341,833 84 ; tax on bank stock, $14,182 33 ;

dividends, $34,050. The average annual revenues of the State are $405,-

113, and the expenses proper of the government are only about $85,000,

leaving $320,113 applicable to the payment of the interest on the public

debt. The interest on the debt already contracted is $302,328 15—less

than the sum applicable to that purpose; but $70,836 additional will be
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required when all the subscriptions authorized shall have been made. The

Governor recommends additional taxation to meet this liability, and to

form a sinking fund. In the meantime it is anticipated that some of the

works of improvement, about completed, will commence paying dividends,

and to that extent relieve the State from taxation, and increase its ability

to meet all its engagements.

The public debt of the State amounts to $5,038,802, principally due in

1883, 1884, 1885 and 1886 The last Legislature directed subscriptions to

certain works of improvement, which will increase this total by the sum of

$1,180,000. The State is further liable for $800,000 on bond's of certain

works of improvement indorsed by it, the interest on which has been regu

larly paid by the several companies, the bonds themselves being secured

by mortgages. To meet these liabilities the State owns of railroad stocks,

$4,220,500; of plank-road stocks, *100,000; of navigation stocks, $1 75,000;

of bonds drawing interest, $60,774—making a total of $4,016,274. A

part of these stocks are productive, the balance unproductive—many of

the works of improvement, in which investments have been made by the

State, being still unfinished.

DEBT, LIABILITY, AND ASSETS OF SOUTH CAROLINA.

From the message of Governor Adams, of South Carolina, we learn that

since the 1st of October, 1856, the public debt has been increased as fol

lows :—By issue of bonds to construct new State House, $250,000 ; by

subscription to Blue Ridge Railroad, $200,000. The following table

exhibits the debt, liability, and assets of the State :—

ACTUAL DEBT.

Three and five per cent State stock $1 88,407 69

Fire loan bonds 1 ,669,868 91

Bonds new State House 600.000 00

Bonds Blue Ridge Railroad 400,000 00

United States' Treasury surplus fund 1,061,422 09

$8,744,698 69

LIABILITT.

Guarantor South Carolina Railroad $2,000,000 00

Debt and Liability $5,744,698 69

ASSETS.

Capitalofbank $2,170,802 68

Sinking fund 1,4 90,886 65

Shares in railroads, par value 1,741.800 00

Cash on 1st October 189,626 66

$6,143,114 74

[Notices of the finances and debt of South Carolina, are contained in the Mer

chants' Magazine as follows :—Vol. i., pp. 177-179 ; vol. xxii., p. 97 ; vol. xxiv.,

p. 107 ; vol. xxxi., p. 424 ; and vol. xxxiv., p. 100.]

FINANCES AND DEBT OF LOUISIANA.

From the report of S. F. Marks, Auditor of Public Accounts to the

Legislature of Louisiana, it appears that the fiscal operations of the State

for the year ending December 31, 1856, were as follows :—Balance on hand,

January 1, 1856, $632,305 88; total receipts during 1856, $2,223,868 67;
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making the total resources for the year, $2,856,264 55 ; total expenditures,

91,95:1,840 84; balance in the Treasury, January 7, 1857,1902,414 71.

The principal receipts were these:—State taxes of 1855, and arrears of

1864,8549,548 10; mill tax from the ordinary tax, 9329,504 35; inter

nal improvement tax, 9242,559 55 ; sales of internal improvement lands,

950,986 36 ; sales of swamp and overflowed lands, 9423,503 39 ; licenses

on trades, professions, and occupations, 8211,138 75; poll tax, $46,301 ;

loan from Louisiana State Bank, 8200,000. The principal payments

during 1856, were as follows:—Out of the general fund, reimburse

ment of loan, $200,000; salaries of State officers and contingent ex

penses, 8163,872 79; expenses of the General Assembly, $99,991 57;

commissions to collectors and compensation to assessors, $90,881 59 ;

interest on State bonds, $86,190; charitable institutions, $89,500. Out

of the Mill and Poll Tax Funds, $307,014 44 were paid for support of

free public schools.

The Public Debt proper of Louisiana consists of $3,226,000 in bonds,

maturing between 1857 and 1896, and of $1,154,590 95. The liabilities

of the State amount to $6,322,551 10, consisting of $6,124,311 10 on its

bonds loaned to the property banks, and of $198,240 for bonds loaned

municipality No. 2.

[Notices of the finances and debt of Louisiana, at former periods, arc contained

in the Merchants' Magazine, viz. :—Vol. i., p. 178 ; vol. vii., p. 81 ; vol. xxii., p.

346 ; and vol. xxxi., p. 432.]

FINANCES AND DEBT OF ARKANSAS.

Governor Conway's message to the Legislature of Arkansas, delivered

November 4, 1856, is lengthy, and devoted wholly to State affairs. During

the last two years the condition of the State Treasury has much improved,

and a general increase in population and wealth is apparent throughout

the State.

Balance of specie in the treasury, October 1, 1854 $58,771 87

Receipts in specie, from all sources, during two years 832,287 67

Total $391,059 44

Total expenditures for the two years 218,832 82

Balance in treasury October 1, 1856 $177,226 62

Of this balance, $142,154 22 were applicable to State expenditure, the

rest being due certain funds. The receipts are. chie6y from taxes. The

principal items of expenditure were—

Legislature $88,000

Executive and contingencies. 80,000

Judiciary 35,000

Prosecuting attorneys 6,700

Penitentiary 18,000

Seminary Fund and schools 1 1 ,500

Interest Improvement Fund 64,000

A large part of the message is devoted to the exposition of the affairs

of the old banks of Arkansas, and the average of the liabilities in which

they have involved the State, for bonds issued in their favor. The Bank

of the State of Arkansas belongs wholly to the State, and is managed by

officers elected by the Legislature. Its capital stock was obtained by the

sale of State bonds, of which there remain outstanding the principal
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amount of $752,000, and an unpaid interest of #658,468 60. No interest

has been paid for thirteen years, except that portion which the United

States stopped out of the shares of the State of Arkansas in the distribution

of the surplus revenue in 1841-42, to meet the interest on such bonds as

the United States Treasury held for an investment of Indian funds. The

bank was put into liquidation in 1843, but its affairs are still unadjusted,

and the Governor recommends that they should be taken out of the hands

of the Commissioners, and the duty of collecting and keeping the assets

should devolve, by law, on the Treasurer of the State. The Real Estate

Bank of Arkansas was a private stock bank ; the State had no share in it,

but she loaned her bonds to the company to raise capital, and took as

security mortgage on the lands of the stockholders. This mortgage from

the one hundred and eighty stockholders is on 141,080 acres of land,

valued at the time, by commissioners under oath, at $2,603,932 32, and

it is still held by the State. The Governor is of opinion that the lands

mortgaged are sufficient, owing to their increased value, to pay off the

whole debt of the State, and he advises that steps be taken to make it

available for that purpose. On October 1, 1854, the State debt stood

thus :—

Outstanding bonds issued to Real Estate Bank, principal $1,473,389 It

Interest accrued and unpaid, October 1,1864 1,134,619 26

Total debt for Real Eftate Bank, October 1, 1864 $2,607,909 02

Outstanding bonds issued to Bank of the State. . . $939,000 00

Interebt accrued and unpaid to October 1, 1864.. . 713,666 01

Total debt for Bunk of the State $1,662,666 01

Total debt on account of both banks. $4,260,674 08

Between September 30, 1854, and November 1, 1855, there had been

canceled bonds issued to the Real Estate Bank to the amount, with interest,

of $794,330, and of those issued to the State Bank, with interest,

$146,647 63. This would make the absolute debt of the State, Novem

ber 1, 1855, to be $1,506,017 38, and its contingent liability, $1,813,579.

[Previous notices of the finances of Arkansas arc contained in the Merchants

Magazine—vol. i., p. 178 ; vol. xxiv., p. Ill ; and vol. xxviii., p. 100.]

FINANCES AND DEBT OF OHIO.

Governor Chase, of Ohio, in his message to the Legislature of 1 857,

presents an analysis of the current expenditure of the State during the

last two fiscal years, from which it appears that the expenditures actually

chargable to the years 1854-55, amounted to $3,570,255 87, while the

corresponding expenditures chargeable to tho years 18o5-'56, amounted

to $3,189,600 16—showing that the expenditures of 1855-56 were less

than those of 1854-55, by $380,065 71. The amount of expenditure of

the last year was largely increased by the financial session of the Legisla

ture in 1856, whereas no session was held in 1855 ; and when this differ

ence is taken into account, the balance in favor of 1856 will be better

appreciated. However, the apparent expenditures in the former year were

$3,509,574 23, and in the latter year, $3,706,972 81; this difference re

sulting from the payment of the debts of 1854-'55. Balance in treasury

November 15, 1855, $703,5"70 08 ; and November 15, 1856, $579,353 81.

The following table affords a comparative view of the " proceeds of State
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taxes, including delinquencies," for the last two fiscal yean, each ending

on November 15 :—

Proceeds of State taxes. 18S4-S. 18»5-6.

For State debt, or Sinkiog Fund $1,014,749 49 $838,284 82

For State expense*. or General Revenue Fund.. 668,448 04 601,408 69

For State Common School Fund 1,209,418 19 1,249,122 94

For District School Library Fund 80,689 76 88,267 20

Total State taxes $2,871,266 49 $2,672,018 45

The principal disbursements in the same periods, were—

Parpen 1844-4. 18S5-6.

Common School Fund $1,218,894 60 $1,232,218 96

Interest on public debt 977,846 69 961,822 92

Redemption of the public debt 466,681 01

Superintendence and repair* of canals 290,671 66 331,616 62

Debts on same, incurred prior to Nov. 16, 1866 188,090 18

New State House 111,633 80 43,424 92

Debts on same, incurred prior to Nov. 16, 1856 249,768 71

The Governor thus speaks of the " new loan," which was authorized

under the act of April 8, 1856, for the payment of the State debt of

$2,423,349 79, payable at the pleasure of the State after January 15,

1857:—"Proposals for this new loan, fixed by the Commissioners at

12,400,000, were invited by advertisement to the leading journals of Europe

and America, and, on October 1, 1856, it was awarded to the highest

biddor for the whole amount, at a premium of three-and-a-half per cent.

All the bonds of the old loan, which have been presented for payment,

have been promptly redeemed ; and the debt payable after 1856, will soon

be entirely extinguished."

In referring to the debt of $6,413,325, which will be payable after 1860,

he says :—" To raise the whole amount by taxation, during the four years

which will intervene before it can be paid, would impose too serious bur

dens upon the people. I recommend, therefore, the sale of such stocks

and other property of the State as can be disposed of for its real value,

and the appropriation of the proceeds of the sale, together with the pro

ceeds of such a rate upon the grand list as will produce the needed sum,

to the payment of least one-half the debt—distributing the remainder

over so many of the following years as will bring its payment within the

reach of moderate taxation. As every bond is payable at the pleasure of

the State after I860, the right to do this seems unquestionable."

From the report of the Auditor of State, Francis M. Wright, we de

rive the facts in the following account of the condition of the foreign and

domestic State debt of Ohio, on January 1, 1857. Tne foreign debt is

payable in New York :—

Payable at
pleasure of Amount of Annual

Character of stock. State, after principal. Interest

6 per cent stock. .. 1866 $86,860 00 $4,267 60

6 " "... 1866 1,026,000 00 61,260 00

$1,110,850 00 $65,617 60

6 " "... 1856 2,423,859 79 146,401 69

6 " "... 1860 6,418,826 27 384,799 52

6 " "... 1870 2,183.631 98 181,011 91

6 " "... 1876 1,600,000 00 96,000 00

12,620,216 99 767,213 02

Total.. $13,780,686 99 $812,780 62
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The domestic debt is payable at Columbus, and amount* to $277,707 48,

consisting mainly of two items, viz :—Faith and credit bonds, $204,800,

and Miami extension land bonds, 870,585, both payable after 1868. Total

amount of foreign and domestic State debt, Jan. 1, 1857, $14,008,274 47.

tin the Merchants' Magazine for October, 1849, vol. xxi., pp. 389-410, we

lished a carefully written article on the financial condition of Ohio, presenting,

also, many statistics relative to the general condition and prosperity of the State.

In that article may be found a complete list of the parties to whom the Ohio

State stock was issued, with the dates and amounts of issue ; besides tabular

statistics, for a scries of years, of the canal tolls, State taxes, valuation, and the

items of State revenue and expenditures. Other articles are contained in vol. xv.,

p. 615 ; in vol. xviii,, p. 203 ; vol. xxii., p. 570; vol. xxiv., p. 105 ; vol. xxvL,

p. 465 ; and vol. xxxi., p. 428.]

FINANCIAL CONDITION OF INDIANA.

Governor Wright, of Indiana, in his message, shows the expenses of the

State government for 1855 to have been $147,442 01; and for 1856,

$59,522 68. He recommends the passage of a law for the re-appraisement of

the landed property for taxable purposes. The entire amount of the funded

debt of the State outstanding, of the five per cent stock, is $5,156,560,

and of the two-and-a-half per cent stock, $1,812,517. The exhibit

of the Common School Fund, including the estimated value of the Sinking

Fund in the State Bank, to date, amounts to 84,912,012 42. He recom

mends that the Sinking Fund commissioners should be directed by law to

invest the funds that accumulate in their hands, in the stocks of the State.

He denounces in severe terms the new bauk, and recommends that the

charter be expunged from the statute books, and that all connection

between the bank and the State, either by deposit or otherwise, be pro

hibited. He recommends the usual appropriation to aid the cause of

African colonization ; also an increase of the compensation of the judges

of the courts, and says also that the salary of the Executive is wholly

inadequate.

[In August, 1849, vol. xxi., pp. 147-163, we published a lengthy article on the

financial history of Indiana, presenting a succinct account of the origin and pro

gress of the State's public works, and of the proceedings of the State and its

creditors in providing for the public debt ; also statistics of the increase of pro

perty in the State, of taxes, canal tolls, etc. Short articles are contained in vol. i.,

p. 177 ; vol. xii., p. 281 ; vol xiv., pp. 177-357 ; vol. xxii., p. 98 ; vol. xxiv., p.

343 ; and vol. xxxi., p. 431.J

THE DEBT OF ILLINOIS.

Governor Matteson, in his message, thus exhibits the amount of the

State debt on January 1, 1857 :—

Internal improvment debt, principal $3,617,452 99

Arrears on interest and interest bonds 3,807,350 86

$7,326,303 84

Registered canal debt 8,000,470 28

Unregistered debt 1,491,605 61

Arrears of interest on unregistered debt 1,016,866 27

$5,608,841 11

$12,834,144 95

During the last four years the amount of $4,564,800 40, has been paid

in liquidation of the public debt, besides the payment of the entire interest
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on the principal of the State debt during that time. The whole accruing

interest for the past six months, upon the debt of the State, was paid on

the first day of January, 1857, leaving in the treasury $65,200 of interest

fund, and §150,0U0 surplus revenue, subject to be paid out in liquidation

of interest, as it acrues, July 1, 1857. There is now no doubt about the

State being prepared to pay the interest upon her whole debt as it matures

in future.

The Governor refers to the Illinois Central Railroad Company. By the

terms of its charter, seven per cent of the gross proceeds of the railroad

are to be paid into the State Treasury for all time to come. Governor

Mattbson thinks that in five years after its completion, it may be confi

dently relied on for $350,000 annually.

[The Merchants' Magazine for February, 1857, vol. xxxvi., p. 221, contains a

statement of the receipts and disbursements of the State of Illinois, during the

two years ending November 30, 1856. The number for December, 1852, vol.

xxvii., pp. 659-671, contains very full accounts of the finances of the State up to

that period, and of the grant to the Illinois Central Railroad Company. Other

articles are given in vol. i., p. 177 ; vol. viii., p. 561 ; vol. xii., p. 281 ; vol. xx.,

p. 86 ; vol. xxiv., p. 245 ; vol. xxvii., p. 659 ; vol. xxxi., p. 429 ; and vol. xxxiv.,

p. 209.]

FINANCES AND DEBT OF MICHIGAN.

Governor Bingham's biennial message (and his first after re-inaugu

ration into office) was delivered January 7, 1857.

The balance in the treasury November 30, 1854, was. $553,000

Receipts in 1864-5 688,000

Expenditures same year. 824,777

Balance in treasury November 30, 1856 616,000

Receipts in 1865-6 611,000

Expenditures same year 639,879

Total available means for two years 2,652,872

Total expenditures, two years 1,264,656

Balance in treasury December 1, I860 888,000

The amount of the State debt is $2,274,935, all falling due by 1863,

and consists as follows :—

University bonds, principal due July 1, 1858 $90,000 00

Pontiac R. R. bonds, " " " " 97,000 00

Penitentiary bonds, " " January 1, 1869 80,000 00

Penitentiary bonds, " " January 1, 1860 40,000 00

Full paid five million loan bonds, due January 1, 1863 177,000 00

Adjusted bonds, due January I, 1863 1,708,285 00

The part paid five million loan bonds, outstanding, when funded will

amount to 124,892 66

Outstanding internal improvement warrants 4,168 85

Internal improvement warrant bonds, interest stopped and payable

on demand 5,150 00

Total $2,274,986 90

[The Merchants' Magazine for February, 1850, vol. xxii., pp. 131-145, contains

a history of the State's operations in commencing a great system of internal im

provements, by which the State debt was formed, and of its provisions for paying

the debt, with many other items relative to the State. Other notices of tiie

finances and debt of Michigan are contained in vol. i., p. 178 ; vol. xiv., pp.

179-357 ; voL xix., p. 23 ; vol. xxvi., p. 353 ; vol. xxviii., p. 484 ; vol. xxxi.,

p. 431.]
VOL. XXXVI.—KO. V. 35
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FINANCES OF WISCONSIN.

From Governor Bashford's message, it appears that there was, Decem

ber 31, 1856, a balance in the State Treasury of ---77,058 03 belonging to

the various funds. The following is a recapitulation of the receipts and

disbursements of the several funds :—

Beceipto. DiabnrMtnta.

General Fund $388,368 69 $849,850 45

School Fund 88,090 28 127.1S8 41

School Fund income 14 7.754 6* 148,882 52

University Fund 19,742 68 11.572 60

University Fund income 16,085 58 11,94X19

Swamp Land Fund 53,622 52 714 24

Swamp Land Fund income 1 26

Deposit account 4,125 80 1,288 66

Total $717,775 51 $660,884 90

Balance January 1,1856 42,526 26

Deficiency of the late Treasurer 32,368 54

Amount to balance 77,068 53

$760,801 97 $760,801 97

Fifty bonds of $1,000 each, issued by the State, fall due on the first day

of April, 1857, and the Governor urges that provision be made, during the

sitting of the Legislature, for liquidating the same. In view of the large

number of railroad charters that will be applied for, consequent on the

probable net-work of railroads that will yet cover the State, he recom

mends the passage of a general railroad law. During the past year,

patents have been issued from the General Land Office, to the State, for

1,477,551 49-100 acres of swamp lands. The amount of swamp lands

already selected, is 1,549,918 81-100 acres. The whole amount that will

fall to the State, under the grant, will not fall short of 2,500,000 acres.

The Governor recommends that in selling these lands, the State give pre

ference to actual settlers. He also advises the Legislature to induce the

General Government to pursue the same policy with regard to the public

lands. The Fox and Wisconsin River Improvement Company have entered

in earnest upon the work of completing the improvement, and give assur

ances of its faithful and speedy completion. When finished, it will be one

of the most busy thoroughfares of inland commerce in the Northwest.

[The finances of Wisconsin have been noticed in the Merchants' Magazine, in

vol. xxii., p. 349 ; vol. xxiv., p. 492 ; vol. xxviii., p. 485 ; and vol. xxxx., p. 423.]

FINANCES OF IOWA.

Governor Grimes, in his message to the Legislature of Iowa, December

2, 18o0, says that the State's indebtedness, on November 1, 1856, was

about $128,000; the total available revenue, $246,000 ; receipts during

the year, $250,399 45 ; payments during the year $249,145 85 ; and the

balance in the Treasury, November 1, 1856, was $11,256 46. The items

of indebtedness were—the funded debt of $71,442, payable January 1,

1857 ; debt of the School Fund of $46,000; and the amount of unpaid

Auditor's warrants, $11,567 74. The revenue is derived from taxes upon

real and personal property.

The Governor recommends the appointment of a commission to examine

into all " transactions of former Commissioners and Registers of the Des

Moines River Improvement ; to report as to the character and validity of
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any contracts that may have been made between the State and persons,

or companies, for the improvement of the Des Moines River, and especially

to report with regard to the transactions of the Des Moines River Improve

ment and Navigation Company. Until such investigation is made and

report submitted, it is recommended that all action on the part of the

State, in connection with the Des Moines Improvement and the Des Moines

River lands, be suspended."

[The Merchants' Magazine of April, 1853. vol. xxviii., p. 490, contains a state

ment of the debt and finances of Iowa, made up to date of October 31, 1852.]

Art. II.—POLITIC AL ECONOMY.

CHAPTEK II.

DISADVANTAGES OF DrVrSIOlt OF LABOE—PRODUCTIVE AND UNPRODUCTIVE LABOR—PRODUCTIVE AK»

UNPRODUCTIVE CAPITAL—FIXED AND CIRCULATING- CAPITAL—DIVISIONS OF WEALTH—DIFFERENT

DEPARTMENTS OF PRODUCTION—TRANSMUTATION, TRANSFORMATION. AND TRANSPORTATION—COM

MERCE FACILITATES AND STIMULATES PRODUCTION, ETC.

Having in a previous chapter* enumerated the many and great ad

vantages of division of labor, we now proceed to notice some of the dis

advantages incident to it.

1st. The system does not give full activity and development to all the

functions of the body, and therefore tends to enervate the laborer. When

an individual is employed upon a single operation, and that of such a

nature as to call for the use of but a small part of his muscular powers,

and that part necessarily taxed to its ne plus, while all the rest are left with

little or no exercise whatever, the consequence must be that the physical

system generally will be impaired. Those parts of the body disused must

to a considerable extent lose their normal and vigorous action, and sooner

or later, the person so employed will find himself much indisposed and

disqualified to engage in any other effort than that to which he has long

been accustomed.

2d. This system does not give full employment and expansion to all the

powers of the mind.

This follows from the same course of reasoning we have used in regard

to the body. The mind, in all its faculties, needs active exercise in order

to its complete development and preservation, as much as the body. It

must therefore be true, that when for the greatest portion of life, the mind

has been continuously devoted to a single, minute, unvarying operation,

until that operation has become so monotonous and mechanical, as to de

mand almost no mental effort whatever, the faculties generally must de

teriorate.

The difference between a population that had been employed under

this system, and one that had been engaged in diversified occupations,

would, in any great emergency like that of war, or the pioneer settlement

of a new country, be greatly in favor of the latter; especially would this

be true of a people that had, for several generations, been employed in

this manner.

* For chapter 1, see Merchants' Magazine for March, 185T, (vol. xxxrL)
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3d. Division of labor tends to impair health, and shorten life. If what

we have previously stated be true, such is the inevitable result ; but as

we propose a more extended examination of the influence of occupations

on health and longevity in another place, than would be pertinent here,

we pass to the last consideration, viz. :—

4th. This system lessens the number of those who do business on their

own account. The person who makes only the tenth part of an article,

most of necessity be in the employ of another who is engaged in manu

facturing the whole of it. This tends to bring great numbers, often

hundreds, into the employment of a single house, or firm.

Now each of these employees, to a greater or less extent, is dependent

on the person to whom he sells his services. He can have neither the re

sponsibilities, nor the independence of position, which attach to one who

is self-employed. As a general fact, too, he will receive only wages, and

have no share in the profit of business. This necessarily tends to create

greater inequalities of wealth, than would otherwise exist.

That this, other things being equal, is a disadvantage to the individual,

and to society, is unquestionable; and to the extent of its effects, what

ever they may be, is to be regarded as an evil incident to the system, and

in making up our estimate, is, like the other unfavorable circumstances

we have mentioned, to be deducted from the many and great advantages

we have seen to be afforded by division of labor.

We now pass to the consideration of another topic much dwelt upon

by writers on political economy, viz. :—

PRODUCTIVE AND UNPRODUCTIVE LABOR.

I. Productive labor is that which brings a value, or compensation to

him who performs it.

1L Unproductive labor is that which results in nothing valuable to the

laborer.

I. PRODUCTIVE LABOR,

That the farmer is a productive laborer all will admit. So must the

mechanic be, then, who makes the plow which aids the farmer in pro

duction, and the merchant or trader, who assists both in obtaining their

materials from different and distant places, or in disposing advantageously

of their products. They are alike joined in production. The farmer

would get on badly without the aid of tools and implements, the mechanic

would not live without the produce of the farmer, nor the merchant have

the means of subsistence, but for the wants of both which he supplies.

The teacher, whose instructions qualify the foregoing producers for the

more intelligent and efficient performance of their labor, must certainly

be entitled to rank with them.

The inventor of useful machines and improvements of every kind, must

be reckoned amongst the most productive of laborers. Whitney, Ark-

wright, Fulton, Morse, and their compeers, have they not contributed as

much to the production of wealth, in proportion to their numbers, as any

other class of men whatever ?

The minister of religion, if his teachings make men more honest, truth

ful, temperate, and industrious, more judicious in the application of their

labor to proper objects, does he not assist in the creation of national

wealth t
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The physician, whose advice and prescriptions preserve the health and

prolong the life of the laborer, is he not of the same class?

Must not the lawyer, too, be placed in the same category ; so far as his

services are needful for the protection of the rights and interest of those

engaged in production ?

That the man who makes musical instruments is a producer of values,

none will probably deny, but if so, where shall we rank the musician,

without whose instructions, the instruments themselves would not be

wanted.

Even the player or opera singer may have credit for stimulating pro

duction, if, in order to enjoy his performances, others are excited to greater

efforts to create the values wherewith to reward his services. The same

may be said of all similar occupations. The persons engaged in them do

furnish that for which others are willing to give a valuable consideration ;

and, although their labors result in nothing material, or permanent, yet

they cannot, on any sound principle that we can discover, be distinguished

from other laborers.

2d. Unproductive labor is always the result of mistake, or misdirection.

No man, no community ever labors for that which they know, from the

outset, will result in no valuable returns. A man may expend many days'

labor on a machine, which, when completed, will have no possible utility,

or desirableness, and will of course exchange for nothing. This is unpro

ductive labor undoubtedly ; but it is in consequence of miscalculation.

So of the miner, whose labors are rewarded with no valuable discovery ;

so of the State which creates a canal, or other public work, which, when

finished, is of no manner of use, and has no value.

But at this point it will undoubtedly be asked, does it make no differ

ence to the wealth of a community in what manner its labor is employed,

to what object it is directed, or what proportion of its population are en

gaged in the different pursuits of industry ? We answer certainly, the

greatest possible ; for the prosperity of every nation depends upon the

character of the object on wnich its labor is bestowed ; but this topic, one

of the most important in the science, comes more properly under another

of its general divisions, viz. : the consumption of wealth. We shall there

have the fittest occasion to show the great difference to national wealth

arising from the productive or unproductive consumption of its labor ; or

the wealth that employs labor.

PRODUCTIVE AND UNPRODUCTIVE CAPITAL.

We have before defined capital as that part of wealth employed in

production.

Productive capital, as the term imports, is that part of wealth actually

employed in the creation of values. While so employed it is regarded as

productive, whether yielding little or much. When it ceases to yield

anything, it is called—

UNPRODUCTIVE CAPITAL.

Money hoarded, factories unoccupied, ships dismantled, farms unculti

vated, and all things of like character, are designed to be used in pro

duction, are adapted to it, and therefore, when unemployed, are regarded

as unproductive capital—although, as our definition of capital is " that

part of wealth employed in production," they might not seem to be strictly
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entitled to be considered as capital at all, but only as unemployed wealth.

They are, however, classed as unproductive capital.

All capital, like all labor, is designed to be productive to the owner;

when it is not so, it is owing to some miscalculation or adverse circum

stance. When this happens, it is changed, as soon as practicable, into

some other form of wealth—as, for example, if a factory had, from any

cause, become hopelessly useless as such, it would be converted into

dwellings, or warehouses, if that were practicable ; or the materials con

stituting the same would be taken down and used for any purpose of which

they were susceptible.

It may so happen that capital may not only be unproductive, but so

employed as to bo destructive of wealth. For illustration : if a ship should

be sent on a voyage, the whole expenses of which were ¥20,000, and at

the end of the voyage it appeared that her earnings were only $10,000,

it would be seen that she had not only not earned or produced anything,

but had actually consumed £10,000 of capital previously existing. Iu

such a case the owner will either lay up his ship, or employ her in some

trade that promises to be more successful.

From this view of the subject we see that there can be no such thing

as permanently unproductive capital—for, as the use of it in whatever

manner necessarily involves a risk, greater or less, no one will long employ

a part of his wealth as capital, unless it yields him a profitable return.

FIXED AND CIRCULATING CAPITAL.

1. Fixed capital consists of every description of property employed in

production, which, from its nature, cannot be advantageously changed to

any other use than that for which it was originally designed. The land,

buildings, and tools of the farmer; the ships and warehouses of the mer

chant, the machines and implements of the manufacturer, belong to this

class. They must be used for the purposes to which they are particularly

adapted, or they have little value. They are fixed. The ship cannot be

used as a wagon, nor the spinning-jenny as a steam-engine.

2. Circulating capital, on the other hand, consists of those articles or

commodities which may be readily changed from one purpose to another,

connected with production. Of this class are the stock and produce of

the farmer, the money and wares of the merchant, the raw materials, Ac, of

the mechanic. These are easily transferred from one business to another,

and used in a great variety of forms. The man, for example, whose money

is employed in the manufacture of furniture, might easily transfer it to

the making of nails.

Fixed is, in its nature, more permanent than circulating capital. The

former lasts from year to year; much of it, as lands, warehouses, canals,

railroads, and public improvements generally, even from one generation

to another; while the latter, in a progressive state of society, is rapidly

changing into the former. Raw materials, the product of the present

year, will form a part of the houses, ships, and machinery of the next.

In popular language, all wealth is divided into real estate and personal

property. These distinctions, if not scientific, are convenient for occasional

use ; but we must bear in mind that, while all real estate is fixed, all per

sonal property is not circulating capital. Ships, machinery, and other

things not attached to the soil, are personal property, though standing in

the category of fixed capital.
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DIFFERENT DEPARTMENTS OF PRODUCTION.

All values are created by modifications of existing matter. Man cannot

create a particle of matter itself. These modifications are essentially of

three kinds, viz. :—

I. Transmutation.

II. Transformation.

III. Transportation.

1. By transmutation. This is eminently the business of the agricul

turist, who, availing himself of the chemical agencies of the earth and

atmosphere, transmutes his seeds into vegetables, fruits, <fec; and again,

by the aid of animal organizations, transmutes his grains, grasses, and the

like, into butter, cheese, beef, pork, wool, hides, and similar products.

This is by far the most extensive department of human industry. It

forms the base of the great pyramid of production, is that on which all

others depend, and is, moreover, that in which nature affords the largest

proportionate share of gratuitous assistance.

The chemist is classed with the agriculturist, since he so aids and

directs the powers of nature as to produce objects of value, by changing

the elementary forms of acids and alkalies with salts, &c. This is the

general character of his labors.

Mining and the fisheries are also ranked in this department of produc

tion. In the former, wealth is drawn from the bowels of the earth ; in

the latter, from the bosom of the deep. In their nature they are more

nearly allied to agriculture than to any other branch of industry, and are

classed accordingly.

2. By transformation. This is the business of the manufacturer, the

mechanic, and all similar employments. They create values by changing

the forms of matter. They convert wool and cotton into cloth, cloth into

garments, ore into iron, iron into machines and implements, trees into

lumber, and lumber into houses or furniture.

This is the second most important department of industry ; its ramifica

tions extend indefinitely, and includes every description of art and handi

craft, from highest to lowest

3. By transportation. The merchant, if he does not primarily create

values, enhances those already in existence. He transports the products

of all classes to those parts of the earth where they are most wanted.

For example, he purchases cotton in New Orleans, where it may be worth

twelve cents, and transports it to Liverpool, where it may be worth fifteen.

By the employment of his ships, capital and skill, he has given an increased

value of twenty-five per cent to a commodity already existing; and is, in

so far, a productive laborer as truly as the planter who raised the cotton.

This principle applies to all traffic, whether great or small. The merchant

forms the connecting link between the agriculturist and manufacturer.

Commerce not only facilitates, but greatly stimulates production by

increasing the demand for products. This is a prominent fact in political

economy, and is illustrated in the history of every people. Where there

is no commerce there is little wealth. Industry stagnates, men have few

desires, and demand but few commodities. Commerce presents new

objects. This causes new efforts to produce values in order to obtain those ,

objects, and the industry of society is raised to its highest point. This is

one of the ways in which commerce greatly advances civilization. It is
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probably a fact, that the civilization of every community is in proportion

to the extent and variety of its external and internal commerce ; and that

whenever a people has ceased to have new and increasing desires for the

objects of commerce, it has passed in its career of improvement

Canals and railroads perform services analogous to those of the mer

chant. They employ capital and labor in transporting merchandise, and

thus add to its value. A railroad agent at Albany receives 1,000 barrels

of flour, and delivers it at Boston. By this operation the value of the

flour has been raised, we will suppose, 50 cents per barrel, equal to $500.

So of all carrying trade, by land or water.

Upon these three divisions, then, are founded the three great depart

ments of human industry—agriculture, manufactures, and commerce. The

first producing the raw materials, the second putting those materials into

desirable forms, and the last enabling both the others to exchange their

products with the greatest possible facility.

But whatever divisions we make in production, and however useful and

proper those divisions may be, it is yet true that no single object is the

product of any one of them exclusively. For example, the fisherman takes

his small vessel, and brings fish from the ocean to market At first blush,

it might seem that these fish were entirely the exclusive product of the

fisherman's labor ; but not so. In order to carry on his business he had

to be suitably clothed, and the value of every article he wore, from hat to

boots, entered into the production of the fish. So of every part of his vessel

and its equipment. And if we were to examine the matter clearly, we

should probably find that some fifty or a hundred different trades and

employments had obviously contributed to the production of the fish in

question. So blended, in fact, are the various occupations of men, that

it would be quite impossible to trace out fully the production of any one

commodity.

Art. HI.—COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL CITIES OF THE UNITED STATES.

HTTMBEB XLTL

CITT OF RACINE, WISCONSIN*

LOCATION or IACINE—COMMERCIAL FACILITIES—PUBLIC SCHOOLS—HAKBOS—RAILROADS—FLAXE-

ROADS—WAREHOUSES—LUMBER BUSINESS—MANUFACTURES, ETC

Wisconsin is one of the most flourishing States in the West, and it

possesses more than ordinary commercial advantages, being surrounded

on three sides by navigable waters. The city of Racine, in this State, is

situated on the west shore of Lake Michigan, at the mouth of Root River,

twenty-three miles southeast from Milwaukie, and sixty-two miles north from

Chicago, and is the second city of the State in population and commerce.

It has one of the best harbors on the lake, formed by the mouth of the

river, which admits vessels drawing twelve feet of water. The city is

built on a plain, elevated some forty feet above the surface of Lake Mich

* For some of the statement* contained In this article we are Indebted to Messrs. WmscK &

Bowlev, of Racine, and also the excellent Gazetteer of Dr. Thomas.—Ed, Mtr. Mag.
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igan. It is laid out in regular blocks, with wide streets, arid contains sev

eral public buildings. Racine was first settled in 1835, and incorporated

as a city in 1848. In 1840, it had a population of only 337; in 1850,

it had increased to 5,107, exclusive of 780 in township of Racine; and at

this time of writing, the population has increased to nearly 11,000.

The commercial advantages of this port have attracted considerable

capital. The entrance of Root River into the lake at this port forms one

of the most commodious harbors upon the whole chain of fakes. Racine

being a port of entry, and having a lighthouse, appropriations have been

made by the General Government at different times, amounting in all to

the sum of $22,500, for the improvement of the harbor. But the large

amount of shipping making this port, early demanded greater accommo

date ns than these appropriations furnished. The citizens, therefore, raised

means for its further improvement, by taxation and voluntary subscription,

to the amount of $43,352. By an act of the Legislature, the city was

authorized to raise by tax the further sum of £50,000, one-half of which

was expended in 1856 in additional improvements. Congress, at its last

session, reported a bill recommending a further appropriation of $44,000.

The length of the harbor within the city boundary is two-and-one-eighth

miles; its greatest width, which is one mile from the lake, is 370 feet;

its average width for the whole distance is 230 feet. The depth in the

channel, for the first five-eighths of a mile, is an average of over ten feet.

For the next mile, it has an average depth of nine feet, and the remaining

distance may be easily dredged to this depth. The grounds, on either

side of the river, are level and well adapted to the transaction of such

business as naturally centers around a harbor.

Racine has become proverbial for the beauty of its location, and is re

garded as one of the healthiest cities in the West. Lying, as it does,

upon a high range of land, which gradually rises for some distance, it

affords, from all parts of the city, a grand view of the lake. The broad,

shaded avenues, says a resident of Racine, laid out upon the shores for

miles, and numerous public squares, are favorite resorts for pleasure-seek

ers, both for riding and walking.

Being the county seat of Racine County, it has among its public build

ings the court-house and offices of record. It has several first-class hotels,

three banks, fifteen churches, one college, four large brick public school

edifices, railroad depots, public hall, <fec.

Racine has always been remarkable for the quietness and good order

maintained by its citizens, being entirely free from the riots and public

disturbances so frequent in moet cities ; and as evidence of this, we give

the fact, that for years the city has been, and is now, without a police

force.

Surrounded by a rich and thickly-settled country, well wooded and

watered, it commands all the means of wealth and rapid advancement

that can be desired, inviting all less favored to the enjoyment and emolu

ments of its advantages.

The public schools of Racine stand high. Nurtured by the fostering

care of every citizen, they have been kept aloof from every disturbing in

fluence. Four commodious brick edifices have been erected in different

parts of the city, at a cost (together with the grounds) of some thirty

thousand dollars. The High School building is centrally located, and

easy of access from every part of the city, It is 50 by 75 feet, three

stories high, has a good bell, and every necessary convenience.
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The other three buildings are each 40 by 50 feet, two stories high, and

finished in the modern style of architecture. They are surrounded by

ample grounds, and occupy delightful locations, overlooking the city and

There are about twenty teachers employed, in the different departments,

which consist of a primary, intermediate, and high school department.

The annual cost of maintaining these schools is about twelve thousand

dollars. Every aim in these schools is to prepare the pupils for the prac

tical and responsible duties of life, and the course of studies is so thor

oughly pursued as to prepare the graduates for at once entering college.

The full course of studies embraces the common English branches, phil

osophy, chemistry, physiology, geography, astronomy, historv, the higher

mathematics, Latin, French, and Greek.

The Racine College, under the direction of the Episcopal Diocese of

Wisconsin, is delightfully situated in a grove near the lake shore, but a

short distance beyond the s luthern limit of the city—retired from its

bustle, yet affording easy access to students residing in the city. Being

incorporated with full collegiate powers and privileges, the course of study

is complete. It has won a high reputation from the eminent ability of its

faculty, and enjoys a liberal support. The building is in the Gothic style,

34 by 127 feet, three stories, with basement, and is built of the beautiful

pale brick, for which this locality is so justly celebrated, at a cost of over

ten thousand dollars.

The Lake Shore Railroad, running from Chicago to Green Bay, is com

pleted to Milwaukie, a distance of eighty-five miles, and has been in suc

cessful operation for more than a year, affording the advantages of receipt

and shipment of merchandise and' produce during the brief suspension of

lake navigation. This road makes a connection at this city with the Ra

cine and Mississippi Railroad, so that the cars of either road may run

over the other, thus saving the necessity of breaking bulk in the transpor

tation of merchandise from any place on one road to any point on the

other.

The Racine and Mississippi Railroad runs from the city of Racine to

Savanna, on the Mississippi River, thirty miles south of Galena, its whole

length being 136 mik-s. Ilaving an eastern terminus at Racine, the only

harbor between Chicago and Milwaukie, and a belt of rich and well-set

tled country, eighteen, miles wide, the whole length of the road, wholly

dependent upon it for the transportation of all products to a good market,

it will at once be seen to command almost every advantage upon which

the success of such projects usually depend. This road has its main

track upon the harbor for a distance of three fourths of a mile, and large

and convenient buildings have been erected for transacting all business

connected with transportation to the interior, as well as receiving and de

livering produce and merchandise to and from vessels. This is the first,

and, as yet, the only road in this State connecting the Mississippi with

the lakes.

The population of the several counties through which this road runs is,

in round numbers, as follows :—

WISCONSIN.

Counties. Populafn.

RaciDe 25,000

Walworth 80,000

Rock 86,000

CounUea. Populafn.

Winnebago 34,000

Stephenson 26,000

Carrol 80,000
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This section of country is rapidly increasing in productiveness and

wealth, and embraces the finest portion of Rock River Valley. The line

of this road passes through Burlington, Elkhorn, Delavan, and the city of

Bcloit, in this State; Rockton, Fieeport, Mt. Carrol, and to Savanna, in

the State of Illinois.

The principal connections with other roads are as follows :—At Elkhorn,

with the Wisconsin Central, running from Chicago to the northern inte

rior of the State; at Clinton, with the Chicago, St. Faul, and Fond du

Lac Road, running to the Upper Mississippi; at Beloit, with the Bcloit

and Madison Road; and at Fieeport, with the Blinois Central, and with

the Galena and Chicago Road. These several connections place the city

of Racine in direct business communication with every portion of this

State, and also with Southern Illinois, Iowa, and Minnesota. This road

will also have direct connection by a line of steamers with the Grand

Haven and Detroit Railroad, now in rapid process of completion. This

route, when completed, will form the shortest and most direct route from

the Mississippi to New York and Boston.

There are also regular lines of steamers connecting this road with the

Colliugwood Route to the East, and the country on the shore of Lake Su

perior.

The large and increasing busirfess of the road since its opeuing has far

exceeded the expectations of its projectors.

The Racine and Rock River Flank-road, the first work of the kind in

the State, is 47 miles in length, runs west, passing through the flourishing

villages of Ives' Grove, Rochester, Vienna, Spring Prairie, Elkhorn, and

Delavan. About one-half of the road has been relaid, having become

worn out by the threat amount of travel.

The Wilmot riank-road, 20 miles in length, leads southwest, through a

rich and fertile country, through the western portion of Kenosha County,

and into the State of Illinois

The Racine and Raymond Plank-road, 10 miles in length, leads from

Racine to the fine rolling prairies in the northwestern portion of Racine

County, and the southwestern portion of Milwaukie County.

There are nine large and commodious warehouses, capable of storing

about 70,000 bushels each, and the most of them furnished with steam

elevators. Besides these, the railroad companies have ample freight de

pots for the storage of merchandise which passes over their roads. Not

withstanding these capacious receptacles, so great is the amount of grain

seeking an outlet at this port, that they have frequently been taxed to

their utmost.

Racine promises to become one of the largest lumber markets in the

West. The Racine and Mississippi Railroad opens to this market a vast

prairie country, wholly dependent upon the lake ports for its lumber,

which, although now well settled, is not more than half developed, and

the demand for lumber is now, as it must continue to be, large, requiring

the establishment of more yards to meet the demand.

There is scarcely fifty miles of railroad yet in operation, reaching only

the eastern edge of this vast prairie country, still the shipments of lum

ber over the road for the first six months of 1856, amounted to nearly

nine million feet, and some four-and-a-half million shingles, besides fence

posts, timber, shingle bolts, staves, <fec. Add to this the amount used in

the city, for building and manufacturing purposes, and the quantity sent
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into the surrounding country by teams, and a faint idea may be gained of

the immense quantity which will be sold at that port as the road progresses

towards its terminus on the Mississippi.

The favorable location of the city of Racine early attracted the atten

tion of manufacturers, and large and profitable investments have been, and

are still being, made.

This branch of business has recently received a new impetus from the

prospect of soon being able to reach the whole West from this point by

railroads. This result warrants the almost unlimited extension of the

manufacturing interest, it being at present impossible to supply the de

mand for every class of manufactured articles. Persons, we are informed,

prepared to engage in this business, would find good encouragement and

satisfactory returns for their investments.

The easy access from Racine to the copper, iron, and lead mines of

Wisconsin and other States, together with cheapness of rents, city lots,

and fuel, (both wood and coal,) designate the city as offering superior in

ducements.

The whole country is being filled with an immigration from the Eastern

and Middle States, greatly enlarging, year by year, the demand for every

kind of farming implements, mechanics' tools, and machinery of all kinds,

as well as extending the market for every quality of cotton, woolen, and

linen fabrics, and other manufactures in common use.

In consequence of delay and liability to damage, in the transportation

from the East, of machinery and other heavy and bulky articles, there is

a preference for articles of home manufacture, thus affording additional

inducements to manufacturers to establish their business there.

A further advantage is found in the very large field of operations, com

prising all of Wisconsin, Iowa, and Minnesota, together with the northern

portion of Illinois, and western and northern portion of Michigan, in which

scarcely a single article is manufactured in quantity equal to the demand,

Racine has already some notoriety as a manufacturing city, having for

years sent her manufactures to the territory above named.

A statistical report, prepared for the Board of Trade of Racine, is sub

joined, showing some of the principal manufactures for the year 1855 :—

Ale and beer $27,600 1 Lightning-rods 16.000

Marble and stone cutting 6,611

Printing 10.019

Plows 1,650

Pumps and cultivators 4,900

Railroad cars 86.800

Steam-engines and boilers. . . . 113,200

Sheet-iron, tin <fc copper manuf. 18.000

Soap and candles. 82.855

Ship-building 88,286

Stoves and hollow-ware 9.000

Sail-making 2,000

Shingles 6,850

Tanneries 62,500

Thresh'gm'cbin's A h'se-pow'rs 88,490

Articles not enumerated . ... 17,064

Brick 16,080

Boots and shoes 68,098

Book-binding 600

Barrels 89,972

Bakeries 16,900

Clothing 46,047

Cabinet furniture 22,600

Carriages and wagons 45,1 1 6

Confectionery . 6,65fi

Caps and fur goods 8,000

Doors, sash, blinds, Ac 46,676

Fanning-mills and corn-shellers 16,700

Flour and meal 169,875

Harness and carriage trimming 15,800

Iron castings. 68,200

Brass castings 20,000

Total »1,104,660

Showing an increase over the previous year of 818,785

Sinoe the above report was prepared, there have been added to the man

ufactures of Racine several extensive establishments, among which is one
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large cabinet and chair shop, one plow and carriage manufactory, one book

bindery, one reaping-machine manufactory, two planing mills, two shin

gle machines, one stave manufactory, and several smaller shops of differ

ent kinds, besides the enlargement of the business of most of those here

tofore established.

During the year 1856, gas works have been erected, and upwards of

three miles of street main pipe laid, at a cost of about fifty thousand dol

lars ; also one church, three school buildings, two depots, two large ma

chine shops, one round-house, with stalls for thirteen locomotives, one

warehouse, a number of stores, several fine mansions, and nearly two hun

dred smaller dwellings and other buildings. Three lumber-yards and one

coal-yard have been established ; one monthly journal and one newspaper.

Art. IV.—EUROPEAN COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE.

NUMBER in.

great Britain's war with ciua-iiiiat op tbi British ministry—debate in parliament—

CRITICAL STATE OR AFFAIRS AT CANTOR—FRVRRISB CONDITION OP TBE BOURSE AND STOCK II-

CHANOE-THE BANR OP ENGLAND—DISCUSSION OP TBE RENEWAL OP ITS CBARTER—BISTORT OP

ITS ORIGIN AND INCREASE—COMMERCIAL RETROSPECT OF THE LAST TEN YEARS -THE SYSTEM OP

TBE BANK OP ENOLAND—THE BANK OP FRANCE—ITS LEVIATHAN OPERATIONS DURING TUB YEAR

1555, AND DIVIDEND OP TWENTY-FIVE PER CENT—PROPOSED INCREASE OF ITS CAPITAL—COINAGE*

OP TBE FREHCB MINT FROM 1795 TO 1865—EFFECT OP TBE RECEIPTS OF GOLD FROM CALIFORNIA

AND AUSTRALIA SINCR 1850— ANALYSIS OF TBE CONDITION OF THE BANK OF ENGLAND—AND OP

TBR BANK OP FRANCE—LONDON JOINT-STOCK BANKS AND PRIVATE BANKERS— FINANCIAL CONDITION

OF TURKEY—ESTABLISHMENT OF ITS NEW NATIONAL BANK BY BNOLISB CAPITALISTS—PROSPECTS-

OF GREAT BRITAIN'S VICTORY OVRR CBINA—ADVANCE IN TEAS, SILKS, ARD CHINA GOODS—AND

OTHER RFFECT8 OP THE CHINESE WAR.

Paris, France, March 10, 18BT.

To Frbemak Hunt, Editor of the Merchant)' Magazine :—

Mr Deau Sir :—Peace with Persia ! But war, bitter, relentless, revenge

ful war, with China 1

Ferruk Khan, inspired by the Emperor of the French, has negotiated a

treaty for the Eastern Shah, while Sir John Bowring, the man of many

tongues—England's chief minister east of India—haB embarrassed his

government and jeopardized not only the heads of his countrymen but the

lives and property of every European in China !

I know not which will startle you the most, the sudden and unexpected

defeat of the British ministry, or the critical state of the question which

caused it. Both just at this particular time are the bugbears of the mo

ney market.

Lord Palmerston fought like a lion, but all in vain. It was a pitiful

sight to see the proud old statesman at bay, trying to ward off the blow,

to stem the tide. But the coalition was all powerful—the plot was well

organized, and boldly executed ! As the red-hot shot of Admiral Seymour

carried destruction among the houses inside the Canton walls, so the bril

liant speeches of the opposition went tearing through the ministerial

ranks ! Warren Hastings, with Burke, and Fox, and Sheridan, and Erskine

on his track, fared better, three generations Bince, than the British chief

at Hong Kong, with such experienced debaters as Derby, Gladstone, D'ls
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raeli, Cobdon, Roebuck, and Lord Jobn Russell against him ! The walls

of the English Commons rung with eloquence, but the oratorical display

was all against the premier, lie stood his ground bravely to the last, and

when the division came, at half-past two o'clock in the morning, the cheers

of the opposition, repeated by the populace outside, told the minister that

out of the five hundred and ten votes cast, he was in n minority of sixteen !

England was not prepare ! for it. The opposition can hardly credit their

success, and never before has Parliament been in greater confusion than

since the vote of Monday ! Parliament must be dissolved, said the noble

lord on Friday, and he calls upon the House to pass the mutiny act, and

temporary supplies, before the appeal to the country, where his party feel

confident of success. But of China, look at the last news. A young friend

of mine left Hung Kong on the 15th of January, and from him and other

sources, I learn that the state of affairs there is most critical. Tis war

to the teeth, and not with Christian weapons. Piracy and poison, incen

diarism and assassination, are now the Chinese arguments!

The British admiral had lost his foothold in the Factory gardens, and

six hundred war junks were between his fleet and the open sea ' The

Celestial emperor confirms the measures of his minister, and general wax

is proclaimed against the " outside barbarians," whose heads command

high prizes under royal proclamations ! This time the English are fighting

with an enraged people, not with a weak government, as in 1842. Every

house in flames widens the breach, every shot that drops among them

only seems to madden the people ! When the bakers put the arsenic in

the bread, who doubts but that the plot was all arranged to sack the city

and massacre all who escaped the poison ? This is our latest news! Is it

not, then, terrible to contemplate what may now be the position of the

foreigners in those seas ? What are a handful of Europeans against a

populous nation—admit the prowess of the West, but how far can it go

against such fearful odds ? The Sepoy regiment which the Governor of

Singapore has sent away to their assistance, has occasioned dismay at the

defenseless position of the three hundred Europeans in that colony.

Having protested against it, they are now at the mercy of the 80,000

Chinese and Malays who have already commenced to show their hostility !

Lord Canning can send no troops from India proper, and but a few hun

dred men from Ceylon, and the Singapore Sepoys. Sir John Bowring

must depend upon the mother country for assistance, and notwithstanding

the govern mental defeat, five thousand men have orders to embark from

England forthwith. I hope they may arrive in time, but I can but have

my fears for the safety of the little band who are cut off from everything

but the ships in the harbor. If they escape poisoning, or assassination,

they may get away from the country in the merchant ships, but they

must move in time. These are the facts; are my fears well grounded?

Judge for yourself. You can well understand that the Chinese war aud the

fal[ of the ministry are the leading topics on the bourse and the stock ex

change. Both crowd out all others, both touch the funds. Both seem

to keep the money market in a continual fever, which, coupled with the

discussion on the budget, the removal of the bank charter, the gossip re

garding the great international credit company, the continual withdrawal

of gold from England, to pay for continental silver, which in its turn

passes away to India—four million dollars by this mail—the daily an

nouncement of extensive failures, eight houses alone among the Greeks,
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whose credit has stood so high, all tends to unsettle financial affairs, and

keep up the present stringency—six per cent within, but twice that without,

the charmed circle of favored names! Outside the defeat of ministers—the

disohuion of parliament, and the state of China—the bank charter re

newal seems to attract the most attention among financial men. The act of

1844 died a natural death during the late war, but ministers were too

busy with Russia to talk finance, hence postponement then, brings up the

question now, and bank directors ask for another ten years' charter. You

wish me to talk commerce—I will ; but to do so, I must bring in politics,

and both introduce finance, and when that subject is in hand, one of its

important feature.' is the position of the national banks. With your per

mission, then, as I have done in former letters, I propose to take up briefly

some of the figures of the Bank of England, and compare them with those

of the Bank of France, for these two are the fountains from which all

the others are fed. The bluebooks tell us that some one hundred and

seventy years ago, when England was at war with France, the former

wanted funds, and no better way was suggested than by establishing a

national bank, so in 1694 the act of incorporation was signed, and the

Bank of England commenced operations upon a paid-up capital of six

million dollars, every penny of which was lent to the government, for the

sum of five hundred thousand dollars per annum ! The original loan was

small, but the system worked well, and whenever the government wanted

help, new amendments were proposed, and from this small begining the

amount lent to government is now seventy-three million dollars, which is

its present amount of stoclr ! The bank was started as a government aid,

and not for trading purposes, and as it was at first, so is it now—the gov

ernment's pet. Before the act can be annulled the above amount must be

paid into the bank. Other acts only give certain privileges, while the

main act stands as it did in the seventeenth century. Therefore, Peel's act

of 1844, now before Parliament, may be renewed for another ten years, or

not, without affecting its original charter. In 1833, one-fourth of the debt

or capital was paid off, leaving fifty-five million dollars, which is the amount

you always note in the weekly returns. This one-fourth paid by the gov

ernment was retained by the bank, say eighteen million, as working capital,

but then the " Rest" amounts to nearly as much, say sixteen-and-a-half

million, which added to the main stock gives an entire sum of eighty-nine

million, of which fifty-five million is advanced to the government, and thirty-

four million dollars employed in the active business of the bank, all pro

fits are, however, divided among the holders of the seventy-two million of

stock.

The Economist has lately published some most instructive t:ibles, a most

important reference for parliamentary discussion. They run back to 1778,

just after our Declaration of Independence, when the whole circulation

was but thirty-five million, and the entire deposits were but twenty-five

million, and stop with the bank act of 1844, when the circulation had reach

ed one hundred and five million, and the deposits had touched sixty million.

The above returns embrace the period of the twenty years' suspension,

(Pennsylvania did better,) and covering a fluctuation in the stock of bullion

from three million to eighty-one million. The lowest depreciation of the

bank note during the bank's embarrassment was in 1814, just before Wel

lington turned the day against Bonaparte at Waterloo, when the note

dropped twenty-five-and-one-eighth per cent! but in 1821, about the time
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of Napoleon's death, a resumption of cash payments brought the bank note

to its sovereign value, where it has remained, notwithstanding the fact of

the bank having in the one department but two million two hundred

thousand dollars in bullion, against an active circulation of one hundred

and one million, on the 23d of October, 1847 ! Had a few of the ten mil

lion of depositors called upon the bank, they would have had to use their

government letter, and shut down the gate, as they did in 1797 !

In 1825-6, the crisis was most severe.upon bankers—the panic of 1837

covered all classes—prosperity in 1835—inflation in 1836—crash in 1837.

In 1847 the merchants were the leading sufferers by the crisis, but as is

always the case the general public suffered more or less. Ten years since

twenty-two firms came down, in Calcutta alone, for about forty million

dollars. Following out the view expressed in my first letter, that these

periodical revulsions come round every ten years, what is to prevent the

rule from excepting 1857 ? Certainly some rather astonishing elements

have been introduced since the last break down of credit—among other

things the aid of steam and telegraphs have changed exchanges, and money

markets of different nations are more sympathetic than formerly in con

sequence. Railroads, industrial enterprises, and commerce have shot ahead

as was never known before, and when, I ask, has the rate of interest ruled

so high on the European side as in 1856 ? When has the world ever dug

out of the mines before, six hundred and twenty-five millions gold in seven

years ? and yet, when has the bullion kept so low throughout the year in

the national banks? No time since 1842, not omitting 1847, fias the

bullion department of the Bank of England showed such low figures on

the average as in 1856 ! When in five years' time before, have financiers

seen one hundred and seventy-four million specie, pass by the pyramids

to the East? When did British exports reach nearly six hundred million

previous to last year? and when has a nation built twenty-six thousand

miles of railway within so brief a period as has the United States ?

These, then, are some of the changes that have come round since the

last severe panic in the money market, and older heads than mine are

puzzled to understand how they are to effect the prosperity of the world.

The doubling of the rate of interest may be accounted for by the simple

fact of the doubling of trade, the navigation, and the commerce of the

country. Twelve years ago the figures were pust half what they are

to-day ; and twelve years hence, if the same ration goes on with the one,

what should prevent it from effecting the other—placing the interest Ucetve

per cent instead of six ? Increase of trade demands increase of capital ;

and more capital, a higher rate of interest. But to return to the Bank

of England.

The directors pursue a surer policy than formerly. They regulate rate

of interest and discounts by supply and demand, and not by circulation;

and the true position of the bank may be shown by rating the amount of

the "public securities" and the bullion in the vaults. Last Saturday's

return gives a trifle less than one hundred million dollars to the former,

and about fifty-one million to the latter 1

The Bank of England has eleven branches, each bank's notes payable at

Elace of issue, but all met in coin at the parent establishment in London,

ondon takes two-thirds of the entire issue of notes, leaving but one-third

for the provinces—i. «., of a circulation of one hundred and five million,

seventy are issued in London, and thirty-five million at the branch estab
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lishments. The bank pays the government, for this privilege of issue,

about one million dollars per annum, and receives a handsome sum in

return for managing the public debt. The notes are only legal in Eng

land—the Joint-Stock Bank of 1845 having provided against their legality

in Ireland and Scotland.

From England let us turn to France. Just two centuries from the time

Queen Elizabeth planted the seed of the Indian Empire, and one hundred

and four years after the establishing of the Bank of England, Napoleon

founded the Bank of France—commencing in 1800 with a capital of

eighteen million, and a reserve fund of two-and-a-half million, in all a

working capital of about twenty million dollars. Just for a moment look

at its leviathan operations in 1855. During that year the bank discounted

nine hundred and forty million dollars. No wonder that the fortunate

stockholders grew merry over their annual dinner when the president

announces a dividend of twenly-five per cent. In 184.5, the number of

branch banks were twenty-four, and of 1855, thirty-eight; but you will

best see the increase of its operations from 1846 to 1850, by making the

figures. Before the fall of the Bourbon dynasty, its discounts were but

three hundred and forty-five million ; under the Napoleonic rule, nine hun

dred and forty. In 1846, only eighty-six million were discounted at the

branches; in 1855, five hundred and forty-nine million. The business of

the bank of 1852, was even doubled in 1856. In 1H55, one hundred

million dollars alone was advanced on railway stock !

The French revolution, it is well-known, deadened trade. In 1847,

the discounts at the bank were some two hundred and sixty-five million ;

during the two succeeding years they were fifty-one million, and sixty-

eight million, respectively, showing the effect of revolution on commerce.

But the operations of late years are up to the greatest magnitude. If on

so limited a capital they have done so much, what might we expect if the

government increase it, as has been proposed, to fifty millions? 1 doubt

if it is done, for the international banking scheme, on a capital of twenty-

five million, seems to meet the sanction of the Emperor. To change it

would take much time ; 'tis a slow process. First the bank makes the

movement, then Council of State, then Legislative body, afterwards the

Senate, and then the government has to make it public, all of which creates

delay. A glance at the mint operations tell us that—

From 1795 to 18S6, the total amount of gold coined in France was. . $678,000,000

Amount coined during same time iu silver VI7,OO».u00

Total coined $ 1 ,4 yu.uuo.OOO

During the last six years, France has coined four hundred million in

gold ; but only, for the same time, forty-five million iu silver. But to cut

it finer, take the past two years. While the mint has turned out ono

hundred and eighty-three million of gold coin, she has made but fifteen

million in stiver. It is estimated that over two hundred and fifty million

of silver coin has been displaced by the late gold discoveries] The Bank

of France, to-day, has but about half the amount of bullion which was in

her vaults in 1850—then, eighty-five million ; now, forty million. It is

mostly of note, that of the two hundred million specie exported to the

East during the last few years, all the silver went on past Ceylon, while

the gold stopped this side the Red Sea. In round numbers, why not see

how the bank stands to day—what are its obligations?

vol. xxxvi.—no. v. 36
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Commence, if you please, with paid-up capital $50,000,000

Take its deposits, private and public, say 46,000,000

Now add circulation 120,000,000

On the one hand you have. $186,000,000

Against: mercantile paper, bearing always three names, a large

amount of which is for small tradesmen, under 100 francs—say for

bills discounted, short date $106,000,000

Government securities, all realizable, save 10,000,000 40,000,000

Bullion in reserve. 40,000,000

On the other $1 86,000,000

Now to make a rough calculation on the Bank of England. "We may-

compare the two—

First take stock entries. $78,000,000

Add accumulated reserve, or rest 16,500,000

Making a capital of $89,500,000

But of this sum, 56,000,000 is government debt—not represented by

stock, not transferable, and consequently not available ; therefore

deduct these dead weight securities 65,000,000

And you have, as the actual capital of the bank, but about. $34,500,000

Deposits, public and private 85,000,000

Notes in circulation, including bank post bills and money orders 106,000,000

Say $190,000,000

Add capital, or governm't debt, not including reserve of $16,600,000. . 73,000,000

$263,000,000

But to get fair comparison, omit government debt 65,000,000

$208,000,000

And add rest, or reserve 16,500,000

You have on the one side liabilities amounting to $224,600,000

Now what has the bank to meet them ?—

First: government securities, including dead weight, not availlable. . $76,000,000

Private securities—notes, bills, <fec 97,600,000

Bullion, as shown by last Saturday's return 62,000,000

$224,600,000

Therefore, throwing out the government debt and the dead weight

securities, the two great banks stand thus : With a capital of thirty-four-

and-a-half million, the Bank of England has obligations to the public of

one hundred and ninety million dollars ; while the Bank of France, with a

capital of twenty-million, has obligations amounting to one hundred and

sixty-five million dollars—which, it will be seen, is a trifle in favor of the

English bank.

The capital and obligations of the there prominent national institutions

bear no comparison to the credits of London joint stock banks. They

possess a capital of fifteen million dollars, on the strength of which they

have received deposits amounting to one hundred and ninety million,

against forty million in 1844. Under the act of 1844, there were two

hundred and eight private bankers, and seventy-two joint stock banks

established. The authorized issues under the act were twenty-five million

to the private, and seventeen million to the joint stock. Since 1844, the
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decline of private bankers shows forty-five as having ceased issuing notes,

twenty-two of which having stopped payment, and nine joint stock, six

of which failed. During the last ten years, seven hundred and thirty-

eight million dollars bullion have been imported into England ; yet the

average amount held by the Bank of England was three million four hun

dred thousand dollars less than in 1846—notwithstanding the increase of

exports from two hundred and eighty-eight million in 1840, to some six

hundred million in 1856; while France imported, from 1849 to 1855—

Bullion. $512,000,000

And exported same time 300,000,000

Leaving in the country. $212,000,000

And yet the French bank, at the end of 1856, had about eighteen million

less than in 1846. I wish some Adam Smith or Francis Bacon would

rise up among us, and explain away the inconsistencies and perplexing

questions of the time.

Pardon me for making so many figures—another day I will be less

elaborate. One word on Turkey, and a closing remark on China, and I

have done. I intended to write more at length on the financial position

of the Ottoman Empire, but I find I have not the space. You are awara

that the American and Grecian Bankers have been disgusted by the Sultan

having given the concession for the new National Bank to English capi

talists. Sixty million is the capital, ten of which must be paid down in

cash—the bank to commence operations in six months after the signing of

the firman. Two-thirds of the facilities go to the government, the other

to agriculture and commerce. Capitalists are sanguine of success, and

English contractors are swarming through Turkey. I must say I was not

impressed with Constantinople, when there last May. Any port but that

for me.

The growth and decay of the Ottoman power, its rise and fall—now

calm, now surging with dissensions, so strangely historical in Mahomet's

career, the first Emperor, past the Koran, past Solyman the Groat, down

to the present effeminate monarch—Turkey is a most interesting study.

Financially, she needs support. This bank is just in time. All the old

coin and worthless paper hawking among the Turks, will disappear before

the new stamp. The "sick man" needs the doctor, for the harem is suffo

cated with the extravagant bills of the women. All the Sultan desires is

money—money to keep off the duns at his door.

With a revenue of from 26 to $30,000,000—say $80,000,000

See what is done with it :—

Interest on the national debt $6,000,000

The Sultan—for his harem, his palaces, and bis women

—takes the modest sum of 7,600,000

Leaving only for the military and civil list, say 17,600,000

$80,000,000

In fact this last sum is much cut up, for it is well-known that the Sultan,

for the use of the seraglio, is privileged to issue bonds called shehims, bear

ing two per cent interest per month—California rates. During the last six

months the Sultan has been short, and has issued five million dollars of

these bonds, which you will see adds, for the small item of interest, the enor
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mous sum of one million two hundred and fifty thousand dollars to the Stat*

debt. To gain the outside sum, put down as revenue, twice that amount

is levied. It first costs at court fifty per cent to get in the taxes, and

then the court alone pockets one-third of all that gets into the treasury—a

system of thieving commencing with the slave, and improving in deceit till

it reaches the palace. Euglish energy and English capital will give new

life to decaying Turkey. As a nation, she is strong in her weakness. The

great powers guaranty her nationality, and will fight over her grave.

Since writing the foregoing, Parliament has been active on the Chins

question. Lord Pal uierston is f>ame even yet; troops and embassadors

a e getting away with all dispatch. Meanwhile, teas, silks, and all Chinese

"notions" will advauce. Firms may suspend, and European heads be

strung along the Canton walls, but, in the end—when England commences

in earnest, when John Bull is fairly aroused, when "dear tea" will be the

word to return Lord Palmerston's party to power, when the fleet walls up

the Chinese waters and stops the machinery of the Imperial Canal—who

can doubt for a moment the victor ? England must succeed. Opportunely

enough, the Persian affair is put to bed, and a fine army is released for

China purposes. The result will stimulate commerce. Iluman life, indi

vidual property, and public treasuries, will not be spared to shake the

Tartar's dynasty. The East and the West must have an understanding.

England wants more room for trade, and she sees it all along the China

rivers. Those who are familiar with the China trade, will see at once

how embarrassing all this meanwhile will be to China commerce and

European operations. Ships go a Pegging, for China has nothing now for

them. Commission houses look wishfully at their cotton goods on the

Canton go-downs. By this time they know how much the Chinese owe

them, or how much they owe the Chinamen. Exchange operations stand

still ; documentary credits are useless. The East India Company write

home to say, that it is killing the opium trade ; and the Parsees, who are

dropping one hundred and fitly dollars on every chest, must fall back on

the India banks ; and the Indian Banks have had all they want in the

way of losses, through advances on rice and seeds. All wait now for later

dates. Other nations, in China, are no better placed than the English.

The Americans cannot manage the entire trade as in 1842. That pleasant

dream was dispelled when Admiral Armstrong shelled the forts; but now

ho has withdrawn, on the clause to the Rev. Peter Parker in Yeh's letter,

saying, " there's no cause of strife between us"—but no apology was given.

The French and Americans indirectly assist the English ; but their nations

are not so decided what to do. Such is the position of matters in the

East ; so—between this China question, the dissolution of Parliament, the

Russian railways, and the Turkish bank, with a speculative mania com

mencing again in France, and new operations requiring capital on all

sides—money is in demand and tight

If I have taxed your pages, and your readers' patience, in this letter, I

promise to bo more agreeable in the next.

Meanwhile I remain, my dear sir, most truly yours, a. r. t.
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Art. T.— CHICAGO IS 1816.*

THE SITUATION OF CHICAGO—ITS nARBOR, STREETS AND BRIDGES—SUCCESSION OP MAYORS—PRO

GRESS OP POPULATION—MORTALITY—COMMERCIAL STATISTICS—TRADE IN BRRADSTUFF8—LCMBM

TRADE—BUILDINOS ERECTED—MANUFACTURES—VALUATION OF PROPERTY—MILITARY COMPANIES

—FIRE DEPARTMENT—SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES—CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS—CRIME—AMUSEMENTS

—HOTRLS—NEWSPAPERS—OHUBCHES—THE CLEROY.

The city of Chicago, lying on both sides of the Chicago River, is sepa

rated by that stream, and its two branches, into three unequal divisions.

These are called respectively, the North, the South, and the West Divis

ions. The North and South Divisions front upon Lake Michigan ; the.

West Division lies west of the two branches of the river, which, flowing

nearly north and south, unite their waters at a point nearly a mile west

of the lake shore, and empty into the lake. The idea is entertained by

some that Chicago is a low city, incapable of proper drainage. It is easily

shown how erroneous this idea is. The South Division is elevated from

five to twelve feet above the surface of the lake ; the West Division from

eight to seventeen feet, and the North Division from seven to twelve fee*

above the level of the lake. These data are from actual measurements,

recently made by Mr. Harper, late superintendent of the public works of

the city.

The main river is about 200 feet wide. It is from twenty to thirty feet

deep, but the current is dull and sluggish. The river, with its branches,

forms a harbor some ten miles long, and is navigable, for about six miles,

for the largest class of lake vessels, and is usually full of all sorts of craft,

from the splendid steamer down to the humble sloop or schooner.

Communication between different divisions of the city is effected by

ineans of eight bridges, so constructed as to swing open in the middle, to

admit the passage of vessels. The city council have authorized the con

struction of an additional bridge, to be built of iron, at a cost of 150,000.

The subject of tunneling the river has been much talked of, and a company

has been formed for the purpose. A cast iron model of the tunnel may be

seen on Randolph-street, but the work has not yet been commenced.

The streets of the city cross each other at right angles; they are wide,

and, with three exceptions, they are not paved. During the past year the

grade of some of the streets has been raised to a level, which, it is intended,

shall be uniform. Lake-street and South Water-street, and a part of

Michigan-avenue, are now completed and paved with stone. The othef^

streets are planked. The sidewalks in front of buildings, erected within

two years past, are usually made of large blocks of stone, many of which

are ten feet long, three or four feet wide, and six inches thick. Thes*

* Former volumes of the Merchants' Magaunc contain many articles on the subject of Chicago,

exhibiting its growth and trado in successive years. In the number of the Magazine for February,

1548, (vol. xviil, p. 164) we gave a sketch of the history of tho city and its commercial statistics to

that time. The number for April, 186?, (vol. xxvi, p. 424) contains the "Annual Review of the

Commerce of Chicago for the Year 1851," embracing, also, a summary of the chief statistics of tha

previous years. Since that time each volume of our Magazine has recorded the principal facts is

the progress of this important commercial emporium. One of the most detailed of tbeso articles

may be found In the number for June, 1S55, (vol. xxxli, p. <J91.) In the number for February, 1 856,

(vol. xxxv, p. 173.) U an article by tho author of tho present paper, which contains tho detailed

Statistics for the year 1833.—Kd. Mer. Mag.
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pavements are made to correspond with the new grade. Many of tbe

streets are adorned by rows of tine forest trees.

The city charter bears the date of March 4, 1831. The following table

exhibits the names of all the mayors of Chicago, and the population of

the city at the corresponding dates :—

Date. Mnvors. Pop.

1848-JamesH. Woodworth.. 20,035

1849—James H. Woodworth. . 23,047

1 850—James Curtia 28,269

1 86 1 —Walter S. Ournee 82,000

1862—Walter S. Gurnee 38.783

1853—CM. Gray 66,662

1854— Isaac L. Milliken 74,500

1855—L. D. Boone 82,750

1856—Thomas Dyer

1867—John Wentworth

Date. Mayors. Pop.

4,170

1840—A. Lloyd 4,470

• ....

■ ....

7,580

8,800

1845—A. Garrett 12,088

14,170

16,860

It will be seen by this table that, since 1 840, the population of Chicago

has doubled every four years. The number of deaths in the city, for ten

years past, is stated below. In 1854, the cholera raged here, but since

then it has not visited us. In 185(5, the number of deaths was twenty

less than in 1855, while the population was 20,000 more.

Tear. Deaths. Tear. Deaths. Tear. Deaths. Tear. Deaths. Tear. Deaths.

1847.... 620 1 1849.... 1,619 I 1861.... 836 I 1863 1,206 I 1856.... 1,970

1848.... 660 J I860.... 1,835 | 1852.. . . 1,649 | 1854... . 8,829 | 1856 1,950

The following tables show the amount of flour, wheat, and corn, received

at, and exported from, Chicago during the last three years :—

FLOUR, WHEAT, AND CORN, RECEIVED AT CHICAGO FOR THE LAST THREE YEARS.

Flour, reduced to bushels of wheat. . . .

Wheat, bushels

Corn, bushels

im. m. 1856.

797,620 1,210,020 2,052.885

8,048,880 7,685,826 8,766,631

7,488,443 8,499,987 11,647,205

Aggregates 11,884,843 17,844,828 22,466,671

FLOUR, WHEAT. AND CORN, EXPORTED FROM CniCAGO FOR THE LAST THREE TEARS.

1854. 1855. 1856.

Flour, reduced to bushels of wheat 539,685 843,950 1,026,405

Wheat, bushels 2,102,703 6,330,663 8,252,475

Oorn, bushels 6,822,869 7,615,407 10,807,786

Aggregates 9,465,207 14,689,910 20,086,616

It is now well established that Chicago is one of the greatest lumber

markets in world. The immense amount of 456,000,000 feet was received

during the last year; yet so great was the consumption in the city, and

the demand for shipment, that the amount held over at the close of the

year, in the lumber yards, was quite small.

AMOUNT OF LUMBER RECEIVED FOR THE LAST THREE YEARS.

1854. 1855. 1856.

Bylake feet 217,120,000 299,291,267 448,000,000

By other sources 10,912,000 8,085,798 8,711,267

Total 228,032,000 308,277,065 456,711,267
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The progress of Chicago is, perhaps, as tangibly shown in the buildings

erected here, as in anything else. The amount expended in building in

1854, was 12,438,900; in 1855, $2,521,950; and in 1856, 18,954,700.

The increase for 1856, is $1,432,750. These suras include the amount

expended by the city in paving and building bridges, but do not, of course,

include the price of ground on which buildings are erected.

Chicago is rather a commercial than a manufacturing city; yet she had

employed in 1856, in various branches of manufactures, over 10,000 per

sons; had a capital embarked of over $7,000,000, and produced manu

factured articles to the value of nearly 814,000,000. Here are the figures

in detail :—

Men cinploy'd. CapiH Invest'd. Value Minul

Iron, machinery and care.

Wiudow »a«h, doors, Ac

Agricultural implements

Dressed stone, bricks, marble, Ac

Malt liquors, vinegar, Ac.

Carriages and wagons

Flour

Boots and shoes, hats and caps

Furniture

Linseed oil. soap and candles

Leather and morocco

Brass, tin and copper

Cooperage, wooden ware and brooms

Stoves and wire work

Saddles, harness and trunks

Ship and boat building

Blank books and book binding

Lightning rods and pumps

Lead pipe

Starch and salaratus

Furs and gloves

Musical instruments and jewelry

Matches

Glue

White lead

Oas and coke

Bellows makers

Chemicals

Confectionery

Total

Same in 1856 6,288 6,868,400 10,289,000

Increase in 1856 8,746 $1,248,600 $8,883,169

The value of real estate and personal property in Chicago, in 1856, as

it appears recorded on the assessment rolls in the office of the county clerk,

is as follows :—

Real estate. Personal property. Total.

South Chicago $11,689,778 $4,48«,b«e $16,847,771

West " 7,986,147 606,296 8,691,448

North " 8,479,770 756,040 4,286,810

2,595 $1,960,000 $3,466,000

500 425,000 1,110,000

615 667,000 1,064,800

1,600,0002,049

276

9C0.O00

445,000 1,086,800

850 400,000 860,000

68 800,000 612,669

1,000 100,000 600,000

500 860,000 600,000

100 800,000 500,000

163 807,600 432,000

256 200,000 400,000

160 150,000 850,000

130 200,000 260,000

235 126,000 850,000

100 800,000 160,000

50 25,000 126,000

41 44,000 97,600

20 20,000 50,000

12 20,000

6,000 -

60,000

15 32,500

30 6,000 26,000

so 6,600 20,000

15 20,000 21,000

15 60,000 7,600

130 860,000 168,840

4 1,000 12,000

15 15,000 82,000

50 20,000 200,000

10,084 $7,612,000 $18,672,169

Total . $22,105 680 $5,848,222 $28,676,024

The valuation of real estate, for county and stale purposes, takes place

but once in two years. The assessed valuation of real and personal estate,

as made by the city assessors for the year 1856, is as follows:—
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Ecal estate. Personal propertj. Total.

Smith Division $18,418,708 $4,486,886 $17,489,598

Vfett " 8,296,919 674,143 8.9(19.761

North ■ 4,061,858 656,930 4.618.78*

Total $26,771,181 $5,717,959 $31,489,120

The military force of the city consists of fourteen independent volunteer

companies. The only occasion on which this force has been called out to

assist the civil power in the maintainance of the laws, was in the great

German riot of April, 1 855, commonly called the " lager bier war." There

were four companies on duty on that occasion. The court house square

was guarded by the troops, and cannon kept in position to rake all ihe

avenues leading thereto, from four o'clock Saturday afternoon, till eight

o'clock on the following Tuesday morning; but, happily, no collision took

place between the military and the mob. The latter dispersed as soon as

the former came upon the ground, and all the firing and bloodshed took

place before the troops were ordered out.

The Fire Department embraces thirteen engine companies with a pro

portionate number of hose, hook, and ladder companies, and an aggregate

force of over eight hundred men. A look-out for fires is constantly kept

in the belfry of the court house. The system of fire alarms is not per

haps the best that might be devised. If a fire occurs in the 4th ward,

the alarm bell is struck eight times, and then four times, <fec. If in the

7th ward, eight times and then seven times, <fcc. If in the first ward,

eight times and then once, ifcc. The alarm bell is a very fine one and its

deep tones can be heard all over the city. The total loss by fire during

the year 1856, was only $294,925; on which there was an insurance of

$62,600.

The public schools of the city, ten in number, are under the direction

of a superintendant of common schools, appointed by the city council, at

a salary of $2,000 a year. • The present superintendant is John C. Dork,

Esq., a gentleman who has proved himself admirably qualified for that im

portant position. The schools are well classified, after the plan of those

of Philadelphia, and pupils pass regularly from the lower to the higher

grades. The course of instruction is thorough, and none but the most

competent teachers are employed. The number of pupils is over 8,000.

A high school was opened in October last, on the plan of that of Phila

delphia. The edifice, one of the handsomest in the city, is built of white

Athens stone, and is 88 by 62 feet, and three stories high. There are

several excellent private schools, both for boys and girls, also a female

seminary under the charge of the Presbyterian denomination. There are

two commercial colleges, Judge Bell's, which has a very high and well

deserved reputation, and Gregory, Bryant & Stratton's, a newly established

institution, which is also admirably conducted. Lectures on commercial

law are delivered in these colleges respectively by Robert S. Blackwell

and Robert Rae, Esqs. Another college has been instituted by the Bap

tist denomination, the buildings for which will be erected in the course of

a year. A theological seminary is attached to it, for the instruction of

candidates for the Baptist ministry. The sum of $100,000 has been sub

scribed for the erection of the buildings, and the Hon. Stephen A. Douglas

has conveyed to the trustees ten acres of land on which they are to be

erected. The institution will bear the name of "Douglas University ;"

and the Rev. J. C. Burroughs, D. D., has been elected as its President.
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Rush Medical College is a very flourishing institution, and we ought not to

omit to mention the Jesuit College, in the North Division of the city, the

professors of 1 oth of which arc men of eminent learning.

The benevolent and charitable institutions of Chicago will bear favorable

comparison with those of older and more wealthy cities. There is an

orphan asylum (thu directresses of which are ladies moving in the first

circles in the city) which received and provided for sixty-eight poor chil

dren, during the last year. The Mercy Hospital, under the charge of the

Sisters of Mercy, opened to persons of all creeds, is a noble example of

the charity of the Roman Catholic denomination. The hospital of St

James' (Episcopal) church is supported by the contributions of that con

gregation, and has been the means of great good to many inmates. Dur

ing 1850, the Chicago Bible Society's receipts amounted to $5,045 35, in

cluding a legacy of $1,000 from the late Jeremiah Price, Esq.

The annals of criminal jurisprudence in Chicago are not marked by a

frequency of crimes of great enormity, though unhappily offenses of lesser

degrees are frequent. There have been two recent cases of poisoning

(only one of which resulted fatally) and two of murder, which for cold

blooded atrocity, can scarcely find a parallel. Nocturnal attacks upon

unarmed individuals, for the purpose of plunder, are not unknown though

not frequent A burglary, accompanied by robbery, takes place perhaps

four times a year ; attempts at burglary have been frustrated as often as

once a month. The individuals detected or captured in this business have

in their possession tools for the accomplishment of their nefarious designs,

" of the latest and most improved patterns," and are usually found to be

rogues from older cities. Gambling, in all its varieties, is carried on here

to a degree that would astonished those to whom the subject is new. The

penalties are very severe, yet the professional blackleg too frequently con

trives to evade the law, and pursues his fiendish sport in defiance of its

injunctions, and totally regardless of the misery that he causes to many

a once happy home. An institution for the reformation of juvenile offend

ers, was opened on the 30th of November, 1855. 'It commenced v.ith

seven children, and in Jan., 1857, their number had increased to fifty-six.

The superintendent is Mr. D. B. Nichols.

With amusements, Chicago is well supplied. The theater is well pa

tronized, and its stock company embraces some very good actors. The

house is kept open all the year, and there is always one " star" present.

A theater, intended expressly for the German population, has been recently

erected in the North Division ; a fine looking building.

Levi J. North has an elegant ampitheater, which will hold twenty-five

hundred people, and in which he nightly delights admiring crowds. Em

met's Varieties is also a popular place of resort. Metropolitan Hall and

the new armory of the Chicago Light Guard, both splendid halls, are used

for concerts, lectures, and balls.

The leading hotels of Chicago are equal to the best in the Eastern

States. The Tremont House is the largest, and enjoys a wide reputation.

The Briggs' House is a new hotel, superbly furnished, and every way com

plete in its appointments. The Richmond House was built within the

last year, and presents a more imposing appearance than any other

hotel in the city, having a front of white Athens marble. The Revere

House is kept on the European plan. There are about a hundred other

hotels and taverns in the city, but those already mentioned are the most

noteworthy.
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The newspaper press of Chicago comprises eighteen journals, of which

eight are dailies. The Tribune, the Democratic Press, the Democrat, and

the Journal are the organs of the party now known as " Republican."

The Times is the only Democratic paper in the city, (in the English

language ;) it is the official paper of the city, has the government adver

tising, and publishes the list of advertised letters. The National Demo-

krat is a Democratic paper in the German language. The Stoats Zeitung

is a German paper of the same stripe of politics with the first three named.

The Herald is the penny paper.

The churches of Chicago are sixty in number, of which seven are Episco

palian, seven Roman Catholic, six Congregational, eight Presbyterian, five

Baptist, one Unitarian, one Universalist, nine Lutheran, twelve Methodist,

two Swedenborgian, one Spiritualist, and two Jewish synagogues. Many

of these edifices are spacious and elegant structures, which, for architec

tural effect and taste in interior decoration, will bear comparison with those

in the Eastern cities. The general character of the clergymen of the city

is deservedly high. There are a few among them whose views are narrow

and whose education was defective, but the great body of them are men

whose liberal and comprehensive views, whose upright walk and conversa

tion, whose sound learning and large acquaintance with the world, and

whose unaffected piety, adorn their high station, shed luster upon their

sacred office, and make them, in truth, " living epistles, known and read

of all men."

Art. VI—THE TRAFFIC IN COOLIES.

The future historian who shall regard the present age, will be aston

ished at the pharisaical spirit which pervades it. The ancient rabbis of

Palestine did not boast more lengthy phylacteries, nor put deeper borders

on their garments, " to be seen of men," than the boastful philanthropists

of the nineteenth century. We are still repeating the same old story.

We still love the uppermost places in the synagogues, and salutations in

the market-places. 'Tis just the fashion, and fashion is as imperative now

as in the days of Herod the tetrarch. It is as blind, too, and its worship

ers are as blunt of moral perception. Hence, comes it, we have so much

false philanthropy in vogue just now, and are swayed more by names than

realities. Hence, comes it, that the Duchess of Sutherland, with all the

daughters of John Bull, raise their delicate little hands in such holy hor

ror at the inhumanity of African slavery, while chaste Britannia receives,

without a blush of shame, the advances of the lecherous Turk, whose se

raglio is filled with captive white maidens, torn from their native land,

and sold into a slavery far more terrible than that of mere chains and

stripes. However horrible the facts may be, it is not fashionable to talk

of bow-strings and the midnight splash into the dull waves of the Bos-

phorus, as some hapless maid, for having offended her master, is thus

summarily disposed of; and, seeing it is not fashionable, the sanctity of

Whitehall has never yet been disturbed with the relation of such vulgar

horrors. For the same reason, likewise, our good English cousins not

only have not raised a clamor about, but are the originators and support

ers of, a traffic in human beings as terrible and inhuman as the barbarous
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slave trade, about which they shed so many pious tears whenever the oc

casion demands. I refer to the trade in Coolies. With a singular per

versity of moral perception, we on this side of the Atlantic have main

tained a very inexplicable silence on this most important matter. I hardly

remember to have seen in a single American newspaper any account of

the accompanying cruelties and barbarities of this inhuman traffic. I call

attention, therefore, to the following from the London Weekly Times, of

February 11, which is only one instance in a thousand:—

•' On Monday, at the Thames Police Court, Captain Seymour, the master of

the ship Duke of Portland, appeared before Mr. Selfe to answer a demand made

upon him by a seaman named Smith, who claimed a balance of £40 for his ser

vices on a voyage from Hong Kong to Santa Cruz, Havana, and London. Mr.

Young appeared for the complainant, who shipped for £5 per month, and the

captain resisted payment of the wages on the ground that the seaman became ill,

in consequence of his own indiscretion, and was unable to do any duty during a

t portion of the voyage. The captain had deducted $90 from the wages.

Young said if there had been proper medicine on board to meet the disease

of the seaman, he would have been cured, and that he had applied for his discharge

three times at Havana, and it was refused. Captain Seymour, in reply to this,

said the yellow fever was raging at Havana when his ship was there, and it would

have been certain death to the complainant if he had sent him on shore.

" Mr. Selfe, on looking over the official log, said he did not wonder at the doe-

tor not being able to cure the complainant, for it appeared that the passengers

died off like rotten sheep. There was an entrance every day of the Chinese taken

on board at Hong Kong dying. Ho found it stated over and over again, ' Died

of fever—died of exhaustion.' He should like to know what this meant. Cap

tain Seymour said he was very sorry to state that 132 Chinese died on board of

the Duke of Portland between Hong Kong and Havana.

" Mr. Younq : It is most horrible ! The cupidity of the Spaniards is pro

verbial. Chinamen are brought from China to work on the plantations, and this

is the result. The English flag is disgraced by such a traffic.

" Mr. Selfe : Yes, I see. Departed this life from exhaustion. Those are the

daily entries ?

" Capt, Seymour : Yes, sir ; 132 of them died.

" Mr. Selfe : I have heard of the horrors of the Middle Passage, when the

odious slave trade was in existence, but I never heard of anything like this.

" Capt. Seymour : Yes, sir ; I am sorry to say it is so. I have had as many

as 200 invalids at one time.

" Mr. Sklfe : Yes, the poor Chinese died by wholesale, although it appears

they were taken on board in good health. I hope Her Majesty's government will

hear of this.

" Capt. Seymour : It is a dreadful traffic, sir, and quite time it was put an end

to. I can assure you that every Chinaman brought on board underwent two

medical examinations before he was shipped.

" Mr. Selfe : Then, how came about this dreadful mortality?

" Capt. Seymour : I don't know, sir.

" Mr. Younq : And I am given to understand that many more of the Chinese

died when they landed in Cuba. The Spanish agents lure the poor Cliinamen

from their native country to become slaves in Cuba. It is shocking."

Here we have the whole matter in a nut shell. A hundred pages of

elaborate writing and argument would not make the matter any plainer

or more conclusive. And yet, most Christian reader, this is done in the

nineteenth century, under the flag, and within sight of the white cliffs, of

Old England—the land of Wilberforce and " Our Lady " of Sutherland !

Ah ! yes, slaves cannot breathe in England, and it seems the poor Coolies

cannot either—the latter, however, from a want of breath. Just think of
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it, one hundred and thirty-two poor Chinese thrown out to the sharks in a

single voyage ! Mr. Selt'e, in the honesty of his heart, hoped Her Majesty's

government would hear of it. Poor man ! be did not reflect that Her

Majesty's government has all its charity exercised in protecting the king

dom of Mosquito, and in staying the spread of the pernicious heresy of

American republicanism. Her Majesty's government has been so long

time preaching up the self-righteousness of the British nation, it prefers

to harp upon the shortcomings of the "rest of mankind," rather than

scan its own scarlet offenses. And although these offenses do " smell so

rank to heaven," still the subjects of Her Majesty are ever acting on tha

Shakspearian precept—

" And look you, get a prayer-book in your hand,

And stand between two churchmen, good my lord ;"

And thus, with a cloak of piety and most pharisaical devotion, they think

to—

" Clothe their naked villainy

With old odd ends, stol'n forth of holy writ,

And seem a saint, when most they play the devil."

Nor have we much to boast over our English cousins. We are as self-

righteous as they, and thank God with as much earnestness that we are

not like to other men. Here we are, fighting among ourselves, ready to

take one another's heart's blood, because we cannot all think alike on cer

tain measures of domestic policy, while Old England's ships are triumph

antly riding the seas, crammed with cargoes of human freight, and yet

our most blatant philanthropists have never a word to say. Even those

who think it no great thing to denounce the justices of our Supreme

Court in the choicest billingsgate of a common street scullion, because

they have seen fit to decide a question of constitutional law adverse to

the interests of their friends, never raise their voices to expose the canting

hypocrisy of England, as shown in her encouragement of this inhuman

traffic in poor Chinamen. Some of them even go so far as to advocate

the practice, upon the principle, I suppose, that it is right to do evil pro

vided good come of it. And this, too, when the evil is patent to all eyes,

while the future good is very problematical, to say the least. For shame,

my countrymen ! Even granting that in time the Coolie system of labor

will supplant the African, does it require any very great show of argu

ment to prove, even to the dullest comprehension, that we will only be

flying from Scylla to Charybdis ? In the one case the master's interest n

on the side of humanity ; in the other, it is just the contrary. If he use

his slave so unmercifully as to render him worthless, he loses just so much

money; but he may goad the poor Coolie until, like Captain Seymours

one hundred and thirty-two, he dies of " exhaustion," as the amiable cap

tain expresses it ; and yet the master lines his pockets while there is breath

in the poor fellow's body, and loses nothing when he becomes " exhausted

—in other words, dies.

This will be the inevitable result after the Coolies have supplanted the

slaves ; but before we have imported Coolies enough to till the lands now

cultivated by the negro, what a fearful hecatomb of lives will have been

sacrificed to the Moloch of modern Cant and Hypocrisy! Supposing the

average deaths on each voyage be only one hundred, we must be horrified

to think what a terrible number will perish before our philanthropic aim*
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are accomplished. And, besides, since only men are imported, the only

increase we can ever expect is from fresh importations, so [hat once begin

this abominable traffic on a large scale, and the enormity of the wicked

ness will only become greater with every advance. The idea is too shock

ing to be entertained for a moment. Indeed, I have not written this arti

cle because I anticipated such a result. I only desire to call the attention

of all good men to the fact that such a traffic is now existing; that it is

carried on by the most self-righteous nation on the globe ; that Americans

wink at it in no disguised manner—the South favoring it because it will

pay, the North encouraging it in hopes it will result in the disuse of ne

gro slavery. Our Congress have just resolved that the slave trade is in

famous, and a disgrace to this or any age. Let our people resolve that

between the slave trade and the Coolie trade there is no difference ; and

let our government use its influence to put a stop to the latter. It can

perform no more honorable work, or one moro conducive to the interests

of humanity. d. h. h.

Art. VII.—CHAPTERS ON CALIFORNIA FISHERIES.

CHAPTER I.

WHALING—TUB IirMPItAOK AND FINBACK—WHALE CATCHING AT HAGDALENA BAT, LOWEE OAU-

FOBNIA, AND AT SIONTEBET—ABUNDANOE OF WHALES OFF TnE HEADS OF THE GOLDEN GATE.

The whales of this coast consist principally of the humpback and fin

back, and they abound in the greatest numbers in the immediate vicinity

of our harbor. Their oil is of a better quality than that of the right or

polar whale ; but from the fact of the animals sinking as soon as they are

dead, comparatively little of their oil is obtained. An occasional whaler

will follow them into bays, and there capture them. The method pursued

in such cases is as follows:—so soon as the whale sinks, an anchor, with a

buoy rope and buoy attached, is made fast to the end of the whale-line,

and thrown overboard. In two or three days, when decomposition begins

to take place, the body rises to the surface, and is kept from drifting away

by the anchor. The captors, who are generally on watch, then tow it to

the ship or shore, where the blubber is stripped off and tried out. This

method cannot be practiced at sea, for there they never rise to the surface

again, owing to the great depth of water, and also to their being eaton by

sharks, and other submarine animals.

A groat place of resort for this species of whale, is Magdalena Bay,

Lower California. The entrance is situated in about 24° 38' X. It is un

doubtedly one of the best harbors on the western coast of America. There

are many small farms near the south end, where fruit and vegetables can

be obtained. The best season for whaling there is from the end of Octo

ber to the latter part of March. During the last five or six years, a great

many ships have visited this bay, and most of them were very successful.

Over twenty ships were anchored there at one time last year, and the

chasing, cutting in and trying out, presented a very animated scene. But

as usual, many of the whales that were killed were lost.

On a recent visit to Monterey, I became possessed of the following facts,

in relation to tho whaling company who commenced their operations about
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two years ago at that place :—From November 10th, 1854, to November

10th, 1855, the number of whales killed was twenty. Of these, six were

lost. They also captured four " killers." The whole yielded three hundred

barrels of oil, which sold at an average of 65 cents per gallon. The whole

amounted to $0,142 50. This divided amongst the company, which con

sisted of fourteen men, would give 1438 and a fraction to each man. As

this was the first year of any regular attempt to make a special business

of whaling from the porta of California, and everything had to be done at

a great disadvantage, and a great expense, it may be taken as reasonably

good data for future long-shore operations in this business.

At present there are no whales so numerous as the humpback and fin

back, from the fact of their not having been pursued so unrelentingly as

the right whale and the sperm. They are found in every latitude, and

upon every coast, where they roam about with the greatest audacity in

search of their prey. They even venture into harbors, where they fre

quently gambol about for hours amongst the, shipping. Any person who

will take the trouble to visit the clifis that overhang the ocean, can see

them spouting in the distance, and see their black sides glisten in the rays

of the sun, as they turn flukes. Frequently within a few miles of the en

trance to this port, dozens of them can be seen, inviting us, apparently, to

come out and take them. That could be done very easily, and, too, by a

method used by the Indians centuries before he had seen the shadow of

the pale-face.

CHAPTER II.

FORMES AND rBEBENT PEICE9 OF OIL AND BONK CONTRASTED— LACK Or IMPROVEMENT IN TH1

WHALE FIBHING ABT—GROWING SCARCITY OF WHALES—OLD FWnlNO-GROCXDS EXHAUSTED AND

DESERTED; NEW ONES REMOTE—MEANS MUST BE TAKEN TO CATCH THE HUMPBACK AND FISBACI,

OX THE WHALE FISHERY WILL SOON END—THE AUTHOR'S PLAN PROMISED.

No longer ago than 1846, sperm oil was worth only 95 cents per gal

lon, and right whale but 25 and 30 cents, whilst whalebone brought out

30 and 32 cents per pound. Now, sperm oil is worth from $1 50 to $1 75

per gallon, and but little to be obtained for burning at that—most of it

being bought for machinery, and the remainder being UBed in lighthouses.

I will venture to say that not one man in five hundred who buys sperm

oil in the various towns and cities of "the United States, ever gets the pure

article, but receives either blackfish, humpback, or bleached right whale

oil instead. As but few comparatively know the difference, perhaps they

are just as well satisfied.

Right whale oil now brings from 60 to 70 cents per gallon. Bone be

ing applied to many new uses, is worth from 50 to 60 cents per pound.

Although wonderful improvements have been made in agriculture, the

arts, and manufactures, within the last ten years, none of any importance

has been made in the whaling business, with the exception of the bomb-

lance ; and even that is not so effective as could be desired. With but a

few unimportant exceptions, the means used at the present time are ex

actly the same as were, practiced forty years ago. Formerly, it was not

an uncommon thing for ships to return home with 2,500 or 3,000 barrels

of oil, after an absence of but twelve or fifteen months ; now, if that quan

tity is obtained in three years, it is considered a good voyage.

The old whaling-grounds of the Crozetts, Brazil, and Chili, and the

coasts of New Holland and New Zealand, aTe now hardly worth visiting.

In miners' parlance, those diggings are worked out. Not one ship in ten

'V
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is now able to do a profitable season's work there. The only grounds

which are really valuable at the present day are the coast of Kamschatka,

the Ochotska Sea, Arctic Ocean, and the Northwest coast of America ;

and there the whales are becoming scarcer every year, and more difficult

to catch. Any person can perceive this who will take the trouble to ex

amine the reports of the whalers that have arrived at the Sandwich Islands

within the last five years.

Unless some method is adopted by which we can catch the humpback

and finback, whaling will cease to bo the principal business of the cities

of New Bedford, Nantucket, and other large places that have been built

up and supported by it. This is a stubborn fact that must be acknowl

edged, if we draw our inference from the past. It is but little more than

seventy years ago that whaling was commenced by the inhabitants of

Nantucket and New Bedford. Whales were then so numerous on the

shores and in the bays of New England, that the business was carried on

in small boats, which, having succeeded in taking their noble prey, towed

it back to the beach, where it was flinched on top at low water, and then

turned over with tackles at high tide, so as to get at the under side. But

a short time sufficed to thin off these visitors to our Eastern shores. Then

sloops and schooners were fitted out and dispatched for the purpose,

which, after taking a whale, would either tow the prize into port, if the

wind was fair, or cut it in along-side, and then carry the blubber into

port to be tried out. This did not last long ; the whales became scarcer

and scarcer, until at the present day our ships do not stop short of the in

hospitable regions of the Arctic Ocean, and their voyages are often pro

longed four, five, and even six years. During these long trips, it frequently

occurs that their crews do not put their feet on terra firma for six or

seven months. There is no necessity for this.

JOURNAL OF MERCANTILE LAW.

COLLISION—LIGHTS—CLOUDT WEATHER—DUTY OP STEAMERS.

United States Circuit Court, September 1856. Otis P. Rumball vs. The

Steamer Pacific.

Nelson, C. J.—This is a libel filed by the owner of the brig Alfaretta against

the steamer for a collision occuring on the night of the 16th of August, 1853,

some fifteen or twenty miles o£f the south side of Long Island, in which the brig

was run down and lost. The brig was loaded with lumber, and on her way to the

port of New York ; the steamer had left this port, and was pursuing one of her

usual trips, with her passengers and freight, to Liverpool. The wind was about

southwest-by-west with a four or five-knot breeze, the night cloudy, and sky over

cast, though not unusually dark, as some stars were visible. The brig was head

ing northwesterly, close hauled to the wind, and moving at the rate of three or

four knots an hour, the steamer on a course east-half-south at the rate of twelve

or thirteen miles an hour. The lights of the steamer were seen, according to the

testimony of the hands on board the brig, some fifteen minutes before the collision,

and as Boon as discovered, a bright light was hoisted, and kept in her fore rigging.

This light of the brig was seen by tho hands on the steamer when the two vessels

were some three miles apart. The steamer saw the light of the approaching ves

sel some two points and a half off its starboard bow, when first discovered, and

the hands on the brig saw the steamer's lights about the same number of points

off their larboard bow. The starboard bow of the steamer came in contact with
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the larboard bow of the brig, carrying away her jibs and foremast, and cutting

her down to the water's edge.

It is insisted, on the part of the brig, that she kept her course, which was north

westerly close hauled to the wind, and which coarse she had taken several hours

before, she being then on her larboard tack, down to the moment of the collision ;

and, that from the course of the steamer, the hands on board of her had no reason

to apprehend the danger, and, that it was not in their power to have avoided it.

On the part of the steamer, it is insisted in the answer, and upon the proofs,

that the brig, when first discovered, was steering to the westward, or northwest

erly, and close hauled to the wind, and in a course nearly opposite to the steamer ;

but, that instead of keeping her course, as she should and might have done, she

suddenly and unexpectedly put her helm hard up, changed her course, and came

bows on against the steamer, and thus produced the disaster.

These two positions, the one presented by the brig, and the other by the

steamer, raise the only material and important question in the case.

The brig had on board at the time six hands, beside the master, who is the

libelant Four of them have been examined in the case—the mate and three of

the hands—the other two were not found so as to be examined, after search on

the part of the libelant. They all concur in support of the position that the

course of the brig was not changed after discovering the lights of the steamer,

and, indeed, had not been from the time the vessel was put on her larboard tack.

All of them witnessed the collision, and the approach of the vessels toward each

other from the time the steamer's lights were discovered. They cannot well be

mistaken ; if they have misstated the facts it must have been a willful perversion

of the truth. They appear to be intelligent witnesses, and to comprehend what

they were testifying to, and there is nothing in their account of the transaction

that would lead us to distrust it.

Several of the witnesses on behalf of the steamer testify to a change of the

course of the brig, which in their judgment led to the disaster. But, it is to be

observed that none of them discovered her course till the danger was impending ;

and it is quite apparent from their evidence that they rather inferred the change

from the fact of the meeting of the vessels under the circumstances, they having

previously seen the brig off their starboard quarter, and therefore to the sonth

and east of them ; and, also, for the further reason that the steamer had star

boarded her helm for the purpose of giving the brig a wider berth to pass. The

first, officer, Woodfine, whose watch it was, and to whom the light of the brig

was first reported, and who had charge of the navigation of the steamer, has

given a very detailed and full account of the transaction, and is beyond all doubt

the most to be relied on from his position and duties upon the vessel. He says

that he saw the brig change just or immediately before the collision ; that he did

not see her change her course before this, and that her light had been under bit

eye from the time she was first seen on the steamer.

In another part of his examination he says " that before he saw any change

of the course of the brig she was heading west or northerly of west." This

course substantially agrees with that testified to by the hands on the brig. TTie

starboard lookout, Asnbridge, who first saw the light, and reported it to the first

officer, also concurs that when he first made out the course of the brig she was

heading to the westward.

Now, taking the account of the transaction as given by the first officer of the

steamer, it is quite clear that no change took place in the course of the brig in

any sense that goes to contradict the hands on board of her. In the confusion of

the impending peril, when all on board must have expected their vessel to be

instantly crushed by the overwhelming weight and force of the steamer, it is not

surprising if the brig was left to the direction of the winds and waves, the hands

instead of continuing to guide her. looking out for the safety of their lives. The

helm was probably abandoned. But if it was not, and an unskillful movement

of the vessel made at the moment, it cannot be attributed as a fault. The fault

lay upon the steamer for bringing upon the vessel the peril.

It is not claimed in the answer, nor by the witnesses on the part of the steamer,
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that the night was so dark that the utmost vigilance by those on board of her

could not descry the brig with her light in time to have taken the proper meas

ures to avoid her. The defense is put exclusively upon the fact that she changed

her course under circumstances that produced the disaster.

If the other ground had been taken, the obvious answer would be that the rate

of the speed of the steamer was too great for a night so dark that a vessel with

a bright light could not be seen in time to take care and avoid her. Indeed, the

first officer says he could see an object lrom the steamer that night a mile without

any light upon it.

Upon the whole, after the fullest consideration of the facts in the case, I am

constrained to reverse the decree below, and to condemn the steamer for the

damages sustained by the collision.

RIGHTS OF COLORED PASSENOERS AND COMMON CARRIERS.

Superior Court of the City of New York, December 1971856. Before Judge

Slosson. Samuel Pennington is. Sixth Avenue Railroad Company.

The plantiff is a colored clergyman, and brought this action to recover dam

ages for being forcibly expelled from the defendan t«' car in May last. On enter

ing the cars he was told by the conductor that it was contrary to the regulations

of the company to permit persons of color to travel in that car, and he was re

quested to leave it. which he refused to do, and he was forcibly put out of the

car by the defendants' agents. For the defense, it was shown that the defend

ants had made a rule that colored people should not ride inside the cars with

white people, but that they were not prevented from riding on the platform of

the same cars. It was also shown that the defendants run cars for the special

accommodation of colored people, and that their not going in the same cars with

white people could cause them little or no inconvenience or loss of time, and that

notice of this regulation was posted up where they could see it.

The Court charged the jury as follows : The question is, whether these de

fendants, as common carriers of passengers, admitting their general obligations

to transport on the route all who apply lor that purpose, if they have the accom

modation, on being paid the usual fare, may or not consistently with such obliga

tion, exclude by a general rule or regulation the colored people, as a distinct class,

from the privilege of scats in certain of their cars, while they appropriate espe

cially to their use other cars of the same description, and give them standing ac

commodation in all their cars. In other words, whether these defendants, as com

mon carriers of passengers, arc justified iu adopting and acting upon the rule or

regulation by which they exclude colored people lrom all portions of their cars

except the front platform, while they at the same time provide other cars of the

same description in which, and in all parts of which, they have by the same regu

lation an equal right with the whites.

It is a question involving a principle, upon which I believe there has as yet

been no adjudication. As an abstract proposition it is one of great nicety and

difficulty. The general rule of obligation before adverted to is not denied by the

defendants. Nor is it denied by the plaintiff that the common carrier may law

fully exclude from his conveyance disorderly persons, and such as would by their

conduct, and perhaps, such as would by their notoriously bad character, give

offense and discomfort to the other passengers. That is not the present case*.

For aught that appears, this plantiff is a man of the highest respectability. ^ If

it be true that this company is obliged, by force of law, to admit colored people

into their cars indiscriminately with the whites, I see no ivasou why a hotel-keep

er is not equally bound to give any unoccupied room in his house to a colored

man who may apply for it, or to admit colored people to scats at the public table

indiscriminately with the whites—of this latter, however, there may well be a

doubt, though the former consequence may be indisputable.

A common carrier has unquestionably a right to prescribe reasonable rules and

regulations for the management of his business, having reference to the general

vol. xxxvi.—no. v. 37
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accomodation and to his own interests. The right of citizen to be carried is no*

absolute. It is subject to such reasonable regulations as the carrier may prescribe,

as above stated ; and a passenger who refuses to submit to a reasonable regula

tion and role, may be required to leave the conveyance, and, if he resists, be com

pelled to leave it, A common carrier is not obliged to carry a person as a pas

senger, (though he may, so far as his general deportment is concerned, be unex

ceptionable, and he may tender his fare,) if the object and design of the person

is to interfere with and prejudice their interests. It has been said by one of the

most distinguished jurists, that an innkeeper is not bound to entertain and lodge

the agent of a rival house, whose business there is to decoy away his customers.

There must be some limitation to the general right of the citizen, and the general

obligation of the carrier. The carrier is not obliged, by reason of tie general

obliger, to receive every person, when by so doing he may seriously damage his

business.

It is proper further to say that the plaintiff can have no claim for damages for

any violence which may have been used to prevent his re-entering the car alter he-

was actually put outside and beyond it His legal rights do not depend on any

such attempt to redress himself. If he had peaceably left the car when ordered

by the conductor to leave it, his legal right to this action would have been as

perfect as it now is after all his resistance. If you shall find that this was not

a reasonable and proper regulation, then the plaintiff is entitled to a verdict at

your hands, and the only question will be as to damages. In law, his expulsion

would be an unjustifiable trespass and assault on the person of the plaintiff, and

for which you have a right to give such damages as you may deem reasonable,

having reference to the nature and publicity of the assault, and the injury to the

plaintiff's feelings, reputation, and person. But it is proper to remind you of

what the plaintiff's counsel himself admits, that the object of this action is not

so much damages as to test the question in dispute, and the amount of damage

either one way or the other can have no effect on that question. I do not, how

ever, by this remark, intend to limit your discretion in the matter. Verdict for

defendants.

COMMERCIAL CHRONICLE AND REVIEW.

TOOK KATES Or INTEREST—THB UBUHY LAWS—SPECULATION IN PUBLIC LANDS AT THE VTEST HOT TO

SOLE CAUSE OF THE BCARCITT OP PLOATTNO CAPITAL—THE CURRENT TRADE—SALES BT AUCTION—

EECEIPTS AND COINAGE OP GOLD-^THE BANK MOVEMENT—IMPORTS AND EXPORTS AT NEW TOBK—

CASH REVENUE AT NEW TORE, PHILADELPHIA, AND NEW ORLEANS—THE DECLINE IN STOCKS, ETC.

The demand for money is steady and active, and rates of interest are far above

the average of past years in all parts of the world. The general impression now

is, that capital will command an increased rate of usance for some time to come.

In the light of such an expectation, the tenacity with which many of the country

people, living remote from the principal commercial centers, cling to the letter of

the usury laws, is perfectly astonishing. The operation of these laws is directly

adverse to their interests, and yet they still fondly cling to the notion that, by

force of legislation, they can oblige capitalists to loan money in the rural districts

at less than its market value. The people of the far West are wiser, because

their experience has been less restricted. A farmer in Illinois can borrow the

means to put in a crop of corn into a field which would otherwise lie waste, and

can clear enough on the crop to pay 20 per cent per annum for the money, and
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still " make a good thing of it." He expects to borrow the money at the lowest

rate he can get it, on the same principle that he makes the buyer pay him the

highest price for his corn, and he does not find it any hardship to be left to make

his own bargain. But in some States, New York for instance, the farmer insists

that the capitalist shall lend him his money at 7 per cent or not lend it at all, as

if a fair rate could be fixed by law ! The result is, that when money is worth

more than that rate, the rural districts are drained of their surplus capital. The

money goes to the city ; part is invested in " business paper," or in contracts

more openly usurious ; while part is spent in the purchase of bonds or stocks,

which the high value of money has so depressed that for $760 or $800 the buyer

may possess that which gives the legal interest on 91,000. The countrymen al

ways possess the means of borrowing the cheapest, and if they would not stand

in their own light, but would allow money to bring what it is worth, the rate

would always be in their favor. City borrowers may be the most prompt in pay

ing, but their circumstances are less easily ascertained, and their fortunes fluctu

ate more rapidly. In the country credit is more wisely given, and landed security

is always at hand. In England, where the lower classes and the poor have no

advantages in general, comparable to those enjoyed in this country, and where

the want of usury laws would soonest result in oppression, if this was the tend

ency of such freedom, there is no such restraint, and for loans payable within

twelve months the law of demand and supply regulates the rate. Even if the

repeal of the usury laws should lead to higher rates of interest, such an advance

would be only temporary, as the high price would attract capital to the locality,

and the proper level would soon be reached. We trust that the day is not far

distant when all such restraints will be removed, and the value of money be reg

ulated like that of any other commodity, in open market.

We noticed in our last the difficulty of making collections at the West and

Northwest, and this has increased, rather than diminished, during the last month.

The reason assigned by the local newspapers is, that the fever of land speculation

has raged so wildly that the money has all been drained for that purpose, and the

people are without the means of paying their debts to the East. There is doubt-

lesB something in this, and it may also be noted that all kinds of speculation have

been started, owing to the thirst for the easy acquisition of riches, kindled by the

instances of fortunes suddenly acquired which have been reported on every side.

But there is a deeper cause at work, and this will not be cured in a single season.

It is, that floating capital at the West is scarce, and would be so under any cir

cumstances, now that the large expenditures for railroad purposes have been cur

tailed. Two or three years ago capitalists in the large cities, and even in Eng-«

land, were sending out their millions to build up these railroads, and the stream

enriched all the West ; merchants found it easy to sell goods and collect the pay ;

farmers had a ready and liberal market at their own doors for all their produce ;

and prosperity seemed to roll in like a golden flood. Now comes the first reac

tion of the tide ; it will leave high and dry many a bark which has ventured too

far from the main channel, but its good effects will be felt in restraining the ex

travagance of speculation, and inducing a more sober estimate of the risks of

aiming at sudden wealth.

The trade of the country has been somewhat interrupted by the passage of the

new tariff, which induces many importers to place their goods in bond, to await
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the reduction of duty, and holders of merchandise have wisely preferred to sell

off the old stock before investing in new.

At the large marts of commerce on the Atlantic seaboard there has been much

complaint of the backwardness of the spring trade. The importers of dry goods

have become impatient of the demand at private sale, and for several weeks the

bulk of the business has been done through the auction-room. The facility with

vwhich immense quantities of the most valuable goods can be sold by aution in

this country is quite astonishing to a foreigner. There are regular public sales

of certain articles in each of the principal European markets, but the habit of

throwing all descriptions of wares and merchandise into auction, the moment the

demand slackens at private sale, is peculiarly American. It is probable that du

ring the current season nearly half of the foreign dry goods imported for sale by

the package in New York, have been knocked down to the highest bidder by the

hammer of the autioneer. Most of these sales have resulted in a loss to the im

porter, and the general summing up of the season's business in dry goods will

afford but little satisfaction to those who held large stocks of foreign fabrics on

their own account.

The receipts of gold from California continue on a moderate scale, but there is

now a prospect of increased shipments, as the rainy season has produced an

abundance of water. The following will show the business at the Assay Office,

in New York, during the month of March :—

DEPOSITS AT THE ASSAY OKFIt'E, NEW TOEE, FOB THE MONTH or MABCH.

Gold. Silver. Total.

Foreign coins. $1,000 00 $29,000 00 $86,000 00

Foreign bullion 7,000 00 12,000 00 18,000 00

Domestic bullion 1,316,000 00 11,000 00 1,327,000 00

Total deposits. $1,380,000 00 $62,000 00 $1,882,000 00

Deposits payable in bars -. ... 750,000 00

Deposits payable in coin 682,000 00

Gold bars stamped 1,854,232 98

Transmitted to Philadelphia for coinage 1,458,158 85

STATEMENT OF THE DEPOSITS AND COINAGE AT THE MINT OP THE UNITED STATES

AT PHILADELPHIA, DURINO THE MONTH OP MARCH, 1857 :—

HOLD DEPOSITS.

California gold $1,428,617 50

Gold from other sources 40,832 50

Total gold deposits $1,463,850 09

• 8ILVEB DEPOSITS.

Silver, including purchases 138,580 00

Total gold and silver deposits $1,607,480 00

The coinage executed was :—

OOLD.

No. of pieces. Value.

Double eagles. 71,365 $1,427,300 00

Half eagles 42,110 210.660 00

Quarter eagles 64,816 162.040 00

Total 178,291 $1,799,890 00
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COINAGE.

Gold 11,900,000

Silver 6,000

We append the following statement of the operations of the United States

Branch Mint, in San Francisco, for February, 1857 :—

DEPOSITS.

Gold oes. 108/727.60

8ilver 6,607.80

Total $1,905,000

The total export of treasure from San Francisco to all parts of the world, by

steam and sail vessels, for February, amounted to $3,809,614, which, added to the

January shipment of $3,182,690, makes $6,992,304 for the first two months of

the present year.

The following is a statement of the deposits and coinage at the Branch Mint of

the United States, at New Orleans, during March, 1857 :—

GOLD.

California gold

Gold from other sources.. .

$19,646 62

2,230 2/

$21,775 89

Silver parted from Cal. gold 1121 86

Silver from other sources. . 986,299 92

$936,421 77

Total gold and Bilver deposits $957,197 66

There was no coinage during the past month.

The total deposits of gold, of domestic production, since the the establishment

of the Mint of the United States, and branches, amounts to $378,880,713, and

the entire coinage of the metals during the same time, that is since 1793, to

$563,433,908*

The bank expansion in New York has gone on, since our last, as rapidly as

ever ; but the loans have been shortened very much in time, so that the banks

have it in their power, at any time, to make a very rapid contraction. We annex

a comparison of the weekly averages since the opening of the year :—

WEEKLY AVERAGES NEW YOBK CITT BANKS.

Loans and
Date. Capital. Discoants. Specie. Circulation. Deposits.

Jan. 8, H57 65,235,068 109,149,153 11,172,244 8,602,118 95,846,216

Jan. 10... 56,235.068 110,150.284

110,860,401

11,090,108 8,328,895 90,709,710

Jan. 17... 65,235,068 11,965,164 8,047,066 93,036,766

Jan. 21... 65.235.068 111,094,416 11,633,924 7,879,027 88,644,576

Jan. 81... 69,266.431 111,785,883 12,191,826 8,024,948 92,466,236

Feb. 7... 69.266,434 112,876,718 11,143,894 8,426,817 96,029,439

Feb. 14... 59.266,434 112,722,799 10,497,882 8,151,799 91,917,188

Feb. 21... 69 266.434 111,773,572 10,482,158 8,106,074 92,448,944

Feb. 28 . . . 69.266,434 111,187,717 10,645.254 8,169,275 92,178,280

March 7... 59,266.48 4 111,899,649 11,707,846 8,465,697 95,858,222

March 14... 69.266,484 118,250,980 11,077,732 8,462,641 94,281,267

March 21... 69.296.484 113,448,692 11,291,873 8,494,238 96,406,460

March 28 . . . 69.296.434 112,884,025 11.325,733 8,473,829 92,614,660

April 4... 69.618,830 114.883,902 11,538,732 8.812,828 97,840,914

April 11... 59,618,380 115,374,717 10,884,490 8.787,844 96,518,908

April 18... 59,518,830 114,898,174 12,061,872 8,770,828 96,461,417

The expansion of the New York city banks has been the theme of much <

ment, bat it has been as great, in proportion to the capital, as in most former

* We shall publish full and carefully prepared tables of the coinage of the Uulted States in the

Juno number of the Merchants1 Magazine.—Ed.
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MW YORK onr BANKS.

Year.

$23,Hf>-2,BSO

Capital. Loans & Dls. Year. Capital.

$4 1,898,468 $44,196,798

24,667,860 62,891 234 1864 47,464,400

1860 27,440,070 62,886.522 47,885,665

34.608,100 66,426,868 1866 61,113,026

185-2 88,791,760 88,816,464 1857 69,613,330

years. Few realize that the bank capital of this city has far more than doubled

in the last ten years, yet such is the case :—

inr banks.

Loans ft DU.

$97,889,616

91,686.274

94,140,399

107,840.486

116,874,717

There is a variation in the different dates given in the above statement, but

we have given the nearest dates preserved in our record. For 1853, the date is

the beginning of the Clearing House statement, (Aug. 6th,) and each year since

is for the week in April corresponding precisely with the last weekly average.

From the above it will be seen that the loans are usually more than two dollars

for every one of capital, and that the present is not a period of " unusual expan

sion." In this connection we present a brief comparison of the loans, specie,

circulation, and nominal deposits, on the 6th of August, 1853, when the Clearing

House was opened, (June 3, 1854,) when the country bank balances were first

included in the deposits, and in the corresponding week in April in each of the

last three years :—

Aug. 6,1868.

June 8, 1864.

April 14, 1866.

April 12, 1866.

April 11, 1857.

Loans and Dis.

$97,889,617

91,916,710

94,140,899

107,840,436

116,874,717

Specie.

$9,746,462

10,281,969

14,890,979

12,626,094

10,884,480

Circulation.

$9,610,466

9,381,714

7,628,528

8,281,526

8,787,344

Deposit*.

$68,418,766

71,702,290

77,282,248

91,081,976

96,518,908

We continue our weekly statement of the averages of the Boston banks :—

WKKKLT AVEEAGK8 AT B08T0N.

March 28. March SO. April 8. April 18.

Capital $81,960,000 $81,960,000 $31,960,000 $81,960,000

58,674,600

6,887,000

7,589,000

5,668,700

17,116,000

7,868,000

Loans and discounts 62,716,000 62,872,282 53,244,780

Specie 8,289.000 8,829.189 8,672,982

Due from other banks 6,888,700 6,862,771 7,847,429

Due to other banks 4,968,700 6,078.888 6,047,720

Deposits 15,687,800 15,866,890 17,164,617

Circulation 6,578,000 6,428,018 7,011,661

We also annex a comparative statement of the New Orleans banks :—

March 21. March 28. April 4. April 11.

Specie $9,496,623 $9,878,104 $9,143,791 $8,951,976

Circulation 10,810,789 10,900,894 11,246,839 11,225,029

Deposits 14,422,647 14,004,084 13,854,426 13,082,331

Shortloans. 21,125,201 20,698,684 20,748,742 20,008,768

Exchange 6,214,708 6,601,847 6,960,699 7,026,439

Due distant banks. 1,363,594 1,444,692 1,420,269 1,411,649

The quarterly statement of the New Jersey banks, as rendered to the Secretary

of State, April. 1857, compare with the January statement as follows :—

Capital stock

Circulation

Deposita

Due other banks . . .

Surplus

Discounts

Specie

Due by other banks

April.

$6,822,748

6.681,019

6,914,653

760.531

1,192,588

16,281,711

796,669

3,649,641

January.

$6,602,770

4,769,856

4,891,971

1,488,658

1,178,100

13,380,085

849.9-2(5

2,947,277

Increase.

$219,978

1,921,164

1,022,682

"l9,488

1,901,262

602,364

Decrease*

$678,127

64,257
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The imports of foreign goods, for March, were not much affected by the change

in the tariff—the shipments having been made before the action of Congress was

known abroad. The total at New York exceeded 321,000,000, being $878,546

larger than for March of last year ; $10,962,447 larger thau for March, 1855, and

$4,578,430 larger than for March, 1854, as will appear from the annexed com

parative summary :—

FOREIGN IMPORTS AT NEW YORK IN MARCH.

1851. 18ft. 1856. 18S7.

Entered for consumption. $12,911,744 $6,765,687 $15,781,297 $12,850,467

Entered for warehousing 1,306,688 1,865,638 2.222,666 6,384,886

Free goods 1,844,627 1,468,678 2,141,661 2,888,878

Specie and bullion- 444,015 88,169 111,845 1,061,888

Total entered at the port $16,657,074 $10,178,067 $20,256,958 $21,186,604

Withdrawn from warehouse.. 1,701,208 2,718,098 1,852,896 2,639,228

The great increase in goods entered for warehousing is owing, of course, to the

prospective reduction in the tariff of duties.

The total foreign imports at New York, for the quarter ending March 31st,

1857, are $13,795,423 greater than for the corresponding period of last year ;

$30,466,362 greater than for the same period of 1855, and $18,406,255 greater

than that of 1854. It will be seen that, in comparison with 1855, (two years ago,)

the imports for the last month have more than doubled, and the increase for the

whole quarter is nearly in the same proportion.

FOREIGN IMPOSTS AT NEW TOEK FOE THREE MONTHS, FROM JANUARY 1ST.

18fl. 18ft. 18ft. 1857.

Entered for consumption $37,989,865 $28,451,214 $40,869,667 $46,159,480

Entered for warehousing.... 6,062,144 7,867,681 5,834,168 10,898,097

Free goods 8,206,196 4,160,673 5,439,624 6,687,141

8pecie and bullion 1,012,768 240,798 237,956 2.972,060

Total entered at the port.... $47,260,473 $35,200,366 $61,871,805 $65,666,728

Withdrawn from warehouse. 6,544,729 7,839,298 6,245,071 7,814,674

As the month of March closes the third quarter of the present fiscal year, we

have compiled our usual summary of the imports from the first of July. Thie

shows that the aggregate at New York, for nine months, is $29,137,354 greater

than for the same time of the preceding fiscal year ; $19,163,005 greater than for

the nine months ending March 31, 1855, and $27,399,866 greater than for the

nine months ending March 31, 1854 :—

FOREIGN IMPORTS AT NEW YORK FOR NINE MONTHS, ENDING MARCH 31.

1854. 1855. 1856. 1857.

Six months, ending Jaal $96,261,129 $86,658,097 $89,912,809 $106.264,7tt

January 19,607,819 12,945,827 15,678,064 19,006,781

February 11,095,680 12,081,482 16,086,288 25,524,491

March 16,567,074 10,178,057 20,256,968 21,185,604

Total for 9 months. .. $148,521,602 $121,758,463 $141,784,114 $170,921,461

The imports of dry goods at New York, for March, (included in the summary

of general imports,) are $1,545,519 less than for March, 1856; but $4,290,408

greater than for March, 1855, and $319,804 more than for the same period of

1854, as will appear from the annexed comparison :—
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uiroHTs or foreign dry goods at new yobs fob ibe month or march.

ENTERED FOB CONSUMPTION.

1 N j ! . 1855. 1856. 1S57.

Manufactures of wool $1,744,866 $788,888 $2,664,978 $2,668,088

Manufactures of cotton 2.038,792 686,068 1,629.208 1,788,760

Manufactures of silk 2,667,716 1,787,871 8,997,877 2,681,038

Manufactures of flan 82G.486 890,889 962.609 692.656

Miscellaneous dry goods 663,666 159,4*2 1,089,287 911,578

Total $7,986,113 $4,061,068 $10,183,854 $7,641,960

WITHDRAWN FROM WAREHOUSE.

1*54. 1855. 1856. 1857.

Manufactures of wool $280,999 $316,914 $191,788 $245,496

Manufactures of cotton 344,886 633,451 431.076 407.219

Manufactures of silk 222,472 481,141 269,847 S08.5S1

Manufactures of flax 101,847 268,724 195,486 207.037

Miscellaneous dry goodf 66,765 168,034 66,659 124,412

Total $1,006,469 $1,698,264 $1,144,765 $1,292,695

Add entered for consumption .... 7,986,113 4,061.068 10,188,364 7/41,960

Total thrown on the market.. $8,990,682 $5,769,332 $11,828,109 $8,934,655

ENTERED FOR WAREHOUSING.

1854. 1855. 1856. 1857.

Manufactures of wool $304,060 $116,808 $94,238 $469,542

Manufactures of cotton 217.418 66.704 44,078 238,158

Manufactures of silk 194,169 367,728 221,219 499,715

Manufactures of flax 65,792 89.327 59.277 185.X81

Miscellaneous dry goods 32,634 138,980 62,823 93.709

Total $814,048 $767,492 $481,130 $1,477,005

Add entered for consumption 7,985,113 4,061,068 10,183,364 7.641,960

Total entered at the port $8,799,161 $4,828,660 $10,664,484 $9,118,965

The total imports of foreign goods at New York, since January 1st, 1857, are

(3,264,193 larger than for the same period of last year, 316,655,337 more than

for the same period of 1855, and $4,925,432 more than for 1854 :—

IMPORTS OF FOREIGN DRY GOODS AT THE FORT OF NEW YORK, FOB THBES MONTHS,

FROM JANUARY 1ST.

ENTERED FOB CONSUMPTION.

1854. 1855. 1856. 1857.

Manufactures of wool $4 906,014 $3,037,222 $6,263,084 $5,967,801

Manufactures of cotton 6.110.686 2,606,('36 6,754,030 7,817.607

Manufactures of silk 8,918,981 4,398,403 9,634,346 9,802,850

Manufactures of flax 2.410,232 1,384,582 2,626,486 2,568,602

Miscellaneous dry good 1,492,213 1,482.401 2,840,768 2,708,490

Total $24,288,126 $12,908,643 $26,608,654 $28,840,860

WITHDRAWN FROM WAREHOUSE.

1854. 1855. 1856. 1857.

Manufactures of wool $843,667 $811,718 $658,382 $641,948

Manufactures of cotton 1,249,399 1,806,869 1,266,177 1,640,957

Manufactures of silk 1,060,073 1,169,408 823,140 900,677

Manufactures of flax 413,988 660,848 662,382 643.017

Miscellaneous dry good 146,222 878,441 166,468 278,099

Total withdrawn $8,712,884 $4,211,784 $3,376,549 $3,904,681

Add entered for consumption 24,288,126 12,908,648 26,508.664 28,840.850

Total thrown upon the market.. 28,0u0,460 17,120,427 29,886,208 32,246,081
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ENTERED FOE WAREHOUSING.

1851. 1855. 1856. 1857.

Manufactures of wool $666,882 $624,484 $438,824 $840,604

Manufactures of cotton 949,065 820,760 126,685 1,012,296

Manufactures of silk 842,279 1,141,482 649,251 1,067,628

Manufactures of flax 870,259 477.632 297,656 627,874

Miscellaneous dry goods 71,009 383,824 146,889 223,400

Total $2,798,494 $3,448,072 $2,267,205 $3,671,702

Add entered forconsumption 24,288,126 12,908,648 26,508,654 28,840,860

Total entered at the port 27.086,620 16,856.716 28,765,869 82,012,062

The exports from New York to foreign ports, for the month of March, (exclu

sive of specie,) were $312,647 greater than for March, 1856 ; $2,673,956 greater

than for March, 1855, and $2,978,622 greater than for March, 1854, as will appear

from the following comparative summary :—

EXPORTS FROM MEW TOEK TO FOREIGN PORTS FOR THE MONTH OF MARCH.

1851. 1855. 1856. 1857.

Domestic produce $5,562,810 $4,807,838 $8,044,122 $7,804,481

Foreign merchandise (free) 98.191 941,212 190,842 483,830

Foreign merchandise (dutiable). 876,268 692.890 468,280 628.080

Specie and bullion 1,466,127 2,298,697 2,684,896 2,174,965

Total exports. $7,508,396 $8,640,682 $11,287,640 $11,190,856

Total, exclusive of specie ... . 6,037,269 6,341,935 8,703,244 9,015,891

The exports since January 1st have been larger in specie, but in foreign and

domestic merchandsie the total is very close to that of last year. Thus, exclusive

of specie, the aggregate for three months is only $18,164 in advance of last year,

but is $3,036,304 in excess of the total for the same period of 1855, and $1,998,686

in excess for the corresponding total for 1854 :—

EXPORTS FROM NEW TOEK TO FOREIGN PORTS FOR THREE MONTB8, FEOM JANUARY 1ST.

1851. 1855. 1856. 1857.

Domestic produce $16,267,937 $12,958,884 $18,710,798 $17,847,626

Foreign merchandise (free) 826.149 2,211,629 285.422 810,956

Foreign merchandise (dutiable). 1,246,075 1,682,130 824,468 1,180,366

Specie ami bullion 3,891,633 4,678,b03 3,893,673 5,314,637

Total exports $21,731,694 $21,381,346 $23,714,266 $25,168,484

Total, exclusive of specie 17,840,161 16,802,648 19,820,688 19,888,847

We have also compiled a statement for the expired portion of the fiscal year,

showing the exports exclusive of specie, at the foot of which we have added the

exports of specie. The total exports from New York to foreign ports, for the

last nine months, are $16,519,461 in excess of the corresponding period of 1856,

showing a far greater percentage of increase than is shown in the imports :—■

EXPORTS, EXCLUSIVE OF SPECIE, FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN PORTS, FOR NINE

MONTHS, EN I) INO MARCH 31.

1854. 185i. 1856. 1857.

Six months, ending Jan. 1 .. . $37,975,896 $29,892,747 $39,916,729 $48,598,501

January 5.844,795 6,895,617 6,511,230 4,884.170

February 6,958,097 4.665,091 5,606,209 6,938.786

March 6,087,269 6,841,936 8,708,244 9,015,891

Total, 9 months. $65,816,056 $46,696,290 $59,736,412 $63,436,348

Specie 21,989,907 26,562,342 14,444,518 27,265,048

Total exports, 9 months. $77,806,963 $72,267,632 $74,180,930 $90,700,391
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The revenue at the same port has fallen off very much, owing to the large

amount of goods which have been placed in warehouse, and the few articles paying

a high rate which have been withdrawn :—

CASH DUTIES RECEIVED AT THE PORT Or NEW YORK.

1854. 185$. 1856. 1857.

Six months $21,920,896 33 118,358,927 82 $20,087,862 28 $22,978,124 43

January 4,379,285 32 2,660,038 82 8,688,664 86 4,687,878 48

February 8,867,294 50 2,666,164 94 8,576,919 14 5,117,249 85

March 8,827,119 49 2,363,084 95 4,382,107 47 8,752,184 98

Total, 9 months... . $32,794,695 64 $25,947,216 68 $81,780,043 74 $86,884,937 69

The revenue will continue to decrease until after the new tariff goes into opera-

tian on the first of July, after which there will probably be an enormous business

for several weeks.

The cash receipts for the duties on importations through the New Orleans

Custom House, for the month of March, shows a large increase over any corres

ponding month of March, being as follows :—

March, 1867 $862,668 I March, 1855 $171,147

March, 1856 817,000 j March, 1864 245,028

The following is a comparative table of the business at the port of Philadelphia

for the month of March, and also the comparative receipts for cash duties during

the first quarter of the year :—

March. 1856. 1857.

Value of merchandise in warehouse, first of month $434,776 $935,947

Entered for warehouse from foreign ports 225,058 141,401

Entered for warehouse from other districts 22,630 30,531

Entered for consumption from foreign ports. 2,460,602 745,820

Free merchandise entered 258,816 224,398

Withdrawn from warehouse for consumption 182,418 186,936

Withdrawn from warehouse for transportation 8,998 5,806

Withdrawn from warehouse for export 6,752 8,268

Value of merchandise in warehouse last of month 486,291 1,012,924

DUTIES RECEIVED.

1851. 1855. 1856. 1857.

March $316,384 $340,917 $673,002 $263,801

Previous two months 1,064,491 617,794 279,753 771.009

$1,380,725 $668,711 $952,755 $1,024,810

It will be seen that the duties, for the quarter just closed, is in excess of recipts

of the corresponding quarter of either of the two years nest preceding.

We look for an increased demand abroad for American produce, and especially

for breadstuffs, during the next two months. Thus far there has been much dis

appointment in the trade, and heavy losses have been made by many who have

shipped from this side. We look for a sufficient export demand to take all the

surplus produce that reaches the seaboard before the next harvest. We have

compiled a comparative table, giving the shipments from New York of certain

leading articles of produce since the opening of the year. This shows a gain in

wheat and corn, but a large falling off in flour, rye, pork, and beef :—
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1T1CLES OF DOMESTIC PRODUCE, PROM NSW YORK TO FORKIO*

PORTS, PROM JANUART 1ST TO APRIL 14TH :

.bbls

1856.

2,607

600

-pots. .

pearls

Breadstuff—

Wheat flour, .bbls 889,816

Rye flonr 7,611

Corn meal 17,882

Wheat bush 499,176

Rje 684,262

Com..

1857.

8,980

1,820

272,081

1,228

14,486

744,082

80,442

. J.081.902 1,278,881

16,080

1,061

967

69,644

1,878

19,361

1,716

2,663

66,631

798

21,628

6,510

72,090

4,390

1856.

Oils—whale galls 10,347

sperm 76,682

lard 26,921

linseed 2,982

1857.

6,628

256,088

9,364

8,436

Provisions-

.bbls. 74,206

35,981

16,571

9,548

Pork . . .

Beef.. . .

Cut meats, lbs... 18,011,726 10,947,962

Butter 154,889 177,870

Cheese 636,644 420,656

Lard 6,108,597 9,090,748

Rice trcs. 10,877 9,810

Tallow lbs.1,012,688 826,880

Tobacco, crude .pkgB 14,888 7,862

Do.,manufact'ed...lbs 1,389,462 896,867

Whalebone. 174,682 462,932

Candles—mold-box's

sperm

Coal tons

Cotton bales

Hops

Naval stores—

Turpentine . ..bbls. |

E£.!r.'.T:::: \

Tar J

The stock market has fluctuated daring the past month, bnt the general ten- -

dency, especially in the early part of it, was downward, and the quotations have

materially declined. The cause appears to be two-fold—first, the comparative

dcarncss of money, and the great demand for it in trade, which has limited specu

lations in stocks ; and, secondly, the method of managing most stock companies,

which has disgusted a large number of capitalists. No sooner does a railroad

become prosperous than its managers appear to have an itching to connect its

prosperity to some dead-weight in which they have a greater personal interest,

in order to aid a project that will not stand alone. The result generally is, that,

instead of raising the weak to strength, they only pull the strong down nearer

the level of the former. Whether the new scheme be an "extension," or a

"branch," or a line of boats, or a consolidation, or a new plan of action, there

is almost always some ax to grind apart from the legitimate interests of the

company. We do not wish to join in the constant " hammering" of stocks by

those who profess to believe that there is no value in any of them ; but we do

hope to see the day when the selfishness of those who manage most these com

panies will receive a signal rebuke from the suffering stockholders.

NEW YORK COTTON MARKET FOR THE MONTH ENDING APRIL 24,

PREPARED TOR TUB MERCHANTS' HAGAZ1KB BT CHABLES W. FREDEBICKSOIC, BROKER, NEW TORK.

Our market during the four weeks succeeding the date of our last report

(March 20th) was active at advancing prices, the improvement in rates being

equal to I a f c. per pound on all grades. The rapid decrease in receipts (being

over 200,000 bales for the month, as compared with last year,) caused holders to

be firm in their demands, and indifferent about meeting the views of buyers. The

general backwardness of the season throughout the cotton districts, caused by

heavy frosts and copious rains, limits the expectations formed for a large crop for

the present year, and tends to delay the forwarding to market of what balances

of old crop that may still be in the hands of planters. The foreign advices re

ceived during the latter part of the month were more favorable than looked for,

and tended to allay the buoyancy of the general feeling which existed in favor of
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the giant staple. Consumption abroad is much diminished, and the increased

value of money imparts a cautiousness to operators, which the present value of

the article may well demand.

The transactions for the week ending March 27th were large, and at improved

rates. The sales, full one-half in transitu, were 10,000 bales, the market closing

firm at the following :—

PRICES ADOPTED MARCH 27th FOB THE FOLLOWING QUALITIES:

Upland. Florida. Mobile. N.O. fc Texaa.

Ordinary 12} 12} 12} 12}

Middling U 14 14} 14,

Middling fair. li} 14} 14} 16

Fair..". 14} 14} 16 15}

For the week ensuing, our own spinners bought freely, and the demand for par

cels in transitu was large, the total sales being 17,000 bales, at a further advance,

in sympathy with the improved state of the Southern markets. At the annexed,

the market closed firm—

PRICES ADOPTED APBIL 8d FOR THE FOLLOWING QUALITIES:

Upland. Florida. Mobile. N. O. & Ten*

Ordinary 12, 12, 12, 12}

Middling 14} 14} 14} 141

Middlingfair 14} 14} 16 15}

Fair 15 16 15} 16}

A good demand continued throughout the week ending April 10th, the sales

being 15,000 bales, mostly from Southern ports to Europe, the annexed rates

being demanded for the following grades from store :—

PBIOES ADOPTED APBIL lOTH FOR THE FOLLOWING QUALITIES'.—

Upland. Florida. Mobile. N.O.fc Texaa.

Ordinary 12} 12} 12} 18

Middling 14} 14} »4 14}

Middlingfair 14 j 14,- 16 16}

Fair 16 15} 16} 16

Sales for the week ending April 17th were estimated at 9,000 bales, the mar

ket closing dull under unfavorable foreign advices. Holders were, however, sus

tained in their views by reports of unseasonable weather at the South, and the

smallness of receipts. The following quotations must be considered nominal :—

PBIOES ADOPTED APBIL 17tH FOR TUB FOLLOWING QUALITIES:—

Upland. Florida. Mobile. N.O.fc Texas.

Ordinary 12} 12} 12} 18

Middling 14} 14} 14} 14}

Middlingfair 14} 14} 16 IS}

Fair 16 16 16} 16}

For the week closing at date the sales were viewed at 6,000 bales, prices being

a shade in favor of buyers. The quantity on sale was not excessive, holders, in

the absence of demand, declined offering. The market closed heavy at the fol

lowing :—

PBIOES ADOPTED APRIL 24TH FOB THE FOLLOWING QUALITIES:—

Upland. Florida. Mobile. N.O. It Texas.

Ordinary 12} 12} 12} 14}

Middling 13} 18} 14} 14}

Middlingfair 14} 14} 14} 16

Fair 14} 16 16} 16}

Receipts to date bales 2,711,000 Decrease 869,000

Export to Great Britain 1,109,000 Decrease 286,000

Export to France 882,000 Decrease 64.000

Stock on hand 478,000 Decrease 129,000
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METHODS OF COMPUTING INTEREST.

Friemaji Hunt, Esq., Editor of the Merchants' Magazine, etc :—

Sir 1—A method of computing interest, now in almost universal use, is to

multiply the principal by the number of days, divide the product by 6, and cut

off the three right-hand figures of the quotient ; the remaining figures will ex

press the interest at six per cent.

Adding one-sixth of this interest to itself will give the interest at 7 per cent,

adding one-third will give the interest at 8 per cent, adding one-half will give the

interest at 9 per cent, Ac.

It is proposed to investigate this rule, deduce from it another, shorter in its

operation, and to estimate the error involved in both.

The old rule for computing interest, when the time is expressed in years, reads

thus :—

" Multiply the principal by the rate per cent, and that product by the number

of years ; the last product will give the interest"

If we represent the principal by p, the rate by r, the time by t, the interest by i,

this rule, put into the form of an equation, will read thus :—i = prt ; and if,

when the time is expressed in days, we represent the number of days by y, we

shall have, by assuming 360 days to be equal to one year,

t=lL

360

Substituting this value of t in the first equation,

i = prt,

we have i — pry

360

Now, when the interest to be computed is at 6 per cent,

6

r = .06 = —

100

substituting this value of r in the last equation, we have

6py
i = ■

3G.00O

6 x 1,000

which is the rule for computing interest by days at 6 per cent, as given above,

expressed in the form of an equation. Adding one-sixth, one-third, one-half, ic,

gives the interest at 7 per cent, 8 per cent, 9 per cent, &c.

Now, when the rate is a divisor of 360, we may find the interest directly from

the equation pry
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Thus : let r = .08 8 py

1 =

36,000

py

4,500

py

9 x s x IOCi

[fr=.10, 10 py

i = -

36,000

py

3,600

i = —

py

Ifr = .09, 9py Ifr=.10, lOpy Ifr = .12, 12 py

i = i = i =

36,000 36,000 36.000

py py py

4,000 3,600 3 X 1,000

py

4X1.000 6X6X100

Hence, we have the following rule :—

Multiply the principal by the number of days, and for 8 per cent, divide tha

product, first by 9 and then by 5, and cut off two right-hand figures.

For 9 per cent, divide the same product by 4, and cut off three right-hand

figures.

For 10 per cent, divide the same product, first by 6 and then by 6, and cot off

two right-hand figures.

For 12 per cent, divide the same product by 3, and cut off three right-hand

figures.

Observe, when there are two divisors, as at 8 and 10 per cent, we cut off two

right-hand figures ; but when there is but one, as at 9 and 12 per cent, we cut off

three right-hand figures.

It is obviouB that the divisor or divisors for any rate which is a factor of 360,

• may be found in a similar manner.

Example : What is the interest on $210 for 50 days, at 8 per cent?

By the first, or usual method. By the last method.

210 " 210

50 60

6)10,600 9)10,500

1,750 5)11,666

Add i, 583

92,333

82,333

Requiring 22 figures. Requiring 21 figures.

Example : What is the interest on $1,000 for 181 days, at 10 per cent?

First method. Second method.

6)181,000 6)181,000

30,166 6)30,166

AAA , ! 10,055Ada *• ] 10,055 $50,276

$50,276

Requiring 27 figures. Requiring 18 figures.
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: What is the interest of 8630 for 81 days, at 9 per cent ?

First method. Second method.

Add i,

630 030

81 81

630 630

5,040 5,040

6)51,030 4)51,030

8,505 $12,757

4,252

$12,757

Requiring 31 figures. Requiring 23 figures.

These examples serve to show the application of the rule here enunciated, and

that it involves less labor in computation.

We will now estimate the exactness of these methods. As 360 days has been

assumed as the value of one year, there is a loss of 5 days in each year ; hence,

we conclude that computations by these rules involve a loss to the borrower of

= 7'5 = $1 in each 873 interest he pays. This may be shown analytically

as follows :—

Let y represent the given number of days ; then for the true value of t, we

have y

i =■»

365

and for the exact interest, pry

365

6 6py

or, as r = l = -

100 36,500

Hence, 6 py 6 py

36,000 36,500

will give us the amount of the error sought.

This expression, reduced to its least common denominator, becomes

/ 73 — 72%

ipy I \

\2,628,0OO /

py

438,000

From a previous equation, we find

py = 6,000 i

Hence, py 6,000 i 1

i

438,000 438,000 73

As this expression for the error sought does not depend upon r for its value,

it will be the same for any other rate than six per cent B. s. o.
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THE THREE ERAS OF BA.\KI\G IX XEW YORK.

CONDENSED FOR THE MERCHANTS MAOAZIN'B, FKOM TUB RBPOP.T Or TUB ei'l'B!UNTENT>r.NT 07 TBI

BANKING DEPARTMENT.

The first era in the history of banking in the State of Xew York, as the term

is now understood, commenced with the charter of the Bank of New York, in

the year 1791. This charter was the first successful attempt to consolidate mo

ney for the purpose of pursuing the business of banking by an actual paid up

capital, to be managed by trustees under the name of directors. This charter

contained but little restraint upon the corporators, and was apparently created

solely for the purpose of exempting those parties from personal liability for the

debts and contracts of the institution. The only restrictions placed upon that

charter were, the capital to be employed was a fixed and definite sum. It

could hold no real estate except that occupied by the bank, and such as was taken

by it as security or in satisfaction for indebtedness to the same ; and that the

debts due the corporation should not exceed three times their actual amount of

capital, to which amount could be added a debt equal to the money deposited in

their vaults. Their business was confined (or rather their operations of discount

and deposit) to the place designated in the charter and not elsewhere. These

were the main conditions upon which charters for banking purposes were granted,

with slight modifications and improvements, until 1829. This system contained

the elements of its own destruction ; and its evils became so apparant that the

Legislature, bending to the popular will in 1829, passed the law entitled "An

act to create a fund for the benefit of the condition of certain moneyed corpo

rations and for other purposes," commonly denominated the Safety Fund Act.

This was creating a second era in the business of banking, and it acknowledged

the great principle of securing the bill holders under any and all circumstances

from the fraud or misfortune of the banker. At the same session of the Legis

lature which created the " safety fund," nearly thirty bank charters were granted

or renewed.

It is but just to say, that this system fully sustained the wisdom and hopes of

its founders ; and the unfaltering faith of the public in it, aided largely in carrying

out banks safely through the monetary revulsion of 1837. The addition of a

single section to that act, now in force under the act of 1843, requiring the coun

tersigning and registering of their notes, as now practiced in the banking depart

ment, would have perfected it and prevented the frauds by which the fund was

for a time exhausted, through the over issue of bank notes for which it was liable,

by several fraudulent and insolvent institutions.

The third era commenced with the enactment of the " Act to authorise the

business of banking," in 1 838, commonly known as the General Bank Law. The

causes that produced that act, were not lack of faith then existing in the public

mind as to the security of the circulating notes of the chartered banks under the

Safety Fund Rystem. Their engagements had been met, they had just passed

through a suspension of specie paymeuts, covering the whole United States, and

manfully resumed and sustained a resumption of those payments in a single year,

and in advance of other portions of the Union, and stood before the world with

unimpaired credit. Two things combined, each in itself alone sufficient to estab

lish the general bank law of 1838. The first was a growing feeling among the

mass of our citizens against any exclusive grant of powers or privileges to any

association of men whatever. In fact the value of a bank charter could be cal

culated to a dollar ; the business of banking yielded large profits, and it became

the favorite investment of capitalists. To the parties controlling a special charter

containing banking privileges, the profit as an investment or upon the sale of

the stock, was certain. The Legislature granting such a privilege was literally

voting money into the pockets of the parties who controlled the franchise. The

capitalist, under this state of things, either turned politician, or calle I to his aid

more needy men than himself, occupying or supposed to occupy a prominent place

in their party, to operate upon the hopes, fears, or cupidity of the representative.

The Legislature was besieged each session with applicants for banking pri vil-
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eges ; and the people soon saw that the plea of granting business facilities to them,

amounted merely to granting pecuniary advantages to a favored few.

Another and more fearful result began to show itself in connection with this

•tate of things. The dominant party soon learned, that an element of power ex

isted under the idea (I had almost used the word pretence) of aiding the business

men of the State. The minority also ascertained that (under the two-third rule,

it requiring 88 votes in the House and 22 in the Senate actually voting aye to

pass a charter,) men could be rewarded for political services. The granting of a

charter for banking purposes became a subsidy to the then two great political

parties of the day, just in proportion as their leaders, in their respective localities,

had the strength or skill to use their respective forces. Mistrust and doubt of

legislation if not legislators themselves, soon became prominent among the think

ing and reflecting men of the State ; and the downfall of special charters for

banking purposes was looked upon as removing a great source of political and

party corruption from out the halls of legislation. T..at this feeling was preva

lent in our State, you only need be reminded that the constitutional convention

of 1846, by an unusually large vote, took in express terms the power of granting

special charters for banking purposes from all future Legislatures.

The law of 1838, authorizing the business of banking, although defective in

some of its details, is an imperishable monument of the wisdom of the framers

of it, as well as to the Legislature that enacted it.

Time and experience have remedied most of its defects, and for the first time

since its creation, it has survived in unimpaired usefulness a year without an

amendment or an alteration. While the Superintendent in the performance of

his duty, is required by statute " to suggest any amendment to the law relative to

banking, by which the system may be improved ; and the security of the bill-

holders and depositors increased," he feels it an imperative duty to say, that no

subject of legislation should be entered upon with greater care and deliberation

than changing our laws in regard to banking.

We have two systems of banking in this State, both of which the Superin

tendent of the Bank Department considers, as now conducted, sound. The re

maining chartered banks must of necessity soon come under the provisions of the

general law, as their charters expire, or discontinue their business. They have

been by legislation in a measure interwoven with each other. In their contact

with this department, with the single exception of placing security for their cir

culating notes in the hands of the Superintendent, they have been assimilated as

far as it is apparently possible.

The great principle of the general bank law is security to th> bill-holder. Wo

all are, from the necessity of our position and business, compelled to receive bank

notes as money. There is no exception -it rests alike upon the poorest, as well

as the wealthiest citizen of this State.

To protect and guard in the most stringent manner the involuntary creditor of

the banks, should be one of the most grateful duties of the Legislature. When

that is done, every facility for the employment of capital should be rendered to

those desirous to engage in the business of banking. No complaint can be niade

of exclusive privileges being held by any portion of our citizens, and the law of

1838 can never become odious from the possession and enjoyment of a franchise

granted to a special locality, and to particular individuals.

Under the operations of the general bank law, the demand and supply of bank

capital will keep pace with the wants of the business community of the State.

A liability to excessive banking, although there may be institutions badly located,

and in advance of the necessities of particular vicinities, in which they are placed,

need not be feared, as the touchstone of profit and loss to the proprietors, will in

evitably correct either a plethora or famine of bank facilities for the business in

terest of the State.

The crcatiou of banks under the provisions of the present law, from the re

quirements of it in their lormation, never can or will add to our paper currency

more radidly than will be sufficient to meet the ever-swelling tide of the trade

and commerce of our citizens.

vol. xxxvi.—no. v. 38
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The formation of a free bank upon a stock basis alone, absolutely (Tor a time)

reduces the volume of currency in its vicinity, as it bad paid, or rather returned

for redemption, to other banks $116, at least, for every $100 it has received from

the department The only facility it can oiler tbe businessmen of the community

where it is located, is in concentrating a capital above the amount deposited in

this office, and in its attempts to fill the vacuum in the currency the purchase of

its stocks has created, and also by drawing to itself deposits that would have re

mained comparatively idle in the hands of parties who from interest in, or good

will towards, the new bank, deposit their surplus moneys therein. This concen

tration of deposits, again tends directly to reduce tbe volume of currency, as the

most reliable circulation of a bank is in notes laid aside for future use.

It will be readily seen that during the last fiscal year, while capital has aggre

gate i itself to the amount of $12,216,711 for the purpose of engaging in the

business of banking, the volume of currency has increased only $2,322,691.

It is a matter of interest to ihe bankers of this State to note that under the

operations of the free bank law, whose provisions permit capital for banking

purposes to seek its own location and amount, how swiftly its employment de

velops the great source of its profits, i. «.. deposits. From 1843 to 1848, the

capital employed in banking in this State neither increased nor diminished a

million of dollars, and deposits remained nearly as stationary. In 1849, capital

began to seek investment in tbe business of banking, and with the exception of

1855, increased with astonishing rapidity, compared with the previous five years.

Bank capital, whether increasing rapidly or sluggishly, seems to possess the

magic power of producing depositors to an equal amount of that capital, seldom

varying more than 2 or 3 per cent. When left to individual enterprise and choice

of locality, it steadily and surely creates the elements that sustain and cherish it*

profits and prosperity.

It would seem that hnman ingenuity would rest content with a system, as safe

and perfect as the present method of banking now pursued in this State. No

failure of any incorporated bank, banking association, or individual banker, hat

taken place during the past two years, except an individual banker, doing business

under the name of the State Bank, at Sackett's Harbor. His securities, deposit

ed in the office of the Banking Department have been sold by the present Super

intendent, and the notes are now being redeemed at par. Every other institution,

or individual banker, doing business in this State, as far as the knowledge of this

department extends, has faithfully discharged its obligations to the public.

As before remarked, tbe two systems of banking pursued iu this State, are

intimately interwoven together by past legislation. The incorporated banks are,

as shown by the quarterly returns, in a sound and healthy condition. They must

and will gradually disappear, or come under the provisions of the act of 1838,

before that clause of the Constitution which prohibits the Legislature from grant

ing special charters for banking purposes in this State. Heretofore, with two

exceptions, they have filed their certificates of associations in this department,

and continued their business under the general bank law. It would be unjust in

me not to remind the Legislature that, as far as their circulation is concerned, it

is now greatly strengthened by the personal responsibility resting upon each of

their stockholders.

The entire combined system of banking in the State of New York, the Super

intendent believes to be, in as sound and safe a condition, as it has ever been

aince its inception.

The banks have adapted themselves, in their books and method of doing bad

ness, to the law as it exists ; and in the opinion of the present Superintendent it

would be far better to leave the system as it now stands, untouched, than to take

the risk of disturbing it for some fancied improvement, based upon a theory in

stead of a practical knowledge of the real working of the present method of

banking as pursued in this State.

There is no subject upon which exists so great a diversity of opinion, aa tbe

manner in which banking should be restrained or facilitated. Each locality, and

it would seem almost, that each individual business man has some theory or prac
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tice which is deemed desirable to meet his peculiar business necessities or his in

dividual location. On the one hand, you meet individual capital with its demands

for restriction and a limited currency, while the active businass man calls aloud

for increased bank facilities.

Banking, the child of individual credit, obeys the inevitable law of its creation,

in futile and endless attempts to settle the ever-vibrating balance between com

merce and capital. That balance must and will preponderate to the one side or

the other, from the ever-changing, increasing, and diminishing of value among us.

That capital at times overtakes commerce in this ever-continuing race, is oc

casionally, but seldom evident ; but she, stimulated by individual enterprise, fos

tered by the very nature of the government as well as the social relations under

which we live, slips from its grasp only to renewed effort and success in the

struggle. Capital calls currency to its aid, and with what success at present, the

price of business paper in our commercial emporium distinctly shows.

It is the firm belief of the present Superintendent that the legitimate currency

of the State is far short of the necessities of the business of the State; and that

as long as banking is pursued upon its present basis it will so remain. As an

evidence of the fact that our present paper currency is far short of what would

be fairly supposed to be its legitimate use, the exchanges made between the banks

in the clearing house in New York, if those exchanges existed in the notes of the

banks themselves, would bring into daily use and maintain it there, seventy-five

per cent of the entire circulation of the banks in the State. The circulation of

bank notes or rather the notes themselves, form but a small element in the busi

ness transactions of our citizens. To the banks in the city of New York they

are merely, or very nearly so, a convenience ; the element of their profit lies main

ly in their deposits, and must so remain while the present bank law is maintained.

The people of New York now enjoy a paper currency unequaled in these

United States. With this fact it would seem that no impediment in the way of

restriction, or additional and onerous requirements, should be made by legislation

upon the employment of capital in the business of banking.

MERCANTILE FAILURES M 1856.

The following statement of failures in the United States during the year 1856,

is represented to have emanated from the " Mercantile Agency" of the city of

New York :—

MERCANTILE FAILURES IX THE UNITED STATES FOE THE YEAR 1856.

Btat:

New York. 708

Ohio 241

Pennsylvania 234

Massachusetts. 179

Illinois 169

Virginia. 146

Michigan 92

Wisconsin 81

Maine 68

British Provinces.. . . 67

Iowa 57

Connecticut 53

North Carolina 63

Oeorgia 47

Maryland it Delaware 44

Kentucky .», 38

B|
£~
: «

31

10

1

1

15

6

6

6

10

6

2.=
c p

PI

119

IS

a

6

4

81

23

14

16

18

6

14

31

10

8

•1

New Jersey

Missouri.

Vermont ...

South Carolina

Tennessee.

Louisiana

New Hampshire.. . . .

Rhode Islaod

Minnesota.

Alabama

Territ'ies & California

Texas

Florida. ...

Arkansas

Total.

E.

35

82

32

31

28

24

23

22

21

18

17

16

12

8

2,705

!I if

21

6

16

3

6

6

i

10

2

7

4

The weekly reports of failures, published originally in the Independent, are

made up at the " Mercantile Agency," and we have no doubt are correct The
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facilities -which that institution has at command keep it well posted. The failures

reported last year (185C) amount to more than twenty-seven hundred in number,

and it would not be extravagant to put them down at an average of $20,000

each, which would give an aggregate of $54,100,000. The probabili'y ia that

the creditors of these failures have not received, on an average, more than 25 per

cent of their claims, which involves a loss of $40,000,000.

DIVIDENDS PAID BY BOSTON BANKS FOR FIVE YEARS.

The following table was originally prepared by Georos A. Foxcroft, Esq.,

for the Boston Courier. It exhibits the rate and amount of dividends paid by

the Boston banks during the last five years. The banks in operation in April,

1852, had an aggregate capital of $23,960,000; April, 1853, $24,110,000;

April, 1854, $29,410,000 ; April, 1855, $31,705,000 ; April, 1856, $31,960,000.

. DIVIDENDS. ,

Bttta 18H. 18*1. 1864. 1864. 1866. Avefp.

Atlantic percent 8 8 8 7 6 7.4

Atlas 7 t 1i ■ 8 7.6

Blackstone 7 8 8 8 8 7.8

Boston 8 8 8 8 8 8

Boylston 9 0} 10 9 9 9.S

Broadway . new. 6 8 1J

City 7 7 7 7 7 7

Columbian 6J 6j 7 7 7 8.8

Commerce 8 8 8 8 7 7.8

Eagle 7 71 8 8 8 7.7

Eliot . new. 7 8 7 ...

Exchange. 8 8 8 8 10 8.4

Faneuil Hall 7 8 8 8 8 7.8

Freeman's 9 9 10 10 10 9.6

Globe 8 8 8 8 8 8

Granite. 8 8 71 ' 7 7 7.6

Hamilton 8 8 8 71 8 7.9

Howard . new, 8 8 7

Market 10 10 10 10 10 10

Massachusetts 6 6 6.4 6.4 6.4 6.M

Maverick ; . . new. 61 61

Mechanics' 8 8 8 8 8 8

Merchants' 8 8 8 8 8 8

National . new. 8 71 7

NcwEngland 8 8 8 8 8 8

Nonh 7 7 8 8 7 7.4

NorthAmerica 8 71 8 71 7 7.6

Shawmut 8 8 8 8 8 8

Shoe and Leather Dealers' 8 8 8 8 9 8.3

State. 61 7 7 7 71 7

Suffolk. 10 10 10 10 10 10

Traders' 71 8 8 8 71 7.8

Tremont 8 8 8 8 8 8

Union 8 8 8 8 8 8

"Washington 61 61 8 7 7 7

Webster. . new. 7 7 7

The total amount of dividends paid in the five years was as follows :—

1862. 1863. 1861. 1866. 1S66.

$1,863,250 $1,897,760 $2,341,200 $2,491,600 $2,464,100

Showing a grand total of dividends paid to stockholders in the five years of

$311,057,800.

X
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BRITISH IMPORT OF SPECIE AND BULLION IN 1856.

We condense from the London Daily News the subjoined statement of the im

port of specie and bullion into England during the year commencing in January

and ending December 27, 1856 :—

From Total
From From W. Indies, from all

Australia. United States. Mexico, &e. quarters.

First quarter £1,661,900 £665,100 £1,884,800 £4,194,000

Second quarter 4,070,000 2,060,300 1,918,200 8,029,000

Third quarter 2,626,700 8,471,000 1,881,000 7,597,000

Fourth quarter 1,999,800 2,606,600 1,159,600 5,813,000

Total £10,247,400 £8,692,900 £6,818.600 £25,633.000

First six months 5,721,900 2,615.400 3,828,000 12,2'28,0O0

Last six months. 4,625,600 5,977,500 2,990,500 18,410,000

Throughout the year, the value of money varied with the imports of bullion.

During the first quarter, when the aggregate imports were only £4,194,000, mo

ney ruled at 6 to 7 per cent In the second quarter, the supplies of bullion were

the largest of the year, amounting to £8,029,000, or nearly double those of the

first quarter, and accordingly, by the 26th of June, the Bank of England was

compelled to lower its charge to 4J per cent. During the third quarter, when

the supplies of the precious metals were still very large, viz. : £7,597,000, th«

rates of discount remained at this reduced range. In the last quarter, the im

ports of bullion declined to £5,813,000, and, the demand on the continent being

urgent, the value of money quickly reasceuded to 6 and 7 per cent.

A comparison of the bullion imports of 1856 with those of 1855 may be use

ful. The aggregate receipts in 1856 were £25,633,000, against £24,268,000 in

1855, showing an increase of £1,365,000. The receipts from Australia were, in

1856, £10,247,400, and in 1855, £10,883,000 ; from the United States, iu 1856,

£8,592,900, and in 1855, £6,380,000 ; from the West Indies and Mexico, in 1856,

£6,818,500, arid in 1855, £5,042,000. The fact that the imports from Australia

last year were only £635,600 less than in 1855, furnishes satisfactory evidence as

to the general reliability and steadiness of this source of supply, despite the

monthly or quarterly variations. The increase of £1,776,533 from the West In

dies and Mexico, consisting chiefly of silver, was of course occasioned by tha

augmented demand for silver in Europe. The increase of £2,212,900 from the

United States attests the intimacy of the relations between the American and

European markets. The monetary pressure which prevailed in Europe during

three-fourths of the past year evidently attracted increased supplies of gold from

the United States. Of these supplies a very considerable proportion was directly

on French account.

VALUE OF THE COINAGE OF THE UNITED STATES AND THE UNITED KINGDOM,

AND A UNIFORM CURRENCC

The following resolution to provide for ascertaining the relative value of th»

coinage of the United States and Great Britain, and fixing the relative value of

the unitary coins of the two countries, passed both branches of Congress at iU

last session, and was approved by the executive, February 26, 1857 :—

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United Stales of

America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he

s h.voby a'Jtho.-izjJ and directed to appoint some suitable person as agent or
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commissioner to confer with the proper functionaries in Great Britain in relation

to some plan or plans of so mutually arranging on the decimal basis the coinage

of the two countries as that the respective units shall be thereafter easily and ex

actly commensurable, and to embody the result of such conference in a statement

and report, to be laid before Congress as early as practicable ; and that the com

pensation of said agent or commissioner shall not exceed five thousand dollars in

full for his services and expenses.

The following remarks were made in the House of Representatives on the 24th

of February, 1857, by the Hon. J. R. Tysos, of Pennsylvania, on the above

resolution :—

Mr. Tyson said : I am in favor of the resolution, but wish to amend it by in

serting the words " on the decimal basis." The object of the resolution, Mr.

Speaker, is to appoint an agent to confer with European commissions, and report

upon the subject of an international coinage. The amendmeut proposes a further

object. It requires that the units should not only approximate in relative valne,

bnt that the whole should be on the decimal system.

The standards of value in the coins of England and the United States are so

different that we are obliged to express this variance by the invention of a fig

ment—the par of exchange. This is the commercial phrase to express that

equality which is attained by adding 9J per cent to our money. One object of

the commission is to neutralize this inequality in such a way as by mutual con

cession to make the units of the two countries exactly commensurable. The

adoption of a common standard would make five of our dollars amount to a

pound sterling, and put an end to the existing inequalities in silver as well as

gold coins. The English currency has at present ninety-two-and-a-half metal to

the hundred of silver, or seven-and-a-half alloy ; and ninety-one-and-two-thirds of

gold, or an alloy of nine-and-one third per cent The American coinage has a

little more alloy, having, like the French, the proportion of ninety to the hun

dred, or 10 per cent alloy. One chief duty of the agent appointed under thU

resolution will be to confer with the English commission now in existence, for

the purpose of devising some plan which may be mutually satisfactory to equalize

the respective standards of the two countries.

But another duty remains, and that is, to induce England to abandon her an

tiquated divisions of units and adopt the decimal system. The English duodeci

mal and vicesimal modes of computation are inconvenient in practice, and too

complex and troublesome in the transactions of international commerce. The

practical inconveniences of the present system were shown by evidence adduced

before a committee of the English House of Commons in the year 1853. The

committee reported in favor of its abandonment, and the snbstitution of the de

cimal basis of coinage.

The decimal system was one of the few good fruits of the French revolution.

Our country followed. The first movement was made by Mr. Jefferson iu Janu

ary, 1790, who recommended the adoption of the French decimals in the division

of coins. No coinage has been made in this country since the year 1800 except

upon this basis ; but the Spanish and Mexican units are, by acquiescence, still in

common circulation. The decimal system now prevails, by law, in nearly every

part of Europe, except in England, Germany, and Russia. Iu the two former

countries a favorable impression prevails in regard to it. It is also in force in

Chili, Colombia, and New Granada, in South America, and a feeling exists in

favor of it in Mexico.

This Congress was petitioned several years ago. by the Society of Geography

and Statistics, in favor of uniform standards of weights and measures. It was

one of the subjects which engaged the attention of the Scientific Congress which

was held at Brussels in 1853. More recently the same body assembled at Pari*

in 1855, and Btrongly recommended the adoption of some uniform system of cal

culation, as well as uniformity of weights and measures. They appointed a com

mittee to confer with reluctant or ill-judging interests in other countries. Witk

this committee, as well as with the British commission, the agent to be appointed
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under the resolution now before the House will no doubt put himself in commu

nication, and give to the country every light which science, experience, and the

general interests of commerce over the world will require.

The whole subject of an international coinage in facilitating exchanges, and

subserving the interests of commerce, is well worthy of the American Congress.

Next to a universal language, everywhere spoken and everywhere understood, it

will as eminently conduce to general peace and general good understanding among

nations as any other measure which can be devised.

The resolution was passed as amended.

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS.

UNITED STATES TARIFF OF 1857,

COMPARED WITH THE TARIFF OF 1846.*

The following analysis of the new tariff act, approved March 3d, 1857, and

which will go into effect July 1st, 1857, presents a clear view of the substance of

its provisions. The first column of figures designates the duty under the tariff of

1846, and the second column designates the duty under the tariff of 1857 :—

AN ACT REDCCINQ THE DUTY ON IMPORTS, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United Slatet

of America in Congress assemliled. That on and after the first day of July, eigh

teen hundred and fifty-seven, ad valorem duties shall be imposed in lieu of those

now imposed upon goods, wares, and merchandise imported from abroad into the

United States, as follows, viz. : Upon the articles enumerated in schedules A and

B of the tariff act of eighteen hundred and forty-six, a duty of thirty per centum,

and upon those enumerated in schedules C, D, B, F, G, and II of said act, the

duties of twenty-four per centum, nineteen per centum, fifteen per centum, twelve

per centum, eight per centum, and four per centum, respectively, with such ex

ceptions us are hereinafter made ; and all articles so imported as aforesaid, and

not enumerated in the said schedules, shall pay a duty of fifteen per centum.

SCIIF.DIXE A, B.—THIRTY PER CENT.

40

4(i

Alabaster and spar ornaments. .

Anchovies, sardines, nnd all other

lish preserved in oil

Brandy and other spirits distilled

from grain or other materials. 100

Cariiplmr. refined 40

Composition tops fir tables or

oilier articles of furniture - . .

Comfits, sweet" eats, or fruits

preserved in sugar, brandy or

molasses

Cordials, ubsynihe, arrack, cura-

coa, kirsclienwa*ser, liquors,

maraschino, ratafia, and all oth

er spirituous beverages of a

similar character 100 80

■h )

80

.',0

80

SO

40 80

40 80

Glass, cut 40 SO

Manufact. of cedar wood, grana-

dilla. ebony, mahogany, rose

wood, and satin wood 40 80

Prepared vegetables, meats, poul

try. <fc game, sealed or enclosed

in cans or otherwise » 40 SO

Scagliola tops for tables, or ether

articles of furniture 40 SO

Cisjars, muff, paper cigars, ami all

other manufactures of tobacco. 40 80

Wines—Burgundy, Champagne,

claret, Madeira, port, sherry,

and ail other wines and imita

tions of wines 40 SO

• The Merckanti' Magazine of September, 1848, (vol. xr., pages 800-307,) contains nn anthe&tta

•apy of Uie tariff of l&W.
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SCHEDULE C.—TWENTY-FOtJR PER CENT AD VALOREM.

30

SO

SO

Ale, beer, end porter, in casks or

butlle "0

Argentine, albata, or German sil

ver, manufactured or unmanuf. 30

Articles embroidered with gold,

silver, or other metals 30

Articles worn by men, women, or

children, of whatsoever mate

rial c'mp'sed, made up, or made

wholly or in part by hand.. . .

Asses' skins

Balsams, cosmetics, essences, ex

tracts, pastes, perfumes, and

tinctures, used either for the

toilet or for medicinal purposes

Baskets, and all other articles

composed of grass, oziers, palm

leaf, straw, whalebone, or wil

low, not otherwise provided for

Bay rum, Bologna sausages 30

Beads of amber, composition, or

wax, and all other beads ....

Bracelets, braids, chains, curls, or

ringlets, composed of hair, or

of which hair is a component

pari

Braces, suspenders, webbing, or

other fabrics, composed wholly

or in part of India-rubber, not

otherwise provided fur SO

Combs and brushes of all kinds. 30

Cameos, real and imitation, and

mosaics, real and imitation,

when set in gold, silver, or other

metal 30

Canes and sticks for walking, fin

ished or unfinished 30

Capers, pickles, and sauces of all

kinds, not otherwise provided

for

Caps, hats, muffs, and tippets of

fur, and all othtr manufactures

of fur, or of which fur shall be

a component material 80

Caps, gloves, leggings, mils, socks,

stockings, wove shirts A draw

ers, 4 all similar articles made

on frames, worn by men, wo

men, or children, and not oth

erwise provided for. SO

Card cases, pocket books, shell

boxes, souvenirs. <b all similar

articles, of whatever material

composed SO

Carpets, carpeting, hearth rugs,

bedsides, and other portions of

carpeting, being either Aubus-

■on, Brussels, ingrain, Saxony,

Turkey, Venetian, Willon, or

any other similar fabrics 30

Carriages, and parts of carriages 30

Cheese, clocks, <s parts of clocks . 80

24

24

24

30 24

30 . 24

30 24

30 24

24

24

24

Clothing, ready made, and wear

ing apparel of every descripti'n,

of whatever material composed,

made up or manufact'd wholly

or in part by the tailor, seam

stress, or manufacturer

Coach and harness furniture of all

kinds

Coal, coke, and culm of coal . . .

Combs of all kinds

Compositions of glass or paste,

when set

Confectionery of all kinds, not

otherwise provided for

Coral, cut or unmanufact'd, corks

Cotton cords, gimps, & galloons.

Courlplaster, crayons of all kind*

Cutlery of all kinds

Diamonds, gems, pearls, rubies,

and other precious stones, and

imitations of precious stones,

when set in gold, silver, or oth

er metal

Dolls, and toys of all kinds

Earthen, china, and stone ware,

and all other wares, composed

of earthy and mineral substan

ces, not otherwise provided for

Epaulets, galloons, laces, knots,

stars, tassels, tresses, <k wings,

of gold, silver, or other metal.

Fans and fire screens of every de

scription, of whatever material

composed

Feathers and flowers, artificial or

ornamental, and parts thereof,

of whatever material compYd

Fire crackers

Flats, braids, plaids, sparterre &

willow squares, used for making

bats or bonnets

Frames and sticks for umbrellas,

parasols, & sunshades, finished

or unfinished

Furniture, cabinet <k household .

Glass, colored, stained, or painted

Glass crystals for watches

Glass, or pebbles for spectacles.

Glass tumblers, plain, molded, or

pressed, not cut or painted. . .

Paintings on glass, porcelain glass

Hair penotis, hat bodies of cotton

Uats and bonnets, for men, wo

men, and children, composed of

straw, satin straw, chip, grass,

palm-leaf, willow, or any other

vegetable substance, or of hair,

whalebone, or other material,

not otherwise provided for

Hemp unmanufactured, houey. .

Human hair, cleansed or prepar'd

for use

SO 24

SO 24

SO 24

SO 24

SO 24

30 24

30 24

80 24

80 24

80 24

30 24

30 24

80 24

30 24

SO 24

SO 24

SO 24

SO 24

30 24

SO 24

30 24

SO 24

SO 24

SO 24

SO 24

SO 24

80 24

SO 24

SO 24
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24

24

24

24

24

24

24

24

SO 24

Ink and ink powder 80 24

Iron, in bars, bloom, bolts, loops,

pigs, rods, slabs, or other form,

not otherwise provided for. ... 30

Castings of iron, old or scrap iron 30

Vessels of cast iron 30

Japanned ware of all kinds, not

otherwise provided for 80

Jewelry, real or imitation 80

Jet and manufactures of jet, and

imitations thereof 80

Lead pencils 30

Maccaroni, vermicelli, gelatine,

jellies, and all similar prepara

tions 80

Manufactures of the bark of

cork tree, except corks

Manufactures of bone, shell, horn,

pearl, ivory, or vegetable ivory 30 24

Manufactures, articles, vessels.it

wares, not otherwise provided

for, of brass, copper, gold, iron,

lead, pewter, platina, silver, tin,

or other metal, or of which

either of those metals or any

other metal shall be the com

ponent material of chief value.

Manufactures of cot ton, linen, silk,

wool, or worsted, ifembroider'd

or tamboured in the loom or

otherwise, by machinery or

with the needle or other pro

cess

Manufactures composed wholly

of cotton, which are bleached,

printed, painted, or dyed, and

de laines 25 24

Manufactures, articles, vessels, <&

wares of grass, or of which

grass shall be a component ma

terial, not otherwise provided

for. 30 24

Manufactures <& articles of leath

er, or of which leather shall be

a component part, not other

wise provided for 30 24

Manufactures and articles of mar

ble, marble paving tiles, and

all other marble more advane'd

in manufacture than in slabs

or blocks in the rough 30 24

Manufact. of paper, or of which

paper is a component material,

not otherwise provided for. . . 30 24

Manufact's of wool, or of which

wool shall be the component

material of chie>f. value, not

otherwise provided for 30 24

Medicinal preparations, not oth-

wise provided for 30

30 24

30 24

24

Manufact. of wood, or of which

wood iB a component part, not

otherwise provided for 80 24

Metallic pens, mineral waters,

molasses 80 24

Muskets, rifles, <b other fire arms 80 24

Nuts, not otherwise provided for 80 24

Ochres and ochrey earths, used

in the composition of painters'

colors, whether dry or ground

in oil, not otherwise provided

for 80 24

Oilcloth of every description, of

whatever material composed.. 30 24

Oils, volatile, essential, or ex

pressed, and no: otherwise pro

vided for 30 24

Olive oil in casks, other than sal

ad oil 80 24

Olive salad oil, and all other olive

oil, not otherwise provided for. 80 24

Olives 80 24

Paper, antiquarian, demy, draw

ing, elephant, foolscap, impe

rial, letter, and all other paper

not otherwise provided for . . . 80 24

Paper boxes, and all other fancy

boxes 30 24

Paper envelops 80 24

Parasols and sunshades, parch- i

ment 30 24

Plated and gilt ware of all kinds 30 24

Playing cards, potatoes, red chalk

pencils 80 24

Saddlery of all kinds, not other

wise provided for 30 24

Salmon preserved, sealing-wax.. SO 24
Sewing silks, in ih ■ gum or pu

rified 80 24

Shoes, composed wholly of India-

rubber SO 24

Side arms of every description . . 80 24

Silk twist, and twist composed of

silk and mohair 30 24

Silver-plated metal, in sheets or

other form 30 24

Soap. Castile, perfumed, Windsor

and all other kinds 30 24

Sugar of all kinds, sirup of sugar SO 24

Tobacco, unmanufactured 30 24

Twines and pack-thread, of what

ever material composed 80 24

Umbrellas, vellum, vinegar 30 24

Wafers, water-colors 80 24

Wood, unmanufactured, not oth

erwise provided for, and fire

wood 80 24

Wool, unmanufactured, not other

wise provided for 30 24

 

SCHEDULE D.—NINETEEN PgB CENTUM AD VALOREM.

Borax or tinctal, not otherwise j Buttons and button molds of all

provided for 25 19 1 kinds. 25 19
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Baize*, bookings, flannels <fc floor

cloths, of whatever material

composed, Dot otherwise pro

vided for 25

Cables and cordage, tarred or un-

tarred 25

Calomel and all other mercurial

preparations 26

Cotton laces, cotton inserting*,

cotton trimming lacea, cotton

lace and braids 26

FIofs silks, feather beds, feathers

for beds, and downs of all kinds 25

Grass cloth 25

Hair cloth, hair seating, and all

other manufactures of hair, not

otherwise provided for 26

Japanned leather or skins of all

kinds 20

Manufactures, composed wholly

of cotton, not otherwise provi

ded for 25

Manufactures of goats' hair or

mohair, or of which goats' hair

or mohair shall be a component

material, not otherwise provi

ded for 25

Manufactures and articles of silk,

or of which silk shall be a com

ponent material, not otherwise

provided for 25

Manufactures of worsted, or of

which worsted shall be a com

ponent material, not otherwise

provided for 26

Matting, China and other floor

matting and mats, made of

flags, jute or grass 25

19

IV

IS

1»

IS

20 15

20 15

20 15

20 li

3" 15

SO 15

20 15

1'0 ;5

Jute, manila, and sisal grass, coir

<t other vegetable substances,

unmnnufact'd, not otherwise

provided for. 25 19

Roofing slates, and slates other

I hati roofing slates 25

Woolen and worsted yarn 25

SCHEDULE K.—FIFTEEN PER CENTUM AD VALOREM.

•20

Alum

Angora, Thibet, and other goats'

hair or mohair, unmanulact'd,

Dot otherwise provided for. . .

Arrow root, bacon, barley, beef,

beeswax 20

Berries, vegetables and flowers,

not otherwise provided fur. . . 20

Blankets of all kinds 20

Blank books, bound or unbound.

(See periodicals) 20

Blueor Koman vitriol, or sulphate

of copper

Boards, planks, staves, laths,

scantling, spars, hewn and

sawed timber, and timtier to

be used in building wharves. .

Brencia, bronze liquor, bronze

powder

Butter, cadmium 20

Calamine 20

Caps, gloves, leggins, mits, socks,

Blockings, wove shirts, and

drawers, made on frames, com

posed wholly of cotton, worn

by men, women and children.

Cassia buds, castor oil, castorum,

chocolate 20

Coromate of lead 20

Chrornatp, bichromate, hydrio-

date and pru,s«iate of potash. . 20

Cooalt, coculus indicus 20

Copperas or green vitriol, or sul

phate of iron 20

Copper, iu sheets or plates, called

brazieis' copper, and other

sheets of copper, not otherwise

provided for 20

20 1 6 1 Copper rods, bolts, nails and

| spikes

j Copper bottoms

20 15 ] Cubebs, dried pulp, ether, felds

par, fig blue

15 j Fifh, foreign, whether fresh, salt-

| ed, smoked, dried, or pickled,

15 not otherwise provided for. . .

1 5 ' l'i-li glue or isinglass, fish skins,

flaxseed

16 | Flour of sulphur, Frankfort black

! French chalk, fulminates or ful-

20 15 minating powders, furs drcss'd

in the t-kiD

Gamboge -

Ginger, green, ripe, dried, pre-

20 16' served or pickled 40 <5t

! Glue, green turtle, gnnny cloth,

15 | gunpowder

1 5 Hair, curled, moss, sea weed, and

. . I all other vegetable substances

used for beds or mattresses.. .

Hams, hats of wool

| Hat bodies made of wool, or of

which wool shall lie a compo-

20 15! nent material of chief value. .

Hatters' plush, composed of silk

15 and cotton, but of which cotton

15 is the component material of

chief value

16 Hempseed, or linseed, and tape-

16 seed oil, and all other oils used

in painting

15 Indian corn and com meal

Ipecacuanha, iridutn, isis or orris

root

Iron liquor.jalap, juniper berries,

15 Lampblack, lard

19

It

20 15

20 16

20 IS

20 IS

20 IS

20 IS

20 IS

20 15

20 13

in 15

20 IS
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Leather, tanned, bend, or sole.

Dot otherwise provided for. . . 20 15

Leather, upper of all kinds, not

otherwise provided for 20 15

Lead, in pigs, bars or sheets .... 20 16

Lead pipes, lead shot, leeches. . 20 15

Linens of all kinds 20 16

Liquorice paste, juice or root,

litharge 20 16

Malt, manganese, manna 20 16

Manufactures of flax, not other

wise provided for 20 16

Manufactures of hemp, not oth

erwise provided for 20 15

Marble in the rough, slab or block

unmanufact'd 20 15

Marine coral, unmanufact'd ... . 20 15

Medicinal roots, leaves, gum9 and

rosins, in a crude 6tate, not

Otherwise provided for. .30 26 20 16

Metals, Dutch and bronze, in leaf 20 16

Metals, unmanufact'd, not other

wise provided for 20 15

Mineral and bituminous substan

ces, in a crude state, not other

wise provided for 20 16

Masical instruments of all kinds,

and strings for musical instru

ments of whipgut or catgut, it

all other strings of the same

material 20 16

Needles of all kinds, for sewing,

darning or knitting 20 15

Nitrate of lead 20 16

Oats and oatmeal 20 15

Ochres and ochrey earths, dry. . 20 15

Oils—neatsfoot and other animal

oil, spermaceti, whale A other

fish oil, the produce of foreign

fisheries 20 15

Opium, orange and lemon peel. . 20 16

Ozier or willow, prepared for

basket makers' use 20 16

Patent mordant 20 16

Paints, dry or ground in oil, not

otherwise provided for 20 16

Paper hangings and paper for

screens or tireboards. 20 15

Paving stones 20 15

Paving and roofing tiles <& bricks 20 16

Pearl or hulled barley 20 15

Periodicals and other work-i in

course of printing and t epubli-

caiion in the U.S 20 15

Pitch 20 15

Plumbago, pork, pumpkins, pot

assium, putty 20 16

Borate of lime. 20 12

Brazil paste, conilla or tow of

hemp and flax 16 12

Diamonds, glaziers', set or not set 15 12

Plaster of Paris, when ground . . . 20 16

Quicksilver, quills, red chalk,

rhubarb 20 15

Rice or paddy, roll brimstone .. 20 16

Roman cement, rye and rye flour 20 16

Saddlery, common, trinned or

japanned ' 20 16

Satfron and saffron cake, sago. . 20 16

Sal soda and all carbonates of

soda, by whatever names de

signated, not otherwise provi

ded for . 20 16

Salts—Epsom, glauber, Rochelle,

and all other salts and prepa

rations or salts, not otherwise

provided for 20 16

Sarsaparilla, seppia, sheathing

paper 20 16

Skins, tanned and dressed, of all

kinds, not otherwise provi'd for 20 15

Skins of all kinds, not otherwise

provided for 20 15

Slate pencils, smalts 20 16

Spermaceti candles and tapers. . 20 15

Spirits turpentine, spunk, squills,

starch 20 16

Stearine candles and tapers. .. . 20 15

Steel, not otherwise provided fur 20 16

Stereotype plates, still bottoms. 20 15

Sulphate of barytes, crude or re

fined 20 16

Sulphate of quinine, tallow ran

dies, tapioca 20 16

Tar, thread laces and iusertings,

type metal 20 16

Types, new or old, vanilla beans,

verdigris 20 16

Velvet in the piece, composed

wholly of cotton 20 16

Velvet in the piece, composed of

cotton and t-i Ik. but of which

cotton is the component mate

rial of chief value 20 15

Vermilion 20 16

Wares, chemical, earthen, or pot

tery, of a capacity exceeding

ten gallons f0 15

Wax candles and tapers 20 16

Whalebone, the produce of for

eign fisheries 20 15

Wheat and wheat flour, white

and red lead 20 15

Whiting or Paris white 20 16

While vitriol or sulphate of zinc 20 15

Window glass, bro-d, crown or

cylinder 20 16

Woolen listings 20 16

Silk, raw, not otherwise provi

ded for 16 11

Steel, in bars, cast, shear or

German. 15 12

SCHEDULE Y.—TWKLVE PER CENTUM AD VALOREM.
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12 I Zinc, spelter or teutenegue, in

12 sheets 15 1*

Goldbeaters' skins

Hair of all kinds, uncleaned and

unmanufactured

Kelp, lemon and lime juice, lime

Machinery, exclusively designed

and expressly imported for

the manufacture of flax and

linen goods

Music paper with lines, bound or

unbound

Natron, nux vomica, nrpiment.. .

Polishing stones, pumice A pum

ice stones.

Rotten stone, sal ammonia.

Saltpeter, (or nitrate of soda or

potash) refined or partially re

fined

Sponges

Sulphuric acid or oil of vitriol. .

Tallow, marrow, and all other

grease and soap, stocks and

soap stuffs, not otherwise pro

vided for

Terra joponica or catechu

Tin, in plates or sheets, galvaniz'd

or ungalvanized

Watches

Woods—namely : cedar, lignum-

vitsa, ebony, box, granadilU,

mahogany, rosewood, satin-

wood, and all cabinet woods. .

10

10

10

30

10

10

10

10

10

10

15

10

•20

Chalk, clay

Cochineal

Cocoa, cocoa nuts, and cocoa

shells. 20 4

5

10

10

Gold A silver leaf, mineral kerms 15

Tenie tin plates, tin foil 15

SCHEDULE Q.—EIGHT PER CENTUM AD VALOREM.

Ammonia 10

Antimony, crude, or regulus of. . 20

Barks of all kinds, not otherwise

provided for 20 and 15

Books printed, magazines, pam

phlets, periodicals and illustra

ted newspapers, bound or un

bound, not otherwise provided

for 10

Building stones 10

Camphor, crude 25

Cantharides, carbonate of soda. . 20

Chronometers, box or ships', and

parts thereof 10

Compositions of glass or paste,

not set 10

Cudbear 10

Emery, in lump or pulverized. . 20

Engravings or plates, bound or

unbound 10

Fruits, green, ripe or dried . .40, 80, 20

Gurus—Arabic, Barbary. copal,

East India, Jeddo, Senegal,

substitute, tragacanth. and all

other gums and rosins in a

crude state 10

Hempseed and rapseed, fuller's

earlh 10

Furs, hatters', dres'd or undres'd,

not on the skin 10

Furs, undres'd, when on the skin 10

SCHEDULE H.—FOUR PER CENTUM.

Acids—acetto, benzoic, bnracic,

critic, muriatic, white and yel

low, nitric.oxalic, pyroligt-nuus,

and tartaric, and all other acids

of every description, used for

chemical, medical, or manufac

turing purposes, not atherwise

provided for 20

Alcoruoque 5

Aloes, amber, ambergris, anni-

seed 20

Annatto, roucou, Orleans 10

Arsenic 15

Articles not in a crude state, used

in dyeing or tanning, not other

wise provided for 20

AsafcetiJa, asphaltum 20

Barilla, bleach'g powder or chlo

ride of lime 10

Borax, crude 25

Boucho leaves 20

Brimstone, crude, in bulk 16

Bristles 6

Cameos, mosaics, diamon's, gems,

jicni K rubies. and other preci

ous stones, not set. 10

Cork tree bark

Cream of tartar

Extracts of indigo

Extracts it decoctions of logwood

and other dyewoods, not other

wise provided for

Extract of madder

Flint, ground, grindstones

Gutta percha, unmanufactured. .

Horn, horn tips, bone, bone tipa

and teeth, unmanfact'd

India rubber in bottles, slabs or

sheets, unmanu fact'd

India rubber, milk of

Ivory nuts or vegetable ivory,

kermes, lac dye

Lac spirits, lac sulphur

Lastings, cut in strips or patterns

of the size and shape for shoes,

slippers, boots, bontees, gaiters

or buttons, exclusively, not

combined with India rubber. .

15

20

•20

5

20

10 8

20 8

10 8
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Indigo 10 4

Manufactures of mohair cloth,

silk twist, or other manufac

tures of cloth suitable for the

manufacture of shoes, cut in

■trips or patterns of the t-ize

and shape for shoes, slippers,

boots, bootees, gaiters, or but

tons, exclusively, not combined

with India rubber 5 4

Music, printed with lines, bound

or unbound 10 4

Nickel, nut galls 6 4

Oils, cocoa nut, palm & teal. .20 <fc 10 4

Pearl, mother of 6 4

Pewter, when old and fit only to

be remanufact'd 5 4

Prussian blue 20 4

Rags of wool 6 4

Sec. 3. And be it further enacted, That on and after the first day of July,

eighteen hundred and fifty-seven, the goods, wares and merchandise mentioned in

schedule I, made part hereof, shall be exempt from duty and entitled to free

entry :—

SCHEDULE I.

Raw hides and skins of all kinds,

whether dried, salted, or pick

led, not otherwise provided for S

Saltpeter, or nitrate of soda, or

potash, when crude 5

Safflower, reedlac, shellac 6

Soda ash 10

Spices of all kinds. 40 A. 30

Sumac 5

Tortoise <t other shells, unmanuf. 5

Turmeric, waste or shoddy 5

Watch materials and unfinished

parts of watches 10

Weld 5

Woad or pastel 10

Zinc, spelter, or teutenegue, un-

nianufact'd, not otherwise pro

vided for 5 4

All books, maps, charts, mathe

matical, nautical instrumrnts,

philosophical apparatus, and

all other articles whatever im

ported for the use of the U.S . . free free

All philosophical apparatus, in

struments, books, maps and

charts ; statues, statuary, busts

and casts of marble, bronze,

alabaster or plaster of Paris;

paintings and drawings, etch

ings; specimens of sculpture;

cabinets of coins, medals, gems

and all collections of antiqui

ties : Provided the same be spe

cially imported in good faith

for the use of any society in

corporated or established for

philosophical or literary purpo

ses, or for the encouragement

of the fine arts ; or for the use

or by the order of any college,

academy, school or seminary of

learning in the V. S free free

Animal carbon, bone black 20 "

Animals, living, all kinds . . . 20 it free "

Argol or crude tartar 6 "

Articles, in a crude state, used in

dyeing or tanning, not other

wise provided for 6 "

Bark, Peruvian 16 "

Bells, when old, or bell metal, fit

only to be remanufact'd 5 "

Berries, nuts, flowers, plants and

vegetables used exclusively in

dyeing or in composing dyes,

shall be cltbut no article

as such that has undergone any

Bismuth, bitter apples 20 free

Bolting cloths 26 "

Bones, burnt, and bone dust 20 "

Books, maps and cbarts imported

by authority of the Joint Li

brary of Congress for the use

of the library of Congress : pro

vided that if, in any case, a con

tract shall have been made

with any bookseller, importer

or other person aforesaid shall

have paid the duty or included

the duty in said contract, in

such case the duty shall not be

remitted free "

Brass, in bars and pigs. 6 "

Brass, when old, and fit only to

be remanufact'd 6 "

Brazil ,wood, braziletto, and all

other dye woods in sticks. ... 6 "

Bullion, gold and silver free "

Burr stones, wrought or unwro't,

but unmanufac't 10 "

Cabinets of coins, medah it other

collections of antiquities free "

Coffee and tea, when imported

direct from the place of their

growth or production in Amer

ican vessels or in forei'n vessels

entitled by reciprocal treaties

to be exempt from discrimina

ting duties, tonnage and other
charges * ■

Coffee, the growth or production

of the possessions of theNether-

lands, imported from the Neth

erlands in the same manner.. . " "

Coins, gold, silver and copper,
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Copper, when imj.orted for the

United States Mint ... free

Copper in pigs or bars 6

Cupper, when old and fit only to

be reiuanufact'd 5

Cotton free

Cutch 20

Dragon's blood 15

Felt, adhesive, for sheathing ves

sels free

Flax, unmanufact'd 15

Garden seeds and all other seeds

for agricultural, horticultural,

medicinal and manufacturing

purposes, not otherwise provi

ded for -J0 <t free

Glass, when old and fit only to

be remanufactured 10, 3d i. 20

Good?, wares and merchandise,

the growth, produce or manu

facture of the U. S., exported

to a fureigu country and bro't

back to the IT. S. in the same

condition as when exported,

upon which no drawback or

bounty has been allowed : pro

vided that all regulations to

ascertain the identity thereof,

prescribed by existing laws, or

which may be prescribed by

the Secretary of the Treasury,

shall be complied with. free

Gaano "

Household effects, old and in use,

of persons or families from for

eign countries, if used abroad

by them and not intended for

any other person or pereons, or

for sale "

Ice 20

Ivory, manufact'd 6

Junk, old free

Linseed, but not embracing flax

seed 10

Madder root, madder ground or

prepared 5

Maps and charts 10

Models of inventions and other

improvements in the aits: pro

vided that no article or articles

shall be deemed a model or im

provement which can be fitted

for use ; . . . .free

Oakum "

Oil, spermaceti, whale, and other

fish of American fisheries, and

all other articles the produce

of such fisheries "

Paintings and statuary 20 <fc "

Palm leaf, unmanufact'd 10

Personal and household effects

(not merchandise) of citizens of

the U.S. dying abroad free

| Plaster of Paris or sulphate of

free ] lime, unground free fret

" I Platina. unmanufact'd " "

; Rags of whatever material ex-

" cept wool 6 *

" Ratans and reeds, unmanufact'd . 10 *

" Sheathing copper, but no copper

" ' to be considered such and ad

mitted free except in sheets of

" forty- eight inches long A- four-

" i teen inches wide, and weighing

from fourteen to thirty-four

ounces the square foot ....... free *

Sheathing metal, not wholly or in

part of iron, ungalvanized. . . . " "

" j Shingle bolts and etave bolts. .. 20 *

Silk, raw, or as reeled from the

" I cocoon, not being doubled,

twisted, or advanced in nun-

facture in any way 15 *

, Specimens of natural history,

mineralogy or botany free *

Substances expressly used for

manures 20 "

Tin, in pigs, bars or blocks. 8 •

Trees, shrubs, bulbs, plants and

roots, not otherwise prov'd for. free •

Wearing apparel in actual use <x

oilier personal effects (not mer

chandise), professional books,

implements, instruments, and

tools of trade, occupation or

employm't of persons arriving

in the U.S.: provided that this

exemption shall not be con

strued to include machinery or

other articles imported for use

in any manufacturing estab

lishment or for sale. " *

Sheep's wool, unmanufact'd, of

the value at the port of export

ation of twenty cents per lb. or

less, aud hair of the alpaca, the

goat, and other like animals,

unmanufact'd : provided that

any wool of the sheep or hair

of the alpaca, goat, and other

like animals which shall be

imported in any other than the

ordinary condition as n>w and

heretofore practiced, or which

shall be changed in its charac

ter for the purpose of evading

the duly, or which sha'l be re

duced in value by the inten

tional admixture of dirt or any

foreign substance to twenty

cents per lb. or less, shall be

subject to a duty of twenty-

four per centum ad valorem,

anything in this net to the con

trary notwithstanding. . . . *30 & 20 **

* Sheep's wool, thirty per centum ; hair of the alpaca, the goat, and other like animate, twenty

per centum.
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Bkc. 4. And be it farther enacted. That all goods, wares and merchandise

which shall be imported from foreign countries after the passage of this act, and

be in the public stores on the first day of July aforesaid, shall be subject, on

entry thereof for consumption, to no other duty than if tho same had been im

ported, respectively, after that day.

Sec. 5. And be it further enacted. That on the entry of any goodB, wans and

merchandise imported on and alter the first day of July aforesaid, the decision of

the Collector of the customs at the port of importation and entry, as to their

liability to duty or exemption therefrom, shall be final and conclusive against the

owner, importer, consignee, or agent of any such goods, wares and merchandise,

unless the owner, importer, or consignee, or agent, shall, within ten days alter

such entry, give notice to the Collector, in writing, of his dissatisfaction with

such decision, setting forth therein distinctly and specifically his grounds ol objec

tion thereto, and shall, within thirty days after the date of such decision, appeal

therefrom to the Secretary of the Treasury, whose decision on such uppeal shall

be final and conclusive ; and the said goods, wares and merchandise shall be liable

to duty or exempted therefrom accordingly, any act of Congress to the contrary

notwithstanding, unless suit shall be brought within thirty days after such de

cision for any duties that may have been paid or may therefore be paid on said

goods, or within thirty days after the duties shall have been paid in cases where

such goods shall be in bond.

TARIFF ACTS AND TREASURY REGULATIONS.

"We give below from an official copy, (No. 1, General Regulations,) addressed

to Collectors and other officers of the customs, together with the amendatory acts

of March, 1857, referred to in the circular of the Secretary of the Treasury, as

fallows :—

Theascbt Departmifnt, March 7, 1P57.

The attention of collectors and other officers of the customs is called to the

subjoined acts of Congress, approved the 2d and 3d inst , amendatory of the 28th

section of the tariff act of 30th August, 18i2, and the 8th section of the tariff

act of 30th July, 1846, and which go into effect immediately.

In the act first mentioned, it will be perceived that the prohibition of the im

portation of certain articles is made so comprehensive as to embrace description*

of imports not affected by the law as it originally stood, but whose importation,

never heless, was believed to be within the principle of that enactment. The

amended act is precise and definite in its terms, and obviates all doubt as to it*

scope and intent.

The act amending the 8th section of the tariff act of 30th July, 1846, it will

be seen, makes no change in existing laws as construed by the Department, except

to place dutiable imports, however procured, by purchase or otherwise, on the

same footing as to the privilege of adding in the entry to the cost or value given

in the invoice, and their liability to additional duty for undervaluation.

HOWELL COBB, Secretary of the Treasury.

An Act to amend the twenty-eight section of the act of Congress, approved the thir-

titth of August, one thousand eight hundred and forty-two, entitled" An act to pro

vide reiienuefrom imports, and to change and modify existing laws imposing duties

on imports, and for other purposes," prohibiting the importation of obscene and in

decent articles, so as more effectually to accomplish the purposes for which that pro

vision was enacted

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

State of America in Congress assembled, That the twenty eighth section of the

act of Congress, approved the thirtieth of August, one thousand eight hundred

and forty-'wo, and entitled " An act to provide revenue from imports, and to

change and m dify existing laws imposing duties on imports, and for other pur

poses," be amended as follows :—The importation of all indecent or obscene ar
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tides, prints, paintings, lithographs, engravings, images, figures, daguerreotypes,

photographs, and transparencies, ia hereby prohibited ; and no invoice or package

whatever, or sny part thereof, in which any such articles are contained, shall be

admitted to entry ; and all invoices and packages whereof any such articles shall

compose a part, are hereby declared to be liable to be proceeded agairst. seused,

and forfeited by due course of law, and the said articles shall be forthwith de

stroyed. Approved March 2, 1857.

An Act to amend the act reducing the duty on imports, and for other purpose*,

panted July 80, 1846.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

States of America in Congress assembled, That the 8th section of the act ap

proved July 30, 1846, and entitled " An act reducing the duty on imports, and

for other purposes," be amended as follows :—

Sf.c. 2. And be it further enacted, That it shall be lawful for the owner, con-

uignee, or agent of imports which have been actually purchased, or procured

otherwise than by purchase, on en'ry of the same, to make such addition in the

entry to the cost or value given in the invoice as, in his opinion, may raise tbe

game to the true market value of such imp rbs in the principal markets of the

country whence the importations shall have bet u made; and to add thereto all

costs and charges which, under existing laws, would form part of the true value

at the port where the same may be entered, upon which the duties should be as

sessed. And it shall be the duty of the collector within whose district the same

may be imported or entered, to cause the dutiable value of such imports to be

appraised, estimated, and ascertained in accordance with the provisions of exist

ing laws ; and if the appraised value thereof shall exceed, by ten per centum or

more, the value so declared on the entry, then, in addition to the duties imposed

by law on the same there shall be levied, collected, and paid, a duty of twenty per

centum ad valorem on such appraised value : Provided neiertheless. That under

no circumstances shall the duty be assessed upon an amount less than the in

voice or entered value, any law of Congress to the contrary notwithstanding.

Approved March 3, 1857.

STATISTICS OF TRADE AND COMMERCE.

COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION OF THE UNITED STATES.

Wc continue*the publication of the statements of the commerce and navigation

of the United States for the year ending June 30, 1856, derived from the official

accounts of the Treasury Department. In the number for March, 1857, (vol.

xxxvi., pp. 355-359,) we gave, first, the exports of the domestic produce of the

United States ; second, the value of exports (distinguishing those of domestic and

foreign produce) to, and imports from, each foreign country ; third, a statistical

view of the tonnage, American and foreign, of vessels arriving from, and departing

to, each foreign country. In the number for April, 1857, (vol. xxxvi., pp. 472—177.)

we gave extracts from the report on navigation—first, tbe statistics of the regis

tered, enrolled, and licensed tonnage of the United States, showing the amount

end kinds of tonnage employed in the foreign and coasting trade, and the different

fisheries, (cod, mackerel, and whale ;) second, a condensed view of the tonnage of

the several districts of the United States, on June 30, 1856 ; third, a statement

of the domestic exports of the United States, showing the exports to each foreign

country, and to the dominions of each power, also the value exported in American

and foreign vessels.
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SUMMARY STATEMENT OP THE QUANTITY AND VALUE OF GOODS, WARES, AND MER

CHANDISE, IMPORTED INTO THE UNITED STATES IN AMERICAN AND FOREIGN

VESSELS, DURING THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1856.

TREE OF DUTY.

Specie* of Merchandise. Quantity. Dollars.

Animals for breed 99,263

Bullion—Gold 114,289

Silver 108,951

8pecie—Gold 876,016

Silver. 8,113,876

Cabinets of coins, medals, and other collections of an

tiquities. 127

Models of inventions and improvements in the arts 1,968

Teas lbs 22,778,876 6,898,891

Coffee 235,241,862 21,614,196

Copper, in plates, suited to the sheathing of vessels 877,656

Copper ore. 695,740

Cotton, unmanufactured 1,096,841 71,885

Adhesive felt for sheathing vessels 9,206

Paintings and statuary of American artists 94,885

Specimens of natural history, Ac 8,801

Sheathing metal 646,984

Platina, unmanufactured 61,465

Plaster, unground 116,165

Wearing apparel and other personal effects of emi

grants ana citizens dying abroad. 362,872

Old junk and oakum. 87,012

Garden seeds, trees, shrubs, plants, (Sic 871,264

Articles, the produce of the U. S, brought back 1,287,881

Guano, tons 66,746 881,676

Articles specially imported for philosophical societies,

colleges, seminaries of learning, schools, Ac. 51,462

AU other articles not subject to duty 19,780,891

PAYING DUTIES AD VALOREM.

Manufacture! of wool—Piece goods, including wool

and cotton 11,683,476

Shawls of wool, wool A cotton, silk, and silk A cotton 2,629,771

Blankets 1,205,800

Hosiery and articles made on frames 1,178,094

Worsted piece goods, including cotton and worsted 12,286,275

Woolen and worated yarn 198,746

Manufactures of, not specified 505,004

Flannels, running yards 860,991 100,248

Baizes and bockings 602,244 117,661

Carpeting—Wilton, Saxony, Aubusson, Brussels, Tur

key, treble-ingrained, Venetian, A other ingrained 2,000,686 1,929,196

Not specified 288,122

Manufactures of cotton—Piece goods 19,110,762

Velvets 665,888

Cords, gimps, and galloons 194,005

Hosiery and articles made on frames 2,516,848

Twist yarn and thread 1,276,760

Hatters' plush, of silk and cotton 26,468

Manufactures of, not specified 2,227,283

Silk, and Manufactures of silk—Piece goods 25,200,651

Hosiery and articles made on frames 611,298

Sewing silk 250,188

Hats and bonnets 102,827

Manufactures not specified. .3,974,974

Floss 16,498

VOL. XXXVI. NO. V. 39
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Species of Merchandise.

Raw

Boiling cloths

Silk and wonted piece goods

Gnats' hair or mohair piece goods

Manufacturei offax—Linens, bleach'd or unbleach'd.

Hosiery and articles made on frames

Manufactures not specified

Manufactures of hemp—Ticklenburgs, osnaburgs, and

burlaps

Articles not specified

Sail duck, Ruseia, Holland, and Ravens, pieces. ....

Cotton bagging, running yards

Clothing—Ready-made

Articles of wear

Laces—Thread and insertings

Cotton insertings, trimmings, laces, braids, Ac

Embroideries of wool, cotton, silk, and linen

Floor cloth, patent, painted, Ac, running yards

Oil cloth of all kinds

Lastings and mohair cloth for shoes and buttons

Gunny cloth and gunny bags

Matting, Chinese, and other of flags, Ac

Hats, caps, and bonnets, fats, braids, andplaits, <tc.—

Of leghorn, straw, chip, or grass, Ac

Manufactures of iron and steel—Muskets and rifles,

number

Firearms, not specified

Side-arms

Needles

Cutlery.

Other manufactures and wares of, not specified.. . . .

Cap or bonnet wire, lbs

Nails, spikes, tacks, Ac

Chain cables

Mill saws, cross cut, and pit-saws, number.

Anchors and parts thereof, lbs

Anvils and parts thereof

Iron—Bar, cwt

Rod

Hoop, lbs

Sheet

Pig, cwt

Old and scrap

Railroad

Steel—Cast, shear, and German

All other

Copper and manufactures of copper—Pigs, bars, A old

Wire.

Braziers'

Copper bottoms

Manufactures of, not specified

Nails and spikes, lbs ,.

Brass and Manufactures of brass—In pigs, bars, A old

Wire

Sheet and rolled

Manufactures of, not specified

7Tn, and manufactures of tin—In pigs and bars

In plates and sheets

Foil

Qomntitr.

2,831

182,989

18,547

78,772

7,778

165,876

2,292,696

15,860,788

20,848

921,123

960,809

2,163,449

198,820

1S,223,689

81,387,353

.1,180,239

247,769"

3,109,916

165,894

105,185

8,217

DotUrs.

991,234

70,146

1,335,247

807,328

9,849,600

4,921

1,334,942

88,061

124,883

12,850

27,996

404.133

1,674,211

410,591

1,191,019

4,664,358

8,091

30,060

106,618

1,249,167

221,796

1,935,254

40,964

676,4*6

8,015

246,060

1,698,094

4,191,147

4,892

127,879

435,568

54,988

89,866

46,828

6,352,735

478,528

845,094

814,342

1,171,085

185,112

6,179,280

1,698,356

839,968

1,888,812

ISO

1,360

2,366

285,763

808

26,887

4,359

71

192,802

1,163,735

4,469,889

Manufactures of, not specified

Lead, and manufactures of lead—Pig, bar, sheet, and

old, lbs

26,778

24,176

66,294,266 2,628,014
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Species of Merchandise.

Shot

Pipes

Manufactures of, not specified

Pewter—Old

Manufactures of

Zinc, and manufacture! of tine—In pigs

Sheets

Nails.

8pelter ; • • •

Manufacture! of gold and siher—Epaulets, wings,

laces, galloons, tresses, tassel?, &a

Gold and eilver leaf

Jewelry, real or imitations of

Gems, set

otherwise

Manufactures of, not specified

Glaziers' diamonds

Clocks.

Chronometers.

Watches, and parts of

Metallic pens

Pins, in packs and otherwise

Buttons, metal

all other and button molds

Glass, and manufactures of glass—Silvered

Paintings on glass, porcelain, and colored

Polished plate..

Manufactures of, not specified

G lassware, cut

plain

Watch crystals, gross

Bottles

Demijohns, number

Window glass, broad, crown, A cylinder, square ft.

Paper, and manufactures ofpaper— Writing paper. .

.Sheathing paper

Playing cards, packs

Papier mache, articles and wares of

Paper hangings

Paper boxes, and fancy boxes,

Paper and manufactures of paper, not specified. . . .

Blank books. <

Parchment

Printed books, magazines, <kc.—In English

In other languages

Periodicals and illustrated newspapers

Periodicals, and other works in course of republication

Engravings

Mathematical instruments

Musical instruments

Daguerreotype plates

Ink and ink powders

Leather, ana manufactures of leather—Tanned, bend,

sole, and upper, lbs.

Skins, tanned and dressed, doz

Skivere

Boots and shoes, pair

Gloves, for men, women, and children, dozen

Manufactures of, not specified

Wares—I'hina, porcelain, earthen, and stone

Plated or gilt.

Japanned

Quantity. Dollars.

443,106 24,066

5,679 380

1,884

7,789

135

10.168

367,586

4,597

527,024

54,784

16,402

475,685

7,268

368,956

77,748

1,251

52,036

20,246

8,800,764

116,155

40,265

24,678

816,388

880,720

43,678

478,206

108,416

80,978

74,976

16,104 30,036

18,902 95,298

87,189 19,414

15,467,904 488,487

272,010

6,630

120,233 10,677

25,051

228,677

36,700

135,167

12,940

6,049

660,147

180,766

26,263

148

162,489

38,826

431,684

104,057

26,798

4,619,651

99,561

13,699

66,821

279,349

1,913,987

758,768

69,218

138,372

1,844,550

810,848

8,347,884

160,198

89,606
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Specie* of Merchandise. Qasntlrr. DoDan.

Britannia 8,198

Silver plated metal *.sl8

Silver or plated wire 1,084

Saddlery—Common, tinned, or japanned 65,369

Plated, brass, or polished steel 154,054

Fur*—Undressed on the skin 665,607

Hatters' furs, dreeced or undressed, not on the skin. 1,755,704

Dressed on the skin 157,400

Manufactures of fur *1'?S*

Wood, manufacture* of—Cabinet <t househ'd furniture 46,781

Cedar, mahogany, rose, and satin wood ' *
■W.llow...„... 12&.S0S

Other manufactures of 429,91*

Wood, unmanufactured—Cedar, granadilla, mahogany,

rose, and satin 440,246

Willow . 86,564

Fire wood, and other, not specified 25,117

Dye-wood, in stick 796,802

Bark of the cork tree—Corks 202.667

Unmanufactured 9,110

Ivory—Manufactures of 1 8,6*0

Unmanufactured 820,100

Marble—Manufactures of. 38,054

Unmanufactured 177,967

Burr-stones 86,979

Quicksilver 8,626

Brushes and Brooms 252,643

Black-lead pencils 12,687

Slates of all kinds 86,248

Raw hides and skins 8,088,292

Boots and shoes, other than leather, pair 81,116 32,742

India rubber—Manufactures of 97,796

Unmanufactured 1,046£76

Hair—Manufactured 129,360

Unmanufactured 427370

Grass cloth 29,S87

Umbrellas, parasols, and sun-Bhades, of silk and other. 69,274

Unmanufactured article*—Flaxseed or linseed, bush. 1,696,294 1,141,260

Angora, Thibet, and other goats' hair, or mohair, lbs. 41,103 18,184
•Wool? 14,137,393 1,666,064

Wine* in cask*—Burgundy, galls 1,822 5,863

Madeira 44,393 82,031

Sherry and St Lucar 398,392 210,117

Port.. 264,816 168,729

Claret 1,516,018 661,440

Teneriffe and other Canary 8,682 3,380

Fayal and other Azores 16,646 1,795

Sicily and other Mediterranean 184,194 61,9*4

Austria and other of Germany 42,962 19,749

Red wines, not enumerated 689,612 279,248

White wines, not enumerated 447,845 168,675

Wine, in bottle*—Burgundy, doz 1,412 6,715

Champagne 179,064 910,706

Madeira 1,053 8,697

Sherry 8,713 16,898

Port.. 1,876 8,590

Claret 473,617 806,912

Allother 116,240 292,946

Spirit*, foreign distilled—Brandy, galls 1,716,111 2,859,842

Fromgrain. 1,682,126 772,276

From other materials 771,604 288,494

Cordials 64,605 81,463
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Species of Merchandise, Quantity. Dollars.

Beer, tie, and porter—In casks 442,108 190,664

In bottles... 762.229 620,848

Honey 428,68* 169,648

Molasses. .' •28,617,874 4,884,668

Oil and bone, of foreign fishing—Spermaceti 41 73

Whale and other fish 18,889 7,971

Whalebone, lbs • 1,719 610

Oil—Olive, in casks, galls 119,461 94,168

in bottles, dew 154,286 876.356

Castor, galls. 14S,«31 96,871

Linseed 1,712,208 1,068,771

Rapeseed and hempseed 58,429 26,156

Palm V. 1,149,547 416,317

Neatsfbot and other animal 285 276

Essential oils 119,488

Tea and coffee, from placet other than those of their

production, and not excepted by treaty stipulations

—Teas, lbs .. .......... .7. 1 10,875 89,828

Coffee 623,906 69.862

Cocoa 2,017.471 116,076

Sugar—Brown 642,813,245 82,400.358

White, clayed or powdered 1,148,410 61,504

Loaf and other refined 1,221,201 68,109

Candy 36.824 4,239

Sirup of sugar cane 48,574 4,448

fruits—Almonds 6,1 18*397 884,529

Currants 1,468,261 127,089

Prunes 712,483 56,494

Plums 2,836,352 84.878

Furs. 4,692.798 283,181

Dates 1,271,249 21.399

Raisins 14,806,407 864.219

Oranges, lemons, and limes 640,670

Other green fruit 117,889

Preserved fruit 124,480

Nuts, lbs 6,020,267 167,801

JW«-Mace 4441 5 28,909

Nutmegs. 594.818 826,188

Cinnamon 84,218 21,145

Cloves 900,547 58,077

Pepper, black 6,787,809 818,562

PepWred 118.741 5,849

Pimento 4,906,028 852.022

Cassia. 1,132,118 169,706

Ginger, in root 1,118,346 2«,718

Camphor—Crude 341.972 60,611

Refined. 2-843 694

Candles—Wax and spermaceti 28.808 8,388

Stearine 225,030 50,811

Cheese 1,384,272 141,169

Soap—Perfumed! 857,639 42,177

Other than perfumed 3,602,276 221,778

Tallow 41,847 8,022

Starch 82.1** »•*•■

Arrowroot 177,295 17,490

Butter 88,458 16,443

Lard 1,288 109

Beef and pork 7,054 622

Hams and other bacon 68,405 9,651

Bristles S76.869 243 964

Sa/</>rter-Crade 27,993.450 1,199.243

Refined or partly refined 828,986 27,499
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Species of Merchandise.

Indigo

Woad or pastel

Cool lineal..

Madder

Oume—Arabic, Senega), Ac

Other gums

Borax

Copperas

Verdigris

Brimstone—Crude

Rolled

Chloride of lime or bleaching powder

Soda, ash

Soda, sal

Soda, carb

Barilla.

Sulphate of barytes

Acids, acetic, Ac

Vitriol—Blue or Roman, lbs .

Oil of

Sulphate of quinine, ozs

Liquorice—Root, lbs,

Paste.

Bark—Peruvian and Quill a.

Other

Ivory and bom-black

Opium

Glue

Gunpowder

Alum

Tobacco—Unmanufactured

Snuff

CigarB, M.

Manufactured, other than snuff and cigars, lbs

Paintt—Dry ochre

Red and white lead

Whiting and Paris white

Litharge

Sugar of lead.

Cordage—Tarred and cables

Untarred

Twine and seines

Hemp, unmanufactured, cwt .

Manilla, sun, and other hemp of India

Jute. Sisal grass, coir, 4c

Cod ilia, or tow of hemp or flax / . . . .

Flax, unmanufactured

Rags of all kinds, lbs

Salt, bush

Coal, tons

Coke or culm, bush

Breadstuff*—Wheat-

Rye

Oats

Wheat flour, cwt

Oat meal ....

Potatoes, bush

Fish, dried, smoked, or pickled—Dried or smoked, cwt

Salmon, bbls

Mackerel

Herring and shad

All other

Quantity. DoiUra.

1,782,290 1,068,748

29,719 682

308,616 249,067

20,847,472 1,671.805

8,893.464 295.616

2,482.077 233.016

807,481 153.276

296,379 X,62»

226,826 67,839

18,760,959 168,500

461.560 6,100

9,726,142 210,877

52,776,368 997.309

18,021,894 143.986

12,296,400 318.887

1,251.859 14.671

12,812.896 86,193

054,848 190,049

12,759 y34

ISO 89

129,216 253,771

401,277 9,974

2,958.246 301,425

1,852,688 402,925

1,589,785 227,007

17,160 145

167,814 4S5.S46

840,252 80.746

87,825 6,048

1,635,212 29,849

6,844,052 1,009,044

20,308 4,07»

896,969 8,741.460

802,907 85,943

3,209,024 21,088

8,648.409 174,126

4,821,165 23,823

828,780 17,058

618,028 45,312

1,089,088 79,123

604,336 53,050

656,865 633sl

6,348 67,674

298,660 1.946.044

78,170 205,889

1,659 11,271

15,834 132,461

88,727,017 1,239.168

15,406,864 1,991.065

178.065 604,187

44,444 2,535

1,812 2.546

1,770 2,054

682 538

1,161 3,772

872 900

120,629 71,218

66,968 158.2SS

686 3,106

81 138

3,687 22,808

464 2.658
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The value of merchandise not enumerated in the preceding abstract is classified

in respect to the rate of duty, under the tariff of 1846, and the mode of importa

tion, as follows :—

At 6 percent..

At 10 "

At 15 "

At 20 "

Am'n vesTs.

11,208,194

358,696

6,160

2,733,228

For'n ves'ls.

$212,996

9) ,266

664

871,635

At 25 percent. .

At 30 "

At 40 "

Am'n ves'ls. For. ves'ls.

$188,351 $13,433

1,440,756 660,384

202,876 101,104

Total $6,083,251 $1,951,312

Making the combined total of these items 8,084,668

Value of merchandise enumerated 306,605,879

Total imports in year ending June 30, 1856

CLASSIFICATION OF VESSELS BBINQINO THE IMPOETS.

Imports in Imports in
Ainer n vessels. foreign vessels.

Paying duties. $209,736,429 $47,948,807

Free of duty 40,237,083 16,718,628

$814,639,949

Total valne
of imports.

$257,684,236

66,955,706

Total. $249,972,512 $64,667,480 $314,639,949

SHIPPING BUILT IN THE UNITED STATES, 1855-G.

The following table, derived from the report of the Register of the Treasury

Department, shows the number, class, and tonnage of vessels built in the several

States for the year ending June 30th, 1856 :—

States and Territories.

Maine

New Hampshire... ,

Vermont

Massachusetts

Rhode Island

Connecticut

New Vork

New Jersey

Pennsylvania

Delaware

Maryland

District of Columbia

Virginia

North Carolina.. . . .

South Carolina

Georgia.

Florida

Alabama.

Mississippi

Louisiana

Tennessee

Missouri

Kentucky

Illinois

Ohio.

Indiana

Wisconsin

Michigan.

Texas

California

Total

Ships
and

barks.

-CLASS OF VE89BL8.-

SIoops
and canal

Total
No. of
vessels

Brigs. Schooners, boats. Steamers, built.

165 70 83 4 4 316

9 1 . , , a 10

, , 9 1 8

84 10 85 1 i 134

8 a 5 , , 18

5 i 22 10 9 40

24 7 87 161 27 306

, a , a 61 20 4 78

4 s If 208 68 292

1 1 18 9 2 81

12 8 110 3 , , 123

, , , a 23 , a 23

1 9 13 t 29

, , 22 4 2 28

2 1 1 4

1 * ■ 4 6

, , 2 . , o

1 6 1 6 12

5 2 , , 7

■ • 9 10 19

• ■ • • 4 4

a a 7 7

, „ , , la 19

1 18 7 » a 21

I 66 7 33 97

„ . 6 8

2 12 , , 14

1 , a 24 1 17 43

, m 8 , a , a 8

• • ■• 4 9 1 7

306 103 694 479 221 1,703

Total
tonnage,

tons A Sjths.

149,907 88

10,895 08

601 83

80,834 88

4,331 44

7,504 90

76,801 18

9,543 47

37,328 91

4,358 45

19,917 74

1,442 29

8,147 11

2,278 60

265 05

1,4 26 77

47 05

2,642 87

239 40

1,815 68

796 82

2,087 84

5,120 80

4,404 47

29,636 68

1,732 64

2.442 98

8,529 01

99 40

362 09
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MACKEREL AND OTHER FISHERIES OF MASSACHUSETTS.

We compile from the returns of the inspectors a statement of the nnmber of

barrels of mackerel and other pickled fish inspected in Massachusetts for the year

ending December 31, 1856 :—

INSPECTION Or MACKEREL IV MASSACHUSETTS IN 1856.

Boston

Barnstable . . .

Beverly

Chatham

Cohasset.

Denni9

Gloucester.....

Harwich.

Hingbatn

Newburyport .

Plymouth

Provincetown .

Rockport

Truro

Wellfleet

Yarmouth

No.].

17,836

159}

424

860}

2,068}

2,066}

44,930}

3,07 1}

1,882}

6,802}

36

2,948}

1,985}

636

6,419}

194}

No. 2.

21,886}

194}

110

2,167}

1,863}

3,989}

16,296}

4,693}

8.591}

8,927}

64

3.767}

8,224}

1,196

9,733}

174}

No. 8.

14,845}

78

102

1,884}

4,086}

2,360}

6,849}

2,256

8,641}

2,399}

15

2,781}

1,803}

607

5,391

30}

No. 4.

73

15

m

30}

•11

Total.

54,140}

447

254}

4,412}

7,954

8,365}

68,093}

10,020}

9,014}

12,130}

104

9,528

6,518}

2,839

20,596}

899

Total 89,333} 76,819} 47,981} 178 814,312}

The comparative inspection for a number of years has been as follows :—

No.

1856. 1855. 1854.

30,695}

46,242}

66,183}

185}.

49,016}

2-1.683}

39,897

19,843}

185!.

93,616}

78,793}

47,966}

.bbls. 89,383}

76,819}

47,981}

178

29,187}

91,126}

90,801}

1,838} 8,378} 2,164

Total 214,812} 211,962} 186,349} 138.34C} 217,540}

The other kinds of pickled fish inspected during the year 1856 were as follows :

Pollock bbls.

Salmon

Salmon-trout

Shad

Sword-fish

Tongues and sounds

21

1,875}

42}

265

21*}

766}

7,650}

The Merchant!' Magazine of March, 1856, (vol. xxxiv., pp. 362-363,) contains

the inspector's statement for the year 1855. The Magazine for February, 1855,

(vol. xxxii., pp. 237-238,) contains the inspector's statement for 1854, and the

totals of inspection from 1825 to 1854.

Alewivee bbls. 2,740}

Blue-fish 481

Ood 208

Haddock 176

Halibut fins 218}

Herring 692

Menhaden 68

Total.

PORK TRADE AT CINCINNATI.

From a number of the Cincinnati Price Current we take the following items :—

The whole number of houses engaged in the pork packing business at Cincinnati

daring the last season was 37, being five houses less than in the previous season

of 1855-6. The whole number packed, as reported by each house, was, in 1855-6,

405,396 ; in 1856-7, 344,512, showing a deficiency in the last season of 60.884.

The total number received, as pnblished in the Price Current from week to week

during the season, was 343,817, while the number reported by packers was 344,512,

showing a difference of only 695. The average weight of the hogs packed in
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1856-7, slightly exceeded the corresponding weight of the previous season, ac

cording to the returns of 21 houses. In 1855-6, the average per hog was 204

pounds ; iu 1856-7, it was 205i. pounds. This shows but a very slight increase,

and, says our cotemporary, " if we had been able to obtain the comparison from

all the houses, we are inclined to think it would have shown that the average

weight for both seasons was about the same." The yield of lard was not as good

as that of the previous 6eason by from two to three pounds per hog. The shrink

age in curing the meat the last season was also above the average percentage.

The extreme prices for hogs were—$5 70 per 100 pounds in November ; 87 80

in January ; average of the year, 86 23$. Average of 1855-6, 86 04{ ; of

1854-5, 84 45f ; and of 1853-4, 84 44±. The following table shows the whole

number of hogs packed in Cincinnati each season since 1834 :—

Years.

1884..

1835..

1838..

1887..

1888..

1839..

1840..

1841..

No.

128,000

162,1)00

123,000

103,000

182,000

190,000

95,000

160,000

Years.

1842..

1843..

1844..

1845..

1846..

1847..

1848..

1849..

No. Tears.

220,000 1860

260.000 1861

240.000 1862

196,000 1868

305,000 1864

250,000 1856

476,000 1856

410,000 1867

No.

893,000

334.000

352,000

361,000

421,000

356,786

405,396

344,612

PROBABLE LOSS OF THE REVENUE BY THE TARIFF OF 1857.

The Union publishes a statement, furnished, we presume, by one of the func

tionaries of the Treasury Department, showing the changes from one rate of duty

to another, as made by the tariff act of 1857, (published in another part of this

Magazine,) when applied to the importations of the year ending June 30, 1856.

It is as follows :—

Kate ol

1846.

Kate of

1857.

Kate of Kate of

Value. Iflii. 1857.Value.

26,232 from

.it. 40

80

15

16 8,395,313 from -- 10 4

277,310 from 40 8

8

8

1,666,930 from . . . 80 free.

80 70,146 from...... 25 "

25 158,729 from 20

440,028 from 20 8

8

1,546,715 from 15

697,929 from 15 190,778 from 10

153,276 from 25 4

4

6,929,471 from 6

The loss of revenue by additions to the free list is $1,146,615 90

Loss of revenue by transfers to schedule 11, or 4 per cent. 776,635 67

" " " " " G,or8 " 263,247 41

" " " " E, or 15 " 4,922 80

Subjoined is a statement exhibiting the revenue which the importations into

the United States in the year ending June, 1856, would produce under the tariff

act of 1857 :—*

* This Includes an approximation to all the- changes made by tho new tariff, except bleached,

printed, painted, and dyed manufactures of cotton, and of dc lalnes, transferred from schedule D to

C, (or 25 to 34 per cent,) and of japanned leather or skins, transferred from schedule B to I), (or 20

to 19.) These changes, raising from a lower to a higher schedule, would Increase the aggregate

abovo given, equal to the differenco made by the transfer, and in proportion to the amount of such

importations, which are not returned In such a manner as to be separated from other similar goods.
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Value

of Imports.

Schedule A $4,001,676

" B.. 8,662,188

0 94,169,249

" D 71,074,265

E; 85,288,897

F 6,892,347

" G 6,160,422

H 28,658,050

$248,791,993

Rate Amount

of duty. of duties.

80 per cent. $1,200,472 60

80 2,698,666 40

24 25,598,219 76

19 18,504,110 85

16 6,298,334 66

12 707,081 24

8 492,833 76

4 942,122 00

$47,386,880 66

FOREIGN EXPORTS OF PHILADELPHIA IN 1855 AND 1856.

According to an official statement, the exports from the port of Philadelphia

to foreign countries amounted, in the year 1855, to 66,935,359, and in 1856, to

$7,899,920, showing a difference in favor of 1856 of $964,570.

NAUTICAL INTELLIGENCE.

PORT OP LIVERPOOL.—ALL BEARINGS BY COMPASS.

Official information has been received at this office, that the Trustees of the

Liverpool Docks aud Harbour have given notice that the following changes in the

buoying and lighting of the northern approaches to the port were carried into

eflect on Monday, the Gth of October last :—

Ckosby Lighthouse.—A light was exhibited at Crosby Lighthouse at sunset

of the above date, and continued every night from sunset to sunrise. The light

is stationary, of a red color, elevated 96 feet above the level of the sea at half-

tide, and visible between the bearings of S. S. E. 4; E., and cast, which limits

will indicate respectively when a ship is westward of Formby Spit, or to the

southward of the Crosby Light-ship.

Formby Old LionTnorsE.—The light in this tower was discontinued od the

evening of the above date.

Formby Light-ship was moved from her former berth, S. E. by S. S., i a nine,

into 33 feet at low water. Crosby Lighthouse bearing E. bv S. J- S. southerly ;

N. W. mark N. E. by E. i E. Crosby Light-ship S. E., distance \\ mile.

Crosby Lightrship was moved from her former berth, N. by W. \ W., 330 fathoms,

into 46 feet at low water. Crosby Lighthouse E. J S ; N. W. mark N. E. } X.

The Hell Beacon was moved from ner former berth, north, 200 fathoms, into

25 feet at low water. N. W. Light-ship S. W. \ W., distance 3} miles. Formby

Light-ship, E. by S. } 8. southerly, 3| miles. K. 1. Black Nun Buoy was moved

N. E. by N., i mile, into 18 feet at low water. N. W. Light-ship, W. i N., 2i

miles. Bell Beacon, N. by E., 2J miles. V. 1. Red Can Buoy was moved N. W. by

W., 180 fathoms, into 12 feet at low water. V. 1. Black Xun Buoy, X. by E.,

| mile nearly. Bell Beacon, X. VV. by VV., f of a mile. V. 2. Black Nun Buoy was

moved south, 45 fathoms, into 20 feet at low water. Y. 2. lied Can Buoy, S.E. by

S., J mile nearly. Formby Lighthouse, E. S. E., If mile. Zebra Fairway Buoy was

moved X. E. i E., 325 fathoms, into 12 feet at low water. Formby Light-ship,

S. S. E., 21. miles nearly. Bell Beacon, S. W. by W. \ W., 2* miles. Crosby

Lighthouse, S. E. i E. Z. 1. Black and "White (striped vertically) Xun Buoy

was moved X. \ E., 140 fathoms, into 8 feet at low water. Formby Light-ship,

8. by E. } E., \i mile. Crosby Lighthouse S. E. by E. Z. 1. Black and White

(striped horizontally) Xun Buoy was moved X. J E., i a mile nearly, into 7 feet

at low water, on the X. E. edge of Zjbra Bank. Formby Light-ihip, S. S. E. }

E., If mile. Crosby Lighthouse, S. E. by E. Q. 1. Black and White (check-
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ered) Can Buoy was moved 100 fathoms N. N. B., into 10 feet at low water.

Formby Light-ship, S. E. \ S., 1J mile. Bell Beacon, W. by S., 1J mile. Q. 1.

Red and White, 8. W. T W., | of a mile.

New Buoys were placed as follows, viz. :—

Queen's Channel Fairway. A Black tfun Buoy, with perch and ball,

marked Q. Fy. In 27 feet at low water. V. 1. Black, S. 8. W. }W.,}» mile.

Bell Beacon, 8. W. by W. i W., 1 mile. Formby Light-ship, 8. E. + E., 2f

miles. Crosby Lighthouse, S. E. by E. \ E. Victoria Channel. On each

side of the bight in the West Middle Shoal, supplementary buoys were placed.

8. V. 1 . Red and White (striped horizontally) Small Nun Buoy, on the north

side. In 12 feet at low water. Formby Light-ship, S. E. by E. i E., i mile. C.

1. Black, N. E. by E. i E., f of a mile. V. 3. Red, with perch, N. W. by N.

S. V. 1. Can Buoy, S. by E., $ mile. S. V. 1. Red and white (striped horizon

tally) Small Can Buoy, on the south side. In 12 feet at low water. Formby

Light-ship, E. S. E., f mile nearly. C. 1. Black, N. E. i E., f of a mile. V. 3.

Red, with perch, N. N. W. T W., i a mile.

SAILING directions.

Victoria Channel. A ship coming from seaward, by bringing the Formbv

Floating Light to bear E. by S. i S., southerly, will have that object, the Bell

Beacon, and the Crosby Shore Light in one ; and after passing the Bell Beacon,

by keeping the lights in one, may steer on that bearing up the Victoria Channel

until abreast of V. 3. Black, or until Leasowe Light bears S. i W., and Rock

Light bears S. S. E. E., then haul up N. E., until the Crosby Light-ship opens

eastward of the Formby Light-ship, when you will be in the Fairway, and may

steer for the Crosby Light-ship. Should there be sufficient water, instead of haul

ing up as above, she may continue her course with the Formby Light-ship and

Crosby Shore Light in one, and so pass in the best water (eight feet at low water,

the same as in the Queen's Channel,) over the West Middle into the Crosby

Channel. The navigation of this part of the channel by day will be facilitated

by the placing of the Nun and Can Buoys, S. V. 1., before described, by passing

between which the shoal parts of the West Middle will be avoided.

Queen's Channel. Having sighted the Bell Beacon, a course from it N. E.

by E. i E., 1 mile, will bring you to the Fairway Buoy of the Queen's Channel,

(Black, with perch and ball,) from which Crosby Lighthouse bears S. E. by E.

T E ; with this bearing for a course, steer till the Crosby Light-ship comes well

open eastward of the Formby Ship, when you may shape your course for the

Crosby Ship, observing to keep well to eastward of the Formby Ship, to give a

wide berth to the shoal elbow of the West Middle.

Zebra Channel. A course from the Bell Beacon N. E. by E. \ E., 2} miles,

brink's you to the Zebra Fairway Buoy, from which a S. S. E. course will carry

you in the deepest water through this channel to the Formby Ship. This chan

nel is very narrow.

Observe—That in sailing upon any of the bearings above named, the set of

the tide must be considered, and due allowance be made in the course steered.

N. B.—A chart of the Northern Channels, from the survey of 1856, exhibit

ing the Light-ships, Buoys, &c, in the positions above described, is in course of

publication, and will shortly appear. By order of the Lighthouse Board,

TnOENTON A. JENKINS, Secretary.

Tuabubt Pkpartmbnt, Omci Lioimiotrs* Board, I
Washington, March 12, 1857. f

REGULATIONS OF BUOYS AND BEACONS ON THE COAST OF ENGLAND.

TawrrT-itoDSE, London, E. C, February Tth, 1S57.

Whereas the buoys and beacons placed by the Corporation of Trinity-house

for the guidance of shipping navigation on various parts of the coast of Eng

land, and especially in the channels leading to the port of London, have in re

peated instances been negligently or wilfully broken away, or otherwise damaged
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and rendered unserviceable, by vessels running foul, of or making last to, and

riding by the same. And the light-vessels moored off different parts of the

coast, have also been frequently run on board of, and much damaged, with im

minent risk of being broken from their moorings and lost. And whereas the

safety of shipping, and of the lives and property embarked therein, requires that

the said light-vessels, buoys, and beacons, should uninterruptedly preserve their

respective stations, masters and other persons having charge of vessels are

hereby cautioned against the commission of such offenses, and are desired to take

notice that by " the merchant shipping act, 1854," sect. 414, it is eDacted as fol

lows, viz. :—

"Dahaoe to Lights, Buoys, and Beacons."—"If anv person wilfully or

negligently commits any of the following offenses," (that "is to say,) 1. Injures

any lighthouse or the lights exhibited therein, or any buoy or beacon ; 2. Re

moves, alters, or destroys any light-ship, buoy, or beacon ; 3 Rides by, makes

fast to, or runs foul of, any light-ship or buoy ; he shall, in addition to the ex

penses ol making good any damage bo occasioned, incur a penalty not exceeding

fifty pounds. By order,

P. H. BEETHON, Secretary.

CHANGE OF LIGHTS AT SANDY POINT AND EXECUTION ROCKS LIGHTHOUSES.

RESTORATION OF BARTLETT's REEF LIOHT-VKSSEL, NEW YORK.

In accordance with previous notice, a fixed white light of the 4th order Fresnel

system has been substituted for the fixed red light heretofore in use at the Exe

cution Rocks Lighthouse, New York. It was lighted for the first time on the

evening of the 6th inst., and will be exhibited nightly hereafter from sunset to

sunrise. At the same time the fixed white light of the 5th order Fresnel system,

heretofore in use at Sand's Point Lighthouse, New York, was discontinued, and

a revolving light of the 4th order Fresnel, showing a flashing light every thirty

(30) seconds, substituted for it. The Bartlett's Reef Light-vessel has been re

turned to her station in Long Island Sound, New York, and will exhibit her lights

as heretofore. The buoys marking the rocks and reefs at the entrance of Nar-

ragansett Bay, and the channels and obstructions in it and Providence River,

Rhode Island, have been replaced in their proper positions.

By order of the Lighthouse Board,

A. LUDLOW CASE, Lighthouse Inspector.

New Yobk, March 7, 1857.

REVOLVING LIGHT ON CAPE SPATHI, CERIGO—MEDITERRANEAN—IONIAN SEA,

Official information has been received at this office, that the Lords Commission

ers of the Admiralty of Great Britain have given notice, that on and after the

1st day of March, 1857, a light would be established on a tower recently erected

on Cape Spathi, at the northern extremity of the Island of Cerigo, for lighting

the Cervi Channel. The light will be a revolving white light, showing a bright

face every half-minute. The illuminating apparatus is catoptric, or by reflectors,

of the first order. The light will be placed at a height of 363 feet above the

mean level of the sea, and should be visible in clear weather from the deck of a

ship at a distance of 24 nautic miles. The portion of the horizon intercepted by

the land of Cerigo is 105°, the light will therefore only be visible through an arc

of 258°, or from W. S. W. i W., (S. 72° W.,) round northerly to S. S. E. * E.

(S. 30° E.) The light-tower is circular, of stone, surmounted by a lantern paint

ed white, and is 83 feet high from base to vane. The keepers' dwellings are a

low white building, a short distance to the southward. The light-tower stands

573 yards south of the extreme pitch of Cape Spathi, in lat. 36° 22' 50" N,

long. 22° 57' 30" east from Greenwich, nearly. [All bearings are magnetic

Variation 9° 45' W. in 1857.] By order of the Lighthouse Board,

THOBNTON A. JENKINS, SocroUrr.

Tbbascrt Department, Office Lighthouse Board, )
Wawumoton, March 5, 1857. J
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CHINA SEA—YANG-TSE KIANG—BEACON TOWER AT KIU T'OA.V.

Official information has been received at this office that the Chinese authorities

at Shanghae have given notice, that in order to facilitate the navigation of the

channel leading up the river Wu-Bung, a beacon tower has been erected on the

south shore of the Yang-tse Kiang, at K in T'oan, near a spot known as the

Three Trees. The tower is a plain structure of brick, painted red and white, and

10 feet high. It bears from the light-vessel N. 63° W., distance about 16 miles,

and the trees upon Blockhouse Island bear from it N. 15° W., distant 8 miles.

It stands in lat. 31° 14' N. ; long. 121° 43' east from Greenwich, nearly. The

light-vessel, painted red, with two masts and balls, is moored in H fathoms at

low water, and bears N. by W. J W. from Gutzlaff Island, from which she is

distant 23 miles, and one mile from the southern edge of the north Tung-ska

bank. [This position differs from that made public in a former notice.] Ships

leaving Gutzlaff Isle, bearing S. by E., 16 miles, should steer a northwesterly

course. On making the light-vessel, bearing N. W., they should steer for her so

as to pass her as most convenient, taking care when to the eastward of her not

to bring her to the southward of west, and when to the westward, not to bring

her to the southward of E. S. E $ S., making due allowance for the setting of

the tides over the North Bank. When about dipping the hull of the light-vessel,

the beacon tower will be seen, and the usual course pointed out in the sailing

directions can then be followed. When a vessel is observed running into danger

a gun is fired from the light-vessel to attract attention, and the signal by Marryat's

Code, of the course that should be steered is then exhibited. A snip's signal

lamp is shown on board the light-vessel from sunset to sunrise. [All courses and

bearings are magnetic. Var. 0° 30' W. in 1856.]

By order of the Lighthouse Board,

TDOBNTON A. JENKINS, Secretary.

Treasury Department, Ornim Lishthouse Board, I

Wasuhiotoh, D. C, Mar. 117, 1867. |

FIXED LIGHT ON CAPE CABALLEEIA.—MEDITERRANEAN SEA—MINORCA.

Official information has been received at this office that the Minister of Marine

at Madrid has given notice that on and after the 1st day of March next, a light

would be established on Cape Caballeria, on the north coast of Minorca, one of

the Balearic Islands. The light is a fixed white light. The illuminating appar

atus is a catadioptric lens of the second order. The light is placed at an eleva

tion of 308 English feet above the level of the sea, and should bo visible from the

deck of a ship in clear weather at a distance of 20 miles. The height of the

light-tower, its construction, appearance from seaward, and color, are not stated.

It stands in lat. 40° 5 40" N. ; long. 4° 9' 22" cast from Greenwich.

By order of the Lighthouse Board,

THORNTON A. JENKINS, Secretary.

Treasury Depaktmkxt, Office Lighthouse Boars, I

W Asmsiiios, Mar. 27, 1857. J

BAT OF NEW YORK—LONG ISLAND SOUND, ETC.

The " Eel Grass Shoal Light-vessel"—Has been replaced upon her station,

and will exhibit her light as heretofore. The spindles on " Latimer's," " Ellis',"

" Turner's," and " Watch Hill" Reefe, Fisher's Island Sound, N. Y., have been

carried away by the ice. The positions will be marked by spar buoys as soon as

possible. The iron pile beacon, marking the " South West Ledge," at the en

trance to New Haven Harbor, has also been swept away ; its position will be

marked by a can buoy of the second class, painted red. The buoys marking the

channels across the bars and through the lower bay of New York are in their

proper positions. A spar buoy, painted red, has been placed in 19 feet water op

posite the site of the iron beacon on the Romcr Shoal, and a spar buoy, painted

with black and white perpendicular stripes, to mark the entrance to Gedney's

Channel. By order of Lighthouse Board,

A. LUDLOW CASE, Lighthouse Inspector, Third District.

New Tore, Februrary 27, 18JT.

S
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POSTAL DEPARTMENT.

POSTAL TREATY BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND FRASCE.

A postal convention has been concluded between the United States and

France, having been signed on the 2d of March, 1857, by James Campbell.

(then) Postmaster-General on the part of the government of the United Statea,

and by Count de Sabtioes, Minister, &c, on the part of France. This arrange

ment went into effect on the 1st of April, 1857.

The rate for a letter of the weight of one-quarter of an ounce, or under, is

fifteen cents, and fifteen cents for each additional quarter of an ounce, or fraction

of a quarter of an ounce, from any part of the United States to any part of

France or Algeria ; prepayment optional. The postage is the same whether the

letter passes through England or direct to or from France.

The rates on letters of a quarter of an ounce, or under, for countries beyond

France, will be as follows, viz. :—

Great Britain, Belgium, the Low Countries, the Grand Duchy of Luxemburg,

the Swiss Cantons, the Sardinian States, and the German States, (except the

Empire of Austria,) 21 cents to destination ; prepayment optional.

Denmark, Empire of Austria, Servia, Tuscany, States of the Church, and

Duchies of Parma and Modena, 27 cents to destination ; prepayment optional.

Russia, Poland, the Two Sicilies, Malta, the Kingdom of Greece, Alexandria.

Jaffa, Beyrout, Tripoli in Syria, Lattakia, Alexandretta, Masina, Rhodes, Smyrna,

Mitylcne, the Dardanelles, Gallipolis, Constantinople, Tunis, Tangiers, Pondi-

cherry, Karikal, Tanoan, Mahc, and Chandernager, 30 cents to destination ; pre

payment optional.

Kingdoms of Sweden and Norway, 33 cents to destination ; prepayment

optional.

Spain, Portugal, and Gibraltar, 21 cents to Behobia ; prepayment required.

Ionian Islands, 27 cents to Trieste ; prepayment required.

Aden, East Indies, Ceylon, Mauritius, Isle of Reunion, Penang. Singapore,

Hong Kong, Shanghae, China, Batavia, and other countries whose correspond

ence can advantageously be sent by Suez, 30 cents to seaport of the Indies or

sea of China to which the British packets ply ; prepayment required.

Countries beyond seas other than those designated, 30 cents to port of arrival

in the country of destination ; prepayment required.

As the balances now in use in our post-offices are adjusted to no weight below

the half-ounce, the quarter-ounce may be ascertained by placing a die (a new

quarter of a dollar will answer) of the weight of a quarter of an ounce upon the

plate of the balance with the letter.

The previous arrangement for printed matter, on which each country collects

its own postage, remains unchanged. The United States postage on newspapers

is two cents each, and on periodicals and pamplets one cent an ounce, or fraction

of an ounce ; prepayment required. Books and all other kinds of printed matter

are chargeable with the United States domestic rates ; prepayment also required.

THE WORE OF THE BRITISH POSTAL SYSTEM.

The London Morning Chronicle makes some interesting statements in regard

to the growth of the London postal system. It says :—

Of all the branches of the civil service the Post-office performs the greatest

amount of work, possesses the most perfect organization, and obtains the largest

share of public interest. Some idea of the work may be formed from the cir

cumstance that it gives employment to 22,000 persons—and that the letters car
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ried during the past year amounted to 456,000,000. The work, too, is annually

increasing in magnitude ; last year it was 13,060,000 more than in 1854,

46,000,000 more than in the year before that, and 374,000,000 more than in 1839,

when the old system of postage was in force.

London has grown so vast that it has at length become necessary to break it

up into several towns, each with its own post-oftices. It is to be divided into ten

districts, each of which will collect and distribute its own letters. This will not

only insure an early delivery of letters, but also a better supervision of the letter-

carriers. For the carrying out of this scheme the Postmaster-General appeals

to the public for co-operation. The assistance he expects from them is in getting

their letters properly directed. It seems that in the first morning delivery there

are not loss than 481 letter-carriers, each with a separate walk. As it is impos

sible to divide the letters at once among the 481 carriers, the practice has long

been to sort them first according to districts, and to subdivide these again ac

cording to the walks. Now, what is wanted is, that the public should assist the

Post-office to assort the letters according to the ten districts into which the me

tropolis is to be divided, so that, for example, a letter intended for Hill-street,

Berkley Square, shall be directed simply " Hill-street, W." (Westernly district.)

In this way an immense amount of time may be saved. In carrying out this ob

ject, however, the Postrofficc authorities expect the co-operation of the Board of

Works as well as of the public. The Board of Works has power to change the

name of streets when there is more than one of the same name in the metropolis,

and the Postmaster-General is anxious that it should act up to its powers. It is

rather perplexing to choose out of thirty-seven King streets and twenty-seven

Queen streets.

The increasing expenses of the postal system the authorities are anxious to di

minish by lowering the rates given to railways. Complaints have been made

that railway companies are underpaid for conveyance of the mails. The Inspector-

General of Mails declares that they are overpaid, and so very much overpaid that

the sums disbursed by the Post-onice for the use of only a fraction of the train

exceed the whole cost of running by from 60 to 260 per cent. The expenses of

the Great Northern are 2s. 2d. per mile ; of the London and Brighton, 2s. lOd ;

of the South Eastern, 3s. 4d—on which last line the Post-office pays for the car

riage of the mails 2s. 3d. a mile, the average rate which is charged to it on all

the railways being only lOd. Parliament had the foresight to stipulate for cer

tain moderate charges for passenger conveyance, while no such provision was

made for postal carriage, and the result is that, even when a hundred weight of

mail has been forwarded in charge of the companies'—not the Post-office—guards,

and by an ordinary train, the rate demanded has been as much as 7d. a mile.

THE GALVANIC TELEGRAPH IN PRUSSIA,

The sign apparatus now generally employed for the galvanic telegraph in Prus

sia is the index apparatus of Siemens and Halske. It is of an eminently inge

nious construction. The electro-magnet, when attracting, carries along another

lever, and thereby simultaneously interrupts the circuit, so that the current passes

through the conductor only during the time of the motion necessary for the dis

placement of the index. The exterior of the apparatus presents a horizontal

cylinder of three inches high and twelve inches diameter, encompassed by a me

tallic ring. The disk is divided into thirty-two keys, and the keys are marked

with letters and figures. On pressing upon a key, the hand or index in the center

goes on all stations to the same key in very swift but very regular darts, eight

per second. The apparatus, when in working order, is faultless. The dispatch

is announced by an alarm bell. A magnetic needle under the multiplier show*

constantly the tension of the current.
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PERFORATED POSTAGE STAMPS.

Hon. James Campbell, the Postmaster-General, before he retired from the

Department, introduced an improvement in the postage stamps, which adds great-

ly to their public convenience. He had them prepared on sheets with perfora

tions around the borders of each stamp, so that they can be separated, one from

the other, without using a knife or pair of scissors. Besides the saving of time

in this improvement, there is greater security that the stamp will adhere to the

letter, for the points or rough edge left by the perforations will stick better to

the letter, there being none of the risk of the edge turning up when it is con

tinuous. The amount of letter writing in the United States may be inferred from

the number of postage stamps used. The number sold by the government last

year reached nearly one hundred and fifty millions of stamps I

JOURNAL OF INSURANCE.

« A PRACTICAL QUESTION OF FIRE INSURANCE."

We published in the Merchants' Magazine, for March. 1857, (vol. xxrvi., page

345,) under our " Journal of Insurance," a communication from Adolphus

Meier & Co., relative to the settlement of loss in a case of fire insurance between

the firm alluded to above, and the Delaware Mutual Fire Insurance Company, of

Philadelphia. Our attention has been called to the statements by a letter from

William Martin, Esq., the President of the Delaware Company and the Phila

delphia Insurance Intelligencer, of March 16th, 1857. The Intelligencer pub

lishes the article of our correspondent in St. Louis, and adds some " facts and

comments," and as it is in accordance with our custom of permitting both sides to

be heard, we copy it entire from the columns of our cotemporary.

" FACTS AND COMMENTS."

" Above we have given the entire article from Messrs. Meier & Co., in reference

to what they term a " Practical Question of Fire Insurance," in which the im

pression evidently sought to be conveyed is, that in the adjustment of their claim,

the Delaware Mutual Insurance Company have not acted justly. Feeling an in

terest in all questions of this character, and believing from the standing of the

Delaware Mutual Insurance Company that they would not intentionally wrong any

one, we called at their office and: requested their views of the facts in this case,

which we find to be as follows :—

That the stock of merchandise in the store at the time of the fire, as

per statement, was

Amount insured $10,000 00

Uninsured, 6,636 27

Of the above amount there was a total loss, of which there appears

to be no dispute,

The estimate value of cotton saved was

Of the amount of cotton thus saved, Messrs. Meier & Co. present a

statement of expenses for saving and protecting the same of

Which expense they divide as follows :—

They charge the underwriters $1,330 65 to save

And they charge themselves $68 24 to save

$16,636 87

$16,636 27

8,669 46

6,906 83

1,388 79

1,880 55

6,686 27
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" In reference to their charges the company take the following view of the

case :—

" That if the insured has auy legal right to charge the underwriters with even

a pro rata share of the expenses to save and protect the goods from fire, and pre

serve them after the fire, it can only be founded on the principle of a contribu

tion to protect a mutual interest, and on no other ground. The expenses incurred

by the owners to save and protect goods for themselves and for the underwriters

forms no part of the contract between the insured and insurers.

" The risk they assume, and the loss they pr raise to pay by their policies, is the

damage. The right, therelore, to charge the underwriters with all the expense of

saving and protecting goods insured and not insured, must exist, if it exist at all,

independent of he contract of insurance; and there can be no such right, be

cause it would be a violation of every rule of law and justice. The only princi

ple, therefore, which justifies a pro rata share to be charged to the underwriters,

of expenses incurred without their consent, is that referred to, viz., a contribution

to protect a mutual interest.

" To say that the underwriters shall pay all the expenses for saving that part

of the stock which is uninsured is simply an absurdity.

" The loss an 1 damage to the goods insured in this case was §8,669 45, and

the underwi iters' proportion of the expanses of saving, protecting, storing, &c,

was in the proportion of SI,.'(30 55 to 86,966 82—although the company pro-

po«l a still ra>re liberal adjastmeut, viz., to pay as $10,010 was to 315,636 27,

Deiog the same principle upon which a loss at Nashville was settled, which was

approved by the insured, and by seven Philadelphia Insurance Companies involv

ing some $72,000.

"This basis as a settlement mide the pro-rata of the Delaware Mutual Com

pany's loss amount to $1,778 82, with an additional loss on starch, Ac, not re

ported in first claim, of $154 OS—which was allowed, making their total loss under

the policy of $5000—94,933 48, which was llie amoutit paid by the company.

The insurers, therefore, did not contend that they were not liable for the damage

by fire to the extent of their policies, nor that the expense incurred to save, pro

tect, and take care of the goods alter or even before a fire, insured and not in

sured, should be borne an 1 paid pro-rata by the parties interested therein. This

question w.h not involved in the principle of a pro rata contribution as regards

the darai^e dons the go ids insured, as was asserted. If this was the case, and

the I»ss should be adjusted in conformity with llial principle, the uninsured portion

of the goods, $5,636 27, would bear the same pro-rata share of the less, as the in

surers' portion, $10,000, would.
'• The company, however, did not assert any such right, neither did they ask

that the loss should be so a Ij isl?d, b it lliey did contend that agreeably to equity

and the law, as well as usage, tliey wore uot bound to pay all the expenses incured

to save and take care of the goods, iusured and not insured, after a fire, or even

at or before it happ ned ; that if the company was bound to pay a part of these

expenses, it was only a pro-rata proportion by reason of a common interest.

Upon this ground alone, therefore, tlie company took their position. The amount

of the difference, some $ii0, was not of comparative importance, but the pre

cedent was one of vital interest to the principles of insurance.

" Messrs. Meier & Co.'s reference to arbitrators in this case was not applicable,

as the disputed point was not as to the amount of loss, but simply a question of

law ; hence it did not cone within the range of this form of settlement, as con

templated by such a mode of a ljuslmeut. A case in point may be found in

Pickering's Reports, vol. 6, page 182, which is as follows:--

"'Insurance against fire was made on a stock in trade, consisting of cutlery

and jewelry, contained in a store in Court-street, Boston. A fire happening in

the neighborhood, the insured, with the approbation of the insurer, procured

blankets and spread them on the outside of the store, whereby the building and

its contents were preserved, but the blankets were reudered worthless. ILU, that

this loss was not covered by the policy, bat that it was a subject of general aver

VOL. XXXVI. NO. V. 40
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age, to which the insurer and insured should contribute in proportion to the

amount which they respectively had at risk in the store and its contents.'

" As this question involves an important principle as to insurance interests, as

well as its application to this particular company, it is presumed that the editor

of the Merchants' Magazine will feel a pleasure in correcting any misapprehension

that might otherwise exist in connection with this case."

AH ANSWER TO "A PRACTICAL QUESTION OF INSURANCE."

Caleb Lamson, Esq., Attorney and Counsclorat-Law, of Newbnryport, Mas*.,

sends us the following communication in regard to the case of Meier ft Co., of

St. Louis, whose statement we published in the March number of the Merchants'

Magazine :—

Fbeeman Hunt, Editor ofthe Merchants' Magazine:— '

Dkar Sib :—In answer to the inquiry of Adolphus Meier ft Co., in the March

number of your journal, I have to say that the general rule given by the most ap

proved writers on fire insurance is, that " the assured recovers the whole lots, if

■ within the amount insured, without regard to the proportion between the amount

insnred or the value of the property at risk."

In the ca3e of Nicolet vs. Insurance Co., (3 Louisana Rep., page 371,) it ap

peared that twenty thousand dollars was insured on cotton that might be located

in seven named places, and that cotton to the value of seventeen thousand dollars

was burned in one of those places, at the same time that cotton belonging to the

assured was stored in one of the other places named, making, with that which was

burned, an aggregate value of more than twenty thousand dollars ; and it was

held, that the assured was entitled to receive the full sum lost, and not an average

sum proportioned to the sum which they had insured as compared with the whole

property at risk.

In the case of Hoffman vs. M. ft F. Insurance Co., (1 Louisiana Rep., page

216,) the insurer was held to pay the value of the goods at the time of the loss,

and of the damaged goods, the difference between tlieir value in their sound and

damaged state.

In the case of Trnll vs. R. M. F. Insurance Co., (3 Cush. Mass. Rep., page

263,) where was a loss of buildings by fire, the rule laid down by the court ww,

that the insured is entitled to the whole actual loss sustained on the whole proper

ty at risk, not exceeding the sum insured, without regard to any apportionment

between the sum insured and the property at risk, or to any abandonment, or

technical or constructive total loss or salvage.

It would seem from the above authorities, and others which might be adduced,

that Adolphus Meier ft Co. would have been entitled to the entire actual loss

on their cotton caused by the fire, upon an estimate properly made after the fire.

But it seems that they claim for labor and expenses upon the damaged cotton

after the fire, according to an agreement stated by them in your journal as follows,

to w;t :—" After the fire, we consulted with the president of the former, (meaning

the St. Louis Insurance Co.,) and the agent of the latter company (meaning the

Del. M. Safety Insurance Co.,) and it was agreed that we should have the unburnt

cotton taken out, have it dried and assorted, and then allow the highest market

price for it,"

If Adolphus Meier ft Co. agreed with all parties concerned to this mode of

adjusting the loss, and in consideration thereof furnish labor in fulfillment and pur

suance of the agreement, why should the other parties pay expenses which, by the

terms of the agreement, they were not required to pay?

If Adolphus Meier ft Co. agreed to this mode of adjusting the loss in pre

ference to that fixed upon in the policy, and in consideration thereof furnished

labor, although the other parties made no objection to the labor furnished, (and

why should they if this was understood by them to he a part of the agreement*)

it would seem that they did what they might rightfully do, namely, waive their
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right to have an estimate made of the loss on the damaged cotton as left by the

- fire, and should not claim of the other parties renumeration for expenses not

anticipated by them. But if, on the other hand, the agreement was that the in

surers should have the unburnt cotton taken out, dried, and assorted, and when

dried and assorted the assured should allow the highest market price for it, and

that, with the knowledge and consent of the insurers or their agents, the assured

furnished the labor for taking out, drying, and assorting the damaged cotton, there

would seem to be no just and equitable reason why the assured should not be al

lowed their reasonable expenses for those services.

C. LAMSON.
» New uu kv port, March 20, 185T.

RAILROAD, CANAL, AND STEAMBOAT STATISTICS.

8TEAM TONNAGE OF THE PRINCIPAL CITIES IN THE UNITED STATES.

By the Annual Report on Commerce and Navigation, for the year ending

June 30th lost, it appears that the enrolled steam tonnage of the principal i

in the United States, in 1856, was as follows :—

New Tork. . .

New Orleans.

St. Louis

Pittsburg. . . .

Buffalo

Detroit

Louisville . . .

107,820

61,751

88,745

87,504

35,42-1

33,148

81,924

Cincinnati

Cleveland

San Francisco..

Modile

Philadelphia.. .

Baltimore. . . ..

Wheeling

24,654

14,478

14,368

18.471

19,062

16.854

9,335

Showing a total steam tonnage in the fourteen, out of the seventy-eight, dis

tricts, of 452,528. The entire steam marine of the Union is put down at 583,362

tons, so it will be observed the above fourteen cities have four-fifths of the entire

amount.

OPERATIONS OF THE MASSACHUSETTS RAILROADS.

The following table, from the American Railway Times, gives the aggregate

figures of the Massachusetts roads for the lost three years :—

1854. 1855. ' 1856.

Number of companies 63 64 66

Length of roads in milea 1,458.27 1,617.31 1,618.4$

Aggregate capital $61,605,100 $68,117,600 168,654,800

Amount paid in 60,286,277 60,416.182 50,776,744

The aggregate cost 66,601.756 69,094,390 71,026,088

The total earnings 9,978,377 10,100,914 10,884,661

Funded and floating debts 21,246,849 22,598,406 22,678,82$

Surplus earnings on hand 1,406,236 1,785,299 2,638,394

We give below a comparative view of the business of the Massachusetts rail

roads from 1849, including that year. It will be perceived that this State is

gradually recovering from the pull-back of 1854, though the roads carry fewer

passengers than in 1853. England has somewhat less length of railway, to the

square mile, than Massachusetts, and about three times the population. Her

insular position tends less to railway traffic than the latter's continental one. The

average gross receipts per mile on the English railways, is about 813,000 to

87,216 on ours, not quite double ; but her net receipts are about 87,500 per mile,
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while that of Massachusetts is but about 83,000. Hence, as the property and

population of the latter, and of the continent at large, increases, her railway

interest must become more valuable—unless it is grossly mismanaged, or some

new unimagined mode of transportation is introduced to supersede it :—

MASSACHUSETTS RAILROADS FOR THE LAST EIQHT TEARS.

1849. 1850. 1851. 18&

Number of railways 81 86 86 49

Miles of road and branches 1,130 1,142 1,150 1,150

Miles of double track and sidings.. ■ 378 375 384 407

Crocs coat $451,801,126 $51,873,985 $52,595,288 $53,076,013

Average cost per mile 45,600 45,424 45,556 46,153

Gross receipts 6,161,014 0,466,872 6,590,670 6,886,517

Gross expenses 8,100.649 3,142,945 3,338,906 3.078,410

Net income 8,06!,320 3,323,902 8,360,671 3,212,107

Average net income pr. ct. on cost. 6 09 641 6 20 605

Gross number of miles run 4,271,935 4,278,230 4,398,370 4,785,783

Average receipts per mile run.. . . 1 41 1 51 1 50 1 44

Average expenses per mile lun .. 0 71 0 73 0 76 0 77

Average net income per mile run. 0 70 0 78 0 74 0 67

Gross receipts per mile of railway 5,462 11 6,66176 5,730 07 6,987 32

Number of passengers carried 8,788.589 8,856.656 9,610,858 9,810,056

Ditto, carried one mile 144.305,281 147,888,656 152,916,188 161,694,655

Tons of merchandise carried 2,lii7.754 2,219,050 2,260,346 2,563,277

Ditto, carried one mile 70,848,226 72,573,280 70,205,310 77,639,247

Total weight of passenger trains,

in tons, hauled one mile, not in

cluding passengers 114,962,615 100,883,950 98,766,749 101,746,158

Total weight of freight trains, in

tons, hauled one mile, not inclu

ding freight 135,285,603 130,671,531 118,696,609 181,077,650

Total number of toni>, not including

passeDgers, hauled one mile .. . 321,078,871 303,628,761 287,667,668 310,461,850

1853. 1851. 1SJ5. 1S>6.

Number of rail ways. 40 39 48 43

Miles of road and branches 1,192 1,262 1,343 1,351

Miles of double track and sidings. 626 439 431 434

Gross cost $55,348,652 $69,030,450 $61,708,1 18 $62,794,422

Average cost per mile ,.. 46.438 46,783 46,949 46,480

Gross receipts 7,994.038 8.696.251 9,098,492 9,749,918

Gross expenses 4,832,759 6,435,757 6,666,320 6,755,144

Net income 8,661,277 8,260,494 3,436,172 4,003,404

Average net income pr. ct. on cost. 6 61 5 25 6 67 6 38

GrosB number of miles run 5,250,392 5,631.014 6,385,416 5,320,137

Average receipts per mile run.. .. 1 62 1 67 1 69 1 83

Average expenses per mile run . . 0 82 0 97 1 05 1 08

Average net income per mile run. 0 70 0 59 0 64 0 75

Gross receipts per mile of railway 6,706 40 6,890 86 6,774 76 7,216 82

Number of passengers carried 11,668,992 12,392,703 11,339,850 11,548,178

Ditto, carried one mile 186,216,713 194,168,082 185,160,127 191,942,542

Tons of merchandise carried 8,041,782 3,767,680 8,062,261 3,254,796

Ditto, carried one mile 96,986,832 104,688,043 103,676,163 109,S07,461

Total weight of passenger trains,

in tons, hauled one mile, not in

cluding passengers 106,208,467 122,063,281 116,689,219 115,689,219

Total weight of freight trains, in

tons, hauled one niile, not inclu

ding freight 148,804,441 171,667,254 165,260.746 161,666,844

Total number of tons, not including

passengers, hauled one mile.... 360,998,740 398,826,578 835,626,127 384,342,268
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RUSSIAN RAILWAYS AND THE CREDIT MOBILIER.

In the sitting of the 23d (October) the conditions of the concession to the

Society of the Credit Mobilier were signed. The latter undertakes the construc-

tion of about 3,800 versts of railways, the routes of which are as follows :—The

first, and at this moment the chief ouc, is that from St. Petersburg!) to Warsaw.

The government having already finished, at its own expense, a portion of the

line—about 300 verst3—and having prepared works for constructing the

whole, the company engages to reimburse the outlay, which amounts to nearly

80,000,000f. The second line is from Moscow to Theodosia. The distance be

tween these two cities by the ordinary road is 1,850 versts, and many considerable

towns are connected by this line. The surprise is that it should terminate at

Theodosia instead of Odessa. I am ignorant of the cause of the exclusion of

the richest city in the south of Russia ; I suppose, however, that it will not be

long before a branch of the principal lino will make it enter the general network.

The third line is from Moscow to NijniNovgorod, (390 versts.) The fourth will

commence at Koursk, the capital of a province, and centre of commercial activity

in the interior of Russia, and will terminate at the port of Libau. This line will

cross, at Dunaburg, the line between St. Petersburg and Warsaw. The company

undertake to finish these lines before the expiration of ten years. The Warsaw

route will naturally be first open for circulation, and that of Nijni Novgorod will

immediately follow. The concession is for 85 years ; the capital of the company

is about 270,000,000 silver roubles, (or l,080,000,000f.,) that is to say, the shares

to be issued are not to exceed that amount. A third of shares arc to be allotted

in Russia. The shares will not be quoted on the Bourse. The government guar

anties a minimum of 5 per cent.

MARINE AND STEAM DISASTERS ON THE LAKES.

From a carefully-prepared statement published in the Buffalo Republic, it ap

pears that twenty-nine steamers and seventy-seven sailing vessels have been en

tirely destroyed by disasters during the past season, besides a much greater num

ber that have suffered more or less partial injury. The total loss of property by

these disasters was—

Bteamcrs. Balling vcssoK Total.

$1,378,100 $1,660,774 $3,088,874

Compared with preceding years this shows a steady and large increase, thus—

1850. 1861. 18i2. 1851. 1854. 18S5. 1856.

$544,440 $730,615 $991,016 $854,360 $2,187,826 $2,797,889 $3,038,874

The loss of life has also increased nearly in the same proportion, as will be

seen :—

1851 119 | 1855 118 | 1856 407

These results are partly to be attributed to the increased amount of commerce

on the lakes ; but they are so much greater than they need be, that they call

loudly for more efficient means of saving vessels in distress. The total number

of sail and steam vessels is 1,256 ; tonnage, 339,7% ; valued at $12,944,360.
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LAKE ERIE ARD MICHIGAN TRANSIT SHIP CANAL.

The advantages and practicability of a ship canal across the base of the penin

sula of Michigan, connecting the waters of lakes Michigan and Erie, are thus

briefly set forth by the Buffalo Commercial Advertiser:—

It would shorten the distance to Chicago and Milwaukie several hundred miles,

and the time consumed in making the trip from those ports to Buffalo by about

three days ; or in other words, the trip round, for propellers, by at least a week,

and for Bail vessels two weeks, and perhaps more. Of course, all the tonnage

going to, or returning from, the southern ports of Lake Michigan, would pass

through the canal; the difference in time, and consequently in expense, being

largely in its favor. Besides, the dangers of navigation among the islands, at

the north end of the lake, a region always more dreaded by seamen in the spring

and fall, with the exception of Lake Huron, than any other, would be avoided,

and the cost of insurance, either upon the cargo or the vessel, would be reduced

at least 50 per cent. The upper and lower lakes would also communicate with

each other sooner in the spring and later in the fall than they do now, for the rea

son that there would be no waiting for the straits of Mackinac to clear of ice,

nor comparatively no such tempestuous weather to encounter. Against these

advantages no ship canal from Lake Huron to Lake Ontario, through Canada,

could contend. Our own commerce would be retained upon our own waters, and

carried in our own vessels.

Of the practicability of its construction, there seems to be not the slightest

doubt among those who have examined the subject. The country through which

it would pass has few hills, and those small, so that the average depth of excava

tion for twelve feet water, would be less than twenty feet ; and as the waters of

Lake Michigan are only about 15 feet higher than those of Erie, the canal would

be fed all the way (160 miles) from the former, and only two or three locks would

be necessary. The Michigan Central Railroad would, perhaps, not cross it more

than once, and no difficulties could arise in this particular, nor that of any other

of a similar nature. In fact, so far as cost of building, and case of excavation

and embankment are concerned, the enterprise must be, from the nature of the

country, without a parallel.

The regions of country, the surplus products of which this canal would drain,

comprehend Wisconsin, Minnesota, Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska, parts of

Indiana, Kentucky, Kansas, and all future States and Territories lying directly

west of it, between the Mississippi and the Rocky Mountains. What the full ex

tent of the trade of these regions with the seaboard is to be, of course no one

can imagine, but that it will be, and is already, immense, no one doubts. During

the past year, some 27,000.000 bushels of grain came from Lake Michigan ; and

this is only a pari of the down freight. Even if the tolls and expense of towing

through the canal were equal to the expense of the passage via the Straits, it

would yet be an object for shipping to pass through it on account of the time

that would be saved, enabling vessels to make several more trips during the sea-

con. This consideration affords a view of the margin there would be in fixing

the rates of toll, in order to derive a revenue which would pay a good dividend

upon the investment. No more practicable and important scheme for the im

provement of inland navigation has ever been broached, nor one more fraught

with beneficial results to the State and city of New York.

FRENCH RAILROAD CLOCKS,

Time is telegraphed along the railway lines of France, to each station, from

the Paris Observatory. A plan has lately been adopted of having two minute

hands on each station clock—one red and one black. The black one shows the

railroad time, the red the local time, differing from a minute to half an hour.

Thus, at Paris, the two hands are identical. A hundred and fifty miles east, the

red hand is ten minutes in advance of the black one. A hundred and fifty mill's

west, the red band is ten minutes behind the black one. By this simple plan

common mistakes and confusion are prevented.
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JOURNAL OF MINING AND MANUFACTURES.

GOLD MINIM IN CALIFORNIA.

The San Francisco Bulletin furnishes an extended account of mining operations

in that State for the year 1856, procured by correspondence with miners in the

several counties. Some of the statements, going to show the enormous extent of

canals already finished or in progress, designed to irrigate the dry portions of the

country, and the amount of capital invested, are almost incredible. In Columbia

County, for instance, there are five water companies, each of which has a capital

of at least $250,000—the largest having $550,000—and the length of canal

varies from twenty-seven to sixty miles. Beside these, there are in the county

some ten or twelve other companies, with ditches varying from two to fifteen

miles in length. In Shasta County, there are at least eighty in operation, some

of which cost 9*0,000, and are dependent upon snows in the mountains for their

supply of water. In Nevada, there are now over 700 miles of canals and ditches,

costing not less than five million dollars, and more are being added. Still, there

is a large area of rich ground in that part of the State, upon which nothing is

doing, for want of the needful supplies of water. In Sacramento County, there

are seven principal canals, with an aggregate of one hundred and eighteen miles,

which originally cost $330,000, and are said to yield an annual net income of

$270,000. In Placer County, there are twenty-four canals, the actual cost of

which is represented to have been $1,228,000 ; but these are comparatively un

productive. The value of all the canals and ditches in the State has been esti

mated at $11,000,000, and these works arc wholly owned by the miners them

selves, or persons residing in their immediate vicinity. The importance of these

works to the dry diggings is very great, and from the improvements recently

mode, the prospect of an increased yield of gold from this source is spoken of as

very flattering.

But the leading object of interest now, among miners, is the quartz rock,

which, although it very early attracted the attention of European miners and

capitalists, yielded unsatisfactory results—attributed chiefly to their inadequate

machinery, their defective organization, and the unexpected expenses incident to

their operations, in the early days of the State. More receutly, however, practi

cal and experienced miners have entered vigorously into the business, all with

some degree of success, and many of them obtaining a remuneration beyond their

expectations. It appears to be the general belief, that according as the " science"

of quartz mining becomes better understood, this process will be the most popu

lar and efficacious. The Bulletin says :—

" The most extensive operations in quartz are conducted in Grass Valley, where

also is to be found the ' Alison Ranch' lead, supposed to be the richest in the

world, yielding I'rora $250 to $500 per ton. It is the property of six men only,

who purchased the ground for a comparatively small sum, and are now reaping

unheard-of profits. Since their mill started, on the 1st of October, they have

taken out from $30,000 to $50,000 per week, and there is uo apparent tailing off

in the richness of the ore.

" There are altogether eleven steam and two water power quartz mills in Grass

Valley, exclusive oi the one of the Alison Ranch, which yield at the lowest, $5,
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and at the highest, 5200 per ton. The whole country around contains quarts

rock, and we are assured that capital, experience, and judicious management are

alone necessary to make all these mineral riches of tangible value A gentleman

of superior intelligence, and possessing the best opportunities for observation,

remarks that the present existing mills and machinery would not crusb out the

rock known to exist in the valley in a century."

The quartz mills are said to be generally paying handsomely, and in some in-

rtnnccs largely above their expenses. Xearly all, at least in Grass Valley, have

paid the cost of erection, amounting to from §10,000 to $20,000.

THE MINERAL WEALTH OF GEORGIA.

Georgia is confessedly among the first in commercial enterprise among the

Southern States, or, as an esteemed correspondent from that State wrote us some

years sii>ce, she is in that respect the " Massachusetts of the South." Bat her

natural resources transcend the Old Bay State, as every one knows. Hear what

the New Orleans Commercial Bulletin, says in regard to the mineral wealth of

that State :—

Georgia, as the whole world knows, is a great State. In the development of

ber multifarious resources, and their application to purposes of utility and profit,

she is not surpassed by any State in the Union. Her people are famous for their

habits of thrift and industry, and the peculiar aptitude with which they convert

their natural advantages to sources of practical aud profitable use. Her grand

and extensive system of internal improvements is every day opening new aosreet

of wealth, and making every branch of industry tributary to the individual and

collective prosperity of her people. We have at hand an illustration of this pro

gressive spirit which animates the citizens generally of this prosperous common

wealth. As every one knows, who is at all familiar with the physical character

of this State, Georgia is rich, incalculably rich, in mineral wealth. Gold. iron,

and coal exist in an abundant measure in the upper part of the State, and mining

in these metals has been made a profitable branch of business.

Recent explorations have elicited other discoveries of metals equally useful,

and which, beyond pcradventure, will become permanent sources or wealth. In

what is known as the Cherokee country, the fact has been ascertained, that cop

per, lead, and its usual concomitant, silver, exist ; and to an extent which urgent

ly invites the employment of enterprise and capital. This section of the State

presents a belt of country of metamorphic formation, that geological formation,

above all others, peculiarly mineral-bearing. The particular locality to which

we now allude, comprises four lots of ground, of one hundred and sixty acres

each, situated in Cherokee County, one-and-a-half miles from the town of Canton,

and about fourteen milc3 from the State Railroad. It is known as the Canton

Mine, aud is recognized as a rich, prolific copper, lead, and silver mine. The

company owning and working the mine is composed of some of the most respect

able and influential citizens of the State. They were incorporated as a chattered

company in Peceml>er, 1855. under the name and style of the " Canton Mining

Company of Georgia," for the purposes of exploring for copper, silver, gold, and

all other minerals and metuls whatsoever. The principal vein of the mine is a

full mile in length, running on the best-situated ground for mining to be found

anywhere. Besides this main vein, there arc three others running parallel with it,

with the indication of being equally rich. A shaft has been sunk to the depth

of two hundred feet, and this shaft intercepted by tunnels at diffcreut depths, and

by what is called an adit level, some hundred feet long, and which pierces the

shaft at the depth of 123 feet. This conduit was constructed for the two-fold

purpose of ventilation and drainage, and is admirably adapted for the purposes

designed. The work and labor so expended by the company have been of an ex

plorative character, with the view of finding the ore-bearing portion of the vein,
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and to follow it down to a level, where the influence of the atmosphere has not

reached, and the mining ground has become settled, rather than with the object

of extracting the ore, and realizing at once upon the sale of it. This course of

management was a wise and judicious one, and the result has fully vindicated the

good practical sense of the directors. The vein of ore has been satisfactorily as

certained, and the products in large quantities submitted to the severest tests of

the most eminent geologists and chemists in the country.

Among a great many others of less note and value, the following principal ores

end minerals have been found at the Canton Mine :—

Copper Ores.—(Copper Pyrites.)—This is the most abnndant copper ore of

the mine, and one of its most esteemed products. Its specific gravity is 4.2, and

it contains, upon an average, 30 per cent of metallic copper.

Hurruite.—A new mineral named after the discoverer of the mine. In appear

ance this ore resembles that of galena. In composition it is identical with that

of the highly-prized vitreous copper, viz : copper 79 84, sulphur 20.1G in 100.00

parts. Its specific gravity is 5.4. It will be a rich and lasting source of copper

to the mine.

Ore of Lead.—Galena.—This is the most common, and at the same time, the

most valuable ore of lead. It consists of lead 86.5 to sulphur 13.5 in the hun

dred parts. Its value is much enhanced by the silver it carries, which varies

from 30 to 56 ounces for the ton of 2,000 pounds of the galena.

Besides the above, the components of the mine are ores of iron, ores of zinc,

ores of manganese, and a variety of earthy minerals.

As we have before said, the mine has been thoroughly explored, critically ex

amined, tested, and analyzed by competent judges, amon<r them Professors Daley,

Gaussoin, and Shepard. These accomplished mineralogists and chemists have

given it their imprimatur,and experienced miners and practical business men have

pronounced the Canton Mine of Georgia to be one of the richest, and with the

promise of being one of the most profitable, in the Old or New World.

THE MAKUFACTURE OF T0BACC8 AT LOUISVILLE.

The Commercial Review, published at Louisville, Kentucky, by L. W. FrsKK

and Bkn. Casseday, members of the Chamber of Commerce in that city, describes

the tobacco interest as one of the largest, most thrifty and important in the city ;

and it sees no reason why Louisville, like Richmond and Lynchburg, should not

boast of eighty to one hundred tobacco factories. We quote from the Review

the following statement in regard to a single establishment, and the evidence of

prosperity to our commercial friends in that section of the country :—

" The factory of Messrs. S. P. Dick & Co. will probably afford a fair example

of its class. This establishment was commenced in 1851 by Messrs. Musse'man

& Co., who Btill continue to manufacture elsewhere in the city, and passed into

the hands of its present proprietors about two years ago. When in full operation

about one hundred to one hundred and ten hands are employed in working the

fifty presses. Thirty-five boxes of the manufactured article are produced daily,

averaging one hundred pounds each. This consumes six hundred to seven hun

dred hogsheads of leaf per annum, which, at an average of $9 per one hundred

pounds, makes about $65,000 worth of the raw material. In addition to this,

other articles used in the manufacture, together with the indispensables furnished

by other manufacturers, moke the factory valuable to its proprietors and to the

city at large. Every factory of this or of any other class goes to aid other

branches of producers, and contributes to the general good. The manufacturers

of Louisville tobacco have an enviable reputation abroad, and the day is not dis

tant when they will be numbered by scores and not by dozenB, and when their
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brands will have as world-wide a reputation as those of Virginia. The trade

with the Northwest, which has been brought to this market by tobacco dealers,

is among the most valuable of our new avenues of commerce, and cannot fail to

result in the great increase of our prosperity."

MANUFACTURES OF PITTSBURG.

We published, some year or two since, two articles, under our " Commercial

and Industrial Cities op the United States," on the commerce and resources

of Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, prepared expressly for the Merchants' Magazine by

.Mr. Knigut, of that city. The following table, furnished by Mr. Lawrence

Ki; ,\x, who visited in person all the principal manufactories, can be relied on as

being substantially correct. It exhibits the product (value) of manufactures for

one year :—

MANUFACTURING BUSINESS.

IroD and nails $9,637,000 Sundries $1,450,000

Castings and stoves 1,250,000

Flint, window, and vial glass 2,830,000

White and red lead 084,000

Cotton yarn and sheeting.. . 1,050,000

Carriages, wagons <fc plows. 850,000

Soda ash 300,000

Springs, shovels, and axes. . 1,320,000

Lumber 1,200,000

Steam-engines. 850,000

steamers built, (69) 1,520,000

Cuat boats, barges & freight

boats 865,000

Coal 8.600,000

Flour 1,200.000

Furniture and chairs. 600.000

Clothing 550,000

Manufacturers' sales $28,656,000

There are employed at the iron business 3,500 hands—their wages per month

will average 8100,000. In the glass business not more than 1,000 hauds are en

gaged, and their monthly wages will reach §27,000.

THE MANUFACTURE OF GOODS FROM OLD WOOLENS.

The little town of Dewsberry, in Yorkshire, England, is chiefly responsible for

whatever of merit or demerit attaches to the utilizing of cast-off woolens, which

generally passes in England by the name of the Dewsberry trade. Immense

warehouses are filled with old stockings, worth $35 to $50 a ton ; white flannels,

worth $50 to $100 ; and carefully-assorted black cloth, worth $100 to S150 ;

while all the rubbish, consisting of seams, linseys, and nondescripts, are worth $10

to $15 per ton for manufacturing prussiate of potash. All the better materials

are ground or " pulled up" into a loose mass, resembling the original fibers. Gen

erally speaking, this material is far inferior to new wool, and its admixture into

almost every species of cloths, now extensively practiced, while it detracts but

little from their appearance, has a serious effect upon their durability. The pecu

liar stitch or bend of the worsted fibers in knit work, and the hot water and wash

ing to which they are subjected during their stocking existence, has the effect of

producing a permanent elasticity in the product, which no new wool can be found

to equal ; and this fact may be of value to those who manufacture blankets for

printing-presses, and the like permanently elastic sheets. By this trade Dewsberry

has increased from a little village to a city ot 30,000 inhabitants. Garments

from all parts of Great Britain, Europe, and even America, are there torn up and

assorted.
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THE IRON ORES OF ONEIDA COUNTY, NEW YORK.

A correspondent of the Utica Observer says the Clinton Furnace in Oneida

County makes from twelve to fifteen tons of iron per day. The ores found in this

county are also used in furnaces at Norwich, Chenango County, at the Scranton

Works in Pennsylvania, and at Poughkeepsie. It may safely be estimated that

at all theses works one hundred tons of Oneida County ores are smelted daily.

These ores belong to the class that can be worked without burning, and the

manipulations required to work most of the other ores ; and though there is no

doubt that the quality of iron would be improved by its being mixed with other

ore, still the admixture is not a matter of necessity. This is shown by the fact

that iron produced from them alone makes good castings, and is also used in our

bloomeries and rolling mills.

STATISTICS OF AGRICULTURE, &c.

THE WINE GRIPE IN AMERICA.

However diverse may be the opinions entertained in regard to the enactment

of sumptuary laws for the suppression of intemperance, no one, we presume, can

view with displeasure the perceptible decrease in the use of ardent liquors, and

the substitution of beverages of a less intoxicating and more invigorating nature.

The fire-water, which, more than all the other inventions of civilization, demoral

ized and decimated the red men, in all its villanous adulterations, has been the

curse of thousands among their dispossessors, after being banished from the once

popular side-board to the bar-room, has of late been crowded into still narrower

limits by a popular rival—lager-beer, a mild German ale.

Another rival for the suffrages of the thirsty, has already gained a foothold in

the West, and is likely soon to form an importapt item in the products aud in

dustry of the country. We allude, of course, to the American wines, which are

now raised in the West in quantities sufficient to merit attention.

Concerning the wine-culture in this country, which is yet in its infancy, we

find in a recent German publication some interesting facta from the pen of Dr.

Gumprecht. The author explains the causes of the failure of the manifold at

tempts to domesticate the European grapes in the United States by comparative

thermometrical and hygrometrical statements, from which it appears that the ill-

success is attributable to the greater proportion of moisture to which the vine is

subjected here, while the temperature is more favorajile in Philadelphia, Cincin

nati, or St Louis, than in Paris, Dresden, or Prague. The Catawba grape, an

indigenous variety, is now extensively cultivated in the West and Southwest, and

the Catawba wine bids fair to become an important article of commerce. Ill

1854, the vineyards comprised less thun three thousand acres, the greater propor

tion of which was in the vicinity of Cincinnati, from whence the grape-culture

has since spread, along both banks of the Ohio, to Pittsburg and Cairo, and in a

southerly direction through Kentucky and Tennessee to Alabama, and westwardly

into Missouri.

On the Ohio an acre yields on an average 500 gallons of wine—au immense
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yield, compared with the average of France, which is only 200 gallons. In 1853,

however, which was the most fruitful year since 1848, the yield was most extra

ordinary, averaging along the Ohio C50 gallons to the acre—some vineyards even

producing from 800 to 900 gallons. The wine-growers of Ohio, are mainly Ger

mans and their descendants.

In 1852, notwithstanding the comparatively small area devoted to winegrow

ing, the produce of wine in the United States was estimated at 500,000 gallons ;

and in 1854, the mammoth cellar of Messrs. Longsworth &, Zimmerman, at Cin

cinnati, contained 80,000 gallons. In a few years the product will doubtless be

doubled and trebled, since the present high prices of wine pay the producer a

fair profit, and the demand is so great that the Cincinnati wine dealers are scarce

ly able to keep a stock on hand.

The juice of the grape is manufactured either into still wine or sparkling wine.

The latter, in the preparation of which, as in that of Champagne, liquor is adJed,

is the most sought after, and its production has already increased to such an ex

tent that Buchanan estimated the value of sparkling wines raised in Ohio at

8175,000 per annum.

The wine produced in the United States is mostly of the description known as

the white wine, but little of it being red. The value of the wine depends, as in

Europe, on the character of the soil, the mode of treatment, and the weather.

The years 184G, 1848, and 1851 , produced the best wines both here and in Europe;

the vintage of 1853 was also a good one. In general, the product of the Catawba

grape has the finest flavor, and the greatest durability— it improves in ina'ity

for thirty years. According to an analysis made in 1846, the American wines

contain from seven to eleven per cent of alcohol. A sample of Catawba hock

from Longsworth's cellar, seven years of age, was proved by an analysis to con

tain from eleven to eleven-and five-tenths per cent of alcohol, and a sample of

red wine, of the Cape species, was found to contain nine-and-onc-cighth per cent.

Buchanan states that the proportion of alcohol in the American wines is about

the same as in the wines of France and Germany ; Brando, however, contends

that the French Graves wine contains 18.94 ; Barsac, 13.86 ; Sauterne, 14.22 ;

Rudeshcimcr of 1800, 12.22 ; and Hock, 14.37 per cent of alcohol.

The prices of American wines may be considered high. Ten or twelve bottles

of stored still wine cost from five to eight dollars, and sparkling wine brought

twelve dollars in 1854. New wine ranges from forty cents to one dollar ten cents.

Of the recent territorial acquisitions of the United States, California and

Florida will, probably, ere long, be ranked among the wine-producing States.

In California, the efforts of the old Catholic missionaries to cultivate the grape

resulted satisfactorily, and the manufacture of wine from the domestic grape of

Florida was also attended with success. Sir John Hawkins reports, that in

1694, the early settlers in Florida realized twenty hogsheads of palatable wine

from the native grape. The good results which were anticipated from this dis

covery were, thanks to the political disturbances in which that colony became

involved, never realized.

In Canada West, where certain spsciej of wild grapes are- very abundant,

the manufacture of wine, recently introduced, has been attended with the most

■ignal success. Buchanan's Journal pronounces it superior to the imported port

wine.
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A SUGAR HOl'SE, AND SUGAR PLANTATION IN CUBA.

A correspondent of the Syracuse Courier gives the following interesting de

scription of the largest sugar plantation in Cuba :—

This estate is very properly called the " Flor de Cubas (Flower of Cuba.")

There are other estates as large and larger, but none that have such perfect

machinery, and which have laid out so much money for that, and on buildings.

There are about l,0u0 acres of land, nearly three-quarters of which are under

cultivation with sugar-cane, the balance being devoted to grazing and plantain

fields. The product of this estate, of course, varies with different years ; thus,

last year, owing to the rains, they could not cut all their cane, and it fell short,

but its present average crop is 10,000 boxes and 1,000 hogsheads of sugar, and

its gross income at present prices will be from $32u,000 to 83:>0,0OO. Of this

enormous sum about one-halt' is absorbed by interest on its debt, and by its an

nual expenses. There are 030 hands—380 negroes and 250 Uliiuese. The resj

are overseers, carttnen, coopers, engineers, &c. There are 80 ox-carts for drawing

the cane to the mill, and 600 oxen, lour being used for every cart, and they are re

lieved twice a day. There are many buildings in this village, for it is almost like

one. Besides the sugar house, there are the dwelling houses for the owner, and

for the overseers, the drying houses, the hospital, the baracoons lor the slaves,

and even a nursery for the children of the slaves.

The sugar house hero is the principal attraction, and it is an enormous affair.

It is all one floor and covered by a single roof, and its interior is somewhat simi

lar to that of some of our large sugar refineries iu New York. There are two

large rolling mills for crushing the cane, each with three rollers six feet long, and

placed on the top of two, the cane feeding itself, and passing under one and over

the other two rollers, it comes out almost squeezed dry, and as flat as a sheet of

paper ; the juice runs down into troughs. These rollers are set very close within

an eighth of an inch of each other, and the pressure is enormous. To drive these

rollers there is an engine of fifty horse power. The juice, then, is carried by

pumps to a set of fourteen kettles, where by steam it is condensed, and then it

runs through a body of carbon or burnt bone in another set of cisterns ; it is

then carried to a vacuum pan, where it is evaporated, then over a set of copper

pipes for condensation, again through the charcoal for decoloring, then into an

other vacuum pan, where it is boiled to a crystalizing point. It is then carried

off' to another part of the building, and by copper ladles is emptied into the sugar

molds, holding about sixty pouuds each, where in another day it is ready for

claying.

This process is only followed where it is intended to make box sugar, which is

always clayed, while that packed in hogsheads is called Muscovado, and is packed

into the casks in a green state, where it is then allowed to purge itself for fifteen

or twenty days, and is then ready for shipment. On this estate they make mostly

clayed or box sugar, and the process of claying is this. The molds containing

the green sugar arc placed on a long floor in a room holding from 800 to 1,000

molds ; the point of the mold is below the level of the floor, which is made

with square holes for their support; after the sugar is set in the molds the plug

at the bottom is taken out, and on the base, or upper flat surface of the su«'ar, is

placed a quantity of black pasty clay which has the property of distributing the

water very equally through it. This clay is wet, and the water filters slowly

through the body of the sugar, carrying with it all color, and leaving the base of

the cone perfectly white. The process is repeated several times, and the susrar is

kept in this house for about twenty days. It is then turned out of the molds

into large open, flat wooden trays, and the different layers of strata of sugar is

divided by a negro with a large cleaver into white, brown and yellow ; that near

est the point is still colored with molasses and not very dry. These several class

es are all kept by themselves, and the sugar is dried cither by the sun or by ovens,

and then packed into boxes holding about 400 lbs. each. These are then nailed

and strapped by pieces of green cowhide in narrow strips, the boxes weighed,

branded, and ready for transport to market.
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SIXTY-FIVE ESTIMATES OF THE COTTOU CROP OF 185G-7:

A8 HADE BY FACTORS, ETC., IN NSW ORLEANS, ON THE LAST THREE DATS OF

FEBRUARY, 1857.

Nos,

3.

4.

6.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

IS.

1«

IT.

18.

111.

20.

21.

2-.'.

Bales.

8,100,000

8,000.000

8,060,000

8,075,000

8,180,000

8,110,000

8,025.000

8.099.00C

8.076,000

2,999,600

3,125,000

8,086,300

8.064,105

2,989,997

8,060,000

8.015,000

8,ll»»,100

3,001,000

8,020.000

8,112,000

8,059,000

8,111,011

Nos.

23 . .

24..

25..

26..

27..

28..

29..

80..

81..

82..

38..

34..

35..

86..

87..

38..

39..

40..

41..

42..

48..

44..

Bales. Nos. Bale*.

8,071,000 46 3,170,000

8,112,001 46 8,226,000

8,061,800 47 8,101,000

8,027,000 48 8,000,500

8,000,670 49 8,100,800

2,960,000 60 8,086,179

8,033.838 51 3,019,500

8,010,000 62 8,081,000

3,075.10.0 2,949,990

8,156,000 64 8,270,000

8,000,005 65 3.031,860

8,047,683 8,000,100

8,000,001 67 8,178,965

3,169,991 8,228,000

8,225,000 2,999,995

2,999,999 60 3,047,627

8,076,600 2,914,887

8,018,000 62 3,049,900

8,201,000 68 8,051,600

8,018,800 64 8,060.999

8,013,000 65 8,088,976

8,076,963

The highest estimate is 3,270,000 ; the lowest, 2,949,990 ; and the average,

3,067,043 bales. The Mobile Tribune published a list of seventy-four estimate*,

received from South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana,

the highest of which was 3,219,000 ; the lowest, 2,699,995 ; and the average.

2,9C6,210 bales.

GUANO—ITS HISTORY.

Guano, as most people understand, is imported from the islands of the Pacific,

mostly of the Chincha group, off the coast of Peru, and under the dominion of

that government.

Its sale is made a monopoly, and the avails, to a great extent, go to pay the

British holders of Peruvian Government bonds, giving them, to all intents and

purposes, lien upon the profits of a treasure intrinsically more valuable than the

gold mines of California. There are deposits of this unsurpassed fertilizer in

some places to. the depth of sixty or seventy feet, and over large extents of sur

face. The guano fields are generally conceded to be the excrement of aquatic

fowls, which live and nestle in great numbers around the islands. They seem

designated by nature to rescue, at least in part, that untold amount of fertilizing

material which every river and brooklet is rolling into the sea. The wash of al

luvial soils, the floating refuse of the field and forest, and, above all, the wasted

materials of great cities are constantly being carried by the tidal currents out to

sea. These, to a certain extent, at least, go to nourish, directly or indirectly,

sub-marine vegetable and animal life, which in turn goes to feed the birds, whose

excrements at our day are brought away by the shipload from the Chincha

Islands.

The bird is a beautifully-arranged chemical laboratory, fitted up to perform a

single operation, viz. : to take the fish as food, burn out the carbon by means of

its respiratory functions, and deposit the remainder in the shape of an incompar

able fertilizer. Hut how many ages have these depositions of seventy feet in

thickness been accumulating !

There are at the present day countless numbers of tho birds resting upon the

islands at night ; but, according to Baron Humboldt, the excrements of the birds
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for the space of three centuries, would not form a stratum over one-third of an

Inch in thickness. By an easy mathematical calculation, it will be seen that at

this rate of deposition, it would take seven thousand five hundred and sixty cen-

' turics, or seven hundred and fifty-six thousand years to form the deepest guano

bed ! Such a calculation carries us back well on towards a former geological

'period, and proves one, and perhaps both, of two things—first, that in past ages

an infinitely greater number of these birds hovered over the islands ; and second

ly, that the material world existed at a period long anterior to its fitness as the

abode of man. The length of man's existence is infinitesimal, compared with

such a cycle of years ; and the facts recorded on every leaf of the material uni

verse ought, if it does not, to teach us humility. That a little bird whose individ

ual existence is as nothing, should, in its united action, produce the means of

bringing back to an active fertility whole provinces of waste and barren lands,

is one of a thousand facts to show how apparently insignificant agencies in the

economy of nature produce momentous results.—London Farmers' Magazine.

STATISTICS OF POPULATION, &c.

DECLINE IN THE POPULATION OF IRELAND,

[From Thorn's Almanac for 1857.]

The population of Ireland in 1851, proved to be 1,022,739 less numerous than

that of 1841—a diminution commonly attributed to the famine consequent on

the potato failure in 1845, and subsequent years. The mortality of that period

having been concentrated in workhouses and temporary hospitals, and having

ravaged some portions of the country in which disease prevailed with an extraor

dinary virulence, the great loss of population has been usually accounted for by

estimating the deaths generally, according to their extent, in the severally visited

localities ; but the mortality returns, founded on the census of 1851, show that

the deaths from 1841 were not, in the aggregate, excessive. In the emigration

to America and Great Britain, and the decrease of births, the causes of decline

arc to be found.

Of the children living in 1841 and 1851, the census of each period supplies the

following totals of the number born within twelve months preceding :—

LEINBT^R. UUK8TEB. ULSTKE. CONNADQHT. TOTAI,.

1841. 1851. 1841. 1851. 1841. 1851. 1841. 1851. 1841. 1851.

46,845 34,431 61,889 84,658 67,466 42,875 37,263 20,613 202,466 182,502

The decrease of children living in 1851, aged from one month to a year, was,

as compared with the enumeration of 1841, so much as C9.874, and the decline

on the number of births was operating from 1841.

Of the children living in 1841 and 1851, aged from one to nine years, the <

report contains the following enumerations :—

1851.

| Bora In Born in

1850... 106,192 1845... 161,803

1841.

Bora In Born in

1840... 168,958 1835... 218,688

1839... 239,801 1884... 221,712

1838... 211,149 1833... 222,504

1887... 219,148 1832... 196,413

1836... 216,888

Total 1,903,264

1849... 141,683 1844... 165,426

1848... 118,271 1843... 170,081

1847... 145,678 1842... 156,647

1846... 150,206 l

Total 1,817,948

Showing a decrease o£ 585,222
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Until 1847, emigration did not materially reduce the population. In that year,

215,444 persons emigrated to America and the colonies, being more than doable

the number of emigrants in 1846. In the ten years, from June, 1841, to March,

1851, there emigrated 1,240,737 persons, which materially lessened the number of

children to be enumerated in 1851 ; but this only in part accounts for the great

diminution of births after 1841.

The census report for 1851, contains a table, showing that if births had taken

place in the ratio of one to thirty-one of the population, annually, as in England,

(without an emigration) the number of children born in Ireland, from 1841 to

1851, would have been 2,711.814, and the population in the latter year would

have been 9,010,799, instead of 6,552,385. In the calculation, allowance is made

for 1,8G8,139 deaths, estimating the mortality in the ratio of one to forty-five of

the population in each year, and the births would have thus exceeded the deaths

by 818,675.

The actual number of deaths from 1841 to 1851, as ascertained in making the

census, amounted to 1,361,051, and the deaths from extraordinary causes did not

amount to one-third of this total, thus :—■

Dentlis from fever 222,029 Starvation. 21,770

Cholera 38,98(1

Dysentery and diarrhoea 184,656 Total 414.342

A large proportion of the deaths from such causes occurred in the years of

of famine, and the mortality in those years was, therefore, excessive ; but the total

for ten years is not in excess of the ordinary ratio of deaths, even in a declining

population, taking the mean of the numbers of the people in 1841 and 1851.

The causes for decline must be sought for in the consequences of the transitions

which have been undergone by the laboring population employed in agriculture,

manufactures, and common trades. Spread over the surface of the country, this

population multiplied rapidly ; but removed from their owu locations, and de

pendent for subsistence almost wholly on the demand for labor, their circumstancea

have become unfavorable to the growth of the population.

It appears that the greatest diminution in the number of the laboring people

has taken place as follows :—

Decline to

Counties. square mile.

Monaghan 117

Cavan 93

Roscommon 84

Longford 78

81igo 73

Cork 71

Armagh 70

Luiiiim 70

Antrim 7

Average

Derline to

Counties. sqore mile.

Donegal 22

Wexford 24

Kildare !»

Kerry SO

Down 84

Wicklow 84

Londonderry. 87

Westmeath 42

The other counties lost population in the proportion of 45 to 65 for each

square mile.

CHINESE POPULATION OF CALIFORNIA.

The Oriental population of California is organized into five great companies,

each of which has its hotels, agents, and all the arrangements of an American

corporation. These companies embrace all the Chinese emigrants, except about
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one thousand. The following authentic statement shows the number of arrivals

in, and departures from, the State of members of these companies, the deaths and

present strength :—

Companies. Arrivals. Departures. Died. Present

YouiiK-Wa 16,000 2,500 400 14,000

Sam tap 8,409 1,300 800 6,800

Yan-Wo 2,160 160 160 1,780

Oze-Yap 16,060 8,700 800 »,200

Ning-Young 4,899 1,269 172 8.907

Total 48,940 8,929 1,882 86,687

This is a peculiar feature of Chinese civilization, as yet imperfectly understood

in the United States. The companies are admirable arrangements—serving to

look after the safety, property, health, and morals of large numbers of persons.

No one who belongs to a company of this kind can be without friends in Cali

fornia. The company looks after him wherever he may be.

MERCANTILE MISCELLANIES.

BROTHER JONATHAN'S SHIPS.

BY (JEORtJK GRENVILLE.

Hurrah for our ships! our merchant ships!

Lot's raise for them the song ;

That safely glide o'er the foaming tide.

With timbers stout and strong;

That to and fro on the mountains go,

And borne on the rushing breeze.

Like birds they fly, 'neath every sky,

From South" to Northern seas!

Hurrah for our ships! our battle ships!

Our glory and our boast;

That curry death In their bellowing breath

To invaders of our coast

In glory and pride, whatever betide.

May they sail around our shore ;

But long bo the day, ere in battle's fray,

Wo shall hour their canuou roar.

Hurrah for our ships! oar Btont steamships!

That flout in strength and grace;

By Are and air their course they boar,

"As giants in the race;

That bind the hands of kindred lands

In close ami friendly grasp;

God grant no feud by death and blood

May e'er unloose the clasp.

Hurrah for them all, both great and small.

That float our waters free ;

May they safely sail in calm or gale,

In home or foreign sea ;

Hurrah again for our merchantmen.

Hurrah for oar men-of-war!

Blng out the shout for our steamships stout,

Hurrah for them all 1—Hurrah !

WILLIAM WALLACE LELAND.

[with a portrait.]

The hills of New England, like the mountains of ancient Greece, seem to have

been the home of heroes. They have given birth to men who have had no small

agency in shaping the fortunes of the Republic, and deciding the destinies of our

people. Fired by deep enthusiasm, sustained by unfaltering energy, and guided

by keen intelligence, the men who have come from the New England hills have

been seldom distanced in the race of life. Like the eagles of their native moun

tains, they early leave their nests—but when they spread their wings, it is for a

long flight.

There is hardly a district, even in the vital regions of the Pilgrim States, to

which all this may with more emphasis be applied than to Windsor County,

Vermont. Variegated by hills, crowned with verdure, and vallies standing thick

with corn, enlivened by refreshing breeze, and irrigated by a thousand sparkling

trout streams, the people of those regions seem born to found Republics and build

States. Nor, among the names which come to the memory when we speak of

the Green Mountains, is there a single family which better illustrates what we
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have said of the native vigor, the rare intelligence, and the indomitable energy of

the Vermont men, than the name and the family of the Lelands. For many years

the fortunes of this family l.ad flowed on, like those of a thousand others around

them. Pioneer ancestry had cut their way through the forests, and the smoke of

the early log cabins had curled up over the frozen hills, along the extrcmest verge

of civilized life. They went through the perils of the Revolution by the side of

such men as Ethan Allen, and when the struggle was over, erected the noble

edifice of Civil Government on the broad basis of Republican Liberty.

Simeon Lcland, (the father of •' the Brothers Leland," more universally known,)

was the first man who established a line of mail coaches across the Green Moun

tains, lie was a man of intrepid courage, bold conception, and steady nerve.

He inculcated in his sons the same lessons of economy, and he had practiced and

inspired them with the same sentiments of honor and virtue.

William Wallace Leland, the subject of this brief sketch, was born in

Chester, Windsor County, Vermont, in the year 1821. Gifted with quick

perception and an irrepressible love for intelligence, he turned every faculty for

education to the best advantage, and at the age of sixteen, when he could no

longer restrain his longings for adventure, he left his father's house to seek the

smiles of fortune, with a resolute purpose of achieving eminence in the world.

With a few dollars in his pocket, he started for New York in the summer of 1838.

On his arrival, he presented himself to Coleman & Stetson, of the Astor House,

and requested employment. He knew that he must begin at the bottom of the

hill, and he was not disappointed when he was put to hard and responsible work.

But laborious as it was, he caught, through the future, images of prosperity ; and

not doubting that he was on the high road to fortune, he wrote, a few weeks

after, a letter to his elder brother Simeon, also to visit the metropolis. Simeon

came, and at once went into the employment of Preston Hodges, the well-known

host of the Clinton Hotel, where he was joined a year after by his brother Wil

liam, and together they soon acquired the entire management of the hotel, more

than sustaining its former high reputation.

In the spring of 1843, alter having formed many acquaintances among the

leading men of the West, William went to Cleveland, Ohio, where, with the means

he had saved from his close application in New York, he established himself in

mercantile business, and in the purchase and sale of real estate ; and in a short

time, besides many other cdiDces, he erected a superb block of eight dwellings,

which constituted, at the time, one of the most beautiful structures that had been

raised in the West. Here he extended his business relations along the shores of

the great lakes, built vessels for passengers and transportation, and traded exten

sively in the great products of that immense region.

In 1849, he made a sale of all his property, and, in December of that year,

Bailed for California in the Crescent City, to join his brother Warren, who had

already gone before him to the Golden Land. It was indicative of William's

taste for intelligence, and his shrewdness of calculation, that he took with him

one of Hoe's steam printing presses. On his arrival, he purchased a share of the

Pacific News, then a weekly journal, which, with the aid of his capital and energy,

was soon established as a daily paper. The role of expense attending its publi

cation would have intimidated almost any other man. Two editors were paid

$12,000 a year, and thirty printers 3300, each, per month ; but the enterprise was

entirely successful, and, in a short time, he received the tempting offer of nearly

$100,000 for his interest. He accepted it, and at once established himself on the

spot where the city of Marysville now stands, where he began the publication of

the Marysville Herald. He laid out the city of Marysville, and also the city of

Trinidad, and conceived and executed bold speculations. Having now reaped a

golden harvest in these fields of fortune and adventure, he returned from California

in the fall of 1851, visited Ohio, and then made his preparations to sail for Europe,

to attend the opening of the World's Fair. He again accomplished his purpose

with the promptness, the energy, and the decision which had always characterized

him, and, after a thorough exploration of England and its circumjacent islands,

he made the tour of the continent During his absence abroad, he maintained

.^ ^
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the habit, which he had practiced from the beginning, of writing frequent, letter*

to the American journals, descriptive of whatever he saw that seemed worthy of

narration. These letters indicate the keenest observation, with an instructive

knowledge of human character, and they are pervaded by the fervid spirit of our

own times, and the warmest love of country.

During his absence, his three brothers had undertaken the boldest enterprise

they had ever been engaged in, and one which the public did not hesitate to

prophesy would end in complete failure. They had leased and furnished at an

enormous expense, and with unrivaled splendor, tl>e Metropolitan Hotel. On

his return, William joined them, and, under the direction of the four brothers,

that great temple of hospitality, luxury, and taste, acquired a reputation which

had never been equaled by any hotel in the world, and which will hardly be sur

passed by any in time to come. One familiar with the history of Mr. Leland,

thus portrays briefly his character and pursuits :—

" A brief survey of Mr. Leland's career show him to be a man of indomitable

energy, activity, and perseverance, Few young men have traveled as many thou

sand miles a year, and accomplished so much in so short a space of time. Within

the last fourteen years we find him, first, a rotunda-boy in 1838, then, in rapid

succession, bar-tender, office-clerk, drygoods-clerk. merchant, house and ship

builder, ship captain on the great Western lakes, and general speculator in wheat,

lands, &.C. We next find him laying out cities and building up towns in Cali

fornia, establishing and editing newspapers, digging gold in the gulches and moun

tains of the Sierra Nevada, traveling through the half-civilized wilds of Central

and South America, braving the bands of guerrillas, plunging into the silver

mines of Mexico, and tasting the fruits of the West India Islands; then—after

crossing the Atlantic, crossing the British Channel, crossing the Pyrenees, and

taking a general survey of Europe—we at last find him, at the youthful age of

thirty-one, connected with one of the most successful and gigantic enterprises of

the age, the Metropolitan Hotel."

The last great enterprise in which Mr. Leland has embarked, is the railroad to

the Pacific. He visited the extreme Southwest, surveying the route, which baa

been adopted by the directors, and, on his return, was elected secretary of the

company. His labors and his influence in behalf of that magnificent scheme, have

contributed, in no small degree, to its now brilliant prospects. No doubt can any

longer be entertained that the two earth-encircling oceans are soon to be linked

by iron, electricity, and steam. Hoarded millions will be circulated through all

the channels of trade, industry will rejoice in its toil, and genius exult over its

creations. There will be the broadest and the noblest field ever yet opened by a

nation for the talent of her sons. It will be a university for the education of a

whole generation of civil engineers. The North, the South, the East, the West,

and the center, will be brought together. Political asperities and sectional ani

mosities will be laid aside, and we shall witness, what hitherto only optimists

have dreamed of, a universal brotherhood.* l.

COMMERCIAL ARCHITECTURE.

THE GKIOO BUILDING, WALNUT-STREET, PHILADELPHIA, AND THE CBE OF IKON IN BUILDING.

The use of iron in domestic and marine architecture is attracting a constantly

growing attention, and is a matter of the deepest interest, at once to capitalists

and men of business, the insurer and the insured. Since Bogardus put up his

iron building in Center-street, New York, a year or two before the London Crystal

Palace was thought of—and published his plans for the necessary castings f,r

iron houses, and his system of coupling and fastening—then the use of iron, either

* Another chapter in the life of onr enterprising friend, connected with raising the Russian war-

ships, remains to ho written. Mr. Leland recently sailed for Europe, having invested a large sum

in that enterprise. Mar success roward the efforts of the enterprising contractors with the Emperor

•f Russia.—Ed. Mtr. Mag.
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for the main superstructure, or for beams and staircases, has made rapid progress.

The great advantages it secures are durability, ornament, safety against fire, and

a comparative cheap material..

The Philadelphia papers arc full of the praises of a new building which has

lately been erected on Walnut-street, in that city, which is not only an ornament

to the city, but is a model for study and imitation for its convenience of arrarge-

ment and solidity, and the liberality and skill with which the latest improvements

in heating, plumbing, and ventilation have been introduced, and is especially worthy

of attention as an illustration of the great advantage with which iron may be

largely used in architecture.

The descriptions given in the Philadelphia papers are very full and detailed,

and present many points which will interest, in various ways, the readers of the

Merchants' Magazine.

The building fronts on "Walnut-street, below Third, and opposite to the Ex

change. With the exception of the interior doors, it is constructed exclusively

of incombustible materials—stone, brick, iron, cement, and encaustic tiles. Its

width in front is twenty-nine feet nine inches, and it runs back one hundred and

twenty-eight feet to Pear-street, in the rear. There is a front and a rear building.

The main building, which is three stories high, with basement, contains eight

rooms, each twenty-two by twenty-eight feet, and sixteen feet high, with large

communicating doors—so that, if desired, two rooms can be thrown into one, and

■sed as a single office. In the other, or rear building, there are four rooms, each

twenty-two by thirty feet, with similar communicating doors. There are also

wash-rooms, water-closets, and a fire-room attached to each suite, making each

complete by itself.

The front is of brown stone, marked by great elegance and simplicity of design,

not, however, to the exclusion of much elaborate ornament in the details. One

critic pronounces it " chaste, classical, and elegant ;" another tells us it is " elabo

rately carved and beautifully modeled ;" aud a third, that it is a " remarkable

building, perfectly sui generis, whether as regards ventilation, light, dryness, and

imperviousness to fire."

The most practically important point about this building, is the construction

of the. interior. We have mentioned the careful and studied exclusion of wood,

which is used for nothing except the inside doors. Iustead of wooden rafters,

iron beams have been used throughout, placed at intervals of four feet, which are

filled-in with brick-work, arched so as to form what has not improperly been

called a " corrugated ceiling." The arches are plastered, and, the stile of each

arch being furnished with an ornamental bracket, the effect of the whole is pleasing

as well as novel. The floors are laid throughout with English encaustic tiles, of

various designs.

Mr. Samuel Sloan, the architect, is spoken of as a gentleman who unites, in a

high degree, a science and a practical skill worthy the magnificent liberality of

the capitalist who has given him this opportunity to fully display them.

" The building," one of the papers informs us, " will speedily be entirely occu

pied. The lower floor, front, has been rented by the Independent Mutual Insur

ance Company ; the third floor, frout, is to be occupied by Mr. Sloan, the archi

tect ; while the second story of the back building is devoted to the offices of Mr.

Grigg (the owner) himself, and very beautiful they are."
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The " Grigg Building." as it has been appropriately named, is designed for

banking and insurance offices—to which purposes it has been carefully and studi

ously adapted, and for which it has been pronounced the most complete and best

arranged building in the city ; and we can imagine no more appropriate building

for the business of fire insurance than one which, like this, is a standing protest

against that flimsiness of construction which prevails too generally, and embodiet

in itself a practical assurance against fire.

The Philadelphia critics hardly seem to know which most to admire—the

buildiug or ihe builder, the edifice which is to " inaugurate a new style of build

ing," or the capitalist, who, while not neglecting ornament, (too often deemed

the main point in our modern pasteboard structures.) has set an example to otlien

by studying the health, comfort, and safety of his tenants a3 the weightier matter

to be secured, by a wise liberality in the first cost, by thorough lighting and

ventilation, and, above all, by the substitution of iron for all other materials.

The readers of the Merchants' Magazine will remember the interesting biograph

ical sketch of John Grigg, published in our pages several years since. Something

of the same pioneer spirit which marked his career are there presented—which

led him to strike out new paths in the book-selling business, and open a

new era in the trade of the South and West particularly—wc think we see in

this new enterprise of his. To do whatever you do best—to lead others to do

well by doing well—are principles which may be illustrated in building, preached

in stones as well as from pulpits. There is no example more needed than that of

thoroughness in the construction of buildings—no improvement more desirable

than the general substitution of iron for wood. Philadelphia is destined to see

many other structures adorning, like the Grigg Building, her business streets ;

and it must be borne in mind that Philadelphia has a two-fold interest in this

matter. Wc do not see what there is to prevent that city becoming the great

center of our manufactures of iron, aud ultimately of cotton and woolens—holding

the same pre-eminence here that New York must continue to hold as the commer

cial center of the country.

THE « ALMICHTT DOLLAR "—JUSTICE TO CANADA.

The Canadian Times is down upon our correspondent, A. B. Johjjsox. Esq.,

the author of the article upon " The Almighty Dollar," published in the Mer

chants' Magazine, for January, 1857, (vol. xxxvi., pages 48-52.) The Times,

after giving the contents of that number, goes on to say :—

" We are always profited by reading this multum in parvo, because wc are sure

of gaining valuable information from its pages. We have been iu the habit of

placing groat reliance upon its statements, which are generally very correct ; but

must confess that in reading the article, ' The Almighty Dollar,' our confidence

has been somewhat shaken. We think the writer has allowed his national preju

dices to carry him to excess. He has looked at his own land by means of a

microscope, and at others—especially Canada—by means of an inverted telescope.

He says, ' In Canada, money pursuits are inferior in diguily to officialism—civil,

ecclesiastical, military, and naval—consequently the toiling masses stagnate from

conscious inferiority ; from the sad feeling that Dr. Johnson designated as scoun-

drelism, and are active to only the degree necessitated by their* animal want*.

Population hardly keeps from diminution, and immigrants arrive there only to

comprehend that tha palsy which atfiicted the land they left, afflicts Canada also,

r
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and to pass through it to the States, where they at once become vigorously active

in a scramble for a common object.'

" Now we are always willing to pardon a little egotism in oor neighbors of tha

States, in consideration of the many good qualities they possess, and of their

natural predeliction for boasting ; but the above statement is too unfair and in

correct to be passed unnoticed.

" We suppose the writer, like Rip Van Winkle, must have slept for a quarter

of a century, and not being fully awake when he began to write, he bases his

calculations of the population of Canada on data which were venerable by age,

even when somnolency prostrated his faculties ; hence his assertion, ' population

hardly keeps from diminution.' To suppose otherwise, is to give him little credit

for veracity or research. As to our ' toiling masses stagnating from conscious in

feriority,' we think the writer, in his half-conscious state, must have been musing

over the Southern States of the Union, when he penned that phrase, and unwit

tingly applied it to Canada. If the writer has ever crossed the lake, so near his

residence, he must have seen that the toiling masses of Canada were in no respect

inferior to the same classes op his own side of the lake, though they may not wor

ship the ' Almighty Dollar ' with that degrading prostration so common to his

countrymen ; and as to a consciousness of inferiority, if he saw it evinced by any

class, it would be by those poor unfortunate refugees who have, at great peril,

fled to Canada, that they may enjoy those rights their native country denied them

—the rights of manhood."

We are inclined to believe that the strictures of our Canadian cotemporary

are well founded, and that onr correspondent, Mr. Johnson, is liable to the charge

of not being " posted up" on the progress of Canada West. Within the brief

period of twenty years Canada West has made most rapid advance in population,

in wealth, and in all the various arts which can minister to man's material enjoy

ments, with a nearly corresponding progress in the moral condition and the gen

eral tone of society. Land is so cheap and easily attainable that every industri

ous person may, in a short time, become a freeholder. And perhaps there is no

class in America who really live more comfortably than those men in Canada

West who have cleared farms, and know how to make a proper use of them.

Still, more striking signs of the progress of the province are seen in the rapidity

with which its cities and towns have been built up. In fact, we consider that

the progress of our neighbor is satisfactory from every point of view, and yet

this should not be credited wholly to Canadian exertions, since it has been in

great part owing to the infusion of vitality by the influx of an excellent class of

settlers from the United States, and by a still greater (in number) influx of de

sirable immigrants from England and Ireland.

BRIEF BIOGRAPHY OF A BOSTON MERCHANT.

The Boston Transcript of March 7, 1857, announced the death of William

WoRTniNGTON, one of the oldest and most respectable merchants of Boston. He

died at his residence in Dorchester, on Friday, the 6th of March, of hemorrhage

of the lungs, in the 73d year of his age.

Mr. Worthington was a native of Colchester, Conn. He came to Boston

when a lad, and has been known in business circles for more than half a century.

He occupied a store on Central wharf for a longer period than any merchant

thereon. He was a director of the New England Bank for some thirty-thrc*

years, and during the last quarter of a century he has been an active member and

wise counselor of most of the well established benevolent organizations of
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Boston. He was a life member of the American Unitarian Association, and for

more than thirty years served as deacon of the New South Church in Boston.

In all the relations of life, the deceased was known as a man of sterling integrity,

whose actions were based upon the deepest Christian principles.

It is the lot of but few men engaged in active business to reach the age of

more than three score and ten years, with so pure a reputation, so upright and

honorable a character, as is universally awarded to Mr. W. Such men serve to

redeem the mercantile profession from the stain it oftentimes receives by the ac

tions of selfish, mean, or unprincipled merchants. At the death of William Par-

eons, some years ago, the late Rev. Dr. Alexander Young preached a discourse,

which was published in the Merchants' Magazine, on the " Good Merchant," and

sketched with great fidelity his ideal of that character. Some of those who

heard t lie sermon, and others who have perused it on the printed page, have thought

the preacher was portraying the life and character of Worthingtox, at the time

he was otlering a tribute to the memory of an esteemed parishioner.

As we contemplate the useful life and noble example of the deceased, says our

cotcmporary of the Transcript, the following lines from an anonymous poet

seems to have almost been written for the comfort of his relatives and friends :—

I looked Dpon tbo righteous man,

And heard the holy prayer

Which rose above that breathless form,

To soothe the mourners' care.

And felt how precious was the gift

lie to his loved ones gave,—

The Btnlnless memory of the just,

The wealth beyond the grave.

INDORSING NOTES.

A Philadelphia merchant and millionaire sends us the following article from

the Keokuk Times. Our correspondent, who has had forty years' experience in

mercantile life, thinks it worthy of a place in the pages of the Merclianls' Maga

zine, and further, that it should be " inscribed" on every counting-house desk, on

every work-bench, and on every professional man's writing-table, and made

a golden rule of conduct for every one entering the battle of business com

petition. The opinion of our veteran friend needs no indorsement. His paper

is good, and his notes are entitled to a wide circulation.

In a city of the commercial importance of Keokuk, it may not be amiss to

make a few suggestions, however homely they may be, upon the practice of in

dorsing notes. We are aware that mauy have made themselves independently

rich by the use of accommodation paper, and will deride anything that may be said

against indorsing. We are also aware that many of these same men who are

able to dress " in purple and gold, and in fine linen, aud fare sumptuously every

day," do so while they who made their notes negotiable are living in poverty

through their misguided friendship.

It has been well said that there are many things in this world which every man

has to learn for himself, and it seems to us that the folly of indorsing is one of

them. Although tens of thousands have been brought from affluence to at least

comparative poverty, yet tens of thousands, with all these examples before them,

continue in the practice of indorsing for others merely because in business life

the accommodation is reciprocal. Many who indorse paper with impunity for

years, oftentimes find themselves brought to bankruptcy in the end, and are com-
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pelled to devote that portion of their lives which should be passed in quiet seclu

sion from the turmoil of a business life, not in carrying out their ambitious day

dreams, but in liquidating the debts contracted by their misguided folly. Sir

Walter Scott, who had yearly added acre upon acre to his extensive domain,

awakened one morning to find himself ruined to utter bankruptcy lhrough in

dorsing. Even Barnum, who never failed in the world of humbug, and who was

looked upon as the personification of shrewdness, was ruined by this delusive

habit. The whole world is full of bankrupts, who can trace their present con

dition to the too liberal use of their names upon accommodation paper. Yet the

balance of mankind appear to be no more cautious, with all these examples be

fore them. No one should ever indorse an accommodation note, for the financier

ing which raises money in this way is radically wrong. Although it is generally

regarded as the cheapest, it is really the very dearest method; for the person who

indorses for you is sure, at some time or other, to want you to indorse in return ;

by accommodating your friends in this way, you put your fortune at the hazard

of many casualties, entirely beyond your control. Hard times come on, and of

course bankruptcy follows.

If so much can be said against this practice when there is a mutual considera

tion, an exchange of indorsements, how much can be urged against it when a

man indorses from motives of private friendship, and not as a business courtesy?

There are huudreds of men who will indorse for another, to whom they would not

sell a bill of goods on credit, merely because they lack the moral courage to say

no. In such cases, it would be wiser to give the applicant at once the amount of

money you could afford to throw away—for then you know just exactly where

you are : if you indorse for him he may involve you to a greater amount than

you can pay, and when you pay, as most likely you will, it will be at the very

time that any draw upon your finances may sadly injure and inconvenience you.

Private friendship, no matter how close, has no claims upon one person to indorse

for another ; and any one who talics offense at a refusal to do so. is not worthy

the name of friend, for you may rely that he is profoundly ignorant of that where

in true friendship consists—that relation giving no man a right to ruin another.

A QUAKER BARGAIN.

The Boston Post relates an anecdote of a mercantile transaction, which a

hardly in keeping with the general character of that broadbrimmed, drab-colored

portion of the human race. "We have heretofore had occasion to record iu the

pages of the Merchants' Magazine some noble examples of Quaker honor and in

tegrity. We give, however, the story of the Post, although we are not prepared

to vouch for its accuracy. Here it is :—

Some few years since a merchant, who lived upon the eastern seaboard, bar

gained with an honest Quaker for a lot of cider. It was delivered upon the wharf

in due time, neatly barrelled, the bungs carefully covered with tins nicely and

strongly nailed down. The buyer being a shrewed and a careful man, always,

right after his business, took a notion that he would try the wares before he sent

them off. Accordingly, he ripped up one tin, and knocked out the bung of a bar

rel, inserted his proof-glass, and found the liquor was very far from being what

the Quaker had showed him, and what he bargained for. He tried another, and

another—it was all the same—a villainous mixture of hard, musty cider, with

molasses and water. He sought out the sanctified seller, and demanded an explan

ation. Old Broadbrim was cornered, but not nonplussed, or in the least abashed ;

he owned up. for he could not do otherwise ; but with the blandest and smoothest

manner possible excused himself by saying, " Friend Jennings, 1 thought that thee

was to ship it into a far-off country."
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THE BOOK TRADE.

1.—The Architectural Instructor: containing a History of Architecture from

the Earliest Ages to the Present Time ; illustrated with nearly Two Hundred

and Fifty Engravings of Ancient, Medieval, and Modern Cities, Temples,

Palaces, Cathedrals, and Monuments ; also, the Creek and early Romau Classic

Orders, their Principles and Beauties ; with a large number of Original De

signs of Cottages, Villas, and Mansions of different sizes, accompanied with

Practical Observations on Construction, with all the important Details, on a

Scale sufficiently large and definite to enable the Builder to execute with ac

curacy ; and further Designs of Churches, Monuments, and Public Buildings ;

together with a Glossary of Architectural Terms : the whole being the result

of more than Thirty Years' Professional Business. By Mi.nard Lakever,

Architect. 4to., pp. 526. New York : O. P. Putnam & Co.

This is a complete cyclopedia of architecture, being a perfect storehouse of in

formation about every department of the art. Each eliapter bears evidence of

the most careful study and sound judgment of the author, who, sparing no efforts

in his researches, has brought toge'her everything that could be desired relative

to the science of construction ; and at the same time, has so successfully and in

telligibly written out his treatise, that it is adapted not only for professional, but

also for popular, use. For the man who is about to build, us well as for the

working architect, Mr. Lafevcr's work wi.l be of the highest utility. At the

present time, a better knowledge of architecture is very generally sought after,

and a spirit for building well is rapidly increasing throughout our country. This

volume will contribute much to the improvement of the national taste. Its au

thor was architect of many of the elegant structures which adorn New York

and its vicinity. In Brooklyn, he was the architect of the Church of the Holy

Trinity, which will lose nothing by comparison with Trinity Church, New York,

and by many is considered to be its superior ; of the Packer Collegiate Institute,

which is the best building in the United States devoted to education ; and of the

Brooklyn Savings Bank. Prescott, the historian, says that " the surest test of a

civilization of a people is to be found in their architecture, which presents so

noble a field for the display of the grand and the beautiful, and which, at the

same time, is so intimately connected with the essential comforts of life." Mr.

Lafever's great work presents a full history of the styles of architecture of an

cient and modern nations, and shows how our nation may successfully adopt all

those features in them which are really advantageous. In his own original de

signs he has made use of many combinations of styles, with a view of allowing

free scope to individual taste. Our position is unfavorable to a speedy develop

ment of national taste, but with such books as this for the guidance of our citi

zens, we may confidently expect that if its instructions are followed, the structures

henceforth erected will at least correspond to our general advancement in civiliz

ation and our prosperity.

2.—Incidents on Land and Water ; or Four Years on the Pacific Coast, being

a Narrative of the Burning of the ships Noriantum, Hurnayoon, and Fanchon,

together with many Startling aud Interesting Adventures on Sea and Land.

By Mrs. D. B. Bates. 12mo., pp. 334. Boston : James French & Co.

The occupation of California by the American branch of the Anglo-Saxon

race has not only developed the riches of that El Dorado, but a host of authors,

who have found a rich field on which to exercise their genius, and if not to coin

gold from the mines, they may, perchance, from their brains. Mrs. Bates, be

sides giving a simple, unembellished history of portions of her " life's experience,"

and many interesting incidents on " laud and water," has furnished some clever

descriptions of matters and things in general, that will interest those who may

entertain the idea of seeking their fortunes on the Paoific side of the United

States. It is, on the whole, a clever book, printed on type large enough for weak

or age-dimmed eyes.

S
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3.—The New England Business Directory; in which the Mercantile. Profes

sional, Manufacturing, and Mechanical Departments are Compiled and Alpha

betically Arranged under their respective Headings ; also, Information respect

ing Banks, Insurance, Railroad, and other Companies, with a variety of useful

Information. By George Adams, 1856.

. This is a large octavo volume of nearly eight hundred pages, with an appendix

of more than one hundred, which are devoted to advertisements of the best houses

in almost every branch of business. Besides its completeness as a directory for

the entire commeicial and industrial community of the New England States, it

contains a vast amount of statistical and other information, constituting it a val

uable book of reference for all classes. It gives, for instance, a tabular stat ment

of the population of every town and county in these States for 1850, and of Mas

sachusetts for 1850 and 1855. There are also tables of the manufacturing com

panies in New England, exhibiting their location, officers, the capital invested,

and a description of the kind of goods produced by each establishment, 4c. The

commercial and industrial community are under many obligations to the enter

prising publisher lor his untiring labors in a literature so eminently practical in

all its bearings.

4.—The Massachusetts Register; containing a E°cord of the Government and

Institutions of the State, together with a Variety of Useful Information. For

the Year 1857. By Gkoroe Adams.

The Register of Mr. Adams for 1857 contains, besides the usual variety of in

formation respecting the government and institutions of the Commonwealth, com

plete lists of the professional classes, the Legislature, State and county officers,

the municipal organizations of ihe several cities in the State for the year, courts,

commissioners and justices of the peace, banks, insurance and manufacturing

companies, colleges, academies, &c. It is, on the whole, the most complete local

reference-book for business and professioual men published in this country. We

would suggest to Mr. Adams the idea of extending his labors into the great State

of New York, where he will find an ample field for his enterprise and industry,

and probably without meeting with any successful competition.

5.—Hale's Debates and Proceedings in the Massachusetts Iiegislature, at the

Session which was begun at the State House in Boston on Wednesday, the 2d

day of January, and was prorogued on Friday, the 6th day of June, 1856.

This volume, covering four hundred and twenty-four royal octavo, double-col

umned pages, contains the debates, proceedings, &c, as reported, with some ad

ditions and corrections, Tor the Boston Daily Adcerliser. Mr. Charles Hale, tho

editor and publisher of the volume, was a member of the Legislature during the

session of 1856, and we are gratified to notice his return for the preseut year.

Irrespective of all party considerations, his education, intelligence, and industry,

fit him well for the position of a legislator. We trust he will be retained for

many years in that position, and that he will continue the yearly publication of

the debates and proceedings of Massachusetts. The Legislature of that State

should encourage the enterprise by ordering copies enough, at least, to supply the

members of both houses and the public libraries of the State, and the historical

societies in every State of the Union. The Boston Daily Adcerliser is the only

journal in Massachusetts that gives the yeas and nays on all important questions,

and these are, of course, incorporated in this volume of legislative proceedings.

6.—Daisy's Necklace: and What Came of It (A Literary Episode.) By T.

B. Aldrich. 12mo., pp. 225. New York : Derby & Jackson.

In this little extravaganza, Mr. Aldrich has described, in an autobiographical

sort of way, a well-meaning, but somewhat vain, young gentleman, who, having

flirted desperately with the magazines, takes it into his silly head to write a novel.

This novel, according to tho author, is " such a one as a young man with fine

taste and crude talent might produce ;" but, according to our opinion, it is skill

fully elaborated. By this charming book, Mr. Aldrich has permanently secured

a high rank among our popular authors of delightful fiction.
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7.—An Analytical Concordance to the Sacred Scriptures ; or the Bible presented

under Distinct and Classified Heads or Topics. Edited by John Eadie. D. D.(

LL. J)., Professor of Biblical Literature to the United Presbyterian Church,

author of " Biblical Cyclopedia," etc., etc. Royal 8vo., pp. 776. Boston :

Gould & Lincoln.

This work, which we have examined with more than ordinary interest, is unique

in its character. It is a concordance, not of words, but of subjects, and possesses

an essentially original and distinctive character. It is the whole Bible, so dis

tributed as to bring together all those passages of Scripture which relate to one

subject under one general head, and then assorted under many subordinate heads.

The purchaser, we quote from the American edition, gets not only a concordance,

but also a complete Bible in this volume. The superior convenience arising out

of this fact—saving, as it does, the necessity of having two books at hand, and

of making two references, instead of one—will be readily apparent. To clergy

men, theological students, Sabbath-school superintendents and teachers, it will be

found exceedingly convenient To authors and literary men, who would interlard

their compositions with the sublime and beautiful language of that extraordinary

book, it will be found almost equally useful. Another feature of the work, to

which our attention has been called, and whic:. deserves special notice, is the

synopsis, which presents, in brief compass, the contents of the whole work. In

addition to the synopsis, we have an index, embracing some two thousand leading

words, arranged in alphabetical order. The work is, in short, the books of the

Old and New Testaments printed under classified beads. For instance, take the

first article -Agriculture—and the reader will find all that is said in Scripture

aa to the land and farni3 of Canaan, the processes of husbandry, sach as plowing,

■owing, reaping, &c, and the allusions to them contained in the prophets and in

the parables of Christ, with much more of similar import.

8.—Annual of Scientific Discovery; or Ycar-Book of Facts in Science and

Art, exhibiting the most important Discoveries and Improvements, &c , &c.

Edited by David A. Wei.t.s, A. M., editor of the "Year-Book of Agricul

ture," &.c. 12mo., pp. 406. Boston : Could & Lincoln. New York : G. P.

Putnam.

The eighth annual issue of this valuable book will compare favorably with pre

vious volumes, and it is more complete than the English Year-Book of so many

years' standing. It embraces, in its well arranged and classified pages, all the

most important discoveries and improvements in mechanics, useful arts, natural

philosophy, chemistry, astronomy, meteorology, zoology, botany, mineralogy, ge

ology, geography, and antiquities, together with a list of recent scientific publi

cations, a classified list of patents, obituaries oi eminent scientific men, notes on

the progress of science in the United States during the year 1856. It is inter

esting as a record of the world's progress in natural philosophy, science, and the

industrial arts, and valuable as a book for present and future reference. Mr.

Wells, the compiler of this and works of a kindred character, deserves the thauks

of the public for his careful gleanings and gatherings in the fields of useful knowl

edge. The annual continuance of the work i3 placed beyond the reach of chance.

As a commercial enterprise, it has been eminently successful.

By Walter Aimwell, author of " Oscar,"

ith Illustrations. 16 mo., pp. 308. Boston :

Gould & Lincoln.

This is the fourth of " the Aimwell Stories," which are designed for boys and

girls. They are illustrative of youthful character, and while they happily com

bine instruction with amusement, they also have an excellent moral tendency.

The object of the present volume is to show that a youth may still be a real boy

in his tastes, pursuits, and feeliugs, and yet exhibit something of true manliness

in his spirit and deportmeut.

9.— Whistler; or the Manly Boy.

" Clinton," " Ella," etc. Witt
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10.—Brittany and La Vendee. Tales and Sketches. With a notice of the Life

and Literary Character of Emile Souvestre. lCmo., pp. 301. New York :

Dix, Edwards k Co.

M. Emile Souvestre, whose brilliant career was terminated by sudden death in

1854, was one of the most distinguished modern authors of France. He was a

novelist, with a philosophic bias; his heart beat quick with pity. love, and sym

pathy for the lower classes ; and he sought by his works to better their condition

and prospects. He exhibited humanity in its more cheering phases, believing

that the domain of goodness is more extended on the face of the earth than that

of wickedness, and that it is progressively expanding. At his death, the

Academic Francaise voted to his widow the testimonial founded by M. Lambert

for the recognition of the writer who had been most useful to his country. The

tales and sketches in this volume are all spirited, natural, and of a high order of

merit; and have for us the additional charm of novelty, as embodying the man

ners and customs of a people of whom we know but little. They are preceded

by a biographical sketch of the author, which narrates many affecting incidents

in his life, and portrays the features of his character.

11.—A Journey through Texas ; or a Saddle Trip on the Southwestern Frontier.

With a Statistical Appendix. By Fukdkmck Law Olmsted, author of "A

Journey in the Seaboard Slave States.'' " Walks and Talks of an American

Farmer in England." etc., etc. 12mo., pp. 516. New York: Dix. Edwards

& Co.

This is a work of considerable interest, and has been in preparation for a long

time. By his previous volume on the " Seaboard Slave States," noticed in a

former number of this Magazine, and other works, Mr. Olmsted has established

his reputation as a careful observer and candid reporter of whatever facts of na

ture and science he has met with in his travels. The great extent and capacities

of Texas, as well as its distinct position and history, induced the author to devote

a separate volume to this rapidly-growing State. His narrative is full of facts

relative to the sections visited, and interesting incidents of his trip. Tables of

such statistics as are most useful for reference are grouped in an appendix.

12.—Manual of United Slates History, from 1492 to 1850. By Samuel Eliot,

author of a " History of Liherty," and Professor of History aud Literature in

Trinity College. 8vo., pp. 483. Boston : Hickling, Swan & Brewer.

This work supplies a want in the historical literature of the country. The

scholarly author has been eminently successful in his design of providing a work.

" in which the leading principles and the leading facts of our history are set forth

side by side." The work is of moderate extent, and space is given to transactions

in proportion to their magnitude and importance—a few days in some parts of

the history cover as many pages as a long series of less-eventful years in others.

It is, on the whole, a concise, admirably-arranged outline of historv, well calcu

lated to "suggest comprehensive conceptions of the whole, rather tnan complete

views of any part." Altliongh the author has, in its preparation, relied princi

pally upon original authorities, he cheerfully acknowledges his obligations to such

works as Irving's Columbus, O'Callaghan's and Broadhead's histories of New

York under the Dutch, Spark's Appendixes to the Writings of Washington,

Logging's Field-Book of the Revolution, and last, but uot least, Hildreth's His

tory of the United States.

13.— Stories of the Island World. By Charles Nordhoff, author of Man-of-

war Life," " The Merchant Vessel," " Whaling and Fishing," etc. 16mo.,

pp. 315. New York : Harper & Brothers.

We have commended the several volumes of this author as they have appeared,

and now we have another, which also appears to be a model in its wav. The sub

jects of this volume are—Madagascar, Java, Iceland, Ceylon, and New Zealand.

The narration is professedly given to children by a youth, their brother, who has

visited these distant portions of the world, having passed several years as a sailor.

Each of these large islands is described, with all desirable detail, and in an un

usually entertaining and instructive style.
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14.—Lectures on the British Poets. By Henry Reed, late Professor of Eng

lish Literature in the University of Pennsylvania. In two volumes. 12mo.,

pp. 328, 312. Philadelphia : Parry & McMillan.

The great success of the two volumes of the late Henry Reed's lectures—the

first on " English Literatnre," and the second on " History as illustrated by

Shakspeare*8 plays," induced his brother, Wm. B. Reed, to publish the

present series, still more complete, on the " British Poets." These lectures,

which were delivered in 1841, are now printed from the author's manuscript,

with no other alteration, as we are informed, than the omission of passages

which he had used in his second course. The present volumes, we regret to

learn, are the last that will be published. The two volumes contain fifteen

lectures, with the addition of two pages on kindred subjects—one on English

Sonnets, and another on Hartly Coleridge, and includes the names of Chaucer,

Spencer, Shakspeare, Milton, Burns, Coleridge, Southey, Byron, Wordsworth,

&c. The publication of these volumes is well timed, since they will be highly

prized by all who are adding to their libraries, Little, Brown & Co.'s unrivaled

edition of the " British Poets."

15.—Syhia ; or, the Lost Shepherd. An Eclogue. And other Poems. By

Thomas Buchanan Read. 12mo., pp. 158. Philadelphia : Parry & Mc

Millan.

Mr. Read is a painter and a poet. He was born in 1822, and in 1847

published his first volume of poems, which was followed by a second, " Lays

and Ballads," in 1848. A volume of his poems has been published in London,

and another in Philadelphia, during the author's residence in Italy, The New

Pasiorial. The present volume contains some of the latest productions of his

pen. " Sylvia, or the Lost Shepherd," which, with the shorter pieces, exhibit

" a steady progress and development in the confidence of the writer, in plain and

simple objects, and in strength of fancy and poetic culture."

16.—The Poetical Works of Thomas Hood. In two volumes, pp. 448 and 453.

Boston : Little, Brown & Co.

We noticed in a former number of this Magazine the publication of the

poems of Longfellow complete, in two volumes, and Tennyson's, in one, (in size

about five-and a-half inches long by three-and a-half wide,) by Ticknor & Fields.

The two poets were done up in blue cloth and gold, forming, materially, the com

mencement of a series of as chaste and beautiful volumes as the most fastidious

taste could desire. Now we have before us the poetical works of Hood, in two

volumes, a perfect match for the series so auspiciously commenced by the pub

lishers of Longfellow and Tennyson. Indeed, we have never before seen such a

perfectfac simile in the outward appearance of books emanating from different

houses. Were there not a good understanding between both of the honorable

publishing houses, we would recommend one or the other to commence an action

for " counterfeiting " the other's " trade-marks."

17.—Arctic Adventure by Sea and Land, from the Earliest Date to the Last Ex

peditions in search of Sir John Franklin. Edited by Efes Sargent. With

Maps and Illustrations. 12mo., pp. 480. Boston : Phillips, Sampson & Co.

This timely publication is designed to present a synopsis of what has been done

by the explorers of the Arctic Ocean, and more especially to be used in connec

tion with the narratives of Dr. Kane. The editor has accordingly prepared a

continuous account of Arctic Explorations from the time of the Cabots, the Cor-

tereals, and Sir Hugh Willoughby, and condensed the narratives of Ross, Parry,

Franklin, Beechey, Back, and others, including also that of Lt. Sherard Osborn,

the latest Arctic historian, who, in his account of M'Clure's expedition, and of

the discovery of a northwest passage, has given us the record of some of the

greatest achievements in the Arctic regions. The volume is illustrated with many

excellent engravings and a valuable map of the countries around the North Pole.

The frontispiece is a likeness of Dr. Kane, whose heroic career will ever be promi

nent in the memory and annals of mankind.
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18.—Life of Mary Jemison, (Deh-he-wa-mis.) By Jakes Seaver. Fourth

Edition, with Geographical and Explanatory Notes. 12mo., pp. 312. Roch

ester : I). M. Dewey. New York : Miller, Orton & Mulligan.

Mary Jemison, "the white Indian woman of the Genesee," was taken captive

at Marsh Creek, Pennsylvania, in the year 1755, at the age of thirteen, by a band

of Shawnees. She continued to live among the Six Nations, or Iroquois, for a

period of seventy-eight years, or until her death, in 1833. She was twice mar

ried to Indian husbands, and raised a large family of Indian children. When the

Indian lands in Western New York were sold, she was granted a reservation of

nineteen thousand acres on the Genesee River, near the present site of Cuylerville,

upon which she resided until 1831, when she removed to BufTalo Creek Reserva

tion, where she died. From the manner in which she lived, and the circumstances

under which she was placed, no white person ever enjoyed greater advantages for

giving authentic accounts of what transpired among the Indians of New York.

This v.ork was prepared in 1823 from the recitals of Mary Jemison herself, and

was first published in 1824. As now issued, it will be generally welcomed as an

important record of events connected with the settlement of Western New York.

19.—Arctic Exploration, and Discoveries during the Nineteenth Century ; being

detailed Accounts of the several Expeditions to the North Seas, both English

and American, conducted by Ross, Farry, Back, Franklin, McClure, and other;

including the First Grinnell Expedition under Lieutenant De Haven, and the

final Effort of Dr. E. K. Kane in Search of Sir John Franklin. Edited and

Completed by Samuel M. Smucker, A. M., author of ' Court and Reign of
Catherine II.," " Nicholas I.," " Memorable Scenes in French History," •■ His

tory of the Mormons," etc. 12mo., pp. 511. New York : Miller, Ortou A

Mulligan.

The above copious title will explain the design of this work, which is well

adapted for popular reading.

20.—Man-of-War Life: A Boy's Experience in the United States Navy. durin»

a Voyage around the World, in a Ship-of-the-Line. By Charles NoRDnofr,

author of the " Merchant Vessel," " Whaling and Fishing." IGnio., pp. 286.

Cincinnati : Moore, Wilstach, Keys & Co. New York : Miller, Orton & Mul

ligan.

This is evidently an interesting work, and one which should be read by all boys

and young men who ma\ have an inclination to go to sea, especially aboard of a

government vessel. It also conveys considerable information relative to the ports

and countries visited during the cruise, particularly China and Japau, with illus

trative, engravings. ,..

21.—The Poetical Works of Horace Smith and James Smith, Authors of the

" Rejected Addresses," with Portraits and a Biographical Sketch. Edited by

Epes Sargent. 12mo., pp. 414. New York : Mason Brothers.

The present is the first American edition of the collected poems of Horse*

Smith. Many of them have been printed in our newspapers and TnagaziDes, and

not a few are favorites, familiar to all true lovers of poetry. About one-third of

his poems arc humorous pieces, which are mainly neat and lively versifications of

anecdotes that usually carry with them a point, if not a moral. The poems by

James Smith form the smaller part of the volume, and though of a different char

acter, are equally as entertaining as the former, being so many daguerreotypes of

London society in the first half of the nineteenth century. But it is to the " Re

jected Addresses " that these ingenious brothers arc mainly indebted for their

celebrity, and this work still retains its popularity undiminished.

22.—Henry Lyle, or Life and Existence. By Emilia Marhyatt, daughter of the

late Captain Marryatt. Authoress of " Temper," etc. 12mo., pp. 400. New

York : Garrett, Dick & Fitzgerald.

A captivating work of fiction, embodying the most effective arguments against

the infidel tendencies of the present day, and without the spirit of bigotry or

religious controversy.
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23.—Adventures in the Wilds of the United States and British American Prov

inces. By Charles Lanman, author of " Essays for Summer Hours," " Private

Life of Daniel Webster," etc., etc. Illustrated by the author and Oscar Bessau.

With an Appendix by Lieut. Campbell Hardy. In 2 vols., 8vo., pp. 514,

517. Philadelphia: John W. Moore.

These elegant volumes are composed of materials gathered by the author within

the last ten years, while performing occasional tours into almost every nook and

comer of the United States, and the neighboring: British Provinces. It is a kind

of cyclopedia of American scenery and personal adventure, and of traveling inci

dents, calculated to exhibit the manners and customs of our people, and interest

the lovers of natural history. The several parts of the work have been pre

viously published in small, distinct volumes, and were favorably received by

the public. The author's preface contains highly commendatory letters from

Washington Irving and Edward Everett. Each volume is embellished with

six superior engravings ; while the type, paper, and binding, leave nothing

to be desired in perusing its fascinating pages. The first volume contains—

1. A Summer in the Wilderness (of the upper Mississippi ;) 2. A Tour to the

River Saguenay ; 3. Letters from the Alleghany Mountains ; and, 4. The

Sources of the Potomac. The second volume contains—1. A Tour to the River

Restigouche ; 2. A Winter in the South ; 3. Occasional Records ; and, 4. The

Appendix—which consists of extracts from Lieut. Hardy's work on " Sporting

Adventures in the New World," relative to angling and moose-hunting in Nova

Scotia. Every part of each volume contains delightful reading, and our belief

readily coincides with that of Washington Irving—" that the work will be well

received, and meet with the wide circulation which it assuredly merits."

24.—The Fraserian Papers of the late William Maginn, LL.D. Annotated,

with a Life of the Author, by R. Shelton Mackenzie, D. C. L., editor of

" Noctes Ambrosianse," " Shiel's Sketches of the Irish Bar," " Lady Morgan's

Historical Romances," etc. 12mo., pp. 358. New York : Redfield.

This is the fifth and concluding volume of the series of Maginn's Miscellanies,

published in uniform and handsome style by Redfield, and which, as we arc in

formed, have met with much success. 'I he writings of Dr. Maginn abound with'

wit and humor, and deserve to be handed down to posterity in an enduring form,

despite of the blemishes. He was a man of great learning, and some of his articles

are sound and earnest. The present volume contains his contributions to Fraser's

Magazine, with which he was connected from its commencement. The first of

these is, what purports to be, an account of the election of the editor of the maga

zine—in which Dr. Maginn describes very accurately the literati whom he intro

duces, and hits off, with considerable spirit and much truth, their peculiarities

of manner and language. Dr. Mackenzie's memoir of Dr. Maginn occupies a

hundred pages, and appears to have been prepared with rigid fidelity to the facts.

He says of his labor, that " it will not have been executed in vain, if it show to

living aspirants for literary distinction, that genius is of little worth, in that ex

citing struggle, unless it be accompanied and supported by solidity of character

and discretion of conduct."

25.—Words for the Hour. By the author of " Passion Flowers." 16mo., pp.

165. Boston : Ticknor A Fields.

Strength of thought and nobility of sentiment are the leading characteristics

of this volume of poetry. The intensely poetic nature of the author's mind is

manifest in the eloquent and majestic strains found upon every page. In many

of the poems there is a degree of obscurity in the quaintness and crudeness of

expression, which is not unfrequently combined with a want of musical harmony.

Throughout the greater part of the volume there is an undertone of sadness, which

affects unfavorably its adaptation to the firesides of the reading public, but will

make it more dear to those whose hearts have been tinged with sorrow ; yet there

arc portions of it which afford unmixed pleasure, wherein agreeable conceptions

are delightfully expressed.
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26.-— Usury, Funds, Banking, Monopoly. Forestalling, Traffic, Gallican Liberties,

Graves, Anatomy, etc. By Jekemiah O'Callaohan, Catholic priest. New

York : D. & J. Sadlier & Co.

The author of this work, a Catholic priest, maintains that usury and banking,

and the taking any interest for money loaned, are against the law of God. We

believe that he has been " persecuted," by some of the brethren of " the Church,''

for entertaining or advocating views so opposed to the commercial spirit of the

age ; and he gives, in the opening part of his work, a " narrative of his trials and

travels in regard to usury." He goes further than our friend Edward Kellogg,

sometime a merchant in New York, who has written a book, entitled " Labor

and other Capital," to show that one per cent per annum is all that should be

taken on loans, and who would have that rate established by law. Now Mr.

Kellogg is a good and honest man, but not, perhaps, as consistent as Mr. O'Cal-

laghan—for the former gives and receives a much higher rate for money or its

equivalent, while the latter, we are told, has refused the " elemcuts" of the Church

to the receivers of usury. Besides the usury question, several other matters, as

forestalling, monopoly, traffic, banking, <fcc, are treated by the learned author.

Whatever may be thought of the soundness of his views in regard to some of thes«

topics, few will, we presume, be disposed to question his entire conscientionsneB

in their declaration and advocacy.

27.—The Sultan and his People. By C. Oscanyan, of Constantinople. Illus

trated by a Native of Turkey. 12mo., pp. 456. New York : Derby & Jaek-

The author presents himself to the public a native of Constantinople, and of

American parentage, with the hope that he may unfold some new phases of Tur

key and Orientalism, which may tend to remove any unfounded prejudices, and

enlighten their minds with regard to the real and existing state of his conchy.

He refers to the many previous attempts to portray the actual and past condition

of this Oriental empire, and the various lights and shadows in which it has been

pictured, and says that nothing but actual nativity and education among the peo

ple, with the enlarged views which are acquired by a residence in European coun

tries, can enable an individual to judge and appreciate the peculiar institutions

of Turkey. He commences his work with an historical sketch of the origin of the

Turks, and then notices their religion, government, civil laws, social conditions,

and domestic relations. Illustrations add to the attractiveness of the volume.

28.—Principles of Government ; or Meditations in Exile. By William Smith
O'Brien. With Notes to the American Edition. 12mo. Boston • Patrick

The greater part of this work was composed during the author's exile in Van

Diemen's Land, between the years 1850 and 1854. Owing to the scantiness of

literary resources, he was compelled to generalize his ideas, and to write as a cit

izen of the world, rather than as an Irish patriot. His work is intended to be

suggestive, not dogmatical. The editor of the American edition ha.s appended

to Mr. O'Brien's text " such notes as American experience, or Catholic principles,

would seem to call for." The publisher has issued the work with the hope ihat

the author's attractive name will induce many of his countrymen by birth who

are, or may become, citizens of this republic, to enter with ardor into the study

29.—The Golden Legacy: a story of Life's Phases. By a Lady. 12rao., pp.

382. New York : 1). Appleton & Co.

The phases of life delineated in this volume readily awakens the interest of

the reader. The author's pictures of society will be recognized as being

for the most part true to life, although there appears to be a desparity between

the boldness of some of the outlines and the tameness of others. The drift of

the moral will be seen from the motto on the title-pago—" Therefore all things

whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye even so to them."

son.

Donahoe. -
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MERCHANTS' MAGAZINE AND COMMERCIAL REVIEW.

lOstabl lilted July, 1839.

BY FREEMAN HUNT, EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY.

it M2 Fnllon-street, New York—At Five Dollars per Annum.

The. MERCHANTS' MAGAZINE AND COMMERCIAL REVIEW

ia devoted to TRADE, COMMERCE, and NAVIGATION—BANKING, CUR

RENCY, and FINANCE—MERCANTILE and MARITIME LAW—FIRE

MARINE, and LIFE INSURANCE—OCEAN and INLAND NAVI

GATION—NAUTICAL INTELLIGENCE—INTERNAL IMPROVEMENTS—

including CANALS, RAILWAYS, and PLANK ROADS—RIVT2RS and

HARBORS, and in general all subjects involving the great Commercial and Indus

trial Interests of the Country and the World.

It has been ever the constant aim, and untiring effort of the Editor and Pro

prietor to make the Work, at once, a journal of the latest Commercial Intelligence,

and a standard Library of Reference on all topics of Trade, Dot less indispensable to

the Statesman, Political Economist, Jurist, Financier, Banker, Broker, Snrp Mas

ter, Ship Builder, Mechanic, and Manufacturer, than to the Merchant and Business

Man ; and from the necessarily comprehensive range of its discussions and its Statis

tics, taking in, as it does, every subject in the wide field of Commerce, the pages of the

Magazine will always be found to embody a vast fund of Knowlege for the Farmer,

also—for the Cotton Planter of the South, and the Grain Grower of the North.

The Editor and Proprietor has endeavored to infuse into his Magazine a national

spirit and character, by securing the aid of able correspondents in all parts of our wide

spread Republic, and by exhibiting the resources of every State and Territory of the

Union. On mooted points in political economy, banking, and the principles of trade,

he has freely admitted articles advocating antagonistic doctrines and opinion? ;

while it is his great aim to exhibit facts, and embody the scientific and practical opera-

tinos of Commerce, the Magazine will be ever open to the free and fair discussion of

every subject legitimately falling within its general scope and its original tit

The number for June, 1856, completed the thirty- fourth: semi-annual v.

of the Merchants Magazine. The work has been enlarged more than one third fit

commencement in July, 1839, and each volume now contains nearly Eight HiHidred

octavo pages. A few complete sets of the Magazine niny be obtained at the publish

er's office, 142 Fulton-street, New York, neatly and substantially bound, for Two Dol

lars and a Half per volume.

Chamier or ComiiRci or Paris, Paris, 26 December, ISO.

Ua. Freeman Hunt.

Sir:—Tlie chamber of Commerce of Paris, having bad occasion to consult the Magazine which

you have published for so many years past, could not but fully appreciate Its great merit, li has re-

marked the sustained zeal and care with which you have brought together In its page*, statistical ',

matter of the highest interest, as well as disquisitions of the utmost Importance and utility ; and the

Chamber knows of no better way of testifying its appreciation of your work, than by subscribing for

the Magazine for its Library. The Treasurer ha been directed to charge one of our cormpoRdcaki

in New York with this duty, and also to forwards to you this letter, which we conclude Sir, by offering

you the assurances of our highest consideration.

Horace Say, Secretary. LEGENTIL, President of the Chamber.

At a stated meeting of the Philadelphia Board ofTrade, held on Monday evening, April 21st, 185 1 ,

the following resolutions were adopted, without a dissenttug voice:—

Re«t,lveit, 'Phut (he Hoard of Trade viewing the importance of a publication, which condenses In u

attractive and enduring form, general information and atattatlca relating to the commercial anil indus

trial pursuits of our country, venture to recommend u //war'* Merchant*1 Alaga-.int avd Commercial

AreiVif,'' as possessing these requisites in an eminent degree, and trust their fellow-citizens may be

Induced to encourage Freeman Hunt, Esq., In his arduous labors by becoming subscribers to all

periodical.

Itrtoivcil, That a copy of the foregoing Resolution be furnished Mr. Hunt, by the Secretaiy of Ike

Board.

TIIOS. P. COPE, President C. C. Cmxsi -Secretary.

Cincinnati Chamber or Commerce, February *th, 1SSI.

At a meeting of the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce, February 4tb, 1 861, the follow itig reeoln

tlons were unanimously adopted:—

Rritolvtd, That Host's Merchant*' Magazine and Commercial Itrrinr,\* a work of great interest

and nttlity, and is signally adapted to Inform the merchants upon the numerous facts relative to the

foreign and Internal trade of the country. Its manufactures and agricultural statistics ; and that the

thanks of the mercantile community are due to its editor, Freeman Hunt, Esq., Tor the Industry ana

ability with which he has conducted It for so many years.

He.solrcd. That we recommend its more general circulation, and that a copy ofthese HsaolnUom be I

forwarded to Mr. Hunt. Ricdard Snitu. Secrwuuy









 


